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Home Permanent Wove Kit Contains—

everything you need—shampoo, 40

curlers, and wave set—nothing else to

buy. Be smart— be thrifty—treat your-

self to a CHARM-lSilIRL Permanent

Wave without delay.

Do It , , .with

Puttin!

YOUR HAI!

Up in

Curler
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HEATLESS-MACHINELESS
There is a simple, easy way to per-

manent wave the charm and loveli-

ness of curls and waves into your

hair. Mail the coupon, let the amaz-

ing new CHARM-KURL Home Per-

manent Wave Kit save you money
by giving you a real honest-to-good-

ness machineless permanent wave

right in your own home. We have

certainly made it easy for you to

have lovely curled and waved hair

by bringing you CHARM-KURL on

this wonderful 59c offer. But the

in -tHRet^liliH ITIIGES

This Simple Easy Way.
Yes, it’s true! You can give your hair a wonderful new cool, machineless permanent wave at home,

thanks to CHARM-KURL. It is easy as putting your hair up in curlers. All you need do is mail the coupon.

Then CHARM-KURL your hair. See for yourself how amazingly lovely your hair looks, curled and waved

in the latest adorable fashions. And, most important, CHARM KURL, complete, is yours for only 59c.

A next step is up to you.

%

THOUsnnos use churui-kuri
Make Th is Easy Test . . .

CHARM-KURL is guaranteed to satisfy you

as well as any permanent wave costing as much

as $5.00—or your money back for the asking.

CHARM-KURL cleans and sweetens the hair,

washes out dirt and loose dandruff scales,

leaves the hair luxuriously soft and easy to

manage. CHARM-KURL is safe Contains no

harmful chemicals or ammonia. There is noth-

ing finer, for bleached, dyed, or gray hair.

Mail the coupon. If C. O. D., pay 59c plus

postage on arrival. You save by sending remit-

tance with coupon—and we pay postage. Test

CHARM-KURL yourself. See how lovely yout

hair will be, permanent waved at home the

CHARM-KURL way. Remember, if you aren’t

positively delighted beyond words, your

money will be refunded, on request. With a

guarantee like this, you can’t lose. Now, today,

mail the coupon and know the joy of glamor-

ous curls and waves within a few short hours.

CHARM-KURL is the largest selling Jlome

Permanent Wave 'Kit in America. Jhere is no need

to pay more than 59c.

CHARM-KURL CO., DEPT.122, 2459 UNIVERSITY AVE., ST. PAUL, MINN, t

LiMAIL THIS COUPON NOW
CHARM'KURL CO.. Dept. 122, 2459 University Ave., St. Paul 4, Minn.

I want to take advantage of yoor liberal offer. Rush me one complete CHARM-KUIUj Pern»nent W^e
Kit. When it arrives, I will pay 69c plus postage to my postman. If, for any reason, i am not tnorougniy

satisfied, you agree to refund purchase price on my request. This does not obligate me in any way.
If you want more than one kit check below:

2 CHARM-KURL KITS. $1.18. plus postage. 3 CHARM-KURL KITS. $1.77.

plus postage. (C. O. D. charges the same as for only one KIT)

WONDERFUL, TOO, FOR CHILDREN’S HAIR
Thousands of delighted mothers cheer CHARM-KURL Permanent
Xvave Kit because it is easy to use. so economical and long-lasting.
Positively cannot harm children’s fine, soft hair. If you’re a thrifty

mother, you’ll order an extra Kit for your daughter. She’ll be overjoyed

Name

Address.

City.

Q I want to save postage charges, enclosed is remittonce.
(Canadian orders must be accompanied by an International Money Order.)
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turn heads and hearts with a sparkling smile!

Smiles are brighter when gums are firmer. Guard against "pii^k tooth brush"-~use ipana and massage.

You’re working on the home front

— backing our heroes on the battle

front. But when your day’s stint is done—
it’s time for relaxation—for fun, for dates

and romance.

Do you need beauty to win hearts? Not
at all! Look at the popular girls about you.

Few can claim real beauty. But they all

know hmv to smile!

So let your smile be bright—warm hearts

with its magic! But for that kind of a smile

you need bright, sparkling teeth. And re-

member, sparkling teeth depend largely

on firm, healthy gums.

Never ignore “pink tooth brush"!

If your tooth brush "shows pink,’’ see your

dentist. He may tell you that soft foods

have denied your gums the exercise they

need for health. And, like many dentists,

he may suggest the "helpful stimulation of

Ipana and massage.”

For Ipana is designed not only to clean

teeth but, with massage, to help make

gums firmer. Let Ipana and massage help

you to have firmer gums, brighter teeth, a

lovelier, more attractive smile!

Your Country needs you
in a vita! job!

3,000,000 women are needed to serve

on the home front — to release more
men for wartime duties.

Jobs of every kind—in offices, stores

and schools — as well as in defense

plants— ate war jobs now.

What can you do? More than you

think!

If your finger can press a button,

you can run an elevator or a packag-

ing machine! If you can keep house,

you’ve got ability that hotels and res-

taurants are looking for!

Check the HelpWanted ads. Or see

your local U. S. Employment Service.

Start today with Ipana and massage
1



Published in

this space
every month

The greatest

star of the
screen!

On all the Broadways of America,
there’s a milling to get into the most
extravagant extravaganza in years en-
titled “Thousands Cheer”.

It is “M-G-M’s Thousands Cheer” if

you please, for practically every big
name on the big roster of that big studio
is represented in the cast.

It is essentially a
love story that
revolves around
Kathryn Gray-
son and Gene
Kelly. But they
are the baton
wavers in a pa-
rade that brings

out the exact and thoroughly demon-
strated talents of

—

Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Red
Skelton, Eleanor Powell, Ann Sothern,
Lucille Ball, Virginia O’Brien, Frank
Morgan, Lena Home—Shall we go on?

Oh very well—Marsha
Hunt, Marilyn Maxwell,
Donna Reed, Margaret
O’Brien, June Allyson,
Gloria DeHaven, John
Conte, Sara Haden—get-

ting winded?

Well— Ben Blue, Frances
Rafferty, Mary Elliott,

Frank Jenks, Frank Sully, Dick
Simmons, Ben Lessy, Don Loper and
Maxine Barrat—whew!

Plus three great name
bands—Kay Kyser
and Orchestra, Bob
Crosby and Orches-
tra, Benny Carter
and Band.

And lest we forget,

the incomparableJose
Iturbi not only plays
his immortal piano
but acts like a Lunt.

X
This remarkable three-
ringed show is phot(>
gtaphed in Techni-
color, directed by
George Sidney and
produced by the vet-
5ran Joseph Pasternak.
It is an original screen
play by Paul Jarrico
and Richard Collins
who dreamed up a
dream of a story about
Private Miss Jones.

It has the true Army
flavor. That’s why the
most important letters in

“Thousands Cheer” are

U.S.A.

You’ll be one of the

millions to cheer
M-G-M’s Thou-
sands. We’re in it too— at

the very beginning we roar. —

combined witk
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also: Marsha Hunt, Marilyn Maxwell, Donna Reed, June Allyson, Gloria DeHaven, John Conte, Sara Haden, Don Loper Maxine Barrat
Ben Blue, Frances Rafferty, Mary Elliott, Frank Jenks, Frank Sully, Dick Simmons, Ben Lessy. Directed by GEORGE SIDNEY Produced'

by JOSEPH PASTERNAK. Original Screen Play by Paul Jarrico and Richard Collins. Based on their* story "Private Miss Jones".
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Hit after hit. ..and now Ameri-

ca’s Favorite Entertainer conies

to yo^ in the topper of them
oil! Mpre and greater melodies

^ond -ntritis then ever! . . ..it’s

your first chance ,to greet Roy

and Trigger since ^their record-

breaking personal oppearance

of the fomedy^ew York Madison
Si^are Gortl^n Todeoi^g^^,

Ddn^t miss it ^

KING OF THE COWBOYS

TRIGGER
SMARTEST HORSE IN THE MOVIES

with BOB NOIAN AND THE SONS
OF THE PIONEERS and RUTH TERRY
PAUL KELLY ANN GILLIS • GEORGE

CLEVELAND . PAT BRADY

Hear Pay Sing: I'm Beginninyfo Care • W»ne,Women, ^
and Song s Deeper and Deeper • Song of the Bandit • ^
After the Pain e Roses on the Trail • King of the ^
Cowboys—and more!

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Ten-dollar theme: Roz Rus-

sell, seen here with Janet

Blair, brother Sgt. Russell

$10.00 PRIZE
. . on the sands of lonely Wake"

H
ospitality shown by movie actress
Rosalind Russell to a Marine bat-
talion before it left for Wake Island

and heroic glory has not been forgotten.

As a gesture of gratitude from himself
and his buddies, Staff Sergeant Anton J.

Dvorak, of 328 Hall Street, Phoenixville,
Pennsylvania, has sent the Waterbury-
born cinema star a two-year gift subscrip-
tion to “The Leatherneck,” the Marines’
monthly magazine.

Staff Sergeant Dvorak writes to “The
Leatherneck” that it was “away back in

November, 1939” that Miss Russell enter-
tained the battalion on three successive
week ends at her home.
“Plenty to eat and drink and also girls

to dance with from Hollywood at her
expense,” recalls Staff Sergeant Dvorak.
“As a matter of fact, we even used her
cars to get back and forth to camp.
“Somehow, we all waited to thank her

and so far no one has ... I am sure Miss
Russell will be surprised to know that it

was the same outfit that made such a
tough job for the Japs and a great name
for themselves.”

Staff Sergeant Dvorak and other mem-
bers of the battalion were transferred to

other units prior to the attack on Pearl
Harbor, but many of the men Miss Russell

entertained were among the comparative
handful of Leathernecks who wrote a saga
of heroism on the sands of lonely Wake.
Some are dead; the rest are prisoners.

Sgt. Raymond J. Fitzpatrick,

Waterbury, Conn.

$5.00 PRIZE
Autograph Hound

I

AM a member of the youngest profes-

sion and I am proud of it. When I saw
“The Youngest Profession” did I burn up!
The movies say it’s simple to get auto-
graphs. I say, “Aw nuts!”

My friends and I have stood in hotel

lobbies for hours at a time waiting for a
star who is registered there. When he
finally does come he says, oh, so sweetly,

“No, I’m not signing autograph books to-

day. Maybe some other time.” Then he

trips lightly to the elevator and up he goes.
So you walk majestically over to the

inquiry desk and say, “Can you tell me
Mr. ’s room number?”
Let us say it is 32 M. You are about to

step into the elevator when the operator
says, “What room would you like to go to?”
You give her a sweet smile and say,

“Thirty-two M.” “Are you announced?”
she asks. “No,” you reply. “Well, I am
not permitted to take you up then,” she
says.

By this time you’re plenty discouraged
but you decide to try the stairs. By the
time you’re on the sixth floor you’ve given
up. You’re a mess.
Then there is the hotel that says, “No,

she’s not registered here, but she may be
at any of these hotels.” Then the clerk
gives you a list of about ten hotels all over
town. (They’re so sweet to help!) Well,
you walk and walk from hotel to hotel and
finally you come to the last one on the
list. You stagger up to the desk and ask
if this star is registered here. “She
checked out yesterday,” says the clerk.

I’m proud to be one of the “Youngest
Profession,” but please, please don’t say
that it’s easy.

Violet Ackerburg,
Queens Village, N. Y.

$1.00 PRIZE
Hollywood Ammunition

THERE Are No Bad Pictures! That’s my
* movie motto from now on. Recently I

had the privilege of seeing the Hollywood
Bond Cavalcade (Continued on page 84)

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards $10
first prize, $5 second prize and $1 each to

every other letter published in full. Your
letters about stars or movies in less than 200
words are judged on the basis of clarity and
originality. Do not submit previously pub-
lished material or material that you are

sending to other publications. Plagiarism

will be punished to the full extent of the law.

Retain a copy of material submitted as we
regret we are not able to return unaccepted
material. Address your letter to "Speak For

Yourself," Photoplay-Movie Mirror, 205 East

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Faramount’s Rhythm Rodeo is a Heap Hep Musical”

OOROTHy

DrOK

VICTOI^

Pardmount’s

Holiday

Musical in

TECHNI
COLOR

lLAMB
isDALEY
BRITTON
and Bdnct

Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL
Screen Phy hy WuUer DeLeon^ Arthur FhiUtps and Art Arthur

Based up^n a Play by James Montgomery * Songs by Leo Robin,

Ralph Raingert Jos, J. Liilepy Harold Arlen^ Johnny Mercer,

says Wsbtssi,
‘

‘ It’s straight from the heart of the Tech-

nicolor west and it’s full of heap big

laughs, plenty hep squaws, and the songs

are really pow-wow boogie with a solid

beat . . . And the yummy
clothes that well-dressed

(G)LAMOUR girl wears

while she sings ’em! . .

.

First she comes out in a

covered wagon—and on

her it really looks good

—

and sings ‘Whistling In

The Light’ . . .Then in the ‘Get Your

Man’ number she wears this sequin get-

up in a deep shade of low-down blue

that’s very neat for recreational moods or

going west . . . Next she sings ‘Injun Gal

Heap Hep’ in the feath-

ery creation shown to

the left, and exhibits

some very interesting

specimens of Indian

weaving . . . And for

canoeing, when the moon beatsdown on
her and Dick Powell singing ‘You’re

The Rainbow,’ she wears a chiffon en-

semble with purse to match, creating

an unusual moonlight effect . . .Then

all of a sudden she’s a

sultry ‘Secretary To The

Sultan,’ so you can im-

agine—it’s a sheer black

number with that late

drrrape effect with veil to

match . . Meanwhile,

you’re having fun with

pistol packin’ Cass Daley,

who is tall, dark and grue-

some and is going to be a

new comedy sensation . .

.

And for the big finish Victor Moore,

the old darling, takes the whole cast

for a ride in this chuck-wagon race that

has enough thrills and action to give

your hair an upsweep!”

COPVRIQHT ev PARAMOU.^ PICTURES INC.. 11143

t

M
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A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good;
three checks, outstanding

Gripping drama: Anne Baxter and
Farley Granger in "The North Star"

An out-West: John Wayne and Mar-
tha Scott in "In Old Oklahoma"

Charming tale: Margaret O'Brien,

Marsha Hunt in "Lost Angel"

The North Star

(Goldwyn Productions)

It's About: The invasion and recapture oj

a Russian village.

THE very breath of life and hate and hope
* and horror has been breathed into this

magnificent story of a magnificent people.
As very few war pictures have, this one
reaches the heart of the human soul.

Sam Goldwyn has taken a group of fine,

experienced actors (with the exception of

Farley Granger, an amateur whose work
rivals the professionals) and without any
striving for star billing or emphasis on any
one character, tells his story of an invaded
Russian village and the consequences.
The story thread tells of the walking

vacation to Kiev of five young people of the
North Star village, Anne Baxter, Farley
Granger, Jane Withers, Dana Andrews and
Eric Roberts, which is interrupted by the
sudden bombing invasion by the Germans.
It continues with the efforts of the little

g^-oup, aided by Walter Brennan, to get
back to the fighting men of the village the
supply of guns needed by them.
The “merry villager” angle was probably

overemphasized tor purpose of contrast
to the horrors to come. It needn’t and
shouldn’t have been.
Every performer is outstanding. Direc-

tor Lewis Milestone has done a magnifi-
cent job.

Your Reviewer Says; A bombshell of torn

p emotions.

M

M

In Old Oklahoma (Republic)

It's About: The fulfillment of an oil lease

with its exciting aftermaths.

G ive John Wayne a chance to play a
happy-as-a-lark, out-West character

and you’ve given him his meat. As the
sergeant who served under Teddy Roose-
velt during the Spanish-American war and
is later given the right, by the President,
to drill oil in Oklahoma territory, Wayne
is tops.

The catch is the oil must be delivered at

a certain date or the grant reverts to the
oil barons.
With Albert Dekker, the baron, pitted

against cowboy-soldier Wayne, you can see
the possibilities right there. The story
boils up to several exciting climaxes, one a
terrific fight and one a chase with the oil

through fire and hades to meet the dead-
line date.

Wayne is swell—and so is Martha Scott.

She plays the small-town schoolteacher
who is way ahead of her time—so much
so, in fact, that she has written a book,
“A Woman Dares,” which brings down the
high-and-mighty wrath of the small-and

-

narrow townspeople upon her. She leaves
town—only to bump into John Wayne,
right in the middle of Baron Dekker’s
private car.

Marjorie Rambeau, “Gabby” Hayes, Dale
Evans and Sidney Blackmer are nice
people for a story like this.

Your Reviewer Says: A humdinger.

Lost Angel
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mdyer)

It's About: A scientific child prodigy who
meets love for the first time.

CHARMING, delightful and droll with an
undercurrent of something akin to

heartache are the satisfying ingredients of
“Lost Angel.” Upon the tiniest shoulders
imaginable, those of little Margaret O’Brien,
rests the burden of this so original story
and the way Margaret carries her assign-
ment should bring a blush to many an
oldster’s cheek.
Margaret, who is six, has been raised

scientifically by a group of professors. And
then into her life comes irresponsible,
devil-may-care James Craig, who brings
her tales of magic and wonders outside
the Institute.

Troubled by the stories, Margaret
seeks out Craig who is hindered from
returning the child when the professors
are quarantined with measles.
The advent of gangster Keenan Wynn

into her life, the pangs of jealousy prompted
by Craig’s girl friend, Marsha Hunt, and
her alarming illness, make for one hurrah
of a story.

Craig is delightful. Marsha is lovely
and Wynn a one-man riot. Philip Meri-
vale, Henry O’Neill and Donald Meek fit

into the tale like a pair of kid gloves.

Your Reviewer Says: Bet this is the best
picture in your neighborhood right now.

(Continued on page 90)

See Page 90For Best Picture of the Month and Best Performances

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 93

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 60
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BRUCE CABOT- LYNNE OVERMAN
GENE LOCKHART- Directed by ROBERT FlOREY

Produced by ROBERT BUCKNER • Based Upon o Ploy by Lawrence

Schwob, Otto Horboch, Oscor Hommerstein 2nd. Sigmund Romberg
and Fronk Monde! • A Worner Bros. -First Notionol Picture
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MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT A WAR BOND. YOUR MOVIE THEATRE IS HAPPY TO SERVE YOU.
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O NE-SENTENCE Facts: Bob Hope
will write another book on
his adventures overseas.

Ann Sheridan is slightly pigeon-
toed and can’t overcome it even
before the camera.
James Craig and his cute wife are

tiffing again.

Corporal George Montgomery is in

the Northwest Pacific doing his bit.

Laird Cregar has shed exactly one
hundred pounds.

Shirley Temple still casts those
frightened glances at her mother be-
fore making any statements.

* Turhan Bey is a Mohammedan and
* before Hollywood made his yearly
^ pilgrimages to Mecca in a Mercedes

sport car.

There’s a tall, red-headed actor

who’s devoting more time to married
gals than single ones—and we don’t

mean Red Skelton.

Roz Russell may trek to London
to do a play with Noel Coward and
all Hollywood will miss her.
Gene Tierney’s prematurely born

daughter has been called Antoinette
Daria Cassini.

Betty Grable hopes it’s a boy so

papa Harry James can buy it a toy
trumpet.
Gene Krupa’s wife has taken him

back.
For happy, normal marriages we

nominate Fay Bainter and her hus-
band, Fay Holden and her husband,
Lewis Stone and his wife. Bill Powell
and Diana Lewis and Fred MacMur-
ray and his wife.

Claudette Colbert is the one ac-
tress in Hollywood who consistently
insists she never has anything to

wear.
Hedy Lamarr and John Loder are

buying a cottage in Big Bear to get
away from it all.

The marriage of Susan Peters to

Coastguardsman Richard Quine cul-
minated a true love match and
everyone concerned couldn’t be hap-
pier for them.
Randy Scott has been seen here,

there and everywhere with socialite

Pat Stillman.

Captain Clark Gable was wel-
comed back to Hollywood, from ac-
tive duty abroad, with a greeting so

warm he should know now he-s

Hollywood’s favorite son.
8



Heart, Heart, Who Has Whose Heart:

It’s a case of scrambled hearts again,

and as always, in such cases, some-
one is the loser. We’ll begin with
Veronica Lake’s separation from her
husband John Detlie and her attach-

ment to artist Paul Hesse. The pair

are seen everywhere together, al-

though Paul makes no effort to hide
the fact his heart really belongs to

his divorced wife, Elyse Knox.
But Elyse has eyes and heart only

for John Payne and admits it. “When
John’s in town he always sees me,”
Elyse told Cal and from her tone
we gathered it was love all the way.
But where does that leave June

Havoc? It’s no secret that for over
a year John Payne has been June’s
dream man. Anyone who has seen

June in John’s vicinity could guess
her ill-concealed love. During the
making of “Hello, Frisco, Hello”
June constantly invited Jack Oakie
and John up to dinner; Oakie not
only because she liked him but be-
cause he kept John laughing and June
was happy when John was happy.
But now, somehow, it’s just Oakie

and June. Just the two of them and
no one knows, in this game of heai'ts,

who will end with whom.

Hollywood Inside: Kathryn Gray-
son is so mad for the husband she
has almost divorced on several occa-
sions, Lieutenant John Sheldon, she
wept constantly on the Cavalcade
Bond Tour, we’re told. She, missed
him so. It must be true, for no

sooner had she returned to Holly-
wood than she hopped a train for
Tampa, Florida, to be near him.

Tears of happiness, tears of woe
have been shed by little Grayson
since her elopement with Sheldon. . .

.

Those who waited for the guns to

explode when Queen Crawford met
up with Queen Davis on the Warner
lot can relax. We understand a pair
of knitting needles have brought the
two together. It seems Bette knitted
a sweater that turned out not so
well and Joan is now unraveling and
doing it over for Bette. Will they be
that amiable over a coveted movie p

script, one wonders? .... m

In a far corner of a Hollywood m

garage stands a dusty touring car

with a 1940 license plate. The front
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care. Happiness in marriage is swell
but when it’s necessary to work, maybe
a little more thought to it wouldn’t be
a bad idea lest heartache creep up
unawares. ...

bumper is painted white, showing its

use in a country accustomed to black-

outs. The car was left there by its

owner when he hurriedly returned to

England.
And the name on the registration

slip? It reads, “Leslie Howard.” . . .

The husband of that certain star may
not have been sent overseas if the star

herself had not persisted in her efforts

to try to keep him out of camp and in

her vicinity, even on Bond tours. Offi-

cials stood it as long as they could and
then acted promptly. . . .

We smiled to ourselves at that scene
in “Mr. Lucky” when Laraine Day,
resenting Cary Grant’s tie, changes it

for one of her own choosing. We smiled
because the same thing happens to Cary
in real life. It seems Mrs. Grant, the

former Barbara Hutton, quite often ob-
jects to her husband’s tie and insists

he wear another. . . .

Is Dottie Lamour calmly and without
protest letting her career go to seed?
In her new picture, “And The Angels
Sing,” it’s no secret Dorothy is merely
used to build Betty Hutton’s prestige

and she does so without a word of

protest.

Since her marriage to William Ross
Howard III, Dorothy has slowly but
surely put on unbecoming weight in

unbecoming spots and still she doesn’t

An Englishman Speaks: A visitor from
England told us the amazing reaction
of most English people to the picture

“Mrs. Miniver.” They thought it jolly

entertainment, he related, and enjoyed
it immensely, but when it came to

Americans calling Mrs. Miniver a “typ-
ical English woman” they rose up in
arms.
“You see,” he said, “every woman

in England is engaged in war work
of some kind. They’re driving ambu-
lances, trucks, cars; working in de-
fense plants, taking care of children,

running nurseries, attending Red Cross
or Defense classes or actively serving
in some branch of the service. A woman
such as Mrs. Miniver, who fusses over
frilly hats, attends garden shows and
never once is seen engaged in some
sort of war effort, just doesn’t exist in

England. She’s a novelty. A light, gay,
amusing something that doesn’t happen
in real life.”

So never again refer to her as
“typically English” or you’ll have those
thousands of hard-working, self-sacri-

ficing, brave Englishwomen yowling
down your neck.

(Continued on page 12)
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OUR No. 1 HEALTH PROBLEM

More than one great physician calls the Common
Cold our biggest health problem. It affects 95% of

our population, with children under 10 the most

frequent victims; occurs about 250 million times a

year, costs the country roughly 300 million dollars

annually; and causes more absenteeism in war in-

dustry than all other things combined.

Listerine antiseptic
TRUSTWORTHY, REfTABLE, SAFE FOR MOKL THAN 60 YEARS

BECAUSE OF WARTIME restrictions you may not always be able to
get Listerine Antiseptic in your favorite size. Most drug counters will,

however, have it generally available in some size.

Above !« Streji ( oeoccusViridans, oneofthemany
threateninft Seconriary Invaders that can exist
on mouth and throat surfaces. Others are Pneu-
mococcus Type 1, Pneumococcus Type 3, Strep-
tococcus Hemolytlcus, Priedlander’s Bacillus,
Streptococcus Pyogenes, Bacillus Influenzae,
Micrococcus Catarrhalis and Staphylococcus.

WHAT do we know of this recurrent in-

fection that dogs us from childhood
through old age, exacting staggering tolls in

money, health and time? Not a great deal . . .

but more than we used to.

Late research has led many of the foremost
medical men to concede the following the-

ories about it:

1

.

That some kind of virus, unseen, prob-
ably starts many colds.

2.

That anything that lowers body resist-

ance such as drafts, wet or coldfeet, sudden
temperature change, fatigue, encourages the

condition to develop.

3.

That a potentially trouhlesotne group
of bacteria, known as the Secondary In-

vaders, can take advantage of a below-par
conditio?! and stage a "mass invasion” of
the mucous membrane to produce many of a
cold’s complications and much of its misery.

Our own research results seem to indicate

that the repeated use of Listerine Antiseptic,

by killing huge numbers of these secondary
invaders, helps nature to halt many a "mass
invasion” and the resultant misery of the

infection.

Significant Test Results

Over and over again test data has confirmed
the ability of Listerine Antiseptic to accom-
plish bacterial reductions on mouth and
throat surfaces ranging up to 96.7% fifteen

minutes after a gargle; up to 80% one hour
after.

Even more impressive is the data resulting

from clinical rests conducted over a period of

twelve years. In these tests those who gargled

Listerine Antiseptic twice a day had fewer

colds and milder colds, and fewer sore throats,

than those who did not gargle with Listerine

Antiseptic. We believe this was due largely

to Listerine Antiseptic’s ability to kill millions

of germs on mouth and throat surfaces.

We would be the last to suggest that Lis-

terine Antiseptic is a "specific” against cold

infections. In view of its performance over

such a long period, however, we do feel that

it is a worthy first-aid.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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Girl takes over the big ball

game—and, incidentally, a few
soldiers— Miss Jane Withers

Another report had Major Detlie suing
his wife for complete custody of the
child, which will give you some idea
(if true) of the real incompatibility

that lies behind this divorce.

With the odor of cnrange blossoms
about to be wafted in their direction,

Martha Raye and groom-to-be Nick
Condos staged a row at the Palladium
that would have shaken the petals from
any bride’s bouquet. At the moment,
we dunno. . . .

Mickey Rooney, who must needs look
up quite a ways to look into the eyes
of his new lady love, Helen Mueller,
calls her “Helly.” Cute? Reason we
know is we heard Mickey call her that
one night at the Beverly Tropics.

Turhan Bey, the Turkish Delight,
carries a torch for Rose Hobart big
enough to burn down the town. But he
consoles himself to some extent with
Ramsay Ames, Universal starlet. “The
awful part of it is,” Turhan says, “Rose
and I said good-by with one of those
friendly partings that can be so deadly
final.”

Vic Mature hit town one noon and
that night was dancing with K. T.

Stevens at Mocambo. Then he got him-
self engaged to Anne Shirley after a
forty-eight-hour romance. That blew
up and Vic left town the same lone
wolf he was when he arrived—^well,

almost.
Incidentally, the town is snickering

over Vic’s efforts to get back his bed
from Rita Hayworth Welles, former girl

friend and now wife of Orson the Great.
It seems the bed, an especially made
one seven feet in length, was left with
Rita, who set it up in her new apart-
ment. Now Vic wants it.

It seems Rita has stayed right on in

her own apartment Since her marriage
to Orson instead of moving into his

Canyon home. In fact, her ex-husband,
(Continued on page 14)

Corraled at the Canteen by Fink:

Leslie Fenton making Hedy Lamarr
and husband John Loder laugh . . .

. . . and Bob Hope, Canteen
star, doing the same tor a

group of fighting Americans

(Continued from page 10)

Bedfast: Many stars were struck with
serious illnesses this month, keeping
friends worried. Annabella, in New
York, was ill with pneumonia for sev-

eral weeks. Her husband, Marine
Lieutenant Tyrone Power, stationed

in Corpus Christi, was frantic until

the crisis had passed.

In Hollywood, Katina Paxinou of

“For Whom The Bell Tolls.” lay at

death’s door with peritonitis for a week
while all Hollywood prayed for the

brave and gallant Greek actress.

Back in New York the life of A1
Jolson hung in the balance while he

battled pneumonia—the dreaded kind
that sulfa drugs could not reach. In
Hollywood Laird Cregar, after a year
of dieting for the purpose, reported to

the hospital for a serious abdominal
operation—his second in less than two
years.

Two weeks before the birth of her
baby, Brenda Marshall came down with
the flu and husband. Lieutenant Bill

Holden, stationed in Texas, kept the
wires hot with anxious messages.
Confined to the Santa Monica Hos-

pital, Brian Donlevy is a very sick man
and may have undergone an appendec-
tomy by now. Brian collapsed while on
a Bond tour in Chicago and was rushed
to a local hospital with a respiratory

condition and inflamed appendix. Wish-
ing to be near his family, the actor took
a chance on reaching home and was
immediately rushed to the hospital.

Cal hopes the cycle of ill health that

has hit the town so forcibly has passed
and sunnier days are ahead.

Cupid Smiles and Frowns— Mostly
Frowns: Veronica Lake finally admits
an impending divorce from her husband.
Major John Detlie, now stationed at

Seattle. One report had Veronica re-

ceiving custody of their child, Elaine,

nine months of the year and Major
Detlie the remaining three months.

12



Busier hands can still be

picture-pretty!

You're working hard on the home front. But it’s

easy to guard your lovely, busy hands the

beforehand way—with Toushay! Smooth it on

before all your daily soap-and-water tasks. It

helps prevent dryness and roughness— helps

keep hands beautiful while they work!

Housework’s just one of your wartime jobs.

Recreation centers, businesses, hospitals need

you— and you’re helping out. But never neg-

lect your hands! .Just smooth on Toushay

before you put your hands into hot, soapy

water. Always take this precaution beforehand,

instead of waiting till damage is done!

And for a quick change-over to glamour,

Toushay’s a magic help! Besides guarding

the loveliness of your hands, this rich “before-

hand” lotion’s grand for rough ell)Ows and

knees— for all-over body rubs— or as a elinging,

fragrant powder base. Inexpensive, because

a few creamy drops go a long way. Ask your

druggist for Toushay!
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THE “BEFOREHAND” LOTION that guards hands even in hot, soapy water
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Ed Judson, had rented the apartment
next to Rita’s before he discovered her
presence and got out in a hurry. What
a town!

Friends were really shocked over the

separation of Robert Cummings and
his wife, the former Vivian Janis, after

nine years of marriage. Robert, who
continues to act in pictures between his

duties as Squadron Leader in the Civ-
ilian Air Patrol, says the divorce was
obtained by Mrs. Cummings in Las
Vegas, Nevada. Cal feels plenty sorry

about that breakup.
Oddly enough, it seems to be the

rotund, least Romeo-like actors in

Hollywood that are luckiest in love this

month.
Walter Slezak, who plays those

plump and rascally Nazis so well, has
just wed Johanna Van Rijn, Dutch
actress, and Laird Cregar, we’re as-

sured, has won the promise of the
beauteous Peggy Stack, the divorced
sister-in-law of Bob Stack.

What was all this about nobody lov-
ing a fat man?

Hollywood Round-up: A certain studio
out here heaved a sigh of relief

when one of its stars arrived home
from New York after missing a police

scandal by a hairsbreadth. What a
shock that would have been to his

millions of fans who never dream the
true character of Mr. Charmer!
Friends of Corporal Alan Ladd have

been worried ever his recent illness, an
illness that has now resulted in his

honorable discharge from the Army.
Cal is happy to know you fans are still

faithful to Ladd to the tune of 17,000

letters a week, all of which are an-
swered by Alan, his wife and secre-
taries.

Give a Cheer For: Robert Alda who,
after years of beating about in bur-
lesjque and stock, was finally signed by
Warner Brothers one day and given the
role of George Gershwin in “Rhapsody
In Blue” the next. A tough assignment
for even a veteran at the business. But
what made it triply hard for the new-
comer was the fact that shortly after

shooting began, his eight-year-old son
fell victim to the dreaded infantile



paralysis. There was no room for the

lad to remain in the hospital so the

child must be treated at home.
So let’s give not only a good wish

but a prayer for Alda.

Pallette, the Businessman: Where, and
you tell me, are people more alert to a

soldier’s needs than in Hollywood? For
instance, let me tell you this true story;

A Marine sergeant walked into the

barber shop of the Roosevelt Hotel and
asked the porter for regulation shoe-
laces. The porter didn’t have any.

“Why haven’t you?” Eugene Pallette,

who completely filled one of the bar-
ber’s chairs, demanded.

“I can’t git ’em. They ain’t any all

along the Boulevard,” the porter
replied.

That was enough. Next day Pallette

appeared at the barber shop with a
small showcase filled with everything a
serviceman might need in a hurry.
With paint and varnish can he pro-

ceeded to paint his own case and, bingo,
he was in business.

The kidding was terrific. Mr. Teitle-.

baum, the furrier near by who fur-
nishes the studios with furs, never lets

up on Gene. “How’s business?” he’ll

demand every morning.
Pallette takes it all good-naturedly

and tries to be on hand to greet every
serviceman. “Need any shoelaces?”
he’ll ask. “Got some swell shoe polish
here.”

And speaking of Mr. Teitlebaum,
we’re reminded of one of those true-
but - it - could - only - happen - in - Holly-
wood tales.

One day the furrier was busy with
a woman customer when the door flew
open and the most awful, horrible ap-
parition burst in demanding, “I’ve got
to have a mink coat in a hurry.”
The woman customer gave one look,

leaped in the air and fainted dead away,
for the mink-coat purchaser was nc le

other than Lon Chaney, in his wolf-
man make-up, who had rushed from
the studio between scenes to buy his
wife an anniversary present.
“Why don’t you kill your animals

before you skin them,” the woman de-
manded, “and not have them rushing in

here alive?”
Mr. Teitlebaum lost that sale.

Boys, tt's Up to You: “I want to fall

in love.”

If one gal has wept on old Cal’s
shoulder about this “no love” business
at least a dozen have. Figure they’re
safe with us, we reckon. Anyway, we’re
beginning to believe some sort of heart
blight has hit the town, there are that
many girls willing, anxious and ready
to lose their hearts, only—well, they
don’t know why they can’t.

“I’ve hurt several boys recently,” a
tall blonde beauty told us, “simply be-
cause I wanted to be in love so badly
I fooled myself into believing I was.
Later, when I realized the truth, it

wasn’t pleasant. When I want to love
someone, why can’t I?”

Cal believes the answer is one of
pure deduction. Subconsciously most
Hollywood girls don’t want love so
much as they think they do. They want

(Continued on page 87)
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SONGS THEY’LL BE SINGING
FROM BROADWAY
TO GUADALCANAL!

‘You're My Little Pm Up
"Time Alone Will Tell”

‘‘This Is It"

"Once Too Often"

"Yankee Doodle Hayride”
"The Story of

the Very Merry Widow"
"Don’t Carry

Tales Out of School"

"Red Robins, Bob Whites
and Blue Birds"

by Mod Gordon

and Jamot Monaco

You'll laugh your head

off when Martha and Joe

\ get together again!

Make your

Christinas gift

a War Bond.

Your
Movie Theatre is

happy to

serve you.

nother BIG one in CENTURY-FOX’S mighty parade of hits!

Here th ini every service

dreams setman usic

dancingset set loving

ustcal yo forgetnever

ORSON WELLES • JOAN FONTAINE m JANE EYRE EDWARD G. ROBINSON • LYNN BARI in TAMPICO

16

MERLE OBERON • GEORGE SANDERS • LAIRD CREGAR in THE LODGER

T/iree great OARRYi. F. ZANUC/C productions: THE PURPLE HEART * WILSON * WENDELL WILLKIE'S ONE WORLD



Best Bets

OF ALL the motion pictures you have seen since the first weeks of this

waning year, which would you choose as being the finest?

I suspect that in every movie-goer there lurks the desire to be a

critic. If by chance you have been waiting for an invitation to speak your

mind, you are herewith cordially invited to match your list against that which

this editor has compiled.

The twelve films I have chosen were selected on a purely personal basis.

You undoubtedly will cheer some of the selections and hiss the rest. I hope
no matter what the proportion of agreement, you will share my sense of elation

that Hollywood in this country’s second full year of war has managed to

produce this many fine films.

In the order of their release, and not in order of preference:

The Ox-Bow Incident . . . morbid, depressing, yet in the intense dramatiza-

tion telling a story of vital importance: the story of mob psychology and mob
fury, the self-poisoning of men’s minds in our own country; the same poisoning

on a larger scale that made possible Fascism in Italy, Nazism in Germany.

Random Harvest . . . richly produced and beautifully portrayed by Greer

Garson and Ronald Colman, this love story had a magic seldom equalled on

the screen.

Casablanca . . . selected not for one, but for half a dozen reasons. Acting,

direction, script, dialogue, photography, timeliness. With top applause to

Humphrey Bogart.

Air Force . . . breath-takingly photographed, with a minimum of Hollywood
window dressing, this film had epic proportions; in fact, its only weakness
seemed to be in its utter heroism.

The Human Comedy ... to one movie-goer, the real star of this novel film

was the camera which, through its superb mobility, brought to audiences the

sensitiveness of tears and true laughter.

The More The Merrier . . . rich comedy, deftly highlighted by direction and
acting, with one of the most hilarious single scenes ever filmed—the moment
with Jean Arthur and Joel McCrea on the doorstep and Joel’s wandering
hands.

Stage Door Canteen . . . conceived to allow a potpourri of entertainment to

be strung together on one thin thread of story, this picture captured a quality

of humanity that has made it a box-office giant.

For Whom The Bell Tolls . . . not received with unanimous acclaim, but still

the most eagerly anticipated film of the year, with a truly memorable farewell

scene between Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman.

So Proudly We Hail . . . melodramatic, sometimes hackneyed, yet compelling

in its frank brutality. With sincere portrayals by Claudette Colbert and
Paulette Goddard, and brilliant entrees into Hollywood by Sonny Tufts (to be
starred in his third film) and George Reeves, now a private in the U. S. Army.

Holy Matrimony . . . script by Nunnally Johnson (from Arnold Bennett’s
novel), produced by Nunnally Johnson—these are the logical explanations
for this superb comedy which, perhaps more than any other film of the year,

was without a single discordant note in the entire production.

Princess O’Rourke ... in spite of Warner Brothers’ persistent use of the
President as a character in their films, this motion picture became as merry a
nonsensical bit as any comedy the year had to offer. With a delightful per-
formance by Olivia de Havilland (as delightful as she was subsequently
disappointing in Government Girl) and an ingratiating job by Robert
Cummings.

The North Star ... a dramatization of the heroism of Russia’s people in war-
time, this Goldwyn production escaped the fiery coals of condemnation that
Mission To Moscow had heaped upon it. It became Photoplay’s second 3-check
film, tribute enough in itself.

Now Photoplay extends its invitation to you, its readers, to submit your own
Best Bets. And, to prove editorial earnestness, offers a $25 War Bond to the
reader submitting his list with the most convincing reasons in support.

P
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Yesterday, Mrs. Paul: Deanna and Vaughn, home
on leave, dine out—to the tune of whispers

The news of the break-up came as no surprise to Hollywood—and

this is why. The exclusive story by the woman who has been

Deanna's friend and confidante since her little-girl days

Today, a girl facing divorce: Deanna with

Dean Harens, co-worker in "Christmas Holiday"

T
he heart-disturbing news that
Deanna Durbin is planning to

divorce her husband, Lt. Vaughn
Paul, comes as a shock to those who
still look on her as a child. Incred-
ible that the little girl who had
sung her way into the affections of

millions would soon be a divorcee.
Other Hollywood stars could chalk
up broken marriages and change
partners, but not Deanna, who, in

her way, stood for just as much as
Mary Pickford did in the days when
she was married to Douglas Fair-
banks and reigned as queen of

Pickfair.

While movie-goers gasped with
shock, those in Hollywood who are
up on the latest gossip were not
surprised. The talk has been whis-
pered over luncheon tables for a long
time that Deanna’s marriage was
not so impregnable as her friends
hoped.

I, who have a special affection for

both Deanna and Vaughn, listened
with sadness to the whispers that
Deanna was fascinated with her
leading man; that she wasn’t getting
along with her in-laws and that
when her husband—stationed at

San Diego—was home on leave she
wasn’t seeing him. I must confess I

put it down to wagging tongues. I

had watched Deanna grow from a
child prodigy of thirteen to a charm-
ing, beautiful woman and I wasn’t
ready to believe this.

However, a month or two before

the news of the divorce finally broke
I went to see Deanna, who, I have
always been proud to say, I prophe-
sied would be a star before her first

picture, “Three Smart Girls,” was
released in 1936. She had appeared
with me in a round-the-world
broadcast, which I did for Interna-
tional News Service on the New
Year. I was asked to select a young
player I thought had the most prom-
ise. I selected Deanna. I had seen
her first picture and heard her sing,

so I didn’t deserve too much credit

for that guess.

Deanna was recording songs when
I arrived and I listened until she
finished; then she took me to her
dressing room where we could talk

without interruption.

I said, “Deanna, what are these
stories I’ve been hearing about you
and Vaughn? Are you having
trouble with him? Is there another
man?”
“There is no trouble, Louella,”

she said in her quiet voice. “And
there is no other man. Vaughn is

away so much and I cannot stay
alone all the time. You should be
able to understand how lonely it is

for any woman to have her husband
away. Your husband was overseas.
You know how dreary it is to stay
home every night.”

She looked me straight in the
face when she said this, but her
gray eyes were troubled. Deanna’s
honesty has always been one of

her greatest charms. I believe she
thought she was telling the truth.

But I doubt if the war had anything
to do with the break-up of Deanna
and Vaughn. I also think it would
be unfair to boys who are in service
and who wonder if their wives are
willing to wait to suggest that this

was the case.

Vaughn was Deanna’s first love.

She was scarcely eighteen when she
married. Now she is a woman. So
often the man who is right for the
girl is not right for the woman.
That’s why early marriages fre-

quently are a mistake. Those of us
who find divorce so deplorable and
wish there might be some way it

could be avoided realize there should
be no marriage until a girl is abso-
lutely certain a man is the only man
she wants to spend her life with,
the one to whom she will be able to

turn in every trouble.

Talking to Deanna that day I found
her a slender, beautiful woman,
poised and self-assured. The little

girl who used to send me notes of

thanks for my interest in her career
had disappeared, together with the
baby fat that used to irk her so. She
had become a glamour girl and, as

a glamour girl, was apparently en-
joying the knowledge that she had
become very attractive to men.
Every woman likes to feel that she
inspires admiration and Deanna is

no different from any other daugh-
ter of Eve. (Continued on page 70)
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Much has been said about Humphrey

Bogart—but never anything like

this! A straight-hitting story of a straight-hitting guy

B
ob hope calls him Humphrey
Go-cart. His fan mail reaches
him addressed to the “merchant

of menace,” “Bogey man,” “little boy
boo.” Refer to him as a bad actor,

a lousy lover, a goon at golf—it per-
turbs him not. Heaven help the guy
who says he isn’t a good sailor.

Today in Hollywood, Humphrey
Bogart has become a legend. There
is only one who looks like him, who
thinks like him, who acts like him.
You can take him or leave him and
the takers are 'many. Of one thing

you can be sure. At all times,

under all conditions, he is himself.

Stai'tling—yes. Unpredictable—usu-
ally. Captious—perhaps. Interesting

—definitely. Humorous—always.
Hollywood’s number one pistol-

packer was the first professional

villain in his family. Santa Claus
presented him to the world in New
York City on Christmas day of 1900.

His father was a doctor; his mother,
the cover artist on the old Delineator
magazine. She specializes in dewy-
eyed, honey-haired cherubs. Baby
Bogart was her favorite subject.

Twice before he lived to learn
that crime does pay and pay mighty
well—in the movies—Bogie had his

own personal encounter with “jus-

tice.” The first time while he was
serving in the Navy. By mistake he
had been booked as a deserter. The
charge was too incredible. Being
Bogart, he laughed. The ten-day
sentence was then upped to thirty.

B( JEKRV ASHER

Being Bogart, he was furious.

While playing summer stock in

Cohasset, Massachusetts, Bogie and
Brod Crawford were arrested. When
the thieves who had stolen the car

were discovered, the boys were al-

lowed to go free. Then the arresting

officers asked for free passes to see

the show! That was the kiss of death,

so far as our hero was concerned.
Right then and there he discovered
he was the possessor of a most un-
usual and unhmited vocabulary.

Since playing that first screen
heavy in an old George O’Brien
Western, Bogie has traveled a long
trail of blood and blasphemy-—

a

movie record of which he can be
justly proud. Since “'The Maltese
Falcon” and “Casablanca,” script

writers have been instructed to toss

him an occasional romantic bone.
Now, whenever a producer has a
new picture to discuss, Bogie opens
the conversation by saying: “What
is it this time—kiss or kill?”

The secret of the Bogart success

—

if there is a secret to hard work and
being an excellent actor—lies per-
haps in the touch of humor he applies

to everything. Sometimes it’s quite
broad. Look closely and you’ll find

it creeps in, even in death scenes.

Bogie likes acting. Occasionally a
part comes along that really intrigues

him. By no stretch of the imagina-

tion is he in the business because
his artistic soul seeks outlet. To the
contrary, he has been known to un-
burden himself on the subject of

actors who hold out for moods and
messages. The Messrs. Muni and
Robinson, for example.
Apropos of the Bogart humor, one

night he was dining quietly with
friends in Chasen’s. A Martini-
minded young lady lurched up to the
table and heckled: “Who do you
think ya are—Humfrey Bogart?”
The owner of that name assured his

fragile interrogator that he was
laboring under that exact impres-
sion. Undaunted, she persisted:

“If you’re Hum-frey Bogart—less

see ya snarl.”

With all the dignity of a states-

man, Bogie slowly rose to his feet.

In a kindly and courtly manner, he
bowed. Looking the curious cutie

straight in the eye, he curled back a
lip that would have done credit to

a Ubangi. The young lady collapsed
like a paper bag.

AyiUCH has been said for and
against the home life of the

Bogarts. Take it from an eyewitness,
they live the way it’s right for them
to live. And they love it. Bogie was
married to Helen Menken on May
20, 1926. On April 3, 1928, he married
Mary Phillips. On bis first date with
Mayo Methot they danced to “The
Very Thought of You.” Bogie loves
dancing— (Continued on page 96)
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Big party hostess is Mrs. Dar-

ryl Zanuck, seen here with

Darryl and Mrs. L B. May

Party-giver par excellence,

Elsa Maxwell, being squired

by Cary Grant to preview

There was byplay that night

at Chasen's with Tallulah

Bankhead and Hitchcock

T
he movie world, socially, has
grown up from a bouncing baby
with bad manners to a cool,

sophisticated lady. It entertains
beautifully and with taste. Where it

goes, what it does, who and with
whom, make Hollywood after dark
one of the most exciting and glitter-

ing gems in the world’s social crown.
New York’s mythical, much pub-

licized Four Hundred is an easy nut
to crack compared to Hollywood’s
Sixty Best Families. I know. I’ve

cracked both. The how doesn’t mat-
ter. But the where and when make
good telling and—I hope—good
listening.

Ten years ago there were few
night clubs in Hollywood; in fact,

practically no public places where
stars could go to dance, show off

their clothes, show off their new
beaus, or discard their old husbands
for new loves.

When I went to Hollywood for the
first time and was Gary Cooper’s
house guest for three months I found
that all the entertaining was done at

home. I shall never forget that

house of Gary’s. He was a bachelor
then, living in a furnished house in

Chevy Chase previously occupied by
Greta Garbo. The possessions he
brought to that house didn’t comple-
ment what he found there. On the
walls he hung the mounted heads of

the great game he had shot. In a pen
outside he had a pet jaguar. His
Afghan hounds roamed about at will,

inside and out.

Nearly every day Gary and I

breakfasted together, before he went
off to the studio. I have never for-

gotten his very beautiful taste in

dressing gowns. Nor have I forgot-
ten that we sometimes were both a

little heavy-eyed, for lack of sleep.

The Frank Sinatra fans today are
no more vehement or determined or
ardent than the Gary Cooper fans
were then. They used to gather un-
der my lighted window, mistaking
it for Gary’s, and call for him. They
had strong lungs and perseverance, I

assure you.
That, however, was ten years ago.
In Hollywood today there are gay

night clubs and exclusive restaurants
where the stars, enhanced by jewels
and furs, crowd each night. Where
do they go when the;/ want to eat

good food, when they want to laugh
in good company, or when they want
to dance to good music?

If it is to be dinner at eight—or

nine or ten—it may be Romanoffs.
The royal crest is over the door and
it is only a gallon’s throw from any
star’s home in Beverly Hills. “His
Royal Highness,” Mike of the
Brooklyn Romanoffs, is there to wel-
come you if he recognizes you or to

rebuff you if you are the visiting

fireman and tables are scarce—^which
they are every night now, with food
ration coupons making it so much
simpler to dine out.

Mike, with tongue in cheek unless
it is happily insulting a famous face,

knows good wines, has a good cellar

and a wonderful bartender and at a
glance he decides who is privileged

to sit in the best leather-upholstered
booths and who must dine at the

tables in the aisle and in the waiters’

elbows. Once scorned by the stars

as an impostor, Mike now is adored
by them as a restaurateur.
Or perhaps it is Dave Chasen’s,

farther in from Beverly Hills, where
once you could eat quietly and look
longingly at George Raft alone in a

Fabulous m om society" pictured



Limelighters: Roz Russell,

Edward Arnold, Cary Grant,

Mrs. McLean and Elsa

fabulous Elsa who knows the fabulous inside story

corner. Now you make a reservation

and then stand an hour at the bar
waiting, cheered by the thought that

Bing Crosby is standing beside you,

as tableless as you.
The other night at Chasen’s, for

example, when I was munching a
deviled bone with the Reginald
Gardiners, Sir Charles Mendl and
Kay Francis, I saw Tallulah Bank-
head slipping in through a back door.

Tallulah, thinking she was unob-
served, but perhaps hoping she

would not be, was stalking down her
dinner like a lioness on safari. She
was in both a wonderful mood and
sleek black slacks. Following her
was an apparition of Alfred Hitch-
cock, her director. As you know,
Tallulah has been living these last

three months in a lifeboat—which is

the name of her new picture.

“Tallulah,” I said to this fabulous
creature of unpredictable over-
accents and undercurrents, “how do
you like pictures again?”
“Again?” said Tallulah, in her

peach fizz voice. “I always adored
them; but like Dr. Fell ‘the reason
why I cannot tell.’ They didn’t like

me so well.”

“Alfred,” I said to Hitchcock,
“what’s happened to you?”

“Nothing,” he said, “except that

I’ve lost ninety-one pounds. Look
at this!” He wrapped his coat around
himself twice.

“Isn’t that dangerous?” I asked.
“Not at all,” said Alfred, “I just

didn’t eat.”

“I can’t imagine anything so hor-
rible,” I replied. And Alfred threw
me a look which said loud and plain,

“You wouldn’t look so horrible, my
girl, if you took up my horrible
habit.”

For dancing there is perhaps first

Mocambo. . . .

When I arrived in Hollywood this

summer I had with me my friend,

Mrs. Evalyn Walsh McLean, the
political hostess of Washington, a
star in her own right and the owner
of the famous Hope Diamond, which
is one jewel no Hollywood star could
possibly hope to duplicate. Our first

port of social call was Mocambo, set

in the heart of the “Strip” on Sunset
Boulevard. My first impression of

Mocambo was depressing, because it

was so dimly lit—a habit of Holly-
wood night spots. I wonder if this is

because Hollywoodites are under the
lights so much in the studios all

day that it is a relief to be in the
restful shadows at night, or if it is

just to make it easier for them to

hold hands?
This was a particularly gay eve-

ning. My party was made up of a
little group which always goes
everywhere and does everything
social together. There were Claud-
ette Colbert and her husband. Jack
Pressman (now a Commander in

the Navy), on one of his rare eve-
nings on leave; William Goetz, the
young producer who now has his

own company called International

Pictures; with him was his wife, Edie,
younger daughter of Louis B. Mayer
to whom he is a most devoted hus-
band; there were also Mary Living-
stone and Jack Benny, Walter Wan-
ger and his lovely wife, Joan
Bennett, and the Gary Coopers.
Gary, who still creates a sensation
in feminine hearts everywhere he
goes, is so fond of Sandra that most
women do not get so much as a
casual passing glance from him.
When the (Continued on page 80)

"Warm and hospitable":

Mrs. Jack Warner,
previewing with husband

Part of a special "set": Miss

Colbert and Dr. Pressman.

At left: Capt. Struburg
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For Sgt. Glenn Ford And His Bride

T
he stalwart young Marine Ser-
geant took the wedding band
from the minister and held it

poised at the tip of his bride-to-be’s
slender finger. The minister, his

lifelong friend, looked at him and
said quietly:

“This ring is a complete circle,

having no beginning and no end.
It is like the love of God, which has
no beginning and no end. Take
this circle and place it on your
bride’s finger as a symbol of the
consummation of your love for her

—

unto eternity.”

Then the Reverend Ray Moore of

the First Methodist Church of Santa
Monica, California, turned to the
bride who stood silent and intense
and very beautiful, and handed her
a duplicate of the golden band the

Sergeant had just placed on her
finger. He repeated the sacred
words, and when they were finished,

she, too, slipped a wedding ring on
her bridegroom’s finger.

Thus, Glenn Ford and Eleanor
Powell became man and wife, “unto
eternity.”

A burst of music and the con-
gratulations from the small as-
semblage of loved ones in the
fiower-studded living room of the
Powell home broke the tension that

had prevailed throughout the cere-
mony.
“Only once before in my entire

thirty-five years in the ministry,”
the Reverend Ray Moore said after-

ward, “have I ever performed a
ceremony where the strength of

feeling between two people was so

Picture for posterity: Eleanor
Powell and Marine Sgt. Glenn Ford
pose after the wedding ceremony

BY MIIZI CIIMMINGS

marked. They never took their
eyes from each other’s face. Their
voices broke as they answered me
and once I thought the bride would
give way entirely.” He paused, see-
ing the picture again. “Standing
there, so straight and tall and so
deeply in love, they were a symbol
of everything fine and good and
clean in this world.”
Reverend Moore has known

Glenn Ford almost all of his life.

Most of the Ford family has be-
longed to his church. Five years
ago he buried Glenn’s father, and
before that his grandmother, who
had been blind. So the good minister
was, therefore, very happy when
Glenn came and asked him to per-
form his marriage ceremony.
On Christmas Day, 1942, Glenn

and Eleanor became engaged—but
time went on and Dr. Moore had not
been asked for his services. Glenn
told him it was because of the war.
He’d enlisted in the Marines—he
didn’t know how soon he’d be sent
across. Eleanor and he wanted an
old-fashioned kind of wedding,
Glenn said, and an old-fashioned
kind of married life afterward,
where Eleanor, who had worked so
long and so hard, would retire from
the screen and raise a family and run
a happy home, and have a different
kind of responsibility than she’d ever
known.
And why, do you ask, had Eleanor

and Glenn, who were going to wait
for each other until peace reigned
again in the world, changed their
minds about marrying? It was a
very simple and very human reason.
Stationed not much more than a
hundred (Continued on page 85)
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For a Merry War-Bond Christmas: Ray Milland of Pararhount’s "The Uninvited," his wife, Mai, and their son, Danny
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Memo from the stars to the stars by a woman whose

I

F you think 1943 was an exciting

year in the lives of Hollywood’s
great, just wait until you read

what 19^ has in store for your fa-
vorites. With explosions between
nations taking place all over the-

world, Hollywood is by no means
immune and is, in fact, due for some
private explosions of its own. So let

us dip our hands into the electric

currents of the future and see the
love, success, joy and sorrow that
1944 will bring our earth-bom stars.

Bette Davis: Now it can be told.

Several years ago I read Bette’s

hand. The lines foretold three mar-
riages. At the time Bette was still

married to Harmon Nelson and she
asked me to refrain from printing

what I saw because so much had
already been written and conjec-

tiired about their marriage. Now,
however, that her marriage to Ham
Nelson has ended in divorce and
her marriage to Arthur Farnsworth
has ended with his tragic death, I

want to tell all of you who love
Bette that, while I am not predict-
ing marriage for her this year, ac-
cording to her hand reading and to
her stars Bette will find happiness
again someday.

Olivia de Havilland: Olivia’s natal
planets suggest that she has a dual
personality, one side of which craves
a home, children and domesticity,
while the other clamors for a career
and public accleiim.

In Jime of 1944, when the serious
Saturn moves into her own sign of

Cancer for the first time since her
birth, a new Olivia will come before

J



A drastic change
comes up m the

cards for Alon

Lana Turner

A crisis come:

in May, June oi

July for hei

Urson Welies

Maybe you thought

the some about
Orson and Rita

Joseph Gotten

He'll be happ
about those yea

score card on the future has a command-attention rating

the public. June 21 brings her to the
threshold of a complete change. It

may take a year to accomplish this

change, but 1944 sees its inception.
In October matters pertaining to

relatives, associates, letters and news
will be stressed. Matters which have
remained confidential up to this time
are apt to be brought out into the
open and some linen may be washed
in public.

If by the time this article is printed
Olivia has not settled her difficulty

with the studio, midsummer 1944
should find it settled to her satisfac-

tion and should see Olivia engaged
in a more serious type of work. •

The coming year brings Olivia
responsibility, some sorrow and a
new emotional depth and under-
standing.

frrol Fiynn: More trouble, Errol,

and this time Saturn striking across
Venus and the tricky Neptune tends
to dim your personality and to cause
the public to regard you with dis-

favor.

In September and October, 1944,

Errol may become involved in some
unpleasant notoriety in connection
with a foreign country. Uranus, in

his house of self-undoing, contacting
Mercury, planet of news and clatter-

ing tongues, stirs up a hotbed of

gossip. This time the friendly Jupi-
ter will not be present in his house
of Personality to protect him against
his reckless nature. Someone had
better protect him. But then, I told

him that three years ago and again
two years ago and look what hap-
pened. {Continued on page 65)
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Fighter who wrote a fight-

ing story: Boatswain Vic-

tor Mature manning a gun

( left) aboard a U. S. Coast
Guard convoy cutter dur-

ing battle drill somewhere
in Atlantic combat waters

30



A sailor gets his

land legs to speak

to crowds of
Americans—Ma-
ture addressing

a typical crowd
on his recent tour

So your man can come back

The Fighting Story of Victor Mature, Chief Boatswains Mate, II. S. Coast Guard

W HAT happens to a man who
has ^ent a year of his life

cruising enemy waters, facing
enemy fire? The same thing that has
happened to Victor Mature—a tight-

ening of the emotional fiber, a hard-
ening of the nerve centers, the growth
of sharp realism beneath an overlay

of casualness.

No longer is he the brash Holly-
wood star of the colorful personality,

the constant gags and the love of the
limelight. These days under his hail-

fellow-well-met exterior there is an
undercurrent of grimness, a new in-

tensity of purpose.
When Vic enlisted in the Coast

Guard, he got boos and catcalls;

boos from the crew on his ship be-
cause he was a star, catcalls from
columnists who wouldn’t believe he
was taking his service seriously.

But aboard one of the more active
cutters on North Atlantic convoy
duty, Vic won his rating of Chief
Boatswain’s Mate stripe by stripe,

and the respect and friendship of his

shipmates step by step.

Today he is a fighting man with
a fighting story. Here is that story—
in his own words. ...

\^E were cruising off the coast of

Greenland. I was sleeping in
that morning. They permit you to
sleep in mornings when you come
off the twelve-to-four watch, as long
as you’re up at eleven and ready to
go on at twelve again.
“Hunk,” Mazie called, “get up!

You’re wanted in the Ship’s OfiBce.

You’re going back to the States, you
lucky So and So!”

These are words that every

American woman with a

man "out there" will receive

with faith and hope

I turned over. “Go away!”
“On the level,” Ma2de insisted. “A

dispatch just came . .
.”

“.
.

.

from the President, no doubt!”
“May be! For all I know!” Mazie

said. “Anyway, it says Boatswain’s
Mate, Victor Mature, First Class, is

to proceed at once to the Treasury
Department, Third Naval District,

New York City, to participate in the
Third War Bond Drive.”

I sat up. That could be! “If you
should be kidding!” I threatened that
big Polack yeoman from Meadville,
Pennsylvania. “If you should be
kidding.' . .

.”

I had nicknamed him “Mazie” one
day when I was inking my laundry
and he had asked me to do a few
pieces for him. A nickname was in

order because he was a buddy and I

could neither spell nor pronoimce his

real name. I had been given my
nickname of “Hunk”—not to be
confused with the Hollywood appel-
lation “Himk of Man” but short for

“Htmk of Jxmk”—in the same in-
delible way.
Mazie wasn’t kidding. Within a

few hours I was in the air. (You
don’t need time to pack when you

have a duffle bag. You just throw
your stuff in. I made my bag myself.
As a boatswain’s mate I had learned
to work with canvas.)

I soon found myself staring down
at the cold green water of the North
Atlantic. I had sailed over it many
times in many convoys. This was
the first time I had flown over it.

It looked flat from way up there.
But I knew it wasn’t. It’s a tough
sea, the North Atlantic. Year round
its temperature varies only two de-
grees, ranging from thirty-two to
thirty-four. You’ll never hear of

any rescues like that of Rickenbacker
and his buddies, for instance, up
there. Four to eight minutes in that
water and you’re a dead duck. This
probably accounts for the fatalism
that is so common among the kids
who serve in convoys to Murmansk,
Russia, and other northerly bases.

I remembered last winter . . . the
way the hfe lines stretched, day after

day, from stem to bow . . . the way
we would grab hold of those lines

before we actually came out of a
hatch. We rolled from forty-three
to flfty-three degrees. We took off

the lifeboats because—submerged
most of the time—they were so thick

with ice that they were useless. We
had a gang chopping ice—four to six

feet of it—off the ship every day.
And their hair used to freeze while
they were doing it. In bad weather
eighty to ninety feet of water reared
before us. We used to wrap our
legs aroxmd stanchions and hold our
bowls of chow between our knees.
Weeks on end we slept with aU our
clothes on— (Continued on page 64)
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Gata gifts from the Brothers Warner: Ann Sheridan in "Shine On, Harvest Moon'Hymic Fivk
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. . . and Dennis Morqan, the chant-enchanter of "The Desert Song
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The Hollywood
They may be heroes to fhe audience but not all of them are to these

I

F no man is a hero to his valet, then how many Holly-
wood heroes remain heroes to the women who act with
them, go places with them, interview them, or merely

observe them at close range? In other words, which Holly-
wood men can stand the acid test of proximity jmd still

remain attractive to women who see them minus make-up,
unbolstered by the brilliant dialogue of script writers and
stripped of the comforting covering of a celluloid can?

Let’s break through that silver screen and see the boys
as they are seen by the girls of Hollywood.
James Cagney is attractive—even to film stars. On a

recent Bond-selUng tour Jimmy was pursued by a well-
known film actress in the group, who should have known
better. (You’d gasp if “Fearless” told you her name!) At
first Jimmy was mildly amused by the lady’s amorous
advances. Then it became a nuisance. And then he brought
matters to a head by bawling the girl out in front of the
company. She wept a little. Jimmy was sorry, thinking
he had been too harsh. Later she contrived to be alone
with him and, looking rather like the heroine of a Cagney
picture, she murmured, “Ah, my James Cagney!”

“I think she was expecting me to squash a grapefruit
in her face!” Jimmy complained when telling the story.

“She didn’t see me as a flesh-and-blood man. She -saw
me as a twenty-four sheet on a billboard. I think that’s

how all women, even those who are closest to us in

Hollywood, see us.”

But that is not how Loretta Young saw Alan Ladd when
they were working on “China.” It’s an odd thing, but away
from the camera Alan loses some of the fascination he has
for women on the screen. His attractive devil-may-care
attitude is replaced by overanxiousness about his health
and career. He and Loretta fought a war of their own
all during the making of “China.” She accused him of

steahng their scenes. He countered that it was the other
way arormd. There were others on the set who supported
this theory. Things were so bad at one time that the
picture was suspended for several days. And it would
still be unfinished if Director John Farrow hadn’t cut and



Hollywood like Most
female auditors—^the Hollywood women who

put the picture together when the fighting couple were
out of town.
Humphrey Bogart is one of the few Hollywood actors

who pleases both his feminine film following and the women
who rub shoulders with him daily in Hollywood. In spite

of this, he affects to despise the female sex. Actually he
is afraid of women—and this includes wife Mayo. The
truth is that Bogie loves women—and this also includes
wife Mayo with whom he has had, and is stiff having, some
of the biggest and best fights in the history of Hollywood
married life.

Bogart intrigues the women of the film colony with his

“I can take you or I can leave you” attitude. “Making love
to film actresses is strictly a business With me,” he once
told “Fearless.” “Why get excited about it? The director

always caffs ‘Cut’ just when it gets interesting!” His con-
versation with reporters is frank, very frank. But after

saying something outrageous. Bogie will smile like a little

boy who has said something naughty to produce an effect.

To sum up, they all, from Ingrid Bergman down, want to

be in his pictures. Michele Morgan told “Fearless” recently
that her assignment with Bogart in “Passage To Marseille”
was the highlight of her career.

To most of the feminine contingent there are few more
attractive men in Hollywood than Joseph Gotten. It’s hard
for you to realize how good-looking he is because he is

usually made up to look quaint or old in his pictures. Joe
has an explosive quality that is reminiscent of his great
friend Orson Welles. The two men have identical speaking
voices and they laugh in the same way. But Gotten, un-
like Orson, is modest with an inferiority complex. He is

honest, sincere and rather tense. He does not have to flirt

with women to make a hit with them.
This brings us to Errol Flynn, who can no more help

flirting with every pretty woman he meets than he can
help faffing in and out of trouble, which is perhaps saying
the same thing twice. Errol, however, is not so popular
as he should be with the women he works with in
Hollywood. And he is definitely {Continued on vaae 74)
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TKe Versatile ^iog,rapKy of cMiss Olivia de Havilland

5
TRIKE up the band

For de Havilland,

Born on the Nip’s outrageous strand.

Who stoutly rose

When her years were three.

And thumbed her nose

At the cherry tree.

{The only ^ood, so far as I know.

That ever came out of Tokyo.)

BY PHYLLIS McGINLEY

Now at twenty and something over.

There she stands in the smoothest clover.

And what is more she has doffed at last

The film-y robes of her pictured past.

Too lon^, a maid of romance and peril.

She daily swooned in the arms of Errol,

Swooned and suffered, suffered and sighed.

Or, as occasion demanded, died.

But now farewell to the hoops and bustles.

To sworded heroes, flexing their muscles.

To Shakespeare’s Hermia, chanting sad verse.

To Captain Blood and to Anthony Adverse.

No sneering villains the lady strikes, now.

The Dawn may come ' whenever it likes, now.

No tremulous wraith is left to trouble you

For Melanie’s Gone with the final W.

Now skies are blue

So let’s all clap hands.

Here’s something new

In de Havillands.

From comedy’s vial she has pulled the cork.

She’s marrying captains named O’Rourke.

Yes, tune the tubas while flags unfurl.

Olivia’s changed to a Government Girl. 37
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He certainly did dood it this

time! A helter-Skelton

third degree, with Red paying up

1

—

^Q: Do you have nightmares?
A: I dream I’m sane—^and it’s awful!

2

—

Q: Is there anything you won't do for a laugh?
A: Yes. I won’t play a practical joke on anyone. I

don’t believe in getting a lau^ at the expense of

someone’s hurt fe^ngs or embarrassment. Neither
do I beheve in dirty gags.

3

—

Q: What do you hate to do?
A: Work in any form! I also hate to answer telephones;

stand for fittings at the tailor; and wait for people
to eat dessert at dinner; I never eat dessert myself.

4

—

Q: Do you have any unusual clauses in ybur contracts?

A: Ever hear of a Happiness Clause? Mine says if

I’m not “happy” about anything, I don’t have to

work! But doggone it, I’m just naturally happy.
Another one stipulates I must be known profes-
sionally as Red Skelton rather than by my given
name of Richard.

5

—

Q: What does your famous secret code message mean?
A: When I leave word that “the hawk has lit on the

httle brown bear” it means I’m in a jam and come
get me out. When I say “I’m a bad rabbit” it means
I’ve told a fie—^and got caught in it!

6

—

Q: What was the biggest mistake you've made so far

in life?

A: (Red chose the consequences: Give us a picture
of yourself when you worked in the circus or
medicine shows.)

7

—

Q: What was the wisest decision you've made in your

life?

A: Refusing to answer Question No. 6.

8

—

Q: What printed statement about yourself delighted

you?
A; Not that I beheve it, but I was plenty flattered by

the guy who wrote I was the Chaplin of this era
and Md the greatest kid following of any man since

Tom Mix.
9

—

Q: What printed statement made you burn?

A: That I had gone Hollywood because I had a huge
coat of arms on the side of my car door. That
coat of arms was the insignia of a certain Army
outfit and was painted there by the guys themselves.

What’s more, it will take more than a few nasty

cracks to make me take it off!

10—Q: Do you ever use a sob story to get what you want?

A: How else do you think I got that extra two-bits on
my allowance last week? I’m the greatest “con
man” who ever lived—^I make suckers of the experts!

1 1—Q: How broke have you been in life?

A: Back in 1935 Eldna (my ex-wife) and I once went
three days without eating, and not because we were
on a diet either! That same year we were kicked out

of a New York hotel for a $9.00 bill and probably
were the only people in the history of the joint

to go back and pay them their dough.
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RED SKELTON

No. 6 mode Red
see red so he hod
to release a pic-

ture of himself
when he worked in

a circus. Below:
Consequence on
No. 48—the gift

from a fan that in-

trigued him most
a "Clem" doll

GAMf CONDUCTOR-KAY PROCTOR
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What was your most touching experience with a
serviceman?
Some time ago a Marine named Smitty went swim-
ming in my pool. A few weeks ago I met him again
in New York—stone blind—^and he recognized me
by my voice and said, “Gosh, Red, it’s good to see
you again!”

Did flirting ever get you into trouble?

Oh, brother!
Are you planning to remarry or is there a chance of

reconciliation with Edna?
(Red chose the consequences: Write a glowing fan
letter to yourself.)

To what extreme have you gone to get the spotlight?

I’ve played certain benefits just to follow Bob Hope
and that’s murder! Seriously, I did it deliberately

to prove we are not the same kind of comedian,
which we both knew but couldn’t seem to make
others realize.

Whom would you like to look like?

What the heck! I’m stuck with what I’ve got so
why dream?
What is your most successful way of flattering a
woman?
I’m a cinch when I tell her she’s the type men steal

fur coats for! That old “you’re as sweet as my
mother” works pretty well, too.

What are you sentimental about?
A bulldog we had named Jiggs. He went hungry
with us plenty of times and then when we hit the
chips and could afford a yard for him to run around
in, he died.

What is your pet term of endearment?
The word “little,” like Little Mummy, or Little

Flower, or Little DoU.
To whom or what do you credit most of your success?

Edna first, then radio audiences, then movie audi-
ences, and finally me. I must have had something
to do with it!

Do you ever feel silly when pulling your antics on
stage?

No, only when something goes wrong or I mess up
a gag and don’t get a laugh.
What do you do when an audience fails to laugh

as expected?
Try to cover it with an ad lib like, “That one cer-
tainly got over with a big hush!”
What wisecrack from an audience embarrassed you
most?
I was halfway through my act one day in Troy,
New York, when a guy stood up, loudly observed,
“And I drive a truck for a living!” and walked out!

What was the most you ever lost on a bet?
An apple. I got out of the habit of betting anything
more than an apple when I (Continued on page 75)
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She is what every girl wants

to be: Anne Shirley, who has changed

herself into a woman who turns men's heads

H
eads tum as she goes by . . .

The Hollywood girls speculate
about her; they ask each other

if it was the failure of her marriage
to John Payne that changed her;

they try to analyze the new and
great charm she has for men. What,
they ask, has happened to Anne
Shirley that she should be the one
to capture the most spectacular man
in a spectacular town; capture him
and then not even bother to keep
him?

Publicity, some called it, not with-
out a tinge of envy, when Anne
laimched a bombshell by announc-
ing her forthcoming marriage to Vic
Mature who was back in Hollywood
briefly to wind up some business
matters after his one-man Bond
tour, which you can read more
about on page 30. Rebound, others
diagnosed it; rebound for Vic after

the hurt of his breakup with Rita
Hayworth; reboimd for Anne who
was still trying to prove something
to herself after the collapse of her
marriage despite her gay romance
with Eddie Albert and, more re-
cently, Edgar Bergen’s interest in

her.

But the explanations couldn’t

change the exciting facts. Vic spotted

Anne on the Mocambo dance floor

with her agent Henry Willson. When
the dance was over, he made his

ADllE WHITEIY

FllTCHER

way to their table, Willson intro-

duced them and from that point on
the Bos’un took over Anne’s evening.
Likewise the following evening. The
next night he proposed and she ac-
cepted. Vic told friends that at last

he had met the girl of his dreams
and was madly in love. Anne told

friends she loved him because he
was vital and alive; she felt he was
a real hero and for a long time she
had envied girls who were waiting
at home for their man at war. There
was talk of a Nevada wedding or an
extension of Vic’s leave to take care
of California preliminaries, since he
was due to return to ship the fol-

lowing Sunday.
Then on Saturday the whole thing

blew up as spectacularly as it had
begun. Anne gave one and all to

understand quite defijiitely that she
would not be marrying Mr. Mature.
Vic accepted the end philosophically

and left on schedule to return to

sea duty.

Hollywood reached for the smell-
ing salts and the telephone—and
for the second time in ten days
Anne was the most talked-about

girl in town. She doesn’t mind all this

too much, even though she knows
what people are saying isn’t meant
too kindly. For it proves to her
how tremendous and complete her
change has been. “Once,” she said,

“it would have killed me to have
their disapproval. It doesn’t now. I

realize it is the fact that I no longer
lean on them or get down on my
knees to them that they do not like.

And I revel in my new indepen-
dence.”
She dates the beginning of her

metamorphosis as being two years
ago, when she and John Payne
separated.

“Until then,” she said, “I never
realized that the only person who is

consistently going to do anything for
you is you. I don’t mean people are
selfish. They have their own jobs
and their own problems, very little

time indeed to sit down and think
‘What can I do to make Anne Shirley
happy?’ Even my agent, who is

paid to think about me, can only
give me a small fraction of his time.
He has other clients and he has his
own life.

“It may sound odd,” she went on,
“for a girl who was a child star to

say she never learned to possess
herself until she had grown up,
married, had a child, and a divorce.
But I say (Continued on page 88)
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Metle OLeto-n-

"—by Winston Churchill. First, for the femi-

nine, obvious reasons. Because he is my Dream
Mon. Because I think he's just heaven. But

principally because he is such a man. Because he
has had the most romantic, stirring life, and the

strongest. And I like romantic men, stirring men,
strong men. Mr. Churchill has done everything. He
has crowded his life with headlines that have made,
and ore making history—and has had time, or taken
it, for bypaths. He has been a painter, for a hobby;
a writer, for a hobby; a bricklayer, for a hobby. And
then, his language ... so rich, so old-world that one
imagines what vivid imagery he would give the

language of love. To be—well, to stand under the

mistletoe with Winston Churchill, let us scry, would be
to stand, for a moment, in history."

Like to
Delightful dalliance under the mistletoe

c^l,a tipina

"—by Charles Boyer. I want to be kissed by
Boyer. I have always wanted to play a love scene
with Boyer. Because I wont to get far away from

the slatternly, draggle-hoired, frenzied females I hove
played on the screen—so many of them that they give
me on Unwanted Woman hangover in real life. Now,
on the screen and off, I want to feel glamorous, seductive,

beloved, velvety, adored; mysterious—and I con think
of no surer way for a girl to believe herself these
desirable things than to be kissed by Boyer."

<=r^te)Ci^ c^fititL

’—by the Orsatti Brothers, all three of them!
Because, in one way and another, I owe my
career to them. It was Vic who discovered

me when I -was doing the play, "The Night Of
January 16th," at college. Frank introduced me to

Edmund Goulding when Mr. Goulding was casting
for "The Constant Nymph," and that picture gave
me stardom. A1 Orsatti does the radio end of the
agency and has promised to find me something
very good. And as the kiss of gratitude, so to speak,
is the only kiss I could or would share with any-
one except Craig Stevens, my fiance, I would like
to be kissed by the Orsattis, to whom I am so
grateful—all three of them!"
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—by Franklin E)elano Roosevelt. And it has
HP' nothing to do with the fact that he is the President

of the United States. No . . . because he is a man
who was born with extravagant courage; because he is

a man who has overcome what would be an insur-

mountable handicap for most men and, having done so,

did not forget others who might hove less means and
less strength of cboracter than he. And because, to

mean anything, a kiss must hove significance . . . and
the significonqe depends upon the giver."

£1
ylAatCL^ yPlcCIjiulUte AUl^A

"—by Frank Sinatra! My, YES! And I ought
to know. Because in our picture, 'Higher And
Higher,' I was kissed by Sinatra (I get dizzy

when I think of it) and not only was I kissed by him
but I did a scene in which I swooned when I sow
him come in the door. (And they thought t was act-

ing!) I'd like to stand under the mistletoe with Frank
and be kissed by him . . . and while I stand there,

just before the kiss, or maybe just after it. I'd like him
to sing, 'You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To'—to

me and for me. Ummm!"

CARICATURES BY MAJOR

A£il\r-
"—by General Spaatz. The General is in

charge of operations in the European theater
of war. I happen to know him quite well. I

admire, enormously, the job he has done over there.

In order for me to wont to kiss a man I must (a) know
him quite well, (b) admire his ability and (c) like to

look at him. General Spaatz fulfills all three re-

quirements, and handsomely."

\
/

i
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Rookie . . . Gregory Peck,

recruit from the East Coast ,

theater, new colonist on the

West Coast where he's now
cashing in as a handsome

labeled "find"

"Days Of



Sparkler in the rough: Carson
of Warners' "The Hard Way"
and "Shine On, Harvest Moon"

BY lUPTON WILKINSON

Cashing in with Carson, the fellow with the name you don't know and the face you do

WHEN a fellow plays in about
sixty movies (Jack Carson
can’t remember exactly how

many) and plays a heel in more
them fifty of them, people begin to

wonder. True, Jack played the par-
ticular type of heel known as a
“comedy menace.” On the screen
he was conceited and noisy. He was
smug in an ignorant way—but
fimny.

EcU'ly came another phase in the
Carson reputation. Rumor got
aroimd—^you know how Hollywood
is—^that off the screen Jack was
also conceited and loud—but not
funny.

All that changed—^like the whoosh
of a comet—^when “The Hard Way”
hit the screen. You’ll remember,
Jack played Albert Runkel, the
happy-go-lucky, self-assured come-
dian, of the straw-hat, tap-routine
type, who worshiped Joan Leslie.

'The bewildered young man Jack
W£is playing killed himself and the
tragic sincerity of that stricken boy
on the screen definitely created a
new star. People blinked and started

asking new questions. “You can’t

fool a camera that badly,” movie-
goers reasoned. “All those ‘comedy
menaces’ can’t be true—^and this,

too. What kind of a fellow is Jack
Carson?”

That’s a hard type of question.

Even a rough diamond has many
sides and, eis life cuts the man into

a pattern, more sides appear.
Naturally, you have to have some-

thing to start with. So—look at two
smaU boys, standing on the rail-

road platform at International Falls,

Miimesota (that’s on the Canadian
line), thirty years ago. Jack, three,

is as big as his four-and-a-half-year-
old brother. These children have
been living at Moosejaw, Saskatche-
wan, where the sim seldom sets

before nine o’clock and small boys
are put to bed early. Neither young-
ster had ever before seen the sky at

night. “What sure all those fights up
there?” asked Bob, the elder boy.
(He must have wondered if they
only existed in the United' States,

the big new coimtry where the Car-
sons were just arriving to five.)

“Stars,” replied Mrs. Carson.
Jackie, the yoimger, swallowed his

Adam’s apple, stifled his awe and
pointed wisely: “I see the biggest

one.” He was pointing at a red
station lantern, ran forward, hoping
to grasp it—and fell.

That’s part of the boy you start

with. Himgry for excitement, seldom
willing to admit he doesn’t know all

the answers, likely to reach for a
gaudy lantern of a star. A boy like

that is apt to stub his toe and
bruise his nose a few times.

M OW for a long jump, to another
* ^ glance at character. The bumps
and bruises had come—a good many
—but “The Hard Way” had finally

hit the screen. Jack had worked
fifty weeks during 1940, forty-nine

weeks in 1941 and fifty-one weeks
in 1942. His whole fife had been
mellowed by a happy marriage with
Kay St. Germain, famous radio
singer and swell gal. The Ceirsons

had achieved more happiness^—

a

baby.
Jack (Continued on page '68)
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N the beginning, it is essential to

remember that this fellow named
Marion Michael Morrison—this

six-foot-four ex-football star whom
you know and like to watch on film

as John Wayne—is still no more
than a good Joe who fell into the
ways of Hollywood, got famous,
made a lot of dough and is a httle

astonished, even at this late date,

that it all happened.
Today he is at a moment in his life

which is supercharged with crisis,

change and melodrama. Separated
from his bride of ten years and from
the four children to whom he has
been such a devoted and sympathetic
father these past years, he will prob-
ably join either the Army or the
Navy within a few months.

This, at a time when his star-

dom is estabhshed, when two suc-
cessful pictures—one co-starring

with Jean Arthur—are cleaning up
under his name, when every studio

in Hollywood is scratching at his

door, waving contracts.

To borrow him for “Reap The Wild

Wind,” Paramount once had to guar-
antee him top billing over its own
people; now, there is no longer any
question about his billing, nor about
the salary he demands. It is the
time, of all times, to observe John
Wayne closely, to hsten as he ticks,

to put him under a glass and judge
from the personality revealed there
what his eventual future will be.

EVERYONE on the set and off calls

him Duke, since he’s the kind of

man who must be known by an
affectionate nickname and that, held
over from high-school days, is his.

He gets along best with other men,
although any woman in any room
with him will do her best to thwart
his preference; he is personified by
such things as leather jackets, pipes,

big boimding dogs; gymnasium
shower-rooms, poker, camp beds,
bsirbershop quartettes and the smell
of horses.

Yet he is curiously fastidious.

He looks well in dinner clothes
and likes to wear them, despite

the fact that such apparel must be
specially built to hide the bulging
of his football muscles.
He is physically unafraid and

proved it on one of the best teams
use ever had, but he cannot .stand

the sight of blood. Recently, during
a scene on location for Republic’s
current saga, “The Fighting Sea
Bees,” he complacently risked his

life rather than use a double; later

that afternoon, a Marine sergeant in

charge of five ammunition in the
area showed him a blasted arm, cas-
ualty of a recent untimely explosion.

“V^y aren’t you in- the hospital?”

Wayne asked, averting his eyes un-
happily.

“i’ve been handling the stuff for

twenty years,” shrugged the ser-
geant, “and I’m not letting a little

accident like this knock me out.”

But the Duke was knocked out for

the rest of the afternoon.

Used to being a family man, he is

unhappy away from his family, es-

sentially bored, somewhat indecisive,

a little angry (Continued on page 78)

Coming up with man's-man Wayne, the quiet guy with the supercharged life



Read it and laugh! That fabulous Jane Lyons goes

Hollywood (and vice versa!) in a hilarious

tale that turns out just the way you'd expect

BY II III U DAY
Author of the best seller and screen hit,

"The Youngest Profession"

I

T was out of this world to think
that Barb and I were right here at

Humphrey Bogart’s garden, party
mingling incognito in our best glam-
our make-up with the guests. Barb
kept complaining about my pinching
her, but I couldn’t help it, even
though the red marks started to show
through her chiffon, which was not
so becoming, since the dress was
green. I talked to Claude Rains about
Victory Gardens and tried to discuss

Lincoln with C. Aubrey Smith, but
that came to an impasse since he pre-
tended he had never known him. And
not one of them, including my beloved
Bogie and Mayo, recognized us as

the housemaid and gardener, respec-
tively, of the Bogarts.
Of course it never would have hap-

pened—our being hired by Mayo—if

it hadn’t been for the employment
shortage, but Vera Bailey and the
Guiding Stars, Ltd., our club back
East that puts out “Fan Dust,” will

never have to know that. They think
we have simply infatuated the Bo-
garts and are their house guests,

spending a httle time with them while
we are out here on the Coast visiting

my A\mt Helen and Uncle Bossy. As
a matter of fact, Vera was completely
bowled over by the photographs we
sent back of me and Bogie and various
other stars in various poses. I must
say that Barb is a wonder at hiding
in the bushes with her camera at just

the right moment.
We were simply having a wonder-

ful time, being careful not to mix our
drinks but just sticking to all kinds
of rum and speaking to everybody.
We kept wondering when the Occa-
sion of the garden party would occur
—i.e., when Jack Warner would make
the announcement that Bogie was to

play Ulysses S. Adams in his big
picture, “Uncle Sam’s Nephew.” Then
at six o’clock things began to happen,
and never stopped, for my money.

Everybody gathered aroimd and Jack
stood on the steps near the swimming
pool and made a great speech about
the Industry and Manhood and Wo-
manhood, Barb and I being too ex-
cited, standing right near Red Skel-
ton, to hear much. 'Then he ended up
with “the role of Ulysses S. Adams
has been awarded to that loyal Amer-
ican, Humphrey Bogart.”
There was terrific applause and

Bogie stepped towards Mr. Warner,
holding out his hand. The cameras
were all going strong when suddenly
he tripped over a rake which I’m
afraid I forgot to put away after my
morning chores and went splash into

the pool.

Without thinking, I plunged right

in after him. It wasn’t xmtil I hit the
cold water that I remembered I

couldn’t swim a stroke!

D OGIE saved my life, though not in-

tentionally. He climbed out of

the pool with me chnging to him
and then he and Red Skelton pulled
me up. At least that’s what Barb
says. I was too full of water to notice

much. All I remember is seeing
twelve dollars’ worth of hat float

away like a Disney water hly. A
gray chiffon dress is very ethereal
floating in the summer breeze, but
dimked in pool water it shows aU
the imderpinnings. The next thing
I remember is lying on the lawn
wrapped in a blanket and Bogie
wringing himseK out and swearing
under his breath. People were
crowding arovmd and someone said,

“Who is she?”
“How should I know?” said Bogie.

“I never saw her before in my life.”

I cast a reproachful look at him from
under my lashes. (Later I learned
it was only the left ones, the right

being at the bottom of the pool.)

“He knows only too well who she
is,” said Barbara indignantly after

he had gone to the house to get dry
clothes. The next thing I knew a lot

of reporters were crowding aroimd
me asking questions. One of them
asked my address and I pointed to

my room. Then Muggs came along
and took me away and made me take
a hot bath and the cook brought me
some broth. The cook is swell. She’s
an old family retainer, having worked
for the B’s for over a year. Then
Bogie’s doctor came and took my
temperature and said I must stay in

bed on liquid nourishment (nonalco-
hohc) and he very quiet.

I had a terrible time getting the
left eyelashes off as they stuck like

glue, but finally did and got my face

made up in case anyone should come
to see me, but it was only Mayo.
She was very sweet and said I should
just ring for anything I wanted. I

told her I felt terrible about spoifing

the party, and if there was anything
I could do to mend matters I would
be only too happy. She said I’d bet-
ter just stay quietly in bed.
In the meantime my man Early

was holding a Press Conference on
the lawn.

^^ONDAY after lunch.

I am writing this in longhand
as I’m supposed to be taking a nap,

but naturally I can’t sleep. I didn’t

close an eye all night, until after one
o’clock. This morning I felt fine but
decided to have a cough and a head-
ache because I realize the minute I

get well I’m fired. Barb sneaked in

some bacon and eggs, etc., and then
Aimt Helen telephoned and Barb
went and said I was busy in the
garden and would phone her later.

She said something about a letter

from Pops and our getting back
home. Then she asked Barb what
this was about my falling in the pool
and Barb said not to believe a word
of it, as it was all press-agent stuff.



They finally managed to haul

me up, but I was too full of

water to notice much. All

I remember seeing is twelve

dollars' worth of hat floating

away like a Disney water lily

ILLUSTRATION BY JAY HYDE BARNUM

Aunt Helen said, “But her picture is

in the paper, and so is yours.” Barb
was so excited at that that she hung
up the receiver and rushed for the

papers, but Bogie had taken them
so she had to go out and buy them.

“Jane,” she cried when she re-
turned, “you are famous! You’ll

probably get all kinds of movie offers,

but you must hold out for at least a
hundred a week. They don’t appre-
ciate you if you’re too cheap.”

“Barb,” I said, “if they want me,
they’ll have to take you too.”

She was very toudied at this evi-
dence of true friendship.

Sure enough the papers were full

of yesterday’s party with pictures,

including one of me. Fortunately it

was on page 6, as I don’t look my
best half drowned.

“I’U have trouble explaining this

to Vera and the club,” I said when
I read that Bogie had denied know-
ing me.

“Just say he’s secretly in love with
you but you have to keep silent to
protect his reputation. In fact, I’d

better wire her before ‘Fan Dust’
goes to press.”

We were feeling pretty wonder-
ful imtil I came across a little item
in Hedda’s column that made me
realize for the first tinie what I had
really done.
In view of the circumstances, our
hets are on Gary Cooper for the
role of Ulysses S. Adams.

That was all it said, but I knew it

was the beginning of the end. Bogie
would sink down and down and end
up in the gutter in front of Central



Casting, playing bit parts and re-
membering the good old days. I had
loved him, “not wisely, but too well,”
and I who would rather die a thou-
sand deaths than harm a hair of his
head had innocently involved him in

a scandal that would ruin his career.
“Not so innocently,” said Barb.
I would have killed myself, except

that I hated to die.

“Don’t take it so hard,” said Barb
sympathetically. “Maybe by good
conduct he’ll live it down in a couple
of years.”

We had a wonderful lunch and
then Barb went out to do some shop-
ping and send a wire to Vera to hold
the mimeograph until further notice.

I tried to sleep, but my Past kept
running through my mind
and I wondered what I could
do to make amends. I could
retire to a convent, but that
really wouldn’t help Bogie
with the producers. I resolved
to make the Supreme Sacri-
fice, whatever it was. Maybe
it’s to go away and never
see him again and renoimce
even his movies. But, I

thought, I would have to see
hiih once and face the music.
I would hsten in silence to
his reproaches and then would
say, simply:

“Mr. Bogart, I know it may
seem to you that I have actefi
in a foolish manner, but I as-
sure you that I admire you
merely as an artist, not as a
man. Since my childhood I

have been a worshiper at the
Shrine of Thespis, the Greek
Founder of the Drama.”

I began to practice it out
loud before the mirror.
Then I got back to bed and

was writing when I heard
footsteps and a knock at the
door.

I slipped the pad under
the cover and said “Come in”

in a weak voice.

chatted about everything under the
sun and he made me feel quite equal.
He didn’t mention what had hap-
pened, or scold me, he merely asked
me if Barbara had any more films in
the camera. I said nothing of any
importance and he said if I didn’t
mind he’d hke to see them, so natur-
ally I promised ... of course I

couldn’t give him the ones we had
already sent to Vera.
Then I asked him if he would get

the role of 17. S. Adams. He said Jack
Warner had phoned and from what
he had said, it would most likely go
to Gary Cooper.

“It’s okay with me,” said Bogie.
“He’s a swell actor and he’s identi-
fied in the minds of the American

THamks
THe YAMKS

^^ONDAY eleven p. m. It

was Bogie himself, in a
dark red dressing gown, look-
ing very intime.

“Hello, Jane,’’ he said,
“how’re you feeling?”

Just Uke that, as if I hadn’t
ruined his life.

And then, before I could answer,
he began to sneeze and my heart
froze. Suppose on top of it all he
got pneumonia and died, all on my
account. If he did, I would wear
mourning the rest of my life, maybe
with a touch of white. Tears came
to my eyes, but I forced myself to

begin the speech.
“Mr. Bogart . . .

.”

“Bogie, to you,” he said. I couldn’t
beheve my ears. The speech fled

from my mind. What price Thespis!
“How about some tea and pastry?”

he asked, ringing the bell for Muggs.
“Feed a cold and the fever will take
care of itself.”

Muggs brought in tea and the most
wonderful cocoanut cakes and we

(
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public with a hero. I’m just a bad
man. Maybe they should use me in

a film to recruit gangsters.”

He smiled, but I knew it was to

cover a broken heart. Tears sprang
to my eyes. Here he was, his career
ruined, and trying to cheer me up.
It was the noblest thing I had ever
come across, outside of pictures. I’m
afraid I began to blubber a little. So
he put his hand on mine and said:

“Cheer up, kid. It really wasn’t
your fault. Mayo always tells me to

look where I’m going.” Then he
changed the subject by asking me
all about myself and before I knew
it I was telling him about ‘Fan Dust’
and Vera and how difficult it would
be to face the gang back East. He
admitted I was in a spot.

“I tell you what,” he said. “I’ll

autograph a picture to -you, very
affectionately, and you can show it

to them. I’ll write, ‘To my dear
friend Jane, with affection and happy
memories. Bogie.’ That should shut
them up.”
“Would you really do that after

all I’ve done?”
“Of course. I appreciate your de-

votion and loyalty.”
I couldn’t believe my ears. If

Vera and the gang could only have
heard him. Which reminded me.
This was the moment.

“Bogie,” I said, “there are thirty-
five subscribers to ‘Fan Dust.’ If
you could autograph a picture to each
of them . . . not affectionately, like

mine, of course, but with their
names and a different mes-
sage on each ... it would help
a lot to restore my prestige.”
“Okay,” he said. “I’ll get

one of the secretaries at the
studio to do it. Give me a list

of the names.”
“If you don’t mind,” I said

firmly, “they would prefer it

in your own writing. I was
an autograph hound myself
once and I know it makes all

the difference in the world.”
He looked at me with ad-

miration.

“Jane,” he said, “you’re
going places. You’re quite a
gal.”

“^ank you. Bogie,” I said,
giving him the list of names
Vera had sent me.

^^HEN he left I felt
strangely elated, and yet

torn by remorse. I looked in
the mirror and saw I had aged
months in one short hour. It

wouldn’t have surprised me to
have found a gray hair. I

wished Barb would hurry
back to witness my emotioned
upheaval. I wondered what
that goon could be doing all

this time.

Something, I decided, ought
to be done, and no time should
be lost. I thought and thought
and finally I decided to go
right to the headquarters of
the Motion Picture Industry
. . . Louis B. Mayer himself.

I had heard of his kindness and char-
itable works, and if I put the case
squarely before him, he might inter-

cede for Bogie with Jack Warner and
the others. I lost no time but called
M-G-M. The female who answered
the telephone said that Mr. Mayer’s
secretary had gone for the day, and
could I tell her what it was about.
I said, “Certainly not, it’s a purely
personal matter between L. B. and
myself,” and hung up.
Fortimately I had taken down Mr.

Mayer’s private address when I sent
out the invitations to the party, so I

could go right to his house. I had
just come to that decision when Barb
arrived with a man in tow.

“Mr. Moore,” she explained, “is

a talent (Continued on page 62)
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#:Who said somelhing about jumpers?
Anne Shirley did, and this is it

—

The popuiarityr of the jumper dress is

deserved, for with a variety of sweaters
and blouses it will serve many occa-
sions." That's one reason why she chose
this faille jumper and combined it with
a flowered cnallis blouse for reader
Carlotta Brune, wife of a young officer

Jumper In red, Kelly, luggage, navy or
black. Sizes 9-17. About $8.95.
Blouse: $5.00

The jumper jumps right back into the picture

with another blouse—one with lace on the

jabot and cuffs and tiny crystal buttons to make
it sparkle holiday afternoons and evenings

Blouse: White only, in acetate crepe. Sizes 32-38.

About $7.95

Or, for sport, or the schoolroom, or the office,

wear the jum|>er with a sweater and point

up a color contrast. For instance, a black sweater

with a red jumj^er ... or perhaps a pink or

yellow sweater with a black jumper. Gay results!

Sweater: All wool, in all colors. Sizes 34-40.

$5.98



< So he won't forget you ... a dote dress that
' ^ makes an impression—but fast—with a wide full

skirt of marquisette that whispers os you dance be-

cause there's an underskirt of taffeta and a pale blue

or bright fuchsia bodice of bengaline cut to accent

your waist and give you the right lines in any lineup

Dress: Sizes 10-16; 9-15. Under $25

fyoflob/,

Five holiday $tyle-star+ers

picked out by Anne Shitley

to pep up Carlotta Brune

Holiday sparkle in an "everybody look" dress

that has nailheads of gold and silver to catch

the light, little pockets hiding in the full skirt

Dress: Rayon crepe in black and all high shades.

Sizes 10-18; 9-15. About $17



5?

Cfjrisitmasi peU=3^ingers!
Spend ten pleasant moments on this and when you get through you'll have

an unusual "just right" present

I

T’S Christmas again—and a better Christmas than last year.

For we’re headed for Victory—and the peace for which we’re

fighting. However, this is not the time for us to tax the

necessarily limited amount of materials. Christmas gaiety, by all

means—says Uncle Sam—but give useful gifts in moderation.

FOR EVERYBODY—EVERYWHERE

War Bonds and Stamps . . . Whatever you plan to spend, from

ten cents upwards, let your first thought be a War Bond or War
Stamps. Either, unlike any other present in the world, increases

in value as time goes on.

Homemade Preserves . . . From your house to their house . . .

A jar of fruit or jelly you preserved this summer—in gala

wrapping. That’s something they couldn’t buy . . .

for everyone on your list

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS IN SERVICE

Note: We wish to report that we checked the boys and girls in service in our sincere wish to

determine those gifts they would most appreciate and enjoy. Unanimously they voted money or a

ten-day pass the best presents in the world. You can’t give them a furlough, of course, but

you can send money. If it’s only one dollar they’ll bless you for it. 'The gifts we have listed

below also had high ratings in our check-up. . . .

Air Pillow . . . It’s wonderful for catnaps. It’s small enough to be carried in a bag or pocket

when deflated. Inside it’s completely treated with vinglite plastic. All seams are cemented.

The plastic tube seals itself. Size in use 9" x 14". About $1.49.

Games . . . Four of them! Album I includes Checkers, Chinese Checkers, Solitaire and Back-

gammon. Album II includes Dominoes, Chess, Asia and Acey Ducy. Packed in a booklike

cover of imitation leather, 4%" x 6%" in size. About $.98.

Identification Bracelet . . . Sterling silver, simply designed. About $5.95.

Cigarette Lighters . . . Sterling silver. They require no fluid and show no flame. They work like the

lighters in automobiles. $5.00.

Write Kit . . . The top of this kit is a blotter which serves as a writing service. Two of the deep pockets

are filled with stationery and post cards. There are other pockets for letters and writing material. $1.95.

Shaving Kit . . . Water-repellent poplin apron kit—^which ties around the waist when in use and folds intc

small pack at other times. It has double row of pockets containing all shaving essentials. $4.50.

Vacuum-Packed Peanuts . . . These they adore! All size tins from about $.50 up.

Barrack Run-Arounds . . . These shp-on foot warmers—with the brush knit fabric of rayon

and wool with which they’re lined turning over the cotton knit face to form a cuff

—

come packed in a gay gift box. In khaki or blue. Wonderful for off-duty comfort, over-

night travel or hospital use. Men’s sizes, about $1.00. Women’s sizes, about $.79.

FOR THE GIRLS—YOUNG AND OLD

Pocket Scarf . . . In four-color plaids, of rayon and wool with all-wool fringe—^to

be worn tuxedo style, tucked under belt perhaps, as an ascot imder a coat, or as

a flashing sash. With the pockets available always. Under $3.00.'

Bowknot Earrings and Pin . . . Bowknots of glittering cut beads—in black, red,

bronze, steel or green. About $1.00. A larger bowknot of glittering cut beads

—

in black, red, bronze, steel or green. Used in pairs, these can also be used as

buckles for evening slippers. About $1.00.

(Continued on page 76)



« Call yourself o

ioyot American

only if you have gone

through the same stirring

experience as

thes4 stars

Mrs. Mil land and Osa
Massen show a plasma
kit to Lynn Bari, Linda

Darnell and Brenda Joyce

et MRS. R^t MIILANR

WHEN the Red Cross Blood
Donor Service established
headquarters in Hollywood,

the stars immediately rallied to the

great cause. Among those who do-
nated blood were Ann Sheridan,
Margaret Sullavan, Carole Landis,
Susan Peters, Linda Darnell, Jane
Wyatt, Laraine Day, Helen Brod-
erick (a five-time donor), Florence
Bates (a seven-time donor), James
Cagney, Fred MacMurray, Van
Johnson, Jean Pierre Aumont, Jo-
seph Cotten, Basil Rathbone, Joe E.

Brown, Ralph Bellamy, Reginald
Gardiner, John Howard, Harold
Lloyd and Edmund Lowe.

It was a new experience and they,
too, asked the usual questions when
they came to us to be signed up:
Does it hurt? How will I feel after-

wards? Maybe I have high blood
pressure? How do you know I’m not
anemic? After they learned how
simple was the procedure, most of

them signed up to give another pint
when the necessary ten weeks had
elapsed.

Those of us who devote ourselves
to signing up donors were very
much amused at Margaret Sullavan.
She knew she had to weigh at least

110 pounds to be accepted. She
weighed 106. Much as we hated to

spoil her charming trick, we had to

tell her we had discovered that

brick in her pocket! In due time she
was back again. She weighed 110
pounds after making a concentrated
effort to gain because she wanted
to give.

Jimmy Cagney handed us our
biggest laugh. After his pint had
been taken, two Nurse’s Aides stood
on either side of his cot and at-

tempted to assist him to his feet.

Jimmy casually stood up unaided,
tucked a lady under either arm and
carried her across the room!
Touching indeed was Joe E.

Brown’s donation. Within a few
hours after he had received the sad
news that his own son had died
while serving his country, Joe ap-
peared at the Blood Bank. He gave
a pint of blood to help save the life

of another father’s son.

When Jean Pierre Aumont ap-
peared, shortly before he left to join

the Free French, the blood pressures
of the feminine workers went sky
high! He actually signed auto-
graphs for them while he was giving.

Clarence Nash, who is the voice of

Donald Duck, carried on long con-
versations with the workers in Don-
ald Duck’s voice while donating his

blood.

Joseph Cotten was so enthused
and eager to help that after giving
his pint he went aroimd to various
schools near-by and addressed the

Parent-Teacher Association.
This will give you an idea as to

how much it “hurts.”
Still, there must be people every-

where who would like to have the
same questions answered that were
first asked by the stars. Through
the far-reaching medium of Photo-
play-Movie Mirror we hope this in-
formation will inspire a new army of

blood donors. If you want to give a
pint of blood and save a human life,

here is the official statement of facts.

The procedure may vary slightly in

different parts of the country, but by
and large it is the same.

A LL persons in good health be-^ tween the ages of twenty-one
and sixty are eligible to be donors.
Minors between the ages of eighteen
and twenty -one are eligible under
the following conditions: Married
male minors are required to have the
written consent of a parent, guardian
or spouse on the release card pro-
vided by the Red Cross; married fe-

male minors are accepted without
consent of the husband if he is not
available. All unmarried minors
must obtain written consent on the
release card of one parent or guar-
dian. Signature of a witness will be
requested but it is not essential.

Verbal consent and consent written
other than (Continued on page 77)
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Claudette Colbert, star of

"Since You Went Away," work-

ing on letters from Photoplay

readers with assistant, Freddo
Dudley. Any letters which Miss

Davis was unable to answer be-

fore discontinuing her column
received Miss Colbert's im-

mediate personal attention

What should I do?
YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED BY CLAUDETTE CDLBERT

)



a woman who has experienced

her life and who has succeeded

through this magazine, she

in their lives problems

ke Trf^s^ing human counsel

EAR MISS COLBERT:
After I saw you in “So Proud-

ly We Hail” I knew I had to

write to you, first to tell you how
much I liked your portrayal and
second to ask you a question. I

know you aren’t really a nurse, of

course, but somehow I believe that

since you must have studied some-
thing of medical procedure to qualify

for the part and since you are a

doctor’s wife you will sympathize
with what I have to tell you.
Seventeen months ago my sweet-

heart left for overseas duty. I said,

before he left, that I would marry
him when he returned. He did re-

turn recently, but his right leg has

.been amputated above the knee.

He asked me whether I still

wanted to marry him. Well, I love

him as much now as I ever did, but
somehow I wanted a husband with
whom I could be gay. I love to

dance, go bowling, ride a bicycle,

swim and engage in a great many
active sports.

Do you think I could be a good
wife to my sweetheart under these

conditions? Frankly I’ve thought

about this thing until I’m almost out

of my mind. I have told him that I

will marry him, so he is making
plans, but down in my heart I’m

troubled and unsure of myself.

I will appreciate hearing from you.
Cecile R.

Dear Miss R;
If I were in your place, I would go

ahead and marry this boy, I have seen
so many men who have been physically

handicapped in some way and yet have
become unusually successful in their

chosen line of work that I think you
need have no fear for your future se-

curity and happiness.
One of the most brilliant examples

of triumph over exactly the problem
you have described is Major de Sever-

sky, who wrote “Victory Through Air
Power” and who has long been an
aeronautical authority. While Major
de Seversky was in Hollywood, I had
the pleasure of meeting and dancing
with him. Believe me, after dancing
continuously for two hours, I was the
one who wanted to catch my breath.
Major de Seversky was ready to go
on indefinitely.

With your assistance and comrade-
ship, / believe that your future hus-
band will be able to enjoy practically
every active sport that you do,

Claudette Colbert,

Dear Miss Colbert:
I will be twenty-three years of age

in a few days, yet I am in love with
a man who is forty -eight. He had
five children by his first wife. After
she died, I came to live with the
family, to cook, keep house and care
for the children. That was three
years ago.

The oldest daughter and the oldest

son are only a little younger than
I am, so you would expect us to be
good friends, but they dislike me and
torment me in a hundred little ways
in order to make my work harder.
The youngest child is an adorable

little girl whom I have practically

raised, as she was only a year old

when I came to live with the family.

She is now four and is so sweet to

my baby, by this man. My baby is

now fourteen months old.

I feel that one of two things should
happen: Either this man should
marry me, or he should let me go.

The older children are opposed to

our marriage and say they will run
away from home the very day I be-
come their legal mother. On the
other hand, this man says that if I

leave, he will keep my baby and his

youngest child and I will never see

either of them again. I want to take
both little girls with me.
Can you think of anything for me

to do?
Kathryn S.

Dear Miss S;
If you are desperately in love with

this man and he will marry you, I don’t
think you should worry too much
about the attitude of his older chil-

dren, Since you are twenty-three and
you say the children are near your
own age, it is likely that the boy will

soon be in the Army and the girl may
marry, so they would shortly leave
the family circle anyway.

If he were honorable he would have
married you long before this.

However, I’m afraid that it’s my
opinion that he has no intention oj
floing so.

You are still young; you can be self-

supporting, If you really want to

leave him and start over again, you
needn’t be afraid that he will be able
to take your baby from you. He will

be able to keep his own daughter, of
course, but he has no legal claim, I
am told, on your child,

I hope that whatever decision you
make brings you happiness,

Claudette Colbert,

Dear Miss Colbert:
You seem, from your pictures, to

be such a regular gal that a group of

us down here in the South Pacific

decided to tell you about a new
Hollywood custom that irks us.

As you probably know, we don’t
see very many beautiful girls down
here. The sceneiy gets pretty mo-
notonous, especially when a guy’s
best view is the inside of a tent or
the rainy side of a jungle. For that

reason, a good many of us write
to stars and ask for pictures.

After a delay of three months, we
recently received a picture of a cer-
tain starlet (I won’t mention names).
This picture was nothing but a post
card on the reverse side of which
was a price list for various larger-

sized pictures of this glamour girl.

It is not a matter of money, but
we don’t think this particular girl

ever saw our request in the first

place. If others are going to send out
pictures in a star’s name, don’t you
think the studio or the publicity

agent or whoever takes care of that

kind of work could have the pic-

tures made for the boys in the ser-

vice, omitting the price list?

Well, that’s what irked us.

A dozen G. I. Fans.

Dear Boys:
Your letter reminds me of an ex-

perience I had several years ago, I

happened to stop in the fan-mail de-

partment and to see, much to my sur-

prise, a card about to be mailed to

someone who had written to the studio

requesting a photograph. The card,

just as you say, listed certain pictures

and their prices. What annoyed me
was that the card teas signed with my
name, whereas in all fairness it should
have been signed by the studio, as I

knew nothing about the affair.

Most stars who handle their own
fan mail send out a great many pic-

tures and are happy to do so. They
feel that they can well afford it.

However, occasionally a starlet is

given a terrific publicity build-up and
attains a popularity so great that her
salary really won’t cover the demand
for pictures, expensive as they are.

In that case, the studio handles the
requests. Probably the starlet you
mention is in just such a situation,

I’m sure she tvould he upset if she **

knetv how requests for her photo-
graphs are being handled, H

I will try, with whatever influence
(Continued on page 71)
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ADVENTURE IN Warners: Warren Doug-
las is a Flying Tiger pilot who’s forced down in Iraq.

With him are John Loder and his estranged wife,

Ruth Ford. The group is picked up by suave sheik

Paul Cavanaugh and held as hostages for the sheik’s

brothers. Douglas falls in love with Miss Ford and
the climax is the arrival of American planes to the

rescue. (Dec.)

ALWAYS A Universal ; The
Andrews Sisters conduct a Lonely Hearts Club via

the radio that comes up for a bit of investigating.

Patric Knowles from the District Attorney’s office

and Gracie MacDonald from the Police Force are sent

out and the two, unaware of their real identity, fall

in love. The Andrews Sisters sing several songs

and Gracie is very cute. (Dec.)

BAR 20—Sherman-U.A: When Hopalong Cassidy is

ambushed and his money stolen, he gets all riled up
and sets out to recover the money and you never saw
so much chasing and shooting and riding in your

life. Dustine Farnum's jewels have also been stolen,

so Hoppy sets out to get them back too. George
Reeves is Dustine’s fiance. With Victor Jory and
Andy Clyde. (Oct.)

s/^/BEHIND THE RISING 5UV— KKO-Radio: A
gripping, fascinating story portraying actual life and
events in Japan prior to and during the war, this

shows the transformation of an American-educated
Japanese into a military tyrant. Tom Neal in this

role is amazingly good and Margo as the Japanese
girl he loves and later renounces is also very good,

as are J. Carrol Naish and Robert Ryan. (Oct.)

BOMBER’S MOON—20th Century-Fox: More of the

same old stuff about an American flyer, George
Montgomery, a Russian girl, Annabella, and a Czech
officer, Kent Taylor (really a Nazi spy), who are

permitted to escape from a German prison so that

they may lead the Germans to the underground
workers. The three principals are good, but the

story’s been done too often before. (Nov.)

CAMPUS RHYTHM—Monogram: Gale Storm is

a radio singing star who gets bored with her life, so

she takes an assumed name and enters a small college.

She soon becomes the school belle, with Johnny Downs
and Rol^rt Lowery her most persistent suitors. There
are several good musical numbers and Miss Storm
sings four songs very nicely. (Dec.)

^^CLA UDIA—20th Century-Fox: Completely
captivating and utterly enchanting is this story of

Claudia, played by Dorothy McGuire, the child wife
who finally grows up. Robert Young as her older

and thoroughly perplexed husband is completely real.

Ina Claire is her mother and Reginald Gardiner the

Englishman with whom Claudia innocently starts a

flirtation. (Nov.)

\^^CORVETTE K-225—L^niversal; All about the
dangers encountered by a convoy ship, this is an ex-

citing story that stirs the pulses. Randy Scott gives
a socko performance as the ship’s captain and Jim
Brown proves he has everything to make a star. Ella
Raines shows great promise as Brown’s sister and

Barry Fitzgerald, Andy Devine and Fuzzy Knight
lend the story support. (Dec.)

DANGER! WOMEN AT WORN—Y.R.C: Patsy

Kelly inherits a truck and with Mary Brian and Isa-

bel Jewel decide to go into the trucking business.

Gamblers provide them with their first load, gambling
equipment to be taken to Las Vegas, and the journey
there is filled with weird adventures. (Oct.)

^DESTROYER—Columbia: An exciting tale about
a destroyer under the guidance of Edward G. Robin-
son, a meanie who antagonizes the entire crew, in-

cluding Glenn Ford who is in love with Marguerite
Chapman, Robinson’s daughter. It takes an attack

by a flight of Nip planes and a submarine to bring
out the fine qualities of the ship and her captain.

(Nov.)

\/FALLEN SPARROW, THE—KKO: This is a bit

involved but still an interest holder, and John Garfield
gives a fine performance as the American who escapes
from a Spanish prison and returns to New York to

find his pal is murdered. Walter Slezak is the Nazi
who watches Garfield to find the hiding place of a

flag standard, and Martha O’Driscoll, Maureen
O’Hara and Patricia Morison are all good. (Nov.)

^^FIRED WIFE—Universal: A gay, sprightly
little tale about a pair of newlyweds, Robert Paige
and Louise Allbritton, who start off on a honeymoon
that ends m Reno. When Louise keeps her marriage
secret because her boss, Walter Abel, is allergic to

married women, and when Paige becomes involved
with Diana Barrymore who chases him all over the
place, the resulting confusion is just too much. (Nov.)
\/']/'FLESH AND FANTASY—Universal: A mystic
fantasy of dreams and superstitions told in story se-

quence, with the first starring Betty Field and Robert
Cummings. The next interlude has Thomas Mitchell,
a palmist, prophesying that Edward G. Robinson will

commit a murder, with strange results. Then Charles
Boyer and Barbara Stanwyck take over the final in-

triguing episode. (Dec.)

\/\/)/FOR WHOM THE_ BELL TOLLS—Para-
mount: In many instances * this is a breath-taking,
magnificent thing of sound and color, although the
telling is long and some sequences too slow. Gary
Cooper, the American who sets out to dynamite a
bridge during the Spanish Civil War, and Ingrid
Bergman as Maria are superb, but Katina Paxinou
emerges as the picture’s star. It’s a must-see. (Oct.)

^FRONTIER BADMEN—Universal: A good West-
ern, telling how an honest market for Texas cattle-

men was established with Robert Paige and his partner,
Noah Beery Jr., doing most of the establishing. Anne
Gwynne is the girl loved by both boys and Diana
Barrymore is the lady owner of a gambling house.
Lon Chaney is the villain. (Nov.)

GALS INCORPORATED—Universal: Leon Errol’s

so girl-struck he even opens a night spot so he can
be constantly surrounded by cuties. But Leon’s sis-

ter threatens to cut him off if he doesn’t marry and
settle down, so Errol pretends to be married to (Sracie

McDonald. Glen Gray and his Casa Loma orchestra

Startling picture of a
startler to come: Tallu-

lah Bankhead and John
Hodiak in Fox's "Lifeboat"

furnish some swell music and Betty Kean and Harriet
Hilliard do good work. (Oct.)

\/^^GIRL CRAZY—M-G-U: Judy Garland and
Mickey Rooney are together again in this musical,
noisier and better than ever. Mickey’s a girl-crazy

playboy sent West to a stag college- where Judy, as

granddaughter of the school head, is the only girl.

But Mickey stages a lavish rodeo with beauty contest
winners and the school- goes co-ed. It’s got (jershwin
music, girls, and fun. (Nov.)

GIRLFROM MONTERREY, THE—P.R.C.: Armida
takes on the job of managing her prize-fighting brother,
Anthony Caruso, and finally brings him to the States,
where he eventually opposes Terry Frost, the Ameri-
can fighter she loves. Armida and Veda Ann Borg
both sing several songs, Edgar Kennedy is the fight

manager and Jack LaRue the villain. (Dec.)

\/HI DIDDLE DLDDLE—V. A.: The farce of

the interrupted honeymoon- again, with Dennis
O’Keefe, the sailor groom, attempting to aid his new
mother-in-law, Billie Burke, recoup her lost fortune
and at the same time spend his forty-eight-hour leave
with his bride, Martha Scott. Adolphe Menjou and
Pola Negri are perfect, .and Martha is cute, chic, and
funny. June Havoc also adds to the fun. (Nov.)

]/y^HOLY MATRIMONY—20th Century-Fox: An
original, charming, delightful comedy with Monty
Woolley, a noted painter, taking the identity of his

dead valet, Eric Blore, and marrying Gracie Fields.

When Gracie secretly sells his new paintings and
they’re recognized as the work of the supposedly
dead artist, a court trial ensues between Woolley and
Laird Cregar that is wonderful. (Nov.)

HOSTAGES—Paramount: When a Nazi officer kills

himself in Czechoslovakia, the Nazis seize upon the
incident to vent their cruelty on certain Czechs. Bill

Bendix, supposedly a stupid washroom attendant but
actually the leader of the underground, ‘gives a
terrific performance. Luise Rainer has a thankless
sort of role, and Paul Lukas and Oscar Homqlka are
excellent. (Nov.)

{Continued on page 82)

SHADOW STAGE
Pictures Reviewed in This Issue

Paqe
Crazy House 90

Dancing Masters, The 92

Find The Blackmailer 92

Gildersleeve On Broadway 90

Good Luck, Mr. Yates 91

Guadalcanal ' Diary 91

Harvest Melody 91

Here Corries Elmer 91

Hi 'Ya Sailor 91

In Old Oklahoma 6

Iron Major, The 90

Lost Angel 6

Mad Ghoul, The 92

Man from Music Mountain 91

Miracle Of Morgan's Creek 92

Mystery Broadcast 91

Mystery Of The Thirteenth Guest 91

Never A Dull Moment 92

Northern Pursuit 92

North Star, The 6

Riding High 92

Son of Dracula 92

You're A Lucky Fellow, Mr. Smith 90



n Day in — Day Out

n Sunday, Monday, or Always

j

A tune they swoon to— when gals are

crooned to—“Sunday,Monday, or Always”!

A good tune, too, for a juke session—and

you’re there forgetting you ever flirted

with the thought of missing the fun (be-

cause of “that certain time”). You’re sure

of yourself, for you’re sure of Kotex, with

its special double-duty safety center that

rea/Zy protects you . . . sends douht scurry-

ing eight-to-the-har!

Know what’s what to wear for when! But

how you wear your clothes is vital. For

instance, with the proper posture: head

up, chin in, shoulders flat, tummy pulled

in. And, with that utterly-at-ease look

. . . especially important on “those”

days, when nagging little worries can

change a girl from a wow to a wall-

flower! Trust to Kotex sanitary nap-

kins. Those flat, pressed ends of Kotex

don’t show. So relax in the dating

number (above). No outlines need

spoil your style.

— — —
—I

Are You

in the Know?

YOU TBLLME i
WEEYU

Would you wear this number for

School

n Dating

Ping Pong Parties

If he colls you "groovy". .

Would you burst into tears

Feel complimented

Never speak to him again

"Groovy” is teen -talk for "smooth”—
and that’s another way of saying a girl

has poise, self-confidence. How to get

groovy? It’s something you have to work
at, full time. It’s being part of your crowd
— speaking their lingo — keeping your

dates — even when your calendar tempts

you to retreat. Of course, comfort’s a

wonderful ally. And most smooth girls

know that Kotex is more comfortable.

Did this girl score

A hit

An ace

Q A strike

You’re up on your pins if you got this

one! You’re in on America’s No. 1 sport.

And if you’re a good sport, you’ll bowl

regularly, for that’s what keeps your team

scoring. It keeps you scoring for Uncle

Sam, too, by helping you stay fit. So don’t

let down on trying days. Remember, Kotex

stays soft while wearing . . . doesn’t just

feel soft at first touch. You’ll get greater

comfort, and you can rule chafing right

out of your game. (We almost forgot—

she scored a strike!)

Girls in the know choose KOTEX*
Fes, more girls choose KOTEX than

all other brands ofpadsput together,

IT’S A WISE GIRL who knows that a powder deodorant is best for sanitarynapkins.

Quest Powder, the Kotex deodorant, was created expressly for this use. See how
completely Quest destroys odors. It’s unscented, safe, sure protection.

Name

Address

STOP GUESSING!
Check here if you’re teen age and want

free the newly edited booklet “As One Girl
To Another”. You’ll learn do’s and don’ts
for difficult days . . . the lowdown on groom*
ing, sports, social contacts.

Ifyou’re the mother or friend of a teen-
age girl and want the booklet “As One
Girl To Another”, please check here

Check here if you’re a war worker and
want free the new booklet “That Day Is

Here Again”. It tells how to stay on the
job, even on problem days. Facts on diet,

cramps, exercise, lifting.

Address: Post Office Box 3434
Dept. MW-1, Chicago 54, III.
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Makp-a|i
by the men who

make-up the

Hollywood Stars

WESTMORE

IN

<g>r\nc... O’ROURKE

A Warner Bros. Picture

MAKE UP

One of the many beauty aids offered by the

House of Westmore is a perfect foundation cream.

It gives you a lovely, attractive, natural beauty

. .
.
goes on smoothly, and really stays on. It effec-

tively hides tiny lines and blemishes ... does not

dry the skin because it contains lanolin . . . never

gives you a "masked” feeling or appearance.

The Westmores—Perc, Wally and Bud—not only

make-up the Hollywood stars, but have actually

created the make-up with which they do it. And it

is that very make-up you get when you buy House
of Westmore's lipstick, rouge, face-powder and
foundation cream. You can get House of Westmore
Make-up at toilet goods counters everywhere.

In 25 and 50 cent

sizes— regardless

of price, you can-

not buy better.

otae 0 /

WESTMORE

MAKE-UP

Perc Westmore,
Director of Make-up
Warner Bros. Studios,

Backdoor

(Continued irom page 50) scout. I met
him in Schwab’s drugstore.”
He was at least thirty-two. Barb is

pretty naive for seventeen, I thought. He
looks more like a wolf than a scout to

me.
“This is my friend, Jane Lyons,” she

continued. “Don’t you think she’s photo-
genic too?”
He looked at my profile and said I cer-

tainly was.
“He thinks I’m exactly the type Mr.

Hitchcock is looking for and he’s going to

get me a screen test.”

Well, there was just something about
Mr. Moore that didn’t look like a talent

scout to me, so I asked him certain ques-
tions and I could see he was bluffing. Barb,
poor lamb, swallows anything. Finally
I could stand it no longer because I saw
how she was falling for him. I know the
signs in Barb.
“Mr. Moore,” I said, “are you really a

talent scout, or is this just a game?”
He looked right at me.
“Miss Lyons,” he said, “you’re pretty

smart. I can’t lie to you. The truth is,

I’m nuts about Barb and I knew it was the
only way I could get to know her. You
ought to appreciate that.”

Barb’s eyes popped and I’m afraid her
tongue popped out too, which it does when
she is deeply moved.
“Maybe real love has come to poor Barb

at last,” I thought, fool that I was. And
I felt happy for them in my loneliness.

What if he had lied, I thought. Didn’t I do
the same thing in the interest of love?

B
arb sat on the bed and he on the chair

Bogie had been in and we talked very
intimately and I told Barb about Bogie’s

visit and she said she was glad she had
been out so I could be alone with him, but
she wanted to know every word he said.

So I told them what a swell guy he was
and about signing the pictures, and I’m
afraid I got rather sloppy because this per-
son seemed so sincere and sort of egged
me on by saying how much he had always
admired Bogie. He said he could under-
stand any woman falling in love with him,
as he was a real he-man type. He said he
hoped he’d get the role of Ulysses S.

Adams. I said I was afraid it was going
to Gary Cooper, from what Jack Warner
had said, but of course not to pass it on,

as Bogie had told me in confidence.

He looked at his watch and said he had
to leave at once to catch a train. Barb’s
face fell because she had expected him to

take her to dinner. “Poor Barb,” thought
I, “fulfillment is not for her. I’ll bet he’s

a married man.”
Barb took him to the door and just as

they were leaving the room Bogie came
in with the signed photographs and they
collided and greeted each other, but not
very cordially. After they had gone Bogie
said, “Nice manners.”

I explained that Mr. Moore was rushing
to catch a train.

“Train my eye,” said Bogie. “It’s a dead-
line he’s rushing to catch. His name isn’t

Moore. It’s Frank Moreland.”
A light began to dawn on me. A pale,

sickly light And in it I saw the column
head, Moreland’s Movieland.
“That . . . that isn’t, that’s not ...” I

began.
“It sure is,” said Bogie. “I thought I

saw him hanging around outside this

morning. That guy’s been gunning for me
ever since we had a feud back on Broad-
way. ,I hope to heaven you didn’t shoot

Debutantes

your mouth off.”

“I just told him how swell you’ve been
to me,” I said. I was really scared.
“Oh, you did, did you. Then I might as

well pack and go back to the farm. By
the time the afternoon papers come out
tomorrow my name will be mud. I won’t
have a friend left in Hollywood. What
you need is a muzzle!”
He threw the photographs down on the

bed and stalked out without even saying
good-by.

All I wanted was to be mopped up.
At that moment Barb came back.
“How do you like my boy friend?” she

asked. “Janie, this is love at last.”

TUESDAY NIGHT
* Aboard the Super Chief

Homeward Bound

This has been a Scarlet Letter day in
my life.

Errol Flynn and Preston Sturges are
writing their autobiographies, but they will

be nothing compared to mine.
We have just had filet mignon in the

diner and now I must write the day’s
events. We are leaving Hollywood with
regrets and with memories, but we are
looking forward to getting back to Broad-
way. The Stork, Leon and Eddie’s, Le
Ruban Bleu ... all are calling. Not that
we actually ever go to those places.

There are several celebrities aboard this

de luxe train besides ourselves and we
expect to know them long before we reach
Chicago. I am now about to write the
last chapter of our Great Adventure and
put Finis under it.

When I told -Barb who her Paramour
really was she nearly collapsed. She said

that explained why he hadn’t tried to kiss

her. She had attributed it only to gentle

-

manliness. We- held a conference and
decided that we just couldn’t face Bogie,
and we might as well pack and steal

quietly away in the dead of night, leaving
a note on the dressing table. Barb said it

ought to be a suicide note, but I didn’t

think so.

So we phoned Aunt Helen that we would
be there about mi night, and she said she
had just been planning to come for us,

so we told her to have her car at the gate
on the stroke of twelve and that we would
explain all later.

Bogie and Mayo were out to a preview
and then going to the Troi'xa, so that made
things easier. We took a few souvenirs,
nothing of intrinsic value. Mayo has a set

of Quartz elepham;s and Barb- wanted one
for her charm bracelet. She wanted to take
the smallest one but I told her not to,

as it would be stealing. It was Barb’s idea
that I sprinkle his pillow with my perfume
so that he should remember me, and per-
chance dream, as Shakespeare said. We
bid farewell to all the familiar places and
stole silently out to the waiting car.

Aunt Helen and Uncle Bossy were sim-
ply super. I told them everything. Aunt
Helen said we would have to leave on the

first possible train if we wanted to be in

New York for the opening of school, as the

trains were often delayed on account of

the movement of troops. “It couldn’t be,”

I said to Barb, “that she wants to get rid

of us.”

But as far as I was concerned, imme-
diately was not soon enough. I felt I had
exhausted the possibilities of Hollywood.
The Super Chief runs Tuesdays so Uncle
Bossy went early this morning and had
the luck to get two reservations. It leaves
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at five-thirty and Barb and I figured that

would be a nice getaway, just before the
afternoon editions got around.

U NCLE BOSSY took us to a final lunch-
eon at the Cock and Bull as Aunt

Helen had somewhere to go. She didn’t
mention where.
He told us to order whatever we wanted

and not to consider price, which was a
positive torture, because neither of us had
any appetite.

We took a last walk on Hollywood
Boulevard and Barb remembered to phone
Huanera to say good-by to our little Sea-
bees, Sparks and Robin. I would have
forgotten them completely in my sorrow.
Aunt Helen looked pretty excited when

we got home and said she thought we
ought to get to the station by at least five,

on account of the crowds that mill around
these days.

What happened after that was like a
movie in Technicolor.
We drove to the Pasadena station and

Uncle Bossy had the tickets and we walked
through the train which is all streamlined,
and he led U9 right into a drawing room
and there sat Bogie and Mayo and Peter
Lorre and Red Skelton and Betty Hutton.
The room was filled with flowers and candy
and Barb and I pinched each other be-
cause we thought it was funny we should
both dream that all these people were
going East on the same train we were
taking.

Bogie had a newspaper in his hand so
I wanted to get away, and I said, “Let’s
find our seats,” and Aunt Helen said:

“This is your drawing room, all to your-
selves, with the compliments of Mr. Jack
Warner.”
Barb and I looked at each other. We

didn’t believe our own ears or each other’s.

“And your food is paid for on the whole
trip. Just sign the checks,” said Uncle
Bossy, handing us our fare money back.

THEN Bogie showed us the paper, saying,
' “Jack can afford it. You got him thou-
sands of dollars worth of publicity for
‘Uncle Sam’s Nephew.’ ”

The story was on the front page and
instead of showing Bogie up as we had
expected, Mr. Moreland said that he was
burying the hatchet and he had always
known he was a good actor, but now he
realized he was a swell guy as he was
taking the rap and losing a role to protect
a couple of girls, and that anyone who
could inspire such devotion and loyalty
must have something.
He quoted me verbatim and yet it kind

of made a lump come to my throat to

read it.

More people came and brought us pres-
ents and the cameramen took our pictures,

one with Bogie on one side and Gene Kelly
on the other.

They’re going to be in the papers and
they will send us prints.

Aunt Helen and Uncle Bossy kissed us
I good-by and Aunt H. was crying and
i Bogie said, “Where do I come in?” and he
i

kissed me on the cheek. Then he kissed

I

Barb’s cheek, too.

It was the happiest moment of my life.

My cup was overflowing. I felt nothing in

the world could ever top it. But it did.

Just before the train pulled out, Greer
Garson, herself, pushed her way through
the crowd and came up to me with an
autograph album.
“Miss Lyons,” she said, “may I please

have your autograph?”
Life could hold no more.

The End

See Susan Hayward in “JACK LONDON,” a Samuel Bronsfon

production released through United Artists . . .

Lovely Susan found that

Royal Crown Cola

tastes best when she

took the famous cola

taste-test. She says, “I

tasted the nation’s

best-known colas in

paper cups. The one

I voted for was
Royal Crown Cola!”

^ COLA ^

Best !
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(Continued from page 31) and our life

jackets too.

Brother, if you want to burn the kids in

the Coast Guard just let them think you
think they run around in itty-bitty boats
guarding the coast.

I began to feel sorry for the fellows I

had left behind. They had been swell
about my leaving. But I knew they all

could use a little time out too. In the
past ten months we had had only four

days in the States—while we laid up for

repairs—and that hadn’t allowed most of

them to get home. You’re not exactly
scared when you go out in a convoy, it’s

just that you never relax. You go around
with your eyes popping, ready to laugh or

yell at anything. Standing watch, for in-

stance, is a strain. You may talk to the
fellow beside you but you never look at

him.
Suddenly I began to wonder what I was

doing in that plane flying westward. I

began to feel I belonged back on my ship,

on duty with the rest of the crew. I didn’t

think there was one thing I could say to

you folks back home that would influence

you to buy one more Bond—or one more
Stamp for that matter—than you already
intended to buy. Because I couldn't tell

you how tough war can be when you’re
really in it—this being something every
boy I knew wanted kept from you.

WHEN I arrived at the Treasury De-
partment in New York City I discov-

ered I would not travel on the special

War Bond Cavalcade Train with the Holly-
wood crowd but that I would go out alone.

I talked at defense plants, department
stores, theaters, and town rallies held in

baseball parks, football stadiums and on
street corners. I talked to four and five

groups a day. Sometimes I kept right

on talking in my sleep. At the Winches-
ter Arms plant I talked to four thousand
employees crowded into a street intersec-

tion. A trolley car ran through the
middle of the crowd while I was talking

but I’m darned if one of them missed a
syllable.

They listened as intently as they did

—

I know, don’t tell me—not because I had
been in movies but because, as a service-

man, I had an identification with some
son or brother or husband or Big Mo-
ment who was in service too. Because it

was possible I’d talked with that guy they
loved or had seen him or had heard about

So Your Mon Can Come Back

him through someone else.

I didn’t tell how tough war can be . . .

I talked, as I had planned coming over,

about the lighter side of war, about things
like mail time, for instance.

There’s a riot when mail call sounds.
“Get a letter from her?” guys ask each
other. “She still love you?” You don’t

get away with saying yes, you got a let-

ter and she loves you more than ever, if

possible. You have to show the letter.

You have to get it from the back of your
pants—the only pocket a sailor has—and
prove it’s a new letter by the postmark.
Then—you can take time to fold it so no
private message is exposed—you have to

show the ending. If a letter ends “As Ever”
or with any mild phrase like that do you
take a ribbing! That’s why I told the
girls always to put plenty of loving in the
last line.

I

N Pittsburgh one evening a lovely lady
came up to me. “I’m Mrs. Bukes,” she

said. “My son, Ted, wrote about you.”
She had snapshots of Ted and I recog-

nized him as one of the kids in our con-
voy, one of the kids who asked me to write
to Hollywood for autographed pictures;

of Betty Grable and Lana Turner and
Hedy Lamarr mostly. ,

"How did Ted look when you saw him?”
she asked.
Now that I had placed Ted as radio

man on the Coast Guard cutter Escanaba
I wanted to get away. I couldn’t tell

whether or not she had heard from the
Navy Department. I reasoned they might
slip up once in a while.
The Escanaba was sunk June thirteenth.

The explosion was terrific. She was cut
in half and went down in nineteen seconds.

Long after she sank you could feel the heat
of her fires rising fathoms deep through
that cold water. Only two boys were
saved. Afterwards there are certain

maneuvers which the other ships in the
convoy must execute to form a patrol

around the torpedoed area. Until this is

done it isn’t safe to attempt any rescue. A
ship making a rescue stands still, of course,

and would be an easy target for a U-boat.
“Ted would be glad I’ve met you,” his

mother said. Tears were falling down her
cheeks by this time but she kept on talk-

ing quietly. I knew she knew.
I told her, then, I had seen Ted sixteen

hours before the Escanaba was hit; that

I’d given him pictures of some movie stars

he had asked for just before we sailed.

“I have the pictures,” Mrs. Bukes said.

“He must have mailed them home—for

safe keeping—before he went aboard that
night.”

She took a letter from her bag. “Ted
sent me this letter last Christmas. When
I heard you had come home to talk about
War Bonds I thought you might like to
read it.”

“Dear Mom,” Ted’s letter read,
“Tomorrow is December 7th. One

year of war. It makes me feel proud
to be part of the service when I see
all around me what has been done in

this past year. I’ve served in combat
zones and I am ready to go back every
time Uncle Sam wants me. I think
next Christmas will be happier. I be-
lieve next year will bring success to

our forces. I hope so. I am proud of

all the boys in all of our services and
I know that with boys like we have
in America fighting for what is right
we cannot fail.

“Although I am happy to be doing
my part in this war what I really want
is to do my best to see it gets over with
soon—so I can come back home again.
That’s what every fellow wants. And
don’t worry. Mom, I will be back.
“But we must all do our share—and

more. We all must remember Pearl
Harbor. I only hope that the civilians,

those who possibly can afford to, will

keep buying War Bonds and Stamps
so our boys will have the stuff to end
the war more quickly and get home
sooner. I cannot afford to buy a Bond
with one payment, of course, but I am
buying Stamps as are many soldiers,

sailors, and Marines.
Love and kisses,

Ted.”

I

ASKED Mrs. Bukes if I could copy
* part of Ted’s letter and read it to people.
Because when I finished reading that
letter I was through with concentrating
on the light side of the war, believing the
folks back home couldn’t take the strong
stuff. Ted didn’t believe that; he gave
it to his mother straight.

So here it is, all you people back there
j

in that wonderful land behind the Statue
of Liberty: Until a few months ago for

us this war was just a preliminary skir-
]

mish. Only from Salerno on—where
plenty of our kids died—have we been
in on the real fight. It’s going to get-'

worse, a lot worse—let’s not kid ourselves.
But as Ted Bukes said to his mother,
there’s only one way to get this war over
and bring your boy home—and that’s by
buying War Bonds and Stamps not only
with the money you can spare but with -

the money you can’t spare—by buying
Bonds and Stamps to a point of sacrifice.

'

Payroll deductions for War Bonds are
fine. They go on week after week just
the way the war goes on week after week.
But if you have any other money—-money
you have put away for a rainy day, maybe
—it is needed too. I’ve seen a little of
this horrible mess and, believe me, it’s i

raining hard over there. i

When you read this I’ll be back on !

duty in the North Atlantic. If the gang '

gets after me for telling you a little bit
,

about how tough war can be I’ll stiU

be convinced I did the right thing. And .

I’ll tell them in turn that they under-
^

estimate you folks back home—that . the i

truth is what you want and that you can
take it.

Back me up. And buy more Bonds to
J

get your man home—one year, one month, :

one week, one day, one hour sooner. . , . i

The End.
j

Coast Guarder with some
Coast Guard progeny:
Victor Mature makes up to

twenty-day-old Elise Claire

Dillman, daughter of Coast
Guard Lt. (jg) and Mrs.

Dillman of Maryland
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Hollywood—Beware In 1944!

(Continued from page 27)
Clark Gable: In “Hollywood—Beware In

1943” I predicted that November, 1943,

would bring romance to Clark Gable. For
1944 the stars indicate marriage or the
announcement of a marriage around Sep-
tember when Jupiter contacts Mars in

Clark’s house of marriage.
Summer brings to Clark Gable even

more popularity and distinction.

Mickey Rooney: I want to warn Mickey
that with Saturn contacting the unstable
Pluto in his midheaven and unfriendly to

his Sun, some mysterious set of circum-
stances may arise to blight his career.

Look out for April, Mickey!
Paul Henreid: Paul’s stock rises steadily

until it reaches its peak in June, 1944, to

place him at the top, where he will re-
main. June should bring to Paul the
realization of a long cherished wish. He
has talent both for writing and directing.

His stars indicate that mid-July may bring
him a three-way contract as actor, writer
and director.

August 1, 2 and 3 are explosive days in

Paul Henreid’s life. There is bound to be
action. Watch the papers for the news.
Greer Garson: The illusive Neptune

casts its rays across Greer’s life for all of

1944. This planet is a power for good or
evil according to its relationship to the
other planets in an individual horoscope.
In August, Neptune contacts Greer’s Sun
by exact degree but it afflicts Saturn in

her house of marriage. This indicates great
anxiety or sorrow. This adverse influence
will upset her nerves and health. At this

time she must make a supreme effort

to overcome her stars, or her career can
suffer because of her nerves and health.

Rifa Hayworth—Orson Welles: (Quota-
tion from “Hollywood—Beware In 1943”:

“Victor Mature is Rita’s true love. If that
love is terminated by outside influence those
who were instrumental in breaking it up
will regret their interference. It may prove
to be a boomerang and come right back
at them with explosive results.”) We all

read about Rita’s marriage to Orson Welles
while Vic was away serving his country.
The stars indicate the beginning of trouble
between Orson and Rita around the last of
August and they warn of a smash-up
around November. This will be a critical

time in the lives and careers of both and
to pull them through it may take more
magic and knowledge than even Orson
possesses.

Joseph Gotten: 1944 should bestow upon
Joseph Gotten the recognition he richly
deserves. Fall brings to a gratifying cul-
mination something begun around the
spring of 1940. Neptune passing through
his house of Romance and Entertainment
lends him a new charm and brings out
the full power of his magnetic personality.
This year should remove whatever condi-
tions have hampered him and held back
his career. August finds him at the be-
ginning of a seven-year cycle of success
in his profession.

Maria Montez: Tempestuous Maria
Montez is under disturbing vibrations from
Mars and Uranus in her department of
Service and Health. Maria must guard
against temperament and impatience or
her nervous system and likewise her ca-
reer will suffer. Temperament and a good
show may have elevated the dashing Mon-
tez to her present position but unless she
puts the brakes on she will lose whatever
ground she has gained. Maria is defi-
nitely the mistress of her Fate during 1944,
so far as her career goes. The stars indi-

I. WHEN JOHNNY comes marching home for

one of mom’s swell holiday dinners

he’ll find plenty of fresh food that’s

plenty fresh in this new kind of refrigera-

tor! For Coolerator preserves the natural

goodness and flavor of perishable foods.

2. AND HERE’S WHY: Coolerator’s 4-way cir-

culation keeps washed, pure, constantly

cold, humidified air circulating through

the food chamber. Because Coolerator

uses ice in a new way, foods stay fresh

longer, food odors are carried away.

3. NOW SEE how roomy this beautiful new
Coolerator is! It’s fuU family size—and
you always have plenty of pure, crystal-

clear, taste-free ice for beverages and
salads. Coolerator’s lustrous white cabi-

net is easy to keep clean—a wipe with a
damp cloth does the trick. And, because
Coolerator has no moving parts there

is nothing to get out of order, and you
never have repair hills!

4. BEST SURPRISE of all is the price—Only

$72.75 f. o. h. Dxiluth. Although busy
with war work, Coolerator has addi-

tional capacity for making this new re-

frigerator which fully meets WPB
requirements. See your Coolerator
dealer, or your ice company, or write

The Coolerator Com- $*7^) 75
pany. Department 51, —

-

Duluth, Minnesota. f. o. b. duluth

W/TH COOLERATOR AND BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
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try this exciting

NEW RINSE

COLORS HAIR

Duart has developed a quick,

simple rinse that actually colors hair!

One of the 12 beautiful shades will add
lovely, natural looking color to your hair.

Not a permanent dye, not a bleach. ..but

color stays 'til your next shampoo. Helps

cover grays,blend faded ends or streaks.

No more expensive than other rinses.

Forget past disappointments and ask at

your beauty salon for Duart Liquid Rinse.

DUART MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

SAN FRANCISCO • NEW YORK

cate that August or September will bring
her disturbing news. Distant matters and
travel are stressed after August.

Alan Ladd: In July, when Saturn con-
tacts Saturn and Pluto in his house of
career, a drastic change comes to Alan
Ladd.
August and September serve to boost his

popularity and Mercury suggests that he
will receive an overwhelming amount of
publicity and fan mail. This, added to
Jupiter’s benefic vibrations, brings him his
best year. Whatever he wants now, he
should go after, for his stars are in a mood
to hand it to him.

Lana Turner: At the present writing,
Lana has weathered the storms of 1943
and only Lana and those closely asso-
ciated with her know what she has been
called upon to endure. Credit is due her,
for the stars have imposed the strictest

discipline upon this lovely little firebrand.
During March, April and May her stars

indicate anxiety over a child. Saturn and
Mars transiting her house of Children and
Romance and unfriendly to natal Mercury,
Uranus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, indi-
cate financial disagreements and heavy
expenditures. This suggests that an at-
tempt may be made to secure money from
her through underhand methods.
According to her stars 1944 will find

Lana romantically inclined and not too
stable emotionally. May, June and July
will be critical months. Emotional moods
threaten the foundations of her home.
Forewarned is forearmed, Lana.
Victor Mature: Foreign service, distinc-

tion and an honorary award are indicated
for Vic this year. That is all I can pre-
dict for this man who has packed into
one year the emotional experiences and
the spiritual awakening of a lifetime.

Deanna Durbin: My 1943 warning to

Deanna regarding partnership and marital
affairs is emphasized twice as strongly
during 1944. July through August, Uranus,
the uprooter, will be in her house of part-
nership, opposed to her Sun and un-
friendly to her house of prestige and
career. Deanna will be inclined to be reck-
less in trying to obtain what she thinks is

her heart’s desire.

Think well before you act, Deanna, for

there is danger of bad publicity, espe-
cially in September when your stars warn
of disfavor from the public—particularly

from women.
Ginger Rogers: While this article is be-

ing written there still remain three more
months of 1943. In “Hollywood—Beware in

1943” I wrote, “From September through
December, 1943, Mars, whose excess en-
ergy stirs up trouble to cause quarrels,

accidents, law suits, friendships and di-

vorce is in her 12th house, house of con-
finement, self-undoing, secret matters and
secret enemies.” It looks as though this

influence began to be felt when Jack
Briggs, her husbad, was ordered over-
seas, rather than being given a writing job
in . one of the studios, and the influence
will continue through March, 1944. This
is augmented by a conflict between Sat-
urn and Mars in Ginger’s house of self-

undoing.
The stars indicate that she will, expe-

rience an inner turmoil and a sense of bit-

ter frustration which may manifest itself

in rebellious acts and reckless speech.
Ginger is not accustomed to being thwarted
but July, 1944, ushers in a period of

Saturnine discipline when she will be
forced to face reality and stand alone on
whatever foundations she has built in the
past. A flare-up of publicity is indicated
for July and August.
Judy Garland: Saturn on the Sun op-

posed to the Moon and Mars in Judy’s
house of marriage caused her separation
from Dave Rose.
June, 1944, may bring Judy anxiety over

the health of someone close to her, but
October should bring her happiness, for
the stars indicate a sudden engagement or
perhaps an elopement.
Good luck and happiness, Judy.
Anne Shirley: For Anne the stars indi-

cate marriage or the announcement of an
engagement or a secret marriage in Oc-
tober.

With Neptune transiting her house of
Employment and Health all year, Anne
must guard her health and be on the
alert for deceptive influences where work
and business matters are involved. All
contracts must be airtight and she would
be most unwise to give power of attorney
to any person.
Be particularly vigilant all of November

and December, Anne, when Mars passes
through your house of Partnership-money
and Contracts.

Joan Fontaine: As the year opens, Sat-
urn trines Joan’s Sun bringing her acclaim
for past effort. This could mean another
award. If not an Oscar, . at least rare
prestige.

Uranus and Mars on Jupiter in oppo-
sition to Venus, however, warn Joan of
an emotional upheaval and possible trouble
over a financial settlement during 1944.
Neptune in her 12th house advises her

to beware of secret enemies and of un-
derhand influences all year.

Dorothy Lamour: Professionally this can
be a wonderful year for Dottie Lamour if

she can overcome the other aspects which
threaten her.
She may receive upsetting news con-

cerning her marriage or her marriage
partner. She is under treacherous vibra-
tions and Uranus afflicting her natal Sat-
urn all year warns her that whatever
occurs during 1944 will be sudden, dra-
matic and unpredictable.

Frank Sinatra: I have been given two
birth dates for Frank, December 12, and
December 13. I am using December 13,
which places the Moon in the sign of Sag-
ittarius in conjunction with his Sun. The
story of Frank Sinatra’s sudden rise to
fame, his difficulties through partners over
contracts and financial arrangements are
all written in his chart.

Is he a flash in the pan? No. Mars in
his midheaven will keep him constantly
before the public, just as it has Errol
Flynn. For Mars in midheaven always
brings publicity whether it be favorable
or unfavorable.
January, February and March, 1944,

mark a crucial period in Frank’s life. His
health may suffer. He must guard against
colds in chest and bronchial tubes. There
is danger of an acute illness during these
three months, owing to Saturn in opposi-
tion to, his Sun. There may also be some
trouble through marriage or business
partners.

Continued success is his if he does not
jeopardize his health.
Many will say that Frank’s success has

gone to his head, that he is temperamental,
has gone Hollywood in a big way, when
he seeks to conserve his strength during
these months and refuses to do more than
he is able. This is both untrue and unfair.
Frank must protect his health. If he does,
November of 1944 will bring him the most
sensational success of his career.

Turhan Bey: Here is another man whose
birth date may be wrong.
His chart indicates success in motion

pictures through his association with an
older woman. A love affair is indicated

What he wants most for Christmas is victory. Buy him a War Bond.
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which reaches some sort of a climax around
March or April of 1944.

Neptune in his house of Service sug-
gests a mystery surrounding his place of

birth. He may succeed in maintaining this

mystery until Neptune moves into his

house of open enemies in 1945.

Betty Hutton: Career okay. Emotional
and mutable as water, which is the symbol
of her sign of Pisces, Betty is subject to

change without notice.

Love looms in her chart at present, but
marriage is not indicated until early fall

of 1944. A marriage consummated at that
time should bring her great happiness.

Helmut Dentine: Here is a man who will

emerge as one of the outstanding figures
of 1944 owing to the transit of the mys-
terious Neptune which comes to a con-
junction with Venus, Mercury and the
Sun. Because of this cataclysmic grouping
of planets agitated by Neptune, Helmut
may feel as though he has been gathered
up by a maelstrom of swirling waters and
swept along an uncharted course. This
will be a period so stimulating and thrill-

ing that it will take cool discernment and
excellent judgment to weather the storm
of popularity and success.

Bonita Granville: Bonita, whose stars
have been pulling her steadily toward the
top, stands to cash in this year.
Marriage is indicated for Bonita. Though

there may be delays and serious obstacles
in her love life from January 1 through
April 13 of 1944, the stars indicate that
Bonita will be a spring bride.

Donald O'Connor: Don can’t help but
succeed in the movies. He has Jupiter,
planet of good luck, and the Moon, which
represents the public, in his house of En-
tertainment, while Neptune and Mercury,
which rule Motion Pictures, are in the
12th house which rules the Movies.
His career may be interrupted for a

time, however, when transit Uranus,
planet of sudden change, squares his Sun

,

and Mars, the planet of war.
This aspect indicates a temporary eclipse

of his career.
After August of 1944, the benefic Ju-

piter in his own sign of Virgo protects
Donald and furthers his interests.
The coming year will be difficult for all

of us, make no mistake about that. It

will be a year of self-denial, strenuous
effort and the realization that there can
be no such thing as isolation, but that we
are all, no matter what our race, our creed,
or our social standing, a part of a pattern.
So this year we must learn that we must
work together if we are ever to gain
individual happiness.

The End
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Shy Show-Off

(Continued from page 46) received an
invitation to broadcast from New York.
“Come on, Kay,” invited Jack, “let’s go

and see the big town. I’d like to be there
once with money enough to go where I

want, do what I like. I’ll show you the
sights. After the broadcast, that first

night, we’ll start at the Stork Club.”
Jack’s excitement was infectious and

Kay was willing.

He’ll never forget what happened, that
first New York night, at the broadcast. A
very famous woman star was introduced.
The broadcast studio audience applauded
wildly. Then, after a build-up, the an-
nouncer mentioned a name: “Jack Carson.”
A polite ripple of applause went around
the room—and then that unforgettable pan
of Jack’s appeared on stage. Folks nearly
tore the house down—whistles, hand-
clapping, cheers. The name Carson wasn’t
famous, but that face reminded folks of a
lot of laughs—and they also spotted him
as the fine, sincere actor of “The Hard
Way.”
That reception frightened Jack. He

honestly didn’t know that his pictures
had made even his pan famous. He
tried to think of a way to keep from tak-
ing Kay over to the Stork Club, as he had
promised. What could he say

—
“I’m

scared?” He had to go. “I’ll be careful,”

he told himself.
Jack hates ostentatiousness, the “Fm-

ritzy-look-at-me!” complex, worse than
any other trait. He waited till the head-
waiter had turned his back and slipped
Kay and himself into seats at the smallest,

farthest corner table. There he scrunched
over, like a gangster hiding from Gover-
nor Dewey.
The Stork Club’s headwaiter tapped him.

“I’ve a better table for you, Mr. Carson.”
“No!” said Jack. “Oh, no!” He looked

as if a judge had asked him to plead
guilty. “I’m happy, right where I am.”
“Why, Jack—” began Mrs. Carson,

puzzled.
The new star mumbled, “No,” once more,

but his will and his knees both felt weak,
and—the headwaiter holding him by an
elbow—he and Mrs. Carson were led to the
famous “celebrities” table. (“It’s horrible,”
Jack recalls, “to feel a host of eyes looking
at you, narrowing, wondering just who
you are. Worst of all, you can practically
heir the owners of those eyes thinking,
‘Why couldn’t it be Clark Gable instead!’ ”)

Everyone was fine to Jack. Sherman
Billingsley, owner of the Stork Club, sent
over a complimentary bottle of cham-
pagne.

DACK at the hotel. Jack asked, “Kay, you^ know Milwaukee?”
“No,” said Kay. “You were always go-

ing to take me there and show me your
old haunts. And the good cooking!”

Jack’s brow furrowed; “Let’s go to-
morrow. Do you mind?”
The Carsons left New York Sunday

noon, twenty-four hours after their arrival,

and spent three weeks roaming around
Milwaukee, having fun with Jack’s old pals
and enjoying Jack’s mother and father, of

whom Kay is very fond.
That New York exit is a tip-off on Jack.

Strange as it seems, he’s shy! We’ll see,

later, how that explains many things.

Milwaukee was the town where the
Carsons had settled, not long after that
red-lantern-and-star business at the Inter-
national Falls railway station.

Jack grew too fast, had too much imagi-
nation, was full of plain deviltry. How he
got through St. John’s Military Academy
at Delafield, Wisconsin, nobody knows. He
played football, organized a pick-up jazz

band and did a lot of courting. During
a summer vacation he took his band to

Chicago, where the boys dated girls from
a Chicago “Young Ladies’ Seminary.” A
few nights later the Lotharios decided to

find the school and serenade their former
dates. By mistake they landed outside a
near-by maternity hospital! It all might
have seemed innocent—as it was—except
for an unlucky coincidence. Jack led off

the serenade (which was promptly ended)
with a popular hit of the day, “Yes, Sir,
She’s My Baby.”
That got back to St. John’s. There was

also plenty of foolishness by Jack on the
campus, but some school executive saw
the underlying fiber in the boy and stuck
by him. He was graduated with honors.
Jack just fell apart at Illinois College,

loafed, was asked to leave. At Carleton
College, Minnesota, which he then entered
on probation. Jack lasted three years. He
and C. C. parted by mutual consent. Jack
wasn’t studying. He had played Hercules
(in a lion’s skin) and a half-breed Indian
(in a breechclout) in college plays. No
other honors!

THERE was a boy at a definite crossroads.
* If downgrade had been in nis nature, he
surely would have headed down. One
thing saved him. Once given something
to do, this lad could work as hard as he,
or any man, ever played. That something
happened when he and a friend named
Dave Willock were talking one night and
they sort of both said at once, “Let’s form
a vaudeville team.” They did, secured
booking and played many kinds of circuits,

little towns and big, for several years. Jack
laughingly admits, “We’re the team tnat
killed vaudeville!”
Decision to chuck the act came finally in

Seattle, when someone offered the boys
“joint managership” of a road show. Fine

—

they’d be managers! The troupe had twen-
ty-two members and formerly these had
been drawing $30 a week apiece. “Nobody
can live on that and pay their own
travel expense!” exploded Jack. “We’ll
give them sixty a week.” Willock agreed.
That expense came out of the boys’ share.
By some miracle, at the end of an eight-

een-weeks run, the “managers” had broken
exactly even. (They had really been reach-
ing for a red lantern.) Vaudeville was
dead; the two men went separate ways

—

Jack to a period of M. C.’ing, and, at last,

to an uninvited assault on Hollywood. His
first day’s work was a bit scene. George
Stevens, the director, told him, “You have
something. I’ll try and find a part for
you.” Jack didn’t know it, but Stevens
was absolutely sincere.

But nothing turned up. A close friend
says, “I think Jack decided people didn’t
like him. Maybe a hangover from the
old days, when he was a too-fast-growing
kid. Anyway, he began to play an imitation
of those heel roles, off the screen—not
deep, but just brusque—carrying a chip
on his shoulder.”
People didn’t like him, huh?
In “The Strawberry Blonde” Jimmy

Cagney, outside the camera range, was
“feeding” lines to Jack, who was working
under both mike and camera. Four times
Cagney blew his lines! Jack rasped,
“Whatsa matter?” Cagney stepped over.
“You’re pressing too hard, kid. Play this

scene easy. It’s your big chance.” Jack
realized then that the great Cagney had
blown lines so that he. Jack Carson, could
keep trying until he got the tempo of a
scene right!

In “The Bride Came C. O. D.” Bette
Davis helped Jack so much, coaching him
as the impossible heel he played in that
picture, that the public became almost
finally convinced he was one!

In “The Hard Way,” Jack became wor-
ried and blue, remembering Cagney’s
earlier advice. One day he saw Ida Lupine
watching him with terrific intentness. Jack
blew. “I’m afraid,” he confided to Ida, “I’m
overdoing it.” Ida gave him a grim eye:
“You play it the way you’re playing it now,
Carson. I’ll tell you when you overdo it!”

Jack can rattle off twenty examples lik®

M

M

Three make a nice conversation at the Fox commis-

sary: Orson Welles, Marlene Dietrich and Jean Gabin
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that, where people—big people—went out
of their way to help him, boosting his
career. Though Jack is now playing come-
dy in “Shine On, Harvest Moon,” Warners
are planning meaty roles for him. Mean-
while, he’s off the defensive, no longer a
man with too much bounce.
Don’t give career all the credit for the

new Carson. His marriage to Kay St.

Germain may have meant as much to him
as Joan Leslie, on the screen in “The
Hard Way,” could have meant to Albert
Runkel.
The pair met working together on a

broadcast. Kay had seen Jack once in a
movie and on that occasion had held her
hands over her eyes, asking her mother,
“Let me know when that awful creature
goes off the screen.” She confided this to

Jack—a challenge no man could ignore!—
and they were married within a year.

AY is tall, with attractive hazel eyes
* ' under a crown of dark hair. The two
make a stunning physical couple and their

two-year-old baby started life at ten
pounds, five ounces. Jack is not only proud
—he’s devoted. He gets up and fixes the
baby’s breakfast— “He might be asleep
when I get home”—and manages to work
a Victory garden. He, Kay, the Dennis
Morgans and other San Fernando Valley
friends have formed an informal troupe
for near-by camp tours. The little group
have fun and so do the soldiers—thousands
of them.
Kay made a special request about this

present article: “Please don’t paint us as

‘the perfect marriage.’ I’ve read so much
of that and then the couples split up. We
often differ. We’re both strong-minied.
But early in our marriage Jack announced
what at once became our home slogan: ‘If

we both try, we’ll make it go.’ ” After this

womanly wisdom, Mrs. C. promptly vetoed
her request for soft-pedalling by adding,
“You can say this, though, and quote me

—

we started happy and we’re happier now!”
A delightful example of wifely diplomacy

that failed illustrates Jack the Strong-
minded. “I wanted to get around him
about something,” Kay relates. “I thought
about it for months while I was expecting
the baby. I told myself, ‘I’ll be wise and
tactful. I’ll wait until I’m lying, white and
wan, with the baby by my side.’

”

She did and, as she says, “I looked
white and wan all right.” Jack, whose full

name is John Elmer Carson, had long
before announced that any boy would be
“Junior.” Now Kay looked up pleadingly:
“One thing. Jack. You don’t really want
to name a boy Elmer, do you? Wouldn’t
it be all right if Iftput John Irwin Carson?”

“It’s either John E'mer Carson Jr.” Papa
roared, “or it’s a divorce!”
Kay concludes that account with a

chuckle: “One thing about Jack—you
know you’ve got a man around the house!”
Today, “Hard Way Jack” is going places,

every way.
P. S. If priorities permit, somebody

ought to give John Elmer Carson Jr. a
railway lantern for Christmas.

The End
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Divorce for Deanna
(Continued from page 19) Some weeks
after I saw Deanna, others close to her
asked questions.

“I do not want to discuss it,” she told
them. “Vaughn and I have been drifting
away from each other for the past year.
Perhaps it is his long absences. Perhaps
it is the misunderstandings we never have
been able to adjust. I am sorry and I

know Vaughn is, but there seems to be
nothing either of us can do to avoid a
break.”
Following this was her statement to the

press:

“It is with deep regret that Mr. Paul
and I have found it impossible to continue
our marriage. As a result I am taking
legal steps to have the marriage ter-
minated. Our marriage was embarked
upon with all the sincerity and hopes that
should go with marriage. But circum-
stances that neither of us has been able
to solve now make it imperative to part
to assure our individual welfare and hap-
piness.”
That was a cold statement, dictated

probably under the stress of the mo-
ment. Vaughn himself went to his par-
ents’ home, the Val Pauls. He took not a
stick of furniture from the beautiful home
he and Deanna shared. He left the Brent-
wood mansion intact, just as his parents
had given it to them, their marriage gift

years ago. It was Val Paul, who is now
ill, who was in charge of the studio when
Deanna made her first big success. Later
Vaughn became an assistant director there.
The Pauls loved Deanna as dearly as if

she were their own child, so the parting
brought unhappiness to them—more un-
happiness than if they hadn’t been so fond
of her.

THIS broken marriage will be the sub-
* ject of criticism, for movie-goers have
always placed Deanna on a pedestal. Yet,
who is there to know what really brought
about the final break.

I have always felt particularly close to
Deanna. I believe I was the first news-
paper woman to whom she confided her

secret—that she was to marry her as-
sistant director. I was on a personal-ap-
pearance tour at the time and I’ll never
forget the happiness in her voice when
she told me, over the long-distance tele-
phone, that her parents were announcing
her engagement the next day. “I wanted
you to know, Miss Parsons,” she said,

“you have always been so good to me.”
I remember, too, how she looked after

her engagement was announced. She
came to my house to a cocktail party I was
giving for Kate Smith. She was wearing
a bright red dress and her first mink coat.

Her engagement ring, of which she was
so proud, was really her first piece of
valuable jewelry. She was a plump girl

—

shy and sweet. My heart went out to

her. I loved her, and Vaughn too. They
were so young and so deeply in love, so
untouched by life’s realities that were
later to bring them such unhappiness.
When Deanna said her marriage vows

she was as unsophisticated, as pure in

heart and as sweet as is the little girl

who lives next door to you in your home
town. She had saved herself for the
man .she married. No breath of scandal
ever had touched her. She had never
been seen going to out-of-the-way places
with ardent young men. She loved only
one, and to him she gave her heart and
herself. Writers gushed with stories of

this perfect marriage—and it seemed as

if it were perfect.

I

T was on April 18, 1941, the thirtieth
• anniversary of the Durbins, that Deanna,
once described as a Jenny Lind of the
movies because of her God-given singing

voice, and Vaughn Paul were united at a
conventional church wedding. She was a

beautiful bride and those of us who
watched her go to the altar in her virginal

white, with flowing tulle, her orange blos-

soms and her bridesmaids, said a prayer
in our hearts for. her happiness.

Six months later she was to prove how
deeply she loved her husband. When
Universal did not give Vaughn the chance
he felt he was entitled to—to direct—she
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took his dismissal as her dismissal. Al-
though she was at the zenith of her fame,
when an absence from the screen is bad
for an actress, she walked out on her I

million-dollar contract.

“Darling,” she told Vaughn, “do what-
ever you want; I’m with you to the end.”

This, of course, was a mortal blow to
^

Universal—whom she previously had
|

saved from bankruptcy. Studio bosses <

had conference after conference. Among
other things they asked Vaughn, please,
would he come back. They agreed he
could direct. Vaughn, however, had too
much pride to take any job offered him
because of his wife’s fame. He didn’t
return and neither, at that time, did
Deanna.
Joe Pasternak, long Deanna’s producer,

wasn’t surprised by her stand. He said,

“She has the strongest character I ever
saw in a girl. She never will let her
husband down.”
Later Deanna said it wasn’t only Uni-

versal’s treatment of her husband that
made her walk out, that it also was their
refusal to let her sit in on her stories
or to select her directors.

Then came the war and Vaughn went
into Uncle Sam’s service. Whereupon,
with Universal’s promise that Deanna
might have a choice in her stories and her
directors, she went back to work.

“I’ve never been happier in my life,”

she told me at this time. “I sit in on all

the conferences. If the pictures aren’t
good I know it is as much my fault as
Universal’s. I give my approval and I

can only blame myself if things go wrong.”
Perhaps the words she spoke seemed

true to her then but the look in her eyes
didn’t bear them out. It made me wonder.

H er first picture after she came back
wasn’t good. She had lost something

with her public. The world is a fickle

thing and during the six months she had
been idle there were other girls and other
singing stars to take her place.

I cannot help but wonder if, in her
heart, Deanna didn’t come to feel it had
been foolish for her to remain off the
screen. And it might be that her' mar-
riage would have endured if Vaughn had
forbidden her to walk out of Universal
when he resigned his job. A woman can
make- a sacrifice such as Deanna made,
but nine times out of ten she lives to

regret it.

Vaughn, however, is as ambitious and
hard-working as Deanna herself. Un-
consciously, I think, he was embittered by
his failure to keep professional pace with
her. Few men like to feel their wives
are more successful than they are and,
while they may not show it outwardly,
inwardly it is a bitter pill.

Also, Vaughn is an only son, adored by
his parents and in his way just as spoiled
as Deanna. In marriage, either the wife
or the husband has to make sacrifices and
give in. Deanna told one of her friends

that either she or Vaughn would have to

change if they were to continue. And in

this case, apparently, there was no com-
promise.
So Deanna is to be divorced. The studio

wishes it were otherwise, but they will

stand back of her. So will her friends.

We all wish, of course, it might have
been avoided. At the same time we
hope she won’t make the mistake of rush-
ing headlong into another marriage. It

would be tragedy if Deanna, the ideal of

so many girls, should rush from one
marriage to another, should become just

another Hollywood divorcee.
The End



What Should I Do?
(Continued from page 59) I have, to get
a movement started to send servicemen
pictures without charge.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
For a long time you have been my

ideal. At last I’ve boiled up my courage
to the point where I can write to you, in-

troduce myself and ask your help. Now
don’t be frightened away by that word
“help”—it’s nothing tangible that I need.
Ever since I can remember, I have

wanted to be an actress. However, I

know that practically every girl in my
class in high school either admits the
same ambition or cherishes it secretly.

Looking them over in all fairness, I can
see where some of them would never
have a chance under any circumstance.
I know perfectly well that most of them
will marry and become happy housewives.
As for me, I think I have a certain

something within me that drives and
drives until I have achieved any goal I set
for myself. And I think I have the qualifi-

cations to become an actress. I have
taken dancing lessons since I was ten
and I catch on to trick steps very quickly.
I have had diction lessons this last year
and I think my speaking voice is pretty
good. From kodak pictures I know that
I photograph well.

What would you say are the essential
things for an actress to know?
And where, when I am graduated from

high school next spring, would you ad-
vise me to go? My parents took out an
endowment policy for me when I was born,
so I will have enough money to get a
good education. Should I go on to college,

or should I start out at a dramatic school
in New York or in Hollywood?

I shall appreciate any advice you can
give me.

Valerie T.

Dear Miss T

;

My theory is, and always has been,
that a stage background is desirable. If
you have the money and the time to at-

tend a dramatic school in New York, I

think you should do so.

However, before you take that step,

why don’t you try yourself out in theatri-

cal work on a professional basis by secur-
ing work in a summer stock company as
near your home as possible. I should
think that your home city, which is a
fairly large one, would have some sort

of a repertory theatre. If not, Denver—
with its Eliteh’s Garden Theatre—might
be a possibility.

If the screen is your ultimate ambition,
any stage part that you might get in a
New York play, if that part gave you any
chance at all, would bring talent scouts
to your door in droves.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Claudette:
I am using your first name because you

have always reminded me of my older
sister who died suddenly several years
ago. Many times I have gone to one of
your pictures and pretended that I was
watching my sister.

If my sister were still living, I could go
to her with my worries. Since I don’t
have her any more, do you mind if I ask
you a question? It’s about a boy.

I am sixteen years old and a sophomore
in high school. Several months ago I met
a very nice boy who is a corporal in the
Army. We had several dates and when
he went back to camp, we corresponded.

He writes the cutest letters, all about
funny things t**at happen to him. His
letters are affectionate, too.

In no time at all, we found that we
were in love with each other. We want
to be married right away, of course. You
see, my mother has moved to California
for her health and as soon as school is

out I am supposed to go out West, too.

That would mean that I might never see
this boy again and I can’t bear to think
of that
Here I am living with my uncle and

aunt. What would you do? Go out West
to be with Mother, or get married and
remain with the boy I love?

Alice Ann M.

Dear Miss M:
At sixteen a girl is apt to think that

this is the love of her life. I know that

I did! But I was mistaken and I imagine
that a good many girls are.

You see, even if you did marry this

boy to remain with him, as you say, you
might be frightfully disappointed in the
results. He might be transferred to a
camp to which you couldn’t follow him,
or he might be sent overseas—a very
likely occurrence.

If, after the war is over, you and the
corporal still love one another, you will

have plenty of time to marry and spend
a good many happy years together. Mean-
while, if I were you, I would join my
mother in California.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
You will probably be surprised to get

a letter from a soldier who isn’t asking
for a picture. I want something more than
that, to wit: a letter from you.

P

M

M
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It’s this way with me: I’m a fellow of

twenty-two, but I’m still very backward
when it comes to meeting and talking to

girls. One night down here, for instance,

a friend of mine and I met two cute girls.

He made a date with them that included
me, so the four of us went to a hotel dine-
dance room. Very nice, with good music.

Well, my friend and his girl friend got

on swell'; they really went to town. As
for me, I just sat there sweating and trying

to think of something to say to this girl

who was with me. She didn’t seem to

have any more conversation in her system
than I did.

When we took the girls home my friend

turned on me and said I had spoiled a
whole evening of fun because I was such
a backwoods goon. Ever since that time
our friendship has been broken up be-
cause he considers me a social hindrance.
Some guys would let it drop, but I figure

that he is probably right about me.
In your pictures you always say such

smooth things and give out with such neat
actions in any situation that I thought you
might be able to steer me. What can a
guy talk to a girl about? And what can
he do to make the average girl like him
and want to have another date with him?
Thanks, lady, for the lift.

Private Marsh M.

Dear Private M:
Your trouble is probably shyness. From

the way you write, you are a very differ-

ent person than the one you describe in

your letter.

Ordinarily a man shouldn’t find it dif-

ficult to talk to a girl; there isn’t, I’m
afraid, a girl in the world who doesn’t like

to talk about herself. Ask her, if you
have met her casually, what sort of work
she does. Ask about her family, whether
she has always lived in the city in which
you have met her and whether she has a
brother or other relative in the armed
forces. You’ll probably be surprised at

the length of time her answers will take.
Professional charmers always mention

flatteringly the clothes a girl is wearing.
Although a girl may know perfectly well
that the charmer is using a line that has
been polished by constant use, she likes it.

And if you really want a girl to like
you and look forward to future dates
with you, there are at least three “don’ts”
to observe. Don’t flirt too much with
the girl on your very first date. Don’t
get fresh. And don’t try to be the life

of the party. As Jack Benny would say,
‘‘Don’t make with the funny cracks.”

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert;
You seem to be one of the few happy

people in Hollywood, so I thought you
might be able to tell me what to do about
my love affair.

For six years I have been engaged to

a man who is now in the Army. (I am
twenty-eight.) He writes to me three or
four times a week and always mentions
the fact that the next time he is home on
a furlough we will be married. Yet, when
he arrives, he says nothing about it and is

so busy that the subject never seems to

arise. I don’t have enough “brass” to ask
him outright why he never fulfills his

promise.
He comes from a very wealthy family.

His mother is an invalid and I do many
things for her; she is as dear as my own
mother. She has told him repeatedly that

if he ever marries anyone but me she will

stop his allowance instantly and cut him
off with a dollar in her will.

Now he has a semi-girl friend in town
here who actually buys him expensive
clothes and even loans him money. He
tells me that this girl is just someone to

fall back on in an emergency and that he
couldn’t ever marry her as she doesn’t be-
long to our class.

I have a beau whom I have known four

years. I don’t love him as I love my
fiance, but he is dependable and atten-

tive. Do you suppose I could build a

happy marriage with anyone except the

man I love? Do you think I would be
right to break his mother’s heart? Or
would you wait a few more years to see

what will happen when the war is over?
Jeanette R.

Dear Miss R:
I may not be the judge of such a mat-

ter, but it doesn’t sound to me as if this
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man is worthy of you. In the first place,
despite what he says, you are living in a
country where there are no class distinc-
tions, so he has no right to describe as
inferior the girl from whom he is willing
to accept gifts and financial loans.

/ have never heard of a marriage forced
upon a man by his mother that turned
out successfully. Yet, suppose this man
did marry you; do you think that, if he
has another sweetheart while he is an
engaged man, he would be more stead-
fast as a husband?

If I were you / wouldn’t force the issue.
I’d give the situation time. As he is in
the Army and apparently doesn’t come
home except on infrequent furloughs, this
should be easy to do.

As for your other beau, you might con-
sider his good characteristics very care-
fully. After all, marriage is much more
than a love affair.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
You may think it strange for me to

write to you since you’re French and I’m
German, but I just had to get something
off my mind and you seemed the right
person for me to tell.

I know, if I can believe the life stories
I have read about you, that you came to
this country when you were a little girl

and grew up here. Well, the same thing
happened in my life in 1933. I had a
little trouble in changing languages, but
now that I am a senior in high school 1

speak perfect English with only now and
then a slip that gives me away. My name
is the thing that gets me into trouble. It

is so German that no one could ever mis-
take it.

Since war was declared I’ve been miser-
able. I’m as loyal as anyone. If I had
a brother, I’m sure he would be in the
Army. But the kids at school refer to me
in bad terms as “squarehead” and
“Heinie.”
Can you give me some suggestions as to

how to cope with such things? Most of

the time I feel like running somewhere
to hide, but that’s silly. I’ve got to find

some way to answer the wisecracks and
to keep my self-respect.

Hulda W.

Dear Miss W;
The easiest way to answer such unkind

action, I should think, would be to ignore
the comments and to enter war work of
all kinds with zeal. Let it be known
that you are putting all of your allow-

ance money, or all of the pin money you
earn, into War Stamps. Make it a point
to engage in some kind of work for the
Red Cross. A good many high-school
girls are now doing Nurse’s Aide work.

Don’t let the wisecracks get you down,
and don’t feel that the war has every-
thing to do with it. Anyone coming to a
strange country has a great many adjust-

ments to make—as I very well know.
I was very small when we came to

America, but I remember that the teach-

ers used to have me read to our class

and that my French accent made every-
one laugh. I realize now that the teach-

ers simply thought it was amusing; no
one really meant to hurt my feelings, but
it was an uncomfortable experience.

Don’t worry about your name. You’ll

probably marry in a few years and have
a new one. In any case, if you will read
several pages in your local telephone di-

rectory you’ll find that practically every
country in the world is represented. Even
those children who tease you are the chil-

dren, or grandchildren, or great grand-
children of strangers to this country, a
fact to remember. Claudette Colbert.
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My Dear Miss Colbert:
Frankly, I never dreamed that the time

would come when I would write to a

famous stranger and ask her to supply me
with strategic plans, yet that is exactly

what I’m doing.
I’m twenty-three and I hold a fairly

high rank in the Air Corps although I’m
not a flying officer. I came from a very
small Midwest town (population 590), at-

tended consolidated schools, then entered
a small college for men where I took my
degree.
I’m an only child. My parents were for-

eign-born and have never entirely adapted
themselves to American life.

I’m telling you these things so you will

understand that I have no close female
relatives to whom I can apply for a di-
rective as to how to deal with my present
dilemma. Also, I want you to know that I’m
just an average guy without much ex-
perience in the feminine department.
The commanding officer at the camp

where I am stationed is a superior gentle-
man and a swell fellow. However, he is

married to a woman many years younger
than he is. He is just crazy about her
and so, of course, she has plenty of in-

fluence at our camp.
Now I am definitely not anyone’s Robert

Taylor. I’m just ordinary looking and I

try to mind my own business, but for some
reason the colonel’s wife has taken quite

a liking to me. She writes me the darndest
notes you ever saw, and she telephones me
at Bachelor Officers’ Quarters at least

three evenings a week.
I guess I don’t have to tell you that this

is dynamite.
As you are a woman, and a mighty

clever one at that, could you give me a
few pointers about handling this lady? I

don’t want to make her mad at me, for

obvious reasons, but neither do I want to

get shot. A. J. McT.

Dear Mr. McT:
For your best interests, / think you

should apply for a transfer to another
Army base.

However, if there is some important
reason why you wish to remain where
you are, you might take advantage of
the fact that every woman knows there
is a code between men. Each time the
ColoneVs lady begins to make her con-
versation personal, you might diplomati-
cally introduce the topic of her husband’s
ability, charm, square dealing or general
fineness. If you praise him to the skies
and reiterate your admiration for him, she
will soon become bored with the subject
and search for an officer who will flatter

her.
And, incidentally, you might he out of

your quarters on some legitimate errand
when you feel that she is going to tele-

phone.
Whatever you do, manage to avoid mak-

ing her jealous. Don’t rush another girl

in the hope of discouraging Mrs. Colonel.
If I know women, it would only inspire
her to more strenuous efforts to interest
you.

The very best of luck to you.
Claudette Colbert.

If you wish to present your prob-

lem to Miss Colbert, write to her

in care of Photoplay, 8949 Sunset

Boulevard
,
Hollywood 46, Cal. All

names of persons are changed.

DO YOUR HANDS LOOK OLDER THAN YOUR TRUE AGE?

“I was making a 'howling success’ of my hus-

band’s business. But I wanted to ’howl’ over

my hands! No longer 'pale hands I love,’ but

rough, red, old-looking! They made me feel

as old as my own great-grandmother!”

“I’d heard the old saying that a woman’s age

shows in her hands. Well, working around

the plant, 1 have to wash my hands a thousand

times a day, seems as if. But I wanted them
to stay soft, smooth, and young-looking.”

“Was there any way at all, I wondered fran-

tically, to win back the 'young look’ my
work-roughened hands had lost? It was surely

worth a try. But what would work best? Here

I was, in my late twenties, and still looking

young— all but my hands! What to do!”

“My cousin’s a nurse— and one day it struck

me that her hands had even more reason than

mine to be rough and old-looking. Yet they

weren’t! Her 'secret’? ’Why, Pacquins!’ she

told me. So Pacquins is my 'secret’ now— and

my hands? Smooth, young-looking!”

ccuiris HAND Cream
At any drug, department, or ten -cent store

• Of course you don’t want rough, red, old-looking

hands! Try Pacquins— a non-greasy, non-messy, fra-

grant white cream originally designed for doctors

and nurses who scrub their hands 30 to 40 times a

day. See for yourself if Pacquins doesn’t make your

hands smooth out faster, feel smoother longer!
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Consult your hairbrush!

Are you sure your hair doesn’t offend

with scalp odor? Find out! Your hair-

brush will tell you.

Your scalp perspires—just as your

skin does. But there’s no need to risk

unpleasant scalp odor with Packers

Pine Tar Shampoo at hand. Use it reg-

ularly and see what a difference it

makes . .
.
particularly with oily hair,

which tends to collect odors.

There’s pure, medicinal pine tar in

Packers Pine Tar Shampoo. It has a

delicate pine scent that chases un-

pleasant odors . . . then disappears.

Be sure of a clean, fresh scalp . . .

soft, lustrous hair. Start the Packers

habit tonight. You can get Packers

Pine Tar Shampoo at

BEAUTIFUL
FINGERNAILS
Don’t be embarrassed by
short, broken, thin nails. It’s

so easy to COverunsightly nails
with NU-NAILS. Applied in
a jiffy, they bring you long,
lovely nails that everyone ad-
mires. Can be worn any length
andpolished any shade. Set of
10only20c at all5c-10c stores.

NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS

S2SI W. HaniND St. 0ipL16-A,Chiti«a

The Hollywood Men Hollywood Women Like Most

(Continued from page 35) unpopular with
the female section of the press. A woman
reporter interviewed Errol in Boston. Later
she came to Hollywood. On the Warner
lot she found Errol making a picture. She
dashed over to say “Hello.” The actor
looked her over (she was on the plump,
short side) and walked away! Another
reporter (this one was prettier) inter-
viewed Errol for the first time in her life

at three one afternoon and to her aston-
ishment that evening at seven there was
a knock on her apartment door. And
there was Mr. Flynn! “It’s not that I

didn’t like him,” this girl told Fearless,
“but it was all too sudden!” Even women
reporters like a little build-up with their
romances.
How about the girls who act with Mr.

Flynn? Opinion here is divided. Some
like him and find him attractive. Some
do not. Bette Davis quarreled with him
all during the making of “Elizabeth And
Essex.” At one time Olivia de Havilland
preferred suspension rather than appear in
another Flynn picture. Brenda Marshall
was bitter on the subject of Flynn’s flirta-

tiousness during one of their pictures to-

gether. But Ann Sheridan, who has a
sense of humor—so has Errol—liked him
enough to play ball with him for a pub-
licity romance. But she was too sensible
to allow anything as serious as marriage
interfere with friendship. An insight into

the way Hollywood women stars feel about
Errol is that all his recent female duets
have been with young girls who were not
known to the public at large until they
became associated with him romantically.

WALTER PIDGEON has a married
daughter. He will never see forty

again. But the way he is chased by the
women of Hollywood must be seen to be
believed. Walter’s charm for the fair sex
is based on ultrapoliteness and extreme
good looks. (He is even better looking off

screen than on—and in Fearless’s opinion
he is the best-dressed man in Hollywood.)
Pidgeon’s politeness—and quick think-

ing—extricated him from a difficult situa-

tion recently. Walter had grown a beard
for his co-starring assignment with Greer
Garson in “Madame Curie.” His wife, who
loathes beards, had left town for the dura-
tion of the picture. But a certain hostess
in Hollywood not only liked men with
beards, but she liked Pidgeon. She gave
a large party. The actor was among the
guests. She managed to get Walter alone,

but when she attempted to rush into his

arms Walter begged to be excused on the
plea that he had just developed a severe
charley-horse in his leg and could not
move!
There is yet to be found a woman in

Hollywood—or out—^who would not give a
great deal to spend a portion of her time
with Gary Cooper. Fearless was once
part of a crowd of people who accompanied
Gary out of town for the world premiere
of one of his pictures. There was one
woman in that party who did everything
except faint in the effort to let him know
how much she swooned for him. Later, in

New York, a mutual friend told him how
much this woman adored him. “Really?”
said Gary in genuine surprise. “I never
would have guessed it!”

Mr. Cooper is the perpetual Boy Scout.
He will never grow up. And who wants
him to? Everyone in Hollywood—men,
women, dogs and babies—likes Gary. In-

grid Bergman has told her boss, David
Selznick, that she does not care how many
pictures she makes a year if some of them

are with Gary. Shortly before Laraine
Day started to play Mrs. Wassell to

Gary’s Doctor Wassell in the C. B. DeMille
picture, she was as excited as a girl go-
ing to her first grown-up party.
Contrary to general belief, Paul Hen-

reid is not so popular with the ladies of
Hollywood as outsiders believe. Bette
Davis, who had Paul for her lover in “Now,
Voyager,” would have liked him better if

he had been himself and not a less finished
edition of Charles Boyer. Despite his Con-
tinental suavity, he was unsure of himself
and worried about holding his own against
as strong a star as Bette. And some who
were with Henreid on a recent Bond tour
said that they grew a little tired of
Paul’s continual Continental manner.
Right now there is probably no man in

Hollywood more attractive than Cary
Grant. In the days of his bachelorhood,
Cary was on the selfish, self-centered side.

Since his marriage to the former Barbara
Hutton, Cary has done a complete ego
about-face. He now apparently spends
his waking hours seeing how nice he can
be to everyone and particularly how nice
he can be to his leading ladies. The more
inexperienced, and young the latter, the
more helpful is the handsome Cary.
Laraine Day, who had Grant to help her
over the tough places in “Mr. Lucky,” says
the title should have been “Miss Lucky.”

George murphy is the quiet type,
but he is a nice guy and easy to get

along with, which is perhaps why he is

so popular with the women of Hollywood.
George never hogs the camera, he never
complains, he never says anything about
a player behind his or her back. He doesn’t
“send” his female associates in the manner
of a Cooper, Grant, Tracy or William
Powell, but he’s a pleasant person to have
around.
George Raft is not the hot thing in mas-

culine appeal that he was say, one, five, or
ten years ago. At one time it was enough
for George just to look at a woman and
she was ready to follow him on a date or
through life. There was Virginia Pine,
now Mrs. Quentin Reynolds. And Norma
Shearer, now Mrs. Marty Arrouge. And
his last big romance with Betty Grable,
now Mrs. Harry James. George was gen-
erous with the ladies. They could have all

the jewels and furs they wanted. But the
one thing he couldn’t give was marriage.
George is not so young now. Except for

an occasional date he is a lonely figure
in the Hollywood restaurants.

Paulette Goddard knows a heap about
men. Her standards are as high as the
mountain of jewels she owns. And when
Paulette says of a man that he is attrac-

tive, that’s exactly what he is. The God-
dard mark of approval has been placed on
Sonny Tufts—the newcomer who plays
Kansas in “So Proudly We Hail.” Which
is perhaps why they did such a good job
together in that picture. Sonny is a

friendly soul. His grin is an open sesame
to the good graces of most women. He is

married, but his wife prefers the seclusion

of home life. At a West Side Tennis
Club shindig not so long ago. Sonny
was the life of the party. Later in the
evening he took over the orchestra. A lot

of women like that sort of thing—that is,

they like an extrovert—which exactly de-
scribes Mr. Tufts.

So there they are—die Hollywood glam-
our boys lined up—and checked off by
the Hollywood women. And who could be
better judges?

The End.
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Play Truth or Consequences with Red Skelton

30—9:
A:

31—9:
A:

{Continued from page 39) said, “I bet you
a dollar” one day and the guy said, “Okay,
put it up!”
25

—

9- ever have misplaced can-

fidenee in yourself?

A: Right now. Any minute I feel

somebody’s going to tap me on the

back and say, “That’s all, brother,

get going.” It makes me a little

uneasy about that house I bought;
you can’t take a house in an upper
berth!

26

—

9: What compliment flattered you
most?

A: The headlines that read “Doolittle

Dood It!”

27

—

9: What was the tightest spot you
ever were in?

A: When I came home one night at

4 a.m. and Edna said, “Where have
you been?” and I said, “Waiting at

the corner of Sunset and Sepulveda
for the light to^ change.”

28

—

9; What Christmas present meant
most in your life?

A: The typewriter Edna gave me one
year we were awfully broke. The
best of everything we later had
came out of that machine.

29

—

9^ What is the greatest fault of most
screen lovers?

A: They’re fickle! One week you see

’em making love to a beautiful

dame and the next week they’re

telling the same story to a new one.

Do you have a temper?
Yes, I blow up like a geyser and
then forget about it five minutes
later and expect others to do the
same. Sometimes I find I’m wrong
in the latter.

Who is Hollywood's loveliest lady?
(Red chose the consequences: De-
sign a Skelton coat-of-arms. His
explanation of the design shown
on page 39: Chef’s hat for Brother
Paul, a chef; lightning flash for

Denny, a radio man, now deceased;
iron for Chris, a tailor; and clown
for Red, the comedian.)

32

—

9= What in general is your philosophy
of life?

A: That everything happens for the
best; that what’s to be will be; and
that there is some good in every
wrong that’s done.

33

—

9’ How much is your weekly spend-
ing allowance?

A: Not enough! They’ve got me on
fifty bucks a week which has to

cover food, gas and all my personal
entertainment.

34

—

9> What criticism of you was unde-
served?

A: To be honest, none. And I really

have found something constructive
in every instance.

35

—

9^ What is your most poignant child-

hood memory?
A: When I was a kid I wanted a bal-

loon more than anything. My
mother, who worked hard, finally

spent five cents for one. A couple
of hours later the kid next door
stuck a pin in it. I still have nig.it-

mares in which I am killing him
—which was what I tearfully swore
I would do!

36^—9: What is your idea of the height of
luxury?
To live in the United States of
America.
Are you pigheaded?
Only about trying to do things
people tell me are impossible.
That’s how I got in the theater in
the first place; everyone kept in-
sisting show business was dead.

A:

37—9:
A:

38—9: What is your worst habit and best
trait?
Biting my fingernails and admit-
ting it when I am wrong.
What makes you cry?
Old couples still in love with each
other, kids getting scolded, a waiter
in a jam, and anyone in trouble.

40—9: How much education have you
had?
I went through the seventh grade
in the public schools in Vincennes,
Indiana. Then ten years later,

about 1937, I discovered you had
to talk to people as well as enter-
tain them, so I hired a private
tutor and studied with him for five

A:

39—9:
A:

A:

41—

9:

A:

42—

9:

43—9:
A:

44—9:
A:

years.
What do you dislike about making
movies?
(Red chose the consequences:
Create a new “horror” character.)

Who was the greatest influence in

your life?

Edna, without any question. When
she first met me I was a Johnny
Blow-hard, impractical, selfish and
a lot of other things. She wasn’t
any of that; she was genuine, prac-
tical and generous. So instinc-

tively I tried* to imitate her and*
her fine qualities.

Who is the No. 1 pest in your life?

The guy who says, “Long time
no see!” and “Is it hot enough for

you9 ”

45—

9;
A:

46—

9:

A:

47—

9:

A:

48—9:

A:

49—9:
A:

50—9:

51—9:

52—9;

Can you fix broken gadgets?
Sure! Of course they never work
after I fix ’em, but that’s beside
the point. You should see the
garage I built; somehow I got my
laws of gravitation all mixed up
in laying the floor so now
all the rain runs into the garage
instead of draining out. But it’s

pretty!

How do you like to be spoiled?
By getting what I’m not supposed
to have.
What do you find it hard to for-

give in others?
My own faults, especially unin-
tentional selfishness.

How many girls did you ever pro-
pose to?
That’s a trade secret, but I’ll ad-
mit it used to be quite a racket
of mine!
Do you dislike working in night
clubs?
(Red chose the consequences:
Show us what gift from a fan in-
trigued you most—a “Clem” doll,

“Clem” being the character Red
created for his radio show.)
When would you tell a lie?

When I was sure I had all the de-
tails figured out. I remember one
time I outsmarted myself. I came
home and told Edna I had been
at a lodge meeting with Frank
Borzage and Bo Roos, my business
manager, only to find both of ’em
sitting in the next room!
Do you hesitate to "tell ofF"
people?
I could tell people to go to “blazes”
when I was broke, so why not
now?
How would you spend your last

dollar?
On a good cigar and a movie. I

know, because I’ve done it!

How would you spend the day. you
knew was your last on earth?
I believe I would try to call every-
one whom I’d ever hurt by any-
thing I said or did and honestly
apologize to them. Edna would
be the first.

They 're no weak sisters, these

DeLong Bob Pins. Stronger, du-

rable spring . . . they last and last.

Stronger Grip

SHORT, but not for LONG. If the

Store is out of DeLong Bob Pins to-

day—try again next time youVe in.

Shipments are received regularly by

Stores handling DeLong . . . but, re-

member, the quantities are restricted

as practically all metals are required

for war purposes.

BOB PINS
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His leading lady! She’s first in war ac-

CfjrtsJtmas JleU=3Elmaers
(Continued from page 56)

Sparkling Bracelet: Rhinestones like amethysts, rubies, emeralds, garnets,
sapphires, crystals, aquamarines, pearls, garnets, jet, coral or turquoise

. . . Thirty-two of them, jewel-faceted, set in sterling silver bracelet. About $3.

Compact and Lipstick Set: Smart plastic compact and lipstick case in

dusty pink with a quaint figure silhouetted in white. About $2.53.

Initial Pins: Graceful script initials—from A to Z—in clear Incite. Crystal,

amethyst, amber, ruby, sapphire, pink and other colors. About $1.00.

Hat and Bag Set: Pillbox hat and large over-arm bag in matching stitched

felt. Both trimmed with contrasting rayon velvet. Black, brown, dark
green, wine, kelly, navy and red. Complete $5.95.

Fur Animals: A skunk, fashioned from pony skin with an ermine tail,

nibbles at flowers. Other gay animals caught in amusing antics in fur

novelty pins. About $1.00.

Lavender Set: A charming case holds three bars of fragrant lavender soap,

a lai'ge bottle of shell-pink hand cream—for chapped or overworked hands
—and a three-ounce container of Lavender Talcum Powder. About $2.35.

FOR THE BOYS—YOUNG AND OLD
Shaving Set: A wooden container of invisible talcum and a squatty wooden
bowl of shaving, soap. In an attractive and sturdy chest. About $2.00.

Navy Weftup: An airplane identification game complete with cards and

counters to fascinate boys of every age. Girls of every age, too. About $.75.

Maps: Again we suggest Rand McNally’s Cosmopolitan Map of the World.

It illustrates the headlines that are so vital. Unmounted, $3.00.

FOR THE KIDS

Elephant Apron: Perfect for mother’s little helper . . . An apron of checked

gingham comes completely made up. With it are colorful elephants balanced

on gay drums to applique on the apron. $.98.

tivities . . . she’ll be first in the peace

parades . . . and she’s first in the heart

of her serviceman! If you’re the girl

who leads, you want Varva’s leading,

lasting fragrance, "Follow Me”!

Extract, $1 to $15

Face Powder, six guest puffs, $1

Talc, 531; Sachet, $1 & $1.73

Bath Powder, $1

Bubble Foam, $1

(plus taxes)

va'rva

Merry-Go-Round: Collapsible cardboard merry-go-round in gay colors with

group of four animals to be assembled. $2.98.

Tony Sarg's Play Desk: Colorful play desk and chair made of heavy board
with a pastel yellow finish of hard-baked enamel that will not chip and

decorated with lively pictures. With trays for writing, drawing, blackboard writ-

ing and eating. Drawer contains paper, jigsaw puzzles, stencils and chalk. $3.98

!
Donald Duck Booties: Rayon brush knit cloth with cotton face. In dainty

blue or pink. About $.39.

FOR THE HOUSE (FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY)

Flinch: Smart new gift edition of a game that’s been popular for years.

Any number from two to eight may play. $.75.

Plate Rack: It’s 5" and it holds twelve plates in individual slots. Slotted

rubber guides adjust to any size. Set of 3. $2.85.

Cup and Stemware Holder: Four adjustable arms—to be attached under

sides of cupboard shelves—for cups and stem glasses. Set of 3. $2.85.

THE FRAGRANCE THAT LEADS AND LASTS

19 West 18th Street, New York 11, N. Y,

Once again let us remind you to remember the USO clubhouses. It may be

you can seat at your table one or more of the boys who long to spend

Christmas in a home.
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A Pint for a Life

(Continued from page 57) on the release
card will not be accepted.
There is no discrimination because of

race. Donations may be made every ten
weeks and no more than five such dona-
tions are accepted during a period of

twelve months. A prospective donor is

disqualified under the following condi-
tions: Pregnancy within the past nine
months, malaria during the past fifteen

years; tuberculosis; diabetes; jaundice
within the past six months.
When you go down to your blood-bank

headquarters, regular doctors and nurses
attend you. The first thing they do is

take your blood pressure. Then a quick,
painless prick on the ear lobe releases
one tiny drop of blood which is tested.

If you pass, you are qualified. If you
have anything drastically wrong with your
health, it is imperative to report this to

the attending doctor. A more thorough
examination will be given.

^EXT, you lie on a cot, while the regu-
I^ lar nurse attends you. A rubber ball is

placed in your hand. By working the
ball, you help pump the pint of blood
through a painless insertion made in the
arm vein. Two Nurse’s Aides are there
if you need to be helped off the cot. They
walk you to the canteen, where you sit

among the donors. You are given soup,
coffee, milk and juices by canteen work-
ers. Then you go to a desk, sign a
register, get a bronze button. They make
a future appointment for you, to give a

second pint ten weeks later, if you wish.
When donated blood is delivered to the

processing laboratories, it becomes the
property of the United States Army and
Navy. The Red Cross is only the col-

lecting agent and plays no part in dis-

tribution of plasma to the battlefield and
on United States ships. When you walk
out of the blood bank, you can rest as-

sured you have saved a serviceman’s life.

There’s a crying need for this plasma
at the battle front. The human body has
from six to eight quarts of blood. Giving
one pint is- not too much of a loss.

So many want to help and don’t know
what to do. This is one way. This can
be your way. Recently, when Ann Sheri-
dan gave her pint, she got up off the cot,

walked out and bought herself a new hat!

It’s as simple as that.

Your sweethearts, brothers and sons are
giving all their blood—the Red Cross asks
of you only one pint.

The End

Nice dance match at Mocambo:
Mr. and Mrs. James Craig who
don't look the way the rumors
say they are—i.e., tiffing a bit

THE GIRL
OF TODAY

SHE
iiPsncK

25i

America pays tribute to the girls i
who are doing their bit in the war effort/

... in the service and on the home front.

And we’re proud that Flame-Glo does its bit to

keep them beautiful! The high standards of

Flame-Glo Lipstick have made it a favorite every-

where; though the quantity is limited, the

quality has never been lowered! Featured

in 10$ and 25$ sizes, with matching

Rouge and Face Powder at 10$ each.

dm&UcOd BEAUTY FAVORITE
Why have women bought over

25 million HAMPDEN POWD'I^-DASE

sticks? Because it does more for

their complexion than any othei

make-up foundation.

NIVER CAUSES DRY SKIN

Helps hide lines, blemishes.

9 it really does!

Makes powder cling indefinitely.

9 it really does!

Gives a smooth, youthful appear-

ance.

9 it really does!

HAMPDEN'S powder base is the cream stick that really spreads evenly and

cleanly ... is applied directly to your face, without water or sponge . . .

won’t dry out your skin! Try it—and you’ll have lovely make-up always.

POUID'H-
Buy Bonds FIRST

BHSE
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How To Manage A

SMALL FARM
And Make It Pay

Five Acres and Independence
is a book that may change your entire

life, give you that independence, that

security you’re working so hard to

achieve. It tells what kind of farm to

rent or to buy; how to choose it; how
to finance it; what and how to plant;

choice and care of livestock, poultry,

bees, etc.; essentials of fruit and vege-

table growing; fertilizers; irrigation;

spraying; cultivation; harvesting; stor-

age; sale of products and by-products.

Every page is packed with proved ways
to make the small farm self-supporting

and profitable. 412 pages, abundantly

illustrated with workable plans and

diagrams. Only $2.50 postpaid. Don’t

miss this opportunity, send today for

your copy of Five Acres and Indepen-

dence.

I ^

I
BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. INC.

Dept. MM-144
I 205 East 42nd Street, New York 17. N. Y.

I
Send me postpaid Five Acres and Indepen-

|

I denee. I am enclosing $2.50.
j

j
Name

I Address I

I

City State i

L J

CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR REGULARLY. Ask him
about the advantages of improved Hygeia Nursing
Bottle with easy-to-clean wide mouth, wide base
to prevent tipping, scale applied in color for easy
reading. Famous breast-shaped Nipple has patent-
ed air-vent to reduce “wind-sucking”.

hygeia ^'STERI -SEAL^' cap—Another important
improvement. Prepare formula and fill bottles for

day’s feeding. Then attach
Hygeia “Steri-Seal” Cap (see
arrow in picture ) and nipples
and formula are kept germ-
proof until feeding time.

Ask your druggist for Hygeia
equipment today.

HELP WIN THE WAR by conserv-
ing rubber. Use a separate nip-
ple for each feeding. Clean im-
mediately after use. Avoid
excessive boiling.

Jolin tFie Dulce

{Continued from page 47) at everything
and everyone. But he hides his emotions
well. When we caught up with him (at

Carlsbad Inn, hard by Republic’s Ocean-
side location camp) he was pleasantly
spending a Sunday evening with some
thirty off-duty Marines. Later, in the
hotel’s dining room, after the regular
guests had gone and only a headwaiter
(sleepily wringing his hands in a corner)
was left, the Duke’s party really got going
with all newcomers welcome.
At one end of the room a bearded per-

sonality by the name of Abdullah, who
acts as Wayne’s rubber after a hard day,
stood on a flower stand, where, wrapped
in a tablecloth and with a napkin on his

head, he gave an aesthetic rendition of

the muezzin’s call to worship; at the other
end, the Duke and his chorus answered
with equal feeling but slightly less aesthe-
ticism, singing verses of “Gertie From
Bizerte” recently imported from North
Africa.

Mr. Abdullah confided to us later that
he expends most of his energy massaging
away the soreness of Wayne’s right shoul-
der, explaining that on such occasions each
Marine inevitably says good night by giv-
ing the shoulder a friendly, you-don’t-
know - your - own - strength punch while
adding, “You’re a good guy after all,

Duke.”
His co-workers back at the studio havt

known that about him for years. Ask them
why and they’ll talk you into a coma
citing incidents. The most typical con-
cerns a day when he had some free time
from his own “Mesquiteers” picture and
used it to visit the “Melody Ranch” set

on the same lot. While the scene, in which
a trolley car was to run out of control and
smash into a brick building, was being
set up, the Duke got into conversation witn
the stuntman who was waiting at the
streetcar’s wheel.
“Wish I had time to run over to the

commissary for some cigarettes,” the stunt-
man said.

“Go ahead,” Wayne told him. “I’ll hold
this thing till you get back.” Three min-
utes later the director called for action.
Crash! . . .

Afterwards, when the Duke had been
pulled from the debris and dusted off,

someone asked him why he hadn’t yelled
at the director to wait. “What,” he said,

“and get that guy in Dutch?”

I

ANCASTER is a small patch of parched
•" dwellings on the fringe of California’s
Mojave desert, seventy-five miles from
Los Angeles; Judy Garland spent her

childhood miserably there, and so did Duke
Morrison, because his father, an Iowa
druggist, had been told to go West for his
health. Later, having regained it, Mr. Mor-
rison took his family to Glendale, opened
another drugstore and enrolled his son in

the local high school. The boy started
growing out of his pants at thirteen, grew
right into the football team and the Senior
play, in which he played—with great verve
but no talent—a duke. He jerked sodas,

picked citrus fruit and was an iceman;
but he wanted to go to Annapolis.
Pursuant to this end, he urged his father

to contact his Congressman and secure an
appointment. Mr. Morrison did his best.

Young John was given a tryout and was
rejected: he was no scholastic whiz. This
was not a tragedy, however, since football

scouts from USC had observed his brawn
and tactical skill on the field and had of-

fered him a gridiron scholarship.
He had only one year in the Varsity

before he quit SC. He’d been given a

job as prop-man and juicer at the old

Fox studios during the summer following
his sophomore year, and he ijever went
back; the broken ankle suffered during
scrimmage that spring represented a di-

rect menace to his “scholarship”—after all,

no football, no dough. . . .

For a year he lugged props in John
Ford’s company, wherein a friendship de-
veloped between the two. Ford nudged
him into a number of extra jobs on oc-
casion, allowed him extra concessions,

saw that he earned more money than the
other prop boys. As a result of this

favoritism, of course, John was not kept
on at Fox when Ford left the company.
Then came an interlude, an adventure

so thoroughly suited to the mood and
character of John Wayne, in any circum-
stance and at any age, that it must be
included here. He had gone to San Fran-
cisco with a friend, some letters of in-

troduction to various businessmen, and
eighty dollars. They presented all the

letters, saw the town for two days and
nights, and thereupon awoke with dark
brown tastes, no money and no jobs.

John had heard that there were op-
portunities for football players in Honolulu.
He looked up the sailings in a newspaper,
had a talk with his friend: that day, when
a little old lady walked up the gangplank
of the Matson liner Malolo, two strapping

young men (obviously grandsons or

nephews, come to see her off) were close

at her heels.

Twenty-four hours later they were still

skulking in an empty stateroom, hungry
and immensely bored. They rang for a

1
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IT'S YOUR TURN!

^ at the Turn of the Year

to choose which stars you'd like to see

photographed in color on Photoplay pages.

Fill in the ballot box below; then send it to the Color Portrait Editor,

Photoplay, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Then watch for your favorite in color

' * *
i

i
I would like to see a color portrait of

;

IN PHOTOPLAY
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bellhop, finally. “We’re stowaways and
we’re starving,” they explained simply.

In the brig, at last, they sat down to a
meal. Just before the Malolo reached
Hawaii it met a small freighter headed
for the mainland, in a rough sea. An
exchange was made: Two stowaways for
one seaman with acute appendicitis and
by the week’s end the two were in San
Francisco, in jail, but still eating.

Now young Mr. Wayne was in a mood to

retire, to settle into something routine
and predictable. Ford was once again in

residence at Fox—-John took his old job
there and the big push was started. Raoul
Walsh, it appeared, was looking for a
“discovery” to play the lead in “The Big
Trail” and Ford told Walsh he had just

the boy for him. Walsh, meeting John on
a studio street, said, “Let your hair grow

—

we’ll make a test,” and John did, and the
test was right.

And after that Duke Morrison was in.

There was the new Depression (it was
1930) ;

to plug the picture Walsh dressed
his find in buckskins, handed him a squir-
rel gun and sent him off on a personal-
appearance tour as the genuine article

straight from the Big Smokies. The theater
audiences didn’t really get hep until he
hit Chicago, where the boos began. John
got a haircut and came home in great
relief, to make a quickie called “Girls
Demand Excitement” and something pretty
awful entitled “Three Girls Lost.”
And after that Duke Morrison was out

again.

THE really amazing thing is that he ever
' got another job in Hollywood. “The
Big Trail,” even with the P.A. tour thrown
in, lost a sizable fortune—but it did prove
that John Wayne looked fine when seated
on a horse, and that he continued to look

fine after the horse was in motion. In

a town where a surprising number of

Western stars have to be helped into a
saddle, Wayne’s ability to ride represented
a saving on stuntmen’s salaries.

Producer Leon Schlesinger signed him
for hoss operas, in the nick of time. Eight
years before, on New Year’s Eve of 1926,

he had gone to a party where he had
met the very pretty, very social Josephine
Saenz, French-Spanish daughter of the

JUST WAIT!

until you see what Paul Henreid

says about

L-O-V-E

in February Photoplay

Panamanian consul in Los Angeles. He
had fallen in love with her then, and he
had been courting her ever since, with
such fidelity that finally, m 1934, she
agreed to marry him. 'The Schlesinger
contract meant that at last he could afford

her.

He was happy then, and for the next
eight years, during which his two sons
and two daughters were born in the
rambling Italian house he had bought for

them. He did not think of himself as an
actor in the Hollywood sense, but as a
father and husband who made a good

income by riding up and down in front

of cameras. In his free time he romped
with the kids, took his wife dancing, went
hunting and fishing, stagged it on occasion
to the fights or to a Club for a poker
game.

That, in all probability, would have been
the sum of his story had it not been for

John Ford and a picture called “Stage-
coach.”

It was Ford who persuaded Walter
Wanger to make the big budget produc-
tion with an unknown cowboy actor in

the lead and who talked Republic into
making the loan. With “Stagecoach”
Hollywood and theater-goers all over
America hailed him as a new star.

Eight months ago he said, “My wife’s not
in Mexico for a divorce. If she were, I’d be
down there on bended knees asking her to

take me back.”
What you may expect of Duke Morrison

during the next months is by no means
clear to this particular oracle: Four chil-

dren, especially when they are as appeal-
ing as Tony, Melinda, Michael and Patrick
Wayne, can put awry the best laid plans
for divorce.
However, it is told of John that once,

during the filming of “The Spoilers,” Duke
Wayne staged so convincingly a rough-
and-tumble that he crashed into two pro-
cess screens, a bit of overacting that cost

the studio in the neighborhood of $3000. He
is like that in all he does.
Aside from any other faults he may have,

he has constructed one great career for

himself in Hollywood and by all indications

he ought to make an even better showing
in the Service. At any rate, he has a

thousand friends and a million fans to

show for his thirty-five years. No Duke
born to purple was ever so rich.

The End

BOUGHT HIS LOVE”
"Not for love or money!” I heard him say. No—^Joe would never take a girl with

dandruff to the party, and I had the worst case of dandruff in town. Yet, the very

next day, he actually begged me to go with him! My white-flecked hair was trans^-

formed into a silken glory overnight. Joe saw me as a new and radiantly lovely

person, all because I purchased a bottle of Fitch Shampoo at my favorite toilet

goods counter.

I discovered that Fitch Shampoo removes dandruff with the very first application.

Its rich lather rinses out completely, leaving my hair shining clean. Actually, it

penetrates tiny hair openings, helping to keep my scalp in normal, trouble-free

condition. At the beauty shop or at home, I now insist on my weekly Fitch sham-

poo to keep my hair lovely and free ofdandruff, the wayJoe likes it. When I bought

Fitch Shampoo, I bought his love!

LISTEN TO THE FITCH BANDWAGON, pre-

sentingyouTfavorite orchestras andfive minutes ofworld

news every Sunday at 7:S0 p.m., EWT, over NBC.

The F. W. Fitch Co. • De$ Moines, Iowa • Bayonne, N. J. Los Angeles, Calif. * Toronto, Canodo

Soap
Shampoo

Fitch

Shampoo

GOODBYE DANDRUFF
T. Thh phofogroph
shows g^rtfis and
dondrvff scotfered,

hvf not removed, hy
ordinary soap sham*

poo.

2. All germs, do&o

drwff ceiid ofher for®

eign matter com-
plotelf destroyed
and removed by Fitch

Shampoo,

Soap
Shampoo

Fitch

Shampoo

3. Microphoto shows hair

shompooed with ordinary

soap and rinsed twice. Note

dandruff and curd deposit

left by soap to mar natural

luster of hair.

4. Microphoto after Fitch

shompoo and hair rinsed

twice. Note Fitch Shampoo
removes all dandruff and
undissolved deposit, and

brings out the natural luster

of the hair.

?
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ftt Last! Unwanted Hair OUT

^W-L-VEGHABLE

hair remover
Hon-Irritating-AppS*''

Cold

Guaranteed Trial Offer
LckA your loveliest . . . safeguard romance

. . . don't let superfluous hair blight your
love and cause others to whisper behind your
back! Amazing hair remover, made of pure
vegetable ingredients, takes out unsightly,
superfluous hair in a jiffy—without chemicals
or heat—and makes your skin clean, smooth,
velvety—so you can wear the filmiest gowns,
the scantiest bathing suit, the sheerest stock-
ings ... or no stockings at all I You apply
ADIEV cold, right from the jar. and in a
few seconds all the unsightly hair is OUT,
not off!

So Safe, a Baby Can Eat It

!

Yes. the hair comes OUT—not merely off!

ADIEU removes the entire hair with the bulb
commonly knowm as the ‘*root”. New hair
must grow before it reappears. Remember
AJ>IKLT— nota bleach or an abrasive, no painful
plucking or Iweezing. Not a razor or clipper.
No ugly razor nicks; no stubby regrowth; re-
sults more lasting. ADIEU Hair Remover is

made with pure, safe, vegetable ingredients.

No smelly, dangerous sulphides or chemicals. No unpleasant
odor. No messy preparation or heating. Absolutely SAFE!
Positively NON-IRRITATING. Recommended by doctors;

used by exclusive Hollywood beauty salons catering to movie
stars. You’ll ba delighted with how ADIEU takes out
(not off) the unwanted, superfluous hair from your face,
arms. legs, lips, back of neck, eyebrows, etc.

ecyn im iJAlirV Rush coupon for generously amplenv mvnci supply, pay postman only $2.00 plus
postage, and 10<w. Federal Cosmetics Tax, on delivery.
Use ADIEU Hair Remover for 30 days. If not delighted,
return unused portion and your money will be refunded
instantly. Mail coupon today.

FOUR STAR PRODUCTS COMPANY
6513 Hollywood Blvd.. Dept. A-102, Hollywood 28. Calif.

1
I

Trial. I will pay Postman '$2.00 plus postage and ^

Federal Cosmetics Tax, on delivery. I

City

ADIEU Hair Remover
State I

obtainable only from us J

TREE•••••

^Beautiful Sample Enlargement, aleo a De Luie Studio

Folder—both abaolutely free. Juat send this ad '*'hh any
photo. Enclose only 10c for mailing. Canada also. One Oil

Tinted »ent C.O.D. for only 68o plus postage. Negs 69c.

New York Art Service. 200 W. 72 St.. N.Y.C

DoYouWant
LONGER

f ^Mosttrythifl system on yoar
i Rf hairTdaysandeeeifyoQare

HAIR
really enjoying the pleasure of attractive

/ hairthat sooftencaptures love and romance.

/̂hair may get longer
are normal and thedry, brittle.breakingoff hair

can be retarded,! t has a chance togret longer and

) much more beautiful. Juat try the JUCLENE
' SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.

Send $1.00. (If <5. O. D. postage extra). Fully
guaranteed. Moneybackif yoa'renotdelightcd,

JUEL CO., ItSO Irving Park Rd., Dept. A-ftO, Chicago, 13, III.

Easyas A'B'C

BeYourOwn MUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME FOR LESS THAN 7c A DAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections.

Instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
"numbers” or trick music. Some of our 750,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you may become an excellent musician.

Mall coupon for our illustrated Free Book and Print and Pic-
ture Sample. Mention your favorite instrument. U. S.
School of Music, 3061 Brunswick Bldg., New York 10. N. Y.

P U. S. School of Music, 3061 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10. N. Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.

N I would like to play (Name Instrument).

M Have you
Instrument Instrument?

Please Print

Address

—

Hollywood

(Continued from page 23) band begins it

is to Sandra he instantly turns. They have
the first dance together always.
Before we met at Mocambo several of

us had driven to Pomona to catch a
“sneak” preview of Jack’s latest picture.
Jack behaved like a dithering young
debutante. He was not as usual, suave and
self-assured. Biting his fingernails, he kept
muttering, “I shouldn’t have taken that fall,”

or “I shouldn’t have done that!” or “That
should be cut!”
The first part of that evening at Mo-

cambo, therefore. Jack was as glum as an
undertaker. When he turned to me with
his fears I said what I felt about the film.

“It’s a most delightful picture,” I told him.
“Amusing, charming, sure-fire.” Suddenly
he began to see possibilities in it. He
turned gay and began dancing and the
evening ended for all of us in a whirl of
fun.

Giro’s, which has been closed since its

fire (but is shortly to be reopened), never
was so dimly lit as the newer Mocambo or
Trocadero. Around the bar in Giro’s great
deals were consummated, from the selec-
tion of stories for future productions down
to marriages and divorces. I myself over-
heard Mischa Auer, seated amicably on a
high stool at the bar, arranging his divorce
with his wife who was seated on the ad-
joining stool. Both had Old Fashioneds
grasped in one hand, while they displayed
new fashions most realistically.

I^ON the Beachcomber’s remains a favor-^ ite dining place. There they specialize in

the wonderful rum drinks of the West
Indies and the names of these are quaint
indeed. One Zombie to each customer is

all the house allows, because after two
Zombies it would be too expensive to cart
out the customer, take him home and put
him to bed. A “Shark’s Tooth” is a much
lighter drink and you can have as many of

these as you wish. If you are wise you will

limit your wishes.
It was at the Beachcomber’s that I had

the privilege of giving the first party in

honor of Ingrid Bergman, who was escorted
by the David Selznicks. David is a great
friend of mine and, as you know, was the
producer of “Rebecca,” “Suspicion” and
the unforgettable “Gone With The Wind.”

It was Ingrid’s first night out in Holly-
wood. I often wonder what her feelings

must have been as she entered the Beach-
comber’s, which is in almost complete
darkness except for very low candlelight

on the little tables. Now and then, as you
probably know, there is the simulated
sound of rain on the roof as if it were,
indeed, the rainy season in the tropics.

And always there is the heavy scent of

gardenias.
Ingrid, accustomed to Swedish punch,

was wise enough to go slowly with the
strong rum drinks. I liked her from the
very start for her humility and sincerity.

No Hollywood datebook would be com-
plete without mention of the Brown
Derbys. There’s the Hollywood Derby on
famous Vine Street, half a block from
Hollywood Boulevard, with its clever

caricatures of stars framed on the walls,

a vivid and amusing frieze, and with
tourists standing outside waiting to see
celebrities. The Bamboo Room is the
rendezvous here. In the Beverly Hills

Derby, it is the Hunting Room Bar which
collects stars at luncheon and on cook’s

night out, which is practically every night

these days when many of the best cooks
have departed to work in defense plants.

Also there is The Players, Preston

Ihh Christmas remember

Datebook

Sturges’s restaurant on Sunset Boulevard.
The prices here are high, as high as
Romanoffs, the food is excellent and the
clientele select. Invitations to the parties
Preston gives at The Players are much
sought after.

Speaking of food, as I seem to—and
always with enthusiasm—there is the Gock
and Bull, on the verge of Beverly Hills,

which has nothing spectacular about its

narrow room except stars to be found at
its crowded tables.

A MONG the outstanding hostesses in the
film colony—whether they entertain at

home or in cafes—are Mrs. Darryl Zanuck,
Mrs. Jack Warner and Mrs. Samuel Gold-
wyn, all producers’ wives.
Part of Mrs. Jack Warner’s success as a

hostess is due to the fact that she has a
beautiful home. However, she is also very
warm and very hospitable—two things
which above all contribute to being a good
hostess. I’ll never forget the party she
gave for General Henry J. Arnold, Chief
of Staff of the Air Force, and his staff.

It was the most beautiful dinner, although
she didn’t know until ten o’clock that
morning, when Mr. Warner telephoned her
to say the General was in town and .he
would like to entertain him, that she was
giving a party. How she managed I will

never know for, to complicate matters,
her very excellent cook was away that day.
Mrs. Darryl Zanuck’s beach house at

Santa Monica is smaller than the Jack
Warner house in Beverly Hills and less

formal, but it has great charm. As soon
as you step inside you feel perfectly at

home. Wendell Willkie recently was a
Zanuck house-guest. During his visit

Mrs. Zanuck telephoned me one afternoon
to exclaim, “Quite unexpectedly I’ve just

had thirty men for lunch!” Yet I’ll guar-
antee that the luncheon, even though
hastily planned, was an all-around success.

The Samuel Goldwyns entertain at

smaller parties than the Warners or the

Zanucks. They do not give buffet parties

but seat everyone. Frances Goldwyn man-
ages somehow to keep an excellent cook
and always to have the very people you
want most to see.

Kay Francis, on the other hand, is the

best Hollywood bachelor-girl hostess I

know. Kay, who worked hard for fifteen

years and was always clever about her
investments is, first of all, very rich. Her
house in Beverly Hills, shaped like a circle,

surrounds a beautiful swimming pool bor-

dered with a terrace and flowers. Usually

Kay’s grand parties begin with cocktails,

then bathing in the pool followed by
dinner. Recently, however, when she gave

the first dinner dance Hollywood has seen

since the war, there was no bathing. The
pool flowered with pond lilies. Lanterns

shed soft light. And a wonderful band
supplied the dance music.

This party marked the first appearance

socially of Errol Flynn since his trial. He
was very stately, very aloof. He talked to

few people. Most of the time he sat apart

in dignity with a few cronies.

H ollywood opened its arms to Evalyn

Walsh McLean because she is a real

person with the sweetness and hard-boiled

philosophy of the West inherited from her

miner father who discovered the Walsh
gold vein. She and I gave a party every

Saturday night during our stay in Holly-

wood. One evening we entertained that

wonderful mental telepathist and hypno-
tist, John Calvert.

John, who is very handsome, takes his

him with WAR BONDS.
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remarkable gifts lightly. Primarily he is

interested in an acting career, for which
he is being tested by David Selznick. He
would be a splendid heavy and, I think,

might very well replace George Raft.

After dinner he was kind enough to

make a few tests for us in thought trans-

ference and mind reading. Gary Cooper
and I taped his eyes completely over with
adhesive. We made very sure he could
see nothing. Time after time, however,
he was able to determine the object one
of us held in our hands and telegraph his

knowledge of this object to Cary Grant
whom he had stationed two rooms away

—

whereupon Cary would call out the ob-
ject’s name. The most spectacular moment
of all came when Gary concentrated upon
the serial numbers of the watch he held
in his hand and Calvert, still blindfolded,
divined what these numbers were and tele-

graphed them to Cary who called them off,

from his post down the hall, with one
hundred per cent accuracy.

This amazed Gary. A man of few words,
he insisted upon going into the room where
Cary was and examining Cary’s pockets,

his hair and his ears, for clues as to how
this baffling trick had been accomplished.
Quite solemnly he said:

“Cary, what have you got that I haven’t?
I’m sure I couldn’t do what you’ve done.”
“Don’t worry, Mr. Cooper,” interrupted

John Calvert, “you’ll be pleased to know
that the brighter a man is the better sub-
ject he is. So, if you want to submit your-
self to a test—let’s go!”
Gary, looking down from his great height,

shook his head dubiously. “I don’t think
I’ll risk it,” he said, “this time.”

At another of our supper dances we
put on an old-fashioned Virginia reel.

Why they don’t have more of them in

Hollywood I don’t know, because the
various gyrations of this quaint square
dance are an excellent way to show off

the grace of the stars.

Interestingly enough, Virginia Bruce
came out a little more glamorously than
the others in the Virginia reel. She was
chosen as a partner by Reginald Gardiner.
They made a stunning couple, he with his
dark hair, she with her blonde beauty.
It was a dream to watch her go through
the dance. As you know, when one couple
has done its bowing and scraping another
couple steps forward. But to my amaze-
ment every time I looked up there were
Virginia and her partner back in the
middle of the floor.

Cutest of all was little Janet Gaynor,
who held her head high like a thorough-
bred colt and pranced prettily—a delight
for the eye to see. Virginia was all in
white, with a red rose in her hair. Janet’s
red hair was unadorned but was set off

by a dress of gold lace—a short dinner
outfit created by Adrian, her husband.
Rosalind Russell, who called the turns

at the top of her lungs, was dressed in
stately white. Her husband, Freddie Bris-
son, couldn’t make out what it was all

about. Born in Denmark, Freddie had
never heard of a Virginia reel but freely
conceded Copenhagen had missed a good
bet.

Though the Hollywood social world is no
longer a bouncing baby it has grown up
only halfway. Underneath their cool so-
phistication the stars at play are really
children after all. That to me is one of
their greatest charms. People who enter
wholeheartedly into the spirit of play
radiate fun and life. And how the world
loves them for it!

They’d brighten anyone’s datebook—let

alone Hollywood’s.
The End
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YOUR OWN
HOME
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COMPLETE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

IT’S EASY!

CONVENIENT!
ECONOMICAL

^IC" Permanent Wave Home Kits include every-

you need for beautiful, long-lasting hair curls and

waves. "CHIC ”

is safe to use for women and children.

No experience needed, no machines, no electricity or

driers. Just follow simple illustrated directions furnished

with every package. "CHIC”’ Home Kit at 59c, also

includes finest quolity shampoo and wave set.

at aGet "chic

DRUG, DEPARTMENT,
And VARIETY STORES

In a minute • • •

MINIT-RUB begins to relieve cold distress

SPEED, MOTHER! Minit-Rub hurries

relief from cold distress three fast

ways! Rub it on chest and back.

relieving action soothes raspy local

congestion.

3. IMMEDIATELY Minit-Rub’s active

menthol vapors ease nasal stuffi-

ness. Mother, it’s amazingly quick

relief for both children and grown-

ups! Greaseless! Stainless! Won’t
harm linens! Get it now— at your
druggist's.

1. IN A MINUTE, Minit-Rub stimu-

lates circulation, brings a sensation

of heat. That swiftly helps relieve

surface aches!

2. QUICKLY Minit-Rub’s pain-
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FAST 3-WAY RELIEF FROM COLD DISTRESS

Sfarf the New Year with a new
War Bond.
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CAtLEP "SIT-TRUE"

High School Course
at Home

[

Many Finish in 2 Years
Go as rapidly as yonr time and abilities permit. Equivalent to re^
dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. sabjectA
completed. Single sobjects if desired. Ask for Free Bolletm.
AmerlcanSchool,DpLH192.Drexelat58th. Chicago 37

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

WOMEN AND MEN. 18 TO 50
Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50.
$75 or even more per week. Large full time
incomes from doctors, hospitals, sanitariums,

clubs or private practice. Others
make good money in spare time.
You can win independence and pre-
pare for future security by training
at home a ul qualifying for Diploma.

Anatomy Charts and 32-page II-^ lu.siraled Book FREE—Now!
'

>

the ^Ollone of Swedish Missaqe
Opt.l59.100E.OhtoSt..Chicago.ll

EVERYBODY NEEDS
Corner^

f
For mounting photos, cards, clippings,
stamps, etc., in albums, where they can
be enjoyed for years to come. Variety
of styles and colors give bright and
artistic effects. Ask your dealer for
genuine Engel Art Corners—or send
30c for 3 packages and interesting

^ ^
samples.

fiuy.r Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.
XOO Dept 70>A, 4719 N. Clark St., Chicago

• Now. at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin teat needed, active coloring agent Is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-back guarantee. Get BROWNATONE today.

Brief Reviews

(Continued from page 60 )

DOOD IT— Good fun about a valet in a

swanky hotel who adores stage-queen Eleanor Powell
marries her when she becomes jealous of her stage

partner, Richard Ainley, and travels from despair

to happiness. Red Skelton gives the role of the valet

all the business that riots the customers and Jimmy
Dorsey, Hazel Scott and Lena Horne all add to the

entertainment. (Oct.)

^}yjANE EYRE—20th Century-Fox; The best

“Love Affair” has Orson Welles as the headstrong,
impetuous Rochester. Welles is wonderful. Joan
Fontaine as the timid, retiring governess to his child,

Margaret (D’Brien, is the perfect foil for him. Peggy
Ann Garner as the child Jane, Edith Barrett as the

housekeeper and Henry Daniell as head of the school

are all excellent. (Dec.)

\/\/JOHNNY COME LATELY~\J. A.: James
Cagney is a tramp newspaper man charged with
vagrancy in a small Midwestern town. Grace George,
who runs a local paper, bails him out and gives him
a job, and in gratitude Jimmy helps in her campaign
to run the local grafting politician out of town. It’s

a quaint and entertaining story with Hattie McDaniel,
Marjorie Main, William Henry and Marjorie Lord.
(Nov.)

JUNIOR ARMY—Columbia: Billy Halop befriends
English Freddie Bartholomew, so Freddie’s uncle
sends him to military school as a reward. Hoodlum
Billy almost wrecks the school before he finally melts
under the good sportsmanship of Freddie. (Oct.)

<y\/LADY TAKES A CHANCE. A—RKO: That
champion comedienne, Jean Arthur, outdoes herself
in the matter of grabbing the laughs as a New York
working girl who takes a bus trip out West. At a

rodeo she meets cowboy John Wayne and becomes so
entranced she misses her bus. What goes on while
she’s waiting for the vehicle to gather her up oai its

return trip is the basis for some very funny busi-

ness. (Nov.)

LARCENY WITH MLWC—Universal ; Allan Jones
is a supposed heir to a fortune who is grabbed up on
a fifty-fifty basis by Leo Carrillo, owner of a night
club. Kitty Carlisle, as the singer who was let out
when Jones came in, sings delightfully, the King Sis-

ters are vocal honeys and the Alvino Rey orchestra
provides swell music. (Dec.)

S/^LASSIE COME HOME— When Donald
Crisp and Elsa Lanchester sell the dog Lassie to

Nigel Bruce it almost breaks the heart of their son
Roddy McDowall, but Lassie refuses the separation
and begins the perilous trek from Scotland- back to
England and Roddy. The tale of Lassie is a story to

fill the heart with warmth and courage. (Nov.)

LET’S FACE IT—Paramount: Bob Hope is an
Army private in love with physical-culture teacher
Betty Hutton who runs a near-by milk farm. When
Boh and two buddies spend a week end with three
old girls who want to make their husbands jealous
and the husbands turn up with three young girls and
Betty arrives with the buddies’ fiancees, the picture
skyrockets. It’s all for laughs. (Oct.)

\/MAN FROM DOWN UNDER. 7HF—M-G-M:
Australian soldier Charles Laughton adopts two
orphans at the end of World War I and takes them
home with him. One grows up to be Richard Carlson,
a prize fighter, and the other is Donna Reed. The
two fall in love though they’ve alw'ays believed they
were brother and sister. Binnie Barnes is the girl

Laughton jilted. (Nov.)

NOBODY’S DARLING—Rt^uhVic: Mary Lee is the
unpretty daughter of movie actor Louis (Salhern and
actress Gladys George, who wants to sing in the school
play. The efforts of the parents to help their offspring
bring about a new understanding between them. Mary
sings well. (Nov.)

^PARIS AFTER DARK—20th Century-Fox: Stir-

ring drama, sincere and believable, about the French
resistance to the Nazis. George Sanders plays a doc-
tor who is head of the Paris Underground and Brenda
Marshall is his assistant. Then Brenda’s husband,
Philip Dorn, is released from a Nazi prison and re-

turns home, his spirit broken. IMadeleine LeBeau,

Raymond Roe and Marcel Dalio round out the cast.

(Dec.)

PETTICOAT LARCENY—RRO-R2.6\o\ Joan Car-
roll is a child radio star who tires of her trite material
and sets out to find more realistic stuff in the course
of which she meets up with three burglars whom she
convinces she herself is a miniature robber. Ruth
Warrick, Walter Reed, Wally Brown and Tom
Kennedy have quite a time for themselves. (Oct.)

lyy^PRINCESS O’ROURKE—Warners: A gay,
charming comedy about an American pilot, Robert
Cummings, who, unaware of her identity, falls in
love with a royal princess, Olivia de Havilland. Much
of the action takes place in the White House after
Olivia’s uncle, Charles Coburn, has given his approval
to the match. Jack Carson and Jane Wyman are so
good, and you’ll enjoy the sparkling gags. (Dec.)

^'y'SAHARA—Columbia: Humphrey Bogart does a
terrific job as the Sergeant of an American tank crew,
whittled through conflict to three men, who in their
retreat across the Sahara gather up a contingent of
British soldiers, an Italian prisoner and a German
flier and eventually stave off a Nazi attack. Rex
Ingram, Kurt Krueger and Bruce Bennett are also
very good. (Dec.)

SHERLOCK HOLMES PACES 7//—Univer-
sal: Sherlock (Basil Rathbone) is right in his element
of castles on the moor where murder stalks. The
castle has been turned into a nursing home with Dr.
Watson (Nigel Bruce) at the helm, and when his
assistant is murdered, Sherlock unravels the mystery,
but only after murder strikes again. (Dec.)

^SILVER SPURS—Republic: Cowboy Roy Rogers
puts an ad in a Lonely Hearts column; his boss, Je-
rome Cowan, wants a wife, Phyllis Brooks, reporter
on the paper, answers the ad herself and is forced into
marriage with Cowan, only to have him killed im-
mediately after the wedding. Rogers is blamed and
it all becomes quite exciting. (Oct.)

^SKY’S THE LIMIT. 7HF—RKO-Radio: Fred
Astaire is a Flying Tiger, tired of being lionized, so
he escapes from his buddies and goes to the big city

in search of love and adventure. He finds it in the
person of photographer Joan Leslie, who dances with
him beautifully. Robert Benchley’s after-dinner
speech as Joan’s boss is a classic. (Oct.)

1^50 THIS IS WASMINGTON—RKO: Chester
Lauck and Norris Goff are in top form as the country
storekeepers, Lwm and Abner, who invent what they
think is synthetic rubber and go to Washington to

submit it to Alan Mowbray. The gags involving
their finding a room and trying to cut the red tape
around Mowbray are timely and hilarious. (Dec.)

\/^SOMEONE 7 0 FFMFMBFR—Republic: This
story of an old lady, Mabel Paige, who refuses to

move from a residential hotel that has been sold as a

boys’ college dormitory, has originality and quaint
charm. She takes an interest in John Craven, helps

him make his grades, and also promotes his marriage
to cute Dorothy Morris. (Nov.)

SPOTLIGHT SCANDALS— Monogram; Billy Gil-

bert, a barber, teams up with actor Frank Fay to be-

come a riotous success as a vaudeville team. But
then Fay leaves to join a radio show starring Bonnie
Baker and when he becomes involved in the death of

a chorus girl (Gilbert gallumphs back into the picture.

With the Radio Rogues and Harry Langdon. (Oct.)

STRANGE DEATH OF ADOLF HITLER, THE
—Universal: A fantastic tale of a man who becomes
Hitler’s double. His wife. Gale Sondergaard, is

falsely informed her husband has been shot by the

Nazis, so she vows vengeance and is finally brought
before the man she believes is Hitler. Unfortunately
she unknowingly murders htr husband instead of the

real Hitler. (Nov.l

SUBMARINE BASE—PRC: John Litel, former de-

tective and only survivor of a Merchant Marine ship,

is dragged from tropical waters by gangster Alan
Baxter and taken to an Island base where he dis-

covers that Baxter is aiding the Axis. Eric Blore,

Lewis Alberni, George Metaxa and Fifi D’Orsay
make up a pretty good cast. (Oct.)

U/iik Cfiani-ael!

Here's the exclusive you've been hoping to see for a long time—a confidential

account of that famous couple

—

(ftant and Satkata Jluiion

revealed by the noted Louello O. Parsons in the February issue



\/\/SWEET ROSIE O’GRADY— Century-
Fox: A typical 20th Century-Fox Technicolor musical

with several good songs and a fine cast. Robert
Young is a reporter who exposes Betty Grable as a

former Brooklyn burlesque queen so she gets back
at him by giving out gooey hut untrue stories of their

engagement. Adolphe Menjou, Reginald Gardiner
and Virginia Grey trim up the story. (Dec.)

\/)/THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS—V^^rners\
The slim story thread in this giant revue has S. Z.

Sakall and Edward Everett Horton attempting to put

on a benefit which is taken over by bossy Eddie Cantor.

Dennis Morgan and Joan Leslie attempt to crash

the benefit, in which such stars as Bette Davis, Errol

F'lynn, Ann Sheridan, Jack Carson and Olivia de
Havilland shine brightly. (Nov.)

\/Y)/THIS IS THE Warners: A mag-
nificent job is this tremendous musical film turned out

by Warners for the benefit of the Army Relief.

George Murphy plays the instigator of the 1918 soldier

show “Yip, Yip Yaphank,” and Ronald Reagan his

son who puts on the 1938 show. You’ll see Irving
Berlin, Alan Hale, Joan Leslie, Sgt. Joe Lewis and
Uncle Sam’s soldiers. (Oct.)

\/)/THOUSANDS CHEER—yi-G-U: A tiptop

musical, with Kathryn Grayson, daughter of Colonel

John Boles, falling in love with Private Gene Kelly.

Then guest stars, including Jose Tturbi, Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland, Red Skelton and Eleanor
Powell, are brought to the camp to put on a show
—and what a show! You’ll cheer it all, too. (Dec.)

THUMBS UP—Republic: Brenda Joyce, an Ameri-
can singer in London, goes into a British defense
plant when she learns that a producer is going to

recruit talent from such plants. She meets heart-

aches when her true motives are revealed, but is re-

generated through patriotism and flyer Richard Fraser,

Gertrude Niesen sings a number and Elsa Lanchester
is Brenda's pal. (Oct.)

\/'TOP MAN—Universal: A light comedy with a

message, this tells of Donald O’Connor’s infatuation

for Susanna Foster, a newcfrmer to the town, and how
he eventually leads the town’s hep cats away from
their frivolity into a defense plant. Susanna sings
divinely and Donald and his j)al Peggv Ryan clown
and caper all over the place. It’s good fun,

TORNADO—Paramount: All about the unhappiness
caused a man by his socially ambitious wife, with
Chester Morris as the coal miner who marries show-
girl Nancy Kelly, who goads him on to success only

to prove unfaithful. Nancy does a swell job and
Morris has never been more likable. Gwen Kenyon
and Bill Henry lend able support. (Nov.)

^TRUE TO LIFE—Paramount: Dick Powell and
Franchot Tone are a team of radio writers who are
slipping fast. When Dick discovers Mary Martin
singing in a little cafe and she takes him home to her
erratic family, he decides to put their antics on the

air. His radio serial is a success until the family
catches on, and then the trouble really starts. Vic
Moore, the father, is a scream. (Nov.)

\/\/VICTORY THROUGH AIR POWER—Disney-
U.A.: The most unusual film of the year, and one
which every American should see, is this history of

aviation, past, pre'=‘ent and future. It’s a plea by
Major de Seversky himself for a greater and mightier
air force; and with the aid of Disney’s men of genius,
the type of bomber needed to smash at the heart of
Tokio itself is pictured, (Oct.)

^y^WATCH ON THE RHINE—Warners: Paul
Lukas is the active German anti-Nazi who returns
with his three children and wife, Bette Davis, to her
home in Virginia, and the soul-searing events follow-
ing their arrival are almost unbelievable. Lucille
Watson as Bette’s mother is superb, George Coulouris
is splendid as the would-be Nazi, and Lukas gives a
wonderful performance. It’s a must-see. (Nov.)

S^WEWE NEVER BEEN LICKED—\Jn\versa\:

This is all about the training and the social and
romantic life of the students of famous Texas A and M
college and is an interesting, informative and exciting
picture. Richard Quine is a student who becomes a
target of suspicion through his friendship with two
Japs and how he turns traitor to his country is

thrilling. Anne Gwynne and Noah Beery Jr. are very
good, (Oct.)

\/\/WHISTLING IN BROOKLYN—U-G-U: Red
Skelton, amateur radio detective, is accused by the
police of being a notorious murderer, all of which he
thinks very funny until he finds himself trapped in

a warehouse with Ann Rutherford, Rags Ragland and
Jean Rogers. The fracas finally ends on the ball

field of the Brooklyn Dodgers with “dem bums” all

mixed up in it. There’s a lot of laughs. (Dec.)

\/WINTERTlME—2Qth. Century-Fox: The ice rou-
tines are the best thing in this weak little story, with
Jack Oakie and Cornel Wilde owners of a defunct re-
sort hotel whence come S. Z. Sakall and Sonia Henie,
thinking it’s a swanky resort. Carole Landis chases
Cesar Romero who chases Helene Reynolds, but out-
side of Sonja’s routines nothing matters much. (Dec.)

War Bonds now mean merrier

Christmases to come.

You may be startled by this

frankly-written story . . . But wise

wives will see the answer to many
an unhappy marriage!

1

00KING back, Mary tried to
remember just when it was that

1 Jim had begun to change. That
i might tell her what was wrong.

It wasn’t as if they really quarreled.
If they did . . . she might find a clue.

But how could you quarrel with a hus-
band who just stayed aloof and silent

—and drifted farther and farther away,
taking your happiness with him.

Doctors know that too many women
still do not have up-to-date information
about certain physical facts. And too
many who think they know have only
half-knowledge. So, they still rely on
ineffective or dangerous preparations.

You have a right to know about the
important medical advances made
during recent years in connection with
this intimate problem. They affect
every woman’s health and happiness.

And so, with the cooperation of doc-
tors who specialize in women’s medical
problems, the makers of Zonite have
just published an authoritative new
book, which clearly explains the facts.

{See free book offer below.)

You SHOULD, however, be warned here
about two definite threats to happiness.
First, the danger of infection present
every day in every woman’s life. Sec-
ond, the most serious deodorization prob-
lem any woman has . . . one which you
may not suspect. And what to use, as a
precaution, is so important. That’s why
you ought to know about Zonite anti-
septic.

Used in the douche (as well as for a
simple every-day routine of external
protection) Zonite is both antiseptic
and deodorant. Zonite deodorizes not
by just masking, but by actually de-
stroying odors. Leaves no lasting odor
of its own.

Zonite also kills immediately all germs
and bacteria on contact. Yet contains
no poisons or acids. No other type of
liquid antiseptic-germicide is more
powerful, yet so safe. Your druggist has
Zonite.

ANTISiPTIC

For Every Woman’s

Most Seribus Deodorant Problem

ft* * FREE This new, frankly-written book reveals up-to-date findings about an

intimate problem every woman should understand. Sent in plain

BOOK
Just Published

envelope. Mail coupon to Dept. 944D, Zonite Products Corpora-

tion, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

^Bl iMi
Reveals new
findings every

Name

woman should Street

know about

!

City State
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hold your hair securely in place

with Grip-Tuth Hairtainers*. Regardless

of hair-style, the exclusive spring-tooth action

grips the hair gently but firmly. Hair can’t

stray, because Hairtainers* can’t fall out!

Card of two (or one extra length) 25c at

beauty salons, chain and department stores.

DIADEM, INC., LEOMINSTER, MASS., DEPT. J1

*Trade Marks reg. U. S. Potent Office

Hollywood Locket
AWAY
Smart,
new. yel-
low gold

finish, sweetheart design.
Hollywood Locket GIVEN for
selling just 5 boxes of our

wonderful Spot Remover and
Cleaner at 25c each and returning:

the money collected. We trust you.
I M Hi... —H H ^

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS, Dept. 34-K, Jefferson. Iowa

Speak for Yourself

(Continued from page 4) in person. There
were no Klieg lights, studio trademarks,
director build-ups or Technicolor magic,
but I realized that these United Artists
are playing the greatest role of their
careers.

Touring far-flung battlefronts, putting
on canteen shows, praying and breaking
bread with the servicemen and traveling
thousands of miles to sell millions of dol-
lars worth of War Bonds, this heroic band
could not be associated with anything but
healthy, morale-packed entertainment.
The entire motion -picture industry is

backing the attack with spiritual and
temporal ammunition and after the boys
come home producers will never again
find it necessary to offer a free set of
dishes or a jackpot award to keep a long
box-office line waiting to say; “Four adults
and six children please.”

Mrs. L. K. Strader,
Detroit, Mich.

$1.00 PRIZE
Glamour and Garson

\^E WERE on our way back to our
barracks from the Post theater when

the subject of movie actresses was brought
up.
“Lana Turner is my idea of what a girl

should be like,” said one.
“I’ll take Betty Grable as my pin-up

girl,” another soldier added.
“Rita Hayworth is the one who starts

me to dreaming,” replied the third.

Then it was time for the last G.I. to
express his opinion. “Well,” he said, “I

have my favorite. She is by far the most
charming and lovable lady on the screen
today. She seems to be everything good,
honest and desirable. If you will stop to
think, you too will choose Greer Garson.”
A short silence was broken by three

equally excited voices all shouting the
praises of “our” favorite. Miss Garson.
And I might add—the kind of praises that
any star would be proud to hear from even
their closest friends.

Pvt. William B. Haynes,
West Palm Beach, Fla.

$1.00 PRIZE
Listen, Mr. Benny . . .

I
’VE BEEN hearing quite a bit about Jack

I Benny’s idea to award medals to Kay
Francis, Carole Landis, Martha Raye and
Mitzi Mayfair for their work entertaining

the boys overseas. That is a very noble
gesture on Mr. Benny’s part, I’m sure, but
I’m afraid I don’t agree with him. The
four stars did a splendid job entertaining
our boys and I think they should be com-
mended for it, but I think this medal busi-
ness is silly. They did risk their lives over
there, but so do all our servicemen and
women who are over there right now.

This is the point: If those four stars are
given medals, I think that every service-

man and woman who goes overseas should
be given a medal also. Surely they are
giving as much as Kay, Carole, Martha and
Mitzi gave.

Jeanne Bourne,
San4a Rosa, Calif.

$1.00 PRIZE
It's Killing!

I

PROTEST! I demand a retake!
I What’s all the fuss about? Just this:

It all started with Jimmy Cagney, George
Raft, Eddie G. Robinson and the Dead-
enders. They went soft.

So they started a fad. Humphrey Bogart
changed from crook to cop in “Maltese

Falcon.” Ray Massey went straight in
‘ Invaders.” Sydney Greenstreet and Peter
Lorre didn’t kill anyone in “Casablanca.”
Bette Davis went romantic in “Now, Voy-
ager,” and is no longer the gal you love
to hate.
Joseph Cotten is no longer a psycho-

pathic killer. Alan Ladd has changed from
Lug to Lover. Even that bea-utiful bad
man, Helmut Dantine, has gone good.
And now, the last straw! The hand-

somest heel in Hollywood, George Sanders,
turns hero.
Give us back our heels. Stop killing off

our killers!

Beatrice Boulware,
Denver, Colorado.

$1.00 PRIZE
Oklahoma Speaking

I

’M AN “Oakie” and I am far from being
ashamed of it. The “Grapes Of Wrath”

has dubbed all Oklahomans as “Oakies.”
Most Californians speak of our state as
though it were an ugly, uncolorful and
rather uncivilized place.
Why can’t a movie be made to boost

Oklahoma? Perhaps one of the stage play,
“Oklahoma,” which has gone over with
such a bang.
“We “Oakies” have the same feelings, see

the same shows, like the same music and
live our lives very little differently from
people in other states. Believe it or not

—

we do wear shoes.

Juanita Jones,
Erick, Oklahoma.

HONORABLE MENTION

DECENTLY attending the Cavalry School
at Fort Riley, Kansas, I had the privi-

lege of meeting Mrs. Oleg Cassini (Gene
Tierney). I can truthfully say that Gene
Tierney was as sincere, congenial and
hospitable a lady as any soldier would
ever want to know.
Many a time she would sit at the P.X.

with Ollie and some of my other class-
mates and be as sweet and friendly as our
favorite girl friends.

Good luck to Gene and Ollie from all

the troopers.
Staff Sgt. Daniel L. Lieberfarb,
Camp Wolters, Texas.

UTSIDE of Walt Disney’s “Saludos
Amigos” and some superficial pictures

about travel in Latin America such as
“Down Argentine Way” Hollywood is do-
ing little to strengthen the solidarity be-
tween the United States and the Latin
American countries. What the producers
have failed to realize is that Latin America
has developed a valuable resource of lit-

erature of her own, many works of which
have been translated into English and
which would make excellent material for

films.

Frederick McCulloch,
Evanston, 111.

O N the recent visit of the Hollywood
Victory Caravan to Philadelphia the

star who really made a surprise impression
on the city of “Brotherly Love” was Dick
Powell.
We liked the vitality and appreciation

that Dick Powell radiated. The other stars

were super and did a swell job, but they
lacked the “so glad to be with you” feeling

of which Dick Powell had plenty to splash
around.

Clare T. Dailey,
Philadelphia, Penn.
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Order of the Wedding Day
(Continued from page 24) miles from Bev-
erly Hills, Glenn had found himself able
to visit his girl every week end.

“I kept thinking how wonderful it would
be if she were already my wife,” he said.

“I’d expected to be shipped across long
before, but as time went by and I wasn’t,
I wanted so to hurry up and marry her
before it was too late, that I even planned
the date! If I didn’t go overseas before
October rolled around. I’d ask her to forget
our previous ideas about waiting until
after the war and marry me then.”
Whereupon Glenn became the best-

natured, most obliging and most well-
behaved Marine in Camp Pendleton. He
saw to it that there was no cause for his
C.O. not to grant him his heart’s desire—

a

beautiful furlough for purposes of mar-
riage and honeymooning.
October came, and Glenn, now a ser-

geant, was still stationed at Pendleton.
“O. K. . . . I’m going to pop the question!”
he determined—and Eleanor left town!
With her long stint at the Metro studios
over, she had gone to San Francisco for
two weeks of personal appearances. So
for two whole week ends he couldn’t see
her. But when she got back, she found
a young man bubbling with plans.

“Ellie,” he began elaborately, with a
sidelong glance at the girl sitting beside
him in the comfortable Powell library, “I

have an idea.” Suddenly the tactical ap-
proach vanished in thin air and he blurted,
“Will you marry me Saturday the twenty-
third? Don’t you see, darling,” he charged
on before she could interrupt, “we’ll have
ten whole days for a honeymoon!”

Ellie couldn’t resist such a wonderful
idea. “You know,” she said excitedly, “they
tell me San Francisco is a fascinating place.
I’ve never had time to find out. Wouldn’t
it be grand for a honeymoon?”

G lenn will never forget how his bride
looked. With all of ten frantic days to

make wedding preparations, she marched
to the altar in the most beautiful bridal
gown, veil and flowers he’d ever seen.
Practical Mrs. Ford-to-be had planned a
simple, not-too-bridey affair which could
be worn later at suitable occasions. But
practical Mrs. Ford-to-be, or “Sentimental
Susie” as she calls herself, went all out
for the bride stuff!

Something old? “My shoes,’’ smiled
Eleanor. “I bought them long ago for a
very special routine.” Inside one of her
slippers was a sixpence. “For more luck,”
she laughed happily, “but I’m not super-
stitious!”

Something new? The beautiful satin
dress, of course, with its row of tiny but-
tons marching down the back.

Something borrowed? The lovely hand-
kerchief which her secretary and only
bridal attendant had loaned her. “She car-
ried it at her own wedding,” Eleanor said.

Something blue? The tiny four-leaf
clover with one infinitesimal pink rosebud
that the dressmaker had sewn inside the
neckline of her dress.

The bridal bouquet was a surprise,
planned and designed by Eleanor’s mother
—a frothy dream of large, satin-bound
white orchids, from which tumbled a snowy
waterfall of baby orchids and tulle.

THOSE last few minutes before the cere-
* mony, while the guests were assembling
in the white fairyland of the living room
below, Glenn spent in the front bedroom
upstairs with his “best man and best
friend” Ned Crawford. The bride sat in

her own bedroom and chatted with her
secretary-matron of honor. Both Ellie and
Glenn, according to best man and matron
of honor, talked sensibly, quietly and well.

But neither Ellie nor Glenn, for all that,

have the faintest idea of what they talked
about.
The reception was very gay and very

lively, and Sergeant and Mrs. Glenn Ford
had a lovely time. There were the kisses
and congratulations in the living room and
then Glenn and Ellie, trailed by photog-
raphers, went to the dining room to cut
the great white wedding cake, made for
them by the chef of the Brown Derby
and standing now on the lace-covered
table surrounded by creamy gardenias.
“Put your hand over hers!” called

Glenn’s mother as Eleanor and Glenn
grasped the silver cutter.

“Yes’m,” said the groom dutifully

—

though he probably doesn’t remember ever
saying it!

It was too happy a reception for Glenn
and Ellie to remember anything special

—

except that they had a wonderful time.
They had a wonderful time in San Fran-
cisco, too—making the rounds of the res-
taurants, storing up the memories that will

mean so much to them when this war is

over and they can settle down to that good,
solid-oak domesticity they both want.

Until that time, however, there will be
enough to keep them busy and passably
happy. Ellie, who is already slated to make
a big picture for another studio, will be
occupied with her work. Glenn, waiting
and hoping for his turn to be shipped
across, will continue to do his best to honor
the Marine uniform he wears so proudly.

And their week ends, when they are to-
gether, will be for them to spend planning
and dreaming of their life together.

The End

Skilled hands on the assembly line . . .

efficient hands for added daily respon-

sibilities . . . determined hands, rolling

bandages, tending canteens. To do

their best, these busy hands must be at

their best. Chamberlain's Lotion aids

in protecting them from painful crack-

ing, chapping, ugly redness . . . helps to

keep them soft, smooth, beautifully

conditioned. Chamberlain's is the

clear, golden Lotion that dries with

convenient quickness . , . the Lotion

that leaves the delightfully fresh fra-

grance of orange blossoms on the skin.

Use Chamberlain's Lotion regularly:

before you start your work, again when
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LUCKY 7 for A LUCKY LADY
who's going to make her soldier proud of her at Christmastime!

So your son, your husband, your brother, your beau, is coming home for the
holidays . . . Don't Betray Him!

1. Don't talk about anything you have not seen in print or heard on the radio,

even it it seems to be something about which everybody knows.

2. Avoid telling even your good friends what Johnny says about his unit.

3. Don't discuss troop movements.

4. If somebody else talks, don't pass on the information.

5. Don't talk about your work in a war plant.

6. Avoid causing hysteria by inferring there are spies everywhere.

7. Remember that the enemy is depending on you to pass on the various

secrets he wants. Forestall this by silence on any subject

about which you have doubts.



When Your
Eyes Are Tired

OTHIS
es tired? Do they smart
and burn from overwork,

dust, wind, lack of
sleep? Then cleanse

and soothe them
the quick, easy

way — use
Murine.

WHAT
IS MURINE.
Murine is a
scientific blend of
seven ingredients— safe,
gentle, and oh, so soothing!
Just use two drops in each eye.
Right away Murine goes to work
to relieve the discomfort of tired,
burning eyes. Start using Murine today.

eves
SOOTHES • REFRESHES

'A' Invest in America’^Buy War Bonds and Stamps ir

COAiFORT
One of America's finest Sanitary Napkins

"Comfort" Napkins are wonderfully soft
and comfortable. No chafing! No irritation!
Made of pure surgical cotton of liigheet ab-
sorbency and finest yarn. Send 79^

. dozen today, ftloney-refund
juarantee. DOZEN

TVirO ^ A N U FACTOR IN G.CO.RR
iw J.i V/.nS1 Arlington pl. Brooklyn, NiV.;

cpCCENLARGEMENT
® Just to get acquainted withi
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
one snapshot print or negative, photo or
picture to 8x10 inches—FREE—if you en-
close this ad. (10c for handling and return
mailing appreciated.) Information on hand
tinting in natural colors sent immediately.
Your original returned with your free en-
largement. Send it today.
GEPPERT STUDIOS, Dept. 746, Des Molnes, la.

NEW!
FOR BESTI
WASHING

!

RESULTS Washes Wool Perfectly

Contains no soap, oil or fat. Leaves sweaters,

socks, blankets, baby's things soft, fluffy, really

clean. Made for wool by a wool firm. At art

needlework, notion and other departments of

leading department and chain stores . 25<

TO BE SWEET, BE CLEAN
MODERN FEMININE hygiene

Boro-Pheno-Form
medicated supposi-
tories—aid to one
of women's oldest
problems. They’re
dainty, cleansing,
soothing, deodoriz-
ing. Ready for in-
stant use. For years,
the choice of thou-
sands of particular

women. Get FREE informative booklet on the Boro-
Pheno-Form way of Feminine Hygiene.

Ask Any Druggist Anywhere or Write

DR. PIERRE CHEMICAL CO., Dept.A-12
162 N. Franklin SI., Chicago, III.

BORO iDR.PIERRE'S,

PHENO FORM

"B-r-r-r-r," says the weather
man, "it's going to be a cold

winter!" So if you're smart—and
aren't we all!—you'll follow the "save

heat" lead of fhe Kellys: Gene, Betsy and
Baby Kerry, who are cheerily going about

the snug-as-a-bug business. And all accord-

ing to the rules laid down by experts!

Ever hear of caulking cracks
around the windows and doors?

It's done with a compound and
spray gun—and good-by Jack Frost!

Handy man—or woman
—around the house
can weather-strip his

home in nothing flat

Listen at this kind of key-

hole and you hear no cold
wind! Stop up the keyholes
of all unused doors this winter

Keep the temperature at 65;

wear warm clothes d la

Kelly; block cracks of unused

doors and you'll almost
hove June in January



(Continued from page 15) a career first,

last and always, and therefore men and
love and home and marriage are subcon-
sciously relegated to the ash heap. Or,

maybe it’s the question of having to leave

Hollywood to follow him. Or, maybe it’s

just that they haven’t met the right man
and Hollywood, believe it or not, is not the

place to meet him unless they want an
actor for a beau—-and they seldom do!

Cal’s Letter to Servicemen: Thanks for

the letters, fellows. I enjoyed every one

of them. Yours, Sergeant Ken Jones of

Cal’s own home town, but now in North
Africa; yours. Marine Pfc. Skip Blauvelt,

somewhere in Italy; yours. Ensign Ed
Frank, down in New Caledonia; yours.

Sailor Bill Appleton of New Jersey, out

somewhere on the Atlantic; yours. Ensign
Bob Sears, in the Aleutians; and the dozens

of others. The thing that amazes Cal is

where you got hold of all those Photo-
plays!

True, some of the issues you wrote

about were a few months old, but the fact

you cherished them and enjoyed them
enough to write us about them is a thrill

that comes once in a lifetime. In reply let

me give you the Hollywood picture as

it is this month.
Errol Flynn, whom you seemed to enjoy

in “Thank Your Lucky Stars” (those of

you lucky enough to see new pictures), is

back in the papers again. Shirley Evans
Hassau has filed suit against the actor,

charging him with being the father of her

daughter, Marilyn Evans, born November
13, 1940.

Flynn himself almost did a bit of suing

on his own. He was furious at a New York
publishing firm which published

^
asserted

Cal York's Inside Stuff

reflections on Flynn’s courage while visit-

ing the Spanish Civil War front in 1937.

After a conference with his attorney,
Flynn decided the cost of prosecuting
“wouldn’t be worth the time and effort in-

volved.”
How would you like to have printed

statements go out about you, fellows?
Wow!
Bets are on that that wedding never

comes off between Betty Hutton and radio-
writer Charles Martin. So in case any of

you fellows were torching for Betty, cheer
up.
Wish we could tell you the name of that

famous couple who were warned by the
police to stop parking in that certain dark
spot. Whewie!
Charles Chaplin Jr., eighteen-year-old

son of the famous comic, was sworn into

the Army and hoped to be allowed to join
the cavalry.
His younger brother, Sidney, now seven-

teen, expects to go in when he comes
of age.

Joan Barry, who some time ago accused
Chaplin Sr. of being the father of her un-
born child, had her baby. It’s a girl, Carol
Ann.
A blood test to determine the father-

hood of the child will be given shortly.
Chaplin’s former wife, Paulette Goddard,

gets Cal’s vote as the gal who grows pret-
tier by the minute. Every time we see
Paulette we think she’s lovelier than the
last time.
Speaking of pretty girls, that little Mar-

jorie Riordan, who played in “Stage Door
Canteen,” has been taken over by Warner
Brothers. But speaking of simply gorgeous
“critters” have you seen pictures of War-
ners’ blue-eyed, golden-haired, dimpled-

cheeked Dolores Moran? What a dish!
Write for a picture of Dolores to Warner
Brothers Studios, in Burbank, California,
and be the envy of every fellow in camp.
Not a one of you who has seen action

has ever witnessed a man as fighting mad
as Gene Kelly when that misinformed (as
usual) radio columnist had him and Mrs.
Kelly separating. Was that Irishman Kelly
boiling!

Ann Sheridan is sweet on a fellow called

Oscar Brooke, who works for Warner
Brothers down in Mexico, which is one of

the reasons Annie favors hot tamaleland.
Anyway, Ann took off for New York ex-
pecting to meet Oscar there only he
couldn’t make it.

Some meanies suggest Warners wouldn't
let him. Ann didn’t let it spoil her fun.

Steve Hannigan, who seems to meet all

visiting movie stars at the station, showed
her a whale of a time.
Hear you servicemen resent Bette Davis’

song, “’They’re Either Too Young or Too
Old” in “Thank Your Lucky Stars.” We can
see your point.

The songs that have everyone hum-
ming now are “Wait For Me, Mary,"'
“People Will Say We’re In Love,” and
“Pistol Packin’ Mama.” (What a title!

)

Someone asked Orson Welles, who wed
Rita Hayworth whom he sawed in half
during the run of his famous magic show,
when he first fell in love with Rita. He
replied, “When I first sawed her.” Ouch!

In a scene for Eddie Cantor’s new pic-
ture, a cutie suggests she and Eddie marry
and maybe have a little baby boy.
Eddie then turns to the audience and

says, “Somebody please tell her about me.”
So long, fellows, keep writing. It means

a lot to old Cal to hear from you.

SI M U LATED

SEND NO MONEY COUPON
Just send your name, address and ring: size (paste

coupon on a postcard or put it in an envelope). We
ship both rings in lovely gift box immediately and
you make just 2 easy payments of $2 each, total $4.
We trust you. No red tape, as you make first payment
and a few cents for tax and mailing costs to postman
on arrival, then balance any time within 30 days.
Money back guaranteed.
EMPIRC DIAMOND CO., Dept. ST-93, Jefferson, Iowa

012345678 9 10

n

DIAMOND
RINGS

Wedding and
Engagement

Think of wearing such sparkling, simu-
lated Diamond Rings on all occasions!
At dances, at the oHice, at bridge parties or
the wedding^spark ling Simulated Diamond
Rings set in precious Sterling Silver. The
mounting reproduces the design of romance
and love that is the rage from New York to
California. With every order for SMART,
NEW STERLING SILVER SOLIT.AIRE
RING, WE WILL INCLUDE WITHOUT EX-
TRA COST AN EXQUISITE WEDDING
RING, set with eight simulated diamonds,
matching in tire and brilliance the beautiful
Simulated Diamond solitaire engagement ring
(the perfect bridal pair). Send no money. You have this one chance to wear
the ring.s you've always wanted. War conditions limit our supply of these
gorgeous rings.

oo
DOWN PAYMENT
ON ARRIVAL
lO DAYS
TRIAL

For Your
Ring Size

Use this
handy ring
measure.
Tie string
around

finger, cut
and mark
off size on
scale at

left.

SendThis Priority Coupon Today

Empire Diamond Co., Dept. ST-93, Jefferson, la.

Send the Simulated Diamond Solitaire ring and wedding
ring in lovely gift box. I understand I can return the rings
within 10 days for any reason and you will refund promptly.

Ring Size

Name

Address

City. State
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GUARD YOUR NAILS
WITH SEAL-COTE

Busy hands deserve pro-
tection for beauty’s sake.
More and more smart
women are finding SEAL-
COTE an amazing beauty
aid. SEAL-COTE pro-
tects the nails and the
polish — adds lustre!
Make your manicures last

longer
— ‘’SEAL-COTE

your nails today and
every day.”

SEAICOTE
25catCosmeticCounters

For generous sampUp
clip this ad and
send with 13c to cover

mailing. Seal -Cote

Co., 759 Seward,
Hollywood, Calif,

MAKE MONEY COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating new occupation quick^
learned by average man or woman.Work
full or spare time. Easy to understand meth-
od brings out natural, life-likecolors. Many e5

while learning. No canvassin
Free Book telle how to make good
money doing this delightful home
work for studios, stores, individ-
uals and friends. Send today for
your copy. No obligation.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
1315 Michinan Ave.. Dept. 1381. Chicago.U.S.

Easy
to

Learn

train

We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with singing lessons—but by sound, sci.
entifically correct silent and vocal exercises,

PERFECTUOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 79lt. 64 E.LakeSI. Chicago HI

Trims hair as it combs! l

Easy! Quick! Keeps men’s,
women’s, children's hair
trim neat, freshly-cut
looking all the time!
Trims, tapers, thins out

uneven hair. Use like ordinary comb. Safe. Simple,

SAMPLES FOR AGENTS f^?r«rpr„e fS;
legs, underarms! Sells like wild! Sample offer sent im-
mediately to all who send name at once. A penny postal
will do. SEND NO MONEY. Just your name. KRISTEE CO..
446 Bar St.. AKRON. OHIO

No

guaranteed
GENUINEDIAMOND

Solitaire QC
ringAIf

Get Acquainted®
offer: Diamonds are pre-ylou? -Rod supplies are

Is a won-
derful Opportunity. Beau-
tiful. genuine DIAMONDm lustrous rose cut for

fire and sparkle set la
real lOK yellow
gold RING. The

they last.

SEND NO MONEY.
Just name. ad-
dress and ring
size. Genuine Dia-
mond ring in love-
ly gift box sent
immediately and

you pay postman only $4.95 plus few
cents mailing cost and tax. on arrival.
Wear on 10 days’ money back guaran-
tee. Rush order now and have your
dreams come true.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. 68-D. Jefferson. Iowa

Matching Design
Wedding RING
GIVEN For
Promptness

Deeply e m

-

bossed yellow
Gold Plate WED-
DING RING in.
eluded without
extra charge if

j order now

Deal Yourself

(Continued from page 41) just that. When
I was a child star I had my mother to
supervise my home life. And if I so much
as said, ‘Shall I lunch at the Brown Derby
today?’ I had a crowd around advising
me. Johnny, whom I married when I

was eighteen, also looked after me.
“It was quite an experience for me to

discover I must see that the gas bill was
paid, that the milkman brought the milk,
or life would not go on—would not go on
smoothly, at any rate.

“That was only the beginning. Soon I

had to stand on my own feet in other
ways, decide exactly what I wanted to do
and frequently find the courage to do it.

I had to decide, for instance, to return

—

with Julie—to the Brentwood house we
left when Johnny and I parted. To leave
the house you and your husband have
shared is somehow the conventional
thing to do when there is a divorce. How-
ever, Johnny and I had not been happy in
that house, had lived there only a short
time and had shared very little in it. It

was, however, important to Julie. She
had played with Deanna Durbin’s small
nephew and the other children who lived
along our road ever since she could re-
member. The postman and the milkman
were her friends. There was the neighbor-
hood drugstore where she bought ice-
cream cones. It was her world. So, facing
this truth, I moved back.

“There’s no end to the trails you blaze
when you begin to stand on your own
feet. Your entire existence changes into
a far better thing than it ever was before.
You change into a far, far more interest-
ing and colorful human being than you
were before—automatically.

“Little by little you gain initiative and
confidence and release the individual you
are potentially; an individual, incidentally,
which far too many people keep forever
trapped within themselves because of a
combination of fears and inhibitions.

“I have found this business of standing
on my own feet to be comprised of little

things. Also that it takes a surprisingly
long time, that it is as gradual a process
as a baby’s learning to walk—taking one
step, sitting down; then moving cautiously
and not too surely from one object to an-
other—while you measure your strength.

“It’s such a little thing as meeting people
more bravely. So you don’t shrink down
into your shoulders and talk too fast or
else mumble so no one knows or cares
what you say. So, instead, you speak up
and, with your hand outstretched, say
‘How do you do. How are you?’ And, con-
sequently, become more important in
others’ eyes.

“It is such a little thing as when some-
one says: ‘Would you like a cocktail?’
You do not answer: ‘If you want one
I’ll take one,’ but say, ‘Yes, thank you.
I would like a Scotch Old-Fashioned!’

“AT first you may be a little aggressive.
t' But I don’t think this is too important

when it means you are on the way to
conquering yourself. I had many dis-
couragements and setbacks when I began
the long and still unfinished business of

conquering myself—the only person or
thing in the world I have any wish to

conquer, by the way. However, I realized

if I didn’t do this I would pay endlessly

—

in fears and trembling and tears in bed.
In such recriminations as, ‘I’m nobody! I

have no strength of character. I don’t

know where I’m going. I don’t know what
I’m doing.’

“Besides, there are good rewards along
the way, even the first rockiest part of

the way . . . There are all those times

I

when you can stand before your mirror

in on Life

and say, ‘I did all right tonight,’ or ‘Once
I wouldn’t have had the courage to speak
up.’

‘Best of all,” Anne went on with frank
triumph, “I no longer treat men any differ-
ently than I treat women. Because I no
longer tremble in my boots for fear I won’t
appear popular with men or for fear men
themselves will think I’m running after
them, I behave neither with exaggerated
gaiety nor in a stiff, unfriendly manner.
When I think of the men in the past I

surely must have rebuffed by these poses

—

men who might have been good friends

—

I have a real sense of loss.

“Of course I have flirted. It’s such fun.
But I’m twenty-four now, not sixteen. I’m
twenty-four mentally and emotionally as
well as in the family Bible. So I’ve known
that flirting was a game, not anything
to be taken seriously; and those I’ve
flirted with have known this, too.

“Another thing: When you begin pos-
sessing yourself, even a little, you have
more courage in your selection of clothes.

Lo! "The Sultan's Daugh-
ter": Meaning brown-
eyed, brown-haired Ann
Corio all dressed up to

intrigue you. She's a

little gal with a bright

past, being one of thirteen

children in a Hartford,

Connecticut, family and
having come to Hollywood
via church-ploy, chorus-

girl, burlesque route

0



If you long for a fuchsia dress you buy a
fuchsia dress, irrespective of how startling

it may be with your coloring. If anyone
suggests your fuchsia dress is a little on
the loud side you say, ‘I know. But it

does something for me. I’m happy wear-
ing it!’ And you do not give it away or

hang it in the back of your closet.

“You don’t buy things you don’t want,
either. If you go into a shop for a red

blouse you don’t come out with a yellow
blouse simply because you feel you must
buy something after taking the salesgirl’s

time. She probably is a nice person and
your feeling that she thinks you ought to

buy something is the product of your timid

and uncertain mind.

“VOU also have your own opinions and
* you stand up to them. Even when

everyone else at a party thinks So and So
was magnificent in a certain picture you
say, ‘I’m sorry, I thought she gave a dread-
ful performance,’ if that’s what you sin-

cerely do think.

“Once,” she says, “if any critic said,

‘Anne Shirley gives a very bad perform-
ance,’ I would have had but one alterna-

tive—to kill myself!
“Now I would decide what that partic-

ular critic’s opinion was worth. Or if I

should receive unanimously bad reviews

—

while I would be far from happy—

I

wouldn’t quit pictures. I would try to de-
cide why my performance was as bad as it

must have been . . . whether I hadn’t

worked hard enough, hadn’t understood
the character, or never should have been
cast in that role in the first place.

“I keep thinking of a friend who did
something I didn’t like recently. I went
to her and said, ‘You did so and so. I

don’t think it’s any good!’

“I couldn’t believe I was hearing my own
voice. . . .

“My friend was pleased I had gone to

her and given her a chance to explain.

Which she did, very simply. So that our

I

relationship now is better than ever before.

Once it wouldn’t have been. Once I would
have buried my head in the sand like an

j

ostrich, said nothing, built up reservations

and our relationship would have been
, ruined, of course.

D ON’T let me give the impression that

I have conquered myself completely.

I Far from it. I’m still shy, among other

things, about facing a crowd and being of

any entertainment value. I can sit in a

corner with a single person and tell the

1

story about the Marine and the General
: and, like a good ham, enjoy doing this, hold

I interest and get a laugh. But should I

be asked to repeat that story for a crowd
i I couldn’t do it to save my life. Proving,

I
of course, I don’t possess myself too well

I

at all.

I

“But I never stop giving thanks that I

i am, at least, on my way.
i “For obviously it is only by standing on
I your own feet, by asserting yourself, that

:
you can hope to win the favors life has to

i dispense. Obviously it’s stupid to sit back

j

and expect individuality, popularity, suc-
cess or love—or anything else—to drop

]
into your lap.”

J

She smiled, a new and provocative
smile. “I’ve found it an exciting busi-
ness, too—discovering what I really think,
what I really want, what I really feel

—

really meeting Anne Shirley. For twenty-
two years I didn’t know myself at all; I

lived with a stranger.

“That’s no fun. And it gets you nowhere
-—that is, nowhere you want to go.”

The End

He's fighting for you. Buy a Christmas
War Bond for him.

15 POUNDS NEXT MONTH
If you wish to lose fifteen pounds of
ugly fat next month—you can do it.

Yes, it’s as easy as that if you but
follow the simple instructions of
Sylvia of Hollywood in her remark-
able book, No More Alibis.

And if you’re fat in spots, let Sylvia
explain how to make those stub-
born bumps and bulges vanish in

double quick time. Just picture
how you would look if your hips
were no so broad . . . if your legs
were not so heavy . . . if your an-
kles were not so thick. Well, No
More Alibis tells you just how to
correct these figure faults. How
you can mold your body into beau-
tiful, alluring proportions. And
best of all, this can be done in the
privacy of your own boudoir

—

without the aid of any apparatus
whatsoever.

If you are skinny Sylvia’s weight
gaining regimen adds flattering
pounds at an amazingly fast rate.

Just think what fifteen more
pounds would do to your figure.

Wouldn’t it make a tremendous dif-

ference if you didn’t have that flat

chest—those skinny legs? Of course
it would!

So get busy at once—get your copy
of No More Alibis and prove to
yourself that you can really change
your figure! This 128-page book is

chock full of just the information
you’ve been looking for. Order
your copy—TODAY! We pay the
postage.

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. P.P.M.M.-I44

2Q5 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

This offer good in V. S. only

WAS $1.00

Now Only 25c

%ur ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge your favorite snap-

shot, photo, Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches, if you enclose this ad with a 3c stamp for return
mailing. Please include color of hair and eyes and get
our new Bargain Offer giving you your choice of handsome
frames with a second enlargement beautifully hand tinted
in natural lifelike colors and sent on approval. Your orig-
inal returned with your enlargement. Send today.
DEAN STUDIOS. Dept. 667. 211 W. 7th St.. Des Moines. Iowa STAMP

Relieve
ITCHMi§ery of

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples— other itch-

ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-

less. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial bot-
tle proves it—or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

EARN MONEY
PAINTING
PORTRAITS

• No previous training or talent

necessary. Unique Stuart System
teaches you, by mail, in 10 simple,

easy-to-follow lessons, to make ex-

cellent charcoal and oil likenesses.

STUART Detailed guidance for your every

step. Send for free book todiijt*

121 Monument Circle. Room 461, Indianapolis 9, Ind.

Please send me free book and outline of lessons.

Name

Street.

City ta te

FEET HURT ? 1VEAK.a\iCHES!
Tired, aching feet, rheumatic-like foot and leg pains, fatigue, sore
heels and callouses often are traceable to weak arches. Dr. Scholl’s
Arch Supports and exercise help relieve pain caused by strain of
the muscles and ligaments. Give firm uplift. Are molded to the
feet and adjustable as condition of arch improves. Expertly fitted

and adjusted at Shoe, Dept, and Surgical Supply Stores every-

where. For FREE booklet write Dr. Scholl’s, Inc., Chicago, lU.

There is a Dr. Seholl Foot Comfort Appliance or Remedy for Every Common Foot Trouble

Can^f Sit or Stand Still ?
Are there times when you are Wakeful, Restless and Irrita-

ble? These discomforts, as well as Headache, and Digestive
disturbances, may be caused by Nervous Tension. DR. MILES NERVINE helps tct

.relax Nervous Tension. Get it at your drug store in liquid or effervescent tablets. Read
directions and use only as directed. Effervescent tablets 35c and 75c, liquid 25c and $ l.OO*



DOCTORS WARN
CONSnPATED FOLKS

AROOT LAZY LIVER
Constipation is often accompanied by many
discomforts — headaches, lack of energy and
mental dullness being but a few. And here’s
good advice! For years a noted Ohio Doctor,
Dr. F. M. Edwards, successfully relieved scores
of patients from constipation with his famous
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful ! They not only gently yet thoroughly
cleanse the bowels but ALSO stir up liver bile
flow. Test their goodness TONIGHT! 15)i, 30^,
60(1. Follow label directions.

Beouflfut S/mu/afee/ I Ik IistoneKING
GIVEN—- ^ new, dain>

-ty. Sterling Silver Ring set with
* sparkling simulated Blrthstone cor-
1 rect for your birth date—GIVEN
I
for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown

1 Spot Remover and Cleaner at 25c
I each. Send name and address today
for order. We trust you. Many
feel it’s lucky to wear thefr birthstone.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS, Dept.458.E, JefTerson.la.

SAMPli
fUSPICS

THE MELVILLE

Write me, and I’ll send you this big package
styles ABSO-LUTELY FREE. You’ll see gorgeous

newest style dresses—lovely lingerie
-hosiery-men’s shirts and socks

—all at LOW PRICES. Take or-
ders from friends and makemon^ in spare time. Get
FREE Samples! Send no
money for this big-profit
line of sample fabrics and
styles. It’s yours. ABSO-
LUTELY FREE. Rush name
and address now.

DEPT. 3709. CINCINNATI. OHIO

ANY PHOTO
Size 8 X 10 I nches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER

ENLARGED

Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge*
mente of any paH of group

^Original returned with your 3 fOP S2>00
enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY
photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and re-
ceive your enlargement, guaranteed fadeless,
on beautiful double-weight portrait quality

r now. Send your photos today.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS

100 East Ohio St. Dept. DW-19 Ohicago (11). 111.

PAIN
UVEARS YOU OUT . .

. . DRAGS YOU DOWN
Vhen Headache, Functional Monthly
’ains, or Simple Neuralgia interfere

vith your work or your enjoyment,

ry DR. MLLES ANTl-PAIN PLUS
Jet them at your drug store. Read di-

ections and use only as directed,

tegular package 25c, economy
lackage $1.00. MILES LABOR-
ATORIES, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

don’t WORRY
Whyputupwith yearsof
needless discomfort and
worry? Try a Brooks
Automatic Air Cushion.
This marvelous appli-

ancepermits theopening
to close, yet holds reduc-
ible rupture securely,
comfortably—day and
night. Thousands report amazing results. Light,

p
neat-fitting. No hard pads or stiff springs to chafe
or gouge. Made for men, women and children.

1'^ Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Never
M sold in stores. Beware of imitations. Write for

Free Book on Rupture, no-risk trial order plan

and proofof results.Correspondence confidentiaL

BROOKS COMPANV 142.C State SL. Marshall. Mich.

The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 6)

Crazy House (Universal)

It's About: “Are you kidding?”

THEY’RE back! That mad-as-a-hatter
* team of loco weed comics, Olsen and
Johnson, for a repeat of their hilarious
nightmare “Hellzapoppin.” I’m warning
you, friends, if you cherish your tottering

sanity don’t go within ten blocks of “Crazy
House” or you’ll be a candidate for a per-
manent guest.

To begin with, the premise is a riot. The
boys arrive in Los Angeles with parades
and banners flying to make another picture
for Universal only to find the studio will

have none of them. In fact, the only way
they can get within the gates is to be shot
over the wall from a cannon.
Once inside they decide to make their

own picture, hire an assistant director to

take over and accept the backing of a
fever-brained millionaire who hasn’t a
dime outside of his imagination. Now you
can take it from there. We’re busy look-
ing for someplace quiet to cool off.

Martha O’Driscoll, who sings (we won-
der why), and Patric Knowles furnish a

bit of romance; Cass Daley, who is twice
as confusing in a double role, Billy Gilbert,

Edgar Kennedy, Franklin Pangborn and
literally dozens of people get all mixed
up in the thing.

The DeMarcos are wonderful as a dance
team and Chandra Kaley and his dancers
most impressive.
Ramsay Ames, Count Basie and orches-

tra, Leighton Noble and orchestra, Percy
Kilbride, Fred Sanborn, Marion Hutton
and the Glenn Miller singers are just a
few of those present and accounted for.

Olsen and Johnson
themselves are in

top form in a pure-
ly escapist mumble
jumble of monkey
business.

Your Reviewer Soys:

Nuts!

ranks he is gradually promoted to the rank
of Major and returns home broken in

health but not in spirit.

Audiences, unfamiliar with Cavanaugh,
may find the biographical tale a bit jumpy
in spots. The love story between O’Brien
and Ruth Warrick is tenderly moving.
Robert Ryan, as Father Donovan, and
Russell Wade, as the boy who loses his

nerve under fire, are outstanding, but it’s

O’Brien’s picture and he deserves it.

Your Reviewer Says: Faith translated into

action.

You're A Lucky Fellow, Mr.

Smi’I’h (Universal)

It's About: A marriage of inconvenience.

VOU’VE gone through it before—this
* story of a girl who must marry by mid-
night in order to inherit money under
terms of a will. But you’ve never been
caught in a troop train quarantined with
measles, which is the newest angle under
the sun.
Anyway, it’s all gay and funny in its

little B way, with soldier Allan Jones a

partner to the marriage scheme and
Evelyn Ankers the schemer.
Patsy O’Connor, who pretends to have

the measles, is a pert little cutie who puts
over songs as they should be put over.

Billie Burke flutters around in the back-
ground. David Bruce, the waiting bride-
groom robbed of his bride, deserved to win
her in the first place, if you ask us, but
of course you didn’t.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s the same old
South, yuk, yuk,
yuk!

Best Pictures of the j^lonth

Gildersleeve

On Broadway
(RKO)

It's About: Uncle

The Iron

Major (RKO)

It's About: The life

story of a football

coach and soldier.

A TYPICAL Pat^ O’Brien role
just about sums up
this life story of

Major Frank Cav-
anaugh, football
coach and later war
hero of World War
I. In fact, we can’t

think of anyone bet-
ter fitted to portray
this man, this hus-
band, father and
typical American.
His capacity to

instill spirit and
strength into his
teams while coach-
ing at Cincinnati
University, Holy
Cross, Dartmouth,
Boston College and
Fordham is well
defined. And to
prove he practices
his preachings,
Cavanaugh joins up
as a private when
World War I ex-
plodes, From the

Guadalcanal Diary

The North Stor

Lost Angel

Rest Perforiiianees

Margaret O'Brien in "Lost Angel"

Anne Baxter in "The North Star"

Dana Andrews in "The North Star"

Walter Huston in "The North Star"

Jane Withers in "The North Star"

Farley Granger in "The North Star"

hits Broadway and
Broadway hits back.

^^NE of our favor-
ite radio char-

acters is the man
with the laugh—the
Great Gildersleeve
in person. But on
the screen he loses

something— mainly
the audience, this

time, who aren’t
amused at Gildy's

heading for New
York to straighten
out his niece’s ro-
mance. Of course,
you just know Gildy
gets involved with
too many women
and the results are
as corny as an Iowa
farm.

Billie Burke has
no business flutter-

ing around in this

opus. She hasn't

enough to do.

The funniest scene
takes place between
Gildy, a boy and a

bag of candy. The
bag wins.

Your Reviewer Says:

“Tain’t funny. Mc-
Gee!”



^ Good Luck, Mr. Yates

(Columbia)

It's About: An instructor who enlists in

the Army and the ensuing unpleasantness.

I
ESS BARKER is a young instructor in a
military school who sets off to enlist. A

slight ear ailment defers his enlistment
and while recovering he goes to work in

a shipyard, without telling friends. Word
is brought back to the school that Barker
is a slacker and all sorts of unpleasantness
ensue until matters are straightened out.

Your Reviewer Soys: An appealing story.

Mystery Broadcast (Republic)

It's About: A radio sleuth who attempts
to solve an unsolved crime.

R uth terry has a “This Crime Was
Never Solved” radio show that is slip-

ping. Sponsor says more excitement or no
show. So Miss Terry, goaded by radio

rival Frank Albertson, attempts actually

to solve an old murder and does she wish
she hadn’t before she’s through!

Your Reviewer Soys: You’re on the air, kids.

Harvest Melody (P.R.C.)

It’s About: A movie star who volunteers to

work on a farm.

MO’VIE star Rosemary Lane is slipping

badly in pictures so her smooth press
agent, Sheldon Leonard, sells her on the
idea of helping out in the harvest emer-
gency by becoming a worker on Johnny
Downs’ farm and thus getting herself a lot

of publicity.

Rosemary sings several songs, and the
Radio Rogues and Eddie Le Baron’s or-
chestra add to the entertainment.

Your Reviewer Soys: Back to the farm.

Hi'Ya Sailor (Universal)

It's About: A sailor who tries to get a
song published.

j^ONALD WOODS is a sailor in the Mer-^ chant Marine who comes to New York
with several pals in order to get one of his
songs published. After being gypped by a
phony publisher he meets a girl cab driver,

Elyse Knox, and she tries to help him
get his song introduced by an entertainer.
The main purpose of this little picture is

to present a lot of specialty acts and the
orchestras of Ray Eberle and Wingy
Minone, so Elyse takes Woods and his pals
to a servicemen’s canteen and night club,
where most of the numbers are presented.

It’s packed with songs and dances, the
Delta Rhythm Boys and the Hacker Duo
being especially good.

Your Reviewer Says: Almost a vaudeville
show.

Mystery Of The Thirteenth Guest
(Monogram)

It's About: A murderer who seeks to in-
herit a fortune.

LIELEN PARRISH, and various relations,
’ ' return to the mansion of her departed
grandfather, closed for thirteen long years
(the mansion, not the grandfather)

,
to hear

the reading of a will. Someone among
those assembled almost succeeds in anni-
hilating Miss Parrish, the heiress, in the
first reel and finally does succeed in bump-
ing off several others before being spotted

by a clever sleuth, played by Dick Purcell.
Tim Ryan, of the homicide squad, is an

amusing dumb bunny who keeps things
lively even when the corpses grow thickest.

Your Reviewer Says: A brain-relaxer.

Here Comes Elmer (Republic)

It's About: A small-time radio gang that
lands in New York.

IF you enjoy A1 Pearce and his radio gang,
' including Arlene Harris and Elmer
Blurt (played by Pearce), you’ll probably
enjoy this thin-as-sliced-baloney story of

a small-time radio group lured to New
York by a fake telegram.
Dale Evans, formerly of the Edgar Ber-

gen air show, sings “Baby, You’re So Good
to Me” most entertainingly. Pearce goes
into his “Blurt” character, Arlene Harris
gabbles, gabbles, Jan Garber and his or-
chestra please the ear. Pinky Tomlin sings
an oldie while Gloria Stuart and Frank
Albertson contribute the hearts-in-tune
department.

It grows wearisome in spots.

Your Reviewer Says: Radio comes to the
movies.

Man From Music Mountain
(Republic)

It's About: A radio star who gets caught in

a feud.

p OY ROGERS has the darnedest time try-
^ ing to prove to Ruth Terry that he’s on
her side and is not the villain that is

responsible for the havoc that befalls her
sheep. Personally, had we been Roy, we’d
have let the stubborn young lady fight it

out for herself.

It all happens when Roy and the Sons of

the Pioneers arrive in Duane County to put
on a radio show. There he learns of a

fracas between the sheep and cattle men
with Miss Terry’s sheep the victims.

Riding to her ranch to help, Rogers dis-

covers the ranch foreman is the real culprit

but before he can prove this to Miss Ter-
ry’s satisfaction he almost loses his own
life.

By the time Roy proves his innocence
everyone’s patience is almost exhausted.
But the ridin’ and shootin’ and feudin’ are
sure fun.

Your Reviewer Says: Lots of goings-on out
there on the ranch,

Guadalcanal Diary

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

It's About: A picturized account of our cap-
ture of the South Pacific base.

A CCURATE enough to carry weight, in-^ teresting enough to hold attention,
“Guadalcanal Diary” becomes an important
document of this war and should be seen
by every American.
Taken from the story “Guadalcanal

Diary” by Richard Tregaskis, the picture
reveals how our Marines landed on the
Jap-infested Island, their long heartbreak-
ing wait, during nerve-shattering bombings,
for reinforcements from the air, their losses

due to Jap deception and their eventual
routing of the little brown bedbugs.
The cast measures up to the best with

every member giving an impressive per-
formance. Preston Foster, as the Chaplain,
Lloyd Nolan, as the sergeant, William Ben-
dix and Anthony Quinn, as privates, are
particularly outstanding.

Your Reviewer Says; History comes to life.

/ KNOW, DAUGHTER- GET
PAZO FOR THOSE SIMPLE PILES

'MOTHER-PAZO GAVE
ME BLESSED RELIEF

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of

simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing

PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to

millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

How PAZO Ointment Works
1, Soothes inflamed areas— relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu-

bricates hardened, dried parts— helps prevent cracking

and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed-

ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.

Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application
PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile

Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so

PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and

the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get
PAZO ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

Prepare at home for thrilling career. Earn good In-
come. Many fine opportunities with s^le salons. Origi-
nate your own clothes. Practical, personalized training onc^r
the guidance of skilled designers. Send for FREE booklet

academy of dress design
13X5 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 1381. Chicago, U.S.A.

RINGS
SIMULATED
DIAMOND

Just to get acquainted we will send you smart new
yellow gold plate engagement ring or wedding ring.
Romance design engagement ring set with flashing, simu-
lated diamond solitaire in sentimental, orange blossom
mounting. Wedding ring is deeply embossed, yellow gold
plate in exquisite Honeymoon design. Either ring only
$1.50 or both for $2.79 and tax. SEND NO MONEY with
order, just name and ring size. Pay on arrival then wear
ring lO days on money-back guarantee. Rush order nuw!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO. Deot. 671BN. Jefferson. Iowa

“The Work

I Love“
AND $25 to J35 A WEEK!

*Tm a TRAINED PRACTICAL
NURSE, and thankful to
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF
NURSING for training me.
at home, in my spare
time, for this well-paid,
dignified work.”
YOU can become a nurse, too! Thousands of men
and women, 18 to 60. have studied this thorough,
home-study course. Lessons are easy to understand
and high school education not uecessary. Many
earn as they learn—Mrs. R. W. of Mich, earned
$25 a week while still studying. Endorsed by phy-
sicians. Easy tuition payments. Uniform and
equipment included. 45th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 181. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago 11. 111.

Pease send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name_

City_

-Age_
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Tired Kidneys

Often Bring

Sleepless Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny

tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy. When they get tired and don’t
work right in the daytime, many people have to get
up nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smart-
ing and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder. Don’t neglect
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.

_When disorder of kidney function permits poison-
ous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,

loss of pep and energy, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years.

They give happy relief and will help the 16 miles

of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book. “Stammering. Its Cause
and Correction,” describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 43 years. Benj. N. Bogue.
Dent IIS5. Circle Tower. Indianapolis 4. Ind.

LEG -SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—“THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE.” It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-

i

dorsed by multitudes.

UEPE METHODS.3284N.Green BayAve..
Dept. 21*A. Milwaukee. Wisconsin I

and have ring without cost. Rosebud U an old reliable sahre.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. BOX 77,W00DSB0RS, MARYUND.

iMail us $1.00 and we I

I will send you prepaid I4 boxes famous Rose* I

Ibud Salve (25c size) I

1 and will includewith I

Isalvetbislovelysolid I

I eterling silver Birth- 1

Istone Ring your size I

*andmoQtb. Youcanl
RfiU the 4 salve and eet back vour $1.00 I

FREE
BOOKLET

Will YouWear HandShow Itto Friends?
I oeeda reliable man in your town to get a fine, made-to-
measure. all-wool suit without paying cash, but by tak-
ing a few orders from friends, wearit—show It—to help
you take more orders with my line of nearly 100 quality
fabrics, all sensational values, guaranteed. You can make
up to (12.00 in a day without experience or investment.
I supply everything required FREE). Write today, giv-
ing age. etc., for outfit. STONE-FIELD. ^330
W. Harrison St.» Dept. A-93S. Chicago, Illinois*

HOLLYWOOD
ENLARGEMENT
OF YOUR FAVORITE PHOTO
Just to get acquainted, we will make
you FREE a beautiful PROFES-
SIONAL enlargement of any snap-
shot, photo, kodak picture, print or
negative to 5 x 7 inch. Please include
color of eyes, hair, and clothing for
prompt information on a natural, life-

like color enlargement in a FREE
FRAME to set on the table or dresser.

Your original returned with FREE enlargement. Please
send 10c for return mailing.A Quick^Offer limited to U.S.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd.fDept. 60, HollywoocL Calif*

Oyv7777i
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M

tely hortd cngroved in

>g, exotic design.
"

wide. A lovely oddition to your

Iry ensemble. You'll be
thrilled with its beouty For

yourself or gifting.

Your first name
engroved
medollic
Specify when
ordering.

CONSUMER'S MERCHANDISE MART

The Miracle Of Morgan's Creek
(Paramount)

It's About: The astounding consequences of
a sudden elopement.

DEWILDERING in its theme, “The Miracle
Of Morgan’s Creek” confounds, as-

tounds, amuses, amazes, perplexes and
borders cagily on the edge of bad taste.

Briefly the story has Betty Hutton and
Diana Lynn, daughters of a needlessly vio-
lent father William Demarest, who forbids
Betty to attend a farewell dance for sol-

diers. Using her faithful old beau, Eddie
Bracken, as a foil, Betty goes to the dance,
gets intoxicated and remembers vaguely
getting married under an assumed name.
When Betty discovers a baby is on the

way, she confesses her plight to Bracken
who attempts to help her through another
marriage. This ends in such a holocaust of

confusion as you never sat through.

Your Reviewer Says: We’d like to know
what you think.

The Mad Ghoul (Universal)

It's About: That mad scientist is here again!

G eorge ZUCCO is the mad scientist

who has discovered a lethal gas that
turns people into Zombies. So what does
Zucco do but try it on his young assistant,

David Bruce. The gas may prove fatal

unless the fluid from the heart of a newly
deceased corpse is injected into the Zombie
so what do these two weirdies do but stalk
Bruce’s fiance, Evelyn Ankers, who is on
a concert tour.

The new sensation, Turhan Bey, has a
nice bit as Miss Ankers’ accompanist.

Your Reviewer Says: Look out! He’s right

behind you!

Son Of Dracula (Universal)

It's About: Dracula’s ojfspring who proves
a chip o'ff the old block.

IT is unthinkable that anything so un-
* healthy in habit should become father
to a child. But he does, alas, alas, to the
regret of Louise Allbritton, who marries
him.
Robert Paige, her former suitor, is all

mixed up in the fracas.

Evelyn Ankers, as Louise’s sister, is very
good. Lon Chaney, as Dracula Jr., is most
believable.

Your Reviewer Soys; Hold on to your toupee.

Find The Blackmailer

(Warner Brothers)

It's About: An incriminating crow.

O H, for the love of Pete! Of all the silly,

asinine time-wasters, this is it. Can
you imagine, for instance, a political can-
didate for mayor hiring a detective to steal

a crow that utters a phrase that might in-

criminate the politician in a scandal?
Anyway, Gene Lockhart, Jerome Cowan

and Faye Emerson have our sympathy.

Your Reviewer Soys: Give it the bird!

Never A Dull Moment (Universal)

It's About: Three vaudevillians who are
mistaken jor crooks.

I

T’S comic, we guess. Yes, thinking it

over, it is kinda cute.

This time the three Ritzes, Harry, A1 and

Jimmy, are a trio of half-baked vaudevil-
lians who invade the office of a booking
agent who is an undercover man for
crooks, racketeers and what have you. In
The agent’s absence the boys answer the
phone and accept a job in a New York
night club, believing themselves hired as
entertainers whereas the job was meant
for three crooks.
The realization, once they’re in the club,

of their real purpose there, brings on some
unusual consequences.

Your Reviewer Soys: Never a dull moment.

Riding High (Paramount)

It’s About: The love story oj an ex-bur-
lesque queen and a mining engineer.

j^OROTHY LAMOUR trades in her sarong^ for an abbreviated Indian costume, a

scanty mounty outfit and a harum-scarum
contraption to sing and dance her way
through a fairly amusing musical.
The film, definitely escapist, is laid against

the colorful background of an Arizona dude
ranch and deals with the on-again, off-again
love affair of Dottie and Dick Powell under
the guiding counterfeiting hands of that
lovable scoundrel Victor Moore. Halfway
through we began wishing they’d make up
their minds, which gives you some idea.

Cass Daley comes into her singing own
in this film.

Your Reviewer Soys: A musical mix-up.

The Dancing Masters
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

It's About: Name something it isn’t about.

I
AUREL and Hardy are back again, first

*“ as proprietors of “The Arthur Hurry
School of Dancing” and then as cupid to
Trudy Marshall and Robert Bailey; next as
demonstrators of Bailey’s new flame
thrower, which the hero has invented (and
needless to say, they gum up the proceed-
ings), and somewhere along the line they
fall for an insurance policy with Laurel at-
tempting to break his leg on a roller coaster
to reap the benefits.

Oh! It is awful, we do declare, and some-
times very funny. We got a couple of good
healthy guffaws out of it.

Your Reviewer Soys: Be still, my fluttering

nerves.

Northern Pursuit

(Warner Brothers)

It's About: The Northwest Mounties who
clash wits with Nazi invaders.

THE story starts out with a promise of
’ excitement to come but somewhere along
the line the bottom drops out,

Helmut Dantine, intense as ever, is a

regular little beehive of commotion. As the
Nazi colonel secretly landed in Canada by
a German sub, Helmut is handsome, be-
lievable, and packs a lot of authority be-
hind his acting. Errol Flynn, just as brave
and handsome as ever, is the Northwest
Mountie pitted against Dantine in a game
of wits and subterfuge.

Julie Bishop is Flynn’s sweetheart who is

taken along by Dantine on a hazardous
journey to a secret Nazi fortification. Flynn,
pretending to be pro-Nazi, is the guide
The tag line as delivered by Flynn sent

the preview audience rolling on the floor

Your Reviewer Soys: Incredible, but we bet

it makes money.
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Casts of Current Pictures

CRAZY HOUSE—Universal: Ole Olsen and Chic
Johnson, Themselves; Margie, Martha O’Driscoll;
Eddie MacLean, Patric Knowles; Sadie Silverfish
and Cass Daley, Cass Daley; Col. Merriweather,
Percy Kilbride; Leighton Noble, Himself; Col. IVag-
staff, Thomas Gomez; Judge, Edgar Kennedy; An-
nouncer, Ray Walker; Lawyer, Robert Emmet Keane;
Hotel Manager, Franklin Pangborn; Fud, Chester
Clute; and Billy Gilbert, Richard Lane, Hans Con-
ried, Shemp Howard, Fred Sanborn, Leo Carrillo,

Grace McDonald, Lon Chaney, Andy Devine. The
DeMarcos, Glen Miller Singers, Shandra Kaley
Dancers, Laison Bros., The Five Hertzogs, Bobby
Brooks, Ward and Van, Terry Sheldon, Harry
Powers, Billy Reed, Count Basie and his Band.

DA^XING MASTERS. THE—Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox: Laurel & Hardy. Themselves; Mary Har-
lan, Trudy Marshall: 'Grant Lazvrence, Robert
Bailey; Wentworth Harlan, Matt Briggs; Mrs. Har-
lan, Margaret Dumont; George Worthing, Allan
Lane; Silvio, Nestor Paiva; Jasper, George Lloyd;
Mickey, Bob Mitchum; Clerk, Edward Earle: Butler.

Charles Rogers; Dentist, Sherry Hall; Pianist. Sam
Ash; Truck Driver, William Haade; Director, Ar-
thur Space; Mother, Daphne Pollard.

FIND THE BLACKMAILER—Warnersj D. L.

Trees, Jerome Cowan; Mona Vance, Faye Emerson;
John M. Rhodes, Gene Lockhart; Pandora Pines,
Marjorie HoshHIe; Harper, Robert Kent; Detective
Cramer, Wade Boteler; Ray Hicky, John Harmon;
Farrell, Bradley Page; Olen, Lou Lubin; Coleman,
Ralph Peters.

GILDERSLEEVE ON BROADWAY — RKO

:

Throckmorton P. Gildcrslceve, Harold Peary; Laura
Chandler, Billie Burke; Francine, Claire Carleton;

Marjorie, Margaret Landry; Leroy, Freddie Mercer;
Peavey, Richard Legrand; Matilda. Ann Doran;
Homer, Ilobart Cavanaugh; Jimmy. Michael Road;
Stanley, Teddy Infuhr; Birdie, Lillian Randolph.

GOOD LUCK, MR. YATES—Columbia: Ruth
Jones, Claire Trevor; Oliver Yates. Jess Barker;
Jonesy JoneS, Edgar Buchanan; Charlie Edmonds,
Tom 'Neal; Dr. Carl Hesser, Albert Basserman;
Johnny Zaloris, Tommy Cook; Joe Briggs, Frank
Sully; Monty King, Douglas Leavitt: Mike Zaloris,

Henry Armetta; Katy Zaloris, Rosina Galli; Plunkett,

Billy Roy; Bob Coles, Conrad Binyon; Ross, Bobby
Larson; Wilson, Rudy Wissler; Jimmy Dixon, Scotty
Beckett; Peter, Shimen Ruskin; The Bob Mitchell

Boy Choir and The Sheriff’s Boys Band.

GUADALCANAL DIARY—Twentieth Century-
Fox: Father Donnelly, Preston Foster; Hook Ma-
lone, Lloyd Nolan; Taxi Potts, William Bendix; Cap-
tain Davis, Richard Conte; Soose, Anthony Quiim;
Private Johnny Anderson, Richard Jaeckel; Captain
Cross, Roy RoSerts; Colonel Grayson, Minor Watson*
Ned Bowman, Ralph Byrd; Butch, Lionel Stander;
Correspondent, Reed Hadley; Lieutenant Thurmond,
Tchn Archer; Tex, Eddie Acuff; Dispatch Officer,

Harry Carter; Sammy, Robert Rose; Major, Jack
Luden: Lieutenant, Louis Hart; Captain, Tom Daw-
son; Weatherby, Miles Mander; Colonel Thompson,
Selme*r Jackson.

HARVEST MELODY— P. R. C.: Gilda Parker,
Ro.'^emary Lane; Tommy, Johnny Downs; Chuck,
Sheldon Leonard; Nancy, Charlotte Wynters; Cafe
Manager, Luis Alberni; Daisy, Claire Rochelle; Spot,

Syd Saylor; Jane, Marjorie 'Manners; Pa Nelson,
Henry Hall; Canvas, Billy Nelson; Cigarette Girl,

Frances Gladwin; Ma Nelson, Marin Sais; Burton,
Herbert Hays.

HERE COMES ELMER—Republic; Al Pearce
and Elmer Blurt, Al Pearce; Jean Foster, Dale
Evans; Joe Maxwell, Frank Albertson; Glenda
Forbes, Gloria Stuart; Wally Vernon, Wally Vernon;
Nick Cochrane, Nick Cochrane; Horace Parrot. Will
Wright; P. J. Ellis, Thurston Hall; Louie Burch,
Ben Welden; Postelwaite, Chester Clute; Dr. Zichy,
Luis Alberni; Johnson, Tom Kennedy; and Artie
Auerbach, Arlene Harris, William Comstock,
“Pinkie” Tomlin, Wendell Niles, The Sportsmen,
The King Cole Trio, and Jan Garber and Plis Band.

HI’YA SAILOR—LTniversal: Bob, Donald Woods;
Pat, Elyse Knox; Asher, Jerome Cowan; Deadpan,
Frank Jenks; Bull, Matt Willis; Corky. Eddie Quil-

lan; Annabelle, Phyllis Brooks: and Chaney Trio,

George Beatty, Hacker Duo, Delta Rhythm Boys,
Neillson Sisters, Wingy Minone.

IN OLD OKLAHOMA-—Republic: Dan Somers,
John Wayne; Catherine Allen. Martha Scott; Hunk
Gardner, Albert Dekker; Desprit Dean, George
“Gabby” Hayes; Bessie Bexar, Marjorie Rambeau;
“Cuddles” Walker, Dale Evans; Richardson, Grant
Withers; Teddy Roosevelt, Sidney Blackmer; The
Cherokee Kid. Paul Fix; Mrs. Ames, Cecil Cunning-
ham; Ben {Telegraph Operator)

,

Irving Bacon; Wil-
kins, Byron Foulger; Mrs. Peabody, Anne O’Neal;
Walter, Richard Graham.

IRON MAJOR, THE — RKO : Major Frank
Cavanaugh, Pat O’Brien; Florence Cavanaugh, Ruth
Warrick; Robert Stewart, Leon Ames; Father Dono-
van, Robert Ryan; Private Manning, Russell Wade;
Frank Cavanaugh, Robert Winkler; Robert Stewart,
Billy Roy; Ma Cavanaugh, Dorothy Vaughn; Pa
Cavanaugh, Frank Shannon; Helen Cavanaugh, Mar-
garet Landry; Major White, Pierre Watkin; Lieut.
Stone, Robert Anderson; Prof. Runnymeade, Ian

Wolfe; Pete. Sam McDaniel; Hiker Joy, Himself;
David Cavanaugh, Richard Martin; Phil Cavanaugh,
James Jordan; Bill Cavanaugh, Dean Bewton; John
Cavanaugh, Kirk Alyn; Francis Cavanaugh, Victor
Killian jr.; Paul Cavanaiigh, Myron Healy; Sara
Cavanaugh, Barbara Hale.

LOST ANGEL — M-G-M: Alpha. Margaret
O’Brien; Mike Regan, James Craig; Katie Mallory,
Marsha Hunt; Professor Peter Vincent, Philip Mer-
vale; Professor Pringle, Henry O’Neill; Professor
Catty, Donald Meek; Packy. Keenan Wynn; Dr.
Woodring, Alan Napier; Rhoda Kitterick, Sara
Haden; Mrs. Catty, Kathleen Lockhart; Professor
Endicott. Walter Fenner; Professor Ri'Tiards, How-
ard Freeman; Mrs. Pringle, Elisabeth Risdon; Jerry,
Bobby Blake.

MAD GHOUL, THE—Universal: Ted Allison,
David Bruce; Isabel Lewis, Evelyn Ankers; Dr. Al-
fred Morris,

^

George Zucco; Eric Iverson, Turhan
Bey; Detective Garrity, Charles McGraw; Ken Mc-
Clure, Robert Armstrong; Sgt. Macklin, Milburn
Stone; Gavigan and Della, Rose Hobart.

MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN—Republic;
Roy Rogers. Roy Rogers; Pat Brady, Pat Brady;
Lara^nie Winters, Ruth Terry; Victor Marsh, Paul
Kelly; Penny Winters, Ann Gillis; Christina Kellogg,
Renie Riano; Adobe Joe, Arthur Aylsworth; Sheriff
Joe Darccy. Geo. Cleveland; Arthur Davis, Paul
Harvey; Bob Nolan & The Sons of the Pioneers,
Themselves; Slade, Hal Taliaferro; Barker, Jay
Novello.

MIRACLE OF MORGAN’S CREEK, THE—
Paramount: Norval Jones, Eddie Bracken; Trudy
Kockenlocker. Betty Hutton; Emmy Kockenlockcr,
Diana Lynn; Officer Kockenlocker. William Dema-
rest; Justice of the Peace, Porter Hall; Mr. Tuerck,
Emory Parnell; Mr. Johnson, Alan Bridge; Mr.
Rafferty, Julius Tannen; Newspaper Editor, Victor
Potel; McGinty and The Boss.

MYSTERY BROADCAST — Republic: Mike
Jerome, Frank Albertson; Jan Cornell, Ruth Terry;
Mida Kent, Alice Fleming; Smitty, Mary Treen;
Don Fletcher, Emmet Vogan; A. J. Sterling, Paul
Harvey; Eve Sterling, Wynne Gibson; Ricky Mo-
reno, Nils Asher; Bill Burton, Addison Richards;
Chief Daniels, Joseph Crehan; Crunch. Francis Pier-
lot; Astor, George Byron; Actress, Maxine Doyle;
Carrie “organist"

.

Cecil Weston; Dugan, Charles
Hayes; Asst. Producer, Larry Stewart.

MYSTERY OF THE THIRTEENTH GUEST—
Monogram: Johnny, Dick Purcell; Marie, Helen
Parrish; Burke, Tim Ryan; Speed, Frank Faylen;
Harold, John Duncan; Jackson, Jon Dawson; Mor-
gan, Paul MeVey; Marjory, Jacqueline Dalya;
Barksdale, Cyril Ring; Dist. Atty., Addison Richards.

NEVER A DULL MOMENT—Universal : Three
Funny Bunnies, Harry Ritz, Al Ritz, Jimmy Ritz;
Julie Russell, Frances Langford; Dick Manning,
Stuart Crawford; Mrs. Scyler Manning, Elisabeth
Risdon; Flo, Mary Beth Hughes; Tony Rocco, George
Zucco; Joey, Jack Larue; Romeo, Sammy Stein; Mrs.
Vandrake, Barbara Brown; Commodore Barclay,
Douglas Wood; Murphy, Charles Jordan; Dance
Team. Igor & Pogi.

NORTHERN PURSUIT—Warners: Steve Wag-
ner, Errol Flynn; Laura McBain, Julie Bishop; Hugo
von Keller, Helmut Dantine; Jim Austen, John
Ridgely; Ernst, Gene Lockhart; Inspector Barnett,
Tom Tully; Dagor, Bernard Nedell; Sergeant. War-
ren Douglas; Jean, Monte Blue; Angus McBain,
Alec Craig; Hobby, Tom Fadden; Alice, Rose Hig-
gins; Heinzmann, Richard Alden; German Aviator,
John Royce; Indian Guide, Joe Herrera; Radio Op-
erator, Carl Harbaugh.

NORTH STAR, THE—RKO-Radio: Marina,
Anne Baxter; Kolya, Dana Andrews; Dr. Kurin,
Walter Huston; Karp, Walter Brennan; Sophia.
Ann Harding; Clavdia, Jane Withers; Damian. Far-
ley Granger; Dr. von Harden, Erich von Stroheim;
Rodion, Dean Jagger; Grisha, Eric Roberts; Boris,
Carl Benton Reid; Olga, Ann Carter; Anna, Esther
Dale; Nadya, Ruth Nelson; lakin, Paul Guilfoyle;
Dr. Richter, Martin Kosleck; German captain, Tonio
Selwart: German lieutenant, Peter Pohlenz; Rus-
sian pilot, Robert Lowery; Russian gunner, Gene
O’Donnell; Petrov, Frank Wilcox; Woman on hospi-

tal cot, Loudie Claar; Guerrilla girl, Lynn Winthrop;
Petya, Charles Bates.

RIDING HIGH—Paramount: Ann Castle, Doro-
thy Lamour; Steve Baird, Dick Powell; Mortimer J.

Slocum, Victor Moore; Bob “Foggy" Day, Gil Lamb;
Tess Connors, Cass Daley; Chuck Stuart, Bill Good-
win; Sam Welch, Rod Cameron; Jack Holbrook,
Glen Langan; Milt Britton and band.

SON OF DRACULA—Universal: Count Dracula,
Lon Chaney; Frank Stanley, Robert Paige; Kather-
ine Caldwell, Louise Allbritton; Claire Caldwell. Eve-
lyn Ankers; Doctor Brewster, Frank Craven; Profes-
sor Lazio, J. Edward Bromberg; Judge Simmons,
Samul S. Hinds: Madame Zimba, Adeline DeWalt
Reynolds; Sheriff Dawes, Patrick Moriarity; Sarah,
Etta McDaniel; Colonel Caldwell, George Irving.

YOU’RE A LUCKY FELLOW, MR. SMITH—
Universal: Tony, Allan Jones; Lynn, Evelyn
Ankers; Peggy, Patsy O’Connor; A.unt Harriet,
Billie Burke; Harvey, David Bruce; Squirt, Stanley
Clements.

I’m not

following

an old

feminine

custom

Thanks to the improved Chi-Ches-Ters Pills—and
the girls at the plant who told me about them—

I

no longer suffer on “Difficult days’’. Chi-Ches-Ters

are so effective for simple periodic distress because

they’re more than just a pain-killer. One of their

ingredients is intended to help relax cramps and ten-

sions that cause pain. And there’s an added iron fac-

tor tending to help build up your blood. Be sure to

try them for “those days”. Ask your druggist to-

morrow for a 50c size and follow directions on the

package.

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills
For relieffrom “periodic functional distress”

A Fascinating Hobby
COLLECT MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
We have them all. Actual, original pho-
nos, glossy prints, siz*^ 8x10. The kinrl

you see in movie lobbies. Also scenes
from all recent films. 4 for $1.00—12 for

$2.50. We have the largest and finest
collection of movie photos in -the country.
Your fir.st- order will convince you. Send
money order or U. S. 2c & 3c stamps.

BRAM STUDIO (495)
306 W. 44th St., New York City 18. N. Y.

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS?

When Diamond -Dazzling, Blue-^^ite
genuine Zircons from the Mines of far-

away Mystic Siam are so effective an«
inexpensive. Thrilling beauties that

stand acid: cut glass and are full of dia-

mond FIRE! Exquisite mountings! Write
for FREE Catalogue. Address:

NATIONAL ZIRCON CO.
Dept. 517 Wheeling, W. Va.

M LEARN

ILLiNERY
AT
HOME

• Design and make exclusive hats under personal direc-

tion of one of America’s noted designers. Complete mate-
rials, blocks, etc., furnished. Every step Illustrated. You
make exclusive salable hats right from the start. We
teach you how to start a profitable business in spare time.

Low cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send today for free catalog.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Avenue. Dept. 109 Chicago t. III.

Get More
Comfort For
Standing Feet

With A Daily Ice-Mint Treat
Don’t let tired, burning sensitive feet steal

energy and make the hours seem longer. Just
massage frosty white Ice-Mint on your feet and
ankles before work to help keep them cool and
comfortable . . , and after work to help perk them
up for an evening of fun. No greasy feeling —
won’t stain socks or stockings. Grand, too, to help
soften corns and callouses. Get Ice-Mint from your
druggist today and get foot happy this easy way.

Liam at Home. Man]f Make $50 a Week
The Radio repair business is booming due to shortage of
new sets. The Government is spending millioi^ for Radio
equipment; CIVILIAN Radio technicians and operators
are needed by Government in large numbers. Radio train-
ing helps win exUra rank, extra pay in Army, Na^. Get
into Radio quick. Train at home. Free book tells Radio's
opportunities, its bright future, how to make |5 to ?10 a
week EXTRA fixing Radios while learning. Mail coupon.

P

M

M

MR. J. E. SMITH, Dept. 4AT
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. O.
Mail me your book FREE. (No salesman wiU call.

Writ© Plainly.)

NAME - AGE.

ADDRESS

CITY STATE....
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The Fashions Shown on Pages 54 and 55 Are Available

in the Following Stores

p

M

HI

embarrassing scaly skii
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non>staining O e r m o i T

Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the ,,

red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin ag . _ .

is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re-
funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for gen-
erous trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test". Test
it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write tod^ for your
test bottle. Give Druggist’s name and address. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 547. Northwestern Station. Dept. 5104, Detroit 4, Mich.

GORGEOUS EVERYDAY
GREETING CARDS
Earn extra money—easy—show-
Ing friends, neighbors magnificent

AssortmentsEveryday GreetlngCaras.
16 Card All-Occasion Assortment,

onlyS^l.Op—bigprofitforyou.lncludesBirthday,
Hi Get- Well, Friendship, Baby Birth, Sympathy,

Anniversjary. Many moj:e fast-selling Assort-

FOR YOU WALLACE BROWN, INC., 225 Fifth Ave«»
Dept. D-139. New York 10. N. Y.

Guard Health
FREE BOOK—On Chronic Ailments

40-page FREE BOOK—tells facts about
Piles, Rectal Abscess, Fistula and other rec-
tal and colon disorders: also related ailments
and latest corrective treatments. Thornton
& Minor Clinic, Suite 105, 926 McGee St.,
Kansas City. Mo.

GIRLS!
LADIES

BOYS!
LOOK!

SEND NO MONEY NOW—Send Name&AddressI Amaz-
ing choice of personal and valuable household PREMIUMS
GIVEN — GIVE colorful framing size pictures with White
CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild burns easily

sold to friends at 25c a box (with popular picture) and remit
amounts asked under premium wanted in catalog sent with
order, postage paid. Liberal Cash Commissions. One to three
boxes sold many homes. Our 48th year. Be first. Write for
trial order Salve and pictures Now, on trust, to start,
WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 65-35, Tyrone, Pa.

Keep
Perspiring Feet
Dry and Sweet
Excessive perspiration often makes your feet

uncomfortable — socks or stockings damp, as well
as causing disagreeable foot odors. Try dusting
your feet and shoes with Allen’s Foot-Ease. Easy
— quick — convenient. It acts to absorb excess per-
spiration and prevent odors. If you are breaking
in a new pair of shoes or if you are wearing an
ill-fitting tight pair, there’s nothing like Allen’s
Foot-Ease to relieve the friction that makes feet
feel so uncomfortable. For real foot comfort, be
sure to ask for Allen’s Foot-Ease today!

MimsemcH
fxfernalty Caused

ECZEMA
Do you want to relieve that
fiery redness? Soothe the pain-

ful soreness? Soften the scaly skin? Curb
that tantalizing itch? Then get a jar of
Sayman Salve from your druggist NOW.
Apply this grand medicated ointment di-
rectly on the affected areas. See if it

doesn’t bring the QUICK relief you
want. Used successfully for more than
fifty years. Only 25c at any good drug
store. But be sure you get the genuine

Sayman Salve

The Jumper Dress and the Flowered

Blouse

Atlanta, Ga.—Rich’s

Boston, Mass.—Wm. Filene’s

Buffalo, N. Y.—J. N. Adam & Company
Chicago, 111.—Carson Pirie Scott Company
Cincinnati, Ohio—Mabley fit Carew Company
Dayton, Ohio—Rike Kumler

Evanston, 111.—Lord’s

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Paul Stekete

Hartford, Conn.—Brown Thomson, Inc.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Bowman fit Company
Kalamazoo, Mich.—Gilmore Brothers

New York, N. Y.—Saks-34th Street

Oklahoma City, Okla.—John A. Brown Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Jos. Horne

Providence, R. I.—The Boston Store

Rochester, N. Y.—McCurdy fit Company
Salt Lake City, Utah—Zion’s Cooperative

Mercantile Institution

Schenectady, N. Y.—The Wallace Company

Spokane, Wash.—Spokane Dry Goods Company
Springfield, III.—Meyer Brothers

Springfield, Mass.—Forbes fit Wallace, Inc.

Tulsa, Okla.—The Brown-Dunkin Dry Goods
Company

Washington, D. C.—The Palais Royal

Wheeling, W. Va.—Stone fit Thomas

Youngstown, Ohio—G. M. McKelvey fit Company

White Blouse Worn With Jumper

Akron, Ohio—M. O’Neil Company
Ann Arbor, Mich.—Jacobson’s

Atlanta, Ga.—Davison Paxon

Baltimore, Md.—Gaxton’s

Birmingham, Ala.—Weiss Brothers

Boston, Mass.—R. H. White

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Abraham and Strauss

Buffalo, N, Y.—Oppenheim and Collins

Cleveland, Ohio—May Company

Detroit, Mich.—Maas Brothers

Gary, Ind.—Hudson

Hartford, Conn.—Worth

Los Angeles, Calif.—May Company

Miami, Fla.—Hartley’s

New York, N. Y.-—Saks-34th Street

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Viola Marsh

Philadelphia, Pa.—Strawbridge fit Clothier

Sweater Worn With Jumper

Atlanta, Ga.—Rich’s

Chicago, 111.—Marshall Field fit Company

Milwaukee, Wis.—Gimbel Brothers

Los Angeles, Calif.—Bullock’s

St. Louis, Mo.—Famous-Barr

If no store listed here is within convenient dis-

tance of your home, write to us:

The Fashion Editor

Photoplay-Movie Mirror

205 East 42nd Street

New York City 17, New York
It is very likely we will be able to suggest a store

that will be convenient to you. Lack of space makes
it impossible to list all the stores in which these

fashions are sold.

Be sure to specify your choice by using the name
by which we describe the fashion in which you are

interested on this page.

The Oo+e Dress (With Long Skirt and

Bodice]

Atlanta, Ga.—Rich’s

Baltimore, Md.—Hutzler Company
Baton Rouge, La.—Ellzey Shop
Cincinnati, Ohio—John Shillito

Cleveland, Ohio—The Lindner Corporation

Columbia, S. C.—Allens

Chicago, 111.—Mandell Brothers

Denver, Colo.—Daniels fit Fisher

Detroit, Mich.—J. L. Hudson 85 Co.

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Wolf fie Dessauer Company
Indianapolis, Ind.—L. S. Ayres

Kansas City, Mo.—Adler's *

Los Angeles, Calif.—May Company
Minneapolis, Minn.—The Dayton Company
New York, N. Y.—Arnold Constable

Portland, Ore.—Lyman Wolfe

Providence, R. I.—Gladdings

Richmond, Va.—Miller Rhoads
San Francisco, Cal.—City of Paris

Spokane, Wash.—Weinstock Luben
St. Louis, Mo.—Famous Barr

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Addis Company
Washington, D. C.—Woodward fie Lothrop

Youngstown, Ohio—Charles Livingston fie Sons

Sparkle Dress With Noilheods

Atlanta, Ga.—Davidson Paxon

Baltimore. Md.—Hutzler Brothers

Boston, Mass.—Jordan Marsh

Dallas, Texas—A. Hhrris fie Company

Detroit, Mich.—Himelhoch Brothers fie Company

Los Angeles, Calif.—The May Company

Milwaukee, Wis.—Del Monte

New York, N. Y.—James McCreery fie Company .

Oakland, Calif.—H. C. Capwell

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Jonassons

San Antonio, Texas—Jaske Brothers

Seattle, Wash.—Best Apparel

St. Louis, Mo.—Famous Barr

Washington, D. C.—Woodward fie Lothrop

Worcester, Mass.—The Shepard Company

Youngstown, Ohio—Charles Livingston fie Sons

m\\\\\\u\\\\\\\\\\\\im\\\\\\mm\\\\\\\\\^^^^

A WORD TO THE WISE
Did you remember to tell

your newsdealer to reserve o copy of February Photoplay for you?

You won't wont to miss "Fearless"

talking about

ic dtajij ^lieij

Watch for it on January 12

—

or os soon thereafter os wartime transportation permits
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Wait II you see and hear rrankie

wow ’em as he woos ’em with song!

It’s an entertainment treat that’ll

make your heart skip a beat!

MICHELE M0K(5AN
JACK HALEV
FRANK SINATRA

^ ^ with

LEON ERROL-MARCY McGUIRE
PAUL and GRACE HARTMAN

BARBARA HALE • DOOLEY WILSON
Produced and Directed by Tim Whelan
Screen Play by Jay DraJler and Ralph Spence

Additional Dialogue by William Bowers and Howard Harris’

R K O
•RADIO. /^Hear Frankie

:

Sing His Own Hit

Parade! "I Couldn't Sls-ep

a Wink Last Night," "The ^
Music Stopped," "You Belong

in a Love Song," "A Lovely

Spend an ^
Evening."

THE mi SHOW!

ITS THE SEASON’S TOPS!
in LOVE! in LAUGHS!
in SONGS! in STARS!

' i

?

M

M
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(Continued from page 21) with Mayo,
Bogie loves Mayo. They were married
on August 20, 1938. Bogie likes being
married. He’s essentially a lone wolf type
of person who doesn’t like to be alone.
“The very thought of you” always reminds
him of Mayo and he doesn’t need a re-
minder. She understands him, appreciates
him and indulges him.
“Our house bends but it never breaks,”

grins Bogie. “We live in every part of it.

No decorator has managed to rope off a
I'oom. Our friends are always welcome.
Sometimes a friend brings a friend. Grad-
ually it earned the name—‘Liberty Hall’.”

A S a husband. Bogie is generous and in-
consistent. "They live on a budget. Each

has an allowance. Bogie looks ahead and
is the first one to tell you, “It can’t go on
forever.” When they staged a show to

raise money for the penniless widow of
a comedian, he cryptically remarked,
“There will never be benefits for Bogart.”
The first of the month finds Bogie check-

ing over house bills. A two-hundred-
dollar coat for Mayo? Okay. But wait

—

who’s Joe Bush? Why is he dunning them
for $2.98. What for?
Mayo carefully explains. Joe Bush

fixes frigidaires. The frigidaire needed
fixing. The services for Joe Bush amount
to $2.98. Bogie says it’s ridiculous. The
studio could do it for half the price.

Mayo usually smiles to herself and
remains silent. Then there are times when
she doesn’t feel like smiling to herself. So
she doesn’t remain silent. For reasons less

and more important, they’re known as the
“Battling Bogarts.” It’s not to be taken
seriously. Certainly not by them.

B
ecause the face doesn’t go with his

kidding. Bogie sometimes gives the
wrong impression. It doesn’t upset him. In
“Passage To Marseille,” his latest picture,

Claude Rains was before the camera. Bogie
walked on the set just as Claude had to

turn his head, raise one eyebrow. That
was all. No dialogue. In a voice that

caused a tumult. Bogie cracked, “And he
gets paid five thousand dollars a week
for doing that.”

To Bogie, everyone is a “Kreep”—a word
he picked up from his good friend Peter
Lorre. (If you want proof of that cama-
raderie, see the story on page 48.) You
can be a good “Kreep”—one he likes.

Or, you can be a “Kreep” that gives
him a pain in all the wrong places. It

all depends on the way he says it. If

he wants to remember your name and
can’t, he calls you “kiddie.”

One morning, being late on the set, he
dashed out of “Boystown”—his name for

the make-up department. In the doorway
he ran smack into Madame Ouspenskaya.
Without stopping. Bogie glanced back over
his shoulder. In the friendliest of fashion
he shouted: “Good morning. How are ya

—

kiddie?”
Because he thinks the movie star thing

is a racket, the Bogart humor will not
allow him to take it seriously. As a result,

his personal publicists have mental orgies.

Among the finer things attributed to Bogie
are a worm farm especially cultivated for

fishermen; a pet gopher that surreptitiously
moves his golf ball closer to the cup
at Lakeside; a pet pigeon that alights on
his window sill and throatily coos, “Good
morning to you.”

Vi^HILE Bogie is essentially honest, he
’ ’ harbors a certain distrust for his fel-

low men. Not all, but some. It probably
harkens back to those early days he
served as company manager for the Wil-
liam Brady players. Theater managers,
hotel clerks, booking agents who took ad-

This is Bogart

vantage of his youth and inexperience, did
little to inspire his enthusiasm for human
behaviorism. He burns at people who take
advantage— especially of the so-called
“little” people.
Like the time they soaked his colored

laundress double price for a female dog
license. He called them on the phone. It

was one of the rare occasions when he took
advantage of his name. “This is Hum-
phrey Bogart,” he said. He knew they’d
listen and they did. The laundress re-
ceived a refund.
Despite such things, there is no hate in

Bogie. He is much too intelligent to hate.
With one possible exception. In his first

stage role he played a Japanese butler who
served tea. Today the very smell of tea
nauseates him. He hates it. Hates Japs
because of that role. Also, because they
are Japs.
In the movies Bogie doesn’t go for love

scenes. Perhaps he remembers too vividly
his first one in the theater. He was play-
ing in “Drifting,” opposite the late Alice
Brady. They didn’t actually kiss until the
final dress rehearsal. When he released
Miss Brady, she slowly backed away and
screamed. The mortified young thespian
had merely tried to do his job-well.
Bogie likes working opposite such girls

TUNE IN THE

Blue Network

LISTEN TO—"MYTRUE STORY"
—a new and different story every

day. Stories about the lives of

real people; their problems, their

loves, their adventures — pre-

sented in cooperation with the

editors of True Story magazine.

Check your local newspaper

for local time of this

Blue I¥etwork Preseutaliou

EVERY DAY

Mon. through Fri. 3:15 to 3:45 (EWT)

-.•.V.-.-.V.VAV.V-V.V-V.V-SV.V.

as Ann Sheridan, Barbara Stanwyck and
Mary Astor. Ingrid Bergman goes with-
out saying. He explains it, “They aren’t

dames. Those dames who wet their lips

and wiggle give me a pain.”

DOGIE has complete intolerance for bore-
dom and stupidity. He likes newspaper-

men who usually have good yarns to spin.

Bogie sits and listens. People who talk

and say nothing, he refers to as “Barbers.”
Think back on your own personal experi-

ences in a barber chair and you’ll get

what he means.
Among his close friends are Louis Brom-

field, Peter Lorre, John Huston. They
have wonderful arguments, usually politi-

cal. Bromfield has a casual way of “start-

ing something” between Mayo and Bogie.

It’s easily accomplished by merely broach-
ing the subject of Roosevelt vs. Willkie!

Bogie prides himself on having never
been invited to the Rathbones’ pre-war
parties. He says he will never make the
“blue book.” He makes with one of those

rare grins when he says it. He likes to
kid himself for not being “as beautiful as
Errol Flynn.” If he ever gets around to it,

he wants to author a best seller entitled.
“How to make enemies and irritate people.’’
Bogie is a careful driver. Not too good a

horseman He’s a light sleeper. He likes to
stay up late. He never watches his health.
In fact, he abuses it and can take it beau-
tifully. Not only can he be ribbed himself,
but he’ll tell you about it later. He has
a bad temper. Once it’s out of his system
he forgets it. He has no memory for big
things. Little things never escape him.
For over three years Mayo has been

trying to get him to a tailor. He owns
exactly two suits. When Mayo held up
a pair of pants and said, “Look, Bogie, your
seat is out,” he agreed to go shopping.
Mayo buys his shoes herself. Bogie, who
loves moccasins and sneakers, warns her,
“You’ll have to tie ’em on me.” She has
to urge him to get a haircut. He’s never
had a manicure but his hands are always
neat. He saves old razor blades. He can’t
listen to a dripping faucet.

I

I

I

j_jIS thirty-six-foot cruiser the “Sluggy”
'

* plays an important part in his life.

Bogie who has never learned to relax, finds
the boat his one release from exhaustion.
Now that the “Sluggy” is in the Coast
Guard Auxiliary, there aren’t so many
week ends. If he wished. Bogie could
paper his house with Victory Bonds. Un-
less something unforeseen happens, the
Bogarts will be entertaining our boys in

the Far East come Christmas.
He sees few movies. He especially re-

members Robert Donat in “Goodbye, Mr.
Chips.” The death of Leslie Howard af-
fected him visibly. It was Leslie who got
him the first big break in “Petrified Forest.”
Several times during a night. Bogie gets
up and looks out the window. He imagines
someone is trying to steal his car. The car
is insured. He can’t understand this phobia.
Bogie’s favorite composer is Debussy. He
insists he’s not a sentimentalist. He loathes
snoods on women. The hardware stores in

Balboa where the “Sluggy” is anchored are
his grand passion. All his allowance money
goes for inexpensive gadgets.
Bogie is contrary and doesn’t like to do

what everyone else is doing. He has never
read “Gone With The Wind.” He never
will. He boils when quoted as strictly

“dese,” “dem” and “dose.” He has excellent

usage of words and is a well-informed
talker. He sleeps in the raw and feels

foolish with a moustache. He likes to wear
his shirt out. He enjoys a peculiar kind
of comfort. He thinks the movie villains

should form a union and demand a more
active sex life—in pictures, of course, for

screen “heavies.”
Michael Curtiz, his inimitable director,

refers to him as “the snake in the bushes,”
or the “flea in the ointment.” Bogie, who
has shot it out with the best of ’em, cate-
gorizes his calling: “It’s good money for

pulling wings off poor defenseless house-
flies.”

Bogart is definitely and individually a

legend. That legend he will always re-
main. Pigeonhole that personality if you
will. Pin him down to a philosophy. His
own simple design for living. With that

sense of humor—just try and do it. We
know. We tried. Perhaps the following
best explains it. To us Bogie said:

“Life is short. It can be pretty exciting.

There can’t be anything important enough
to warrant carrying a grudge. That’s why
we sleep in a double bed. You can’t wake
up in the morning next to someone and
not talk. When you aren’t mad, the world
can be a pretty good place to live in.”

If you are mad—it should be over Bogie!
The End
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Chen Yu is true and long lasting lacquer... lustrous and beautiful

beyond belief... each shade an original... the most "clothes-rigbt"’

colors you’ve ever seen, and with a high handed scorn for chipping

that has made them famous. Choose from the ChenYu color card at

your favorite store. Or if you wish, send the coupon from this an-

nouncement direct to us for two trial bottles . . . two different shades. By selecting

two shades at once, you may win new beauty for your hands . . .new loveliness for two

or more of your outfits. Each trial bottle contains many, many manicures—months of new beauty.

CHEN YU
Cy made inmade in U. S. A,

fifff
Green Ming Black Blue Royal Heavenly

Yellow Luster Dragon Plum Mauve
Canton Burma Dragon s Temple
Red Red Blood Fire

CooHe
'’'”*^''"9

WislarhPoppy Plum Willow Moss

— SEND COUPON FOR 2 BOTTLES

Associated Distributors, 30 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 10, 111., Dept. MFW- 3

Send me two sample size flacons of Chen Yu Nail Lacquer, shades checked below. I enclose twenty-five

cents to cover cost of packing, mailing and Government Tax.

P CHINA DOLL
BLUE MOSS

P WEEPING WILLOW

P WISTARIA

P FLOWERING PLUM

P COOLIE

P OPIUM POPPY

P BROWN CORAL
TEMPLE FIRE

dragon’s BLOOD

BURMA RED
CANTON RED

P MING YELLOW

P GREEN DRAGON

P MANDARIN RED

P HEAVENLY MAUVE

P ROYAL PLUM

P BLUE DRAGON

P BLACK LUSTER

Nam e

A ddress

City State.

COPYRIGHT 1943 ASSOCIATED DISTRIBUTORS, DISTRIBUTORS, CHICAGO. IN SOUTH AMERICA, ADDRESS CHEN YU, SANTA FE 802, BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

China
Doll

J
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Softer,

Smoother Skin

'M call the Camay Mild Soap Diet a miracle-

worker/' says Mrs. John Parkinson of New York

City, lovely Camay bride. '^My skin's so much

softer, smoother."

GO ON THE

WILD-SOAP O

-See your skin soften.

softer,
clearer,

smooth

morning--«l°
this . • •

, cream
face-nose,

chim

-rr'arcSp-.-''

Mild Camay cleanses skin

without irritation!

• You can have softer, smoother skin—with

just one cake of Camay—your very first cake.

Simply go on the Camay Mild-Soap Diet!

Remember—skin specialists advise a Mild-

Soap Diet. They know this mild cleansing

helps your skin to new beauty. Camay is so

mild it cleanses the skin.—uitbout irritation—

leaves it softer, smoother.

So make this change to proper mild cleans-

ing! Day-by-day, with just one cake of Camay,

your skin will look more velvety-smooth!

Treasure your Camay! Keep your soap dish DRY to help Camay last longer!
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A Beauty Revelation
What gives a woman s face magnetic charm? Something more than a nice skin and dramatic red lips. Arresting
aces . . memorable faces sparkle with life and expression! Here lovely eyes are the star performers
which means that pale-tipped lashes and skimpy eyebrows are definitely passe. The most expressive eyes
are accented with subtlety and taste-a blessing made possible by soft Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.
ashes look nature/// long and lavish, darkened with Maybelline Mascara. Brows are gracefully tapered

with the pointed smooth-marking eyebrow pencil. There’s luminous magic in a deft touch of exquisite eye
shadow. If you have never tried world-famous Mayb^ine eye make-up, the difference will enchant you.

1/Ij^
EY^E BEAUTY AIDS

Maybelline Sol

Form Mascara .

Black, Brown, Bli

Maybelline Crea

form Mascara .

Black, Brown.
’*1

Maybell ine smoot

marking Eyebro

Pencil . . . B lac

Brown.

Maybelline E\

Shadow . . . Blu

Brown, Blue-gre

G reen,Violet,Gre



Give your smile appealing charm
with the help of Ipana and Massage!

S
ET YOUR HOPES HIGH, Plain Girl!

What if you aren’t tops in beauty?

The most popular girls aren't always the

prettiest. Look at your own little clique

—at the girls who hold men’s eyes and

steal their hearts with a smile!

So smile, plain girl, smile. Not a shy

and self-effacing smile — but a radiant

smile that reaches out and draws the

whole world to you in admiration. Re-

member, though, for such a smile you

need sparkling teeth— sound teeth that

depend largely upon firm, healthy gums.

Don't ignore "pink tooth brush"!

If your tooth brush "shows pink,” see

your dentist! He may say your gums have

become tender—robbed of natural exer-

cise by modern, soft foods. And like so

many dentists, he may suggest "the help-

ful stimulation of Ipana and massage.
’

Ipana not only cleans teeth but, with

massage, helps the gums. Massage a lit-

tle Ipana onto your gums every time you

clean your teeth. Circulation increases in

the gums— helps them to new firmness.

Start today with Ipana and massage to

help keep your gums firmer, your teeth

brighter, your smile more sparkling.

A Winner— fun and romance follow the m

girl with a radiant smile. Help brighten

your smile with Ipana and massage!

Product of

I Bristol-Myers

Starftoda^wifA

IPANA and MASSAGE
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We’re talking about “Madame Curie”,
one of the finer efforts in the annals of
motion picture progress.

This adventurous romance of the woman
whose love and devotion endowed us
with the magic of radium is in for a run
at the famed Radio City Music Hall.

Our office wag wishes to edit this copy
to read “Radium” City Music Hall.

As a matter of fact Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer—your favorite film company we
take it—has a few pictures in the bag
which are really going to cause ohs and
ahs, pull in the awards, and all that
sort of thing.

“A Guy Named Joe”, “The White
Cliffs”, “Madame Curie”. Three worthy

W^

successors to “Mrs. Miniver” and
“Random Harvest”.

As a matter of course, Greer Garson is

“Madame Curie”. Greer and Walter
Pidgeon are the stars.

Directed by Mervyn LeRoy and pro-

duced by Sidney Franklin, the “Random
Harvest” duo, "Madame Curie” can be
described in a word of one syllable-

great. ^ ^ *
Its cast, typical of M-G-M, includes ten

names additional to Greer Garson and
Walter Pidgeon—names that could
grace any theatre marquee and mean
something.^

They are Henry Travers, Albert Basser-

man, Robert Walker, C. Aubrey Smith,
Dame May Whitty, Victor Francen,
Elsa Basserman, Reginald Owen, Van
Johnson and Margaret O’Brien.

Incidentally the mention
of Margaret O’Brien
makes us think of an-
other fine M-G-M film

“The Lost Angel” which
you must not miss.

But first comes “Madame Curie” with
our favorite screen couple in a screen
play by Paul Osborn and Paul H.
Rameau basedon the book by Eve Curie.

Produced with love and attention to
detail, with settings that are superbly
artistic, a camera that
understands, and a
story that will keep
you enthralled, “Ma-
dame Curie” is a real

event in the theatre.

It is an event that you
must usher in
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Mr. and Mrs. Miniver

together again

GREER GARSON

WALTER PIDGEON
give their best performance

in their best picture

MADAME CURIE

Directed by MERVYN LeROY

Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN

Presented by M-G-M

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRODUCTION
with HENRY TRAVERS, ROBERT WALKER, DAME
MAY WHITTY, ELSA BASSERMAN,VAN JOHNSON,
ALBERT BASSERMAN, C AUBREY SMITH, VICTOR

FRANCEN,REGINALD OWEN,MARGARET O'BRIEN

Screen Play by PAUL OSBORN and PAUL H. RAMEAU
Based on the book''MADAME CURIE" by EVE CURIE
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O ur pin-up boy: He went about
the set of “Gaslight” very
humbly for a great star and

matinee idol, talking to electricians,

carpenters, actors, writers and hair-

dressers. But, you see, Charles Boyer
had something very personal to

ask.

“Would you,” he began with all

that charm women love, “do me a

favor? I should be so grateful if you
would save me all the safety pins

you can. The ones made before the

war which don’t rust are so hard to

get. You see, our baby will be born
soon and I thought—that is—well,

Mrs. Boyer and I would be so grate-

ful for the safety pins.”

He got them. Twenty -six, all told,

before the picture was finished.

Purely Personal: Maureen O’Hara
and Lieutenant Will Price have al-

ready chosen a name for their off-

spring to be born next spring. If it’s

a girl it will bear its mother’s name,
Maureen. If it’s a boy, Liam. The
Irish win all the way round in that

deal. . . .

Lana Turner and Betty Grable
have become great friends since

Betty’s (Mrs. Harry James) an-
nounced coming event, lunching to-

gether at least once a week, their

blonde heads together in deep con-
versation over layettes and formulas.
Incidentally, Lana and Steve appar-
ently have found themselves since

the coming of the baby. All the mis-
understandings and quarrels that

have punctuated their marriage seem

to have vanished with their advent
into parenthood.
Cal ran into Steve at the Beverly

Derby the other day. “Have you
seen Lana?” he asked, almost breath-
lessly, we thought. And his pleasure
when she did arrive was something
to see.

Lana’s year-and-a-half absence
from the screen hasn’t hurt her pop-
ularity, either. A letter from First
Lieutenant Jack Mahon, deep in the
heart of Alaska, reports via mail
that Lana’s picture “Slightly Dan-
gerous” was just shown there and
according to the reception given
Lana by the men, if the star were
reported to be on an enemy-held
island the boys would take it in

nothing flat. (Continued on page 6)



In The Dark' ond 'The Mirocfe Of Morgan's Creek'!"

Ifs p3sh tn a flash. So she

makes hfm an assTstan-l-

Who really loves

his assignment's

:» "And s Big: —Have you seen 'Riding t'ligh'? And watch

you’l/ Qrfn ogt loud when

Claude'H'e spills ihedecrete of

a candid camera career^rl/

She S3i^s shesho

busqfer romance

thaTs dizrq... buf

U)ben "riiis immovable

meete "Hiis irreSiStibk

And under the bed of the

East" RiVer- make this the^

first" hilarious roar of 1944

—TUdfste

bulbs at"

Whahaman
Mac Murrau...

Claudette Colbert
Fred MacMurray

It’s

Paramount
Again!

with

Ilka Chase Richard Haydn

A MITCHELL

LEISEN
PRODUCTION

Directed by

MITCHELL LEISEN
Screen Play by Claude Binyon

Adaptation by Warren Duff
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Male with a female following:

Universal's Turhan Bey

(Continued from page 4)

An idea—but would Lana play, Cal
wonders . . .

Speaking of the Harry Jameses, know
how they spend most of their evenings?
The pair, seldom seen in nightspots,

now entertain with small parties at

home. Harry and the boys from his

band gather round one big card table

and their wives, along with Betty’s

hairdresser and stand-in, occupy an-
other. Quite a far cry from the night-
club days, or nights rather, of Betty
and George Raft. Bonita Granville has
taken Betty’s place on that gay whirl.

Bonita and Raft, despite the difference

in ages, seem to be quite compatible.

Round the Town: What say we lay a
forefinger on Hollywood’s pulse and
see how the old burg’s doing this

month?
To begin our swing round the circuit

Cal reports Judy Garland seems like a
very trim craft without the old rudder
to give it balance. Judy needs a good,
steady beau, by gum, and a real man at

that who can’t be intimidated by glam-
our or Hollywood nonsense. Occasion-
ally Judy has been glimpsed about with
director Mervyn Leroy who appears to

be separated from his wife, Dolores
Warner Leroy, despite denials. But Cal
feels it’s only friendship and loneliness

that bring the two together and our
assertion still sticks—Judy should have
one real heart interest.

Judy’s friend, Mickey Rooney, seems
to be doing all right with pretty Gloria
de Haven, the favorite of the moment.
We do wish, however, Mickey would
reserve his talent for the screen and
stop trying to play to the press section

of the theater premiere audiences. To
quote Queen Vic, “We are not amused.”
Mickey’s attempts to start a horse-
laugh rolling, his loud ejaculations after

certain scenes, his talkative exits, are
embarrassing solely because they are so
thoroughly ignored by one and all.

Mickey is much too talented a lad to

attempt to amuse the press who are
tnere to do a job and not to be dis-

tracted by dialogue from the side lines.

Sailor dater: Jack
Beutel of "The Outlaw"

house in Coldwater Canyon was forth=
coming from sympathizing friends.

Helene Reynolds, petite Twentieth
Century-Fox starlet, returned from
New York to discover the gentleman

(?) to whom she had sublet her flat had
read every letter, personal and pri-

vate, that had arrived and, what’s more,
had gone into boxes and drawers and
read especially treasured fan mail, too.

Helene had such a funny, puzzled ex-
pression on her face when she told Cal
about it that, gosh, we’re afraid we
laughed. It was so incredible . . .

The people from whom Betty Grable
and Harry James bought their house
couldn’t find a place to go by the ex-
piration date and ended up paying the
Jameses rent until they could get out . .

.

Some Hollywood wives are taking
up the careers left behind by their actor

husbands who marched off to war.
Elizabeth Dailey, wife of Dan Dailey
Jr., has gone into a role in “Meet Me
In St. Louis” for M-G-M. Mrs. Dailey
was a model when she married Dan
who is now a lieutenant. Frances Neal,
wife of Lieutenant Van Heflin, and
Laura La Plante, wife of Major Irving
Asher, have also joined the M-G-M’s
ranks and Robert Preston’s wife, Cath-
erine Craig, has gone into the Para-
mount fold.

One-Sentence Truths: Actor Eddie Al-
bert is stationed in New Zealand.
Walter Pidgeon gets his final citizen-

ship papers this month, Walter having
been born in Canada.
Dennis Morgan, father of three chil-

(Continued on page 8)

A favorite

shows up at her favorite

spot: Bette Davis at the

Hollywood Canteen

Seems certain Victory and actors’

committees are scowling even more
ferociously in the direction of that male
star (and close friend of Clark Gable’s)

for his lack of co-operation. We report

only what we’ve been told from head-
quarters, but it seems the star insisted

the reason he didn’t tour the camps was
because he wanted overseas duty. So
they gave it to him. First he held out

for a lA priority plane reservation. He
wasn’t going to be put off for any offi-

cer, soldier or even general. So they
got it for him. He was headed for

Alaska. He got as far as Seattle and
for three weeks there he stayed. Noth-
ing happened until one day he was back
in Hollywood. There was no tour and
no comments . . .

Maybe by this time, however, things

have been brought to a climax and the
actor’s troubles have been ironed out
satisfactorily. But do you think Holly-
wood will ever forget?

Joan Fontaine, after planting sev-
enty-eight trees on her ranch (of

course, husband Brian Aherne helped)

,

set off for the East hoping to wangle a

camp tour overseas.

The housing shortage continues to

upset the homeless. Sonny Tufts and
his wife arrived in town from a New
York vacation to find their apartment
rented. The only available space in the

whole community (and brother, this is

a vast one) was a room and bath in a

motel in an outlying district. They
grabbed it, but imagine the Tufts’

amazement to find on the motel en-
trance one morning a sign reading
“Sonny Tufts in residence here.” A
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What many doctors think about that cold of yours

GERMS can make it troublesome

Research showed that antiseptic gargle used early, often and

regularly, may help head off a cold or lessen its sevef-ity

The time to get after a cold is when
it is just getting started. Intelligent

precautionary measures may avert a

great deal of trouble.

Outstanding medical opinion now
holds that a virus initiates many colds.

Then a potentially troublesome fam-

ily of germs, called the Secondary

Invaders, may stage a "mass inva-

sion” of throat tissues when body
resistance is lowered by fatigue, drafts,

wet or cold feet, or sudden changes

of temperature.

Attack Germs Before They Attack You

There is considerable evidence to

show that if this "mass invasion” can

be averted the course of a cold itself

may be checked.

That is why it is important, at the

very first symptom, to start gargling

with Listerine Antiseptic. This de-

lightful amber germicide reaches way

back on throat surfaces, to kill millions

of these Secondary Invaders.

That is why, we believe, tests made

over a period of twelve years showed

such remarkable results.

FewerColds &SoreThroats, TestsShowed

Think of it! Those test subjects who

gargled Listerine Antiseptic regularly

twice a day had fewer colds and fewer

sore throats than non-garglers. When
colds did develop they were generally

milder in character.

Surely, when you feel a cold com-

ing on, it’s just plain common sense

to start gargling with Listerine Anti-

septic. Its test record makes it a dis-

tinctly worthwhile precaution.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Listerine Antiseptic
TRUSTWORTHY, RELIABLE, SAFE FOR MORE THAN 60 YEARSW " v

Listerine Antiseptic reduced surface

germs as much as 96.7% in tests

Actual tests showed reductions of bacteria

on mouth and thtoat surfaces ranging up to

96.7% fifteen minutes after the Listerine

Antiseptic gargle, and up to 80% one hour
after the Listerine Antiseptic gargle.

Before After

The threatening “Secondary Invaders”

which Listerine Antiseptic attacks

TOP ROW. left toVlght; Pneumococcus Type’ll), Pneu-

mococcus Type IV, Streptococcus Viridens, Friedland-

er's Bacillus. BOTTOM ROW, left to right: Streptococ-

cus Hemolyticus, Bacillus Influenzae, Micrococcus

Catarrhalis, Staphylococcus Aureus.

You can see by their names that they’re

nothing to fool with. Millions of them can
live on mouth and throat surfaces, waiting
until body resistance is lowered to sttike.

You can tealize the impottance of the tegu-

lar use of Listerine Antiseptic to tty to keep
their numbers reduced.

BECAUSE OF WARTIME restrictions you
may not always be able to get Listerine

Antiseptic in your favorite size. Most
drug counters will, however, have it

generally available in some size.
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in a sweetheart of a picture.

You'll be raving with the re-

viewers who are saying “light

and frothy.. .happy entertain-

ment." (Film & Radio Discus-

sion Guide) “Suspense,

heart-throbs and laughs.

Roommates: Paulette Goddard and
Jinx Falkenburg, v/ho share an apartment, go halves

for an evening with Mocambo escort Count Von Dehn

Mary Lee is climbing the

(Continued from page 6) dren (two
born before Pearl Harbor) is now
classified as 1-A.

Sergeant Lew Ayres, with the medi-
cal unit at Desert Center near Indio,

dates Carol Thurston (Three Martini
of “Dr. Wassell”) when he comes to

Hollywood, which isn’t often.

And when Ensign Vaughn Paul comes
to Hollywood from his base in San
Diego, he dates Faye Emerson of War-
ner Brothers every time.

When Lenore Aubert, French star,

soundy slapped George Sanders’ face
on the set of “International Zone” for

Dancemates: Judy Garland does a
Mocambo jig with Mervyn LeRoy

a derogatory remark, he congratulated
her on her spirit.

One of the nicest people in all Holly-
wood, according to the professional and
unprofessional population of Holly-
wood, is Cheryl Walker, the “Stage
Door Canteen” heroine.
Lieutenant William Holden helped

celebrate the seventh birthday of his

stepdaughter Virginia Gaines on the
very day his own son Peter Whitefield
Holden was born to his lovely wife,
Brenda Marshall.
Jack Benny, the man who, aided by

Fred Allen, has given himself the repu-
tation for stinginess, is one of the most
generous stars in Hollywood.
William Eythe knows very well he’s

playing second fiddle to Richard Derr
(who is in the Army) as far as Anne
Baxter is concerned, but he just can’t
help himself.

Flight Cadet John Payne, studying
instrument flying at Yakima, Washing-
ton, has been elected Flight Captain by
his squadron, which is quite an honor.
That famous Hollywood restaurant

rendezvous for the foreign contingent
had better not have a repeat of that
“Heil Hitler” episode if it wants to stay
in business.

Cal's Heart Department: The brass
buttons on the blue uniforms of the
naval officers gleamed and glistened at
the wedding of Betty Jane Greer and
Lieutenant Rudy Vallee of the Coast
Guard. Lieutenant Vallee saw his
bride’s picture in a newspaper and was
so impressed he had her and her family
come on to Hollywood. After a spat or
two the pair decided it was love after
all and now Miss Greer is Mrs. Rudy
Vallee.

Jane Withers announces she has no
intention of wedding Private A. C.
Lyles now or (Continued on page 10)



none braver • •

.

none truer • •

.

her

story is Americans heart-story

• . . your story!

Here is a memorable drama of

today’s unbeatable brand of

courage and love! The brave

and human and truly great

Story of America’s FURLOUGH

WIVES and sweethearts who
wait, wish and work for the

jnen who live in their hearts!

More loved/ more lovable, more lovely than ever, in

%derCommde
ROBERT RYAN RUTH HUSSEY
Eotricia COLUNGE Mady CHRISTIANSKim HUNTERJane DARWELLRichard MARTIN

produced by.David Hempstead • Directed by^d^ard_DmytryJ§
LStOfy ond Screenplay by Dolton Trumbo

R K O
RADIO
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A few eye-catching scenes

from the most exciting musical

of 1944!
* *

Cover Girl
ott /ecA/PUc^^

Music by JEROME KERN

Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN

LEE BOWMAN . PHIL SILVERS • JINX FALKEN8UR&
and

THE COVER GIRLS
IS OF HMEOICA'S MOST BEAOTIFlil WOMEN

Scrien Eliy by Vircinii Vin Opp - Produceil by Arthur Schwarl;

Direcibil by CHARLES VIDOR

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

i3gi4

(Continued from page 8) at any time.

What’s more, seventeen-year-old Janie
has just signed an agreement with her
agent, Max Shagrin, that if she should
marry within the next four years, she’ll

have to pay said agent the sum of

$10,000. And being the little business
woman she is, we believe Janie will

stay Miss Withers for four more years,

at least.

The separation of Jennifer Jones and
Robert Walker proved a shock to all

Hollywood, although the report now is

that the pair had known for several
months they would soon terminate
their marriage. Twentieth Century-
Fox was left high and dry with a deeply
religious picture on their hands, “TTie

Song Of Bernadette,” in which Miss
Jones plays Bernadette. Mr. Walker,
who has made “Bataan” and “See Here,
Private Hargrove,” is, of course, in the
“new star” list at M-G-M. It’s a costly,

tragic situation and who can tell who
or what is to blame? Right at this

point Jennifer and Bob are busy play-
ing sweethearts before the camera in

“Since You Went Away.”

Havilland, who is willing to aid Mr,
Barker’s campaign, it seems, while
waiting for her own heart. Captain Jolm.
Huston, to return.

Jack Oakie, who has been more or
less out of the limelight lately, is happy
again. He and his wife, Venita Varden,
have reconciled and Oakie couldn’t be
happier.

It looks as if Ann Sheridan has really

found 1-o-v-e at last. The man? Hand-
some Steve Hannagan, New York press
agent. They met while Ann was in the
big city on a vacation. When Ann left;

for the Coast Steve followed. Whe®
Steve left for the East Ann followed,
So what do you think. Mister? They
just couldn’t be traveling for the tram
rides, now could they?

Two live-wire romances:
Ann Sheridan and Warners'
Steve Hannagan having therm^

selves a time at Mocambo . .

»

. . . Mickey Rooney
and Gloria de Haven;
same mood, same plae^i

Jess Barker, who seeks publicity by Military Information: Robert Taylor, »
way of the daily columns, is reaping Navy lieutenant, is completing hia
plenty of it. His latest is Olivia de training at the (Continued on page 12)



She risked a
kingdom for this

one kits!

«ttdersi«o<d dtid

ioothed h^r~j
beconrse the, too.

only once—in a lifetime i

^f^'PERICHOLE”. . . singer in the
'

^streets, power behind the throne, all

woman, all wonderful . . . from Thornton Wilder's

Pulitzer Prize-winning novel . . . this immortal

screen thrill. Don’t miss it!

comes a

Jgrijae of

Benedict Bopaus Presents

Starring

Lynn Bari * Francis Lederer • Akin Tamiroff

'

Nitii Nazinova • Loui$ Oatbent * Bianche Yurka « DonaM Woods

Dtrected by BOWUHO V. ill • Scrennplay by HOWABfi CSUBBOOK

From THORNTOfi WttOER'S Pulitzer Prize-winning Novel

- A RWM^D V. IEE froductlon '

;
Releosed thru UNITED ARTISTS
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BLACKHEADS, BIG PORES

show up quickly in these

“Danger Zones” of your skin!

Read how my 4-Purpose Face
Cream keeps your skin crystal-

clean and fresh — and guards
against these skin troubles.

NO one needs to tell you that there are

“danger zones” of the skin. You
know! For your own mirror has warned
you about them, many times.

You know, for example, that the curve

next to your nose—the tiny valleys of your
chin—are two zones that must be watched.
For there’s where skin troubles get their

start, and make swift headway.

In the curve beside your nose, pores

often become bigger and bigger — until

they look conspicuous and coarse. Around
your mouth and chin, dirt and grease

tend to accumulate and harden into black-

heads.

But you can be sure you won’t have any
of these skin troubles, if you use Lady
Esdier 4 -Purpose Face Cream! For it

guards these two danger zones, guards

all the danger zones of your skin I

Each time you apply Lady Esther Face
Cream it does these 4 vital things: (1) It

thoroughly cleans your skin. (2) It softens

your skin, loosens and absorbs the dry,

clinging flakes. (3) It helps nature refine

the pores. (4) It leaves a smootli perfect

base for powder.

Living Proof— In Your Own Mirror!

Why choose a face cream because it’s ex-

pensive, or because of a clever package?

Judge it only by what it does for your skinl

That’s why I say— try Lady Esther
4-Purpose Face Cream! Get the smallest

size jar if you like—but try it! When you
see how radiantly clean and fresh your
skin looks after the very first application—

when you see how much smoother and
more youthful it appears—it’s time enough
to get the largest and most economical

size. But for living proof this is the most
beautifying cream you have ever used,

get the small-size jar today!

^-PURPOSE
CREAM

j

Kid sister to the

Marines: Shirley Temple,

by adoption

(Continued from page 10) New Orleans
Naval Air Transport Command in

Louisiana.

Old reporter Cal is stationed on the

dunce stool right now for pulling a

boner in the December issue. Cal put
Richard Denning of the USNR right in

the Coast Guard—and Cal herewith
hangs his head in shame and gives

Dick’s right address: Richard Denning,
Y-2C, V-6, USNR D.N.O.P., 411 West
Fifth St., Los Angeles, Cal. In case
you’re wondering about all those

initials—well, Dick sent us the informa-
tion himself so we can’t be wrong this

time!

Jackie Cooper, whose military status

confused everyone in Hollywood for so

long, became an apprentice seaman at

the Naval V-12 School at Notre Dame

Two personalities in the news. The
Great Gildersleeve (Hal Peary), and
Danny Kaye, faced their prospective
physical examiners and met defeat.

One is too lean and one too plump. Mr.
Kaye has asked for an overseas tour.

Robert Ryan, Ginger Rogers’ leading
man in “Tender Comrade,” is officially

in the Army, we are informed, but has
been dispatched to Hollywood to play
the lead in “Marine Raiders.” And be-
cause he is now officially the property
of Uncle Sam, RKO cannot give out
publicity information about the star.

Ensign John Howard, who has been
on almost constant duty on a mine
sweeper off the coast of Africa, writes
faithfully to the girl he left behind,

12



Sally Yarnell of Twentieth Century-
Fox. Incidentally, Ensign Howard re-

ports that when his ship is laid up
for repairs he hopes to get home for

his first leave.

One of the unhappiest lads in town
is Vic McLaglen’s stalwart son Andrew.
Andy, strong and healthy, was. turned
down by the Army because he stood

six feet seven inches in height. And
yet, when RKO was seeking a big lad

to play a serviceman in “Since You
Went Away,” they chose Andy for the

role. But what’s good enough for

Hollywood isn’t good enough for the
Army as a lot of Hollywoodites have
found out.

Few people realize the steadfastness

of Lieutenant Robert Cummings’ de-
votion to duty as a Flight Instructor in

the Army Air Force Reserve, stationed
at the Mira-Loma Flight Academy in

Oxnard, California. Lieutenant Cum-
mings, who teaches combat maneuvers,
has graduated two classes of cadets and
is beginning on his third class.

Three M-G-M boys, Bill Lundigan,
Richard Carlson and Dan Dailey Jr.,

are keeping the old flag waving for Leo
the Lion. Lundigan is a Private First

Class in the Marines, stationed at San
Diego; Dailey is a lieutenant in the
Army at Camp Crowder, Missouri; and
Carlson, the father of two children, is

a lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy, waiting
for placement.

A Good One On Goddard: Paulette
Goddard couldn’t be more set back by
a recent “incident.”And how her friends

Good pal to Hollywood:
Ingrid Bergman, just

by nature

His assignment is the answer^to

a submariner’s prayer! ^

Here s the

story-behind-the-

story of the bombers

that plastered and

blasted Tojo’s

home town!

Directed by

DELMER DAVES

tEmwMD
.

Screen Ploy by Delmer Doves ond Albert Moltz • from on Original Story by Steve Fisher • Music by Fronz Woxmon



When a cold goes

to your nose,

—^ Sitroux Tissues

come to your rescue.

They’re swell for ''blowouts"

— because they treat your

nose tenderly—never irritate.

Sitroux Tissues are so.

soft, there’s not a

scratch in a car- Cn

load. Yet they’re

strong enough for the biggest

blow-hards. Economical, too

—because they’re more absor-

bent. Better get Sitroux Tissues

now—and be pre-

pared for the

next"cold wove."

SAY
SIT-TRUE

Tissues

love to tell it on Miss Goddard, the gal

no one beats to the punch!
It seems that when Paulette was cast

as a welder opposite Sonny Tufts in “I

Love A Soldier” someone at the studio

suggested she trot out and talk to a

couple of girls who were working as

welders in defense plants. “Find out
what they wear on dates, etc.,” Paulette

was instructed, “and then duplicate

their little frocks and suits.”

So out trotted Paulette, who wears
the plainest of street frocks; and the
girls couldn’t have been more co-oper-
ative.

First she was shown a little sports

number. Paulette did a take, a quick
double-take and even a triple one. The
outfit was obviously an expensive and
beautiful one. “This one came from I.

Magnin’s,” the girl welder explained.
“I bought it for its lines. And here’s a
date dress I picked up at Saks. I like

the draped effect and the new nude
souffle yoke.”
Goddard looked every which way

and then down at her own $14.95 sport
dress, a price Paulette seldom exceeds
for her everyday outfits. When the
fashion show, as put on by the several
defense workers, was concluded, Pau-
lette thanked them and, rising in all

her $14.95 self-consciousness, departed.
“Call in Edith Head, the designer,”

she reported next day. “I’ve got to get
myself a wardrobe if I hope to compete
with those girls.”

The studio regretted the suggestion
of Paulette’s visit. Now it’s really cost-
ing them defense-wages dough!

Detached Defy: The lights grow dim,
the curtain rises and the show begins
at the 44th Street Theater. It is Moss
Hart’s new play, “Winged Victory,” in
which a goodly portion of the AAF
performs nightly to an enthusiastic

audience. And there on the stage you
will see many faces familiar to the
faithful followers of motion pictures.

For the cast, carefully selected for this

special duty, includes some of Holly-
wood’s finest young actors—Sgt. George
Reeves, Cpl. Mark Daniels, Pfc. Ed-
mond O’Brien, and Pvts. Walter Reed,
Richard Travis, Michael Duane, Barry
Nelson, Ray McDonald, William Mar-
shall, Harry Lewis and Don Taylor.

Sgt. George Reeves (hero of “So
Proudly We Hail”) is assistant supply
sergeant for the troupe of three him-
dred men who drill in Central Park
and function as a regular military com-
pany when not at the theater. Eager
to be G. I. in every respect, George’s
record has but one slight blemish to

date. Married soldiers can hve with
their wives and George and his pretty
brunette Ellanora live a subway jump
across the city. The earnest sarge says
it’s understandable he’d get lost and
be late to his busy supply room just

once, this being his first time in the
big town. He transferred ohto the
wrong subway and came up for air

away out on Long Island that mem-
orable morning!

It’s also Richard Travis’s first trip

East and he’s as wide-eyed as his wife,

who makes her acting debut in a small
part. Mr. Hart, with typical consid-
eration, allotted roles in the show to

thirty-one wives of the soldier-actors.

Biggest surprise is discovering Ed-
mond O’Brien, the comedy hit. A lot

heavier, his hair cut extremely short,

he characterizes the guy from Brooklyn
in marvelous style.

Walter Reed, Michael Duane and
William Marshall have their wives with
them. Mrs. Marshall is not in “Winged
Victory,” but she’s apt to be waiting
at the stage door for Bill. It’s strange
to see Michele (Continued on page 16)
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The Comedy Sensations

of "My Sister Eileen”

together again

and funnier

than ever!

RUSSELL AHERNE

(iM'alDmm/
with WILLARD PARKER

What a "Find'’!... Sensation of the Year!

SCREEN PLAY BY THERESE LEWIS AND BARRY TRIVERS...A COLUMBIA PICTUREf
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Evening in Paris Face Powder’’

TO CREATE a dreamy, tender beauty in the sweet

face of a girl . . . that is the prime purpose of Evening in Paris

powder. That is why it is made with such a sheer velvet texture

r i , why the shades of Evening in Paris seem to lie on the skin in such

eoft bloom of color.

Choose smooth, colorful Evening in Paris face powder,

60 enchantingly yours for Romance

See in his eyes why it is said,

"to make a lovely lady even

lovelier . . . Evening in Paris

face powder I
”

¥iin€ in ’’Here’s to Romance,’*
starring Dick Haymes, with
Jim Ameche and Ray Bloch’s
Orcheetra*~Thureday evenings.

Face Powder $1.00

Perfume $1.25 to $10.00

(All prices plus tax)

face powder
t

If
NEW YORK

(Continued from, page 14) Morgan
modestly standing in a comer till her
man exits. She’s Bill’s wife, you know,
and she’s taking a vacation from pic-

tures to be with him as long as he’s in

the play. Which proves a Hollywood
star can make her marriage come first

if she wants to . . .

Mark Daniels and Don Taylor, the
romantic lead and the bravado boy
who washes out in a heart-throb scene,

are two post-war stars for sure. Both
were under contract to M-G-M when
they joined the AAF and had everyone
on the lot enthused about their possi-
bilities. But it took Moss Hart to give
them this wonderful chance. Greer
Garson went backstage to congratulate
them as soon as she saw the show,
being the first of Metro’s glamour gals

to applaud them.

The Hoax of the Month: Vic Mature
has gone back to his Coast Guard
duties and there are several among his

friends who almost wish Vic had spent
his leave at home with his mother in

Louisville rather than at the night spots
of Hollywood.

It’s Cal’s opinion—and remember
we’re fond of Vic, too—that the whole
impleasant Anne Shirley romance epi-
sode was due to Mr. Mature’s pride,

left dragging in the dust when his girl

friend, Rita Hayworth, turned to
Orson Welles. Vic is the kind of man
who prefers to do the turning down
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and not be on the receiving end of
a lady’s cold shoulder. And maybe it

was partly due to a slightly broken,
or at least dented, heart. Vic was
fond of Rita, that we know. But at any
rate he was obviously seeking a way
to mend his feelings.

After dating Betty Hutton (whose
heart was elsewhere) for several eve-
nings and taking out K. T. Stevens
with no resultant Maturish hullabaloo,
his black eyes lit on Anne Shirley,
dancing about the Mocambo one eve-
ning and boom! Vic decided this was
it. Here was the girl he’d been waiting
for. He went into feverish raptures
over Anne whom, for heavens sake,
he’d known for years, since he was one
of John Payne’s staunchest friends
before and after his separation from
Anne. Nevertheless, Anne was it. He
was in love. He’d ask her to marry
him and he announced that fact to no
less a place thgn the whole world.
Anne, bowled over by the sudden-

ness of the courtship and the vibrant
Rhett Butlerish personality that fairly

leaps from the attractive Mature in
waves, was swept into an assent. She
was very happy. And, 3/es, they would
be married before Vic left next week
for his ship.

Only something happened. Time
grew shorter and still there was no
license or ring or preacher.

Finally, meeting the girls she liked
best at a friend’s home, Anne stated
simply that she was afraid there had
been a mistake. There was nothing
to do then but announce it to the press
and proceed to save a bad situation

by appearing with Vic “as friends”
once or twice before his departure.
The whole (Continued on page 94)

Are You in the Know?

"Know how” is what makes the difference be»

tween a smooth rug-cutter and a dud! So lady^

be hep to this "shine” step. It’s a Tip— and

here’s another: Know how to stay in the fun
regardless of what time of the month it is!

It’s simple, for Kotex sanitary napkins are

more comfortable— and that special safety center

keeps you protected— poise-perfect. So save

your "jitters” for a jive session.

Down with pompadours— up with sweeping

manes! Newest locks have a flat-topped look.

They’re shorter, sleek, often center-parted.

Vary this hair style to suit your face-type, but

if your face is long, take the short hair-do

shown here— flat crowned, and fluffed a bit

at the sides. The "flat” look is a grooming

commandment when "certain” outlines threaten

a sleek costume. That’s when you thank Kotex

for those flat pressed ends. Because they’re not

stubby, no one will guess your secret.

Are these Lindy Hoppers doing

—

A Boogie

A Shorty George

A Tip

This Hair-do’s for you— if

Your face is long

Heart-shaped

Q Round

How would you introduce them?
n "Capt. Smith, this is Lieut. Brown”

"Miss Brown, may I'present Capt. Smith"

"Lieut. Brown, Capt. Smith"

Learn your military P’s and Q’s! When in-

troducing army ofhcers, mention the one with

higher rank first—even if the other is a woman.
"Captain Smith, this is Lieutenant Brown” is

correct (and don’t address theWac as "Miss” !)

.

Knowing your army etiquette is a social must,

these wartime days. On diflEcult days, too, you
can preserve your "social security.” Just

depend on the comfort Kotex gives, for Kotex

stays soft while wearing. You’ll learn—comfort,

confidence and Kotex go together!

Girls in the know choose KOTEX*
YeSy more girls choose KOTEX than all other brands ofpadsput together^

For Trying Days# try KURB tablets. ..if you suffer from cramps. It’s

a Kotex product, expressly compounded for relief of periodic dis-

comfort. Take only as directed on the package and see how KURBS
can help youl

n
I
Check here if you’re teen age and want
free the newly-edited booklet "As One

Girl To Another.” You’ll learn do’s and don’ts

for difficult days . . . the lowdown on groom-
ing, sports, social contacts.

pn Check here if you’re a war worker and
'—

' want free the new booklet "That Day Is

Here Again.” Full of facts on diet, cramps,

exercise, lifting. It tells how to stay on the

job, even on "problem” days.

Send name and address to Post Office Box 3434, Dept. MW-2, Chicago 54, 111,
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CREAM? POWDER? LIQUID?

For ordinary uses, you may prefer on«
type of deodorant, your neighbor
another. But for one purpose—impor-

tant to you and to every woman

—

there’s no room for argument.

Use Powder for

Sanitary Napkins
For while creams and liquids are suit-

able for general use, a powder is best

for sanitary napkins. That’s because

a powder has no moisture-resistant

base ; doesn’ t retard napk in absorption.

There is ONE Powder
i . . created especially for this purpose

—QUEST* POWDER— soft, sooth-

ing, safe. It’s the Kotex* Deodorant,
approved by the Kotex laboratories.

Being unscented, it doesn’tmerely cover

up one odor with an-

other. Quest Powder
destroys napkin odor
completely. It’s your

lid of-ture way to avoid

fending.Many months’

supply, only 3Sc.

Curb them each

month with . .

.

COMPOUNDED ESPECIALLY FOR THIS USEI
Take KURB tablets only as directed on fhe
package and see bow KURB can help you I

Man who gets handclaps from everyone with the two
handclappers who mean the most to him: Jim Brown,

his wife Verna and their daughter Beverly Jean

FOR YOURSELF

$10.00 PRIZE
The World Grows Smaller

A S an ex-newspaperman I am interested
in anything under the label “News”

and to me the theater in all its aspects
is news—espiecially the movie. For a long
time, or since our film industry got its first

long pants and a voice, I have waited to

see if it had imagination enough and the
courage that goes with such perception
and vision, to make a series of pictures

revealing the story of (1) Buddha, (2)

Confucius, (3) Mohammed, (4) Moses,
and by no means least, (5) Ghengis Khan.
Or, for the matter of all that, pictures

about the lives and times of any of the
great figures in the progress of Asia.

Now, with a war of such magnitude as

to dwarf all comparable disasters, and
with the white man’s alleged burden so

heavy as to warrant belief he may well
crack under the load, I am still waiting
for pictures of the kind indicated here.

When one considers that all religions

worth serious thought came from Asia or

Asia’s near relatives, that our alphabet,

our multiplication table and indeed all

we prize so highly in the cultural realm
were derived from either the Middle East
or the Far East, does it not seem a little

incredulous that we give so little credit

to that major fraction of humanity to

whom we are so heavily in debt? The
puffery we have been getting—about the

super- this and colossal-that—regarding
achievements of the non-Asiatics, stands

as paltry and very thin bragging beside
the eternal gifts we have received from
the non-Europeans.
With so much being said about good-

will and good neighborliness now and to

come, why can’t we do at least a little in

practical kindness and understanding by
way of our picture industry, which claims

to be our most efficient civilizer? The fact

that we can make an adding machine
should not obscure the fact that Asia’s

adding machines have been the abaci, as

good as ours but without handles or gears,

and just as good for everyday mathe-
matical use. Or that gunpowder, writing

paper, silk, magnetic compasses, etc., all

originated in Asia.

Along with our exports of lend-lease
goods, let us send that most effective of

commodities, spiritual good-will to our
Asiatic allies. It will pay us big dividends
someday.

I. H. Schwartz,
Cincinnati, O.

$5.00 PRIZE
Ring in the New

OR whom the chime clangs:
For Van Johnson, his freckles and

ingratiating smile.

For Gene Kelly and a new and re-
freshing personality. (Mr. K. being adept
in three fields—dancing, singing, acting

—

and oh! those velvet eyes!)

For Frank Sinatra, for looking boyish
and enthusiastic in a world of overly
mature and too-too bored males.
For Jim Brown, Robert Walker and

Dana Andrews—for just being!

WATCH on the Hollywood vine:
Shirley Temple who has grown up so

beautifully and puts the super females
to shame.

Dorothy McGuire who looks like a
daisy in a field of orchids.
Marsha Hunt—that gorgeous American

Rose—she should be up there with Turner!
Norma H. Dupuis,

Detroit, Mich.

$1.00 PRIZE
Nothing to Hide

COR the first time I have seen a film
* that calls a 4-F a human being.
For almost two years I have gone to the

movies and heard some boy who couldn’t
get in the Army called everything from
a coward to a dog. No one stops to think
that this boy is heartbroken because he
can’t be in there fighting with his friends.

Songs like “Short, Fat And 4-F” make me
plenty mad.

I saw “Good Luck, Mr. Yates” about a
week ago. Jess Baker did a grand job
showing that being in 4-F isn’t anything
to hide, as long as you do your part on
the home front. I think the motion-pic-
ture industry is doing a swell job of

keeping the {Continued on page 20)



Pride-and-joy hands

needn’t fear

wartime jobs!

Before you wash undies

—

before you do dishes—

guard your soft, white hands with Toushay! It’s

a new idea in lotions—and busy, beautiful women
love it! You see, you smooth on Toushay before

every soap-and-water task. It guards against

roughness and dryness—helps keep your hands

smooth and pretty!

When homework's done, lend a lovely hand to

Uncle Sam! (Women are needed in all sorts of

war-winning jobs.) But be sure Toushay’s on

guard. Always use this rich, fragrant lotion before-

hand. Toushay helps' -prevent soap-and-water

damage to smooth, white hands.

And when that "special man" is home on leave,

let Toushay help! As a plus to its “beforehand”

use, Toushay’s a wonder as a powder base—or

for sweet-scented, all-over body rubs. Inexpensive

—so creamy a few drops are enough. Get Toushay
at your druggist’s!

P

M

M

THE “BEFOREHAND” LOTION that guards hands even in hot, soapy water
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(Continued from page 18) morale high on
the fighting and home fronts.

Betty Lou Burgess,
Marion, 111.

$1.00 PRIZE
Hats Off to Ann

CROM her many pictures which I have
* always enjoyed immensely, I had gained
the impression that Ann Sothern, off

screen, was a good-natured, easy-to-talk-
to young lady, unspoiled by her success
and popularity.
Something happened a few days ago to

give reality to that impression. Miss
Sothern is here visiting her husband who
is stationed at the Marfa Army Air Field.
I sent her a telegram telling her how
much I enjoyed her pictures and that I

would like very much to see her in person.
I was never so surprised in my life as
I was when she walked into my place of
business and made my wish come true.

I was overwhelmed by her down-to-
earth naturalness and friendliness—not to

mention her charming good looks. With
that same voice and smile she has used
so effectively on the screen, she made me
feel as if I were an old friend.

But what really “took the cake” was her
warm, self-introduction: “I’m Mrs. Ster-
ling.” (Wife of A/C Robert Sterling, for-
mer actor.) And her response to my in-
quiry as to whether or not she had seen
the latest issue of Time magazine (with
her picture in it) which was, simply, “You
mean the one with Franco on the cover?”
Of all things! It was quite obvious that
she was not in the least self-centered.

All I can say is: I have missed a few
of Ann Sothern’s pictures in the past, but
I will make it a point not to miss any
in the future.

Dan W. Weidman,
Marfa, Texas.

$1.00 PRIZE
Behind the Glamour

\^E average young girls of the nation
’ ' find great consolation in your candid
pictures, articles and biographies of the
glamorous stars. You see, we are only
human, and finding out that exquisite
Betty Grable or adorable Sonja Henie or
exotic Ann Sheridan are just human too,

with diet troubles, secret desires, a line

or two on their faces, all encourages us
to improve our own defects and makes
us love the stars more.
One can be a little hurt and jealous of

anything as infallibly beautiful as Betty
Grable on the screen . . . especially if

one has a handsome husband or fiance
who also admires Miss Grable. However,
seeing candid pictures of Betty, know-
ing she fears a double chin, and some-
times her hair isn’t in perfect ringlets,

makes one feel that we have something
in common, and that the average pretty
American girl, be she housewife, sten-
ographer or WAVE, has a chance
after all in this game called “Winning
and Holding Your Man” ... so give us
more real, true pictures and stories of
the gorgeous screen stars . . . who after
all are really our sisters under the skin.

Shirley Lange,
Toledo, Ohio.

$1.00 PRIZE
To Lieutenant Tyrone Power

I
T seems strange to address you as

' lieutenant after saying “Mr.” in all the
fan letters I used to write to you; but it

shouldn’t seem odd. Sensing the kind of
man you were as I watched you on the
screen, heard you on the air or read the
comments of movie magazines and col-
umnists, I shouldn’t be surprised that you

did leave your well-established career to
become a Marine. Now you are no longer
a movie star but just another leatherneck
looking for a fight. Well, whether or not
it seems presumptuous to say so. I’m
proud of you because you are doing such
a grand job.

When I had seen you for the first time
in a film called “In Old Chicago,” I de-
veloped such a crush on you that I con-
sidered you the only “good” actor in
Hollywood. I made it a habit to see all

your pictures three or four times. “Alex-
ander’s Ragtime Band” was no exception
and that’s where my story really begins.
I had seen it for the third time, was
promptly shoved into a romantic daze,
and by the time I arrived home, I decided
to let off my steam into a silly story with
you as the main character. I haven’t
stopped writing since. That must have
been about five years ago. My crush for
you dwindled into admiration, but I will

never forget that you were the inspiration
and the beginning of a career which is

now weU on its way.
Margaret Pasch,
Woonsocket, R. I.

$1.00 PRIZE
Good Americans

CAY, I have a lot of praise for a couple
of Hollywood’s favorite stars, and te-

lieve me this time it comes right from
the heart.

My fiance has just been sent overseas,
so naturally when I went to the movies
last night, it was more to go someplace
where I could think and sob quietly and.
I’ll admit, feel sorry for myself. But, if

that’s what I wanted to do, I made a big
mistake, for I blindly walked into “Let’s

Face It” with Bob Hope and Betty Hutton.
With those two energetic typical American

20



bombshells hopping in and out of hot
water, I didn’t get a chance to feel melan-
choly.
Naturally, the picture just didn’t make

me happy about the whole thing, but
sitting there and being able to forget my
worries for an hour or two did me more
good than anything else could have.

Taking into consideration that Bob Hope
has been doing a mighty swell job of

cheering up our boys Over There, and
that the Hutton gal has been doing more
than her share in backing up those vital

Bond sales, I think America is pretty darn
lucky to have two such swell, fun-loving
people on her side.

Eleanor Sanders,
Miami, Florida.

HONORABLE MENTION
\^ELL, the girls can have their Clark
’ ’ Gables, Charles Boyers and Frank
Swoonatras, but if they have no objections

I’ll take some of Donald “Mr. Big’’ O’Con-
nor. What a lover, what a dancer, what a
voice and, furthermore, what a pair of

eyes!

Yes, siree, this boy’s solid, on the beam
and a “little bit of all right.” If Donald
O’Connor doesn’t rise to top billing pretty
soon. I’ll eat my ration books!

Juliet Doyle,
New York, N. Y.

I
UST about the time when we think
there can’t be a different personality on

the screen, up pops the greatest of them
all in the form of that lovable, tantalizing

Claudia—known in private life as Dorothy
McGuire.
She completely captivated the audience

yesterday where I saw the picture. And
when my husband said he could see it all

over, there could be no greater praise be-
cause he just isn’t a movie fan. All the
important roles in the picture are handled
expertly, and I particularly liked Robert
Young as David, the husband.

Mrs. Betty Toles,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

I
’VE been reading the “Claudia” stories

• in Redbook magazine and I was so

anxious to see the picture! Well, Dorothy
McGuire certainly didn’t look or act like

the person I had pictured for Claudia. I

wonder if anyone else was as “let-down”
as I was.

Mrs. Frank Adamo,
Hattiesburg, Miss.

I
REMEMBER Jean Arthur when she was

'

a plain, brown-haired girl playing the
leading lady in comedy shorts. It is, there-
fore, somewhat startling to see a new and
lovely Jean Arthur as one of today’s finest

romantic screen comediennes.
She can make a simple tale like “A Lady

Takes A Chance” into a grand and amus-
ing picture—so she must be good!

S. Grill,

New York, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards $10
first prize, $5 second prize and $1 each to

every other letter published in full. Your
letters about stars or movies in less than 200
words are judged on the basis of clarity and
originality. Do not submit previously pub-
lished material or material that you are
sending to other publications. Plagiarism

will be punished to the full extent of the law.

Retain a copy of material submitted as we
regret we are not able to return unaccepted
material. Address your letter to "Speak For

Yourself," Photoplay-Movie Mirror, 205 East

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

It’s always August
underneath your arms!

1

Warm clothes make you more
likely to offend! Prevent underarm

odor with MUM every day!

Sure is cold outdoors!

You’re all bundled up in warm woolen

clothes. You scurry indoors quick as you
can — for still more warmth. And your

chances of offending with underarm odor are

even greater than in the summertime!

Because even if you don’t see or feel

any moisture, odor can form. And it will

c-l-i-n-g to your warm winter clothes. And
it may turn you into the girl you swore

Storf the day right. First your morning bath

to wash away past perspiration. Then MUM
... to prevent future underarm odor. Takes

only 30 seconds to smooth it on!

Product of Bristol-Myert

Mum TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION

you’d never be— the girl who offends!

So don’t take chances! Your daily bath

washes away past perspiration. Follow it

up— quickly— with Mum, to prevent risk

of underarm odor to come. And then you’re

sure. Safe. Fresh and dainty.

Try Mum. Depend on Mum. One quick

minute after your bath . . . before your

evening dates . . . and you’re safe for hours

to come.
« • •

FOR SANITARY NAPKINS safe

Mum is so dependable for this important purpose.

Try Mum this way, too—avoid embarrassment.

Woolens are wonderful . . . hut they trap odor!

So don’t take chances with your job! Stay

dainty with Mum. Use Mum any time . . „

even after you’re dressed!

In his arms . . .
you’ll be safe and serene. Even

after hours of dancing. Mum prevents under-

arm odor. So give yourself some real peace of

mind. Try Mum. You’ll like it.



A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

Film of beauty: Greer Garson and
Walter PIdgeon In "Madame Curie"

^ Jack London

it's About: The life and times of a fa-
mous author.

THE gusty, lusty Jack London that
® was becomes a rather stodgy charac-
ter in this biographical tale with Mich-
ael O’Shea playing the title role.

The story begins with London’s re-
fusing to work in a sweat shop where a
fellow worker has been killed. From
there he goes to sea on a whaling ex-
pedition, briefly attends school for
background to a writing career, joins
the Klondike gold rush, writes “Call

Madame Curie (Metro Goldwyn Mayer)

It's About: The true life story of two
famous scientists.

A PICTURE with heart, soul, beauty
and emotional depth; a picture of

exceptional spiritual beauty. No finer

choice than Walter Pidgeon and Greer
Garson to play the distinguished
scientists, Pierre and Madame Curie,
could have been made. Garson, intelli-

gent, beautiful, sincere, brings great
authority to her role of the Polish girl

who comes to the Sorbonne University
in Paris to major in Mathematics and
Physics and who remains to marry the

renowned scientist, Pierre Curie.
After years of physical and mental

labor, heartaches and disappointments,
the pair discover the secret of radium
only to have one of them meet death on
the very day of their triumph.
Pidgeon, to our notion, gives the fin-

est performance of his career. If he
and Miss Garson are not nominated
for the Academy Award, we miss our
guess. Dame May Whitty, Henry Trav-
ers and Albert Basserman lend won-
derful support. But we didn’t quite
know what Robert Walker was doing in
the story.

Your Reviewer Says: A picture to cherish in one’s memory.

(United Artists)

Of The Wild,’’ which started his fame,
meets Charmian, the love of his life,

and signs up as a war correspondent
in the Russo-Japanese argument.
The story, which has briefly crowded

these events together, then expands too
widely, it seemed to us, on the details

he gleaned from a Japanese officer con-
cerning their plan for world conquest.
O’Shea is good and one feels he will

be even better in roles to come. Susan
Hayward is believable as Charmian,
and Osa Massen, Harry Davenport and
Frank Craven round out the cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Could any story be as vital as the man himself? One-check enjoyment: Susan Hayward
^ and Michael O'Shea in "Jack London"

Forceful work: Gene Kelly, Jean Pierre

? Aumont in "The Cross Of Lorraine"

The Cross Of LorraitK

It's About: The escape of French pris-
oners from a concentration camp.

THIS story, we feel, comes too late to

receive the merit it deserves; so very
much has already been said on the
subject of war. Nevertheless, the
smooth professionalism of Aumont’s
work plus the performance of one
Hume Cronyn, who knows his business
and delivers accordingly, lifts this story
into big time.

The story has a group of Frenchmen
from every walk of life surrendering to

the Germans who promise the soldiers

Your Reviewer Says:

(Mefro Goldwyn Mayer)

they will be sent back to their farms
and cities. Instead they are carted off

to a German concentration camp and
from that moment on their bodies and
spirits are slowly but surely broken.
There have been no attempts to

whitewash the brutality of the Nazis.

Gene Kelly, as the French taxi driver
who is beaten and broken by his cap-
tors; Richard Whorf as the interned
doctor; Joseph Calleia, the professional
soldier; Wallace Ford, the farmer; and
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, the priest, are
about as fine a group of actors ever

to appear. {Continued on page 105)

Pretty strong dose.

For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 107

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 103

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 7022



leaves hair so lustrous, and yet so easy to manage

!

Special Drene
with

Product of Procter & Gamble

Soap film dulls liistre—robs hair
of glamour!

Avoid this beauty handicap! Switch to Spe-
cial Drene. It never leaves any dulling
fdm as all soaps and soap shampoos do.

That’s why Special Drene reveals up to
33% more lustre!

Only Special Drene reveals

up to 33% more,lustre than soap . . ,

yet leaves hair so easy to arrange,

so alluringly smooth I

To a man, your most priceless beauty

asset is lovely, shining hair. But dull,

drah locks can spoil your chance for

sweet romance. So always keep your

hair glamorous, lustrous. Never let

soap or soap shampoos hide the shining

beauty a man adores!

Instead, use Special Drene! See the

dramatic difference after your first

shampoo . . . how gloriously it

reveals all the lovely sparkling highlights,

all the natural color brilliance

of your hair!

And now that Special Drene contains a

wonderful hair conditioner, it leaves hair

far silkier, smoother and easier

to arrange . . . right after shampooing.

Easier to comb into smooth, shining

neatness! If you haven’t tried

Drene lately, you’ll be amazed!

And remember . . . Special Drene

gets rid of all flaky dandruff the

very first time you use it.

So for more alluring hair, insist on

Special Drene with Hair Conditioner

added. Or ask your beauty shop to use it.

^ Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping

mi

Here s the smart, new page-boy arrange-

ment. Notice the center part . . . the hair

brushed up and back from the temples . . . the

smooth roll which starts high behind the ears,

then slants sharply downward. All help give

the head the new, small, narrow look! Extra
lustre and smoothness due to Special Drene.
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letters From The Stars

F
ew moments in life bring as much quick enjoyment as the arrival of a letter.

When the famous of Hollywood write, what do they say?
If it is Alan Ladd (whose poignant homecoming from the Army is told

more fully in this issue of Photoplay) he is writing to apologize for putting

an editor to some trouble. Thusly:
“Can’t tell you how much mail we’ve received as a result of Adela Rogers

St. Johns’ story. It was grand and we can’t tell you how much we appreciate

your interest. Terribly sorry about ‘Soldier’s Code’ and the trouble we caused
on the ‘cuts.’ Read it the other day and thought it turned out swell.

“Guess you thought Susie and I were a couple of pains in the neck about
the cuts but we were a little worried about some of the things in the story and
hoped you wouldn’t mind our suggesting them to you.

“You’re probably a busy guy and haven’t much time to be reading letters,

so I’ll shut up.
“Just wanted to tell you how much Susie and I appreciated everything.

Here’s hoping to see you soon.’’

Or, if it is Cary Grant, the note arrives in the same mail with a package that,

when opened, turns out to be an exact duplicate of the tie which he had worn
the last time he and this editor had been together and which the editor had
admired.
“Glad you didn’t admire my hat,’’ Cary writes. “I only have the one and it

looks silly on anyone else—me, too. Cary.”

Betty Hutton in a letter is the Betty of “Let’s Face It,” the Betty you have
lunch with, the Betty adored and despaired of on the set and by her friends.

In short:

“Dear Dreamboat:
“Hope you aren’t still walking around in your stocking feet for lack of an 18

coupon. If so, let me know and I will gladly send you mine.
“Darling, it was so much fun seeing you in Philadelphia. I’m sending this

letter to thank you for all the wonderful things you’ve been doing for me in

your magazine and to tell you to hurry out, bare feet and all, and I shall greet

you with open arms. Lovingly, Betty.”

If it is Louise Allbritton, the stationery is a gray-blue and the handwriting
open and honest, and the letter says:
“Today is a big day for me—I am sick in bed for the first time since I was a

child, and having the time of my life. It seems I succumbed to some incipient

sniffles which made my voice not too mellow for the mike—and so the director
sent me home (God love him!) and a doctor is to come in later. But I feel fine.

“It’s really very funny—I am perched up in bed looking like a veritable Alice
in Wonderland, with a fuzzy peach bed jacket and ribbons in my hair and my
chumsies, my teddy bears and toy dogs, all grouped around me—and two little

friends playing Florence Nightingale and Edith Cavell. They slip quietly in and
out of my room—to bring me trays and read to me. They just finished ‘Early
Sorrow’ by Thomas Mann—a perfectly lovely little book. Do you know it?

“At last, the first of the month, I am going to move from the Studio Club and
I hope you’ll do me the honor of dropping in for a cocktail. Always, Louise.

“P. S. Hope this note won’t carry any of my ugly germs.”

On the simple gray stationery of the U. S. O., with a stamp marked “Passed
by Naval Censor,” comes a repressed note from the irrepressible. Mature, with
between-the-lines reading suggested.

“Just a line to say hello and hope you aren’t angry with me for having had
too-too-good a time on my last fling—I assure you I will miss you all as friends
miss each other.
“From all indications it will be quite a while before we return, so—until then

—

“Thanks. Vic.

“P. S. Please let me hear from you all.”

Yes, letters from the stars who are simply Cary or Betty, or Alan or Vic and,
just as simply, good friends and good human beings.
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First evening at

home: Alan reads the

volumes Sue had

made up for him

S
ometimes a man reveals him-
self the most in little things. The
key to Alan Ladd and his honor-

able discharge from the Army is

wrapped up in a single tie.

Ever since his meteoric rise to

fame, Alan has had a fine collec-

tion of expensive neckties. There’s a
reason. To him they are a symbol of

his success. When he was a strug-
gling kid working around Hollywood
he never could afford anything bet-
ter than a six-bit tie and he had only
a couple of those. The first time he
paid out five dollars for a genuine
real silk neck adornment was the
day he felt that he had at least

climbed halfway up the ladder to

success.

To Alan and his wife Sue Carol,
the Ladd collection of neckties has
been a running gag all through their

married hfe. That’s why Sue did
some shopping the day Alan was
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Youngest member

of the welcoming

committee: Alonno

Ladd gets a

"gladtoseeyou"

at Paramount

"^Portont

e

scheduled to come back home after

he had been honorably discharged

from the United States Army by his

Uncle Sam.
“We’ll get some laughs out of these

extra de luxe ties,” Sue told her
friends. “You know, I suspect Alan is

going to be all the way down about
this and I want to cheer him up.”

She ostentatiously hung the fancy
new ties—she’d got the gayest she
could find—on a line strung across
their bedroom and waited for her
serious-looking young husband to

break into guffaws; but he didn’t.

Instead he walked over to his bag
and pulled out a crumpled cotton
khaki-colored tie and draped it with
extreme tenderness across the top of

his dresser. Then he stood staring at

it with such heartbreaking intensity
that Sue could scarcely keep from
crying.

Finally he spoke with a great effort

BY FLOByU MUIR
at casualness. “You know, Susie, I’ve

kinda lost interest in ties. For in-

stance, I’m just crazy enough to

think this little old thing is a lot

better looking than any tie I ever
had. I wish I could go on wearing it.”

“And that’s when I knew what it

meant to my husband to be forced
by sickness to leave the Army,” said

Sue.
There is a special irony about

Ladd’s release from the Army. So
many men would have welcomed a

similar discharge, with its return to

home and loved ones and a job of

fame waiting. But not so Laddie.
Not that home and loved ones and a
career meant any the less to him,
but that being in the service of his
country meant so much more. After
he was rejected in the draft, he
sought another branch of the serv-

ice where he could qualify; sought
and besought until he was finally

accepted. Amid the gentle sighs of

his studio as it cast regretful eyes
at the record-breaking bags of Ladd
mail pouring through the Paramount
gates, against the brave face of his
wife and the disappointment of

movie-goers who would no longer
see him, Alan Ladd went off to war.
Because of his position, he couldn’t
slip away' quietly like other Amer-
icans; it had to be with blare and
blast. And with blare and blast he
had to face his homecoming—a sol-
dier home, in his eyes, before his
time.

When doctors at the Santa Bar-
bara, California, Army hospital de-
cided Alan’s chronic stomach trouble p

was going to make it impossible for n

him to subsist on G. I. chow they in

broke the news to him that he ought
to go on (Continued on page 79)
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Hollywood’s most
She's the famous big sister of the world's socialites—and she can tell a phony from

OLLYWOOD’S most successful

human beings . . .

They aren’t necessarily those

you think. . . .

A mink coat, the biggest star sap-

phire in town, the longest roadster

with the brightest red leather seats

and the shiniest chromium trim on
the Boulevard, a show-place among
the show-places of Holmby Hills, a

name glowing on theater marquees
all over the land add up only to pro-
fessional success. Many 'in Holly-
wood, possessed of all these things,

are failures as human beings. They
are not happy. They have little to

bring to any personal relationship.

Their marriages fail and their friend-

ships do not endure. Which is a great

pity.

r You can be successful profession-

wi ally and personally too, of course,

m One or two of the citizens I rate as

Hollywood’s most successful human
beings have great wealth and fame.

That, however, is more of an acci-

dent than an integral part of success
as a human being.

First I name Orson Welles. I also

name Orson as one of the most suc-
cessful human beings in the entire

world; for to consider him as be-
longing to Hollywood is fantastic.

Hollywood is only a slight episode
in his life. He is more articulate, lucid

and clear in his thinking than anyone
who ever went to Hollywood before.
Everything electronics is to the Gen-
eral Electric Company he has been
to Hollywood. He shook Hollywood
by the shoulders, rattled its teeth,

horrified it, almost ostracized him-
self socially from it—if you can men-
tion such a thing in regard to an open
place like Hollywood.

Orson, I believe, could be anything
he chose to be.

He is the greatest living democrat,
the greatest humanitarian, the great-

est living intellect. He has the great-

est personality over the radio. He has
the greatest speaking voice of our
time, finer by far than President
Roosevelt or Mr. Churchill; also a
greater choice of language than
either of these very . important
men.
Orson is a Stukker dive bomber, a

Liberator, a P-38. . . .

Recently Orson married Rita Hay-
worth, one of Hollywood’s younger
and extremely pretty girls. “A glam-
our girl and nothing more,” I

thought; until Orson put me right,

explaining Rita is intelligent and
sensitive, and a very fine actress

without vanity or pretensions.

“Where did you meet her?” I

3sk0d
“Well,” he said, “I met her at a

radio show over two years before I

married her. I groaned when I heard
she was to be on the show. ‘What
have I got to do with Rita Hay-
worth?’ I asked myself. ‘How in the
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successful human heings
a faithful any day. That's what she's doing here—and maybe you're in tor a surprisel

world can I tone down my natural

overtones to meet the tiny theme of

her charm song?’
“Believe it or not I didn’t have a

look-in on that show. Rita stole it

away from me, clean as a whistle.

Which caused my confidence and
inner man to take a terrific tumble
but also made me respect Rita more
than any woman I have ever met.
“Then,” Orson confessed, “we got

to be better and better friends. When
I put on my Wonder Show for men
in the armed services I asked her to

be my leading lady.

“After I had sawed her in two for

a couple of weeks—on the stage

—

she took my heart away from me.
I found it uncomfortable being with-
out a heart, so to get it back I

married her. And we have lived

happily ever since.”

I include Orson in my list not be-
cause he is a genius but because he
is an intelligent idealist.

Right now, he is too interested
in the job there is to be done in

the post-war world; the great job
of breaking down politics so the
will of the people will really have
an opportunity to operate in the

choice of the men they would have
in government; so the peoples of the
world may get face to face with
each other and work out a simple
and fine way of life.

MY SECOND choice of a success-
ful human being is Betty Hut-

ton.

Betty has more professional suc-
cess—for which she fights and in

which she revels—every day she
lives.

She is listed here, however, for

an entirely different I’eason; be-
cause she had a terrific kicking
around by life, knew humiliation,
sometimes did not have enough to

eat—and instead of being embit-

tered or crushed by this emerged
hard-boiled, perhaps, but generous
and kind.

When people are as poor as Betty
and her sister and mother were after

her father went away, they do not
talk about it. As Betty says, “All
they have left is their pride.”

The mother, an upholsterer in a
Detroit automobile factory, never
earned enough to save a penny.
Therefore, when slack seasons came
around and she was laid off, they
lived on crackers and did anything
that came to hand, from singing in

baiTooms to slinging hash in res-
taurants.

When Betty was in her teens she
and several girls and boys somehow
saved enough, out of the money
they earned singing and playing p

in local cafes, to besiege Broad-
|y|

way. They lived in little uptown
jy,

apartments, the boys in one apart-
ment, the {Continued on page 74)
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T
he first year and a half of mar-
ried life for Barbara Hutton, the

most pubhcized heiress in the

world, and Cary Giant has just

rolled by. And it is typical of them
that their first anniversary (July 8)

was celebrated without any fanfare

or fuss because, at the exact time,

Cary was on a tour of the camps
across the country and Barbara’s dis-

like for large parties amounts to a
phobia.
“You should let me tell the world

** how happy you and Barbara are
* and what simple, normal lives you

live,” I said to Cary the last time
I saw him.

And, as usual, he said: “Say or
print what you like about me, Lou-
ella—but Barbara is entitled to her
private life.” From the day of their
marriage Barbara and Cary have
steadfastly refused to give interviews
or to pose for pictures.

So, in writing this story as a per-
sonal friend of both of them and not
in my official capacity as a reporter,

it puts me in the light of something
of a So-and-So. But that is all right
with me. I have been called a So-
and-So—and worse—by experts.
But I am also this kind of a So-

and-So. I believe the story of Cary
and Barbara should be told. There

has been so much nonsense printed
and rumored about them—all be-
cause Cary is so anxious to shield
Barbara from the white hot glare of

the spotlight.

Like all sensitive and delicately

attuned people, Barbara actually
suffers from the idea of publicity.

Frankly, many things have been
printed about Barbara Hutton, “the
Woolworth heiress,” or “the million-
dollar baby from the five-and-ten
cent store” that have not been flat-

tering. Ever since I have known her,

Barbara has lived in deadly fear that

her most casual word would be
misunderstood, misrepresented or
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lire OF IHE CHV GRidllS
Million-dollar recluses? Well, here's how they live, revealed by a personal friend

misprinted. Once, before their mar-
riage, when I wrote a friendly story

about her she was so grateful that

she cabled me to Honolulu to tell me
that it was the first time she had been
written about in any publication as

‘a human being.”

Somewhere in her make-up there

is a subconscious fear of criticism or
some lack of understanding that has
kept her from sharing her true per-
sonality with people who are not
only sincerely interested, but who
could and would have a warm affec-

tion for her if she would only permit
them to know her better.

And all this is too bad—for it has

caused a whole maze of tangled
rumors to spring up about the pri-

vate life of the Cary Grants. You
must have heard some—or all—of

them:
That the Grants live in a little

world of their own—million-dollar
recluses.

That they never go anywhere

—

never see any Hollywood people.
That they live mostly in Barbara’s

world of dressing formally every
night for dinner to sit down to the
silver service for just “family” and
the gold plate for “company.”
That when Cary works late at the

studio and dines alone in a near-by

cafe it means that he and Bai'bara
are having trouble.

In the words of my esteemed
grandmother—this is all a lot of tosh
and nonsense and if this story helps
to kill one or all of these rumors,
then I don’t mind being a So-and-So
in the good cause.

^ARY and Barbara live in the^ Santa Monica-Brentwood district

in an English-type home that be-
longs to Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and p

his Southern wife, Mary Lee. The iw

world’s richest girl and one of the m
wealthiest actors in Hollywood do
not even own the estate—called
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Westridge — but rent
it from the junior
Fairbankses.
Westridge is a

beautifully secluded
spot. The gracious
house faces toward
the sea with the blue-
purple mountains in

the background. The
gardens are lovely
and there are a ten-
nis court and a swim-
ming pool. But there
is nothing ostenta-
tious or showy. Many
Hollywood producers,
directors and actors
live in far more nota-
ble show-places than
Barbara and Cary.

The cool, comfort-
able living room done
in soft “buff” colors
still retains the Fair-
banks furniture, for most of Bar-
bara’s furniture, valuable paintings
and art treasures are in her London
house and Cary can tell you that he
does not now own even a wheel-
barrow he can call his own.
But there is a difference in the

“feeling” of the room from when the

.

Fairbanks lived there. Little per-
sonal things belonging to Barbara,
the feminine touches that a truly

feminine woman (which she is) loves
to have around her are very much
in evidence.
The framed photographs on the

piano, for instance: There is one of

Mrs. Joseph Davies, wife of the
former ambassador, who is an in-law
of Barbara’s and of whom she is

deeply fond. Another is a picture of

Barbara made from an oil painting
of her done in 1941—her favorite
portrait of herself. There is another
of a maharajah and his wife, close

personal friends of Barbara’s from
her days of living in Europe. And
in a prominent spot is a smiling
piGture of Cary.
Two exceptionally fine oil paint-

ings on the walls also belong to Bar-
bara. And in the library, where a
painting of Douglas Fairbanks Sr.

once hung, is a Diego Rivera “mod-
ern.” She told me the Rivera didn’t
mean a thing to her any more. “I

thought it was the only one in exist-
ence,” she laughed, “until I saw an
exact duplicate hanging behind a

picture of Paulette Goddard in a
magazine!”
Because it is Sunday, Cary is sure

to be down on the tennis court

—

so it is Barbara who greets us—clad
surprisingly (if you had been ex-
pecting something more chi-chi) in

white duck “shorts” and with her
ever-present knitting in her hands.

, . , i-,ne starring

Private
oseemb y

yoaag
couple,

v/ea\th-

Barbara

She is continually knitting socks for

Cary. He must have dozens of pairs
she has knitted for him.
Barbara is tiny with serious eyes

and a smile that comes slowly. I

have always thought there was
something wistful in her face, a deli-

cate sadness. She would make any
man feel protective. But there is a
new happiness and contentment
about her now that the Barbara I

met several years ago never showed.
At that time she was a frightened,

unhappy girl. She had just gone
through the bitter experience of

divorcing Count Kurt Haugwitz-
Reventlow to whom she said she had
given a million dollars in a divorce
settlement.

Today, Barbara is a happy wife,

a cared-for, sheltered woman. Her
money means nothing to Cary. He
has plenty of his own. He loves
giving her presents—little ones and
big ones—because she is as apprecia-
tive as a child. Both of the Grants
are great present-givers. Barbara
once gave a magnificent piece of

jewelry to Countess Dorothy Di
Frasso at whose Hollywood home
she first met Cary. It was the be-
ginning of the first real happiness
of her life and I think she has always
looked on me as a friend, rather than
as a newspaper woman, because I

happened to be present on that ro-
mantic occasion, too.

“[^NITTING as usual,” she laughed
as she came in, holding up a

brand-new sock “—and as usual, it’s

for Cary. A tennis sock this time.”
“That’s a good girl, Barbara,” said

Cary, coming in unexpectedly from
the tennis court and perching him-
self in his favorite position on the
floor. Incidentally, I had noticed

that when he speaks
to Barbara he never
calls her Babs, and I

mentioned it.

“I hate the name
Babs,” Barbara said.

“My father used to

call me Bobby—but
I’ve never been called
Babs except in news-
paper stories. In fact,

if anyone comes up to

speak to me and says
‘Hello, Babs’—I know
it is someone I have
never met before.”

Cary had a poem
by A. P. Herbert he
wanted us to hear—
and read it aloud.
Barbara sat knitting,

quietly smiling at her
husband’s enthusi-
asm. I couldn’t keep
a smile from my own

face—looking at them, Cary sprawled
in Sunday comfort on the floor read-
ing to his shorts-clad wife whose
busy Angers were twirhng in and out
between her knitting needles.
“The richest couple in Hollywood”

presented a picture that might have
been any young couple on a Sunday
afternoon anywhere in America. It

amused me even more to think of the
“formal” way they are supposed to
live with the gold, and silver service
plates and all the rest of the chatter.

“Isn’t that ridiculous?” said Bar-
bara. “We are in a war and we are
living like everyone else on our
coupon rations which would look
pretty silly served on gold and silver
plates—even if we had them.
“Can you imagine Cary’s coming

home tired, dead tired from the
studio, or from one of the war com-
mittee meetings or back from a
swing around the country on one of
the camp tours, and then dashing
upstairs to put on a dinner jacket?”

“No, ma’am,” said Cary, “1 can-
not!” And he added with a chuckle,
“And I don’t think it would set well
with Nelly O’Brien, either.”

Nelly O’Brien is the Grant cook
and she has been with Barbara since
she was a child. (Barbara, not the
cook!) She (Continued on page 78)
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Meet the bright miss who is the bright hit of "Meet The People": M-G-M's redhead, Lucille Ball



A light and lovely

look at the titian-haired

Garson, wife of Richard

Ney, the woman who has won

C REIER GARSON, who is re-
garded as the typical English-
woman, is really Irish.

And in England, when she first

made good on the London stage,

they thought she came from America
and referred to her as “that Amer-
ican find.”

She was bom in Coimty Down,
in the North of Ireland, on Septem-
ber 29, 1908. Garson is her real name.
Greer is her mother’s maiden name,
a contraction of the Scotch, Mac-
Gregor. When she was a child, she
was nicknamed “Ginger.” She hates
the name.
When she was introduced to Gin-

ger Rogers, the first question she
asked was, “Why didn’t you ever
change your name?”
She made her first appearance on

the London stage in “Golden Ar-
row.” Jobless, she was dining alone
one night at the University Women’s
Club. Sylvia Thompson, the novelist,

introduced herself. “I hear you are
an actress,” she said. “I have just

written a play and you are ideal for

the part. Will you take it?”

Of course she did. Laimence Oliv-
ier was the leading man and director.

The play was a flop. She was a hit.

She played an American girl and was
hail^ by the London critics as “a
new American find.”

Three years later, an established

success in the London theater, she
was playing in “Old Music.” A mes-
senger appeared backstage after a
performance and said, “a Mr. L. B.
Mayer wants to see you.” This intro-

duction led to a Hollywood contract.

She spent a year in Hollywood and

the hea|t otkHollywood



Lady on the Cover

BY SIDNEY SKOISKY

The noted writer and newspaper columnist

never appeared in a picture. Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, the studio where
she is the foremost actress, where
she won an “Oscar,” couldn’t find a
role for her to play. She made tests,

but was never given a role in a
picture.

A week before her contract ran
out, she was given the role of Mrs.
Chips in “Goodbye, Mr. Chips.”

She had traveled from London to

Hollywood and now had to return
to London to play in a picture.

She was married to Edward Alec
Snelson, who is with the British

Army. One of the reasons for their

divorce was that he liked to take
long walks. In “Goodbye, Mr. Chips,”

she played the part of a woman who
liked to take long walks. In fact, it

was on a walking trip that she met
Mr. Chips.
She is now married to Richard

Ney. He played the role of her son
in “Mrs. Miniver.”
They became friendly on the set.

They discovered that they liked the
same things, and between scenes
were discussing books, music and
poetry. Soon they were going out
to dinners and dances. Ney is a su-
perb dancer and she loves to dance.
The romance was on.

They had become engaged when
he was called to active duty. After
months of service, mainly in the
Aleutians, Ney received a leave. The
day before the leave was up they
were married quietly in Santa Monr
ica. They spent their last day’s leave
at home.

She has a dignified house, not too
large, in Bel Air. There is a huge

make a picture with her, and she
replied that she would look forward
to it.

She is five feet five inches tall,

weighs 112 pounds, has beautiful red
hair, flashing green eyes and an at-
tractive white skin. She is really a
Technicolor symphony.
She was first destined to be a

schoolmarm. For a while she did
tutor Cambridge students for their
entrance examinations. On her own
she won scholarships to the Univer-
sity of London and to Grenoble
University in France. She speaks
French fluently.

She doesn’t go to many Hollywood
parties. She is amazingly shy. She
likes small informal parties and pre-
fers to give them herself.

But she does go to the Holljrwood
Canteen (Continued on page 90)

living room, with
bleached oak-paneled
walls and a big fire-

place. The rug is jade
green, her favorite

color. There is a
music alcove for her
two pianos. She plays
well and enjoys play-
ing duets with her
friends.

The upstairs has
three bedrooms and
a den. She keeps the
“Oscar,” her prize
possession, on the
desk in the den.
On the set she is

quiet and reserved.

When she finishes a
scene she retires to

her neatly furnished portable dress-

ing room. She always has tea at four
in the afternoon. She comes on the

set letter perfect, knowing her fines.

She never displays any temperament
on the set. If she has any objections,

she debates with the director or pro-
ducer in the privacy of her dressing
room or their oflfice.

^HE does not merely get into cos-

tume and make-up to play a role.

She studies and learns about the

person she is to portray, as she did
with her latest, “Madame Curie.” Her
leading man is again Walter Pidgeon.

Until she bought her house in Bel
Air, she and Pidgeon lived next door
on Walden Drive in Beverly Hills.

They first met over the back fence
as neighbors do. Pidgeon recalls that

one day he said that he hoped to
35



Good friends, good co-workers, good fellows: Helmut Dantine . . .
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. • . and Errol Flynn, both of Warners' "Northern Pursuit"
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How To Have A Happy Marriage

A story tor every woman to read—and then to give to the man she loves

P
ERSONALLY, I have always felt

that the greatest of all romances
is that between husband and wife.

Certainly the greatest romance be-
fore and since my marriage has been
with my wife, Lisl.

I have noticed that we Americans
(I am proud to say that I will be an
American before many months) like

to reduce everything to a formula.
So, in these times when practically

everyone is getting married, I have
tried to perfect a partial recipe for

a happy marriage. I am not saying
I am right. I can only say it worked
for me.

First, if one wishes to add to a
happy marriage, need I mention the
Viennese waltz, the greatest roman-
cer of all time? Need I mention
Strauss’ “Tales From The Vienna
Woods” and “The Beautiful Blue
Danube” ... or don’t you listen

to the radio? I think two people in

love should have at least one favorite

song that is “their” song.

Someone asked me recently why
Lisl and I do not go dancing often.

For dancing in a night club, which
is simply lifting one’s eyebrows in

time to the music, I do not care.

In time gone by, when dancing
was an art, when the grand ball was
still existent, when one proceeded
about a vast, glistening floor with

BY

(As told to Fredda Dudley)

discipline—that I could enjoy. The
satins of the ladies’ dresses, the
sheen of their hair, the formality of

men in uniform or in evening clothes

lent a pomp that breathed romance.
How easy, in such an atmosphere, it

was to murmur against a woman’s
ear! No one would dare utter the
magic sentences, “You’re in the
groove, chick. You’re really jiving.”

In the second place (having dis-

posed of the origin of a happy
marriage) I think one essential to

domestic bliss is the spending of

plenty of time. Time for everything,

with never a sense of being rushed
or hurried or driven. Lisl and I were
married, as perhaps you know, on
January 1, 1934. It was a date that

we selected because of sentimental
reasons—starting a new life on the
New Year. (Never, during my en-
tire married life, I reasoned to my-
self, would I forget an annivei’sary

... a thing very important to a wife,

you know.) If a husband is forget-

ful, a marriage should be made on
some day so famous that no man,
regardless of his abstracted state of

mind, could forget it.

On that January day when Lisl

and I were married, we had known
each other for one year. We had
been constant companions for seven
months and we had known that we

were going to be married for six of

those seven months. Falling in love
is like diving into a sunlit pool; the
dive requires only a few seconds,
but the most delightful period is the
timeless lazy floating on the enchant-
ing waters.
One of the finest methods of

spending much time, unhurriedly,
together, is to follow a common i

hobby. Lisl and I both enjoy search-
|

ing for authentic antiques.
In Europe we roamed city after

city, during our holidays, in quest
of bells, modest little numbers form-
erly used to summon servants, or
used by servants to armounce the
hour of day. Glass bells, china bells,

pewter, brass, bronze and silver bells

went into our collection. Every one
we found and bought represented
hours of being together, of exclaim-
ing over odd things we observed in

quaint shops, of making memories
with one another.
Too often, after marriage, there

j

are no more of what Americans call

“dates” and Europeans call “engage-
ments” between the partners. To
help keep a marriage interesting and
a wife interested, a man should tele-

phone his wife unexpectedly some
afternoon—^from the office, if he has
one, or from a sound stage if he can
get to the {Continued on page 81)
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They won laurel
wreaths In Sam Gold-

wyn's "The North
Star": Jane With-
ers and Farley Granger

I hey re married—
and happy: Glenn
Ford of the Marines;

his wife, Eleanor Pow-

ell of "I Dood It"



They're a looked-
at couple: Phil
Terry and Mrs. Terry

—Joan Crawford of

"Never Goodbye"

They like to be to-

gether—always: Fred

MacMurray of "No
Time For Love" and
his wife Lillian



J*^e^nta,[{i C^iiuitnet is

"Except in certain rare situations, I do not think that a woman
with any self-respect should propose to a man. In the first place,
if would be an admission of failure on her part—failure to fulfill

one of woman's basic functions, allure. In the second place, a
man who has to have a woman propose to him is either a dope
or a cad. Not good husband material in any case. What on earth
would she want with such a man?
"A woman can do a lot to make it easy, as we all know, but if

she's smart she won't make it too easy. It's only human to want
things that ore not too easy to get.

"However, when you boil it down, any man must admit that

such is masculine vanity that very few men take the chance of

actually proposing until they think there is a fair chance of their

being accepted. This is probably as it should be. So I say let

the women take core of the discreet—but very discreet—encour-
agement and leave the bended-knee act to the men."

Jeanette ls encoutat^Ln^

"A woman doesn't need to propose. She does everything else

in this business of courting, providing always that she is a willing

partner of the second part. Because she is a woman and because
Mother Instinct has taught her her job, she is stage manager,
prop man, impresario. She creates the atmosphere, creates the

mood, provides the allure. She even writes the music!
"You see, in a really perfect affair, it has to be like that. It's

like a song—a matter of ideal collaboration. The woman writes

the music, the man provides the words. She mustn't try to deprive
him of his part in the partnership. She has a big enough part to

play in inspiring the words.
"She can't make him say those words, of course, any more

than a composer can force a poet to provide a lyric. The poet
has to feel the urge, the impulse, too. But she can help with the

atmosphere, the mood, the music. That's what every woman
knows."

42

aniX^ets is revahitlaiintr
"I think the entire social fabric might be improved vastly by

overthrowing all preconceived methods and arranging some sort

of mutual signal whereby men could escape getting the cold
shoulder on a proposal and a woman could find out whether she
is expending her time and charm on a good bet or a dud.

"Public banquets often avoid unnecessary confusion, time-

wasting and (sometimes) embarrassment, by having individuals

wear ribbons in their buttonholes stating to which group they are
affiliated. Availables in the matrimonial lists might employ a sim-.

ilar method. The girl could wear a rosette on her shoulder to

which would be appended the names of the men she would con-
sider. The men could also indicate which of the girls were within
his romantic calculations. If a fellow saw his name on the avail-

able list, he would put on a campaign—all the usual romantic
background. He could do so without fear of running into an ice

flqe when he got to suggesting they make love legally on a budget
basis. Which, after all, is one definition of marriage."



L

"If more women did the proposing there would be more happy
marriages. You see, love is of such paramount importance to a
woman that she knows she must not let it slip away, must not

let herself—and him—be cheated of it by false pride or conven-

tion or any other consideration, once she is sure.

"A woman in love sees clearly, sees beyond obstacles, sees

beyond what may seem to be destiny itself. Sometimes she must
take matters into her own hands to save her beloved, as well as
herself, from a lifetime of unhappiness. If she can do it without

allowing her man to realize that she is doing it, that is so much
the better, but do it she must!

"In my role in 'Lifeboat,' I propose to Hume Cronyn. I know
that he believes that he is in honor bound not to propose to me
and I know how wrong it would be to allow us both to be cheated
of the joy of knowing that we belong to one another, even if it is

only for a few days, or a few hours. The two characters in that

story would have been cheated of that happiness if it had been
left to him."

"I guess that if the truth were known, a lot of girls do propose
in roiondobout ways. It may be a blessing to a poor, scared guy
who wants to pop the question and doesn't know exactly how to

go obput it. The only thing I hove to soy is, don't be blunt about
it. That will scare him for certain. It's a blessing only if he doesn't

realize that she has asked him and that he has said, 'Yes.'

"You girls have to be careful or you'll spoil a lot of good mas-
culine illusions. It isn't that I'm old-fashioned. I'm all for the new
free woman who is doing her bit right along with the best of the

men. - It's simply that we men like our illusions and, somehow,
the picture of a girl's making a forthright, blunt proposal of mar-
riage doesn't go down very well.. Somehow you begin to get a
picture of big he-men getting coy about it and—oh well, can you
imagine anything more revolting? It would be awful! Why, it

would well nigh wreck civilization!

"I hope I'm making myself clear (which I probably am not)

when I soy that I think she certainly should do it in some cases.
But I do think she should be careful about how she does it."

"Certainly a girl should propose! Certainly, if a man is shy
and tongue-tied, she should ignore any old-hat, social-propriety

inhibitions, which (I hope) we outgrew with hoop skirts. Perhaps
he has some overdeveloped inferiority complex which makes him
think he must hold back. Perhaps (and this is important) the girl

has listened too much to the people who advise her to be reluc-

tant and 'hard to get.' He may hove taken her at her word!
"The other if, and it is important, is that she must be doubly

sure. Sure of her own feelings and sure of his; She mustn't risk

being turned down. Believe me, hardly any man worth his salt

ever proposes to a girl unless he is pretty certain of her answer.
He values his precious ego too much. Well, then, let her value her
own ego equally and proceed accordingly.
"What I am trying to say is that if she knozvs they love one

another and knows that something is keeping him from asking
the important question, then she must not let convention prevent
her from securing their mutual happiness. She speaks for both.
And her heart will tell her when she may be certain of the outcome."



Beauty in blue: Hedy Lamarr of M-G-M's "The Heavenly Body"



Variations on a Viennese

(BY <THYLLIS cMcGINLEY

But public as those charms may be

Her heart is private property.

And—here is where the blow must fall—
John Jjoder rightly owns it all.

Here is the legendary lady—
The famous brow, the lashes shady.

The hair, the celebrated lips:

The face that launched a thousand quips.

Bedard her, then, in pictured ease,

—

One whose Caprice is Viennese,

But whose dark eyes, we lightly own.

Can speak in any lan^ua^e known.

Observe, in short, those wiles and arts

Which set afire our public hearts.

For beauty is her native wear.

By ^race of God and Louis Mayer.

~jr f ERE. Sentle reader—scoffer—fan.

Behold the dream of Everyman

Of rich men, poor men, merchants, chiefs.

Doctors and lawyers scribbling briefs.

Of bakers, bankers, brokers, welders

Of beardless youths and tottering elders.

Of all who, wishing on a Star,

Have hitched their chariots to Lamarr.

They say that soldiers keep their chin up

Because they have herself to pin up.

That tou^h Marines both rou^h and ready

Toss in their sleep and murmur "Hedy!”

While many a lover, si^hin^ doleful.

Has clasped his lass in manner soulful

Ima^inin^, with pulses racing.

It is Lamarr that he’s embracing.



nollywood eye-
brows went up and
stayed up during

the romance of

Betty Grable and
Harry James

T
his being the season for • bright

Cupid talk, Fearless, thinking gay
Valentine thoughts, finds himself

drawn away for the moment from
that more realistic side of Hollywood
with which he’s always been iden-
tified and taking a look at Hollywood
in love.

Which means that he rmcovers a
completely captivating picture, for

the stax’s strictly sentimental are the
stars in a crazy, dehghtful—and ut-

terly human mood.
Consider, for instance, the near-

suicidal story of the days when Gene
Raymond (Captain Gene Ra3miond
of the Air Force, U. S. Army, now)
was a’wooing his Jeanette and, come
Valentine’s Day, a huge wooden box
in the shape of a heart was delivered

to her door. “Put it right here in

the hall,” Jeanette excitedly in-

structed the movers. Preparing to

open the mammoth heart, Jeanette
was called to the telephone and for-

got about her gift until—unmistak-
ably from the heart in the hall

—

came stifled sounds of suffocating

violence. Jeanette, with the help of

her mother, secretary and gardener,
managed to imtie and uncrate the
fabulous valentine. Gene was in it.



The gay and lively lowdown on some sentimental pairs

Proving caution goes overboard when Cupid's in the air!

BY
On a Saturday morning, some two

years ago, Alan Ladd decided to

drive from Hollywood to Needles
to meet his Sue who was training in

from the East. On the Monday fol-

lowing, Alan was set to make a test

(the most important of his career)
for “This Gim For Hire.”
Now, in preparation for the part of

the killer, the studio had given young
i Ladd a prop grm with which to

practice casual flips and draws.
Furthermore, his fair hair had been
dyed a villainous black. Going
through San Bernardino, Alan’s rac-
ing heart made the speed limit seem
a laggard thing and he disregarded

; it until called to the side of the road

[

by John Law. The officer looked at

I
the gun lying on the seat. The officer

looked from the dark dynamo at the
‘ wheel to the license picture showing

i

a blond young man as the owner of

the car. The officer looked long and
looked hard and Sue’s “Laddie”

‘ never did a better job of fast talking

j

than when he cofivinced that officer

I

that the two were one.
Arrived in Needles, the racing

Romeo discovered that he had, in
his confusion, mixed his a.m.’s and

p.m.’s; that Sue’s train was due in,

not Sunday morning at eleven but
Sunday night at eleven. Whereupon
the pixilated young man did a right-

about-face, drove straight back to

Hollywood and, because he looked
so haggard and worn, photographed
successfully for the part that made
him a star. To Alan, however, the
okayed test seemed small compen-
sation for the hours missed with Sue.
Crazy in love as ever was, is young
Mr. Ladd.
When love smote Paul Henreid, he

suffered from absentmindedness to a
quite fantastical degree. Paul first

met Lisl, who was to become his

wife, at a party in Vienna. It was
Paul's custom, when interested in a
girl, to send her fiowers after their
first meeting. This time, however, it

was really love, the stuff itself, not
the paler pang of mere “interest,” and
the soigne Mr. Henreid’s faculties

went into eclipse.

It so happened that, the day he
met Lisl, an acquaintance of his died
and the funeral was to be the next
day. Accordingly, at the same time
he ordered roses for Lisl (red roses,

of course, which, quoting loverly Mr.
Henreid, “express love with their

own lips”) he also ordered chrysan-
themums for the deceased. Now in

Vienna you do not send chrysanthe-
mums to living people. TTiey are

strictly a funeral flower. But as Paul
made out the two cards he placed
them, in his confusion, in the wrong
boxes and Lisl, much to her con-
fusion, received the chrysanthe-
mums, tastefully done as a wreath.
Discovering his mistake several

hours too late, Paul explained, via

telephone, and begged for a date.

Lisl said she Avas giving a small
party a few evenings later and in-

cited Paul.
Came the night and Paul, excited,

dressed for the occasion with more
than usual care. Tails, flower in the
buttonhole. The last groomed detail

done to perfection . . . and arrived to

find a very cool Lisl—^he was one
evening too late, the party having
been the (Continued on page 100) 47
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Eye-opener: O'Shea, the

man with the Irish face
and bright talent—Mike
who's catching your at-

tention in "Jack London"

. A



Bell-ringer: Belito, the girl

of exquisite dancing

grace, skating ballerina

of Continental fame, star

of "Lady, Let's Dance"



Uncle Wally's

nephew: Noah
of "Gung Ho"

Don't call him "Noah" or

"Beery Jr." Do call him

"Pidge"—and rate him A-l

!

BY

DAVID GRECeORV

NO ONE ever calls Noah Beery
Jr. “Noah,” and no one has ever
called him “Junior.” As far as

he can recall, the nickname “Pidge”
was given him when he was be-
tween one and two years old. He
doesn’t exactly know why, unless it

was one of the early sounds he ut-
tered.

Clues to the kind of guy Pidge is

and what makes him tick are easy to
find. First, look at what he was like

in “We’ve Never Been Licked”; then
look at his home and his whole way
of life.

He, his wife Maxine, daughter of

the late Buck Jones, and their three-
year-old daughter Muffet live at

Ahso Largo, a three-acre rancho in

the Sam Fernando Valley.
The name “AUso Largo” (painted

.near the entrance) was inspired by
the big sycamore tree that grows

near the house and the letters “A”
and “L”, interwoven, are Pidge’s
cattle brand. The house is not far

from a dirt road leading to the prop-
erty, yet it is nearly hidden from
view by the dense swirl of trees and
shrubs stiU half-wild. The road it-

self is far from main highways and
during the rainy season it is as re-
mote from casual callers as if it were
two hundred miles from Hollywood
instead of twenty.
Within a few yards of the house

grow walnut and apricot trees, casa-
ba, cantaloupe, peppers. Dirring the
siunmer months the truck garden
provides vegetables enough for the
household—and the Beerys’ fortu-
nate friends.

On the lot are adobe buildings
which Pidge built, himself, with his

one man-of-all-help, the old gardener
who has been with him for ten years.

Not only the structures but the very
adobe bricks themselves were made
by Pidge and “Tio” (Spanish for

Uncle), as the gardener is affection-

ately called. Pidge laughs over their

“waU that grew”—^the straw they
used in making some of the bricks

actually took root and began to

blossom forth with grass and foliage.

There’s quite a population at “Aliso

Largo.” Queen of the rancho,

naturally, is the slender, blonde and
lovely Maxine. In the side yard
there is stUl the brightly painted

trailer—with the name “Silver”

on it—as a reminder of her father

Buck’s beloved and famous horse.

But, except for “Muffet,” the

equine members of the Beery house-
hold definitely are the pampered
darlings of the ranch.

The most hardened cynic would be
touched by the glow that comes
over Pidge and Maxine when they
speak of their horses. (Fittingly

enough, they met for the first time
on a bridle path.) Pidge laughingly
twits Maxine about keeping him
“horse-poor.”

“Practically every time I turn my
back,” he teases, “she’d be coming
home with a new colt, if I didn’t

keep a firm rein to her.”

Then she tells on him—that only
the day before, he’d brought home
their handsome pair of Palaminos,
“Nina” and “Fiesta,” who had been
boarding out up-country where the
grass was not only greener, but more
plentiful. Near by the two beauties
in the corral is their sturdy yet
gentle-looking parent, “Porky,” the
stallion.

“Charlie,” the steer, is one of

the prime (Continued on page 98)
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Mr. Foster's gal:

Susanna of "This

Is The Life''

Meaning Miss Susie Foster

who sings—and lives—in

a way to beat the band!

BY

LUPTON WILKINSON

T
he incredibly high sweet voice of

the girl on the platform climbed
until it seemed to go beyond hu-

man reach, then swept down to a

full-throated finale. A roar of cheers
went up from the boys in khaki as

the U.S.O. camp concert came to its

close.

In no time flat the girl was borne
down from the platform to become
the nucleus of attention from
enthusiastic listeners, personally

headed by a fast-talking Army ser-

geant. TTie sergeant, bedecked and
beribboned in the best tradition of

hard-boiled sergeantry, would have
seemed to have the situation well in

hand if at that very moment the girl’s

erstwhile delicate voice had not
sailed out over the crowd with some
lusty chest tones designed strictly for

carrying quahty:
“The sergeant has never been born

who can stay on his feet if I hit him!’’

It is no part of this tale to pursue
the sergeant’s embarrassment any
further or to relate the wave of

merciless kidding that swept the
camp, but only to point out mildly
that Susanna Foster, who has made
Hollywood history in the musical
version of “Phantom Of The Opera,”
is a lass of colorful contradictions.
Today at nineteen, as 1943’s most

outstanding singing discovery, she
has twice been in a Hollywood fail-

ure; once at Metro and a second time
at Paramount, where, after a spec-
tacular start in “The Great Victor
Herbert,” she did nothing the last

eighteen months of her contract but
trill a cadenza in “Star-Spangled
Rhythm” for twenty-four seconds.
And since she received a salary of

$24,000 over those months, her ca-

denza made her, ironically, the
world’s highest paid performer^

—

$1,000 a second!
What’s more, despite gorgeous

chestnut-blonde hair and a figure de-
signed to be whistled at, she hates
night clubs, dancing—and dates!

In support of this startling state-

ment, there is the case of the Two
Sailors.

Susie and Betty May Nelson, her
close girl friend, were walking along
Hollywood’s main stem, having just

come out of a music shop, for music
is a passion they share, Betty’s am-
bition being to write music. So it

was natural for the two girls to be
humming as they walked along with
the music they had just bought.
The two sailors are scarcely to be

blamed. They hummed a little, first,

just to get in key with the girls; then
they whistled.

Susie and Betty played wooden-
face.

Three blocks went by.

Then one of the sailors challenged,

“Look! Are you girls going to be
friendly or not?”

Susie said, “Boys, our silence

ought to be your answer.”
“Hah!” accused one of the boys,

unguardedly. “You’re not patriotic!”

“Patriotic!” blazed Susie, in the
same voice the sergeant’s troop had
heard. “You’re not out on a battle-

wagon getting shot, at the moment.
You’re just a couple of rather nice-
looking guys walking down Holly-
wood Boulevard. When a girl says
no for three blocks, death wouldn’t
excuse a fellow’s not taking the
hint!”

The two sailors will probably be-
come admirals before they forget

that crack; (Continued on page 96)
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I

’M betting on my marriage. It’s

going to last.

All brides say that, most brides
think it, but I know it. You see, my
first year of marriage is more than
half over. In a few months I’ll be
an “old married.” And I’m just as

certain now as I will be fifty years
from now that our marriage will

outUve most marriages, especially

Hollywood marriages.
Let’s face facts—the odds are

against us. At least, the odds as time
has tested them. For Peverell Mar-
ley, as everyone told me over and
over again before we were married,
is twenty-two years older than I am.
“What are you doing out with Pev

Marley?” people used to say to me.
“Why, he’s twice your age!”
My answer was edways the same.

“I hke him—and age doesn’t matter.”
We’ve never made any bones about

the years that separate us. We never
tried to hide them or to lie about
them. When we got married, our
ages were published openly. If any-
one wanted to make something of it,

fine. We didn’t ceu'e. We were sure
of ourselves. And that was all that

was important—^to us.

I feel that people meant well when
they busybodied aroimd about my
marrying Pev. It’s just that they
couldn’t know the truth. And now,
because I am so happy and would like

to think that my experience might
help some other couples toward hav-
ing what has been called so rudely
and with such a lack of understand-
ing, “May-December Matings,” I

want to give my side of the story.

I’m betting on my marriage be-
cause I know Pev Marley. In the ^

first place, Pev is one of those rare
men who cannot be tagged by years.

He’s not stodgy and he’s not “sot

in his ways.” I’ve known boys of

twenty who are far, far more antique j
than Pev. Not that he works at it— ^

he just is yoimg. His attitudes, his

approach to Uving, the fim that he ?
can find in everything he does, is

youth personified.

Don’t get me wrong, he’s not kid-
dish. Nor is it an act with him. Pev
is mature—^when he needs to be.

And the rest of the time he is ageless.

I’ve seen so memy men and women
who put little cages around them-
selves. They say: “I’m thirty-five, so
I can’t do so and so.” Like learning
to jitterbug or falling for Harry



older man!”
This is a young girl faiking. But if more young girls

talked like her there would be less unhappiness today

"We've never made any bones about the

years that separate us": Linda, twenty;

and husband Pev Marley, forty-two

James’s music. Well, that’s silly.

What possible good can shutting
yourself off from enjoyments do, if

you are depriving yourself of the
stuff to make life richer and more
full for you?

I’ve known other people who grit

their teeth and say, “You’re as young
as you look.” Mostly I’ve seen women
do this. They spend their waking
hours chasing wrinkles, trying to

press out character lines from their

faces. They sleep all slathered over
with muscle creams, bound up in

anti-double-chin straps. A pretty
sight £md utterly ridiculous. After a
while, their rushing after youth gives
them a haunted look—and that’s just
what they aren’t after!

Then there are the ones who say.
“You’re as (Continued on page 91)

The Marl'eys at

midnight—

a

domestic drama

1
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departure, you’d meet the incoming
house guest—there’s an endless
chain of them keeping the guest bed
warm.)
Once Gene dropped the telephone

and rushed up to welcome you,
you’d become an instant fan—as if

you weren’t already, after seeing
him dance amd act in “For Me And
My Gal,” “Du Barry Was A Lady,”
and “Thousands Cheer.” But in real

life, you’d be unable to resist his in-

fectious gaiety and vitality. You’d
find him a quick-moving, completely
natural young man with sparkling
jet-black eyes and curly black hair,

dressed in a daily uniform of moc-
casins, slacks and a sweater. He’s vi-

brating with life—constantly laugh-
ing, talking, reading, thinking, mov-
ing around mentally and physically,

like a zigzag of siunmer lightning.

To his Irish energy you’d think his

wife a perfect counterpart.
You’d find out (from him, not

from her) that she is actress Betsy
Blair, who acted in Saroyan’s “The
Beautiful People” on Broadway be-
fore marching to the altar. And if

you thought him natural—take a

look at her. She’s unbelievably
yoimg for a Hollywood wife—^nine-

teen. Her hair is light reddish in

tone and she’s usually in flat-heeled

shoes and loose sweaters and skirts.

She swears she owns three pairs of

high-heeled shoes—but they’re never
on her feet. She’s always rushing
aroxmd the house on wifely duties,

but she never seems to rush because
of her serene air.

But a minute after you’d met
them, you’d be introduced to the
most important member of the

household—who has left her kiddy
coop in the dining room, her empty
milk bottles in the kitchen and her
screened-in crib among the blue and
white patio furniture in the back
yard . . . which means Kerry KeUy,
aged one year. She has her mother’s
reddish curls and her father’s speed
in moving aroimd—only on all fours,

not on two tapping feet. You’d find

her the most giddily happy personal-
ity on the West Coast—and you had
better say so loudly, or yoq’U lose

favor with her parents and maybe
lose your bed!

After you’d been greeted by the
gay Kellys you’d be shown through
the house—the three bedrooms, two
baths and hall upstairs, and the liv-

ing room, dining room, kitchen and
breakfast nook below. You’d like

the Kelly master bedroom—^all in

light blue, rugs, wall and drapes, a
simple room with little furniture ex-
cept for that huge oversized bed.

Little Kerry’s room you’d think
was a dream—done in green plaid

with her crib, toys and high chair

Y
our head would be
spinning happily
from the minute you

arrived—for you’d find

yourself m the gayest,

brightest and most top-

sy-turvy household in

Hollywood. And by all

counts the most infor-

mal. You’dwalk through
the front door of the

Beverly Hills house,

i after observing that the

Kellys live in a quiet residential

section on a street bordered by well-

kept, fairly large houses with neat

lawns. You’d have noticed that they

have about an acre of land, with a

small nice lawn in front, a flag-

stoned walk and a few bushes. Also,

I

being very observant, you’d have re-

marked fiiat the house was mostly

1
indefinite in architecture, though it

i savors faintly of the Colonial; that

it has two stories and that it’s a

combination of stucco and wood.
Once inside, you’d trip over a

baby’s blocks in the front hall, find

your host Gene Kelly in an inter-

minable phone call in the living

room and see your hostess Betsy

KeUy waving at you from the kitchen

with a frying pan in her hand. You’d
also bump into a soldier, sailor or

Marine in the guest bedroom—just

leaving as you arrived. (And on your
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Gene Kelly's house guest
of happiness and fun, on your first visit in this gay new series

sitting proudly beside a real grownr
up bed. You’d also probably poke
around a bit in that characteristic

“junk room” where Gene writes his

letters at a desk surrounded by
trunks, suitcases and sewing ma-
chines.

Then you’d be escorted merrily to

the guest room—a “brownish” sort

of room with a brown rug, brown
desk, brown bureau, big easy chair

and a large day bed. You’d be shown
the telephone—in the hall, but pro-
vided with a large cord that makes it

convenient to transport to which-
ever room it’s needed upstairs.

After you’d hastily washed up in

;he bathroom you’d share with little

Kerry, you’d go down to the hving
room and wait for dinner. And
you’d wait, all right. From the kitch-
en you’d hear Betsy’s voice explain-
ing to the maid how to cook, but
never letting her get near the stove;
and on the sofa across the room
you’d see Gene shouting into the
telephone—though you’d soon think
it was a one-way phone, since the
Kellys never use it except to an-
swer it. Meanwhile you’d let your
eyes wander around the room for

clues to the Kellys. You’d find

plenty.

The blue rugged room with its

knotty pine walls is as charming and
careless as its owners—it’s spotlessly

BV [lE^OR HURIS
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clean, but completely dis-
orderly. Books and mag-
azines totter in crisscross

piles on every table, the
ash trays are all on the
mantelpiece out of
Kerry’s reach and a cou-
ple of cameras and port-
able radios left by friends
are casually parked by
the wall. Parked per-
manently on the wall are
two excellent paintings
by actor-artist Richard
Whorf—one a circus
scene and one a study of

Pittsburgh. Betsy would
fly in at this moment to

announce dinner, after
brushing a kiss on her
husband’s nose, and she’d
also announce, “Dick
Whorf gave Gene the
Pittsburgh painting be-
cause that’s Gene’s home
town. Now, dinner!”
So into the dining room

with its red rug, red-and-
white striped drapes and
maple table ' you’d go to

have dinner with the
three Kellys, topped by
chocolate or apple pie, or
jimket or jello (Gene’s
favorites) . . . and just

as you were settling into

a pleasant stupor what
would happen? The door-
bell would start ringing
instead of the phone—and
people would begin pour-
ing in. For every night is

party night at the Kellys’, though
no one is ever invited—except by
himself on those endless pre-dinner
phone calls!

VOU’D find yourself shaking hands,
dazedly, with half of Hollywood

—

the Richard Whorfs, the Keenan
Wynns, the Hume Cronyns, Bunny
Waters, Ted Reed, Laird Cregar,
Van Johnson, Nancy Walker. And
a handful df composers and a dozen
writers, and maybe the two high-
school girls who live across the street

and are always at the Kellys with
their boy friends. And then would
begin any kind of party. You
might find them all playing children’s

games—because, as Gene tells you,
“Children’s games are a lot more fun
for grownups than for children.” So
maybe you’d play sardines, all of

you—with every light out in the

whole house and every room part

of the game except little Kerry’s.

There’d be much giggling and tip-

toeing while everyone hides ... or

else, on the other hand, they might
all feel political that night and sit

shouting in the living room until

dawn. Or perhaps some of the com-
posers would have new tunes to try

out on the party—then everyone sits

in rapt silence listening to the piano.

But probably they’d settle down

A little Irish energy gets

worked off in the kitchen

—

Gene helps Betsy with the

dishes. (You'd probably be

there putting them away!)

to a lightning-like game of “Indica-

tions”—in which case, if you’re a

little slow in the brain, you’d better

get up to your bed and puU the cov-
ers over your head. Because the

Kellys and all their friends are wiz-
ard Indicationers. The room divides

into teams, and one member of your
team pantomimes words or sen-

tences suggested by the members of

the other team—by a stop watch.

The team guessing the mostest the

fastest is the winnah. Once you’ve
seen Gene silently and slickly act-

ing out “Damn the torpedoes—full

speed ahead!” or “Honi soit qui

mal y pense” while Betsy guesses as

fast as he moves, you realize in what
rapid mental water you’re splashing.

And so to bed, the night of your
visit. Mornings you’d find confusing,

if you got down early enough.
(Though, as you may have guessed,

there are no guest rules in the Kelly
madhouse, so you rise and fall into

bed entirely on your own.) Mrs. K.
calls orange juice breakfast, but her
sparkling spouse keeps his slim
figure by stowing away toast, eggs,

potatoes, bacon, ham, jam
and everything else he can
find—including candy! He
finally leaves for the
studio with one hand on
the steering wheel of his
blue convertible and the
other on a piece of cake.
His sweet tooth is

never satisfied and if you
want to think of bim
during the day, think of
him eating candy bars
and pieces of pie from
dawn until dark.
Later in the morning if

you wanted to learn
about the Kellys without
bothering Betsy, you’d
wander around the
house.
You’d learn many dis-

cordant facts in your
role as FBI man. For
one thing, you’d see
comparatively few pic-
tures of Kellys around,
considering tbat they’re
actors—only a dizzy cari-
cature of Gene in the
breakfast room, which
appeared on billboards
all over New York while
he was acting in “Pal
Joey”; and upstairs in the
tiny pink room a snap-
shot of Gene and Betsy
kissing each other—the
picture having been taken
by David Selznick at one
of his mammoth parties;

and, in their dressing
room, two camera portraits of them
posed with Kerry.
For another tiling, you’d find that

under the Kelly gaiety hide a couple
of highly intelligent minds ... as
witness their newspapers and maga-
zines, most of them nostalgic of the
East: The New York Times, PM,
'The New Yorker, Newsweek—and
the local Los Angeles Daily News.
When you looked at their thousands
of books (aU over the house on
every table, even Kerry’s), you’d
cough vmeasily. For you’d find
everything from Tolstoy to Heming-
way—everything, that is, but the
latest fictional best-sellers. The
Kellys’ reading tastes ruirlb moderr
biographies, histories and books on
economics.

^N Sundays, of course, you’d
doubt that you’d observed cor-

rectly about their intelligence—for
you’d have to put on boxing gloves
to get near the comic strips. Gene
and Betsy rise early, don shorts and
shirts and race each other to the
funnies—£md then intently pursue
Flash Gordon, Jungle Jim, Prince
Valiant, L’il Abner, Blondie, Joe
Palooka (which Gene feels com-
bines humor and effective propa-
ganda better than any other strip)

,

Terry and the Pirates, and Bamaby.
(Continued on page 83)





is for

flowers

. . . worn boldly in Febru-

ary, promise of gayer days

to come.Alexis Smith's mid-

season print, designed by
Milo Anderson, has white-

and-green lilies of the val-

ley for its fresh-as-a-breath-

of-spring motif. The strictly

'44 note is in the armholes—cut wide and

deep to give a shoulder line that's advance

fashion news. The front drape of the skirt

is soft and smart and ties in snugly to make
a fitted waistline. With the print, Miss Smith

wears a beribboned bonnet with a tulle halo
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.r is for fascinatian

. . . spelled out in shining beads. A dinner

dress of black crepe worn by Alexis Smith to

give you a bright idea of how. lovely ladies

will look at dinner in spring. Designed by

Milo Anderson for "One
More Tomorrow" the dress

has cap sleeves, peplum
and front of the narrow

skirt solidly encrusted with

the bugle beads. The front

slit is there to give any

lady's ankle a pretty turn

I



Star-Makers chosen by Marsha Hunt tor Mary Hartley

Plek it out right away ... fhis

butcher linen with its smart

white scrolls flattering the neckline

and perking up the pockets. "The

corded embroidery is young

and gay," says Marsha Hunt, of

"Cry 'Havoc,' " to Photoplay

reader Mary Hartley

In luggage, melon or kelly green.

Sizes 10-18. About $8.95

Buy it to use ... and we mean use because

this polka-dot skirt and trim

solid-color jacket are something for

the budget books. Something for

a double-check notice is the

trim little p'olka-dot bow tie ^

Blue coat with red skirt; luggage jacket with brown
j||

skirt; red jacket with navy skirt; green jacket with dark green,

skirt. All white polka dots. Sizes 9-17. About $14.95

I
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What should I do?
YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED BY C14UDETTE COLBERT

You tvho have personal problems are the owners of

these special pages in Photoplay. As you know, Bette Davis

originally started the department, answering here with her wisdom those

problems which seemed most universal, most significant. Now that she

can no longer continue, Claudette Colbert is graciously carrying on.

Also, Miss Colbert proposes an additional thought—that any person^

who has found help through this column write and tell her about it.

Photoplay will award a $25 War Bond each month to the letter

Miss Colbert selects as being the best example of applied

advice in this *^How I Solved My Problem^* series. Re-

member one thing: The sole purpose is to communi-

cate help. Sincerity will rate above all.

MM EAR MISS COLBERT:
I J I am a soldier twen-

ty-one years of age. I

MBI been going with a girl

for two years when I was
drafted. We had been making plans
to get married as we had been very
happy together, so when I was home
on my first furlough after having
been inducted, we were married.

I then went back to camp. For
two months she wrote regularly,

then the letters dwindled away and
finally, after I wrote begging to

know what was the matter, she sent

me a letter in which she asked for

a divorce.

I went home on an emergency fur-
lough only to find that she had been
keeping steady company with an “old

friend” of mine. She claims she loves
him. She is seventeen, and so is this

fellow.

While I was at home I stayed with
my mother because my wife didn’t

even want to see me. I had to come
back to camp at the end of my
furlough without setthng anything.
Since that time I have been in the
hospital for three weeks because my
nerves are shot.

I love my wife and want to go
home to her after the war. What
shall I do—give her a divorce, or

wait and try to redeem myself in

her eyes?
Respectfully yours,

Carey L.

Dear Soldier:
In the first place, it seems to me

that you shouldn’t make yourself sick

over this thing. That only harms you
and accomplishes nothing.
A divorce, of course, is a very

serious thing and represents a step
which you shouldn’t take until you
have had more time to let the situa-

tion adjust itself. If, after only two
months of marriage, your wife sud-
denly decided that she no longer loved
you, / believe most people would say
that she was behaving like a child.

Which, actually she is. Having changed
her mind so fast about you, isn’t it

likely that she will also change her
mind just tis rapidly about this other
boy?

If I were you, I’d wait. Give your
wife time to grow up and find herself.

You may learn that she never takes

an interest in anything over a long
period of time. In that case I’m afraid
there would be little chance of happi-
ness for you with so flighty' a girl

and you would be better off without
her.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
Would you marry a man who was

always suggesting changes m your
personality?
Take my case: Until I was en-

gaged to my fiance he liked me just

as I was.
The moment we became engaged

he wanted to change my choice of

costume jewelry, my type of clothes,

my cosmetics, my shoes, even my
speech. I have complied with each
request until now.

I happen to have very long, natu-
rally blonde hair. He wants me to

have it cut short in a style that I

know would be most unbecoming to

me. I told him as much and once
again he fell back on his usual state-

ment, “If you really loved me, you
would do everything I ask!”

Is that true? Do you think he
would make a good husband? I

really think I love him as much as

a girl ever loved a man, but I do
think I have a right to express my
individuahty about some things with-
out being corrected and criticized.

Allene F.

Dear Miss F:
The fact that a man suggests

changes in his fiancee’s appearance
does not always determine his value
or undesirability as a husband, you
know.



My husband, ever since we have
been married, has voiced the opinion
that he doesn’t cpre for my hangs.
He says, “Why don’t you try some
other way of doing your hair?” and
I say, “l\n-nn. I like it this way.
Bangs do something for my face that
I like.”

I think that a girl must decide what
manner of hairdress is most becoming,
then stick to it with certain modifica-
tions which admit changing trends.
However, in the matter of clothing, I

have another viewpoint. If my hus-
band ever says that he dislikes some
article of clothing, / never wear it

again.
Marriage is always a series of com-

promises. You should counter your
beau’s suggestions with some con-
structive comments of your own. If

he is willing to make himself over a
little for you, you will, I’m sure, be
glad to co-operate.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am eighteen and I am attending

a school for girls.

For the past year I have been go-
ing steady with a sailor without my
parents’ knowledge or consent. My
parents are extremely strict and do
not allow me to go out with fellows.

Now this fellow who is in the Navy
has asked me to marry him and I

,
have almost decided to accept. I am
convinced that I love Ijim.

An odd thing has happened. This
sailor and I were seen out dancing

one night by a fellow whom I have
known for a long time. Even if my
parents allowed me to date, I

wouldn’t ordinarily have anything to

do with this man because he has a

very bad reputation. But he says
that if I don’t sneak out to meet him,
just as I have been meeting the boy
I love, he will tell my parents the
whole story.

They would stop my marriage, I

know, and keep me from seeing the
fellow in the Navy. On the other
hand, I dread going out with this man.

Katherine. J.

Dear Miss J:
If you are eighteen, as you say, you

(Continued on pq.ge 85)
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T
here is so much I think is

wonderful about America. But
I think the biggest thing is the

way all the people here look after

“the sick children.

Ever since I read about President
Roosevelt I have been interested in

infantile paralysis. When I was in

England, I hoped someday to come
to America to visit the children in

the hospitals and to see what I could
do to help them. Since then, I

have gone to many of these hospitals

and I have talked to many of the
children. And I know now that

the job to help them has to go on
all the while—even while we are all

fighting this big war. That’s why
we have the March of Dimes.

In England, I saw what war has
done to young boys and girls. And
what I saw was not very nice.

There Vvas a boy I. had known in

London, for example. I had talked

to him several times as he Hved
fairly near me. One day, I learned
that he had been sent away to a
place in the covmtry. When I asked
why he had been sent away, I was
told that he had lost his mind as a
result of his fear of the bombings.
There were many children in Eng-

land who lost their sanity because

of fear. And there were those who
had been blinded by the bombings
and who had lost limbs and who had
been killed.

I think that was what made me
think so much about handicapped
children. That and the interest

Mummy had always shown in the
less fortunate. She had always told

me that God had given me health and
had made me sound and that she
hoped I would use that great gift to

help those who were not as for-

timate.

One day, I got a letter from a
little girl named Dorothy Gagon.
She was writing her first fan letter

to tell me how much she hked “How
Green Was My Valley.” Then she
told me that she had lost an arm in

an accident and that for a while
they thought she would die. I met
Dorothy when I asked her to a
broadcast I was doing. She was a
very lovely little girl. When I first

talked to her, she seemed shy and
unhappy. But whenever I saw her
again afterwards, I noticed that she
was beginning to hke such things
as drawings, ice-skating and singing.

She was learning all over again how
to be happy.

I hope you have all heard about

the John Tracy Chnic out here. It is

for the boys and girls who are deaf
and dumb and was started by Mr.
Spencer Tracy. They teach children
there how to speak and hear in other
ways and how to be able to do things
just like other boys and girls.

In England, there was infantile

paralysis, too. But people over there
j

did not pay as much attention to it

as they do here. When I had been
in America for a while I realized i

how wonderful everyone was to

children who had paralysis. Their
case was brought even closer to ’

home when I got letters from three ’

children who were patients at the i

Hospital for Crippled Children in
i

Newark.
After that I wanted to go to the

hospitals and see them, so on a <

personal appearance tour I went to

the Hospital and Home for Crippled
Children in Newark. i

When I went inside the hospital,

I asked the nurse if the children ^

would mind if I came to see them.
“I wondered, since—since I am

well,” I said.

“No, they will be glad to see you,” j

she told me. “They don’t get many
visitors here, you know.”

I walked (Continued on page 116 )



Free Training . . . with pay ... in the

U.S. Cadet Nnrse Corps

You’re a lucky girl if you
can qualify; lucky in so many
ways . . .

There’s the chance to make
your future happy and secure

... to receive a free educa-

tion as a professional nurse.

Then there’s the money
side . . . your tuition and fees

all free . . . your room and
board paid for . . . a regular

allowance of $15 to at least $30

a month.

And all the time you know
you’re playing an important
part in the war. Even while
you’re in training, you will

be helping to release other

nurses for essential service.

65,000 new student nurses are

urgently needed this year.

Your uniforms are free,

too. Not only your school

uniform; but the stunning
new uniforms of the U.S.
Cadet Nurse Corps (for op-
tional outdoor wear).

A WAR JOB WITH A FUTURE...

After graduation, you can
become an Army or Navy
Nurse, a nurse in Public
Health or Government
service here or abroad. You
may specialize in child health

or x-ray or in many other

fields.

And don’t think you’re

closing the door on romance.
There will be time for dates

ofan evening, and occasional

weekends off duty. In many
schools, you can marry and
continue in training.

CAN YOU QUALIFY? Are you between 1 7* and 3 5? Are you a high
school graduate or a college student? In good health? Mentally
alert? Mail the coupon for copy of U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps booklet
...and list of almost 1000 accredited schools of nursing from
which you may choose your school. *Minimum age and academic
requirements vary slightly with different schools of nursing.

lUWH
,,he us. Cadet Norse Corps.

-

choose your school. New York,

High school senior?

High school grodoale?

^9®— _Presentoccopotion,itonv

Grodootion dole

Nome.

Address—

Cily
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Of course VITAMIN A! Children need

it to grow. You need it to fight off

colds. With Ovaltine you get a// the

extra Vitamin "A" experts say you need.

Of course VITAMINS G, P-P! You
can’t be alert, awake, "alive” without

them! You get them—and the entire

Vitamin B complex family in Ovaltine!

Of course IRON I Without iron, you
can’t have good red blood. Ovaltine

supplies all the extra iron you need

—

in the only way you can fully use it!

Of course CALCIUM & PHOSPHORUS!
They’re vital to bones and nerves in

adults—also to teeth in children. The
Ovaltine way, you have loads.

Of course VITAMIN D! You get U from
sunshine—but most of the year most
people don’t get enough sunshine. Rain

or shine, you’re safe with Ovaltine!

Of course VITAMIN Bi! >ou eat

poorly—and you’re tired, listless, ner-

vous, ’’low’’— if you don’t get enough
Bi. The Ovaltine way, you get plenty!

3 Average-Good Meals + 2 Glasses of Ovaltine Give the Normal
Person All the Ex/ra Vitamins and Minerals He Can Use

COURSE Ovaltine
than vitamins

Prescribed the world 1 ^^is
as a special dietary fn /T ^^octors

for those whoare thin.

Millions of people know how important

it is to take extra vitamins and minerals

every day. So we want to emphasize this

point; Ovaltine is one of the richest

sourcesofvitamins and minerals in theworld.

In faa, if you Just drink 2 glasses of

Ovaltine a day—and eat three average-

good meals including fruit juice—you

get all the vitamins and minerals you
need. All you can profitably use accord-

ing to experts—unless you’re really sick

and should be under a doctor’s care.

So why worry about vitamins and min-

erals.^ Rely on Ovaltine to give you all

the extra vitamins and minerals you can

use—along with its many other well-

known benefits. Just follow this recipe

for better health . . .

3 GOOD MEALS A DAY + OVALTINE
NIGHT AND MOKNING

nervous or under par.

- •
ink

WARNING! Authorities say you can’t completely trust

"good” meals to supply att the vitamins and minerals

you need for good health—even with careful meal-

planning—because shipping, storing and cooking re-

duce the vitamin-mineral values of food. Then today’s

food shortages make it even mote important to rely on
Ovaltine for all your extra vitamins and minerals.



Out Of Tlnis ‘TDream
How two young people found the secret way to a perfect wartime marriage

—

Richard Quine, now of the Coast Guard; Susan Peters, now Mrs. Quine

BY JANYT BENTIEV

T
hey were two young people who
had lived and gone to school in

Hollywood but had never met
until they started to work in “Tish,”

an M-G-M picture.

They liked each other right off

that first day, but each was just a
bit wary. For Richard Quine was
recovering from an unhappy mar-
riage and Susan Peters from a
broken romance.
Now this young chap with his six-

feet-two, eyes of blue and fascinating

“shanty Irish” face, was one of the

kindest persons ever to enter Susie’s

world. And the most thoughtful.

Soon he was not only in Susan’s
world but in Susan’s heart and she
knew it and he knew it; which, of

course, was where he’d wanted to be
from the very first moment he had
set eyes on Miss Peters.

Because Richard’s divorce was
then in process, they couldn’t, for

those first six months, have a date
alone, so they went out with friends.

They always had a wonderful time—
except when Susan lost her temper.
At first the things Susan said in the
heat of, anger and forgot five minutes
later hurt Dick; he couldn’t seem to

forget them.

then one day they sat down like
* two sensible people and talked
over the whole Peters temper. From
then on, the last barrier between
them dissolved.

At the first sign of a mad-on,
Richard laughs in Susan’s face. And
keeps on laughing until there is

really no point in anyone’s trying to

be upset, let alone Susan.
There were so many things to find

out about each other, once Susan
and Dick had decided that, of course,

someday they would be married.
They liked a home and all the things
that went into one and began col-

lecting their own furniture early,

haunting the auction rooms up and
down Wilshire Boulevard.
“Now, if you see anything you

want, bid on it,” Richard told Susie
on their first visit to an auction.

“Right out lou^? Before every-
one?”

“Sure,” Richard said. “Why not?”
They were standing in the rear of

the crowded shop and over the heads

of the audience Susan glimpsed the

set of service plates on sale.

“Fifty cents,” someone bid as the

auctioneer held a plate aloft.

“Seventy-five cents,” came an-
other bid.

“This is ridiculous,” Susie thought.

“A whole set of service plates for

seventy-five cents.” She decided to

cinch the deal once and for all.

“Five dollars,” she yelled.

A dead silence settled over the
room. The auctioneer stood with his

mouth half open, unable to speak.
Susan glanced at Richard. His face
was scarlet.

“Look, little lady,” the auctioneer
finally said after regaining his voice.

“I’m sure you don’t want to pay five

dollars apiece for these plates, do
you?”

But Susie learned. The pair now
have stored, as a result of their auc-
tioneering, a grandfather’s clock, a

dining table, an antique washstand,
an eight-foot couch, a love seat and
wing chair to match, an inlaid card
table and a cabinet from the Dutch
East Indies.

They know exactly where each
piece will fit into the French Pro-
vincial home they are going to build

after the war. Everything is planned
right down to the grandfather’s
clock, with allowances made for

Richard’s tripping, of course.

“You see,” Susan explained,
“Richard is the falling-over-things p

type.” His entrance into the Peters «(i

home while he was comirvg courting !«

usually began with the door’s bang-
ing too heavily against a table which
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Best-friend business on Cesar Romero's part with Susan and Peter

threw the lamp crash-bang onto the
floor. Usually Richard, racing to the

rescue, would trip over the lamp
cord, plunging everything into dark-
ness and despair.

But Susie loved him for it. If there
were stairs anywhere to be gotten
down, Richard could be counted on
to come down the hard way. Once,
on their way to a party, Richard
made it—he fell all the way down
that time, tearing his brand-new
suit to the point where they just

couldn’t go to the party.

I
T was all those little things, plus
their great love for each other, that

carried them through the long hard
months of waiting for marriage. For
wait they knew they must. Susan
had given herself three years in

which to be a success in Hollywood.
Two of those three years had al-

ready evaporated. Dick was working
hard at his career, too—and all they
had then were their plans and dreams
for the future they wanted together.

But they could do one thing in

those long months—they could wear
their wedding bands. And wear
them they did, as outward symbols
to the world that each had found his

own true love, had made his irrev-

ocable choice.

It was on June tenth that they had
to separate. Richard, having finished

his big success, “We’ve Never Been
Licked,” at Universal, went off to

join the Coast Guard. He was sta-

tioned at Alameda, near San Fran-
r cisco. Deep in the picture “Song Of
M Russia,” Susan was unable to go
ivi north to see him. His furloughs were

only occasional and far apart—but
every day they spent together was

one to be cherished. That was why
on that autumn afternoon of Novem-
ber seventh, as Richard stood at the
altar of the church and as Susan
walked slowly towai’d him, they both
knew that this love that had been
given to them, that had held strong
through many tests, was theirs to
keep forever.
They had chosen the Westwood

Community Church in West Los
Angeles for their marriage. It was
a beautiful wedding—but what wed-
ding isn’t, especially when it is a
young girl of twenty-two and a
young man of twenty-three who are
realizing, at last, all their dreams.
Their honeymoon had a Hollywood

touch—and their glorious sense of

fun and humor came in handy then.
They were riding along the highway
gaily, on this their first journey as
man and wife, when they ran out
of gas.

They had to walk two miles to a
station and then they were stopped
on the road by a group of foresters
fighting a fire. It was five a. m. when
they finally pulled in at their hotel.

In San Francisco they’ve taken a
small honeymoon apartment where
Susan will stay until her next pic-
ture, or until Richard is called away
by his Coast Guard duties.

Their good friend Cesar Romero
bought the drapes and even hung
them.
They want children, lots of them.

Susan would like all of them, except
the boys, of course, to be called after
her, Suzanne Carnahan (her real

name) Quine. Richard favors Penel-
ope Quine and Toby Quine. Thought
them up himself and is rather proud
of it. A family background of the

theater gave Dick a real trouper’s
understanding of why Susan should
want a career after marriage. So
there was no question of “You give
up and stay at home while I carry
on.” Such an idea would be foreign
to the boy whose father, Thomas R.
Quine, was a veteran of vaudeville
and whose mother, Alice, loved the
theater.

Born in Detroit, Richard came
with his family to Los Angeles when
he was just six and went from the
El Rodeo Grade School on to the
Beverly and Mount Vernon High
Schools where he first met Mickey
Rooney and Judy Garland, both stu-

dents at the time. While attending
Lawler’s Professional School in

Hollywood, Richard got his very first

stage job in “Cardinal Richelieu” and
did so well he was given a role in the
serial “Dr. Christian.” The boy was
on his way, going into the lead of

radio’s “Tom Sawyer,” a role he
played for over a year.

When Otto Kruger opened in

Hollywood in the stage play “Coun-
sellor-at-Law,” Richard went from
radio to the stage and when the
play was made into a picture, with
John Barrymore in the title role,

Richard completed the circle of

radio, stage and screen. The kid
was good, too.

But the breaks came slowly and
Richard became restless so he lit out
for Broadway where, as usual, he
darn near starved before he was
cast in “Very Warm Fpr May” and
then in “My Sister Eileen.”

M-G-M signed him after “My Sis-

ter Eileen” and there, in his very
first musical, “Babes On Broadway,”
he met his former classmates Mickey
Rooney and Judy Garland. Richard’s
fine singing voice was given a work-
out and he was on his way to a
better role in “For Me And My Gal.”

But somehow he likes best “Tish,”

that plain little B picture, for other-

wise he might never have met Susie.

It was that picture, you know, that

sent her on to M-G-M’s “Random
Harvest” and success.

THERE is, and will be, no quibbling
* over money or salary as both their

salaries will go into one fund looked
after by a business manager. Rich-
ard is forever attempting to teach
Susan to manage on her allowance
and then throwing her into a state

of confusion by insisting she buy a
new suit that would look absolutely

stunning on her. No difference that

it throws her way off her budget.
They love to go shopping together
and Susan feels this is one of the
most vitally important points in a
happy marriage—a husband who
loves to shop with his wife.

She thinks it wonderful, too, that
Richard takes such pride in home
and the things that go into it. True,
his efforts in keeping things in shape
are a bit on the disconcerting side.

But he tries. Susan tries, too. And,
after all, in any marriage, that’s the
main thing.

The End.
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A-L jiL.dorably pretty, Hilda Holder

is another Pond’s engaged girl . . . the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Holder

of one of North Carolina’s first families

"Dick enlisted two months before Pearl

Harbor— I wanted to be doing something

necessary, too,” Hilda says, "so I found

my job helping to build planes.

"I get up at 4:00 A.M., and don’t get

back home until 4:00 P.M. It seemed out-

landish at first, but now I like it. I do have

to watch out for my complexion, though.

"I give my face a good Pond’s creaming

after work every day so I’m certain-sure

there’s no greasy dirt clogging up my pores.

Lots of the girls keep a big jar of Pond’s at

the plant. I guess they love it the way I do.”

Hilda heauty cleans her face with Pond’s

like this: She smooths Pond’s Cold Cream

over her face and throat and pats briskly

to soften and release dirt and make-up.

Tissues off. She "rinses'’' with more Pond’s,

swirling her white-coated fingers around in

little spirals. Tissues off again. Her face

feels "perfectly lovely” she says, "so extra

clean, so nice to touch.”

Yes— it’s no accident engaged girls like

Hilda, exquisite society leaders like Gloria

Vanderbilt De Cicco, and Britain’s Lady
Grenfell delight in this soft-smooth cream.

Ask for a big, luxurious jar of Pond’s Cold

Cream today. Use it every night, every morn-

ing—for daytime clean-ups, too!

ALL KINDS OF WAR JOBS are waiting to be

filled— in transportation, stores, war plants,

restaurants. Check Help Wanted ads—then con-

sult your local U. S. Employment Service

ID

HILDA'S EXQUISITE COMPLEXION has that
appealing baby-clear look every girl wants. "Pond’s
Cold Cream is the only beauty care I use,” she
says. "I keep a big jar in my locker at the plant
—and a big jar at home.”

ASK EOR A LUXURIOUS BIG JAR! It’s

more patriotic to buy large sizes, saves glass

and manpower. (You may see different color

"war caps” on Pond’s jars now—but Pond’s
Cold Cream is the same lovely quality!)

HILDA'S RING—
the diamond is set in

a hand-wrought design

on a slim gold band

SHE’S

ENGAGED !

SHE’S

EOVELY!

SHE

USES

POND’S !

r

Kl

WJ

TODAY—MANY MORE WOMEN USE POND’S THAN ANY OTHER FACE CREAM AT ANY PRICE
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BRIEF

REVIEWS

Super cheerer-

uppers: Dinah

Shore, Danny Kaye
in "Up In Arms"

INDICATES PICTURE RATED “OUTSTANDING” WHEN REVIEWED

INDICATES PICTURE RATED “VERY GOOD” WHEN REVIEWED

INDICATES PICTURE RATED “GOOD” WHEN REVIEWED

ADVENTURE IN 1RAQ—VIarners: Warren Doug-
las is a Flying Tiger pilot who’s forced down in Iraq.

With him are John Loder and his estranged wife,

Ruth Ford. The group is picked up by suave sheik

Paul Cavanaugh and held as hostages for the sheik’s

brothers. Douglas falls in love with Miss Ford and
the climax is the arrival of American planes to the

rescue. (Dec.)

ALWAYS A BRIDESMAID—Vniversa\: The
Andrews Sisters conduct a Lonely Hearts Club via

the radio that comes up for a bit of investigating.

Patric Knowles from the District Attorney’s office

and Gracie MacDonald from the Police Force are sent

out and the two, unaware of their real identity, fall

in love. The Andrews Sisters sing several songs

and Gracie is very cute. (Dec.)

BOMBER'S MOON—20th Century-Fox: More of the

same old stuff about an American flier, George
Montgomery, a Russian girl, Annabella, and a Czech

officer, Kent Taylor (really a Nazi spy), who are

permitted to escape from a German prison so that

they may lead the Germans to the underground
workers. 'The three principals are good, but the

story’s been done too often before. (Nov.)

CAMPUS RHYTHM—Monogram; Gale Storm is

a radio singing star who gets bored with her life, so

she takes an assumed name and enters a small college.

She soon becomes the school belle, with Johnny Downs
and Robert Lowery her most persistent suitors. There
are several good musical numbers and Miss Storm
sings four songs very nicely. (Dec.)

\/\/'CLAUDIA—20th Century-Fox: Completely
captivating and utterly enchanting is this story of

Claudia, played by Dorothy McGuire, the child wife

•vho finally grows up. Robert Young as her older

and thoroughly perplexed husband is completely real.

Ina Claire is her mother and Reginald Gardiner the

Englishman with whom Claudia innocently starts a

flirtation, (Nov.)

\/\/CORVETTE K-225—Universal; All about the

dangers encountered by a convoy ship, this is an ex-

citing story that stirs the pulses. Randy Scott gives

a socko performance as the ship’s captain and Jim
Brown proves he has everything to make a star. Ella

Raines shows great promise as Brown’s sister and
Barry Fitzgerald, .'\ndy Devine and Fuzzy Knight
lend the story support. (Dec.)

^•^CRAZY HOUSE—Universal: Olsen and John
son are in top form in a purely escapist mumble
jumble of monkey business. They arrive in Holly-
wood to make another picture and can only get in

the studio by being shot over the wall from a cannon.
You can take it from there. Martha O’Driscoll, Patric
Knowles, Cass Daley, the DeMarcos and dozens of
others get all mixed up in the fun. (Jan.)

DANCING MASTERS, THE—20th Century-Fox;
Laurel and Hardy are back again, first as proprietors
of a dancing school and then as cupid to Trudy
Marshall and Robert Bailey. From there, they get
mixed up with a new flame thrower and somewhere
along the line they fall for an insurance policy with
Laurel trying to reap the benefits. Sometimes it’s

very funny. (Jan.)

^DESTROYER—Columbia: An exciting tale about
a destroyer under the guidance of Edward G. Robin-
son, a meanie who antagonizes the entire crew, in-

cluding Glenn Ford who is in love with Marguerite
Chapman, Robinson’s daughter. It takes an attack
by a flight of Nip planes and a submarine to bring
out the fine qualities of the ship and her captain.
(Nov.)

\^FALLEN SPARROW, THE—RKO: This is a bit

involved but still an interest-holder, and John Garfield
gives a fine performance as the American who escapes
from a Spanish prison and returns to New York to

find his pal is murdered. Walter Slezak is the Nazi
who watches Garfield to find the hiding place of a

flag standard, and Martha O’Driscoll, Maureen
O’Hara and Patricia Morison are all good. (Nov.)

FIND THE BLACKMAILER—Warners-. A silly

time-waster all about a candidate for mayor hiring a
detective to steal a crow that utters a phrase that
might incriminate the politician in a scandal. Gene
Lockhart, Jerome Cowan and Faye Emerson have
our sympathy. (Jan.)

y)^FIRED WIFE— Universal: A gay, sprightly
little tale about a pair of newlyweds, Robert Paige
and Louise Allbritton, who start off on a honeymoon
that ends in Reno. When Louise keeps her marriage
secret because her boss, Walter Abel, is allergic to

married women, and when Paige becomes involved
with Diana Barrymore who chases him all over the
place, the resulting confusion is just too much. (Nov.)

\^^FLESH AND FANTASY—Universal; A mystic
fantasy of dreams and superstitions told in story se-

quence, with the first starring Betty Eield and Robert
Cummings. The next interlude has Thomas Mitchell,
a palmist, prophesying that Edward G. Robinson will

commit a murder, with strange results. Then Charles
Boyer and Barbara Stanwyck take over the final in

triguing episode. (Dec.)

^FRONTIER BADMEN—Universal: A good West
ern, telling how an honest market for Texas cattle

men was established with Robert Paige and his partner,
,

Noah Berry Jr., doing most of the establishing. Anne
Gwynne is the girl loved by both boys, and Diana
Barrymore is the lady owner of a gambling house.

I

Lon Chaney is the villain. (Nov.) I

GILDERSLEEVE ON BROADWAY—RKO \ Gildy
heads for New York to straighten out his niece’s
romance, but of course you know he gets involved
with too many women and the results are as corny]
as an Iowa farm. Billie Burke hasn’t enough to do
in this opus and it all isn’t very funny. (Jan.) ’r

)yy^GIRL CRAZY — U-G-U: Judy Garland and
Mickey Rooney are together again in this musical,'
noisier and better than ever. Mickey’s a girl-crazy

j

playboy sent West to a stag college where Judy, as|'
granddaughter of the school head, is the only girl. I

n

But Mickey stages a lavish rodeo with beauty contest!
winners and the school goes co-ed. It’s got Gershwin
music, girls, and fun. (Nov.)

GIRL FROM MONTERREY, THE—P.R.C.: Ar-
mida takes on the job of managing her prize-fighting
brother, Anthony (Jaruso, and finally brings him to

the States, where he eventually opposes Terry Frost,
the American fighter she loves. Armida and Veda
Ann Borg both sing several songs, Edgar Kennedy is

the fight manager and Jack LaRue the villain. (Dec.)

t/'GOOD LUCK, MR. (:olumbia: Jess,!
Barker is a young instructor in a military academy

1

who sets off to enlist in the Army. A slight ailment '

defers it, so while waiting he goes to work in a ship-

yard; then word gets back to the school that he’s a.

slacker and unpleasantness ensues. Tom Neal, Claire I

Trevor, Edgar Buchanan and Frank Sully are top
|

additions to the cast. (Jan.) :

)/y^GUADALCANAL DIARY—20th Century-Fox: I
This picturized account of our capture of the South
Pacific base is an important document of this war and

,

should be seen by every American. The picture re- .

veals how the Marines landed, their heartbreaking I

wait during bombings for reinforcements, their losses
;

and eventual victory. Preston Foster, William Bendix, i

Lloyd Nolan and Anthony Quinn are outstanding. I

(Jan.) 'i

HARVEST MELODY—Y.R.G.: Movie star Rose-
[mary Lane is slipping badly in pictures so her press
|

agent, Sheldon Leonard, talks her into helping out

in the harvest emergency by becoming a worker on J

Johnny Downs’ farm and thus getting herself a lot
j

of publicity. Rosemary sings several songs, and the
^

Radio Rogues and Eddie Le Baron’s orchestra help f

out the entertainment. (Jan.)

j

HERE COMES ELMER—Republic: A small-time

radio group, played by A1 Pearce and his radio gang,
;;

are lured to NewYork by a fake telegram from a big
j

producer offering them a mythical contract. Gloria ;

Stuart and Frank Albertson contribute the romance, J

Dale Evans sings, Pearce goes into his “Blurt”
j

character and Jan Garber and his orchestra please i

the ear. (Jan.)
j

)^HI DIDDLE DIDDLE—V. A.; The farce of the

interrupted honeymoon again, with Dennis O’Keefe,

the sailor groom, attempting to aid his new mother-in-

law, Billie Burke, recoup her lost fortune and at the
-J

same time spend his forty-eight-hour leave with his i

bride, Martha Scott. Adolphe Menjou and Pola

Negri are perfect, and Martha is cute, chic, and
j

funny. June Havoc also adds to the fun. (Nov.) !

(Continued on page 112)

SHADOW STAGE
Pictures Reviewed in This Issue

Paae

Around The World 110

Cross Of Lorraine, The 22

Cry Havoc 'O'*

Falcon And The Coeds, The 10"!

False Colors HO
Gang's All Here, The 10)

Gangway For Tomorrow HO
Henry Aldrich Haunts A House 107

His Butler's Sister 106

Jack London 22

Jive Junction 106

Madame Curie 22

Minesweeper 106

Old Acquaintance 105

So'i Your Uncle 109

Swing Fever 106

Task Force Ill

Where Are Your Children? Ill

Women In Bondage 105
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^ But you’ll thank these thousands of

women for telling you why they switched

to Modess.

^ “So soft !
” “So comfortable !

”

“So utterly safe ! ” say 8 out of 10 letters I

You 11 never know who they are, or where they live.

Yet 10,086 women—from all across the country

—

have done you one of the best turns in the world.

Here’s why . . .

They had the courage to write— frankly and freely

—on a most intimate subject, so that other women
could benefit by their experience. Simply, and with

complete honesty, these women told why they’re

glad they switched to Modess Sanitary Napkins.

During the past few months letters have been com-

ing in from women who had been users of practically

every other type and kind of pad. An independent,

impartial concern read the letters. And here are the

returns;

8 out of10 women said they're glad they switched

to Modess because of its ivonderful softness and

comfort— its absolute safety!

Read what some of these letters said!

"Modess never chafes. I feel

comfortable after wearing it for

hours,” writes Miss R. C. Yes!

Setter Modess adjusts itself to

your own body. No hard tab ends.

No telltale outlines.

"Safer than any other brand for

me,” Mrs. D. C. praises Modess.

The triple, full-length shield at

the back of every Modess gives

full-way protection— not just part-

way, as some napkins give.

"It’s downy softness guarantees

all-day comfort!” says Miss M. A.

Thanks to its softspun filler,

Modess is softer—so different from

layer-type pads. Is it any wonder
that thousands more women are

switching to Modess all the time?

Aren’t you busier than ever? . .

.

Wouldn’t you welcome more soft-

ness, more protection? If you
haven’t tried Modess recently, why
not switch now and see what a

tremendous difference a softer,

safer napkin can make?

Discover the Difference!

Switch to

55
SANITARY NAPKINS

Modess REGUI-AR ds for the great majority of

women. So highly absorbent it takes care of even

above-average needs. Makes bulky oversize nap-

kins unnecessary. In boxes of 12 napkins, or Bar-

gain Box of 56. MODESS JUNIOR is for those who
require a slightly narrower napkin. In boxes of 12.

F

m
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Her paper goeis to war

doeis janrm?

Picture of a lady doing the right thing: Joan

Crawford sorting her waste paper for salvage

V\fhY
dimes?

Keep up the times!

FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

Enjoy the modern freedom of internal

sanitary protection at Meds’ thrifty

price— a month’s supply for only 19^

!

• Meds are made of fine super-
absorbent COTTON.

• Meds’ dainty applicators make
them EASY-to-USE.

• Meds satisfy INDIVIDUAL
needs.

• Meds’ exclusive "SAFETY-
WELL” absorbs so much more, so

much faster — up to three times
its own weight in moisture —
assuring you greater comfort,
greater protection.

“Next time,” why not try Meds?

72

J
OAN CRAWFORD has a new war-
winning job. It is such an important
and vital one that she wants every

reader of Photoplay-Movie Mirror to take
part in it with her. It is to help in the
Waste Paper Salvage Drive. You see,

there is a shortage of paper now, one of
the most serious shortages that our coun-
try has had to face since the war started.

Paper is a mighty force in today’s
civilian war. It packs foods, toilet neces-
sities; it goes into ration books. The car-
ton of cigarettes, the box of cookies and
the book that you send to your favorite
serviceman, even the letters you write
him, all consume paper.

In addition, paper has dozens of military
uses. It is needed to make containers for

food and for ammunition, for blood plasma
and medical kits. It goes into the manu-
facture of Air Force emergency packs,
practice and incendiary bombs, bomb fins,

cartridge paper, signal flares, instrument
panels, fuses, helmets, gas mask canisters
and targets for pistol, rifle and machine
gun practice. It insulates a soldier’s bar-
racks and when he gets overseas he will

require eighty-one tons of supplies a
month, many of which could neither be
made nor shipped if there were no paper.
These varied demands for paper would be

a drain on even our normal paper supply.
Unfortunately our supply is now below
normal. Wood pulp, an essential ingredient
in paper-making, is short now because of a
lack of lumberjacks to cut timber. It is up
to everyone of us to see that every scrap
of old paper and cardboard is salvaged.
To do a good salvage job, first of all cut

down your own use of paper. You can
do this by carrying unwrapped packages,
by carrying your own shopping bag and
by having a number of small purchases
wrapped together. Another way to help
is to ask your local grocer or laundryman
if he wants you to return used but clean
bags and paper to him for re-use.

N ext, get into the paper salvage drive
with both hands and feet. In every

city, town and village throughout the
country one or more agencies is collecting

waste paper and cardboard. Your local

I newspaper will probably carry advertise-
' ments giving either a telephone number or

the address of a salvage committee which
will furnish you with the necessary infor-
mation. Watch for such advertisements. If

they do not appear, contact such organiza-
tions as the CDVO, AWVS, Salvation
Army, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts. You will
probably learn that one of these is making
regular collections, that others will send a
truck if you will notify them whenever
you have a supply of waste paper to be
picked up.

If you live in an apartment house or
work in an office, ask your superin-
tendent what is being done about col-
lecting waste paper in the building. If he
says nothing has been done, suggest that
he work out some system of collection.

In smaller communities or in areas
where houses are widely separated it may
be advisable for small local groups to
work together. Your church members, for
instance, or your woman’s club or Parent-
Teachers Association, even the residents
of one block might pool their waste paper.
The important thing is to find out what
plan is being used and to become a part
of that plan and urge your neighbors and
friends to become a part of it too.

In asking you to save paper for the war
effort, your government stipulates that it

must be clean and dry, and it should be
sorted as Joan is sorting it. She
makes one pile for magazines, another
for newspapers, neatly folded. She puts
wrapping paper and paper bags, smoothed
and folded, into one basket, small scraps
such as envelopes and torn up letters into
a second one and she flattens cardboard
cartons and puts them into still another
bundle.
You will be surprised at how quickly

waste paper will accumulate. Almost
before you know it you will have
fifty or 100 pounds—this magazine alone
weighs about half a pound and if you live

in a large city yrfiur last Sunday’s news-
paper came close to two and one-half
pounds. And here is what 100 pounds of

waste paper will make:
650 cartons for U. S. Army Field Ration

“K,” or 115 boxes each containing 10 20-

mm. shells, or 50 75-mm. shell containers.

Your man in service can’t get along with-
out waste paper. It’s up to you to see that

he gets it.
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Chorming Star of Paramount’

"STANDING ROOM ONLY'

“I love the way my daily Lux Soap beauty bath

leaves my skin flower-fresh, delicately perfumed,”

says charming Paulette Goddard. “It makes dain-

tiness sure.”

Screen stars know if a girl isn’t dainty, no other

charm counts. They depend on Lux Toilet Soap’s

creamy ACTIVE
|
lather that removes every trace

of dust and dirt—leaves skin feeling satiny-smooth

and soft. Try this fragrant luxurious beauty bath!

YOU can be sure of daintiness, the
charm that men adore. A daily Lux
Toilet Soap beauty bath leaves your
skin fresh and sweet— perfumed with a
delicate flowerlike fragrance.

DON’T WASTE SOAP
It’s patriotic to help save soap. Use only
what you need. Don’t let your cake of

Lux Toilet Soap stand in water. After

using, place it in a dry soap dish. Moisten
last sliver and press against new cake.
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... it was one of those triangle affairs, so the hero shot the villain, ©
and said ^*Just make it Pepsi-Cola for two.’’

Hollywood's Most Successful Human Beings

(Continued from page 29) girls in another.

They ate together and Betty was cook. It

was when the musicians’ union refused to

let them work together as a band until

they had been in New York for six months
and they had practically quit eating that

Betty went looking for a job on her own.
She took one discouragement after an-

other until, at Christmastime, a manager
sent her home. “You’re a sweet kid who
should be celebrating these holidays with
your folks,” he told her. “Why are you
here anyway?”
“Because I’m hungry,” Betty answered

with angry honesty.
This, in a way, was her turning point.

He gave her coach fare home and money
enough for milk and sandwiches en route.

That New Year’s Eve the boy friend of

her sister, who was working as a waitress,

urged her to go with them to a local night
club. The club manager asked her for a

song. She sang. But, chagrined and des-
perate, she threw everything around in her
now famous manner. Vincent Lopez saw
her there and signed her to sing with his

band. She was on her way.
She has come far, but never having for-

gotten what it is to go without, she doesn’t
spare herself when she sees others are in

need. When she does camp shows, for in-
stance, she doesn’t sign up for camps
adjacent to large cities where she can
return to a luxurious hotel every night to

entertain the press and garner first-page
stories about her camp experiences. She

p sings and dances for boys in remote, out-

jyi
lying camps who have infrequent enter-

tainment or no entertainment at all; even
though this means she must travel in jeeps
over incredible roads, eat at camp mess
and put up at hotels which often aren’t

even clean.

THIRD, I name Robert Montgomery. . . .

* Bob was born to riches. He has spent
his life in luxurious surroundings, those
in which he was reared and those to which
his Hollywood fame has entitled him.
He long has enjoyed holidays at famous
spas and world capitals. He always has
contributed to and appreciated brilliant

conversations. He always has admired
beautiful women beautifully groomed. His
love of all these things has in a way con-
tributed to his charm. But his charm
is as great and permanent a thing as it is

because he loves other things more—things
like freedom of speech and worship, free-

dom from want and fear. As he has so well
proven.
Long before we entered the war Bob

turned his back on the luxurious life he
loves so well to drive an ambulance in

France. While there he saw and heard
many things; and being an accurate ob-
server he told us then and there exactly
what we might expect to happen. Upon
his return Government heads here inter-

viewed him privately and saw the moving
pictures he had taken.
Immediately after the United States en-

tered the war Bob enlisted in the Navy.
Now, in the South Pacific, attached to
Admiral Halsey’s fleet, he commands his

own boat.

“I don’t know much about Germans,” he
says, “but I’ve learned to know the Jap at

pretty close quarters, for everything there
is head-on. It’s all close-ups—no long shots
at all.”

After one battle between Bob’s ship and
a Jap sub, in which the sub was sunk, its

captain came to the surface. When he saw
Bob and his men trying to rescue him with
nets he tried to drown himself rather than
submit to such humiliation. So one of Bob’s
men knocked him out with a boat hook and
dragged him up on deck. One of his heels
had been nibbled by a shark and his arm
was badly crushed. Bob watched him in-
tently. The Jap’s fluttering eyelids indi-
cated consciousness, but he wouldn’t open
his eyes. He lay there waiting for death
at the hands of his “savage American tor-
turers.”

“Bandage his foot and arm,” Bob com-
manded the ship’s doctor. “Give him some
hot tea.” (The Japs’ preference when they
are wounded.) “Shove a cigarette in his
mouth.”
Then the Jap captive, realizing that what

was happening to him was the reverse of
torture, instinctively sucked in a large
puff of the cigarette and exhaled ecstati-
cally; and, slowly opening one eye, looked
up into the friendly faces looking down at

him.
“Well,” said Bob, “that’s one member

of the suicide squadron who learned Am-
ericans are very different from the way
they’ve been painted by Jap propagandists.
For when that Jap was finally shipped
ashore to join the other prisoners, as he lay
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on his back in the boat, he feebly hut
definitely, saluted our ship.”

Bob explained the Japanese officer pre-
fers death any time to capture by Amer-
icans. “The common Japanese soldier,” he
added, “is different. He folds up at once
when things look hopeless—all the fight

knocked out of him.”
I saw Bob last summer at the time when

he was returned to California on leave
after a bout with malaria and tropical

fever. He came to a party at my house and
I could see his nerves had been a bit

stretched, but, smooth and suave and pol-

ished as ever, he danced every dance. It

was plain he had hungered for the relaxa-
tion and escape of dancing with girls again,

including, of course, his charming wife,

Betty.
Betty had to leave my party at midnight

but she wouldn’t let Bob accompany her.

“This,” she told him, “is better medicine
than any rest cure.”

That, I think, was a pretty swell attitude

for a wife whose husband had been away
and in danger for nearly two years and
soon would be off again.

For that evening, the horrors he had
been through were forgotten. Sometimes
parties are more than just parties; they
are cure-alls for the soul and spirit.

So I give you Bob Montgomery—gay
and brave and true to himself and those
things in which he believes!

T
here is, fourth, Diana Barrymore. . . .

You have seen Diana on the screen, no
doubt, and have not liked her. She hasn’t
liked herself. Diana, of the theater’s royal
family, has been a spectacular failure in

Hollywood. The way she has come through
this failure, which must have been tor-
turous to one born to the purple, so to

speak, proves her fortitude.

I first knew Diana when she was three
weeks old in a bassinet. Her bringing up
lay between the psychological rivalry of

the Great Profile, John Barrymore, her
father, and the beautiful, brilliant Michael
Strange, her mother.
Think of the difficulty of being born of

two such people!
In 1938 when I came back from a visit

to Hollywood I remember saying to Diana,
with the condescension you use toward a
small child you do not know very well:

“I saw your father while I was on the
Coast.”
She seemed very unmoved.
“Aren’t you happy to hear about your

wonderful father?” I continued. “He sent
some very nice messages to you.”

“I don’t know very much about my
father,” she replied. “How can you be
terribly impressed by a man, who like a
Greek bas relief, is always seen in profile?

I would like my father to be full face.

I don’t really know if he has one.”
It was always understood Diana would

go on the stage. She was weighted down
by her fateful name.
George Jean Nathan, that disdainful dean

and maestro of the critics, and I saw her
in “Lord Byron,” her first appearance on
the stage. There was something very love-
ly about her and I thought she held great
promise, as did my companion.
Later Diana did George Kaufman’s play,

“The Land Is Bright,” a saga of a Western
miner, playing first a young girl and in

the end a woman her mother’s age. Dur-
ing the second intermission I met my
friend, Walter Wanger, the Hollywood
producer and husband of Joan Bennett,
in the lobby.
“How do you like this opus?” I asked.
“Not very much,” Walter said, “but I

like the kid.”
“To me,” I said, “she’s the only thing

in it.”

“I’m going to put her under contract
and take her to Hollywood,” he told me.
“How can you do that?” I protested.

“You will ruin her. She’s not for pictures.

No Barrymore should be in pictures

—

really! Remember Jack and Lionel in ‘The
Jest’ and ‘Peter Ibbetson’ and consider
what they had to offer the stage! What
has Hollywood done for them—except
promote a comfortable living for Lionel
and bad debts for Jack?”

“Well,” said Walter, “I’m going to do it.”

And he did it. And Diana went to Holly-
wood—alas!

She has made money in Hollywood and
invested it well, apparently. But her pic-
tures have been poor and she has not
appeared to advantage in them. However,
at no time has she allowed this to defeat
her. Through • all of it she has managed
to hold firm to her belief that she has
something fine to give the theater—to

which she has now returned. When, for

instance, she came to a party I gave in

Hollywood there was no sign of defeat or
failure about her. Her life on the screen
was static and insecure but she walked
into my drawing room with her head high,
personally vivid and compelling. That, in

Hollywood, takes quite a bit of doing.

The boys are doing all right on the fighting front . . . How are you doing on the Fourth War Loan front?
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IF YOU would be his pin-up girl make
sure your hair is bright and shining-
glowing with glorious sheen and
highlights.

NO GIRL need have drab-looking locks

when it’s so easy to give your hair

new loveliness with Nestle Colorinse.

Colorinse rinses away the dull film

always left by soap shampoos. It adds
brighter, richer color and countless

sparkling highlights that dance in the

sun and rival the radiance of the stars.

TRY COLORINSE TODAY. Watch it help to

give your hair the glorious feminine
loveliness that men admire—women
envy.

P.S. FOR YOUR NEXT PERMANENT, ASK FOR
A NESTLE OPALESCENT CREME WAVE.

In 10/ and 25/ sizes.

At beauty counters

everywhere

IFTH, I name Jean Pierre Aumont. . . .

One night in the summer of 1941 I

was going to see the debut of Ty Power
and Annabella in “Liliom” at the Westport
summer theater, with Jack Wilson and his

wife. When I entered the Wilsons’ living

room, instantly I was aware of a fair young
man looking out of the window. There was
such an attitude of desperate depression
about him! When he turned I recognized
Jean Pierre Aumont, whom I had seen
last in 1939 in Paris.

I had heard reports that he had been
awarded a Croix de Guerre just before
the fall of France for throwing his tank
into a dangerous gap and holding back
the onswarming Nazis long enough for the
rest of his unit to escape. I had also heard
he was in a Nazi prison camp.
“Jean Pierre,” I said, kissing him on both

cheeks, “I have been wondering about
you!”

“I got out,” he said. “I can’t tell you
how. I’m an immigrant or whatever you
call them. I haven’t any money or pass-
port. But it doesn’t matter ... all I want
to do is go back and fight with De Gaulle.”
He was so sweet and serious and sincere

that tears rushed to my eyes.
Then I met him last year in Hollywood.

As always, I was happy to see him. His
eyes look so seriously into yours. And his
manners are the most beautiful I know.
He sends flowers at the wrong time; which
is really the right time—when you have
done nothing to earn them, when you don’t
expect them.
He had, after a struggle, gotten work.

And his first picture, “Assignment In
Brittany,” had put him over with a bang
as a great male personality. With his fu-

ture so bright, he might well have felt he
had done his share in the present war
and was entitled to take advantage of the
thinning male ranks in Hollywood to clinch
his position, at least until such time as he
was called upon to bear arms for this

country.
Moreover, he had fallen radiantly in love

with Maria Montez and had made her his
bride in July. He would have been only
human had he begun to think less about
De Gaulle emd France and more about Au-
mont and Hollywood. However, he still

talked, above all, of getting into the fight

again.
The last time I saw Jean Pierre was last

autumn at a supper party at the home of
George Quevas. (Mrs. Quevas is John D.
Rockefeller’s granddaughter.) He had just

finished his second American film, “The
Cross Of Lorraing,” reported to be a per-
sonal success for him, and I wondered if

now at last Hollywood would get him.
Instead, he walked in wearing the khaki

uniform and red cap of the Free French,
looking more the soldier than any man I

have ever seen.
“I have it!” he cried excitedly. “I’m off

tomorrow to join General De Gaulle as
liaison officer!”

My hat is off to Jean Pierre for turning
his back on the fortune and fame his new
career promised and his beautiful bride,

Maria Montez, whom he loves dearly, to go
to his Generale and do his job as a real

fighting Frenchman.

S
IXTH and last on my list is my first

and foremost successful Hollywood hu-
man being—Mary Pickford—because of

many qualities I hope to illustrate for you.

SomQthin^ 1

That's what the boys in the Coast Guard

are saying about their sisters in service!

If—you're between 20 and 26

If—you're an American with no

children under 18

If—you've had at least two years of

high school or business school

If—you want to do a big job in

this war in a big way

Then you can

^oin tko.

For full information send this coupon to Photoplay-Movie Mirror

205 E. 42nd St., New York City.

Please send me a copy of the SPAR booklet.

Name
Address
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Twenty-five years ago Mary Pickford

I

tvas the greatest of stars and the sweet-
heart of the world. In her house, “Pick-
fair,” every potentate and every visiting

fireman was a guest, as a matter of course
—Lord Louis and Lady Montbatten . . .

the Duke of Alba, Spanish Ambassador to

England, who is trying to bring a mon-
archy back to Spain . . . great bankers . . .

politicians . . . ministers of state . . .

duchesses and dukes . . . labor leaders.

D ESIDES being a great and gracious host-
^ ess, Mary Pickford also is an humani-
tarian, always ready to lend herself to

anything done for the uplift and welfare
of mankind. No one ever taught Mary to

live in this beautiful way. Her manner of

life is an emanation of her true self. For
she is great-hearted, with dignity and the
inspiration of religion. And she has held
firm to firm standards at all times, not
an easy thing to do when you are rushed
by life.

Mary loved Douglas Fairbanks and made
every effort in behalf of her marriage with
him. When he returned to Hollywood in

1935 after a long absence, Mary, in a pathet-
ically sweet gesture, had a special room
built to surprise him, a replica of an old
Western bar, with sand on the floor and
cowboy hats and saddles and old pictures.
This bar, a strange note in the center of

beautiful Pickfair, was the scene of the
now famous costume party where the
guests came in dress appropriate to the
scene. Douglas was a virile, swashbuckling
gaucho, very handsome. Mary was a poke-
bonneted pioneer girl, very lovely.

It was soon after this party that Mary
and Doug, realizing the light had gone out
of their marriage, decided parting was best
for them. Mary still loved Douglas but
she gave him up to Sylvia Ashley with
dignity and resignation, without scandal or
recriminations. And a year or so later
when I entertained Douglas and Sylvia
Fairbanks at a party where Mary also was
a guest she was graciousness itself to
Sylvia.

TODAY, as you know, Mary is married
* to Buddy Rogers. Buddy, too, has a room
planned by Mary as a lovely surprise. It

adjoins her rooms on the second floor and
is a fine man’s music room, sound-proofed,
where he can practice and study.
Last summer when Evalyn Walsh Mc-

Lean and I were in Hollywood, Mary gave
a party for us. It was everything Mary’s
parties have been for the twenty-five years
I have known her. Mary, too, is unchanged,
with the same little modesty, simple charm
and lovely gaiety. Supper was served on a
long glittering table. There was a band
playing. You wouldn’t have known there
was a war. In her daily life, however,
Mary well knows there is a war. She never
relaxes in her efforts. And her pride in
Buddy, doing so well in the Navy Air
Force, is boundless.

I find Mary Pickford a completely good
woman. She is, however, gay about it,

never gloomy or grim. Those who embrace
the cheap, garish, so-called “modern” ideas
which have come into the world may say
the code Mary represents belongs to another
age. But let these selfsame people get into
trouble and you will find them at Mary’s
door, where the latchstring is always out.
Orson Welles . . . Betty Hutton . . . Rob-

ert Montgomery . . . Diana Barrymore . . .

Jean Pierre Aumont . . . Mary Pickford
... six of Hollywood’s most successful
human beings, in my book, for six and
more most human reasons.

The End.

Put the pay in Patriotism! Fourth War
Loan!
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AMJV RUTHERFORD
20th Century-Fox Star Appearing in

HAPPY LAND ”

Are you longing for a bit of

extra sunshine these dark and

troubled days? Then buy a

Canary — and let his happy
song light-up your home !

Get a Canary today! Learn to

talk to him, and have him
answer you in song. You’ll

thrill to his cheery response

that helps drive away care and

makes you feel like singing, too.

fffffi lover of jfets will want
French^superbnew bookabout

Canaries, just off the i>ress. Specially posed
photographs^some in full-color—offamous
Hollywood stars with their Canaries. Pages
ofhuman-interest stories about
the only pet that sings. Send
for FREE copy-TODAX!
Simply mail your request —
with name and address—on a
penny post card, to The R. T.

French Company, 2567 Mus-
tard St., Rochester 9, N. Y

IN HOLIYWOOD
4 out of 5 Canary Owners

demand FRENCH’S BIRD SEED

Keep your Canar)^ happy,
healthy and singing

!

FRENCH’S Bird Seed
(with Bird Biscuit) sup-
plies 1 1 aids to song and
health. Feed your Canary
FRENCH’S- today and
every day !

LABGEST-SELLING BIRD SEED
IN THE U. S.

The Married Life of the Cary Grants

(Continued from page 32) reigns supreme
in the kitchen.

“I love to cook,” said Mrs. Cary Grant,
“but I make such a mess in the kitchen I

know it disturbs Nelly. I would love to

take cooking lessons somewhere if there
were somewhere I could go

—
” She

left the sentence suspended. But what
was left hanging in the air was part
of that age-old fear of being misunder-
stood.
What a Roman holiday it would be if

Mrs. Cary Grant, the former million-
dollar baby, took up peeling potatoes at

some cooking school! Barbara’s life has
been filled with these little things she
would like to do but has never been
permitted to indulge.
Lance Reventlow, Barbara’s seven-year-

old son, who is crazy about Cary and
is never far from his side, came in and
plopped himself down by his stepfather.

“Aren’t you going to play any more tennis.

General?” he asked.
“General?” I repeated, puzzled.
“That’s what Lance calls Cary,” Barbara

explained. “No one knows why.” Her eyes
followed them as they left the room—Cary
so tall and dark—and the little boy so
very blonde. “He adores Cary,” she said.

“He would love to be called Lance
Grant.”

“I suppose Lance has what might be
termed a military turn of mind,” Barbara
laughed. “We have to dress him in uni-
forms of all kinds with trick badges. One
night Cary brought him home a Com-
mando hat and he went to sleep with it on.

We had to sneak in later and take the un-
comfortable thing off his head. He can’t

seem to really make up his mind which
branch of the seryice he wants to be in.

One minute he is a Lieutenant Colonel in

the Army and the next he’s a Captain in

the Navy.”

T
he little boy has Barbara’s fairness and
looks like her although he is a husky

child, large for his age, and she is so small.

“But remember, I was a very plump little

girl,” she added, “before I dieted.”

If Barbara has one worry clouding her
happy life these days it is because she is

afraid they live out so far in such a se-
cluded spot that Lance will not have
enough children to play with.

“He wants to be with children all the
time,” she said, “and I want him to have
many playmates. As a child, I was so ter-

ribly lonely. I don’t want Lance to have
that kind of childhood. Children should
not be alone. He goes to school and almost
every day he brings home some of the
youngsters to play. But getting them
back and forth is a problem and takes
a bit of doing with the gas shortage
and all.”

Cary is so busy going from picture to

picture (he’s doing “My Client Curly” at

Columbia now) and working such long
hours I asked her if she were not often

lonely herself so far from town.
“Yes,” she admitted, “it is a lonely spot

here, but there is a difference in being
lonely and being lonesome. I’m too happy
to be lonesome.”

It is not true that the Grants live like

recluses and never entertain. “When Cary
is working,” Barbara went on, “he fre-

quently brings home his director or pro-
ducer for dinner. And when he is be-
tween pictures we frequently have a
small party.

“I hate big parties. I guess I had my fill

of them for life the year I came out in

New York when it seemed there was just

one big party after the other every night.

But when the ‘Cc^er Girls’ came out to

make their movie at Columbia we had a

small party for them and we have others
of ten or twelve people. That’s a good num-
ber—just enough. Then you can really
talk to people. At bigger parties people just
seem to talk at each other.”
Cary and Barbara have no “rules” for

a happy marriage. They do not insist

on being seated next to each other when
they dine with friends or of never dancing
with anyone else or any other of the senti-
mental gestures of many newlyweds. If

Cary is working late, he dines alone in
town. Or on fight nights he goes with the
boys to the boxing matches.

THOUGH Barbara grows as mum as the
I Sphinx when the subject is broached, I

know she keeps herself occupied duripg
the day with the many charities she quietly
sponsors.
Her London home has been turned

over to the Officers of the Balloon Bar-
rage Brigade and here in Hollywood
there is a canteen in a lonely district that
was not only organized by Barbara but
which she supports entirely on her own.
“And” she laughed, “there’s always the

Victory garden. Our tomatoes weren’t so
good this year—but, oh, the corn on the
cob!”

Barbara’s serene face can flush angrily
over the silly stories that she is eager to
return to Europe after the war. It was one
of the tragedies of her life that she per-
mitted Count Haugwitz-Reventlow to
cause her to renounce her American citi-

zenship at the time she married him and
when she was in love with him.
She loves America and is an enthusiastic

California rooter.

“I have never felt so well or so strong
in my life,” she said. “I hardly know
myself. I love it here in California. Look
at this marvelous place.”
She led me over to the wide window

that revealed the sweep toward the ocean
framed by the tall mountains. But it was
not wholly the breath-taking view that
brought the contented little smile to the
corners of Barbara’s mouth. For, down on
the tennis court, Cary had just gently
smacked a tennis ball right into the plump
‘tummy” of his small blond stepson.

The End.
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Alan Ladd Comes Home
(Continued from page 27) back home
where he could get the right kind of food.

“We can’t serve special diets in the South
Pacific or in Italy,’’ they said. “You’ve got

to be able to eat what comes your way and
you are not up to it. You have to coddle

that bread basket of yours and you won’t

have any chance to coddle it if you’re

overseas with the boys, so go on home and
make the best of it. "niere are plenty of

other guys who couldn’t make it. You’re
not the only one.”

It was no consolation to Corporal Ladd
to hear that other guys hadn’t made it. He
felt that this was the worst blow fate could

have dealt him. He’d been reading about
Clark Gable and other Hollywood boys
who had shown the world that actors could

also fight and he wanted to get in there

and give the Axis something to remember
him by, too.

“I
NEVER felt so lonesome in my life

’ as the day I took off my uniform,” Alan
told me. “I don’t know quite what it’s

like unless it’s not being able to go back
to school the next semester when you know
all the gang is going to be there. You make
friends, close friends in the Army the way
you do in school and you want to go on
with them through the whole business.

“When I was in the hospital there were
many cases of guys’ being left behind when
their companies shipped overseas and
cynical people will tell you that they prob-
ably were delighted at having been left in

a warm safe bed, but I can tell you they
weren’t and I understand it. There is no
more desolate feeling in the world than
to know the boys you trained with are

taking off and you’re not going.

“There will be folks who’ll want to con-
tradict me when I say that men just like

to fight, especially when they think their

country’s being shoved around by some
no-good monkeys. Most of the fellows I

know are in this war with the same spirit

that they’d have going into a football game.
They want to clean up the enemy and get

back home to normal life. They can’t

wait to get it over with.

“And when you hear how the boys are
coming back home bitter and disillusioned,

don’t believe that either. I saw plenty of

them in the hospital with their arms and
legs gone and otherwise messed up and
I didn’t see one who was bitter. They were
all just the sweet kids they’d been before.

Just sweet American kids like the ones
you knew in your own home towm. Some
of them got battered up a lot but it hasn’t
soured them on the world. It sure gives you
faith in the United States to see those kids
and talk to them as I did.”

A lan said the doctors told him it was
his perpetual habit of worrying that

had thrown his digestive apparatus out of
gear.

“I’m naturally a defeatist,” Alan ex-
plained to me. “I keep worrying about
everything and the closer I get to it the
bigger it gets until every little thing
swells up like a great big mountain and
the first thing I know my stomach is all

doubled up in a knot and my food isn’t
welcome. My little wife Susie is just the
opposite. She burbles along over hill and
dale with such equanimity it floors you.

“It isn’t true what you hear about my
refusing to undergo an operation in the
Army hospital. There was never any talk
of an operation.”

Gail says any girl can have

hands so inviting to love.

“My own hand care is very

easy,” she says. “But it works

almost-professional wonders

against roughness. Use Jergens

Lotion.” Most Stars use Jergens.

That’s specialized hand care

you have with Jergens. Contains

2 ingredients so effective in pro-

moting soft, smooth skin that

many doctors prescribe them.

And— glory be— Jergens Lotion

leaves no sticky feeling.

Uncondifional Axis surrender means un-

condifional American sacrifice. Fourth
War Loan.
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Give Your Hands

More Romance-Appeal
Your hands need the new, quick benefits

of Campana Cream Balm to help keep

them soft, adorable, and tempting to

romance.

Lusciously creamy. Instantly soothing.

Delightfully softening. Completely free of

after-use stickiness. This new lotion with

Lanolin is an up-to-the-minute creation of

the famous Campana Laboratories.

And— it contains LANOLIN
Scientists know Lanolin as the substance

most nearly duplicating the functions of

the natural oils of the skin. You will know
Lanolin for the part it plays in Campana
Cream Balm, helping you to avoid rough,

dry skin no matter how busy your bands,

or how unkind the weather.

Campana
Cream. Balm
Yon can distinguish the new Campana Cream Balm

by its pure white color, and distinctive yellow and

white carton. Sold by drug, department, and dime

stores in 10c, 25c, 50c and Sl.OO bottles.

Campana lAiboratories also produce the Oriftinal

CAMPANA BALM in the green and whitepackage*

Alan Ladd puts away his khaki tie

—

forever. In Alan's absence Sue and
Alanna played a game. When Sue said,

"Where's Daddy?" Alanna would turn

gleefully to the portrait on the piano

was one of those golden,, delirious moments . . .

impulsively his hands sought mine , . . and together

we welcomed the first tender touch of romance,'^

Ladd enlisted in the Army Air Corps
after he had been turned down by Army
medicos following his induction via the
draft.

He served for several months in the

First Motion Picture Unit in Culver City.

One day he heard there was a division to

be sent to Guadalcanal. He put in his bid

to go and was told he would have to take
an overseas physical examination.

“When I tried for my physical so I could
go overseas a few months ago I told the
doctors I would do anything they advised
if I could be put in shape so I could go.

One of them looked me over and told me
I’d hardly make it through the Panama
Canal with my stomach and that was that.

They didn’t tell me an operation would
cure me.”
He went back to his duties at Culver

City but he wasn’t happy. The more he
thought about his physical handicaps the
more he worried and the more he worried
the worse knots his stomach tied itself up
in and the first thing he knew he was
hauled off first to one hospital and then an-
other, losing weight because his food
wouldn’t digest.

At a hospital in Santa Barbara they put
him on a milk and cheese diet and he grew
better but not well enough to justify his
being tagged for oversea^ combat service.

He’s still on a milk and cheese diet with
a few eggs thrown in for good measure.
A big thick steak which would make
your mouth water would only give Alan
the abdominal upsadaisies.

As for Army beans! Alan likes them
but they abhor him. He also goes for ham-
burgers with cheese melted over the meat
but they go for him, too, and give him
what-for a half-hour or so after he’s eaten.

It’s difficult to get him to talk about how
he feels about leaving the Army. He sus-
pects the boys in the service will criticize

him if he throws any “heroics,” as he calls

it, and fears other people will look at him
with scorn if he isn’t in uniform.

“I used to think it would be fun to get
back into fancy clothes as long as I thought
I wouldn’t be doing it until after the war
was over, but now that I’m back I’d give
anything to have a uniform again,” he said.

“I always was happy here with Susie.

I guess it isn’t any secret that I love
her better than anything else in the world.
But after you’ve been in the Army there
are things you have in common with the
gang and you sure miss it.”

Alan is gathering himself together to

resume his motion-picture work. By an
odd coincidence he will play the role of a
doctor in “And Now Tomorrow.”

“I’ll drop into that role easily enough
since I’ve seen all sorts of doctors in the
last few months,” he said. “I used to pass
around the trays at the Santa Barbara
hospital. In fact, much of the time I served
in the hospital instead of the Army. I

guess life is like that.”

The one bright spot in Alan’s discharge
came the last day he reported in Santa
Barbara. He drove his own car into the
military zone because he was leaving later

that day as a civilian. A top sergeant who
was a stickler for discipline landed on him
rough shod, saying:

“Corporal! Don’t you know you’re not
supposed to drive your private car on
military ground? Better report to me
pronto about this.”

“So I took a little satisfaction out of tell-

ing him I wasn’t in the Army any more!”
said Alan.

The End.
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How to Hove a Happy
Marriage

(Continued from page 38) telephone when
it isn’t busy—and suggest a date.

About this business I pretend to be very
formal, even when I can hear Lisl chuck-
ling on the other end of the wire. I say,

“This is Paul. If you have nothing else

planned for this evening, I should like

it if you would have dinner with me.
After dinner I have tickets for a little

theater play about which John Garfield

has been speaking.”
Sometimes Lisl says in dismay that she

has just spent the last of our red points

for some meat that is even now cooking in

the oven and that she must offer her re-

grets.

I do not say, “Tomorrow night, then?”
No, I simply tell her I will call again one
day and perhaps we will be able to get

together. This is a game somewhat like

football, about which I am learning. A
good quarterback never calls but one play
at a time.
Once one makes a date with his wife,

it is important, I think, for a husband to

conduct himself as if he were a boy friend.

He should notice the way in which his

wife has combed her hair; he should com-
ment favorably on her frock. Even a hat,

at such a time, should not be the cause
of malice domestic.

Timing, once again, is so important on
matrimonial dates. During pre-wedding
days the passing of hours was incidental;

after marriage the man who consults his

watch every twenty minutes has no sense
of lasting romance.
Once in a while almost any woman will

like the idea of dancing away half the
night, or of taking a long walk to observe
the moon, or of having dawn breakfast at

Joe’s Beanery.

O NE must never overlook the impor-
tance of adventuring together, of dis-

covering out-of-the-way inns and quaint
eating places.

When Lisl and I planned our first holi-

day after we were married, I suggested
that we go to Cannes. Lisl knew Northern
Europe very well, but she had never vis-

ited the sunny Mediterranean Coast of

France.
How should I tell you why I was so

anxious for her to see Cannes? There are
very few places I have seen that quite

compare with Southern France as it was
before the war. The hotels were superb;
the food, the music and the panoramas
were glorious.

After breakfast, one could drive—not too

fast—into the mountains, and there go
skiing before luncheon. Returning that

evening, a couple could have dinner on
the terrace beside the sea while listen-

ing to alternating bands, usually an Am-
erican band, a rumba orchestra and a
Viennese waltz band. Ah, Cannes! It is

the one place over there for which I

am occasionally homesick. I wish every
happily married couple could pay it a
visit one day.
But for a husband and wife now, it need

not be Cannes—perhaps just a week end at

a quiet little farm a few miles away, or a
special Sunday outing. The important part
is—it must be planned, be enjoyed as a
holiday, be remembered together.
Here is another item; I am a great be-

liever in the importance of a husband
and wife’s learning to enjoy music together.
Not just opera, nor exclusively symphon-

No race is won af the start. Be in at the
finish. Fourth War Loan.
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NEW...a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP under-arm PERSPIRATION
1 . Does not irritate skin. Does not rot

dresses and men’s shirts.

2 . Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop

perspiration safely.

3 . A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of

Laundering for being harmless to fabric.

Use Arrid regularly.

39't a jar

(Also in 100 and 590 jars)

At any store which sells toilet goods ARRID
THE LARGEST SELLING DEODORANT
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Make-up
created by the men

who make up the

Hollywood Stars

One of the many beauty aids offered by the

House of Westmore is a perfect foundation cream.

It gives you a lovely, attractive, natural beauty

. .
.
goes on smoothly, and really stays on. It effec-

fively hides tiny lines and blemishes ... does not

dry the skin because it contains lanolin . . . never

gives you a "masked” feeling or appearance.

The Westmores—Perc, Wally and Bud—not only

make-up the Hollywood stars, but have actually

created the make-up with which they do it. And it

is that very make-up you get when you buy House
of Westmore's lipstick, rouge, face-powder and
foundation cream. You can get House of Westmore
Make-up at toilet goods counters everywhere.

Perc Westmore,
Director of Make-up
Warner Bros. Studios,

ollywood

In 25 and 50 cent

sizes— regardless

of price, you can-

not buy belter.

^::/J-ouAe 0-^

WESTMORE

MAKE-UP

ies, nor perennially the rumba rhythms,
but all tempos cmd all types of music.
Controversies about the value of differ-

ent compositions have always seemed to
me to be absurd. Music is a mood medium
and each different sort of tonal arrange-
ment and tempo is capable of arousing a
different mood.
The husband comes home at night and

finds his wife in a temper (not my wife,
you understand—I am now speaking en-
tirely on theory). The laundry has been
missing for two months, there are no more
red points and something has gone wrong
with the frigidaire. He suggests an eve-
ning of music—maybe there’s a concert
in town, or perhaps some quiet out-of-the-
way restaurant that features soothing
string musical entertainment as well as
the best in food.

A GROUP of us were having luncheon
one day when one of the girls who had

been married only a short time said plain-
tively, “Will one of you people who has
been married a long time tell me how
you adjusted to your husband’s friends?
One of the biggest problems we face is

getting along with one another’s accum-
ulated acquaintances. It seems that I don’t
care for most of the men who were my
husband’s intimates before we were mar-
ried and he doesn’t like most of my girl

friends.”

Lisl and I were much too busy getting

acquainted with one another, during our
first year of marriage, to be interested in

seeing other people. I know that a system
of “double-dating” has gained much
favor. Before courtship, I should think it

would be highly enjoyable, but after mar-
riage there are enough delicate adjust-
ments to be made without complicating
human relationships with the addition,

during all social evenings, of two more
egos, two more sets of contictions and
two more ideas about life.

In attempting, too soon after marriage,
to renew old friendships, both husband
and wife run a serious risk. After all, one
must imagine that both persons have had
other romances about which the friends

know. Mention of some evening enjoyed
together is bound to be made. “Remem-
ber the time you and Antoine bought the

canoe and paddled down the river all

night?”—that sort of thing. Perhaps it is

wiser to avoid mention of any part of

the past. It all depends on whether you
are dealing with a jealous disposition.

There is one additional bit of advice to

newlyweds that I had from my father
and gladly pass on to those who wish to

use it: Never argue.
There are three possible types of argu-

ment: If you argue with someone who
argues better and maybe more convincing-
ly, you are bound to lose. On the other
hand, if the person is less adept at up-
holding his convictions, it is an absurd
victory. If you match wits on an equal
basis with a person, say, for instance,
your wife, you should sit down quietly
and talk out the differences of opinion.

If they are reasonable, husband and
wife can always straighten out their

troubles. If differences of opinion are so
great that a few moments of quiet com-
promise won’t solve them, the pair should
never have married in the first place.

Last and far from least, I’d like to stress

the importance of gifts. 'Dioughtful things,

unusual things—but not necessarily ex-
pensive things, never fail to please—no
matter how many years a couple has been
married. Sometimes the most casual occa-
sion assumes gigantic proportions, simply ,

because it has been thoughtfully commem-
orated with a gift. For example, in send- ij

ing flowers try to select something you
don’t find in every shop, maybe a bios- '

som that’s out of season. It takes a little
!

more effort, but the happiness it brings is
[

worth every second.
Don’t wait for special occasions to give

these gifts—and that applies to the

woman, too. Naturally on a birthday or

Christmas, it’s to be reasonably assumed 1

that there will be presents, but throughout 1

the year - make it a point to create your
1

own festive occasions. Lisl always says

she likes to unwrap little packages. It’s

the “little packages” that represent the ,

big thoughts in the long run. !

Of course, my personal opinion is that

one can best assure oneself of a happy
marriage by selecting a partner like Lisl.

I must ask her sometime soon if she feels

the same about me.
The End



If You Were Gene Kelly's

House Guest
(Continued from page 56) You’d scratch
your head in wonder later on Sunday,
too—when every kid in the swank Beverly
Hills neighborhood shows up in the Kelly
back yard to play kick the can with Gene
and Betsy. (Kick the can, Gene says, is

far more intelligent and mature than gin
rummy!) But the worst is yet to come:
Soon the Kelly gang is all there, from
Van Johnson to Bunny Waters—all of
them playing kick the can with absorbed
attention!

You’d like that back yard—with its

croquet set, trees, patio and the tiny stone
playhouse with its one room that would
charm any child.

By now you’d know that the Kellys
are nothing if not natural. They do what
they want to do and they live the way they
want to live. In fact, you’d discover, by
judicious questioning, the only time that
Gene was ever faintly artificial was the
first time he met Betsy. He was at the
time Broadway’s latest sensation—as a
dance director. (He’d started his career
in his home town, Pittsburgh, running a
huge and successful dancing school with
his five dancing brothers and sisters.) His
latest assignment was to direct the dances
for Billy Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe, a
night club with a complete stage show.
So one sultry Summer afternoon he

was sitting in the empty night club in his

sweat-stained shirt and suspenders, work-
ing out dances on paper—when in through
the door walked a sixteen-year-old red-
head named Betsy Blair. Little did she
suspect that this rumpled young man
huddled over a table in his shirt sleeves
was the famed dance-director Gene Kelly.
She instantly placed him as a bus boy
and she paced up to him and asked for

Mr. Kelly, please. Then Gene had the
first unnatural impulse of his life—he told

her Mr. Kelly was out, but he was a bus
boy and what was she after? “I am after

a job as a dancer in his show,” said Betsy.
Then, since she’d come one hour’s distance
by subway, she decided to practice her
job-getting speech on him. She swung
into it—and to hear her talk, she was the
greatest dancer since Pavlova. Gene was
charmed, particularly when he found out
that her only previous experience was
dancing at another night club, the In-
ternational Casino. He found out, too, that

she came from Cliffside Park, New Jer-
sey, and that she had two brothers. When
he’d unearthed all this he told her to

come back tomorrow and meet Mr. Kelly.

Naturally, when she did she was in-

furiated. But Gene continued to be
charmed—and he asked her to lunch that

day and dinner the next. Then he paid

for many of her meals for a year, during
which time he became famous as “Pal

Joey” and she became famous for acting

in “The Beautiful People” on Broad-
way.
He was in Philadelphia rehearsing for

“Best Foot Forward” when he called her
in New York—and she asked him to marry
her. As he’d been talking around that

point for some time now, it happened
—in a few minutes in a church near
the theater, on September 22, 1941. And
as you have surmised by now, they have
lived happily for the two years ever
after.

DUT by the time you’ve learned this

story, you’ve been with the Kellys sev-
eral days and you know a lot of other
things about them. You know that Betsy
washes her own hair and wears every color
but red, which Gene doesn’t like on her.

You know that they both own cars (hers a

Ff^ESH

• See how effectively Ff^esh

stops perspiration— prevents

odor. See how gentle it is. Never

gritty, greasy or sticky. Spreads

smoothly— vanishes (juickly.

Won’t rot even delicate fabrics!

Make your own test! If you

don’t agree that Fl\ESH is the

best underarm cream you’ve

ever used, your dealer will

gladly refund full price.

Three sizes— SOp— 25p— 10{1

NEW DOUBLE-DUTY CREAM • REALLY STOPS PERSPIRATION • PREVENTS ODOR



SOAK from 10 to 15 minutes in

worm, sudsy water. Wash in plenty of

hot water. (Never use the same water
to wash another lot.)

RINSE in at least three waters; first,

hot; second, lukewarm; third, cool.

Thorough rinsing is very important

for utter cleanliness.

DRV
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Z\P

STARCH with a light LIMIT solution

(1 port LIMIT to 5 parts water) added
to final rinse. This penetrates and pro-

tects fine fabrics, restores their “finish.**

HAMG sheets double, hems together.

Hang pillowcases, wrongside out, by

closed end. Dampen before ironing.

Iron with light iron at correct heat.

AND

HAVE A HEAVEMLY REST. Smooth, snow-white sheets and pillow-

cases, lightly starched with LIMIT invite you to sleep—to rest and
relax from wartime work and worry. LIMIT penetrates and protects

fine percales and muslins— LIMIT-starched washables stay clean

and crisp longer. © Corn Products Soles Co.

gray convertible that Gene gave her on
their six-months anniversary), but that
they spend more time riding their two
bicycles than they do riding their cars.

You know that she never smokes, and he
only when working hard on a picture.
You know that they live for each other,
each giving in on certain points: She
likes picnics, he hates them—so they picnic
in the back yard. She enjoys any movie,
he likes only good ones—so they go
often and half the time he drags her out
in the middle of a picture. You know
that neither of them enjoys dinner with-
out the other, so when he’s working night
and day she dashes down to a restaurant
near the studio for a forty-five minute
dinner with him, or he dashes home for a
hasty meal with her.

You know that Kerry originally caused
quite an upheaval in their lives—though
both were delighted that she turned out a
girl. But during her advent into the world,
even Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer experienced
the upheaval. Gene was in the middle of a
gigantic dance number, with 200 dancers,
Tommy Dorsey’s orchestra and a couple
of thousand stagehands working behind
scenes—when word came, at noon sharp,
that Betsy was beginning to be a mother.
Gene sped off the set in a splendid imita-
tion of Dagwood—one flash and he was
gone toward the hospital. There then en-
sued a four-hour wait for the company,
who were left standing on their Techni-
color toes while Gene paced the hospital
corridors on his patent-leather ones. At
4:31 exactly Gene was told of Kerry, and
by six o’clock he was back in M-G-M’s ex-
travaganza. Nobody said anything when
the star reappeared, either. They just
sighed and began dancing again.

But otherwise Kerry has fitted in nicely.
When she was an infant and parties came
their way, the Kellys took her along;
and now that she’s older they swap her
nights with other children-laden fam-
ilies. They have carefully studied her
personality, too—and they know that con-
fusion makes her hilarious. Which is why
Gene likes to practice his dancing routines
in front of her. You’ve seen him often,
flying around his living room, with his
mite of a daughter watching in spasms of
hysterical laughter.

You also know, by this time, that Gene
is a great believer in getting back to New
York every few months to see the shows.
You know that Betsy’s life begins at

seven o’clock when Gene comes home . . .

that during the day she’s a non-luncher-
with-the-girls, save on the rare occasions
when she goes shopping, when you might
catch her lunching with Bunny Waters
or Nancy Walker. You know that they
are great midnight snackers—her snack
invariably being ginger snaps and milk,
and his being root beer and any kind of
an indigestible sandwich he can concoct
from the icebox. You know that they buy
everything they want, but since they don’t
want much they save a lot of money

—

and buy a lot of Bonds. You know that
they never listen to the radio and that
they play croquet and Ping-pong steadily
and viciously, and that fifteen years from
now they hope Gene will still be act-
ing and dancing in the movies. But by
that time they also expect to have four
children—two boys, two girls—and a fine

modern house with every convenience
from garbage dispensers to washing ma-
chines.

You know all this—and you also know
that visiting the Gene Kellys has been
an education in gaiety and natural liv-

ing. But mostly an education in the Kellys!

And P. S.—you’ll be back as soon as
thej' ask you. Or sooner!

The End



What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 63) can marry
without your parents^ consent—although
that is definitely not the thing to do. How-
ever, / wanted you to realize that so
that you can go to your parents, know-
ing that they cannot stop your mar-
riage. This fact should give you courage
to do what I think you should.

If the boy is as fine a person as you
think, your parents should be happy to

know that you have met and fallen in

love with him.
The other man whom you mention is

actually a type of blackmailer. Under no
circumstance should you go out with him
as he must be thoroughly unprincipled
to take advantage of his chance informa-
tion.

So the thing to do is to tell your par-
ents the entire story and to ask them to

meet the sailor and give their permission
for you to see him openly.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I married very young, but my marriage
was a failure. Just when I thought I

couldn’t stand my husband another mo-
ment I met and fell in love with a young
man. He said he loved me too. He had been
married before, but his marriage—like
mi-ie—had been unsuccessful.
He asked me to come away from my

home with him and he said that, as soon as
possible, he would marry me. However,
everything has now changed. Each of us
has a nice job where we are living, but
he refuses to marry me. He says he has
changed his mind and that he no longer
loves me.
Naturally I am heartbroken because I

trusted my life to him. I am so far away
from home, relatives and friends, with no
one to go to for consolation. I hate to go
back home because of the position I once
held there.

I just don’t know which way to turn.

Agnes K.

Dear Miss K.;
You are faced, as you admit, with the

problem of making a new life for your-
self. If this man whom you trusted has
sa’d that he no longer loves you, the only
thing for you to do is to break off all

relations with him and to strike out for
yourself.

Your letter comes from a large city, so
you could easily move to another part of
town and make an effort to gain new
friends. Probably you would have to get
a new job, too, but that might be an ex-
cellent thing for you.

However, if your unhappiness and
loneliness became too great a burden,
why don’t you go back to your old home?
If you conduct yourself with dignity, if

you refrain from discussing your exper-
ience with anyone, you will soon find
some of your old friends welcoming you.
And some of your relatives, at least, will

understand and stand up for you.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am fourteen and have lived with my

aunt and uncle since the death of my par-
ents five years ago.

My older brother has been in the Army
for almost a year. He is engaged to be mar-
ried to a girl that he has dated for a long
time. When he was a civilian he saved up
enough money to buy a house and he is

planning to decide on one for himself and
this girl on his next leave. When the house
is purchased, this girl will live in it, of

course, and my brother wants me to move
in with her as he says I am something of

a burden on my aunt and uncle. My future
sister-in-law makes a very good salary
and is willing to take care of me.
The trouble is that I don’t like this girl

at all. Everyone in the neighborhood is

talking about her, saying she runs around
with married men. Should I tell my brother
that I do not like the girl because I do not
think she is faithful, or should I keep my
mouth shut and, after they are married, go
and live with her?

Madeleine G.

Dear Miss G.:
First to be consulted in this matter, it

seems to me, are your uncle and aunt.
Although your brother feels that you
might be a burden on them, they might
not agree. They have undoubtedly be-
come very fond of you and your leaving
might cause them a great deal of heart-
ache.

If they are tvilling that you make your
home tvith your sister-in-law, you really

should get to know her very well before
you jump to conclusions. It is never wise
to listen to gossip—most of it is untrue
and all of it is distorted. There must be
something admirable about the girl or
your brother would never have fallen in

love with her, and she must like you or
she wouldn’t he willing to take care of
you and make a home with you.

You see, any girl in business—as your
sister-in-law appears to be—meets many
married men. Malicious tongues can
sometimes twist innocent and impersonal
meetings into shameful slander.

One thing you really must not do:
Write one tvord of such talk to your
brother. If the stories aren’t true, which
they probably aren’t, you might be ruin-

ing two lives. If the stories should be
true, your brother will find out from
someone other than you.

Claudette Colbert
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Whom would you like to see pictured in color in

Photoplay? Fill in the ballot hox below, then send it to the

Color Portrait Editor, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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I would like to see a color portrait of I

I IN PHOTOPLAY
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^“LIPSTICK”
• • can*t smear

won’t rub off

,
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gives exotic
color

$1 AT ALL

STORES

INSTANTLY.. MAKE YOUR LIPS

MORE THRILLING WITH

Here is the most important charm discovery

since the beginning of beauty. A “lipstick,”

at last, that isn’t greasy— that actually can’t

smear—that really won’t rub off— and that

will keep your lips deliciously soft, smooth
and lovely. It isn’t a “lipstick” at all. It’s

a liquid, in the most exciting tones of red

ever created. It’s so permanent. Put it on at

dusk— it stays till dawn or longer. Reg. size

bottle that lasts a long long time is only $1
at all stores.

Choose from these smart shades:

ENGLISH TINT New glorification for blondes,
or young faces with platinum or gray hair.

LIGHT Coy, devastating on girls with light brown
hair, hazel or light eyes and fair skin.

TROPIC Real excitement at last for girls with
dark hair, brown eyes and tannish complexion.

PARISIAN New devilment for red heads. Very
spectacular on Irish type—^lark hair, blue eyes.

MEDIUM Does wonders for dark-haired, dark-

eyed charmers with medium complexion tone.
REGAL Adds a world of enchantment to girl with
very dark complexion.

Send for

"Boudoir Chat”
by Princess Pat

IT’S FREE

Mail this Coupon

PRINCESS PAT, DEPT. 80
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago, 16, III.

Please send, free, ''Princess Pat Boudoir Beauty
Chat" revealing newest secrets that have glorified

stage and screen stars. How to acquire added charm,
how to conceal blemishes and large pores, hide wrin-
kles, dark circles and hollows. Enhance the beauty
of lips, eyes and complexion.

Name.

Addcess

City State.
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“Dirty old kitchen pots and pans . . . cruel

to my hands! Making them red ... rough

. . . old-looking. Making me feel as old as

an old turkey. Maddening ... if you ask me
. . . when a gal’s still young! What to do?”

ape f®
, oiDItlRKE/

‘‘Sure I love to see things ‘come clean.’ But

scrubbing . . . scouring . . . endless hand-

washing . . . what they did to my hands

—

wicked! Then I’d heard that old saying:

‘A woman’s hands show her true age.’
”

“I tried everything . . . tried like mad to get

rid of that roughness and redness . . . that

‘old’ look that Bill, my husband, scolded

about. Why, my hands used to be soft,

white ,. . . nice! What a problem now!”

“Problem solved ... a nurse friend said:

‘Try PacquinsI’ Her hands . . . actually in

water 30 to 40 times a day . . . were smooth,

soft . . .‘young-looking.’ So are mine . . .

now. Bill says: ‘Hurrah for PacquinsI’”

DO YOU EVER WORRY ABOUT
"OLD-LOOKING" HANDS?

• If rougli,red, old-looking hands are worrying

you, try PacquinsI See if this fragrant, white,

non-greasy hand cream doesn’t make your hands

smooth out faster, feel smoother longer! For-

mulated originally for doctors and nurses, who
scrub their hands 30 to 40 times a day.

'€)CCU InS Cream
m At ann mr tmn-eent mtarm

My dear Miss Colbert:
I am a girl of twenty-two with dark hair

and eyes. I am of medium height, slender,
and I have a very nice complexion on
which I receive many compliments. I have
a good many chances to go out on dates
and sometimes I accept.
Most of the time I refuse, though, be-

cause I am in love with a man who is eight
years older than I am. We grew up in the
same neighborhood and used to be pals,

until he got married. I thought I would
forget him when he moved to another town
a few miles distant, but as the years have
gone by the feeling has got worse and
worse. Now we have been going out to-
gether quietly. He is very unhappy. He
does not love his wife, but he had to marry
her because of a youthful mistake.

I know he is terribly in love with me be-
cause he cries when he talks about it. He
says he cannot go on living with one
woman and loving another. He calls me
almost every day just to hear my voice
and if I go out with another m2m he al-

most loses his mind with jealousy. When I

had a date with a soldier one night, this

man followed us to the dance and stayed
there until we left. Then he followed us
over to my house.
We have talked about running away

together, but I don’t think I should do
that because, after all, he has been mar-
ried for seven years and has five children.
He says that he loves me so much that

no other man can ever have me.
Elma R.

Dear Miss R.:
I would say that you are in a very dan-

gerous position. When a married man
so far forgets himself as to follow a single
girl on her dates, it is a situation that re-

quires careful handling.
A man with five children has his life,

his future, cut out for him. If, much
earlier, he had decided that he loved you
so desperately, something might have
been done about it, but this is much too
late for him to make radical changes.
Knowing this, he must have reached an
emotional state in which he isn’t using his

head at all.

Ordinarily / don’t feel that it is a good
policy to run away from a problem, but in
a case of this kind / feel that your very
life may be at stake. This situation sim-
ply can’t be faced. There is no satis-

factory answer to be obtained.
Somehow you should leave the town in

which you are living and go as far away
as possible. Since you are twenty-two,
you are undoubtedly self-supporting and
could find work without difficulty. You
might consider joining the WACS or the
WAVES, an action that would serve your
country and solve your personal problem
at the same time.

It may mean great anguish for you for
the present, but certainly there would be
no less agony in continuing, year after
year, such a hopeless relationship.

Claudette Colbert

My dear Miss Claudette:
I am sixteen, five feet eleven inches tail,

weigh 170 pounds, have chestnut-brown
hair and green eyes. I seem to photograph
well and sing well. I’ve had a lot of wild
dreams about a movie career.

I’ve majored in art in school because
it is a pursuit that a man does alone. I

know that, before I could even start to
obtain a career in movies, I would have to
do something about my personality. I just
haven’t any, due to an awful inferiority
complex. (I have just made an admission

Buy more War Bonds. Yes, you! Not
the other fellow. Fourth War Loan.
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I would not make to anyone but myself
and you.)

Walter W.

Dear Mr. W.:
Your trouble is that you are trying to

do the impossible. It is out of the ques-
tion for anyone to judge his own person-
ality.

Because you are sixteen, you are going
through the most difficult age of your life.

Famous writers have found the period so
interesting that they have based a good
many plays and novels upon teen-age
problems. Don’t mind being in the awk-
ward age—it doesn’t last long.

Stick to your art work for the time
being, since it satisfies you. Then, try to

associate yourself with one of the Little

Theater movements in your city. In this

way, if you really have ability, you will

discover it and begin to cultivate it.

And you might stumble over a very
exciting new personality, lurking there in

the wings.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I understand that you are playing the

part of the mother of two daughters in

your new picture “Since You Went Away.”
I’m sure you will be a better mother in

the picture than many I know.
Nowadays there is always something in

the paper about juvenile delinquents. Well,
I wonder sometimes if their parents don’t
drive them to it. Take our family, for
instance. There are three of us, all girls.

I am nineteen, my next sister is eighteen
and the youngest is sixteen.
Helen, the sixteen-yeqr-old, took danc-

ing lessons for a number of years and is

considered very good, but the moment my
father sets foot in the house at night, she
has to forget that she knows anything
about tap dancing. He can’t stand to hear
her practice. When she was in her first

dance recital she earned seven dollars, but
Father took that.

When she has guests here (which she
doesn’t much any more) he ridicules her
before them, saying that she thinks she is

Ginger Rogers or an old-time actress
named Isadora Duncan. She occasionally
meets one of her boyfriends on a street
corner and I don’t blame her, although it

certainly isn’t the nicest thing for a girl

to do.

Margaret is the middle sister in our
family. She is very pretty and quite pop-
ular and wants to use the telephone a lot.

Father makes her pay five cents for every
call she makes. Furthermore, because she
likes cosmetics better than Helen or I do,
he makes Marg pay him, out of the fifty

cents weekly allowance, the exact sum she
has spent during the week on cosmetics.
My chief complaint against the family

is that I have a very dear boy friend in the
armed forces. He writes to me twice a
week regularly. The three of us girls try
to work together, to get my letters before
Mom or Father do. You see, if our parents
get my letters, they open them and read
them aloud. Afterward, Mom quotes pas-
sages, especially when we have guests.
When I protest. Mom says I should develop
a sense of humor about puppy love. She
says no girl should receive letters her own
mother can’t read. That isn’t the point,
because this boy writes very pleasant,
friendly letters.

My family aren’t hillbillies, really. My
mother is president of Ladies Aid and my
father is very successful in business. It’s
just that they don’t try to see things from

What to

tell your

husband
if he objects

to your getting

a war-time job

ffC/r/ CAA/ SUPPORT
OUR FAM/iy/

!• ANSWER: It isn’t a question ot pride!

Millions more women must take jobs or our

war effort will bog down! It means winning

the war — saving lives of our boys! It’s up

to each husband to help his wife get a job.

RUTHOy/ DOESA
Cmi/AA/JOe HELP?

2 » ANSWER: Just as fighters need weapons^

so civilians need restaurants, stores, buses,

laundries, etc., to keep going. That’s why
housewives, with vital civilian jobs, speed

victory as much as girls in war plants!

iVElZ TALK AROUT/T
SO/HEOTHER T/ME/

RUT/ /lA/SHT GET
DRAFTED SOONER/

3 . ANSWER : A wife’s job does not, in it-

self, affect her husband’s draft status in

any way. And isn’t it better for you to get

a job now— if he’s called anyway—and have

a plan to support yourself and family?

RUT HOtN CAN TOU
FfND A JOR?

4. ANSWER: Right now is the time to dis-

cuss it! Because your country needs women
at once! Millions of them! With or without

experience! Full or part time! In war plants

and in civilian jobs.

5 . ANSWER: Easy! Your newspaper want

ads show the kind of jobs in your town.

And you can get free advice at your local

U. S. Employment Service Office. ’’The More

Women at Work— The Sooner We’ll Win!”

Published in the interest of the

war effort by Kleenex* Tissues

Paper, too, has a war-time job . . . that’s why there’s not

enough Kleenex to go around. But regardless of what others

do, we are determined to maintain Kleenex quality in every

particular, consistent with government regulations.

Because Freedom isn't rationed, the
price is high; but in all the world there's

no better buy.

*T. M. Kef.
U. S. Fat. Oa.
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VIRGINIA GREY

gives you 3 steps to a

NEW LOVELINESS
Take it from lovely Virginia Grey, you can’t go wrong
with the famous 3 -Way Glover's Treatment if it’s hair-

beauty that you want! Follow her advice and use ALL
THREE Glover's preparations — any ONE separately,

or all in one complete treatment. Many other Holly-

wood stats use this treatment — Glover's famous Mange
Medicine— Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo and Glover’s Im-
perial Hair Dress. Try all three — ask at your favorite

Drug Store- or mail the coupon today!

Trial Size ! Each produrt in a hermetically-sealed bottle,

packed in special carton with complete instructions

andFREE booklet,"TheScientificCateofScalpandHair.”

1—Apply Glover’s Mange Medi-
cine, with massage, for Dandruff,
Annoying Scalp and Excessive Fall-

ing Hair. You’ll like its piney
fragrance—you’ll jeel the exhilarat-

ing effect, instantly!

2—Wash your hair with Glo-Ver
Beauty Shampoo. Produces lather

in hard or soft water. Leaves hair
soft, lustrous, manageable—the
delicate scent lingers!

3—Try Glover’s Imperial Hair
Dress for conditioning scalp and
hair. Non-alcoholic and Antiseptic!

A new kind of "oil treatment’’ for
easy “finger-tip” application at

home, for "dry scalp."

Apply, with massage, for DANDRUFF ANNOYING
SCALP and EXCESSIVE FALLING HAIR

I Send "Complete Trial Application" package containing

i

(Hover’s Mange Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo and
Glover's Imperial Hair Dress, in hermetically-sealed bot-

I
ties, with informative booklet. I enclose 25c.

I
Name

* Address

City ..State..

I Sent FREE to members of the Armed Forces on receipt I
of 10c to cover postage and packing.

our viewpoint. Could you write an open
letter to parents, making some suggestions
about their conduct, please.

Alyse T.

Dear Miss T.:
What you need, I believe, far more than

an open letter to all parents, is an open
forum discussion with your own family.
I know that children are handicapped,
when they try to express their feelings, by
a slight fear of their parents and a sense
of awe. In after years you will learn to
speak up without hesitation and you tvill

wonder why you didn’t voice some of your
younger sentiments.

I understand the viewpoint of you three
girls very clearly; I am trying to under-
stand that of your parents.

In the first place, the constant practice
of tap dancing might be a bit wearing on
a man’s nerves after a hard day at the
office, so wouldn’t it be possible for Helen
to complete her day’s practicing before
her father came home?

As to the telephoning, that, too, might
aggravate the weariness of parents who
have been busy all day. I’m certain your
father doesn’t mean to be parsimonious
in making Margaret pay for her tele-

phone calls; he is simply trying to regu-
late the number of conversations—a wise
plan, particularly if you have a party
line. He is also trying to restrict the
amount of cosmetics Margaret buys,
by doubling the price—a domestic infla-
tion policy, you see!

Those are minor problems which you,
thinking them over, will agree can be ad-
justed.

I^ow for the larger things. I know that
ridicule always seems cruel. Hoivever,
since time began, apparently, older per-
sons have looked upon nascent talent with
a grin. When your father teases Helen
about her tap dancing, he doesn’t mean
to be cruel—I’m sure—he means only to
be funny. And when your mother quotes
passages out of your letters, she has no
intention of infuriating you. She must
have forgotten the spirit in which she
read her own early love letters.

I remember that I had a beau, when I

was your age, who wrote me very nice
letters. Mother once opened a letter. I

went to her and told her how I felt about

that. After that, she never touched my
mail, but I made it a point to read my
letters, then to hand them on to her.
When you have your family council,

you might suggest that your letters be
handled with the same respect. Sin'
you are the eldest girl, you should also
suggest that Helen meet her friends on
your own front porch—without humorous
comment from your father.

The most important factor in family
life is mutual respect for one another'
outlook. If you will explain your feeV"
to your parents and get their side of the
difficulty, too, I think you will all be very
happy.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Not so long ago I received a letter from

my wife telling me she was not in love
with me any more. The trouble started
when I enlisted. I knew I was going to be
drafted eventually, anyway, because our
baby was born ten months after Pearl Har-
bor, so he didn’t count as a dependent. My
wife can’t seem to forgive me for enlisting.

She has said often, and repeated it in her
letter, that if I loved her and the baby I

wouldn’t have gone away.
I’ve tried to explain how I felt about

serving my country and about how much
more sensible it was for me to enlist when
I could get into the Army work that I liked,

but she says she can’t understand a man
leaving home if he is really happy. She
says I just wanted to get away from her.

I’m to go overseas at any time now, so I

don’t know what to do. I love her and
don’t want to lose her or my boy. On the
other hand, since she keeps insisting on a
divorce, perhaps I’m being selfish. Do you
think a man should wait until this thing
is over, and then try to work things out, or
should I let her have her own way?
Any solution you can think up will be

appreciated.
George M.

Dear Soldier:
I know that a good many women whose

husbands joined up were resentful at first.

However, most of them slowly got over
that attitude and began to glory in the
patriotism of their men.

From your letter I judge that your wife

t* rl? rt* rt*
ri? rli* rjf rt'* ft* rt* rt* rt* rt* rt* rt* rt* rt* rt? rt* rt* rt* rit* rt? rt'* rt? '‘It rt* ft* rt*rt* rt*rt* rt* rl? rt*

rll* rt*

Working girl: Miss Colbert
with letters from readers
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really tvanls a divorce because she is

angry with you, not because she has

ceased to love you and there is another

person in her life.

In that case, you can very well wait.

She will soon get to know other ivives

whose husbands are in service and she

will realize that men are sometimes
activated by a spirit bigger than love

of home.
One thing you could do is to tvrite

long, affectionate letters as often as pos-

sible. You might tell her that it isn’t fair

to give her a divorce simply because you
can’t be near her. Tell her how much you
miss her and the baby and how much she

means to you.

If she really loves you, she will forgive

you and welcome you back when the war
is over.

Claudette Colbert

My dear Miss Colbert:

I am bringing my problem to you be-

cause it is of such a nature that I can’t

discuss it with my friends.

I am seventeen and I am in love with
a very nice boy who is in the Army. He
loves me, but he is away at camp most
of the time.
Here in town there is a man who is con-

tinually forcing his attention on me. He
is twelve years my senior, is married and
has a child five years old.

He has told me time and again that he
loves me. He knows perfectly well that I

am in love and plan to be married when
the war is over, but he says any little

crumb of affection I can give him will make
him very happy.
Every day he telephones me at my office

and begs me to see him, if only for a few
minutes. I have refused to see him and I

am curt on the telephone, but he manages
to meet me on the street in apparently
coincidental ways.
His wife is one of my best friends. Of

course she doesn’t dream how he behaves.
Would you, if you were I, go to this man’s
wife and tell her everything? It might
hurf her terribly, but on the other hand
she might think that I had encouraged his
attention. Please believe me that I did
not. I met him in her home for the first

time.

Allene M.

Dear Miss M.:
Although you say you have been curt

with this man, I think you may not have
been nearly abrupt enough. You should
tell him that, unless he ceases his at-

tentions, you will go to his wife and tell

her everything.
However, you should use this simply

as a threat. Under no circumstances tell

her dhout her husband. She wouldn’t
believe you, in all probability, and if she
did she would be so hurt that you would
blame yourself always.

In addition to your telling this man
candidly and coldly how you feel about
the situation, you should avoid going
to their home. There is always a chance
that the man is really serious. In that
case the sooner you stop seeing him, the
easier it will he for everyone concerned,

Claudette Colbert

I I

If you would like fo write Miss
Colbert—either to discuss your
problem with her or tell her how
you have overcome a personal diffi-

culty, address your letter to her

in care of Photoplay, 8949 Sun-

set Blvd., Hollywood, California.
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Ome^ BEAUnr FAVORITE
Why have women bought over

25 million HAMPDEN POWD'^-BASE

sticks? Because it does more for

their complexion than any other

make-up foundation.

NEVER CAUSES DRY SKIN

Helps hide lines, blemishes.

0 it really does!

Makes powder cling indefinitely.

0 it really does!

Gives a smooth, youthful appear-

ance.

0 it really does!

HAMPDEN'S powder base is the cream stick that really spreads evenly and

cleanly ... is applied directly to your face, without water or sponge . . .

won’t dry out your skin! Try it—and you’ll have lovely make-up always.

POlUD'RrBRSE
Buy Bonds FIRST

THE GIRL
OF TODAY

AT ALL
5 & lOc
STORES

r4 .

Jr / I II America pays tribute to the gitls /
^

who are doing their bit in the war effort/

... in the service and on the home front.

And we’re proud that Flame-Glo does its bit to

keep them beautiful! The high standards of

Flame-Glo Lipstick have made it a favorite every-

where; though the quantity is limited, the

^ quality has never been lowered! Featured

'0m. in 10? and 25? sizes, with matching

w Rouge and Face Powder at 10? each.

.5«E

tlPStKK
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Grace-note on Greer

(Continued from page 35) often and is not i

shy about entertaining the soldiers, sailors
i

and Marines. She also plays camp shows
i

and was on the recent Bond Tour with
the Hollywood players. She was one of the i

big favorites. While on this tour, she wrote i

a song with Judy Garland and Lucille Ball,
i

which they sang as a trio to amuse the |

other actresses and actors.
The song was called “I’ve Got Those i

Rooney-Skelton-Pidgeon Blues,” in which
she kidded herself for the sedate, ladylike

'

roles she plays in pictures, saying that she
would like to go cavorting around with
some Mr. Deeds instead of always being

i

Mrs. Pidgeon.
She is not interested in clothes except

for necessary decorative effect. Her fa-
vorite colors are jade-green and blue. She
sticks to solid, primary colors. She doesn’t
go in for much jewelry. She is stunning
in a red dress.

In the way of food, her tastes are not
fancy. She has a love for Irish stew and
potatoes. She drinks buttermilk by the
quart. Her favorite tonic is lime juice.

Her favorite occupation, she’ll tell you,
is learning. She is always eager to learn
new things and devotes time to studying

—

economics, politics—things she believes she
'

should know. She likes to be called upon 1

to make a speech.
She seldom wears a hat and most al-

ways carries a long handkerchief, v/ ich .

she struggles with. She adores receiving ;

tiny gifts, but is always thrilled when she :

receives any gift. She is very economical i

and still has a jade-green silk nightgown i

which was given to her by a group of her r

colleagues in England.
She sleeps in a medium-sized bed i

and always sleeps on a small pillow. No j

matter where she sleeps, she always takes s

this small pillow with her. She always ;

wears a nightgown, generally jade-green ;

or blue, and they are always flimsy. She ;

reads herself to sleep every night.
She washes her hair herself, and always !

gives it a hundred strokes with a stiff ii

brush before going to bed at night and I’

upon getting up in the morning. Instead :

of spending money in a beauty parlor, as
the average girl does, she saves this money
and treats herself to a bottle of champagne
and uses a cup of it to rinse her hair.

The End

Tune in the

BLUE NETWORK

Listen To
—"My True Story"

—a new and different story

every day. Stories about the
lives of real people; their prob-

lems, their loves, their adven-
tures—presented in coopera-
tion with the editors of True
Story magazine.

Check your local newspaper
for local time of this

BLUE NETWORK
PRESENTATION

EVERY DAY
Mon. through Fri.

3:15 to 3:45 (EWT)
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"I'm Glad I Married an

Older Man!"

(Continued from page 53) young as your
heart.” They set little patterns for them-
selves to follow. They force themselves.

Tney are the men who date their daugh-
ter’s friends; the women who make a play

for boys younger than their sons.

They do it on purpose—and the purpose
fails them. I believe it is because they are

trying so hard Trying so desperately that

it is pathetic to watch.
I’m against all that. I feel sure that you

are as young, or as old, as you are. You
don’t dictate the terms to Life—Life dic-

tates to you. Just as Pev is young for his

age, without ever thinking about the

years, and I am old for mine (though it

took me some time to find that out), our
lives as we have lived them have moulded
us. We didn’t have a thing to do with it.

I
’M betting on my marriage because 1

' know myself. The records say I’m
twenty. But I know better. For, you see,

I’m old for my years.

It’s quite natural, too. When most kids
were playing hopscotch on the sidewalks,
I was learning to make up my face to

appear older. And I was going out to

work.
' I never had a childhood. Not that I’m
.complaining. Now I’m glad. It means that
I telescoped the unhappy, uncomfortable
'period of growing up. I got through it

tin double time. I never did anything that
[adolescents of my own age did. I was too
busy.
My family was not well-to-do. Father

[made a modest living and kept six of us on
one hundred and eighty dollars a month.
I never went to bed without my supper

—

fbut many times it was only cornbread and
jisweet milk.
Mother had ambitions toward acting.

jHer parents had been too strict with her
to indulge them. The devil and the stage
[were inseparable when Mother was a girl.

So she watched her children develop and
looked for one into whom she could pour
her thwarted ambitions.
' My oldest sister was quiet and like
Father. I wasn’t. I didn’t like helping with
the housework—I liked play-acting. I

was Just what Mother had dreamed one of
jher children would be.
i: She pushed me ahead. She contrived to
j|et me lessons in singing, dancing and
music. She managed to wangle dramatic
training for me. By the time I was eleven
:[ knew I wanted to be a singer. I was
ilarge for my age and mother helped me to
’earn about make-up. I looked fourteen,
maybe fifteen. Then I started to get jobs
it photographic modeling. I went to school
lialf the day and worked the other half.

,
I made money that helped the family.

,W^ith that, came a feeling of responsibility.
Then, too, I was always thrown with
iilder people. That grows a girl up—and
i’ast.

I wanted to get into the movies and
Mother wanted me to. It’s an old story by
now but there were three different times
U'^hen I almost made it. Twice I was
brought out to Hollywood and twice sent
lack. ‘‘Too young,” they said. It wasn’t
!asy for me. The kids I had known at
ichool taunted me with my failure.

I
‘‘So you’re not good enough for the

movies, yah! yah!” they teased. That
irove me even further away from my own
leneration. It almost made me bitter—
)ut not quite.

ij —7

I

Vo race is won af the

finish. Fourth

start. Be in at the
War Loan.

Mhs. Nicholas R. du Pont says:

"The quickest, most refreshing complexion pick-me-up that

I know is a 1-Minute Mask with Pond’s Vanishing Cream," says

lovely Mrs. Nicholas R. du Pont, Wilmington society leader.

"The moment my skin begins to feel rough and look not

quite fresh, I smooth and brighten it with a 1 -Minute Mask."

This 1-Minute Mask helps glamorize your skin too! . . .

Just spread a cool mask of Pond’s Vanishing Cream over

your face—except eyes. Tissue off after one minute. The
cream’s "keratolytic” action loosens and dissolves ugly

little chappings and imbedded dirt specks.

Your complexion is "re-styled”! Fresher, more sparkling, lighter!

Smoother, softer—and ready to hold make-up for hours!

*'Wk£tk — anr

efccelie*^ p0tod&i, bad&i"

"Before make-up—when I don’t

give myself a Mask— a very light

foundation of Pond’s Vanishing

^ Cream holds powder beauti-

^ fully,” Mrs. du Pont says.

TAKE A JOB! THE MORE WOMEN AT WORK—THE SOONER WE WINI

IMPORTANT! Save glass

and manpower—gel

Pond’s Vanishing Cream
in a BIG jar. (Don’t

worry if Pond’s ’’war

caps” are not Pond’s
green—the cream it-

self is lovely as ever!)
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IS TOUGH
ON YOUR SKIN

See how quickly Noxzema helps heal ugly
externally-caused skin irritations . . .

pim-
ples . . . work-roughened hands!

Even at home, war days mean more ex-

posure. Thousands find Noxzema brings
grand relief to windburn, chapped lips,

rough, red "housework” hands.

Here’s quick relief for

sore, (happed hands,

painful irritations*

WHEN you’re plagued with
common, everyday skin trou-

bles these days—think of Noxzema!
Because Noxzema is not merely a

cream, but a medicated formula.
That’s why it not only soothes, but

helps heal so many externally-caused

skin irritations. Noxzema is grease-

less, non-sticky, too! It won’t stain

clothes or bed linen. Get a jar at any

drug counter today—and see how
many ways it will help you! 35?!,

50?! and $1. ‘external ly-caused

These days there’s even more work around
the house! Use Noxzema for minor burns,
to help keep hands soft and smooth.

Noxzema Specially Prepared for Shaving
gives a grand, smooth, easy shave—even
with cold water. Thousands of servicemen
use it regularly, either before lathering or
as a brushless shave.

Then I was brought out to Hollywooil
to stay. Pev Marley photographed my tes 8
for my first part in “Hotel For Women. I
He photographed the film and the next ont I
also, “Daytime Wife,” and then “Stardust. I
He taught me about working in front cl

a camera and, while doing that, he becam c

my first friend in Hollywood—and the bes jl

friend I ever had. I think I must hav
|

begun to fall in love with him then. Bui
he treated me like a cousin, niece o

[
something. He was always there to advis
me, to hear my problems, to let me sob m;
troubles out to him. But he was neve
very personal—just friendly.

1_| E was married at the time. That mean
* * I didn’t think of him in the usual man
woman way. And I was full of my firs

case of puppy-love. That story, too, i

old now. I thought I was in love wit
Jaime Jorba, a Spaniard I had met i:

Dallas. Then Mother and I, a year after

had been in Hollywood, went to Mexic
to see Jaime.

It was a lovely, breathless, timeles
thing that Jaime and I had. All moon
light and scented evenings. But it wash,
love—not the way I know it now. Jaim
wanted me to give up my acting and liv

as any Spanish wife. But I wasn’t read
for that. Somehow, I couldn’t think of th

future with Jaime—but only of the pre
cious present.
When I broke off with Jaime, I was ver

unhappy. I cried it all out to Pev. He wa
a wonderful listener, a wonderful sound
ing board—so sympathetic and so under
standing. Pev was my true friend.

All the next years, he was my closes

friend—except he never let me get an
closer than that platonic feeling he ha^

set at the beginning. Even his divoro
didn’t change that. He would kiss m<
sometimes, on the forehead—and break m:
heart. For I had finally discovered that

was in love with him.
That knowledge crept up on me. I ha

been going around with the younger s«

here in town, with Jane Withers, Bunni
Granville, George Montgomery, Mauree
O’Hara and that crowd. They were nic

but I always felt a little lost with them,
little out of things. It was more fun jus

to sit and talk with Pev.
Then I started going out with Hollywoo

bachelors, the men who make a busines
of beauing movie girls. The wolf-pac!
all with the same tired lines, the sarr

empty nonsense, the same ideas of seeiri

and being seen—and none of that appeak
to me.
When I almost made the greatest mistali

of my life by nearly eloping with one <

them, I came to my senses in a hurry,
decided that pride was stupid. I woul
tell Pev I loved him and get matt®
straight. The worst he could do was i

tell me to go along and roll my hoop.
It took a lot of courage—but I did i

When I mumbled my confession out
him, all he said was: “How can you fall i|

love with an old buzzard like me?”
“Do you love me or don’t you?” I aske

him—^my heart in my throat. i

“I’ve always adored you,” he said.

I thought that was that. But it wasn'
For Pev didn’t ask me to marry him the
Over the next seven months, he kept tel

ing me the difference between loving ai

being “in love.” He wanted me to be i

sure—and all the time I was and was ju

waiting for him to say the word. 'Then 1

enlisted in the Army. More months passe
I stopped going out on dates. I taug
myself to cook. I worked on my drawii
—and I waited.

Buy oil ^he Bonds you can and then oi

more. Fourth ]Yar Loan.
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When he was on leave, we never went to

night spots or out in public. I was already
tired of acquaintances telling me he was
so much too old for me. I didn’t want any

I

cheap talk, any gossip items. Then, one

I

beautiful, starry night, he suddenly said:

I

“Linda, will you do me the honor of be-

j

coming my wife?”
“Yes . . . yes . . . yes . . . yes!” I almost

shouted at him.

ij

And so we eloped with Annie Miller as

I
bridesmaid and his best friend, Bill Heath,
as best man.

VE'S, I know myself and I know Pev

j

* Marley—and I have known how I feel

j
about him for almost a full quarter of my

I
life span.
There are other reasons for betting on my

‘ marriage. We share the same tastes. He’s
i teaching me to play golf and I’m teaching
him to ride. We have our careers here in
Hollywood, we are both in the same field

' and we can talk over our work together
. —as Pev has done with me on my new pic-

,
ture, “And So Tomorrow.” But that’s not

, nearly so important as this one fact—we
, trust each other. I bow to his ideas, know-
ing he’ll steer me right—he’s never let me

1
down and I know he never will.

It’s just as I told him when we got
married: “I’ll never play games, Pev. I’ll

j
never flirt with other men to make you

I
jealous. I don’t believe in it.” And neither

i

does he.

j
We have the same friends. Pev is the

! most normal man I know in Hollywood,

j

He’s been one of the ace cameramen here

]

long enough to have weeded out the

j

phonies, just the way I want them weeded
j

out of my life. We are having, and will

j

go on having, a thoroughly normal mar-
i
riage—in spite of the od^ against it in this

I

movie-making madhouse,
j

We want children—a family of them,

j

And at last we have a house. The house

I

is Us. Together we have so much to plan,
ISO much to build. Together—and that is

such a beautiful word.
I’m betting on our marriage. And I only

wish that all the other women in the
I
world who have found the men they love

i

could share the deep, sweet warmth that

j

glows inside me because I love Pev Marley
I

and am married to him.
The End

j

"... tens of thousands of children

had neither shoes nor coats"—that
! is the report from Greece. Carole

I

Landis does her share for the old-

clothes basket. Will you do yours?

ONLY FIBS* OF ALL

TAMPONS GIVE

YOU ALL THREE

ARE QUILTED

...for more comfort, greater safety in internal protection —
that’s why, with Fibs, there's no danger of cotton particles

clinging to delicate membranes. And quilting controls ex-

pansion ... so Fibs don’t fluff up to an uncomfortable size

which might cause pressure, irritation, difficult remcvah

FIBS HAVE ROUNDED ENDS

...smooth, gently tapered ends ... for easy insertion!

Unlike any leading tampon you’ve ever tried. Your own
eyes tell you that Fibs must be easier to use! You’ll

like the just-right size of Fibs... they’re not too large,

not too tiny.

FIBS -THE KOTEX* TAMPON

. . . a name you know, a tampon you can trust. No other
brand is made of Cellucotton, the soft, super absorbent used
in Kotex and demanded by many of America’s foremost
hospitals! In Fibs, as in Kotex, there’s no compromise with
quality...you get protection as safe as science can make it.

The Kotex Tampon for Internal Protection
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DOROTHY LAMOUR speaking:
Star of '^RIDING HIGH/' a Paramount Production,

Hollywood

knows a

girl should

sparkle . .

.

’’Hence our

I depend

on CALOX

for my

daily care

A dentist’s dentifrice—

Calox was created by a dentist for persons who
want utmost brilliance consistent with utmost

gentleness. Look for these projessional features:

1 . Scrupulous cleansing. Your teeth have a

notably clean feel after using Calox.

2 .
Unexcelled efficiency. Calox gently cleans

away surface stains, loosens mucin plaque.

3 .
Especially lustrous polishing.

4 .
No mouth-puckering, medicine taste. Con-
tains no strong ingredients. Even children

like the cool, clean flavor.

5. Made by McKesson & Robbins, Bridge-

port, Conn.— a laboratory with over 100

years experience in making fine drugs.

(Continued from page 17) episode was
unfortunate in that Anne’s friends were
shocked at the announced engagement
and forthcoming marriage in the first

place. But Hollywood holds her in no
way to blame.

The Show Goes On: The words com-
ing over the air shocked every listener.

Bud Abbott was telling the world of

the dreadful thing that had just be-
fallen his pal Lou Costello. Lou had
just that minute finished his first com-
edy radio skit in over a year. Lou’s
baby boy, the year-old “Butch” that

he had adored, had drowned two hours
before the broadcast.

It was Lou’s doctor who insisted the
actor go on and do the show. The
physician feared, after Lou’s long bout
with rheumatic fever, he would suffer

a serious relapse unless he had some-
thing to bring him out of the shock
quickly. So, while Mickey Rooney and
Bob Hope stood by to take over in

case the comic collapsed, he went on
the air and was never funnier. But
the throaty catch in the voice of the

guest star, Lana Turner, was discern-

-

ible even though not understood by
the vast audience who little dreamed

;

of the awful tragedy. :

All Hollywood expressed its sym- .

pathy and love for the man who has
done so much for others, the man who ;

from his sick bed saw to it a little i

boy’s life was saved by having rushed .

to him a precious drug. That little
|

boy lived. Lou’s died. And with him
j

went a part of the great heart that
|

is Lou’s. J
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Last-Minute Flashes: Victor McLaglen,
two-fisted hero of movies, married
Suzanne Brueggemann, his secretary

for the past six years. Miss Bruegge-
mann is a granddaughter of Mrs. Susan
T. Rockefeller of Boston, and an accom-
plished horsewoman.
Lynn Bari made a beautiful bride.

We hear tell husband Sid Luft, who
suffered many an accident as a test

pilot, may become an actor on the

Hollywood roster.

Martha O’Driscoll borrowed Mar-
jorie Reynolds’ long underwear for that

Alaskan tour she’s scheduled to make
sometime in the near future with Errol

Flynn.
Cal hears tell the stork may be hover-

ing over Martha’s menage, which should
please husband Lieutenant Commander
Richard Adams, so perhaps Mr. Flynn
may take along another partner.

Lou Costello faced his draft board
with the expressed hope Uncle Sam
would take him. Considering Lou’s re-
cent bout with rheumatic fever, the
comedian seems doomed to disappoint-
ment. Anyway, Costello will be thirty-

eight in March.
Laird Cregar hopes his overseas

jaunt will take off those last thirty

pounds that must come off. It probably
will, too.

Two Hollywood gals. Ginger Rogers
and Marlene Dietrich, are feeling blue
since their men went away. Ginger’s
husband, Jackie Briggs of the Marines,
went overseas with his unit and Jean
Gabin, Dietrich’s boy friend, is pre-
paring to Join forces with the Free
French.
Add Maria Montez, who misses her

husband, Jean Pierre Aumont, to the
list and you’ve really got a sorrowful
threesome.

from harmful germs. These germs are everywhere, often cause common baby skin

troubles such as prickly heat, diaper rash. To protect baby, best powder is Mennen.
More antiseptic! Round photos above prove it. Centers of plates contain 3 leading

baby powders. In gray areas, germs thrive; but in dark band around Mennen powder
(far right), germ growth has been prevented!

Startling differences

in baby powders!

speed camera. And each wiggle rubs baby’s skin. That’s why it’s important to use

the smoothest baby powder—Mennen. Round photos above show 3 leading baby
powders seen thru microscope. Mennen (far right) is smoother, finer in texture. That’s

due to special “hammerizing” process which makes Mennen Baby Powder the best

protection against chafing. Delicate new scent keeps baby lovelier.
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A DUART PERMANENT WAVE
. . . because a specially made
temperature control device insures

the perfect molding of each

precious curl because the

waving letions are still of the same
dependable pre-war waving

quality. A quality proved and
re-proved year after year on

millions of beautiful heads from

Hollywood to Fifth Avenue.

And for glamorous, gleaming,

glinting highlights . . . DUART
LIQUID RINSE because it really

adds COLOR, lovely natural

looking color, besides doing all

the other things rinses are

supposed to do. Select the shade

to match your hair next time

you visit your beauty salon.

MARTHA SCOTT, starring with John Wayne m, "In Old Oklahoma"

iCWCLLS &Y TOBIAS, BEVERLY HILLS

PERMANENT WAVE
LIQUID RINSE

In a minute
MINIT-RUB begins 3-way action on cold distress

'EED, MOTHER ! Minit-Rub hurries relieving action soothes raspy local

lief from cold distress three fast irritation.

lys! Rub it on chest and back. _ •» d lj i-“
3. IMMEDIATELY Minit-Rub s active

IN A MINUTE, Minit-Rub stimu- menthol vapors ease that nasal-

tes circulation, brings a sensation stuffiness feeling. Mother, it’s amaz-

heat. That swiftly helps relieve qu'ck relief for both children

rface aches! grown-ups! Greaseless! Stain-

less! Won’t harm linens! Get it now
at your druggist’s.QUICKLY Minit-Rub’s pain-

PARENTS’
'

I

MAGAZINE;
{^CONSUMER

,j

FAST 3-WAY RELIEF FROM COLD DISTRESS

Oh Susanna!

{Continued jrom page 51) yet it, wasn’t
personal with Susie, any more than had
been the case in her brush with the ser-
geant. For this is really fact, remarkable
as it may be: This grand-looking nineteen-
year-old, earning good money, with a
bright future and the attractive quality
that every girl values highly, has no dates.

That’s right!

In solving that mystery you can throw
out complexes, inhibitions and all the
other fancy explanations that people
(mostly men) use to explain why any
given girl doesn’t fall at some fellow’s feet.

Susie is normal, warm-hearted, full of

health, vitally exuberant.
What, then, is the no-date reason?
Let Susie, who is sometimes delightfully

naive, talk. “I have been thinking about
this problem for two years,” she says
gravely, “and about two weeks ago I fig-

ured out the answer.” At nineteen! “I

guess I work off my sorrows, excitements
and any tendency to loneliness by sing-
ing. Flirting is simply out of my line.

When I fall in love it’s going to be all

the way. I think I’ll wait till the real thing
comes along.”

Susie, understand, goes out with parties
of young people. But she ducks one-couple
dates because she doesn’t feel she is pre-
pared to make one boy the biggest thing in
her life, just yet.

Don’t forget, too, that the real interest
that dominates Susie and puts almost every
other interest in the shade is music. She
now knows “La Traviata” and “La
Boheme” and expects to add four more
complete operas to her store of knowledge
this year.

N ot so long ago, but long enough to be
B. P. (Before “Phantom”) Susie was

living in quite a small house when she de-
cided to have her father and two sisters
come to live with her again. “Girls,” she
announced firmly, “need a woman’s hand.”
To which Kathleen, aged seventeen, and
Vicki, aged fifteen, said fervently, “She
certainly doesn’t hesitate to apply it!”

Mr. Foster, who has been separated from
his wife for several years, is an amiable
man, with health not too good and a
couple of inexpensive hobbies that keep
him busy—along with the time he spends
gazing in admiration or bewilderment at
his three lively daughters.

In their small place Susie’s hours kept
the family in an uproar. She would fre-
quently wake at three in the morning,
brew herself a pot of tea and, of course,
get the singing urge. This was hard on
other members of the household, but the
pay-off came one night when Susie, at that
same favorite three o’clock hour, made a
discovery. If she piled furniture high
enough, with a bureau flat on the bed and
then a chair on the bureau, she could look
out over all Los Angeles and Hollywood.
After several collapses of the pile, Mr.
Foster and the girls came in—to save the
pieces. “Do you suppose, Susie, we’re a
little too much for you?” they inquired
mildly.

Just at that time, in the midst of Holly-
wood’s worst housing shortage, one of the
Universal publicity men met a woman
who said, “I want to go to Mexico for
six months. Do you think I could rent my
house?” Susie and her tribe moved in on
December sixth, her nineteenth birthday,
and no kid with a new doll has ever been
happier. The establishment is large enough
for Susie to have her own bedroom-and-
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living-room-suite, sound-proof from the

rest of the house. The other family mem-
bers have ample room, too. The place is

completely furnished and the rent is mod-
est in a year -when most rents are extrav-
agantly immodest. As Susie says, “When-
ever luck hits me it hits me in bunches.”

AAUCH of the fun that Susie, her sisters

and their girl friends have is likely to

begin with Susie’s persistent but jinxed at-

tempts to cook. One night she finally told

a group, “Oh, I’m just ruining food. As a
punishment, I’m going down to Main Street
and eat at one of those really cheap res-
taurants by the Union Station.”

Typically inconsistent, she put on her
most Mrs. Astorbilt outfit—^furs, black
hat, black chiffon dress. One of the girls or-
dered milk, which came in the bottle and
seemed difficult to open. Susie, in her best
“Oh, let me show you!” manner said,

“Gimme.” Then she picked up a fork and
jabbed. That worked only too well; the
entire bottle spilled and splashed over
the black chiffon. Sister Kathleen com-
ments, “Well, there’s one thing about Susie.

She knew it was all her own fault so she
just sat there and laughed at herself!”

Cooking started another night’s trouble,

too. 'The girls were getting ready for their

weekly outing at the opera. Susie was busy
in the kitchen and kept getting busier.

But all to no avail—there was no meal ap-
pearing in the nice orderly way it should.

Susie gave up and the group set out
pronto for a drive-in.

Susie ordered a hamburger-and-onion
sandwich. Meat being rare as it has
been, the sandwich contained a great deal
more onion than hamburgfer. Susie became
vaguely conscious of that—her sisters and
friend were definite about it.

“Susie,” they told her, “you simply can’t
go and sit through an opera smelling like

that!”

Quick-cure Susie marched into a drug-
store, bought a bottle of perfume. Then she
tasted it. It seemed fine and it did help the
onion. So she drank a little more.
No one had told Susie that alcohol is

perfume’s base, so she didn’t reach the
opera that night; she went home with a
headache and tummyache. “I’ll never be
able to stand even the odor of that per-
fume again,” she says, “but I’m still mad
about onions!”

That’s the kid in Susie. There’s still a
lot of it—the kid who has used all the
younger-generation cliches like “I’m sent,”
and “It’s out of this world!”
There’s a very serious Susie, too. She

took to heart what the sailor said about
“unpatriotic,” and argued this way to
herself: “I don’t like to dance. I’m too
busy thinking music and stuff to be good
company on a date. So—I ought to do
something I’m fitted to do and be sure
I’m accomplishing my share.” As a result,

she signed for the full Red Cross Nurse’s
Aide Training, which means forty hours of
class work, thirty hours of preliminary
work in a hospital and a pledge to do a
minimum of 150 hours a year of actual
hospital work for the duration.
As for the single-date issue, on which

Susie receives advice every day of her life,

she maintains, “I only thought the thing
:
out so I could answer my friends’ ques-
tions. It really seems to be their problem,
not mine—yet.”

“Yet” is a hefty word. Susie says she
hopes at least three years will pass before
she falls in love.

One bet is safe. Unless our specs are
bad, there’ll be nothing halfway about it!

The End

Your War Bonds got the boys this far . .

.

Invest in more. Fourth War Loan.

“These soft

hands keep the

home fixes hmmmg.

No red,

chapped hands
for me! I use

HINDS_that
HONE/ of a
lotion-before

and after

doing grimy,

hard work!^'

^ To hasten the return of your service

man, our plant is making ammunition fuzes.

So if your favorite store is temporarily

•ut of Hinds lotion, please be patient.

Hinds Beauty Bargain! Regu-

lar 30<^ size Hinds lotion with

23<^ size Hinds new cream,

^'Complete Facial,” cleanser,

softener, powder base in one—
49<l limited time. Plus tax.

Buy.
'IS

BEFORE WORK—both housework and

factory work— use Hinds Honey and

Almond Fragrance Cream. Its skin-

softeners help protect your hands

against drying efforts of soapy-water

jobs, chapping weather, ground-in

grime. Notice how your hands wash

up softer . . . cleaner.

AFTER WORK—and after every wash-

up -use Hinds again. Red, chapped

hands look smoother . . . feel soothed

and comfortable. Actually benefits skin

abused by work or weather. On sale

at toilet-goods counters.

Copyright, 1944.by Lehn & Flak Products Corp..BloomAeld, N.

at home and in factory !
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'DIFFICULT DAYS"

DON’T let menstruation’s functional
distress '‘get you down”! Keep comfort-
able, and keep going, with Midol—now
used by millions of girls and women for
its three-way relief!

CRAMPS— Midol contains an exclusive
ingredient to relax tense muscles

—

soothe cramps fast.

HEADACHE—Another ingredient gets after
that “menstrual” headache, for more
thorough comfort.

“BLUES”—Midol acts swiftly to dispel
those “blues”, too. Its third ingredient
stimulates mildly—picks you up!

If you have no organic disorder calling for
special medical or surgical care, Midol’s triple

comfort should be yours—every month! Get
Midol at any drugstore, and use it confidently at
the first indication of oncoming discomfort.
Midol contains no opiates.

Guaranteed b);

I Good Housekeeping ,

^ IFOtfeCTtVEOP '' MIDOL
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET FREE -For au-
thoritative answers to your ques-
tions about menstruation, read Midol’s
24-page booklet, “What Women Want
to Know.’* Write for free copy to
Isabel Laurie, General Drug Co., Dept.
J -24,170Varick St.,NewYorkl3,N.Y.

RELIEVES ALL 3 KINDS OF FUNCTIONAL MENSTRUAL SUFFERING

%af ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge your favorite snap-

shot, photo, Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches, if you enclose this ad with a 3c stamp for return
mailing. Please include color of hair and eyes and get
our new Bargain Offer giving you your choice of handsome
frames with a second enlargement beautifully hand tinted
in natural lifelike colors and sent on approval. Your orig-
inal returned with your enlargement. Send today.
DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 680, 211 W. 7th St., Des Moines, Iowa STAMP

f
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BRUSHAWAY

AND LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small hnish
does It—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

Retain your youthful charm. GetBROWNATONE today.
60c at all drug stores—on a money-back guarantee, or—

FREE TEST BOTTLE
The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
784 Brownatone Bldg., Covington, Kentucky
Without obligation, please send me, free and post-

paid. Test Bottle of BROWNATONE and interesting
illustrated booklet. Check shade wanted:
Q Blonde to Medium Brown D Dark Brown to Black

Name
Address -

City State
Print Your Name and Address

Make your Ration Points

S-T-R-E-T-C-H
If you’ve tried and tried but just can’t seem to make
your ration points do—if you’d like to ask the family
to dinner or the crowd in for a snack, but feel you can’t
manage the “spread”—then Demetria M. Taylor’s
RATION COOK BOOK was meant just for you!
Here’s a book that actually makes those precious points
stretch! First of all. it gives you gobs of delicious rec-
ipes that call for ingredients taking no points at all.
Even gives you fascinating menus showing you how to
distribute these dishes over the week. Then it tells you
where to fit in your meat dishes—roasts and things

—

just when and where you’ll want them! And the men
folk and kiddies that must take lunches to work and
school—Demetria takes care of them, too. Tells you
how to make every lunch box a grand surprise.

And that isn’t all. All the information you need on
what foods are high in vitamins and nutrition—and

low in point value. It’s
all there in Ration Cook
Book. It also provides
shopping list forms and
shows you such an easy
way to keep a record of
those elusive stamps.
And all for only 49c!

Order Your Copy

—Today!

Only

We pay postage

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, Inc.. Dept. PMM-244
205 East 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y.

This offer good in U. S. only

Never Say Noah!

(Continued from page 50) favorites among
the Beerys’ animal “boarders.” He was
the first steer Pidge ever roped success-
fully and he was brought triumphantly
home as a trophy with a future supply of
meat in mind.
But “Charlie” is still very much around

because the Beerys have become too fond
of him to let him wind up surrounded by
French-fried potatoes. Maybe “Charlie’s”
hep to what’s happened and is affection-
ately grateful, for he actually follows Pidge
to work in the mornings, running along-
side the driveway fence as far as he can
till “the master” has disappeared down the
road.
Other aristocrats of the animal kingdom

at Aliso Largo are a pair of goats which
Pidge and Maxine brought home in a
station wagon from their honeymoon, an
Angora cat and an Indian dog. Then, of
course, there’s the little Chihuahua dog,

Happy family—really! Maxine,
Muffet, Noah Beery Jr.—and '

that old gallant, Charlie,
special escort of Beery Jr.

who has fun frisking after the pigeons and
Bantam hens. He stays far enough away
from “Panchito,” the startling crimson-
and-white fighting cock who lords it

fiercely over the chicken yard, keeping a
stern eye on the foolish ducks and occa-
sionally hurling a battle cry at a quartette ;

of smug debutante turkeys, fat and safe in I

a near-by coop.
'

Of all feathered members of the motley '

collection, Pidge says turkeys are the most
difficult to raise. I

“They look husky now,” he grins, “but
|

they sure are delicate when they’re little.”
|

A hole cut in the bottom of one of their

garden gates is the last word on just how i

Pidge feels about animals. Old age had '

made it difficult for a pet cat, in the family
|,

for fifteen years, to climb the fence, as i

in younger, more adventurous years. So i

Pidge sawed a special little archway at I

the bottom of the gate for “Old Tom” to go
through.

In the adobe workshop back of the
j

house, Pidge’s studio, are evidences of

i



Beery the sculptor. And no surprise—he
specializes in miniatures of horses.
For proof of Beery the good craftsman

—

the seesaw he made for Muffet; the candle
reflectors he cut from the lids of coffee

cans in the design of sunflowers to dec-
orate the little open bar at one side of the
patio. On the wall, behind the bar, is a
rather scary-looking hand-lacquered In-
dian mask, a sombre, deep blue-green.
Before Pidge was married, the mask hung
over his bed, much to his mother’s dismay.

T
hough Maxine is as yummy to look at

as many a Hollywood glamour gal, she
has no designs on an acting career. Only
once did she appear in a film with her
famous dad, and that was on a dare. She’s
more than pleased to let Pidge do the act-
ing for the family. Her own idea of a real
“day out” is when the three little Beerys
mount their trusty steeds and gallop off

down the road to visit her mother.
Pidgfe, in his lifetime, has been in enough

pictures for any two people. His career,
however, has been completely separate
from those of the celebrated Noah Senior
and dynamic Uncle Wally.
He started out playing mostly in West-

erns and serials. “For two years,” he
laughs, “I played practically nothing but
the heroine’s brother. You know, I didn’t
think I’d ever ‘git the gal.’

”

Pidge liked Westerns because they quite
often took him on location, from whence
he could bring home four-footed “friends”
such as a wildcat he once got in the
Painted Desert and a couple of bear cubs
from around Sonora.
One of his favorite roles was the part

of lazy, likeable Skeeter in “Tailspin

Tommy.” But when he wasn’t cast as the
heroine’s brother, or at best her “platonic
pal,” he was frequently an Indian or Mex-
ican, which he thought lots more fun.

I
N REAL life, Pidge wasn’t quite so luck-

'

’ less with the fair sex. He first saw
Maxine when she was only fifteen and
“kinda thought” she might be the girl for
him, though he didn’t get aroimd to doing
much about it till some years later.

The story of his proposal to her is funny
—and no one appreciates its humor more
than Pidge. She was visiting him, on loca-
tion at a place called Lone Pine. They were
seated on a sloping rock, surrounded by
fragrant evergreens. Just then Victor Jory,
who had received a wire saying he was to
leave right away, dashed up, calling: “I’m
leaving for Hawaii.”
“Go ’way,” snapped Pidge, as a rib, “can’t

you see I’m proposing?”
As a matter of fact, he had thought of it

a number of times, hut had never gotten
up quite enough courage. Now, however,
having said it in jest, he repeated it in
earnest, and the gal said “yes.”
One of his biggest professional dreams

is to play Villa—just like Uncle Wally in

the first “Viva Villa.” Villa has always
challenged Pidge’s imagination.
He has one of the most complete

collections of books, outside a library, not
only on Villa, but about Mexico generally,

for both he and Maxine have a genuine
love for the country and its people. Iron-
ically, his dad once played the role of
Villa, too, and brilliantly, in an early film
hit called “Patria.”
Pidge has seldom appeared in the same

picture with his father and not much

oftener with Wally, though he did work
with the latter in “Twenty Mule Team”
and “Death Valley.”
At the Carl Curtis school in Los Angeles,

where he took a special course in physical
education, and at North Hollywood High,
Pidge gained himself a first bit of fame as
an athlete. He played football with his
close friend, Jimmy Rogers, one of Will
Rogers’ boys, and one of his big moments
in recalling athletic prowess is the time he
“almost” beat Will Rogers Jr. in the
Southern California finals of a swimming
competition. He remembers swimming in

meets with Alan Ladd, too, and recalls him
as an expert diver.

IT WAS the part he played in Universal’s
' “We’ve Never Been Licked” which gave
movie-goers a chance to really “sit up and
take particular notice.”

The studio went into action. As soon as

his role in the Marine epic of Makin Island,

“Gung Ho,” was completed, he was cast,

at long last, in “Week-End Pass,” where

—

huzzah!—he gets the gal—and a very tasty

dish, too, the gal being Martha O’Driscoll.

But no matter how much his roles

change, his own personal life, with his own
personal—and plenty personable—heroine,
Maxine, will remain simple and unchanged.
Caviar and squab may be the order of

the evening for the glamour set who wine
and dine at Mocambo and Mike Romanoff’s,
but you ain’t heard nothin’ till you’ve
heard Pidge and Maxine smacking their

lips over the moose meat they had for

dinner the night before, sent down from
Uncle Wally’s lodge in Wyoming.
A hardy breed, the Beerys!

The End

Don't let your dollars dodge their duty—Put an extra hundred away in the Fourth War Loan.
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PtBECO PETE SAYS

:

’!inalte will' j n

1. Pebeco Powder

gives you 60% more
powder than the aver-

age of 6 other leading

tooth powders . . .

saves you money.

2 . Brightens teeth to

a lovely lustre. No
other dentifrice cleans

or polishes teeth better.

3 . Safe! No danger of

scratching tooth enamel,

for Pebeco contains no

gritty abrasives.

4 . Tastes peppy, too.

Makes mouth feel

minty-fresh. Get

Pebeco Powder today!

GMNTSizeomy^iCP
Big 10^ size, too

Alto Pebeco Tooth Paste . . . clean, refreshing flavor ... 10)1 and 50t

Hr BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS *
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Your wishful dreams might become reality with an immediate investigation of
SIROIL. The distressing disfigurements of psoriasis might be greatly relieved and
your entire outlook on life altered by the use of SIROIL which has helped thousands
of others. So why not try SIROIL at once? SIROIL tends to remove the crusts and
scales of psoriasis which are external in character and located on the outer layer

of the skin. If or when your psoriasis lesions recur, light applications of SIROIL
will help keep them under control. Applied externally, SIROIL does not stain

clothing or bed linen, nor does it interfere in any way with your daily routine. Try
it. Certainly it’s worth a trial, particularly

since it’s offered to you on a two-weeks’- I Siroil Laboratories, Inc., Dept.M-2aDelroit26,Mich.
satisfaction-or-money-refunded basis.

1 sixoilofCanada, Ltd., Box 488. Windsor, Ont.

I Please seed me your free booklet oq Psoriasis.

Q|P|\|| FOR SALE AT ALL i NAME
OlllwILi DRUG STO R ES

I

Wrilt todayfor interesting booklet on Psoriasis, using coupon— ! CITY STATE —

HERE’S THE

HOSPITALIZATION
PLAN

YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FORT

j
P A DAY
” GIVES YOU THESE

REMARKABLE BENEF’TS

IN CASE OF S.CKNESS

OR ACCIDENT
'

a, Expenses paid, up to •

r Expense paid, up to .
» ’ » *

»’««es

,.t wait tor «°"^;®h“vebeenwi^ed"o^

S ^Only 3 cents a day gweo
fndivlduala

n oI mind wnetb Jar
more,

eligible.

rCOU^OHTODAV.
H0.L.nt*mV..^-M..

Family Mutual Life Insurance Co. M-2
Wilmington^ Del.

Please send, without obligation to me, complete inform
maiion on your Economical Hospitalization Plan,

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY - STATE-

FORM

Don’t be ernbarrassed by a flat, undeveloped
or sagging silhouette. Do as thousands oi
other women just like yourself are doing.
They have learned how to bring out the
loveliest contours of their figures, whatever
their bust faults. Now you, too, can do the
same . . . safely, easily and positively.

Highly Endorsed by Many Doctors
Your flat bustline can be amazingly beautified

Into full and alluring contours. Or, if you are th©
pendulous type, it can be rounded into high and
youthful loveliness. All you have to do is follow
the easy directions on exercise, massage, brasslereoc
diet, etc., given in the great medically-endorso^
book. THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BUST CULTU
Adopt these simple, self-help measures at once
your bust will positively appear full, firm _
shapely . . . the proud glamorous curves wbloAi
make you more attractive than ever.

Our Offer—Send No Money
You can now obtain this unique book by A. F. Nle.
moeller, A.B., M.A., B.S., at a remarkable price
reduction. Formerly $3.50. Now only $1.98. Ouar.
anteed harmless. Amazing lifetime results. Money
back if not delighted. SEND NO MONEY. Just maii
coupon NOW.

HOUsir "DeptT“340“*
""

50 West 17th Street. New York 11, N. V.
Send the COMPLETE GUIDE TO BUST CULTURE in
plain package. On delivery I will pay postman $1.98
plus few cents oostage. If not satisned I may return
it within ten days and my $1.98 will be refunded.

Address
CHECK HERE if you want to save postage. En-

^ I J close SI.98 with coupon and we ship prepaid.^ Canadian orders $2.50 in advance.

Crazy in Love

(Continued from page 47) night before.

He hadn’t phoned, said Lisl. He hadn’t
written. He just hadn’t shown up—after
pleading to see her again. Managing to
loosen his tied tongue, the smitten mam
again explained, Lisl relented and they had
a party of their own, a deux, feasting on
the leftovers from the night before. Lisl

has never been sure that her Paul did
not mistake the date on purpose so that
they could be alone and Paul, being a
diplomat, a gentleman and a knowledg-
able wooer, has never denied it.

W HEN John Loder first dated Hedy
Lamarr, he was living at Peyton Hall,

in Hollywood, a good fifteen miles from
Hedy’s hilltop home in Benedict Canyon.
John didn’t mind driving the miles and
miles to reach his journey’s-end-and=
lovers’-meeting, but the OPA minded for

him. So, when it became clear to John
that he would be driving into the hilk
seven evenings a week, he decided to move
and checked in at the Beverly Hills Hotel,

a scant two miles from his Mecca.
After his next date, John left Hedy’s housa

late in the evening, drove through the Can-
yon on the wheels of love. Then, bemused,
past the Beverly Hills Hotel he went down
Sunset Boulevard, parked in front of Pey-
ton Hall, put a key that didn’t fit into th«
lock of an apartment that no longer be-
longed to him! With a start, and just in
time, he came to and silently slunk away.
Then all the way back to the Beverly HilJa

Hotel he drove, grateful that no one could
see the foolish grin upon his normally
dignified countenance.
He’d been in love before, John told

Fearless and had always remembered
things. “But it was never this kind oJ
love,” the head-over-heels-in-love Loder
diagnosed his own case. “It was this kind
of love that made me do the completely
crazy thing of forgetting where I lived!”

D olores, hope was singing in a night
club in New York when Bob asked her

for the first date. Making sure there
would be no misunderstanding the tim®
or the place. Beau Hope arranged with
Dolores to come by the Club at eleven
o’clock and they would go on from there.
Dolores was, she admits, in such a fever
of anticipation and excitement that sh®
dressed herself up in her prettiest and
went through the show with her eyes om
the clock. At eleven o’clock, on the spH4
second. Bob strolled in—with a beautifnl
blonde on his arm.
Dolores saw all shades of red. There

was no explanation made; Robert merely
introduced the girls. The three sat down
to some very forced conversation. Dolores
burned through the floor show while Bob
noted the degree of the burn with sly
satisfaction.. It was not until closing time
that a pal of Bob’s walked in, was intro-
duced as the blonde’s husband, thus sav-
ing Dolores from succumbing to homicidal
mania with that Innocent, Robert, as tlhi<s

victim thereof.
Loretta Young, when in the throes, th©

first fine and frenzied ones, of her ro-
mance with husband Tom Lewis, likewis“5

suffered aberrations of her normally plen-
tiful wits. One dreaming day she parked
her car in the space back of a neighborhood
grocery store, did her shopping and walked
home with her packages. The next morn-
ing when she went to the garage to ge1t

her car, it wasn’t, of course, there. Out-
raged, Loretta reported “Car Stolen” to th®

The safest investment in the world h
America. Fourth War Loan.
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Auto Club and to the police and had all the
authorities on a hot hunt. Two days later,

she walked into the grocery store again,

foimd her car, dusty but undisturbed, in

the lot where she had left it and, redder

I

than the rose, reported “Car Found” to

the bewildered authorities.

I ... And there was a New Year’s Eve

j

during their courting days when, believing

I

her Tom to be in New York, Loretta joined

i
a party of friends at Lake Arrowhead for

the holiday. At nine p.m., or thereabouts,

i

came a call from Hollywood. Tom had
flown out to see the New Year in with his

beloved. Whereupon Loretta threw on a
coat, wrapped a scarf around her head and
drove through the night, dark as death,
cold as the polar regions, snow on those
precipitous roads, no skid chains on the

I

car, to make that midnight rendezvous.

I

“That New Year’s Eve,” Loretta said, “I

knew I was in love, and how I was in love,

or I would never have done so reckless,

so crazy, so dangerous a thing!”

It was love at first sight when Frances
Neal and Van Heflin met at a party where
Frances was hostess. In the kitchen, away
from the rest of the world, Frances volun-
teered to make Van some hot coffee. WhUe
it brewed, the two young people remained

I

in the kitchen and, er, talked. Recollecting
herself eventually, Frances decided the
coffee must be finished, started to pour,
found she had forgotten to put coffee in
the pot and was pouring plain hot water!

AN extraordinary sensible young woman^ when not “hexed” is young star Susan
Peters. But during the period of her en-

j

gagement to Richard Quine, M-G-M’s Sue
threw judgment out the casement window,
defied dimensional space by gifting her
Richard with objects, animate and inani-
mate, which could not possibly be coaxed,
wedged or forced into his two-by-four
apartment. Dick is very fond of animals.
Accordingly, Susan presented him with a
full-grown great Dane. Dick spent the
night of the Dane’s arrival in the foyer.

Next day the animal listened to another
master’s voice.

Again, Susan presented her love with a
' honey bear which instantly revealed such
I a ferocious disposition that it, too, was
i promptly returned from whence it came.

Common sense is scrapped, caution goes

I

overboard when, in Hollywood, Cupid
takes the controls ... as when, after pro-
posing to his dark Eloise, Pat O’Brien fol-

lowed up with a wire every half-hour,
begging for an affirmative answer. “Will
you?” he telegraphed. “Please say yes,

ma’am!” “I can’t live without you!” and
the like. Said Eloise, reminiscently, “That’s
what I call being plenty crazy. Because

i

when we did get married, we had exactly
1 forty bucks between us, Pat having spent
I ten dollars of our original nest egg selling

me something I’d already decided the mo-
ment he asked me!”
Ah, well, love strikes them with moon-

madness, one and all. Take the dear girls

who go in for a spot of cradle-snatching.
Most of them have been in pictures for
years. They are sophisticated and, let’s

face it, adult women, yet once they are
wed to their young IDan Cupids they go
awfully pixie-pie, wear playsuits and
dirndls and caper. Of the rather large
group which recently broke out with
the cradle-snatching rash, one big-name
star who formerly kept her private life in
purdah, is known these days in Hollywood
as “Caprice,” for she now dances, clings
and kisses in public with the imabashed
abandon of a high-school miss on her first

heavy date.

RIGHT IN

YOUR OWN
HOME

, . .4

COMPLETE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

IT’S EASY!

CONVENIENT!
ECONOMICAL!

"CHIC" Permanent Wave Home Kits include every-

thing you need for beautiful, long-lasting hair curls and

waves. "CHIC” is safe to use for women and children.

No experience needed, no machines, no electricity or

driers. Just follow simple illustrated directions furnished

with every package. "CHIC" Home Kit at 59c also

Includes "CHIC" finest quality Shampoo and Wave Set.

hie' at all

DRUG, DEPARTMENT,
and VARIETY STORES

a
DoYOuWant 1 1 A 11%

LONGER HA KJosttrythiflsystomonyonr
hairTdays and see ifyouareaBaWMi^B^*
really enjoying the pleasure of attractlv*
hair that sooften captures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER
are normal and thedry, brittle,breakingofF hair

can be retarded, it has a chance toget longer and
much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENE
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.

Send $1.00. (If <J. O. D. postage extra). Ful^
guaranteed. Moneybackif you'renot delighted.

JUEL CO.. 1930 Irving Park Rd.. Dept. A-610. Chftago 13, III.

WOMEN-

WHY

SUFFER

Avoid monthly suffering

by easing periodic pain.

1 to 4 tablespoonfuls of
Dr. Siegert’s Angostura
bitters in a little water,
hot or cold, is pleasant
to take and women the
world over have been
gratified with the re-
sults. Buy Angostura in

any drug store.

from Famous HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
Just to get acquainted,we will make you a beautiful profession-
al 5x7 enlargement FREE of any snapshot, photo or negative.
Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and clothing, and get our
bargain offer for having your enlargement beautifully hand-

colored in oil andmounted in a handsome frame.Your original returned.
Please enclose 10<> for handling and mailing. Act now! Offer limited to U.S.A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS H°0 L LY^O F cTr

FULL OF FIDGET5,
NERVE5 ARE TEN5E,
CAN'T 5IT $TILL

A MINUTE

DR. MILES

NERVINE
The hurry, worry, noise, confusion and ex-

citement of modern living, put an extra

strain'on the nervous system. When nervous-
ness makes you Jittery, Cranky,Wakeful, try

Dr. Miles Nervine
Dr. Miles Nervine is made in liquid or effer-

vescent tablet form, both equally effective.

Get it at your drug store. Read directions

and use only as directed. Effervescent tab-

lets 35c and 75c,liquid 25c and $1.00.

MILES LABORATORIES, INC., Elkhart, Ind.

TAKE5 A GtA55 OF
MILES NERVINE,
FINDS CALM AND
COMFORT IN IT.
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Take Orders from Friends for Beautiful

Dresses at Sensationally Low Prices

No Experience or Money Needed—
Use Your Spare Time!

Here is a delightful, easy, spare time occupation for
married women (and a few ambitious single women)
who will welcome the opportunity to turn their idle
hours into cash—and at the same time get their own
personal dresses and other wearing apparel FREE as a
bonus, without paying one single penny! Imagine
showing your friends and neighbors a
vast, complete selection of newest, gor-
geous frocks for spring and summer

—

more than 100 styles, all sizes, and
scores of fabrics in the season's latest
colors and patterns! You know they’ll
be fascinated, especially when you
mention the AMAZINGLY LOW
PRICES and the PROMPT DE-
LIVERY.

Use Your Own Home
as Headquarters

Many thousands of women, young
and old, living in every part of

the United States, in big cities

and in small towns, are adding
many welcome dollars to their in-
comes—and earning their personal
wardrobes—by the remarkable
Harford Frocks Plan. When your
friends and neighbors see the
beauty of the styles, learii the
LOW MONEY-SAVING PRICES, ^ .

see the COMPLETENESS of the jf'
selection and the many dozens r
of styles they can pick from—
they’ll be mighty happy to give
you their orders. Not only do

;

you make a handsome cash
commission on every order you
take, but you also earn gener-
ous credit towards your
own personal dresses and
other wearing apparel,
and that’s how you can
be “the best dressed wo-
man in town’’ without
laying out one single
cent.

You Offer a
COMPLETE Line

of Wearing Apparel
Yes, more than 1(^0 dif-
ferent dresses, all the very
latest styles—but in addi-
tion, the Harford Frocks
line contains hosiery, lin-
gerie, sportswear, suits,
children’s clothing, etc.
Imagine giving your cus-
tomers the opportunity to
select all their wearing
apparel needs at money-
saving prices, in the com-
fort and privacy of their
own homes without tedi-
ous shopping, without us-
ing gasoline, without ex-
pending precious time! No
w<mder Harford Frocks
salespeople everywhere
are . reporting phenomenal
success!

Gorgeous Style
Presentation FREE

STYLE 376

Cotton and
Rayon woven
Black and

White Check
— black Rayon
Poplin yoke
and border.
Sizes 11 to 19.

S398

FREE
Just mail the coupon be-
low and you’ll receive in
a few days the glorious
presentation of Harford
Frocks styles for spring and
summer ABSOLUTELY
FREE. No money to pay
now or any time. Get the
fashion figures illustrated
in full colors and the
scores of actual samples of
the fabrics—all FREE. Be
sure to give your dress size^^
and age for quick action.

HARFORD FROCKS. INC.
Dept. A-7. Cincinnati, Ohio

ffmmmmmmmmmmmmm
HHARFORD frocks. INC., Dept. A-7,
^CiPcinnati, Ohio.

_ Send me the new . _ _

style Presentation ABSOLUTELY
Hat once to earn money in spare time and
*sonal wardrobe too.

H Name .

.

" Address

City

W

ai\d Summer —
want to start
get my per- g

,
My age Is

.... State

My dress size Is
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When Alan Marshal was courting Mary
Borel, he once, in a skittish mood, sent a
huge corsage of vegetables, onions pre-
dominating. It was properly done up, rib-
bons, lace ruff, etc., and Alan was prop-
erly done in when Mary stepped out with
him, wearing her corsage.
Wherever they went, people passed,

sniffed, sneezed, made faces, hurried by,
while Mary laughed and Alan burned.

DETTY GRABLE’S “seizure” took a
^ slightly different form. After her trip

East when she and Harry James decided on
the all-important step of marriage, Betty
agreed upon the desert town of Las Vegas,
Nevada, for her nuptials, provided she
could be married in a church saturated
with gardenias. Nothing else would do.

So every, petal was shipped from Los
Angeles—and the simple little desert
church became a strange and wonderful
sight. But it was never ordained to wit-
ness the marriage of Betty and Harry.
For when Harry’s train was delayed the
sleepy minister went to bed and Betty had
to become Mrs. James in the reception
room of a Las Vegas hotel—but not before
she had snatched a few of her precious
posies from the dark and empty church

—

just enough to say she was married with
gardenias!

Shortly after Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell began dating, Dick was bedded with
the flu and there arrived, one day, the
world’s strangest posy consisting of “stems”
of coke bottles, with blooming red flowers
made of ribbon, a spray of cigarettes and
sticks and sticks of chewing gum, all

wired together to emulate a huge bou-
quet. The doctor having told Dick that his
beverages must be fruit juices, that he
must not smoke and that everything but
aspirin gum was out, Love’s little gift

was forthwith distributed to the neigh-
borhood kids by its feverish recipient.

Recently, when Peggy Ryan’s Sergeant
Ray Hirsch couldn’t get up from San Diego
to keep a Saturday-night date with the
Peg of his heart, he sent, in his place,
four tired-looking Marines to serenade
her with “I’m Dreaming Tonight Of My
Blue Eyes” and a box of what appeared
to be extravagantly long-stemmed roses
for, at both ends, yards and yards of stems
protruded. When opened the box revealed
thirteen wilted sweet peas!

Slightly mad, Hollywood. Slightly de-
lirious. Especially when in love. But then
—let’s hope—aren’t we all?

The End.

This is

what you want to know about
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See the story

by one of his closest friends

^rr-ldela <=S/. ^Johns

Comin;> soon in Photoplay

In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty;

1 . Gives lustrous highlights.

2 . Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4 . Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sell toilet goods_

25^ for 5 rinses

lOfS for 2 rinses

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse

MAKE MONEY COLOR KC PHOTOS
ascinating new occupation quickly -

*arned by average manor woman,Work
all or spare time. Easy to understand meth
d brings out natural, life-likecolors. Many t ,

—

while learning. No canvassing
Free Book tells bow to make sood
money doing this delightful home
work for studios, stores, indivm-
oals and friends. Send today for

your copy. No obligation.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL

Easy
to

Learn

fiJVew! , ,

^^*'^£ontains no soap, oil, fat. Leaves sweaters^

infants’ wear soft, fluffy, really clean. Made for

wool by a wool firm. At art needlework, notion and

other depts. of leading stores and chains 2St
WOOIFOAM CORP.. 10 W. 20"> ST.. NEW YORK II. N. V.

ITCHING SKIN
DoThis for Quick Relief

Does the almost unbearable
itching of externally-caused, ec-
zema make you want to scratch.
Scratch, SCRATCH? Would
you like to see that fiery redness

subside quickly and the scaly skin be-
come soft and smooth? Get a 25c or 60c
jar of Sayman Salve and apply this
medicated ointment to the affected areas
tonight. Let it help qmckly ease the
tormenting itching and painful soreness.

SAYMAN SALVE
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WiNX brings out the natural beauty

and charm of your eyes—enlivens your

whole appearance—gives you a new,
fascinating loveliness. TryWiNX today.

WiNX Mascara (either solid or creamy)

makes lashes appear darker, longer,

more luxuriant. For complete eye

make-up use WiNX Eyebrow Pencil

and WiNX Eye Shadow. All are water-

resistant, easy to use. Insist on WiNX
for finer quality. At drug, department
or 10^ stores.

FOR LOVELY EYES I

KITCHEH TOWELS

Hollywood Locket

GIVEN***^

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS

Smart,
new, yel-
low ^old

finish, sweetheart design,
Hollywood Locket GIVEN for
selling just 5 boxes of our

wonderful Spot Remover and
Cleaner at 25c each and returning

the money collected. We trust you.
Write today giving your name and

address. Nothing to ouy. Your package
comes by return mall.

Dept. 40-K. Jefferson, Iowa

OSWALD RABBIT Ar^ ALWAYS "Funny/
Screen several OSWALD
RABBIT Animated Car-
toons next time you en-

. tertain family and friends.
' W \ Packed with laughable^ escapades. Show also an
[
W /r^ AVIATION feature for

4/ added thrills!

OSWALD FEATURES
Adventures in Dreamland 12>A
G-Man Oswald t3-A
Bo peep’s Sheep 14-A
Oswald the Hunter 17-A
Above in 50 ft. 8MM at $1.25,
and 100 ft. 16MM at $2.50.

Show also a Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Three
Monk^s and Bosko cartoon. Stage a HOME
MOVIE show often.

At Your Dealers. Write for Catalog and Prices to:

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES. INC.
6060 Sunset Blvd., Dept. 120-0, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Casts of Current Pictures

AROUND THE WORLD—RKO: Kay, Kay Ky-
ser; Mischa, Mischa Auer; Joan, Joan Davis; Marcy,
Marcy McGuire; Georgia, Georgia Carroll; Ish, Ish
Kibibble; Harry, Harry Babbitt; Sully, Sully Mason;
Diana, Diana Pendleton; Judy, Judy Conway; Tur-
ner, Buford Turner; Mary Jane, Mary Jane Halsey;
Barclay, Joan Barclay; Margie, Margie Stewart;
Barbara, Barbara Hale; Rosemary, Rosemary La
Planche; Coleman, Barbara Coleman; Shirley, Shir-
ley O’Hara; Sidney, Sidney Logan; Clipper-Pilot,
Wally Brown; The General, Robert Armstrong; The
Countess, Joan Valerie; The Waiter, Chester Conk-
lin, Nasi Duelist, Ivan Lebedeff.

CROSS OF LORRAINE, THE—M-G-M: Paul,
Jean Pierre Aumont; Victor, Gene Kelly; Father
Sebastian, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; Francois, Richard
Whorf; Rodrigues, Joseph Calleia; Sergeant Berger,
Peter Lorre; Duval, Hume Cronyn; Louis, Billy Roy;
Major Bmill, Tonio Selwart; Jacques, Jack 'Lambert;
Pierre, Wallace Ford; Marcel, Donald Curtis; Rene,
Jack Edwards Jr.; Lieutenant Schmidt, Richard
Ryen; Corporal Daxer, Frederick Giermann.

CRY HAVOC—M-G-M: Lieutenant Smith, Mar-
garet Sullavan; Pat, Ann Sothern; Grace, Joan
Blondell; Captain Marsh, Fay Bainter; Flo Norris,
Marsha Hunt; Connie, Ella Raines; Helen, Frances
Gifford; Nydia, Diane Lewis; Andra. Heather Angel;
Sue, Dorothy Morris; Sadie, Connie Gilchrist; Steve,
Gloria Grafton; Luisita, Fely Franquelli.

FALCON AND THE COEDS, THE—RKO: Tom
Lawrence, Tom Conway; Vicky Gaines, Jean Brooks;
Dr. Graelich, George Givot; Mary, Isabel Jewell;
Margarita, Rita Corday; Harriet Keyes, Barbara
Brown; Jane, Amelita Ward; Beanie, Patti Brill;
Sarey Ann, Margaret Landry; Donovan, Cliff Clark;
Bates, Ed. Gargan; Harley, Ian Wolf; Goodwillie,
Olin Howlin; Pam. Dorothy Kelly; Mildred, Barbara
Lynn; Ellen, Elaine Riley.

FALSE COLORS— U. A.-Sherman: Hopalong
Cassidy, William Boyd; California Carlson, Andy
Clyde; Jimmy Rogers. Jimmy Rogers; Bud and Kit,
Tom Seidel; Faith, Claudia Drake; Foster, Douglas
Dumbrille; Rip, Bob Mitchum; Sonora, Glenn
Strange; Lefty, Pierce Lyden; Sheriff Martin, 'Roy
Barcroft; Judge Stevens, Sam Flint; Lawyer Griffen,
Earle Hodgins; Stevers, Elmer Jerome.

GANG’S ALL HERE, THE—20th Century-Fox:
Eadie Allen, Alice Faye; Dorita, Carmen Miranda;
Phil Baker, Himself; Benny Goodman and his or-

chestra, Themselves; Andrew Mason Sr., Eugene
Pallette; Mrs. Peyton Potter, Charlotte Greenwood;
Peyton Potter, Edward Everett Horton; Tony De
Marco, Himself; Serg. Andrew Mason Jr., James
Ellison, Vivian Potter, Sheila Ryan; Serg. Pat Casey,
Dave Willock; Specialty dancers, Miriam Lavelle,
Charles Saggan; Venson, George Dobbs; Waiter,
Leon Bclasco.

GANGWAY FOR TOMORROW—RKO : Lisette,
Margo; Wellington, John Carradine; Joe, Robert
Ryan; Mary, Amelita Ward; Bob Nolan, William
Terry; Fred Taylor, Harry Davenport; Burke, James
Bell; Jim Benson, Charles Arnt; Swallow, Alan Car-
ney; Sam, Wally Brown; Dan Barton, Erford Gage;
Colonel Mueller, Richard Ryen; Pete, Warren Hy-
mer; Driver, Michael St. Angel; Driver, Don Dilla-

way; Hank, Sam McDaniels; Radio Announcer, John
Wald.

HENRY ALDRICH HAUNTS A HOUSE—
Paramount: Henry Aldrich, Jimmy Lydon; Dizzy
Stevens, Charlie Smith; Elise Towers, Joan Morti-
mer; Mr. Aldrich, John Litel; Mrs. Aldrich, Olive
Blakeney; Mr. Bradley, Vaughn Glaser; Whit
Bidecker, Jackie Moran.

HIS BUTLER’S SISTER— Universal : Ann
Carter, Deanna Durbin; Charles Gerard, Franchot
Tone; Martin Carter, Pat O’Brien; Liz Campbell,
Evelyn Ankers; Severina, Elsa Janssen; Mortimer
Kalb, Walter Catlett; Popoff, Akim Tamiroff; Buzz,
Alan Mowbray; Emmet, Frank Jenks; Morena, Sig
Arno; Brophy, Andrew Tombes; Reeves, Hans
Conried.

JACK LONDON—U. A.: Jack London, Michael
O’Shea; Charmian, Susan Hayward; Freda Moloof,
Osa Massen; Prof. Hilliard, Harry Davenport; Old
Tom, Frank Craven; Mamie, Virginia Mayo; George
Brett, Ralph Morgan; Mammy Jenny, Louise Bea-
vers; Kerwin Maxwell, Jonathan Hale; Capt. Tanaka,
Leonard Strong; “Lucky Luke" Lannigan, Paul
Hurst; Scratch Nelson, Regis Toomey; Mike, Hobart
Cavanaugh; French Frank, Albert Van Antwerp;
Whiskey Bob, Ernie Adams; Red John, John Kelly;
Capt. Allen, Robert Homans; Richard Harding Davis,
Morgan Conway; James Hare, Edward Earle; Fred
Palmer, Arthur Loft; English Correspondent

,

Lums-
den Hare; American Correspondent, Brooks Bene-
dict; Geisha Dancer, Mei Lee Foo; Hiroshi, Robert
Katcher; American Consul, Pierre Watkin; Japanese
General, Paul Fung; Interpreter, Charlie Lung;
Theodore Roosevelt, Wallis Clark.

JIVE JUNCTION—PRC: Peter, Dickie Moore;
Claire, Tina Thayer; Gerra, Gerra Young; Jimmy,
Johnny Michaels; Grant, Jack Wagner; Miss Forbes,

Invest in Invasion—Fourth War Loan!

n new

7 ive yourself the glamour that makes hearts

beat faster, with TAYTON’S TECHNA-
TINT CAKE MAE:E-UP. You'll know why
this flattering new make-up is a Hollywood

favorite. It veils beauty-marring blemishes

• . . gives smooth complexion loveliness

without the slightest made-up appearance

— or any skin-drying effect whatever. See

how different your face looks—how radi-

antly alive with a soft, youthful glow!

You'll find thatTAYTON'S CAKE MAKE-
UP goes on just right in a new easy way and

stays on beautifully.Your complexion keeps

that adorable freshness for hours without

retouching! The six exclusive TAYTON
shades were created in nearest-to-skin

matching tones—tested with Technicolor

movie fijms, also in both daylight and arti-

ficial light. Getyear perfect shade and glori-

fy your complexion the Hollywood way.

Guest sizes, lOc

and 25c at

your lOc counter

^vTon's
CAKE

TflVTons

Amema s iv...

Glamorous

Cosmetics

HOLLYWOOD • CHICAGO 'NEW YORK

P

M
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Bedeck yourself in this charming, disarming,

completely feminine pinafore and watch that

gleam in his eye vote approval! Full, flaring

skirt—tightly fitting waistband to give you the

slenderest waist ever! Vivaciously trimmed-

with new, different scroll embroidery in white

wool. Lively "Harvard Square" Gabardine/
by Reliable*! Sizes 10 to 16. $5.98, plus postage.

BLOUSE—Flattering high neck—angelic bowl
Long, full sleeves! Heavy white rayon crepe.

Sizes 32 to 38. $3.98, plus postage.

Send no money. We mail C. O. D.

BETTY CO-ED of HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 574
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood (28), Colifornio

If you are not completely satisfied, we will gladly

refund your money.

PROMPT DELIVERY!

ORDER B MA L RC M HOLLYWOOD

BETTY Ce-ED of HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 574

6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood (28), Californio

Please send Pinafore, at $5.98, plus postoge.

Cherry Red Q Novy Q Green Q Ton Q Brown Q Pilot Blue

(Please mork 111 and 2nd choice)

Size: 10 12 14 16
< oT,'

Blouse, at $3.98, plus postage. Size: 32 34 36 38
(Pleose c

Name_

plainly)

Sifeet_

City

Jan Wiley; Cubby, Beverly Boyd; Marilofiian, Bill

Halligan; Frank, Johnny Duncan; Chick. Johnny
Clark; Fehcr, Frederick Feher; Mary, Caral Ashley;
Girl, Odessa Laurin; Sheriff, Bob McKenzie.

MADAME CURIE— M-G-M: Madame Curie.
Greer Garson; Pierre Curie, Walter Pidgeon; Eiinene
Curie, Henry Travers; Professor Jean Perot, Albert
Basserman; David LcGros. Robert Walker; Lord
Kelvin, C. Aubrey Smith; Mnie. Eur/ene Curie Sr.,
Dame May Whitty; President of University, Victor
Francen; Mmc. Perot, EUa liasserman; Dr. Becque-
rel, Reginald Owen; Reporter, Van Johnson; Irene,
Margaret O’Brien.

MINESWEEPER— Paramount: Jim Smith,
Richard Aden; Mary Smith, Jean Parker; Elliot,
Russell Hayden; Mrs. Smith, Emma Dunn; “Fixit",
Guinn “Big Boy” Williams; Commander Lane.
Charles D. Brown; Lt. Gilpir, Frank Fenton; Corney
IVelcIi, Chick Chandler; Lt. Wells, Douglas Fowley;
Cox, Ralph Sanford.

OLD ACQUAINTANCE — Warners: Katherine
Marlozve, Bette Davis; Millie Drake, Miriam Hop-
kins; Rudd Kendall, Gig Young; Preston Drake,
John Loder; Dcirdre, Dolores Moran; Lucian Grant,
Philip Reed; Charlie Archer, Roscoe Karus; Belle
Carter, Anne Revere; Harriet, Esther Dale; Marqaret
Kemp, IMarjorie Hoshelle; Deirdre, as a Child,
Francine Rufo.

SO’S YOUR UNCLE—Universal: Minerva, Billie
Bxxvkt', Steve Curtis, Donald Woods; Pat Williams,
Elyse Knox; Joe Elliott, Frank Jenks; Roger Bright,
Robert Lowrey; Dempster, Irving Bacon; Dinzviddie,
Chester Clute; John L. Curtis, Paul Stanton; and
Mary O’Brien, The Tailor Maids, The Delta Rhythm
Boys, Jan Garber and His Orchestra.

SWING FEVER—M-G-M: Lozvell Blackford. Kay
Kyser; Ginger Gray, Marilyn Maxwell; “Waltzy”
Malone, William Gargan; "Killer” Kennedy, Nat
Pendleton; Lena Horne, herself; Nick Sirocco,
Curt Hois; Dan Conlon, Morris Ankrum; Dr. Clyde
L. Star, Andrew Tonibes; "Rags”, Maxie Rosen-
bloom; Mr. Nagen. Clyde Fillmore: Lois, Pamela
Blake; Kid Mandell, Lou Nova; "Sledgehammer”

,

Jack Ropers; The Merriel Afibott Dancers and Kay
Kyser and his Orchestra.

WHERE ARE YOUR CHILDREN ? — Mono-
gram: Danny, Jackie Cooper; Judy. Gale Storm;
Linda, Patricia Morison; Judge Evans, John Litel;
Nell. Gertrude Michael; Jim, Anthony Ward; Herb,
Neal Marx; Opal, Evelynne Eaton; Halstead, Addi-
son Richards; Matron, Sarah Edwards; Mrs. Cheston,
Betty Blythe; Jerry, Jimmy Zaner ; Ca^’^ar, Charles
Williams; Secretary, Marian Maguire.

WOMEN IN BONDAGE— Monogram: Margot,
Gail Patrick; Toni, Nancy Kelly; Heins Radtke,
Bill Henry; Ruth, Tala Rirell; Gertrude, Gertrude
Michael: Otto, Alan Baxter; Crete. Maris Wrixon;
Herta, Rita Quigley; Dr. Mensch, Felix Basch;
Pastor Rens, H. B. Warner; Deputy, Anne Nagel;
Gladys, Mary Forbes; District Leader, Frerleric

Brunn; Ernst, Roland .Varno; Corp. Mueller, Ralph
Linn; Litsl, Francine Bordeaux: Blonde, Aune
Franks; Grandmother. Gesila Werbiseck.

photographed celeb-

rities do. Guard against straying hair by using
Grip-Tuth Hairtainers* to hold every hair-

style securely in place. Hairtainers rhake
hair stay put. Exclusive spring-tooth action

gently, but firmly, grips and holds every type
coiffure. Card of two (or one extra length) 25c
at beauty salons, chain and department stores.^

DIADEM, INC., LEOMINSTER, MASS., DEPTJ-2
*Trade Marks reg. D. S. PafenfOffice

NASAL JELLY. At druggists. FREE SAMPLE. if
Kondon's, Dept. B>16, 2608 Nicollet, MioDeapolis S.Mina. -_A

To the lovely little bonnet

WILL YOU WEAR THIS SUIT

and Make up to $12 ina Day!
Let roe send yon a anion tailored to measure suit FREE
AS A BONUS. Just follow my easy plan and take a few
orders. Make up to $12 in a day easily. No experience
~no house-to-house canvassing necessary. Big
opportunity—full or spare time.

Send for Samples—FREE OF COST. Write today
for FREE ACTUALCLOTH SAMPLES and “sure-fire’*
money-gettingpians. Forquick action giveage, etc. Sena
no money. H. J. Collin, PROGRESS TAILORING CO.*
SOO So. ThroopSt.f Dept.B-335. Chicago. III.

worn by

can 7,ontauce

on the striking cover of

March Photoplay

Watch for it!—and for a

big close-up

of the little things in her life

By

TEN
DAYS
ITRIAL

Sterling Silver
The ring that grows in
attractiveness and sen-
timent the longer it is
worn. No other gift is
quite so appreciated.
This genuine Sterling
Silver ring is extra wide
and beautifully em-
bossed with the very
newest “Forget-Me-
Not” design with
two pendant hearts
suitable for engrav-
ing initials of loved
ones. The ring of
romance and true
friendships.

Send No Money
-Just name, address and ring

size. Your package sent im-
mediately and you pay postman

only ,^1.95 plus a few cents mail-
ing cost and tax, on arrival.
Wear 10 days on money back
guarantee. Suppl.v limited.
Send today. EMPIRE DIA-
MOND CO., Dept. 3-A, Jeffer-
son, Iowa.
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Rinse

iaULf

Gives a Tiny Tint

^Remove!
thi|
dull
film]

1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2 . Used after shampooing— your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3 .
Instantly gives the soft, lovely

effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . .
.
plus a

tiny tint

—

in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper 8. Golden Blonde
3. Sable Brown 9. Topaz Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn
$. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4 . The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all

new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint... Over 40 million

packages have been sold...Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25<-— or send for a
FREE SAMPLE i—

Golden Glint Co.tSeattle,14, Wash. t Box 3366-A -SB

Please send color No. as listed above.

Name^

Address _

GOLDEN GLINT

FREE ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted with)

new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
one snapshot print or negative,

_
photo or

picture to SxlO inches—FREE—if you en-
close this ad. (10c for handling and return
mailing appreciated.) Information on hand
tinting in natural colors sent immediately.
Your original returned with your free en-
largement. Send it today.
GEPPERT STUDIOS, OepU 146, Des Moines, la.

BeYourOwn MUSKTeocher
LEARN AT HOME FOR LESS THAN 7c A DAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
"numbers” or trick music. Some of our 750,000 students
47* band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
JTlrat you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you

Soon you may become an excellent musician.
M«ll coupon for our illustrated Free Book and Print and Pio-
twe Sample. Mention your favorite instrument. U. S,
9choot of Music. 3062 Brunswick Bldg.. N. Y. 10. N. Y«

School of Music, 3062
Please send me Free Booklet
1 would like to play (Name

Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
; and Print and Picture Sample.
Instrument).

Have you

Addre.qn
Please Print

The Shadow Stage
(Continued jrom 'page 22)

Old Acquaintance
(Warner Brothers)

It's About: A friendship that endured man-y
trials.

WOMEN will love every minute of this

three-way, no, four-way love story

that involves much self-renunciation and
self-sacrifice on the part of Bette Davis. On
such things do women squander their

hearts’ emotions! But men may find it

tedious and overly long. Or be so inspired
with John Loder’s courage they’ll walk
right off and leave their wives.
At any rate, it’s beautifully set, acted

and directed, with Bette giving under-
standing and strength to her role of the
writer who throughout the years remains
loyal to her weaker friend.
Miriam Hopkins gives an amazingly fine

performance as the nagging friend. The
nervous hysteria, the jealousy and pettiness

that fill her mind and life, all seem an
integral and inseparable part of her char-
acter, so cleverly does she manipulate
the role.

The story, too talky by far, opens with
Bette, a novelist, coming to visit and re-
new her friendship with Miriam. Prompted
by jealousy, Miriam also takes up writing,
proves a success, and eventually loses her
husband, John Loder, with her self-cen-
tered selfishness. Bette renounces Loder’s
love for her out of friendship for Miriam
and as the years pass she also loses her
younger lover. Gig Young, to Loder’s
daughter.
Loder seems to have been miscast as

the average American husband, but he
does a good job with the material pro-
vided. Dolores Moran as the daughter
shows promise for a newcomer.

Your Reviewer Says: For auld lang syne.

Women In Bondage (Monogram)

It's About: The degeneration of women
under Hitlerism.

LIERE is a surprisingly good little film,
' ' one that holds attention and commands
respect. Formerly titled “Hitler’s Women”
(a better choice, if you ask us), the story
deals with Gail Patrick, wife of a German
aviator, who is made a Section Leader,
under supervision of Gertrude Michael, of
a group of teen-age girls forced to submit
to Nazi soldiers for breeding purposes, torn
from their own sweethearts because of
minor physical disabilities and treated in
general as cattle.

Gradually Miss Patrick rebels and aids
Nancy Kelly, one of the victims, in having
her baby baptized in the church and later
helps her escape retribution.

It is then that Gertrude Michael orders
Miss Patrick to have a child by her
brother-in-law, Alan Baxter, her own hus-
band being stationed at the Russian front.
Rather than agree to this degrading edict
Miss Patrick exposes lights during an air
raid by American fliers, causing the town
and her home to be bombed.
A great deal of the picture’s punch has

been lost in the underplaying by certain
characters and the lack of climactic build-
up. Also, the theme is familiar to audi-
ences, having been told before in “Hitler’s
Children.”
Alan Baxter, Anne Nagel, Tala Birell,

Build for the future he's fighfing for.

Fourth War Loart.

bboadloom

744^

OLD
RUGS

a4td QlotUUuf

SA VE to Ys
It's all so Eas'y! Free Catalog tells how ma-
terial is picked up at your door by Freight or

Express at our expense—how we shred, merge,

reclaim the valuable materials, picker, bleach,

card, spin, redye and weave into lovely, deep-

textured Broadloom Rugs woven Reversible for

double wear and luxury. Sizes to fit all rooms,

CHOICE: of popular solid colors, rich tweed

blends, 18th Century floral and leaf designs,

Early American, Oriental patterns, ovals.

FACTORY-to-You ! You risk nothing by a

trial. Over two million customers. We have no

agents. *Sorry if War Work causes temporary

delays, hut Olson Rugs are worth waiting for.

Write Today!
Chicago New York S’Frisct

FREE
Rug Book,
Decorating

Guide

In Full Color

Mail Coupon

^ or Ic
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YOUR PILLOW KNOWS
Your pillow gets as close to your hair

as anything does—so just check it for

unpleasant odors. Remember, your

scalp perspires just as your skin does

—and it’s easy to offend with scalp

odor—and not know it.

To make sure your hair doesn’t

drive people away, shampoo regularly

with Packers Pine Tar Shampoo. It

contains pure, medicinal pine tar

—

works wonders with scalp odor and
oily hair. The delicate pine scent does

its work—then disappears.

Start using Packers tonight and be

safe—with clean, fresh scalp . . . soft,

lustrous hair. You can get Packers

Pine Tar Shampoo at

any drug, department
or ten-cent store.

Don't
for the stubborn, ugly V
embarrassing scaly sKin '

disease Psoriasis. Apply
non*staining D e r m o i I .

Thousands do for scaly
^ots on body or scalp,
firateful users, often after
years of suffering, report .

the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared . ^
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. _

is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agrees
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re-
funded without question. Send lOc (stamps or coin) for gen-
erous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test”. Test
it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for your

«>I9}S

Mary Forbes and Bill Henry complete the
cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Gripping and gruesome.

Minesweeper (Paramount)

It's About: A black sheep who proves him-
self a hero.

N OW it’s the mine sweepers that come
in for glorification and a good job they

do of it, too. Richard Arlen, an Annapolis
graduate who has run out on duty when
gambling debts catch up with him, enlists

on the mine sweeper and gives up his life

dismantling a new type of Jap mine.
Guinn “Big Boy” Williams, who also

proves himself a hero when he sacrifices

his life for Arlen, is so good. Jean Parker,
Frank Fenton and Russell Hayden aid in
the telling of the story.

Your Reviewer Says: Fair enough.

Swing Fever

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

It's About: An orchestra leader with an
evil eye.

P
ICTURE Kay Kyser as an unsuspecting
hick who ventures into New York to

sell a tone poem and remains to put the
evil eye on a prize fighter. Then picture a
crooked fight manager, William Gargan,
who discovers Kay’s hypnotic eye and uses
him to put the “eye” on a fighter in order
that his own contestant may win. (In

order to keep Kay handy they give him
an orchestra to direct which proves a hit.)

Then picture cute little Marilyn Maxwell
as the gal who lures Kay on, Maxie Ros-
enbloom and Nat Pendleton as the fighters.

Curt Bois as a comic, and Lena Horne
tossed in for a number; picture all this,

we urge, and then stay home and listen

to the radio, for none of it adds up to

anything worth while.

Your Reviewer Says: Students— class dis-
missed!

Jive Junction (P. R. C.)

It's About: High-school bands who want to

make a camp tour.

N eatly written, directed and acted is

this young-as-a-flower-in-May story
of a high-school band leader who conceives
the idea of launching a junior canteen for
the entertainment of service men. This
leads to a contest among school bands to

decide which will be chosen to make a
camp tour. After many disappointments
our own boy and his band wins.
Dickie Moore is very good as the mu-

sician, but Gerra Young, a fifteen-year-old
youngster who makes her singing debut,
is the hit of the show.
The story has a lot of get-up-and-go, the

kind young audiences love.

Your Reviewer Says: Nice going.

Bu+ler's Sister (Universal)

It's About: The love story of a housemaid
and her employer.

CHARM is the keynote, laughter the
motive, entertainment the result. It’s

not often one finds all three in one film,

but the quaintly original story, the en-
trancing loveliness of Miss Durbin, the

It's Safe to invest in Victory.

Fourth War Loan.

^oqledq %

PAPER shelving

Saves More Essential

War Material
Big needs are fats, fuel, metal, labor

. . . none consumed when you use this

modern shelving. Never sees a wash-

tub; lies flat without tacks. Trouble-

free, curl-proof, thrifty.

FEET

•Beg.TT. g. Pat Off.

By makers of ROYLIES Paper D

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book. “Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 43 years. BenJ. N. Bogue.
Dept. 1156, Circle Tower. Indianapolis 4, Ind.

High School Course
at Home Many finish in 2 Years

t

Go as rapidly as year time and abilities permit. Eqai^lent to re^
dent school work— prepares for collet entrance exams. Standara
H. S. texts BDppI led. Diploma awards. Credit for H. S. subjects
completed. Single eobjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

lAmerican School, Dpt.H392, OrexelatSSth. Chicago 37

^ NEW CHEMICAL MITT
Sensational 1 DRY Window Cleaner! Uses'^^ nowater.DO
messy liquids. Chemically Treated. Simply glide over win-
dows; leaves glass sparkling clear. Mo neating water, no

.heavy buckets to carry. No rags, powders, sponges, cham-— ois. No mess or muss. No red chapped bands. Dust, dirt, grime,
fog disappear like magic. Wonderful for auto windowa, wiTidanieldat

SAMPLES FOR AGENTS gSPJ?e,f X
send name at once. A penny postal will do. SEND NO MONEY—
iuti your name, KRISTEC CO., 447 Bar Street, AKRON, OHIO*

Money Back
If BLACKHEADS
Don’t Disappear

Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this

evening—use as directed before going to bed—look

for big improvement in the morning. In a few days

surface blemishes, muddiness, freckles, even pim-

ples of outward origin should be gone. A clearer,

whiter, smoother looking skin. Sold on money back

guarantee at all drug, department and Sc-lOc stores

or send 50c, plus Federal Tax, to Golden Peacock
Co., Inc., Dept. MWG-4, Paris,
Tenn., for regular 50c jar postpaid.

Golden Peacock
BLEACH CREME
25 Million J.Tt". fllr<-lrfv Usort
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,
- .forsimpleheadachestrya“BC’*

I HeadachePowder.Itsfastworkmg

prescription-type
ingredients help

soothe minor headache
and ne^^-^

gic pain. Keep a^package handyl

Headache tip te

WAR WORKERS
Headaches tend to

slow you down . . •

impair your effi-

-Fv ciency. Keep a

^sckaee of quick-acting
“BC’’ Hea

ache Powders handy and be pre-

JfZ that next headache. 10»!

^d*25^ packages at all drug stores.,

Use only as directed.

to me. and I’ll send you fhis big package
of actual sample fabrics and styles ABSO-LUTELY FREE. You’ll see gorgeous

newest style dresses—lovely lingerie
—hosiery—men’s shirts and socks

—all at LOW PRICES. Take or-
ders from friends and make
money In spare time. Get
FREE Samples! Send no
money for this big-profit
line of sample fabrics and
styles. It’s yours, ABSO-
LUTELY FREE. Rush name
and address now.

THE MELVILLE CO.. DEPT. 3757. CINCINNATI. OHIO

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in you? blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
I Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan’s Pills.

flavor lent by cast and director just about
round it out to perfection.

It’s been a long time since Durbin has
had the opportunity to display her talent
for comedy and how she makes it sit up,
roll over and play dead. In fact, Deanna
injects a sort of magic into the fairy-tale
story of a maid who falls so deeply in love
with her employer.
For the first time we can honestly say

we more than enjoyed Franchot Tone on
the screen. As the boss who falls just

as deeply in love with Deanna, Tone has
charm and appeal. They make a delightful

twosome.
Pat O’Brien as the butler, Deanna’s

brother, is a dead-pan riot. The tenth
wonder of the world is this O’Brien, who
can convincingly play everything from
priests to butlers.

Akim Tamiroff, Alan Mowbray, Walter
Catlett, Elsa Janssen and Evelyn Ankers
make up the competent cast. Deanna, by
the way, has never been in better voice.

Her singing is delightful.

Here’s a story that everyone will love
for its chuckly good humor, its freshness
and downright lovableness.

Your Reviewer Says: You’ll want to see this

one twice.

Henry Aldrich Haunts A House
(Paramount)

It's About: America’s boy blunderer im-
agines himself a murderer.

TELL me one thing. Just one little

* thing.

—

Who thinks up these things?

Take Henry Aldrich, for instance, an
average American boy. A bit on the

balmy side, maybe, but as likeable a

kid as you’d meet up with. And what
do movies do with him but have him
drink some strange elixir supposed to

* *
4- -k

XSeit ?^ictute^ oj) tke Montk%

Madame Curie

Old Acquaintance

His Butler's Sister

The Gang's All Here

Heit J^&x-^otmancei

Hume Cronyn in

"The Cross Of Lorraine"

Jean Pierre Aumont in

"The Cross Of Lorraine"

Greer Garson in

"Madame Curie"

Walter Pidgeon in

"Madame Curie"

Bette Davis in

"Old Acquaintance"

Miriam Hopkins in
"Old Acquaintance"

Deanna Durbin in
"His Butler's Sister"

HEART SHIELD
NEW TESTAMENT

and the Heart-Shield

CATHOLIC PRAYER BOOK
• Throughout the world—in the ARMY, AIR
CORPS, NAVY, MARINES—increasing tens of
thousands of valiant American boys proudly cherish
their gift—the HEART-SHIELD New Testament
or HEART-SHIELD Catholic Prayer Book.

• The gold-plated, 20-gauge steel front cover
was repeatedly subjected to target tests and in
every case deflected 45-caliber bullets, shot at
an angle. It may also deflect bayonet or shrap-
nel, and may even save his life . . .

• Why delay such a gift to your loved one or friend?
We pack each HEART-SHIELD New Testament
and Catholic Prayer Book in a ready-to-mail carton.
You may send it, first class postage, any place in the
world for 24c, and any place in the United States for
3c. A beautiful presentation card, for your name and
his, is included.

• Available in three editions—>$2.95, $3.95, and $6.95,
with either of these inscriptions, beautifully engraved
on the gold-plated steel front cover:

(A) May This Keep You Safe From Harm
(B) May God Bless You

The $3.95 edition has leather binding with Gold edge.

• The $6.95 Special De luxe edition has 24-K Mirror-
Finish Gold-Plated Cover, leather binding with Gold edge.

• Surprise Him! He will appreciate your thoughtful
gift. Order his HEART-SHIELD book

—

today \

At your nearest dealer or FILL OUT
and MAIL COUPON NOW!

S*

M

M

Know Your Bible Co. oipi m 317 Sycamore St. Cincinnati,0.

rieaie lend me the following oi indicoted:

USSJIBCheck inicriprion desired

1
NEW

1
TESTAMENT R rj p

YTTiTMT-Wl e|

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY. .STATE.
Check Enclosed ( ) Money Order ( ) Send It C.O.D. ( )
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NEW
SAFER WAY

Keeps cuticle trim without cutting

It’s often painful, and can be dan-
gerous to cut cuticle. Be smart!
Take a tip from professional mani-
curists. Use Trimal like they do —
with a manicure stick wrapped in

cotton. Watch dead, loose cuticle

soften — wipe it away with a towel!

You’ll be amazed and delighted!
Trimal, America’s finest cuticle re-

mover, comes in 10c and 25c sizes,

stick and cotton included. Ask for it

now at drug, department or 10c
stores. Trimal Laboratories, Los
Angeles, Calif.

&TRIMAL
AND HAVE LOVELY NAILS LIKE THIS

.7.

America’s most famous

skirt rtpleats itself on a

hanger, in bureau draw-

er or in weekend bag!

^Models from $S (o 58.

TRikskirT
PATENT 0133819PATENT DI3S8I9

611 MISSION ST • SAN FRANCISCO, 5, CALIF

give one super strength, cooked up by
a local scientist, and under its influence
poor Henry imagines he murdered the
high-school principal. You see how the
subconscious reveals itself.

Anyway, the affair is supposed to have
happened in a haunted house in which
Henry was seeking shelter from the rain
and so, of course, the subsequent action
goes on in the same spook joint.

Jimmy Lydon is a pretty good Henry
and Charlie Smith a pretty good Dizzy.
John Litel and Olive Blakeney are Mr.
and Mrs. Aldrich, who should be scream-
ing maniacs by this time but, somehow,
seem to keep rational enough.

Your Reviewer Says; “Henry Aldrich Haunts
An Audience” is a better title.

The Falcon And The Coeds
(RKO)

It's About: The renowned detective solves
another mystery.

A PROFESSOR in a co-ed school has^ been murdered, so the Falcon, played
as usual by Tom Conway, sallies forth to
determine (a) why, (b) by whom? He
does both to his own satisfaction but not
the audience’s, who are given neither rea-
sons nor clues for his solution. The Fal-
con literally says “so and so done it” and
one can take it or leave it. We left it.

Rita Corday, a sort of student pro-
phetess, is a weird character to have
around. Thank heavens for Patti Brill
who sort of livens up things with a song
and a smile. Isabel Jewell and George
Givot are teachers and Cliff Clark and
Ed Gargan play a police detective and a
dim-witted cop respectively. Why are
movie cops so dumb, for heavens sake?
We’ve never been able to out-talk or out-
smart one yet.

Your Reviewer Says: Everybody should have
been killed off, for our money.

Cry "Havoc"
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

It's About: Volunteer nurses on Bataan.

THE thunder of this movie was definitely
• stolen by the previous and better told
story “So Proudly We Hail.” The same
idea prevails but the drama and the dra-
matic crescendo of “So Proudly” is

strangely lacking in “Cry ‘Havoc’,” a story
that unfolds itself in a monotone of
emotion.
The all-feminine cast is an impressive

one, with such names as Margaret Sullavan,
Ann Sothern, Joan Blondell, Fay Bainter,
Marsha Hunt, Ella Raines, Frances Gif-
ford, Diana Lewis, Heather Angel and
Dorothy Morris to give it strength and
character. And each girl does her very
best, we might add.
The story, again, pictures the horror

that was Bataan under siege. To the
hospital, managed by Misse? Bainter and
Sullavan, come the volunteer nurses to
work, slave, suffer and in the end meet
some unspeakable fate at the hands of

the conquering Japs.
Little Diana Lewis is especially out-

standing. Commendable, too, is the work
of Miss Sullavan, Joan Blondell, Ann
Sothem and Frances Gifford.

Your Reviewer Says: Horror retold.

Every War Bortd you buy is an invasion

weapon. Fourth War Loan.

p This lipstick
is NO

Tattletale

1

TAON JUAN is the new, mod-
• A-/ ern lipstick that stays on you}— leaves no flaunting stains or

- embarrassing smears. The lovely
Don Juan shades keep your lips

fresh-looking, softly glowing,
flours longer. Smart women have
already bought a million dollars'

worth of the new Don Juan.?m Check these 4 beauty extras:

/ *1. DON JUAN LIPSTICK STAYS ON when
Hv you eat, drink, kiss, ifused as directed.W 2. LOOKS BETTER: No greasy “hard”

look, no need for constant retouching.

3. NOT DRYING OR SMEARY: Imparts appealing,
soft “glamour” look. No ragged lips. Creamy
smooth— easily applied. Over 7,000,000 sold.

4. STYLE SHADES:
Try Military Red,
a rich, glowing
red, acclaimed by
beauty editors.
Six other shades.

Deluxe size Jl. Refills
60c. Junior size 25c.
Matching powderand

e. Pricrouge. Prices plus tax.
TRIAL SIZES AT 10c STORES

^^Before and After’
Read this new book about Plastic
Reconstruction. Tells how easy/

'aA. it is for noses to be shaped-^
protruding «irs, thick lipi

1*^ wrinkles, and signs of age
corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-
lous breasts. Plastic Surgery'" ^

explained. Elaborate illustrations.

Only 25e — mail coin or stamps. Rlennvilla
Publishers 313 Madison Ave. Dept, ay. New York 17. N.Y.

There 's Wo Excuse Foi

BLOTCHY SKIN /

Clear it with KKEMOLA aidl KRE-
MOLA is a medicated M.D. formula^
especially for pimples, blackheads and
muddy skin. Gently hastens removal of

old cuticle, revealing fresh skin. After others fail—put
KREIVVOLA to the test. Ladies will envy, gentlemen will
admire; At druggists or write KREMOLA, Dept. MAC-3.
2975 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, 111. Send $1.25 for 2
oz. jar. plus 10% tax, or 20c for generous purse sample,
for dally powderbase.

Q SOLVES

HOSiERf
PROBLEM

It’s costly to have stockings ruined by
runs. Treat hosiery and underthings
with RUN-PROOF. Resists runs, rips,
snags, breaks in Rayon, Nylon, Lisle
and Cotton. Prolongs wearing quality.
Hosiery fits more snug. Only ONE
treatment lasts life of hose —25c pack-
age treats 10 pair . AtDepartment.Drug
and 10c stores— or send us 25c in coin.

RUN-PROOF MFC. CO. Dept, ill
230 E. Ohio Street • Chicago 1 1 , Illinois

NEW Un/feef-Lotre-
and-Friendsh if.

Send
No

_ Money ^A true emblem of lovep',.
friendship and good luck

'

wishes. The perfect gift fo:

those at home or In service. __ ,
beautiful genuine, solid Ster-
ling Silver, Clasped Hands de-
sign Ring that becomes more attractive
as it is worn. Hands actually clasp and
unclasp as Illustrated.
The newest and most
distinctive ring design— ,

be first to wear one.
Send No Money now.
Just name, address and
ring size. Your package

you pa’rpo^l^Monfy ‘$2.95 and few cents
Md on arrival, wear ten days on ha^ guarm
tee. A wonderful bargain. Supply limited so write ted^
BMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 78-FR. Jefferaon, IOWA
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You can relieve the itching, irrita-

' tion and discomfort of simple piles

;
or hemorrhoids. Try Unguentine

! Rectal Cones, made by the makers

of famous UNGUENTINE. They are

' easy to use , . . sanitary . . . inexpen-

sive.

I If you do not get the prompt relief

you seek, consult your physician.

Your druggist will refund full pur-

chase price if you are not satisfied.

UNGUENT NE

ASTHMA
'stmamALmati
If you suffer from Asthma Paroxysms, from coughs, gasp*
lug, wheezing—write quick for daring TREE TRIAL
OFFER of blessed relief. Inquiries from so-called ''hope-
less" cases especially invited. Write NACOR. 1076-E.
State Life Bldg., INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

RiCTAL CONES
, Norwich

Beaufifut Stmu/afed 1^ I A. IistoneKING
GIVEN—- ^ new, daln-

\ >-ty, Sterling Silver Ring set with^ sparkling simulated Bipthston© cor-
» rect for your birth date—GIVEN
for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown

I Spot Remover and Cleaner at 25o
I each. Send name and address today
for order. We trust you. Many
feel it’s lucky to wear their blrthstone.

SOLD CROWN PRODUCTS, Dept.471E, JefFerson.la.

Earn ^30 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed I

Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 years of
age—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI
Mrs. B. C., of Texaa earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first csise after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900! You,
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Easy payments. Equipment
included. 45tb year. Send coupon nowl

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 182,100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 samplg lesson pages.

City«

The Gang's All Here
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

It's About: A soldier and the sweethearts
he leaves behind.

YOU’VE Never Been So Beautiful Be-
fore” could well be the theme song of

this overlavish, plush-cushioned produc-
tion, so beautiful to look at, so lovely to

listen to, but so fragile in story it floats

like a feather. However, you’re sure to

enjoy the picture—it’s done-up-brown en-
tertainment.

It tells about a soldier, played by James
Ellison, who leaves behind two sweethearts,
Alice Faye and Sheila Ryan. When the
girls eventually get together and compare
notes on their respective romances, Alice
seems to be the loser until ambitions else-
where places Sheila out of the race.

Alice looks lovely and sings so hauntingly
“No Love, No Nothing” and “A Journey
To A Star.” Bombastic Carmen Miranda
and her fruit-salad chapeau wiggle de-
lightfully.

Benny Goodman’s orchestra is an earful

Dickie Moore grows up—right into

the hero role opposite Tina Thayer
in PRC's musical, "Jive Junction"

that matches the eyeful of Bus Berkeley’s
tremendous sets.

Phil Baker hasn’t enough to do. If the
choice were given him “To take it or leave
it” he certainly left it. Tony De Marco’s
dancing is, of course, a dream and Char-
lotte Greenwood’s a delicious nightmare.
Your Reviewer Says: Beauty overbalances
the story.

So's Your Uncle (Universal)

It's About: An actor who resorts to im-
personation for financial backing.

r\ ONALD Woods, an actor, leaves the
k' theater wearing his stage whiskers in
order to elude a creditor.
Knocked down outside the theater by the

limousine of lovely Elyse Knox, who be-
lieves she has injured an old man, he is

taken to her home. There he meets the
financial angel he needs—Elyse’s aunt,
Billie Burke. So, in order to obtain the
backing, he keeps on pretending to be an
old man and allows himself to be fluttered
over by Miss Burke. But when she be-
comes too matrimonially inclined, Mr.
Woods grows panicky, having list his
heart to the fair Elyse.

ItODAY WE ALL MEED. „ 1

a HERE ’S a man’s breakfast. Tempting hot-

cakes, golden Mapleine Syrup— America’s
favorite syrup. Make it today with or without
sugar. Get Mapleine from your grocer, now

!

3 GRAND WAYS TO MAKE MAPLEINE SYRUP

O
pour 2 cups boiling water
over 4 cups sugar
add 1 teaspoon Mapleine
stir and you have . .

.

2 pints Mapleine Syrup

boil IVa cups hot water
3 cups corn syrup
for 5 minutes

add 1 teaspoon Mapleine
stir and you hove . .

.

2 pints Mapleine Syrup

heat 1 cup hot water
Va cup strained honey
2y2 cups corn syrup
Bring to full boil.

add 1 teaspoon Mapleine
stir and you hove . .

.

2 pints Mapleine Syrup

MAPLE I N E
i M I T A T I- p N M A F t * ^

FLAVOR

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 X 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER

^Same price for fall length or
bast form, groaps. landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of an7 part of groap

Original retamed with yoar 3 for 32>00
enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY j„3to,an

send $1 witi) order and we pay postage. Take advantage of Utto
amazing offer now. Send your photos today.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio St. Dept. DW-Sl Ohicago (11)* ItL

Send
Coupon

Today for

Booklet on
care of
Skin and
Hair for
BLONDES.

Now you can have NATU-
RAL-looking blonde hair,
soft and lustrous, with
stunning sheen! All you
do is SHAMPOO with
Lechler’s famous ‘*569*^

Lightener Shampoo.

AT OUR EXPENSE! — Wo
want you to TRY it and b«
satisfied! Send the coupon
today and receive “569"
Lightener Shampoo by re®
turn mail in plain wrapper.

If not delighted after 10-day
trial, your money back on
request. Profusely illustrated
booklet included FREE!

> HOUSE OF LECHLER. Dept. 252
i 560 Broadway, New York 12. N. Y. *
• Send “5fc>y^’ Lightener Shampoo. If not delighted
< with results, my money back in 10 daysl Include
I FREE booklet.
• ( ) I enclose $1—ship postpaid.
» ( ) Send C.O.D. I will pay postman $1 ?
• plus few cents postage.

I NAME Z
I
ADDRESS Z
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this Quick, Easy, Modern Way I

Remove unwanted hair, instantly! Keep
yourself beautiful, lovely, this easy, modern
way! Carry Lechler’s VELVATIZE in your
pocket-book—use any time, anyw’here, for
occasional eradication! So clean and quick—odorless—no muss, no bother-nothing to
wash off! NOT a depilatory! Just "erase’'
the hair!

USE ON ARMS AND LEGS. TOO
Ask for VELVATIZE at Drug or Depart-
ment stores. You can have your choice of
either "Complexion Compact"—be sure to
indicate whether desired for chin, cheeks,

lips. etc.—or the "quick

r;, action" compact for arms and
^ J legs. Each is only $1.00—orr both in the Duplex package

ONLY foi* $2.00, with Surprise i

'i $4 OO included FREE if you
I

I
send coupon today.

^VELVATIZE
I

House of Lechler, Dept. 242, 560 Broadway. New York 12, N. Y.

I
Send Velvatize as checked below. If not delighted,

J
my money back in 10 days!

I
Compact for face. Compact for legs. Both com-

I pacts in Deluxe Duplex Kit, includingFfffiE surprise gift!

I

I will pay postman $1 for each Compact, plus few
cents postage. (Shipped postpaid if cash is enclosed.)

I
NAME I am Blonde

I ADDRESS I am Brunette

Be anARTIS
LEARN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME!
Trained artists are capable of earning $30,
$50, $75 a week. By our practical method, we
teach you COMtVIERCIAL ART. DESIGNING
and CARTOONING, step by step, all in ONE

,complete course. Mail Postcard today for FREE
BOOK—“Art for Pleasure & Profit” describes training and
opportunities in ai^. No obligation. State age.

STUDIO 862K. WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115—15th ST.. N. W., WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

^ Scratching
Relieve tfchinaJiffy
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,

, and other itch troubles, are praising

rt. iMMsya. i cooling, liquid D.D.D. Prescription,
{j. ^SSmSf This time-proved medication—devel-

oped byDr.D.D.Dennis—p>ositively relieves that cruel,

burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.
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PICTURE RINGq
Most Precious Keepsake You Can Own

Made from Any Photo

SEND NO MONEY!
Anyphoto orsnapshot clearlyrepro-
oucedassettinglnbeautilul.onyx-
like Ring! A keepsake ol a loved
one you will treasure lor yeass!
' Pictiire stays sharp and clear—

withstands rubbing, washing,
wear—unharmed by water,

I weather—won’ t tarnish.SEND
, NO MONEY! Just mail photo
with strip of paper lor ring size.

Pay postman only $1.00 plus

postage. Hand-tinted 25c ertr^
ncture returned. Money-back

guarantee.ORDERNOW . portrait
RINQ CO„ Dept. P*69. Cincinnati, Ohio

So there you are, and there he is and
there we are all together in a cozy little

band behind a pair of whiskers. And
darned if it isn’t fun, too.

Your Reviewer Says: And so’s your aunt.

Gangway For Tomorrow (RKO)

It's About: The background stories of the
members of a car pool.

^ OVEL and unique is this story of a
I ^ car-pool driver who weaves imaginary
tales of his defense plant passengers for
the entertainment of his wife. (“Scheher-
azade” in reverse.) But in reality the facts

are quite different as told in flashbacks.
Margo, for instance, is a French secret

agent who was caught by the Nazis in

Paris and narrowly escaped death. Her
escape was miraculous.
John Carradine was a loafer and a tramp

who knew nothing of the war and cared
less until a small-town judge, Harry Dav-
enport, penetrates his indifference with a
patriotic lecture. James Bell is an ex-
prison warden who executed his own
brother (who was responsible for his

mother’s death)
;
Robert Ryan is an ex-

race driver whose careless disregard of
life has placed him on the 4-F list, pre-
venting him from fighting with his bud-
dies, and Amelita Ward is a former Miss
America winner who sacrificed love for
career only to lose both.
The events in each life are stirringly

told and keep the suspense high.
William Terry, Charles Arnt, Alan Car-

ney and Wally Brown are the characters
that play a part in these peoples’ past
lives.

Your Reviewer Says: Different, at least.

•^ Around The World (RKO)

It's About: A camp tour of Hollywood
personalities.

AY Kyser, his orchestra, and a group
of Hollywoodites, including Mischa

Auer, Joan Davis, Marcy McGuire, Wally
Brown, Ivan Lebedeff and Georgia Car-
roll, set off on a camp tour and if real
tours provide this much fun we want to be
a soldier.

Kyser hasn’t had a better vehicle in a
dog’s age and the lad goes to town. Per-
sonally, we howled when he tossed a ring
map, coveted by Axis agents, out the win-
dow lest some semblance of plot get mixed
up in the picture. Which gives you some
idea.

Joan Davis is a born clown, if ever we
saw one, her routines proving varied and
funny. Mischa Auer, Kay’s rival, grows
cornier by the Auer (we can do it, too).
Marcy McGuire sings her little head off

and proves herself a fine little actress, too,
in a dramatic scene with Robert Arm-
strong.
Kyser and his orchestra and singers

provide some swell music. “Don’t Believe
Everything You Dream” and “Candlelight
And Wine” being the best of the tunes.

Your Reviewer Says: O Kay, Kyser!

Folse Colors (U. A.-Shermon)

It's About: Hopalong investigates a mur-
der.

S
AD news, if true, that our old friend

Bill Boyd gives up the Hopalong Cas-

Buy more War Bonds. Yes, you! Not the

other fellow. Fourth War Loan.

3-IN ] MILITARY FRAME SPECIAL!

A- MILITARY 1
FRAME I
ENLARGEMENT

'Ar OILCOLORINGI

Send snapshot or nega-
tive ... get it bock ^ .
enlarged 5" x 7"; beau- $ S,~

titully hand-colored; in striking Gold Metallic Patri-
otic Frame, 9“ x 11". Deeply embossed insignia,
leatherette eosel. All three features, $1.49 complete.
Limited sensational offer. ACT NOWI

SEND NO CASH Send snapshot or negative (will
be returned unharmed); indicate

color of hair, eyes, branch of service. Pay postman
$1.49 plus small postoge.

ARDSLEY STUDIOS ^epV™
Offer Includes Civilian Photos

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins.
8 svollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 da^. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 Nortli Pearbom Street Chicago, IllinoU

GIRLS! BOYS!
LADIES! LOOK!

SEND NO MONEY NOW'^Send Name&Address! Amaz-
ing choice of personal and valuable household PREMIUMS
GIVEN —GIVE colorful framing size pictures with White
CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild bums easily

sold to friends at 25c abox (withpopularpicture) and renait

amounts asked under premium wanted in catal^ sent with
order, postage paid. Liberal Cash Commissions, One to three
boxes sold many homes. Our 48th year. Be first. Write for
trial order Salve and pictures Now, on trust, to start.
WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 65-37, Tyrone, Pa.

Keep
Perspiring Feet
Dry and Sweet
Don’t suffer longer with wet, perspiring feet.

Don’t walk around all day with damp socks or
stockings that torture tender feet. Just dust your
feet and shoes with Allen’s Foot-Ease— that won-
derful, soothing, cooling powder that acts instantly
to absorb excessive perspiration and stop offensive

foot odors. Go to the nearest drug store and get
Allen’s Foot-Ease. Get rid of that wet, clammy feel-

ing—enjoy the blissful comfort of dry socks and
stockings—get foot-happy today the Foot-Ease way.

Don't Carry Around
Cumbersome Excess Fat

Why burden yourself with unnecessary weight when
you can reduce easily, safely? You can, you know.
In her famous book. No More Alibis, Sylvia of Holly-
wood tells you just how to go about It. Tells how you
can treat yourself to a slender, youthful figure that
will be the envy of your friends in no time at all. In
her 128-page book you will learn the secret of how
the stage and screen stars keep their lovely figures.
No starvation diets—no medicines— no appliances
whatsoever.

ONLY Order Your Copy
250 TODAY—we pay postage

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, Inc.

Dept. P.M.M-244

205 Eost 42nd St.. New York 17, N. Y.

This offer good in U. S. only



^ DOES
GAS KEEP YOU
AWAKE NIGHTS?

GAS otten seems ro be at its worst during the night.

Frequently, it seems to work up into chest and throat

when one lies down, which makes one feel smothery and

breathless in bed. Some people try to sleep sitting in a

chair. Others keep rising out of bed to get their breath

easier. Try KONJOLA, the medicine which acts in 3 ways

to help ease gas misery. Sluggish digestion often pro-

motes the accumulation of gas in one’s intestinal tract.

Bowel constipation may help to hold the gas inside to

torment one with awful bloating. So KONJOLA not

only contains Nature’s herbs to help bring up gas from
stomach, but also contains pepsin to aid digestion, and
mildly helps to open constipated bowels and release gas.

Many users write their thanks and gratitude for the

satisfactory results it produces. So when you feel bloated

"clear through”— when stomach expands, intestines

swell and bowels ’’balloon” way out, due to gas accumu-
lating from slow digestion and sluggish bowel action,

try this medicine and see what relief it can give. Be sure

you get the genuine KONJOLA Medicine—read the di-

rections on the package and take exactly as directed

thereon. KONJOLA is sold by every druggist in Amer-
ica on a strict guarantee of money back if not com-
pletely satisfied.

SEND FOR SAMPLE
You can prove its action by sending 10c for trial

sample to KONJOLA, P. O. Box 206, Dept. AMW,
Port Chester, N. Y.

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

WOMEN AND WIEN, lo TO 50
Manv Swedish Massage graduates make $50,

V $75‘or even more per week. Large full time
^ 1 mcomes h’om doctors, hospitals, sanitariums,

- clubs or private practice. Others
make good money in spare time.
You can win independence and pre-
Ipare for future security by training
' it home and «jualifylng for Diploma.

Anatomy Charts and 32-page II-
\ lustrated Book FREE—Nowl

1 THE CoMcqe of Swedish Wlassage
Dpt.259, 100 E.Ohio St. .Chicago. 11

10 PENCILS WITH"Y01JR NAME”0n I

ITH
AiTH ^ -

MITH

Mail US $1.00 and we will send yon by
prepaid mail 4 boxes Rosebud Salve
(25c size) and will include with the 4
salve 10 lovely pencils as a premium.
Pencils are full length, with coal black
lead, with Your Name printed in gold
foil. You can sell the 4 salve at 25c a
box and have your pencils without
cost. Rosebud is an old reliable family
salve. Used nation-wide for 50 years.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. BOX 69,W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND

don’t WORRY
Whyputupwithyearsof ABOUT a
needless discomfort and |ff|TmTff¥)d
worry? Try a Brooks llVUirXwl.%U
Automatic Air Cushion.
This marvelous appli-
ancepermitstheopening I I
to close, yet holds reduc- I I
ible rupture securely, f |
comfortably—day and
night. Thousands report amazing results. Light,
neat-fitting.No hard pads or stiff springs to chafe
or gouge. Made for men, women and children.
Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Never
sold in stores. Beware of imitations. Write for
Free Book on Rupture, no-risk trial order plan
and proofof results.Correspondence confidentiaL

BROOKS COMPANY 142.C State St.. Marshall. Mich.

sidy character, with which he has been so
closely associated, for straight roles. His
many fans will miss him and his faithful
pal Andy Clyde.
We’re happy this is one of the better

Cassidy pictures, too, and one that plunges
Hopalong and his partner into plenty of

action when the murder of a young friend
of Cassidy’s sends him out to investigate.

The lad, it seems, had been heir to a
ranch which stands as a key property in

the water-rights district. At this ranch
Cassidy finds a man impersonating the real
heir; one who has been placed there by
the local banker, Douglas Dumbrille, a
crookeroo if ever we saw one.
Hopalong lands in jail before he cleans

up the mess but clean it up he does.
Jimmy Rogers, Tom Seidel and Claudia

Drake are part of the story.

Your Reviev/er Soys: Pistol packin’ papa,
don’t put that pistol down.

Task Force

(U. S. Goast Guard)

It's About: The part our Coast Guard plays
in large-scale invasions.

E
very woman who has a sweetheart,
son, brother or husband fighting over-

seas will be spellbound by this story of one
of our great invasion fleets.

The picture, shot entirely by Coast Guard
personnel during actual combat, shows the
great convoy getting under way sur-
rounded by Coast Guard cutters. You
see every detail of the life of the men
aboard the big transports; you watch, too,

the tense life of the sailors manning the
watch-dog cutters.

When the convoy approaches enemy
shores, the landing barges, manned by
Coast Guard men, go into action. Through
hot lead dropped by enemy planes they
shove their fighting cargoes up on the
beaches.
The factuality of the film is high-lighted

by stirring Technicolor; at unexpected mo-
ments you will come upon scenes of stark
beauty. The picture is being released in
connection with the recruiting drive for
SPARS. For each woman who joins, a
man can be released for vital sea duty.

Capt. Roger Heimer, skipper of one of
the convoy ships you see, has had his ship
cited for best performance in transport
combat in both the Navy and the Coast
Guard.

Your Reviewer Says: See it!

Where Are Your Children?

(Monogrann)

It's About: The ease with which youngsters
become involved in crime.

I
T HARDLY seems possible that so much

* outright whoopee as pictured in this
story could be taking place in public spots
every night among teen-age kids. But
whoop it up they do in this story that
reveals the plight of a young waitress, Gale
Storm, who innocently becomes tipsy while
on a dinner date with Jackie Cooper, local
rich lad. So abusive does her sister-in-law
become over the occurrence that she runs
away. She ends up in court after becom-
ing involved in a holdup.
John Litel plays the judge and Patricia

Morison the probation officer.

Your Reviewer Soys: Hope this doesn’t give
your kids any wild ideas.

History will record our fighting men's
devotion—Fourth War Loan.

Are You a Young Wife

Who Still Wonders?

LEARN TRUE FAGS

ABOUT THIS

INTIMATE PROBLEM!

New, More Convenient

Feminine Hygiene Way Gives

Continuous Action for Hours!

Doctors know that even today the

majority of women still know little or

nothing about certain physical facts.

Too many who think they know have

only half knowledge. And they do not

realize how seriously their happiness

and health are threatened by lack of

up-to-date information.

That is why you ought to know
about Zonitors—and to have all the

facts about their unique advantages

for vaginal germicidal care. (See free

book offer below.)

Zonitors are dainty, non-greasy

suppositories, scientifically prepared

for vaginal hygiene. So convenient

and easy to use. The quickest, easiest,

daintiest way of using a vaginal germi-

cide. No cumbersome apparatus,

nothing to mix, no unpleasant greasi-

ness to spoil your daintiness.

Powerful, but safe for delicate tis-

sues, Zonitors spread aprotectivecoat-

ing and kill germs instantly on con-

tact. Deodorizeby actually destroying

odor, instead of temporarily masking

it They give continuous action for

hours. All druggists have Zonitors.

, FREE BOOKLET-
;

Mail this coupon for revealing booklet of

up-to-date facts. Sent postpaid i“ P'am
envelope. Zonitors, Dept. 7229- 0,370 Lex-

ington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Name

Address

StateCity

P

M

Ml
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Brief Reviews

(Continued from page 70)

VJ^OULD you like to say that about
your skin? Use Resinol Soap and

Ointment daily for a reasonable time.

Mild, fluflfy Resinol Soap lather is de-

lightfully cleansing—no harsh, drying
properties. It rinses easily, leaving skin
soft and lingeringly refreshed.

Resinol Ointment relieves itchy, burn-
ing of dry skin, rashes, pimples, or like

irritation, externally caused, and so
hastens healing. Buy and try both.

Resinol, Dept. PP-1, Balto.-l, Md.
For enclosed lOc please send me a sample each
of Resinol Soap and Ointment, also one of those
handy little Hollywood Stop-Run Menders.

NAME

ADDRESS

RESINOL
OINTMENT SOAP

mmmmm
Club Pins and Cmblem*. Artistic

signs- Finest quality. Reasonable prices from $5e

up. Write for illustrated catalog.

Dept. J. Metal Arts Co.. Rochester 5. N. Y.

CORNS
and Calluses quickly removed
with MOSCO. Relieves Ingrown
Nails. Easy to use. Just rub on.
At your Druggist. Jars, 30c, 50c. Money refunded
if not satisfied. The Moss Co., Rochester, N. Y.

CORN
REMOVERMOSCO

The Dennison Handy Helper Say

''PLAN TO BUY U. S. WAR BONDS

,

AND STAMPS REGULARLY

...AND STICK TO IT"

GUMMED LABELS STICK TO IT, TOO
POtNISON MFG. CO., Framlnsham, Ma«*.

Hair
Happy!

OFF
Chin Arms Legs

Face
Lips

112

... 1 bad u^y hedr . . . was unloved . . . dis*
couraged. Tried many different j^oduots . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then 1 developed a
eimple, painless, inei^nsive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREK book, **How to Overcome the Superfiuous
Hair Problem**, explains the method and proves actual
•access. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
oblimtion. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette. P. O. B<n
4040. Merchandise Mart, Dept. T-20, Chicago.

HI ’VA SAILOR—Universal: Packed with specialty
acts and songs and dances, the story revolves around
Merchant Marine sailor Donald Woods’ efforts to get

one of his songs published. Elyse Knox is a girl cab
driver who tries to help him get his song introduced
by an entertainer. It’s almost a vaudeville show.
(Jan.)

^^HOLY MATRIMONY—20i\\ Century-Fox: An
original, charming, delightful comedy with Monty
Woolley, a noted painter, taking the identity of his

dead valet, Eric Blore, and marrying Gracie Fields.
When Gracie secretly sells his new paintings and
they’re recognized as the work of the supposedly
dead artist, a court trial ensues between Woolley and
Laird Cregar that is wonderful. (Nov.)

HOSTAGES—Paramount: When a Nazi officer kills

himself in Czechoslovakia, the Nazis seize upon the
incident to vent their cruelty on certain Czechs. Bill

Bendix, supposedly a stupid washroom attendant but
actually the leader of the underground, gives a ter-

rific performance. Louise Rainer has a thankless sort

of role, and Paul Lukas and Oscar Homolka are ex-

cellent. (Nov.)

\/yiN OLD OKLAHOMA—

A

hum-
dinger of a Western, with John Wayne as the sep
geant who served under Teddy Roosevelt and is

given the right to drill oil in Oklahoma territory.

With Albert Dekker, oil baron, pitted against Wayne,
the story boils up to several exciting climaxes. Wayne
is swell and Martha Scott, the schoolteacher he loves,

is just right. (Jan.)

^^IRON MAJOR. THE—RKO: Pat O’Brien
plays Major Frank Cavanaugh, football coach who
later enlists as a private in World War 1. From the
ranks he is gradually promoted to Major and returns
home broken in health but not in spirit. The love

story between O’Brien and Ruth Warrick is tenderly
moving and Robert Ryan and Russell Wade are out-

standing; but it’s O’Brien’s picture. (Jan.)

^^JANE EYRE—20th Century-Fox: The best

“Love Affair’’ has Orson Welles as the headstrong,
impetuous Rochester. Welles is wonderful. Joan
Fontaine as the timid, retiring governess to his child,

Margaret O’Brien, is the perfect foil for him. Peggy
Ann Garner as the child Jane, Edith Barrett as the
housekeeper and Henry Daniell as head of the school
are all excellent. (Dec.)

\/^\/JOHNNY COME LATELY— \J. A.: James
Cagney is a tramp newspaperman charged with
vagrancy in a small Midwestern town. Grace George,
who runs a local paper, bails him out and gives him
a job, and in gratitude Jimmy helps in her campaign
to run the local grafting politician out of town. It’s

a quaint and entertaining story with Hattie McDaniel,
Marjorie Main, William Henry and Marjorie Lord.
(Nov.)

\/\/LADY TAKES A CHANCE. RKO: That
champion comedienne, Jean Arthur, outdoes herself
in the matter of grabbing the laughs as a New York
working girl who takes a bus trip out West. At a
rodeo she meets cowboy John Wayne and becomes so

entranced she misses her bus. What goes on while
she’s waiting for the vehicle to gather her up on its

return trip is the basis for some very funny busi-

ness. (Nov.)

LARCENY WITH M [75/C—Universal: Allan Jones
is a supposed heir to a fortune who is grabbed up on
a fifty-fifty basis by Leo Carrillo, owner of a night
club. Kitty Carlisle, as the singer who was let out
when Jones came in, sings delightfully, the King Sis-
ters are vocal honeys and the Alvino Rey orchestra
provides swell music. (Dec.)

\/s/LASSIE COME HOME—M-G-M: When Donald
Crisp and Elsa Lanchester sell the dog Lassie to
Nigel Bruce it almost breaks the heart of their son
Roddy McDowall, but Lassie refuses the separation
and begins the perilous trek from Scotland back to
England and Roddy. The tale of Lassie is a story to
fill the heart with warmth and courage. (Nov.)

y^'^LOST ANGEL—M-G-M : Charming, delightful,
and droll is this story of a child prodigy, Margaret
O’Brien, who has been raised scientifically by a
group of professors. When she meets irresponsible
James Craig, she seeks him out again; and her jeal-
ousy of Marsha Hunt and the advent of gangster
Keenan Wynn into her life make for a hurrah of a
story. You’ll love it. (Jan.)

MAD GHOUL, THE—Universal: George Zucco is

a mad scientist who has discovered a lethal gas
that turns people into Zombies. So he tries it on his
young assistant, David Bruce, and the two of them
go after Bruce’s fiancee, Evelyn Ankers, who is on a
concert tour. Turhan Bey is Evelyn’s accompanist.
(Jan.)

^MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN—Republic:
Koy Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers arrive in
town to put on a radio show and there he learns of

a true color match! Then insist on Rap-t-Dol, the Per*
fected Shampoo Tint—a Four Star Beauty Aid. Rap-1- DoPs
sparkling, highlighted color will give you that beautiful,
NATURAL looking appearance you’ve always wanted!

FREE! GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
Let us mail confidential color analysis of your hair, and
recommendation of correct Rap- 1 -Dot tint to match! Send
name and address, with a strand of your hair, today!

(CAUTION; Use only as directed on label)
Rap-I-Dol Distributing Corporation

151 West 46th Street, Dept. 222. New York 19, N. Y.

HAND-COLORED in Oil

HOTO ENLARGEMENTP
I Beautifully mounted In 7x9
I

white frame mat. Made from any
I
photo^aph, snapshot or nega-

I live. Original returned. Send 35c
I and stamp—no other charges. PLUS 3c STAMP

I COLORGRAPH, Dept. MG-58 *»' Mailing

II 3127 MilwaHkeeAv.aChlcogo,III.

35c

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS?

When Diamond -Dazzling, Bine -White
genuine Zircons from the Mines of far-
away Mystic Siam are so effective and
inexpensive. Thrilline beauties that
stand acid: cat glass and are fall of dia-
mond PIRBI Exquisite mountings! Write
for FREE Catalogae. Address:

NATIONAL ZIRCON CO.
Depta 51/ Wheeling, W. Va*

^We build, strengthen the vocal organs— ..
not with singing lessons—but by sound, sci^
entifically correct silent -and vocal exercises,

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 7912. (4 E. LakeSt., Chicago. III.

Corners
The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,
Stamps, etc. No paste needed. Neat. •

easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose. Sold at photo supply and album~ counters or send lOjj today for pkg.

^
of 100 and free samples.

Engel Art Comers Ce., Chicago, m.,
Addrew DopL 70 B*- • 4717 North CUrk SL

PAIN
WEARS YOU

. . DRAGS YOU DOWN
WhenHeadache, Functional Monthly
Pains, or Simple Neuralgia interfere

with your work or your enjoyment,

try DR, MILES ANTI-PAIN PIU^..
Get them at your drug store. Read di-

rections and use only as directed.

Regular package 25c» economy
package $1.00. MILES LABOR*
ATORIES, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

I POSTYOURSELn Itpaysl/
s. DowtyE. . 1.00 to Mrs

VI. xcAod.foroneHalf Dollar;^
J.D.MartinofVirginia$200-00^

for a single Copper Cent. Mr. ’

ManningofNewYork, $2,500.00 for 4
one SilverDollar. Mrs.G. F.Adams.Ohio, ^

received $740.00 for afew old coins. I will pay big prices
|

for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I WILL PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!

1894 S. Hint ; gSO.OO for 1918 LibertyHead Nickel (not BnSale) m
and handreda of other amazing pricea for coins. Send 4e for T
Large IHoatrated Coin Folder ana farther pwtlciilarB. It may
mean mneh profit to you. Write today to jH
B.MAX MEHL, tS7 Mehl Bldt,FORTWORTH,TEXAS

(Lueeat Bwe Coin EatabUuhment in U. S.)



CAN VITAMINS ACTUALLY

MAKE THIS DIFFERENCE?

A prolonged deficiency of A Bi D Vita-

mins can turn “life” into an unhappy
“existence.” Why risk it.^ Just one
GROVE’S capsule furnishes your full

daily protective requirements of “cod-
liver oil” vitamins A and D, to build

body-resistance, maintain strong bones
and teeth, healthy skin plus a precious
health-bonus of essential Bi, the nerve-

aid vitamin. Quality and potency guar-

anteed! Over two weeks’ supply— 2 5c.

Large size, over 10 weeks’
supply — $1.00. For your
protection, start today with
GROVE’S A BiD Vitamins!

GROVE’S

Vitamins
DISTRIBUTED BY MAKERS
OF GROVE’S COLD TABLETS

LESS WAM t^tA PAY!

WOMENIEARN MONEY
WITH GORGEOUS EVERYDAY GREETING CAROS
Everyone uses Greeting Cards I Earnextra cash in
sparetimeshowing friends, neighbors, actual sam-

ples gorgeous 1 6-Card All-Occasion Assortment
inclodins Birthday, Get-Well, Friendship, Babv Birth.
Sympathy, Anniversary, others. Thrilling new aesigns.
Sells on sight. Low priced—big profits. Also Blaster,
Birthday. Gift-Wrapping, Get-Well, Sympathy Assort-
ments. All easy sellers, big money-makers. Personal
Stationery. Experience unnecessary. Samples on ap-
proval. WALLACE BROWN
225 Fifth Ave. Dept. E.139 New York 10, N. Y«

Asthma Agony
Curbed First Day

For Thousands of Sufferers
Choking, gasping, wheezing Bronchiai Asthma

attacks poison your system, ruin your health and
put a load on your heart. Thousands quickly and
easily palliate recurring choking, gasping Bron-
chial Asthma symptoms with a Doctor’s prescrip-
tion called Mendaco to help nature remove thick
strangling excess mucus and promote freer breath-
ing and restful sleep. Mendaco is not a smoke,
dope or injection. Just pleasant tasteless tablets.
Iron clad guarantee—money back unless satisfac-
tory. Mendaco is only 60c at druggists.

Select Your Very Own
Simulated Birthstone
January Garnet
February...Amethyst
March Aquamarine
April White Simphire
May Green Spinel
June Alexandrite
July Ruby
August Peridot
September.Sapphire
October Rozircon
November. Golden Sapphire
December. .Zircon

STERLING SILVER
BIRTHSTONE RING

Onitj98c
Ladies I Wear this lovely ring set

with your very own Simulated
Birthstone. Genuine Sterling
Silver shank in smart, new,
beautiful design is adjustable

—

will fit any size finger. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or money back.
Act now 1 War conditions may
make it impossible to duplicate
this sensational offer for many
months to come.

SEND NO MONEY
Just name and month you were bom.
Pay postman 98c only pitis few penniea
DOstaRo for one ring or $1.69 for two rima.
Illinois Merchandise Mart, Dpt. 6A
500 N. Dear born St. .Chicago 10,111.

a fracas between the sheep and cattle men, with Ruth
Terry’s sheep the victims. Ruth is convinced that

Roy’s the villain, but before he can deliver the real

culprit Roy almost loses his own life. The ridin’ and
shootin’ and feudin’ are sure fun. (Jan.)

\/MAN FROM DOWN UNDER, T//H—M-G-M;
Australian soldier Charles Laughton adopts two
orphans at the end of World War I and takes them
home with him. One grows up to be Richard Carlson,
a prize fighter, and the other is Donna Reed. The
two fall in love though they’ve always believed they
were brother and sister. Binnie Barnes is the girl

Laughton jilted. (Nov.)

^MIRACLE OF MORGAN^S CREEK, THE—
Paramount: William Demarest forbids his daughter,
Betty Hutton, to go to a dance for soldiers, but she
goes anyway, gets intoxicated and remembers vaguely
getting married under an assumed name. When she
discovers a baby’s on the way, her old beau, Eddie
Bracken, attempts to help her through another mar-
riage, which ends in a complete holocaust of con-
fusion. (Jan.)

MYSTERY BROADCAST— Ruth Terry
has a crime radio show that’s slipping. Her sponsor
'wants more excitement, so Ruth, goaded by radio
rival Frank Albertson, actually attempts to solve an
old murder, and does she wish she hadn’t I Nils
Asther and Wynne Gibson are both excellent. (Jan.)

MYSTERY OF THE THIRTEENTH GUEST—
Monogram: Helen Parrish and various relations re-

turn to a long-closed mansion to hear the reading of a
will. Someone among those assembled almost suc-
ceeds in annihilating Helen, the heiress, and finally

does succeed m murdering several others before
clever sleuth Dick Purcell spots the killer. (Jan.)

NEVER A DULL MOMSATT—Universal : The
three Ritz Brothers are a trio of half-baked vaude-
villians who take a job in a New York night club,
believing themselves hired as entertainers, whereas
the job was meant for three crooks. The realization,
once they’re in the club, of their real purpose there,
brings on some unusual consequences. (Jan.)

NOBODY*S D.^RL/A'(7—Republic: Mary Lee is the
unpretty daughter of movie actor Louis Calhern and
actress Gladys George who wants to sing in the school
play. The eforts of the parents to help their offspring
bring about a new understanding between them. Mary
sings well. (Nov.)

'^NORTHERN PURSUIT—Warners: Helmut Dan-
tine is the Nazi colonel secretly landed in Canada by
a German sub, and Errol Flynn, brave as ever, is the
Northwest Mountie pitted against Dantine in a game
of wits and subterfuge, Julie Bishop is Flynn’s
sweetheart who is taken along by Dantine on a
hazardous journey to a secret Nazi fortification.

Flynn, pretending to be pro-Nazi, is the guide, (Jan.)

\/S/*yNORTH STAR, THE—Goldwyn Productions:
The very breath of life and hate and hope and horror
has been breathed into this magnificent story of a
magnificent people, and it reaches the heart of the
human soul. With outstanding performances by
Anne Baxter, Jane Withers, Dana Andrews, Farley
Granger and the entire cast, it tells of the Nazi
invasion of a Russian village, the consequences, and
its recapture. (Jan.)

^PARIS AFTER DARK—20th Century-Fox: Stir-
ring drama, sincere and believable, about the French
resistance to the Nazis. George Sanders plays a doc-
tor who is head of the Paris Underground and Brenda
Marshall is his assistant. Then Brenda’s husband,
Philip Dorn, is released from a Nazi prison and re-

turns home, his spirit broken. Madeleine LeBeau,
Raymond Roe and Marcel Dalio round out the cast.

(Dec.)

\/\/PRINCESS Warners: A gay,
charming comedy about an American pilot, Robert
Cummings, who, unaware of her identity, falls in

love with a royal princess, Olivia de Havilland. Much
of the action takes place in the White House after
Olivia’s uncle, Charles Coburn, has given his approval
to the match. Jack Carson and Jane Wyman are so
good, and you’ll enjoy the sparkling gags. (Dec.)

'^RIDING HIGH—Paramount: Purely escapist
entertainment, laid against the colorful background
of an Arizona dude ranch, this musical mix-up deals
with the on-again, off-again love affair of Dorothy
Lamour and Dick Powell under the guiding counter-
feiting hands of Victor Moore. (Jan.)

^^SAHARA—Columbia: Humphrey Bogart does a
terrific job as the Sergeant of an American tank crew,
whittled through conflict to three men, who in their
retreat across the Sahara gather up a contingent of
British soldiers, an Italian prisoner and a German
flier and eventually stave off a Nazi attack. Rex
Ingram, Kurt Krueger and Bruce Bennett are also
very good. (Dec.)

SHERLOCK HOLMES FACES Univer-
sal: Sherlock (Basil Rathbone) is right in his element
of castles on the moor where murder stalks. The
castle has been turned into a nursing home with Dr.
Watson (Nigel Bruce) at the helm, and when his
assistant is murdered, Sherlock unravels the mystery,
but only after murder strikes again. (Dec.)

Remember These Vital

Facts About Laxatives!

at^

Forcing a child

to take a harsh,

bad-tasting laxa-

tive is such need-
less, old-fashioned punishment! A
medicine that’s too strong will often

leave a child feelingworse than before

!

Ofhersdt^

A laxative that’s

too mild to give
proper relief is

just as unsatis-

factory as none
at all. A good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!

ts^ Xafipy /tfeXfim f

Treat the Children to the

“HAPPY MEDIUM'IAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and
effectively at the same time. And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine

chocolate! It’s America’s favorite laxa-

tive, as good for grown-ups as it is for

children. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE
WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD—

Don’t dose yourself wlthhar<5h, upsetting purgatives. Take
Ex-Lax! It’s thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

As a precaution use only as directed

JA ^1^ The Original

Chocolated Laxative



SICKNESS or ACCIDENT

Dor>'f allow Hospitalization

expense to ruin your life sav*
Ings. Insure NOW.. .BEFORE
IT’S TOO LATE I In cose of
unexpected sickness or ac*
Cident you may go to any
Hospital in the U. S. or
Canada, under any Doctor's
core. Your expenses will be
paid in strict accordance
With Policy provisions. Indi-

vidual or entire family
eligible (to age 70). No
Ogent will call.

Hospital Expenses for
Sickness

(beginning 7th doy)
or Accident up to

$540.00
Doctor Expenses for

Accident up to

$135.00
Loss ofTime from Work

up to

$300.00
Accidental Death

$1000.00
MAtl COUPON AT ONCE War Coverage & Other

valuable benefits.

• NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. :
m Dept. MC44-2, Wilmington, Del.

j
Please send me, without obligotion, details about $

J
your *'3c A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan".

J

J Nome---......,—

I Adcfress..——

• City State

P
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At Last! Unwanted Hair OUT

hair remover
Mon-lrritating-Applie'l

Cola

Guaranteed Trial Offer
Look your loveliest . . . safeguard romance
. . don’t let superfluous hair blight your

love and cause others to whisper behind your
back Amazing hair remover, made of pure
vegetable ingredients, takes out unsightly,
superfluous hair in a jifTy—without chemicals
or heat—and makes your skin clean, smooth,
velvety—so you can wear the filmiest gowns,
the scantiest bathing suit, the sheerest stock-
ings . . . or no stockings at alll You apply
ADIEU cold, right from the jar, and in a
few seconds all the unsightly hair is OUT,
not off I

So Safe, a Baby Can Eat It!

Yes. the hair comes OUT—not merely off!

ADIEU removes the entire hair with the bulb
commonly known as the “roof*'. ’New hair
must grow before it reappears. Remember
ADIEU—not a bleach or an abrasive, no painful
plucking or tweezing. Not a razor or clipper.
No ugly razor nicks; no stubby regrowth; re-
sults more lasting. ADIEU Hair Remover is

made with pure. safe, vegetable ingredients.
No smelly, dangerous sulphides or chemicals. No unpleasant
odor. No messy preparation or heating. Absolutely SAPEI
Positively NON-IRRITATING. Recommended by dot'tors;
used by exclusive Hollywood beauty salons catering to movie
stars. You'll be delighted with how ADIEU takes out
<not off) the unwanted, superfluous hair from your face,
arms, legs, lips, back of neck, eyebrows, etc.

gC||n NA MAMPV Rush coupon for generously amplenu mvnci supply, pay postman only $2.00 plus
po.stage, and 10%i Federal Cosmetics Tax. on delivery,
use ADIEU Hair Remover for 30 days. If not delighted,
return unused portion and your money will be refunded
Instantly, Mail coupon todav.

FOUR STAR PRODUCTS COMPANY
6513 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. B-102. Hollywood 28. Calif.

I

I
_ Please rush generous Jar of ADIEU HAIR REMOVER

J

iN. plain PACKAGE. 30-Day _M.oney-Bach Guarantee

I

. . __-Day Money-Back Guarantee
Trial. I will pay Postman $2.00 plus postage and
Federal Cosmetics Tax. on delivery.

L
Clty State I

ADIEU Hair Remover is obtainable only from

t^^SOMEONE 7 0 REMEMBER—Republic: This
story of an old lady, Mabel Paige, who refuses to
move from a residential hotel that has been sold as a
boys’ college dormitory, has originality and quaint
charm. She takes an interest in John Craven, helps
him make his grades, and also promotes his marriage
to cute Dorothy Morris. (Nov.)

^SON OF DRACULA—Universal: Lon Chaney is

Dracula Jr., who proves a chip of the old block, to the
regret of Louise Allbritton, who marries him. Rob-
ert Paige, her former suitor, gets mixed up in the
fracas, as does Evelyn Ankers, her sister. (Jan.)

\/S0 THIS IS WASHINGTON—RKO: Chester
Lauck and Norris Goff are in top form as the country
storekeepers, L«m and Abner, who invent what they
think is synthetic rubber and go to Washington to

submit it to Alan Mowbray. The gags involving
their finding a room and trying to cut the red tape
around Mowbray are timely and hilarious. (Dec.)

STRANGE DEATH OF ADOLF HITLER, THE
—^^Universal: A fantastic tale of a man who becomes
Hitler’s double. His wife. Gale Sondergaard, is

falsely informed her husband has been shot by the
Nazis, so she vows vengeance and is finally brought
before the man she believes is Hitler. Unfortunately •

she unknowingly murders her husband instead of the
real Hitler. (Nov. )

ROSIE O’GRADY—20^h Century-
Fox: A typical 20th Century-Fox Technicolor musical
with several good songs and a fine cast. Robert
Young is a reporter who exposes Betty Grable as a
former Brooklyn burlesque queen so she gets back
at him by giving out gooey but untrue stories of their
engagement. Adolphe Menjou, Reginald Gardiner
and Virginia Grey trim up the story. (Dec.)

\/\/'THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS—WarneTs:
The slim story thread in this giant revue has S. Z.
Sakall and Edward Everett Horton attempting to put
on a benefit which is taken over by bossy Eddie Cantor.
Dennis Morgan and Joan Leslie attempt to crash
the benefit, in which such stars as Bette Davis, Errol
Flynn, Ann Sheridan, Jack Carson and Olivia de
Haviliand shine brightly. (Nov.)

\/'\/^THOUSANDS CHEER—M.-GU: A tiptop
musical, with Kathryn Grayson, daughter of Colonel
John Boles, falling in love with Private Gene Kelly.
Then guest stars, including Jose Iturbi, Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland, Red Skelton and Eleanor
Powell, are brought to the camp to put on a show
—and what a show! You’ll cheer it all, too. (Dec.)

pATOP MAN—Universal: A light comedy with a
message, this tells of Donald O’(ilonnor’s infatuation
for Susanna Foster, a newcomer to the town, and how
he eventually leads the town’s hep eats away from
their frivolity and into a defense plant. Susanna sings
divinely and Donald and his pal Peggy Ryan clown
and caper all over the place. It’s good fun.

TORNADO—Paramount; All about the unhappiness
caused a man by his socially ambitious wife, with
Chester Morris as the coal miner who marries show-
girl Nancy Kelly, who goads him on to success only
to prove unfaithful. Nancy does a swell job and
Morris has never been more likeable. Gwen Kenyon
and Bill Henry lend able support. (Nov.)

\/'TRUE TO LIFE—Paramount: Dick Powell and
Franchot Tone are a team of radio writers who are

slipping fast. When Dick discovers Mary Martin
singing in a little cafe and she takes him home to her

erratic family, he decides to put their antics on the

air. His radio serial ’’s a success until the family
catches on, and then the trouble really starts. Vic
Moore, the father, is a scream. (Nov.)

iA\/WATCH ON THE RHINE— 'Warners: Paul
Lukas is the active German anti-Nazi who returns

with his three children and wife, Bette Davis, to her
home in Virginia, and the soul-searing events follow-

ing their arrival are almost unbelievable. Lucille

Watson as Bette’s mother is superb, George Coulouris
is splendid as the would-be Nazi, and Lukas gives a
wonderful performance. It’s a must-see. (Nov.)

pA^WHISTLING IN BROOKLYN—M-G-U: Red
Skelton, amateur radio detective, is accused by the
police of being a notorious murderer, all of which he
thinks very funny until he finds himself trapped in

a warehouse with Ann Rutherford, Rags Ragland and
Jean Rogers. The fracas finally ends on the ball

field of the Brooklyn Dodgers with “dem bums” all

mixed up in it. There’s a lot of laughs. (Dec.)

WINTERTIME—20t'b Century-Fox: The ice rou-

tines are the best thing in this weak little story, with

Jack Oakie and Cornel Wilde owners of a defunct re-

sort hotel whence come S. Z. Sakall and Sonja Henie,
thinking it’s a swanky resort. Carole Landis chases
Cesar Romero who chases Helene Reynolds, but out-

side of Sonja’s routines nothing matters much. (Dec.)

^YOU'RE A LUCKY FELLOW. MR. SMITH—
Universal: This is the old story of a girl who must
marry by midnight in order to inherit money under
terms of a will, but it’s brought up to date by having'
everyone caught in a troop train quarantined with
measles. Evelyn Ankers and soldier Allan Jones are
the romantic couple, and Patsy O’Connor, Billie Burke
and David Bruce add to the complications. (Jan.)

"ANTI-GRAY HAIR"

VITAMINS
Plus Wheat Germ Oil (E) Vitamins

Science now offers a simple,
easy natural way that may re-
store gray hair (due to vitamin
lack) to its original color and
beauty. Safe, actually health-
ful. No messy dyes. Panates
Anti-Gray Hair Vitamins are
based on research of many
years by world-famous scien-
tists. While too new for 100%
results to be evident, checking
the gray spread and restoring
natural color to temples, part-

ing and gray streaks alone would make this
money-back test well worth your while.

Different from others, Panates not only offers
you the Anti-Gray Hair Vitamins you have read
so much about lately, but also has the Wheat
Germ Oil E supplement. Panates works inter-
nally. Color is literally fed through hair roots in
nature’s own way. Improve your diet and test
for yourself on warranty of full satisfaction or
money back. Send no money. Just write for
either the $1.79 (30-day) supply, the S4.79 ( 90-
day) supply, or simply ask for FREE booklet if
you prefer. Postman will collect money for orders
(no charge for free booklet) plus C.O.D. postage,
when he delivers Panates. Remember, Panates is
the double-action, two-way anti-gray hair vita-
min formula. Send today. We’ve made it easy
for you to take the first step in seeing what Anti-
Gray Hair Vitamin and Wheat Germ Oil may do
for you in your fight for hair beauty and happi-
ness. PANATE COMPANY, Dept. FL229. 310 So.
Michigan, Chicago 4, 111.

FREE^ Beautiful Sainple Enlargement, aleo a De Luxe Studio
Folder—both absolutely free. Jufit send this ad with any
photo. Enclose only 10c for mailing. Canada alno. One OK
Tinted sent C.O.D. for only 6Sc plus postage. Negs 59c.

New York Art Service. 200 W. 72 St.. N. Y. C.

WOMEN EARN MONEY
Se///ftif HOSIERY

Your Personal Hose FREE As Sales Bonus
Sell beautiful, sheer Wear-Tested Rayon Ho-
aiery to friends, neighbors. Earn welcome cash in spare
time and yonr personal hose FREE, as sales bonus.
Longer wear proven by certified tests. Individual Length
Service. Yon need no experience. Write for FREE com-
plete outfit and Bonus Hosiery plan today.

AMERICAN MILLS, Dept. T-18 . Indianapolis, Ind.

Weary Feet
Perk Up. With
Ice-Mint Treat
When feet bum, callouses sting and every step

is torture, don’t just groan and do nothing. Rub on
a little Ice-Mint. Frosty white, cream-like, its cool-

ing soothing comfort helps drive the fire and pain
right out . . . tired muscles relax in grateful relief.

A world of difference in a few minutes. See how
Ice-Mint helps soften up corns and callouses too.

Get foot happy today, the Ice-Mint way. Your
druggist has Ice-Mint.

MODELING

and

MODELING
A Glamorous, Lucrative

Coreer for Attractive^

Ambitious Girls

Our intensive courses will qua-
lifyyou for immediate positions

with leading Dress Salons,

Showrooms, Photographers, in

Film Shorts & Fashion Shows

• Distinctive Stoff

• Moderote Tuition

• Free Effective Ptacement

g Visit out modem sfudios-

/ ^ or request Booklet 10

mzm
JS 76 FIFTH AVe„ N. Y. C. BRvaw ^



DON’T PUT UP WITH THE

TORMENT OF SIMPLE PILES

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain» torture, itching of

simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing

PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to

millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

How PAZO Ointment Works
1. Soothes inflamed areas— relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu-

bricates hardened, dried parts— helps prevent cracking

and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed-

ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.

Special Pile Pipe lor Easy Application

PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile

Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so

PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Reliel with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and

the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get
PAZO ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—“THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE.” It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Llepe Methods
used -w/iile you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes.

UEPE METHODS.3284N.Green BayAve.,
I

Dept. 21-B, Milwaukee. Wisconsin i

M LEARN

ILLINERY HOME
• Design and make exclusive hats under personal direc-

tion of one of America's noted designers. Complete mate-
rials. blocks, etc., furnished. Every step illustrated. You
make exclusive salable hats right from the start. We
teach you how to start a profitable business in spare time.

Low cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send today for free catalog.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Avenue. Dept. 110 Chicago 1, III.

How To Manage A

SMALL FARM
And Make It Pay

Five Acres and Independence
is a book that may change your entire life, give you
that independence, that security you're working so
hard to achieve. It tells what kind of farm to rent
or to buy; how to choose it; how to finance it; what
and how to plant; choice and care of livestock, poultry,
bees, etc.; essentials of fruit and vegetable growing;
fertilizers; irrigation; spraying; cultivation; harvesting;
storage; sale of products and by-products. Every page
is packed with proved ways to make the small farm
self-supporting and profitable. 412 pages, abundantly
illustrated with workable plans and diagrams. Only
$2.50 postpaid. Don’t miss this opportunity, send today
for your copy of Five Acres and Independence.

FREE
BOOKLET

j

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. PMM-244
I

205 East 42nd Street. New York 17, N. Y.

I

Send me postpaid Five Acres and Independence. I

I

am enclosing $2.50.

I

Name

I

Address

1

City State

The Fashions Shown on Pages
60 and 61 Are Available

in the Following Stores

I. Coat Dress With White Embroidery

5. Steele Engraved Floral Crepe

Allentown, N. Y.—Hess Brothers

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Abraham and Strauss

Chicago, III.—Marshall Field

Cincinnati, Ohio—John Shillito

Cleveland, Ohio—Higbee Company

Columbus, Ohio—F. fit R. Lazarus

Dayton, Ohio—Rike Kumler

Evansville, Ind.—De Jongs

Indianapolis, Ind.—William H. Block

New York, N. Y.—James McCreery

Newark, N. J.—L. Bamberger & Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Strawbridge 8c Clothier

Rochester, N. Y.^Ribley, Lindsay & Curr

San Antonio, Tex.—Joske Brothers

St. Louis, Mo.—Stix, Baer 6c Fuller

Syracuse, N. Y.—Flah & Company

Trenton, N. J.—Yard’s

Washington, D. C.—Woodward & Lothrop

lour letters Make

aS,i,ae^mT

PERSONALIZED STATIONERY
200 Sheets—100 Envelopes

NOW ONLY $1.25 Complete

PAPER AND ENVELOPES PRINTED
WITH YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

2.

Polka Dot Skirt and Solid Jacket

Atlanta, Ga.—Goldring Company, c/o George Muse
Clothing Company

Boston, Mass.—D. Goldring, c/o Kennedy’s

Chicago, 111.—Rigman, Inc., c/o Hub
Dallas, Tex.—Rosanda, c/o Volk Brothers

Detroit, Mich.—Ernest Kern

Indianapolis, Ind.—William H. Bloch

Long Beach, Calif.—Buffam’s

Los Angeles, Calif.—Broadway Department Store

Louisville, Ky.—Roda Company, c/o Kauffman
Strauss

Nashville, Tenn.—Marfred, Inc., c/o Burk Company

New Orleans, La.—D. Goldring, c/o Godchaux
Clothing Company

Philadelphia, Pa.—Bonwit Teller

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Joseph Horne

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Lucky Platt

Providence, R. I.—D. Goldring, c/o Kennedy’s, Inc.

Richmond, Va.—D. Goldring, c/o Berry Burke &
Company

San Diego, Calif.—Marston Company

Scranton, Pa.—Goldring, c/o Samter Brothers

Shreveport, La.—Goldring

3. Plaid Weskit, Jacket and Accom-
panying Skirts—Blouses—Gloves

At W. G. Grant Stores Everywhere

4. Print With the Large Bowknots

Allentown, Pa.—Hess Brothers

Baltimore, Md.—Stewart & Company
Boston, Mass.—Conrad & Company
Cincinnati, Ohio—Mabley & Carew

Cleveland, Ohio—Halle Brothers

Detroit, Mich.—Crowley Milner

Houston, Tex.—Levy Brothers

Kansas City, Mo.—Emery, Bird 6c Thayer

Indianapolis, Ind.—William H. Bloch

Long Beach, Calif.—Buffams

New Orleans, La.—Maison Blanche

New York City, N. Y.—Best 8c Company
Newark, N. J.—Kresge

Philadelphia, Pa.—Bonwit Teller

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Boggs & Buhl

Portland, Ore.—Lipman, Wolfe & Company *

Providence, R. I.—Scott Furriers

San Francisco, Calif.—Liebes Company

You don’t have to come all the way to the famous
Saks-34th store to get this smart, fine-quality per-

sonalized stationery

!

Just pick out the style you want and order 6y
number^using the Coupon for convenient delivery
to your door! Be sure to write full name and
address exactly as the stationery is to be printed.

What a difference this aristocratic stationery will

make when you write letters! You’ll be delightedi

FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY!......-
SAKS-34th, New York, 1, N.Y. (Dept. PM)
Send prepaid. 200 sheets and 100 envelopes ‘‘Erindale*’

J
Stationery for which I encloso $1.35 (including iOc for p
delivery). I prefer style Jti ), in the paper and ink I

color checked

:

j

I. Aqua paper, blue ink 3. Rose paper, wine ink
J

2. White paper, blue Ink 4. Yellow paper, brown ink I

NAME

ADDRESS
Allow three weeks for printing and delivery.

If you visit SAKS-34tli, Stationery is on the STREET FL20R

High school not necessary. No age limit.
Send for FREE“NursingFacts’'and sample
lesson pages. Earn while learning. Act now!

We Use This New 11-Minule

Home Shampoo
Mothers and daughters stay young together
when sunny golden curls are gloriously
lovely. That’s why Blondex, the special
shamp90 that helps keep light hair from
darkening and brightens faded blonde hair,
is so popular. Blondex makes a rich cleans-
ing lather. Instantly removes dingy, dust-
laden film that makes hair dark. 'Takes only
1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair new lustre
and highlights. Safe for children's hair.
At 10c, drug or department stores.

P
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FOR THAT

COLD-
ANTIPHlOGjSTlNt

If you have a chest cold — do what mil-

lions are doing. Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE and

apply it at once, comfortably hot!

You help yourself to immediate relief.

You help ease those disturbing cold symp-

toms—cough, tightness of the chest, sore-

ness of the throat due to a cold.

ANTIPHLOGISTINE is a ready-to-use medi-

cated poultice. It maintains Moist Heat for

many hours. This Moist Heat helps speed

recovery—makes you feel better fast.

For best results apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE

promptly.

Antipklogistine

The white package with the orange band

fi-iJitipiilogistifle
s

Product of

^ k >
THE DENVER CHEMICAL MEG. CO.. NEW YORK N.Y.

'

Bea DesiSner ofAnaAl SfaAfiionA'
Prepare at home for tbrilline: career. Earn good In*
come. MaDF fine op^rtnnities with s^le salons. Ori^*
Date yoor own clothes, rractical, personalized trainincr ander
the ffoidance of skilled designers. Send for FREE booklet.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DRESS DESIGN
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Opt. 1382, Chicago 5, U.S.A.

When your baby suffers from
teething pains.juslrubafew drops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby forthe entireteething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Jusf rub it on the gums

This Is Our Job

(^Continued from page 64) into the first

ward. The children all had on their best
clothes and they looked so very nice. They
lay either on their beds or stood on
crutches. I could see their twisted legs

and arms. But most of them were smiling.

A few were kind of shy when I came near
them. Others just stared at me. But not
one seemed sad at all.

I’ll always remember one little boy I

talked to. He said to me, “You know, I’m
going to get well. I know it. And I’m
going to be well soon! You’ll see!”

Of course, all of them were not going to

get well. There was one boy who would
never leave his wheel chair. Yet he told

me, “Maybe someday I can leave this chair

and study and be a fine lawyer. That is

what I want to be. But I’m not unhappy
here. I’m not unhappy because I know
that there is so much ahead for me.”
Then there was a little girl who had

spent a long time with her back propped
up on a rack. She had spine trouble. At
first nobody thought she could be helped.
But when I saw her she was improving.
At the hospital, I also met two of the

little girls who had written to me before.

They were Mildred Elliott and Mildred
Cupo. Mildred Elliott was beautiful. She
had had so many operations and was to

have more, but she was very brave. She
was always thinking of other children in

the hospital. She and Mildred Cupo were
always helping to give the younger chil-

dren their baths.

DECAUSE of the great care given the
^ children here, there were many who
were almost cured. One girl came in while
I was visiting a ward. At one time she
could only move her head and no other
part of her body. Now she was running
about and playing. She was very proud
to show me how she could walk and use
her arms.

I didn’t realize how much a little visit

from someone meant to those children
until I heard about a little five-year-old
girl in the hospital. She was having a
treatment in the pool when she heard I

was coming. By the time she was dressed
and back in her ward she thought I had
gone. She cried as if she would never stop,

the nurse told me afterwards. But when
I saw her, she was all smiles. She hadn’t
cried because I was in pictures. I don’t
think she had ever heard of me—let alone
having seen me in a film. She cried be-
cause she, like all the rest, was so anxious
for someone to come to see her.

The hospital at Newark impressed me
so much. The doctors and nurses were so
nice and seemed to like the children so
much. The hospital itself, I admit, needed
some new paint and other things, but I

was amazed when the children showed me
all the up-to-date machinery and equip-
ment. They need a lot more equipment.
They could do a lot more if they had the
money to buy the things they need.

I was so excited to see children having
one of the Sister Kenny treatments. These
treatments are so wonderful. How much
children everywhere owe to Sister Kenny!

I went to lots of hospitals. In Chicago
I was at the Spalding Hospital. The New-
ark hospital just has children with infantile

paralysis, but the Spalding Hospital has
children with bad hearts, too.

Even the children who are sickest go to

school every day. A teacher comes in and
gives them their lessons. One boy at

Spalding, who had to stay in bed all the
while, was making planes because he was
very good at that. Another girl was always
drawing—and she was very good, too. She
at one time had not been able to use her
arms. I think it would be terrible not to

be able to use your arms. I guess it’s

because I like to write and draw so much
myself.
There is one thing I learned as the result

of my visits. That is: The children do not
want people to come in with a long face
and say, “Poor child.” The boys and girls

do not even think they will not get well
soon, and if someone pities them it makes
them sad.

I have heard from lots of the children
I met. Their letters are so nice. When-
ever they ask for anything as small as

an autographed picture, for example,
they beat about the bush first. They are
shy about coming right out and asking.

I only wish everyone in America could
go to those nice hospitals. If everybody
could see what I saw, they would know
how wonderful it is to give just a few
pennies. Maybe our pennies would even
be what decides whether a child will be
crippled or can walk again. I would like

to start a fund toward building a hospital

—and have all the children here in America
help, too. I guess this may sound like a
dream now, but somehow I’ll make it come
true. I do want to say to other children,

though: Please send in your pennies so

that all we big brothers and sisters all

over the United States can help those poor
sick children to get well.

The End
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fff*»»nbitious women who need an extra incom^
are invited to accept this amazing offer to

represent famous Fashion Frocks. Never has the demand for

these lovely dresses been so great. Consequently, we need

more reliable women to demonstrate these exclusively styled

frocks at amazing low prices. Thousands of women all over

the country are now enjoying this easy, dignified way to earn

money in spare time — *15, *18, *23 each week for a few

hours work. In addition they get their own dresses Free of

any cost. This opportunity is open to you. No experience, no
regular canvassing necessary. And not one penny is required.

/ FREE Portfolio of d yiA^ ui}N
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shirtwaist classic is Judith
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\ith a sparkling
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Amazing

Scar ofNBC Sealtest Show
selects this sparkling cactus

print, beautifully styled

shirtwaist dress for all-time

loveliness.
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Roneering Since 1849
A long history of pioneering, embracing

every major development in American brewing* is thrillingly climaxed in

the Schlitz you drink today. Brewed with just the kiss of the hops, none

of the bitterness, Schlitz brings you that famous flavor found only in this

great brew.

*Scltlitz pioneered

Pure Culture Yeast-,

famous Broavn Bottle-,

Precise Control-,

exclusion ofair

from bottle-.

Just the Kiss

ofthe Hops.

jrUST THE f/ss
Copjrtghi IQifJ., Jts.Sfhliltx, i

OF THE HOPS

THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
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Its yours-withjust One Cake of Camay!

Skin tests prove Camays Complexions grow lovelier... day by day

Mildness that cleanses

without Irritation!
?® O'! iU.
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M
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These tests demonstrated Camay’s
mildness . .

.

proved how it can ben-

efit skin. "Camay is really mild,"

the specialists said, "it cleansed

without irritation." Remember this

. . . and stop being haphazard in

your skin care. Get Camay . . . and
see the fresh new radiance that

comes to your skin.

TREASURE TOUR CAMAY-
Make it last as long as possible— for soap is made of precious

materials. Use just enough Camay to work up a good lather.

And keep your soap dish dry—wet dishes waste soap.



win romance with a bright, sparkling smile!

'iCt-lSiC

KjBfeiis
,

'

Smiles are brighter when gums are firmer. Guard against ^'pink tooth brush'^—use Ipana and massage.

There’s a victory to win — and you’re

working hard! But after hours, you’re

— with your girl’s heart and time for

romance. So wear your feminine frills and

furbelows. Yes, and call on the most fetch-

ing charm of all—a radiant smile!

Remember you don’t need beauty to

win happiness and romance. Charm counts

as much as beauty. And even the plainest

girl—with a sparkling, attractive smile-

can turn heads and win hearts!

So make your smile gay and radiant—

a

smile that is the real YOU. And remem-
ber, healthy gums are important if you

want to have a bright, sparkling smile.

"Pink tooth brush"— a warning!

)f your tooth brush "shows pink’’—jcc your

dentist! He may say your gums are tender

—robbed of exercise by our soft foods. Like

many dentists, he may suggest "the helpful

stimulation of Ipana and massage.”

For Ipana is designed not only to clean

teeth thoroughly but, with massage, to aid

the health of the gums as well. Let Ipana

and. massage help you to brighter teeth,

firmer gums, a lovelier smile!

Your Country needs you
in a vita! job! .

3,000,000 women are needed to serve

on the home front — to release more
men for wartime duties.

Jobs of every kind—in offices, stores

and schools — as well as in defense

plants — ate war jobs now.

What can you do? More than you

think!

If your finger can press a button,

you can run an elevator or a packag-

ing machine! If you can keep house,

you've got ability that hotels and res- P

taurants ate looking for! m
Check the Help Wanted ads. Or see

gj

your local U. S. Employment Service.

Start today WITH Ipana and massage
1



A legend currently circulating among
airmen reveals that when General
Chennault, commanding his Flying
Tigers, climbed into the cockpit of a

plane he said,

“When I’m at the stick I’m just a guy
named Joe.”

M-G-M presents Spencer Tracy and
Irene Dunne in Victor Fleming's pro-
duction of “A Guy Named Joe”.

With Van Johnson.Ward Bond, James
Gleason, Lionel Barrymore, Barry
Nelson, Esther Williams.

Screen play by Dalton Trumbo, adap-
tation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan,
directed by Victor Fleming and pro-
duced by Everett Riskin.

That’s the entire billing and it’s an
honor to be on it. “A Guy Named
Joe” is a great memorable picture.

Spencer Tracy gives the outstanding
performance of his career. It is way
ahead of his shadow life as an aviator
in “Test Pilot”.

Irene Dunne surpasses her best work,
not excluding “The Awful Truth”.

Victor Fleming’s direction makes you
remember that he also directed “Gone
With The Wind”.

.

Two lovers with stars in their eyes and
their eyes in the stars are Spencer and
Irene. She too, you see, is a pilot.

A story of recklessness in the face of
the sheerest danger and of love itself

which is the enemy of fear.

M-G-M is as proud of this one as of
“Madame Curie” which has met with
such acclaim throughout the country,

If you care to listen in to a first class

radio program try “The People’s Re-
porter” on the Mutual Network. Need
we tell you the sponsor?.
But it’s hard for us to mention the air

without

|ot/ AiflA/cL'
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LEO PRESENTS

mm^juL. spencer TRACY

»ZmA, IRENE DUNNE
in VICTOR FLEMING’S Production

of the M-G-Marvelous Romance

The grandest love story since ‘*Test Pilot**

CL Neomdi
with VAN JOHNSON * WARD BOND • JAMES GLEASON • LIONEL BARRYMORE
BARRY NELSON • ESTHER WILLIAMS • Screen Play by Dalton Trumbo • Adaptation by

Frederick Hazlitt Brennan • Directed by VICTOR FLEMING • Produced by EVERETT RISKIN

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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was, “Thank you.” The cop didn’t

even say, “You’re welcome,” he re-
called later.

At the very moment Twentieth
Century-Fox lost Betty Grable to

motherhood they discovered right

on their own lot a miniature Grable
in little June Haver, a blonde cur-
vaceous beauty that stops traffic

wherever she goes.

Joe E. Brown, in Chungking,
China, had crowds of Oriental fans
following at his heels making with
the big mouth. A world-wide trade-
mark, it seems, and no pun intended.

Here Comes the Bride—There Goes
the Groom: The dawn was climbing
the California hills when the door-
bell of Dinah Shore’s home rang.

Grins: Mr. and
Sonny Tufts at Mocambo

talk: Veronica Lake,

Lana Turner at Mocambo

rang and rang and rang.
Dinah’s sleepy head thrust

itself out of an upstairs win-
dow. “Who is it?”

“Western Union,” came
the answer, but the sleepy
one was so long coming
down, the bell ringer had
given up and was already
down the front walk.
“Western Union boy,

come back,” she called, and
it was then Corporal George
Montgomery, that minute
back from Alaska, faced the
girl he loved who flew into

his arms.
They sat and talked till Dinah’s

friend, Shirley Mitchell of the Great
Gildersleeve and Fibber McGee and
Molly radio shows, came downstairs.

“Hey,” George said finally, “what
about my letter and the date?”
“What letter? What date?” Dinah

asked. It hadn’t arrived yet, it

seemed.
“I wrote asking you to set the

date for our wedding,” George said.

“Say when, now.”
That was on a Sunday morning

and they thought they had plenty
of time. But on Thursday George
knew he’d be leaving again in less

than a week. So despite radio re-

hearsals, photographic sittings and
radio shows, (Continued on page 6)

Joy: George Montgomer
and bride Dinah Shor

W ell. What Do You
Know?: Frank Sinatra

has a hole in his left ear-
drum. It makes him a 4-F
in the draft. Hollywood
bobbysockers celebrated the
event with high-school
cheers while John Garfield
gave out with a Sinatra
imitation that killed the
people.

Shirley Temple, we hear,
has wagered with her own
mother she’ll be married
before she’s seventeen. She’s
nearly sixteen now and the
boy of her heart is soldier Hotchkiss.
Charles Boyer, who calls his new

son Michel, is so proud he doesn’t
care if he ever makes another movie.
Just can’t tear himself away from
Monsieur Baby Boyer.
David Niven is now a lieutenant

colonel in the British Army. Can’t
you see the publicity blurbs after

the war:
—“Sam Goldwyn presents

Lieutenant Colonel David Niven in

the mad merry farce
—‘Nothing

Private’ ” or some such thing. Or,

wait—-Davy might even get to be
a general, which would be even
more confusing.
When an irate traffic cop handed

a traffic ticket to Ginger Rogers,
who is not noted for her pleasantries,

he nearly fell over. All Ginger said
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(Continued from page 4) they talked
it over. It was to be on a Saturday
evening in Las Vegas.
On Saturday afternoon Dinah, her

close friend Cobina Wright Jr., and
Shirley set out to shop for a wedding
dress. They found a lovely soft blue
one at Saks but it was too long. Couldn’t
they please cut it off right then, Dinah
begged, not letting on it was for her
wedding. It took much pleading and
pretending it was for a command radio
performance for the boys before the

store agreed. While the alterations

were in progress the girls shopped for

a wedding ring for George (it was to

be a double ring ceremony) and dark
blue accessories to wear with the blue
dress.

In a cold dreary ladies’ room of a

Las Vegas, gas station at two that

morning Dinah changed into her wed-
ding dress while Cobina telephoned
Justice Paul O’Malley and George
searched for a gardenia bouquet and
white prayer book for his bride to

carry.

“I c-can’t k-keep m-my t-teeth from
ch-ch-chattering,” Dinah moaned, “and
those hamburgers with onions w-we ate

d-d-don’t help a-any.”
They had to fight to make her take

her coat off during the ceremony, she

.
hAocarY''=>?-

Reumo" and

lom
,
h^osome.

"'-"'lb•’rememt>er

was so cold. Nevada at 2:40 in

the morning can be chilly and gas sta-

tion ladies’ rooms aren’t the coziest of

dressing rooms.
The ceremony was so brief Dinah was

sure Justice O’Malley had forgotten

part of it. He assured her over and
over he hadn’t. Miss Dinah Shore had,
indeed, become Mrs. George Mont-
gomery.
They repaired, the bride, groom and

party, to a town cafe for the
wedding breakfast of ham and eggs
and then came back to Dinah’s home.
Cobina gave a wedding dinner party
the first night, but the second night

George dismissed the cook and donned
an apron to prepare a spaghetti din-

ner just for himself and his bride.

They had one more night and then he

was gone—overseas, he thought. It

wasn’t until he arrived at the station

that he discovered he was being sent to

Randolph Field, Texas. Dinah tried to

get transportation too, but failed. While
there, George stayed with Dinah’s
sister and brother-in-law. Captain and
Mrs. M. Seligman. By now he may
very well be one of the boys over there
listening to Dinah’s voice on those
“Command Performance” records, long-
ing and wanting his bride like thou-
sands of other fellows. Maybe that new
deep ring in her voice is just for him

—

her man over there.

Smiles of the Month: Four weeks be-
fore the shooting of “Road To Utopia”
an assistant director phoned Bing Cros-
by. “Start grow- (Continued on page 8)
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RATIONED FUEL?
Now, more than ever, Listerine Antiseptic may help you guard against colds and sore throat

WHEN the thermostat says 60 de-

grees as you sit down to play

bridge, maybe you had better have a

bottle of Listerine Antiseptic handy,

'to be used at the first sneeze or sniffle.

Many medical authorities consider

a chill, a draft, wet or cold feet, and

fatigue to be important factors in the

production of some of the trouble-

some symptoms of colds.

' In their opinion, these factors may
lower body resistance so that a threat-

ening group of germs called the

'secondary invaders can stage a "mass
' invasion’’ of throat tissues.

li Much of the discomfort and misery

fi associated with a cold are due, they

j^say, to such "mass invasions.”

Kills Millions oj Germs in Tests

I

The prompt and early and repeated

use of Listerine Antiseptic may avert

this mass attack . . .
get the surface

germs before they get you. This de-

lightful germicide reaches way back

on mouth and throat surfaces to kill

millions of bacteria . . ;
gives Nature

a helping hand in its fight to throw

off the infection before it gets serious.

This quick, germ-killing action, we
believe, explains why Listerine Anti-

septic has had such an impressive

record against colds in tests conducted

over a period of twelve years.

Fewer Colds Jor

Listerine Antiseptic Users in Tests

These tests showed that regular, twice-a-

day users ofListerine Antiseptic hadfewer
colds and fewer sore throats than non-

garglers. Moreover, when colds did develop

they were generally milder in character.

Jtrst remember, that fifteen minutes

after Listerine Antiseptic was gargled

germ reductions on mouth and throat

surfaces ranging to 96.7% were noted

. . . and up to 80% even one hour after

the test gargle.

Surely, when you feel a cold coming
on, it’s just plain common sense to

take advantage of the Listerine Anti-

septic precaution. Lambert Pharmacal

Company, St. Louis, Mo.

BECAUSE OF WARTIME restrictions you may
not always be able to get Listerine Antiseptic in

your favorite size. Most drug counters will, how-
ever, have it generally available in some size.

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC
for oral hygiene



They’re no weak sisters, these

DeLong Bob Pins. Stronger, du-

rable spring . . . they last and last.

Stronger Grip

New daters:
Anne Shirley,
tops In lots of

little black
books, gives an
evening to Mr.

Jess Barker

Old daters:
Eloise and Pat

O'Brien, prime

members of the

"married and
happy" set of

Hollywood

some in his uniform, holding down one
of the best veranda tables. We were
keeping our date for lunch on Bob’s
one free day in town.
The laughter generated by Bob and

Olivia de Havilland in “Princess
O’Rourke” was sweeping the country
at the time, but we hadn’t come to talk
about laughter. Or movies, either,

for that matter. We were there to

gather firsthand knowledge of Bob
Cummings’ place in this war and we
can tell you we never spent a more I

enjoyable afternoon.
He’s in his thirties, Bob is, despite '

the fact he not only looks a boy but
has somehow managed to keep all the ;

enthusiasm and youthful handsomeness
j

of a youngster. So being past the age
of young fliers he pretty well had to

^

make his own place and no Hollywood
j

personality has ever found himself in

a more important spot than Bob.
To him, at Mira Loma Base near Ox-

nard, California, come majors, cap-
tains, lieutenants, cadets and young
recruits for flight training and on his

shoulders is placed the responsibility

of training the (Continued on page 10)

(Continued from page 6) ing a beard,
Bing,” he said. “You gotta wear it in

a special scene.”

So Bing started the awful task with
the itching, scratching, discomfort and
all the kidding that goes with a Holly-
wood beard.
And then came the first day of shoot-

ing and Bing arrived with a tangled
mass of whiskers, to be met with howls
of laughter by smooth-faced Hope, who
had planned the gag.

Bing is planning a way to get even
and, oh brother, will that revenge be
sweet and bitter. . . .

When Captain Clark Gable, who has
been off the screen for over a year, first

met little Margaret O’Brien he asked
her if she, too, was in movies.
Later Margaret, who was so taken

aback, confided to her mother:
“That soldier certainly doesn’t know

much, does he? He must have never
seen a movie in his whole life.”

Instructor Cummings Speaks: It was an
early sunny afternoon in midwinter
that old Cal climbed the steps of '^'he

Players to find Bob Cummings, hand-

Quality yiliuiujacturers for Over 50 y'ears

BOB PINS HAIR PINS HAIR NETS

SAFETY PINS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS a EYES HOOK a EYE TAPES

SNAP FASTENERS

SANITARY BELTS D-N DELNAPS

If the Store is out of DeLong Bob

Pins today, try again next time you’re

in. Shipments are received regularly

but quantities are still restricted.
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Workaday hands can have

“Luxury Look“!

Yes—busy hands can stay on the

beauty shift! The secret’s Trushay-—

a

different kind of lotion—made to a s-pe-

cial formula. You use Trushay before-

hand—before you wash undies, or do
the dishes—before hot, soapy water
can mar soft hands!

You need two pairs of hands these

days. (You’re wanted in so many jobs.)

Well, Trushay’s next best! Used before

soap-and-water tasks, it lielps you keep
“Sunday hands’’, every day in the week
'—guards against rouglmess and dryness !

TRUSHAY

For look-prettier evenings, Trushay’s

marvelous! Use it beforehand to guard

your hands. Then try it as a powder
base. (It’s clinging, fragrant.) Or for

all-over body rubs. Inexpensive, Get
Trushay at your druggist’s.

l•BODUCT OF *Trushay was formerly called Toushay. A slightly
•RisTou-MYERs different name—but the same “beforehand” lotion.

THE “BEFOREHAND” LOTION that guards hands even in hot, soapy water
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Frances Denney, world authority

on Beauty says, "Your beauty can be

compelling, unforgettable— if you

choose the right shade of lipstick.”

MISS DENNEY’S superb lipstick

adds an arresting dash of color that

glorifies your Make-Up. Its smooth,

creamy texture makes your lips

luscious, inviting.

Distinguished women, everywhere,

use FRANCES DENNEY Lipstick

for day and night-time Make-Up.

There is a choice of twelve

"Unforgettable” shades ... at

better stores in your city.

(Continued from page 8) men assigned
to him, commissioned and otherwise,
for the important flying jobs that will

help win us this war.
Six days a week he’s up at 5: 40 every

morning in order to be on his job at

7:00 for twelve or more hours a day.
Every minute of his day is filled with
the tedious, nerve-racking job of

teaching a man to fly, to relax his ten-
sion, to be at ease in the air and to be
able to solo within his specified time.

To the student who falters in his course
he must be parent, friend and adviser
to the love-lorn, all in one.
“What kind of letters is your mother

or sweetheart writing?” he asks. For
nine times out of ten worried letters

from mothers or no letters at all from
the girl friend can throw a young flier

off his beam.
To wash men out is one of the hard-

est tasks he has’ to perform. And
yet for their own safety, as well as that

of others, it must be done. Every man
who finishes his course by no means is

finished in the mind and heart of this

man. In a huge scrapbook, given him
by actress Fay McKenzie, he keeps
the names, dates, data and pictures of

the boys from his classes. When they
cover themselves with glory over there,

.he notes it in his book. And when they
go forever, he notes that, too. He’ll

never forget.

Amusing things happen in the course
of training. The day “Princess
O’Rourke” opened at the theater near

10
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the base a new c^ass reported. Onto
the field strode a six-foot-two cadet,

I

eyes fastened to his plane in sheer
fascination; hope, anxiety, exaltation,
fear of not making it, all rolled into
one.

f; “P. O’Rourke reporting, sir,” he said,

f Bob grinned. “I don’t mind the kid-
ding,’.’ he laughed. “But what’s the

\
real name?”

I

“P. O’Rourke, sir,” came back the

Q
answer.
Bob was still smiling but growing a

bit puzzled. The sincerity of the lad

was so obvious.
“Did you ever see the picture ‘Prin-

cess O’Rourke?’ ” Bob asked.
“No, sir,” came the reply.

“Did you know I played in it?”

“No, sir.” The cadet, who seemed
to have no idea Cummings was an ac-
tor, was still eying the plane seriously.

“Well, look,” Bob said. “You go
down to the theater tonight and see it,

for, brother, you don’t know it but I’m
' playing you.”
I Remember this Cummings lad has no
f thought he is doing anything beyond his

duty. But Cal asks you to remember
Bob gave up those gold bars on his

! shoulders, that coveted commission that

;

every man, actor or otherwise, works
and struggles to get, in order to take

; over this job—one so strenuous and
nerve-racking that older men crack
under it. As a lieutenant in the Civil Air
Patrol who taught civilians to help com-
bat the submarine menace. Bob gave
up his commission, the bars he wore
with pride. As an instructor he wears
a plain, unadorned uniform and is proud
of it.

Due to a close scrutiny of his remark-
able record as a flier for fifteen years.

The Alan Marshalls—-at home:
They get applause for being
gay, happy—and nice people

OF ALL THE GREAT
STORIES PRODUCED BY

WITH

THERE HAS BEEN NONE
GREATER THAN THIS I

NANCy C0[[MAN -MARy boland - victor francen nazimova
Directed by VI N C E NT S H E RMAN • Produced by J E R RY WALD
Original Screen Play by Ellis St. Joseph and Howord Koch. Music by Franz Waxman
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he was approached for this work by
an official.

“What did you do before the war?”
he was asked.

“I was an actor,” Bob said.

“Oh.” The answer frankly expressed
distaste.

“Why?” demanded Bob, his ire up.

“What’s the matter with acting? Are
we a race apart or something? Or
aren’t we men who also seem to know
our job in this war?”
He was given the post.

These are not particularly happy
times for Bob Cummings in his own
private life, but he never once lets it

enter his work. His suit against Uni-
versal Studios, asking for his release,

is being handled by his two brothers
who are attorneys in Los Angeles. They
will fight the suit for him to the bitter,

final end. He’s just that determined.
After two years of knowing their

marriage was over, Bob and his wife
recently came to a final decision to

separate. Mrs. Cummings, at Bob’s
suggestion, went to Reno and took her
final flying course for a civilian pilot

license. She, too, is a fine flier. At
the completion of her course she quiet-
ly received her divorce papers.

Billy Gilbert, with whom Bob shares
a workshop, Gilbert’s wife Ella, and sis-

ter-in-law Fay McKenzie, are his clos-

est friends. Some say Bob and Fay are
a seriously romantic twosome. After
talking with Bob, Cal feels the two are
rather warm, personal friends. But as

to the future

—

Anyway, we thought you’d like to

know about Bob Cummings and his

work. At least you couldn’t be in-
formed about a grander guy.

Close Ups and Long Shots: About this

time each spring, Hollywood closes its

books for the year and takes a look
backward and forward. Who has made
the biggest strides of the year? Who
has slipped backwards? Who will leap
ahead to be 1944 stars?

Seems to old Cal a lad named Sonny
Tufts, with a single picture to his

credit, “So Proudly We Hail,” created
the greatest hullabaloo. Sonny, whose
mannerisms can grow monotonous, has
a long pull ahead in 1944. Can he keep
pace with his past, we wonder?
Among the girls, Jennifer Jones in

“The Song Of Bernadette” seemed the
And of the year. Whether her particu-
lar type of simple appeal will flt into

a more diversified schedule also re-
mains to be seen. At any rate. Cal
nominates Sonny and Jennifer as the
surprise hits of 1943.

Alan Ladd, 1942’s sensation, who was
off the screen for much this past fiscal

year, we predict will equal, if not sur-
pass, his popularity in ’44. Paul Lukas
registered a strong comeback in his

“Watch On The Rhine,” but both Bette
Davis and Spencer Tracy failed to reach
their peak of other years. The popu-
larity of Mickey Rooney seemed defi-

nitely on the wane as Donald O’Connor
climbed higher and higher. And
Susanna Foster in “Phantom Of The
Opera,” hit the spot left void by
Deanna Durbin who was off the

screen too long during the past year.
Speaking of singers, Frank Sinatra

gave Bing Crosby a race for his money
in the movie “Higher And Higher” as
well as on the air. The name Betty
Hutton became important and will be-
come even more so as time goes by.

Katina Paxinou, the Pilar of “For
Whom The Bell Tolls,” emerged the
greatest character find of the year and
will clmb even further, to our notion.

Charles Coburn leaped (well, at least

galloped) to the front with his wonder-
ful performance in “The More The
Merrier,” with Monty Woolley giving
him a close chase in “Holy Matrimony.”

Jackie Jenkins, of “The Human Com-
edy,” and Margaret O’Brien who began
her climb to stardom with “Journey
For Margaret,” won honors for the year
in the juvenile department.
And just because he’s Bob, Hope be-

came the man of the year in 1943. And
what’s to stop him from carrying on?
Susan Peters leaped ahead, only one
jump ahead of newcomer Dorothy Mc-
Guire, however, and the public be-
came aware of Helmut Dantine and
Lon McCallister, the California of

“Stage Door Canteen.” Humphrey Bo-
gart took a brand-new lease on life

(love life, too, kiddies) with his role

in “Casablanca” and Sydney Green-
street became the character villain of

the year.

Jim Brown and Van Johnson cap-
tured femme hearts by the score and
Robert Walker leaped into prominence
with his young character portrayal in

“Bataan.”

p
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That “Irresistible something”

is IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME 10 *'

We dedicate to tke

ARMY nan corps

IRRESISTIBIB «to^5P^lIPSTICK

A brave, bright red as spirited as its name. Wear it

like a badge of cheer as a "pick-up" for service

shades or any costume color! Easy to apply, non-

drying... Irresistible Lipsticks ore whip-text through

a secret process to stay on longer . . . smoother.

Brilliant time-saving aid to the clear shining beauty

of today's American woman. Complete your make-up

with Irresistible's matching rouge and face powder.

10c AT ALL 10c STORES

TO STAY ON LONGER., S-M-O-O-T-H-E-R!
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Paul Muni failed to make the come-
back he hoped for, Gene Kelly managed
only to hold the ground gained in the

year 1942, and Mary Martin gave up
in despair (Cal thinks she should have
stuck just a bit longer) and went to

New York to make a big hit in “One
Touch Of Venus.”
We predict next year you will be

writing fan letters to these newcomers;
John Hodiak, Bob Hutton, Gregory
Peck, Bill Eythe, Gail Russell, Bar-
bara Britton and Danny Kaye.
And, oh yes—for the most beautiful

newcomer to the screen in 1944, our
nomination is June Haver in “Home In
Indiana.”

Two seats on the aisle: Mr.
and Mrs. Franchot Tone on a
holiday theater celebration

Turkey With the Quiz Kids: It was our
old friend Smiley Burnette, the comic
cowboy “Frog” of the Autry and other
Western pictures, on the phone:
“Come out Sunday for lunch,” he

said. “Gonna have the Quiz Kids
here.”

Fortified by two rugged Marine
fliers. Lieutenant Bob Bell of Lynn,
Massachusetts, and Lieutenant Roy
Wicker of Lubbock, Texas, we trotted
out in fear and trepidation. What
chance had we against those Quiz ex-
perts?
They arrived presently, a whole bus

load of kids, parents, schoolmaster Joe
Kelly, Mrs. Kelly and others.

Like a flash they were all over the
place at once. Smiley had to haul out
his motorcycle with the sidecar at-
tached to give each kid a ride, Joel

"Why does that red head
always pick on my date!"

Jean: With all the men she’s got, you’d
think she’d let my date alone! I’d like to

give her a piece of my mind. Bob’s skated
more with ^er than with me!

Ann: She’s a snazzy skater— but that
needn’t curdle yo:/, glamour puss! You’re
much prettier, Jean, and you can stop wor-
rying if you’ll listen to a word of wisdom.

Jean : . . . but underarm odor! You know
I never miss my morning bath!

Ann : Baths can fade fast, my pet. Why not
play safe with Mum, every day!

Jean: What a silly goose I was not to

know baths simply wash away past per-

spiration. But Mum after every bath pre-

vents risk of underarm odor to come.

I,
HEY, HOW 1.

ABOUr TURNING

THAT SWEETNESS
_ MY my? '

[
(TO HERSELF)

At-M-MM.'eoe

ti£ALLY THINKS /'M

SH£C/AL-S/NC£

!MADEA HABIT

. OF MVM! ,

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSPIRATION

Product of Bristol-Myers

Don’t let underarm odor spoil your charm!

MUM is quick! Only 30 seconds to use Mum—
prevents underarm odor all day or all evening.

MUM is safe —safe for your skin, even after un-

derarm shaving. Won’t harm clothes!

MUM is sure —Trust Mum to guard your dainti-

ness through busy days or dancing evenings.

Without stopping perspiration, Mum prevents

underarm odor—keeps you nice to have around.

For Sanitary Napkins

—

Gentle, safe Mum is dependable

—ideal for this important purpose.
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Beauty Secret

iaSuff

Marriage to be proud of: Ronald
Colman and Benlta Hume, soon
to stage a "proud parent" act

Kupperman, the seven-year-old mathe-
matical wonder, was first. But when
it came to the turns of Harvey Bennett
Fishman and Richard Williams, they
insisted on doing the driving with
Smiley in the sidecar. There was only
one catch to this procedure. Once in,

Smiley, the hefty, couldn’t get out.

We gathered at long tables out. on
the lawn for a turkey buffet lunch
with Ruthie Duskin and Gerard Dar-
row helping with the serving.

When we left, just an hour before
their broadcast time, the kids were
getting ready to go swimming in

Smiley’s pool.

They hadn’t left off running and
tearing, at least Joel hadn’t, since they
had arrived and yet had energy enough
to swim before their broadcast.

Let Cal tell you now you’ll never
meet nicer, better behaved or more
natural children anywhere. You’ll

see them, perhaps, in a short subject

film they made here and, of course,

you’ll be seeing Joel in his Universal
film, “Chip Off The Old Block’’ and in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer films of the

future.

A Line op Two: Remember how Fred-
die Bartholomew was hounded all

through his childhood by lawsuits?

It’s happening again to fifteen-year-old

Roddy McDowall, who just recently

elected to settle a $36,000 breach of con-

Xoday’s revival of earlier American style,

so sweetly glamorous and appealing, begins
with the romantic hairdo of yesteryear...

and many a proud American beauty of
those exciting times can now tell her lovely

granddaughters the "beauty secret’’ of her
own youth! Yes, Glover’s Medicinal Treat-

ment gave beauty to American women then,

as it does today... but now you have the

advantages of ALL THREE Glover’s prep-

arations— the modern 3-Way Glover’s
Treatment for use at home— any ONE sep-

arately, orall three in a complete treatment!

Follow the good advice of beautiful 'Virginia

Grey and many other leading Hollywood
stars— use Glover’s Mange Medicine—
Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo— and Glover’s

Imperial Hair Dress. Try all three— ask for

them at your favorite Drug Store— or mail
the coupon today!

You will receive the Complete Trial Appli-
cation picmred below: Each product in a

hermetically-sealed bottle, packed in spe-

cial carton, with complete instructions and
useful FREE booklet, “The Scientific Care
of Scalp and Hair.”

3— Try Glover’s Im-
perial Hair Dress for

scalp and hair. Non-
alcoholic and Anti-
septic ! A modern "oil

treatment" for “fin-
ger-tip" application.

co/tiPifrf rpM/
/IPP//C/l7^/0/V

LOVER'S

3 easy steps to Lovely Hair! ^enc/

Glover's. 101 West 31st St Dept. 553, NewYorli 1, N-Y. ]|

Send "Complete [rial Application ^pack«e^^oont^^^^

Glover’s Mange Medicine, hermetically-sealed

Glover's Imperial Hair Dress i

bottles, with informative booblei.

N.'IME -

address..—

CITY..

I
-

ST.tTE ..

n Sent FREE to members of the Armed Forces

5 m to cover po^tage and packing

on receipt

with massage for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING
SCAIP and EXCESSIVE FAILING HAIR

^\HTS from the

VirgintaGrey.SheilaRyan,

Nfary B€ih Hughes, Jean
Parker — these are only a

few of the many Holly-

wood stars who use the

famous Glover's Medicinal

Treatment for lovely hair.

1—Apply Glover’s
Mange Medicine, with
massage, for Dan-
druff. Annoying Scalp
and Excessive Fall-

ing Hair. Note its

piney fragrance—feel
the exhilarating ef-

fect, instantly!

2 — Wash hair with
Glo-VerBeauty Sham-
poo in hard or soft

water. Leaves hair
soft, lustrous, man-
ageable — and the
delicate scent lingers!
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tract suit out of court.

Charles Chaplin chose to settle out
of court the Joan Barry suit in which
Miss Barry named him the father of

her child. Much better for all con-
cerned that way.
Hear tell Rudy Vallee requested his

nineteen-year-old bride Bette Jane
Greer not to wear white at their wed-
ding because it would clash with his

uniform. So she wore gold lame to

match his gold buttons.,

Lana Turner is pulling hard for an
M-G-M contract for her husband Steve
Crane. One hears his first movie job
on that lot may be “Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo.”
Odd, Hollywood thinks, that Dolores

Moran, who has a figure out of a dream-
book, was made to wear those heavy
woolen and shapeless frocks in “Old
Acquaintance.” Who was responsible
for that, we pause to ask, as if we didn’t

know too well.
*

Farley Granger and John Craven go
right from the set of “The Purple
Heart” to the Army, Cal hears. Seems
a prophetic title, doesn’t it? Lucky for

Farley he received his diploma from
high school just before leaving.

Strictly Personal: Thank you, Ray
Milland, for your remark to a mutual
friend that you constantly read Cal
York and enjoyed the column.
Lupe Velez, who has become the

blondest Latin in Hollywood (and
quite startling it is, too), is so in love
with Arturo de Cordova she can’t see
straight.

The shoulder which Mr. Ronald Col-
man turned to Miss Marlene Dietrich

on the set of “Kismet” would freeze

a polar bear.

Wedding to cheer; Steady-dat-

ers Lynn Bari and Sid Luft turn

into a "just married" couple

"I don’t want to be an Absentee

—but wbat’s a girl to do?

"

Here’s the Answer!

"That Day Is Here Again” is the answer to

an S. 0. S. from a war plant nurse. She reports

that their greatest number of absentees are

women wbo miss 1 to 3 days every month,

frequently on "trying days”. To aid these

workers, and the war effort, Kotex

offers this helpful handbook free of

charge to all women!

Don’t Lose Another Minute
Send today for your free copy of the 24-page

booklet,"That Day Is Here Again”! Remem-
ber, each time you stay at home—you slow
up production— keep our boys away from
home, longer ! We take pride that we are

able to give you this authentic information.

Just as we take pride in the fact that more
women use Kotex* sanitary napkins than
all other brands of pads put together— to

help them keep going in comfort!

Address: P. O. Box 3434, Dept. MW-3,
Chicago 54, Illinois

*T. M. Reg. O. S. Fat. Off

I know how important it

is to stay on the job. So

do plenty other women
who miss work on "trying

days”. We know how much

our plant—our country

—

depends on us, when

every minute counts! But

how can we keep going,

at times when we feel

like this ?

You’ll learn how to feel better,

when you learn the simple do’s

and don’ts you’ll find in the

booklet, "That Day Is Here Again”!

It’s a brand new booklet

written for you by "problem day”

specialists— tbe Kotex people. Written

for every woman worker— who needs to

know the facts about sleeping, diet, exercise, drinking,

lifting, showers. It tells how to curb cramps. When
to see your doctor. Gives advice for older

women; and for when the stork’s expected. Tells

about tampons. And how to get more comfort from

your sanitary napkins.

To War Plant Nurses and Personnel Managers. We’ll gladly send you (withoul

charge) a new instruction manual "Every Minute Counts”. It serves as a "refresher”

course for plant nurse or doctor—makes it easy to conduct instruction classes on
menstrual hygiene. Specify whether you also want free jumbo size charts on Menstrual

Physiology. Mail request to: Kotex, 919 N, Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Illinois..
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ROY ROGERS
King ol the CowbOYS

TRIGGER
in the Movies

ACRO^HHE
IS^ 0^ 0S^

BORDER
WITH

RUTH TERRY
GUINN "eiG BOY" WILLIAMS

ONSLOW STEVENS
MARY TREEN,

The Wiere Brothert

and BOB NOLAN and

THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS

Hoy Singt

Hoagy ("Stardust") Carmichael's “Hands Across

the Border" and other grand tunes

Bun War Bonds and Stamps

eRIEF REVIEWS A "be sure to see":

James Craig and
Hedy Lamarr in

M-G-M's "The
Heavenly Body"

INDICATES PICTURE RATED “OUTSTANDING” WHEN REVIEWED

1^)^ INDICATES PICTURE RATED “VERY GOOD” WHEN REVIEWED

1^ INDICATES PICTURE RATED “GOOD” WHEN REVIEWED

ADVENTURE IN IRAQ—Warners: Warren Doug-
las is a Flying Tiger pilot wlio’s forced down in Iraq.
WitEi him are John Loder and his estranged wife,
Ruth Ford. The group is picked up by suave sheik
Paul Cavanaugh and held as hostages for the sheik’s
brothers. Douglas falls in love with Miss Ford and
the climax is the arrival of American planes to the
rescue. (Dec.)

ALWAYS A — Universal: The
Andrews Sisters conduct a Lonely Hearts Club via
the radio that comes up for a bit of investigating.
Patric Knowles from the District Attorney’s office

and Gracie MacDonald from the Police Force are
sent out and the two, unaware of their real identity,
fall in love. The Andrews Sisters sing several songs
and Gracie is very cute. (Dec.)

\/AROUND THE WORLD—RKO: Kay Kyser
hasn’t had a better vehicle than this picture of a camp
tour, with his troupe including Mischa Auer, Joan
Davis, Marcy McGuire, Wally Brown, Ivan Lebedeff
and Georgia Carroll. Joan’s routines are varied and
funny, Marcy sings, and Kay’s orchestra provides
some swell music. (Feb.)

CAMPUS RHYTHM—Monogram: (Jale Storm is a
radio singing star who gets bored with her life, so
she takes an assumed name and enters a small college.

She soon becomes the school belle, with Johnny Downs
and Robert Lowery her most persistent suitors. There
are several good musical numbers and Miss Storm
sings four songs very nicely. (Dec.)

^^CORVETTE K-225—Universal: All about the
dangers encountered by a convoy ship, this is an ex-

citing story that stirs the pulses. Randy Scott gives
a socko performance as the ship’s captain and Jim
Brown proves he has everything to make a star. Ella

Raines shows great promise as Brown’s sister and
Barry Fitzgerald, Andy Devine and Fuzzy Knight
lend the story support.

^^CRAZY HOUSE—Universal: Olsen and John-
son are in top form in a purely escapist mumble
jumble of monkey business. They arrive in Holly-
wood to make another picture and can only get in

the studio by being shot over the wall from a cannon.
You can take it from there, Martha O’Driscoll, Patric
Knowles, Cass Daley, the DeMarcos and dozens of
others get all mixed up in the fun. (Jan.)

\/'i/CROSS OF LORRAINE, THE—U-G-U: A
group of Frenchmen from every walk of life surren-

der to the Germans and find themselves in a concen-
tration camp, where their bodies and spirits are slowly
broken. Jean Pierre Aumont, Hume Cronyn as the

collaborationist, Gene Kelly as the taxi driver, Rich-
ard Whorf as the interned doctor, and Joseph Calleia
all do forceful work. (Feb.)

\/'CRY HAVOC—M-G-M: This story, again, pic-
tures the horror that was Bataan under siege. To
the hospital, managed by Fay Bainter and Margaret
Sullavan, come volunteer nurses, including Ann Soth-
ern, Joan Blondell, Marsha Hunt, Frances Gifford and
Diana Lewis. Each girl does her very best, with
Diana Lewis especially outstanding. {Feb.)

DANCING MASTERS, THE—20th Century-Fox:
Laurel and Hardy are back again, first as proprietors
of a dancing school and then as cupid to Trudy
Marshall and Robert Bailey. From there, they get

(Continued on page 18 )

SHADOW STAGE
Pictures Reviewed in This Issue

Career Girl I |3

Desert Song, The 113
Destination Tokyo 116

Ghost Ship, The 116
Gung Ho 118
Guy Named Joe, A 24
Hands Across The Border 114
Heavenly Body, The 118
Higher And Higher 113

O, My Darling Clementine 114

Pistol Packin' Mama 114

She's For Me 116

Song Of Bernadette, The 24
Tarian's Desert Mystery 114

Tender Comrade 24
There's Something About A Soldier 115

Three Russian Girls 117

Uninvited, The 117

West Side Kid, The 115

What A Man! 116

What A Woman! M7'
Woman Of The Town, The 114
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COMPLETE
HOME

At Home Easily. . . Cool-ly. . . Comfortably

Now, try this modern way to add exciting beauty
to your hair and quickly gain new loveliness and
charm. Smart ensembles dictate a lavish display of

dazzling curls and shimmering waves which
glisten with life in daylight and glow with en-
chanting highlights at night. They’re yours, if you
want them, and as simple as putting your hair up in

curlers. Treat yourself to a luxuriant cold Charm-
Kurl permanent wave today—it requires no heat,

electricity or mechanical aids. More than 5,000,000

thrifty women have already tried it and cheered.

CiuinmlM
PERmnncnT

The Charm-Kurl home way is sheer magic. Each
kit contains permanent wave solution, a gener-
ous supply of curlers, shampoo, wave set and
complete, easy-to-follow instructions. Contains

harmful chemicals or ammonia—it’s SAFE
for every type of hair. See for yourself how
lovely your hair will look, curled and waved in

the latest adorable fashions.

SEND NO MONEY— Fill in coupon. On arrival
pay postman only 59c plus postage. If remittance ac-
companies order, we pay postage. Learn why Charm-
Kurl is America’s largest selling Home Permanent
Wave Kit. Guaranteed to satisfy, or your money
back on request. Charm-Kurl Company, Dept. 152
2459 University Ave., St. Paul 4, Minn.

UinUE KIT

ONLY

59<

NOTHING ELSE TO BUY

MAH COUPON TODAY

You can now get

Charm-Kurl Home Per-

manent Wave Kits at

Department Stores,

Drug Stores and 5-lOc

stores. Be sure to ask

for Charm-Kurl by
name—it’s your guaran-

tee of thrilling results.

CHARM-KURL COMPANY
2459 University Ave., St. Paul 4, Minn.

Please send one complete Charm-Kurl Permanent
Wave Kit. On arrival I will pay postman 59c plus
postage, on a guarantee of satisfaction or money back
on request.

If you want more than one Kit, check below:
2 Charm-Kurl Kits $1.18 plus postage
3 Charm-Kurl Kits $1.77 plus postage

(C. 0. D. charges the same as for only one kit)

Name
Address **

City State
I want to save postage charges, enclosed is remittance. M

(Canadian orders must be accompanied by an International Money Order)
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Brief Reviews
(Continued from page 16)

discovers more and more reasons for

using Tampax as her monthly sanitary

protection. This doctor-invented product

is worn internally; so there cannot be any

of the bulging or bulking which is so

annoying . . . Thousands ofother women-
at-work, from taxi drivers to bank tellers,

find Tampax helps them to keep active.

It is quick to change, convenient to dis-

pose of— and there is no odor.

You will find Tampax superior in

many ways. Made of pure absorbent

cotton compressed into throw-away ap-

plicators, Tampax is easy to insert and

cannot be felt when in place. It requires

no harness of pins, belts or external

pads. It can be worn in tub or shower.

No sanitary deodorant is needed, and

an average month’s supply will fit in

your purse.

Ask for Tampax at drug stores or

notion counters. Three absorbency sizes:

Regular, Super, Junior. Introductory

box, 20^. Economy package of 40 gives

you a real bargain. Buy a supply today!

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

mixed up with a new flame throwei" and somewhere
along the line they fall for an insurance policy with
Laurel trying to reap the benefits. Sometimes it’s

very funny. (Jan.)

FALCON AND THE COEDS, THE—RKO: A pro-
fessor in a co-ed school has been murdered, so Tom
Conway sallies forth to solve the mystery. He solves
it to his own satisfaction, but not to the audience’s,
who are given no reasons for his solution. Rita Cor-
day is a student prophetess, Patti Brill sings, Isabel
Jewell and George (livot are teachers, and Ed Gar-
gan a dumb cop. (Feb.)

FALSE COLORS—U.A.—Sherman; One of the bet-

ter Hopalong Cassidy pictures, this plunges Happy
(Bill Boyd) and his partner, Andy Clyde, into plenty
of action when he investigates the murder of a friend
who had been heir to a ranch which stands as a key
property in the water-rights district. Hopalong lands
in jail before he cleans up the mess, but clean it up
he does. (Feb.)

FIND THE BLACKMAILER—WarneTs: A silly

time-waster all about a candidate for mayor hiring a
detective to steal a crow that utters a phrase that

might incriminate the politician in a scandal. Gene
Lockhart, Jerome Cowan and Faye Emerson have
our sympathy. (Jan.)

^^KFLESH AND FANTASY—Vniversa\: A mystic
fantasy of dreams and superstitions told in story se-

quence, with the first starring Betty Field and Robert
Cummings. The next interlude has Thomas Mitchell,

a palmist, prophesying that Edward R. Robinson will

commit a murder, with strange results. Then Charles
Boyer and Barbara Stanwyck take over the final in-

triguing episode. (Dec.)

\/^GANG’S ALL HERE, THE—20th Century-Fox:
Beautiful to look at, lovely to listen to, but so fragile

in story is this lavish production. Soldier James Elli-

son leaves behind two sweethearts, Alice Faye and
Sheila Ryan, and eventually the two girls find out

about each other, Alice looks lovely and sings beau-
tifully, and Carmen Miranda, Benny Goodman’s or-

chestra, and Charlotte Greenwood add to the fun.

(Feb.)

i^GANGlVAY FOR TOMORROW—RKO: Novel
and unique is this story of a car-pool driver who
tells his wife imaginary tales of his defense-plant

passengers, but in reality the facts told in flashback

are quite different. Margo was a French secret agent,

Robert Ryan a careless race driver, and John Carra-

dine a loafer. The events in each life are stirringly

told and suspenseful. (Feb.)

GILDERSLEEVE ON BROADWAY—RKO: Gildy

heads for New York to straighten out his niece’s

romance, but of course you know he gets involved

with too many women and the results are as corny

as an Iowa farm. Billie Burke hasn’t enough to do

in this opus and it all isn't very funny. (Jan.)

GIRL FROM MONTERREY. THE—P.R.C.: Ar-

mida takes on the job of managing her prize-fighting

brother, Anthony Caruso, and finally brings him to

the States, where he eventually opposes Terry Frost,

the American fighter she loves. Armida and Veda
Ann Borg both sing several songs. Edgar Kennedy is

the fight manager and Jack LaRue the villain. (Dec.)

^GOOD LUCK, MR. F^TEY — Cplumbia; Jess

Barker is a young instructor in a military academy
who sets off to enlist in the Army. A slight ailment

defers it, so while waiting he goes to work in a ship-

yard ; then word gets back to the school that he’s a

slacker and unpleasantness ensues. Tom Neal, Claire

Trevor, Edgar Buchanan and Frank Sully are top

additions to the cast. (Jan.)

^^GUADALCANAL DIARY—20th Century-Fox:
This picturized account of our capture of the South
Pacific base is an important document of this war and
should be seen by every American. The picture re-

veals how the Marines landed, their heartbreaking

wait during bombings for reinforcements, their losses

and eventual victory. Preston Foster, William Bendix,
Lloyd Nolan and Anthony Quinn are outstanding

(Jan.)

HARVEST MELODY—Y.R.C.: Movie star Rose-
mary Lane is slipping badly in pictures so her press

agent, Sheldon Leonard, talks her into helping out

in the harvest emergency by becoming a worker on
Johnny Downs’ farm and thus getting herself a lot

of publicity. Rosemary sings severals songs, and the

Radio Rogues and Eddie Le Baron’s orchestra help

out the entertainment. (Jan.)

HENRY ALDRICH HAUNTS A HOUSE—Vara-
mount: Henry drinks some strange elixir cook^ up
by a local scientist and under its influence he imag-
ines he murdered the high-school principal. The affair

is supposed to have happened in a haunted house in

which Henry was seeking shelter from the rain and
the subsequent action goes on in the same spook joint.

Jimmy Lydon is a pretty good Henry. (Feb.)

HERE COMES ELMER—Republic: A small-time

radio group, played by A1 Pearce and his radio gang,

are lured to New York by a fake telegram from a big

producer offering them a mythical contract. Gloria

Stuart and Frank Albertson contribute the romance,

Dale Evans sings, Pearce goes into his "Blurt”

character and Jan Garber and his orchestra please
the ear. (Jan.)

HI ‘YA SAILOR—Universal: Packed with specialty
acts and songs and dances, the story revolves around
Merchant Marine sailor Donald Woods’ efforts to get
one of his songs published. Elyse Knox is a girl cab
driver who tries to help him get his song introduced
by an entertainer. It’s almost a vaudeville show.
(Jan.)

^^HIS BUTLER'S SISTER—Universal: Charm is
the keynote, laughter the motive, and entertainment
the result. Deanna Durbin has never been better as
the housemaid who falls in love with her employer,
Franchot Tone, and they make a delightful twosome.
Pat O’Brien as the butler, Deanna’s brother, is a
dead-pan riot. It’s a story with good humor and
freshness. (Feb.)

^^IN OLD OKLAHOMA— Republic: A hum-
dinger of a Western, with John Wayne as the ser-
geant who served under Teddy Roosevelt and is

given the right to drill oil in Oklahoma territory.
With Albert Dekker, oil baron, pitted against Wayne,
the story boils up to several exciting climaxes. Wayne
is swell and Martha Scott, the schoolteacher he loves,
is just right, f Jan.)

\/\/IRON MAJOR, THE— RKO: Pat O’Brien
plays Major Frank Cavanaugh, football coach who
later enlists as a private in World War I. From the
ranks he is gradually promoted to Major and returns
home broken in health but not in spirit. The love
story between O’Brien and Ruth Warrick is tenderly
moving and Robert Ryan and Russell Wade are out-
standing; but it’s O'Brien’s picture. (Jan.)

^JACK LONDON—United Artists: The gusty,
lusty Jack London becomes a rather stodgy character
in this biographical tale with Michael (D’Shea play-
ing the title role. The story begins with his refusal
to work in a sweat shop; from there he goes to sea
on a whaling expedition, joins the Klondike gold rush,
meets Charmian, played by Susan Hayward, and be-
comes a war correspondent. (Feb.)

^^JANE EYRE— 20th Century-Fox: The best
“Love Affair” has Orson Welles as the headstrong,
impetuous Rochester. Welles is wonderful. Joan
Fontaine as the timid, retiring governess to his child,
Margaret O’Brien, is the perfect foil for him. Peggy
Ann Garner as the child Jane, Edith Barrett as the
housekeeper and Henry Daniell as head of the school
are all excellent. (Dec.)

^JIVE JUNCTION—P.R.C.: Neatly written, direct-
ed and acted is this story of a high-school band leader
who has the idea of launching a junior canteen fot
the entertainment of service men. Dickie Moore is

very good as the musician, but Gerra Young, a fifteen-
year-old youngster who makes her singing debut, is

the hit of the show. (Feb.)

LARCENY WITH MUY/C—Universal : Allan Jones
is a supposed heir to a fortune who is grabbed up on
a fifty-fifty basis by Leo Carrillo, owner of a night
club. Kitty Carlisle, as the singer who was let out
when Jones came in, sings delightfully, the King Sis-
ters are vocal honeys and the Alvino Rey orchestra
provides swell music. (Dec.)

^yLOST ANGEL—M-G-M: Charming, delightful,
and droll is this story of a child prodigy, Margaret
O’Brien, who has been raised scientifically by a group
of professors. When she meets irresponsible James
Craig, she seeks him out again; and her jealousy of
Marsha Hunt and the advent of gangster Keenan
Wynn into her life make for a hurrah of a story.

Y'ou’ll love it. (Jan.)

MAD GHOUL, THE—Universal: George Zucco is

a mad scientist who has discovered a lethal gas
that turns people into Zombies. So he tries it on his
young assistant, David Bruce, and the two of them
go after Bruce’s fiancee, Evelyn Ankers, who is on a
concert tour. Turhan Bey is Evelyn’s accompanist.
(Jan.)

^^MADAME CURIE—M-G-M: A picture of ex-
ceptional spiritual beauty is this true life story. Greer
Garson brings great authority to her role of the
Polish girl who marries the renowned scientist, Walter
Pidgeon, who gives the finest performance of his ca-

reer. After years of physical and mental labor, heart-
aches and disappointments, the pair finally discover
the secret of radium. (Feb.)

iV/HH FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN— Repphlic:
Roy Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers arrive in

town to put on a radio show and there he learns of
a fracas between the sheep and cattle men, with Ruth
Terry’s sheep the victims. Ruth is convinced that
Roy’s the villain, but before he can deliver the real

culprit Roy almost loses his own life. The tidin’ and
.shootin’ and feudin’ are sure fun. (Jan.)

MINESWEEPER—Paramount: Richard Arlen, an
Annapolis graduate who has run out on duty when
gambling debts catch up with him, enlists on a mine
sweeper and proves himself a hero. Guinn “Big Boy”
Williams, is very good, and Jean Parker, Frank Fen-
ton and Russell Hayden aid in the telling of the

story. (Feb.)

^/MIRACLE OF MORGAN’S CREEK, THE—
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Paramount; William Demarest forbids his daughter,
Betty Hutton, to go to a dance for soldiers, but she
goes anyway, gets intoxicated and remembers vaguely
getting married under an assumed name. When she

discovers a baby’s on the way, her old beau, Eddie
Bracken, attempts to help her through another mar«
riage, which ends in a complete holocaust of con*

fusion. (Jan.)

MYSTERY BROADCAST— Ruth Terry
has a crime radio show that’s slipping. Her sponsor
wants more excitement, so Ruth, goaded by radio

I

rival Frank Albertson, actually attempts to solve an
I old murder, and does she wish she hadn’t! Nils
' Asther and Wynne Gibson are both excellent. (Jan.)

MYSTERY OF THE THIRTEENTH GUEST—
Monogram: Helen Parrish and various relations re-

turn to a long-closed mansion to hear the reading of a
will. Someone among those assembled almost suc-

; ceeds in annihilating Helen, the heiress, and finally

does succeed in murdering several others before
I clever sleuth Dick Purcell spots the killer. (Jan.)

' NEVER A DULL MOMFA/7—Universal : The
three Ritz Brothers are a trio of half-baked vaude-
vilUans who take a job in a New York night club,

believing themselves hired as entertainers, whereas
the job was meant for three crooks. The realization,

once they’re in the club, of their real purpose there,

brings on some unusual consequences. (Jan.)

\/NORTHERN PURSUIT—Warners: Helmut Dan-
tine is the Nazi colonel secretly landed in Canada by
a German sub, and Errol Flynn, brave as ever, is the

Northwest Mountie pitted against Dantine in a game
of wits and subterfuge. Julie Bishop is Flynn’s
sweetheart who is taken along by Dantine on a haz-

ardous journey to a secret Nazi fortification. Flynn,
pretending to be pro-Nazi, is the guide. (Jan.)

y^y'^NORTH STAR, THE—Goldwyn Productions:
The very breath of life and hate and hope and horror
has been breathed into this magnificent story of a

magnificent people, and it reaches the heart of the

human soul. With outstanding performances by
Anne Baxter, Jane Withers, Dana Andrews, Farley
Granger and the entire cast, it tells of the Nazi in-

vasion of a Russian village, the consequences, and its

recapture. (Jan.)

y'y'OLD ACQUAINTANCE—Warner Brothers:
Women will love every minute of this love story that

involves much self-sacrifice on the part of Bette Davis,
who gives understanding and strength to her role of

the writer who remains loyal to her weaker, selfish,

petty friend, Miriam Hopkins. John Loder is Mir-
iam’s husband whom Bette loves, and the cast in-

cludes Gig Young and Dolores Moran. (Feb.)

t^PARIS AFTER DARK—20th Century-Fox: Stir-

ring drama, sincere and believable, about the French
resistance to the Nazis. George Sanders plays a doc-
tor who is head of the Underground and Brenda Mar-
shall is his assistant. Then Brenda’s husband, Philip

Dorn, is released from a Nazi prison and returns
home, his spirit broken. Madeleine LeBeau, Raymond
Roe and Marcel Dalio round out the cast. (Dec.)

iV\/PRINCBSS O’ROURKE—Warners: A gay,
charming comedy about an American pilot, Robert
Cummings, who, unaware of her identity, falls in

love with a royal princess, Olivia de Havilland. Jack
Carson and Jane Wyman are so good, and you’ll enjoy
the sparkling gags. (Dec.)

y'RIDING HIGH—Paramount: Purely escapist
entertainment, laid against the colorful background
of an Arizona dude ranch, this musical mix-up deals
with the on-again, off-again love affair of Dorothy
Lamour and Dick Powell. (Jan.)

^'ySAHARA—Columbia: Humphrey Bogart does a
terrific job as the Sergeant of an American tank crew,
whittled through conflict to three men, who in theit

retreat across the Sahara gather up a contingent of
British soldiers, an Italian prisoner and a German
flier and eventually stave off a Nazi attack. (Dec.)

SHERLOCK HOLMES FACES DF/ITH—Univer-
sal: Sherlock (Basil Rathhone) is right in his element
of castles on the moor where murder stalks. The
castle has been turned into a nursing home with Dr.
Watson (Nigel Bruce) at the helm, and when his as-

sistant is murdered, Sherlock unravels the mystery,
but only after murder strikes again. (Dec.)

^SON OF DRACULA—Universal: Lon Chaney is

Dracula Jr., who proves a chip of the old block, to the
regret of Louise Allbritton, who marries him. Rob
ert Paige, her former suitor, gets mixed up in the
fracas, as does Evelyn Ankers, her sister. (Jan.)

l/'YO THIS IS WASHINGTON—RKO- Chester
Lauck and Norris Goff are in top form as the country
storekeepers, Lum and Abner, who invent what they
think is synthetic rubber and go to Washington to sub
mit to Alan Mowbray. The gags are hilarious- ( Dec.)

SO’S YOUR UA^CLF—Universal Actor Donald
Woods impersonates an old man to avoid his credi
tors, is knocked, clown by Elyse Knox’s car, and taken
to her home. There he meets the financial angel he
needs, Billie Burke, who becomes matrimonially in

dined, much to his dismay, since he’s fallen in love
with Elyse, who still thinks he’s an old man. The
picture has a lot of fun. (Feb )

\/^)/SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY — 20{h Century-
Fox: A typical musical with several good songs and a
fine cast. Robert Young is a reporter who exposes
Betty Grable as a former Brooklyn burlesque queen so
she gets back at him by giving out gooey but untrue
Stories of their engagement. (Dec.)

(Continued on page 112)

"What's happened to our Marriage:

I. I met Stan when I went to work in a war plant. We fell in love, were marnea . . .

and at first had a beautiful life. Then suddenly ... a barrier between us! I, who counted

so on our precious hours together, was crazy with grief!

I. Then one night, we went out with Kay
and George, our closest friends. Later, Kay and
I were alone and she asked why I looked so

tragic. An.vious for sympathy, I told her my
troubles.“Sue, darling,-”she said when I finish-

ed. “It’s so simple. You know, a wife can often

lose her husband’s love if she’s neglectful

about . . . well, about . . . feminine hygiene .

.

4. Now, Stan and I are more happily in love

than ever before! Kay was absolutely right

about Lysol. It is easy and economical to use

—and it works wonderfully!

3. “See here. Sue,” she suggested. “Why
don’t you try Lysol disinfectant? My doctor

recommends it for feminine hygiene . . . says

many modern wives use it.” Then she told me
how this famous germicide cleanses thoroughly

. . . deodorizes, too. “And besides,” she added,

“Lysol’s so easy to use. Just follow directions

— it won’t harm sensitive vaginal tissues.”

Check this

with your Doctor

Lysol is Non-eaoslic—
gen tie and efficient in

proper dilution. Con-
tains no free alkali. It

is not carbolic acid.

Effective—a powerful
germicide, active in presence of organic
matter (such as mucus, serum, etc.).

Spreading— Lysol solutions spread and
thus virtually searcli out germs in deep
crevices. Economical—small bottle makes
almost 4 gallons of solution for feminine
hygiene. Cleanly odor— disappears after
use. Lasting— Lysol keeps full strength,

no matter how often it is uncorked.

KUT* For new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard or

letter for Booklet PMM-344. Address: Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

k BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS -k
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Cover Girl
cn.

Music by JEROME KERN

Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN
Mith

LEE BOWMAN * PHIL SILVERS • JINX FALKENBURG
ind

THE COVER GIRLS
IS OF IMERICt’S MOST BEAOIlFUl WOMEN

SCIIID Plsf Or Vliflola V» Upp

Directed by CHABIES VIDOR

t COIDMOU PICIOIE

Scenes from the forllicoming

musieal sensation of 1944

$10.00 PRIZE

An Eye to the Future

I

N everyday life, and especially the life of

the returning soldier, the transition^'om
war to peace will be a social and nTOral,

if not economic, upheaval. The soldier re-

turned to his family or accustomed circles

has to acclimatize himself again to habits

and conversations that have grown strange
to him.
So I think the movies have a tremen-

dous task—to change from the complacent,
patriotic sentimentalism of war pictures to

the quiet “four-freedoms” brand of movies
palatable to the new thinking and new
ideas in the coming peacetime world. The
old mushy type of gushing love, after the

gross realism of life as revealed to the

home-boy in foreign lands and hot jungles,

will be like molasses on tarty pickles; the

sophisticated divorce dramas, so popular
before the world divorced itself from peace
and decency, will recoil in the returned
soldier’s mind because he will have
learned, I hope, that home life, simple
devotion and sanctity and durability of

the home is just what he was fighting

for.

The blood-dripping war pictures with
that hero-complex will be out because,
after all, he has learned in deadly earnest
that even the hero has done no more than
his duty.
And this new type of cinema will then

be the greatest boon to global under-
standing and co-operation. For the movies
must be also an instrument to re-edu-
cate the wayward and peace-starving
people whom we had to put in the

world-school’s corner for bad behavior and
erase from their twisted minds the rising

sun and the crooked swastika. Movies, I

think, are the greatest teacher for that.

Paul C. Linden,
Chicago, 111.

$5.00 PRIZE

A Glance at the Past

M odern movies are wonderful! Their
entertainment value is high. But often

I am homesick for the silent films. I miss
the following things which the silent films

had:
Captions: What if your eyesight was

weak or your mind not adroit enough to

catch all of the words? Always, some

nearby stranger had anticipated these diffi-

culties of yours, so he promptly read aloud
the captions.
The Kiss: The hero gnawed on the

heroine’s lipstick smear as he would on an
ear of corn.
Heroine Watching Hero and Villain

Fight: She crouched to one side, her hands
held over her ears, she being so dumb that
she thought this would keep the terrible
scene from her eyes.
The Water Cure: The heroine applied

water to wherever the hero was injured,
be it broken skull or fractured leg, and
thus quickly cured him.
The Close-Up of Heroine Weeping:

Glycerine tears, as big as pears, rolled
down her cheeks, her face as expression-
less as a blank tombstone.
Came the Dawn: They rode away to

meet it, having, like chumps, stayed up all

night to do so.

The silent films were invariably amus-
ing because of those six things.

Fred B. Mann,
Danville, 111.

$1.00 PRIZE

True Picture

THERE have been a lot of war films made
* in Hollywood—pictures that show the
Japs as little monkeys that don’t know how
to fight.

Yesterday I saw “Guadalcanal Diary.” It

doesn’t need technicolor or beautiful
blondes to convey its message. “Guadal-
canal Diary” brings you face to face with
grim reality. It shows that the Japs are
not pushovers. They know how to fight,

have good equipment and are fanatical! It

shows what our servicemen and our allies

are going through so that we may again
live in peace.
Thanks go to Lloyd Nolan, Bill Bendix,

Preston Foster, Richard Jaeckel and the
U. S. Marines for their fine performances.
“Guadalcanal Diary” should be a “must”

on every movie-goer’s list.

Lila Kern,
Modesto, Calif.

$1.00 PRIZE

A Blues Chaser

I

’VE seen some crazy goin’s on ’mid all

kinds of storm and strife.

But I’ve never seen such goin’s on as v/ere

in “True to Life.”
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PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards $10
first prize, $5 second prize and $1 each to

every other letter published in full. Your
letters about stars or movies in less than 200
words are judged on the basis of clarity and
originality. Do not submit previously pub'
lished material or material that you ore
sending to other publications. Plagiarism
will be punished to the full extent of the law.

Retain a copy of material submitted as we
regret we are not able to return unaccepted
material. Address your letter to "Speak For
Yourself," Photoplay-Movie Mirror, 205 Eost

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Mary and Dick and Franchot Tone couldn’t
have been more funny

And that little guy called Victor Moore is

absolutely a honey!
For more than an hour I laughed and

howled—and almost split a seam . . .

Take it from me the whole darn thing is

really one big scream.
In these dreary days when you want to

laugh amid all the storm and strife,

Take it from me, do just one thing, see
Paramount’s “True to Life!’’

Bette Rose,
St. Paul, Minn.

$1.00 PRIZE

To the Blondell!

I
AM a Navy signalman and recently I

' returned from a seven-month trip. We
had our share of excitement and our share
of hardships. The trip as a whole was
very educational, but what it really taught
me was that the boys in the service get
the best treatment and consideration right
here in the good U. S. A. They treat us
guys so nice here that there are times I

really feel sorry for the guys that can’t

get in the service.

At present. I’m convalescing from an
appendicitis operation at the U. S. Naval
Hospital in St. Albans, Long Island. The
medical care, the tender treatment, the
wholesome atmosphere, etc., couldn’t be
better.

Some of the boys in my ward here have
been wounded in action and are slowly
responding to treatment. One day last

week we were all in our beds and the
ward was pretty gloomy. To our surprise,
in walks Joan Blondell and she talked to

each one of us and asked us how we felt.

She is really a charming person and
possesses a cheerful personality. After she
left our ward the gloom vanished and all

the boys picked up their pens and sta-
tionery and started to write to their friends
about Joan’s visit.

Three cheers to Joan Blondell from the
boys!

Nicholas Scalera SM 3/c
U. S. Naval Hospital

St. Albans, Long Island, N. Y,

$1.00 PRIZE

It Shines Bright

I

N the past few years I have noticed that
Hollywood has been producing more

pictures than ever that show brilliant pro-
duction and excellent selection of story
and cast.

Now the queen of all these masterpieces
has been born—the beautiful story of “The
North Star.” It was born from the strength,
courage and determination of the Russian
people on the home front—the guerrillas
and their families.

The cast was chosen perfectly and all

the players did their parts beautifully
The one I think should receive top

honors and who is the decade’s best find

(Continued on page 89)

Which of these 6 Skin Troubles is Yours?

Read How My New 4-Purpose Face Cream

Helps Bring Back Your Smooth "Baby Skin!"

What is the first thing people see when
they look at you — look closely at you?

Your skin!

Are you proud of it—or a little ashamed

of it? Is it a soft, fresh, young-looking

skin? Or is it dry and coarse? Is it blem-

ished and uninviting?

You can’t expect to have a lovely skin

by covering up the blemishes. You must

remove the cause. And the cause of many
skin troubles is an accumulation of dirt,

stale make-up, dead skin cells . . . lodged

firmly in the mouths of the pores.

Four aids to beauty
in a single jar of Cream!

My 4-Purpose Face Cream is scientifically

designed to bring your skin four important

aids to beauty—all in a single jar of cream!

It cleans out the mouths of the pores, re-

moves the rancid accumulations, eases

away the dry, dead skin-flakes. Try it—and
see what a thrilling difference it makes in

the appearance of your skin 1

You see, under the surface layer of your

skin, a new and fresher layer is constantly

forming. This is your new-born skin, your

“baby skin.” My 4-Purpose Face Cream
gently but thoroughly removes every last

bit of clogging tissue . . . and gives your

“baby skin” a chance to show itself.

Lady Esther 4-Piupose Face Cream
does all these four vital things for the

beauty of your skin—every time you apply

it: (I) It thoroughly, but gently, cleans

your skin. (2) It softens your skin, re-

lieves flaky dryness. (3) It helps nature

refine the pores. (4) It leaves a smooth,

perfect base for powder.

Living Proof— in Your Mirror!

Why choose a face cream because it’s ex-

pensive, or because of a cle\ er package?

Judge it only by what it does for your skin!

Try Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face
Cream! Get the smallest size jar if you like

— but try it! When you see how radiantly

clean and fresh your skin looks — how
much smoother and more youthful — it’s

time enough to get the largest, most eco-

nomical size. But for living proof this is

the most beautifying cream you have ever

used, get the small-size jar today!

4.

face cream
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Charlotte Bi

ugly man... but when his lips caressed my

I'm. sure most people would have thought him an

I knew he was the most thrilling man a woman

eve r loved I

"

CENTURY-FOX PR1.>1

as “Edward Rochester”

JOAN FONTAINf
as “Jane”

Margaret O'Brien

Peggy Ann Garner • John Sutton
Pirrrtrd by ROBERT STEVENSON • Sireen Play by

AldoiiH Huxlev.^R^idiril Stevenson and John Hoiiitrinan

And watch for the other coming big

pictures from 20th CeuturyFos

including

THE SULLIVANS
The story of the year about the

family of the year! — in the

picture of a lifetime!
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Y
ou SIT BACK in the deepness of the loge seat and
wait with sharp anticipation. Your feet are dry,

your make-up ‘intact, the roar of the rainstorm out-
side is muffled. Your body relaxes with physical comfort.

At that very moment the man whom you kissed good-
by months ago squats on the roughness of a freshly hewn
log, his raincoat spread out against the sucking mud. The
roar of the rain is in his ears, the drenching wetness of

it in his face. He sits immobile with total lack of physical
comfort, straining to see the shimmering silver dancing
up on the screen in front of him.
You are thousands of miles apart from each other and

you both are seeing Betty Grable’s latest Technicolor
musical, or Greer Garson as Mme. Curie, or Alfred Hitch-
cock’s “Lifeboat.”

Soon your man, drenched by the tropical rainstorm of

a land he had never even read about when he studied
geography in school, is with you again, through the magic
of a movie, is holding your hand, is dancing to Harry
James, is eating chop suey, has met you after work,
is walking in the park with you, is kissing you goodnight.
He is one of the hundreds of thousands of soldiers

overseas who for two hours have foi’gotten their uni-
forms, their weariness and the job ahead. Hollywood has
transported them from the Italian hillside under fire,

from the Solomon Islands, from the Aleutian wastes,
back home, to Ohio, to Texas, to Oregon.

Hollywood . . . and the movies are at the front. To

men so consumed by homesickness that their eyes smart
with tears, there comes surcease, the chance to forget

—

and to remember. Hollywood’s movies, the latest that

PT boats, B-17 bombers and jeeps can speed across

oceans and through jungles, are being shown, at an
average of over a thousand different Army-constructed
“theaters” each night.

Recently on Guadalcanal, one steaming night, fifty-one

different films were used at sixty-two different shows.
Usually the first showing begins after mess, about seven
o’clock. By six, most of the men have already taken their

seats. When there is an air raid, the projector snaps off,

the men race for the nearest shelter and—with the first

all-clear—race back to the cleai'ing for the rest of the

film.

At the world’s farthest outpost, a tipy mail plane
circles and lands. Joyous soldiers rush to the field. To the

pilot they shout: “Any letters?” And then, almost in the

same breath, “Any movies aboard?”
That night, the handful of men assigned to guard this

speck of desolation sit in breathless silence for the show
to begin and later, after the film has been run off for the

second time, they hit their bunks and fall asleep with
smiles on their faces.

For they are dreaming of you and home, the home
that has once more been made real to them by Hollywood.

p
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A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

The Song of Bernadette (Twentieth Century-Fox)

Inspiring: Jennifer Jones, William
Eythe in "The Song Of Bernodefte"

A t a propitious moment in our war-
ravaged world comes from Hollywood,

of all places, a peace on earth, good will to

men benediction in the moving and spiri-

tual story of Bernadette, the peasant girl

who glimpsed a holy vision in the village of

Lourdes.
Today the Miracles of Lourdes are known

the world over. How these miracles came
to be is our story. It begins with the
simple tale of a simple village girl out to

gather firewood to warm her hovel of a

home. While her sister and a friend run
on ahead, Bernadette remains behind to

glimpse, in a niche beside the refuse dump
of the town, the vision of a lovely woman.
The story spreads, with most of the

townspeople themselves believers of Ber-
nadette’s story. Only the politicians and
the Catholic Church itself fail to believe
until the miracles begin.

Jennifer Jones, as Bernadette, gives a

beautifully sincere and completely moving
performance. Charles Bickford, the priest

who first opposed the child, is outstanding
Cleverly cast, too, are Vincent Price as the
Imperial Prosecutor, Charles Dingle and
Aubrey Mather as local politicians, and Lee
J. Cobb as the doctor who maintains an
open heart and mind.
William Eythe, the boy who loved and

believed in Bernadette, has a bright future
ahead, judging from his brief performance.
Such outstanding players as Gladys

Cooper, Edith Barrett, Patricia Morison,
John Maxwell Hayes and Jerome Cowan
grace this beautiful story by Franz Werfel

Your Reviewer Says: “To those who believe
in God, no explanation is necessary; to
those who do not, no explanation will suf-
fice.”

A Guy Named Joe (M-G-M)

jP
ANTASY, comedy, romance and drama

“ travel hand in hand through life and
death, through this world and the next, and
in the completion of the journey weave the
pattern for the year’s most unusual motion
picture.

As in the case of “Mr. Jordan,” life after

death is treated matter of factly, at least

in the case of Joe, a fighter pilot who is

killed in action, and receives orders as

usual from the general in the other world.
Joe is to return to earth and aid in the
training of young pilots who, without his

expert skill and direction, may also lose

their lives.

Complications arise when Spencer Tracy,
who plays Joe, learns Van Johnson, the
young pilot in training, is falling in love

with Irene Dunne of the Ferry Command,
the girl he loved on earth. Jealousy pos-

sesses Joe to the extent that the pair feel

his spiritual antagonism.
But when Irene leaps in to complete a

mission that would mean death to Van
Johnson, Tracy quietly withdraws into his

own world, leaving the two mortals to their

new-found happiness.
There is some slightly dissatisfying qual-

ity about the film that keeps it from being
the timely great picture it should have
been.
Tracy is a magnificent Joe, Barry Nelson

as his spirit pal and Lionel Barrymore as

the spiritual instructor are outstanding.

James Gleason, Esther Williams, Henry
O’Neill and Ward Bond add so much to this

fantasy that every one will surely want
to see.

Your Reviewer Says: Fantasy with force.
Unusual: Irene Dunne and Spencer
Tracy in "A Guy Named Joe"

Tender Comrade (RKO)

Delightful: Robert Ryan and Gin-

ger Rogers in "Tender Comrade"

“TENDER COMRADE” is a poignant,

merry and at times heartbreaking story

of women who work in a defense plant and

await their soldier-husbands’ return.

There are spots that climb the heights of

emotional appeal, but there are many flat

surfaces in between. The writer’s ideas of

democracy and long speeches on patriotism

and hoarding may grow a bit tiresome to

Americans who are aware there is a war on.

But on the other hand we have some de-

lightfully tender and amusing scenes be-

tween Ginger Rogers and her young hus-
band, Robert Ryan. Seldom has marriage
of an average young couple been more
honestly portrayed. Ryan is one of the

finds of the year to our notion.

Ruth Hussey steals honors next to Ginger
for her portrayal of the hard-boiled mem-

ber of the four war wives who pool their
resources and rent a large house, each pay-
ing her share of the expenses. Only don’t
believe for a minute there are five-bed-
room houses completely furnished in the
West Adams district of Los Angeles for
rent at a neat ninety dollars. Someone
dreamed that one up.
Nor do housekeepers, even patriotic ones

such as Mady Christians so beautifully por-
trayed, go about volunteering ,their ser-
vices free. Young war wives may find

several scenes hitting too close for comfort.
But the mission of “Tender Comrade”
seems a “lest we forget” one and it pulls

no punches in accomplishing its aim.

Your Reviewer Says: A tear for every
chuckle. {Continued on page 113)

For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 115

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 120

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 16
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Save Soaps ! They Use Vital

War Materials !

How to Write a
Short Story;

l«Takeagiriwithaproble«(beauty)

a ^netre^ ^ ^ ^wo^IT:

4.YOU write tlie happy
ending

!

2.Add ahandsome Marine . . .

(her rival's). He says, “Hello!”—and

his smile lifts her heart. But it falls with a

thud—when he passes her by to dance with

somebody else. Somebody with a complex-

ion as smooth and radiant as—say! . . .

3. Bring in a beautiful baby
(her sister's). Maybe that is the

answer— she’s always bathed with

gentle Ivory Soap. Doctor’s orders. No
soap is purer than mild Ivory— it con-

tains no coloring, medication or strong

perfume that might be irritating. Bet-

ter change to regular, gentle cleansings

with Ivory— Jane!

Does Jane meet the hand-

some Marine again? Does he fall like a

ton of bricks? Does she marry him?
Could be. It’s easy for a gal with a

baby-radiant skin ! Better start using

gentle Ivory for your skin— tonight!

99^4/100% pure ... It floats.

Look lovelier with IVORY-

the soap more doctors

1. Don’t leave soap in the water
when you’re through lathering

yourself.

2. Be sure soap-dish is dry before

you put your bar back.

advise than all other brands together

!

3. Use up soap scraps in wire

shaker or tied in cloth.



WHEREVER they go you hear
their laughter . . . Greeting
old friends backstage at

“Winged Victory” . . . Dancing at

the Stork Club . . . Saying good
night in the little bar at the Chatham
. . . Vacationing on Florida’s warm
sands . . . Trimming a Christmas
tree in California. . . .

His laugh, hearty and resounding
—wonderfully and typically Steve
Hannagan . . . Her laugh, a sudden
burst of mirth—wonderfully and
typically Ann Sheridan. . . .

“Ann and Steve!” Friends, hear-
ing their laughter, instantly seek
them. For they are good to be with
these days. Their gaiety is always
spilling over.
Ask either Ann or Steve if there’s

marriage ahiad and you get exactly
nowhere.
“We have millions of laughs,” Ann

tells you and the cheer in her voice
makes it clear that she believes suf-

ficient unto the day is the joy thereof.

Steve, cornered, will admit, “I’d

hate to think I could be around
Annie for long and not be a little

romantic. . .
.”

Period. More than this they will

not say.

Hollywood is especially interested
in this friendship and what the out-
come of it may be. Ann’s friends are

BY

yiLE IVHIIEIY

EEEICHER

frankly hopeful. The fact that she
will not admit there is a possibility

of marriage doesn’t impress them too

much. They know how impulsive
Ann can be. They also know that

Ann, with her natural love of gaiety

and fun, has great need of a com-
panion like Steve. They are aware,
too, of what many would find it

difficult to believe—that since her
divorce from George Brent, Ann,
who isn’t a girl who will go out
with anyone unless she likes him
more than a little, has been desper-
ately lonely. They are aware how
often she has sat alone in her
Encino ranch house, of which she
is so proud, playing phonograph rec-
ords for amusement; and of how
many times she has, rather touch-
ingly, telephoned some friends, tried

and true, to come over for a coke
and a game of Ping-pong or double
solitaire.

It all began, happily enough, last

summer when Ann made her first

trip to New York in a long time.
That she was nervous about the
press may seem odd in view of the
fact that the Hollywood Woman’s

Press Club have voted her the most
co-operative woman star. But in

California the press are friends

whom she sees every day or two on
the Warner Brothers lot. The New
York correspondents were, for the
most part, utter strangers.

To say Mr. Hannagan has a way
with the press is gross imderstate-
ment. Mr. Hannagan has a way
with practically everybody. He is

a king among public relations men.
Ordinarily, however, he does not
represent individuals.

The only individual he ever rep-
resented before was Barbara Hut-
ton, prior to her marriage to Cary
Grant, when she was decidedly
out of favor with press and public

alike. The rumor persists that

when she acted contrary to his

advice he fired Barbara by tele-

gram, telling her not even to

trouble to send in her check for ser-

vices to date, though no one has ever
heard a word about it from Steve.

The Hannagan accounts always
have been and still are Big Business.

He represents a large railroad com-
pany, Miami Beach, a prominent
soft-drink company and one of the p

world’s largest copper companies. M

The soft-drink people alone are re- m

puted to pay him a personal fee of fifty

th on sand (Continued on page 87)
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Are we American wives worthy of

the sacrifices our men are mak-
'ing for us on the fighting fronts?

I never believed I would or could

ask myself such a question. But, for

reasons which I shall try to explain,

I am asking myself now. And I am
asking you.

I’ve always believed that Amer-
ican wives, in every walk of life,

were the best wives in the world.

In my own profession. I’ve admired
such women as Margaret Sullavan,

Rosalind Russell and Joan Bennett
who have successful careers and, at

the same time, make good homes for

their husbands, want children, have
them and, having them, give them
time, intelligent care and love.

I admire Alice Faye and Betty

Grable and Maureen O’Hara and
Brenda Marshall, who want babies

and homes even more than they
want their careers. And I envy
them. For I want a baby, too.

Traveling back and forth across

the country I’ve seen clotheslines

hung with family garments, flapping

cleanly in the wind back of count-
less small, humble and often isolated

homes. I’ve caught glimpses of

aproned women bent over stoves or

shaking dust cloths and mops out of

windows and something in their

gestures, something capable and
changeless, always made me feel

that we American women know how
to cherish and protect our own and
that we take deep root in our homes,
would defend them with our last

breath (as our men are doing) and
are content in them, wherever and
whatever they may be.

Now—and I say this sadly—I am
not so sure.

Now, I wonder. . . .

I wonder when I am informed that
the enlistment of the women of this

country in the various branches of

the Service has fallen way below
expectations. I wonder when I hear
idle, well-supported women, some
of them women with children, yes,

but children in their teens, using
their children or their age or their

health or even their homes as alibis

for not taking wartime jobs. I won-
der when I see women fighting like

she-tigers at the shop counters
where luxury items are sold and
consider how they might be putting
that same energy into defense work
and that money into War Bonds.
And I also wonder when I see the
wives of service men making a
problem of themselves for their hus-
bands and their Government.
Because I am a war wife myself

and so am close to the conditions
that face women who have men in

the armed forces, let me report to

you some of the ways in which I see
us failing.

A FEW months ago, on a train^ bound for California, to which I

was returning after a camp tour, I

was in the lounge car one evening
awaiting my turn in the diner. Among
those also waiting were a great many
soldiers and officers, a few civilians,

mostly traveling men, and a group
of young war wives who had just

seen their husbands off for overseas.
At first these girls talked among

themselves, comparing experiences,
being quite choky and teary over
their Tim or Jim or Joe. Then they
began talking with some of the men
at the bar. Presently they began
drinking with them. Later—-and this

is actually true—one of the girls, who
by this time had had far too much
to drink, came and knocked at the
door of my compartment, asking to

borrow it with a man she had met
in the club car.

I remember I didn’t close my eyes
for the rest of that night. Those girls

had given me very impalatable food
for thought. I can’t, I must admit,
speak knowledgeably or with much
understanding of girls who, pre-
sumably in love with their men or,

even more incredibly, married to

them, succumb to casual attractions.

Not that I put myself down as a
strong character, but simply that,

since I met and fell in love with
Johnny, I could never even think of

anybody else in an emotional way.
I do realize that war wives, espe-

cially the very young ones, are con-
fused and badly disturbed, emo-
tionally, by the swift violence of

wartime courtings and marriages
and the too-sudden and too-soon
partings. Just the same, only a few
hours before, these girls had said

good-by to their husbands who
were on their way, perhaps to die,

for home and country.
The most generous interpretation

we can give such behavior is to call

it “war hysteria.” And the treatment
for hysteria is a good, resounding
slap in the face. That, for my money,
is what girls who cause their men
in the armed forces one moment of

uneasiness should get.

To reverse the picture, and there
is, happily, a reverse, there are the
thousands of women who, with no
thought in their minds but to be
with their husbands, journey tire-

lessly from camp to camp, often

dragging small babies with them or,

worsfe, expecting babies.

Theirs is not a lack of heart or
' loyalty, goodness knows. Just the

same, I ask myself whether they are
as good wives as they believe them-
selves to be. I wonder whether they
face squarely just what would con-
tribute most to the peace of mind of

their men. I wonder whether this

skittering around the country isn’t

indicative of emotional unbalance
or a curious form of wartime self-

indulgence on the part of our women.
For many of these wives-on-

wheels are definitely neglecting their

homes in order to be camp-followers.
Many of them have not sufficient

funds with which to travel properly.

They skimp on food and create all

kinds of disturbances on trains by
fainting from sheer hunger. When
they travel with children, they are
actually endangering their health, if p

not their lives, for travel is not sani- m
tary now and babies should not be m
subjected to it except when it is really

necessary. (Continued on page 69)



T
he time of year has
rolled around again
when we celebrate the

birthday of our national
figure who made the cherry
tree famous—or, to be more
exact, the man who made

truth famous by saying, “I cannot
tell a lie.” Inspired by George
Washington’s example. I’m going to

apply the hatchet-and-cherry -tree
method to Hollywood and through
Photoplay’s pages, tell the truth

about some of the famous people
and some of the famous situations

out here about which there seem to

be certain misconceptions—let the

chips fall where they may!
To begin with, there is a senti-

mental little lie being told that

Olivia de Havilland is so in love with
Captain John Huston that she does
nothing but sit home and mope. I’m
sure friends of the little “princess”
will be glad to know that the truth

P is, she does nothing of the sort,

lyi
She signed up for four days be-,

m tween Christmas and New Year’s to

visit as many hospitals as she could,

and asked if she couldn’t start her

visits Christmas Eve, Christmas Day,
and New Year’s Eve, figuring that
the boys would be pretty lonely on
those dates. When one of the Flying
Tigers wrote her from China, asking
if he might visit her when he came
home, she answered yes, and took
him to several parties while he was
in our town. He’s now a major, at

the age of twenty-nine, and has gone
back to the South Pacific.

But her experience with a lieu-

tenant commander from the Solo-
mons was quite different. He took
her seriously, wanted to marry her,

and even sent her an expensive
watch from Tiffany’s, which she had
a terrible time returning and ex-
plaining that she was not in a mar-
riageable mood.
Here’s another lie I cannot tell

—

that Joan Leslie has become an al-

luring and beautiful glamour girl.

The truth remains that all her
studio’s attempts to glamorize her
and build her up as a sort of

glorified Marilyn Miller have gone
for naught. She’s still just a sweet
young kid that you’d like to have for

your kid sister, and is so uncon-

cerned about her looks that many
times when she’s at the Hollywood
Canteen the older girls have told her
to take time out to use lipstick so
she’d be more attractive to the sol-

diers and sailors.

The Jennifer Jones-Bob Walker
breakup came upon us as suddenly
as an earthquake, with just about as

many repercussions. This was a case
when we all sat down hard and said,

“What goes on? Have we been
taken for a beautiful sleigh ride?”
Everybody was blamed—Jennifer,

Bob, David Selznick. First of all.

Twentieth put on a nation-wide
search for a girl to play the saint in
“The Song of Bernadette.” Jenni-
fer was made to order—happily
married, with two httle boys. And
before they could get that picture

on the screen, the blow fell. Then,
too, a national magazine came out
with page after page about this hap-
piest of all young couples. As a

result, Jennifer came in for plenty

of harsh words. But the truth is

that when she was first approached
about that story, she refused to do
it. She had to be coerced into giv-
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A lighthearted treatise on some deep-seated misconceptions

which just goes to prove you shouldn't believe all you hear!

It's a pleasure for H. H. to give the

lie to that report on Vivien Leigh

PotflQj.

‘^^ybe y. .

‘^^nne * ,' *oo/

ing the interview. Jennifer must

have known then that the con-

ditions which brought about the

separation were coming to a head;

but hoping against hope that it

wouldn’t be necessary, she tried to

cover up. It was Bob who left her

home—and not the other way
around.

I wish I could say the same for

Deanna Durbin’s divorce, but that

was just the reverse. It was Deanna
who couldn’t keep the home fires

burning for her husband, Vaughn
Paul, who is in the Navy. It was she

who started looking elsewhere. And
the end of that road isn’t yet in

sight. My advice to the little lady

is to watch carefully in the future or

she will ex- (Continued on page 82)
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Photoplay is proud to present this story. But most of all we

are proud of the real man whom this famous

author, his friend, reveals here

AGOOD many years ago, I asked
Jack London, who knew rather

more about men, women, chil-

dren and dogs than anybody else I

ever met, what he considered the
measure of a man.
He didn’t like those over-all ques-

tions much because he said there
were too many fine shades for any
answer to be entirely just. But I

was very young then and inclined
to want to know everything in plain

black and white, so he twinkled at

me and after a moment’s thought
he said, “If you have to boil it down,
I suppose it must be how he behaves

p when the going gets tough.”

M Things hke that stay with you and
M for a good many, years I’ve applied

that test. I’ve even gone so far as
to apply it to myself. There are all

kinds of poetical expressions to de-
scribe those times in life when man
is up against the great forces and
the great demands, when he is

weighed in the balance and found
wanting or not.

When you are at war you need
none of them. War itself is the
supreme and final test.

In such a war as we are fighting

now it is quite plain that nd man
can remain unchanged, no man will

ever be the same after it is over,
either to himself or to the rest of

humanity. And we have had, each
of us, our own bitter disappoint-
ments, our own intense satisfactions

and our own surprises good and bad.
Some of the men and women we
know have turned out a lot better
than we thought they would; wiser.

stronger, more unselfish, than we
suspected them to be. And some
have turned out a lot worse; blinder,

stupider, lazier, greedier and less

courageous than we believed pos-
sible.

Everybody has been put to the
greatest test the nation has known
in all its history. And the record is

there. Either we measured up or we
didn’t.

I am writing this story as a small
tribute to a man who measured up.

I think we ought to know about it

and think about it. It is good for the

soul in these days to find that our
idols don’t have feet of clay, but that

they are worthy of the love we’ve
given them. More than that, I think
we ought to repay them by trying

ourselves to live up to the standards



they’ve set. The men we know per-
sonally, the men in everyday life,

can touch onljj a few people by their

success or failure, but a man like

Clark Gable touches millions.

When Captain Gable arrived back
from the European theater of war,
I got to thinking about all these

things, and about how much I, per-
sonally, owed to Captain Gable.
How much my sons owed to him for

his kindness and friendship over the
years but above all for the fact that

when the war came he set so clear

and simple an example.
When Clark first became an in-

timate friend in my household, the
boys were youngsters. Of course
they still seem youngsters to me, and
the years have actually been few,
but in those days they were skinny

A man who has measured up:

Clark Gable, Captain In the

United States Air Force

kids, full of their own affairs and
keen on the movies.

I remember one night in my house
at Malibu when Clark Gable and
I were sitting in front of a drift-

wood fire, talking over life in gen-
eral.

Clark was a little bewildered
because try as he might he never
could make it all as complex as the
Thinkers did. His mind was always
as direct and worth while as a plow
furrow. While we talked we kept
hearing noises offstage, whisperings,
smothered giggles, bumps and bangs,
and the swinging door kept moving

in a strange, ghostly fashion.

“Is this house haunted?” Clark
said finally, and at that exact mo-
ment the door swung wide and a
tangle of arms and legs precipitated

themselves into the room, accompa-
nied by squeals and protescs, and
we found that my son Bill and half

the boys on the beach had been
listening outside the door and peek-
ing through the crack for a glimpse
of their idol. Sheepish and a little

apprehensive as to what Mom might
have to say, they managed to get
unwound and on their feet, their

young eyes riveted on Gable.
Nobody ever had a nicer laugh p

than Clark’s. It filled the room. He m

said, “Hey, why don’t you fellows m
come on in and say hello? You’ll

bust something that way.”



Gable at his Army job:

He sits behind his gun
in an American bomber
somewhere in England, ex-

changing some Gable-ized
stories with another ace

At left: Gable, tl^ gunner
(center, rear row). He had

t

'ust completed his fifth

•ombing over enemy territoryGable at his Hollywood job:

Editing a U. S. Army film

p

m

M

They came on in and said hello.

They stayed and talked hunting
and fishing and horses and the next
day they made their report to me.
Summed up, it was that Clark Gable
was a great guy, he was just as great
a guy off the screen as he was on.

I remember another day at Malibu,
a raw and gusty day, with a cold
wind coming in off the ocean and
the breakers as high as the houses.
They may call it Pacific, but in the
spring it can be a brutally cold and
unpleasant ocean. But the kids never
seemed to know the difference and
they went swimming just the same,
turning slightly blue in the process
but apparently enjoying themselves
mightily. Clark had driven down
and the kids found out he was there
and then—why, then, of course, he
must come swimming with them.
No adult in his right senses, he-

man or otherwise, wanted to go
swimming that day. But Clark Gable
took a look at the expectation in

the boys’ eyes—and went swimming
with them and thereby consolidated
an adoration that never failed.

You see, that’s one of the reasons
I owe him so much as a friend. It’s

one thing to keep the adoration and
respect of those who see a man only
on the screen, playing great parts.

It is something else again to keep
it when boys, with their clear young
eyes and uncompromising standards,
see you around in a familiar way.
It is something to remember that
Clark Gable never saw familiarity

breed contempt but always respect
and affection and admiration.

This is important to me now be-
cause later on, when war had struck,
my oldest son, wearing the Air Force

blue uniform of the RCAF, and Clark
Gable, in the tan of the USAAF,
met in England. Gable wasn’t a
movie star any longer, surrounded
by all the fame and prestige and
glamour of that position. He was a
man like other men in wartime,
and Pilot Officer St. Johns and Cap-
tain Gable shook hands as man to

man and the boy’s heart was warmed
because they were both doing the
same tough job up there in the skies.

The Big Moose hadn’t let him down.
His idol was intact.*

yHESE days, it’s very good to have
' a friend as simple and direct as
Gable; it’s very good for all of us
who have been lucky enough to be
his friends either in person or on
the screen.

Because when you come right
down to it. Gable is a representative
American. We used to call him the
Dutchman around the studio—he
comes of sturdy Holland Dutch an-
cestry and has all the essential stub-
born determination of his forebears.
But he grew up on a farm, he
climbed telephone poles and fixed
wires as a linesman, he sort of

drifted into being an actor, perhaps
because his adventurous spirit had
nowhere else to go then but into

the realm of make-believe.
I can’t remember the name of the

picture, but I do remember very
well that in one of his first impor-
tant screen roles he had to learn to

* On September 3, 1943, Pilot Officer

St. Johns, returning from a raid over
Germany, was killed in landing his

crew arid flaming plane on British

soil.

ride horseback like a cowboy. Up to

that time, he explained, his only
association with horses had been
from behind a plow. “They look dif-

ferent,” he said, with a grin. For
days he limped around with a rueful
coimtenance and ate his meals off

the mantel, as it were. But the cow-
boy who taught him told me later

that he never saw anything like the
stick-to-itiveness of that guy Gable.
“I never thought any man could do
it,” he said, “and I gave him the
works, all right.” When the picture
came out the fans had every reason
to think that Clark Gable had been
born on a horse.

No man who has ever attained
stardom in Hollywood, and I think
I have known them all, was ever so

little touched by the applause, the

idolatry, the fame and the fortune,

the intrigues and fashions of Holly-
wood. It isn’t quite accurate to say
he remained unchanged. But it is the
absolute truth to say that he grew up
as normally, as straight, as unaf-
fected by it all as though he had gone
on growing up anywhere else. Unless
you know Hollywood and have seen
what it sometimes does to people you
can’t realize (Continued on page 79)





Trio with the pri-

vate trick: Messrs.

Ray Milland, Cary
Grant and Er-

rol Flynn. Just
how do they do it?

\/ here. If you can ur

Sh-h-h! There's some secrets rattling around

here. If you can uncover them, you belong in Sherlock's shoes!

AS a film fan who adores any
form of the occult, inexplicable

and impenetrable—^whether it

involves arson, arsenic, knives, guns,
poison darts, shding panels, zombies
or screams in the night—I am a
regular attendant at cinema cere-
monies where bafflement is rife imtil

the final moment of the final reel.

In my loge seat, I am a clue-gatherer
to put Sherlock Rathbone to shame;
I track the criminal, I shriek with
the heroine in the dark attic, I shiver
with the hero groping his way
through the danger-fraught mid-
night fog. And nine times out of

nine, I am right when I deduce that
the butler didn’t do it.

But there are Hollywood mys-
teries which have nothing at all to
do with Mr. Moto, Dr. Watson, Philo
Vance or Fu Manchu. They are not
connected with homicide (except

that they slay me) yet they are tan-
talizing enough to make me scratch
my cranium, furrow my brow and
stay awake far, far into the night
trying to answer the sixty-four dol-
lar questions.

You know what I mean, don’t

you? Mysteries like these:

1. “The Strange Case of Jane
Russell.” Frankly, boys, what hap-
pened to that most dehciously cush-
ioned pin-up girl? Did she ever
actually exist, or was she a com-
posite vision of lush loveliness

dreamed up by a convention of

cheesecake photographers? Will her
one picture ever be released, or was
it stolen by gypsies?

2. “The Case of the Curious Cou-
ple”—or “Why Did Orson Welles
Waltz Down The Aisle With Rita

Hayworth And Vice Versa?” This
one has few clues. Miss Hayworth
is a delightful balm to the eye, com-
ing and going and both profiles, but
there is nothing about her to sug-
gest that she spends her evenings in

a huddle with the Encyclopedia
Britannica, whereas her bridegroom
has been widely advertised as a
spectacularly erudite fellow who
never converses in less them four
languages at a time or with person-
ages intellectually limper than Al-
bert Einstein. On the other hand,
Orson is anything but a match for
Rita in the pulchritude department,
being no beauty either of pan or of

torso, and Rita in her bachelor-girl
days was knovm to admire such
pretty-puss fellows as Victor Ma-
ture, who gave her competition in
her own field but was no strain on
the I.Q. This case is a tough one.



Enigma: What s

wrong with Margar-
et Sullavan's face?

No footprints, just a hairpin and a
a small quantity of ash, probably
from a cork-tipped cigarette.

3. “The Mystery Of The Missing
Music.” I’ll never know why Holly-
wood spends such fabulous sums to

purchase hit Broadway musicals
with scores by Rodgers and Hart or
Cole Porter and then hires half a
dozen guys named Joe to write ad-
ditional music for the score. It hap-
pened with “DuBarry Was A Lady,”
with “Higher And Higher” and with
“On Your Toes.” For anybody’s
money it may occur again when
“Oklahoma!” treks West. Why?

4. “The Mystery Of The Foohsh
Formula.” I am talking now about
the famihar frothy comedy in which

charm boys hke Cary Grant, Ray
Milland or Errol Flynn capture their

own true loves by being mean, surly,

disagreeable cads. No girl likes a
milk sop or a fawning goon, admit-
tedly, but I’ve seen films in which
the hero does everything but set fire

to the girl’s mother to win her af-

fections. I consider this a sinister

example to parade before a younger
generation already reduced to loopi-

ness by Frank Sinatra.

5. “The Puzzle of the Misspelled
Moniker.” I would like to track
down the date on which Bette Davis
began to spell her name with an “e”
instead of a “y”. What started the
whole thing? Was it her mama’s
idea? Was she christened after an
eccentric aunt with a burgeoning
bankroll? (Continued on page 95)

It's what Fred Asta
omits—not commits—^that

makes up this mystery!

Bette Davis casts

a spell—an honest

spell. Do you sup-

pose it was all

her mama's idea?
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Jennifer and her prize

miniatures, sons Bobby and Michael

if er

nes

. . . because this is what everyone really wants to say to you

T
his is written expressly for you,
Jennifer Jones—for you, the girl

whom all of Hollywood called

Mrs. Cinderella with warm fondness
when first you came. For you, the
wife of Robert Walker, whom we
called Mr. Cinderella when he ar-
rived right after you did—both of
you to start amazing twin careers in

stardom and to continue (so we
thought) a career together in one
of the most truly meaningful mar-
riages this town had ever seen.

You were so young when fate gave
you the cherished chance to play
the role of the little saint in “The
Song Of Bernadette” and in so doing
held aloft the qualities that made
you fine. And when Bob’s wonderful
break came in “Bataan” to even the
family keel, we all took a deep
breath of gratitude.

Then, of course, we heard the
news—that your perfect marriage
wasn’t perfect. That you were go-
ing to get a divorce. Rumors were
rife, naturally. What the real truth
is, we don’t purport to know. But we
do know that you have been inno-
cently involved in wounding more
people than you can possibly guess
by this decision to part—not to men-
tion the two small people whose
presence in the world is due solely

to you and your husband, your sons
Bobby and Michael.
Remembering that, will you read

the story we’ve written for you?
It may not be within your power

to change the course of things, but
if it is, please read this arid then
think—just a little longer.

BV JANET

Y our real name is Phylis Isley,

you come from Tulsa, Oklahoma,
and you’re the only child of a bus-
tling human landmark there named
Phil R. Isley—who owns a movie
theater in Tulsa and a string of them
in Texas. In years gone by he was
an actor himself, as well as the pro-
ducer and director of a traveling
stock company ... so he was not
surprised when you began reciting

Shakespeare and “The Shooting Of
Dan McGrew” with equal abandon
at the age of six. From then on you
faced an acting career as faithfully

as any Mohammedan faces Mecca.
There was nothing else in life for

you, then and throughout school.

Naturally, you had no idea that in

Ogden, Utah, there was an unruly
misfit of a boy named Robert Walker
who was to grow into the fine young
man you would someday meet and
marry—thus complicating your plans
completely.
You grew up gracefully, yourself;

passing through childhood into

young womanhood always in beauty,
and always comfortable financially.

You fitted easily into your classes at

Edgemore Pubhc School in Okla-
homa City, then at Monte Cassino
Junior College, and finally (for one
year only) at Northwestern Uni-
versity in Chicago. Meanwhile, you
were accepted as each school’s lead-
ing actress. Summers you spent
traveling in tent shows which still

tour the Middle West, and during
the school year you found time to

appear on radio programs in Tulsa.

But always you aimed toward one

BENTIEY

goal—the American Academy of

Dramatic Arts in New York City;
and after one year at Northwestern
your parents gave up arguing with
you and escorted you to New York
themselves, by train.

Your arrival in Grand Central
Station looked like that of thousands
of other Midwestern families. You
were slim and young and eager—you
were seventeen; and you wore your
collegiate uniform of Navy blue.
Very nervously your anxious par-
ents escorted you through the noisy
station, into a taxi, and up Lexington
Avenue to the safety of file Barbizon
Hotel for women. There, among
seven hundred other young women,
they left you—with the usual admo-
nitions about wearing rubbers, not
going out on the streets alone after

dark, and above all, not smiling at

strange men.
So the next morning you went to

your classes at the Academy, and
the first thing you did was smile at a
strange man.
He was a tall, bony, alert young

man named Robert Walker, and he
too was a student there. He had blue
eyes twinkling at you behind glasses,

and you noticed his suit was a little

threadbare and the cuffs of his shirt

were frayed. You smiled at him be-
cause of his splendid reading of a
Shakespearean sohloquy, and he
smiled back—and the two of you
went out that night and nearly
every night from then on. But you
went out solely as friends, both of

you—for love came disguised as

friendship, (Continued on page 92)



Star in the sun: Jennifer Jones of Fox’s "The Song Of Bernadette'



She draws illustrations

on her scripts to help

her remember the lines

J
OAN FONTAINE became a movie
star because of a casual conver-
sation with David Selznick at a

party.

She had read “Rebecca” and sug-
gested it to him as a picture pos-
sibility. “I agree with you,” said
Selznick. “I bought it today.” She
then told him that Margaret Sulla-
van was the actress for the picture.
“I think you can do it,” said Selznick.
This was the picture that made

her. Before that she had had a hard
struggle to get started in pictiires.

Now she has an “Oscar” for the best
performance at home on her mantel-
piece between a silver cup and
stuffed fish.

Her rival, when she won the
“Oscar,” was OUvia de Havilland.
These sisters have been rivals many
times and, although they may fight

with each other, no outsider can say
anything against one to the other.

Her favorite director is Alfred
Hitchcock and if any director tries

to explain to her how another ac-
tress would play a scene, she tells

that director just how Alfred Hitch-
cock woiild direct it.

Her real name is Joan de Beauvoir
de Havilland, and when she decided
on a theatrical career, Olivia sug-
gested that she use their stepfather’s

name, Fontaine.
Later, she got her initial oppor-

tunity in the local stage presentation
of “Call It A Day.” When Warners
bought the play for pictures, they
gave the role she played to Olivia.

She was born in Tokyo on October
22, 1917. She has a good colloquial
knowledge of the Japanese language

and a fine understanding of the
Japanese ideology, which is now
valuable.
She is five feet four inches tall,

weighs 108 pounds, has ash blonde
hair and can look very piquant.
When she was after the leading

role in “The Constant N5mtiph,” she
met Director Edmimd Goulding in
the Brown Derby and asked for
the part. Goulding said, “We need a
girl who dresses plainly, has a sim-
ple hair-do, freckles, no make-up,
and . .

.” Then he stopped and said,

“What am I talking about? You’re
the girl.”

She uses her art studies as an aid
in learning her lines. She learns
long speeches by drawing illustra-
tions in the margins of the script
pages and remembers the lines
through the visual images she cre-
ated to go with them. She has defi-
nite ideas on how she should play
a part and speaks up on the set.

While making “Jane Eyre” she
would come on the set fully pre-
pared. She would play a scene with
Orson Welles and then hurry to her
portable dressing room where she
would play gin rummy or read a
book. She knew how she was
going to play the character and she
wasn’t going to let anyone influence
her.

Yet there are occasions when she
will endeavor to be very friendly on
a set. This led to the publicized feud
between her and Arturo de Cordova
during the filming of “Frenchman’s
Creek.” It started when she was
making what she fondly imagined
was a joke.
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Cordova didn’t like it and showed it.

Then she did a turnabout. She
invited him to her house, she beamed
at him every day and she compli-
mented him constantly. Soon Arturo
de Cordova wondered why he had
ever been angry with her.

She once said that she would
rather fish than emote for the cam-
eras, but that is completely imtrue.
She loves to act.

However, before an audience she
does get stage fright. She had to

make a speech on war work before
a Glendale women’s club. During
the speech she noticed the audience
murmuring and looking at each
other. What had distracted them
was the flapping of her skirt caused
by the continued shaking of her
knees.

\^ORDS have a great fascination
’ ’ for her and when she comes
across a particularly well-written
passage in a book or script, she in-
sists on reciting it to everyone she
meets.
She is a good cook and not only

likes to prepare meals but also do
things about the house. This is very
useful now, with the food shortage
and servant problem. She is a per-
son who likes to get things done.
She had her house painted re-

cently. What with wartime short-
ages, it took quite a while and she
and the painter became very friend-
ly. He would continually question
her about her profession, acting.

When -the job was finished, the
painter gave her a present—a book
on the art of acting.

For relaxation, she hkes to play
golf, go fishing and, of course, go to

the movies. She is practically a
movie fan.

She is married to Brian Aheme.
Olivia met Aherne before she did.

He was her leading man in “The
Great Garrick.” They were friendly
on the set, but that’s all.

She met Aherne at a party. They
took to each other immediately. One
month after their initial meeting
they were engaged. He calls her
“old girl.” She calls him “old boy.”
She says that the highest word of

praise she ever got was from her
husband. They had gone to see a
preview of “Suspicion.” When the
picture was over, Brian muttered,
“Well done, old girl.” That’s the
most effusive praise she had ever
heard him utter about anyone.
Brian Aherne, besides being an

actor, has a business in Phoenix
which has turned out beyond their
expectations. Together with a few
other movie people, they purchased
a big tract of desert land and started
an airport to train civihan pilots.

Now, with the war, the Government
has leased this project, turning it

into the Thunderbird and Falcon
fields, where British, Chinese and
American pilots are trained.

CHE has lovely clothes, but prefers
slacks, which she wears well. She

likes tailored blue pajamas and feels

comfortable with her hair in pig-
tails. But when she wants to, she
can be the most smartly dressed
lady in any gathering. She doesn’t
paint her {Continued on page 111)

She once said she would
rather fish than act, but

that is completely untrue
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Piquancy; Paulette Goddard of Paramount's "Standing Room Only'
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James Craig, dining out

with Mrs. Craig, Is on

the big upswing now.

He can stay there it

—

T
he first question asked about
Hollywood folk always is: “Are
the stars as nice as they seem

on the screen?” This question can-
not be answered in the negative
or in the affirmative. It depends

—

upon the star! Several stars who
appear the soul of good will and
the epitome of charm on the screen
appear far less desirable things
to their neighbors. Other stars prove
quite as delightful to their friends
and co-workers as they do to their

audiences. Still others are much,
much nicer than they give their
audiences any reason to expect.
Usually it is because actors and

actresses lose their perspective that
they become less and less charming.
And it takes a bit of doing not to

lose your perspective when you have
public adulation and a great, high-
powered studio revolving around
you. There are, however, some men
and women, like Claudette Colbert,
who always know what it is all about
and how impermanent it is, too.

We remember Claudette’s taking
the Motion Picture Academv Award,
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A "comedy of manners"—good and bad,

"Gone Hollywood," say some people
about Garfield, father of Catherine.

Maybe they just don't know the facts!

Suave charmer on screen

is M. Boyer. Off screen

“Oscar,” out of her closet one day
and discovering it was a httle tar-

nished in spots. To her it was a
s5anbol that even the highest honor
Hollywood bestows cannot be ex-
pected to remain forever bright. “If

only,” Claudette said thoughtfully,

“aU those who are lucky enough to

faU heir to a picture which gives

them the chance to win this distin-

guished gent could know he tar-

nishes, it would help . .
.”

It would indeed!
Alan Ladd is a nice guy—plus. The

incredible modesty with which he
has taken his tremendous success
proves, of course, that he is innately
nice. Anyone with the Ladd brand
of sincerity couldn’t be anything
else . . .

Not long ago Alan received an
award from a small newspaper syn-
dicate whose popularity poll he had
won. There were only a few studio
people about when Alan, unques-

tionably one of the biggest box-office
attractions in pictures, received his

trophy. But he looked at it as in-

credibly and shyly as if it were a
whole herd of Oscars.
You hear good and bad things

about everyone, of course. Both
sides, for instance, are blown up to

fantastic proportions in connection
with Merle Oberon. There are many
who remark bitterly that she isn’t

the democrat she used to be before
Alexander Korda, her husband, was
knighted and she became a Lady.
Further, that for aU her fine Bri-
tannia-rules-the-waves talk she has
no intention of returning to England
until the war is over—and then she
won’t be received too cordially in

spite of her title. May be . . . But
Fearless protests, nevertheless, that

I



are the a tar a ?
puncfuated with some gold stars and some big black exclamation points

Bonita Granville was plenty nerv-

ous that one time, but what
she did showed up her nature

Greer Garson: What was
behind that recent incident

in the M-G-M still gallery?

Merle has an innate instinct for the
human niceties. There was the day
when many white-haired extras
were working on an Oberon set.

Swiftly, gently—no one was meant
to overhear—^as Merle passed her
mciid she whispered, “Have the prop
boy bring camp chairs for all the
older people, so they may rest when
they aren’t working.” Fearless also
remembers the beautiful deference
Merle showed the late Eldna May
Oliver, who played with her in this

picture. And a camp tour which
Merle, not too strong, made over-
seas. It smd the several weeks she
spent in a rest home upon her return
to these shores had little or no
publicity.

On the screen Charles Boyer is

a suave charmer—no one can deny it!

Greer Garson has the graciousness
of a true queen. But once or twice,

lately, she has not shown the con-
sideration her charming manner
always promises.
When she and Ronald Colman

were making “Random Harvest”
they had an appointment together in

the still gallery. Ronnie, who makes
a religion of being on time whether
the appointment is to his advantage
or the other fellow’s, arrived on the
minute.
Much later he walked out—just

before Greer cjime in. Understand-
ably enough, it took some time to

arrange another appointment al-

though Ronnie, with a gentility that

is not reserved for his own circle

of friends but spreads to the farthest
corners of studio sets and wardrobe
departments, is usually extremely
co-operative.
Many times it depends entirely

upon your point of view whether a

man or woman gets a gold star for
being a nice human being . . .

Take girls like Tallulah Bankhead,
Constance (Continued on page 90)

Tallulah Bankhead's famous for

that rapier wit, but here’s one time
actions are louder than words

In the studios he is a slightly wor-
ried gentleman who guards his prop-
erty rights with the tenacious fru-

gality of the French. He has, because
of his quality on the screen and his

quality off the screen, attained vast

success and fortime. Now surely he
could afford to be gallant, for in-

stance, about sharing his star billing

with an actress as gifted and delight-
ful—off screen too, by the by—as
Ingrid Bergman. But when David
Selznick, who “owns” Ingrid, stipu-
lated to M-G-M, who borrowed her
to play with Monsieur Boyer in

“Gaslight,” that she receive equal
billing, there was a rumpxis. Charles
would not, he said firmly, make the
picture unless he had top star billing.

In the end, Ingrid, who wanted to

play the part and who never has
argued about billing anyway, coaxed
David Selznick to relinquish her
star-status. Boyer got his billing.

But we’ll bet Bergman will get the
notices.
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as vivid, startling and original as

BY DOROTHY DEERE

Pinning down Miss Palkenburg,

her famous namesake pin

T
hirty young men were being
led around the Columbia lot by
one short, plump lady in blue.

The young men wore various shades
of khaki and an assortment of in-

signia and the expression on all their

faces was G. I. for Best Behavior.
They minded their USO guide as if

she were a major, moving silently

forward in a body when she moved,
ready to foUow her through a stone
wall if she forgot to indicate “Halt.”

On one sound stage they stood
motionlessly watching Rosalind Rus-
sell and Brian Aherne do a scene; on
another they solemnly shook hands
with Cary Grant; they swallowed
hard and went almost speechless
when ravishing Rita Hayworth
stopped work on “Cover Girl” to

give them her autograph. The whole
afternoon they were meek as only
men who are no longer individuals,

but part of an army, can be.

Then, the tour was about over and
they were crossing the lot again,

when one of the soldiers let out an
excited whistle:

“Hey—^look who’s coming!”
They looked—and the USO lady

lost her army. “Hey, Jinx,” “Hi
ya. Jinx!” Thirty decorous military

men broke ranks for the first time
that day and became thirty kids in

khaki who saw someone they felt

they knew. The last to start r\m-
ning was a fellow with a Wol-
verine on his arm band, who paused
to throw back his head and howl,
“Woo-wooo-o Falkenburg!” before
he pounded after the rest.

“It happens every time—” said the
USO guide helplessly.

It does—and no one can explain
just why people who will stand
sedately or shyly, impressed or re-

pressed by the occasion of meeting
the usual movie star face-to-face,

will suddenly chuck the inhibitions

when they see Jinx and want to

rush over to say “Hi” or “How’re
ya?” or “Can I buy you a coke?”
It’s simply a part of the aura of ex-

uberance that emanates from her
who is known as the Fabulous Fal-
kenburg.
On the particular day these par-

ticular soldiers saw her. Jinx was
wearing a sinuously dispositioned
gown made entirely of pink crystal

paillettes. Once designed to fit Mar-
lene Dietrich more lovingly than her
own skin, the gown had now taken
on an outdoor complex—learned to

flow instead of cling, if you get what
we mean. Jinx wanted to borrow
the dress for a camp tour and had
gone after it in the same forthright
way she does everything else. She
had simply presented herself, in

the pink beads, to a studio executive
and asked him if he didn’t think it

was something he owed The Boys.
Putting it up to his patriotism this

way—well, she was now on her way
back from having negotiated the
quickest loan on record.
“You know how she makes me

feel?” asked one of the soldiers as
she moved away.

“First guy answers that goes to

the guardhouse—” muttered one of

the others. The first boy ignored
him:
“She makes you think any minute

she’s going to say, ‘Til race you to

the corner!’
”

The young man can be credited
with as good a one-line description
as has ever been written.
Jinx is the vitamin the doctors

are still trying to discover. If the
particular exhilaration of which she
is composed is ever captured in tablet
form it will probably be a combi-
nation of what makes phosphorus
glow, what makes a sun-warmed
rock give off heat and what makes
an arrow go zing. She is the most
vibrantly alive person who ever
made the rest of the world feel as
though it were standing still.

Physically, Jinx is what is known
as “a lot of girl.” She is five feet
seven, weighs 128 poimds, and in
tennis shorts or a swim suit makes

Juno, Venus, et al, look like the
anemic type. She is synonymous
with color—very red lips, very white
teeth, very brown eyes, sun-warmed
skin and rich, shining brown hair.

She dresses to match, having “a pas-
sion for red” and not being unaffec-
tionate toward green, yellow, bright

blue and purple, either. She can be
glowingly lovely in a Hawaiian or

Mexican print that would abash a

more pallid personage.

COUND and motion have a way of

Ungering in a room after Jinx has
passed through it— laughter and
chatter, and the jingle-jangle of

bracelets. She is always just back
from somewhere and going some-
where else, and having a wonderful
time both places. Born to be a per-
sonality, she {Continued on page 83)

Jinx, lady in the rider's

seat in Hollywood



Best garbage-

lisher

in camp was
Private Mar-
ion Hargrove

can

ee here,
Best laugh-maker of the

season—from that famous best-

seller that tickled the

ribs of America

Fiction Version

BY DAN SENSYNEY
An M-G-M picture. Screen play by
Harry Kurnitz, based upon the
book by Marion Hargrove. Direct-
ed by Wesley Ruggles. Copyright,

1944, by Loew’s, Inc.

T
he Carolina svin hammered down
on the drill grounds at Fort
Bragg. Platoons marched and

turned and maneuvered, sergeants
barked orders, the flag fluttered

against the blue sky.

Over in a lonely corner of the field

Private Marion Hargrove was being
given special private instruction by
Sergeant Cramp, who had been in

the Army for twenty years and could
still be shocked by the things he
encountered. Sergeant Cramp, Pri-
vate Hargrove had concluded, was a
sensitive soul.

It was Hargrove’s sixth day in the
Army, and the first on which he
hadn’t been condemned—so far, at

least—to polishing garbage cans in

back of the mess hall.

“Present

—

arms!” Sergeant Cramp
barked. “Order

—

arms! Left shoul-
der

—

arms!”
Dutifully, with a do-or-die ex-

pression on his thin young face,

Hargrove obeyed. He had to put all

his mind to it, but he made no mis-
takes—this time.
“At ease, Hargrove!’’ Sergeant

Cramp said triumphantly. “That was
fine. Now,” he went on in a fatherly
way, “what else did we learn today,
Hargrove?”

“I must not salute the noncommis-
sioned officers or call them sir,” Har-
grove chanted rapidly, “and I must
salute the commissioned officers.”

“Thank you, Hargrove,” Sergeant
Cramp said gratefully. “Now we’ll

pretend that I’m a commissioned
officer and I’ve just come along the
drill groimds.”

“Yes, sir!” Hargrove said smartly,
snapping into a very pretty salute.

Sergeant Cramp looked pained.

“No, Hargrove,” he said with sor-
rowful gentleness. “You do not click

your heels or bow from the waist
when you salute. They only do that
in the German Army. Remember?”

“I’m sorry,” Hargrove said, crest-
fallen. “I forgot—I get confused. I

guess I’ve seen too many movies,
sir.”

“And don’t call me sir! Just Ser-
geant or nothing at all!”

“Oh,” Hargrove said, “I thought
you were still a commissioned offi-

cer, sir—I mean Sergeant.”
“WeU, I am! I mean I was. I

—

”

Sergeant Cramp, already red-faced,
caught sight of something behind
Hargrove and stiffened. “All right,

now,” he said anxiously, in a lower
voice. “Here comes Captain Man-
ville and whatever you do don’t
screw us both up. I shouldn’t be
drilling you all alone like this any-
way. Remember, now—salute, don’t
click your heels, don’t say sir—

I

mean,” he shivered wildly, “you do
say sir

—

”

Captain Manville came abreast
and Hargrove saluted. So did Ser-
geant Cramp, but he must have been
a Uttle confused because he clicked
his heels and bowed.
“Where did you learn that salute,

Sergeant?” Captain Manville asked
coldly. “Vienna?”

“I’m sorry,” Sergeant Cramp said.

“I mean. I’m sorry, sir!”

“All right. Sergeant—^you needn’t
shout.” He looked with approval at

Hargrove, who was standing rigidly

at attention. “At ease.”

“Thank you, sir,” Hargrove piped.
Sergeant Cramp, his face creased

in anxious furrows, explained, “I

was giving Private Hargrove a little

personal, extra instructions. He
found some of the drills difficult and
I wanted to keep the squad right up
to the mark.” He hesitated. Even
to himself, what he was saying didn’t

sound quite right. Then he remem-
bered, and bellowed, “SIR!”
“Are you all right. Sergeant?”

Captain Manville inquired. “Haven’t
you been out in the sun too long?”

He turned to Hargrove. “Good work.
Private,” he said approvingly. “I

like your spirit.”

“Yes, sir,” said Hargrove. “Thank
you, sir.”

Captain Manville gave Cramp a

distant stare. “I’d like to see you
in my office in the morning. Ser-
geant,” he said, and it was obvious

he didn’t mean that he wanted to

ask Cramp’s advice.

HEN the officer had gone, ,Ser-

geant Cramp surveyed Hargrove
with intense, burning dislike.

“Will there be anything else, sir?”

Hargrove asked.
Sergeant Cramp winced, and

seemed to pray for guidance. “Not
sir, Hargrove,” he said finally. “You
say sir to the commissioned officers,

but
—

” He stopped, heaved a weary,
heartfelt sigh. “Never mind, Har-
grove. You may go, Hargrove.”
Every inch a soldier, Hargrove

saluted, wheeled and marched off

across the drill grounds. If he had
looked back, he would have seen
that Sergeant Cramp, hardened sol-

dier though he was, was on the

verge of tears.

TTie Army, Hargrove reflected as

he headed for his barracks, wasn’t

much different from the Charlotte

News, where he’d been a reporter



Private Hargrove!

ghtWe gottenmi ve marne or

something crazy like that,'

stammerered Private Hargrove

Pvt. Hargrove. .Robert Walker

Carol Holliday. . . .Donna Reed

Pvt. Mulvehill. .Keenan Wynn

Pvt. Esty.. Geo. Offerman Jr.

1st Sgt. Cramp. .. .Chill Wills

Mr. Holliday. .Aobt. Benchley

Uncle George. .Grant Mitchell

UioOCC

before he was drafted. The News
was run by people with peculiar
ideas; so was the Army. Back on
the News he used to turn in stories,

perfectly swell stories—exciting, well
written, full of color—and then
Griffiths, the managing editor, would
work himself into a lather because
he’d forgotten to put in names and
addresses, or if he did, didn’t speU
them right. Here in the Army they
put a lot of stock in similar trifling

details. You just had to remember,
and humor them.
That night, after chow, he dragged

his battered portable typewriter
from the locker and, sitting on the
edge of his cot, perched it on his
knees. Private MulvehiU, on one
side of him, and Private Esty on the
other, were both prettying them-
selves up to go to the Service Club,
but Hargrove had made up his mind
not to waste his time on such light-
minded pursuits. The News had
promised to consider buying any
stories of Army life he wrote. He’d
already sent them one and tonight
he was going (Continued on page 104)
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Stealing into the Scott

picture—Pat Stillman,

currently reported to be the

current date of Randy

Pirtrait af

H tut IISIIIIR
A bright picture of soft-spoken George "Randy" Scott and his Virginian-gentleman life

H
e once rode a bucking bron-
cho—^but not for long.

He always suffers after eat-

ing marmalade and bacon.
He never wears garters.

He always takes two aspirins for a

headache, never reads the comic
strips and his first tragic disappoint-
ment was at the age of six when
his two sisters rode his new Christ-
mas velocipede and broke it be-
fore he ever had a chance to ride it.

He was baptized George Randolph
Scott.

He thinks tequilla, the Mexican
drink, “a vile concoction.”

He broke himself of the habit of

chewing his thumbnail, delights in

long telephone conversations, and is

inclined to worry on the slightest

excuse.

He has a secret yen to play the
piano and sing like Frank Sinatra.

He has an aversion to all Irish

tenors except John McCormick and
served as a sergeant (like your
author) in the 2nd Trench Mortar
Battalion (like your author!) in

World War I.

He never wears an undershirt.
He is forever saving little boxes

and eventually throwing them away.
He is very bad at spelling and his

two best friends are Fred Astaire
and neighbor Townsend Netcher,
He doesn’t like Chinese restau-

rants, goes shopping only under
duress and has never been in New
York’s Metropolitan Museum. He
is six feet, three inches tall.

He is a first degree fatalist.

BY JOSEPH HENRY SIEEEE

His favorite fairy tale is Jack and
the Beanstalk. He was presented
several years ago with a $150 Pan-
ama which he has never worn.
He has had measles, mumps and

all varieties of childhood ailments.

He has never seen a six-day bicycle

race.

He can never remember the license

number of his car.

He is very fond of garlic sauce
on sour dough bread, and lives in

Cary Grant’s former home on the
beach at Santa Monica. His favorite

American author is Ring Lardner.
He was very shy as a boy and is

still reticent, modest and self-con-
scious. He doesn’t like swing or
boogie-woogie orchestras.

He is unlucky at gambling.
He always gets stage fright, has

never worn dental braces, and of re-
cent years has altered his belief with
regard to heredity and environment
—now firmly convinced that the
latter is more important.
Randy Scott has been separated

from his wife for five years, which
makes him the most attractive but
unavailable bachelor in Hollywood.
He hates wearing new hats.

He smokes a pack of cigarettes a
day and thinks money not essential

to happiness.
He cannot make an impromptu

speech, has never been seasick, and
was born in an old two-story brick
house in Orange Coimty, Virginia.

He shakes his cocktails in a silver

golf trophy won in 1939. He em-
ploys the “hunt and peck system”
on his typewriter.

He loves playing bridge, speaks no
other languages, and is an expert
horseman.

|_|
E HAS to part his light brown
hair on the right side because of

a stubborn cowlick. He is fond of

hamburgers with onions, weighs 185

pounds and abhors personal appear-
ances.

His favorite vacation spot is his

ranch of more than 500 acres near
San Diego. He doesn’t believe in

fortunetellers.

He doesn’t drink coffee for break-
fast.

He has never been known to lose

his temper, is very fond of ice-cream
sodas and thinks the Cathedral at

Cologne the most beautiful building
he has ever seen.

His five sisters and one brother
call him “Buck.”
He likes Puccini’s operas, misses

climatic seasons in California and
has never owned a boat.

He has never smoked a cigar.

He dislikes night clubs, never col-

lected souvenirs, and wears shirts of

all colors. He caught cold on an
average of four times a year until a
couple of years ago. He does not
play chess or checkers.
He doesn’t like champagne.
He never reads poetry.
He has never worn glasses, goes

for long (Continued on page 77)
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T
he to-do Kate Smith made over
the moon’s coming over that
mountain is as nothing to the

commotion created by the setting-

sun head of Lucille Ball coming over
the road to her Chatsworth ranch.
The chickens squawk, cats tear like

crazy, Harold the hummingbird and
his wife Helen take off like two wild
elevators out of control, and the dogs—^well, of course, it’s the dogs that

have every right to go into howling
fits of hysteria. They know Mama
has come home to comb and brush
and soap and scrub. The wild rhyth-
mic beat of husband Desi’s dmms
never fazes them. The chickens lay

eggs to rhumba rhythm and Duchess
the Cow swishes her tail to the beat
of la conga. But when Lucille and
her topnot round the bend into the
ranch, the brakes are off.

They love and adore her, every
tree, shrub and eggplant on the
place. She’ll call down from the

house to Duchess in her stable,

“How are you this evening?”
“Moo,” answers Duchess with a

slight upward sway in her dulcet

tones.

“See,” says Lucille, “what did I

tell you? She talks.”

“We have visitors,” Lucille calls.

“Want us to come down?”
“Moo.”
“She wants to be alone,” Lucille

interprets. “Better not go down. The
Duchess is funny, you know.”

If ever there was a character
seemingly out of place on a hard
little ranch miles from nowhere it’s

Lucdle, the refugee model from
Hattie Carnegie, the ex-New York
showgirl, the movie queen who rose

to stardom the hard way.
It’s only on the screen Lucille is

the same old glad girl. The happy,'

laughing, carefree, loud and funny
Lucille with the wide violet eyes,

long lashed, red lips widened on the

curves, hair tinted to a Technicolor
dream. 'The years have wrought
some odd changes in people in

Hollywood, but none to compare
with the molding Job that’s been
done on Lucille. The mellowing, the
tolerance, the growth of heart and
soul have made of her a fine person
and always, above career and hopes
and dreams and grief and disap-
pointments, a woman. Lucy has
become ail woman, not just a grasp-
ing female completely wrapped up
in self and her own career.

For instance, take the baby out at

Lucille’s ranch house right now. In I

the midst of rehearsals for a camp
tour and the thousand other details

of ranch life that rest on her shoul-
ders, she found time to gather up
the mother whose husband is in the
service and her ten-day-old baby
and cart them out the valley to

home. The landlord had served
notice the mother could not bring a
new baby into her former apartment
from the hospital and LuciUe heard
and acted.

At least ten times a day she has
her good friend Mona Carlson, actor
Richard’s wife and mother of two,
on the phone. “What about the
formula? What about this and how
pbout that?”
Husband Corporal Desi Amaz, .

stationed at Camp Arlington near
Riverside, Cahfornia, who usually
gets home over the week end, is

summoned twenty-five times a Sim-
day to look how cute the baby is

awake, asleep, crying, laughing,
gurgling, bubbling, howling.

“I spend my whole furlough look-
ing at theese baby,” Desi shrugs.

She’s sentimental, and terribly

eager to keep her marriage to Desi

a secure one. As near their third

anniversary as they can ma,ke it,

they will be remarried, this time in

Desi’s faith. Lucille has studied dili-

gently to become a good Catholic.

She has never removed the ten-cent
wedding band placed on her hand
by Desi when they were married. It

was the only one they could find in

the rush, (Continued on page 74)

As merry a mix-up as you've ever seen—with

Harold, the hummingbird; and Desi, the

husband, and that marvel, Lucille Ball!

BY SHA HAIILTON
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Ai was two," remembers Dennis Morgan. "She was an 'older' wo-
man. As I grew up, I sow that she was tall and dark, had lovely
eyes and she sang. She first taught me how to sing. She loved best
the old songs and her favorite was 'Annie Laurie.' Which was
mine, too, and still is. As time went by, we sang together—the

songs of Carrie Jacobs Bond, hymns and folksongs. She had ambi-
tions for me I didn't, then, have for myself. She wanted me to study
piano, voice. I didn't. I played the trombone. We had differences

of opinion but never a difference of the heart, for she always under-
stood me far better than I understood myself. She did the charming
things with me. We went on picnics in the Wisconsin woods, in the

spring and in the autumn. She had a strangely stirring sense of

beauty and gave what she
could of it to me. She seemed
always to be thinking of my
comfort and well-being and
safety. When I went deer-

hunting, she sewed scraps of

red all over me so that the

other hunters would be sure
to recognize me. I didn't, I

am afraid, do very much for

her. I sometimes made dates
with her and forgot to keep them. But she wasn't demanding.
She never asked more of me than I gave. And always gave
more than I, or any man, had a right to ask. But casual as I

seemed with her I knew then, as I know now, that I could never
forget my first love. So the years passed and the day came
when I realized that she was in love with another guy. For she
is my mother. The 'other guy' is my dad."

I

il sisters! Just wait till you

here was a night club in Budapest called 'The Arizona,' " says Turhan Bey.

"There were a great many beautiful girl dancers there and, being known
and having quite a lot of money then, it was easy for me to meet all the

girls. All but one. She was on American, tall and blonde—and I was
very in love. She was very exclusive and, of course, it tremendously

hurt me. I sent her notes, written in French and Hungarian, because I

could not write English and thought she might be able to speak those

languages. They got me nowhere. One day I bought an l^glish dic-

tionary and wrote, then, some frightful notes in English, putting all the

wrong words in the wrong places. Soon afterwards, there comes a letter

to my hotel. It was a letter from this girl which, I was able to decipher,

I was to translate into French. Consulting, again, my dictionary, I made
the translation and, in doing so, found that her letter contained a descrip-

tion of the place where she would meet me, and the time.

"I was there. She was there, too. The next night, without telling

me, she left Budapest. Ever since then, I wanted to come to America.

Now I am here. But where is she? Because I have not found her yet.
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he had long, beautiful red hair," recalls Humphrey Bogart. "I was about
twenty when I had this romance I'll never forget, for I fell in love with her

—well, thunderously is the only word for it. We met at Long Beach, on
Long Island where, that summer, I was a lifeguard. We went moonlight
swimming and moonlight sailing. Later, in New York in the autumn, we
went to the Museum of Natural History and looked at the birds and didn't

see them. We saw Grant's Tomb by moonlight. All the things you do
when you are twenty. The fact that she was mysterious, too, that I could

never quite find out where she come from or who her people were, added
to the spell. When my friends tried to tell me she wasn't serious about

me, I laughed them off. But she wasn't. So I remember her because she

was the first to hurt and disillusion me. I remember her because she

doesn't remember me."

hen I was thirteen," says Charles Boyer, "at school in Figeac, France,

I fell in love with my teacher. It was a deep love, and desperate. For all

of one winter I wrote her poems she never saw and many letters I never
sent and made plans to be alone with her, so that I might declare my
love. At last, late one afternoon in the spring, I contrived to stay after

school, and we were alone. Summoning all my courage, I walked up
to her desk, embraced her, kissed her on the mouth. She threw back
her head—and laughed. Since that time I hove never kissed a woman,
on the screen or off, that I do not expect she will laugh at me."

hen I was a lad in Vienna," Paul Henreid remembers, "I boarded ship
- one day, bound for a Mediterranean cruise. It was my intention to stop,

en route, and pay a visit in Bal, Svatzerland, to a young woman whom
my mother favored for my wife. But as I went aboard, I saw a beautiful,

dark girl and—with no word spoken—fell madly in love with her. I

did not, do I rieed to say, go to Bal but remained aboard ship for the

duration of the cruise, the last port of which was Luxor, in Egypt. And
ah, what happiness we had in Luxor! We swam in the blue Mediter-

ranean; we lay on the sands under the warm sun. I asked Lili few
questions and she seemed equally incurious about me.

"Then, one morning, she disappeared. With her, she had taken my
gold cigarette case, my studs and my money. In their place, she left

'* a touching note. She could not ask me for help because, she wrote,

she was in love with me. But as she was poor, desperately poor—^well,

did I know, could I understand that one does what one must? And
would I forgive? Of comse I would. And did. We had shared a

1 romantic episode which began in mystery and ended the same way.

I There was no question of forgiving, nor of forgetting. ..."
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OU’D find you were visiting one
of the most unusual girls you’d
ever met—in or out of Holly-

wood. You’d find you were seeing
at close hand an individual thinker
and doer . . . though she looks like

the most sophisticated, well-run and
therefore the most predictable per-
son in the world. How wrong that
picture is!

But you wouldn’t know this as
you drove up Cold Water Canyon
in Beverly HiUs—a long and lonely
road between California hillsides

—

toward the immaculate little white
cottage that is Olivia’s home. It has
hpstick red shutters and a green
shingled roof. There’s a garage to

one side of the neat front lawn, and
you’d pass a quaint Uttle iron Negro
on your way to ring her bell. You’d
thiiik someone who looked a lot hke
you was answering it at once, be-
cause there’s a great sheet of mirror
opposite the front door which care-
fully reflects you through the glass.

But finally a trim colored maid
oamed Lily May would come to

your rescue. She’d usher you into

the hving room and vanish silently.



Olivia k Havilland’s house guest
—you'd find out she's not

While you waited for Olivia to

appear, you’d look around the living

room in the late afternoon light

—

and it would dawn on you at once
that you were sitting in a typical

smart New York apartment out here
in California! Oddly enough, Olivia

has never been inside a New York
apaiiment—but this room looks as if

it were transplanted from Manhat-
tan piece by piece. The whole room
is in dark green—the walls, the rug,

many of the chairs. A baby grand
piano stands in one comer, a fire

dances under the small white formal
mantelpiece and flowers in pale
yellow and lavender sprout from
bowls all over the room. It’s a
peaceful, comfortable and precisely

neat room—^with dishes of cashew
nuts and hard candies here and there
to entice you to sink into the big
red-flowered sofa under the window.
Also enticing you are two built-in

bookcases, crammed with the best-
sellers of the past five years . . .

and magazines are everywhere: The
New Yorker, Time, Fortime, Life,

Vogue, House and Garden, and Free
World.

the girl she seems to be and

By ElEANOR HARRIS

“This girl,” you’d mutter to your-
self, “runs a house beautifully—and
also, obviously, she thinksl” (Be-
cause many a Hollywood house
you’ve seen doesn’t have a book or
magazine in sight.)

But here comes your hostess now
—looking as if she never had a
thought in her life beyond the latest

clothes and parties, she’s the same
Olivia you’ve seen on the screen
in thirty pictures ... a lovely look-
ing girl of twenty-seven, with her
shining brown hair in a chic pompa-
dour, her brown eyes warm vuth
welcome and her slim figure dressed
in the smartest gray sflk lounging
pajamas you’ve seen in. many a
month. Your eyes would focus long-
ingly on her stunning costume
jewelry, too—two clips and a brace-
let made of silver fish with green
globular stones. “My sister Joan
brought them to me from Mexico,”
she’d tell you when you asked about
them. “They’re my favorite pieces!”
Then, immediately, she’d seize

you'd have fun doing it!

your suitcase and whisk you into

your room—which is really her own
room. She has only one bedroom,
so it’s yours while you’re with her;

she’ll move into the den next to it.

The minute you cross the threshold
you’d sense that this is more than
just a bedroom to Olivia, though it’s

a rose-colored room, with a dark
rose rug, gray-and-white striped

wallpaper and the big double bed
has a pink spread and pink quilted
headboard. But there’s where the
bedroom stops and the sitting room
begins; it has two rose chintz easy
chairs, a compact little desk and a
mahogany dresser with no trace of

feminine frippery on it. Instead its

mirror reflects two graceful silver

candlesticks and two decanters.
“When I’m acting in pictures,”

Livvie tells you as you eye these
thoughtfully, “I do most of my enter-
taining in here—because I’m so
exhausted I take a hot bath and go
right to bed at the end of the day.
So my dinner and my friends are
usually in here too! I eat off a tray
and they eat off a card table in the
corner.” {Continued on page 70)



She's the bouncing Peg

of '44's youthful heart.

Here she is—with gestures

Bt UlU JEFFERSON

P
EGGY RYAN, the bouncing
half of the Donald O’Connor-
Ryan team, dances, sings, gig-

gles, laughs, imitates, falls in love,

falls out, gets engaged, gets un-
engaged, works in Grandpa’s grocery
store, mugs, bewilders, is bowlegged
and talks constantly. One of the
Quiz Kids figured it out that if

Peggy were paid on her ability to

talk, she could retire right now at

the age of nineteen despite the
higher income bracket rating. Her
family remembers that once, back in

1929, she didn’t say anything for five

minutes. Alarmed, they rushed her
to the nearest emergency hospital.

Her chewing gum had gone down
her windpipe.
Peggy and Donald are more than

a team. They’re a combination that

only the exigencies of war could blast

apart. Closely united in thought,
working as one, two sly little foxes
against all encroachei^ on their

domain, are Peg and Don. They
have an unspoken, but steadfast

agreement • between them—they’ll

never steal a scene, one from the
other. But heaven help the working
girl or boy that comes within their

camera range. They make mince-
meat of them.
Ryan gestures, broad apd sweep-

ing, fill the air already cluttered

with the Ryan conversation. “I’d

love to go to college. It’s so roman-
tic,” she says, throwing both arms
out into the room. “See this marvel-
ous black and blue mark?” (The
right arm sweeps the air in a decided
arc before alighting on the left arm.)
“I’m so proud of it. He gave it to

me, you know? Ray. Sgt. Ray
Hirsch. The boy I’m engaged to. He’s
in the Marines. They’re so rugged,
those Mai’ines. What was I saying?
Oh yes, the black and blue mark.”
She looks at it reverently. “He was
teaching me jujitsu. He was voted
the Average American Marine by
his outfit, you know? An Average
Marine is wonderful, isn’t he? Before
the war he was the national jitter-

bug champion. He’s wonderfvd.” She
collapsed in {Continued on page 97)
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Man with his own ideas: Bracken of Paramount's "The Miracle Of Morgan's Creek'

Enter Eddie—with the grin,

the waving cowlick and a

few bolts out of the blue

BY DUVID CREGIiORy

P
eople are constantly asking
Eddie Bracken what it’s like to

have been pummeled so often

in pictures by the beloved blonde
blitz, Betty Hutton.

“Well,” "he grins, “I guess I’m un-
breakable. Though at times it

wouldn’t have surprised me to dis-

cover my back was a permanent
bruise. If anyone’s looking for a
system to beat jujitsu, Hutton’s
got it!”

He pats his ribs, looking pleased
to find them still all in place.

“At that,” he adds, with a twinkle,

“she actually hasn’t broken any-
thing!”

How could she? For Eddie is

Bracken, the Unbreakable.
Eddie’s description of himself,

both of his casual tie-askew, cow-
lick-waving appearance and of his

life is, “I’m just an ordinary guy.”
But this “ordinary guy” has met up
with—^and conquered—^the most ex-
traordinary things all his lively life.

For a few weeks—^and only for a
few weeks—he thought he’d like to

be a minister. That was when he
was four. After that slight flicker,

his ambition has never been other
than to be an actor. At five, when
his nursery school gave a show, he
was allowed to audition. He panicked
the teachers by arising, with com-
plete poise, and singing a naughty
rhyme. Consternation reigned, and
he saved the day by quickly launch-
ing into a “mother” song. They asked
him where he’d picked up the first

ditty. “Just picked it up,” he said;

and it was the truth. There was no
piano at home. Nobody else, of the
Astoria, Long Island, Brackens, was
interested much in music or singing,

- if at all. Definitely, no one was con-
cerned with Eddie’s yen to exhibit
himself as an entertainer.

“My family was poor,” he explains,

^
using, as always, the most direct
word, “and busy. My two older
brothers—one’s always been inter-
ested in accountancy, the other in
law—^had their own affairs to con-

^
centrate on. Dad sold stove appli-
ances and (Continued on page 85)



What Should I Do?

Your Problems

Answered by

Claudette Colbert

D
EAK miss COLBERT:

I am very much in love with
a man I have now foimd is mar-

ried. I am only eighteen years old,

hut I feel much older and my friends

tell me that I act much older. How-
ever, I have never in my life had as
intense a feeling for anyone as I

have for Gregg.
Gregg is six years older than I am.

He is in the Army Air Corps and is

attending school here at the Univer-
sity. If he is a “wolf” the fact is not
obvious. At least I have never met

‘wolf” who has as much respect

for a girl as he has for me. We had
wonderful times together for months,
but I have not had a date with him
since I learned that he is married.
He does not see that it should

make any difference in our relation-

ship. He says it is entirely possible

for a man and a girl to have a care-

free friendship that will be beneficial

to both. He says he expects his wife
to go dancing and to attend movies
with trusted friends while he is

away, and that she expects him to

do the same.
Tell me what I should do, though.

Should I continue my present rela-

tionship with him? My heart says

“yes,” but my head says “no.”

Ardis D.

Dear Miss D:
First of all, before ice consider the

problem you have mentioned, I think

we should consider the far more im-
portant problem of being eighteen.
I’d like to confide a little secret in you

:

When / was eighteen, I judged myself
to be madly in love with the older
brother of one of my girl friends. I

thought him mysterious and I was ago-
nized when he paid no attention to me.
I know now that he was probably suf-
fering from no Heathcliff complex,
but only a bothersome stomach ulcer.

My point is that all girls of eighteen
consider themselves madly in love at

sometime during that exciting year
between seventeen and nineteen. Some-
times this love is genuine; usually it

is a mirage that will be quickly for-
gotten.

Now, about Gregg: If it were pos-
sible for you to be entirely casual with
him, a very nice friendship might he
possible. I would judge, from your de-
scription of Gregg’s behavior, that he
is eager to be platonic.

However, you yourself admit that
you have never before had such an in-

tense feeling for anyone. That makes
the relationship entirely impossible. In
the first place, it violates Gregg’s clear-

ly expressed desire in the matter. In
the second place, you are—by continu-
ing a relationship in which your emo-
tions are involved—setting the scene
for heartbreak for someone. If Gregg
finally reciprocates your affection, you
will have brought suffering to his wife.



^nd if Gregg should tire of you and
start to date another ^rls, you tcould
suffer a great deal of humiliation.

You are probably better off not to
see him again.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
First you must excuse my English

for I speak it not correctly at alL I

learned first to speak Spanish.
Here is my trouble; I was talented

for acting and singing but it is too
late, when I am now twenty-five,
to do something about such a talent.

Even without my age I could not be
in public. I am very bad-looking
on account that I had small-pox on
my face.

These pox have kept me out of a
career and the most important of all,

they have kept me apart from men.
They pay no attention to me and you
can imagine how hard that is.

I gave you enough trouble by
reading my letter but I could not
keep this to myself any longer. I

hope you have pity on me and tell

me is there anything to be done with
such a face.

Marguerite D.

Dear Miss D :

There is a great deal to be done in

your case. Would it comfort you to

know that there is a very famous ac-

tress, celebrated for her eloquent dark
eyes, who bears a birthmark running
diagonally across her face? This mark
has never hampered her career in the
least because of her intelligent use

of cosmetics.
Naturally I cannot mention trade

names of certain products in this col-

umn, but if you will go to your local
druggist he will be able to supply you
with a foundation preparation that will

tend to make your scars less notice-
able. Or else you may consult a der-
matologist, who will certainly be able
to help you.

I think, however, that you have a
second problem—not so easily dealt
with as this question of your skin.
You see, for years you have felt sorry
for yourself. Instead of looking out-
ward to take an interest in others, you
have looked forever inward upon your
own defects. You have deliberately
fostered your feeling of inferiority in-

stead of discovering that a good many
other persons are carrying burdens
equal and ofttimes greater than your
own.
Do these things which can be done

to make yourself physically more at-

tractive, then forget about yourself and
take an interest in others.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
To me my problem is so compli-

cated that I really don’t know just

where to begin.

I met a fellow less than a month
ago. He has proposed and I have
promised to marry him in spite of

the fact that I don’t love him. We
have a lot in common, though, as
we are both interested in music, both
play musical instruments, both en-
joy concerts, recordings and the
opera.

I am now twenty-five. I lost my
mother when I was a baby and my

life has consisted of nothing but
hardship. I know that by marrying
this fellow I would change my entire

life for the better; but it seems un-
fair to marry him without feeling

any true love for him.
I am doubtful of the wisdom of

this marriage for another reason:

there is someone else in my life with
whom I am desperately in love. I

have been going with him for well
over a year and he does everything
he can to prove his love but he says
repeatedly that he will never marry.
He can’t bear the thought of being
tied down.
Should I go on waiting for him to

change his mind about marriage, or
should I go away someplace and for-

get both men?
This may seem foolish to you but

I feel that I have reached a fork in

the road and I don’t know which
way to turn. Will you please help
me to choose the right one?

Cosmo T.

Dear Miss T

:

Under no circumstance should you
marry a man whom you don't love, in

spite of the fact that you have a great
deal in common with him.

Since you don’t love this man, it is

unfair for you to let him believe that
you do. I should think that the only
honorable thing to do would be to

break your engagement.
As for the other man who insists

that he will never marry, this is so
unusual a statement that he must
have a very good reason for it. Either
there is some cause in his background
or heredity that would make marri-
age unwise, or he simply doesn’t love
you and doesn’t want to lead you on
with false hope. Perhaps you might
give him a bit more time, but if—
within the next year—he still has the
same feeling, you should give him up
and start your emotional life over
again with someone new.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert;
A good many women have mother-

in-law trouble, I know. My problem
is slightly different—it’s father-in-

law trouble.

I am now twenty-two; I have been
married six and one half years and
I have two lovely children. During
the last, four years of our marriage
my husband’s father has lived with
us.

He is retired from business so he
spends a (Continued on page 100)



To step proudly, smartly into spring: Lynn Bari wearing Monica's navy and white tropical worsted suit with pocket detail
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draped blue crepe with giddy, old-fashioned bicycles racing over it. Miss Bari appears in "The Bridge Of San Luis Rey'
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The theme is

J You can be star-smart on a penny-wise budget if you keep

‘ your eyes open for spring dresses like these, chosen by

Kathryn Grayson of "Thousands Cheer" for Photoplay

reader Lynn Hester of Asheville, N. C. The first find
—

"Little Bo-

Peep," young, smart with white scallops suggesting a bodice and

apron, brief sleeves, simple neckline, full skirt. The belt comes

in contrasting colors

Sizes 9-15. Carole-lyn crepe. About $10. Cloud gray, bonny

blue, wheat and Nassau rose

2 Good returns—a dress that was so

Dopular last year, it makes another gay

comeback this new season. It has a

printed jersey skirt and a linen jacket

emphasizing one of the print colors, with

quilted jersey applique

Sizes 9-15. About $9.00. With luggage

green or red jacket and luggage green or

red predominating in skirt pattern



-.4

I spring; the clothes are treasures, worn by Lynn Hester

4 Listen to that soft rustle!

It's the taffeta in this dif-

ferent-looking two-piecer

with its mirror-faced buttons,

lingerie frou-frou with black

velvet bow

Sizes 9-15. About $16. In

black and white checked taffeta

L

.

vAWVmBI •

' '-aL •ksQSBui

Party dress plus—in soft

pastel bengaline with scal-

lops, pretty buttons and a

gayly flaring peplum. Use

it for your first Spring party, for

your informal dates

Sizes 9-! 5. About $16. In rose,

powder or aqua bengaline

5 Lynn looking the way every

girl wants to look—smart

ana sophisticated. The two-pieCe

dress is "China Boy" and it has

bright sequins embroidered on

the shoulder, slash pockets, bow-

tie neckline

Sizes 9-15. American Beauty

crepe. About $15. In Skyscope

blue, gold, glacier ice (green)

and water-color aqua

For a list of stores

where these Star-maker
fashions are available

see page 1 19.
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QUIT WORRYING ABOUT

zS//
Vou eat poorly—and
you re tired, listless,
nervous, “low”— if
you don't get enough
B]. The Ovaltine
way, you get plenty! ;

need

WORRYING ABOUT

Without
can't have good rec

blood. Ovalune sup-

pliesalltheextrairon

you need-.n the

only way you can

fully use It!

QUIT WORRYING ABOUT

/Q/
Vou get D from sun-
shine— but most ol
the year most people
don't get enough
sunshine. Rain or
shine, you're safe
with Ovaltine.

o«/r worrying
A

PJ-oteins-?^ health.

I
nerve and

I fooib^y cells

I f'‘"'ance. Docf^'" ''"^hty

ma‘^°"’"’cndS°"f^*cwc
Maintain viV ““'"e noi
^^so foe .L ^ocous hea
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Quit Worrying

3 Average-Good Meals + 2 Glasses of Ovaltine Give

a Normal Person All the Extra Vitamins and Minerals

He Can Use

Millions of people know how important

it is to take extra vitamins and minerals.

So we want to emphasize this point:

Ovaltine is one of the richest food sources

of vitamins and minerals in the world.

In fact, if you just drink 2 glasses of

Ovaltine a day—and eat 3 average-good

meals including citrus fruit or tomatoes

—you get all the vitamins and minerals

you need. All you can profitably use

according to experts, unless you’te
sick and should be under a doctor’s care.

And equally important, Ovaltine also

supplies the basic food substances abso-

lutely necessary for good health. Com-
plete protein, to rebuild muscle, nerve

and body cells. High-energy foods, for

vitality and endurance.

So why worry about vitamins and
minerals? Rely on Ovaltine to give you
not only all the extra vitamins and min-
erals you need, but also all the extra basic

food substances you must have for good
health. Just follow the Ovaltine way.

3 GOOD MEALS A DAY + OVALTINE
NIGHT AND MORNING



Mother’s niy

pin-up girl!

. . .makes a feller mighty ])roucl to have

a INIom as smart as she is pretty. She

figured that if Karo Syrup is so valii-

ahle for me, it must be a great food for

everyone. That’s whywe have so many
good things to eat at our house ... all

the time. Say! I wonder if that's why
Daddy loves her as much as I do.^

BUTTERED KARO
Iloat 1 cup Karo Waffle Syrup, or Karo Blue
or Bed Lal)cl. Add 2 tal)lespoous or more
of ))utter or margarine and stir until melted.

Serve hot on pancakes, waffles, French toast.

This saves serving butter at the table, and the

amoniit of butter used may vary according to

your supj)ly. Also it will helj> to keep foods

piping hot.

Flarorful suggesiion

:

Add a little chopped,

cooked bacon or ham to hot Karo. This car-

ries meat flavorwithout spending many j)oints.

Karo Is Rich In Dextrose

. . . Food-Energy Sugar

QUICK COCOA SYRUP
^ Clip cocoa 1 cup Karo Red or

]/i cup sugar Blue Label

cup u'afer

Combine cocoa and sugar; add Karo and

water. Stir over low heat until sugar is

dissolved, then cook for 10 minutes. Store

in a covered jar in refrigerator until needed.

Makes t ]/2 cups syrup. Practical suggest ions

;

Use this as a tojjpiug for ice cream, puddings,

and cake too.

To Make Quick Cocoa: Pnt 2 tablespoons

s> rup into each cup. Bring milk to boiling,

stir a little into each cup. Then fill cn]),

stirring in hot milk gradually.

KARO NUT FROSTING
Hi}) to}) of cu}) cakes or individual cake squares

in Karo Bed or Bine Label, then in finely

cho})})ed nuts. Turn slowly until to}) is covered

with nuts.

Party suggestion: Place half a red cherry and

a green leaf in center of each, or a tiny mound

of melted chocolate.

© Corn Products Sales Co.



Are American Women Good Wartime Wives?

(Continued from page 29) On a train going

East some months ago there was a girl

who was expecting her baby in less than

two months. She had left her mother’s

home (where her husband, in a Southern
camp, had left her, happy in the thought

that she was safe), and was en route to

“surprise” him. She had everyone on the

[train in an uproar by fainting once or

itwice a day and having to be revived. One
morning I insisted that she have breakfast

[with my accompanist and me and discov-

ered, as we had suspected, that she had no
money and hadn’t eaten for two days. I

could just imagine the texture of her hus-
band’s “surprise” when this responsibility

was added to those of his training.

On another train I met a young woman,
with a year-old baby, who told me,
proudly, that her infant had never “stayed

put” in any one place for more than three

weeks since he’d been born. “Where my
Pete goes,” she said, virtuously, “Little

Pete and I go, too.” Well, I must say that

“Little Pete” didn’t look as though he had
much farther to go, poor little puny thing

that he was—and no wonder!

I T seems to me that sensible women
I* should realize that while their husbands
are out there, fighting for their homes,
their job is to keep the homes. I should

; think they would feel that in wartime
I even more, if possible, than in peacetime,
lit is up to them to raise sturdy, normal
kids, and keep themselves fit, too, so that

I

the fighting men will find something worth
(having fought for when they return.

Not only are these itinerant wives worri-
some to their husbands but they also give

Uncle Sam a splitting headache by occupy

-

|ing train space which is needed for uni-
formed passengers who are not making
[Sentimental piilgrimages but whose des-
itinations are the theaters of war.

Besides, the men are usually given fur-
loughs before they go overseas. They are
also given priorities and preference when
they travel. So, in cases where there are
homes to be kept, babies to be cared for,

or babies on the way, good wives, I be-
lieve, should let the men do the traveling.

There are circumstances, of course, in

which a wife has a right to go to her
husband when he is in camp and to stay
with him, too, if he wants her. For if she
is not neglecting her home by leaving it,

has the means to travel and honestly con-
tributes to her husband’s whole well-being
by being near him, it’s certainly her busi-
ness and his.

COME girls make themselves very useful
in camp towns. I met two or three who,

in addition to behaving like ladies and
keeping their husbands happy, also had
jobs. Some of the camp towns need wait-
iresses, stenographers and so on, which
means that these girls are doing Uncle Sam
la service, too.

I have met both kinds for I stayed a
month, two weeks at a time, in camps with
Johnny. Once at Camp Crowder, again at

Ft. Monmouth and again in New York
when Johnny went to Astoria. But I can
honestly say for myself that each time I

got on a train I had, in addition to want-
ing to be with Johnny, business reasons
(radio broadcasts or, as now. personal ap-
pearances and camp and War Bond tours)
lor traveling.
So much for us service wives. But what

about so many other women who are liv-

ing through the most horrible war the
world has ever seen and are doing so lit-

tle about it? There was a woman who
lived around the corner from the place
where I was staying in New Jersey to be
aear Johnny at Fort Monmouth I met her

in the street one day and she was highly
exercised over the fact that her neighbor’s
two little girls were running loose around
the community while their father was in

the Army and their mother was on the

daytime shift at a war plant.

“It’s perfectly ridiculous for that woman
to be working in a factory!” she scolded.

“When I raised my children, I made it my
job to look after them properly. That’s

‘essential’ too, you know!”
Of course it was. But the town had been

badly drained of its manpower by the
draft and an urgent appeal had been issued

to women to fill the gaps at the factory.

“If it bothers you, why don’t you do
something about it?” I asked.
“Me? What could I do?” she demanded.
“Well, you could take her place in the

plant. Or—” as I saw the storm clouds
begin to gather on her face

—“you could
take care of her children while she’s away.
You might start a sort of neighborhood
nursery that way.”
With a look that said, “You poor thing,

why don’t you mind your own business,”

she turned on her heel.

WHAT an opportunity that woman
missed! A lot of other women are miss-

ing it right now, too. They probably think
they have to be experts on child care be-
fore they can attempt anything of the
kind. And, of course, the idea! approach
is to join one of the nursery classes that

are being set up all over the country. But
if these are not available, don’t let it stop
us from filling the need that is immedi-
ately at hand, to the best of our ability.

There are a lot of other things for which
we American wives are giving ourselves
comfortable alibis. At the house of a
friend of ours not long ago, three women
were waiting for a fourtn to make u a

table of afternoon bridge and were a little

bit annoyed at the delay. When the fourth
one arrived she said, “Sorry, girls. I was
held up at the hospital.”

Probably out of her own uneasy con-
science the hostess spoke up sharply.
“Really, Blanche, I don’t see why you feel

you have to pour out your strength on this

Nurse’s Aide business. We’re not as young
as we once were. I consider I’m doing my
share when I run my husband’s home with-
out any help whatsoever!”
“He’d get along all right even if you

did a little more about the war,” Blanche
said quietly. “You’re an extremely capable
housewife, Ellie, and you’re in a fairly

good state of preservation, despite ‘our

age,’ as you put it. Can you honestly say
that you couldn’t devote ten hours a week
to the Red Cross or the AWVS or some
other branch of community war service?
If you can, I think you’re underestimating
yourself, my dear.”
Three cheers for Blanche, say I! Too

many of us think that extra effort for the
war is going to make us bad homemakers.
Just the opposite was true in my case.

I was not a good peacetime wife.

Before the war, I took everything for

granted and most of my reactions to mar-
riage were infantile. I didn’t begin to un-
derstand the duties of a homemaker. I

didn’t even know enough to give my
servants intelligent orders. It was all too
easy. How could I be a good wife under
such circumstances? How could we expect
to understand each other, my husband
and I? We didn’t. We were like two
strangers, playing house. The result was,
we had misunderstandings. We had argu-
ments over things so petty we couldn’t re-
member what we were arguing about five

minutes after we began. We allowed our
faith in one another to be shaken by
listening to tales “well-meaning” friends
brought us, one about the other. We had
quarrels and reconciliations. We were those
tragic figures, two people deeply and ter-
ribly in love, behaving like squabbling chil-
dren.
Then the war came and brought peace

to Johnny and me. For suddenly our gay,
exciting crowded life was gone. Most of
our friends were gone, also our servants
Then—then Johnny was gone. And in the
strange, blitzed little shell of the life I

had had, I found Johnny. We found each
other. Now we know that all that matters
is to be together at such times as it is

right for us to be together.
No, I wasn’t a good peacetime wife. I

like to believe that the qualities which
make a good wife—loyalty and unselfish-
ness, tenderness, sincerity, the sturdiness
of true homemakers—were in me although
they hadn’t been developed. I like to think,
I really believe, that they are developing
now. For the war challenges women to
develop these qualities. The demand for
them is, necessarily, stronger and more
urgent in wartime than in peacetime so
that our supply must be more than nor-
mally sufficient in order to meet the
demand.
Have we a sufficient supply, we Ameri-

can wives? I wonder. I think so. I hope so—for your sakes, and mine.
The End

American war-

time wife who has

some smart war-

time ideas for

women every-
where— Kathryn
Grayson of
M-G-M's “Thou-

sandsCheer” and
husband John
Shelton, Lt. in

the Signal Corps
^
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If You Were Olivia de Havilland's House Guest

(Continued from page 57) Well, why not?

It sounds like a very practical idea to you.

You begin taking things out of your bag
and hanging them in the closet—thus find-

ing that Olivia’s wardrobe (which is still

there too, of course!) is the last word in

exquisite taste. You see dresses and suits

in every color hanging there—and dozens

of wonderful hats, which are Olivia’s

favorite costume item. But mainly, more
than anything else, you see bed jackets

—she has a complete line of them.

B
ut now Lily May appears for just a

minute. “The cocktails are waiting,”

she tells Olivia. So you rush into Olivia’s

dressing room for a quick going-over be-

fore dinner. It’s in rose, too; a small room
with a dozen pale blue satin boxes on
shelves where her stockings and jewelry

are neatly put away. There’s a wedding
portrait of Joan and Brian Aherne on the

dressing table itself; and thirty bottles of

perfume; and a tiny silver pot de chambre
with Olivia’s name engraved on it

—

bristling with bobbie pins.

You settle down happily in the lamp-
lit living room with Olivia. And with two
omnipresent dogs—one being the famous
Shadrack, an Airedale with a useless rear

leg (thanks to two breaks in it). He gets

around like lightning on the other three,

along with a little brown dachshund
named Lucky who belongs to Lily May.
They both run Olivia’s life, you soon
discover—and they discovered that, obvi-

ously, some time ago! They are always
scratching to get in or out of doors and
Olivia’s on her feet every second helping

them get their wishes.
But despite the dogs’ endless scratchings,

you and Olivia manage to put away deli-

cious cocktails and a meltingly tasty

caviar-and-cream mixture on thin slices

of bread . . . and then you move in to a

candle-lit dinner that is so superbly cooked
and served that you swear you’ll never
forget it.

For Livvie is a born gourmet. She likes

every kind of food and all kinds are served
at her dinner table by her excellent cook.

While you listen to Olivia discussing food,

you look around you at the formal gray
walls and dark mahogany dining set—and
you sip clear turtle soup, accompanied by
hot cheese-and-bread sticks. Then come
roast beef, crisp browned potatoes, string

beans, baked eggplant and fluffy hot bis-

cuits with red currant jelly. And for des-
sert you have big red cherries clinging to

whipped cream . . . and coffee. You stagger

into the living room again, telling Olivia,

“At last I know what you mean by food
being exciting. I too am excited by it

—

from now on!”

B
ut this is just an ordinary dinner for

Olivia, you will find out as time goes by.

Even those dinners served on bed trays are

as big and succulent as this.

You aren't given much time to dream
it over again, though. Olivia wants to

know if you’d like to sit home and talk, or

go to a movie? Decide! You decide on a

movie and both of you pull on coats and
rush out—Olivia still in her gray silk paja-
mas. You drive down to a Beverly Hills

neighborhood theater in Olivia’s green
coupe, with one dented fender and the
stuffing popping out of the seat. Back
home again, after the show is over, you
have a hasty snack out of the ice box

—

and so to bed. Unless you and Olivia be-
f gin talking. In that case, you’ll stay up till

M dawn . . . because Olivia is one of the most

ID
interesting talkers you’ve ever met.
But probably that first night you’d favor

a long sleep. So you’d skip discussion and
tumble into Olivia’s bed, hoping fervently
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that she enjoys her couch in the den.
You’d have looked at it first to make sure,

and it looks fine—it’s a comfortable bed
with built-in bookcases at its foot. The
den itself is an attractive room, with deep
pink walls, a tan rug, books crowding
every wall, and its own bathroom.

I F OLWIA’S not gone from dawn until
’ dark working on a picture, you’ll spend
a typical quiet, interesting next day with
her. It will begin with breakfast in bed on
a tray, brought in by Lily May along with
the papers.

Then for a peaceful hour you’d lie sun-
ning yourself beside Olivia in her back gar-
den—which is as private as a small world.
It’s a tiny 'V-shaped canyon between two
hills, with the entire floor of the canyon
filled by lawn and a small oval swimming
pool. Beyond the pool is a doll-like dupli-
cate of the big house—a white playhouse
with bright red shutters. Inside is a bar,

a fireplace, a small dining table and chairs

—and green again. Green-blue walls, rug
and furniture—with yellow drapes at the
windows and red-yellow-and-green
checked love seats before the fire. Here are
more books, too, and every one of Olivia’s

movie scripts—carefully bound in tan
sheepskin with each title lettered in gold
on the cover. But what you like most are
Olivia’s own pencil sketches scattered here
and there on blank pages of the scripts

—

a quick drawing of a fortress or a bridge,
beautifully done.

High divers at the swimming pool:

Livvie de Havillond and the two

guys who get a lot of her attention

You’d have a swim, after your sun bath,

and then, if Sergeant Lew Ayres were in

town on furlough, he might suddenly ap-
pear on the back terrace and yell, “Livvie,

we’re walking!”

Olivia would immediately herd you into

the house and into walking clothes—and
sure enough, you’d be walking! In fact,

you’d cover two hours’ worth of hills with
Olivia, Lew and the two dogs before you’d
appear home again. If you and Lew weren’t
here, Olivia would walk alone with the
dogs for hours at a time—just as she often

goes to movies alone at night.

Her friends are very few, and none of

them women. With the occasional excep-
tion of Geraldine Fitzgerald and Bette

Davis, she never sees women at all. It’s

to men that she turns for friendship and
companionship and it would be men who
took you and Olivia out two or three nights
a week. They’d be Burgess Meredith when
he’s in town, or producer Arthur Horn-
blow, or Major Anatole Litvak, or the
director Irving Reis, or producer John
Houseman. You’d very seldom go to night
clubs. Olivia used to love them, but not
lately; so generally you’d go to someone’s ^

house to a party. Or to the movies.

A S Livvie ’s house guest you’d find out as

many things as Olivia wanted you to

find out—she has a very real dignity about
her private affairs. Certainly you’d know
many little things about her: That she can’t

play her piano except for one-finger work
. . . and a page and a half of Rudolph
Friml’s “Twilight” with both hands, which
she learned as a child. You’d know that
she likes to buy custom-made clothes that
she’ll love for five years of steady wearing
—and that she chooses cooks by their per-
sonalities and then they turn out to be
marvelous chefs!

But far more important than these
things, you’d know about Olivia’s life and
attitude toward it. You’d know that she
was born in Japan and came to America
as a baby to live in Saratoga, a tiny Cali-
fornia town of 800 people; and that she
went to high school in Los Gatos, a near-by
town hardly larger in size. And that, at

eighteen, she landed in Hollywood—where,
most painfully, she grew up.

But now she doesn’t regret the pain,i

not even the turbulent and unhappy ex-
periences with men; because with each
experience her horizon grew.
And she has many thought-provoking

opinions as an adult, which you find your-
self arguing against, and then agreeing
with. If you listed some of them, they’d
look like this:

Every young person in his twenties
should leave his parents’ home and influ-

ence—and get out alone to form his own
ideas and life.

Every married couple should be of ut-
most importance to each other—and their

children only dear and welcome visitors.

This lack of parental possessiveness is

healthy and natural—and gives the chil-

dren their chance for independence.
No handsome man is really attractive,

for instead of looking like an arresting
individual as an ugly man does, he looks
like a collar ad and therefore meaningless.

Women on the whole are appalling peo-
ple, because they have abominable man-
ners and barbaric views on what is

important in life . . . and their cynical

:

stressing of money, jewelry and clothes
makes such valuable things become value-
less. “Women, in short, are not gentle-
men,” she sighs. And she probably has
something there!

You have learned, too, that like every
woman, she wants to be dominated some-
day by an intelligent husband, but that i

she’ll never give up her career in spite of

him and the three children she’d like, i

unless, that is, he’s so vitally engrossed in

a progressive career that she could become
a needed partner in it.

Yes, your visit with Olivia would send
you away confused, perhaps—but also

stimulated beyond the usual. For you know ,

by this time, if you didn’t know it before, I

that Olivia looks like one of the usual 1

beauties who move in packs through i

America’s social scene . . . but in reality

she’s a lone wolf, and she’s walking her
trail in solitary dignity. And for that your
hat’s off to her. And so is your heart!

The End
i



^^\..^_.^ETROTHED to Air Corps

Officer—exquisite Martha Price

of Cleveland, another Pond's Bride-

to-he, is engaged to Thomas Liston

of Chicago, now with the Army
Air Force . . .

When you see a girl with a complexion

as luminous and gossamer-fine as Martha’s

—you naturally want to know what she

does to help keep it that way

!

Martha says
—

"I simply use Pond’s

Cold Cream.”

Every night, every morning—Martha
beauty-cleans her lovely face, like this:

She smooths on snowy-soft Pond’s, pats all

over her face and throat to soften and re-

lease dirt and make-up. Tissues off. She
"rinses" with more luscious Pond’s, work-

ing her cream-tipped fingers round and

round for extra cleansing, extra softening.

Tissues off.

It’s no accident engaged girls like Martha,

great society beauties like Mrs. William

Rhinelander Stewart love Pond’s Cold

Cream. Ask for a bigjar today. Use it night

and morning— for daytime clean-ups, too!

Today—many more women use Pond’s

than any other face cream at any price

MARTHA PRICE has a fair-skinned, golden loveliness . . . her

wide-apart eyes are deep amethyst blue, her hair a glinting red-

gold, and her complexion has that sweet, soft-smooth look you

notice about so many girls who care for their faces with Pond’s

HER RING—the handsome diamond has

three baguettes either side, all surrounded

by smaller diamonds set in platinum. THIS IS MARTHA'S WAR lEORK—She gives a whole day

every week at the Child Care Center seeing that little boys and

girls are kept happy and healthy while their mothers work.

Workers like Martha— full time or part time—are badly needed.

Perhaps you could make this your war work, too!

ASK FOR A
LUXURIOUS BIG JAR!

ft’s patriotic—saves glass

and manpower. You may
find different color "war-

caps” on Pond’s jars now
— but Pond’s Cold Cream
is the same lovely quality.

PONlfS ?

IVI

K
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Of course he will notice your

i
love'y hair-do—but never the

I
tiny "round-wire" heads of your
HOLD-BOB Bob Pins. You know
how important they are! That nar-

row spring loop is a morvel of

hidden strength ... it really holds.

Ask for HOLD-BOB Bob Pins as
you do other beauty accessories
— fay name. Say "HOLD-BOB”,
for be tter Bob Pins. If your deoler
is out of them temporarily, he will

hove a new stock very soon.

FLEXIBLE-FIRM
Tapered from tips to pow-

erful round - wire head,

with 5 crimps, HOLD-BOB
Bob P' ns go on easily and

itay int Satin-smooth

enamel finish. Smooth

round ends for pro*

i

lectio.n.

1^ BUY

ActufV

Lengt^ii

2inch$@

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MFC.M COMPANY, CHICAGO

one of the biggest things for your country;

to smash that personal income-tax bugaboo;

and to help bring your man back home!

THEY'RE doing this:

L
ast year Marjorie Reynolds made a trip to Alaska

, to entertain our soldiers. Marjorie learned a lot

trom that trip. "After seeing what I did in Alaska, I

would pay my full income tax in March even if I had
to scrimp on basic living expenses. Nothing we can
do will ever replace one day in the lives of those boys.
Each day we delay on the tax adds one day more to

the time they will be coming home. I want my hus-
band, Lt. Jack Reynolds, to come home soon. Seeing

the weapons and supplies our money buys makes me feel sure that pay-
ing my taxes on time helps in a small way. For each small tax adds up
to a lot and I feel that I am being a good home-front American."

$

Anne Baxter, too, feels strongly about paying .her

^ income taxes. They have no chance to sneak up
on her for she is aware of the necessity to plan for them.
"You see, my salary has always been budgeted. I

have a small allowance for gasoline, lunches and
things like that and another one for clothes. To meet
the increased income tax, I cut down on my clothes

allowance and raised my tax fund.

"Working in a picture with Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan,

who lost five sons in the Navy in one battle, taught

me that money is nothing. What can it mean beside the loss of five sons?

The more I pay the better I like it!"

$

S
ERGEANT LOUIS BUSCH is Janet Blair's personal

reason for wanting to pay her income tax in time.

He's stationed at Santa Ana and gets home to see his

wife once a week.
"1 know I'm lucky to have him near by," says Janet,

"but I want to bring him home for good. The only way
I, or any other American, can bring our husbands and
brothers and sweethearts home as soon as possible is

to buy all the War Bonds we can and to pay our taxes.

"I'd like a bigger apartment, but I'm not moving. Instead, I've figured out

how much more rent I'd have to pay for a larger place. Every month I put

the difference between that rent and what I pay now into my Tax Day fund."

I

I

YOU'LL want to know this:

WHO must file an income tax return this year?

Fifty million of us, including ten million taxpayers who hove never filed a return before, i

Every single person whose total income in 1943 was $500 or more. Every husband c-

wife, either of whose individual income was $624 or more. Every husband and wife
|

whose combined total incomes were $1,200 or more. Every individual who paid o?
|

owed a tax on 1942 income. It your salary is liable to the withholding tax, you must
j

still file a return, because you must get your books straight with Uncle Sam tor 1943, I

and you must estimate your income for 1944 and the taxes on it.

WHEN must the return be filed?

On or before the 15th of March, 1943. But Uncle Sam soys—please tile before thai

date if you possibly can. Do it early!

WHERE can you get help in making out your tax return?

You'll get o statement from the government showing the amount of your 1943 tax, an^ I

the payments made on it and a sheet of instructions to aid you. You II get a statement

from your employer showing your earnings and the amount of tax paid under the

withholding tax system. Deputy collectors will make field tours of plants. ofRces and

shops to assist you in making up your return. Accountants and lawyers have been

asked to volunteer their services, and they will be posted in banks, school houses and

post offices to help you. Be sure, if you need help, to geh il' from one of these sources.
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War workers, nurses, business girls, teen-agers, mothers wrote

frankly and intimately. Included were letters from women who
had used practically every type and brand of napkin. But they

all switched to Modess—and for reasons amazingly alike! When
their letters were analyzed by an independent, impartial concern . .

.

^ 8 out of 10 women said they’re glad they switched to Modess for its

wonderful softness, fur its comfort or for its dependable safety!

Mrs. J.W. B. wrote: "Having four small daughters, doing my own
work, being church organist and teacher, 1 must have a comfortable,

safe napkin. It's Modess!" Thousands of women whose jobs keep

them on the go every minute are switching to Modess for greater

safety! Modess has a full-length, triple shield at the back for full-

way protection— not just part-way protection, as some napkins give.

Discover the Difference . . .Switch to

ModessRegular is for the great majority of women. So highly absorbent it

takes care of even above-average needs. Makes bulky, over-size pads unneces-
sary. In boxes of 12 napkins, or Bargain Box of 56. MODESS JUNIOR is for

those who require a slightly narrower napkin. In boxes of 12.

B
ut you’ll be glad thousands of busy

women had the courage to write

frankly— telling why they switched to

Modess! “So soft,” ^^Such comfort,”

or “So safe,” say 8 out of 10!

Their names are a secret—you’ll never know
them. But here’s how 10,086 women, from

every state in the Union, recently did you a

good turn. They found time in their hurrying,

war-busy lives to write why they’re glad they

switched to Modess Sanitary Napkins!

Wrote Miss D.P.: "/’m a high school girl—and 1find

Modess softer, less likely to chafe through the necessarily

longer wearing time at school." There’s a reason for

this greater, heavenly softness! Modess is made with

a special softspun filler instead of close-packed layers.

And because it’s softer, it fits like a dream. (No hard

tab ends to cause tell-tale outlines, even under the

sleekest dress.)

How about you? Have you tried Modess recently?

Doesn’t the experience of these thousands of busy

women makeyou wonder? Why miss a world ofgreater

softness and greater safety that you need these hurry-

up days? See what a difference Modess makes! Yet

it costs no more. Ask for Modess— todav!

r

M

M
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1. Fibs are quilted

OTHER TAMPON)(FROM ANY

Only FIBS*

of all tampons

give you all 3

* , , for more comfort, greater safety

in internal protection— that’s why,
with Fibs, there’s no danger of cotton

particles clinging to any delicate mem*
Dranes. Arid quilting conrro/s expansion

. , . so Fibs don’t stretch out to an
uncomfortable size which might cause
pressure, irritation, difficult removal.

2. Fibs have rounded ends

The Kotex Tampon for Internal Protection
(*T M.Ree. U S. Pat. Off.)

3. Fibs-the KotexTampon

• . . a name you know, a tampon you
can trust. No other brand is made of
Cellucotton,* the soft, fast absorbent
used in Kotex* and demanded by many
hospitals! In Fibs, as in Kotex, there’s

no compromise with quality.

^ , smooth, gently tapered ends . . .

for easy insertion! Unlike any leading

tampon you’ve ever tried. Your eyes

tell you that Fibs must be easier to use

!

You’ll like the just-right size of Fibs

• . . not too large, not too tiny.

Riotous Redhead

{Continued from page 52) and the green
it sheds upon Lucille’s finger bothers her
not in the least. She thinks it rather becom-
ing, as-

a

matter of fact. Of course, the
aquamarine stone that gleams above it,

a gift from Desi, rather overpowers the
Woolworth special. What does Lucille care
about that?

H er life runs in cycles of sevens and,
what’s more, hits it squarely on the

nose every time. Her first job in New York,
her first job in Hollywood, her new con-
tract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, all fell

on the seven or double seven line. She
thinks it rather wonderful. In fact, Lu-
cille thinks everything has been rather
wonderful, which is rather touching, for

it hasn’t been, you know. It’s been actu-
ally tragic at times, job-hunting at fifteen

alone in New York, chorus-girling and
soda-jerking, climbing slowly to modeling
at Hattie Carnegie to become a broken
thing in a wheel chair, back home again to

Jamestown, New York, at seventeen.
It was in midwinter that her car skid-

ded on an icy curve in Central Park,
throwing Lucille clear and into a snow-
bank. It was all of two weeks before the
excruciating pains in her legs began. She
couldn’t make it home on her own, but
when her mother wheeled her through
Grand Central Station she vowed then
she’d walk through some day on her way
back. Nobody, including the doctors,
thought she would. But five years later

there she was, back again, having grad-
uated from bed to crutches, to braces, to

cane, to her own two beautiful gams.
One third of her fan mail consists of

letters from paralytics who have learned
of Lucille’s recovery.
She received such a letter from a drug-

gist in Pittsburgh while on her Victory
Caravan tour.

She thought a lot about it and the story
of the wife, paralyzed and bedfast, who
had become despondent. When the Car-
avan reached Pittsburgh they had only the
dinner hour free before the show, but
slipping out quietly by herself Lucille
grabbed a cab and appeared unannounced

at the home. You never saw such excite-
ment in your life. Dad was telephoned to
and came rushing home from the store.

No one knows what Lucille said to the
wife upstairs, but whatever it was, it

helped. Not a soul on me lour knew or
knows till this day about that little side

\

excursion.
She spent most of her spare time on her

Victory Caravan tour shopping for others.
For the little baby her sister-in-law, also
Lucille Ball, had had. And down in New

!

Orleans when everyone else was haunting !

the eating places, Lucille was haunting the
dog-food shops practically buying out the
stores for the three cocker spaniels a, id

the fox terrier back home. It was food
she couldn’t find at home. The cat she
ignored, for she hasn’t quite brought her-
self to forgive Lucy the Lovelorn, as they ^

call her, for eloping with an unspeakable
hellion from the next ranch. Lucille and
Desi both feel it was an unnecessary and
ungrateful act on the cat’s part, especially ,

since Harold the hummingbird, who moved
|

in when they did, brings his wife Helen
to the same nesting place near the veranda
each year and finds the Amazes very good
neighbors indeed. Noisy, maybe, but
friendly.

NOW that Desi is in the Army Lucille
spends her work days and nights in

town with her mother, going out to the
ranch on week ends. The shortage of gas
prevents commuting back and forth.

Alone in the house, with one farm hand
and housekeeper, Lucille, the paradox,
spends her time (and try to vision this

one) painting china, like one’s old-m iJ -

aunt of twenty-five years ago. She’ll sew
a little, too, and look over the late it Book-
of-the-Month that comes to build up the '

library for the children they want and
hope to have.

She’ll lose her temper like fury but,

darn it all, she’ll spoil the f\m of it by
getting over her peeve before the climax.
She forgets easily and is always unpre-
pared when someone retaliates with a
squelcher. Her feelings are easily hurt
and her outsized inferiority complex is

74

Straw-hat scene: Lucille Ball on an over-the-woodpile stint

on the Victory farm with husband Desi Arnaz of the Army



Illhese Beauty facials rea lly make

skin lovelier! says this famous star

Clever women everywhere find

in Loretta Young’s Lux Toilet

Soap facials a simple, easy care

that really works. In recent

tests three out of four com-

plexions actually improved!

See if this daily complexion

care that lovely screen stars

recommend doesn’t make your
skin smoother, softer—more
adorable I

DON’T WASTE SOAP!

It’s patriotic to help save soap.

Use only what you need. Don’t

let your cake of Lux Toilet Soap
stand in water. After using,

place it in a dry soap dish.

Moisten last sliver and press

against new cake.

YOU want the loveliness that wins romance!

Try the simple beauty care Hollywood stars use.

See if it doesn’t make your skin lovelier!

"I cover my face generously with the rich Lux
Soap lather, work it in thoroughly. I rinse with

warm water, splash with cold and pat to dry.”

p

LyxToilet Soap L-A-S-T-S...lfs hard-miliod! 9ocffof/0Screetf use //"



(Continued jrc.n page 74) constantly get-
ting in her way. She convinced herself

early in Hollywood she was neither beau-
tiful nor glamorous, and worried and suf-
fered over it until she realized there was
a place for everyone and someday she’d
find hers.

She did, too, after years of roaming
around in RKO’s little B department. She
had cried out her disappointments so often
on the shoulder of Mr. Charles Koerner
that when he became Vice President in

charge of production she had only to look
at him. “Well, Lucille, I know, I

know,” he sighed sympathetically, “and
darn it all, I hate to lose you. But with
whom would you like to sign?”

It was as easy as that. Lucille chose
M-G-M and in three days had moved into

Norma Shearer’s former bungalow. She
went right into “DuBarry Was A Lady,”
“Best Foot Forward” and “Meet The
People.”
She admits she’s the kind of person who

needs direction, a man to decide what’s
best for her in her work. She listens, too,

and is grateful. People she can intimidate

—

and her strong personality is built for
intimidation—fret her. She likes, rather,
someone who can and will hold his own
with her.

She’s always planning to sleep late on
her free days at the ranch. She never
does.
Eight-thirty finds her up and roam-

ing the five-acre ranch. It’s the urge for

fresh beginnings, even the beginning of

a new day, that sends her eagerly forth
into the mornings.
She likes clothes and wears them well.

She’s forever planning to let her hair

grow long and can’t imagine why it

doesn’t. Oh, sure, she admits that the little

snips she takes here and there with the
scissors may have something to do with it,

but Lucille reasons the hair should pay
no attention to little snippings off and grow
anyway.
Give her a gay, amusing comedy and

she’ll cry all through it. For instance, peo-
ple all around her howled at the movie
“The More The Merrier” while Lucille sat
with tears streaming down her weeping
face. Desi had to take her out. “It was so
sweet, so darling,” she explained, as if that
were a logical reason for anything.
There are so many unexpected sides to

the nature of this woman Lucille Ball.

The crusader yen, for example. With all

her heart she yearned to get into the
Youth Movement and help organize clubs
for young people or to help organize and
arrange harvesting clubs among high-
school pupils. The fear of being misunder-
stood, of being labeled a publicity-seeker,
kept her silent.

S
HE never forgets family or obligations.
Dinners with her mother or Desi’s

mother are looked forward to with pleas-
ure. This love of homey, normal living be-
lies the color and splash and cymbal-
crashing personality that seems to be Lu-
cille’s—but isn’t.

The first time she ever saw her mar-
ried name written out, Mrs. Desiderio
Alberto Arnaz de Acha III, she darned
near passed out. To this day she can’t

pronounce it.

She glimpsed Desi first in the New York
show “Too Many Girls.” He was the
Cuban sensation of the year. When he

came to Hollywood to make the play into
a picture, Lucille was Ccist as the lead.
They met on the set in the morning, he
asked her to dinner that night, and five

months later they were married in New
York.
A funny thing happened about that wed-

ding that Lucille can’t get over. Back in

New York she’d joined a hunt club that
always ended up at the Byram River
Beagle Club in Connecticut with open
fires and sizzling steaks, and always she’d
thought, “I’d like to be married in this

lovely place.” On that Sunday morning
when Desi and Lucille faced the justice he
said unexpectedly, “My office is no place
for this ceremony. Let me take you some-
place I like.”

Of course it was Lucille’s Club—the one
that always brought on that wistful thought
of “I want to be married here.”
Desi is Cuban. Lucille has red hair.

But they’re calming down. Two broken
kneecaps kept Desi out of the bombardiers,
but he’s doing a wonderful job in the
Special Division.

Lucille will rehearse her rhumba number
with Desi for weeks and go with him to

all surrounding camps at any time he asks,

yet receives no credit from the Victory
Committee because of the proximity of the
camps.
She does it for him. Desi is her man.

And that same vacant far-off look, worn
by so many women these days, comes
stealing over her face when she speaks of

him. He’ll be going over soon. And with
him goes half the world and all of its

dreams for Lucille.

You see, she’s that kind of woman.
The End

Keep fhe cost of living down—buy War Bonds—Invest in the Four Freedoms—buy War Bonds.

ADVERTISEMENT

I didn't respect you, u':ould I order Pepsi-Cola?"



Portrait of An Easy Listener

(Continued from page f)!) walks on the
beach and still maintains a schooldays
friendship with his English teacher at

prep school, a Canadian who is with an
insurance company in Ontario.
He is fond of the desert and big league

baseball.
His favorite bathroom vocalizations are

“Wait Till The Sun Shines, Nelly” and
“Carry Me Back To Ol’ Virginny.”
He was addicted to mountain climbing

as a boy, having ascended Mt. Mitchell

in the Blue Ridge Mountains several

times. He is forever putting off answering
letters.

He is expected to marry Pat Stillman
once he is legally divorced from his wife.

He never diets, carries a fountain pen
and invariably misspells “acknowledge.”
He has no children, belongs to Belair

and Lakeside Golf Clubs, and believes the
most essential ingredient for happiness in

marriage is “give and take.” He chews gum.
He has never worn a derby.
He is very deliberative when faced by a

crisis. His favorite cocktail is a daiquiri

and his father was an administrative engi-
neer.
He is very proud of his ability to dish

up an egg souffle.

He hates birds in cages and boasts of

only three police tickets in twelve years

—

for parking. He is extremely forgetful.

He played cowboys and Indians as a
boy and always was “captain” because he
was the biggest boy. He is one of the
finest golfers in the movie colony, fre-
quently breaking par.

He doesn’t like the smell of a delicates-
sen. He is rated a beautiful ballroom
dancer but has never mastered the rhumba
or tango. He is very fond of smoked Wis-
consin cheese and Camembert.
He is stubborn, once his mind is set.

His favorite singer is Bing Crosby.
He can never relax in a barber chair,

prefers a shower to a tub, and the first

thing he wants to do after the war is visit

London. His childhood idol was the base-
ball star, Ty Cobb.
He has a special weakness for frog legs

and attended Woodberry Forest School in

Orange County, Virginia.

U E IS an excellent shot and claims his
I ' forebears were full of “horse-thieves.”
He can never remember a telephone num
ber.

He has a passion for pulling watches
apart.

Randy Scott took a correspondence
course in law after the first World War—
and failed. He doesn’t care much for
Hawaiian or hillbilly music. He believes
sincerity a most uncommon virtue.

He has a bunch of old hats and sweaters
he’s been planning to give away for years.
He is right-handed in everything except
combing his hair.

He likes sulphur baths and sardines.
He doesn’t understand the Russian ballet

and would rather walk down Fifth Avenue
than any other street in the world.
He uses an electric razor.

He doesn’t like cats.

He has no superstitions, was especially
apt in trigonometry and always props his
long legs on a table when reading. He is

fond of bird-hunting, gin rummy and an
occasional pipe.
His Pat Stillman is one of the most

beautiful and sought-after girls in Holly-
wood.
He loves to tell how his father used to

say to his mother: “Now, Lucy, don’t ask
where anyone’s from. If they’re from
Virginia, they’ll tell you; if they’re not,
they’ll be embarrassed.”
He is an exceptional swimmer and tennis

• Sec how effectively Ff^esh

stops persj) i ration— prevents

odor. See liow gentle it is. Never

gritty, greasy or sticky. Spreads

smoothly— vanishes quickly.

Won't rot even delicate fabrics!

Make your own test! If yon

don’t agree that Ff\ESH is the

best underarm cream you’ve

ever used, your dealer will

gladly refund full price.

Three sizes—50p

—

25^— lOji

NEW DOUBLE-DUTY CREAM • REALLY STOPS PERSPIRATION • PREVENTS ODOR



Mrs. Allan A. Ryan, young society leader, is a charming subject

for this Dreamflower portrait. Hair of pale gold . . . tawny hazel eyes

with wide velvet-black pupils. And a delicate blonde complexion

soft-misted with Pond’s sweet Dreamflower "Natural” powder.

"I have never found a powder shade that made my skin look as

smooth and fresh as Dreamflower 'Natural,’ ” Mrs. Ryan says.

"The color is really lovely— fragile shell-pink with an unusually

flattering touch of cream. And Pond’s new Dreamflower texture

is just as soft and smooth as it sounds !’2

Jhnd} "UPS"
Your Pond’s "Lips” stay

on longer! In 5 wonder-
ful, wearable shades.

Very pretty case

—

49ji, lOfi

Powder
Your Dreamflower com-
plexion awaits you in

/ this beguiling be-flowered

powder box— 49(i, 25(^,

lOyl. Choose from 6 sweet-

Pond’s shades

player, prefers dining in quiet places, and
sleeps lightly but soundly.
He conducts his business in an ehlcient

manner, nurtures a suppressed desire to
write, and gets very excited in political

discussions.

His eyes are blue and he prefers wearing
tweeds.

H e thinks he looks terrible in an opera
hat.

He wears a wrist watch, enjoys profes-
sional football and if he had life to live

over again he would have finished college.

He likes subtle, light perfumes on wo-
men.
He bought silk pajamas in New York

more than two years ago which have never
been worn because he is always forgetting
that he has them.
His outstanding living hero is Secretary

of State Hull. He is an easy listener, takes
advice readily and he once attended
Georgia Tech.
He likes pumpernickel and smoked sal-

mon, played every position but pitcher on
the school baseball teams, and raises
hogs, cattle, turkeys, alfalfa, olives and all

. kinds of grain on his ranch. He considers
“Corvette K-225’’ his finest picture.

H e is proud of a golf trophy he won in
a studio tournament with a gtoss of

sixty-eight. He is never content imtil he
finishes everything he undertakes.
He is a fair amateur photographer and

was discovered by talent scouts while ap-
pearing in Shaw’s “Man And Superman”
at the Pasadena Playhouse in which there
was another actor named Robert Young.
Randy Scott believes that personal des-

tinies are at the mercy of “the tides of
life” and that in the final analysis individ-
uals follow a pattern of fate.

He is enthralled by high altitudes, likes

tinkering with tools and has never written
anything that was published.

He has a strongly realistic outlook, and
would rather stroll in London’s Hyde Park
and the Paris Tuileries than any other
parks in the world.
He is seldom punctual.
His only piece of jewelry is a family-

crested gold ring given him by his mother
on his twenty-first birthday.
He once wore a mustache on a trip to

Europe in 1923—“to satisfy my ego.” He
loves avocadoes and has never gone to a
military school.

He decided by the flip of a coih to accept
an offer to appear in pictures in lieu of a
trip he had planned to Hawaii.
He usually eats a hearty breakfast, likes

driving with the radio on only when alone,

and has great difficulty remembering names
and faces. He wishes he never had to

wear hats or neckties.

He always goes out between the ‘acts for

a smoke. He always feels an urge to sing
when in a crowd. He can pilot a plane
while in the air but he has never been
able to take off or land one.

He always "tries to fix his own plumbing
troubles but inevitably ends by sending
for the plumber. He was recommended for

a commission at the front during World
War I, was sent to La Val Bonne officers’

training school where he once won first

prize in a ten-rriile cross-co\mtry walking
and running contest.

He first fell in love at the age of twelve
with two sisters but he spoiled the ro-
mantic triangle by tactlessly giving one a
gold, star and the other a silver star which
he had received for good attendance.
When they discovered his duplicity they
never spoke to him again.

Randolph Scott avers that if marriage
has reached the stage where matrimonial
vacations are necessary “the marriage is

not in a healthy condition.”
The EndTAKE A JOB! THE MORE WOMEN AT WORK— THE SOONER WE WIN!



A Personal Story on Clark Gable

(Continued from page 34) how miraculous
that is.

One day while he was doing a personal
appearance at the Capitol in New York, I

went to meet him in his dressing room and
go out to dinner. It sounded simple
enough, but getting out of the theater was
another matter. Crowds had gathered at

every door, and it was literally necessary
to fight our way through with considerable
damage to our clothes and a good many
delays while Gable signed autographs and
such. When we finally got away someone
said to Gable, “Isn’t that awful! How do
you stand it? How can people behave like

that?” And Clark, with that irresistible

smile of his, said, “Maybe it’s awful, but
I’m going to feel a lot worse when they
stop.”

No other star I have ever known has as

much courtesy and consideration and real

gratitude to the public for its friendship
and support. He was always a little shy
about it, a little inclined to wonder if it

could all be for him, but they were always
dear to his heart. He likes people.
Don’t misunderstand me, Clark Gable

was never any angel. He had his love
affairs, and some of them were hectic

enough, before his happy marriage to

Carole Lombard. He was a reasonably
good drinking man, but he drank as the old
saying goes, “like a gentleman.” He got
into fights occasionally and sometimes he
put his ears back like a mule and nobody
on earth could move him an inch.

But you may believe me when I say
that I think more of us went to him, in

trouble, for his opinion and his advice.

than any other man in Hollywood. Spen-
cer Tracy, Ty Power, the producers and
directors on the lot—the list would be end-
less.

IT need be no secret now that there were
' a great many people who did not want
Clark Gable to enlist in the Army Air
Corps. All the arguments were used. He
could do more good on the screen for
morale. He could do more selling of War
Bonds. He could reach more people, a
million times more; he could entertain the
men in service; his pictures would be just

what men in training would want; they
would keep up the spirits of civilians. He
wasn’t a kid, after all. Some men in very
high places insisted that he ought to go
on making movies.

It surprised Clark Gable very much. As
usual, he saw things without any trim-
mings or sophistries. He was a man of

fighting age and physical and mental
soundness. His country was at war. At
war for a great and holy cause. Little

people were getting kicked around and
killed and enslaved by bullies, murderous,
maniacal bullies. Women and children
were being tortured by an enemy to every-
thing that he had looked upon as sacred
since the day he was born in a free land.

He had taken all the good that free land
had to offer, all the opportunity, all the
protection, all the happiness that went
with being an American. He had been
willing to trust the men appointed and
freely elected by the people of America
to lead them in times of peace and pros-
perity. Now those leaders saw that his

country must take its place in the fight

to keep humanity free and on the upward
road instead of being beaten and kicked
back into the horrible slavery of the Dark
Ages.

In a case like that, said Mr. Gable, there
isn’t anything for a man to do but go and
fight. Other people could make pictures.
He didn’t consider it anything heroic. He
just simply didn’t see any other thing to

do.

So Clark Gable went to war, into the
thick of it, and it will be an inspiration to

see what he learned in those flights over
Germany that won him the Air Medal; it

will be something to know whether people
find him changed and how.
We have, I think, a debt to Captain

Gable and some promises to make to him.
No man in our fighting forces gave up
more, voluntarily, against opposition, to

take on one of the hardest parts of our
fighting jobs.

He won’t be much impressed by this

story. He will wonder what all the shoot-
ing is about. It will not have occurred to

him that any man could have done less

than he has done. Just the same, there
is a good deal more to say on that subject,
whether he likes it or not.

And Mrs. St. Johns is going to say it next
month after her visit to Hollywood where
she is going to make her estimate of the
man today who, more than any other
Hollywood personality, has captured and
held the affection of Americans. Don’t miss
Adela Rogers St. Johns’ second article on
Clark Gable in the April Photoplay!

Keep the cost of living down—pay taxes willingly—don't try to obtain rationed goods without stamps.
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(Due to irritating chemicals)

You don’t need to offend

your armpits to avoid

offending others! A new-

type deodorant —Yodora

—is made entirely with-

out irritating metallic

salts ! Act ually soothing.

GO£S&Mf^?
Now you can end this

waste! Yodora never
dries and grains. Yodora
stays smooth as a fine

face cream, and creamy
to the last. ..a pleasure

to use.

TOOSTf^
TOSPR£A0?

Such creams are out-

moded forever by
Yodora. Soft, delicate,

exquisite—Yodora feels

like whipped cream.
Amazing— that such a

fragrant, lovely cream

can give such effective

powerful protection.

Frankly, we believe you won’t

even finish your present supply

of deodorant once you try differ-

ent Yodora. So much lovelier!

Yet you get powerful protection.

Yodora never fades or rots

clothes— has been awarded Seal

of Approval of the Better Fabrics

Testing Bureau, Inc. In tubes or

jars, 10^, 30^, 60^.

McKesson & Robbins

Bridgeport, Conn,
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Meds offer you safety, com-

fort, freedom from old-

fashioned bothers—ALL at

a new lower price

• Meds are made of fine super-

absorbent COTTON.

• Meds’ dainty applicators

make them EASY-to-USE.

• Meds satisfy INDIVIDUAL

needs.

• Meds’ exclusive "SAFETY-

WELL” absorbs so much

more, so much jaster—Mp to

three times its own weight

in moisture - assuring you

greater comfort, greater

protection.

“Next time,” why not try Meds?

She's the girl who's a minus factor in any gathering.

She's the girl people never look at.

She's the girl who's always minus the glow that comes

only to a compliment-catcher.

By Marian Ouinn

Minus and plus: Ann Sheridan (1934)—and Ann Sheridan today

H
ere she is in person; cross your
fingers that you’re not she.

P.S.: You’re not, if you don’t act

like her.

Minus Miss draws a complete blank
about elbows. She admits she has them,
but never for a minute (and just a
minute) does she cap cups of lemon on
them to bleach them; never does she
cream them at night.

She uses her lip-

stick as rouge,
not knowing that
rouge and lipstick

are two cosmetics
with different con-
sistency and what
works for skin
texture won’t
work on the lips.

M.M. also uses her feet for purposes
of locomotion and as ideal objects about
which to complain. She never repays
their faithful service by massaging them
occasionally with cream and lotion
freshener; she never exercises them by
walking tiptoe, barefoot, until she just

has to drop back on her whole foot.

Consequently, she always has those

little fatigue lines in her face that can
come directly from aching feet.

She skimps on her make-up—one
quick cleansing with a cream or lotion;

one scant powdering with a flyaway
puff. She doesn’t realize that the first

cleansing simply removes surface dirt;

that it’s the second creaming that really

gives that “clean look” to a lady’s face.

She thinks that anyone who tells her to

use lots of powder for make-up must

have stock in the cosmetic business, in-
stead of realizing that two or three
heavy applications of powder over each
section of the face, careful patting in
and in, and then removal of the surplus
with a soft brush or tissue, is the trick
that gives a lasting, even make-up.

And, poor girl, she
always powders her
nose first, so it makes
itself into an unglam-
orous spotlight. She
never took the big
beauty hint that says
a girl should powder
under and around the
eyes first and the nose

She always has her
eyes open, too—all
day long—when any
wise woman knows
that closing the eyes,
just for a few sec-
onds, occasionally,
will do wonders to
keep them sparkling
all day long. She
doesn’t know that eye

lotions are as necessary as keeping her
eyes clean, as soap is to the back of

her neck.

So there she goes—the negative little

silly, whose only excuse—if she has one
—is, “I don’t have the time!” Time tc

be beautiful?
Five extra minutes occasionally that

will be paid back by the look in that

man’s eyes? Every woman would have
the right answer to that!
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Remember, for only 59c you get a

complete “CHIC" HOME KIT which

includes 50 curlers os well os

"CHIC"' finest quality shampoo
and wove set.

With a “CHIC” Permanent Wave Home Kit

al] you have to do is follow simple, illustrated direc-

tions. “CHIC” is safe to use, even on children . . .

no machines, no electricity, no driers are required. “CHIC”

IS free from harmful chemicals. Be sure to ask for

the “CHIC” Permanent Wave Home Kit.

im 'CHIC” AT. ..DRUG STORES
.VAR I E TY

If your dealer cannot supply

you with “CHIC" write to

THE LINHALL CO., Dept.L-31,

Saint Paul 1, Minnesota.

. D E PART ME N T

STORES 5 A N D 1 Oc stores

Sa

"CHIC" PERMANENT WAVE
HOME KITS include every-

thing you need for a com-

plete permanent wave . . .

"CHIC" is featured at Hair

Goods and Toiletry counters

throughout the nation be-

cause it is quality-tested and

an outstanding value.

HOME KIT

Give yourself a glamorous permanent

wave right in the comforts of your

own home . .

.

just as thousands of women
and girls everywhere are doing with the truly

sensational “CHIC” Permanent Wave Home Kit.

Enjoy the thrill and admiration of captivating,

natural-looking hair curls and waves . . . easy to style for

the “hair-do” best suited to your own personality.

“CHIC” permanents last as long as professional waves.



WORKING
HANDS
one minute

ROMANTIC
HANDS
the next

care

for busy hands

Romance and war work go hand in

,

hand, these days. Busy hands can be
soft, adorable and tempting to romance
if you give them the softening j)rotec-

tion of Campana Balm. Used regularly,

it’s a swift, sure aid to hand beauty,

regardless of how much housework,
office work or war work you do—and
regardless of drying weather.

Try This DIFFERENT Lotion

Campana Bahn will convince you, in

one trial, that it is different—richer and
lusciously concentrated. It contains
both skin softening and skin protecting

ingredients. Thus it helps to overcome
dry skin and protects against outside

irritants.

These ingredients function wisely on
your skin, for Campana Bahn is accepted

for advertising in the highly respected

"Journal of the American Medical
Association.”

Campana Balm comes in tbe green and white carton.
Campana Cream Balm, the new lotion with Lanolin,
comes in the bright yellow and white carton. Both are
beauty creations of the famous Campana Laboratories.

For sale at drag, department and dime stores

in lOc^ 25c, 50c and one dollar bottles.

M
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Lies I Cannot Tell About Hollywood

(Continued from page 31) tinguish both
herself and her career.

For my money, a popular misconception
has been floating around this town about
Roz Russell and it’s high time somebody
corrected it. Roz, said the bigwigs, had
no sex appeal and when contract time
came up a while ago, Metro gave no signs

of struggling to hold her. In fact, when
she left, there was a sigh of relief and a
graceful dusting of the hands. What they
didn’t realize was that it wasn’t dust but
butter they had on their Angers. For out
in the field on her own, Roz had all the
other studios tagging at her heels like a
string of ducks headed for the pond on a
June morning. She knocked off the best
picture deals of the year and topped it ali

by marrying her agent, producing a son;

and is now engaged in the coveted role of

Sister Kenny. Maybe it isn’t sex appeal,

but whatever it is, it ain’t hay!
Take Greta Garbo and the baloney that

she’s the most co-operative actress in

Hollywood. Well, that’s one I can’t tell.

In her last picture she fought so hard to

be just what she is that the picture was a
deadly bore and so was she. Her lack of

co-operation in the war effort is a matter
of record. She even refused to do a broad-
cast for the Red Cross, never put in an
appearance at the Hollywood Canteen or

any of the USO centers, and to my knowl-
edge has never visited one of our Army
camps. Maybe she writes out big checks
in secret for our war funds. But I never
heard of it. And so far as I’m concerned,
she can go back to Sweden and stay there.

I’d like to be able to reiterate that Vic
Mature is still that boastful hunk o’ man,
always with an eye out for personal pub-
licity and the main chance and thinking
only of Mature. But I can’t do that any
more without lying myself. Since joining

the Coast Guard, he’s taken that career
much more seriously than he ever did his

acting one, and has won the respect not
only of his buddies but the public as well.

Yes, Chief Boatswain’s Mate Vic Mature
has developed into a nice guy.
Contrary to general opinion, the story

of Spencer Tracy is just the reverse. You
can no longer say that Spencer is as con-
stant and steady and solid as that rock of

Gibraltar. He is now the most changeable,
moody, unhappy guy I know. He’s a mass
of contradictions, even to himself.

I
T. COMDR. Doug Fairbanks Jr. has

^ given the lie to those jealous actors who
said he joined the Navy to get a lot of

publicity. Doug has done a remarkable
job, has developed and cemented much
good relationship between England and
America. And when the war is over, he
needn’t ever return to the screen. He can
push right on into a diplomatic position, if

he has a mind to, and so could Lt. Comdr.
Bob Montgomery.
People keep buttonholing me and say-

ing, “Where’s Vivien Leigh? What’s she
doing? Isn’t it terrible that we won’t see
her over here until the war’s over?” So far

as what she’s doing, I give her and Lau-
rence Olivier all the credit in the world.
They’ve turned down a fortime practically

once a month on offers to come back over
here, because Larry is hard at it with the
British Army, won’t even take a temporary
leave to make a picture, which British

actors frequently do in the midst of their

combat duties. And Vivien, determined to

stay close both to her husband and her
people, is touring the provinces with her

London play. But so far as not seeing her
until after the war, that I’m pleased to re-
port is not true.

Metro has just sent our own Wes-
ley Ruggles to England where he will
maike a picture with her. And even if he
can’t bring the enchanting Vivien in his

suitcase, at least he’ll have a role of film

for us all to see.

So you hear it’s all off between Anne
Shirley and Vic Mature? Well, tain’t so.

He still puts through a long-distance call

to the little Shirley girl whenever his arm
is within reaching distance of a telephone.
Their romance may have come to a break,
but it’s not a clean break—not yet.

I
RENE Dunne has been called one of the

* most close-mouthed stars in Hollywood;
wouldn’t talk about herself or her life. But
I’d be putting this hard-bitten pen of mine
to a lie if I said that was true. For Irene
has come back from her recent trip to

Mexico positively gabby—and some of the
gab a mild form of dynamite, too!

Perhaps it was the relaxation after the
long siege of work at Metro. When Irene
signed up for four pictures there, she had
no idea that two of them would take prac-
tically a year to make—“A Guy Named
Joe” with Spence Tracy and “White Cliffs

Of Dover.” Both, so far as I can learn, are
outstanding. The main difficulty on “A
Guy Named Joe” was that they had three
units, one in Hollywood, one in Florida
and one in Arizona, taking background
shots. And of course, when the weather
was bad in those states, the two stars sat

in California and waited for film. Also,
practically every scene had to be okayed
by Washington, and I don’t have to tell you
what that means. Then Van Johnson had
an automobile accident, and he was laid

up ten weeks.
So when both pictures were finally done,

Irene took a much needed and deserved
holiday in Mexico and went nuts about
the place. Was quite the social butterfly;

dined at a different home every night.

She said, “My friends told me I mustn’t go
to a bullfight—I wouldn’t like it. I went,
and can’t wait to see another one!” She
crowned the winning horse at the opening
of the race track, attended an opera in

their beautiful opera house, and is just

hoping this spring she’ll have time enough
to go back.
For years Hollywood thought of Joe E.

Brown as a big-mouthed comic. Oh, sure,

good-hearted and living a mighty clean
life. But a hero? You would have been
laughed right out of the place for predict-

ing any such thing. Yet that is just what
Joe is today and I’d be criminally mis-
representing the truth if I said otherwise.
He was the first to visit our boys in the

South Pacific, under fire, under all sorts

of incredible jungle conditions. Home only
a couple of months, he started out again
on the European front, working his way
around the globe. Joe really did it without
fanfare or any thought of publicity, and
with one idea and one idea only—and that

was to cheer up the boys and give them a
little taste of home. Certain of us here in

Hollywood still too often think of Joe as

just the big-mouthed comic, but our sol-

diers think of him as a father, brother,

and pal.

In going over these pages, I realize that

a lie is where you find it—but, discovery
or no discovery, this to the best of my
knowledge is the truth, so help me!

The End

Keep the cost of living down—pay faxes willingly—pay
the faxes your counfry needs.



Just Jinx

(Continued from page 47) is still more of

a person than any other actor or actress
you’re apt to meet in the Hollywoods. No
one ever remembers having seen her sulky,
or depressed, or unfriendly.
The legend of the Fabulous Falkenburg

began some twenty-four years ago in Bar-
celona, Spain, where her father was de-
tailed on an engineering job. Her natural
informality was evidenced early when she
tried to make her worldly entrance in an
elevator. Mrs. Falkenburg was removed
through the ceiling of the lift just in time.
Jinx was an expert swimmer at eight-

een months. She waited until the age of
fifteen, however, to become woman’s swim-
ming champion of Chile, the country to

which her family had moved in the interim.
Mother Mickey Falkenburg had mean-
time won the tennis title of Brazil and
discovered she could raise nothing but
champions. (See the sports pages for the
eighteen tennis titles held by U. S. tennis
champs Tom and Bob Falkenburg.)
Fleeing a South American revolution

eventually, the family settled in Los An-
geles

—“mostly because of its fine tennis
courts.” Jinx won a California doubles
tournament and then it became apparent
she was much too beautiful to remain an
athlete.

A tennis photo taken by color-photog-
rapher Paul Hesse landed on a national
magazine cover and Jinx landed in New
York. In twelve months she had appeared
on the record number of thirty-five na-
tional magazine covers and won such titles

as “The Girl of the Year” and “New York’s
Most Famous Model.” In her spare time she
starred with A1 Jolson in the Broadway
musical, “Hold On To Your Hats.”

j_j
AVING gone New York’s glory gamut

* * in a brisk breeze, she sat back to
consider the movie contracts which by
now were stirring up quite a wind on the
Coast. Columbia won, putting her to work
immediately in “Two Latins From Man-
hattan.” Her latest pictures are “Cover
Girl,” in which she is cast as Jinx Falken-
burg for want of any other character as
glamorous, and she is currently filming
the melange of murder and maidens
known as “Nine Girls.”

Speaking Spanish and Portuguese fluent-
ly, she has her own regularly broadcast
program to all the South American coun-
tries. She has undoubtedly done more to
cement United States-Mexican relations
than any of our hard-working diplomats.
According to a recently announced law,

if all the military insignia she has had
presented to her were indiscriminately
worn, they could earn her some 13,200
years in jail. There are three general’s,,,

stars, silver leafs and gold leafs and bars
from every conceivable branch of the ser-
vice, all pinned on a red felt bag for safe-
keeping. In the midst of the glittering
array is a small undecorated spot:
“That’s for the private,” says Jinx, “the

highest rating on the bag!”
All the small details about this walking

shot-in-the-arm are as breezy as the big
ones. She is an absolute individualist. Her
clothes, formal and informal, are “thought
up” by herself, and made up by her
mother. Her most elaborate costume rarely
exceeds the $10 cost mark.
Only shoes, jewelry, fur coats and per-

fumes should be expensive, she believes.
“I don’t think a girl should buy her own

jewelry,” she says. Her favorite piece is

a large pin spelling out “Jinx” in an abun-
dance of rubies and diamonds. It came
attached to a corsage on the opening night
of her New York show and, as she says,
was “a nice way to send orchids.”
She hopes she can always travel, “be-

Looks a little silly, doesn’t it? . . . Actually, we

never heard of a woman who locked up her laundry

soap with the family sparklers.

But the general idea isn’t bad. Soap, under war

conditions, is a precious article. Every bar that’s

made contains materials vital to the success of

our men in the service.

We don’t believe any sensible woman needs

’ urging to be careful with soap. To buy

just what she needs. To get full value from

- every ounce. To make every bar last as

long as possible . . .
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CREAM? POWDER? LIQUID?

For ordinary uses, you may prefer one
type of deodorant, your neighbor
another. But for one purpose— impor>
tant to you and to every woman—
there's no room for argument.

Use Powder for

Sanitary Napkins
For while creams and liquids are suit-

able for general use, a powder is best

for sanitary napkins. That’s because
a powder has no moisture-resistant
base; doesn’t retard napkin absorption.

There is ONE Powder
. created especially for this purpose

—QUEST* POWDER— soft, sooth-
ing, safe. It’s the Kotex* Deodorant,
approved by the Kotex laboratories.

Being unscented, it doesn'tmerely cover
up one odor with an-

other. Quest Powder
destroys napkin odor
completely. It’s your
sure way to avoid of-

fending. Many months’
supply, only 35c.

COMPOUNDED ESPECIAUY FOR THIS USEI
Take KURB tablets only as directed on the
package and see how KURB can help you I
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cause I’ll never get rid of the gypsy in me.”
Her worst fault is never being on time,

but her best pal, Paulette Goddard, has just

about broken her of it. She credits Paul-
ette too, with giving her a very workable
philosophy:
“When it comes to deciding things, I’m

very bouncy. I decide ‘no,’ then I worry
and change it to ‘yes’ and then I still worry
—and vice versa. Paulette has a beautiful
way of making a decision and following it

through. Once she has made up her mind,
instead of jittering around, she concen-
trates on making the plan a success. I’m
gradually learning to do the same thing.”

The friendship between these two has
little to do with the responsibilities of fame
and fortune. It is composed mostly of ani-
mated chatter, giggles, plans for dates and
dresses.

They love to “stay all night” at each
other’s houses. Since the Falkenburg
menage is a happy-go-luck hostelry whose
walls usually bulge with visiting foreign
dignitaries, college boys and their athletic

equipment, a lion cub and a whole family
of Mexican servants. Jinx often moves in

for a week or a month with Paulette.
Recently when her family was out of

town and her home turned over to the
decorators. Jinx moved bag and baggage,
plus her Spanish butler, over to the God-
dard mansion. Gleefully the girls quar-
tered the butler in Paulette’s guest room,
where he slept all night in a huge bed
between silken sheets and satin comforters.
The glee was occasioned by the fact that
said butler, Rito, is only twelve years old
and so small he was quite lost in the bed.

Rito is just one of those things that
happen with the Falkenburg family. Sev-
eral months ago, a Mexican woman need-
ing a job, was given one as a maid of all

work, she liked her new situation so well,

she soon brought her two children, Rito
and ten year-old Hulia, to stay with her.

Romantically, Jinx prefers men who can
“work hard at something worth while.”

Which is as it should be, since her fiance.

Major Tex McCrary, is currently working
very hard at bombing Berlin.
They met when McCrary, prominent

New York newspaperman, interviewed her
for his column. TTie write-up was a little

sarcastic in places. Asked what kind of a

home she would eventually like. Jinx had
replied, “Oh, something simple and ranchy,
with tennis courts and a swimming pool.”
“—-just a simple little mansion—” com-
mented Mr. McCrary. Later, when he
proposed, he was careful to state that the
“something simple and ranchy” was in-

cluded in the offer!

McCrary has been overseas for more
than a year, and letters take a while to

travel back and forth. One night, when
Walter Winchell menioned a McCrary ex-
ploit on the air, some twenty well-mean-
ing friends called Jinx, who hadn’t heard
the program. No two reports were alike,

ranging all the way from the fact that he
was killed over Berlin, crashed in Holland,
and missing in Paris. On inquiry, the net-
work was kind enough to send her a tran-
scription of the broadcast, saying his mission
had been entirely successful.

For that reason perhaps. Jinx wasn’t too
perturbed when a syndicated columnist
recently printed that Tex would marry a

titled British beauty. The studio publicity
department, obligated to protect its star’s

romantic as well as other interests, asked
her if she hadn’t better check the re-
port. Dutifully she sat down to draft a
cablegram, which was typically Falken-
burg:

“'The papers say you are marrying Lady
So-and-So.” She thought a minute, then
added, “Happy Thanksgiving!”
The answer to that was some three pages

from the Major saying as far as he is con-
cerned, the Falkenburg-McCrary contract
is still airtight. As this goes to press, it

looks as if someday they’ll be Fabulously
Happy!

The End

Five-star tennis family: Jinx Falkenburg with her two brothers and her mother and

father—all A- 1 athletes



The Unbreakable Bracken

(Continued from page 59) Mother added
to our budget as a saleswoman in a de-
partment store.”

After Eddie’s debut in the school show
he played what he calls the “Knights of

Columbus” circuit. He traveled around

—

alone—by subway to near-by suburban
towns, always increasing his repertoire of

mother-songs and cheerfully watching
gray-haired old ladies dissolve into tears

at the sight of his wide-eyed “innocence”
and the sound of his choir-boy soprano.
After the performance he’d collect his

evening’s pay and scuttle home. In a
couple of years he sometimes brought
home as much as $200. He was about seven
then.

At the ripe age of nine the youngest
Bracken quietly informed the family that
he was going to Hollywood to become one
of the original “Our Gang”-sters. After
three pictures in the film capital, the boy
grew older—and bigger—and beat a quick
retreat to Astoria. When he got home no-
body was any more disturbed than they
had been when he left. Eddie knows what
he’s up to, they felt, and darned if they
weren’t right.

“after Hollywood,” says Eddie, “I^ worked on Broadway constantly—in a
series of terrific flops.”

Finally, alas, even the flops stopped. At
sixteen, Eddie was out of work. Where-
upon, he packed four tremendous bags
with all his worldly goods, painted “Bound
for Hollywood” in big white letters on his

valise and hitch-hiked West.
He slept—on his first chill October night

in Hollywood—under an elm tree at the
corner of famous Sunset Boulevard and
Vermont Avenue. Followed three luckless
months; no jobs; then a wire from New
York about a stage role. He went back
and into an opus called, “The Lady
Refuses.”

So, it turned out, did the critics and the
public. That’s the way it went, season
after season, until the day when the call

came from Broadway producer George
Abbott. One look and Eddie promptly be-
came the youngest brat, Mistol, in the road
show of “Brother Rat.”
He wowed the out-of-town customers.
“In fact,” he points out with customary

honesty, “I got quite a big head. When I

went back to New York, however, I came
down to earth with a thud.”

H IS worst heartbreak came when he lost

the role of Henry Aldrich to Ezra Stone.
Painfully, he accepted a minor part. Dizzy,
which he promptly built into a memorable
triumph.
“But I had to prove to myself—and to

Abbott—that I could do Henry Aldrich,”
says Eddie, “and the following season I

begged for another crack at it.”

TTiis time Abbott liked his character-
ization and he made a happy tour in the
drama of high-school high-jinks.

First time Eddie saw the New York
company of “Brother Rat,” he observed,
chiefly, like any actor, a good part for
himself. What he did not see, having no
crystal ball along at the time, was a future
wife. That’s just who was there, though,
for Connie Nickerson, who impressed him
as “a darn good actress,” is now Mrs. B.
He began thinking of her as a “darn nice

girl” when she played with him on the
road in “What A Life.” Eddie was some-
body else’s fiance at the beginning of that

!

tour, but love, and Connie, changed all
that.

j

Then came Eddie’s first musical, “Too
! Many Girls.” It was a smash hit—and so

I

was Eddie.
The third time he came Hollywood-ward
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was the traditional charm. He came to

stay—and stay he did, as a success.

His personal life is as quiet as possible.

He gardens a bit, plays Chinese checkers
with Connie, mysterious nameless games
with his small daughter, baseball with the
neighborhood kids, and a little golf and
little bridge with a few close friends.

Connie and he readily admit they did “go
Hollywood” at first. They had a tremendous
Beverly Hills “residence,” complete with
ermine-lined swimming pool. Now, they
have a home. The “front stuff” was just

not for them.
“We didn’t know half the people at our

parties,” they explain, “and the place was
so big it was all we could do to find one
another. Good riddance!”

r.i

This month thousands will experience

new peace of mind — a wonderful new
feeling of security! For San-nap-PAK
provides extra protection, with extra com-
fort and convenience!

NEVER BEFORE SUCH
COMFORT-SUCH SECURITY!

T
HEY’VE got the kind of small house in

simple American style they both prefer
now and if a cold shower isn’t so swanky
as a private pool, it’s less crowded. They
live in Westwood Village, a little com-
munity where you may have to step
around a kiddie car on the sidewalk.

Eddie’s mighty pleased with the avocado
tree and the peach tree in the back yard,
even though he and Connie haven’t done
anything in particular about them. His
real pride out back, though, is the dog-
house, which he painted himself. It’s

white, with irregular black spots, to match
“Dizzy,” the Brackens’ beloved Dalmatian,
named, with bittersweet humor, for the
“consolation part” Eddie grimly built up
in “Henry Aldrich.”
The house is small and simple, from the

nursery, all pinks and blues, to the kitchen,

where the wallpaper meets with the com-
plete approval of the year-old, blue-eyed
Miss Bracken. It’s a playful design of

beaming policemen who help good little

girls by taking their hands as they cross

gay corners of red, yellow and blue.

One of Eddie’s prized possessions is an
elaborate record-player, concealed in what
might be the living-room book cupboard.
But sometimes Eddie uses the loud-
speaker for a less formal pastime than
impromptu concerts. The machine is

rigged up to a microphone Eddie has in-

stalled in a hall closet and with this ap-
paratus he plays one of his few practical

jokes. One of Eddie’s brothers, now in the

U. S. Marines, sometimes brings buddies
over for a bit of home life. Then, from the
hall closet, Eddie, or a friend who’s in on
the trick, makes an announcement which
breaks in on the radio, seemingly. “All

Marines report to their jKJsts at once,”

says a stentorian voice. There’s a wild
flurry of hasty preparations to leave, as

Eddie laughingly admits the hoax to an
accompanying “Tsk, tsk” of mild reproval
from Connie, who has a wifely suspicion
that all this is a bit too prankish for

grownups.

H as Eddie any shortcomings as a hus-
band? A puzzled frown crosses Con-

nie’s face.

“Well . . . there are one or two little

things, naturally. He just won’t get out
of bed in the mornings, for instance.”

The only other criticism—and this after

much digging—is that he just won’t get
around to washing the car.

“You know how it is. He says he will,

but then puts it off and puts it off. Of
course,” she smiles lovingly, “he is busy.
I keep after him, though (bere she tries

to look very firm) and finally the car does
get washed.”

“Dizzy,” who has had to admit Judith
Ann is a potent rival, though he has “sen-
iority rights,” by three years, has a place of

honor in tbe living room in a kind of

siesta bed which Connie had made for

him. He eyes with suspicion the “growing-
stick” hung along the hall just outside the
nursery door. Judith Ann hasn’t had much

use for it yet, since she’s just beginning to
stand, a bit wobbly.
“To hear Eddie,” laughs Connie, “you’d

think Judy were going to grow five years
at a time. He’s already talking about when
she goes to college, and when she’ll be
working with Preston Sturges. Eddie al-
ways wanted a baby sister, you know, and
never had one. You’d think Judy were the
first girl-baby invented, to hear him.”
Writing is Eddie’s main hobby. He

writes all his own material for radio per-
formances and takes his authorship with
complete seriousness. Once Paramount
producer Buddy de Sylva—a Bracken fan,
who saw him in “Too Many Girls” over
forty times—offered Eddie $10,000 for a
story he’d written.
“Nope,” said the incredible author, “it’s

not good enough.” He meant the story,
not the price!

Eddie’s idol is writer-director Preston
Sturges. It was Sturges who sensed
Eddie’s ability to play roles with pathos
and warm reality, who gave him a chance
to get away from being “typed” as a zany.
When David Selznick took a poll of

writers and directors to see who was their
first choice to play the part of Father
Chisholm in the best-seller, “Keys Of Tlie
Kingdom,” the returns were, Robert Donat,
twenty-two votes; Van Heflin, twenty;
Spencer Tracy, seventeen; and Eddie
Bracken, thirteen! That gave Eddie a real
thrill.

Someday, after he has mastered the
acting field, Eddie wants to be a director.
So what happened recently when Para-
mount offered him the opportunity on
which his heart is set?

“No, thanks,” said Eddie. “I don’t know
enough about the business.”
Unbelievable—but it’s Bracken!

The End
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Gay Companions

(Continued from page 27) dollars a year.

It was his idea to keep Miami Beach a
resort for those in the middle-income
brackets. Sun Valley, the fashionable re-

sort which cost millions but from the start

paid handsome dividends, was largely con-
ceived by him.

I
Many tycoons, to whom Steve talks as

directly as he does to his office boy, in-

I
sist he is psychic. More than once they

I

have been glad they listened when he

I

said, “I can’t tell you why, but I wouldn’t

;

go into that right now. . .

M aybe it was because of Steve’s indis-

putable prestige that Ann wanted him
to look after her. Maybe, a mythical figure

in his way, he intrigued her personally.

She had, after all, known him casually

and by exciting reputation for years. He
would challenge any woman. But Ann
would understand him better than most.

She would believe utterly in his most in-

credible plans, his most fantastic exploits.

A girl from the Texas plains who forsook
her original dream of being a school-

teacher to storm Hollywood and then sur-
vived cheesecake publicity to give out-
standing performances in dramatic roles

would know, of course, that it is no more
difficult to achieve the incredible and the

fantastic—provided you refuse to call quits

no matter what happens—than it is to ac-
complish the ordinary.
“I’m goitig to play squire to a movie

gal,” Steve told friends and associates as

he awaited Ann’s arrival in New York.
He VOtIrs very casual about it. He didn’t

know then how direct her speech would
be and how gentle her mouth.
To qtrote Ann’s and Steve’s friends,

"they clicked.” And once either of these
gay cof!Tpanions has an objective they
waste no time going after it. That is the
personal history of both of them. Take,
for instance, Steve’s first meeting with
his ex-wife, from whom he was divorced,
incidentally, only a month or two before
Ann reached New York. At the Stork
Club, one night, he asked Lopez, the maitre
d’hotel, “Who is that very beautiful girl

who just came in?” “She is head model
at Saks-5th Avenue,” Lopez explained.
“Suzie Brewster’s her name.” “Check
with me in six weeks,” replied Steve.
“Her name will be Hannagan!” It was
One night Ann and Steve went to the

Wedgewood Room at the Waldorf to hear
Frank Sinatra. A not-too-sober gentle-
man, dancing past their table, called to

Ann, “What’s my girl got that you haven’t
got?” “You, you lug!” answered Steve.

“Steve’s wonderful,” Ann told every-
one, as she reported this incident. “On
the spur of the moment he always comes
up with the sort of thing I would think of
the next morning.”

1 A FTER a week or two or three Ann had^ to return to California. But Steve
’ saw to it that no one replaced him in
I her affections. He telegraphed red roses
I after her all the way across the country.
In Chicago he had a man waiting to look
after her between trains. He was, it

' developed, a fire chief. And the car in
! which he drove Ann all around town was

;

the official bright red.
Ann had hardly reached home when

Steve decided the time had come for him
to go to Omaha, headquarters for his rail-
road account. But as soon as his confer-
ences there ended, he headed farther

' west. Promptly upon his arrival on the
sound stage where Ann was making “One
More Tomorrow,” Dennis Morgan, Jack
Carson and Jane Wyman disappeared.
They ransacked the property rooms and
found, at last, a bright red fire axe. They
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WHILE YOU'RE YOUNG!

“f had thought I was fat for life/’—

says Mary Jane Sevan, now a slim,

successful war-plant secretary at 20.

Ever since she could remember, Mary Jane

Sevan of Monessen, Pa., had been “just

plain fat.” When she got her first job, she wished

she could be slender and pretty, like other girls

in the office.

Not long ago she stepped on the scales when

no one was looking. The heartless arrow pointed

to 152, far too much for her 5'4%". Tliat was

when Mary Jane Sevan decided she needed the

DuSarry Success Course.

In the exciting weeks that followed, she lost

25 pounds, reduced her waist 4V2", her hips

414”, put to good use lessons in skin care, hair

styling, make-up. “Now I have all the vitality I

need,” she writes. “And oh, how glad I am tliat

I found this new way of living while I’m young!”

Mary Jane Sevan is just one of more than

110,000 women and girls of all ages from 16 to

60 who have found the DuSarry Success Course

a way to be fit and fair from top to toe!

Above, Mary Jane Sevan
when she weighed 152.
Right, the streamlined gla-

morous girl she is today.

It can happen to YOU!
Today it’s so important to be at your

best — fit and ready for strenuous war-

time work.The DuSarry Success Course

brings you an analysis of your needs,

then shows you how to bring your weight

to normal, remodel your figure, care for

your skin, use make-up for glamour. You
follow at home the same methods taught

by Ann Delafield at the famous Richard

Hudnut Salon, New York.

Get the full story. Why not find out what

this proved-successful plan can do for

you? The coupon will

quickly bring you full

information.

ANN DELAFIELD, Directing

Du Barry Beauty Chest Included

ff^Uh your Course, you receive a Chest

containing a generous supply of DuBar-

ry Beauty and Make-up\Preparations.

I

1
Richard Hudnut Salon

I
Dept. SC-8, 693 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

[
Please send me the book telling all about the

j
DuSarry Home Success Course.
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I Street

I City Stale-

propped this up in Ann’s dressing room
with a large sign that read; “Steve Han-
nagan, get out of town before it’s too
late.”

Ann and Steve had a glorious time tell-

ing about this gag, and laughing. The
way a man and a girl do when life quite
suddenly and unexpectedly—because they
have found each other—has a glow.
The instant Ann’s picture was finished

she went traipsing back to New York,
where Steve had gone before her. New
York was only a stopover, however, for
they were en route to Florida. Whereupon,
for the first time in his public-relations
life, Steve admitted he had seen something
in Florida more wonderful than the sun.
“Anniepie,” as he calls her.
Of course, reporters besieged them

when they came back to New York.
“Don’t force us to hide out in bomb shel-
ters,” they pleaded, laughing.
A famous columnist gave them the most

trouble. It wasn’t a story he was after,

however; it was Ann. Morton Downey
saved them from him. When he followed
them one place after another Morton ran
interference, giving them a chance to
make a getaway. That was fun, too.

O NE night when they were entertain-
ing friends at the Stork Club a Navy

captain, not young and not sober, made
his way to their table and asked Ann to

dance. “Sorry,” she said, “I’m not even
dancing with the gentlemen in my party
this evening.”
The captain made a slurring remark

about the lesser rank of one of their

guests. Fighting words, but Ann saved
the day. “No one invited you here,” she
told the captain quickly, quietly. “As for
our friend here, we are very proud of

him with his campaign ribbons and his

stars.”

The captain, who wore no campaign
ribbons and no stars, stole silently away.
Incidentally, the officer who was with Ann
and Steve, and about whom there has
been much mystery, was Lieutenant-
Commander Robert Montgomery.
Steve told everybody how beautifully

Ann handled this situation. That is his

favorite sport these days—telling how
smart she is, repeating the cute things she
has said.

A second time Ann returned to Cali-
fornia. A second time Steve, who has
three little residences of his own—

a

streamlined apartment high above Park
Avenue, a farm in the Connecticut hills,

and a villa in Florida—followed. “I’m
going to have a Christmas tree this year,”

he went around saying. “At Annie’s!”
When any man gets excited about trav-

eling three thousand miles to climb a

ladder and hang a star on the tip top of

a Christmas tree, look, we say, for the
girl who will hand the star up to him.
At this writing Ann, in California, is

working hard on “Hollywood Canteen”
and Steve, in New York, is working hard
for Big Business. Soon she will go over-
seas to entertain the soldiers. Over what
seas she will be sent she doesn’t know.
He won’t be able to follow her, of course,

for even a mythical man, such as he, can’t

get overseas travel priorities. But wher-
ever she goes—Africa, China, England,
Greenland or the Philippines—he will

find some way of giving her laughs to

remember him by. And she will laugh
—so much—that over there, too, people
will say they’re in love.

The End

Keep the cost of living down—observe

ceiling prices. When incomes go up,

prices go up—help keep them down.
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Speak For Yourself

(Continued from page 21)

is Farley Granger. Although he’s a new-
comer to the screen and is only seventeen
or eighteen years old, one would think
from his acting that he has had years of

experience. He is refreshing and mascu-
line instead of the usual run of the screen’s

seventeen- and eighteen-year-old hep-
cats.

E. Jack,
New York, N. Y.

$1.00 PRIZE

SIcafing Queen

E
veryone’S talking about how the
movie stars are helping the war effort.

About Dorothy Lamour, Bob Hope, Jack
Benny, Frances Langford and many others.

I’m not saying they didn’t do something
big. They did. But if you want to mention
names, why doesn’t someone mention
Sonja Henie?
Sonja Henie has made two U. S. O. tours

since Pearl Harbor. She has to give pro-
fessional performances but always buys
500 to 2,000 seats each performance for

service men. Her husband is a captain
in the Marines and her brother is in the
Army.
She manages Dan’s football team, gives

ice exhibitions, makes pictures and goes on
War Bond tours. What more do you want?

Lita Lavorini,
Cicero, 111.

HONORABLE MENTION

Hats off to Mae West for the splendid
idea of designing a button for honor-

ably discharged service men. Many of us
who have thought Mae unpatriotic hum-
bly apologize and bless her for such
thoughtfulness toward the service men.

Mrs. Blanche Furst,
McKeesport, Pa.

KAY choice of an ideal American is Ser-
' ’

* geant Gene Autry. Born on the plains

of our great country, he worked hard to

earn a living and finally, with the deter-
mination that is truly American, attained
success as a Singing Cowboy.
Because of his admirable enlistment at

the peak of his career we can no longer
cheer this great American in new pictures
but will continue to see and enjoy his

grand re-issued ones until he comes back.
Dolores Werdein,

Buffalo, N. Y.
I

T
hanks for all the items and articles

written the past year, in Photoplay, that
have helped present to us the side of

Errol Flynn that the papers didn’t print.

Now that he has finally got the chance
to do something for his country, by going
to Alaska with a U. S. O. unit, I hope
people will give him all the credit he
deserves for his part in the war effort.

Carroll Scovel,
Runnells, Iowa.

I

WONDER if a certain person who wrote
* in the December issue about James
Craig replacing Clark Gable, knows what
he is talking about. Mr. Gable has for over
a decade been the idol of millions and if

he returns to the screen he will still out-
perform any star in the business.

Dorothy Nemser,
New York, N. Y.

Keep fhe cosf of living down—buy War
Bonds. Fight for fhe boys of fhe front—

buy War Bonds

II

"The More Women at Work—

The Sooner We'll Win!"

Experienced or not, there’s a job you

must do—you and millions more

women— to save our war effort, our

boys’ lives! If you’re married, your

job won’t change your husband’s

draft status. If he’s called anyway,

you’ll be financially prepared!

But Tve Never Worked Before

-what kind of war job could I do?"

You can take any Civilian Job . . .

Restaurants, hotels, department stores, trans-

portation — all are war jobs ! Read your
newspaper want ads for the job that needs
you ! Or get advice without obligation from
your U. S. Employment Service Office. Full

or part time, you’re wanted

—

immediately!

You can work in a War Plant . . ;

If there is a war factory in your community,
or a shipyard, or a government arsenal —
there may be dozens of different kinds of jobs

you can do to help bring Victory closer!

Read the want ads or ask your U. S. Employ-
ment Service office.

You can be a WAC or WAVE . . . You can be a Cadet Nurse . . .

— Spar or Marine. Send a soldier to fight,

bring our boys home sooner! If you qualify,

you’ll be serving your country, and learning
an important job you may need, after the
war. Get full details at any U. S. Army or

Navy Recruiting Office, or Naval Officer

Procurement Office.

Healthy? 17 to 35 years old? A high school
graduate? Get free training, with pay, to re-

place nurses who are with the armed forces.

War workers— ill or injured, civilians need-

ing operations, new mothers and babies
— depend on you! Ask your local hospital

about the U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps!

Published in the interest of the

war effort by Kleenex* Tissues

Paper, too, has a war-time job . : . that’s

why there’s not enough Kleenex Tissues

to go around. But regardless of what others

do, we are determined to maintain Kleenex
quality in every particular, consistent with

government regulation.
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How "Nice" are the Stars?

(Conthiued from page 45) Bennett, Maria
Montez, Paulette Goddard. . . .

Tallulah has earned her reputation for

an acid tongue, rapier wit, and devastat-
ing retorts by making a fine art of these

things. She is often deliberately rude. But
essentially, for all her outward brashness,
she is a much finer and nicer person than
many who are never questioned.
We have known Talu to leave an Easter-

Eve party at the height of its gaiety be-
cause she wanted to be up at dawn, hav-
ing promised her household staff an
egghunt and breakfast party. For many
years she supported a maid she had had in

England who had become too ill to work.
There was, during this period, a long span
when Tallulah drew no weekly check her-
self. Even so her adequate dependable
check went to this woman regularly. Un-
der her glittering, brittle surface Tallulah
Bankhead is an old softie. But don’t tell

her we said so.

Constance Bennett may be counted upon
to get the last copper out of any deal.

She also may be counted upon to recog-
nize her advantage and pursue it with a
ruthless determination and will that is

either maddening or fascinating, depend-
ing upon where you fit into the picture.

In her personal contacts, however, Connie
is delightfully democratic and humorous.
The maid of a friend whom she visits fre-
quently thinks her one of the nicest and
greatest ladies she has ever met.
“When Miss Constance comes here for

luncheon and I admit her,” she says “she
always calls me by name and seems hon-
estly and truly interested in what I have

been doing. And whether I set up a table

in the living room or a waiter brings up
a table from the restaurant she is quick
to jump up and push chairs aside to make
room. I can’t say that for all the ladies

who come here.”
Those who truly know Maria Montez

declare her interesting and colorful, as
interesting and colorful as her appearance
promises she would be. Since she married
Jean Pierre Aumont her friends insist she
has softened a great deal and isn’t nearly
as possessed to make herself an impor-
tant Hollywood figure. Those who only
know Maria casually have another story.

They maintain she is too fascinated with
herself. They tell how whenever she is

at a restaurant she must make at least

ten trips to the Powder Room—just for

the entrances and exits she hopes she is

making. And they pooh-pooh those who
really know her and ascribe this sort of

thing to Maria’s temperamental “show-
manship.”

Obviously no star is a fragile flower.

It takes brains and backbone to get
to the top in any field. Plenty! is what
Paulette Goddard has of both. She doesn’t
spare herself. Ask her to do a fashion sit-

ting two hours before she is crossing the
continent and she will agree. But she will

make certain every picture that is taken
is a credit to her. She will arrive with a
special, de-luxe hairdresser, her maid and
several cases of clothes. Throughout the
sitting she will be co-operative and inter-
esting and gay. But she will not once step
before the camera until her make-up and

hair and general appearance are, in hf

eyes, perfect—irrespective of the fact th;

time is limited and there is much to I

done. What isn’t done isn’t done. Ar
what the staff do with themselves whi
she primps—not with vanity, but wi1

shrewd showmanship—doesn’t for or

moment concern her.

A mere dash of “ham” is colorful, inter

esting, enlivening. More than a dash be
comes irritating and boring. James Crai
please note. . . .

James Craig is definitely a runner-u
as a nice guy—if he would stop looking i

the mirror or, when he looks, manage 1

glimpse all the other guys who are makin
the Hollywood grade. If he would, alsi

realize that if he doesn’t stop being overl
pleased with himself those other guj
very likely will surpass him.
Very often it takes the pressure of grer

events to show a man’s true colors. Onl
in the last year or two—since the war—hs
the film colony discovered the full measur
of John Garfield’s niceness and humanity
Shortly after John arrived in Holl5rwoo(

a white-haired boy if ever there was one

he became “difficult.” Any time he wasn
given his own way he turned belligerer

and arty. He would refer to the studio a

a factory. He would talk of returning t

New York and the advanced theater move
ment from which he had come. The:

gradually he found his bearings and, work
ing hard, became more reasonable all th

time. It remained, however, for his wa
effort to prove just how human and jus

how nice he really is. When Bette Davi
was having the inevitable discouragement
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and setbacks and difficulties starting the

Hollywood Canteen, John was her strength.

He stood behind her. He fought those

battles which needed a man’s voice. He

;
still works for the Canteen untiringly.

Besides, he goes out on long camp tours.

There are some malcontents who knew

1
John when he was with the theater move-

' ment who insist, nowadays, that he has

jgone Hollywood, forgotten art for money,

and acquired such a swelled head that you

cannot talk to him any more. Don’t you

believe them! John has grown up. Many
of his detractors have not.

IT DOESN’T take long—especially in

i
Hollywood where everything is accele-

I rated—for disagreeable traits to catch up

i with men and women. But sometimes it

I
is surprising how long some masquerade

as swell human beings, without ever back-

ing up their fine conversations and ges-

tures. Like a big star who shall, out of

kindness to his studio who has a tremen-

dous investment in him, be nameless.

He’s a good talker, this star, and people,

meeting him, have found it easy and

pleasant to believe him all the warm, gen-

erous things he pretends to be. The studio

publicity department, also, has worked
overtime for years creating and sustaining

the myth that he is a generous trouper,

I
eager to give the other fellow a chance.

' Yes, he is! Let anyone capture a little

glory in a scene and this star will see to

it, in his quiet, thorough-going way, that

’ the scene is either refilmed or cut out en-

tirely. It is only recently, at the behest

of his friends, studio officials and high-

' pressured members of the Victory Com-
mittee, that he has raised a hand in be-

half of the boys in service. Finally he is

visiting a few hospitals where he conde-

scends to talk to the wounded boys and

turn on his very convincing he-man

charm. But when booked for any camp
appearance which promises to be uncom-
fortable or inconvenient he still balks. Not

long ago he quit a trip to a distant post,

insisting—when he was less than a third

of the way there and still in a cushy safe

region—that he could not fly.

lOAN CRAWFORD is definitely nice. Be-
J cause it is definitely nice to be ambitious

for more than success and money. Joan,

gathering these things, has given much
thought and time to improving her mind,

taste, and manners too. She has trans-

formed a hey-hey girl who was identified

with Charleston contests to an intelligent,

well-read, beautifully gowned lady whose

charities and kindnesses are too well known
to be repeated. If Joan wasnt humorless

she would, without doubt, be one of the

most glamorous and exciting women in the

land. As she stands she is one of the nicest!

Susan Hayward, at this writing, be-

longs in the un-nice category. But we
have a strong hunch Susan won’t stay

here when she has grown up. She seems

to think a slightly bored and arrogant

manner will hide her youth and the in-

security she feels. Instead—to anyone who
has enough patience to understand her—
these qualities herald her insecurity.

In vain members of Susan’s studio press

department tell her illuminating stories

about other stars whose bad grace cost

them dearly. But she never seems to

suspect their reason for this.

Bonita Granville is as nice a girl as you

will find anywhere, combining the old-

fashioned virtues which are basic and,

therefore, admirable in any era with a

resourcefulness and courage and realism

which are still new to girls her age. Last

year when *’Bun” went out on a personal

appearance tour everyone who played on

the bill with her moved into her cheering

section.

She had recently been promoted to

stardom, on the heels of her truly bril-

liant success in “Hitler’s Children. ’ This,

added to her youth, might have influ-

enced her to act the glamorous movie star

all over the place. She did nothing of the

kind. She behaved like what she was, a

beginner in the theater. She was eager for

any advice seasoned troupers offered,

whether it was dropped casually or offered

in friendship. Furthermore, although she

played many shows a day and went
through a nervous tizzy every time she

opened in a new city, she refused no

request for a personal appearance at

a military base and interrupted her

act, upon occasion, with plugs for War
Bonds.
We have no intention of wasting space-

paper is precious and rationed—to an-

nounce that Bob Hope belongs at the top

of any “nice” list anywhere. Not only

because of all the gay valiant things he

has done this past year as he entertained

troops under fire but because of all the

gay valiant things he has been doing all

his life—even when no romance or drama

or excitement attended them.

All of which proves you cannot tell

from your fine orchestra chair in a movie

theater what any star is like

—

really!

The End

y pays $50^'a month.
Keep the cost of living down—don't profiteer—don't ask for higher wages-
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EMINENT DOCTORS

,
PROVED

PHILIP MORRIS
far less irritating to the nose and throat !

WHEN SMOKERS CHANGED TO PHILIP MORRIS,

EVERY CASE OF IRRITATION OF NOSE OR THROAT

-DUE TO SMOKING-EITHER CLEARED UP COM-

PLETELY OR DEFINITELY IMPROVED!

That is from the findings of distinguished doc-

tors in clinical tests of actual smokers -reported

in an authoritative medical iournal.

We claim no curative powers for Philip Morris

— but that evidence proves them less irritating

to the nose and throat.

In addition—you will find Philip Morris finer in

taste . . . more enjoyable.
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CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
A Portrait by Maria de Kammerer

A Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick you

By CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
HEAD OF THE HOUSE OF TANGEE

You needn’t take off your attractive-

ness when you put on a uniform

!

That’s a suggestion I pass along to

you from the many women with

whom a Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick

is always “regulation.”

Here, at last, is a lipstick that com-

bines rich, natural coloring with a

softness and smoothness of texture

never before achieved. Whether you

choose Tangee Red-Red, Tangee

Theatrical Red, Tangee Medium-Red,

or Tangee Natural , . .
you can trust

GET IN THE FIGHT —

it to keep that satin-y sheen despite

hours on duty in all kinds of weather!

And whether you’re“on the alert”

...or frankly alluring. . .don’t forget

to match your complexion with your

own right shade of the new Tangee

PETAL-FINISH Face Powder and the

companion rouge to your Tangee

SATIN-FINISH Lipstick!

untA tAe new Satt/n-’^midA

witA. (Ae new^eta£-^/tiidAy

BUY A BOND TODAY

Jennifer Jones i

(Continued from page 38) and it wl
months before either of you guessed tl|[

truth. Nobody else in the great metropo
|

noticed you both enough to tell you, eithi
—for you were like, thousands of othlj

unimportant young couples going out if

the cheapest of dates. 11

When summer came and with it til

Academy’s closing until the fall, there wl
no great farewell scene between yell

“Good-by, and I surely hope you’ll 1
back in New York in the fall,” y(

said briskly, when Bob saw you off at tli

station for a summer in Tulsa, where you
be acting in a stock company.

|

“I hope the same for you,” Bob said, ai

you shook hands quickly and earnestli

and then you swung onto the train. Thij

you suddenly ran to a window, thouj
the train was already moving—and y<

caught a glimpse of him starting irresii

lutely off through the crowd as if !

didn’t know quite what to do now. Ei

shoulders were slumped, and you’d nev,
seen them slumped before. For the fii

time you thought, “Why, he hasn’t at
plans for the summer ... he hasn’t enouj!
money to go back home to Utah.” Th(j

you were oddly unhappy for weeks, un|
you got a letter from him stamped wi;
a foreign postmark—and that made y(i

more unhappy.
“It got so lonesome in New York aftj

you left that I shipped on a banana bol
to South America,” he wrote. “My aunw
annoyed oyer my trip and won’t send i]||

back to the Academy next fall. So whim
you’re back at classes, I don’t know whej
I’ll be.”

That was the only letter you got fro!

him. All your letters were sent baq
marked “Party Unknown.” And with ea«
returned letter, loneliness settled deep
around you. And when the fall came, y<

hurried back to enroll at the Academy .

and to sit in your closet-like room at tl

Barbizon for Women staring at the teh
phone on your desk. You had been baa

in New York for two days before it final!

rang—with Bob’s voice at the end of tl

wire. And when you heard it, you had i

sit down suddenly on your narrow b'l

because your knees wouldn’t hold you
and because suddenly you knew what h.i

been the matter with you all summer. ^

He seemed to know too, because he w
almost stammering over the phone. “I’

I

raced from the dock to the nearest phon«
he said. “I just got into port, and thai'J

heaven you’re here. I have something!
must tell you—and I can’t wait to see yil

to say it.” But that night, when you t\!

finally sat opposite each other over a tab

in the Barbizon Coffee Shop, neither of y^l

was able to say a word—nor to eat, eithii

You just sat and looked at each other
!

if you couldn’t look enough. Because F
long summer apart from each other hi

told each of you what you had nev^

known together—that you were in love

J

But getting married was another thi'

again. You discussed it endlessly, at]

there was no way out except for Bob i

land a job—an acting job, of course, !

you went alone every morning to ti

Academy to classes, and every evenii

you rushed back to the Barbizon alone
|

start the really important part of yo;

day—to see Bob, and to hear of his hop
less, dawn-to-dark search for jobs ti

length and breadth of Broadway. He w
living in the confusion of a co-operati

Keep the cost of living down—doi

profiteer. Profiteering raises

living costs.

i
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i

ardinghouse, where a dozen penniless

ung men lived together sharing the

»)rk and the few expenses. Bob himself
tl rvived on ten dollars a week borrowed
oi)m a brother.
kit was only a few weeks of this before

ku knew you couldn’t bear to watch him
(i-uggle alone, while you lived comfort-

jly at the Barbizon and attended classes

tt the Academy. So you left the Academy
*i d joined him in his daily search for an
oting berth . . . and you worked at it

Igether for further weeks. It was at the

/tfierry Lane Theater that you got your
tt e break—though it was hardly a finan-

u d one. You both acted in several plays

ere, and were paid fifty cents a perform-
iiLce—at the evening’s end the producer
ll iemnly handed Bob a one dollar bill, for

ifpth of you.
ifiWhen that ended, so had the fall, and
lou were still in love and still miles from
sarriage.

NE morning you appeared breathlessly
'I' at his co-operative boardinghouse

—

^ lich you had never done before, so when
^ib appeared still soapy from shaving and
(iw you on the doorstep he knew something
TOunding had happened. You gasped it

at sight of him. You’d been telegraphed
iiam Tulsa that a radio station wanted you
(fere right away for a program—and when
ey’d asked you to suggest a leading man,

Iliu’d named Bob. “And they said yes! And
le’ll each get $25 a week! For months!”
itlu cried ecstatically.

I In Tulsa, Bob stayed at a boardinghouse
iid you stayed with your parents for thir-

iisn weeks. Then when the radio pro-
am ended, you got married on Bob’s
vings.

lYou were married suddenly, on a two-
tiur decision exactly a year from the
me you met; and your parents watched
Kiu being taken into the custody of this

orange, likeable, intense young man you’d
3t in New York. And then you and •

Ihb drove away for your honeymoon in

(© only present your family was ever to

(ke you two because that’s the way you
[knted it—a brand-new sky-blue car. You
tjove it to Ogden, Utah, so that his family

I

uld meet his bride; and then, on another
dden decision you drove on to Hollywood
take a fling at Aims. But there you were
Id-shouldered at every studio, and five

onths later you gave up and went back

I

New York City and Its dubious chances,
nd to get down to himgry reality . . . and
marriage.
You went through it all, shoulder to
loulder with Bob—through fear and
inger and worry, and then through the
ming of two children. For a few weeks
fter Bobby was born you were a Powers
jiodel and several pictures of you ap-
iared in Harper’s Bazaar. But then,
(ice Michael was to be born eleven months
jter Bobby, you retired to your home
ijiain. You took this retirement with the
ilrenity that is part of you, just as you’d
ken housework and cooking, neither of
jKich you enjoy.

'

\OHEN you’d been married almost three
;

» years and the Walker family had pro- !

lessed from two dingy rooms in Green-
lich Village to six sunlit rooms in Garden
lity. Long Island, Bob and you went one
ght to see the play “Claudia.”

I The very next day you went to David O.
iilznick’s office in New York City, and told
|e Lelznick agent you found there that

r

~
j

eep fhe cosf of living down—buy only
|

what you need. Don't buy what
j

you don't need—buy Bonds
for Berlin Instead

Mask
makes ^mc(i a lo[/elv quick Jlfferenee in my skin

says Mrs. W. Wooster Richard

One of New York society’s youngest and most attrac-

tive Navy wives, Mrs. Richard is charmed with this

swift and effective method of "restyling”

her complexion— a 1-Minute Mask
with Pond’s Vanishing Cream.

When powder snags on my cheeks and nose—and when
my skin looks just haK-fresh, haK-hright . . .

I hide my face under a snowy 1-Minute Mask of

Pond’s Vanishing Cream,” says Mrs. Riehard.
”—Nothing shows but my eyes! Then for 60

seeonds I relax—while the Cream’s 'keratolytic’

action loosens and dissolves tiny powder-eatehing
flakes of chapped skin—and specks of imbedded
dirt, too! Then I tissue everything off—dean . . .

—And gloat over the heavenly effects of my
1-Minute Mask! My face looks cleaner and hghter

—and when I feel how much smoother the Mask
has made my skin, I know my make-up problems

are over. Powder goes on perfectly—and stays!”

Glamorous Mrs.l^charct sucjcjesfs:

"Give yourself a 1-Minute Mask 3 or 4
times a week—and on the other days, use

Pond’s Vanishing Cream for make-up foun-

dation. Just a very light film holds make-
up for ages!”

POND’S

Now there’s a glass^

shortage! Help save

glass and manpower
—buy one BIG jar o(

Pond’s instead of

several small ones.

TAKE A JOBI THE MORE WOMEN AT WORK—THE SOONER WE WlNl
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‘Broom... brush... mop... a work-out for

my poor hands! What upset me wasn’t just that

old saying: ‘A woman’s age shows in her hands’. .

.

But the work-coarsened look of my hands made me
feeZ— well, as old as the Old Gray Mare!”

MARE/

hands made

mejeeloldas the

OLD GRAY

“‘The Old Gray Mare, she ain’t what

she used to be !
’ And oh Lady, the same

was true of my hands! Their lovely white

softness. . .their smooth, flattering ‘young’

look... gone.' So rough, red...o/d-look-

\ng...now. I didn’t know what to do!”

“Then, lo and behold. worked...

Pacquins Hand Cream! A friend (a

nurse) told me how wonderful Pacquins

was for her hands. A nurse’s hands lead

a hard life . .
.
yet hers were smooth and

white. Now my hands—Pacquins-soft . .

.

white—feel and look ‘young’ again!”

Do your hands make you feel

older than your years?

• See for yourself if work-roughened,

old-looking hands don’t smooth out faster

...feel smoother Zonger.. .with Pacquins!

Originally formulated for doctors and

nurses, who wash their hands 30 to 40

times a day. Don’t despair over your hands

. . . try creamy, non -greasy Pacquins!

Use Pacquins for wrists, elbows, knees, and

ankles, too. It ivon’t rub off on clothes.

HAND CREAM
At any drug, department, W/ or ten-cent store

you wanted to try out for the movie role
i

of Claudia, A minute later you were read-] >

ing scenes from the play to her—and ten'
i

minutes later you looked up from your
I

emoting and caught her in a yawn. You
1

were so unnerved by this reaction that I

you promptly burst into tears . . . which
so unnerved the agent that she hastily
promised to have Mr. Selznick himself see
you the next afternoon at five. But you
didn’t believe her, and you sobbed miser-
ably all the way home.
So the next afternoon at five you were

clad in an old pair of slacks and were
shampooing your hair when the telephone
rang.
You almost collapsed from shock when

you heard it was Mr. Selznick’s office de-
|

manding to know where you were. “I’m
coming right away!” you managed to gasp

,

—and went into action.
j

l_| ASTILY you rinsed the soap from your
^

' • hair, jumped into a suit, seized a hair
^

brush, and called a taxi. All the way in to

New York (while the meter ticked up
ten dollars worth of mileage)

,
you brushed

your wet hair, and by the time you pulled
up before Mr. Selznick’s office it was dry, if

,

straight as a mop handle. Nevertheless,

'

Mr. Selznick was impressed by you and •

your readings—and two weeks later you
were under contract to him for many, I

many years.

The first two of them you spent still living

in New York with Big Bob, Little Bob and
Michael—while you took lessons in singing, :

dancing and drama. Then finally came the ,

summons to go West for “The Song Of Ber-
nadette.” You took the two little boys with
you, and you kissed Bob Sr. good-by in

Grand Central Station—five years after the
time you’d shaken hands in the same spot
at train time. You were both torn between
delirious happiness for you, and sadness
for yourselves; for, of course. Bob
couldn’t come with you. By this time he
was a steady (if unknown to the pub-

« lie) actor in radio, and he had to stick to

his job.

So when Hollywood lightning struck him,
fourteen days later, it was an unbelievable
miracle. He had been discovered by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer and was to play the part

of a sailor in “Bataan” . . . and, wonderful
and magical as that news was to you both,

what really mattered was that two weeks
after he’d said good-by to you in New i

York, you were saying hello to him in I

Hollywood. 1

In Hollywood, you remained you. You
were never seen without a glass of milk— '

two quarts a day being your quota. You
still demanded (and got) eight or nine t

hours’ sleep a night; and in your spare :

time away from your household and your
career, you still liked to listen critically 1

to your own recordings of recitations and i

play readings, to see how you sounded. :

As for your almost-five-year marriage— j

you still thought of it as you had al-

ways thought of it: as the most im-
portant thing in your life, and a never-
ending adventure. . . .

^ ^ ^

This was the way things were until

just a few weeks ago, Jennifer. You had

faced a marriage foundationed only in love,

certainly not in security; you had put

motherhood ahead of your beloved career

—and you never wavered from the faith

that when your time came to act, your
chance would come with it.

It did. With its coming, the whole coun-
try’s eyes were on you and your earned
success . . . and your marriage.
And now, now that you’ve read the

story of you and Bob, Jennifer, must it

end here? '

94
The End



My Favorite

Hollywood Mysteries

{Continued jrom page 37)

Or did she think it up herself one sunny
schoolday, never dreaming the time
would come when it would cause half the

world to wonder: Is it pronounced Betty,

or simply Bet?

6. “The Enigma of the Omitted Oscu-
lation.” Why, I ponder, does Fred As-
taire never kiss his leading lady? For
years there has been a legend in Holly-

wood to the effect that Mrs. Astaire pre-

ferred her husband’s lips never to touch

those of any heroine, even in the most
mercenary interests of the celluloid, but

I could never quite bring myself to be-

lieve that story. Yet there must be some
reason why Fred’s beautiful co-stars

never get closer to him than the em-
brace required by the rhumba and why,
if the script calls for a kiss, that scene

is always played behind a screen, beach
umbrella or very wide tree trunk. I think

in a recent picture I did see Astaire give

a girl a slight smacker, but it was hur-
ried and uninspired, more like a peck,

and bearing no resemblance to what you
would get from Clark Gable, Gary
Cooper, or Charles Boyer.

7. “The Case of the Puzzling Penman-
ship.” Maybe someone can tell me—and
if so don’t write, telegraph!—who is re-

sponsible for the handwriting shown in

screen close-ups. You know what I mean.
Ann Sheridan leaves home, pinning a note

on her pillow, and the director very

kindly permits the audience a thirty-

second gander at a neat, legible script

reading, “Dear Mom, I can’t stand it any
more in One Tree, Arkansas, so I am
leaving. Please forgive me. Helen.” Or
William Powell, in a tight spot in a

murder film, passes a note out the window
which says: “Help! Send police!” But I

can tell (you know how hep I am about
such things) that the writing is not Annie
Sheridan’s, nor is it Bill Powell’s, so

what I would like to know is—whose is

it? The writer can’t be just one person,

because the writing is never twice the

same. Could it be that the assignment is

tossed at random to any prop man or
grip or studio messenger who happens to

be walking by? Is it done by a board of

graphologists? Is there a forger in the

employ of M-G-M who can copy any
kind of handwriting from a bank clerk’s

to a dowager’s? Or does Central Casting
cast penmanship, too? I’d love to know.

8. “The Familiar Face Murders.” This
bit of bewilderment, which has haunted
me for some seasons, concerns the reason
why Hollywood’s beautifying experts
won’t learn that the best thing to do to

some faces is just to let them alone. It

was that way with the aforementioned
Bette Davis; when she first landed in the

screen colony they glamorized her and
peroxided her to the point where she be-
came just a watery ingenue, but after

she brushed them off she started hitting

her dramatic stride. Just imagine what
would have happened to Ingrid Bergman

who need an extra

income are invited to accept this amazing offer

to represent famous Fashion Frocks. Never has

the demand for these lovely dresses been so

great. Consequently, we need more reliable

women to demonstrate these exclusively styled

frocks at amazing low prices. Thousands of

women all over the country are now enjoying

this easy, dignified way to earn money in spare

time—$15, $18, $23 each week for a few

hours work. In addition they get their own
dresses Free of any cost. This opportunity is

open to you. No experience, no regular canvass-

ing necessary. And not one penny is required.

Send for

1 FREE Portfolio of j £ /jf y um i
many as

low as

^ YOU CAN START AT HOME ^

You just show this elaborate portfolio
of gorgeous dresses to friends, neigh-
bors and all women. They can’t resist

the glamorous styles, beautiful fabrics

and surprising values, and will gladly
give you their orders, which you
send to us. We deliver and collect.

And you get paid immediately.

KNOWN TO MILLIONS FREE
The beautiful line of Fash- The elaborate portfolio,

. ion Frocks for spring and together with plans for a
i summer, which we send brilliant success are sent
Bk FREE, is the last word in you without a penny of
Iji^ smart styles. They are au- cost. We will show how

thentic, having the ap- you can "enjoy for part
"

.ui'
provai of fashion editors, time work, as much as $2 3
and they are worn by many weekly, and besides get
prominent screen aaresses. your own stylish dresses
Fashion Frocks are adver- without any cost. Just mail
tised—known to millions, coupon for full details.

FASHION FROCKS, INC., Desk 73039, Cincinnati, Ohio

Mail coupon for offer^^m ^
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WHEN WEIGHING BABY (AND AT ALL OTHER TIMES), HOSPITALS GUARD INFANT AGAINST GERMS

Compare YOUR knowledge
Important to every mother; .4 leading medical journal ashed 6,000 physicians, including

most U. S. baby specialists, these vital questions about baby care. Read answers below:

it she’d let the beauticians do what tliey

wanted to do to change her face when
she made her first picture. Margaret Sul-
lavan had a battle, too, to keep them
from plastering her with the regulation
glamour mask. But the biggest victory of
all was won by Hedy Lamarr who—in the
face of the Hollywood hairdressers’ rock-
bound conviction that black hair will not
photograph at all and that every star
should have pink hair if she is unfortun-
ate enough not to be blonde—started a
whole vogue for dark tresses as soon as
her first talkie was released in America.

9. “The Profile Puzzle.” It will, I am
afraid, take a better sleuth than I or
Ellery Queen to uncover the real reason
why Claudette Colbert will permit only
one side of her face to be photographed
for the public. You can’t tell me it’s be-
cause the other side is homely. Maybe
Claudette is bewitched. Could it be that
a fairy godmother said to her, “You will
have good fortune and be a great star
in films, providing you never let James
Wong Howe or Clarence Bull or even
Hurrell take a snapshot of the right side
of your face?” Or maybe Claudette en-
joys having whole sets built and torn
down and rebuilt around her one eligible
profile. Maybe she just loves to watch
carpenters work.

QUESTION; “Do you favor the
use of oil on baby’s skin?”

ANSWER; 0^ er 93% of physicians said yes.

Hospitals advise the same (almost all hospi-

tals use Mennen Oil—because it’s antiseptic).

QUESTION; “Should oil be used
after every diaper change?”

ANSWER; 3 out of 4 physicians said yes. (Anti-

septic oil helps prevent diaper rash caused by
action of germs in contact with wet diapers).

QUESTION; “Should oil be used
all over baby’s body daily?”

ANSWER; 3 out of 4 physicians said yes— helps

prevent dryness, chafing. (Most important—
antisepticoil helps protect skin against germs).

10. “The Case of the Balding Bachelor.”
I would like some clever deducer to
figure out why no belle has been able
to lasso Edgar Bergen into the matri-
monial knot. In a town where people
marry at the drop of a hat or even of
a suggestion, this personable, intelligent,
witty fellow has managed- to escape wed-
lock or even, seemingly, the temptation
thereto. It certainly can’t be that he’s a
girl-hater—my own eyes have observed
him enjoying the proximity of some very
pretty dishes and it was obvious on each
occasion that the experience was causing
him no pain. But none of the lasses, how-
ever delicious, has managed to steer
Edgar to within sniffing distance of an
orange blossom. Could Charlie McCarthy
be at the bottom of the mystery, as well
as the trunk?

THOSE are my top ten favorite myster-
* ies, but naturally there are others.
When insomnia clutches me in the small
cold hours it is usually because I am
asking myself, “Why does Kay Francis
still talk baby talk? Why do producers
keep casting Betty Grable in Gay Nine-
ties films when she’s as streamlined as a
helicopter? Why don't movie actors ever
get a busy signal when they dial a tele-

phone? Why does V/alter Pidgeon ever
have trouble getting the girl when mil-
lions of women fall in a dead faint at the
very utterance of his name? Why is it

that when a member of the Gestapo shoots
at an English spy he always misses him
by a kilometer, whereas any United Na-
tions agent, aiming over his shoulder on
the run, can nail a Nazi right through the
heart? Why are they bringing back Clara
Bow? What has Red Skelton got that

chases me right out of theaters even on
rainy days?”
And Perry Mason thinks he has

troubles!

The End.

QUESTION: “Up to what age
should oil be used on baby?”

ANSWER; Physicians said, on average, “Con-
tinue using oil until baby is over 6 months
old!’ Many advised using oil up to 18 months.

ANSWER: 4 out of 5 physicians said baby oil should be antiseptic. Only one widely-sold baby oil is

antiseptic— il/earaen. Helps check harmful germs, thus helps prevent prickly heat, diaper rash,

impetigo, other irritations. Hospitals find Mennen is mildest, safest, keeps baby’s skin smoothest.

Special ingredient soothes itching, smarting. Use the best for your baby—Mennen Antiseptic Oil.



Irrepressible Ryan

(Continued from page 58) a heap at the
thought of the jitterbugging Marine. It was
too much for her to bear all at one time.
“Excuse this screen make-up,” she

begged without one single, solitary breath
between sentences. “After shooting today,
I was redecorating my studio dressing
room and didn’t have time to take it oh.
We’re repainting the walls—Gwen Carter
and I.” The arms tore through space to

indicate the wall space covered. “Gwen is

Don’s girl, you know. That’s why I’m
late. On account of Gwen. She and Don
had a tiff, just one of those things. Gwen
said, ‘Look, now, Peggy, I’m driving home
with you. No matter what Don says I’m
driving home with you.’ So I started home
with Gwen in my car and there at the
studio gate stood Don waiting, so I started
to drive on past, of course, and then Gwen
squealed to stop and I told her to get out
now because she knew she was going home
with him anyway, and I was late and I

couldn’t wait for those two to make up.
So she did. The walls are a lovely color.”
One minute later she was on to the

butterfly dance she did for the Elks Lodge
in San Diego.

“I did the whole thing with my back to
the audience,” she said.

“Why?” we asked. “Is there something
in the Elks bylaws, or

—

”

“No, no, I was only two years and nine
months old,” she explained. “I’ve never
turned my back to an audience since.
“Then, when I was eight and dancing

pretty good,” she went on, “Mommy
begged Daddy to let me try Hollywood.
He was superintendent of service at the
El Cortez Hotel in San Diego and didn’t
want to give up his job so he agreed we
should try it a year.”

SN DISTANCE, it’s a mere 150 miles or
8 so from San Diego to Hollywood. In
every other respect the towns are a mil-
lion miles apart. The Ryans, mother and
daughter, made that discovery. Peggy en-
rolled at the Hollywood Professional
School and with her mother took a small
and inexpensive apartment about as light
and cheery as a gopher hole. And then
came “the awful discovery,” as Peggy calls
it. All the kids trying to storm movies,
they discovered, were dream dolls. Golden
curls, blue eyes, dimpled knees. Peggy’s
pipe-stem legs, that bowed in the middle,
were plain ridiculous. Her thin, shape-
less little body and Irish face were about
as alluring as a one-eyed caterpillar. No
one ever stopped and patted her on the
head with, “My, what a pretty child. You
should be in pictures.”
But she could dance. With a finger

placed on one cheek and feet going it like
mad she did the best Eleanor Powell imi-
tation going the rounds and Eleanor, then
the newest rage, had plenty of imitators.
In fact, they heard about Peg and her
dance down at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
where Eleanor was under contract, and
sent for her. First thing she knew she
was in Eleanor’s next picture and had
telephoned Dad to throw up his job and

,
come at once. She had a contract. For
how long? Oh, gee, seven years or a
million years maybe. She wasn’t sure
exactly.

As it turned out, she wasn’t even in long
enough to make that picture. Someone

!
who thought the too clever tapping of little

' Peg might be competition for Eleanor

Keep fhe cosf of living down—support
i rationing. Black Market racketeers are

I Axis racketeers—support rationing
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“ISN’T THIS salad a 'beaut’! I call it my
'Coolerator Special’ because all the

fresh vegetables with which it was made
were kept fresh in my Coolerator untU
ready to use. That’s why Coolerator is

the best refrigerator we have ever had
—it keeps fresh foods fresh longer!

“COOIERATOR’S 4-way circulation of
washed air uses ice in a new way. And
we always have plenty of pure, taste-

free ice for beverages and salads. Vita-

mins are protected, food odors do the
disappearing act . . . there’s never any
need for covered dishes.

“MY FAMIIY loves ice-hox raids and our
new Coolerator is large enough to ac-

commodate the entire family. We never
worry about repair bills because there’s

nothing to get out of order. And Cool-
erator’s beautiful cabinet is so easy to

keep clean and sparkling with a damp
cloth. Absolutely silent too, of course,

because there are no moving parts.”

WHAT A BARGAIN—only $72.75*! Although
busy with war work, Coolerator has ad-
ditional capacity for making this new
refrigerator which fully meets WPB re-

quirements. See your Coolerator dealer,

or ice company today, or
writeThe CooleratorCom- $T075
pany. Dept. 53, Duluth, #
Minnesota. *F. o. b. duluth

SAVE WITH COOLERATOR AND BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
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• New York

"Hello, Honey— we need some help with your
dream man—better hurry and get that DUART
Permanent . .

.
yes, and add some glamour glow

with DUART RINSE!"

PROVED, millions of times . . . the long last-

ing beauty of a Duort Permanent Wave.

NOW, more COLOR with Duart Liquid Rinse.

At your beauty salon

ask for a Duart Wave and Rinse.

ruled her out. She was tasting the bitter

brew of Hollywood success and at such
an early age!

THREE months later her name was up in
' bright lights with all the biggest stars of

Hollywood—at an Actors’ Fund Benefit
She did her dance well and it did well by
her, too, for George Murphy remembered
Peggy when the Universal picture “Top
Of The Town” came along and sent for her
Peggy was the little girl wonder who

i

danced a duet with Murphy in that pictrure.

Charles Rogers, head of Universal, had
a talk with Peggy after that. “You’re
cute and a swell dancer,” he said, “but
right now we’re busy with another little

girl called Edna Mae Durbin. If she
doesn’t pan out we’ll send for you.” They
didn’t send for Peggy. Edna Mae grew
into Deanna Durbin and there was noth-
ing Peggy could do about that.

Next came the call for a little girl to

play in the picture “The Women Men
Marry,” “I’ll look glamorous if it kills me,’"

Peggy determined and, donning her best

stiff taffeta dress and curling her hair into

a frizz, she reported to the studio. The cast-
ing room was full of bedraggled, miser-
able-looking offspring. The part, it seems,
called for a poor little wretch to cry all

through the picture.

“There I was,” Peggy says, “amongst a
lot of rugged individualists looking the
part while I looked like Little Lord Faunt-
leroy’s sister.” But she got the part
She wept swell. In fact, she was instantly

typed as a perpetual weeper and, after

that, cried all through “Wrong Way Cor-
rigan” and “Grapes Of Wrath.”
“Now this has got to stop,” she told her

family one evening. “I’ve wept my last

tear. I’m going on the stage to get away
from this vale of sorrows. I’m wading in,”

“Meet The People” was being rehearsed
at the time and Peggy applied for a job
She lied a little about her age as she
wasn’t yet sixteen. But she got the job
She camouflaged her figure a bit, too, un-
til one night in the midst of a dance with
Buddy Pepper, a certain portion of

Peggy’s glamour slipped out of place. It

was terribly embarrassing. Especially

since Bill Orr, the boy she worshiped,
saw the whole horrible thing.

’The show went on the road, she learned
new steps and rhythms, got engaged to

Johnny Peterson and broke it, and when
the show hit New York for a six-months’
run she got engaged again to Charley
Peck III. She broke that, too. It’s so hard
at sixteen to know one’s own mind, she
thinks. But with Ray now, well, that’s

different. She’s been engaged to Ray,
whom she met jitterbugging on a movie
set, for two whole years.

“I love him,” she said. Her right arm
almost swept the lamp from the table. The
left arm swung through the air with the
greatest of ease.

A CERTAIN little kid she’d met in New^ York tramping the streets begging for

a chance was back in Hollywood by the
time Peggy returned to her native state

|

His name was Donald O’Connor. His par- I

ents and Peggy’s parents had been vaude-
^

villians and both kids had been born with
|

the urge to get ahead in their profession
|

They knew so young the misery of no)
|

getting there as they now know the joy I

of success, and it took a little thing called 1

“What’s Cookin’?” to start it all. Don had
||

a small part in that film and in there
|

among the Jivin’ Jacks and Jills was a !i

little Irish kid called Ryan, doing her I

Keep the cost of living down—observe
ji

ceiling prices. When incomes go up,
j,

prices go up—help keep them down,
|



darnedest to get noticed and howling when
she didn’t.

“Private Buckaroo” and “Give Out,
Sister” followed. Don and Peggy were
slowly emerging from their shells into

something not unlike a team of fireflies

that jittered and flashed and danced and
clowned in perfect synchronization. The
studio was quick to catch the idea that
here was the perfect screen twosome.
Youth’s own answer to youth’s demands.
Once the idea was recognized it was put
into action. Speed was gathered and the
ball got rolling for Ryan and O’Connor in

“Get Hep To Love,” “It Comes Up Love,”
“Johnny Comes Marching Home,” “Mister
Big,” “This Is The Life,” “Top Man,” “Chip
Off The Old Block,” “Patrick The Great,”
“Hello Boys,” in which Peg and Don join

a parade of big names and, now in produc-
tion, “The Merry Monahans,” with Jack
Oakie.
This will be perhaps the last picture

Don will make before going into the Army.
Peggy will go ahead on her own until Don
gets back.
The fact that Peggy’s only been allowed

to get Donald once in all that string of

pictures gets her goat and hurts her vanity,

too. “What am I? A ghoul?” she demands.
“I’m not so bad-looking I can’t get a
beau. What’s more, my fans write and
tell me so.”

“There’s only one thing that kinda spoils

our friendship a little,” Peggy says. “Don
always spits for luck before every scene
with me and, gee, where’s the romance
in that?”
Sometimes between pictures Peggy goes

back to San Diego to see her Grandpa
Skelley, who owns a grocery store. Peg
will get behind the counter and wait on
the customers that, for some reason, turn
into service men all of a sudden. The
way business booms is a caution.

“Can’t understand it,” Grandpa Skelley
says, scratching his head. “Biggest week
in a long time.”

THE camera must be jealous of little Ryan.
“ Off screen she’s as pretty as a picture,

all ninety-five pounds of her in a size

eight frock. A size nine has to be taken in

in places to fit properly. Hot fudge sun-
daes down at the Farmer’s Market fail to

put a pound on her. No wonder, with all

that leaping about.

With her mother and daddy and Hamish,
the Scottie dog, she lives in a little house
(Peg redid the walls herself with gestures)

on Cahuenga Boulevard. She has one
ambition—to save her money and buy a
home for her parents. Brother Mike, an
Air Cadet, is married and has a baby.

“I’m an aunt,” Peggy cries, her feet

flying up. “Gee, it’s wonderful.”
Frilly things like fancy nighties and

practical things like linen and china are
going into her hope chest. She has to

struggle hard against using the prettiest

things right now. She wants to have
everything ready when the war is over
and she marries Ray. “I don’t believe in
getting married while he’s away,” she
says. “Of course, right now he’s stationed
at San Diego, but he’ll be going out soon.

“We get along pretty swell, too, but,

darn it, every time we decide to set a good
example to Don and Gwen and be sweet
and understanding we end up in a fight.

“Know why I really love Ray?” she
asked on her way out. “It’s because he
has powder-blue eyes.”

And then she grinned. That Ryan grin
is worth its weight in solid gold!

The End

Keep the cost of living down—buy War
Bonds. Fight for the boys at the

front—buy War Bonds.

time.
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My work isn’t

slowed down by

Absentee
Hands!

Copyright, 1944,

by Lehn & Pink
Products Corp.,
Bloomheld. N. J.

To hasten the return

of your service man, our

plant is making ammuni-

tion fuzes. So if your

favorite store is tempora-

rily out of Hinds lotion,

please be patient. ^

Hinds

Beauty Bargain!

Only 49^ * for

regular 50^ size

Hinds lotion . .

.

PLUS 25^ size

Hinds Complete
Facial—cieznser,

softener, pow*
der base in one!

iiiki. Limited

H/IWDS
BEFORE WORK— housework or factory

work— always use Hinds Honey and

Almond Fragrance Cream. Tests prove

that dirt washes off faster . . . hands wash

up cleaner, whiter looking! Hinds skin-

softeners help guard against risk of irri-

tation and "Absentee Hands.”

AFTER WORK— and after every wash-

up— use Hinds again. Even one applica-

tion comforts rough, tender hands . . .

gives red, chapped skin a softer, whiter

look. Benefits skin abused by work or

weather. On sale at toilet-goods counters.
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Your choice of these delightful Fragrances:—
Garden Bouquet; Forest Pine; Spring Morning

The 1944 vogue:

BATHASWEET

Triple-Thrill Bathing
Your bath should be a luxurious experi-

ence. Three things will make it just that

1. Before bathing, add Bathasweet to your
tub. Softens and perfumes the bath; gives

It greater cleansing power
.
soothes nerves

2. While bathing, use Bathasweet Soap. It

gives a rich, billowy, creamy lather such as

i^you don t get from ordinary soaps

3 Alter the bath, use Bathasweet Talc
Mitt It's the final touch of refreshment
and daintiness

Bathasweet also makes 5 alternative prod-
ucts: Foam Bath, Shower Mitt and Cologne.

BATHASWEET
Talc Mitt

In a minute
MINIT-RUB begins 3-way action on cold distress

'EED, MOTHER! Minit-Rub hurries relieving action soothes raspy local

lief from cold distress three fast irritation.

tys! Rub it on chest and back. „ .

.

3. IMMEDIATELY Minit-Rub s active

IN A MINUTE, Minit-Rub stimu- menthol vapors ease that nasal-

tes circulation, brings a sensation stuffiness feeling. Mother, it’s amaz-

heat. That swiftly helps relieve iogly quick relief for both children

rface aches! and grown-ups! Greaseless! Stain-

less! Won’t harm linens! Get it now
at your druggist’s.3. QUICKLY Minit-Rub’s pain

PARENTS'
.MAGAZINE,
|kCOHSUM£tljj'

FAST 3-WAY RELIEF FROM COLD DISTRESS

j

What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 61) good deal of
time around the house. He tells me how
to cook, when and why. Nothing I do is

ever quite as well done as his wife used
to do it, or his daughter does it. He reads
my mail unless I burn the letters the
instant I read them, and he listens to
telephone conversations on the upstairs
extension.
However, when he returns from his visit

—every six months—with his daughter in
another state, he brings all of us presents.
There are good things about him and bad

things, which is natural, I suppose. For a
short time after his wife’s death he lived
in an apartment alone and nearly died of
loneliness and misery. He didn’t eat prop-
erly and he took no care of minor infec-
tions and colds.

My husband became so worried that he
said Dad must never be alone again.
But sometimes I have to bite off the tip

of my tongue to keep from telling him to
get out and stay out. If I have to punish
one of the children, he goes to the neigh-
bors and says I am abusive. He tells every-
one how much I pay for my clothes.
My husband and I have practically never

had a word, except over his father. And
lately it has grown worse. There must
be a constructive way out of this mess but !

I’m so close to it that I can’t think straight.

Can you think of some sensible course
of action?

Mrs. Perry F. <

Dear Mrs. F:
Apparently your father-in-law is, at

!

heart, something^ of a busybody. Add to
,j

his natural inclination the fact that he

\

has too much leisure on his hands and
|

the result is a very uncomfortable situa- '

tion. I

It seems to me that the first thing is

to find something for this man to do. He
i

seems to have a great deal of energy.
Since there is definitely a manpower
shortage at present, there are undoubtedly

.

a great many positions that would be open
to a man even though he is of advanced

|

years. Your local 11. S. Employment Office
might possibly find a job, full or part-

time, for him.
Even presuming that he has ample

means and doesn’t need the money, still

he should have some occupation. If he
has affairs of his own to discuss, he won’t
have so intense an interest in what you
are doing.

I wish I could honestly advise you to

look for a room for him outside of your
home but close in the neighborhood, and
then let him have his meals with you and
spend his evenings with your husband .

'

But there might be definite hazards about
such a plan in his particular case and you i

would never forgive yourself if something
went wrong. It seems to me the wisest

procedure would be for you to have a
heart-to-heart talk with him; explain with-
out rancor the very real problem you are :

having to work out with yourself and
\

frankly ask his help in mending some of
his ways that bother you so much. If you
are careful not to make him feel too much
in the tvrong, but, putting it on the basis

of your own personal “peculiarities,” ap-
pear to share with him some of the fault, ;

you may well be pleasantly surprised at

his reactions.

As you have said, this is a delicate
problem. I hope you are able to work
it out satisfactorily.

Claudette Colbert.

Keep fhe cost of living down—buy only

what you need. Make what you

have last longer—avoid waste.
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Dear Miss Colbert:
I am only nineteen and I have a won-

derful boy friend now serving in the Army
overseas.
A while back I became involved with a

married man. I was lonely, didn’t want to

date single men because they represented
competition to my boy friend, and the in-

vitations to fun without entanglements
sounded wonderful.
My boy friend has heard of this and has

quit me cold. I’ve written again and again,

making explanations and asking his for-

giveness, but he doesn’t answer my letters.

What can I do? I feel as if the world
has started to spin backward.

Bettijane M.
Dear Miss M;
Of course the first thing you must do

is to admit to yourself that you have
made a mistake. However, as there was
nothing improper in your relationship
with this man, you shouldn’t reproach
yourself too bitterly.

!\ow you must square your jaw and
enter a new phase of your life. If you are
working during the day, you might go tn

night school to study a language. Spanish
or French. You will meet new people in

that way.
If you aren’t working, you should try

to become a lYurse’s Aide, as competent
and serious workers of this type are badly
needed.

After you have changed your activities

entirely and feel that you have something
new to tell your ex-boy friend, you might
write one friendly, chatty letter, describ-
ing your experiences. If he answers, you
may be able to start your friendship again.
But if you still hear nothing from him,
I should think you would do tvell to call

the whole thing over and done with,
Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
My problem deals with my wife. We

were married in January, 1942, after hav-
ing known one another for three months.
At the time I was 4F because of a heart
condition and that is still my classification.

My wife left me and returned to her
mother’s home, which is about two thou-
sand miles from here, in May after we had
been married just four months. We didn’t

argue, but we didn’t agree on anything.
Last week I received a letter from her

saying that she is ready to come back to

me and settle down. She felt that she
married too young, but now she wants me
to send her carfare so she can start our
marriage over again.

What I would like to know is, should I

send for her? Should I begin our marriage
again when I still have that secret little

hate for her because she refused to wait
until I was doing better? Should I let

her come back when I know that I will

never be in love with her again?
Belden H.

Dear Mr. H:
This is the sort of problem for tvhich

it is extremely difficult to supply a con-
structive suggestion. The crux of the
situation is your attitude, and no one
knows your own feeling as well as you do.

Sometimes it is possible for either of
the marriage partners to be thoroughly
exasperated with the other, yet still love
the offender.

It is true that your wife at twenty might
not have realized the responsibilities of
marriage. After having been home, she
may have discovered that the position of
pampered daughter is no longer as pre-
cious as she thought it was. She may be
ready to assume her position as your wife

Keep the cosf of living down—don't
profiteer. Don't ask for higher wages—

the Army pays $50 a month.

C//m&uca!d BEAUIY FAVORITE
Why have women bought over

25 million HAMPDEN POWD'^-BASE

sticks? Because it does more for

their complexion than any other

make-up foundation.

NEVER CAUSES DRY SKIN

Helps hide lines, blemishes.

• it really does!

Makes powder cling indefinitely.

• it really does!

Gives a smooth, youthful appear-
1

ance.

• it really does!

HAMPDEN'S powder base is the cream stick that really spreads evenly and

cleanly ... is applied directly to your face, without water or sponge . . .

won’t dry out your skin! Try it— and you’ll have lovely make-up always.

POUJD'
Buy Bonds FIRST

Ifyouwant amore
youthfullyradiant

CLEARER'TOP'SKIN'

Observe how that tired, weary look seems
to vanish. How much firmer, smoother,

clearer your skin appears—with a youthful

enchanting bloom-a bewitching radiance

that is positively devastating. Blackheads
are easily loosened. Enlarged pore open-
ings temporarily reduced.

Used weekly—Hopper’s White Clay Pack
helps you maintain a heavenly smooth,
clear, radiant “Top-Skin” beauty thruout
the years. At all cosmetic counters.

Help Deflake Dried Up Aging

Skin Cells To Reveal

Fresh Under-Skin Beauty!

A “defiaking” process must con-
stantly take place in your skin if

your under-skin beauty is to be

revealed in all its youthfully radi-

ant, clear freshness.
And here’s one of the most ef-

fective and quickest ways to help hasten
this process along— EDNA WALLACE
HOPPER’S WHITE CLAY PACK.

Helps You Look Your

Dazzling Best On Short Notice

Just spread Hopper’s White Clay Pack over
your face and throat. It gives you the same
massage-like effects of an expensive facial.

Wash off when dry (takes only 8 minutes).
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II America pays tribute to the girls /

who are doing their bit in the war effort/

... in the service and on the home front.

And we re proud that Flame-Glo does its bit to

keep them beautiful! The high standards of

lo Lipstick have made it a favorite every-

here; though the quanuty is limited, the

itahiy has never been lowered! Featured

^ in 10c and 25c sizes, with matching

Rouge and Face Powder at 10c each.

JUMBO

SIZE

lIPSTtCK

25i

ame-

S-WAY COMFORT
from functional distress of “dreaded days”!

CRAMPS—Midol contains an exclusive ingre-

dient to relax muscles, relieve the typical

spasmodic pain.

HEADACHE—A secondM idol ingredient gives

further comfort, swiftly soothing “menstrual”

headache.

“BLUES”—Midol’s third ingredient, a mild

stimulant, picks you up—helps chase those

menstrual “blues.”

RELIEVES ALL 3 KINDS OF FUNCTIONAL MENSTRUAL

Take Midol at the first sign of oncoming
suffering. It contains no opiates—should
provide fast, effective comfort if you have
no organic disorder needing special medi-
cal or surgical care. All drugstores.

MIDOL
SUFFERING

/S^uoranteed by ^
I Good Housekeeping i

'.fat .
"'soen'ii at

and make a success of it.

However, if you are convinced that you
actually dislike her and that love between
you is impossible, it would be quite wrong
for you to let her come back. However,
don't forget that almost every married
couple has had an experience similar to
yours during the first year or two of life

together. That's where we get our humor-
ous expression, “home to mother.” Mar-
riage is a sacred enough responsibility to
warrant every effort to make it endure.
Your wife has swallowed her pride and
has done her share in asking to come
back to you. Do you think you should do
yours?

Claudette Colbert,
Dear Miss Colbert:

I love John very much and he feels the
same about me. I have known him for
seven years and we have “gone steady”
for two, so I’m certain it’s the real thing
I am twenty-one and he is ten years older.

John didn’t marry when he was younger
because he had his mother and father to

support. When they were gone he wanted
freedom and fun for a while, then we met
and he wanted to settle down.
My mother represents our problem. She

has been ill, off and on, for the past three
years. I do not know whether she will
ever be completely well again, John
doesn’t believe a marriage has much
chance to succeed if the mother-in-law
lives with her daughter and son-in-law,
but I don’t see how we could afford to
keep Mother in an apartment of her own
Nor do I believe it would be safe as hei
illness comes by “spells.” She has a
definite daughter-complex and wants to go
everywhere with me.
John really loves me. Miss Colbert. No

one could be kinder or more understand-
ing or unselfish, but if I can’t marry him
I suppose I should break off our engage-
ment—much as I love and adore him. We
have talked the matter over many times,
but never seem to come to any conclusion
What can I do?

Gabrielle R.
Dear Miss R:

It has always seemed to me that the
most important thing to realize in these
mother-daughter or mother-son tangles i

that the children are responsible, natu-
rally, for the physical well-being of an
ailing parent. There are certain definite
duties to be fulfilled.

But I also believe that children have a
right to full and unhampered emotional
lives of their own.
By all means you and John should

marry. To make this possible, you should
talk it over with your mother and find
out whether she wants to take a small
apartment next to the one you and John
will occupy, or whether she would prefet
to live in a guest house. In any case, she
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equipment included. 45th year. Send coupon now I
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Dept. 183, 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago 11. 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
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‘Cash And Carry”
Without Painful Backache

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits pobon-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puflSness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
Iddneys or bladder.

Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan’s PiUa,
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should be kept near you and she should
be made to feel that you want to ^tvr

her every consideration while living your
own life.

In case you are working, I believe you
should continue to do so, in order that

your mother will not be a burden to your
husband. After all, your mother is your
responsibility, not his.

it should be clearly understood by your
mother that a certain number of evenings
each week belong to your husband and
a certain number belong to her. She may
not like this, hut if she can he given new
interests she will soon cease to depend so
much upon you.
A little effort, a good deal of tact, and

a firm determination should bring hap-
piness to all three of you.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I kept company with a girl for four years,

thinking all the time that we would even-
tually be married. This summer a sailor

busted the whole affair up because of his

uniform.
After the sailor went back to his ship,

this girl started keeping company with a
married man who has a family. This man
happened to be an employee of the same
firm for whom this girl worked. Their
affair finally became so blatant that she
was discharged.

All this time I have tried to stand by
her, thinking she would come to her
senses, but my appeals have gone un-
answered.
Her reputation has suffered terribly and

people have started to look down upon her.

I still love her, though, and I want her to

come back to me. Do you feel I am fool-

ish, and that she has changed entirely from
the sweet person she used to be?

Leroy B.

Dear Mr. B;
It seems to me that the first thing to

remember in a case of this kind is that a

girl who makes one mistake will not nec-

essarily make the same mistake again.

It is quite possible that this girl will

abruptly come to her senses and realise

what frightful damage she has done to

her chances for future happiness. That
being the case, she would have learned
her lesson and you would have no cause
to distrust her; sometimes the girls who
have had to learn the bitterest lessons

make the best wives.

However, why don’t you make an effort

to go out with other girls? It may he
that you would meet someone far more
suitable than she seems to he. Some other
girl might appreciate your gallantry and
return the affection and respect that you
deserve.

Claudette Colbert.

Pecide for yourself

whom you'd like to see

in a color portrait

in Photoplay

Just fill in the coupon below and send it

to the Color Portrait Editor, Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd St., New York City

\J woulJ, like to- see a, colot potttmt
j

^pkoto^lm^

J
ANE watched her handsome hus-
band, in his lieutenant’s uniform,
disappear through the gates of
Track 7. Her brave smile van-

ished as the ache in her heart became
unbearable.

Saying goodbye to Tom always
meant a heartache, but this time the
pain was far greater. Something had
spoiled their precious reunion . . .

something she couldn’t understand.
He seemed almost glad to be leaving
her ... he was so aloof and silent . . .

Doctors know that too many wom-
en still do not have up-to-date infor-

mation about certain physical facts.

And too many who think they know
have only half-knowledge. So they
still rely on ineffective or dangerous
preparations.

You have a right to know about
the important medical advances
made during recent years in connec-
tion with this intimate problem.
They affect every woman’s health
and happiness.

And so, with the cooperation of
doctors who specialize in women’s
medical problems, the makers of
Zonite have just published an au-
thoritative new book, which clearly
explains the facts. {See free book

offer below.)

You SHOULD, however, be warned
here about two definite threats to
happiness. First, the danger of infec-

tion present every day in every wom-
an’s life. Second, the most serious
deodorization problem any woman has
. . . one which you may not suspect.
And what to use is so important.
That’s why you ought to know about
Zonite Antiseptic.

Used in the douche (as well as for

a simple every-day routine of exter-
nal protection) Zonite is both anti-
septic and deodorant. Zonite de-
odorizes, not by just masking, but
by actually destroying odors. Leaves
no lasting odor of its own.

Zonite also kills immediately all

germs and bacteria on contact. Yet
contains no poisons or acids. No
other type of liquid antiseptic-ger-
micide is more powerful, yet so safe.

Your druggist has Zonite.

The story of a wife who longed for

love . . . the story of a husband

who longed to give it ... A story

that will help you understand

many a marriage failure!

For Every Woman’s
Most Serious Deodorant Problem

FREE
BOOK

Just Published

Reveals new
findings every
woman should

know about

!

This new, frankly-written book reveals up-to-date findings about an
intimate problem every woman should understand. Sent in plain

envelope. Mail coupon to Dept. 944-J, Zonite Products Corpora-

tion, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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Extra work these days! See
how quickly Medicated
Noxzema helps heal weather-
beatenhands andcbappedlips.

Scores of war workers write
praising Noxzema; it’s so
^rand for work-roughened»
irritated, chapped hands.

NOXZEMA
War is tough on hands! Ser-
vicemen swear by Noxzema—
it brings such quick, soothing
relief, helps heal painfully
cracked, chapped skin.

Keep a jar of Noxzema in the
kitchen. See how quickly it

cools, soothes, relieves the
pain of minor burns, promotes
faster healing, too.

• Nurses were among the first

to discover how grand Nox-
zema is for chapped, rough
hands. Actual tests show it

does more than soothe the

irritated skin; it helps heal the

tiny cracks — often shows
definite improvement in 24
hours! Try Noxzema for your

hands! At all drug counters.

35^,50;! and $1.
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Can't Sit or Stand Still ?
Are there times when you are Wakeful, Restless and Irrita<>

ble? These discomforts, as well as Headache, and Digestive
disturbances, may be caused by Nervous Tension. DR. MILES NERVINE helps to

.relax Nervous Tension. Get it at your drug store in liquid or effervescent tablets. Read

directions and use only as directed. Effervescent tablets 35c and 75c, liquid 25c and $ 1.00»

5-Day Underarm Pads

Fashion begins with daintiness

. . . the loveliest clothes in

the world mean nothing if you
aren’t positively sure of being

dry and odorless under the arms.
With practical 5*day underarm
PADS (little circlets of lotionized

cloth) quickly whisked under
your arms . . , you’ll know

you’re the most perfectly

groomed, most fashionable

woman of the day 1
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See Here, Private Hargrove!

(Continued from page 49) to do another.
“Come on, Esty,” Mulvehill called across

Hargrove impatiently. “We don’t want to
be late.”

“All right,” Esty said. To Hargrove he
confided, “There’s a USO dance tonight
and Mulvehill’s going to sell some tickets.”
“But the dance is free,” Hargrove said.
A little self-consciously, Mulvehill ex-

plained. “Some of the boys don’t know
that. And anyway, they shouldn’t get too
much for nothing.”
“How much are you charging?”
“Only a quarter. And the beauty of it

is
—

”

“—they don’t have to pay you until the
first payday,” Hargrove finished. “I know.”
Just before the barracks emptied for the

USO dance, a corporal came in with a
handful of mail, and there was a scramble
from which Hargrove emerged clutching
a long envelope. When he opened it, a.

slip of paper fluttered out. Mulvehill saw
it and his eyes bulged.
“Hmm,” Hargrove said nonchalantly,

glancing at the check. “That much, eh?”
“A check?” Mulvehill asked eagerly,

“How much?”
“Oh—enough,” Hargrove replied, putting

it in his wallet. “It’s from the paper, foi
that story I sent them.” He unfolded the
letter from the managing editor and read
it to himself. “Dear Hargrove,” it said
“The piece was punk, but the paper feeL?
it ought to help support you for a while
yet. Enclosed find check for three dollars.”
Aloud, he said, “They think it’s a mas-

terpiece.”

Mulvehill and Esty were gazing at him
in open-mouthed respect.
“Hargrove—” Mulvehill began; then, feel*

ing that this was perhaps too formal ait

address, began over again, “Buddy, of
course you know that my joshing abouii
your writing ability was just kidding.”

“Yeah, Hargrove,” Esty seconded him.
But Private Hargrove was no longer

listening. With the air of a man who thinks
great thoughts, he went back to his cot,

picked up his typewriter and gazed into
space. The News was going to get another
three-dollar masterpiece.
Two hours later, when he’d finished th®

story, he went out to mail it in the box
outside the Service Club. The dance was
still going on, but a few people were leav -

ing, getting onto the Fayetteville bus which
stood at the curb. All at once, Hargrov®
recognized Mulvehill and Esty. They wer«
talking to the most beautiful girl he’d ever
seen. As he watched, she smiled, waved
to Mulvehill and Esty, and jumped lightly

into the bus, which pulled away.
Hargrove hurried over to the other two

soldiers. “Say, who’s the girl?” he asked
“The girl?” Mulvehill said. “Oh—the

girl. Why, she’s
—

” Suddenly his manner
lost its vagueness. “She’s one of the girls'

that works for the new Date Bureau me
’n’ Esty are organizin’. Cute, ain’t she?”
“Date Bureau?” Hargrove asked, and

Mulvehill explained. It was one of hi?

better ideas, he felt. He’d spent the eve-
ning lining up girls who lived in Fayette-
ville. For the payment of a small fee to

the Fort Bragg Date Bureau, Inc., any
soldier in Fort Bragg could have a date
“Fix me up with that girl,” demanded

Hargrove.
“Well, she’s our most popular number

and it’ll cost you quite a bit
—

”

“Who cares about money at a time like

this?” Hargrove said—and then, warily, he

Keep the cost of living down—pay taxes

willingly. Pay the taxes your

country needs
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added, “How much?”
Five dollars, it seemed, was the Bureau’s

regular charge for a Saturday-night date

with this particular girl. After a moment
of shock, Hargrove paid it.

O N Saturday night, Mulvehill and Esty
took Hargrove to Fayetteville, bought

some flowers and candy for him to give

his date (Mulvehill said payday would be
time enough to pay for them) and de-
posited him in front of a respectable-
looking frame residence on a quiet street.

“All right,” Mulvehill said. “Her name’s
Carol Holliday. And don’t be too surprised
if she’s a little stand-offish at first. Re-
member, she’s a very high-class babe.”
“Okay, okay,” Hargrove said impatiently.

Leaving the other two standing at the

curb, he marched up and rang the bell.

The door was opened by a pleasant-look-
ing, middle-aged man.
“Good evening, sir,” Hargrove said po-

litely. “I am calling on Miss Holliday.”

The middle-aged man seemed surprised,

but he held the door open. “Is Carol
expecting you, Mr.—er

—
” he said as Har-

grove entered.
“Private Marion Hargrove, sir. And yes,

sir, she is.”

The man pursed his lips and shrugged
his shoulders; then he called upstairs,

“Carol! Private Hargrove to see you!”
Hargrove was sitting in the chintzy liv-

ing room, clutching his flowers and candy,
when Carol Holliday came downstairs. He
gasped. Her eyes were a deep-sea blue.

Her hair was like—like night with star-
gleams in it.

He stood up and bowed. “Good eve-
ning, Miss Holliday,” he said.

“Why—good evening. You wanted to see
me about something?”

LJ E stepped closer and held out the flow-^ ers and candy, and automatically she
took them. “I’m your date,” he said sunnily.
“Why—thank you,” she said, and jumped.

“My what?”
“Your date,” he repeated, delicately add-

ing, “from the Bureau, you know.”
A frown appeared on Miss Holliday’s

perfect forehead. “I don’t,” she said omi-
nously, “know what you’re talking about.”
“Mulvehill and Esty—the fellows who

run the Date Bureau—you know them,
don’t you?” Hargrove felt as if he were go-
ing down very fast in an elevator. “But
you must know them!” he exploded. “They
sold me this date! I paid five dollars for
you.”
“Five dollars!”

“Yes,” he said miserably.
Miss Holliday’s eyes flashed. “Well, of

all the nerve! Do you think girls are cat-
tle? To be traded in the market-place
like so many—” She piled the flowers and
candy into his arms. “Well, you can have
these back. And there’s the door!”

“Yes, ma’am,” Hargrove muttered, com-
pletely crushed.
“Now, just a minute—” Both of them

had forgotten the middle-aged man. Now
he rose from his armchair. “Private Har-
grove, I’m Carol’s uncle, and a lawyer.
If you’ll allow me, I’d like to plead your
case. It is plain to me that you are the
innocent victim of circumstances.”

“Yes, sir!” Hargrove said with emotion.
His advocate turned to Carol. “Your

Honor, I maintain that my client here has
committed no crime except that of admir-
ing a strange girl—the unalienable right
of every man in the armed forces. He
ha.s paid this girl a great compliment by
forking over ten percent of his monthly

Keep fhe cost of living down—support
rationing, A purchase at the Black

Market is a vote for crime
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Make-up
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Hollywood Stars

One of the many beauty aids offered by the

House of Westmore is a perfect foundation cream.
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. . .
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tively hides tiny lines and blemishes ... does not
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pay, not counting the extra cost of flowers
and candy, for the privilege of meeting
her.” He paused dramatically.
A faint—a very faint and wholly en-

chanting smile touched Carol’s lips. Her
uncle saw it. '“Counsel has some very
important letters to write,” he remarked,
and quickly left the room.
Carol looked at Hargrove, and Hargrove

looked at Carol. She giggled—and so did
he, hopefully. Then she laughed out loud,

and after that everything was wonderful.

Q uite a while after midnight, they
came back to Carol’s house, walking

slowly. They’d been to a dance-and-beer
parlor where the beer had somehow tasted

like champagne. Now Private Hargrove
spoke in complimentary terms of the Fort
Bragg Date Bureau. “I could probably get

them to arrange the same date for me next
Saturday night—at a discount,” he said.

“Why,” asked Carol, “don’t you eliminate
the middleman and deal directly with the
manufacturer? ”

“I will. Next Saturday, then?”
“Yes—if I’m still here.”
“Huh?” Hargrove ejaculated. “What do

you mean, if you’re still here?”
“I have to go back to New York some

time—I live there. I’m only visiting Uncle
George. But,” she added comfortingly, “I

can probably stay a few more weeks.”
“Try to,” Hargrove urged. “Because if

you don’t. I’ll have to blow up the railroad

station, the airport, and the waterworks
to keep you here.”

“Well, to keep the peace. I’ll stay.”

They were in front of her uncle’s house
now. Hargrove took her hand and said
formally, “Good night. Miss Holliday. I

have enjoyed the pleasure of your com-
pany exceedingly.”
“Good night. Private Hargrove,” she re-

plied. “I, too, have enjoyed the evening,
and I thank you for taking me to the
night club.”

All this having been taken care of, they
went straight into each other’s arms.

Private Hargrove in the following days
became the wonder of Fort Bragg. No
longer could he be found in back of the

mess hall, manicuring garbage cans. A
major general could have been no more
military, no neater, no more correct.

And every night except Saturday, while
his barracks-mates surrendered them-
selves to sleep or frivolity. Private Har-
grove’s typewriter chattered away. He sent

a piece to the News every week, not only

that, but he returned to a book he’d

started writing while he was a reporter

and showed every sign of finishing it.

Private Mulvehill took all credit for

the change. “He’s in love,” he explained
to Sergeants Cramp and Heldon. “I fixed

him up for a date with one of the Service
Club hostesses and now he’s in love and
full of ambition to be a good soldier so

she’ll be proud of him.”
Even after Carol returned to New York,

lllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllll^
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Hargrove showed no signs of backsliding.
He was saving up money and good be-
havior for a furlough, so he could go
north and combine the pleasure of seeing
Carol with the business of taking his book
to a publisher.
And his diligence bore rich fruit, be-

cause just before the battery went on field

maneuvers, he was promoted to the rank
of Acting Corporal.

M oving out of camp on the morning
the maneuver began, he stroked his

brand-new stripes with gentle fingers, and
reflected that it was too bad the road was
so dusty—it would dull the stripes’ beauti-
ful glitter. However, there were compen-
sations. He was in full charge of a truck
and a 105 Howitzer, and he had a crew
all his own, consisting of Mulvehill, Esty
and a serious young private from New Jer-
sey named Burk, who was driving. He felt

like General Eisenhower, although it was
just possible he didn’t have the General’s
grasp of what the field problem they were
all working on was supposed to prove. He
and his truck and crew were part of the
Blue Army, which was engaging the Red
Army over some very rugged terrain

—

that was about all he knew.
As they were approaching a wooden

bridge, a jeep tore up to them and a ser-
geant leaned out, saying excitedly:
“Corporal, enemy detachments have

broken through, advancing to this point.
They have captured the bridge.”
Hargrove looked at the bridge. It

looked just the same as before.
“You’ll have to get this piece across the

river lower down,” the sergeant told him.
He whipped out a map, indicated a spot
with his forefinger. “This shallow ford
marked out—get your gun across, then re-
join us. Got that?”
“Yes,” Hargrove said, not sure that he

did.

From then on, life was difficult. They
found the shallow ford, but the truck
bogged down in the middle of it. Har-
grove exhibited his qualities of leadership
by ordering his crew to tear down a farm-
er’s fence and put the planks under the
truck’s wheels. It worked, and for an hour
they bumped over a countryside that was
suddenly deserted. Burk stopped, and
Hargrove got out his compass and maps
to do a little figuring.

“Any idea where we’re at?” Mulvehill
inquired.
Hargrove shook his head dejectedly.
“Lost, huh?” Mulvehill said cheerfully.

“Well, let’s look up the nearest detachment
of troops and surrender. I’m tired.”

“Surrender? Never!” Hargrove said.

They were, however, out of gas.

Hargrove ordered Burk to stay with the
truck, while he, Mulvehill and Esty went
in search of a filling station. Long after
noon, they found a farmhouse and were
able to talk the farmer out of five gallons.
Just as the sun was setting, the truck
toiled up a steep ridge and its weary crew
spied Army tents pitched in neat, even
rows.
“Headquarters!” Hargrove cried joyfully.

“We made it!”

They rolled down the company street to
the headquarters tent and stood, dusty and
disheveled, in front of a group of officers.

Hargrove made his report in a masterly
fashion, describing the difficulties of the
ford, the sortie for gasoline, the intricate
calculations with compass and map. “But
we’ve got the gun, and it’s ready for action,
sir,” he concluded proudly.
The captain in charge appeared pleased.

“Well, Corporal,” he said, “I want to com-
pliment you on your resourcefulness.”
“Thank you, sir,” Hargrove said.

“I believe you said your unit was at-
tached to D Battery, Blue Battalion—is

that correct?”
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“Yes, sir.”

The captain smiled broadly. “In that
event, Corporal,” he said, “since this is C
Battery, Red Battalion Headquarters, you
men are prisoners!”

It was like old times to be back among
the garbage cans. Only now he had com-
pany—Mulvehill, Esty and Burke. He didn’t

mind for himself—much—but he was sorry
he’d gotten the others into trouble, so
when Mulvehill suggested that it might
make it up to them if he treated them all

to dinner in Fayetteville, he agreed. After
all, there was no sense in saving his money
any more. After the field maneuvers
fiasco, there wasn’t a chance in the world
of getting his furlough.
The day after he’d spent all his money

on the dinner, the furlough came through.
Mulvehill was unsympathetic. “Well,”

he said virtuously, “if you’re going to

throw your money around, Hargrove, I’m
sure—

”

Hargrove swallowed. “Look,” he said
desperately, “finance my furlough, and I’ll

make you a partner in everything I earn
by writing.”

THUS the Marion Hargrove Beneficial
* Association, Inc., came into being. Its

board of directors and list of stockholders
numbered four: Mulvehill, Esty, Burk and
Hargrove. Its bylaws provided that in re-
turn for supplying Hargrove with funds
for his New York furlough, the Association
was to take all right and title to any and
all subsequent earnings of the said Marion
Hargrove, not only from writing but from
the United States Army or any other source
whatsoever. Hargrove himself, as a mem-
ber of the Association, would receive only
a one-quarter share in these earnings.

But it was worth it to see Carol again.

It was worth it from the moment Carol
met him at the station in New York and,
without any hesitation, threw her arms
around him and kissed him.
She took him straight to the apartment

where she lived with her father and
mother, and for ten days he was like one
of the family.

T
hey saw “Oklahoma” and “Winged 'Vic-

tory,” and took the book to a publishing

house and walked along Fifth Avenue in

the afternoon sunshine. But out of all the

wonderful times, the best time of all was
probably the evening he left, because that

evening they didn’t do anything but stay

quietly in the apartment until traintime.

Mr. and Mrs. Holliday had gone out to a
bridge party, and they were alone. Har-
grove stretched out on the sofa, pretending

it was his, and Carol filled his pipe with
some of her father’s tobacco.

“There’s a knack to doing that,” he
warned her. “Mustn’t be too loose, mustn’t

be too tight
—

”

“Try that.” She handed the pipe back to

him and held a match flaring over the

bowl.
“It’s perfect.” He puffed contentedly.

“You know, you’re a very talented girl.”

“Am I?” Carol asked demurely.
“Mm-hm. Pretty, too. And with a good

disposition.”

“No—really?”
“Well, you know what I mean, Carol.

You’re fun to be with—no matter what we
do, just sitting around even—

”

“Like this?” she asked softly.

He reached for her hand and pulled her
closer to him, until she was snuggled in the

curve of his arm. “Like this,” he said.

After a minute, he added, “You know.
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even while I was hoping a publisher would
take the book right away—I’ve been a

little scared, too.”

“Scared?” Carol asked in surprise.

“Why?”
“Well,” he said carefully, “if I’d sold it

while I was up here, and gotten some
money right away . . . well, there’s no tell-

ing what I might’ve felt like doing. I might
—we—well, you know what I mean, Carol,

we might’ve gotten married, or something
crazy like that.”

“Yes,” Carol said wistfully. “That would
have been crazy.”

He tightened his arm around her waist

and they sat for a long time thinking how
crazy it would have been to be married

—

how crazy and how wonderful.
The next morning he arrived back at

camp and was immediately put on K.P.

duty because he forgot to report to Ser-
geant Cramp as soon as he returned.
He was polishing his fourth can when

Private Mulvehill came up to him, saying,

“Pst! I’ve got to talk to you.”
“Sure. Pull up a can,” Hargrove said

hospitably.
“Look,” Mulvehill said, “you know our

basic trainin’ is nearly over, and pretty soon,

the battery will be shipped out—maybe
’way out—maybe thousands of miles from
our friends and loved ones. I hear it may
be India.”

“Well, wherever it is,” Hargrove said,

“I’m quite confident someone will see to it

that I still polish garbage cans.”

“But that’s what I’m drivin’ at! Why
polish garbage cans?”
“You mean,” asked Hargrove, “you have

some solution?”

I

T appeared that Mulvehill had. He
I had heard that two men from the public-
relations department at Bragg were being
transferred to the Army newspaper. Why,
he wanted to know, couldn’t he and Har-
grove apply for their vacant posts?
Hargrove had to admit the idea ap-

pealed to him. “Mmm,” he said. “Go out
on assignments—probably bounce around
the country—

”

“Maybe right to New York,” Mulvehill
said cunningly.

“I think you’ve got something there,”

Hargrove decided. “I’ll try it!”

“Attaboy! You send to Charlotte for

letters of recommendation right away.”
In due time the applications for trans-

fer to public relations were made. And
every night Hargrove prayed for the
transfers to come through.

Coming into the barracks one night, he
found a long envelope waiting for him.
In it were a contract from the publishers
and a check for three hundred dollars.

They were going to publish his book!
The next day the Marion Hargrove Bene-

ficial Association, Inc., held a meeting
for the purpose of dividing up current
assets. Their whole attention was .centered
on watching Mulvehill divide a wad of

bills into equal parts. They didn’t see Ser-
geant Cramp come in until he was right

behind them.
Mulvehill looked up, “Hello, Sergeant,”

he said amiably. “Too bad you’re not a
stockholder.”
“Shut up, Mulvehill,” Sergeant Cramp

said grimly. He turned to Hargrove. “I had
you marked down for a quitter the day you
hit the post, Hargrove,” he said.

Hargrove jumped up, his face paling,

“Now look. Sergeant—” he began.
“Well, there’s your transfer,” Cramp

broke in, tossing two sheets of paper on the
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bed. “And yours too, Mulvehill. I call it

a good break for the battery.”
There was a dead silence when Cramp

had left, while Esty and Burk looked first

at Mulvehill, then at Hargrove.
Burk shuffled his feet. Then, avoiding

Hargrove’s eyes, he said briefly, “You can
keep my share. Count me out.”

“But that’s not fair,” Hargrove exclaimed.
“You’re entitled to

—

”

“Look, bud,” Burk said calmly and with-
out any particular rancor, “what I’m tryin’

to tell you is that some soldiers in this

Army are choosy about who they go in
business with.” He turned and walked
away.

“Well,” Mulvehill said with forced gaiety,

“that just leaves more for the rest of
—

”

“Excuse me, fellas,” Esty said hastily.

“I promised the sergeant I’d
—

” The rest

of his speech was lost as he rus led off.

Hargrove followed him with his eyes.
Then he, too, without a word to Mulvehill,
started to walk out of the squadroom.
“Hey!” Mulvehill called. “Where you

goin’?”
“Leave me alone,” Hargrove said in a

muffled voice, and went out.

O NCE it is issued, a transfer of duty
can’t be argued with. The next day,

Hargrove and Mulvehill reported and were
assigned to cover the maneuvers—Har-
grove with a notebook, Mulvehill with a
camera.

Mulvehill was brave about it. When
they passed Burk, Esty and others digging
a slit trench at the Executive Post, he said
defensively, “See,—isn’t this better?”
“Shut up!” Hargrove said.

“I can’t understand you, Hargrove. Here
I go and get you one of the most im-
portant posts in the whole U. S. Army.
We’re practically war correspondents—if

we were near a war to correspond with

—

and you beef! What’s eatin’ you?”
“What’s eating me,” Hargrove said sav-

agely, “is that the whole battery thinks
we’re yellow!”
The 105’s and 240’s at the Executive Post

were trained on a machine-gun nest and
motor pool three thousand yards away,
and were using live ammunition. Flashes
far up the hill showed where the shells

were exploding around the target. Har-
grove persuaded Mulvehill, very much
against the latter’s better judgment, to

move up closer for pictures. They worked
up to a spur of a low hill.

“Shells failin’ awful close,” Mulvehill
muttered.

“I can’t understand it,” Hargrove said,

half to himself. “They are falling close

—

too close to that observation post. Some-
thing’s wrong, I— Hey, look!”

Out of the post dashed Sergeant Heldon,
of their old battery. He fell on his face
and began to crawl.
“Something is wrong,” Hargrove said

with certainty. “Looks like one of the guns
has got the wrong range.”

“Let’s get outta here,” Mulvehill said
sadly.

They saw Sergeant Heldon pause, fumble
around the ground, stand upright to reach
into his pocket. At that moment a shell

landed with a terrific crash only a short
distance away, and Heldon fell, obviously
wounded.
“Hey, Hargrove!” Mulvehill sobbed.

“Come back!”
But he was too late. Hargrove was

already streaking down the hill toward
Heldon. At first he ran, the rest of the way
he crawled, remembering to keep his head
down. He was almost exhausted by the
time he fell into a shell-hole with Heldon.
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Heldon stared at him in amazement. His
leg was covered with blood, “Hargrove!”
he said. “Get out of here!”
“You want me to go back and send

somebody else?”

“Go on—you can’t get me out!”

“I’ll get you out,” Hargrove promised.
“Listen, kid,” Heldon pleaded, “go on

This shell-hole is okay. They’ll cease fire

in a minute.”
“Come on, lemme help you up,” Hargrove

said.

Heldon gave in. He put one arm around
Hargrove’s neck, using him for a crutch,

and together they limped a few yards.
There was a crash behind them. A shell

had landed smack in the middle of the
sergeant’s former refuge.

Heldon said, “Number One gun’s firing

short—one of its shells broke the telephone
wire before we could correct their range.

I was trying to fix it
—

”

“Okay,” Hargrove said irritably. “I don’t

care how you got there. I’m just wonder-
ing if either of us’ll ever get out.”

Suddenly there was a dead silence

Somebody had got through to Executive
Post with the order to cease fire. Hargrove
let Heldon slip to the ground and fell down
beside him.
Minutes later a jeep came tearing toward

them. It stopped and Mulvehill and a

lieutenant piled out. The latter clapped
Hargrove on the back. “That was great.

Private Hargrove! Great!” he exclaimed.
“Do you know you saved this man’s life?’’

Weakly, Hargrove nodded.
The battery was shipping out. Hargrove,

after his experience of the afternoon,
should have been happy. But he wasn’t
He mooned around, looking glum. Sud-
denly, he snapped his fingers and rushed
into the Public Relations office. He fumbled
in a desk until he found what he wanted—
a transfer application blank.

TRANSFERS of duty don’t come quickly
' in the Army. But you can get them
through in a hurry if you try. Hargrove
proved it that night, while the troop train

was loading equipment in preparation for

leaving in the morning. From a lieutenant
he went to Captain Manville, from Captain
Manville to Major Strong, from Major
Strong to Colonel Forbes.

Colonel Forbes couldn’t help him, but
gave him permission to see General How-
ard. Coming out of the Colonel’s office,

he bumped into Private Mulvehill, who
looked sheepish.
“You too?” said Hargrove, happily. “Well,

come on—we’ve got to see General Howard
before we can get back into the battery.”
Hargrove had never talked to a general

before and by the time he and Mulvehill
had finally tracked General Howard down,
standing near the troop train, he was so
tired he was hardly in a condition to be
at his best.

“Sir, I—•” His voice cracked. “Sir, I was
transferred from my Battery—it was a
mistake. What I mean is— I want to get
back into my battery. They’re leaving
today and I want to leave with them.”
General Howard eyed him frostily. Then,

suddenly, he smiled. “Very well. Private
Hargrove, you may rejoin your battery.
I’ll rush the papers through.”

Mulvehill jogged Hargrove's elbow.
“Please, sir,” he said, “there are two of

“Get them both back,” the General said
to his aide. He really sounded pleased!

In the dim light of early dawn, the men
filed into the cars. Privates Hargrove and
Mulvehill were with them.
Sergeant Cramp, standing near the sid-

ing, watched them board the train. And he
chuckled to himself, proudly. “Who would
have believed it!” he marvelled. “They’re
soldiers now!”

MARRIED
WOMEN
MONEY IN YOUR

SPARE TIME

lake Orders from Friends for Beautiful

Dresses at Sensationally Low Prices

No Experience or Money Needed-^
Use Your Spare Time!

Here is a delightful, easy, spare time occupation for
married women (and a few ambitious single women)
who will welcome the opportunity to turn their idle

hours into cash—and at the same time get their own
personal dresses and other wearing apparel FREE as a
bonus, without paying one single penny! Imagine
showing your friends and neighbors a
vast, complete selection of newest,
gorgeous frocks for spring and sum-
mer—more than 100 styles, all sizes,
and scores of fabrics in the season’s
latest colors and patterns! You
know they’ll be fascinated, espe-
cially when you mention the
AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES and
the PROMPT DELIVERY.

Use Your Own Home
as Headquarters

Many thousands of women, young
and old, living in every part of
the United States, in big cities

and in small towns, are adding
many welcome dollars to their in-
comes—and earning their personal
wardrobes— by the remarkable
Harford Frocks Plan. When your
friends and neighbors see the
b°auty of the styles, learn the
LOWMONEY-SAVINGPRICES. ,

-

see the COMPLETENESS of the
selection and the many dozen ^
of styles they can pick from

—

they’ll be mighty happy to give

you their orders. Not only do
you make a handsome cash
commission on every order you
take, but you also earn gener-
ous credit towards your
own personal dresses and
other wearing apparel,
and that’s how you can
be “the best dressed wo-
man in town” without
laying out one single
cent. _

You Offer a
COMPLETE Line

of Wearing Apparel
Yes, more than 100 dif-

ferent dresses, all the very
latest styles—but in addi-
tion. the Harford Frocks
line contains hosiery, lin-

gerie, sportswear, suits,
children’s clothing, etc.

Imagine giving your cus-
tomers the opportunity to
select all their wearing
apparel needs at money-
saving prices, in the com-
fort and privacy of their
own homes without tedi-
ous shopping, without us-
ing gasoline, without ex-
pending precious time! No
wonder Harford Frocks
salespeople everywhere
are reporting phenomenal
success!

Gorgeous Style
Presentation FREE

Just mail the coupon be-
low and you’ll receive in
a few days the glorious
presentation of Harford
Frocks styles for spring and
summer ABSOLUTELY
FREE. No money to pay
now or any time. Get the
fashion figures illustrated
in full colors and the
scores of actual samples of
the fabrics—all FREE. Be
sure to give your dress size
and age for quick action,

HARFORD FROCKS. INC. ^
Dept. 9-7, Cincinnati. Ohio

STYLE 376

Cotton and
Rayon woven
Black and

White Check
— black Rayon
Poplin yoke

ijand border.
Sizes 11 to 19.

*325

LOOK!

FREE

I HARFORD FROCKS. INC., Dept. B
I
Cincinnati, Ohio

I
Send me the new Harford Frocks Spring and Summer

' Style Presentation ABSOLUTELY FREE. I want to

I Name

I

Address

I City State.

I

My age is . .

.

My dress size Is

.

The End
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NEW. : : DON Juan lipstick

Those charminf:

BeiToritas to the

South know the

Don Juan secret

for lovely lips.

Enchanting as theMoon
[AND QUITE AS DISCREET]

Lovely ladies of Havana have long employed the

artifice of Don Juan, the lipstick that stays on, to

achieve lips that look young and vibrant, moist

and seductive. Try Don Juan Lipstick yourself.

See how it smooths on appealingly . . stays lovely

hours longer, without constant retouching. And
Don Juan never discloses romantic secrets—stays

on your lips (but not on his!), when used as

directed. For charm and confidence, discover Don
Juan, the new million dollar lipstick.

BEAUTY QUIZ
Quiz yourself—does the lipstick you’re using give

you all these four beauty extras? Try the lipstick

that does—try the new Don Juan Lipstick . . now.

l.DON JUAN LIPSTICK STAYS ON when you eat,

drink or kiss . . if used as directed.

SolLIPS LOOK BETTER. No greasy, "hard" appear-

ance; no need for constant retouching.

3.

N0T DRYING OR SMEARY. No ragged lips.

Creamy smooth, easily applied—imparts appeal-

ing, soft "glamour" look. Over 7,000,000 sold.

4. STYLE SHADES: Try new Military Red— a rich,

glowing red, acclaimed by beauty editors. Or
Hostess Red,
smart with furs

or for evening.
Five other allur-

ing shades.

De luxe size $1.
Refills 60c. Junior
size 25c. Tax extra.
Matching powder
and rouge. Trial
sizes at 10c stores.

HAVING
A

CONSULT

YOUR DOCTOR

REGULARLY

ASK HIM about the advantages ofimproved Hygeia
Nursing Bottle with easy-to-clean wide mouth,
wide base to prevent tipping, scale applied in color
for easy reading. Famous breast-shaped Nipple
has patented air vent to reduce “wind-sucking.”
HYGEIA '^STERI-SEAL" CAP— Another important
improvement. Prepare formula and fill bottles for

day’s feeding. Then attach
Hygeia “Steri-Seal” Cap (see
arrow in picture), and nipples
and formula are protected un-
til feeding time.

Ask your druggist for Hygeia
equipment today,

HELP WIN THEWAR by conserv-
ing rubber. Use a separate nip-
ple for each feeding. Clean
immediately after use. Avoid
excessive boiling.

HYGEIA
NURSING BOTTLES & NIPPIES

Brief Reviews
{Continued from page 19)

SWING FEVER—M G-M : Kay Kyser is an unsus-
pecting hick who ventures into New York to sell a
tone poem and remains to put the evil eye on a prize
fighter. William Gargan is a crooked fight manager,
Maxie Rosenbloom and Nat Pendleton are fighters,
Marilyn Maxwell is the girl, Lena Horne sings, but
none of it is worth your time to see. (Feb.)

ASK FORCE—U. S. Coast Guard: You’ll be
spellbound by this story of one of our great invasion
fleets. It shows the great convoy getting under way
surrounded by Coast Guard cutters, the tense life of
sailors, and the landing barges going into action. It’s
a must-see. (Feb.)

^^THOUSANDS CHEER M-G U: A tiptop
musical, with Kathryn Grayson, daughter of Colonel
John Boles, falling in love with Private Gene Kelly.
Then guest ‘stars, including Jose Iturbi, Mickey
Rooney, Judy Garland, Red Skelton and Eleanor
Powell, are brought to the camp to put on a show

—

and what a show! You’ll cheer it all, too. (Dec.)

WHERE ARE YOUR CHILDREN f—Uonogr^m:
All about the ease with which youngsters become in-

volved in crime, this reveals the plight of a young
waitress. Gale Storm, who innocently becomes tipsy
while on a dinner date with rich Jackie (iooper. She
becomes involved in a hold-up and ends up in court.
With John Litel and Patricia Morison. (Feb.)

\/\/WHlSTLlNG IN BROOKLYN—M G-M: Red
Skelton, amateur radio detective, is accused by the
police of being a notorious murderer, all of which he
thinks very funny until he finds himself trapped in
a warehouse with Ann Rutherford, Rags Ragland and
Jean Regers. The fracas ends on the ball field of the
Brooklyn Dodgers. There’s a lot of laughs. (Dec.)

^WINTERTIME—20th Century-Fox: The ice rou-
tines are the best thing in this weak little story, with
Jack Oakie and Cornel Wilde owners of a defunct re-

sort hotel whence comes S. Z. Sakall and Sonja Henie,
thinking it’s a swanky resort. Carole Landis chases
Cesar Romero who chases Helene Reynolds, but out-

side of Sonja’s routines nothing matters much. (Dec.)

WOMEN IN BONDAGE—Monogram: A surprising-
ly good little film about the degeneration of women
under Hitlerism, with Gail Patrick as a Section
Leader in charge of a group of teen-age girls. Her
final rebellion against the orders of Gertrude Michael
leads to the climax. Nancy Kelly, Alan Baxter and
Anne Nagel round out the cast. (Feb.)

Don’t be Afraid to

Step on the Scales!

reduce
Why burden yourself with
unnecessary fat when you
can reduce easily, safely?
You can, you know. In her
famous 128-page book. No
More Alibis, Sylvia of
Holiywood tells you just
how to go about it. Teils
you how you can treat your-
self to a slender, graceful
figure that will be the envy
of your friends. Learn the
secret of how the stage and
screen stars keep their love-
ly figures. Don’t envy
glamor— be glamorous'!
Wear striking colors, to-
day’s slender fashions by
all means. Why shouldn’t
you? And by following Syl-
via’s simple rules in ‘No
More Alibis, you can say
good-bye to those unsightly
bumps and bulges on hips,
legs, thighs or what have
you. No starvation diets

—

no medicines—no appliances
are needed whatsoever.

We pay postage

90,000 Copies sold at $1.00!

NOW—ONLY 25c

Bartholomew House, Inc.

Dept. PM-344
205 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.

This offer good fn U. S. only

^YOU'RE A LUCKY FELLOW, MR. SMITH—
Universal: This is the old story of a girl who must
marry by midnight in order to inherit money under
terms of a will, but it’s brought up to date by having
everyone caught in a troop train quarantined with
measles. Evelyn Ankers and soldier Allan Jones are
the romantic couple, and Patsy O’Connor, Billie Burke
and David Bruce add to the complications. (Jan.)

Jottings on Joan

(Continued from page 41) fingernails a
bright red, for Brian disapproves. She says
this is a small thing to do for the patience
he exhibits with her.

She is always hungry and can always
eat. She may have apple strudel for
breakfast and then, not much later, have
bacon and eggs. She will eat anything that
is set before her.

She is a practical joker. She likes to

play gags on her friends. Especially over
the telephone, for she is a good mimic,
although very few friends know of this

accomplishment.
Her house is very English and is fur-

nished with antiques. She is very proud
of the house and everything in it. She has
a fine library and often she and Brian
will spend an evening reading to each
other.

She entertains informally. There may
not be enough chairs to go around. Then
the guests sit on the floor and their host-
ess may join them there. Her favorite
sitting position is with her legs on the
seat of the chair curled under her.

She loved making “Jane Eyre” and
thinks Orson Welles is one of the most
marvelous persons she’s ever met.
She has a French poodle named Nich-

olas who sleeps close to her bed every
night. He is the first one to greet any
visitor who rings the doorbell and will

snap at anyone who comes near his mis-
tress, much to the annoyance of Brian
Aherne.

The End.

a4€a^
Class pins, club pins, rings and emblems.

Finest quality. Reasonable prices from

55c up. Write today. Department J,

Metal ArU Co^ Rochester, 5, N. Y. I

FREE
CATALOG

iv/ Results GUARANTEED!
/ We build, strengthen the vocal organs

—

not with singing lessons—but by sound,
scientifically correct silent and vocal exer.

PERFECTVOICE INSTITUTE.Stodio 7911. 94 E.Lake SL,CKiugo,IIL

CHECKED iMA JiFFY
P Sufferers from the torturing itch

i
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

• scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,
and other itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid D. D. D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication—devel-
oped by Dr. D. D. Dennis—positively
relieves that cruel, burning itch.

' Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

PICTURE RINGU
|i^ Precious Keepsake You Can^Owm

’Made from Any Photo

S^ND NO MONEY!
Anyphoto orsnapshot clearlyrepro-
ducedassettinglnbeautUul.onyx-
liie Ring! A keepsake of a loved
’.one you will treasure for yearal
^ Picture stays sharp and clear—

withstands rubbing, washing,
wear—unharmed by water.

I
weather—won’ttarnlsh.SEND

, NO MONEYI Just mail photo
with strip of paper lor ring size.

Pay postman only $1.00 plus
postage. Hand-tinted 25c extra.

Picture returned. Money-back
guarantee.ORDERNOW. portrait
RINfiCO., Bwt. R69, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Colon Troubles Explained
Relation to CKronic Ailments
40-page FREE BOOK—tells facts about

Colon Troubles, Constipation, Stomach Con-
ditions, Pile, Fistula and other related ail-

ments. Corrective treatments explained,
^ornton & Minor Clinic, Suite H305, 926

McGee, Kansas City, Mo.

Want to know about

There’snoreasontobe
without information.
'There are facts every
woman should know.

BORO-PHENO-FORM
the modern, easy,
simple medicated sup-
pository method of Feminine Hygiene

—

deodorizing, cleansing, astringent, sooth-
ing— ready for instant use. For years,
Boro-Pheno-Form has been the choice of

thousands of women who testify to its

satisfactory use.

FREE!
Interesting and infor-
mative booklet ex-
plainsthe Boro-Pheno-
Form way of Feminine
Hygiene. Your copy le

FREE.

Ask Any Druggist Anywhere^of writ0

Dr. Pierre Chemical Company
t62 No. Franklin St.—Chicago, Illinois—Dept. C-12

,OR.PIERRE’S,BORO pheno form

\^E might as well write our last will

and testament right now, for our
chances of surviving the statement that
Frank Sinatra’s “Higher And Higher” is

far from a classic will be mighty slim.

Mr. Sinatra, who reminds us of a hungry
young robin, saves the day and himself,

incidentally, by his complete naturalness.
There are other people in the picture,

too, or do you care to be reminded?
There’s Jack Haley, for one, who is swell
as the butler of the “impoverished million-
aire,” Leon Errol. It’s Haley who cooks
up the scheme of having the scullery maid,
Michele Morgan, pose as Errol’s debutante
daughter so that she can trap a rich man
and so that all the servants, including
Haley, can be paid.

Morgan is cute and surprisingly aware
in her comedy manners. Sinatra is a
crooner, named Sinatra, who lives across
the way and becomes friendly with Miss
Morgan who has a heart only for Haley.
Barbara Hale, rival debbie, is the lucky
lass who gets him. Marcy McGuire, Victor
Borge and Mary Wickes are the best of the
supporting players.

Frankie’s best songs, “I Couldn’t Sleep
A Wink Last Night” and “This Is A Lovely
Way To Spend An Evening” are sure to

become hits.

Your Reviewer Says: What do you care?
You’ll see it anyway.

^ The Desert Song
(Warner Brothers)

I
NTO the melodious, romantic and tuneful

' Romberg musical of yesterday, guess
who now comes creeping or, no, goose-
stepping along? You’re right—the prewar
Nazis, no less, and it took the gentleman
Warners to bring all this about.

It’s fair, nevertheless, remember, and so
beautiful in its Technicolor garments and
so melodious with its Romberg melodies.
Dennis Morgan, the American piano player
in Morocco, is completely unsuspected by
French Colonel Bruce Cabot of being the
“Red Shadow” who leads the Riffs in their
struggle for freedom. Could it have been
faulty hearing on our part that detected a
few flat notes here and there in his singing
of “The Riff Song?” If you protest, we
stand corrected.

Irene Manning, a French singer in a local
cafe, is pretty and talented as well. The
late Lynne Overman, an American news-
paperman, and Curt Bois, the local censor,
provide tbe comedy.
Gene Lockhart, cafe owner, Faye Emer-

son, flower girl and lookout for the Riffs,

and Victor Francen as the villain, offer

stiff competition to Mr. Morgan and Miss
Manning.

Your Reviewer Says: Good riff-raff.

Career Girl (P. R. C.)

F
rances LANGFORD, a stage-struck
singer from Kansas City, is about to give

up trying to crash Broadway and marry
her dullish home-town boy friend Craig
Woods when all the gals in her hotel for
femmes decide to finance her career for
another try. She clicks, of course, and
carries off Eddie Norris, playboy business
man, in the clicking. Even Miss Langford’s
singing and the support of Iris Adrian,

It’s so easy to have scalp odor—and

not know it! But if you want the real

truth as to whether you offend, just

consult your hat.

Your scalp perspires, you know

—

just as your skin does. But with

Packer’s Pine Tar Shampoo at hand,

you needn't risk offending with scaip

odor. There’s pure, medicinal pine

tar in this gentle, thorough shampoo.

The delicate pine scent does its work,

then disappears. Oily hair, which so

quickly collects unpleasant odors,

particularly benefits from Packer’s

Pine Tar Shampoo.

Don’t take a chance. Assure your-

self soft, lustrous hair ... a clean,

fresh sealp. Get Packer’s Pine Tar

Shampoo today at

any drug, department
or ten-cent store.

CORMSjo
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-

pads instantly
stop nagging
friction; lift pain-

ful pressure. Sep-

arate Medications

are included for
quickly removiag
corns. Sold at Drug,
Shoe, Dept. Stores.

D^SchoU's
Zinopads

The Shadow Stage

{Continued from page 24)

Higher and Higher (RKO)

f
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Your Birthstone*

tells the month..

,
March is the month when cold,

|

I harsh winds make hands rough, red
|

I and dry. Use Sofskin— the rich,
‘

i velvety Creme to keep your hands

softer, smoother, whiter — more

youthful-looking. Takes only a jiffy

' to apply. Convince yourself of the
V

:
effectiveness of Sofskin Creme— ask

L

for a courtesy application at your

beauty salon or cosmetic counter.

SOfSKin CR€m€

in the Black

and Gold Jars

SS'-eO'-si.OO SIZES

SOFSXiH COMPANY, FINDLAY, OHIO

r
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A CANARY entrances

JOAN BENNETT
20th Century Fox Star. And you, too
will thrill to the joy a Canary
brings in these trying days.

Buy a Canary and keep a
song in yeur home! Be
sure to feed your Canary
FRENCH’S Bird Seed and
Biscuit . . . the 4 to I favorite

in Hollywood, and the larg-

est-selling brand in the U. S.

OWN A CANARY. . .THE ONLY PET THAT SINGS I

Ariel Heath and Alec Craig fail to save
this one.

Your Reviewer Says: Back to Kansas City!

Hands Across The Border

(Republic)

A ROY ROGERS special and a little^ honey of a movie is this interesting

story of how horses are trained for cavalry
use.

Roy is a roving cowhand who persuades
Ruth Terry, late of Broadway, not to sell

her ranch. In fact, Roy himself aids her
in putting the ranch on a paying basis.

“Big Boy” Williams is swell as Rogers’
pal. Roy’s singing of “Cool Water” will

thrill his many, many fans.

Your Reviewer Says: A swell out-west fea-

ture.

O, My Darling Clementine

(Republic]

A NY relation to the old song of the same
name is purely accidental, believe us.

In fact, the whole affair seems so very
accidental it rates an “oops, sorry please.”

But who knows, maybe people will like the

idea of a show troupe barging into a town
where the women folk are dead set against
them, and buying the city hall in which
to put on their show.
Frank Albertson heads the traveling

troupe. Lorna Gray is the mayor’s daugh-
ter; Roy Acuff’s Smoky Mountain Boys,

the Tennessee Ramblers, and Isabel Ran-
dolph (Mrs. Uppington) are the per-
formers.

Your Reviewer Says: Well, our favorite corn
is always canned.

Pistol Packin' Mama (Republic)

L
ittle Ruth Terry, owner of a Las
' Vegas gambling casino, is doing all right

for herself, see, when along come a bunch
of Eastern thugs and take over. So little

Pistol Packin’ Mama Terry treks East to

settle matters and does she ever!

Miss Terry puts over a song with a zing.

Robert Livingston is the lad who loses his

heart to Ruth, and Wally Vernon is sup-
posed to be comical.

Your Reviewer Says: Snappy as a pre-war
garter.

Tarzan's Desert Mystery (RKO)

THEY’VE had him everywhere, poor boy,
* but the desert, and now Tarzan finally

tramps the sands with Boy (Johnny Shef-
field), and Cheeta, the chimp, by his side.

Tarzan, played as usual by Johnny Weiss-
muller, is out to find a badly needed fever

remedy that grows in a certain locale.

En route, he meets up with Nancy Kelly.

Both Nancy and Tarzan fall into the

hands of Nazi-agent Otto Kruger but
escape with Cheeta’s aid. But that’s not
all, brother. Before we’re through we’ve
got to wrestle, or Tarzan has, with a lot

of prehistoric monsters.

Your Reviewer Says: And you think you
have troubles!

The Woman Of The Town
(U. A.-Sherman)

F
ew people may realize this is actually

a biographical tale of a noted newspaper-
man, “Bat” Masterson, who rose from

iMENDASYOUIROK
WITH

T^PRESS-OIM*
mending tape

presto... to mend a t>P> 3“®'

PreS On Mending Tape . . . that’s all! WASH-

PROOFl Easier, stronger, quicker than

ine Saves materials! Hundreds of househol

and dressmaking uses. Don’t
3!^'^.,

poor imitations . . - insist upon PRESS ON

At Dime. Dept., Drug, Grocery. Hardoare stores

IQC, 25C-12 colprs.

1

MAKE APPLIQUES WITHOUT SEWING
|

Send 10c for 64 page booklet. _
Over 100 “Press-On” applique designs, I
plus restyling and victory mending ideaSo

PRESS-aN.INC..0ept.MC3.16W.61st St.NYZ3,N.Y. |

HAND-COLORED in Oil

>HOTO FNLARGEIVIENT
P'I Beautifully mounted in 7x9

I
white frame mat. Made from any

I photfigTaph. snapshot or nega-
I

live. Original returned. Send 35c
I and stamp—no other charges. PLUS 3c STAMP

I COLORGRAPH.Dept.MG-59 formal

II 3127MilwaukeeAv.,Chicago, III.

35c

Beaufiful
STONE RING
GIVENAWAY

(Smart
! new, dain-

^ty. Sterling Silver Ring set with
s sparkling simulated Birthstone cor-

4 rect for your birth date—GIVEN
I for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown
I Spot Eemover and Cleaner at 25c
i each. Send name and address today
for order. We trust you. Many
feel it’s lucky to wear their birthstone.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS. Dept. 487E, Jefferson. Iowa

DoYouWantii Min
LONGER HA RJusttrythissystomonyour

hair 7 days and see ifyou are
really enjoying the pleasure of attraetivo
hairthat sooften captures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER
arenormal and thedry, brittle,breaking off hair

can be retarded, it has a chance togetlonger and
much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENE
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.

Send $1.00. (If C. O. D. postage extra). Fully

firuaranteed* Money backif you’re not delighted.

JUELCO., 1930 Irving Park Rd., Dept. A-610. Chicago 13. III.

^ NEW CHEMICAL MITT
Sensational ! DRY Window Cleaner! IISes'*^ no water.no

^ ^
messy liquids. Chemically Treated. Simply glide over win-
dows; leaves glass sparkling clear. No neating water, no

B|P**“‘*rlneavy buckets to carry. No rags, powders, sponges, cbam-K ois. No mess or muss. No red chapped hands. Dust, dirt, grime,
fog disappear like magic. Wcmderful for auto windows, ttnndshieldsi

SAMPLES FOR AGENTS
Bend name at once^. ^penny_postal win do. SEND NO_
iust your name,

once. A penny postal will do. SEND NO MONEY^
, KRISTEE CO.» 448 Bar Street, AKRON, OHIO.

Get the Big New

tCONOMY
Gives You More
for Your Money

The hig new Economy Size Say-
man Salve contains a full 4 ounces of this

grand medicated ointment and sells for

only 60c. That means a big saving every
time you need real help in curbing the pain
and itch of externally-caused eczema, chap-
ped, rough or red skin, simple piles, minor
burns and scalds. Look for—ask for—get
the big new Economy size for only 6O0.

UA'i.'.FTVMiim



• Wouldn’t you like to say goodbye to that

corn? Then stop home-paring. Instead,remove

that corn with medicated Blue-Jay!

Here’s how Blue-Jay works: 1—the soft felt

pad lifts off painful pressure, gives you instant

relief. 2— while you walk in comfort, the fa-

mous Blue-Jay medication loosens the corn so

it can be easily removed, with the core.

Try Blue-Jay! Get it at any drug counter today!
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,
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[AY CORN
|AI PLASTERS

BAUER 8 BLACK • Division of The Kendall Company

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co.. S3 East. New Haven. Conn.

Part Time Opportunities Open with Realsilk
|Introduce new, popular-priced apparel line—women’s ho-

siery. slips—men’s BOX, ties. Alao women'sdeluxecoats, suite,

dresses, lingerie. Established reptitation. Write orders in
your own neighborhood. Earn good income.
Permanent work with advancement Exper-
ience unnecessary. Write today for Free

j
sample plan and full details.

;ilK Dept. tNDtANAPOHS, tNO.J

BABY COMING?
Then this book by the famous Allan Roy Dafoe is

one you must have. How to Raise Your Baby an-

swers all your problems on baby care. Covers breast

feeding—bottle feeding—first solid foods—all baby
ailments — proper clothing 5"x8"—facts about sunshine and in

vitamins — nervous, skinny size

children — easy training
methods. Yes, mother, the
very book you’ve been look-

ing for

!

ONLY 25 ^
BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. INC.
Dept. PM-344
205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Don't mistake eczema
lor the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non-staining D e r m o i I

.

Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared anc
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin i

is used by many doctors and is backed py a pusiuve
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re-

funded without question. Send lOc (stamps or coin) for 6®®"
erous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test . Test
It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for your
test bottle. Give Druggist's name and address. Print name
Plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and Mher leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 547, Northwestern Station. Dept. 5304. Detroit 4. Mich.

sheriff of old Dodge City to an important
figure in the newspaper world. With him,
in the movie at least, rose Claire Trevor,
a saloon entertainer befriended by “Bat”
(played by Albert Dekker) and a woman
who eventually wins the respect of the
entire community.
“Bat’s” bold bid for her heart and hand,

his conflict with Barry Sullivan, a hell-

raising cattleman and a rival for Miss
Trevor’s affections, are thrillingly depicted.

The supporting cast is an interesting one
and includes Percy Kilbride as the Rev-
erend Small, Clem Bevans as old Buffalo
Burns, Porter Hall as Dog Kelley and
Henry Hull as Inky Wilkinson.

Your Reviewer Says: A good story well told.

The West Side Kid (Republic)

IT seems Henry Hull is too unhappy with
' his willful daughter. Dale Evans, and his

indifferent wife, Nana Bryant, to want to
live. But instead of completing his job, the
killer he hires tries to bring harmony into
the household and even refuses the fee of

$25,000 offered for the killing when he
needs the money to defend himself on an-
other murder charge.
Donald Barry, the killer-gangster, is a

swaggering sort of guy, not too impressive.
That Evans girl is really a comer.

Your Reviewer Says: Even if you twist our
arm we won’t say it’s good.

There's Something About A
Soldier (Columbia)

NE more story relating how a heel is

transformed by Army experience and
we’ll run screaming from the joint. This

Best Pictures of the Muiitli

The Song Of Bernadette

Destination Tokyo

A Guy Named Joe

Tender Comrade

The Uninvited

Best Performanees

Jennifer Jones in “The Song Of
Bernadette”

Cary Grant in “Destination
Tokyo”

Spencer Tracy in “A Guy Named
oe

Irene Dunne in “A Giiy Named
Joe”

Ginger Rogers in “Tender
Comrade”

Ruth Hussey in “Tender Com-
rade”

Robert Ryan in “Tender Com
rade”

The Ghost in “The Uninvited”

Hail Rinse

ialehf

Gives a Tiny Tint

fill

film

1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2 .
Used after shampooing — your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3. Instantly gives the soft, lovely

effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . .
.
plus a

tiny tint— in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper 8. Golden Blonde
3. Sable Brown 9. Topaz Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn
<S. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4 .
The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified

colors and pure Radien, all

new. approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint ...Over 40 million

packages have been sold...Choose

your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25('- — or send for a
FREE SAMPLE

(SoldenGlintCo.,Seattle,14,Wash.,Boi3366-A-6t

Please send color No as listed abov#.

GOLDEN GLINT

EYES TIRED?

TWO DROPS

QUICKRELIEF
Eyes tired? Do they smart and bum from overwork*

sun, dust, wind, lack of sleep? Then soothe and refresh

them the quick, easy way—use Murine. Just two drops

in each eye. Right away Murine goes to work to relieve

thediscomfort of tired, burning eyes.

Murine is a scientific blend of seven in-

gredients—safe, gentle—and oh, so

soothing 1 Start using Murine today.

VOUR

SOOTHES • CLEANSES
Invest in AmM'ica—Buy War

URIN£r

EVES
• REFRESHES

Bonds and Stamps -Ar
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BeanARTIS
LEARN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

Trained artists are capable of earning $30,
$50, $75 a week. By our practical method, we /m
teach you COMMERCIAL ART. DESIGNING T fi
and CARTOONING. Step by step, all in ONE J'JV
complete course. Mail Postcard today for FREE - •

BOOK—“Art for Pleasure & Profit” describes training and
opp<>rtvJnities in ai^. No obligation. State age.

STUDIO 863K. WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115—15TH ST.. N. W.. WASHINGTON 5. D. C.

New 11-Minute Shampoo Washes

Hair Shades Lighter Safely

This special shampoo helps keep light hail
from darkening — brightens faded blonde
hair. Called Blondex, it quickly makes a
rich cleansing lather. Instantly removes the
dingy, dust - laden film that makes hair
dark, old-looking. Takes only 1 1 minutes
at home. Gives hair attractive luster and
highlights. Safe for children’s hair. Get
Blondex at 10c, drug and dept, stores.

time it’s Tom Neal who is just too cocky
for his own good. His rivalry with war-
veteran Bruce Bennett for the attentions
of Evelyn Keyes keeps the story going.
Neal’s final and complete redemption comes
about when he discovers Bennett had been
with Miss Keyes’ brother when the latter

died in battle and he is only trying to com-
fort her. When he learns this, Neal sacri-
fices his own chances of graduation to aid
Bennett. But he still gets the girl.

Your Reviewer Says: Same old story, folks.

The Ghosf Ship (RKO)

UR old friend Richard Dix goes stark
staring mad in this film and no won-

der. We went slightly nuts ourselves just
looking at it. Fortunately, however, Rich-
ard’s plunge into mental derangement is

slow, thus allowing the suspense and
drama to mount higher than a kite.

Russell Wade, a young officer aboard
the ship, suspects Dix when a crew mem-
ber is killed, and reports his suspicions at

the first port, intending to take another
ship on the return voyage. Instead, after

being knocked unconscious, he finds him-
self once again aboard the captain’s ship
where things really get going.

Dix is swell but is given a merry (well
no, not merry, exactly) chase for top hon-
ors by young Wade.

Your Reviewer Says: It ain’t ’cause I’m cold
I’m shivering.

What A Man! (Monogram)

I
OHNNY DOWNS is a good little boy,
dull as dish water and headed nowhere

until he finds hiding within his home a
gangster’s moll (or he thinks she is) who
completely renovates him, helps him be-
come office manager, a man on his own,
and eventually her husband.
The moll played by cute and so-o-o

pretty Wanda McKay.

Your Reviewer Says: We’ve seen duller A’s.

She's For Me (Universal)

D avid BRUCE, a sober-sided young
lawyer, sends for Grace McDonald, a

night-club singer and dancer, to vamp his

old college pal George Dolenz, the flip

young tax expert of the firm, away from
the boss’ niece. But, of course, you know
already, don’t you, that Bruce ends up with
Gracie and Georgie gets the niece, a very
pretty little trick named Lois Collier?

But we liked Gracie and her singing and
dancing best of all.

Your Reviewer Says: If your feet hurt, go in

and sit down.

Destination Tokyo
(Warner Brothers)

T
HERE’S a natural and unstudied quality
about this story of a submarine and its

men which leaves one unprepared for the
intensity that grows so gradually into

gripping climax and makes it one of the

best of the war films.

Cary Grant, as the sub’s captain, turns
in a performance so apart from his usual
characterizations one cannot at times be-
lieve it is Grant. He seems to have attained

a very definite and very genuine authorita-
tiveness expressed in the calm, unemo-
tional underplaying of the role. And yet.

he gives to it a lot of humanness and quite

a lot of gentle manhood.
Dane Clark impresses with his role of

the Greek-American. The role of the sub’s

Now I don’t dread

“That Time” of the Month
Periodic functional pains don’t worry me now.
Thanks to those grand new Chi-Ches-Ters Pills!

My druggist tells me the reason they’re so effec-

tive is because of a special ingredient which is

intended to help relieve the tension that causes

functional distress. It works by helping to relax

the affected part—not merely by deadening pain.

The new Chi-Ches-Ters contain an added iron

factor, too, intended to act as a tome on your

blood. Try the new Chi-Ches-Ters Pills on your

“difficult days.” Ask your druggist tomorrow for

a 50c size and follow directions on the package.

CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS
For relieffrom **periodicfunctional distress**

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

t

Go as rapidly as yoop time and abilities permit. Equivalent to

dent school work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts Bopplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. snbjecta
comnleted. Single eobjects if dsaiced. Ask fojr Free Bolleti9«

lAmerican School. Dpt.H392, Drexel atSSth, Chicago 37

ALL VEGETABLE
HAIR REMOVER
No chemicals. No dangerous sulphides. No odor.No heat-
ing. No stubby regrowth. Applied cold. Takes hair OUT.
not off. Use on face. arms. legs. etc. Quick, easy, and
SAFE! Positively NON-IRRITATING. Write for FREE
TRIAL OFFER of ADIEU Hair Remover today.

FOUR STAR PRODUCTS CO.
6513 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. CIOO. Hollywood 28, Calif.

THE lATKT DANCl SUPS
Arthur Murray’s Dance Book contains over
30 photographs and diagrams that show you
exactly how to do the Waltz, Fox Trot,
Rhumba, La Conga, Tango, Collegiate Dip,
Shag, Lindy Hop and other popular dances.
The price of ARTHUR MURRAY’S DANCE
BOOK is amazingly small—only 25c and we
pay the postage. Send for your copy today.
Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. PM-344,
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

SAUPLt
mmcP

- s big 1
of actual sample fabrics and styles ABSO*

LUTELY FREE. You’ll see gorgeous
newest style dresses—lovely lingerie

—hosiery—men’s shirts and socks
-all at LOW PRICES. Take or-

ders from friends and make
money in spare time. Get

I

FREE Samples! Send no
money for this big-profit
line of sample fabrics and

I styles. It’s yours, ABSO-
LUTELY FREE. Rush name
and address now.

MELVILLE CO.. DEPT. 3812. CINCINNATI. OHIO

S^^^tiT^DIAMOND

Get Acquainted
offer: Diamonds are pre-
cious and supplies are
limited so here is a won-
derful opportunity. Beau-
tiful. genuine DIAMONDm lustrous rose cut for

fire and sparkle set in
real iOK ye I low
gold RING. The
ring of romance
and quality. While
thev last, only
$5.95. TEN DAYS
TRIAL.
SEND NO MONEY,
Just name, ad-
dress and ring
Size. Genuine Did'
mond ring in love-
,.y gift box sent
immediately ant)

you pay postman only $5.95 plus few
cents mailing cost and tax, on arrival.
Wear on 10 days’ money back guaran-
tee. Rush order now and have your
dreams come true.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 603-0, Jefferson, Iowa

Matching Design
Wedding RING

GIVEN For
Promptness

Deeply em-
bossed yellow
gold plate WED-
DING RING in-
cluded without
extra charge if
you order NOW.



PAZO RELIEVES THE
TORTURE OF SIAAPLE PILES

ffy^l’M SO THANKFUL, PAZO

\BROUGHT REL IEF FROM PAIN

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of

simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing

PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to

millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

How PAZO OinImenfWorks
1. Soothes inflamed areas—^relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu-

bricates hardened, dried parts— helps prevent cracking

and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed-

ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.

Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application

PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile

Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some

persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so

PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!

Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and

the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get

PAZO ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove laboratories, !nc., St. Louis, Mo.

SICKNESS or ACCIDENT

Don’t ollow Hospitoiization

expense to ruin your life sav*

Ings. Insure NOW.. .BEFORE
IT’S TOO UTE I In cose of
unexpected sickness or ac«
Cident you may go to any
Hospital In the U. S. or
Canada, under any Doctor's

care. Your expenses will be
paid in strict accordance
With Policy provisions. Indi*

vidual or entire family
eligible (to age 70). No
ogent will call,

MAIL COUPON AT ONCE

Hospital Expenses for
Sickness

(beginning 7th day]
or Accident up to

$540.00
Doctor Expenses for

Accident up to

$135.00
Loss ofTime from Work

up to

$300.00
Accidental Death

$1000.00
War Coverage & other
valuable benefits.

NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. i
Dept. MC44-3, Wilmington, Del. J

Please send me, without obligation, details about

J
your "3c A Doy Hospitalization Insurance Plan".

J

! Name
Address

City State.

cocky, grinning girl-chaser couldn’t have
been given to a vyorthier actor than John
Garfield. William Prince, as the pharma-
cist’s mate, and Bob Hutton, as the kid
Tommy, are newcomers who will go right

to the top.

The story itself is interesting and tells

of the strategy of Captain Grant in man-
euvering his sub inside Tokyo Bay in

order to land three men on the shore for

information that will aid our ships in
bombing the country.

'The special effects showing the subs and
ships underwater are so outstanding they
should have special consideration around
Academy Award time. And Delmer Daves,
who makes his directional bow, deserves
endless praise.

John Ridgeley, Alan Hale, Warren An-
derson and Tom Tully are members of

a mighty fine supporting cast.

Your Reviewer Says; One Americans can be
proud of.

What A Woman! (Columbia|

\A/HAT a woman, indeed! Rosalind Rus-
sell bangs back into comedy with some

good laughs for the customers.
The story deals with a super-powered

woman agent in search of the perfect male
type to play the lead in the movie version
of a lush best-seller. The search proves
depressing until on a hunch she goes after

the anonymous author who is leading a
respectable life as a professor of English
in a small university. When he turns out
to be tall, blond and terrific, but unim-
pressed by the bait of a Hollywood career,

Roz by a neat trick gets him pitched out
of the university right onto the dotted line

of her contract. Then comes the hilarious

process of awakening the professor’s emo-
tional life to make him a good actor.

The proceedings are highlighted by the
calculations of a bright reporter, deftly
played by Brian Aherne, who is out to

get a story on Roz—and Roz herself.

Movie-goers will find a new eyeful in

Willard Parker, who plays the professor.

Your Reviewer Says: Something to laugh
about.

The Uninvited (Paramount)

C RAB on to your seats, friends, and try
hard to still those chattering teeth,

for here’s a thriller to chill the blood. We
bemoan the fact that it could have been,
so much better, as those who have read the
book will testify.

But enough of this looking on the dark
side. ’The bright side has Ray Milland and
Ruth Hussey as the brother and sister who
buy the spirit-infested house, with both
giving smart and intelligent performances.
Gail Russell, newcomer and object of the
evil spirit’s wrath, shows promise. Donald
Crisp is the coldest old cucumber imagin-
able, lending exactly the proper atmos-
phere to the unholy goings on. And speak-
ing of cold numbers, Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner as the nurse gives off no rays of sun-
shine either. Miss Skinner impresses
mightily in her screen debut.
As to the plot—phooey to you if you

think we’re going to give it away.

Your Reviewer Says: S-t-t-t-O-p sh-sh-
5hivering.

Three Russian Girls (U, A.)

A NNA STEN comes back to the screen^ in a drama that has been told and re-
;old—the bravery of nurses at the front.
This time, however, it’s the Russian front,
with Miss Sten giving a fine performance
as the head volunteer nurse.

Bouquets for

Bloudes.
With Hair that is Gloriously Golden!

• Men’s eyes follow
admiringly. . .women’s
eyes enviously . . . hair

which has that lustrous

“spun-gold” look. But
if your hair is streaked,

straw-colored or over-

bleached, it turns away
compliments and spoils

yourwhole appearance.
Play safe! Entrust

your glorious blonde-

ness to Marchand’s
Golden Hair Wash. Its

improved formula will never betray you

!

Painstakingly developed by experts in hair

care, the netv Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash
is easier than ever to apply and is complete
in itself for use at home. And remember,
with Marchand's, you yourself can control

the exact degree of lightness you desire.

Use Marchand’s to make blonde hair

blonder or to give dark or red hair more
lightness, more brightness. You can get a
bottle at any drug counter. Try it today!

Made hy the Makers of Marchand*s ^Make-Up** Hair Rinse

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 X 10 Inches
on OOUBLE WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full leng^th or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any paH of group
picture. ^
Origrinal returned with yoor 3 tOT SZaOO

enlargement.
s'fc-ww

SEND NO MONEY
photo, negative or snapshot (any eii.,
ceive your enlargement, guaranteed fadeless,
on beautiful double>weight portrait quality
paper. Pay postman only 98c plus postage—or
send $1 with order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this
amazing offer now. Send your photos today.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
dOO East Ohio St. Oeot. 1554-C Chicago (11). IIL

Just mail

MAKE THIS FLATTERING

CIJTWORK LINEN
DKKSYf.
ITS TOPS IN
STYLE AND

EASY TO MAKE
No. 107—Here’s a new, smart style-

lift for your suits and dresses! You
can quickly embroider the beautiful
cutwork design that makes this

Dickey-collar an asset to your ward-
robe. Stamped on oyster Linen ofjj

excellent quality. To make the Dickey-

f

collar you receive the stamped Linen,
embroidery thread, and the complete
instructions for making. For only
$1.00 you will have, when completed,
an accessory which you cannot pur-
chase ready-made at any price. Order
by 'number. Complete satisfaction or
your money refunded.

FREDERICK HERRSCHNER CO.
508 S. FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS



V/’ES, even if your skin is

grimy from unusualwar
time duties—Resinol Soap
can really cleanse it. Yet it

acts so gently and leaves

skin so smooth, soft and
refreshed, no wonder it’s

the first choice of so many.
Enjoy this luxury soap

with the modest price. Its

delightful cleansing helps
you "feel like a million.”

For dryness, chapping,
chafing, minor rashes, sur-

face pimples, that frequent-

ly annoy-smooth on some
Resinol Ointment. It’s won-
derful to ease itchy burn-

ing and so quicken healing.

Resinol, Dept. PP-2, Balto-1, Md.
For enclosed 10c please send me a sample each
of Resinol Soap and Ointment, also a convenient
little Hollywood Stocking-Run Mending Kit.

NAME
ADDRESS

Kent Smith plays the American flier re-
cuperating trom wounds. IViimi Forsaythe
and Kathy Frye are outstanding.
The rnost exciting scenes show the nurses

in actual combat and the ski maneuvers,
which are expertly handled.

Your Reviewer Says: A new country but an
old story.

The Heavenly Body
(tvie+ro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

I
T seems that science and mysticism just

* never get together—that is, if astrology
can be called mysticism. At any rate, it is

to astronomer William Powell (nice hav-
ing you back on the screen, Willie) who
discovers to his horror that his lovely wife,
who has more time on her hands than
sense in her head, has taken up astrology.
What’s more, Hedy believes her astrologer
Fay Bainter so thoroughly she is all ready
to renounce her husband for the tall, dark
and handsome new love promised by the
stars. Oddly enough, at the exact mo-
ment designated by the horoscope, who
should walk into Hedy’s life but air-raid
warden James Craig, who is wholehearted-
ly for the “new love” idea. From then
on the story has astronomer Powell forget-
ting all about his new comet in order to
keep his wife away from Craig.
At times it grows thinner than a slice of

rationed butter, but Powell’s skillful tim-
ing keeps the fun alive. And Hedy is so
“lufely” and Craig so handsome.

GiveYour Lazy Liver

ThisGentle'Nudge’
FoHow Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice

To ReHeve CONSTIPATION

WANTTOFEELUKETHIS
FULL OF PEP

MENTAUY ALERT
BRIGHT EYES

If liver bile doesn’t flow freely every
day Into your intestines—constipa-
tion with its lack of pep, headaches
and mental dullness often result.

So take Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
tonight to feel ’tip-top’ tomorrow.
Olive Tablets.—being purely vegetable
are simply wonderful to pep up slug-
gish bile flow and insure gentle yet
thorough bowel movements. Inexpen-
sive. Follow label directions.

m. edwards'tS&v^Is

P}, ^^Before and After’’
f «A1U ItAAk AhAK# DtAetlA X^ Read this new book about Plastic/^ Reconstruction. Tells how easy^

it is for noses to he shaped-j^^'
protruding ears, thick lipsC
wrinkles, and signs of age f
corrected. Also cleft pal-

'

ate, hare-lip and pendu-(

__ lous breasts. Plastic Surgenr"
'explained. Elaborate illustrations.

Only 25e — mail coin or stamps. Glennville
Publishers 313 Madison Ave. Dept, az. New York 17, N.Y.

RESINOL
OINTMENT SOAP

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS?

Wlien DiamoDd - Dazzling, Blae-Whito
genuine Zircons from the Mines of far--

away Mystic Siam are so effective and
inexpensive. Thrillio? beauties that
stendacid; cut glass and are full of dia-
mond FIREI Exquisite mountings! Write
for FREE Catalogrue. Address:

NATIONAL ZIRCON CO.
Dept. 517 Wheeling, W. Va*

1 had ugly hair . . . was unloved
... discouraged. Tried many dif-

ferent products . . . even razors.
Nothing was satisfactory. Then

I developed a simple, painless and inexpensive
method. It worked. I have helped thousands win
beauty, love, happiness. Let me tell you how.
^ppir MyFREE book, “HowtoOvercometheSuperfluous
• Hair Problem,” explains the method and proves ac-
taal success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Wnte MME.ANNETTE LANZETTE, P.O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept.W*20. Chicago, Illinois

P
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Now revealed for the first time, the intimate secrets of filmland's most

famous make-up artists. Now you can use the same type "Movie Lips"

Make Up Brush that bestows glamorous stars with lips that excite and

entice . . . with thrilling new Brush 'n' Blend Cream Lipstick . . . the nearest

thing to everlasting lip beauty. A single application often lasts all day long.

I CREAM LIPSTICK
and MAKE-UP BRUSH
At Mo(f Si and lOi Starts

^ I
Of Mnd 23< plug 3< for Ma ond pottoe*. Sfot, co!of of

» J Noioo# Co.. Lm Anp*l«* 14. Calif.

Have you heard

Hollywood’s secret

for lips, that whisper

LOVE ME !

1

Your Reviewer Says: And now see what the
stars can predict for Hitler.

Gung Ho! (Universal)

O NE thing about these war pictures

—

they stick pretty well to historical

events that are still fresh in one’s memory
and are told with vigor, accuracy and a
straightforward honesty.
What, for heaven’s sake, could be more

dramatic than the story of Colonel Carl-
son’s raiders on Makin Island? If ever a
picture paid tribute to a group of men who
earned that honor it’s this story of those
Marines who won for us this strategic

island.

The story opens with a call for volunteer
Marines at Camp Pendleton. From the 15,-

000 who responded, 900 are chosen and 210
finally survive the terrific, heartbreaking
combat training. Finally the day arrives
when the Marines have learned to the nth
degree the Gung Ho spirit, that of working
together in complete unison, and into two
submarines the lads are packed for the trip

to Makin.
Scenes of the actual combat training,

sequences within the sub and the actual
landing, all lead up to battle scenes that

for realism are hard to top.

Randy Scott is the perfect choice as Col-
onel Thornwald. He plays his role (that

of Carlson himself, of course,) with a calm
that belies the steeliness of the man who
learned this wonderful Gung Ho spirit

from the Chinese fighters.

Sam Levene, a clever actor, is outstand-
ing as the veteran who had previously
fought with the colonel. Alan Curtis, an
ordained minister who believes his place
is with the boys. Rod Cameron, as a hill-

billy from “Kaintuck,” Noah Beery Jr.

and David Bruce as disagreeing half-broth-
ers, are so good it’s difficult to imagine any
other lads in their places. Peter Coe as
Kozzarowski and Bob Mitchum are also

outstanding in the story worthy of that

branch of the service—the Leathernecks, to

whom it stands as a fitting tribute.

Your Reviewer Says: Action, blood and
courage.

Learn the Right way to play

Contract Bridge
Play Contract Bridge and be popular! Don’t miss out on
good times because you can’t play this fascinating game.
Get Dudley Courtenay’s big I60*page Standardized Con-
tract Bridge Complete. This book is by lOS/g inches
in size—covers everything that is needed to kno'w about
the game. How to bid—how to play a winning game.
Illustrations of almost every conceivable hand, how to
follow through—play-by-play. Don’t be mislead by would-
be “experts”. This book teaches you everything, whether
you are just a beginner or an advanced player. You simply
can’t miss!

Also explains standardized bids of the CULBERTSON and
other championship systems, including the. BLACKWOOD
CONVENTION. Newest laws and rules on scoring. ORDER
YOUR COPY NOW!

AmIi. Cl AA booksellers or write
Umy vI'Uv to the address given below

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. PM-344
205 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Relieve Pinch

And Torture

Of Tight Shoes
When burning feet cry out with agony from all-

day standing— when shoes that pinch nearly drive

you crazy — try this wonderful, soothing powder
that works like magic to bring blissful foot relief.

Just sprinkle Allen’s Foot-Ease in your shoes and
sing with joy when tired, burning feet lose their'

sting and pain. For over 50 years, millions of

people have found happy relief and real foot com-
fort with Allen’s Foot-Ease. Don’t wait! Get a
package today. Try this easy, simple way to all-

day standing and walking comfort. At all druggists.

• For 75 years Dr. Guild’s
GREEN MOUNTAIN
ASTHMATIC COM-
POUND has been a source
of relief to countless num-
bers of asthmatic sufferers.

It is economical, pleasant.
24 cigarettes, only 50»!.

Powder, 25^ and $1.00 at
nearly all drug stores.Write
J. H. Guild Co., DeptJJ.7,
Rupert, Vt. for FREE
SAMPLE. Use only as
directed on package



Get relief from the

pain and discomfort of simple piles

or hemorrhoids. Use IJnguentine

Rectal Cones, made by the makers of

UNGUENTINE. Easy to Use, Sanitary,

Inexpensive.

If you do not get prompt relief, con-

sult your physician. Druggists will

rejund price ij you are not satisjied.

UNGUENTINE I

RfCTAl C0/V£J>-4
A NORWICH PRODUCT

ASTHMA
•wmemAimut
Ifyou snfFerfromBronchialAsthmaParoxysms, from cooghs,
gasping wheezing—write quick fordaring FreeTrial Offer.
Inquiries from so-called “hopeless** cases especially invited.

NACOR, 1076-F. State Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

10 PENCILS WITH"Y0UR NAME” 0 N

Mail us $1.00 and we will send yon by
prepaid mail 4 boxes Hosebud Salve
(25c size) and will include with the 4
salve 10 lovely pencils as a premium.
Pencils are full length, with coal black
lead, with Your Name printed in gold
foil. You can sell the 4 salve at 25o a
box and have your pencils without
cost. Rosebud is an old reliable family
salve. Used nation*wide for 50 years.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. BOX 69.WOODSBORO.MARYUUIO

lATHEN you have Headache. Slmpltt
*’ Neuralgia, Functional MonthlyPains,
or Muscular Aches and Pains, you want

i relief—the_quicker you get it the better

i

you are suited. Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
can give fast relief. They are pleasant

» to take and do not upset the stomach,
A single tablet is usually all that is needed. At your
2JUK store. Regular Package 25c, Economy Package
$1.00. Read directions and use only as directed.
Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

M?LES ANTr-i>Ai¥ PILLS

WEDDING
AND

ENGAGEMENTRING
BARGAIN

TE-N DAY8’ TRIAL
SEND NO MONEY

Introductory offer: — With
.every order for smart, new.

Sterling Silver Solitaire
engagement ring we will

include without extra
charge exquisite wedding
ring set with eight imita-

tion diamonds matching in

fire and brilliance the
beautiful imitation Diamond

solitaire engagement ring (the per-

_ feet Bridal pair.) Send no money
with order. Just name, address and ring

size. We ship both rings in lovely gift box
Immediately and you make just 2 easy pay-
ments of $2 each, total only $4. We trust
you. No red tapo as you make first payment
and tax tc postman on arrival then balance

_ any time within 30 days. Money back guar-
antee. War conditions make supply limited. ACT NOW.
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. ST-07. Jefferson, Iowa

The Fashions Shown on Pages
64 and 65 Are Available

in the Following Stores

Nos. I and 4

Beaumont, Tex.—The White House Dry Goods
Company

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Frederick Loeser Company, Ini.

Charlotte, N. C.—J. B. Ivey & Company
Cleveland, Ohio—William Taylor Son fic Com-

pany
Chicago, 111.—Marshall Field & Company
Cincinnati, Ohio—The H. & S. Pogue Company
Dayton, Ohio—Rike Kumler Company
Denver, Colo.—Denver Dry Goods Company
Hartford, Conn.—G. Fox & Company
Houston, Tex.—Foley Brothers Dry Goods Company
Indianapolis, Ind.—William H. Block Company
Little Rock, Ark.—Gus Blass Company
Los Angeles, Calif.—Bullock’s

Memphis, Tenn.—Levy’s Ladies Toggery, Inc.

Miami, Fla.—Burdine’s, Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Gimbel Brothers, Inc.

New Orleans, La.—D. H. Holmes Company, Ltd.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Gimbel Brothers

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Joseph Horne Company
Portland, Ore.—Meier & Frank Company
Rochester, N. Y.—Sibley, I^ndsay & Curr Company
San Antonio, Tex.—Carl’s

St. Louis, Mo.—Scruggs-Vandervoort Barney, Inc.

Seattle, Wash.—Frederick & Nelson, Inc.

Toledo, Ohio—LaSalle 6& Koch Company
Washington, D. C.—The Hecht Company

No. 2

Akron, Ohio—M. O’Neil Company
Allentown, Pa.—Hess Brothers

Baltimore, Md.—The Hub
Boston, Mass.—Jordan Marsh Company
Buffalo, N. Y.—J. N. Adams fit Company
Chicago, 111.—The Fair

Cincinnati, Ohio—Mabley & Carew Company
Cleveland, Ohio—May Company
Dallas, Texas—W. A. Green Company
Des Moines, Iowa—Younker Brothers, Inc.

Detroit, Mich.—Ernst Kern Company
Indianapolis, Ind.—H. P. Wasson & Company
Lincoln, Ncbr.—Gold & Company
Los Angeles, Calif.—The May Company
Minneapolis, Ind.—Buttrey Stores

Newark, N. J.—Kresge Department Store

Oakland, Calif.—Kahn Department Stores, Inc.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Kerr Dry Goods Company
Omaha, Nebr.—J. L. Brandeis & Sons

Philadelphia, Pa.—Lit Brothers

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Boggs 86 Buhl, Inc.

Portland, Ore.—Olds, Wortman 86 King, Inc.

Providence, R. I.—The Outlet Company
St. Louis, Mo.—Famous 86 Barr Company
Washington, D. C.—The Hecht Company
Youngstown, Ohio—G. M. McKelvey Company

Nos. 3 and 5

Baltimore, Md.—Hochschild, Kohn 86 Company
Baton Rouge, La.—Ellzey Shop
Boston, Mass.—Filene’s Sons Company
Chicago, 111.—Carson, Pirie 85 Scott

Dallas, Tex.—A. Harris 86 Company
Dayton, Ohio—Rike-Kumler Company
Denver, Colo.—Neusteter Company
Detroit, Mich.—Winkleman Brothers

Hartford, Conn.—Sage, Allen 85 Company
Indianapolis, Ind.—L. S. Ayres 86 Company, Inc.

Los Angeles, Calif.—The May Company
Louisville, Ky.—Stewart Dry Goods Company
Miami, Fla.—Burdine’s Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Bitker 86 Gerner Company
Minneapolis, Minn.—John W. Thomas Company
New York, N. Y.—Arnold, Constable 85 Company
Omaha, Nebr,—Harzberg’s, Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Oppenheim, Collins 85 Company
Providence, R. I.—Shephard Company
Rochester, N. Y.—B. Forman Company
San Francisco, Calif.—The Emporium
Seattle, Wash.—Best’s Apparel, Inc.

St. Louis, Mo.—Stix, Baer 86 Fuller Company
Syracuse, N. Y.—The Addis Company
Washington, D. C.-—^Frank R. JellefiF, Inc.

Olson
works RUG MAGIC
u/UA /HdXe/UeiC^

Learn How your materials are picked up at

your door by Freight or Express at our ex-

pense-how we shred, merge and reclaim

the valuable materials; then picker, bleach,

card, spin, redye and weave into

Lovely, Deep -Textured Broadloom
woven Reversible for double wear and lux-

ury. Sizes to fit all rooms in solid colors, rich

tweed blends. 18th Century floral and leaf

designs. Early American, Oriental patterns.

FACTORY-to-You! Our VOth year. Over

two million customers. We do not employ

agents or sell through stores.

Sorry if War Work causes delays, hut Olson

lugs are worth waiting for.

aiCAGO KSW YORK s'fRISCO 13 Eg E,

RUG BOOK
Mail coupon or

lo Post Card for

beautiful OLSON
Catalog and Dec-

orating Guide
in full color. 26

model rooms.



NASTY CHEST

COLD?

ANTIPHIOGISTINE

Ifyour child has a chest cold—get the right

relief, right away. Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE
comfortably hot. This ready-to-use medi-
cated poultice does three very important
things:

1 Eases that cough

2 Relieves tightness of the chest

3 Soothes sore, aching muscles

ANTIPHLOGISTINE maintains "Moist Heat”
for many hours. This comforting "Moist
Heat” goes to work on those disturbing
cold symptoms—while your child sleeps.

Feels so good! Does good!
Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE early for best

results.

A •
1Ll1

• •

r
e.'. «4L Lm[1 pjmlogistioe

KITCHEH TOWELS
Sold "by The Fair, Chicago—and in Linen Sections in

leading department stores everywhere.

TulflU your heart’s desire without paying fabu-
lous prices! Know the thrill of wearing glamorous
Orchids or gorgeous Gardenias whenever you
wish! Life-like full size costume accessories by
day, these amazing creations GLOW IN THE
DABKNESS at night ! Positively enchanting with
any costume— breath-taking ornaments for the

hair! Perfectly adorable for any occasion. Not
metal, but soft, leafy colorful floral reproduc-
tions of lasting beauty! Will not wilt or die.

Order several Glowing Flowers—the cost is low!

For GIFTS . . . Perfectly exquisite—ultra-smart!

I

I Glowing Flower Only $1 3 at one time ... $2.50

2 at one time . . . $1.70 7 at one time . . . $5.00

You may select either Flower or any assort-

ment. State quantity desired and enclose cash or

money order. We prepay postage. Glowing
Flowers sold on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
CHARMS & CAIN • 407 So. Dearborn St.

Dept. 300) Chicago, S, Illinois

Casts of Current Pictures

CAREER GIRL—P. R. C. : Joan, Frances Langford;
Steve, Edward Norris; Glenda, Iris Adrian; James,
Craig Woods; Thelma, Linda Brent; Pop, Alec Craig;
Sue, Ariel Heath; Ann, Lorraine Krueger; Polly,
Renee White; Janie, Gladys Blake; Felix Black,
Charles Judels; Louis Horton, Charles Williams.

DESSERT SONG, THE — Warners: Paul Hudson,
Dennis Morgan; Margot, Irene Manning; Fontaine,
Bruce Cabot; Johnny Walsh, Lynne Overman; Pere
FanFan, Gene Lockhart; Hajy, Faye Emerson; Caid
Yoiisseff, Victor Francen; Francois, Curt Bois; Lieu-
tenant Berttn, Jack LaRue; Tarbouch, Marcel Dalio;

Benoit, Nestor Paiva
; Hassan, Gerald Mohr; Heinsel-

man, a Foreign Banker, Felix Basch; Abdel Rahman,
Noble Johnson; Pajot, Wallis Clark; Ben Sidi. Fritz

Leiber; Radik, George Renavent; Suliman, Will'.am
Edmunds; A French Colonel, Egon Brecher; Captain

of the Guards, Duncan Renaldo; Muhammad, Albert
Morin.

DESTINATION TOA^FO—Warners: Captain, Cary
Grant; Wolf, John Garfield; Cookie, Alan Hale; Re-
serve Off., John Ridgley; Tin Can, Dane Clark;
Mike, Tom Tully; Pills, William Prince, Ex Off.,

Warner Anderson; The Kid, Bob Hutton; Dakota,
Peter Whitney; Diving Off., Warren Douglas; Radio
Man (Sparks), John Forsvthe; Sound Man, John
Alvin; Gunnery Torpedo Off., Bill Kennedy; Ensign,
Ralph McColm.

GHOST SHIP, THE—RKO.: Captain Stone. Rich-

ard Dix; Tom Merriam, Russell Wade; Bozons, Ben
Bard; Sparks. Edmund Glover: Finn, Skelton Knagg;
Boats, Dewey Robinson; Louie, Lawrence Tierney;
Billy, Sir Lancelot; Peter, Paul Marion; Roberts,

Boyd Davis; Ellen, Edith Barrett; Shadow Girl,

Shirley O’Hara.

GUNG-HO—Universal: Colonel Thorwald, Randolph
S-'Ott; John Harbison, Alan Curtis; Kurt Richter,

Noah Beery Jr. ; Lt. C. /. Cristoforos, J. Carrol Naish;
Transport {Leo Andreof), Sam Levene; Larry
O’Ryan, David Bruce; Captain Dunphy, Richard
Lane; McBride, Walter Sande; Lt. Roland Brown-
ing, Louis Jean Heydt; Pig-Iron, Robert Mitchum;
Rube Tedrozv, Rod Cameron; Kathleen Carrigan,

Grace McDonald; Commander Blake, Milburn Stone.

GUY NAMED JOE, M-G-M: Peter Sandidge.
Spencer Tracy; Dorinda Durston, Irene Dunne; Ted
Randall, Van Johnson; Al Yackey, Ward Bond;
“Nails” Kilpatrick, James Gleason; The General,

Lionel Barrymore; Dick Rumney, Barry Nelson;
Ellen Bright, Esther Williams; Colonel Sykes, Henry
O’Neill; James J. Rourke, Don DeFord; Sanderson,
Charles Smith.

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER—Republic: Roy
Rogers, Roy Rogers; Kim Adams, Ruth Terry; Pat,

Pat Brady; Hugh, Hugh Farr; Karl, Karl Farr; Bob,
Bob Nolan; Tim, Tim Spencer; Ken, Ken Carson;
Teddy Bear, Guinn “Big Boy’’ Williams; Sophie
Lawrence, Mary Treen; Brook Danvers, Onslow
Stevens; Jeff Adams, Jos. Crehan; Juan Morales,
Duncan Renaldo; Mac Barclay, Leroy Mason; Walt-

ers, Roy Barcroft; Simmons, Kenne Duncan; Col.

Carter, Larry Steers; Senor Morales, Julian Rivero.

HEAVENLY BODY—U-G-M: William S. Whitley,

William Powell; Vicky Whitley, Hedy Larnarr; Lloyd
X. Hunter. James Craig: Margaret Sibyll, Faye
Bainter; Professor Stowe, Henry O’Neill; Nancy Pot-

ter, Spring Byington; Strand, Robert Sully; Dr.
Green, Morris Andrum; Sebastian Melas, Franco
Corsaro; Beulah Murphy, Connie Gilchrist.

HIGHER AND HIGHER—RKO: Millie. Michele
Morgan; Mike, Jack Haley; Frank Sinatra, Frank
Sinatra; Drake, Leon Errol; Mickey, Marcy McGuire;
Katherine, Barbara Hale; Hilda, Grace Hartman;
Byngham, Paul Hartman; Sandy, Mary Wickes;
Marty, Mel Torme; Oscar, Dooley Wilson; Mrs.
Keating, Elisabeth Risdon; Mrs. Whiffen, Ivy Scott;

Mr. Green, Rex Evans; Fitsroy Wilton, Victor Borge.

O, MY DARLING CLEMENTINE—Republic: Roy
Acuff and His Smoky Mountain Boys, Themselves;
The Radio Rogues, Themselves; “Dapper Dan”
Franklin, Frank Albertson; Clementine, Lorna Gray;
Pappy 'Cheshire, Harry Cheshire; Ellie Scully, Loye
Bridge; Luke Scully. Eddie Parks; Bubbles, Patricia

Knox; Jackie, Mary Zavian.

PISTOL PACKIN’ MAMA—Republic: Vicky Nor-
ris and Sally Benson. Ruth Terry; Nick Winner,
Robert Livingston; Joker. Wally Vernon;' Jo/mny
Rossi, Jack La Rue; /. Lester Burton III, Kirk Alyn;
Mike (the dealer) Eddie Parker; Joe, Ned Marriott;

Croupier, Bud Geary; Waiter, John West; Joe Me-
Gurn. Joseph Kirk; Young Wife, Helen Talbot;

Young Husband, Michael Kirk; Mrs. Burton, Lydia
Bilbrook; Mr. Burton, George Lessey.

SHE’S FOR ME—Universal: Phil Norwin, George
Dolenz: Michael Reed, David Bruce; Jan Lawton,

Grace McDonald; Eileen Crane, Lois Collier; Brad-

ford Crane, Charles Dingle; Miss Carpenter, Helen

Brown; The Kid, Louis Da Pron; Sam, Manton
Moreland.

SONG OF BERNADETTE. THF—Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox: Bernadette Soubirous, Jennifer Jones;
Antoine Nicolau, William Eythe; Peyramale, Charles
Bickford; Vital Dutour, Vincent Price; Dr. Dozous,
Lee J. Cobb; Marie Therese Vauzous, Gladys
Cooper; Louise Soubirous, Anne Revere; Francois
Soubirous, Roman Bohnen; Jeanyie Abadie, Mary
Anderson; Empress Eugenie, Patricia Morison; La-
cade. Aubrey Mather; Jacomet, Charles Dingle;
Crcisinc Bouhouhorts, Edith Barrett; Louis Bouriette,
Sig Ruman; Aunt Bernarde Casterot, Blanche Yurka;
Marie Soubirous, Ermadeap Walters; Callet, Marcel
Dalio; Dr. Le Crampe, Pedro De Cordoba; Emperor
Napo’eon III, Jerome Cowan; Bishop of Tarbes,
Charles Waldron; Chaplain, Moroni Olsen; Convent
Mother Superior, Nana Bryant; Charles Bouhouhorts,
Manart Kippen; Jean Soubirous, Merrill Rodin;
Justin Soubirous, Nino Pipitone Jr.; Father Pomian,
John Maxwell Hayes; Estrade, Jean Del Val; Baker,
Nestor Paiva; Madame Bruat, Tala Birell; Madame
Nicolau, Eula Morgan; Psychiatrist, Alan Napier;
Mother Superior, Dorothy Shearer; Dr. St. Cyr,
Frank Reicher; Duran, Charles La Torre; Mayor’s
Secretary, Nino Pipitone Sr.; Mr. Jones, Edwin Stan-
ley; Baron Massey. Lionel Braham; Minister of In-
terior, Ian Wolfe; Bishop, Andre Chariot.

TARZAN’S DESERT MYSTERY—RKO: Tar-
zan, Johnny Weissmuller; Boy, Johnny Sheffield,

Connie, Nancy Kelly; Hendrix, Otto Kruger; Strader,
Joseph Sawyer.

TENDER COMRADE—RKO: Jo Jones, Ginger
Rogers; Ch>is Jones, Robert Ryan; Doris White, Kim
Hunter; Helen Stacy, Patricia Collins; Manya, Mady
Christians; Mike, Richard Martin; Mrs. Henderson,
Jane Darwell; Joe Pierson, Richard Gaines.

THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER—
Columbia: Wally Williams, Tom Neal; Carol Hark-
ness, Evelyn Keyes; Frank Malloy, Bruce Bennett;
Michael Crocker, John Hubbard; Joan Burton, Jeff

Donnell; Aiex Grybinski, Frank Sully; Bolivar Jef-
ferson, Lewis Wilson; George Edwards, Robert Stan-
ford; General Sommerton, Jonathan Hale; Lieutenant
Martin, Hugh Beaumont; Sergeant Cummings, Kane
Richmond; Burroughs, Douglass Drake; Jonesy, Craig
Woods.

THREE RUSSIAN GIRLS—V. A., Natasha. Anna
Sten; John Hill, Kent Smith; Tamara, Mimi For-
saythe; Major Braginski, Alexander Granach;
Kathy Frye; Trishin, Paul Guilfoyle; Sergei, Kane
Richmond; Doctor, Manart Kippen; Misha, Jack
Gardner; Shoora, Marcia Lenack; Zina, Mary Her-
riot; Olga, Anna Marie Stewart; Manya, Dorothy
Gray; Terkin, Feodor Chaliapin.

UNINVITED, THE—Paramount; Roderick Fitz-

gerald, Ray Milland; Pamela Fitzgerald, Ruth Hus-
sey; Stella Meredith, Gail Russell; Commander
Beech, Donald Crisp; Lizzie Flynn, Barbara Everest;

Miss Holloway, Cornelia Otis Skinner; Dr. Scott,

Alan Napier; Will Hardy, Ivan S. Simpson; Charlie

Jessup. Holmes Herbert; Miss Bird, Margaret Sed-
don; Miss Ellis, Jessie Newcomb; Annie, Rita Page.

WEST SIDE KID, THE—Republic: Johnny April,

Donald Barry; Sam Winston, Henry Hull; Gloria

Winston, Dale Evans; Shoelace, Chick Chandler; The
Vorrier, Matt McHugh; Mrs. Winston, Nana Bryant;

Ramsey Fehsel, Walter Catlett; Donovan, Edward
largan; Gwylim, Chester Clute; Jerry Winsto^n, Peter

Lawford; Dr. Kenton, George Metaxa.

WHAT A MAN!—Monogram: Henry Burrows,
Johnny Downs; Jean Rankin, Wanda McKay; Steve

Jackson, Robert Kent; Beulah, Etta McDaniels; Prew-
itt, Harry Holman; Constance, Lillian Bronson; De-
‘ective, Wheeler Oakman; Doctor, John Ince; Par-

sons, I. Stanford Jolley; Boyle, Jack Gardner.

WHAT A WOMAN

!

—Columbia: Carol Ainsley, Ros-

alind Russell; Henry Pepper, Brian Aherne; Michael

Cobb, Willard Parker; Pat O'Shea, Alan Dinehart;

Senator Ainsley, Edward Fielding; Jane Hughes, Ann
Savage; Miss Timmons. Norma Varden; Dean Shaef-

fer, Douglas Wood; Clark, Grady Sutton; Minna,
Lilyan Irene; Ben, Frank Dawson.

WOMAN OF THE TOWN, THE—U. A.-Sherman:
Dora Hand, Claire Trevor; “Bat” Masterson, Albert

Dekker; King Kennedy, Barry Sullivan; Inky Wilk-

inson, Henry Hull; Dog Kelley, Porter Hall; Rev.

Samuel Small, Percy Kilbride; Robert Wright,

Arthur Hohl; Daisy Davenport, Marion Martin;

Judge Blackburn, George Cleveland; Louella 0. Par-

sons Beryl Wallace; Fanny Garretson, Teddi Sher-

man; Buffalo Burns, Clem Bevans; Mrs. Brown,
Eula Guy; Mrs. Wright, Claire Whitney; Dr. Sears,

Herbert Rawlinson; Wagner, Hal Taliaferro; Eddy
Foy. Charley Foy; Mrs. Logan, Frances Morris;

Publisher Kansas City Clarion, Russel! Hicks; Avinie

Logan, Marlene Mains; Waddy Kerns, Dewey Rob-

inson.
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THEWINNERS!
Lon McCalllster and Sonny Tufts, favorites in the Color Portrait Poll

Coming in April Photoplay
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CAKE SHAMPOO ADOS LOVEiy NATURAL
APPEARING COLOR TO HAIR THAT IS...

STREAKED • DULL • GREY • FADED
GRAY/NG •AGING-BURNT - LIFELESS

This remarkable discovery, Tintz

Cake Shampoo, washes out dirt, loose dan-

druff, grease, as it safely gives hair a real

smooth colorful tint that fairly glows with life

and lustre. Don’t put up with faded, dull,

burnt, off-color hair a minute longer, for

Tintz Cake Shampoo works gradually . .

.

each shampoo leaves your hair more color-

ful, lovelier, softer, and easier to manage. No
dyed look. Won’t hurt permanents. Get this

rich lathering shampoo, that gives fresh glow-

ing color to your hair, today. In six lovely

shades; Black, Dark, Medium, or Light Brown,

Auburn (Titian)orBionde.Only 50c(2for$1.00)

. . . JUST MAIL COUPON ON GUARANTEE RESULTS
MUST DELIGHT YOU OR NO COST . . .

Take advantage of this introductory offer and mail your

order today. On arrival of your package, just deposit 50c

($1 for 2) plus postage vrith postman and Shampoo-tint your

own hair right in your own home. We are sure just one trial

will convince you that here at last is the ideal hair tint. But

if for any reason you aren’t 100% satisfied, just return the

wrapper in 7 days and your money will be refunded without

question. Don’t delay, order today!

NOW you CAN GET TINTZ AT
LEADING DEPARTMENT STORES
WALGREEN’S, WHELAN’S, MANY
DRUG STORES AND 5 & 10< STORES

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept 1-G 2 1 5 N. Michigan, Chicago,lll.

Canadian Office; Dept. 1-G 22 College St,, Toronto, Can.

Send one full size TINTZ CAKE SHAMPOO in shade
checked below. On arrival, I will deposit SOc plus postage
charges with postman, on guarantee that if I’m not entirely

satisfied I con return empty wrapper in 7 days and you
will refund my money.

1 CAKE 50c 2 CAKES $1
(Tintz pays postage if money with order)

Check shade: Blonde Black Light Brown
Medium Brown Auburn (Titian) Dark Brown

7-DAY

TRIAL

COUPON

NAME
(Print Plainly)

ADDRESS

>^RISK OFFER YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS
ft SEND, iETTER OR CONVENIENT COURON

STATE.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY-SURE

I

l:

I:

1

^

I
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ERNIE PYLE
WORLD-FAMOUS WAR CORRESPONDENT ;.

1 A FIRSTHAND REPORT
FROM A FIRST-CLASS REPORTER...

HESTERFIEIO
On every front i’ve covered... with

OUR BOYS AND OUR ALLIES,JIHESTER^ELD

IS ALWAYS A FAVORITE

Chesterfields are milder and better-tasting for the best

of reasons., .they’re made of the world's best cigarette

tobaccos— but what's more . . . Chesterfield combines

these choice tobaccos in a- can’t-be-copied blend that

gives smokers what they want. That’s why your Chester-

fields really Satisfy. They're the favorite of millions.

Copyright 1944, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.





writh just One Cake of Camay !

Skin specialists prove

Camay is Really Mild!

Your complexion will grow fresher,

more velvety soft . . . with just one cake

of Camay! Yes, change to proper mild

care ...to the CAMAY mild-soap diet.

Skin specialists tested this care ... on

over 100 complexions. And the first

cake of Camay made most complex-

ions simply bloom! —softer! —fresher!

So mild . . . cleanses

>vithout irritation!

These tests proved Camay’s mildness...

proved how it can benefit sV.in.”Camay

is really mild,” said the specialists, "it

cleansed without irritation." So stop hap-

hazard skin care. Get Camay... and see

the fresh new radiance that comes to

your skin.

Go on the

Camay Mild-Soap Diet!

Take one minute—night and morning.

Cream Camay over face — nose, chin.

Rinse with warm water. Give oily skins

an extra C-O-L-D splash.

Try it— skin’s lovelier with just one

cake of Camay!

Camay suggests these

WARTIME "SOAP-SAVERS"

Get your family to save soap ... it contains

precious materials.

1 . Use just enough Camay for lather.

2 - 'Wipe your soap dish dry— wet dishes waste soap.

3 - Put Camay slivers in a bathmit for grand

mild-lather baths!

Mrs. John H. Ridley of Son Diego, Californio,

says: "Camay's mild lather helped my skin

look lovelier—the very first coke I used! And
now, when friends ask me about my skin care,

I suggest the Camay Mild-Soap Diet."

%

#



Help keep your smile sparkling and
appealing with the aid of Ipana and
Massage!

Dare to dream, Plain Girl! How do

other girls make their fondest hopes

come true? How do they win hearts and

happiness? Seldom are they great beau-

ties. But often, very often, they succeed

because they know how to smile!

So smile, plain girl, smile! Not a brief,

hesitant smile, but one that flashes out

radiant and appealing. Remember,
though, for such a smile, teeth must be

sound and sparkling.And sparkling teeth

depend largely on firm, healthy gums.

"Pink tooth brush"—a warning!

If your tooth brush "shows pink”—

your dentist! He may tell you your gums
are tender—deprived of work by soft,

creamy foods. And as thousands of den-

tists do, he may suggest "the helpful

stimulation of Ipana and massage.”

Ipana not only cleans teeth but, with

massage, helps the gums. Massage a lit-

tle Ipana onto your gums each time you

clean your teeth. Circulation increases in

the gums—helps them to new firmness.

Start today with Ipana and massage to

help keep your gums firmer, your teeth

brighter, your smile more radiant!

A Bright Star wherever she goes—the girl

with a radiant smile. Help keep your smile

sparkling with Ipana and massage.

Product of

Bristol-Myers

Starttodaywith

IPANA and MASSAGE
P

M
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A snappy salute is in order—as M-G-M
brings “See Here, Private Hargrove”
to the screen.

'

The Big Studio has made a very special

issue of the best-seller G. I. story!

Robert Walker whose own private life

reads like a composite biography of the
average private, plays the title role

!

Walkerworked in a garage, punched cat-

tle in Texas, jerked sodas on Broadway,
survived a wreck at sea, then turned
to the film-world for more excitement.

He made his bow to picture-audiences
as the sailor-boy in “Bataan”—followed

this with a role in “Madame Curie”.
His checkered past partly accounts for

his splendid performance as the naive
rookie.

“See Here, Private Hargrove” should
be seen. It’s definitely in the nature of

acommand performance for every sweet-
heart, wife, mother, dad and kid brother.

Or even if your closest association with
the service is the memory of the smil-

ing kid next door!

M-G-M ’s film is a rollicking, entertain-

ing revelation of a masculine world

!

With lovely Donna Reed providing the
feminine touch—and it’s a delightful one.

Robert Benchley, Bob Crosby, Keenan
Wynn, Ray Collins and Chill Wills also

answer to the entertainment roll call!

Wesley Ruggles, one of Hollywood’s
foremost comedy directors, pilots the

screen Hargrove in top-flight fashion.

GeorgeHaight producedwith great gusto.

Leo gives a hand to Harry Kurnitz for

the screen play and the initial pat on
the back to the newspaperman who
became a private—then told the world

all about it!

Our closing phrase
is a paraphrase:
“See— Hear — Pri-

vate Hargrove”!

—Jleo- .
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PresentsM-G-M
THE LAUGHS OF
A NATION!

Yes! The riotous

Best Seller is

on the Screen

!

. bob CROSBY • RAY

by WESLEY RUGGLES •

iX . by Harry Krrrnitz, baser! op

"‘""
a METR0-G0LDWYN-»AAYER Picture

F
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^ virile and , x 1
vital to Vic-

^caii Navy!

"Bette Davis is

my favorite
actress, but . .

."

That "but" is

worth five dol-

lars to June
Barr, Tennessee

FOR YOURSELF

p

M

M

JohnW^yne
Susan Hayward

W]

^£NN/S
'VjIIian,

M. Kerrigan

Paul fix , wec/or—E,

A Republic

$10.00 PRIZE

For Their Sake . . .

TODAY I saw “Guadalcanal Diary.” I

* didn’t leave the theater red-eyed; I didn’t

cry during the picture. It didn’t move me
the way some war pictures have done.
Instead it gave me a quiet courage and a
determination to go ahead and do my bit

toward our victory.

I resolved to write regularly to all those

fellows who are in action, so that no boy
I know will ever look the way Sammy
did when there was no letter for him.
I’m determined to go to my Blood Bank

and give my share so that kids like

“Chick” Anderson can have a chance to

live, thanks to the precious plasma.
I resolved to buy my share, and more,

of War Stamps, so that “Taxi” Potts could

go back to Brooklyn and “dem beautiful

bums.”
That’s what “Guadalcanal Diary” did for

me, and if it can do the same for thou-
sands more, then we’re really in the fight.

So I say, a salute to “Guadalcanal Diary!”
Lorraine Hayes,
Boston, Mass.

$5.00 PRIZE

A Homely Thought

DETTE DAVIS is my favorite actress. I

^ have but one objection to her pictures.

Why must she be eternally cast in such
horror stories? Hysteria, hatred, jealousy,

madness, insanity and murder. Why do

the studio “powers that be” spend all her
talents on these? Why is it always assumed
that only the evil and the tragic and the
heartbreaking phases of life are dramatic?
There is drama in happiness—rich and
potent drama, well worthy of the talents
of the finest actress in the world.

Bette Davis would be wonderful—simply
wonderful—in a warm, human, happy
story, rich with goodness and love and,
well, just the blessedness of living.

The spiritual value of such a portrayal
j

by Miss Davis would be incalculable. Even
those who are fortunate enough to be to- i

gether with their loved ones, and at home,
|

are feeling the insecurity and the uncer-
tainty of these times. People are homesick.
Flooded with a continual outpouring of the
tragedy and grief and horror of today’s
world, we all need to be reminded and re-
assured of the everlasting things. And one
of the most vital of these is the fact of the
permanence of home—true home, the
“house not made with hands.” Bette Davis
could remind people. She could send people
home with hearts warmed and strength-
ened and renewed. It would be a definite i

service to our country—to the world.
June Barr,
Oak Ridge, Tenn.

$1.00 PRIZE

Ha! Ha!

I
KNOW it isn’t polite to crow when you

’ find proof that you are right and others
are wrong, but just this once I want to .

(Continued on page 17)
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W ^ introdW ^ introduces you
to Paramount's exciting new
beauty . . . GAIL RUSSELL I

It all came about when Paramount's
talent scout gave two soldiers a
lift. They told him about the Beau-
tiful girl they left behind . . , gulp,

at junior high, who not only knew
her books, gulp . . . but, majored in

Glommer! . . . "The Swoon o’ the

Room!" so ... . Woop, WHOOOP!
A New Paramount Star was born.

Yes, Lovely Gail Russell-ed forth

from school-girl movie-fan to

Paramount’s Movie-land.

disturbances.

Paramount’s gripping picturization

of Dorothy MacArdle’s hair-raising

story of the supernatural—the most

fascinating novel since “Rebecca”!

Gail is a lovely brunette with hazy
subtropical eyes, and a sort of frail

but voluptuous sleeping beauty
magic. • • •

You’ll see her now in "The Un-
invited" as the ghost-haunted
heroine. Ah, Yes, a Mystery ... an
Open scandal of the strange past

comes haunting this lovely child,

affecting her first exciting love and
causing most unusual nocturnal

nces.

A locked door! an
old mansion! She
is forbidden to
(Wouldn’t you like

to know?) . . .Then

there’s a chill wind
—a creeping mist

with a clinging
scent of mimosa!
moanin’ low with

choking sobs that

draws her to the

cliff's edge . . .

STOP! (For the
cliff’s edge she wears a very de-
mure gown, pure white and very
transparent with nothing to match.)

starring

Ray Milland* Ruth Hussey -Donald Crisp

with Cornelia Otis Skinner and introducing Gail Russell
Directed by LEWIS ALLEN • Screen Play by Dodie Smith and Frank Portos

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Some pretty strange goings on in

this picture, if you ask me . . . things

that you just can’t pul in writing.

A Delightful thriller that will leave
you breathless with excitement!

• • •

Whoops, here comes that strange

mist again— gotta go nowl

COPYRIGHT PARAMOUNT PICTURES, INC-, 1944
P
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dress under those Irene-created
aprons for “Marriage Is A Private
Affair.” Lana wears them over a
bathing suit. Yoohuo, little house-
wife!

That Director Jean Negulesco and
Veronica Lake are a serious roman-
tic twosome. La Lake has her eye
and maybe her heart on a high-
ranking military man.
That Betty Hutton has a secret

beau. Betty is frankly lonely at

times and would like very much to

be in love. Hey, stop shoving, you
guys.
And it’s not true that a now fa-

mous male star was a star in his

own country. The foreign contin-
gent over here never heard of him.
Or that Judy Garland is free to

marry. She is only now starting her
divorce proceedings from David Rose.

I

T'S True: Judy Garland’s intense
suffering from migraine headaches

has her studio worried aplenty.
Clark Gable has shown more in-

terest in the beauteous Kay Williams,

divorced wife of Macoco, than any
other lovely.

Gene Kelly may even now be say-
ing adieu to his lovely wife and
baby as he goes off to the wars.
Charles Chaplin may be deported

over the Joan Barry fracas. And
with all those bombings in England,
too.

Arturo de Cordova is going back
to Mexico to visit now that he and
Lupe have looped the Lupe.
Madeleine Carroll (Mrs. Stirling

Hayden and Bob Hope’s favorite

blonde) is now overseas with the
Red Cross.
Ginger Rogers spent her first wed-

ding anniversary alone, husband Ser-
geant Jackie Briggs being way off

in the South Pacific with them thar
Marines.
Jinx Falkenburg always ex-

presses surprise when people recog-
nize her off the screen. But why,
when her dresses have the name Jinx
embroidered all over them in such
beeg red letters?

Rita Hayworth refuses to return
to Hollywood without hubby Orson
Welles. But how will they live, with
Orson frankly admitting he’s broke
practically always?

It's Not True: That Sam Goldwyn
stated that all publicity on his pic-
ture “The North Star” should hence-
forth “degenerate” from New York.
That Lana Turner will wear a

. . . Dinah Shore
and George
Montgomery
looking the way
newlyweds should

look at theater

This-a and That-a: Mary Astor is

free again. Her divorce from hus-
band Manual Del Campo of the
Royal Canadian Air Force is now
final.

Hey, movie producers, what cooks?
No less than a half-dozen women
have lately confided to old Cal they
think Ray Bolger the most fascinat-
ing man in Hollywood and the one
with the most sex appeal. And him
not in pictures.

The bad manners and no-speak-
to-you-kid attitude of Bing Crosby
has several columnists a-feuding,
some citing Bing’s good deeds and
some, on the other side of the fence,

quoting opinions of Bing’s locker-
room pals out at Lakeside. May-
be there’s a little good and a little

bad in the old boy just as in every-
one else. (Continued on page 8)
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THAT’S THE TIME you appreciate

your old standby, Listerine Antisep-

tic, more than ever. So often it can be

such a help in fighting the bacteria re-

lated to colds.

Used early and frequently as a gargle

it may help head off a cold entirely or

keep it from getting serious. That goes,

too, for simple sore throat which so

often accompanies a cold.

Fewer Colds, Fewer Sore Throats for
Listerine Antiseptic Users in Tests

There’s an impressive lot of evidence to

back this statement up. Over and over

again, in tests made over a period of
twelve years, those who gargled Listerine

Antiseptic regularly every day had fewer

colds and usually had milder ones than those

who did not gargle.

Perhaps you wonder why. The explana-

tion, we believe, is simple;

Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of

the Secondary Invaders, those potentially

troublesome germs that can set up house-

keeping in almost everybody’s mouth.

Many a noted nose and throat spe-

cialist holds them responsible for the

complications of a cold, much of its

discomfort, misery and trouble. They
can stage a "mass invasion” of the throat

tissues when wet feet, cold feet, drafts,

fatigue or sudden temperature changes

put you under par.

Germs Rea-aced in Tests

It is wise to attack these trouble-makers

to forestall, if possible, such a "mass
invasion.” And that, apparently, is what
Listerine Antiseptic so often does.

In actual tests this cool, refreshing anti-

septic accomplished reductions of germs
on mouth and throat surfaces ranging

up to 96.7% fifteen minutes after a gargle.

One hour later the same tests showed
reductions up to 80%.

Surely, when you feel a cold coming
on, this delightful precaution is well

worth taking.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

BECAUSE OF WARTIME restrictions you may
not always be able to get Listerine Antiseptic in

your favorite size. Most drug counters will, how-
ever, have it generally available in some size.

LISTERBNE
ANTISEPTIC

for countless little emergencies
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They’re no weak sisters, these

DeLong Bob Pins. Stronger, du-

rable spring . . . they last and last.

Stronger Grip

If the Store is out of DeLong Bob

Pins today, try again next time youVe

in. Shipments are received regularly

but quantities are still restricted.

Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 Years

P BOB PINS HAIR PINS HAIR NlifS

* SAFETY PINS STRAIGHT PINS
M

HOOKS a EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES

SNAP FASTENERS SANITARY BELTS
8

(Continued from page 6) Helmut Dan-
tine, who promised to be the Austrian
bombshell not so long ago, seems to
have his wings clipped a bit these days
and for naughty behavior, old Cal hears.
Anyway, instead of playing the lead
in “Mask Of Dimitrious” as he expected,
Helmut is enacting a smaller role. We
noticed at a national magazine award
party (they gave “Watch On The
Rhine” the medal) given at the Clover
Club after the broadcast, Helmut wan-
dered in alone and seemed to remain
that way.

Our Boys In Service (as we go to

press) : Captain Melvyn Douglas is in

Australia.

Captain Louis Hayward has been ill

in Hollywood with pneumonia.
Lieutenant Pat di Cicco, husband of

Gloria Vanderbilt and former agent,

has been battling for his life with spinal

meningitis.
Lieutenant Robert Sterling has been

sent to Mather Field, Sacramento, Cali-

fornia, for further flying training.

Private First Class Edmond O’Brien
is an outstanding hit in the Moss Hart
show, “Winged Victory.”

Alan Ladd, recently discharged from
the Army due to illness and a chronic

ailment, has already been ordered by
his draft board to report again for a
physical examination. If he passes,

Ladd is back in the Army again.

Captain Gene Raymond, looking both
handsome and fit, has left Hollywood
for a four-motor bomber school some-
where in the United States.

Lieutenant Tyrone Power graduates
from his camp at Corpus Christi, Texas,
around March first.

Major Jimmy Stewart is flying

bombers in England. Or out of England,
rather.

Lieutenant Commander Robert Mont-
gomery is still in Hollywood and look-
ing better every day.
Corporal George Montgomery is back

from Alaska and his Texas camp and
is helping his bride, Dinah Shore, to

furnish their new home. George is

stationed in Hollywood for the present.
Phil Regan, who at thirty-seven is

a grandfather and has a son in the ser-
vice, has been ordered to report for

his physical.

Lieutenant Richard Greene is now
making a picture in England entitled

“Don’t Take It To Heart” with his wife
Pat Medina.

Private Freddie Bartholomew has
been honorably discharged from the
Army and is back in Hollywood
again.

Robert Stack is now Lieutenant (j.g.)

and is still instructing in aerial gunnery
at the Naval Base in San Francisco.

Frankie's Back: It was one of those
blue days in (Continued on page 10)
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Stop a minute and check up on the list

below. Do you belong to any of the

groups shown there? If so, then you
really must discover Tampax, which was
originated and perfected by a physician

to help women keep active during those

"trying days” of the month.

^ Housewives

^ War workers

^ Secretaries

^ Students

Service Women
^ Sales clerks

Gardeners ^
Taxi drivers

Club Women
Teachers ^
Nurses

Bank tellers A

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

Tampax prevents embarrass-

ment in two ways. Being worn
internally it does not cause
costume bulges and it does not
cause odor. Tampax needs no

belts, pins or pads. Made of pure absorb-

ent cotton, it comes compressed in throw-

away applicator. Insertion is quick and
dainty— disposal easy. Wear Tampax in

shorts or slacks or bathing suit. Wear it

in tub or shower or while in swimming.
It’s really modern!

Three sizes (Regular, Super, Junior)
provide a choice of three different ab-

sorbencies for early days and waning days.

Ask at drug stores, notion counters. In-

troductory box, 20^. Or for 98(f you can

have the Economy Package containing

an average 4 months’ supply! Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 Absorbencies

REGULAR

SUPER JUNIOR
Acceptedfor Adver-
tising by the Jour-
nal of the American
Medical Association

Big scene at a

big party: The
Sinatra meets
The Davis

—

i.e., Frank and
Bette get con-

versational at

the Warner
Brothers party

Left: Mr. Costello

swoons for Sinatra,

uts some high-
jinks to give party-

goers a chuckle

{Continued from page 8) California

when the “high fog” drizzled endlessly

from the clouds overhead when Frank
Sinatra came back to Hollywood.
In deep contrast to his former glam-

orized entrance, there were no fans,

no bands, no clamoring mob to greet

him at the station.

“My wife’s expecting a baby,” he told

the friend who awaited him, “and I’m
worried over not being with her.” He
was quite obviously an unhappy expec-
tant papa who, through former business

agreements, had to be absent at Lhis

critical time.

“Sh-h-h-h,” whispered the landlord

to the astounded tenants of the exclu-

sive Sunset Towers where Frank went
to stay. “Mr. Sinatra must have quiet

while practicing.”

A few days later, however, the skies

cleared, the sun shone and Mr. Sinatra

wore a smile all of a yard wide. His
little daughter had a new baby brother,

Frank Junior, and all was well.

He took to four-in-hand ties and
dark glasses, as a disguise, when he
went out to lunch or dine. And be-
heve it or not, it worked nine times
out of ten.

And here’s another thing about the

lad who now, and deservedly so, has

his own radio show. He can sing even
better than he can croon. He demon-
strated that fact at the Warner Brothers
party when he undertook “Old Man
River,” not knowing he was singing
into a dead microphone, and gave a
rendition that was terrific.

“Gee, that guy can sing,” more than
one male in that critical audience said.
“I’m amazed.”
And then Sinatra went back to his

crooning again and suddenly we had a
new insight on the lad.

He groans about “All Or Nothing At
All” because his fans, mostly kids, want
him to, while all the time he can out-
sing most of the lads in the musical
business.

Frank is making another RKO pic-

ture, as yet untitled, that the studio
predicts will be even better than
“Higher And Higher.” It easily could
be. And Cal, for one, hopes it is.

The Tony Martin Enigma: All Holly-
wood wonders what was behind the
“busting” of Tony Martin the day before
he was to become an officer and after

months of training at Miami and pass-
ing his tests with an eighty-eight per-
cent average. Surely the previous
fracas that sent {Continued on page 12)
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Matchless music by JEROME KERN

Lilting lyrics by IRA. GERSHWIN

Dazzling TECHNICOLOR

Enchanting LOVE STORY

Entrancing DANCING
and of America’s most

Beautiful COVER CIRLS!

RITA HAYWORTH

^ TECHIVICOIiOR

with Lee Bowman • Phil Silvers • Jinx Falkenburg“ CHARLES VIDOR . a Columbia picture

i*
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LtPSTICK’
• • can*t smear

won’t rub off , S

gives exotic
color

$1 AT ALL
STORES

iUSTANTLY.. MAKE YOUR LIPS

MORE THRILLING WITH

Here is the most important charm discovery
since the beginning of beauty. A “lipstick,”

at last, that isn't greasy— that actually can’t

smear—that really won’t rub off— and that
will keep your lips deliciously soft, smooth
and lovely. It isn’t a “lipstick” at all. It’s

a liquid, in the most exciting tones of red

ever created. It’s so permanent. Put it on at

dusk—it stays till dawn or longer. Reg. size

bottle that lasts a long long time is only ISl

at all stores.

Choose from these smart shades;

ENGLISH TINT New glorification for blondes,
or young faces with platinum or gray hair.

LIGHT Coy, devastating on girls with light brown
hair, hazel or light eyes and fair skin.

TROPIC Real excitement at last for girls with
dark hair, brown eyes and tannish complexion.
PARISIAN New devilment for red heads. Very
epectacular on Irish type-—dark hair, blue eyes.

MEDIUM Does wonders for dark-haired, dark-
eyed charmers with medium complexion tone.
REGAL Adds a world of enchantment to girl with
very dark complexion.

Send for

"Boudoir Chat’*

by Princess Pat

IT’S FREE

Mail this Coupon

PRINCESS PAT, DEPT. PIVI44

2709 S. Wells St., Chicago, 16, III.

Please send, free, "Princess Pat Boudoir Beauty
Chat" revealing newest secrets that have glorified
stage and screen stars. How to acquire added charm,
bow to conceal blemishes and large pores, hide wrin-
kles, dark circles and hollows. Enhance the beauty
of lips, eyes and complexion.

I) Addresis

II

H City State.

{Continued from page 10) Martin to

an Army camp as a private after he
was said to have eased his way with
gifts into the rank of ensign was thor-
oughly investigated before he was sent

to Officers’ Candidate School. Why
wait until the last day to bust him?

Certainly we are not out to question
the Army’s rules or methods and shall

probably never know. We can only
hope there is some reasonable explana-
tion.

Cal remembers the very first time he
ever saw Tony Martin. It was after a
preview of “Sing, Baby, Sing,” in which
the handsome lad stepped forth to sing,

as it has never been sung since: “When
did you leave heaven, angel mine?” He
was an instantaneous hit, no two ways
about it.

As the audience filed out Adolphe
Menjou, who was just ahead of us,

turned to greet Martin. “Nice work,
Tony,” Menjou said and Tony beamed
gratefully.

But something happened to Tony
along the way. “Who is this Martin,
anyway?” Alice Faye turned and asked
us once in the midst of an interview.

We remember we didn’t seem to think
it an odd question at the time, although
Alice was at that very moment married
to Tony.
“Who was he?” It was more than

Alice herself could figure out with all

the quarreling and bickering that went
on.

Tony left Hollywood after their di-

vorce and became a four-figure singing
sensation at famous night spots from
New York to Florida, from Chicago to

San Francisco.
Then came war and the now famous

Navy trial. And now this latest un-
happiness.
No story Hollywood has ever filmed

has more genuine human interest than
the one of this boy from Oakland who i

went so high and met such defeat. We i

hope for Tony’s sake that, hke other
|

Hollywood stories, his story will have a
|

happy ending.
|

Oh Lookie, a Movie Star: It’s ironical

that now that the tourist trade is prac-
tically nonexistent out here, the stars

have never been seen so much in pub-
lic.

It’s the war, of course, and its exi-
gencies, such as gas and food rationing,

that have brought them out in the open.
|

For instance, in the past, players sent
secretaries to buy articles or had the

|

salesmen come to their homes. This
i

year, they are going out to buy them
in person.

Players who once went to work in I

the seclusion of motorcars, such as
Allan Jones, Dick Powell, Ray Milland,

,

Andy Devine and Humphrey Bogart,
now dash to work on motorcycles—and
the public stands on street corners,
staring in disbelief.

Nobody is surprised when stars show
up at a ration board for books. Nor is .

anyone surprised to find them shop-
ping at local markets even as you and I.

The other day at the Westside Mar-
ket, Cal noticed Harry James and his
wife, Betty Grable, knee deep in gro-
ceries—and wouldn’t that breakfast
food company be happy to know the
favorite of those two?
From our position at the meat coun-

ter (poor old hungry Cal spends half
his life there, {Continued on page 14)



• • • THE "BEFOREHAND" LOTION

Guards lovely, busy bands

Use it before every soap-and-water chore

J
UST smooth on this creamy, fragrant lotion

beforehand— before yon do dishes, or wash

undies. Trushay guards soft hands against the

roughening, drying effects of hot, soapy water

—instead of waiting until afterdamage is done.

Use Trushay all the other ways you’d use a

lotion, too. As a smooth powder base, or for

velvety, all-over body rubs. It’s inexpensive.

So concentrated a few drops do the trick. Ask

for Trushay at your druggist’s.

*Trushay was formerly called Toushay. A slightly

different spelling— but it’s the same wonderful

“beforehand” lotion.
PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS
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(Continued from page 12) it seems,
trying to wangle a lone chop) we
glimpsed the sudden concern in the
very blue eyes of Mr. James when he
glanced over to the grocery counter to

discover Betty gone. He looked about
the market with concern till he finally

spotted her at the vegetable stand. And
not a fan in sight to glimpse Mr. and
Mrs. going about their marketing.
Almost every day we rim into John

Loder at our neighborhood newsstand,
glancing over the magazines and, like

most of us, John is a picture-looker-
atter, turning page after page in search
of—could it be Hedy’s lovely face?

We’ve seen Hedy with him several
times, both deeply engrossed in the
magazines and none to see or pay the
least attention. Nor does anyone look
twice at little Peggy Ryan in front of

her Cahuenga Boulevard cottage, with
traffic zooming by like mad, washing
her car like crazy.

Diners at Victor’s pay scant attention

to Donald O’Connor and his fiancee,

Gwen Carter, who dine there almost
nightly. In fact, stars who once gave
exclusive dinner parties or dined at

home are an everyday common sight

in all restaurants, waiting in line for

a table.

The days of seclusion seem to be
over and Cal, for one, hopes it lasts.

More like the good old days in Holly-
wood, before the “too exclusive for
words, my deah” era set in.

Hollywood This Month: Lieutenant
William Holden came home from his

Texas camp to be stationed in Holly-
wood for a month. It was a visit of

mingled joy and grief. The joy was
because he could be with his wife,

Brenda Marshall, and see his new son
again and the sorrow was occasioned
by the death of his twenty-two year-
old brother, Ensign Robert Beedle, in

the South Pacific . . . Edna Skelton’s di-

vorce became final and Red was ex-
pected to wed his sweetheart Muriel
Morris or go into the Army, or both . . .

Rumor had Deanna Durbin in love with
producer Felix Jackson. . . .

Everybody took flu not once but
several times . . . Betty Hutton went
into hysterics on the set of “Incendiary
Blonde” from overworking and enter-
taining soldiers and was sent off to

Palm Springs sans visitors to recu-
perate . . . Rumor had Mickey Rooney
interested in the Coast Guard, but the
Army’s interest in Lon McCallister was
more than a mere rumor. . . .

Actors Nelson Eddy, George Raft,

John Wayne, Humphrey Bogart and
wife, Joe E. Brown and others roamed
the various fronts and Robert Taylor,
Lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy, home on
leave, helped swear in new cadets . . .

Marlene Dietrich misses her Gabin so
much, one hears, she’s selling her
Hollywood house and will take herself
overseas to entertain soldiers and be
near the “friend boy” . . . Lieutenant

Gilbert Roland came to town but didi

see his wife Connie Bennett who w
in New York on business concemii
her stage play. Hollywood whispers tl

pair aren’t too happy together, b
Hollywood could be wrong . . . Tl

town was agog over the printed repo
that the French actress Danielle Da
rieux, familiar to American audiencl
for her work in both French and Ame
ican films, had been marked for dea
by the French underground for syn
pathy with the Axis . . . Emil Janning
the great German artist who starr<

with Marlene Dietrich in “The Bh
Angel,” made in their native German
is reported dead. . . .

But to get back to good old Amer!
cans, one Jimmy Stewart, now Maji
Stewart of the Army Air Force
Britain, was named the “outs^andii

young man of California for 1943” I

a committee of California Civic Leadei
headed by Gordon Sproul of the Un
versity of California. The Distinguishf
Service Award is made each year to tl

young man between the ages of twentj
one and thirty-five who has contribute

most to his nation. Who better the

Jimmy earned that distinction? . .

Stirling Hayden, who renounced H0II3

wood forever, is now at sea, where 1

always wanted to be. Incidental!

Hayden is now known as Lieutenai
John Hamilton (for some reason beyor
us), having had his name legal

changed. Madeleine Carroll, his bear
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IRRESISTIBLE LIPSTICK

We dedicate to tke

CADET NURSE

IRRESISTIBLE

For that clear, flower-fresh complexion that distinguishes

today’s beautiful woman, you need the softer, lighter tex-

ture of Irresistible’s new air-whipt Face Powder. Whipped

into a delicate mist by mighty whirlwinds of pure, filtered

air. Irresistible is your time-saving, sure aid to beauty be-

cause it gives your skin a mat-smooth surface, clings longer,

stayscolor-trueandisnon-drying.Tenflatteringnewshades

:0c-25c SIZES

FACE POWDER

STAYS ON LONGER... S-M-O-O-T-H-E-Ri

That "frrejisliijle something”

is IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME
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L+. Commander Robert Montgomery,
home on leave, gets Mocambo
earful from friend George Murphy

ecus wife, is active abroad with the

led Cross. . . .

i
Hospital tours, war-loan drives and

lamp tours have taken more and more
)f Hollywood’s time and effort with
ittle left for play or squandering on
oolish pastimes. Everything, even
hose famous golf matches between Bob
dope and Bing Crosby, which now
nclude Frank Sinatra, are for a cause

—

he cause of freedom through War
Bonds . . . Yes, Hollywood has gone
["echnicolor and, believe old Cal, it has
lever looked more beautiful than in its

ovely red, white and blue.

Carole Lombard For Liberty: The mist
hat reddens a man’s eyes and passes
or tears was plainly discernible in the
lyes of Captain Clark Gable as the
'raceful new Liberty Ship, the U. S. S.

'Parole Lombard, swept out into the
eas. (See page 68)

In the ship’s wheelhouse was the
iOistinguished Service Certificate

[warded posthumously by the Treasury
[department in honor of the work done
)y Carole just before she died in the
)lane that crashed while bearing her
lome from a Bond drive a little over
wo years ago.

Irene Dunne, friend of Miss Lombard,
launched the ship with Carole’s insep-
iirable companion, Fieldsie, now Mrs.
Valter Lang, as matron of honor at the
eremony that took place at Terminal
sland in the Los Angeles Harbor.
Lieutenant Commander Robert Mont-

gomery stood by Clark’s side during
he impressive launching ceremony.

1 As the graceful ship floated out to the
ea. Captain Gable lifted his arm in a

"I quit. Miss Jones—
those girls burn me up!"

Amy: Of course I like the job, Miss Jones
— but no matter how hard I try to be
friendly, those girls snub me. I just can’t

take it any more

!

Miss Jones; Amy, dear, we want you to be
happy here. You’re pretty and capable —
you can be popular, too! And perhaps 1

can be of help to you . . .

Amy: Me—guilty of underarm odor? Why,
I bathe every day!

Miss Jones; But a bath doesn’t always last,

Amy. Be smart— after baths, use mum!

Amy: Jonesy was a darling to tip me oflf

about Mum! After this, it’s a bath for past

perspiration, and Mum to prevent risk of
future underarm odor.

Mum has the advantages so many popular girls

want in a deodorant!

It’s quick — Half a minute with Mum prevents
underarm odor all day or evening.

It’s safe —Mum won’t irritate skin—even after

underarm shaving. Safe for clothes, says Amer-
ican Institute of Laundering.

It’s sure- Mum works instantly! Keeps you
bath-fresh for hours. Get Mum today!

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSPIRATION

For Sanitary Napkins—Gentle, safe, dependable Mum is

an ideal deodorant for this important purpose, too.
Product of Bristol-Myers
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See Lynn Bari in “TAMPICO,” a 20th Century-Fox Picture

“I discovered

Thru a test

Royal Crown Cola

Does taste best!”

says

LYNN BARI

“I didn’t know how much

better one cola could

taste,” says Lynn, “till

I took the famous cola

taste-test. I sampled

leading colas in paper

cups and picked
Royal Crown Cola

as best-tasting of all!”

farewell salute. The sorrow in his face
matched the tears in his eyes.

One Sentence Thoughts: Basil Rathbone
constantly says, “I say, old boy,” off-

screen just like Englishmen in movies.
Nigel Bruce gr-umps and gr-mutters

off the screen as well as on, bless him.
Lana Turner insists the majority of

her frocks have a sweetheart neckline.
Mrs. Ray Milland’s beautiful gray

hair makes her seem only younger and
handsomer.

Smiley Burnette is the only comic to .

make the poll of the best ten Western
stars and Smiley rates second on the
list.

Friends hope the rumor that Carole
Landis and her bridegroom Captain
Tom Wallace are rifting isn’t true, but
they aren’t too sure about the denials.

Those love scenes in “Since You
i

Went Away” between Jennifer Jones
'

and her estranged spouse Robert
i

Walker are said to be indicative of 1

their recent trouble, as he is like an
icehouse.

'

June Haver, Twentieth-Century I

White Hope who starts shining in
|

“Home In Indiana” with Lon McCal-
|

lister, wrinkles her nose quaintly when
;

she talks.
j

Eighteen-year-old Dolores Moran, the
1

ingenue in “Old Acquaintance,” seems
to old Cal to be the most striking blonde
since Jean Harlow.

Olivia de Havilland, in a red evening
blouse and a black skirt, took the Army,
Navy and Marine Club in the Beverly-
Wilshire by storm.
Something for the boys in service is i

Gail Russell, moody, smoky-eyed beauty
whom you’ll see soon in Paramount’s
“The Uninvited.”

If you want to see a fair sample of the i

type girl every man adores at some '

time in his life, take a look at impish-
faced Frances Rafferty, a good sport :

and a good fellow who takes a bow with
i

Katharine Hepburn and Turhan Bey in i

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer’s “Dragon
Seed.”

Bill Bendix, out on premiere

business for "The Song Of Ber-

nadette," with Mrs. Bendix

BUY WAR BONDS TODAY16



Speak For Yourself

(Continued from page 4)

stand up with a smug grin on my face and
yell to the whole world, “I told you so!”

Remember Vic Mature? Remember the

guy they dubbed “Beautiful Hunk of Man,”
and on one occasion “the man most unlikely

to succeed?” Oh yes, and how people wrote
in and referred to him as an “imitation

actor?”
You see, I was one of his fans from the

first and still am. He may be an imitation

actor, but I’ll bet that out in the Atlantic,

fighting beside the rest of the cast, he gave
a wonderful performance.
Now if you don’t mind I’ll pull a Drew

Pearson and predict that before the show
is over, Vic Mature will have “top billing”

—

perhaps not in bright lights but in the
hearts of millions of people.

Berneice Harmon,
Greenwood, Ind.

$1.00 PRIZE

"King of Cowboys"

According to tradition. New Eng-
landers are oh, so reserved—but let

the “King of the Cowboys,” namely. Gene
Autry, come to town and just see the recep-
tion he receives. We all forget our reserve
when Gene flashes one of his engaging
smiles in our direction.

I have been one of the umpteen or more
Autry fans for over five years now but still

thrill to his grand singing and wonderful
horsemanship. His pictures are always
clean and wholesome entertainment.
Now that Gene is in the Air Corps he

of course isn’t making pictures. We Autry
fans are grateful that his studio re-issued
eight of his most popular pictures.

Beverly E. Kimball,
E. Weymouth, Mass.

$1.00 PRIZE *

To the Writers

O H do not call him “Bogie,”
It means “goblin” or “bugbear.”

I’m certain such a nom as that
Would get in Bogart’s hair.

I read the gossip columns,
I scan the magazines

—

And “clippety-clip” I cut ’em out:
The Bogart news and scenes.

Winchell flashed the item:
Bogart spans the sea.

And many an idle lass, I bet
Has thoughts as gay as me:

To be his lisa waiting
On some dark intriguing shore,

But Mrs. Bogart WOULD go too,

Being wise in woman lore.

Violet Swenson,
New York, N. Y.

(Continued on page 88)

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards $10
first prize, $5 second prize and $1 each to

every other letter published in full. Your
letters about stars or movies in less than 200
words are judged on the basis of clarity and
originality. Do not submit previously pub-
lished material or material that you are
sending to other publications. Plagiarism
will be punished to the full extent of the law.

Retain a copy of material submitted as we
regret we are not able to return unaccepted
material. Address your letter to "Speak For
Yourself," Photoplay-Movie Mirror, 205 East

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

CHERYL WALKER, IN SOL LESSER’S MOTION PICTURE,

"STAGE DOOR CANTEEN"

^ vmjoJco CAnvt^^jUjcmj

Girls! . . .your shade of Woodbury Powder will do

glamorous things for you . . . Because Hollywood directors

helped Woodbury create THE perfect shade for each

skin-type . . . And the Color Control process makes

Woodbury Powder color-even, super-fine— to stay

color-fresh, velvet-smooth on your skin, hour after hour . .

.

Choose from the 8 exquisite Woodbury shades including:

Natural, Flesh, Rachel, Brunette, W indsor Rose.

Vfc/vv CONTROHID I

YOUR MATCHED MAKE-UPI . . . Now with your big

$1 box of Woodbury Powder, you also get your

just- right glamour shades of matching lipstick

and rouge—at no extra cost ... All 3 for only $1.

ALSO BOXES OF WOODBURY POWDER 50ft, 25fl, 10^



“Lost your last friend?” Mommy
asked my nineteen-year-old Cousin Kate.

“Not my last friend, just my best beau,”

Kate sobbed. “He’s too interested in an-

other girl. I’ve lost him, I know!'’’ “He’s

not lost yet, darling,” Mommy com-
forted. “My dimpled dumpling (that’s

me) has a beauty secret that may bring

your lieutenant back into camp.”

“Some velvety cheek—eh?” Mommy
chuckled, pinching mine. “Switch to

regular cleansings with pure, mild Ivory

and I’m sure your complexion will grow
clearer and lovelier. More doctors advise

Ivory than all other brands together. It

has no coloring, medication or strong

perfume that might be irritating.”

“OoooooH—LOOK AT them! That’s Kate
with Tom—and they were married at

our house! See how happy—and pretty

— she looks. As a matter of fact, right

after she started those regular, gentle

cleansings with ‘Velvet-suds’ Ivory Soap

her complexion began to bloom like a

dewy ro.se. And Tom forgot the other

girl! Ivory is wonderful!”

9944/100% pure ... It floats

Save Soaps! They use Vital

War Materials!

qJuoo^ uwt^ St
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”

. . . the soap more doctors advise

than all other brands together!

1 . Don’t leave soap in water when
you’re through lathering yourself.

2. Be sure the soap-dish is dry before

you put your bar back.

3. Use up soap scraps in wire shaker

or tied in cloth.



A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

Well told, well acted: Robert Taylor,

Susan Peters in "Song Of Russia"

Song Of Russia (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

T
he thrilling music of Peter Tchaikov-
sky provides a magnificent background

for the love story of an American musical
conductor, Robert Taylor, caught in the

German invasion of Russia, and Susan
Peters, the Russian peasant girl he mar-
ries.

Theirs is a beautiful story, well-told,

well-acted, well-mounted, but failing to

reach even greater accomplishments be-
cause too much concession has been made
toward the Hollywoodish happy ending.
The stoicism of the Russian peasants,

their determination not to yield, their quiet
strength under the Nazi blitz, leave one
with a good, warm feeling for these, our
Allies.

Robert Taylor can be well satisfied with
his final performance on the screen before
joining Uncle Sam’s Navy. He has never
been more believable than as the American
conductor touring Russia.
Susan Peters proves her worth. Here

is truly a fine actress in the making, one
who expresses sympathy, love, tenderness,
with unmistakable talent.

Robert Benchley is just right as Taylor’s
manager, neither under- nor overplaying
his role. Newcomer John Hodiak fairly

leaps from the screen in his role of Boris.

"The music, however, as conducted by
Albert Coates, is the highlight of the pic-
ture—a picture we feel certain you’ll en-
joy.

Your Reviewer Says; Love set to heavenly music.

Broadway Rhythm

G ood old Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
a rush of talent to the head these days

and is throwing into its prancing, dancing
;
efforts every available performer to be
found.
They’ve done it again in “Broadway

Rhythm,” a lavish affair that sounds like

;

a whosical in musicals what with George
Murphy’s stepping, Ginny Simms’ singing,

i
Rochester’s clowning, Lena Horne’s war-
bling, Tommy Dorsey’s tooting, Charles
Winninger’s trouping, Gloria DeHaven’s

j

trekking to stardom and Dean Murphy
, impersonating practically everyone who
isn’t in the film.

I It’s a free night at the circus, no fooling,

with a prize in every package of popcorn.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s a good

Technicolor triumph: Ray Milland and
Singer Rogers in "Lady In The Dark"

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Oh, so entertaining, despite the crowds
all over the screen.
The story is the Jerome Kern stage play,

“Very Warm For May,” redecorated and
refurnished to the teeth.

Murphy plays the New York producer
who yearns to go arty. Ginny is the Holly-
wood star who needs a good stage play
but turns down Murphy’s for one on the
straw-hat circuit put on by his dad,
Charles Winninger, an old trouper.
Songs explode all over the place like

hand grenades, and very good they are.

Very good is everybody, in fact, but some-
how we get a hankering for the good old
days when musicals boasted more story
and less people.

musical—if you like musicals.

Lady In The

I
OVELY to look at, beautiful to behold is

^ this Technicolor triumph with the story
taking second place to the rainbow riot of
sets, clothes and accessories. Women will
love it and men enjoy it for the unique
story, taken directly from Moss Hart’s stage
play of the same name.
Ginger Rogers handles well the role of

the woman editor of a swank fashion mag-
azine who seeks out a psychoanalyst to
solve her dreams and moods of depression.
The solving carries her off into dream fan-
tasies which are so arrestingly lovely.
Childhood and adolescent sequences are
also inserted to show why milady has
those blues. You see—she—but, no, we’ll
let you find it all out for yourselves.

Your Reviewer Says:

(Continued

Lavish musical: George Murphy and
Ginny Simms in "Broadway Rhythm"

Dark (Paramount)

Ray Milland is socko as Charley Johnson
of the Art Department. He’s cute, he is,

and what’s more he knows it, the rascal.
It’s nice seeing Warner Baxter again.

Very good he is as the older admirer of
Miss Rogers. Jon Hall as the “hunk of
man” movie star is quite a lad. Quite a
lad, indeed. Mischa Auer is the tempera-
mental photographer and Mischa plays
Auer as usual.
There are one or two scenes where Gin-

ger has not been too expertly photo-
graphed, her face taking on a slightly mil-
dewed appearance, due, no doubt, to the
color arrangements.
Anyway, it’s all too, too smart and ele-

gant, so, of course, you’ll want to see it.

The eyes have it.

on page 20)

For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 1 1

8

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 123

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 24
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EVEN IN A CLOBBV BOX, I WOUi.DNT BE 5AfE

FROM NASTV GERMS THAT CAUSE LOTS OF BABY SKIN

TROUBLES. I'M LUCKY THAT MOMMY PROTECTS MY
k SKIN WITH MENNEN ANTISEPTIC BABY POWDER.

!^

GsrinS often csuse common baby skirt troubles such as prickly heat, diaper rash. To
protect baby, best powder is Mennen. More antiseptic! Round photos above prove it.

Centers of plates contain 3 leading baby powders. In gray areas, germs thrive; but in

dark band around Mennen powder (far right), germ growth has been prevented!

Which baby powder is smoothest is proved by round photos above; they show 3

leading baby powders seen thru microscope. Mennen (far right) is smoother, finer in

texture. That’s due to special “hammerizing” process which makes Mennen Baby
Powder the best protection against chafing. Delicate new scent keeps baby lovelier.

I WI66LE EVEN \A/HEN I EAT - AND EACH WI66LE
RUBS MY SKIN ! I'D BE SORE ALL OVER IF MOMMY
DIDN'T USE THE POWDER THAT'S SMOOTHEST 'CAUSE

. IT'S 'HAMMERIIED'' THAT'S MENNEN powder. ^

The Sullivans I

(Twentieth Century-Fox)
|

T
he true story of the five Sullivan boys
who went down on the ill-fated U. S. S. :

Juneau is told simply and honestly and
with so much heart-warming appeal that
it becomes and will always remain a great

j

American classic.

The sons of a railroad brakeman, the
five boys grew up with their sister in an

(

average home. As children they are played (

by Bobby Driscoll, Nancy June Robinson <

(the only sister), Marvin Davis, Buddy f|

Swan, Billy Cummings and Johnny Cal- i i

kins.
j

As young grown-ups they are played
|

by Edward Ryan, Trudy Marshall, i

John Campbell, James Cardwell, John
Alvin and George Offerman Jr. Edward
Ryan, as the youngest, somehow focuses !i

attention for his remarkable portrait of v

Al, the boy whose love for Anne Baxter
suffered at the hands of his jesting L
brothers. How the Sullivans, en masse, I"

make amends, once they realize the seri-
]

ousness of Al’s love, is a highlight of the i ,

film. Al, incidentally, was the only mar-
ried member of the quintette.

When war breaks out they enlist in the
Navy as one. Rather than desert one
brother, wounded at his post, they die as
one. There seems little one can add to

this story that strangely enough does not
end with the final curtain, but goes on
living in every heart. '

Thomas Mitchell gives the finest per-
formance of his career as the father, a
hot-tempered Irishman whose patience '

with his brood is sorely tried. Selena a

Royle is perfect as the long-enduring but s

wise and kindly mother. The Sullivans,

we feel, could have no finer tribute than u

that paid them in the work of Mr. Mitchell I

and Miss Royle and possess no finer monu- (

ment for their boys than this picture dedi- i

eated to The Sullivans.

Your Reviewer Says: A treasure to have and lU

to hold.
I

!

Aii Baba And The Forty Thieves ?<

(Universal)
'

P
UT your tongue in your cheek and your k
brains on ice and relax, for here’s a !:

little number that surely to goodness must U

have been made for the fun of it.

It tells how the young Caliph of ancient
Baghdad escapes when his father is killed }•:

by the Mongol, or is it mongrel, tyrant i(i

and joins a band of Forty Thieves. Eventu- fi

ally he grows into Jon Hall, of all people, |}'

and leads the Robin Hoodish robber band #
in their deeds of daring.
And then he comes upon the caravan of

Miss Montez en route to marry the Mon-
gol Khan. But her pretty face and pretty
other things lure him into a trap. He is

captured and taken to Baghdad. The
Thieves release him and Montez in turn
is captured. And then all is discovered

—

Maria is his childhood love, but must for

her traitorous father’s sake wed old Khan.
Disguised as a rich merchant. Hall at-

tends the pre-nuptial festivities and with
his band in tow kicks out the Mongol no- *

good and runs off with Montez. ;

Turhan Bey is a sexy riot as the faith- i

ful slave. Mr. Hall fades into the back- j

ground when The Bey of Turkey goes into )

action. :

Montez—she eez beautiful. Ramsay !

Ames, as the traitorous slave gal, is also '

beautiful. Kurt Katch, who plays Khan, :

is a bald-headed old so-and-so who isn’t ^

beautiful. Neither is Andy Devine, but i

he’s cute.

All this is told, remember, with a per-
;



fectly straight face, which makes it all the

more enjoyable.

Your Reviewer Says: Cowboys and Indians

in turbans.

Phantom Lady (Universal)

THE life of Alan Curtis depends on lo-

1 eating one lone strange woman he picked

up in a bar and took to the theater. Un-
less she can be found, Mr. Curtis will be
executed for the rnurder of his wife, whom
he most certainly did not kill. But, oddly
and eerily, all avenues that lead to her
detection seem to be blocked. The bar-
tender, the cab driver, the theater drum-
mer, the star of the show who wore a hat
identical to that of the phantom lady, fail to

recall her. All efforts made by Ella Raines,

the secretary in love with Curtis, by Fran-
chot Tone, who flew back from South
America to be with his friend, and by
Thomas Gomez, the police inspector who
believes in Alan’s innocence, lead to blind

alleys until there he is among them, one
of them, the murderer himself.

Handled a bit more cleverly this could

have ranked with the best of mysteries.

As it is, it’s plenty good.

Your Reviewer Says: A grand little “who
dunnit.”

^ None Shall Escape (Columbia)

H ERE’S this first cry for post-war retri-

bution »and swift punishment for our
enemies and a strong cry it is, coming
not from, dhe higher-ups but from the

little peoples of the world.
For instance, there’s Henry Travers, the

kindly old, jpriest of this particular Polish

village, who tells of the cruelties of the

Nazis on trial. Marsha Hunt, a villager

once betrothed to a Nazi, is wonderful in

her testimonial scenes. Alexander Knox,
as the Nazi who is permitted to speak,
registers strongly. Watch this lad. Richard
Hale, as the Rabbi, delivers a speech that

is a thriller.

Your Reviewer Says: Tomorrow’s problem

—

today.

Lifeboat

(Twentieth Century-Fox) Face Powder of Romance!

H ERE’S your date with excitement. For
from the first moment of the film,

when the steaming smokestack of the
mortally wounded freighter with her
screaming siren dips under the waters of

the Atlantic, to the last glimpse of the
lifeboat with its human cargo about to be
rescued at sea, your blood will not stop
racing.

The entire story takes place within the
cramped quarters of a lifeboat.

Out of the mists we see the lifeboat, its

sole occupant Tallulah Bankhead, cafe-
society writer and photographer, hard-
boiled, the gal with diamonds on her wrist
and gold in her heart—and what a mag-
nificent performance she gives! Over the
side of the boat clamber a virile crew
member, John Hodiak, and his wounded
Brooklyn pal, William Bendix, an Ameri-
can business tycoon, Henry Hull, a nurse,
another crew member, a little English
mother and her baby, Canada Lee as the
Negro steward and Walter Slezak, the Nazi
commander of the U-boat which has been
struck down by the dying freighter.
With these ingredients everything happens
from murder to love-making.
But the most significant development .is

the struggle for leadership. Hodiak, as the

The sheer-velvet texture of this exquisite face powder touches your

skin with a soft hloom of color . . . the haunting perfume which

belongs only to Evening in Paris surrounds you always with the sweet

Fragrance of Romance. It rests with you to create the moment, the

mood for love. Wear lovely Evening

in Paris face powder ... so en-

chantingly yours for Romance.

Tune in '‘‘‘Here’s to Romance,”
starring Dick Haymes* with
Jim Ameche and Ray Bloch’s
Orchestra—Thursday eve«
nings, Columbia Network.

Face Powder 11.00

Perfume 11.25 to 110.00

{All prices plus tax)

)mjm pn.

^ face powder BOURJOIS
NEW YORK
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New world . . . new woman . .

.

with "Bond Street" Perfume and

Beauty Preparations by

YARDLEY

Dry Skin Cleansing Cream, $1; |umbo jar, $2,

merchant marineman trom the stocKyarus
of Chicago, beats out the business tycoon,
but is in turn edged out by the Nazi
captain, the man with “a plan” and not a
good one for his fellow travelers. TIao
treachery of his resourcefulness is im
ultimate undoing. Nevertheless, as play*id
by Walter Slezak, he is an arresting figur«;„

The cast is uniformly excellent, but spe-
cial mention goes to Bill Bendix who does
a real and moving job as the sea-going
rug-cutter.

Your Reviewer Says: Even if you’re down on
war pictures, don’t miss this one.

The Lodger
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

pOR sheer, unadulterated horror, “The
•Lodger” has anything beat this side of
goose-pimple alley. With a more master-
ful hand in the building of suspense and
a less hokumy ending, this would easily
have ranked with the best of the Hitch-
cock chillers. With all its faults, however,
we absolutely guarantee it to scare your
Aunt Minnie into hysterics.

No one can be so horrifyingly offensive
on the screen as Laird Cregar, and in his
role of Jack the Ripper, the nasty twirp
who went about the Whitechapel district

of London some years ago slicing women
with a knife, Laird represents a mountain
of cold terror. His passion, always di-
rected to women of the theater, finally

turns to Merle Oberon, an actress and
niece of the family with whom Mr. Laird
Ripper has come to lodge. It is then things
finally boil over into a pretty mess. The
finale, unfortunately, is too reminiscent of
“The Phantom Of The Opera,” and in one
or two instances Mr. Cregar overacts
frightfully.

Miss Oberon is lovely and quite believ-
able in her dancing, singing role. Sii’

Cedric Hardwicke and Sara Allgood lend
just the proper note as Miss Oberon's
middle-class English uncle and aunt.
To George Sanders goes the role of the

police inspector who grows fond, don’t you
know, of Miss Oberon and as fine a waste
of talent we’ve ne’er witnessed in many a
day. Here’s the smoothest thing in town,
next to Grable’s pompadour.

Your Reviewer Says: We wouldn’t advise
you to see this alone on a dark night.

Lady, Let's Dance! (Monogram)

B
ELITA is a blonde newcomer wh®
skates divinely, acts delightfully and

looks well while doing both. She has an
air of authority about her work that meahs
the young lady is here to stay, so prepare
yourself to welcome her. The story can be
thrown out the window right now and
should be, for it does more to hamper her
work than advance it. But notice her
brilliant talent in the ice-skating finale.

She’s better than Henie, to our notion.

And there are those ice comics, Frick and
Frack, handsome James Ellison, not-so-
handsome Walter Catlett and musical
Henry Busse to share with her the im-
possible story.

Your Reviewer Says: The skating alone is

noteworthy.

Standing Room Only
(Paramount)
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YAEDLET PRODUCTS FOR AMI'IRICA ARE CREATED IN' ENGLAND AND FINISHED IN THE U. S. A.

ITtOM THE ORIGINAL ENGLISH FORMULAE, COMBINING IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC INGREDIENTS
H ere it is again—“that condition” in

Washington that sends people scurry-
;i|

ing around like crazy trying to find sleep-
j

ing quarters. And so it is with secretaryN. W. AYER ft SON



Do’s

and Don’Is
every woman absentee

should know

A WAR-PLANT NURSE WROTE
KOTEX that their greatest number

of absentees are women who miss

1 to 3 days of work each month,

frequently on "problem days”.

These hints are just a few of the

many in the new 24-page booklet

we offer free to help you feel better

and stay on the job every day. Lost

days means lost lives!

DON’T wrestle with these heavy jobs

on "difficult days”. Straining is harmful,

and your foreman would rather give you
lighter work at this time than have you
on the absentee list. Send for the new
free booklet "That Day Is Here Again”
for tips on how to lift the safe way!

Paulette Goddard and her boss r'red

MacMurray, who must spend one miser-
able, homeless night under a statue in the
Capitol, whence they’ve gone on business.

But trust Paulette to solve the problem by
hiring herself as maid and her boss (who
knows nothing of the plot) as butler to

Roland Young. From then on it’s a romp,
a stomp, a scream and a Junior-Senior
egg-throw thrown into one, for Edward
Arnold, Anne Revere, Clarence Kolb and
Hillary Brooke are all mixed up in it, too.

Your Reviewer Says: A thoroughly enjoy-
able little farce.

The Sultan's Daughter

,
(Monogram)

N ow, see here! Trying to tell us at our
age that Charlie Butterworth is a

Sultan (Sultan, my eye) and Ann Corio
his daughter who owns valuable oil prop-
erty coveted by the Nazis! It didn’t look

like oil property from where we sat. And
certainly Tim Ryan didn’t think so either.

Irene Ryan acts funny, but so would you
in a movie like this.

Your Reviewer Says: Nothing to talk about.

Swinglime For Johnny (Universal)

G uess who’s gone into the swing shift

of a factory, turning out shell casings?

The Andrews Sisters, no less, and all three
of them—Patty, Maxene and Laverne. They
really do more singing than work, how-
ever, which in this case at least is the wise
thing to do.

Harriet Hilliard sings, too, and does a
mild sort of “take it off, take it off” that’s

effective. Peter Cookson is the young
manufacturer and Tim Ryan the ever
present crooked promoter.

Your Reviewer Says: If you like the An-
drews Sisters—swell.

Sherlock Holmes And The Spider

Woman (Universal)

Goodie, goodie, Sherlock Holmes and
that adorable old grump. Doctor Wat-

son, are here again solving the case of the
many suicides by setting a trap for the
woman responsible for the self-destruction
urge.
Huge spiders and Hitler’s face (where’s

the difference?) lend a creepy, crawling
air to the affair. Basil Rathbone is a lean
and perfect Holmes and Nigel Bruce a
blundering lambie-pie of a Watson. Gale

I

Sondergaard stalks around too, but we
I

liked the spider better.

Your Reviewer Says: Our favorite team of
! screen sleuths.

Charlie Chan In The Secret

Service (Monogram)

Good old Charlie Chan (remember the
Chinese detective of yesteryear?) is

back again, in Washington this time, to
solve the murder mystery of the noted
inventor of an infernal machine destined

I

to end the U-boat menace. What’s more,
I
he “dood it,” too. Charlie is played well by

i Sidney Toler. With him are Gwen Ken-
yon, Marianne Quon, Benson Fong and

i Mantan Moreland.

,
Your Reviewer Says: Muchee goodee, Cholly

i old boy!

DO but don’t overdo, and you needn’t

skip the "swing shift” I But why not wait

for the waltzes and rhumbas and leave the

jitterbug tactics ’til next week? Sit out a

dance now and then ... to look at the

stars or hear a life story. You can always

say your feet hurt!

DON’T get the late -at -night cocktail

habit . . . too much stimulation is bad at

any time! And on these days, more than

ever, you can’t afford that logey, let-down

feeling! Make it a rule to get your full 8

hours sleep every night! You won’t be a

sissy . . . you’ll be smart!

DO send for this free booklet

— lost days mean lost

"That Day Is Here Again” contains 24 lively

pages of do’s and don’ts for war-workers’
"problem days”. A full page of suggested
exercises to curb cramps. When to see your
doctor. Facts for older women; and for when
the stork’s expected. Plain talk about tam-
pons. We take pride in bringing you this au-

thentic information just as we take pride that

more women choose Kotex* sanitary napkins
than all other brands of pads put together.

To get your copy free, just mail name
and address to Post Office Box 3434,

Dept. MW-4, Chicago 54, Illinois.

f*T.M.Reg.U.S.Pat. Off.)

TO WAR-PLANT NURSES AND PERSONNEL MANAGERS. We’ll gladly send you (free)

a new instruction manual, "Every Minute Counts”. It’s a "refresher” course for P

plant nurse or doctor— makes it easy to conduct classes on menstrual hygiene. w
Specify if you also want free jumbo charts on Menstrual Physiology. Address:

jn

Kotex, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 11, Illinois.

(Continued on page 116)
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AROUND THE WORLD—'RKO: Kay Kyser
hasn’t had a better vehicle than this picture of a camp
tour, with his troupe including Mischa Auer, Joan
Davis, Marcy McGuire, Wally Brown, Ivan Lebedeff
and Georgia Carroll. Joan’s routines are varied and
funny. Marcy sings, and Kay’s orchestra provides
some swell music. (Feb.)

CAREER GIRL—P R.C. : Frances Langford, stage-

struck singer from Kansas City, is about to give up
trying to crash Broadway and marry Craig Woods
when her girl friends decide to finance her career
for another try. She clicks, of course, and carries

off Eddie Norris, playboy business man, in the

clicking. (March.)

^DESERT SONG, THE—Warners: Prewar Nazi p
get all mixed up in the melodious, tuneful and romat

,

tic Romberg musical of yesterday. Dennis Morga i

is the American piano player in Morocco who’s con. ..j

pletely unsuspected by French Colonel Bruce Cabf
™

of being the Red Shadow who leads the Riffs in thei
stiuggle for freedom. Irene Manning is the Frenc
singer in a local cafe. (March.)

j

^/'^DESTINATION TOKFO—Warners: This ph'
ture of a submarine and its men is one of the be:
of the war films. Cary Grant plays the captain whos
mission is to maneuver his sub inside Tokyo Bay i

order to land three men on the shore. Dane Clar
(Continued on page 119)

'

/'/CORVETTE K-225—Universal: All about the

dangers encountered by a convoy ship, this is an ex-

citing story that stirs the pulses. Randy Scott gives

a socko performance as the ship’s captain and Jim
Brown proves he has everything to make a star. Ella

Raines shows great promise as Brown’s sister and
Barry Fitzgerald, Andy Devine and Fuzzy Knight
lend the story support.

//CRAZY HOUSE—Universal: Olsen and John-
son are in top form in a purely escapist mumble
jumble of monkey business. They arrive in Holly-
wood to make another picture and can only get in

the studio by being shot over the wall from a cannon.
You can take it from there. Martha O'Driscoll, Patric
Knowles, Cass Daley, the DeMarcos and dozens of

others get all mixed up in the fun. (Jan.)

//CROSS OF LORRAINE, THE—M-G-M: A
group of Frenchmen from every walk of life surren-
der to the Germans and find themselves in a concen-
tration camp, where their bodies and spirits are slowly
broken. Jean Pierre Aumont, Hume Cronyn as the
collaborationist, CJene Kelly as the taxi driver, Rich-
ard Whorf as the interned doctor, and Joseph Calleia

all do forceful work. (Feb.)

/CRY HAVOC—M-G-M: This story, again, pic-

tures the horror that was Bataan under siege. To
the hospital, managed by Fay Bainter and Margaret
Sullavan, come volunteer nurses, including Ann Soth-
ern, Joan Blondell, Marsha Hunt. F'rances Gifford and
Diana Lewis. Each girl does her very best, with
Diana Lewis especially outstanding. (Feb.)

DANCING MASTERS, THE—20th Century-Fox:
Laurel and Hardy are back again, first as proprietors
of a dancing school and then as cupid to Trudy
Marshall and Robert Bailey. From there, they get
mixed up with a new flame thrower and an insurance
policy. (Jan.)

SHADOW STAGI
Pictures Reviewed In This Issue

Pag
Ali Baba And The Forty Thieves 2

Broadway Rhythm I

Casanova In Burlesque II

Charlie Chan In The Secret Service 2

Fighting Seabees, The 11^

Happy Land II

Henry Aldrich—Boy Scout II

It Happened Tomorrow II

Lady In The Dark I

Lady, Let's Dance! 2|

Lifeboat 2

Lodger, The 2

None Shall Escape 2

Phantom Lady 2

Rationing II

Riders Of The Deadline II

Sherlock Holmes And The Spider Woman. . 2

Song Of Russia I

Standing Room Only 2

Sullivans, The 2

Sultan's Daughter, The 2

Swingtime For Johnnie 2

Timber Queen II

Up In Arms II

Voice In The Wind II
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leaves hair so lustrous, and yet so easy to manage

!

I

^ Guaranteed by^
Good Housekeeping

<'OinCTIVTOB .V« >

Soap film dulls lustre—robs hair

of glamour!
Avoid this beauty handicap. Switch to
Drene Shampoo! It never leaves any dulling
film as all soaps and soap shampoos do.

•

That’s why Drene reveals up to

33% more lustre!

Product of Procter & Gamble

Only Drene with Hair Conditioner

reveals up to 33% more lustre

than soap . .
.
yet leaves hair so easy

to arrange, so alluringly smooth!

Springtime! Time for hearts to be young

and gay . . . time for you to he lovelier

than ever with radiant, glamorous hair

that invites romance!

I

So don’t let Springtime find you with

hair that’s dull from using soap

or soap shampoos!

Instead, use Drene Shampoo with

Hair Conditioner! See the dramatic

difference after your first shampoo . . .

how gloriously it reveals all the

lovely, sparkling highlights, all the

natural color brilliance of your hair!

See, too, how the wonderful hair

^conditioner now in this new, improved

Drene leaves hair far silkier, smoother

jand easier to handle . . . right

after shampooing.

Easier to comb into smooth, shining

neatness! If you haven’t tried

Drene lately, you’ll be amazed!

So for more alluring hair, insist on

Drene with Hair Conditioner. Or

I

ask your beauty shop to use it!

And remember . . . Drene gets rid of all

ilaky dandruff the veryfirst time you use it.

Tiny hats which show most of your hair

are among the smartest this Spring. So
lovely hair and a becoming hair-do are

more important than ever! For the shin-

ing smoothness so essential to any smart
hair-do you’ll find no shampoo that

equals Drene with Hair Conditioner!
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SELENA ROYLE • TRODY MARSHALL
and

EDWARD RYAN • IDHN CAMPBELL • JAMES CARDWELL

IDHN ALVIN • GEORGE OFFERMAN , Ir. As "The Sul

Directed by LLOYD BACON *
Produced by SAM JAFFE

ROBERT!. KANE

first procJuction since his return

from the fighting front:

Associate Producer

Screen Play by Mary C. McCall, Jr. • Story by Edward Doherty and Jules Schermer
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Family Talk

L
ike any good working democracy, Photoplay’s family

of a million monthly purchasers is composed of indi-

vidualists who never hesitate to speak their minds
and to contribute their criticism or praise undiluted and

unsweetened.
And, like any worth-while representatives of a working

democracy. Photoplay’s editors listen attentively to this

reader voice. Time and a limited number of hands pro-

hibit acknowledgement of all of the hundreds of letters

that come to Photoplay’s offices each day. But none is put

aside until an editorial ear has heard the reader.

What is Photoplay’s eloquent family saying?

Listen:

Jean Bonnett’s letter postmarked “Adams, New York”
reads: “Whatever happened to the alphabetical list of

stars and their studios which Photoplay used to run in

every issue?”

Do other readers, aware of the critical paper shortage

which prohibits any feature not essential to the magazine,

agree with reader Bonnett that such a list is needed in

Photoplay?
Billie Partin would “like Photoplay better if you would

put more stories in about our boys in the Army, the Coast

Guard, the Marines and the Navy.”
Photoplay thought that it was keeping readers posted on

this subject. (See Cal York in particular.) Are the

editors in error?

Mrs. D. C. Swift of Oklahoma asks: “Why doesn’t

your magazine have a small section of pictures and gossip

that could be clipped out and mailed to a service man
overseas in a letter?”

An intelligent suggestion that appealed to the editors

who, however, have received from the Army and Navy
urgent requests to tell our readers that more of us must
take advantage of V-mail in writing to our sons, brothers

and husbands abroad. Shipping facilities are reaching

the breaking point because of the millions of shipping

pounds represented in the ordinary letters addressed to

men in the armed services.

A reader living in San Antonio, Texas, who neglected

to sign her letter, offei’s this pertinent remark: “Please

let’s have all full-page color pictures, not any that are

two-or-more-to-a-page size.”

The editors argue this point with their Texas reader.

On which side do you stand?
From Covington, Kentucky, an enthusiastic reader

comments, “Really enjoyed your ‘This Is Bogart’ story by
Jerry Asher,” and threatens Photoplay if “you don’t have
some more stories by this writer soon.”

Onions to Photoplay from Louise Kuhn of St. Louis for

“not running a photo of an actor in the service each
issue, beginning with the letter A and going through the

alphabet.”
In asking other service-conscious readers whether they

second the motion. Photoplay’s editors point out that each
issue already carries more than a single photograph of a

star in uniform and that it is sometimes impossible to

obtain photographs of those men fighting in the earth’s

far corners.

A Louisiana member of Photoplay’s family challenges

the magazine on Paulette Goddard’s birth date. Is it

June 3, 1915, as reported by Sidney Skolsky, or June 3,

1911, as reported in a newspaper feature. This editor

plans personally to ask Paulette and is prepared now to

wager what her answer will be, given this choice.

T
he Stars Brigade Club of San Francisco, sensitive to

a fine point, says, “Please don’t have the same color

background on all your color pictures. Yellow for

Sinatra, for instance, is not becoming.”
Photoplay’s art director: Please note.

Lynne Burke, otherwise pleased with “my favorite

movie magazine,” adds to the color-page comments by
saying frankly, “I didn’t like your color pictures of Gary
Cooper and Rita Hayworth last month.”
A short time ago on this page Photoplay’s family was

invited to send in its own lists of Best Bets—those films in

1943 which brought readers the most complete sense of

satisfaction. An editor would be without ego or curiosity

if he did not avidly read over the letters sent in.

Each list contained at least one picture not picked
by the editors as a Photoplay Best Bet. From Dallas,

Texas, Juanita Schiltz included “Hello, Frisco, Hello”
(mostly, I suspect, because it brought Alice Faye back
to the screen—and in Technicolor).

From Post, Texas, comes favorable comment on “Jane
Eyre” (with a special nod for Orson Welles), a film just

recently released in the rest of the country but pre-
viously previewed for Texas audiences.

Out of these and hundreds more, the editors chose the
letter written by Charles Wilder of Washington, D. C.,

as most deserving Photoplay’s award of a War Bond for

the most interesting Best Bet letter.

That is Photoplay’s family speaking, criticizing, praising,

suggesting. An alert family, an American family, hard to

please and deserving of the finest magazine one editorial

staff can offer.
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WHAT ARE manners, first of

all?

Nothing in the world but a

way of doing things!

For a long time—too long a time,

I say—a well-mannered person was
one who did everything in a pre-

ordained way. Only those who had
had training and were familiar with
all the social forms could hope to

be well-mannered. Therefore, the

few conducted themselves with con-
fidence and pride while everyone
else went about in fear and trembling
lest they do the wrong thing. And
the inferiority complex which has
always plagued the human race in-

creased tenfold.

Today it is different. The old

forms are being abandoned. Any-
one who acts with kindness and
naturalness is, more and more, con-
sidered well-mannered. Hollywood,
for instance, in the last few years
has evolved its own way of doing
things, appropriate to the busy lives

and uncertain working schedules of

the stars. Hollywood’s manners,
needless to say, have very little in

common with the studied conduct
that used to place men and women
above social reproach.
Alan Ladd and Walter Pidgeon

and Humphrey Bogart, Bette Davis
and Paulette Goddard and Hedy
Lamarr will not and indeed should
not fill their minds with anxiety as

to whether they should take off

their glove before shaking hands or

what fork they should use for the
ice cream. They have important
things to think about. And Mickey
Rooney is no Monsieur Beaucaire,
James Cagney is no Beau Brummell,
Greer Garson is no Mrs. Stuyvesant
Fish and John Garfield is no Ward
McAllister. Why should they seek
to be, after all?

I often wish women who bedevil
the man in their lives if he takes off

his coat at home or gives his face a

rest from the razor over week ends
might see the lazy comfort in which
the gentlemen of the screen disport

themselves around their villas, golf

links, tennis courts and swimming

pools. The Hollywood men, even
the most pre-eminent among them,
like Gary Cooper and Clark Gable
before he went into the armed ser-
vice—I could go on and on until I

had named the whole roster—live in

open shirts and go without ties.

They dote on disreputable slacks
and old belts and well-worn sneak-
ers or moccasins. It is the good rule
among picture people to relax when
they aren’t working. The better
groomed a man and woman are on
the screen the more eager they are
for the evening hours or holidays at
home when they go without shav-
ing or make-up and wear the fewest
possible clothes. All of this makes
sense . . . and that’s the first thing
Hollywood demands in social con-
duct as well as in other things.

The Social Register set send out
invitations written by hand weeks

o-^®\e9'"°’cop'o»»'



from the datebook of a social "insider"
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ahead of time. They mail reminder

cards to those on their guest list a

few days or a week before a party

is finally to take place. But society,

after all, is the “Old Guard’s”

whole existence.

The time and energy of Holly-

wood are given to work that results

in entertainment for millions. So

the stars generally have their sec-

retaries send out invitations by tele-

gram. There are never printed in-

vitations to Hollywood parties for

the simple reason that the stars

cannot be sure enough of their time

to have invitations prepared in ad-
vance. Even weddings and honey-
moons, you will recollect, are post-

poned or advanced or cut short to

accommodate studio production
schedules. The telegram which be-
fore wartime restrictions asked you
to a party would very likely request

you to answer by calling a star’s

secretary at such and such a num-
ber. Everything, perforce, is done in

the simplest and most expedient way
possible— but charmingly never-
theless.

Which reminds me of a stupid

woman, purse-proud and snobbish,
who—naming a well-known actress

—complained, “So and So had her
secretary telephone me in the morn-
ing and ask me to dine that same
night!”

“You are most fortunate to have
been asked to such a delightful

woman’s party,” I told her, “even
with only a few moments’ notice.

The invitation, you may be sure,

wasn’t sent at the last minute to

slight you. It was only then your
hostess could be sure she would be
free to entertain you.”

In spite of their busy lives, a few

stars manage somehow to send notes
and invitations in their personal
handwriting; but only a few—like

Loretta Young, Joan Bennett, Myma
Loy, Joan Fontaine, Greer Garson,
Norma Shearer and Roz Russell.

Roz Russell, I think, has the most
perfect all-around manners of any-
one in pictures.

Hollywood old-timers, stars of

other years, have a club they call the
Masquers. Roz is their official

hostess. Cary Grant is their presi-

dent and chairman. Recently the
Masquers, eager to do something
for the war effort, arranged to en-
tertain two hundred and fifty men
from the armed services at dinner.

The Masquers themselves cook the
dinners which they host and they
do a wonderful job. A friend of

mine who went with us to that

dinner was so impressed she asked
how much it cost to sponsor such a
dinner. Roz explained three hun-
dred and fifty dollars made dinner
and drinks possible for two hundred
and fifty. My friend sent Roz a
check for seven hundred dollars

asking that five hundred men be
entertained in the name of D. W.
Griffith, dean of films and producer
of such memorable productions as

“The Birth Of A Nation,” “Broken
Blossoms” and “Intolerance.”

There was no acknowledgement.
“That is a very funny thing,” my
friend said. (Continued on page 111)
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This friend has found

the keynote of the change

that morks Gable today

I

T goes without saying, I suppose,
that Clark Gable came back to

America after combat flying over
Germany a changed man.
When I saw him in Hollywood,

where he was concentrating upon
cutting the many reels of fighting

film he brought back, I was aware
first of the change in his eyes. The
twinkle with which he’d always faced
life until the tragic death of his wife,

Carole Lombard, was back. But be-
hind it was something I had not seen
before. Something strong, steady
and utterly sure.

To tell you the truth, I kept look-
ing for the keynote of that change
among Clark’s close friends in Holly-
wood and in my own thought for

quite a long time. I kept wondering
why I had such a true and enormous
admiration for Captain Gable. It

couldn’t be because he is a movie
star. In my years in Hollywood, I

have known a good many movie
stars and, to be frank, have not ad-
mired all of them. I have also known
a good many men who have been
in battle, who have flown combat
over the enemy in the face of death.

I admire all of them, naturally, but
not with the same deep and solac-

ing feeling that Gable gives all of
3®



US who know him rather well.

Then it came to me in a rush and
I pass it on to you because I think
there is comfort in it for all of us in

these hard days.
The keynote of that change in

Clark Gable is humility.
Not that Gable was ever con-

ceited, ever high-hat, ever arrogant.
But this new look is one of a man

who has pushed back many horizons,

who is humbly grateful for the gift

of life, who has seen men so brave
and so fine that he can thank God
for having created man at all.

And in that he has found for the
first time, I am sure, some comfort
for the grief, which went deeper
than most people realized, at the loss

of Carole. There was a long time
when he couldn’t even talk about
her. A long time when his friends
feared the bitterness that came into

his soul at her accidental death. That
bitterness is all gone. In its place
is a quiet and unspoken faith that
fills your own mind as though some-
body had turned on a light. It isn’t

necessary for him to say anything.
You know that he knows that some-
where all is well with Carole and
that has given him back peace.
Over there, in the little island

which stood so firmly and so alone

for so long against the enemy, Clark
Gable, Captain in the U.S.A.A.F., saw
a lot of the men who fly and fight

in this war.
They liked him. And they liked

him because he was literally one of

them. Clark Gable went into the
Air Corps the hard way. He didn’t

take—more th" that, he refused to

accept—anythin except by the hard
way. He wanted combat service and
nothing else.

Once in the early days when he
was fighting to get in, he explained
that. He wanted to do a job, he
wanted to earn equality with the
other men and he felt pretty sure
that he could do it only by following
their path. They might tolerate him
if he became a major in public rela-
tions or recruiting or something like

that. Fighting men are apt to be
tolerant of lesser mortals; they can
afford to be; they can look down and
pity the men who refuse the call for
greatness. You will know what I

mean if you bring up strikes with
Marines who have fought in the
South Pacific. In their anger is a
true note of pity for the blind and
limited thought that rejects service,

glory, patriotism.

So Gable took the hard road and
when he got to England he was just

another combat member of the Air
Corps, ready for any combat service.

He got it.

On those first raids, he tasted fear
for the first time. Years ago Captain
Eddie Rickenbacker told me that
real courage was the courage of tlic

boys who went ahead and did a great
job in spite of fear; he said that was
courage far beyond that of the few
individuals who were born fearless.

In this war, there must at first be
fear, as I see it. A Marine gunner
who was at the battles of Midway
and the Coral Sea and at Guadal-
canal told me once that at first you
were scared silly, with a sort of
paralyzing stage fright, it was all so
new and so strange. But he said after

a little while you just got so darn
busy you didn’t have time to be
afraid. Then, he said, came the great
inner surge of something that made
you want to fight and fight hard,
because you were fighting agaimt
everything you had always been
taught to hate. f

Combat mess halls, which are m

sacred to the men who do the actual «.

fighting and extremely exclusive, so
I am told, {Continued on page 6S)
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of "Chip Off The Old Block"

Scoop! A firsthand account of the secret marriage of Donald and Gwen Carter

A PAIR of soft brown eyes blazed

into fury. “Here’s your ring,

Donald O’Connor. I wouldn’t

marry you if you were the only boy
in the whole world!”
Gwen Carter tore the small

square-cut diamond from her finger

and handed it to Donald. He acted

quickly. With one hand he yanked
open the front door, raised high his

other arm and let fly into the night.

There was a slight tinkling sound as

the object hit cement.
Horror filled the brown eyes that

looked into the hurt blue ones of

the boy. “My ring. You threw away
my beautiful ring!”

“Well, you didn’t want it. Why
should I keep it?”

He permitted her to search franti-

cally for a good fifteen minutes with
flashlight and matches. Her little

half-suppressed cries of “Oooh, oooh,
my ring,” as she searched, finally

’ broke him down.
“It was a penny I threw away,

Gwen,” he confessed. “Here’s your
ring.”

And one more milestone in the
path of young and stormy love had
passed for Donald and Gwen.
This boy, who became a screen

sensation in one year’s time as a hep-
cat expert and double-time prattler

of modern lingo, is in his private life

er HAMIITON

a quiet, gentle lad of eighteen who
is deeply in love with his seventeen-
year-old bride, Gwen Carter of Los
Angeles High.
There is nothing of the “super-

dooper, hey hey, rah rah, let’s go”
attitude about their marriage. They
are two sincere young people who
want desperately to belong to each
other. Both feel this is the love of

their lives and if they had let it

go by, they would always have re-
gretted it.

“You see,” Donald explained, “if

married people fight, they are bound
to make up because they’re together.

If Gwen and I had a serious quarrel,

silly pride might keep us apart and
we might not get together again. I

want to be able to get her back

—

always. Now I can.”

He turned to Gwen for confirma-
tion. She nodded seriously.

“You see, we. fight quite a lot. I

don’t like it when anyone pays atten-
tion to Gwen and she doesn’t like it

when anyone pays attention to me!”
They met several years ago, but

Don doesn’t remember it, though
such a state of affairs is now in-

credible to him. It happened in the

Paramount commissai'y- Gwen, a
youngster with long reddish-gold
curls, was introduced by a family
friend to the youngster playing the
role of Bing Crosby’s kid brother in

“Sing, You Sinners.”
They met again a little over a year

ago on the stage of the El Capitan
Theater where Gwen had gone with
her stepfather, Frank Kelsey, or-
chestra leader at the theater, to listen

to tryouts. Don, then at Universal
Studios, was there, too.

He walked over to their mutual
friend, Joyce Elaine, who introduced
them. There was never a question
of anyone else from that moment on.

Three weeks later he asked her to

marry him. Before that he hadn’t
cared much about girls. He didn’t

intend to marry until he was ten
years older. He’d planned it that

way. But there went the best laid

plans of mice and men.
Both youngsters had an answer

for every objection adroitly and
sincerely raised by Mrs. Kelsey,
Gwen’s young and beautiful mother.
“Yes, I know I was only sixteen when
I married,” she told them, “but I was
on my very own then, working and
earning my own living. I was able
to take my place as a wife. You’ve
been protected and sheltered all your
life in con- {Continued on page 93)



Dreamer or doer? Listen sharply and you

more about this Lon than you expect

Mother of McCol lister with her twenty-year-old son,

lord and master of the rambling house at Malibu

Shy or shrewd?

may hear

B! THORKTON DElERyTV

A
lthough Lon McCalUster
may not have too clear an idea
^of what he wants out of life,

he knows pretty well what he
doesn’t want.
He doesn’t want to be Spencer

Tracy, he doesn’t want to marry
Lana Turner (or anyone else at
the moment), he doesn’t want peo-
ple telling him he ought to do this

and shouldn’t do that, he doesn’t
want to dedicate his life entirely to

a movie-star career. The implica-
tions, responsibilities and limitations
of that high eminence irk him, or
rather, the thought of them does.
He sees his opportunities on the
screen in terms of opportunities to

escape from the screen. In this

sense he is full of contradictions,
which isn’t so strange when you
consider that the California of

“Stage Door Canteen” leaped into

overnight fame and is yet to be seen
in his second important role.

At the age of twenty, Lon is

standing on a threshold—but he
doesn’t exactly know what thresh-
old it is. Unexplored chasms of

the future are yawning before him,
but there are no yawns from Lon.
He regards his various prospects
with, for one of his age, an almost
frightening serenity. What the Army
will do with him he doesn’t know
or particularly care. This is merely
a sidetrack in his triumphal march
to somewhere. You can’t be really
sidetracked if you know where you
eventually want to go, or even if

you know where you don’t want to

go. The ultimate goal doesn’t con-
cern him so much as the methods of
travel in getting there. Lon would
like to travel leisurely, in comfort
and with light baggage.

In order to explain this anach-
ronism in his character I will have
to relay his own impression about
himself which he gave to me as we
sat quietly and uninternaptedly
chatting one afternoon.
“What kind of role would you

like to play?” I asked him, and his

reply, which came with simple
directness, was, “California is the
only kind of character I will ever
be any good at. I’m not an actor,

just a certain type of guy, and I’ll

have to keep on being that type. So
I suppose it won’t take long for

people to get sick of seeing me
do the same thing over and over.”

I don’t think this was modesty,
false or genuine. It’s simply an idea

he has of himself, and around this

idea he has built up an imagined
career. He figures he will get along
all right on his current popularity

and that plenty of picture roles will

be coming up for him. He is like a

successful Wall Street operator. He
knows there is a boom on and that

his stock is up, but he knows equally
well that booms are bonanzas and
bonanzas don’t come in bunches.

At least that’s the way he sees it.

He may be wrong, as so many
prophets were wrong about Jimmy
Stewart and other type actors who
proved their versatility as they grew
up. Lon, however, is taking the

chance that he might be right,

though I suspect that secretly he
wouldn’t be surprised—or disap-

pointed—if he turned out to be
wrong.

Lon McCallister, as you unques-
tionably know, is a slight lad with

a shy smile, a quiet voice and a wist-
ful look in his eye. He talks evenly,
with few gestures. He is what
people, particularly older women,
would call lovable. It’s an amazing
experience to listen to a boy like

that as he gives out on life and
philosophy and his ideas about him-
self. It is difficult to avoid, the con-
clusion that underneath this naive
exterior is a pretty crafty mind.

It would be a mistake, though, to

label him thxis. He is shrewd, and
he thinks things out. He has no
illusions. He has aspirations, but
they are not those you would ex-
pect from a career boy. He has his

four free- (Continued on page 101)
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Two-timing on Turner to turn up with

a few facts of her life—in miniature

BY MARIAN QUINN
Drawings by Edmund Marine

For information biographic:

She mothers Cheryl, babe Seraphic.

Her fame is slightly anatomic:

Her bent is for the sheeted comic.

For pin technique, she’s in the clover

A striking fact—she bowls ’em over.

Though vintage may be most exalted

She still prefers a chocolate malted.

Figurines for decoration;

Collecting them, her avocation.

Her symmetry is most astute

She rounds the curve in tailored suit.

36

Her roles—lined up for Metro’s ^ain

Her heart—signed up by Stephen Crane.
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. . . that hope may rise again

all over the world

I

F YOU want to capture a pleasant but superficial

view of Easter, mount your camera on a dolly

and take a medium shot of two gaily dressed

children, basket in hand, toddling across the fresh

grass toward the lilac bushes where—they have

been told—a surprise awaits them. Their parents,

drowsily dutiful, will follow at a little distance.

Truck your camera for a closer shot of the chil-

dren’s joy as they find the colored eggs. Later,

you can dub in a stock choir singing “Christ The
Lord Is Risen Today.” The family .now moves
farther down the lilac bushes, the camera follow-

ing along, to the rabbit-pen. Don’t expect any-

thing amusing in the way of a tender scene here

between children and rabbits. Rabbits hate pet-

ting, except among themselves.

Fade out now to the noon parade on the boule-

vard. It is a bright morning. A few of the more
important men are in cutaways and striped pants.

Their wives wear incredibly lovely hats, loud

suits and orchids. Try to meet this after-church

procession head-on with your truck. Get a boom
shot of the richest people meeting and shaking

hands, with the ladies shrilling prettily about what

a fabulously beautiful day it is; isn’t it, darling?

Funny thing about Easter—you’ve got to picture

it in an expensive rig. Quite different from Christ-

mas. Christmas doesn’t care whether it’s dressed

modishly or not. The best shots you can get at

Yuletide are taken in humble homes, with close-

ups of ragged but expectant little girls, and peaked

little boys with cold feet and leaky noses, yelling

“Silent Night.” Don’t let anything very serious

get into these Easter pictures; just flowers and

new clothes—^and bunny-eggs.

i
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Impressive figure among modern authors,

minister Lloyd Douglas has made his

mark on Hollywood with the novels, "The
Magnificent Obsession," "Green Light"

and "White Banners," which became
stirring pictures. Today he has won the

nation's applause for his best seller,

"The Robe," which is soon to be filmed.

If you are interested in a somewhat more com-

prehensive picture of Easter, consider it as the

anniversary of the most audacious aspiration ever

conceived—the hope of personal survival. This

is an ancient ambition. Long before the primitives

discovered the mariner’s compass, by which they

found countries they had never seen but con-

fidently believed in, they were declaring their

faith in the possibility of faring forth, after death,

to a promised land where they would live forever.

In severe tests of valor, this belief added

strength to their effort; in times of bereavement,

it was their solace. They would see their loved

ones again. It made them more patient with their

drudgeries, miseries, poverties and slaveries, for

eventually there would come a day of reward.

It may be presumed that one’s personal interest

in eternal life depends quite a little upon one’s

attitude toward life as we live it here. If ever

we are to be immortal, we are immortal now. If

our present life bores us, if we aren’t getting

anything inspiring out of it, or putting anything

of importance into it, there is no very good reason

why we should want it to go on forever. Forever
is a long time. And a lot of us, finding ourselves

suddenly ushered into a large congregation of

classic and contemporary souls wearing ribbons

and medals and stripes and stars for having made
great sacrifices for their coimtry and having en-
dured much pain for duty’s sake, may be con-

siderably embarrassed. For a good many of us
the question that Easter raises is not, “Do you
really believe that we will live forever?” The
more pressing question is, “Do you think we
can take it?”

i

The End
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Callmg the turn on Miss Rog(

Ginger Rogers, during her
picture career, has been told

many things.

She was told that she couldn’t

sing, despite the fact that she had
come from vaudeville and the
musical-comedy stage, and her sing-
ing was dubbed in for her in an
early picture, “Professional Sweet-
heart.”

Then she was told that she couldn’t
become a dramatic actress. And if

she did, she’d have to change her
name, for the public wouldn’t take
an actress with the name “Ginger”
seriously.

She didn’t change her name and
went on to become one of the screen’s

finest dramatic actresses, winning an
“Oscar” for her performance as

Kitty Foyle. She has also won high
acclaim for her work in “Tender
Comrade” and “Lady In The Dark.”
Now she is in a position to tell

the studios things. Ginger (her real

name is Virginia McMath) reads
scripts and selects only those that

she wants to do.

She got the name of Ginger be-
cause that is the way her cousin
pronounced Virginia, and it lasted.

Rogers is her stepfather’s name. She
took it because it seemed better
for bilhng. To her intimate friends,

however, she is known as “Gee Gee.”
She hails from Independence, Mis-

souri, and the birthdate is July 16,

1911. She had two childhood am-
bitions. One was to be a school-
teacher and the other was to be

an actress. She made good in one
of them.
The vaudeviUians, Henry and

Anne Seymour, were responsible for

her breaking into show business.

Headlining at the Majestic Theater
in Fort Worth, they decided to

capitalize on the Charleston dance,
which was sweeping the country,
and have a contest. She won and
was then booked to do her act on
the Orpheum circuit.

She then went on to sing and
dance in the “stage presentations”
that were given in the movie houses.
Later came important roles in such
Broadway musicals as “Top Speed”
and “Girl Crazy.” Her first movie
was “Young Man Of Manhattan,”
in which she appeared as a little

i



flapper, with the catch phrase,

“Cigarette me, big boy,” when she
wanted a smoke.
Always with her, guiding her,

even writing material for her, was
her mother, Lela Rogers. Even today
Lela is still with her and has a job

as an executive at RKO, for she
is a talented woman.
Ginger didn’t have much school-

ing and is largely self-educated
through omnivorous reading since

attaining Hollywood success, She
also has become a fairly accom-
plished sculptress, caricaturist and
painter in water colors and oils.

Among her best works are a cari-

cature of Katharine Hepburn and
charcoal sketches of Irving Berlin
and Maria Ouspenskaya.

She is five feet four inches tall

with her shoes on and weighs 112
pounds all dressed up. She has blue
eyes and reddish-brown hair.

She uses lipstick and apphes it to

her lips with a special brush she
carries in her purse. Some weeks
her fingernails look as if she dipped
them in raspberry jam and other
weeks they just look natural.
She prefers to run about in slacks

and low-heeled shoes. She hkes to

go shopping. She will buy a dress,

then go into a shop and buy a hat
to go with the dress. Or she will

buy a hat she “adores” and then go
shopping for a dress to go with the
hat. When on her ranch in Oregon
she favors blue jeans and plaid
shirts.

She is married to Jack Briggs,,

now a sergeant in the United States
Marines. He was formerly an actor

and, although he worked at RKO,
they had never met. She met him
when she was returning from a
nation-wide Bond tour and had
stopped off in San Diego for the
final appearance. She was intro-
duced to Briggs and they started
their courtship largely by corre-
spondence. Then they had dates.

When Briggs first reported to the
Marine headquarters at San Diego,
he had a tough sergeant who used
to ride every Marine who had been
connected with the movies by say-
ing, “Sure, I guess you’d rather
be back in Hollywood with Ginger
Rogers.” (Continued on page 100)
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Towheaded Tufts

This is what all the shouting's

about—one Mr. Tufts, as curious about

you as you are about him!

BY DE[ lOWBANCE

S
OMEONE who doesn’t happen to

lilce Sonny Tufts has dubbed him
“perennial sophomore.” That

someone should be set up in a fine

gilt frame, as a fancy collector’s item.

Most people like Sonny; most peo-

ple aren’t nearly so critical.

Maybe there was a nose out of

joint above the lips which pro-

noimced the words “perennial soph-

omore” anent Sonny. Perhaps it was
a catch phrase only too happily at

hand.
But maybe there’s more to it. Let’s

get out the specs and examine it.

First, there’s that incredible

bounce in him. Usually it’s asso-

ciated with the very young, the very

eager. As far as that goes, the

bounce is common to sophomores.

It’s rubbed off by the time the cap

and gown are donned. A few months
later, it’s really gone.

But not with Sonny. The blond

giant who flung himself on to an
unsuspecting Hollywood only a brief

while ago, who made such a show-
ing as Kansas opposite Paulette

Goddard in his very first picture,

“So Proudly We Hail,” has all the

bounce—and more—of any typical,

time-hallowed sophomore.
He looks like a sophomore, too.

He’s big and sprawhng, and his tow-
: head could do with a comb most of

the time. He dresses carelessly

—

not with the affectation of the very

:
yoxmg but as if he truly didn’t give

a whoop about his looks.

Mind you, he’s scrubbed and clean,
' but he’d give a Nice Nelly with an
eye to neatness the heebie-jeebies

after one short glimpse.

Part of it’s the way he flings his

clothes on; his penchant for crease-

less pants; for comfortable, elderly

Two other in-

habitants of

the formal
French estate

—Sonny's wife

Barbara and
a parrot pet

footgear. He is said to have gone
right through all the weeks of mak-
ing “Government Girl” wearing the »

selfsame pair of shoes. Now, what
actor—or what man, for that matter

—could you name who could face

Olivia de Havilland every day for

weeks sporting the same shoes?

Then there’s his take-me-or-leave-

me attitude. You get it in the way
he speaks and carries his head; in

what he says and leaves unsaid.

That’s a direct carry-over from un-
dergraduate behavior patterns. Later

on it becomes important with most
people to be taken—not left.

But not so with Sonny. He means
it—for keeps. And just let him lose

that devil-should-worry air and he’ll

be a new Sonny Tufts—and much
less of a personality-tornado than
he is right now.
His body and the way he handles

it bear the mark of coltish feckless- ,

ness, the growing boy into grown
man stamp that you see all around
you at football games in any tmi-
versity across the nation. Only a
true athlete has the ease within him-
self, the muscular assurance, to be
graceful while being graceless; to

drape himself over fumitirre with-
out looking awkward and out of

place.

His face is young, too, and unlined
by the sharp, cruel chisel of expe-

rience. There are deep crow’s-feet

from squinting into the sun, laugh
lines that are just as strong now as

when they were first etched. The
furrows on his forehead must have
been the same ten, twenty years ago.

They come from the sudden, side-

wise smile he has, the eye-narrowing
and that quick push-up he gives his

eyebrows when he throws you a
grin.

His mental approaches bear the
brand of the strictly youthful, rather
than the ageless. His curiosity about
people and what makes them tick

has a puppylike quality. He’ll worry
at a subject until he gets through
to the gist of it, then he loses inter-

est and drops it—as a puppy drops
a chewed-up ‘slipper for the newer
charm of an unchewed sock.

|_|
E speaks in a hesitant manner.

’ ’ At first you think he is choosing
his words with care. Then they sud-
denly bubble forth at a burst, only
to waver off into the halting pace
again, while he gangles his way out
of the chair to pick up a cigarette

and flick it ahght.
His days at Yale are still very close

to him, though a decade has pushed
its way past since he left New Haven
for the great big world. He remem-
bers his specialization in anthropol-
ogy vividly, (Continued on page 79)
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Little brunette Donnell— *'the

kind of girl ihe fellows would

like to get back to someday

M DOROTHY MIM

T
he men on this ship think war
would be a lot less hke Sher-
man said it was if we could have

some pin-up pictures to beautify

our barren bunk-room walls . .

Tlie letter, addressed to Columbia
Studios, was one of the thousands

, drifting into all studios th^se days
from all corners of the world, like

snowflakes that have lost their di-

rection.

“How about the Heavenly Hay-
worth or the Fabulous Falkenburg?”

: it continued, “We could use some-
thing large and luscious of each.

Also Janet Blair and Ann Miller.

Seriously, we have a special purpose
for these pictures. We’re collecting

r
photos of all our movie favorites and
when we get them, we’re going to

hold a contest to pick our Guiding
Star—”
The studio mailing department

happened to be fresh out of Hay-
worth and Falkenburg pictures.

They did have some spare photos of

a half-dozen pretty starlets, how-
ever, so they crammed them in an
envelope with the promise that the
glamour queens’ likenesses would
follow as soon as a fresh batch came
up from the still galleries.

In that hasty mailing, one of the
pretty-girl photos lost the little

,
gummed label which should have

' been tightly pasted on its back, lln-
. autographed and unidentified—-to say
nothing of unasked for—it went on
its way out across the Pacific to

where an aircraft carrier rode,
blacked out, under the lonely moon.

A few weeks later came an answer:
“Hold everything—never mind

the other pictures. Who’s the httle

Dark Horse? Please rush name and
details—she’s already won our Guid-
ing Star contest by several lengths.

Reason: She’s the kind of girl the
fellows would like to get back to

someday.”
The “httle Dark Horse” was one

brown-haired charmer named Jeff

Donnell. And the most significant

“detail” that could be written about
her was already contained in the
letter: She’s the dark-eyed es-
sence of all the happy normalcy that

most any young American would
fight his heart out to find his way
back to; the kind of girl who is

laughter and tenderness, spunk and
understanding, all rolled into one;
the kind of girl who might be wait-
ing on his own front porch instead
of on a movie lot.

The “httle Dark Horse” moniker
was pecuharly apt because that’s

exactly what Jeff may turn out to

be in the coming year’s screen
sweepstakes after her role in Colum-
bia’s “Nine Girls.” Although her
screen career is at present distin-

guished mostly for its shining new-
ness (Remember “My Sister Eileen”
and “A Night To Remember”?)
there’s no mistaking how her movie
bosses feel about her. From the
very beginning they awarded her an
honor accorded to few young act-
resses—a “no glamour girl” rating.

“Definitely not the glamorous
type” is a phrase studios have a

habit of falling back on when they
suddenly find themselves possessed
of a personahty so refi’eshing she
makes all the ga-ga adjectives they
have been applying to the beauty
queens sound typewriter-worn and
stale. In the case of the delightful
Donnell, it has nothing to do with
a lack of physical pulchritude but
indicates, rather, a surplus of so
much else that the length of the
lashes becomes imimportant and the
leg-art can be left for those who
need it to stand on.

Jeff has a figure, and very well
designed too, but she doesn’t care
whether it gets whistles or not. She
wears sweaters, but you get the idea
that her main concern is keeping
warm. Her face has everything it

needs for decoration—a pert nose,
wide-open brown eyes and warm
red lips—but its main characteristic
is its aliveness. In contrast to those
controlled countenances whose
owners seem afraid to disturb for
fear of cracking the make-up, Jeff’s

is a busy little face, with emo-
tion and ideas continually scuttling
across it.

Her laughter breaks out with a
kind of musical squeal which can be
toned down for formal occasions

—

except that there are very few oc-
casions she considers formal. She
walks and talks fast—sometimes
too fast, she admits. For instance,
there was the hasty remark during
her recent Army-camp tour which
almost started a major military
scandal. (Continued on page 76)
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Who'd ever have thought it? These stars would! What's

more, they admit it in these gay one-minute interviews

jtfyj O'"JStien
"I'm trying to think what

Mr. Charles Laughton,

told me about how starting to school is the beginning of

the chance to become a genius. But it's rather difficult.

I was supposed to hove a riding lesson, but the riding

master is ill. They let me wear these clothes anyway,

because I like them. So I'm cutting out some paper

dolls while I think. I don't know what starting to school

has to do with being a genius, but maybe when I

finish it will be easier to understand. I don't even quite

know what a genius is! I think I wish I'd gone riding!"

"I've just been reading about hamburgers. Wonderful

things, hamburgers! Everybody collects something, you
know. I collect hamburger recipes. Collected them for

years, together with the names of places where they pre-

pare unusual ones—you know, with beans and chili and
mushrooms and curried prawns and things. When ration-

ing got tough, I collected recipes with no hamburger in

them, little numbers concocted from nuts and carrots and
other deplorable objects. Some people are obsessed with

paper match covers, others with buttons. I just happen to

be obsessed with hamburgers. Know any unusual ones?"

e," uui Oohn GatfjUld 'Nothing is on my mind
' ' * V these days except getting

back overseas, where I belong, where my place is, enter-

taining those soldiers and doing anything else I con for

them. Three years ago, pictures were the most important

things in life to me, but today it all seems a little phony.

The whole business—the make-believe, the make-up, the

posturings—they don't sit right with me. Day and night,

I know I shan't come alive again until I get back there

where the fellows ore fighting. I hope it won't be long!"

‘ ^
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““Toifi," Jtfyi “Qana
"I know there ore people who think that a kid's toys

should go on the scrap pile and that they should get

along without toys for the duration, but, somehow, I can't

agree. I think kids should live as normal lives as pos-

sible, and I'm getting dhite a kick out of repairing their

toys, even though my workshop is beginning to look like

Santa Claus's hide-out. The only thought that's in my
mind right now is that the toys may not work after

I've repxrired them! After all. I'm no expert. But I'm get-

ting better all the time and I've had no complaints as yet."

itthda.^/' Si>lf Staxlin^

"What am I thinking

of now? Well, 'mostly how lucky I am to be here at

Mocambo with my wife (Ann Sothem) celebrating my
birthday. I spent my last birthday in boot camp!

Believe me, that was something. I was married last

June, but we never had time for a honeymoon until

now. Now I have my wings, it's my birthday, I hove

a little leave and we'll get a little honeymoon. There

may be another birthday . . . sometime ... as good

as this one. But, brother, it will have to go some!"

maiLt" icLfji Hill Sendlx "Fan mail is on my mind
at the moment. Look at

it! And all from what the poets call the gentler sex!

That means women. Fancy a guy with a pan like mine
getting all this mail from the gentler sex! Soxmds
screwy, doesn't it? Quite a few of them even want to

see me get the girl! Clan you feature tkatf They're

giving me ideas, though. Maybe the boys in the front

office should know about this. After all, you know.

I'm not repulsive; I'm merely the strong, rugged type

—

only more sol"

iaiji Rifkat

"If I must tell you the plain unvarnished truth, I must

confess to a slight embarrassment. What I'm thinking of

sounds so trivial. But what's bothering me at the mo-

ment is whether I'll get my slippers back from the cleaner

in time for my first really Important Hollywood Party!

Please don't think this is a fair sample of my thoughts,

but I've got all out of focus over this first party, and right

nov/ I can't get my mind off those slippers. Whoever

would have thought, when rationing started, that spots on

slippers might wreck a girl's first big Hollywood event?"



Robert ... his queen of hearts .

and a tew aces up his sleeve!

BY FBEDDfl DBDLEY

B
y the time you read this story,

Robert Ryan—white hope of

RKO—will be in Service. He
hopes his branch will be the Air
Corps, but he is a trifle over age
for acceptance as an aviation cadet
and he’s a trifle too hefty (six feet

three inches) to be an aerial gunner.
So he hopes to be a member of a
ground crew.
Behind him in Hollywood he leaves

plaudits for his work with Fred
Astaire in “The Sky’s The Limit,’’

with Margo in “Behind The Rising
Sun,” with Pat O’Brien in “The Iron
Major” and with Ginger Rogers in

“Tender Comrade.”
Before reaching the eminence of

Miss Rogers’ arms. Bob had a va-
rious history. Born in Chicago, he
learned to box and play the violin

at the very mature age of six. His
mother wanted him to be musical,
but his father—being a practical man
—took a quick look at the violin

case and said, “Any kid carrying that

around had better know how to de-
fend himself.” In years aftei'ward,

the study of the jackbenny ceased,
but Bob’s interest in fisticuffs per-
sisted to the point where he held the
heavyweight boxing championship at

Dartmouth for four successive years.

At the age of fourteen Bob was
given a summertime job (because
of the pull exerted by relatives)

working as a locomotive fireman on
a short freight rim out of Chicago.
At the age of sixteen he answered
an advertisement for a chauffeur,
only to be hired and bewildered si-

multaneously. His employer was the
nervous type and seemed to travel
mainly by night, a habit trying to

the sleeping habits of a growing boy.
Bob finally decided that he was
working for a big-time bootlegger,
complete with bulletproof glass. X
marks the spot where the Ryan body
was not found because he resigned
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Tallulah . . . that sophisticated

lady with a hillbilly's heart

BY BDELY WHITEIY FIETCHER

D ARLING!”
It’s tile first word she’ll say

to you when she meets you
face to face and, symbolically, it’s

one of the first words she says in her
sensational picture, “Lifeboat.”

People in London, Hollywood,
Washington, New York and Ala-
bama, hearing that vibrant greeting,

exclaim, “Tallulah!”

When Tallulah Bankhead says,

“Darling!” it doesn’t sound like any-
one else in tone, accent or intent.

Tallulah’s tone is warm and electric.

Tallulah’s accent is international.

Tallulah’s intent is to save feelings;

for she cannot, for the life of her,

remember names.
Tallulah loves people, except those

she “jolly well” hates. She’s gre-
garious, the true daughter of her
father, the late William B. Bankhead,
the only speaker of the House of

Representatives ever to be chosen
unanimously.
Vanity Fair once called her “a

legend in her own lifetime.” She
has also been called numerous
other things—some lyrical, some
acidulous. But she never has been
called unexciting, reticent or in-

sincere. She throws herself headlong
at life. She lives grandly. She is

Scarlett O’Hara with the meanness
left out, but not the courage or the
great enduring will. She is a
sophisticated lady with an Alabama
hillbilly’s heart.

Last spring, after completing a
brilliant Broadway season in “The
Skin Of Our Teeth,” in which she
won the Critics Award fpr the best

performance of 1942, Tallulah de-
cided she was through with city life,

that she wanted to buy land and
live upon it. Her friends protested,

arguing she belonged in the center
of things where she could, as always,
hold open house after the theater,

serve lavish suppers, stay up all

night and (Continu'ed on page 96)
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Bob Hutton: Even the

old stork blushed!

A JOKE is usually something
funny that happens to someone
else. You could never accuse

Hollywood, or its stars, of not having
a sense of humor, yet there have
been times when the joke was on
Hollywood and the town somehow
forgot to laugh at itself.

Fearless remembers many occa-
sions—some poignant, some hilarious

—when movieland has ended up by
laughing out of the other comer of

its mouth.
Columbia Pictures Corporation’s

first venture into the lair of the real-

estate agent has the movie moguls
pulling their hat brims over their

eyes. So the Cover Girls won’t recog-
nize ’em—and claw their hair out.

The studio started a big-time mu-
sical movie called “Cover Girl” and
it featured Rita Hayworth. The sup-
porting cast was to include the beau-
tiful models whose faces regularly
appear on the covers of the national

magazines. Each magazine nomi-
nated its own girl and sent her West,
upon the studio’s promise to house

A bit disconcerting was the word for

that Betty Grable beauty contest

i
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A few red-faced instances when

The Cover Girls (above) lined up to look over Holly-

wood. What they saw l^tt Hollywood holding the bag.

Right: What they said about "Tne Song Of Bernadette"

had certain people hiding behind their typewriters

movieland laughed—out of the

all the beauties comfortably and
keep them well chaperoned against
the well-known Hollywood wolf.

The head man told one of his

underlings to rent a furnished house
with plenty of bedrooms. He reck-
oned without the West Coast’s war-
time housing shortage. There weren’t
any furnished houses for rent with
plenty of bedrooms. Or any bed-
rooms. There were no hotel floors

available; no single rooms, even.
Iflie cover girls were on the way.
The studio proprietors were des-
perate.

It was at this psychological mo-
ment that a wily real-estate agent
let it be known that he had for rent

1 a fourteen-room mansion handsome-
ly located in the Hollywood hills.

Was it furnished? Magnificently, he
I

replied. The studio signed on the
dotted line without even seeing the

; ^

house. It was that relieved.

The beauties moved into their
I house. It was magnificently fur-

I

nished, too. Only trouble was dust
I and cobwebs, indicating that the

place had not been occupied for

years. Studio workmen put it in

apple-pie order in a couple of hours
^d the girls prepared to enjoy life

,in Hollywood. But first they’d all

take a bath.

They trooped to the bathrooms in

their robes and turned on the water.
Nothing happened. The tubs were
dusty. The spigots gurgled air. The
cover girls called the studio. The
studio called the agent.

“Certainly,” he said. “No water.
Who said there was water? I didn’t.”

He hadn’t, either. He went on to

explain that the house was outside
the mimicipal water district, that its

private water supply had disap-
peared years before, and that if there
had been any water in the place he’d
have rented it to somebody else long
ago. Tlie studio gulped.
For the next three weeks fifteen

of the- most widely publicized beau-
ties in America straggled down their
hillside every morning to perform
their ablutions in the ladies’ room
of an oil station. The appreciative

manager told them it was a pleasure.

The studio sought desperately for a
house, with water, and eventually
came up with the Beverly Hills man-
sion of Marion Davies. Then the
cover girls took baths in bathtubs.
An eminent press agent, then

thumping the tubs for Paramount
Pictures Inc., announced that he was
holding the world’s first interna-
tional beauty contest. For judges
there would be Russell Patterson,
the artist working

,
for the studio,

and half a dozen museum curators
and such from Los Angeles. The
press agent announced also that since

all the most beautiful girls in the
world already were in Hollywood,
there was no need to - look outside
the city hmits.
He said, furthermore, that the most

beautiful of aU these beauties was
Betty Grable, who had not yet
achieved stardom and who spent
most of her waking hours posing for

rotogravure leg art. Since everybody
agreed that Miss Grable was more
beautiful (Continued on page 91)



Picture into portrait—of you! A special

test by which you can discover your true type

Esther Williams

In just about two minutes, you'll probably be wearing the some expression

as one of the stars above. We're about to test your eyesight-^-and we don't

mean we're turning opticians, either! Rather, this is a special Photoplay test

designed by a famous psychologist to find out whether you're on the beam

—

and what beam.

Our fom-stor guinea pigs above who were caught by Photographer Fink

as they wrinkled their brows and opened their eyes in this test are Joseph

Gotten, Judy Garland, Esther Williams and James Craig. That slightly tie-

askew appearance of Mr. Gotten is due to the fact that he had just come from

a beautiful fight with M. Charles Boyer in a scene for "Gaslight."

Judy Garland, looking glamorous—and slightly puzzled—took the test on

the set of "Meet Me In St. Louis," but Esther Williams, lucky gal, had finished

her current "Mr. Co-Ed" and was able to concentrate right in front of her

own fireplace. The beady addenda attached to James Craig is his costume

for "Kismet"; the frown is strictly his own.

You are now ready to go . . . just look across the page.54
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First of all, you need paper and pencil—and remember, there's a paper

shortage, so use the back of that old letter. Now take a good look at the

picture above. What you remember of the objects shown above reveals

to the student of psychology your natural temperament. Thus your mem-
ory can tell you what you're really like!

Few of us have a clear conception of our natural temperament. Our

outward behavior, through habit and training, is molded to fit society's

requirements. We often say one thing but think another thing. We often

do what we feel is expected of us when we would prefer to do something

very different.

For one minute and a half observe the thirty objects shown on the

table in this picture. (The table and the framework which stands on it

do not count.) Then close the book, write down the objects you remember

and check against the scoring chart which reveals your type on page 66.

This is the way the stars who took the test came out: Joseph Gotten

and Judy Garland, Type A; Esther Williams and James Craig, Type XX.
55



A blessed few are born knowing these things. Others must

learn them. A unique story from the life of Irene Dunne

BY ROBYRTII ORMISTON

WHAT is success? Did you ever
stop to think?
Only one thing guarantees it—^happiness!

It isn’t sentimental or soft to say
this; it’s solid. And it leads, in tum,^
to another question: What makes
happiness?

That’s easy! Knowing how to live
and love makes happiness.
A blessed few are bom knowing

these things. A few more learn
them. The rest of the world grasps
happiness only for short ejniltant
moments ....

Irene Dunne wasn’t one of those
blessed in being born with the
knowledge of how to live and love.
She taught herself.

Irene was brought up in the kind
of security that meant a handy man
outside the house, a maid inside,
fresh dresses once or twice a day,
and frequent trips to Washington.
Then, when she was sixteen security
vanished. She wasn’t thrown on her
own. It wasn’t that simple. She had
her mother and her young brother
to look after besides herself. She
could have developed into a stupid
snob forever boasting about her
glorious past and bemoaning her
threadbare present. Instead she soon
was supporting her mother and her

brother and herself in the style to

which they were accustomed—plus!

Later on, as a Broadway operetta
star, Irene was put xmder contract

to make musical movies. Then, since
no one wanted musicals any more,
the officials of Irene’s company con-
sidered legal ways of ousting her.

She could have given up her career
and pretended she wanted to be a
wife only. Instead, within six months,
she proved herself a dramatic actress

with few peers.

Picture work used to keep Irene

in California while the dental prac-
tice of her husband. Doctor Francis
Grifl&n, kept him in New York. In-
evitably their marriage became a
target for gossip. Columnists re-
ported seeing the doctor here with
this charmer and Irene there with
that romancer. Irene could have de-
cided it was too much trouble to

keep her marriage together, sought
a divorce and concentrated upon
her career. Instead, she and Doctor 1

Griflfin built a house and adopted a :

little girl.

Doctor Griflfin, Irene’s senior, has i

businessmen and political figures i

for his friends. She, naturally, has
sympathy cUid congeniality for pro-
fessional people. She could have

[

discourag^ the friends of the doc-
tor’s choosing and left him to get :

along with friends of her choosing— !

as too many husbands have had to

do. Instead she managed to make
their social life pleasant and satisfy-

ing to both of them.
For the past two years Irene has

|

been off the screen. A year is gen-
j

eraUy considered far too long to be
;

out of pictures. After turning down
|

two or three roles, Irene easily might J

have become frantic and taken any-
;

thing, for the sake of appearing
j

before the public again. But because 5

she was happy in her personal life

she could {Continued on page 107)

Don’t reach for everything. Make up your mind what

you want and be prepared to pay well for it.

Don’t say “No” too quickly or you’ll cheat yourself

out of more than you save yourself.

Don’t look at everything in a lump sum.

Don’t try to discipline your man. ffave fun and humor him.
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T
he one thing Turhan Selahettin
Schultavy Bey lays no claim to,

in or out of costume, is the slight-

est resemblance to any Great Lover,
living or dead. His chief ambition
is to be just a Joe and to that end
he wears Sinatra bow ties and pull-
over sweaters. His favorite dish is

a hamburger washed down with a
cherry coke, this despite the Turkish
pastry and exotic wines on which he
was brought up. He doesn’t like

night clubs—says they’re noisy and
crowded—but hastens to offset this

slight un-Americanism by mightily
admiring American girls for their

charm and wit, their freedom and
capabiUty, which is certainly a long

cry from the old Turkish harem.
But despite all his earnest efforts

to be just another American guy, the
movie-going citizens have decided
that Mr. Bey is different, decidedly
different. They picked him out of

the crowd in a bevy of Universal
B’s and clamoi’ed to see more and
know more about him.
This Turhan they’re talking about

is soft-spoken and devoid of man-
nerisms save for kissing a girl’s hand
when he leaves her. He can hold
his own in a sophisticated conver-
sation—in fact, lays it on a dash
thick in his effort to be the man of

the world he thinks you expect him
to be, which somehow contrives to

make him seem younger. But he’s

no show-off and gets restive if you
make him talk about himself too
much. “Now let’s talk about you,”
he’ll say.

He enjoys skiing and tennis but
can’t do as much of either as he
would like, due to a sHght enlarge-
ment of the heart. His home is a
modest house in a modest Holly-
wood neighborhood where he lives

with his mother and his seven ty-
nine-year-old grandmother. His
closest companion is Keddy, an over-
age cocker spaniel which he acquired
on a -hunting trip into the forests of

Hvmgary and Jugoslavia.
With this canine note you leave



. or bringing up Bey, who's on everyone's mind because he looks and acts like this!

BY JBNET BEKTLEY
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tlie American pattern and dip into

the amazing odyssey that has been
Turban’s life. It began some twenty-
four years ago in the city of Vienna.
His father, attached to the Turkish
embassy, married his mother, a love-
ly Czechoslovakian who had been
brought up in Vienna, and with that

international backgroimd they
reared their child. Although both
father and son were supposed to be
Mohammedans, only once did Tur-
ban see the inside of a mosque.
On that occasion he and his father

were present when the priest began
a sermon dealing with the premise
that if one had lost a possession such
as a camel, or a member such as

a foot, one who prayed earnestly
enough would have the missing item
restored in its entirety. Turban’s
father, who had lost his right arm in

World War I, listened respectfully
for some minutes, then quietly rose
and, motioning to Turhan, left. He
never went back. Nor did he ever
ask Turhan to return.

DHOTOGRAPHY was the early
ambition which proved an open

sesame to adventure for the Turkish
Marco Polo. At the bright and shin-
ing age of fifteen Turhan talked his

gentle mother into letting him join
an archaeological expedition to the
plateaus of Tibet as official photog-

rapher, no less. He now believes that

part of the purpose of the trip was
to map certain remote sections of

Asia in accordance with the German
study of Geopohtics.
He was to retirrn to Tibet several

years later, again as a photographer,
on a radium - himting expedition.

When Tibet didn’t give with the
radium the party headed to South
Africa and worked its way north-
ward through the jungles. But ra-
dium didn’t grow on trees, either,

so Turhan returned to Europe and
had himself a fling around Conti-
nental capitals until Hitler pulled his
Anschluss in Austria. One needed
to be (Continued on page 99)
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YOUR PROBLE/nS ANSWERED BY CLAaDETTE COLBERT

Miss Colbert’s personal

note at the right is a comment

on the letter which won the

$25 War Bond in the

“How 1 Solved My Problem”

series. If you have found

help through this column

—or if you wish to ask Miss

Colbert’s advice on any

question—write to her in

care of Photoplay,

8949 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood, Cal.

D
ear miss colbert;

I have always felt that one
should work out one’s own

problems but here is one I can’t

cope with.

I am twenty-four years of age
and I have been married for four
years, very happily.

About ten years ago my husband
met a girl in California and became
engaged to her. He left on a foreign

mission and while he was away he
told her to go out with others if she
wished. He had been gone about
two years when she met a boy and
married him.
My husband came back here, I

met him and three years later we
were married. He has been very de-
voted and says he loves me deeply.
Recently he made a business trip to

California and called on this girl.

She was living with her parents and

was getting a divorce.

When my husband came home he
told me about the visit and said he
hked her .very much but that he
no longer loved her. However, since

his return, this girl writes him con-
stantly. According to her letters she
had some imderstanding with him.
He swears the only thing he prom-
ised was that he would write, but
that they would be merely friendly

letters.

I don’t object to friendly letters,

but that isn’t the kind she writes. She
is frank to say she wants him back
and won’t stop until she gets him.
He says she has misunderstood

him and that he doesn’t want a
divorce because I have everything
he wants and expects in a wife.

What do you make of it? What
would you do?

Mrs. David H.

Dear Mrs. II:

Your husband sounds like a very fine
person. Obviously he is trying to be
a gentleman, but conventionally cour-

teous behavior is sometimes difficult

for a man when he is pursued by one
of these determined sirens.

If your husband is sincere in want-
ing to keep the situation under control,

he could cease to answer this girl’s let-

ters and return unopened all future
communications from her. Such ac-

tion should be definite enough to close

the matter.
As for your part, in any marriage

there are times during which a wife
must treat her husband with great dis-

cretion. She must trust implicitly, re-

frain from' harping on a painful sub-
ject €md go about her business with
normalcy.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:

I have had eight children. For
nearly forty years I have been a

60



ties that reveal you to be d charming
and laudable human being.

In the first place, I think that you
should allow your eight children the
privilege of contributing to your sup-
port for a short period of time, during
which you could be fitting yourself
for a new career. If you wished, the
eight small sums could be repaid later.

You are obviously the type to be a
successful hotel or apartment-house
manager. Specific training for this

type of work would require only a
short time, €is your household experi-
ence has already equipped you with
the essential knowledge for such work.

Another possible occupation for you,
and one requiring a minimum of train-

ing, would be that of receptionist for
a doctor, dentist or an attorney. Such
a position is dignified and would af-
ford adequate salary for you,

I feel that you will be a credit to
any organization fortunate enough to
have you in its employ.

The best of luck to you.
Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
Do you think it would be proper

to ask for money from my fiance?
Don’t get me wrong, please. I

homemaker, but now I must provide
for myself. None of my children is

rich, none is poor. I could live with
any of them—^they want me—^but I

don’t believe in that sort of thing.

My problem is, what can I do? I

can operate a switchboard and do
general office work, but I can’t type.
I am sixty years of age, in excellent

health. I have a fair complexion, a
few wrinkles (naturally), a light,

quick step and I weigh 105 poimds.
I dance, swim, play cards; I’m a
good mixer although I don’t care for
loud or vulgar people.

I would like a job with dignity
as I have two oflBcer sons and an
officer son-in-law. They do not ap-
prove of my working, but I want to

be independent.
Please advise me. You seem so

sensible and so successful for one so
very young.

May F. C.

Dear Mrs. C.s
Your letter afforded me a great deal

of pleasure. Your sprightliness, your
pride and your self-reliance are quali-

Dear Miss V:
I feel that the old rules of etiquette

should still stand in this instance. ISo

girl must ever accept money from a
man who is not related to her by ties

of blood or marriage.
Aside from the purely social reasons

for this rule, there is the practical

consideration that your heart might
change its mind. Not every engage-
ment ends in marriage. Had you ac-

cepted money with which to buy a
trousseau, you would be honor-bound—were the engagement broken—to

return every item, along with your
ring, to the boy. What on earth
would he do with linens, blankets and
organdy luncheon sets? A future
wife wouldn’t want things you had
bought, I’m afraid. Whimsical as this

may sound, it is a light way of explain-
ing a rather heavy fact.

If this boy really loves you, he won’t
care whether you have a well-stocked
hope chest or not. He’s marrying the
girl, not a supply of linens.

In this country we have idmost en-
tirely eliminated the idea of a dowry.
... a dowry actually forming the basis

(Continued on page 72)

want to buy things for my cedar
chest, but I don’t make much money
and by the time my board, twenty
percent for Bonds and my essential

bills are paid, I don’t have money left

to buy the things I need for the chest.

Maybe I’d better admit that we
aren’t very well off, so Mother and
Daddy can’t help me, and I couldn’t

ask them anyway because they have
done so much for me as it is.

I might add that my fiance is

wonderful.
Please tell me what you think.

Dorothy V.

I

i

i



Man behind the secrets

—

florist Halchester—with
star customer Joel McCrea.
Right: Bonita Granville
talks hearts and flowers

at the Halchester shop

Who loves whom in Hollywood?

Ask the florist. He knows!

BY VIVIHN COSBY

T
hey say that daisies won’t tell. But Chet
Halchester, the florist to the stars of Hollywood,
doesn’t beheve this old saying. He shouldn’t!

Chet has his fingers on the inside doings of Holly-
wood. Three-fourths of the many sweet things said

on cards are dictated to him over the telephone.
The phones in his artistic shop ring constantly.

On one, Ann Sheridan orders flowers for a hos-
j

pitalized boy friend. On another phone, Alan Ladd i

calls to order some posies for his wife. Again
the phone rings. Gary Cooper’s drawling voice
comes over the wire. He is calling from a location
in Arizona. For a gag, he wants Chet to send a

j

white calla lily, tied with a black crepe ribbon,

to a friend who has a slight case of influenza,
jThe members of the film colony are constantly
i

playing jokes on each other. Once there was the
;

fad of sending vegetable bouquets. This was
started by Verree Teasdale. When Hedy Lamarr
was on a diet, Verree sent her a gorgeous box of '

flowers. But this was only the top layer. Under-
neath were vegetables with the diet book of the
day resting upon them!

|

Joel McCrea also has a standing gag with the

florist. Several years ago (Continued on page 89)



'The free education

and the monthly allowance

are wonderful • • •

but it’s the future

that decided me

!

I

TF YOU can qualify as a U. S. Cadet

Nurse, you can look forward to a

professional life that gives you a wide

choice of interesting work.

As a graduate nurse, you may serve

in the Army or Navy, or as a public

health nurse or an industrial health

nurse. You may become an instructor

in a school of nursing, a director of hos-

pital nursing service, or director of a

nursing school. You may choose to

work in vacation camps, or as an airline

hostess. You may specialize in child

care, in orthopedics, in psychiatric

nursing, or in many other fields . . .

What of Marriage? An increasing

number of schools admit and retain

married students. Many essential serv-

ices, including the Army Nurse Coi'ps,

are open to married nurses. As a mat-

ter of fact, the marriage rate among
nurses is unusually high.

The Free Education includes tuition

and fees, board and room—and you get

a monthly allowance of $15, $20, or

$30, as training proceeds. Free, too, are

the indoor and outdoor uniforms. The

wearing of the outdoor uniform is op-

tional; a Cadet Nurse dresses as she

likes on her time off.

Can You Qualify? Are you between 17* and

35? Are you a high school graduate or a

college student? In good health? Mentally

alert? Mail the coupon lor copy of U. S.

Cadet Nurse Corps booklet . . . and list of

almost 1000 approved schools of nursing

® Join theCS. Cadet Nurse Corps

from which you may choose your school.

*Mini)nmn age and academic reijinre-

ments vary slightly ivith different schools

of nursing.

I

I

Mail the coupon for FREE booklet

I

giving information about the U.S. Cadet Nurse Corps . , .

I

and a list of almost 1000 approved schools of nursing

from which you may choose your school.

I

U.S. Cadet Nurse Corps,

I Box 88, Church St. Annex, New York, N, Y.

I Please send free booklet and list of approved schools.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Age High school graduate?

High school senior? Graduation date.

Present occupation, if any

Name —

_

Address

City

State —
’35-C

ONE OF A SERIES OF ADVERTISEMENTS PREPARED AND SPONSORED BY EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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W ELL, let’s see what’s cookin’ in the old
burg of Hollywood these days. For

one thing it has taken on a slightly cockney
accent with the ‘‘H” on the huge Holly-
woodland sign that overlooks the town
gone blank. We’ve been “oilywood” now
for some time.

The Reggie Gardiners celebrated a year
of happy marriage by spending the day at
home trying to get their laundry done. A
friend told Cal of telephoning Reggie one
morning and finding the amusing English-
man in a fine state of mind. He was get-
ting his own breakfast (his wife was doing
the marketing) and was burning the toast
while the long-awaited laundryman beat
on the back door and a boy selling the
Saturday Evening Post was beating down
the front one. And he had the beds to
make yet before a twelve o’clock interview.
Remind you of your home affairs some-
times, Mr. Average Man living in Average
City? We thought so!

Lana Turner waxed unduly indignant
when Cal confronted her with those sec-
ond-baby rumors.

“I can’t wait to get back to work,” Lana
said, “and there will be no baby sister

or brother for our little girl for a long,
long time.”

^
Annabella didn’t even get to see Tyrone,

a lieutenant down in Texas, before she
went to New York to play the lead in
“Jacobowsky And The Colonel.” The house
in Hollywood was just too lonely. So
many lonely homes these days.

Betty Hutton won’t marry radio-writer
Charles Martin and we happen to know
she’d like a beau, too. It’s such a manless
place around Hollywood. Just give a
tnought to these Hollywood glamour girls
who can’t get dates. If you pretty gals out
there are out on a no- date limb, think
about the beauless Hollywood beauties
and cheer up.

Greer Garson was the happiest woman
in town when she met her bridegroom
Richard Ney in Boston and came back with
him via New York to Hollywood. Lt. Ney
received a Pacific Coast assignment. Ann
Sothern wasn’t unhappy over Lieutenant
Bob Sterling’s assignment near Hollywood,
either. But Brenda Marshall was so blue
when her husband. Lieutenant William
Holden, had to leave his young son and
return to Texas. Jane Wyman can con-
gratulate herself that Captain Ronald
Reagan is stationed at Fort Roach near
home.

Wives are either off to camps or base
stations to be near their husbands or are
just getting back.
“Coming or going” is the trend of the

month. Mrs. Fonda got back from the
East after two months with Henry who
studies like a trouper and rates tenth in
his class, which is some rating.

BROUGHT TO HOME
NOW ready, for a private showing in your own
home, is this entire style show featuring incompar-

able, up-to-the-minute spring dresses ... all the

famous Fashion Frocks. Our special representative

in your locality will be happy to show this attractive

display of lovely dresses in your home, where you

can view it in comfort at your convenience, make
your selections unhurriedly— and besides, pay less

This is the Fashion Frocks way— the modern way—
to buy dresses.

Although the production of

much-needed war goods is our

hrst order of the day, we still hove

available for the new season an

unusual variety of lovely Fashion

Frocks. And despite the wartime

curtailments, these smart dresses

reflect our peacetime reputation

for outstanding style, for flawless

needlework, for amazing value.

Shown here are but two of the

hundred and thirty styles. If there

is no representative in your com-

munity and you would like one

of the dresses illustrated, you

may order direct. When you

do, be sure to give your color

preference and the size wonted.

OPPORTUNITY FOR WOMEN Ambitious women who woof earn ex-

fra money in spore time representing Fashion Frocks are invited to write

FASHION FROCKS, INC. DESK 74039 CINCINNATI, OHIO



WHEN there is a wedding in

Hollywood, three things hap-
pen; (One) People smile,

shake their heads and wonder, “How
long?” (Two) Everyone takes on the

expression of an interested relative

and asks dubiously, “Wonder if they

can make it go, after all?” (Three)
Nearly everyone beams and points

with pride and says, “Now there is

a couple to make us proud!”
The Powell-Blondell marriage

came somewhere between “two” and
“three.” Opinion was divided, but it

leaned toward the “happy -ever

-

after” conclusion. It had been such
an idyllic courtship. Dick and Joan
were both living in the Toluca Lake
district and Dick used to pick her
up and take her to the studio each
morning when they were both work-
ing in Warner Brothers’ “Golddig-
gers Of 1937.”

But when it came right up to the

wedding, the doubters (there are
always some doubters) maintained
that it wouldn’t do at all. Joan,
they pointed out, was a product of

the theater, imbued with the profes-
sion from her earliest moments,
inured to living in a trunk. Dick,
on the other hand, had been a farm
boy, rooted in domestic solidity.

Until the time he was fifteen, he had

BY DICK PIN!

never been more than nineteen miles
away from his farm house. Show
business, to him, was still an ad-
venture, not a necessity. How could
these two find firm ground on which
to build?
To which Joan replied crisply,

“Tosh! Dick will show me how to

have something I’ve never known
and have always wanted—a home
with foundation and meaning. Dick’s
no tramp. He wants a home, not a
hotel room. And he isn’t stuck on
himself like a professional ham.”
And Dick, with that head-in-the-
clouds look, just grinned and said,

“We’ll risk it!”

Norvell, the astrologer, predicted
darkly that it would all end un-
happily, but Joan wouldn’t listen to

that. “I’m still waiting for that mil-
lion dollars a seer in Atlantic City
promised me years ago!” she re-
torted. That’s what she thought of

dire predictions.

CO the picture was finished and
Joan and Dick hopped aboard the

steamship Santa Paula bound for

New York via the Panama Canal.
They were married just outside the

California harbor. A couple of weeks
later, dozens of tugs swarmed out
to meet the ship as she eased toward
her wharf in New York. Whistles
tooted, people cheered and scores
of banners proclaimed, “Good Luck!”
and “Happy Honeymoon!” On the
dock and at the hotel there were
horseshoes made of daffodils and
hearts made of red roses. Crowds in

the streets and at the theater shouted
gay good wishes.
A few days of that and back they

came to Hollywood—and work.
There was a home to establish. Not a
big estate, but a comfortable home
for themselves and little Norman,
Joan’s child by her first marriage
to George S. Barnes. Afterwards,
when little Ellen was born, there was
a house at the beach for vacations,
with Joan in shorts and Dick in

dungarees painting garden furniture
while the kids rolled about in the
sand.

Only a few weeks before the
break, Dick was talking about the
two-year period during which he
had been off the screen. What he
said was, “Sometimes, the only way
you can fight for what you want is

by sitting still. Brother, that’s the ™

the toughest kind of fighting there
is—waiting, {Continued on page 114)
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Below is the complete list of items shown on page 55. Check them against your list.

4A

Wig Lingerie

Woman's Hat Crucifix

Man's Slippers Overnight Bag

Golf Bag and Sticks Mirror

Sofa Pillow Clock

Fur Piece Riding Crop

Letter Sword

Cllina

B 3

Prayer Book Handbag ^

Telephone Fishing Tackle

Tea Service
Standing Ash ^

Receiver ^
Radio

Bottle of Perfume ^
Tennis Racket

String of Pearls
^

Basket of Fruit Potted Plant m

Roast Chicken Books 4

Umbrella ^

Score

Ten or more objects in A, but less than ten in B, your key is A.

Ten or more objects in B, but less than ten in A, your key is B.

Ten or more objects in A and B, your key is AB.

Less than ten objects in both A and B, your key is XX.

A
Your mental equilibrium is very easily

disturbed. You are likely to think that

no one ever understands you and therefore
keep a brilliant light hidden under a bas-
ket. Many a good idea has been lost to

the world through lack of self-confidence.

Shyness, and the belief that everyone
takes you for granted, makes you suffer in

silence more often than not.

Stirring up mental fist fights with heroic
one-sided results is a part of your day-
dream existence, but no one would re-
alize it from just looking at you. You are
quite capable of putting on a grand front
when you make the effort, but more than
likely some people have referred to you
as “old sour-puss.”
You prefer to let others seek you out

rather than take the initiative yourself in

business and social relationships. Your
mental make-up is exactly qualified for

the individual who does white-collar work.
Accountant, statistician, scientist or book-
keeper—if that’s your job it’s a perfect set-

up for your temperament.
You’re not above wishing another fel-

low harm if he has done you an injustice,

or if you have taken an active dislike to
him, but you would not go out of your way
to do your own vengeance. A little grasp-
ing, a little afraid of personal injury, and
prone to take advantage of another if you
have the chance—you may be the “pet” of
your social set, but you’re a problem to
yourself. It will help if you’ll take up
some sport and give the brain a vacation.

B
You are a happy, cheerful, good-will sort

P of person. All your thoughts seem cen-

n,
tered along these lines. Y'ou’re a little too
trusting at times, but you have the ability
to judge well and analyze a situation in its

proper light.

One of yoiir big difficulties seems to be

too little control over your talkative tongue.
Frankness can be a vice at times, but

you have found this out to your probable
embarrassment and sorrow. However, this
is all good training and aids your capa-
bilities in handling people. As a natural
mixer, any party you can crash is good
enough . . . the only thing that never
worries you is that most people think you
have a lot of nerve.
People in this group are naturally the

adventuresome type, preferring much ac-
tivity—indoors or out. A little time spent
in quiet retrospection . . . reading and
studying . . . would be a great help in sta-
bilizing the wild gyrations of some of your
mental processes.
Any act of poor sportsmanship on your

part would be an unintentional oversight
due to your somewhat careless and care-
free character. “Let Freedom Ring” is

your motto, but be careful that this very
temperamental characteristic doesn’t bring
about a lack of longed-for success. You
usually put your best foot forward, but
it is with more ambition than initiative.

Being pretty much of a “hero” type to
many people, try to keep your head-size
down to normal. Your temperament is

troublesome and intriguing in the same
breath . . . don’t let it run you ragged.

AB
Yours is the balanced temperament that

goes with the ideal personality. Never at
a loss to keep your head when all about
you is confusion . . . the job of professional
or executive should be right up your alley.

Your disposition is a little contradictory,
but this is mainly due to the mental
struggle which you continually maintain
in order to insure your social balance.
Outwardly you are all dignity, but tem-
peramentally you can be calm or tumul-
tuous, reasoning or impulsive, but always

with a safe view of the middle roc

There is a world of power in your mir
Wave after wave of difficulties can drop
your lap, but you handle them all wi
equal ease. Magnetic and vital, mai
people are attracted to you. Occasional
you accept credit where it is not due, b
you can cross this off to the fact that yi

have discovered the fine art of taki
praise without visible signs of affectatic

You are a good thinker and plarmi
Philosophical and temperate, you posse

poise, sentiment and a sense of valu
Put a little more pep into your soc
activities, however, and you’ll find it w
help make life even better than t

smooth-flowing stream it now seems to 1

XX I

Your temperament and your personal!
|

seem to be all tied up in a similar knot
indecision. In spite of the fact that 1

I

has taught you to meet all your pro I

lems with a serious eye, and in spite I

the fact that you can become either gloor I

or hilarious at the drop of a hat . . . w I

keep it all to yourself? i

Elxplode sometimes. Any of your ide

as to what life and living is all abc I

seems to be kept well within that men :

reservation of yours. Your friends woi i

like to know just where you stand but y i

seldom give them a chance to find out.

However, even though many people m
consider you extremely individualist i

and taking into account that you prei i

an easy chair and a book to any otb i

form of entertainment or relaxation, pe
pie do like you because you can be frienc i

and cordial when you want to be.

Why not give yourself a break now a i

then? Get mad and throw things. Nc
time you have a good reason for it ... 1

it . . . you’ll be amazed what this relcc'l

in steam will do for you.
66



MARY JANE IS DEMURE AND SPRlNG-BLOSSOMY . Her smooth,
silky hair has a baby-fine quality. Her exquisite complexion is so

clear and so soft. "I just take care of my face with Pond’s Cold

Cream,” she says. "The more I use it, the more I love it.”

VICTORY FARM HAND—Mary Jane’s war work on the family’s

victory farm is no glamour job! She's working where she's needed!

All kinds of jobs need women workers. Check Help Wanted ads

—consult local U. S. Employment Service.

ANOTHER POND’S BRIDE-TO-BE

he’s so prettyP'’ people ex-

claim after they meet
Mary Jane Maxson. Her

heart-shaped face has a

sweet elfin charm—quiet

stillness one minute, mischievous laughter

the next.

Mary Jane herself has definite and prac-

tical ideas about how to keep her lovely

face looking its prettiest. "You’ve just got

to have sparkling clean skin," she says.

"It has to look and feel soft, too. That’s

why I’m so keen about a Pond’s cold-

creaming for my face every night and every

morning. Pond’s is such heavenly soft-

smooth cream. It feels grand to use and

makes your skin look so nice.”

Copy Mary Jane’s beauty care with Pond’s

Cold Cream. This is what she does!

First—She smooths Pond’s snowy Cold

Cream all over her face and throat and pats

with quick fingertips to help soften and

release dirt and make-up. Tissues off.

Next—She "rinses” with more Pond’s,

working her white-tipped fingers over her

face in little spiral whirls. "This twice-over

creaming makes my skin feel extra clean,

extra soft,” she says.

Beauty-clean your face with Pond’s every

night, every morning. Use it for daytime

clean-ups, too. You’ll see why it’s no ac-

cident engaged girls like Mary Jane, society

beauties like Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel, III

and Britain’s Viscountess Milton love this

soft-smooth cream. Get a big iax of Pond’s

Cold Cream today.

Today—many more women use Pond’s

than any other face cream at any price

ASK FOR A LUXURIOUS BIG JAR!

Large sizes save glass and man-
power! And it’s so much
quicker to dip finger tips of

67



Every day, new

thousands are

switching to S/froux
^

Tissues. And no wonder! They

are proving three ways better:

softer—stronger—more

absorbent! Keep them

handy for removing

make-up . . . for over-b!own

noses . . , for baby's "bub-

biing"... and dozens

of other uses. They’re —

^

economica!! They’re

sanitary! And how they cut

down !aundry bi!!s! One box

wi!! convince you

that S/troux Tissues

are better tissues.

ROUX
TISSUES

Great memorial to a great lady: Th

liberty ship, "Carole Lombard," is launche

with Irene Dunne as christener. At th

left: Clark Gable; right, rear, L. B. Maye

A Personal Story on Clark Gable

(Continued from page 31) received Captain
Gable with open arms. Even the famous
Polish squadron, those fliers whose mem-
ories drive them to heights of combat few
others achieve, welcomed Captain Gable.
For months he saw the real thing. Saw

it with eyes trained to know men, to un-
derstand drama and emotion, older eyes
that knew life pretty well.

That experience gave him humility.

When he talks about the men of our Air
Corps—about the men of the RAF and the
RCAF—he does it with a respect, with an
honestly awed admiration that sends your
own heart racing up to meet that tribute.

You can’t match it, of course, because Cap-
tain Gable has seen, he has been there,

he has flown in great bombers attacked by
German fighter planes, he has been “in

trouble’’ up there in the skies.

A GOOD many honors, a lot of applause
and success, have come to Clark Gable

in his lifetime. I can tell you now that
he is prouder of the friendship of the
bomber crews with whom he flew than of

anything else that has ever happened to

him, that he values their unexpressed-in-
words acceptance of him more than he has
valued the cheers of millions of fans,

though he’s always been grateful for those,

too.

Those kids. Those kids who fight ar

win and fight and die. Those Americc
kids, the roughest, toughest two-fist«
fighting men in the world. Those kids wl
live in the skies, who fight in the Univers
no longer earthbound humans but part
the Army of St. Michael himself. Why i

to have been one with them, to have fiow
with them, heard their careless, sure, ui

'

swerving faith, seen their courage—i1 i

done something for Captain Gable ar!

you can see it plainly enough.
There is, pilots tell me, something bi'

tween a bomber crew that probably exis'

nowhere else in the world. A friendship

a love, an understanding that doesn’t haj;

pen except up there in the sky. They bii

long together in a way other men knol
nothing about. They think as a un ,

fight as a unit, face death and danger ai?

know the measure of each other’s ability '

take it in a way that is unique. That’s ;!

experience that will last a man a who
lifetime. Gable’s had that. And when 1'

talks about it, you’d think every memb
of the crew had done him a favor to acce '

him and approve him. That’s what I me.'

by humility.
’The whole story cannot be told now,

all realize that. Moreover, Captain Gab
wouldn’t tell it anyhow. Not yet. Somil

day he’ll pay his tribute to his fightui



i' Drothers but right now he doesn’t want,
,'! above all things, to be an exception.

'

i
That has been the only fly in the oint-

Ijment; it’s been the thing ne has fought
fcifiardest against. He doesn’t want to do
tj anything any other captain in the Army
Air Corps of the United States wouldn’t
and couldn’t do.

i; But this much can be told:

I

'

You judge a man by the measure of his

i

temptations. You know what manner of

timan he is by how he lives when great

i demands have been made upon him. It

liis no disrespect to call attention to other

f imen who have been in somewhat the same
;,spot that Gable occupied before he went
i.into the Air Corps. Valentino, Wallace
b Reid, Jack Gilbert—or even to a few of

fj today like Errol Flynn.

t'DUT it’s only fair for us to put Captain
) ^ Gable where he belongs, not so much
jfair to him as fair to ourselves. We need to

jjlook up to somebody, we need very badly
1

1 to have those we have thought well of

f I

measure up to all we hoped they were,

t \ we need to see clearly how much of a man
tja man can be. It helps.

f| When Carole Lombard went to her
•Ideath in an airplane accident, Clark Gable
1 actually hit the lowest ebb of his life.

He had found the one woman and they
;had found together a fine, clean life. Her
loss shook the very foundations of his be-

Ipg-
I Yet today with all the new sadness that
Ins in his eyes, I think he is happier than
Ipe has ever ^en. He has found men to

I look up to, he has found that at its best

I
the human race can be great. That’s why

t he’s living in a new world. There has to be
j
(immortality because, as he himself says,
^lyou couldn’t possibly kill a spirit like the

I

one he has seen in fighter pilots. You
(might kill the body, but nothing could kill

i jsuch a spirit; it has to be deathless, im-
fmortal, everlasting. This life becomes only

I ipart of the great, vast, never-ending life of
the Universe.

^ Ij^ON’T get the impression that Clark is

i ,

^ serious or sad or solemn about all this.

'His tales are lusty, strong and often very
T merry.
I'il

The film he brought back from his mis-
I

jsions and which he’s now cutting for
’ release is human film intended to make
you and me see and know the little things,
the daily, hourly, ordinary things as well

I as the great moments. He has the same
i virility and personality he’s always had.

r But—the change is there.
> Gable didn’t have to go into the combat
^ (Service. He didn’t have to go into service
I jat all.

I I Lots of people didn’t want him to. Cer-
tainly he didn’t have to fly in actual
fighting warfare. Certainly he had a great
ideal to lose, if position and money and
[fame and opportunity mean anything.
I He was and is just one of those guys
who quite simply saw it as his job and
the only job that could content him. Saw
[plainly that a man in these days must
offer all that he has and all that he is to
preserve the rights of humanity upon this
earth.

; Out of his service over there, he has
brought the conviction that he was right.

Humanity is worth preserving, free and
untrammeled.

I All that he has gained makes you pity
I those who have hidden from service under
I some alibi or other. Or who have given
' less than their best.

It seems to me we ought to appreciate
I
a guy like Gable. Ought maybe to make

i him a promise. I know I made mine, when
I saw him and talked with him.

!

I promised myself that I’d try to live

I up to him.
[ The Ene

Is there a Doctor

ift the House ?
Dear Reader, don’t be alarmed . . . it’s not that serious.

The young man with the pained expression is just our

Permanent Pin-Up Boy ... for the present emergency.

We keep his picture as a constant reminder that millions

of mothers and housekeepers are getting along on lim-

ited supplies of Fels-Naptha Soap. Sometimes even

doing without. And being pretty patient about it.

You have our assurance that we are making as much

of this famous soap as we can. That we’re making

it as fast as we can. That we’re trying

to give every grocer his fair share.

If you use Fels-Naptha Soap

carefully—and shop persis-

tently—we believe you’ll

get your share, too.

FElSHAPmASOAP-bamshesTattleTaleGray'



SEE

Does daylight add
years to uour age ?

To discover the secret of looking younger in all

kinds of light, try one of the six new Color-True

shades of Cashmere Bouquet Face Powder!

UNLESS your face powder is absolutely

true in color, tiny lines and blemishes

of your skin will be glaringly revealed

under certain kinds of light.

But each new shade of Cashmere Bouquet

is Color-True . . . and there’s a particular

shade to give your skin a subtle, more

flattering coloring in all kinds of light.

Under its downy texture skin blemishes

disappear and remain hidden. It clings

smoothly and imparts to your skin an
irresistible look of bride-like freshness.

Just as you can count on your first trial

of Cashmere Bouquet being Color-True

. . . you can count on it being Color-True

each time you use it . . . absolutely the

same in each package.

You’ll find Cashmere Bouquet Face Pow.
der in lOf! and larger sizes at all cosmetic

counters.

Is;
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4
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HERE, '

MISS

KILGALLEN!
’

ii

We Hollyv^ood skeletons having been

dragged forth from our closets by
J

famous author Dorothy Kilgallen in K

Photoplay, we might as well reveal the
J

answers to those mysteries that made
Miss K. scratch her cranium, furrow

her brow and write "My Favorite Holly-

wood Mysteries" in the March issue. '

1. “What happened to that most deliciouslj
[

cushioned pin-up girl, Jane Russell.” She
,

is still deliciously cushioned (even i
j

skeleton could appreciate that) and she is
[

also still under contract to Mr. Howarci
j

Hughes—exclusively. Her one picture, “The
Outlaw,” has not yet been released anc

j

when it will be released is a big Hollywooc
question mark. Meanwhile that “vision oi

lush loveliness” is down among the Georgk
peaches, visiting her husband Bob Water-i
field, of the U. S. Army. .

2. “Why did Orson Welles Waltz Dowr
The Aisle With Rita Hayworth?”

That’s easy—just look at Rita Hayworth
As for the seemingly wide margin betweer
erudition and pulchritude this couple seem;
to represent, well, what man, even if he ii

a talkative genius like Welles, wouldn’
be happy to come home and watch Rit.

smile? If this isn’t enough for an answer
dear D.K., just go see what Orson looks lik(

in a loving mood in “Jane Eyre.”

3. “I’ll never know why Hollywooc
spends such fabulous sums to pur-

chase hit Broadway musicals and thei

hires half a dozen guys to write additiona
music for the score.”

Well, one little reason is that Hollywooc
feels that by the time the musical has gom
through the mills of movie-making, thi

music may have whiskers on it, so, just ii

case, they throw in a little more for gooc

film measure. Also—if you must know-
Hollywood can never really let anythin)
alone. Maybe we should have put thi

answer first.

4. “Why do the charm boys capture ther

own true loves (in the movies) by beinj

mean, surly disagreeable cads?”
Just because, dear author, the movii

audiences like ’em to act like that—in thi

movies! If you don’t believe us, go coun
the pennies that roll in from films like thai

5. “I would like to track down the date oi

which Bette Davis began to spell her nami
with an ‘e’ instead of a ‘y.’ ”
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No dates available—but one big answer I

is: Bette’s real name is Ruth Elizabeth;
she was always called Betty; at thirteen,

she changed the spelling to “Bette” because
she read Balzac’s “Cousin Bette.” Just
for the record—it’s still pronounced “Bet-
ty.” And—off the record—she hates to be
called “Bet.”

M
6. “Why,” I wonder, does Fred Astaire

never kiss his leading lady.”

Rattle our bones, we don’t know either.

Nobody does—except Mr. Astaire and he’s

not talking—he’s dancing.

M
7. “Who is responsible for the handwrit-

ing shown in the screen close-ups?”
Lots of people, authoress, lots of people!

If the star’s handwriting is attractive, they
use the star. If not, it’s up to the prop man
to do the epistolary job—or get someone
else to do it. So beware, you can never
tell who’s behind that ink bottle!

8. “Why won’t Hollywood’s beautifying
experts learn that the best thing to do to

some faces is just to let them alone?”
Why should they, dear Dorothy? You’d

agree with us if you saw some of those
faces before and after the Hollywood treat-

ment. Margaret Sullavan and Bette Davis
and Ingrid Bergman don’t want any beauti-
fying—and because they’re the big act-

resses they are, they don’t need it.

P.S.: Wonder what the make-up depart-
ment could do for us?

9. “Why will Claudette Colbert permit
only one side of her face to be photo-
graphed for the public?”
Because she thinks that’s the better side.

We wouldn’t know—we think both sides
are perfectly okay. But, anyway, it’s al-

ways more fun when the left side doesn’t
know what the right side’s up to!

M
10. “Why has no belle been able to lasso

Edgar Bergen into a matrimonial knot?”
Well, as our older members observe

sagely, you can lead a horse to water but
you can’t make him drink—not .even in the
city of miracles. The honest truth is that
Edgar Bergen is hard to get. For any in-
formation as to how to go about it, we
refer you to Charlie.

^Teed l^out Soldlet /

Nearly half the vegetables grown
for civilian consumption last

year came from Victory Gardens.
That meant more food released for

the Army! Did you help?

Concentrate In '44 on
green and leafy vegetables,

yellow vegetables, tomatoes.

Be sure to grow some fruit—even a
small garden can reap big strawberries!

For Inside tips on your Victory

Garden, write the U. S. Dept,

of Agriculture, Office of

Information, Washington, D. C.
'

'

" ' — ~

FOR A NECK LIKE CREAMY VELVET

At night, cleanse your neck with

Jergens Face Cream. Smooth on

cream in direction of arrows shown

above. Wipe off; apply a light fresh

film of the cream; leave on overnight.

JERGiNS
FACE CREAM

ALL-PURPOSE CREAM, FOR

NCHANTING—such satin-smooth skin.

It’s easy now for you to cultivate.

One new cream—Jergens Face Cream-

gives your skin all-round care every day,

practically the same as a “treatment”.

Cleanses; Softens; gives a lovely

Foundation; acts as a Night Cream, too

Your “One-Cream Beauty Treatment”!

Helps smooth away— yes, prevent— aging

dry-skin lines. A skin scientists’ cream, by

the makers of Jergens Lotion. Have young-

looking smooth skin; start now to use this

aheady-popular new Jergens Face Cream.

-a



CZm&ucaii BEAUTY FAVORITE
Why have women bought over

25 million HAMPDEN POWD'^-BASE

sticks? Because it does more for

their complexion than any other

make-up foundation.

NEVER CAUSES DRY SKIN

Helps hide lines, blemishes.

• it really does!

Makes powder cling indefinitely.

• it really does!

Gives a smooth, youthful appear-

ance.

% it really does!

HAMPDEN'S powder base is the cream stick that really spreads evenly and

cleanly ... is applied directly to your face, without water or sponge . . .

won’t dry out your skin! Try it—and you’ll have lovely make-up always.

POUID'
Buy Bonds FIRST

The 1944 vogue:

Triple-Thrill Bathing

Your choice of these delightful Fragrances:—
Garden Bouquet; Forest Pine; Spring Morning

\
'Wur bath should be a luxurious experi-

ence. Three things will make it just that;

1.

Before bathing, add Bathasweet to your
tub. Softens and perfumes the bath

;
gives

it greater cleansing power
; soothes nerves.

2.

While bathing, use Bathasweet Soap. It

gives a rich, billowy, creamy lather such as

you don’t get from ordinary soaps.

3.

After the bath, use Bathasweet Talc
Mitt. It’s the final touch of refreshment
and daintiness.

Also recommended are Bathasweet Foam
Bath and Bathasweet Shower Mitt.

BATHASWEET
Talc Miff

What Should I Do?
j

(Continued from page 61) I

of the hope chest notion. We American
women don’t relish the idea that our
fathers, in the old country days, had to

toss in a cow or forty acres of good farm
land, or two dozen bath towels, to make
us a good bargain for a bridegroom,
/Vote, do we?

Claudette Colbert
Dear Miss Colbert:

I am a girl of twenty-four and I’m mar-
ried to a man of forty-nine. We have been
married for seven years and we have two
small children, a boy and a girl.

For several years I have been miserable
because my husband is not the type of

man to go out and have fun or make
friends. He is very, very good to me,
though. I get everything I want and we
have a beautiful home, but that’s not
enough. I want love and he doesn’t give
me the kind of love I want. He gives me

i

a father’s care and devotion. Two years !

ago I fell in love with a man two years
i

older than I and he loves me very much. :

He also loves my children.
My husband hasn’t the least idea that

I’m in love with this man. I want so much !

to tell him, but always when I start to

:

explain I feel so sorry for him that I can’t

go on.

The man with whom I’m in love is in the
Service and he has written that I must
tell my husband before he comes home on
furlough because he wants to marry me.
What do you think is the right thing

to do?
Vinnie T.

Dear Mrs. T:
Seven years ago, when you decided to

marry your present husband, you were
seventeen and he was forty-two. You^
must have realized that there were certain'

age problems to be solved between you,
but you must have felt that this man had
so many fine qualities that you could be
happy tvith him despite the difference in

your years.

It seems to me, since your husband is

good to you and since you obviously still

love him or you wouldn’t be so unwilling\

to hurt his feelings, that you should de-'

vote your entire attention to being a good
wife. With two small children and a

home to care for, and with every com-
munity needing Red Cross workers, I’m,

sure you will find so much to keep you
busy that your restlessness will vanish.

As for this other man, there is a chance
that what you feel for him is merely
infatuation.

In your present situation you have c

devoted husband, a home, companionship,
security and children. Were you to give

these up, what could the other man give

you?
Why not maintain your life as it is foi

the duration, then reach a decision whet
the war is over?

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am a kid of seventeen who is a littl<

confused. My parents are a little old no
only in body but in mind.
When I became seventeen in April,

wanted to enlist in the Navy. My parent
said no. Now they are doing everything ii

their power to keep me out of die drafl

trying to make me get a job as a welde
in a near-by shipyard so I can be termei

essential.

A dozen times I have wanted to go ou
on dates with girls. No. They said the;

were afraid I might get into trouble.

I wanted to go himting this year bu

they were afraid I might get hurt.

Honestly, I am getting fed up with then
I What I want to know is this: am I justifie



in wanting to run away from it all? If I

did run away, what would be the conse-
quences?

If I don’t run away I am afraid I may
use my temper instead of my head, which
would be disastrous.

Thank you for some advice.
George J.

Dear Mr. J:
It always pleases me when a hoy or a

man brings a problem to this department.
I consider it a truly fine compliment.

Although you describe yourself as a
“kid of seventeen,” you will soon be
eligible as a fighting man, so one may
consider you well on the road to maturity.
I have noticed, incidentally, that a great
many of those of your generation are
quick to demand understanding from
their parents without, in turn, trying to

understand the parents.
The reason you are somewhat too care-

fully guarded is simply that your parents
have a great love for you. Their refusal
to let you join the JSavy, and their refusal
to let you go hunting, both stem from
their anxiety for your safety.

Certainly you shouldn’t run away and,
by so doing, break their hearts. Isn’t

there an older man who is a friend of
your family—a schoolteacher or a clergy-
man to whom you could talk and who,
in turn, could have a talk with your par-
ents? He might be able to explain to
them that you are like any other boy of
seventeen—you want to have an occa-
sional date with a girl.

As for serving your country, why don’t
you go to work in the shipyards now, as
your parents wish? You will be drafted
when you are eighteen, anyhow. In that
way you will have pleased your parents
for the time being and you will get your
chance to join the Navy, too.

Claudette Colbert
Dear Miss Colbert:
Could you possibly help me with my

Close-up at the Clover Club: De-
anna Durbin with Dean Harens, co-

worker in "Christmas Holiday"
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NEW...a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP under-arm PERSPIRATION
1 - Does not irritate skin. Does not rot

dresses and men’s shirts.

2 . Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop

perspiration safely.

3 . A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of

Laundering for being harmless to fabric.

Use Arrid regularly.

39ta lar

(Also in 100 and 590 jars)

At any store which sells toilet goods ARRID
THE LARGEST SELLING DEODORANT

p
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ADVERTISEMENT

problem? I am thirty years old and have
been happily married for five years. My
husband is thirty-two and has just entered
the armed forces.

Now that I have the time I would like to

improve my appearance as much as pos-
sible to impress my husband when he
comes home on furlough.

First, I would like to know how to gain
about fifteen pounds. I am five feet, five,

and only weigh 110 pounds.
Second, is there any way to promote the

growth of fingernails? Mine are very
soft and break right off.

Third, I have an oily skin with enlarged
pores. Is it possible to reduce the pores
and to eliminate the excess oiliness?

Mrs. Helene de B.

Dear Mrs. de B.:
The first thing for you to do is to

consult a doctor about the general con-
dition of your health and to ask him to

prescribe a diet for you. At the same
time mention the brittleness of your
nails, as this is frequently the result of
a systemic condition.

Once you are employing a properly
balanced diet, you will be astonished at

the improvement in your general skin
tone. To correct the enlarged pore con-
dition, frequent washings with a mild soap
and lukewarm water followed by cold
water are of benefit.

Claudette Colbert
Dear Miss Colbert:

I know you receive thousands of letters

from girls who are movie-struck. I want
to be movie-unstruck. .

If you look at my picture you can see
that I’ra short, chubby and far from glam-

w orous. But there is a silly little hope that

keeps at me all the time . . . maybe I’m
someone who is different enough to be
successful on the silver screen. That silly

little hope is spoiling my whole life.

I worked in the college library to get a
degree in dramatics. The only pleasant
memories of four years of hard work were
the hours I spent over at the Little Theatre.
Of course I only played grandmas and old
ladies, but I didn’t mind just so I could be
on that stage. I pulled curtains, painted
and did everything I could just to be
around the place.

Not only am I short and chubby, but
I’m also a little bit lame. You can’t really

tell it unless I’m tired, but there are times
when it does show. Here is another thing;

I’m scared to death to talk to one lone
man, but I can stand in front of hundreds
of them and make them laugh—and love it.

I guess I’m all mixed up. I’m reaching

If you wish to have Miss Colbert's

advice, write to her in care of Photoplay,

8949 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia, and if your problem seems to her

to be a universal one she will answer it

on these pages. All names of writers are
changed:

If you have solved a problem with Miss
Colbert's help, write her about it and be-

come eligible for the $25 War Bond which
Miss Colbert awards to the writer of the

most sincere letter in this "How I Solved
My Problem" series. (See page 60.)

Prize-winning letters are not published.

for a star beyond my reach. Won’t you
please discourage me so that I can settle

down to some quiet job?
Florence L.

Dear Miss L:
The truest thing that can be said to a

girl who is movie-struck is that her
chances of recognition are about one to

ten thousand, and even if she gets a
screen chance the odds against her achiev-
ing success are a hundred to one.
One of the cold, hard facts that many

young hopefuls overlook is that, to suc-

ceed, a person really has to have some-
thing to sell. One must be able to sing,

to dance, to act. One must have some
unique characteristic. One must have,
in addition, unfailing good health.

It’s true that personality is frequently
more important than great beauty. It’s

true that no positive rule for achieving
motion-picture success can be stated.

But, to turn to your particular case, it

would seem to me that one of your chief
troubles is an intense inferiority complex.
What are you doing about your chubbi-
ness? Are you dieting according to a

doctor’s prescription? Are you exercis-

ing? Are you really trying to improve
your appearance?

As for your nervousness with a lone
man, that results from the fact that your
attention is turned inward. While you
are talking to a single listener, you aren’t

really noticing him, or giving him sin-

cere attention. You are looking at your-

self in the mirror of your mind.
If you will exhibit a genuinely friendly

interest in anyone to whom you talk, you
will conquer your self-consciousness.

Claudette Colbert
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Dear Miss Colbert;
I hope you don’t think I’m telling you a

sob story, but I hope you can help me. I’m
a girl going on fourteen. My mother has
often told me that she hates me and that she
wishes I didn’t live in her house. My
father is serving overseas. One night a
lady brought over a package for my
mother. When the lady arrived, I invited

her in, but she said, “No, thank you, I’m
in a hurry.”
She had just left when my mother came

from the other room and began to holler

at me, wanting to know why I didn’t ask
the lady in. I tried to explain, but she
slapped my face and hit me so many times
that she broke my glasses.

Since my mother hates me and doesn’t

want me, isn’t there some school or home
where I might go? Please, won’t you help
me?

Wilma V.
Dear Miss V:

Yours is so serious a problem that no
one. could intelligently give you long-
distance advice. Someone reliable, in

your home town, should he consulted.

If you like and respect your high-
school sponsor, you might go to her anti

explain the exact truth of your home life.

Be very careful not to overdramatize
yourself or your suffering, and don’t ex-
aggerate your mother’s behavior. After
you have told your story, ask your spon-
sor what to do.

In case you have no sponsor in your
school, you might discuss your problem
with your favorite teacher, or with the
principal of the high school, with the pas-
tor of your church, or with your doctor.
Any one of these persons would have the

maturity and the judgment to advise you.

I wouldn’t, if I were you, discuss the

situation with girl friends at school. Your
mother may possibly be ill.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am nineteen years old and have been
married a little over a year. My husband
is in the Navy and will be sent to sea
shortly.

When we were first married, my father-

in-law suggested that he keep our money in

his safe deposit box in the bank. My hus-
band and I agreed, although I didn’t care
too much for the idea. Each time an allot-

ment came, it went straight into that box
for which only my father-in-law has the
key.
Now, since my husband has gone to

the Coast, I have moved out here with my
sisters. And I have begun to think about
my allotments, of sending them home every
month, and it seems to me to be silly. I

could just as well deposit them each month
in a bank account here as I have secured
a good job and will probably be here for
the duration.
Several days ago I wrote my husband

how I felt about the money situation. He
wrote back that he didn’t think I trusted
his father with our money (this is per-
fectly ridiculous) and that it was foolish

of me to want to change the situation. He
told me I could send half of the check
home and keep the other half here. I see no
reason for this. The money should not be
divided up. It’s ours together and should
be kept together, in my opinion.
Other women don’t send their allotments

home to be kept by their fathers-in-law.

1 leel that 1 am perfectly able to take
care of our financial problems, and our
savings, myself. Do you think I have a

right to feel this way?
Mrs. Damion C.

Dear Mrs. C.:
I will be quite frank and admit that I

believe your father-in-law is wrong to a

certain extent. When a son marries, he
and his wife should certainly handle their

otvn financial arrangements.
However, to be entirely practical in a

case like this, one must admit that you
don’t need the money, since you are work-
ing. If you tvere ill, or if you were
supporting a child, the problem ivould

be quite different.
You can stand on your rights, of course,

and insist upon keeping the check. How-
ever, I believe that by so doing you might
antagonize your husband to the point
where a serious breach might occur. Cer-
tainly your stand would annoy your
father-in-law, and his letters to your
husband might be trouble-making.
On the other hand, if you continue to

send the checks to your father-in-laic, he
should not keep the cash in a safe deposit
box. That is one of the practices against
tvhich the Government has repeatedly
preached. Why don’t you suggest, in a
letter to your husband, that your father-
in-law buy Bonds with all the money you
have saved to date, and that the checks
you continue to send him be applied to

Bonds as rapidly as possible.

These Bonds, of course, should be
made out in the names of yourself and
your husband jointly, and could be safely
and happily held in the vault.

Claudette Colbert

Back a fighting man—give to the R. C. W. F.
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Perfume, 6.50—3.50— debutante

size, 1.10. Dusting powder, 1.00.

Other Frolic fascinators—

Toilet water, 1.75. Talcum powder, 50t.

Jeff in a Jiffy

(Continued from page 47) The .incident
requires a bit of explaining and we’re
sorry these pages aren’t wired for sound
so the reader could enjoy the rich hint of
Irish in her voice as she tells it.

“It started when I went for a ride in a

—

well, I can’t tell you in a what because
it’s a military secret. Anyhow, I was
warned it would be a very muddy ride
I had on a light suit—my very best suit,

it was a Christmas present—so a very
nice Colonel sent over a pair of his old
pants for me to wear. They were large,
coming almost up under my arms, so a
Captain gave me a pair of his silver bars
to pin them up with.
“The military secret jounced up and

down and when we got back I looked as
though I were wearing a mud pack all over.
I went to my tent to clean up and hung
the Colonel’s trousers up to dry. He didn’t
send over for them, so the next morning
when I was leaving I called out to one of
the soldiers, ‘Tell the Colonel not to for-
get his trousers are in my tent. He left

them there yesterday.’ When I saw that
private’s stricken face I didn’t know what
to do—so I just went on my way, but quick,
and figured the Colonel could explain it

himself!”

lEFF was born, believe it or not, in a
boys’ reformatory. Her dad was super-

intendent of an institution at South Wind-
ham, Maine, which accounts for her see-
ing the light of her first day in a juvenile
jug. Later, the family moved to the Mary-
land Training School for Boy% which is

where she first had cause to appreciate her
two-gender name.
“What would a kid with a name like

Beatrice or Gwendolyn do in a setting like

that?” she asks.

When she was a tot she served as a sort
of special award to young inmates who had
lived up to certain behavior standards.
That is, a boy who had been especially
good would be allowed to skip his routine
tasks to take care of small Jeff for an
afternoon.

“I used to love to play house,” she
recalls, “only I always wanted the boy
to dress up in skirts and be the mama.
They were in a spot where they had to do
what I asked them. I look back now and
wonder if after an afternoon with me
some of those poor kids didn’t begin to

wonder if virtue really was its own
reward!”
When she grew old enough to show

definite tomboy tendencies, she was sent
to public school to see what little girls

were like and her lessons were supple-
mented with private tutoring by her
mother, who was a schoolteacher. Since
her earliest expressed ambition was “to

be a stage director, marry a considerate
man and have ten children,” her parents
did what they could to take care of the
preliminaries. At least they enrolled her
in ballet and tap-dancing school as a
prelude to a theatrical career—and trusted
she would be able to carry on with the
rest of her ambitions herself.

After high school she enrolled in the
Leland Powers Dramatic School in Bos-
ton and her all-inclusive course took in

not only such phases as lighting, make-up
and prompting, but also acting. The direc-
tor of the drama school, a tall, blond (and
considerate) young man named William
R. Anderson, encouraged her to concen-
trate on acting. He thought she had some-
thing there. He was right, she did have
something—Mr. Anderson himself. They

Ask the man in uniform; then give gen-

erously to the Red Cross War Fund.
75



were married quietly during the winter
Jeff was nineteen.
The little New Englander had only to

set her foot on the stage when she was
snatched up for the screen. Her debut as

an actress was made at the Farragut
Playhouse at. Rye Beach, New Hampshire,
with Columbia executives Max Arnow and
Max Gordon fortunately seated in the

“straw hat” audience. A couple of arrows
shot from the bow would have made slow
time compared to the expediency with
which the two Max-es left their seats after

the performance. She was given an option

that night and was film-tested in New
York three weeks later.

THEN the studio got the sort of shock
* which makes Hollywood the world’s

greatest breeding ground for stomach
ulcers. It came when they wrote Jeff to

fly Coastward and she wrote back that she

didn’t see much use In leaving home before

the advent of Michael Phineas, who was
the son she expected to have in about six

months!
“I just couldn’t understand why they

were so nonplussed. Having a baby is

such a natural thing—even if it does take

a little time. I told them when they were
testing me that I was afraid I was begin-

ning to look a little stout, but they didn’t

seem to care. But then, they hadn’t cared

when I said I didn’t think I was photo-
genic, either. I might have been more
explicit about the baby business if I had
expected the screen test to be successful.

To tell the truth, I had just gone to New
York for the train ride.”

Michael Phineas arrived duly, was
promptly nicknamed Mickey Finn and
accompanied his proud parents to the

Coast. (By that time Dad had a contract as

dialogue director for Columbia.) He is now
two years old and will probably grow into

long pants before Jeff grows to look old

enough to be his mother. There is no
doubt that Mickey has been a great help
to Mom in her career. Before his advent
she used to go up the street talking out
loud to herself—because a diction coach
once told her to talk as long and as often

as possible—and now that she has Mickey
to talk to, policemen don’t look at her
suspiciously any more.
Her first picture was “My Sister Eileen”

and anyone stooping to tie his shoelace
during the unreeling could have missed her
entirely. She played the meek little gal

afraid to tell her mother she had taken
one footballer known as Wreck for hus-
band—a role so brief it had little chance
to shine between Rosalind Russell’s robust
humor and Janet (Eileen) Blair’s spot-

lighted loveliness.

In “A Night To Remember” she was
again a young wife, but with more lasting

results. The role wasn’t much when she
stepped into it but after watching her
work, stars Loretta Young and Brian
Aherne decided it would do their picture
a lot of good if her part were built up.
They kept snagging new lines and situa-

tions for her until, all in all, those who saw
it didn’t have much trouble remembering
Jeff when the “Night” was over.
On Columbia’s shelves now, awaiting

future release, is a merry melange of mirth
and murder titled “Nine Girls.” With a
baseball team of beauties to select, the
studio was extra careful about the casting.

The part of a female character known
as Butch was a stickler. Butch, the script

said, was a toughie, whose costume for the
whole film consisted of a pair of levis and
a sweat shirt. Even more importantly, she
was a big girl—and did you ever stop to

Dig deep and be glad you can—give

to the Red Cross \Yar Fund.

"I know Bln Needed

"The More Women at War

—The Sooner We’ll Win!"

Getting a war job is easy — in most

communities — once you’ve made up

your mind to help speed Victory! Mil-

lions of women are needed, at once.

Even if you’ve never worked before,

you can learn while you earn in a job

that’s suited to you. Here’s how you

can find that job . . .

-but how can I a war job?"'

Read Your Newspaper Want Ads

—and choose any available civilian job you
think you can do. Be a waitress! Drive a

bus! Help in a hotel . . . laundry . . . drug
store! Full or part time, a “home front” job

is just as essential—vital to Victory—as work-
ing on an assembly line!

See Your U. S. Employment Service Office

— for free advice about war plant work. If

there is a war factory in your community,
or a shipyard, or a government arsenal, there
may be just the job for you— experienced or
not. Don't delay! Remember, your work will

bring our boys borne sooner!

Inquire at Your Local Hospital Visit Any Army or Navy Recruiting Office

— if you’re 17 to 35 years old .. .get details

about training free, with pay, for the U. S.

Cadet Nurse Corps. Nurses are desperately
needed to replace those who are in the Ser-

vice. Help care for civilian sick or injured,

new mothers and babies!

^T. M. Rpg.

U. S. Pat. Off.

— and find out, without obligation, whether
you can qualify to join the Wacs, Waves,
Spars or Marines. As a Service woman, you’ll

free a soldier for combat . . . shorten the
war. And, you’ll be learning an important
job you may need, in peacetime.

Published in the interest of the

war effort by Kleenex* Tissues

Paper, too, has a war-time job . . . that’s

why there’s not enough Kleenex Tissues to

go around. But regardless of what others

do, we are determined to maintain Kleenex
quality in every particular, consistent with

government regulations.

p
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CopyriKht. 1944, by Leho & Fink Products Corp. , Bloomfield. N.J,

Never red or

chapped since

using HINDS
before and after

work...A HONE/
ofa lotion for

hard-working

hands I

think how few really hefty girls there
are m Hollywood? Anyhow, they laughed
when slim little Jeff sat down to play
Butch, but when she demonstrated she
could lick anyone twice her weight in the
role, she got it. Now there are a stack of

preview cards from California theater-
goers betting that Jeff will soon be well
on her way to stardom.

\^HEN stardom comes, its not going to
’ ” make a lot of difference except in her
paycheck. Underneath the gaiety is a very
sober little person who appreciates the
solid things in life. Her idea of real suc-
cess would be to be big enough to make
only a couple of very worth-while pic-

tures a year, to devote the rest of her
time to being a successful wife and mother.
The Andersons have recently bought

their own home, a small white California
house. The only fully furnished room so

far is the maid’s room. They haven’t as

yet been able to find a maid to live in it.

One Sunday afternoon recently, Jeff

was out front in a pair of overalls, mow-
ing the lawn, when a car with a Mary-
land license drove slowly by. Typically
small-towner, she ran out to see if per-
chance they might be Towson City folks.

They were—and several weeks later her
mother, who lives in Towson City, wrote
her: “Now that you’re in movies, do you
have to mow your own lawn? Things
like that get back here

—’’

“One of the swellest things about my
being in Hollywood,” says Jeff, “is that it

was my mother’s encouragement that got
me here. When she found out I had dra-
matic ambitions, she helped every way she
could to let me develop naturally.”

Purely Personal Statistics include the
fact that she is five feet four, weighs
115 pounds. Her favorite foods are fried

chicken and banana splits, and she doesn’t

have to diet. She loves to invite guests
to dinner and always invites more people
than she has dishes or seating space for.

She likes to write letters and fills the
margins with little funny-faces supposedly
depicting herself. Her worst fault—weP

—

“Gosh—I have so many of them it’s

hard to choose. Next to talking too fast,

the fault that bothers me most is the way
I build things up in my own mind—lik-j

a picnic, maybe—and then get let-down
when it rains!”

The End.

TwrrrrrrrrrvrrrrrrrrfT

Tune in the

BLUE NETWORK

Listen To—"My True Story"

PHOTO BELOW shows results of test.

Hand at left did not use Hinds lotion

before dipping into dirty oil. Grime
clings after soapy-water washing. Hand
at right used Hinds before dipping into

same oil. But notice—it washes up clean!

BEFORE WORK— housework and factory

work— use Hinds to help protect your

hands against dryness, ground-in grime.

Hands wash up cleaner, whiter looking.

AFTER WORK— and after wash-ups— use

Hinds Honey and Almond Fragrance

Cream for smoother, softer hands.

• New cream! Hinds "Complete Facial”—
cleanser, softener, powder base in one! 2-02.

jar, 25c. Plus tax. At toilet-goods counters.

at home

—a new and different story every

day. Stories about the lives of

real people; their problems, their

loves, their adventures — pre-

sented in cooperation with the

editors of True Story magazine.

Check your local news-
paper for local time of this

BLUE NETWORK PRESENTATION

EVERY DAY

Mon. through Fri.
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Towheaded Tufts

(Continued from page 45) carries it with

him today when he meets new people.

It is that study which makes him try

to pigeonhole humans at meeting, en-

deavoring to fit them into their race-

patterns, to guess about their antecedents,

basing his findings on the cast of their

features, the cut of their craniums.
His father’s family stemmed from the

English; his mother’s from the Welsh. He’s

good at spotting other English-Welsh types;

says he has most luck with Danish, Swed-
ish, Finnish varieties next. He admits to

being a little weak on Latins, by and
large. But you’d better not bet against

him or you’ll be sorry!

His thesis at Yale was on the history

of jazz. His main unrealized ambition was
to sing tenor in opera. Unlike the old and
settled among us, he has sluffed off neither

of these two enthusiasms. He’s still “ab-

solutely queer for opera” and “crazy about
jazz” to use his own words. Fats Waller’s

death was a great loss to Sonny Tufts;

and he’s never quite got over his love for

playing the drums. He used to like to

“make a noise and scream through the

mike, but you can’t call it singing—not
like Bing or Sinatra.”

H e likes to laugh at himself—one of the

more pleasant traits and one which
might more often be carried into later life.

“Look at us here,” he says of the house
where he and his wife Barbara are now
ensconced. “Is there a funnier sight?”

It is a funny sight, indeed. The house
is one of the most chi-chi you can imagine—“a small, formal country estate, adapted
from the 19th Century French,” to give it

its Town and Country billing. The dark
painted walls and statues in niches and
sculptured drapes ill fit the easygoing
style of its present inhabitants.

His wife Barbara is exotic in her own
right—but not in the manner of the
exoticism of the house where they live.

She’s a batik girl, with melting limpid
brown eyes and a gentle smile. The way
she wears her slick black hair, in a parted-
in-the-center, Madonna-like hairdo, is just

right for the smile.

Barbara was a dancer and Sonny met
her through her best friend who was with
him in “Who’s Who,” the Broadway show
which brought him to the critics’ notice.

But she’s not a “professional” in the true
sense. She’s a home girl, in spite of her
appearance, a fine cook and adept with a
needle. In fact, she loves to make over
old dresses and create her own hats. Once
she had a dress shop of her own on Park
Avenue. Sonny likes to tell about that

—

you can see he’s proud of her.

She has a w'ay of disappearing when an
interviewer arrives to try to capture Sonny
in print. That in itself is remarkable—
there are so many more hammy star-wives
than there are even hammy stars!

Barbara traveled a lot while dancing for
a living before she was married. She made
good use of her traveling, too, as far as
Sonny is concerned. For she came back
with hundreds of recipes for foreign dishes.
And he loves stews and ragouts and cas-
seroles and strange mixtures of meats
with vegetables and wine. Meat rationing
holds no terrors for the Tufts. He likes his
meats hidden in sauces that smell of far
places—and Barbara knows how to make
them.
He likes the far places, too. He longs to

travel again when the war is over and
the world comes back to normal. Already
he’s done more than his share of traveling.

"I hate the day I married you V

I. It was a horrible quarrel. I didn’t believe I could ever say such things . . . we’d been

so much in love, Fred and I. Then, these awful fights . .

.

2. I couldn't do a thing right at work. One
day, the personnel director called me. In a

heart-to-heart talk I told her everything.

Then she said: “My dear, there’s one neglect

most husbands can’t forgive — carelessness

about feminine hygiene.”

3. She explained that many modern wives

use Lysol disinfectant on their doctor’s ad-

vice. “It cleanses thoroughly and deodorizes,”

she said. “And besides, it’s so easy to use.

Just follow the directions on the package— it

won’t harm sensitive vaginal tissues.”

Check this

with your Doctor

4. Since that day I’ve learned how right she

was. I’ve found Lysol easy to use and inex-

pensive, too. But the big thing is this . . . the

scenes in our home are all love scenes now!

'For new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene,

letter for Booklet P.M.M.-444. Address: Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Lysol is Non-caustic—
gontle and efficient in

proper dilution. Con-
tains no free alkali. It

is not carbolic acid.

Effective—a powerful
germicide, active in presence of organic
matter (such as mucus, serum, etc.).

Spreading— Lysol solutions spread and
thus virtually search out germs in deep
crevices. Economical—small bottle makes
almost 4 gallons of solution for feminine
hygiene. Cleanly odor— disappears after

use. Lasting— Lysol keeps full strength,

no matter how often it is uncorked.

Disinfectant

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE

Copr.. 1944. by Leha& Pink Products Corp
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Compare your sacrifice wifh theirs—
then give to the Red Cross Fund
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with some twenty-two trips to Europe
while he was running jazz bands on the
ships that crossed the Atlantic while he
was still in college. He lived in Paris for

a while. But he says he’s never had enough
of traveling, not since he can remember.
He’s got some definite ideas about the

feminine gender—and what male, be he
sophomore or fully grown, hasn’t? He
can’t stand the bossy type, thinks they
should be feminine at all times, though
not necessarily clinging vines. He likes

athletic girls who disguise the fact except
when actively competing in sports; and
girls with ability who work hard at it but
don’t thrust it down a man’s throat.

For the “glamour thing,” as he terms it,

give him Gene Tierney and Paulette God-
dard. He ought to like Goddard, she was
the first star he acted with. She calls him
“Flash Gordon” and is one of his best
boosters. And he’s just finished his second
picture with her: “I Love A Soldier.”

(“The kids used to yell, T do, too!’ ” he
remarked, “when I was on my personal-
appearance tour and announced that would
be the title of my next picture.”)

He’s been turned down by the Army
as being unusable—due to having been
banged up so much in football and other
sports. Where the bones haven’t been
broken and reset, there are odd chunks of

calcium which the Army doctors consider
quite beyond the pale.

His favorite color is blue, with gray
running a close second. He loves wine
with his meals when he isn’t gulping whole
quarts of milk. His idea of fun in Holly-
wood is to get all fixed up correctly and
dive for abalones, one of the most dan-
gerous sports on the West Coast. And he
loves to ski.

H IS idea of the best sort of a Sunday is

to spend most of it sleeping, then to

wolf a huge breakfast with eggs and toast

and bacon and read the funnies.

His temper is, he asserts, “pretty even”
and his worst habit, one which he
heartily deplores, is procrastination. “I’m
always putting things off ’til tomorrow
when I could perfectly well get them done
today—but don’t,” says our hero.
He admires neatness in other people but

is not really neat himself. He loves to get
letters but hates to write them. “I used
to while I was a student,” he states, “but
now the only mail I ever answer is fan
mail—and most of it is from soldiers and
women who have soldiers they like to tell

me about.”

He used to read a lot but doesn’t seem
to read much now. His taste in novels runs
to Thomas Wolfe and in humor to Robert
Benchley. He has no hobbies that belong
in that category and most of his prefer-
ences in sports—which he covered more
widely at school and college than most
people—are now confined to spear fishing

and skiing. Mowing lawns he detests!

He hasn’t any superstitions, except that
it might be wiser not to walk under a
ladder because ladders often slip and might
conk you on the head. And he doesn’t
believe in luck, yet he says he’s supersti-
tious about luck. You figure that out

—

we can’t.

“And I refuse to be hailed as a Cinder-
ella story,” Sonny Tufts insists. “I’veworked
hard at being an entertainer—ever since
I first learned to play a mandolin and
used to gather my relatives around to

listen to me. I didn’t come out of nowhere
into the here of Hollywood. I’ve been
plugging along at entertaining ever since I

can remember!”
The End.

Give fill it helps—give to the

Red Cross War Fund.
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DESERVE

me/ ceixte/
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%
Some styles

slightly higher

Beautifully made, of the

finest yams, hosiery "As You
Like It” fits sleekly and gives

amazing wear—which proper

care will further extend. Ask
for these lovely full-fashioned

stockings by name. If today

your dealer is out ofyour size,

tiy again tomorrow... for he’s

receiving supplies regularly 1

HOSIERY

READING, PA.

Smart, thrifty additions to your ward-

robe . : . Step comfortably into high-

style PARIS FASHION SHOES. ..and

step out with complete satisfaction

in your wise choice of beauty

and dependable value!

^3



ILft utauve ait,

For the very sophisticated,

the very smart: Ida Lupino,

Warners star, wearing a

mauve dinner dress of

classic lines, with acces-

sories of glowing fuchsia

•'•'f



the chin, a black skirt. Jean Carol design worn by Donna Reed of "See Here, Private Hargrove'



rint adroit . . . brilliant red carnations splashed on soft white jersey,

classic draped lines. Worn by Ida Lupino of "In Our Time"

I
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technicolor production
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The Fashions Shown on Pages

84 and 86 Are Available

in the Following Stores

Nos. I and 2

Baltimore^ Md.—Linda Lynn
Boston, Mass.—Jordan, Marsh Co.

Brookljrn, N, Y.—Abraham and Strauss

Chicago, III.—Marshall Field fit Co.

Detroit, Mich.—^J. L. Hudson Co.

Houston, Tex.—Pollyanna Shops

Milwaukee, Wis.—Gimbel Brothers Inc.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Dayton Company
New York, N. Y.—Saks-34th Street

Newark, N. J.—Hahne & Company
Philadelphia, Pa.—Lit Brothers

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Kaufmann Dept. Stores Inc.

San Francisco, Calif.—The Emporium
Seattle, Wash.—Frederick fis Nelson Inc.

Washington, D. C.—S. Kann & Sons Co.

No. 3

Atlanta, Ga.—Rich’s Inc.

Chicago, 111.—Charles A. Stevens & Bros.

Cincinnati, Ohio~A. S. Pogue Co.

Dallas, Tex.—Sanger Brothers Inc.

Massachusetts—W. Filene’s Sons Co. Branch Shops.

New York, N. Y.—Arnold Constable & Co.

Newark, N. J.—Hahne & Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Boyds
San Francisco, Calif.—O’Connor, Moffatt fis Company

No. 4

Allentown, Pa.—Hess Brothers

Boston, Mass.—R. H. Steams Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Mabley & Carew Co.

Evanston, 111.—l/ord’s

Fond du Lac, Wis.—Hill Brothers Dry Goods Co.

Green Bay, Wis.—Naus
Philadelphia, Pa.—Strawbridge & Clothier

Richmond, Va.—Miller & Rhoads Inc.

South Bend^ Ind.—Greene’s

Springfield, 111.—Myers Brothers

Waukegan, 111.—The Hein Company

No. 5

Brookl3rn, N. Y.—Martin’s *

Boston, Mass.—W. Filene’s Sons Company
Chicago, 111.—Charles A. Stevens & Bros.

Cleveland, Ohio-~Higbee Company
j

Dayton, Ohio—^Johnston Shelton Co.
Detroit, Mich.—^J. L. Hudson Co.

j

Houston, Tex.—Foley Brothers Dry Goods Co.

Massachusetts—W. Filene’s Sons Co. Branch Shops
New York, N. Y.—Arnold Constable & Co.

San Francisco, Calif.—O’Connor, Moffatt & Company

LUCKY DAY
April 12

That's the date when your May

Photoplay will be on the news-

stands or as soon thereafter as

wartime transportation permits.

Be sure you're one of the

lucky people who will be able

to buy Photoplay.

FREE! Picture Book

"Fashions of the Stars"

Cloches to be worn by stars

in forthcoming pictures . . .

Style tidbits on the personal

wardrobes of the scars.

SlllKT FKOCKS, DliPT. TP.
140(1 BROAllWAY. NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

Please send me free "Fashions of the Stars"
end name of store in my city featuring HAKIE
PHILLIPS Frocks.

Name

.
Address

City State

f^aster and a springtime furlough

are occasions for a memorable

frock . . . such as this trimly

tailored two-piece in Jog-a-Long

rayon. Gentle eyelet ruffles soften

the white pique collar ... a

typical MARIE PHILLIPS touch,

identifying it with the

youthful spirit.

At Your Favorite Store

About $lpo
Sizes 9 to 15

and 10 to 16

Purple, grey or black

with white chalk-stripe.

Reserve your copy now!
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Gold Mark Pedees will assure longer life and a

merry one for your precious hose . ..whether you

wear them with or without stockings! Pedees avoid

friction, absorb perspiration, cushion your feet.

Best of all, there’s no bothersome elastic to

^ cut or bind, yet they stretch to fit perfectly!

GOLD MARK HOSIERY CO.
Dept. A, 392 Fifth Ave., New York 18

7>^ QLD I^EXBCO §HOP
P SANTA FE.NEW MEXICO
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I I

I
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tfUAUACHMS
* STILL AVAILABLE
THE SAME COOL COMFORT.

THE SAME RUGGED WEAR
Your STEERHIDE Huaraches will be
well worth the ration stamp you must
now send us, because they are carefully
handcrafted of real sole leather and
have the stamina of a shoe. Work,
walk and play in them, they can take it,

and every pair you buy saves American
shoe leather needed elsewhere. Send
your foot outline and shoe size. We
guarantee a fit.

$335
5TPAID

Sizes for everj/one—men, wo-
men, children (Children's sizes

Please send pairs Huaraches

Foot outlines enclosed, sizes

Name
Address

LOVELINESS .... IN

BRASSIERES by MAIDEN FORM
You'll be doubly appreciative, once you

wear the style Maiden Form created espe-

cially for your bosom-type. You'll delight

in it's lovely uplift lines, correct support

and complete comfort. You 11 like the

way these brassieres continue to serve you

splendidly through many months of wear.

Dealers receive Maiden Form shipments regularly— so

keep trying, if you don't find your style the first time!

Send for/rce Conservation and Style Folders:

.Maiden Form Brassiere Company, Inc,

New York 16, N. Y.

(iTlaidemVburi,
aie^ASStEtk.ES

•'There is o Malden Form for Every Type of Hflure!"

AT ALL
LEADING
STORES

Speak -for Yourself
(Continued from page 17)

$1.00 PRIZE

Grateful

My heart goes out to Greer Garson and
Walter Pidgeon for their performances

in “Madame Curie.” They not only pro-
vided excellent entertainment but have
probably brought to light the excellent

persons coming out of Poland.
I, with many fellow Americans of Polish

descent, have been branded “ignorant Pol-
lacks” by narrow-minded people who never
stopped to realize that there have been
great musicians and scientists of .Polish

birth.

Many people have gone to see “Madame
Curie” and I’m sure that they have come
out of the theater with a different attitude

toward the Polish people.
Meta Brutosky,
Los Angeles, Calif.

$1.00 PRIZE

Moom Pichers

S
UPER-FEA,TURE . . . today
Box office . . . you pay

Doorman . . . greeted
Usherette . . . seated

Newsreel . . . furious
Cartoon . . . curious

Preview . . . excited
Pictm-e . . . delighted

Show’s over . . . street again
I like movies . . . now and then

Philip Menard,
Sacramento, Calif.

HONORABLE MENTION

I
SAW Columbia’s “Sahara” about a

• month ago but I’m still thrilled over the

very handsorhe blond Nazi, Kurt Krueger.
He played his part so well that I didn’t

even cry when he was killed. He must be
a newcomer as I know I would have noticed
him if I had ever seen him before.

Mary Lee Blakeman,
Dyersburg, Tenn.

E
'VKRY now and then an item appears in

one of the movie magazines that “Joan
of Arc” may soon go into production. I am
quite confident that a majority of the

American public would be interested in

seeing this film.

Until a few months ago I could think of

no one who would play this role satis-

factorily, for Joan of Arc was not only
piu-e but she was also courageous and wise.

Now I fully believe that Ingrid Bergman
is the perfect choice for this part. Since
Miss Bergman appeared on the American
movie scene, she has done full justice to

every part she has imdertaken.
Antoinette Salerno,

Utica, N. Y.

I

JUST saw “You Were Never Lovelier”
' and fovmd out this production’s argument
is based on an Argentine picture entitled

“Los Martes Orquideas” (Orchids Ev’ry
Tuesday) which in my opinion is quite an
honor for us Argentine people. On the
other hand the picture is filled up with fun
and lovely music, and what’s the use to

say Fred Astaire was grand, he always is,

I’m just nuts about Fred’s dancing ever
since he appeared on the screen.

Carlos E. Barasoain,
Rosario, Argentina. ;

I



Daisies Do Tell!

(Continued from page 62) McCrea was
stranded on his ranch during a deluge of

rain. To add to Joel’s discomfort, his car

wouldn’t run. Feeling lonesome, he called

his friend Halchester on the phone. Upon
hearing of his predicament, the florist asked
Joel if there was anything he wanted.
Kiddingly, Joel replied that the only thing

in the whole world he had a desire for

was a bottle of pop.

Was Joel surprised when, two hours
later, Halchester’s truck drove up to his

door! The driver delivered a case of

soft drinks, wrapped in cellophane and
tied with silver ribbons, topped off by a

bunch of forget-me-nots.
Joel has never forgotten. Whenever Chet

is at the fights or at a night club, even
though he doesn’t see Joel, he soon knows
whether or not he’s there. For if Joel

is present, he always has an attendant
bring Chet a bottle of pop with his com-
pliments.

P ECENTLY, one of the newer stars called

Chet, ordered two dollars’ worth of

flowers and asked him to get a spool of

white cotton thread to send with the order.

She lived way out in San Fernando Val-
ley, a sixty-mile trip from the shop.

Obligingly, Chet sent his driver on the
journey, but he still doesn’t know whether
it was just a gag or whether the girl was
making a noise like a star.

Chet isn’t puzzled this way very often.

He really knows and understands the true

personalities of the stars. For instance, to

many people, Verree Teasdale may appear
to be aloof and austere, but Chet knows
she has a grand sense of humor. When
she and Adolphe Menjou come into the
shop they are always kidding each other,

particularly about his helter-skelter buy-
ing. When Adolphe wants to send flowers,

he just sends flowers. He completely dis-

regards his wife’s contention that the
flowers must fit the personality of the
recipient.

Almost all the flowers sent to Olivia

de Havilland are delicate blossoms of

pastel shades. Flowers sent to Paulette
Goddard are usually of the vivid, start-

ling variety. Halchester knows his Holly-
wood personalities so well that without
even glancing at the card he can look at

a bouquet of flowers and know to whom
they are going.
He even knew the day Barbara Stan-

wyck and Bob Taylor were going to get
married many hours before it was made
public. Barbara’s uncle. Buck Mack, came
into the shop and sought two gardenia
boutonnieres, one for a woman and one
for a man. This told Chet the great day
had arrived.

I

F there is a special orchid plant ready
to be sent out, the card will invariably

read, “Jane Withers.’’

When Jane was first in pictures she used
to drop into the shop a lot. Chet noticed
that she always looked at the orchids.
Occasionally she would buy one out of
her small allowance. From her numerous
questions, he discovered that the child
had a passionate fondness for this exquisite
flower.

One morning, during his daily five a.m.
excursion to the flower market, Chet- came
upon a rare orchid plant. He bought it

for Jane. Starting with this plant, he
taught her how to cultivate orchids. Today
she has one of the most beautiful orchid
hothouses in this part of the country.
Through their mutual love of flowers, Jane
and Chet became fast friends.
Chet has to have all stars’ likes ‘^d dis-

likes at his fingertips. He can tell you
that Dorothy Lamour likes to wear orchids
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in her hair, that Mitchell Leisen is partial

to green orchids, that Margaret Lindsay
favors tuberoses and that, strange as it

may seem, Lily Pons can’t abide lilies.

Jimmy Cagney is one of Hollywood’s
busiest actors, but in spite of this fact he
has no secretary. Rather than take a

chance on forgetting the anniversaries of

his married friends, he gave Chet a list of

them some time ago. So Chet watches
the calendar and sends out flowers to

Jimmy’s friends when their anniversaries
roll around. Recently he noted that
Jimmy’s list called for flowers to be sent
to a famous movie couple who had just

been divorced. He phoned the actor and
informed him of the situation. Cagney
came over to the shop and checked the
list with Halchester. He discovered that
out of the twenty-three couples to whom
he had been sending anniversary flowers,

seven were either divorced or separated!
Hollywood’s flower man also watches

for the arrival of new babies to Preston
Sturges’s friends. If it’s a boy, a pair of

boxing gloves is sent with the flowers.

If it’s a girl, a little hat accompanies them.
Edith Head is an extremely interesting

woman with equally interesting ideas. For
every star Miss Head designs clothes for,

she gets a little doll which she dresses in

an exact duplicate of the gown she has
made for the star. She brings the doll to

Halchester, who mounts it on a flat glass
plate and arranges flowers around it.

DARBARA Stanwyck loves to do nice
things for people. Last Christmas,

Barbara gave a lovely silver vase to a girl

who has been bedridden with infantile

paralysis for seven years. She also left

a standing order with Halchester to keep
the vase filled with red roses.

Speaking of roses, a young actor came
into the shop the other day to order some
white ones for his new lady love. Chet
tactfully persuaded him to send something
else. The reason was that the young
lady’s ex-fiance had always sent her white
roses.

Halchester has some pet theories on ro-
mance. He firmly believes that it is the
woman who kills romance after marriage
and not the man. Invariably the man
would continue to bring flowers to his

bride if she didn’t put a stop to it by cooing,
“Darling, this is wonderful. I know you
love me. But don’t you think it’s a wee
bit extravagant? We could use this money
for the payment on the kitchen stove.”

And boom! Romance goes out the window.
On the other hand, Chet warns men not to

send the same kind of flowers every day.

That isn’t exactly a boon to romance,
either. If a girl gets a gardenia every
day she begins to take it for granted.

And listen, young men—when you’re pin-
ning a corsage on your girl’s dress and
looking into her eyes, be sure you don’t

put it on upside down. Flowers should
be worn the way nature grows them.

Chet’s advice on romance is well worth
listening to, for it recently got Jackie
Cooper out of the doghouse. Early one
evening, Jackie burst into the shop. He
told Chet he was late picking up his date
for dinner and begged him to think of

something that would keep her from being
peeved. No ordinary corsage would do.

Chet fixed Jackie up with a spray of baby
white orchids. They were the first the girl

had ever seen. In her ecstasy over them
she forgot about Jackie’s being late.

The language of flowers and the items
in Hollywood gossip columns are constantly
conflicting. When Halchester reads that

Joan Fontaine and her sister, Olivia de
Havilland, are feuding, he just laughs. For
they are constantly sending each other^
flowers with sweet personal notes.

“Say it with flowers”? We’ll say they do!

The EndTAKE A JOB! THE MORE WOMEN AT WORK— THE SOONER WE WIN!



Laughs Hollywood Never
Told on Itself

(Continued from page 53) than any other

girl anywhere, said the publicity man, he
had arranged to save the judges’ time
by making her the only contestant.

Miss Grable showed up at the studio
still gallery in a baby-blue bathing suit

and shivered while the experts measured
her with a metal tape line. The recording
of Miss Grable’s vital dimensions was
saved for posterity by a platoon of photog-
raphers, one of whom made what seemed
to' be a sensible suggestion:

“If this is a beauty contest,” he said,

“and Miss Grable is the winner, shouldn’t
she maybe get a prize?”
“Good gosh, yes,” said the press agent,

sprinting to the property department
where he signed a receipt for one silver-

plated vase, peeling at the edges and con-
taining a bunch of red crepe-paper roses.

He thrust the vase at Miss Grable, who
sneezed from the dust in the flowers, and
the cameramen got their pictures. The
agent reached for the vase. Miss Grable
clutched it tight.

“I’m going to keep it,” she said. “I won
it, didn’t I?”
She took it home with her. The agent

had to fork over $25 to the property de-
partment for one vase, missing, and that’s

how Miss Grable’s reputation for being a
very intelligent woman indeed got its

start. Or did it? You decide.

T
he hit that young Bob Hutton made
with Cary Grant and John Garfield in

“Destination Tokyo” has a studio on the
other side of town worrying about the
Hollywood birth rate. That sentence makes
more sense than you might think at first

glance.

The blue-eyed Hutton was signed months
ago to make his motion-picture debut at
IVentieth Century-Fox in a musical called
“Greenwich Village.” He was to play op-
posite Betty Grable and his employers had
great plans for him. Miss Grable said she
was sorry, but she was going to have
a baby. The studio chieftains said that
was all right, they would give the role to
Alice Faye. Miss Faye said she was sorry,
but she was going to have a baby. They of-
fered the part to Gene Tierney. Miss Tier-
ney said she was sorry, but she was going
to have a baby.
All the box-office beauties at Twentieth

Century-Fox were anticipating mother-
hood. "The boys finally were forced to give
the leading feminine role to an unknown
girl and hope that she’d do well by it. But
nobody’d buy tickets to a picture featur-
ing unknowns all around, so the leading
masculine role went to Don Ameche. That
left Hutton, who’d been waiting for months,
out in the cold. He asked for, and received,
his release. He moved to Warner Brothers,
rode to Tokyo in their cardboard sub-
marine with Grant and gets star billing in
his next.
The Hollywood career of Sonny Tufts

is funny, too, except maybe to Sonny Tufts.
He’s the six-foot-two-inch hunk of guy
who earned $3,000 a week a while back,
co-starring vvith Olivia de Havilland. He
earned it, but he didn’t get it. He was
living in an auto court at the time and
eating the thirty-five cent secretary’s spe-
cial for lunch at the RKO commissary be-
cause he couldn’t afford anything more. A
husky gent, too. And always hungry.
Having escaped from Yale and having

studied vainly to be an opera star. Tufts
was a night-club singer in New York a

Give more, they need more—give fo

fhe Red Cross )Yar Fund.
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couple of years ago. All his friends said
he ought to be in the movies. He thought
so, himself. The only thing that stood in his
way was the price of a ticket West, plus
a couple of good suits and some eating
money while he made the rounds.
So he made a deal with his pal, Alexis

Thompson, the young multimillionaire
now a private in the Army. Thompson
agreed to send Tufts West and stake him
to food and clothes until he got set in the
movies. Thereafter, Tufts was to pay him
fifty percent of whatever he earned.
Tufts landed immediately at Paramount,

which gave him one of those $150 per
week stock contracts. Everybody was
happy, including Sonny who got his $75
per week, and Thompson, who got his.
Sonny didn’t even mind paying ten percent
of- his $75 to his agent, and five percent
more to his business manager. He knew
he’d get somewhere in films. He did, too.
He made a hit in his first picture, “So
Proudly We Hail.” He was so good in it

that RKO borrowed him to co-star in
“Government Girl.” RKO paid Paramount
$3,000 weekly for his services. The book-
keepers still gave Sonny his weekly $150,
which was reduced by fifty p)ercent, ten
percent and five percent, before he ever
saw it. The star of a big picture has got
to put on a front. He must take people to
lunch. He must buy an occasional drink.
And how can you do that on a net of $63.75
a week?

Tufts moved his wife into the auto court
on Cahuenga Boulevard. He rode to work
via bus, he ate those thirty-five-cent
lunches. When finally he got back to his
home lot, he looked hungry. He needed a
shave and that morning, he confessed, he’d
run out of blades and didn’t have the
thirty-five cents the barber charged. The
Paramount chieftains quickly put through a
raise for their bedraggled star and at this

writing all is well with Sonny Tufts. He’s
even living in a house.

F
orthcoming is a Technicolor epic
featuring Lon McCallister, Walter Bren-

nan, Charlotte Greenwood and some horses.
It’s titled “Home In Indiana.” To make it

an absolutely authentic motion picture, a
troupe of actors, technicians, and a train-
load of movie-making machinery went to

the Midwest. The picture manufacturers
changed trains at Chicago, sped straight
across Indiana and set up their cameras in
Ohio. They said it looked more like In-
diana than Indiana. Indiana said what-the-
what? The movie makers said, keep calm.
The company would shoot only a few
scenes and then it would move. And it

did move. To Kentucky, where the boys
sprayed the autumnal leaves with green
paint so it would look like summer. Even-
tually the company headed Hollywoodward
with Indiana still waiting for it to come
“Home In Indiana.”

The full-page advertisements for “The
Song Of Bernadette” told you customers
what a fine movie it is (and it really is)

and reached their verbal crescendo in a
well-rounded sentence having to do with
“the fulsome praise” heaped on the picture.

Reach for the dictionary and look up
that word “fulsome.” Here’s Webster’s
definition: “Offensive; lustful; wanton.
Offensively excessive or insincere.” Since
everybody trusts such is not the case, the
grin is strictly on the red-eared advertising
department. Maybe the boys had better

call the picture merely colossal.

In any event you can laugh over these
to yourself without disturbing the Holly-
wood peace.

The End

Let's give more in '44 to the Red Cross

War Fund
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Mr. O'Connor in Love

(Continued from page 33) vents and board-
ing schools.”
“My mother was only fifteen when she

married and she’s been happy,” Donald
came back.
Wisely, Mrs. Kelsey didn’t raise the

question of finances, knowing youth’s ever-
ready answer: “Oh, we don’t care about
money—we’ll get along fine.” For cer-
tainly they didn’t stop to consider that the
law compels Don’s mother to be custodian
of his salary until he reached twenty-one.
Living off an allowance seems so simple
to youngsters in love.

Now the U. S. Army has stepped in to

solve some of the difficulties. For Uncle
Sam will take care of Don’s expenses and
send Gwen fifty dollars a month.

WHEN Don knew he’d be going into the
Air Corps in February, he and Gwen

decided to go off and get married with no
more of this logical reasoning about it. But
Gwen and her mother had always been
too close and too dear to each other for
any subterfuge. They told her mother and
Donald told his.

“Well, I think it’s wonderful, dear,” Mrs.
Kelsey said to Gwen, “and I thank you
for telling me. Now let’s go upstairs and
look over your clothes. How about this

underwear and these nighties? Not very
pretty for a bride, are they? Also, you’re
short on the pretty dresses every bride
loves, but, of course, these will have to

do. If I’d had notice, I would have got
together a trousseau for you.”
Gwen’s eyes looked troubled. “I never

thought about the clothes,” she said finally.

“It does seem so wrong not to have them.”
So the marriage was again postponed.

This time until after boot camp. “When
you two can talk me out of it. I’ll say go
ahead,” Gwen’s mother told them.

It wasn’t that Mrs. Kelsey didn’t like the
lad, for she is extremely fond of him.
It was only that she feared for their ex-
treme youth and all the reckless emotional
reactions of young people. “For,” as she
said, “the most heartbreaking thing they
could do to hurt each other now would
be to go out with someone else while
they’re quarreling. And they might one
day be prompted to do it. But suppose
they carried that youthful impulse over
into marriage and, to get even, each went

Illustrious headwork: Ginger Rog-
ers does some tall figuring with Ron-
old Colman for an NBC broadcast
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Miss Evelyn Byrd LaRudb
After a I -Minute Mask with Pond's Vanishing Cream, my complexion looks

ever so much smoother and brighter!” says this daughter of thefamous Byrd

family of Virginia. Miss LaPrade carries on the romantic tradition of

beauty of the lovely 18th-century Evelyn Bwdfor whom she was named.

out with someone else, not realizing the
full import of the act. Two lives could very
well be ruined by such a course.”

CHE was thinking then of what their^ courtship had been like—and Holly-
wood has never seen one like it. For it

was romance with a touch of riot.

They fought gloriously and constantly,
with Gwen usually storming out of Vic-
tor’s or the Villa Nova restaurant in a
huff. Whereupon young O’Connor would
make a follow-out dash and scurry up
Sunset Boulevard calling and pleading .

after her. The tables were turned one night
|

just before the elopement when, to Gwen’s '

amazement, Don stormed out of Victor’s
with Gwen left to do the calling and
pleading along the Boulevard. All in vain,
too—after a few moments she returned

j

alone to Victor’s and the friends who had
accompanied them. But later, when the
party was over and Gwen climbed into
her car at the parking lot, the other door
opened and, without a word, Don slipped
in beside her.

They avoided as much as possible all

sources of friction. For instance, they never
went dancing. Not that either cared par-

|

ticularly for it anyway, but neither Don
nor Gwen could bear to see the other

|

dancing with other partners. So they just
,

didn’t dance. Not more than twice in the
|

year they were sweethearts did they at-
tend one of Hollywood’s glamour spots.

Neither has any real desire for night
clubbing or gay doings. They are simple,

,

i

gentle and genuine. Except in the heat i

of battle, their voices are soft and low,
their manners quiet and charming. Amaz-

j

ingly enough, they haven’t even the fresh
breeziness of the average high-school

i

couple. They are neither hep nor what-
ever it is these young moderns are.

Don wants it understood that Gwen’s
hair is not blonde but reddish-gold. He
likes the fact that she wears light make-up.
Together they would go to all his previews '

and she would glow at the laughs that
;

emanated from his screen performances.
He in turn would glow when some teen- i

ager would remark, “Hey, his girl friend
|

is president of the ‘Knobbies’ at Los An-
i

geles High.”
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before make-up. It’s a
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T
hey played as violently as they quar-
reled—at cards, swimming, bowling and

going to movies. They had, however, two
great bones of contention. One was Don’s
choice of movies and the other his love
of flashy cars.

As to movies—well, when Gwen would
be dying to see the latest hit, Don would
be determined to see the little 1929 num-
ber showing at that unpretentious Holly-
wood Boulevard theater. The flashy cars?

Gwen says she was ashamed to be seen
in them, stripped as they were of every-
thing but engine and wheels. “I’d much
rather have a little coupe than this hopped-
up number,” she’d protest. “And what’s
more, I won’t go to ‘The Birth Of A Nation’
in it.”

She would, though. Or else they’d com-
promise, and go to “Tender Comrade” in

her mother’s car.

They dated about four or five nights a
week, Gwen having a very light sched-
ule in her senior year. When Don was
working, a date meant dinner, quarreling

and then home. Don would begin to depart

at ten. He usually would make it, after

a certain number of handings of the ring

back and forth, by eleven.

A few weeks before Christmas, the phone
rang just as Gwen and her understanding
parents were about to sit down to dinner.

It was Don asking Mrs. Kelsey to meet
him at the corner drugstore right away.
Making some excuse to Gwen and Mr.

Kelsey, she dashed out, climbed into Don’s



I .

bottomless, topless, sideless car and was
whisked off to Teitelbaum’s, the furriers.

The result of that breathless trip was Don’s
Christmas gift to Gwen—a beautiful full-

length lynx coat that was paid for with
the bonus check he’d received that day
from the studio.

I

When it comes to the down-to-earth
“cooking and cleaning” aspect of marriage,

I how does Gwen add up?

I

Mr. O’Connor, with that little half-

!
concealed grin, said blandly, “I don’t know.

! She never asks me to dinner!”

I
Gwen, with imminent anger not half-

j: concealed, had a quick comeback. “What
( about that time I had the lamb chops and
;
mashed potatoes and peas!”

j

“Well, what about it?”

! “Well, I cooked it myself. All by—

”

I

Once more the storm clouds threatened
to break.

j

But fifteen minutes later they were on

I

Don’s outdoor set of “The Merry Mona-
[
bans,” sitting apart and gazing at each

i
other so quietly and with such deep

' understanding that it would bring a lump

j

to the most hardened throaty

One month later, they were married.
The wedding was a secret elopement. Two
days before Don was to leave for the Army
he and Gwen went to Mrs. O’Connor and
secured her permission to marry. Then

j

they turned to Mrs. Kelsey and her answer,
too, was “Yes.”
So at six o’clock the next morning Don

i
and Gwen, with their mutual friend Allen
Kirk as witness, were married at Tia Juana.
A one-day honeymoon in San Diego and

i
they were back home again, ready to start

their life together—a life that for this war-
time present must mean separation, anx-
iety and the heartbreak of waiting and
wondering and hoping.
For on that very day of their return,

Don left for the Army. Gwen will con-
tinue to live with her mother and will

i finish high school in June.
There are many people in Hollywood

who wonder what the outcome of this

young wartime marriage will be. We think
we know, remembering the answer to that

I
question that was once put to Don, “Why
is it when you two have so many squabbles
that you never miss a date?”

' “We never leave mad,” Don answered
for both of them. “We never will.” And
he had gently brushed an invisible flake
of powder from Gwen’s very small nose.
We knew then what a fine soldier Don

would make and what an adorable soldier’s

wife Gwen could be.

The End
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I believe that is why women every-

where have turned to our Tangee

Satin-Finish Lipsticks in search of a

beauty aid that really lasts . . . smooth,

soft, and flattering for hours on end.

In the Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick

of your choice—Tangee Red-Red,

Tangee Theatrical Red, Tangee Medi-

um-Red, or Tangee Natural— you

will find just what you need . . . vital,

lively color as well as a remarkable

new texture that brings an exquisite

grooming to your lips. Lineless and

satiny, your Satin-Finish lips will

resist wind and weather.

Forget your make-up worries when

you start using Tangee Satin -Finish

Lipstick , . . with Tangee’s matching

rouge and the startlingly new Tangee

PETAL-FINISH Face Powder.

X^NGEE
wU/t tAe new Satm-&Uiid/e

X^NGEE
toitA tAe new^eta£&lnidA

EVERY DAY AMERICA NEEDS $ 140 ,000,000 TO FIGHT THE WAR! HELP WITH WAR OOHDS AND STAMPS

Banking on Bankhead

{Continued from page 51) sleep from daw
to noon with a black mask over her famou
blue eyes to hide the day.

It availed them nothing. Tallulah foun
and fell in love with “Windows,”
rambling whitewashed brick house crown
ing a hill on the New York-Connecticv
boundary line and overlooking miles c

rolling country and valleys and blue lake;

“Windows” boasts sixteen hilly acre;

many of them wooded, and gardens whic
mingle at last with the wildflowers of far

flung fields.

“I must have it!” Tallulah said. Everyon
then was silent. There has never been
time in the variable Bankhead history tha
within reason or kindness, Tallulah hash
had what she must have and done wha
she must do. This is her creed.
At “Windows” Tallulah, smoking Eng

lish cigarettes before a fire and pourin
Scotch for friends—she vowed after Dun
kirk not to touch ainything alcoholic unti

she could celebrate the total obliteratio)

of the Axis—said:

“My friends were quite right to urg
me not to buy a country place. The;
didn’t know—how could they?—that I hac
in some intangible, never-to-be-under
stood way, changed.
“Five years ago if anyone had offerei

me this place as a gift—and now I joll;

well have to sweat for it—I would hav
asked, horrified, ‘But what can -I do witl

it? I couldn’t possibly live in it! M;
friends wouldn’t travel over those icy hill

in winter! I would be stranded. Oh, nc
Besides, I must be close to the theatei
I can’t commute for an hour and more si:

midnights a week.’
“But,” she went on, in what Elsa Max

well calls her peach fizz voice, “there cam'
a time, about a year ago, when this plac'

was right for me. Growing older—I don’
mean I’m Mrs. Methuselah—I felt the sami
need to walk on my own land that all th
farmers I spring from always have known
Five dogs came tearing in, shaking snov

from their coats. They bounded up o)

the sofa beside her.

She introduced them gravely. The Sealy
ham, “Hitch,” named after Alfred Hitch
cock, director of “Lifeboat,” who gave hin

to her. The Peke, “Brocky,” named fo

Tallulah herself, for her middle name
Brockman. The sheep dog, “Magnolia,
called “Maggie.” The wire-haired, “Brad
ley,” that really belonged to Estelle Win
wood, her friend, and was named for oni

of Estelle’s dear departed husbands. An(

not least of all, “Bonny”—“Bonny Princ
Charlie,” a stray mongrel who wandere<
in and stayed to lord it over all of then.

lit

la

nil

I

T hasn’t always been a simple matter fo

Tallulah to follow her bents. There was
for instance, the time Sir Gerald du MaU'
rier cabled her an offer of a role in hi

play. All her life she had dreamed o

visiting England, and here was her chance

She talked to her father, whose permissioi

she needed to make the trip, since she wa
a minor, cabled her acceptance and in'

formed everyone she knew that she wa;

“going to do a play in London.”
Three days before she was to sail, sb

received a second cable telling her no

to come. Determined to have that trip b

England, no matter what, she suppresse(

the contents of the cable and boarde(

the ship as per schedule. Arriving in Lon-

don, she walked into the office of Si

Gerald who said, astoimded, “What ar«

you doing here? Didn’t you receive mj

The Red Cross is af his side—and fht

Red Cross is you.

S8



cable?” Tallulah, wide-eyed, asked,

“What cable?”
That did it. She was given the part.

She was a sensation. She remained in

England eight years to become the toast

of London. Lord Beaverbrook once said,

“There are only three people in England
who are front-page news—the Prince of

Wales, George Bernard Shaw and Tallulah
Bankhead.”
In trifling ways, too, she does that which

she earnestly wants to do. Several years
ago at Christmastime, for instance, when
she was playing Regina Giddens in “The
Little Foxes” (the role Bette Davis played
on the screen), she decided to cable Win-
ston Churchill and tell him what was on
her mind. She knew his son Randolph,
but not him. “Please,” she cabled, “stop

running out and watching air raids. Very
important you take care of yourself. The
whole wide world needs you. Safe Christ-

mas and Victorious New Year to you and
your great people. Tallulah Bankhead.”
A few days later, suffering excruciat-

ingly from sinus, she tore open a cable a

page-boy handed her. It read, “Thank you
very much. Winston Churchill.”
“Darlings,” she called to everybody in

general, “I’ve a cable from Winston
Churchill. And my sinus is gone.” It was,
too—indefinitely.

“^^NE way or another it pays,” she said,

laughing, “to be honest enough- with
yourself to discover what your instinct is,

then to follow it.

“I’m forty,” she said. “It’s silly and a
stupid bore to lie about your age. And
it’s so wonderful the way women can look
at forty today if they take care of them-
selves. I do have to watch my figure. I

have nice modern shoulders. But the rest
of me, unless I’m careful, turns Victorian.
“Anyone who works in pictures,” she

concluded, “needs to know his points.
It’s a terrifying experience to know your
poor face is going to be photographed so
it will be the size of this room . . .

“Best of all, of course, is the thing I

get from my ancestors. I don’t mean this

in any snobbish way. I mean my physical
and mental strength and endurance.
“Strength, I think, is the most important

thing you can possess. To get anywhere at
all, you must be able to take setbacks and
disappointments and keep right on going.”

In her bedroom are the family photo-
graphs she has carried across continents
and seas and set up in hotel suites or
dressing rooms when she was making one-
night stands. There are, in a silver frame,
three lovely portraits of her mother, who
died when she was born. “She was a great
beauty, really,” Tallulah says. “Even
though she wasn’t in public life people
waited outside of hotels and theaters to
see her pass.”
Her father’s photograph, with its dear

inscription, framed in leather, stands on
the table beside her bed. “Poor Daddy,
he was disconsolate for years after Mother
died,” she said, “but his unhappiness made
him the great, understanding man he was.
That’s one thing about unhappiness. You
learn more from it than you do from
happiness.”
There’s also a photograph of Aunt Marie,

State Librarian of Alabama. It was Aunt
Marie who once made an imperishable
commentary on the Bankhead proclivity
for talking. She came out of an automobile
accident suffering an injured kneecap and
a cut tongue, unable to say a word. The
doctor started bandaging her leg. Aunt
Marie signaled frantically for a writing
pad and a pencil. On the pad she wrote,

Back a fighting man—give to the Red
Cross War Fund.

(Jxia C)v\JL>

Cd aSJi\ ixcedL* says Teresa Wright

a-

starring in

Samuel Goldwyn's Production

"THOSE ENDEARING

YOUNG CHARMS"

“ TUST this one cream—and I’m all set for complete beauty

care,” says lovely Teresa Wright. “Woodbury Complete

Beauty Cream does everything for my skin.”

It’s your easy way to look adorable. Yes, Woodbury

Complete Beauty Cream is all you need. It cleanses

thoroughly. Freshens. Softens, smooths exquisitely. Gives

a silken finish for powder. Acts as a night cream, helping

smooth away tiny dry-skin lines!

Four special softening, smoothing ingredients make it

extra beautifying. Another exclusive ingredient, Stericin,

works constantly right in the jar to purify the cream,

in case dust brings blemish-causing germs.

Get a jar today. 10? to $1.25.

EVERY NIGHT take the 3-minute Beauty Night

Cap: Cleanse with Woodbury Complete Beauty

Cream. Pat on more—leave a little on over-

night. Use it for daytime clean-ups, too.

FORMERLY CALLED COLD CREAM. CLEANSES AS THOROUGHLY—DOES SO MUCH MORE BESIDES!
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How to help give yoor

lace and neck this

QUICK BEAUTY'LIFT*

Helps Skin Appear Smoother, Firmer,

More BABY-FRESH With Each Application!

Have you ever sighed, “Oh I wish some'

one would give me a new face!" Well—
that’s quite impossible unless you resort

to drastic measures like plastic surgery.

But there is a very simple method

(takes only 8 minutes a day) whereby

you can help make your skin appear

remarkably satin'smooth, radiant, firmer

and more baby'fresh with each applica-

tion—a famous method which should

help you maintain perfectly enchanting

face and throat beauty thruout the years

— as it has already for so many lovely

girls and women—

AND HERE IT IS!

Briskly pat Edna Wallace Hopper’s

Facial Cream over your face and throat,

always using upward, outward strokes

(see diagram). Gently press an extra

amount of Hopper’s Cream over any

lines or wrinkles. Leave on for about

8 minutes. Then wipe off.

Just see how caressingly soft, smooth

and glowing your skin appears. The

reason Hopper’s Facial Cream is so

active and it so expertly lubricates the

skin is that it’s homogenized.

Faithful use helps you maintain truly

dazzling face and throat beauty thruout

the years. Hopper’s Facial Cream is

also a marvelous powder base. At all

cosmetic counters.

\

Another Great Beauty Aid

Hopper’s White Clay Pack is mar-

velous as a “quick beauty pick up”

—makes you look ravishingly lovely

on short notice. Wonderful for

blackheads and enlarged pore open-

ings. It also helps clear away faded

“top-skin” debris with its ugly

dried up skin cells which make

any girl look much older.

“To h with my knee, but a Bankhead
without a tongue is no good to the state of i

Alabama.”
Her grandfather’s portrait is framed inT

gray velvet. “He was so sweet. Grand-

j

daddy,” Tallulah said. “When I was in

New York, discovering whether I could
be an actress, I attended a mass meeting-'
during the famous Actors’ Equity strike.

;

Those who pledged money had to go up
on the stage and sign a large book.
Having no intention of missing an oppor-
tunity to walk across the stage and prove
my stage presence before all those great
stars and producers and directors I, who
had not a cent in the world beyond my
expenses, pledged one hundred dollars. I

was frightened after I had done it. I

thought I might be arrested. I wrote my
grandfather, a true Confederate, and told
him I had pledged one hundred dollars to ’

the Democratic party because I just
couldn’t stand the idea of the Republicans
having everything their own way in

Yankee New York.
“He sent me the money, but I’m sure he

knew I was up to something. Just as I’m
sure Daddy and my aunts always knew
when I dissembled any time I had any
setback—so they wouldn’t insist I return
home.
“We don’t have enough confidence in our '

parents when we are young. Really! We’re
so convinced they won’t understand. We
forget they have been through whatever
it is we are going through, or its equiva-
lent, and probably understand far better
than we do.”
Over the fireplace in her bedroom,

where logs cut from her trees burn, hangs
the famous portrait of her by Augustus

'

John, which was for so long in England’s
Royal Academy.

“I did this room after that portrait with
its strange soft colors,” she said. “Which
means I can never describe this room

.

to anyone, of course. It would sound like •

a baby’s bassinet—all pink and blue.”
She is the fruit of her brilliant and fa-

'

mous family tree, Tallulah. No one who
has met her would be likely to forget her
name. But there are scores of men and
women, great and small, high and low,
in Washington and London, Hollywood
and New York, Jasper and Huntsville,
Alabama, who, with deep affection, call

her “Darling.”

The End

rmVmVm' VmVmW^Vm',

TALK ABOUT LOVE—AND LOVERS!

Wait until you see

(I R €1 WELLES
In "Jane Eyre"

and the tell-all
’

i

story about him by

HEDDA HOPPER

in May PHOTOPLAY
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Talking about Turhan

(Continued from page 59) no prophet
to see trouble ahead—and plenty of it.

Property matters quietly settled, Turhan
gently persuaded his mother that though
America was far away it was still the pro-
verbial land of promise and, his point won,
set sail with her, his grandmother and
Keddy.
No sign can you detect in all this of

any burning ambition to become a Holly-
wood star. And for a very good reason.

Turhan’s entry into the field of acting was
purely accidental. Upon his arrival in this

country he had bought a car and started
motoring across the new land with his

brood, virtually unable to speak a word of

English. The party managed with a little

French here, some German there, and then
Turhan mastered such key words as
“breakfast,” “luncheon” and “dinner.”
When they finally arrived in Hollywood,
he decided it was indicated that he en-
large his vocabulary. The Los Angeles
telephone directory seemed to provide the
answer with an innocent enough listing:

“School for Speech.” It turned out to be
Ben Bard’s School of Dramatic Art. Tur-
han didn’t want to be an actor; he simply
wanted to learn English, but he signed up,
anyhow.
After rigorous tutoring, to his surprise

he was cast as a Hindu in a school play.

That first electric moment before an audi-
ence did the trick. T. Schultavy was bitten
by the acting bug. It also did the trick

for some talent scouts in town. Universal
saw and signed.

As a two-way bow to his Turkish an-
cestors and at the same time to the Amer-
ican fondness for simpler monickers, the
last part of his name was dropped and
Bey, a familiar Turkish title, substituted.

Mr. Bey was on his way to win his first

substantial recognition in the fabulous
cycle of Maria Montez epics. But it was
Warners who first sensed the appeal of the
lad and gave him the sympathetic part of

the modern Turk who aided George Raft
in “Background To Danger.” His home lot

sat up, took notice and cast him in a less

villainous role with Maria’s latest Techni-
color dream, “Ali Baba And The Forty
Thieves.” Whereupon Metro grabbed off

the lion’s share by borrowing him to play
the Chinese farmer opposite Katharine
Hepburn in “Dragon Seed.”

TURHAN is lyric on the qualities of Katie
' both as an actress and a woman—and
in his cosmopolitan way he has met quite
a few women. Hepburn has ever been
one to reach out a hand to a quick and
eager spirit and thi-oughout the filming of
the picture she has been of inestimable
help to her younger colleague.
Toward Maria Montez his feelings are

those of a friend, a pal with whom, because
of their European backgrounds, he has
more in common than he would have with
an American girl. This feeling is height-
ened by his fondness for Jean Pierre Au-
mont and he was a frequent visitor at
their home up to the time of Aumont’s
departure overseas with the Free French.
As for heart interests, you will see his

name linked with Susanna Foster’s. But
here again is just a .friendship. He admires
her for her typically American qualities.
On her side, Susanna is not yet ready to
engage herself in a serious romance. She
has a lot of singing to do first and he
has a lot of acting on his mind, partic-
ularly the outcome of “Dragon Seed.”
Thus the gentle Turk with the European

mother now makes his bid for fame in
America as a Chinese farmer—which
makes him some sort of a one-man league
of nations!

The End.

CLEAN CRISP CURTAINS add the final touch to a spic-and-span home.
Laundering curtains is easy when you LINIT-starch them. And LINIT-starched

curtains stay fresh and attractive longer because LINiT restores their original

“finish"—helps shed dust, too.

©

WASH them carefully with plenty of good
sudsy water. For rayon and rayon mixtures,

starch with 1 part *basic LINIT mixture to

5 parts water.

FOR LIGHT WEIGHT SHEER COTTONS,
net voiles and marquisettes, starch with 1

part *basic LINIT mixture to 2 parts water.

FOR ORGANDIES, starch with 1 part

*bas;c LINIT mixture to 4 parts water.

EVERY BOX OF LINIT tells you

three quick ways to prepare the basic

LINIT mixture.

YOU’LL FIND LINIT at all grocers.

It’s the modern starch that thoroughly

penetrates; protects and lengthens

the life of fabrics hard to repioce.

Corn Products Sales Co.

THEN OPEN WIDE YOUR WINDOWS, and while your snowy curtains

sway in the soft spring breeze, you'll sing, “Let me tell you, friends and
neighbors, LINIT Lightens Laundry Labors.”



SAVE FOOD -SAKE, SERVE, STORE //V ONE D/SN '

YOU LOSE FOOD WHEN YOU NO TRANSFER FROM DISH TO DISH

SCRAPE IT FROM DISH TO DISH WITH PYREX WARE

MY WIFE SURE MAKES FOOD
FIGHT FOR FREEDOM !

The Gist of Ginger

(Continued from page 43) When Private

Briggs or other former actors were drill-

ing and marching, the sergeant would
say, “Sure, I guess you’d rather be walk-
ing along Hollywood Boulevard with
Ginger Rogers.” Or at mess time, “Sure,

I guess you’d rather be at Mocambo
with Ginger Rogers.”

Briggs took all this and didn’t say a

word until the day he was leaving camp
on a furlough. He stopped in to see the

tough sergeant and said, “Is there any-
thing you want me to tell Ginger Rogers?
I’m marrying her today.”

TO be near Briggs, when he was sta-
* tinned at Camp Elliott, Ginger rented a

small apartment like any other service

man’s wife. When he went overseas sev-
eral months ago, she returned to her house
in Beverly.

It is a lovely house and her favorite

spot is the playroom, which features a
regular soda fountain. Whenever it is

possible, she likes to get behind the foun-
tain and make sodas for her friends. She
also has a movie screen and a special film

—

a collection of her dances made into a
feature picture, which takes over an hour
to run.
She is a movie fan and loves to go to

the movies. She enjoys practically every
picture she sees and no matter how bad
it is she stays to the end. Among her
favorite performers are Spencer Tracy
and Margaret Sullavan.

At home she likes to have people in to

play games, any kind of game. She makes
them up herself. Her favorite game at a
dinner table is, “Who do you think you
are?”

This game requires the guest to be per-
fectly honest and disclose the person he
thinks he is. It is generally some ce-
lebrity who has influenced and guided
his career. For a long time Ginger thought
she was Marilyn Miller and modeled her
career after this musical-comedy star. They
want her to play the role of Marilyn Miller
in a picture.

S
HE speaks a little French and a little

pig Latin. She would like to be able to

play the accordion. She owns one.

She doesn’t object to visitors on the
set. She doesn’t put on an act. She comes
on the set fully prepared, knowing what
she has to do and knowing how to do it.

She doesn’t have any disagreements on the
set, for she has selected the story she wants
to do and has had a say in the selection

of the director. She does her arguing and
bargaining before the camera is set up.

She likes to read popular novels and if

she had to name a favorite author it would
be Somerset Maugham.
Her favorite hobby is the collection of

rare perfumes.
Don’t gather from this that she is ex-

travagant, for she isn’t. She seeks good
investments for her money. Her favorite
is War Bonds.

She is a meihber of the Marine Corps
League Auxiliary and keeps busy between
picture assignments.

She sleeps in a comfortable bed so she

,can roll about. She likes dainty, but not

frilly pajamas, generally blue, and wears
both the jacket and the trousers. She
sleeps with all the windows open and, if

necessary, bundles herself in blankets. She
falls asleep quickly. She doesn’t read or

eat in bed.

She believes her picture popularity is

largely due to the fact that she has tried

to portray the average American girl. She
wants to be “as American as apple pie.”

The End

THIS PYREX MATCHED BOWL SET de-

signed for baking, serving, storing or mix-

ing. Clever new rim makes pouring easy.

Perfect for serving salads, cakes. ^
custards, puddings or fruits! All M
3 bowls—2F2, iH, and 1 qt. nested J^
to save space only

THIS PYREX FLAVOR-SAVER is the first

Pyrex Pie Plate with glass handles. Special

fluted edge and extra depth keep flavor

and juices in the pie—«0/ in the ApA
oven. As lovely a dish as you’d

want to set on your table. Full

10-inch size Only

'O MAKE THE MOST of the grand things

)ut of your Victory garden, use this Pyrex

Double Duty Casserole! Saves time and

uel by cooking 1/3 faster. Clear glass lets

,'ou see exactly when food is done. Won-
lerful too for scalloped dishes or small

-oasts. Cover keeps food hot on

he table and doubles as a pie

plate. Three sizes. Family (2

5uart) size

or siiiau

75<

Uncle Sam wants stronger nephews and nieces and

leaner garbage cans. Here’s how you can help! Ever

notice how much food gets wasted when you cook

in an ordinary baking dish? Look at the chart below.

You probably lose at least a full helping. Now see

how you save with Pyrex Ware. You bake, serve and

store in the same crystal clear dish. You even reheat

leftovers in it and use it again for serving. You haven t

made a single dish-to-dish transfer.

You’ve saved precious food. And you’ve saved time

and dishwashing, and soap and hot water besides!

"PYREX” IS A REGISTERED

TRADE-MARK OF

CORNING GLASS WORKS,

CORNING. N.Y.
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BLACKHEADS, BIG PORES

show up quickly in these

“Danger Zones” of your skin!

The Mick of McCallis+er

(Continued from page 34) doms. They
are freedom from nagging, freedom to

plot his own course, freedom to get away
from it all, and freedom to come back
if he feels like it. He is determined some-
day to buy a cabin cruiser and sail any-
where, in any direction. He and his old
schoolmate, Ray Sperry, have been plan-
ning it that way for years and they are
determined to go through with it.

This fixedness of purpose must be taken
into consideration in evaluating the cal-
culating side of Lon’s make-up. It is the
determining factor in his outlook. He
doesn’t want to be tied down if tying
down means he can’t keep that appoint-
ment with the cabin cruiser and the seven
seas, or as many of them as are left after

the war.

\^HEN Sol Lesser, who produced “Stage
’ ’ Door Canteen,” signed up Lon for the
part of California, he suspected he had a
potential star on his hands. When Lesser
saw the “rushes” he was sure of it. So,
being a good businessman as well as an
appraiser of talent. Lesser offered Lon a
personal contract. Lesser thought that
all he had to do was to flourish the docu-
ment under the boy’s nose, hand him a
fountain pen and the deal was made.
To Lesser’s amazement, ,Lon turned it

down. Lesser, when he recovered from
the shock and was able to speak, tried
every device of persuasion. He pointed
out that here was an opportunity that any
aspiring young actor in his right mind
would fall all over himself to achieve. He
haggled and cajoled, but it was no use.
'The boy with the wistful look and the
shy smile kept shaking his head. He
didn’t want to be tied down.
Lon signed the contract finally, but

strictly on his own terms. First of all, he
got a bonus of five thousand dollars for
writing his name on it. But before he did
that he inserted clauses in the contract
which would insure him his freedoms.
Under the terms of this deal he gets a six
months’ vacation at the end of five years.
He doesn’t have to do any picture he
doesn’t want to do. If there is a dispute
over a role an arbiter will be called in to
settle it. He doesn’t have to show up at
the studio for publicity pictures and extra-
curricular duties if he is not actually
working. He can do radio work on the
side if he feels like it.

In spite of this one-sided victory, Lon
and Lesser are close friends. Lesser is

a kind of father to the boy and Lon has
a great respect for the producer. It may
be said that the producer has an even
greater respect for the boy, since Lon not
only can act but is also a businessman,
while Lesser can’t act.

B ON’S shrewdness is native and stems
•- from natioral causes. When he was a
kid of twelve or so he found himself with
a mother and grandparents to support. He
also found himself with an ambition to
make money. Under the Horatio Alger
rules Lon would have sold newspapers or
set himself up as a bootblack, but this is
the twentieth century and Lon was a
Hollywood boy.
When he was a schoolboy of thirteen

he joined the Maxwell Choristers, a local
organization which was frequently used
in pictures, “I didn’t have any voice,” he
says, “but no one could hear me in the
crowd anyway. I thought it was a good
way to get a chance to get acquainted with
the movie people.”

Read how my 4-Purpose Face

Cream keeps your skin crystal-

clean and fresh — and guards

against these skin troubles.

NO one needs to tell you that there are

“danger zones” of the skin. You
know I For your own mirror has warned
you about them, many times.

You know, for example, that the curve

next to your nose—the tiny valleys of your

chin—are two zones that must be watched.

For there’s where skin troubles get their

start, and make swift headway.

In the curve beside your nose, pores

often become bigger and bigger — until

they look conspicuous and coarse. Around
your mouth and chin, dirt and grease

tend to accumulate and harden into black-

heads.

But you can be sme you won’t have any
of these skin troubles, if you use Lady
Esther 4 -Purpose Face Cream! For it

guards these two danger zones, guards

all the danger zones of your skin I

Each time you apply Lady Esther Face

Cream it does these 4 vital things: (1) It

thoroughly cleans your skin. (2) It softens

your skin, loosens and absorbs the dry,

clinging flakes. (3) It helps nature refine

the pores. (4) It leaves a smooth perfect

base for powder.

Living Proof— In Your Own Mirror!

Why choose a face cream because it’s ex-

pensive, or because of a clever package?

Judge it only by what it does for your skin!

That’s why I say — try Lady Esther

4-Pm'pose Face Cream! Get the smallest

size jar if you like—but try it! When you

see how radiantly clean and fresh your

skin looks after the very first application—

when you see how much smoother and
more youthful it appears—it’s time enough
to get the largest and most economical

size. But for living proof this is the most

beautifying cream you have ever used,

get the small-size jar today!

^-PURPOSE
pace cream

Give fill if helps—give fo fhe Red Cross
War Fund.
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THE GIRL
OF TODAY

II America pays tribute to the girls

who are doing their bit in the war effort.

... in the service and on the home front.

And we’re proud that Flame-Glo does its bit to

keep them beautiful! The high standards of

Flame-Glo Lipstick have made it a favorite every-

where; though the quantity is limited, the

quality has never been lowered! Featured

25j sizes, with matching

?.'/ Rouge and Face Powder at 10? each,

JUMefl

SIZE

UPSTKK

25i

MINIT-RUB begins 3-way action on cold distress

'EED, MOTHER! Minit-Rub hurries relieving action soothes raspy local

lief from Fold distress three fast irritation.

lys! Rub it on chest and back.
nyi- d u. *.•

3. IMMEDIATELY Minit-Rub s active

IN A MINUTE, Minit-Rub stimu- menthol vapors ease that nasal-

tes circulation, brings a sensation stuffiness feeling. Mother, it s amaz-

heat. That swiftly helps relieve relief for both children

rface aches! grown-ups! Greaseless! Stain-

less! Won’t harm linens! Get it now
at your druggist’s.2. QUICKLY Minit-Rub’s pain-

FAST 3-WAY RELIEF FROM COLD DISTRESS

It was. He had no sooner joined than
the outfit was engaged for a scene in
“Romeo And Juliet.” When the picture
was finished he took his mother and grand-
mother to see it. After a long, impatient
wait there finally flashed on the screen
a long shot of the boys. Then suddenly
there was a close-up. One of the boys
was shown full face on the screen. It was
Lon. It came as a complete surprise. After

!

that he got extra parts here and there and
|

was doing all right.
1

Was he satisfied? He was not. He went
to dramatic school and got an itch to try
radio. That’s a hard field to break into, 1

especially for a thirteen-year-old kid. He
and a group of other boys in the school
got up their own radio show. With the
aid and advice of their coach. Beryl Ros-
coe, they wrote their own material and
offered it to a local station. They got a
sustaining program on Sunday afternoons,
a kid show in which the boys played
various roles each week. They didn’t get
any money for it but they got a lot of ex-
perience.

A T fifteen he and another group of boys
^did a serial on Mutual called “Private
School.” They were dramatic playlets in
which Lon played a character called
Trigger, which was the forerunner of his
California. This fact probably is respon-
sible for his belief that he can do only one
kind of characterization.
Lon has been to New York three times.

The first time was several years ago when
he and another boy drove across the coun-
try in a secondhand car. They took a room
in Greenwich Village and they made the
rounds of the agencies looking for radio
work. Lon had had the foresight before
starting on his journey to get letters from
various radio producers in Hollywood
which he pasted up in a scrapbook. The
New York agents were so impressed by
this enterprising stunt that he got steady
work. He says he probably could have
stayed East if he had wanted to but it was
summertime and very hot, and New York
didn’t impress him much. He and his
chum returned after a couple of months.
His second trip was to film sequences for

the picture which actually took place at
the Stage Door Canteen and his third was
for the opening of the picture. When it was
all over he was glad to get back home.
He has no taste for metropolitan life. He’s
California, on and off the screen.

Some people think this naive quality
about Lon is a pose, that he plays it for

all it’s worth. Part of that observation, I

think, is true. He does play it for all it’s

worth because it is his trade-mark, but
it isn’t a pose. If he is a shrewd manipu-
lator of his own career, he also writes
poetry. This sense of the poetic, this in-

born feeling for artistic expression, is cer-
tainly not incompatible with a wistful
mien. In that respect his ingenuous air

has a sound basis in his character. Nor
does it necessarily exclude a gift for man-
aging his own affairs. He doesn’t believe

that in order to be an artist you have to

starve in an attic.

His attic happens to be a rambling house
at Malibu, purchased in part from the
five-thousand-dollar bonus he wangled out
of Lesser. The household consists of his

grandparents and his mother. His boon
companion is a great Dane which he takes

for long walks on the beach while he
dreams up his seafaring life of the future, 'j

If these dreams don’t come true it will

only be because, somewhere along the line,
I

he has decided to change them.
t

The End

1

Let's give more in '44 to the Red Cross i

War Fund. i



Romancing with Ryan

(Continued from page 50) As years went
by, Mr. Ryan gained experience as a sand
hog, a miner, a male photographer’s model
(very painful because of the ribbing of

his friends) and a collector’s agent. He
also shipped aboard an Africa-bound
freighter as a fireman, just to get ac-
quainted with the world. He got better
acquainted with a shovel and a boiler
door.

Finally, at the age of twenty-eight, he
decided that he was an actor at heart
and came to Hollywood.

O N the set with Ginger Rogers recently,
he had just finished one of the roman-

tic sequences (there are seventeen love
scenes in the picture, each more poignant
than the last), when he observed thought-
fully, “I’ve never felt so at-home in a role

in my life. Y’know, a lot of these scenes
are retakes of things that have happened
between Jessica and myself.”

Jessica is Mrs. Robert Ryan and has
been since March 11, 1939. But on one
rainy November morning in 1938 she was
Jessica Cadwalader and she was in a hurry.
She came down the corridor in the old
Max Reinhardt School of the Theater on
Sunset Boulevard with the speed of a
torch at a football rally. Her dark red
hair shone and her dark brown eyes were
bright with vitality.

Right here you may put in a sound ef-

fect of masculine footsteps approaching
from one corridor and French heels ap-
proaching from a hallway intersecting at

right angles. Add a sound effect going
hoomp as the two bodies collide with
totally unexpected force. Insert a fem-
inine gasp and a masculine grunt.

“I beg your pardon!”
“It’s quite all right.”

Red smiled formally and moved into the
large assembly room, followed closely by
her collision chum. Bob noticed that the
school director was introducing students
to one another so he acted on That Im-
pulse. “You see that tall, auburn-haired
girl over there? I want to meet her,” he
said.

Acknowledging the introduction, Jessica
said, “So happy to meet you again, Mr.
Ryan.”

In less time than it takes a good crafts-

man to carve a wedding ring, they had
exchanged the information that each was
enrolled for a year in the school and that
Mr. Ryan requested the pleasure of Miss
Cadwalader’s company at dinner.

Jessica learned on their very first date
about Bob’s entrancing allergies. Later she
was to say, “You get more fun out of your
allergies, my pet, and out of your dental
experiences, than anyone I’ve ever known.”
But that night she listened with slightly
inclined head and a fascinated expression.

Even the loveliest, freshest skin
becomes wayward at times. A bit rough.

Perhaps a little blemished. Imperfect

from easy living—from lack of con-
scientious care. Not all you want it, or

all it should be.

So watchforwaywardness, and give

your skin the special help of Phillips’

Milk of Magnesia Skin Cream. Use it

daily, to neutralize any excess acid

accumulations in the outer pore open-
ings. More than a luxurious cosmetic.

PHILLIPS
MILK OF MAGNESIA

/

it provides cholesterol to hold vital

moisture in the skin. Friendly oils to

soften and smooth and supple. And it

provides something else . . . something

no other cream offers . . . fine, genuine

Phillips’ Milk of Magnesia.

Let Phillips’Skin Cream do double
duty in helping your skin resist way-

ward tendencies! Use it at night, when
its beneficial beautifying can continue

unhampered. Use it again by day, as

a base for smooth, lovely make-up.

JAR 60e

PHILLIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA CLEANSING CREAM.
Try it; it's different... not only loosens surface dirt but

also acts upon the outerpore openings to roll away accumu-
lations...makes skinfeel soft, radiantlyfresh and clean! 60(

;

Cor instance: Bob can’t eat eggs in any
* form. No sunshine cakes, no custards,
no pie with meringue topping.
Equally anathema to Bob are mustard

and horse radish (they give him asthma)
and fish (which gives him hives).
Bob tried to laugh it off. “It’s darned

inconvenient to have to pick and choose

;

one’s food,” he confessed sheepishly that
i' first evening with Miss Cadwalader.

“Your wife is going to have a terrific
time trying to cook for you,” prophesied
Jessica, putting her foot right into Fate.
“Personally, I can’t cook, but I know just

I

enough about it to guess how furiously
the future Mrs. Ryan is going to have to
improvise.”

i

Compare your sacrifice wifh fheirs—
fhen give fo fhe Red Cross War Fund.

Hm FOOT RELIEF!
Relieves Pain Quick, Prevents Pinching, Pressing and Rubbing of Shoes
Try Dr. Scholl’s KUROTEX—the new velvety-soft, flesh color, soothing, cushion-
ing, protective foot plaster. When used on feet or toes, it quickly
relieves corns, callouses on bottom offeec, bunions and tender
spots caused by shoe friction or pressure. Helps ease new or
tight shoes and **breaking-in** discomfort. Prevents corns, sore
toes and blisters if applied at first sign of irritation.

Cut Dr. Scholl’s KUROTEX to any size or shape and apply it.

Ever so economical. Splendid for preventing blisters on the
hands of Golfers, Tennis Players, etc.

Sold at Drug, Shoe, Dept, and 10^ Stores. For FREE Sample and
Dr. Scholl’s Foot Booklet, write Dr. Scholl’s, Dept. K, Chicago.

Di"Schol/'s mnniE Soothinq ~ Cushioninq ’

.FOOT PLASTER,^
dim

P
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PEBECO PETE SA/S:
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Copr.,1944
by Lehn &
Fink Prod-
ucts Corp.

!. Save money . . .

Pebeco Powder gives

you 60% more than

the average of 6 other

leading tooth powders!

2. Safe, efficient. Con-

tains no grit; doesn’t

harm or scratch pre-

cious tooth enamel.

3. Grand for bright-

ening teeth! No other

dentifrice cleans and

polishes teeth better

than Pebeco!

4. Tastes so tangy,

too—freshens the

mouth. Get Pebeco

Powder today!

6MAfrS/Z£

Big I0< size, too

Also Pebeco Tooth Paste . . . clean, refreshing flavor . . . 10(f and 50^

* BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS -k

“Oh, well, at the advanced age of twenty-
eight—which I am,” he grinned, “I may
escape matrimony entirely and save some
poor girl’s sanity.”

Then they quickly switched the subject
to Max Reinhardt School topics. They were
supposed to present scenes the next day,
to subject themselves to the scrutiny of

Mr. Reinhardt himself. “What scene are
you going to do?” asked Jessica, who had
been in the business for several years, and
who had been a model before that. As a
practicing sophomore in the College of

Thespian Bumps, she began to suspect that
someone had better undertake a steering
job for the elongated Freshman Ryan.

“I’m going to do the second soliloquy
from ‘Hamlet,’ ” he said imperturbably.
“Golly, have you choked on something?
Here, take a drink of water . . . better?”.

“Better,” agreed Jessica from behind her
napkin.

“I figure that I might as well do some-
thing that will call Mr. Reinhardt’s atten-
tion to me right away,” enlarged Mr. Ryan.
That old coughing attack of Jessica’s re-

turned. Bob was so interested in assisting
her—it occurred to him that she might
own some fascinating allergies, too—that
he forgot to enlarge upon W. Shakespeare’s
melancholy work.

T
he next morning Jessica confided to a
fellow student, “We’re really in for it to-

day. I feel so sorry for that Ryan man
that I could die, but the big dope would
be insulted if I said anything.”
Bob, on the platform, in full view of

the student body and Mr. Reinhardt, was
entirely at ease.

In a two-fisted collegiate boxing-cham-
pion sort of way he felt he was going to
pin the Dane’s ears back. (Five years later,

he was to recall the instance with a howling
laugh, but at the time he viewed the bout

with genuine confidence.)
After the oration, Mr. Reinhardt could

find but few words to describe his emo-
tions. “With training . .

.” he said, and
broke off. “With training . .

.” Then he
gave it up. Mr. Ryan, returning to Jessica’s

side like a meteor to a lodestone, said

jauntily, “Mr. Reinhardt says that all I

need is training.”

That night they went dancing. Approxi-
mately.
Now Mr. Ryan had never been one to

wonder whether Terpsichore was his pa-
tron goddess; when leading a girl to the
polished ashen square, he had always been
careful to state with finality, “I’m a lousy
dancer.”
When he made this announcement to

Jessica, she countered with, “So am I,

I’m sorry to say.”

Bob encircled the slender waist; Bob
approached the smooth cheek with his

own; Bob looked with pleasure upon the
red hair. But the path was rocky, the
music suddenly developed the rhythm of a
Byzantine bazooka and the two persons
dancing together were abruptly accompa-
nied by eleven left feet.

“Let’s sit down,” suggested Bob sud-
denly.

Jessica nodded, smiling into his eyes.

“We were both right in the first place,”

she said.

“On our next date, we’ll go to a restau-
rant where the card consists of food

—

strictly food,” decided Bob. “How about
Wednesday at the Brown Derby?”

“It’s a date.”

Here the story comes to a fork in the
narration. Bob has sworn to his wife,

repeatedly, that he said Wednesday. Jes-
sica has a theory that he didn’t name the
day. He said “tomorrow night”—which
was Tuesday. So Jessica waited for Bob
Tuesday evening without results, and Bob

thereafter waited likewise for Jessica on
Wednesday evening.
When a girl gets stood up, she can’t do

much about it except pretend that no such
date was ever made in the first place.

When a man experiences the same defeat,

he gets on the telephone and dials a
number until he right well gets a fem-
inine answer. Then he shouts, “What’s tha
big idea? We had a date tonight. If there
is anything I can’t stand, it’s a girl who is

late for appointments. I waited two hours
for you tonight. Either you’d better buy
an alarm clock or . . . Operator, Operator,
I’ve been cut off. Please connect me again.”

“I’m sorry, but that number does not
answer.”

IN ten years of dating the more danger-
' ous species, it was the first time Bob
had ever quarreled with a girl. Always
before, when acrimony arose, he bowed
out with a graceful twirl of the hat and
Irish grin. Of strife he was having none,
thank you. And here he was, arguing with
a redhead. Getting cut off over the tele-

phone. Fine thing!

He learned the next morning from Jes-
sica’s best friend that Miss Cadwalader
had gone gaily off to San Francisco for a
three-day trip.

For those three days. Bob Ryan drooped
around in the conviction that his allergies

—at least seventy-two new ones—had set-

tled in his heart.

On Monday he apologized for his tele-

phonitis and asked for a dinner date.

Across the table he said, “The first time
I ever saw you I thought, ‘That’s for me.’

”

And from there he went into a pretty
speech which is none of our business, but
which ended with that classic question,
“Will you marry me?”
Her eyes said several important things,

but her tongue objected. “I’ve been in this



acting business for about two years and I

can tell you that it’s no snap. I’ve been
pretty hungry alone and I don’t think go-
ing hungry in tandem would be any more
pleasant,” she said practically.

Enter: the ace up the Ryan sleeve.

About two years before, Bob had financed

a friend who wanted to sink an oil well

on some promising property. Contrary to

all rules about such things, the well
spudded in and promptly began to pay
Plutocrat Ryan a mere eight hundred dol-

lars a month. “So I guess we won’t starve,”

was the way he summed up the situation.

So she bought a white satin dress, and
he bought a cutaway, and Lohengrin never
sounded lovelier. They settled down in a
honeymoon house to complete their year’s

training at Reinhardt’s.

Just a month after they were married.
Bob came home one afternoon to a brief

and sinister letter. The celebrated oil well
had dried up; there would be no more
eight-hundred-dollar checks.
“Oh, well,” said Jessica casually, “you’re

coming along so well that you’ll probably
have a picture contract before long. We
won’t have any trouble.”

It wasn’t quite so easy as that. First

they moved from the honeymoon house to

a semi-roofed cottage in one of the can-
yons. And from that they moved to an
apartment above a garage. When they
rented it, Jessica looked around approv-
ingly. The floor was covered with one of

those rugs that had once displayed roses
but was now half-mottle, half-warp. The
ancient chairs were upholstery-bearded.
“One can do so much with a place like

this,” she declared happily.
A week later there were gingham cur-

tains at the window, gingham pleats skirt

-

ling the open shelves and chintz slip cov-
ers for the chairs. Purchased, incidentally,

trom the meager paycheck Bob was get-

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

So that soldier
won't go hungry
. . . Evelyn Keyes
puts out her seed-

lings for her '44

Victory Garden.
The biggest inva-

sion Army in the

U. S. history con-

sumed 24,000,000

meals a day in '43;

will need more In

'44. Want to help

feed your soldier?

See page 71
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ting for working a few hours each day

—

in addition to looking for movie v/ork—as

a carpenter’s helper.

“All it takes to make a home is a girl

like you,” observed Bob Ryan sagely.

Then one day, when the cupboard could
boast little but red boxes of spice. Bob
was tested and signed by RKO and the
life of the Ryans began an upswing that
carried them, almost a year later, to the
Brown Derby for dinner one night. Bob
went ahead to reserve a table while Jes-
sica hesitated before the glittering window
display of Maurice, the jeweler. She caught
up with Bob just inside the door and said

breathlessly, “There is the most beautiful
topaz ring in the window that I’ve ever
seen. Come look.”

He looked.
He looked, too, at Jessica’s bemused face.

“Come on,” he said, propelling her into the
shop. “We want that ring,” he announced.
The ring was more than an epitomization

of his success, more than a farewell gift

for Jessica upon Bob’s entering the Ser-
vice. It was a salute to the girl who, good
breaks or bad, never failed to be that
most priceless of possessions, a “Tender
Comrade.”

The End.
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! Nothing f NOTHING

machine- TO BUY

COMPLETE HOME KIT
Each Kif Contains Curlers,
Shampoo, End Tissues, Wave
Set, Plus Charm-Kurl Perma-
nent Wave Solution—There’s Nothing
Else To Buy.

Easy as

Putting Your

Hair Up in Curlers

Now, thrill to the joy of a cool, machine-
less Charm-Kurl Permanent. With
Charm-Kurl it is easy and safe to give yourself a luxurious per-
manent wave, at home, that should last as long as any professional
wave

—

and your permanent wave costs you only 59c. Your curls
will be soft, easy to manage and will look like natural curls and
waves. Try Charm-Kurl today. See for yourself how lovely your
hair will look curled and waved in the latest fashion.

DO IT YOURSELF-at Home

SAFE
For Every
Type of Hair
Dyed, bleached or
gray hair takes a
marvelous wave.
Thrifty mothers
say it's just the
thing for children’s
soft, fine hair. It’s

the modern way to
add new beauty
and allure to your
hair. Get a Kit
today.

8 Reasons Why
You Should Use

Charm-Kurl
1. Safe—Easy to Use
2. No Harmful Chemicals
3. For Women and Children
4. No Experience Necessary
5. Contains No Ammonia
6. No Heat—No Electricity

7. No Machines or Dryers
Required

8. Waves Dyed Hair as Beau-
tifully as Natural Hair

In 3 Quick Steps—Charm-Kurl Permanent Wave Home Kit is a sensation from coast to
coast. Over 6 million kits sold. No wonder— it requires no heat, no electricity or previous
hair waving experience. Anyone can do it—just follow the simple instructions. The result is

guaranteed to please you as well as any $5.00
professional
request.

permanent or money back, on

AT YOUR DEALER
You can now get Charm-Kurl Home Permanent
Wave Kits at Department Stores, Drug Stores, and
5 and 10c stores. Be sure to ask for Charm-Kurl
by name—it’s your guarantee of thrilling results.
If your dealer is at present out of stock, or if you
prefer to order by mail, fill in and mail coupon.

CHARM-KURL CO., DEPT. 108
2459 University Ave., St. Pay] 4, Minn.

1~ Charm-Kurl Co., Depf. 108

I

2459 University Ave., St. Paul 4 Minn.
Please send me one complete Charm-Kurl Permanent Wave
Home Kit. On arrival. I will pay postman 59c plus postage,
on a guarantee of satisfaction or money back on request.

If you want more than one kit, check below;
2 Charm-Kurl Kits $1.18 plus' postage.
3 Charm-Kurl Kits $1.77 plus postage.

(C.O.D. Charges, the same as for only one kit)

Name

City
I want to save postage charges, enclosed Is remittance.

(Canadian orders must be accompanied by an International
Money Order.)
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MakC'Up created by the men who make up the

Hollywood Stars

LINDA DARNELL starring in Ren6 Clair’s

"IT HAPPENED TOMORROW”
an Arnold Pressburger Production

Released thru United Artists

The Westmore brothers— Perc, Wally and Bud— not only make up

the Hollywood stars but actually create the make-up with which they

do It. And it is that very make-up you get when you buy House of

Westmore's lipstick, rouge, face-powder and foundation cream. House

of Westmore make-up gives you a lovely, attractive beauty— goes

on smoothly ond really stays on. You will like the fine texture and

fashionable shades. Regardless of price, you cannot buy better.

Wally Westmore,
Famous Hollywood
Moke-up Artist

FOUNDATION
CREAM WESTMORE

MAKE-UP
25^ and 50^ at toilet goods counters.

Wherever you go—the big swing is

to Blatz Beer. In hne hotelsl In lead-

ing barsi In clubs the country overt

And the reason is simply this:

America has discovered how much

better Blatz Good Taste really is.

Milwaukee’s Most

Exquisite Beer

War Bonds

BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS. • In Our 93rd Year

IS YOUR MAN COMING
BACK FROM WAR?

YOU don't know the day

when your man will receive his

honorable discharge.

It may be tomorrow or it may
be a year from tomorrow. But

it's your job to be ready for

that day. So

—

Get busy now!

Start planning today!

It's important!

First: if he’s coming home with a
physical disability, prepare your own
mind and spirit so that you can en-
courage him to talk about his dis-
ability naturally, casually. It will
have a wonderhal healing effect.

Second: Use patience in helping
him to learn to mingle with people
and lose his self-consciousness.

Third: Get him to acknowledge to
himself the vital lessons he has
learned which will give him a definite
advantage over his competitors in
civilian life. Don’t let him approach
a prospective employer on the basis
of his disabilities. See that he talks
up his ahilities. In this way, he will
not only gain the approval of a busi-
nessman, but also his admiration.

Fourth—and this is where you ac-
tively enter the job-hunting picture:
Find out about those Government
agencies which help returning vet-
erans to secure employment. At-
tached to each local draft board there
is a Re-employment Division of Se-
lective Service. Furthermore, there
are local representatives of the Vet-
erans’ Employment Service of the
USES and local agencies of the Vet-
erans Administration. Have the in-
formation ready for him when he
returns.

Fifth: Don’t let him overlook the op-
portunity for additional training that
the Government offers ex-service-
men. The Vocational Rehabilitation
Division of the Veterans Administra-
tion has set up 53 field stations

throughout the country for this.

Most important of all—Do you know
about the 40-DAY PERIOD AFTER
DISCHARGE? The law provides that
veterans who wish to be replaced in

their former jobs must give notice to

their former employers within 40
days. Many times a service man is

far from home when he receives his

official discharge. The notification

period may have elapsed by the time
he gets back. But you can enter his

re-employment request for him as
soon as he notifies you of his dis-

charge.

And having done all these, you’ll

know you’ve been a true helpmate!
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To Make You Happier

(Continued from page 56) better bide her
time, patiently, for a role in which she
believed. Now, incidentally, in “A Guy
Named Joe,” in which she plays with
Spencer Tracy, she has re-established her-
self as one of the screen’s first ladies.

Irene always has had problems, you see.

But again and again she has avoided com-
ing a cropper and plunging herself into

unhappiness . . . indicating her rules for

living and loving stand up.
Asked what her rules were, Irene was

thoughtful and honest.

She sat behind her kidney-shaped writ-
ing table where she had just taken a
telephone call. A committee sought her
permission to hold a bazaar for the U. S. O.
in her garden. She gave it. Graciously.

“That’s one of the things I try to do,”

she said, returning the telephone to its

cradle. “Discipline myself against refusing
to do things. It’s such a temptation to

say ‘No’ to any suggestion or request which
might prove inconvenient or troublesome.
For every time we say ‘No’ we cut our-
selves off from an association or an expe-
rience that might be enriching.

“I know how much I would have missed
not so long ago if I had not entertained
two Princeton boys, sons of old friends
of the Doctor’s.

“I would get home from the studios tired,

a dozen things on my mind, and the radio
would be going, full blast, and they would
be lying on the floor, sofa cushions bunched
under their heads, their feet hoisted up
on a table or a chair.

“But I’m not aware they did any cush-
ion, table or chair the least harm. And
their visit jarred me out of any tendency
I had of becoming Craig’s-wifeish—so
pernickety about my household posses-
sions that in time the Doctor and Missy
and I would have belonged to this house
instead of the house’s belonging to us.

“Those boys also gave me a valuable
understanding of the generation that is

growing up behind us, the generation that
is now fighting for our freedom and, when
Victory comes, must build a new world.

“I missed them when they left.

«I JNDOUBTEDLY,” she continued, “the^ most important thing I’ve ever learned
is something my father taught me. . . . He
told me a lot of other things, too, no doubt.
But this happens to be the only thing I

remember. He told it to me when he was
dying, you see.

“I remember that Saturday night so well.
I had broken a date so I could stay at
home. I had only to look at my father
to know there wasn’t much time left to be

. with him.
“
‘I’ve tried to make you happy,’ he told

me. ‘But from now on—not because I

won’t be with you much longer but be-
cause you have grown up—your happiness
will rest with you.

“ ‘Happiness is never an accident,’ he
went on. ‘It’s the prize we get when we
choose wisely' from life’s great stores. So

' don’t reach out wildly for this and that
and the other thing. You’ll end up empty-
handed if you do. Make up your mind
what you want. Go after it. And be pre-

;; pared to pay well for it.
“

‘I hope you’ll go after the rooted things.
. . . the self-respect that comes when we
accept our share of responsibility. Satis-

' fying work. Marriage. A home. A family,

j

For these things grow better with time,
not less. These things are the very bul-
warks of happiness.’

' The need for your contribufion was never
so great—give to the Red Cross War

Fund.

1
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THIS TIP-CAKE

0

TRIPTE-CHARM LIPSTICK

It Beautifies It Benefits.. It Lasts!

i

Michel helps your Ups reveal their
j

full magnetic appeal from daylight 1

I

to dusk and after . . . maintain
j

their tran<|uil softness throughout :

the years . . . capture hearts by the

moment. Michel feels velvety on !

the lips, looks gloriously fresh, '
-

clings as long as any girl could wish.;^:

That’s why Michel stands alone as '

x^.

the beauty aid that does so much

more than you’d expect of a lipstick. ,

• FOR GOOD FORM

the feeteret of a custom

The .cherm of yoofh

for fho young, snnarfly

clad girl who wears a

Sfyleform Bra . . , with

made bra ... designed to flatter . . . built to fit . . .

adiustable shoulder straps . . . adjustable back . . . avail-

able at a low popular price ... in shimmering rayon

satins . . . lustrous imported broadcloths . . . sheer mar-

quisettes , . . dainty laces.

3 sizes : 39c— 65c— $1,00

8 FLATTERING SHADES
AMAPOtA . R ASPBERRY . Vi VID • AMARANTH
SCARLET • CHERRY • BI.ONDE • CYCLAMEiN

MtCHEI, COSiVlETICS, NEW YORK,N. Y.

Adds smartness to any costume.

A rare creation of beauty and usefulness, by a
master craftsman. A GIFT you’ll enjoy giving.
QUEEN MODEL (Illustrated) 14 inch, generous
depth. An artistic blending of rare woods. Im-
ported and domestic. Specially selected OC
for beauty of grain and color J|>T.YO

Three other popular styles made of specially
selected domestic woods.

EMPRESS MODEL 14 in. Generous depth $6.95

PRINCESS MODEL 12 in. Generous depth $5.95

DEBUTANTE MODEL 12 in. Standard depth $4.95

L^HaTaTan WOOD PURSE

One of my most
prized possessions

[ Fedtured by teadm^ reteller* from coaibto-codst ef $L25 up*
Initials 35c—3 for $1.00

Wrife for the name of the store In your city

featuring Styieform Bras. Any item sent PREPAID on receipt of price.

C.O.D. if preferred, plus delivery charges.

STYLEFORM FOUNDATIONS
76-8 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

PEGGY SIMS— Giffs by Mail
Dept. M-11, Box 666, St. Petersburg 1, Fla.
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STUFFY, RED, SORE HOSE

Here's quick relief

for that

com NOSE
Stuffed-up one minute, running

the next . . . that nose needs help!

Quiek . . . spread cooling, soothing

Mentholatum inside nostrils. Its 4

actions go to work right in the pas-

sageswhere the trouble usually starts

. . . help rouse natural defenses!

4 Vital Actions

O
Mentholaliini helps thin out
thick, stubborn, clogged mucus.
—nose starts to clear out!

O il soothes irritated membranes
—nose soreness eases up!

O
lt helps reduce swelling

—

you
b-r-e-a-t-h-e through your nose

_ again!

It stimulates the local blood

O supply — right to the “sick”
area

—

nasal congestion is re-

duced!

The minute you suspect a head cold, in

children or grown-ups, quick . . . get

Mentholatum’s 4 specific actions on

the job. As the discharge and stuffiness

clear up, as irritated membranes are

soothed, swelling reduced and soreness

eases up . . . breathing becomes easier,

you can sleep and rest better.

Prove it to

yourself!

Never neglect a cold-sick
nose! At the first snifile,

reach for Mentholatum. Don’t wait to go
after those head-cold symptoms!

FOR GENEROUS TRIAL SIZE FREE
Write to Mentholatum Company, Dept. P-40

Wilmington, Delaware

MENTHOLATUM

“Those were my father’s last words to

me,” Irene explained gently. “Early the
next morning I heard my mother crying
and ran downstairs to learn that while we
had slept my father had left us. . . .

“So many times,” she explained, “re-
membering what my father said. I’ve saved
myself turmoil.

“V^HEN I was studying in Chicago there
was a boy for whom I had a fatal

attraction. He also had a fatal attraction
for me. Looking back I can’t imagine why;
and I know we would have been miserable
together once our infatuation was over.
However, I would have married that boy
had I been able to get my father’s face
and voice out of my mind long enough to
forget it was up to me to go to work and
put my brother, Charles, through high
school and college—since most of the in-
surance money had been used to educate
me.”
There were other occasions too when

Irene saved her happiness by following the
advice her father gave her.
There was the time the RKO officials

were trying to get rid of her and she
fought to play Sabra Cravat in “Cimarron.”
Sabra was the plum role that year. It

also was an exceedingly demanding role,

for, you will remember, Sabra had to be
portrayed as a young woman, a middle-
aged woman and a grandmother.
Irene had never done anything but oper-

ettas. Her voice, not her dramatic ability,

was considered her fortune. But she had
always wanted to play dramatic roles.

And somehow she knew she could play
Sabra.
“Go after what you want,” her father

had told her.

She went to the studio executives.
“You’ve spent a fortune testing practically

everybody in Hollywood for this role,” she
told them. “You have me on your hands.
You don’t know what to do with me. With
musicals out, as they are. I’m a liability.

So why not give me the same chance you’re
giving outsiders? I might surprise you. I

might turn into an asset.”

“Prepare to pay well for the things you
want,” her father had told her.

Before she took her test she worked day
and night on dialogue. But that was only
the beginning. During the sixteen weeks
“Cimarron” was in production she worked
and studied the way most people never
work or study in their whole lives. With
the release of “Cimarron” she was hailed

as a brilliant dramatic actress and instead

of thinking how they could get rid of her
the RKO big shots considered ways of

making her contract ironclad.

There also was the time when Irene, re-
membering what her father had said about
marriage’s being a bulwark to happiness,

arranged with her studio for a two weeks’
holiday and rushed to Doctor Griffin in

New York. Columnists had been insisting

she and the doctor were considering a
divorce.
He was amazed when she barged in

upon him early one morning.
“Irene,” he said, “I’m so happy to see

you. I . .
.”

Breathlessly, cheeks flushed, eyes shin-
ing, she stood before him.
“Frank,” she said, “I’ve come three thou-

sand miles to tell you I’ll quit pictures

gladly if you wish it. I won’t have you
disturbed by newspaper rumors. I’d rather,

a hundred times . .
.”

He took her in his arms. “I wouldn’t
let you give up your work,” he told her.

“I know how much it means to you. I

know, better than anyone, how you have

Give more, they need more—give to

the Red Cross IVar Fund.

Manypeople needlessly suffer the itch-

ing, soreness and distress of simple
piles or hemorrhoids. Unguentine
Rectal Cones, made by the makers of

famous UNGUENTINE, help to bring

quick relief . . . help guard against in-

fection and promote healing.

Unguentine Rectal Cones are Easy to

use , , , Sanitary ... Inexpensive. If you
do not get prompt relief, consult your
physician. Money-back guarantee.

UNGUENTINE
RECTAL CONES

•itcff. V. B.fet. Off.
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No matter what hair tints you may
have used in the past, there Is one
sure way of telling exactly what tint
will give you a truly NATURAL ap-
pearance! Have your hair analyzed for
a true color match! Then insist on Rap-1- Del, the Per-
fected Shampoo Tint—a Four Star Beauty Aid. Rap-I-Dol’s
sparkling, highlighted color will give you that beautiful,

NATURAL looking appearance you’ve always wanted!

FREE! GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
Let us mail confidential color analysis of your hair, and
recommendation of correct Rap-I-Dol tint to match! Send
name and address, with a strand of your hair, today!

(CAUTION; Use only as directed on label)
Rap-I-Dol Distributing Corporation

151 West 46th Street, Dept. 224. New York 19, N. Y.

Ur7 /fe ef~ Loire‘
and-FriertdshipNEW
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No

Money
A true emblem of love,
friendship and good luidc

wishes. The perfect gift for>
those at home or in service. A
beautiful genuine, solid Ster^
ling Silver, Clasped Hands de-
sign Ring that becomes more attractive
as it is worn. Hands actually clasp and
unclasp as illustrated. ^

The newest and most
distinctive ring design—
be first to wear one.
Send No Money now,
just name, address and
ring size. Your package _
sent immediately and . ynalling cost
you pay postman only $2.95 ^d few mauinB^^
SSd ^ on arrival.^ Wear ten days

f"
tee. A wonderful bargain. Supply Unytcd so

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. H4-FR, jeTterion. lo—



DO YOU SUFFER WITH CAS from one meal to

the next? Does it ruin your day—affect your work
—make you feel mean and irritable? If so, try

KONJOLA. Sluggish digestion often promotes the

accumulation of gas in one's intestinal tract, and
bowel sluggishness may help to hold gas inside to

torment one with awful bloating. So KONJOLA
acts in 3 ways to help ease gas misery. Some of the
herbs tend to ease gassiness; some of its ingredients

help sluggish digestion; and other herbs mildly help
to open constipated bowels and release gas. Many
users write their thanks and gratitude for the satis-

factory results it produces. So when you feel

bloated "clear through"—when your stomach ex-
pands, intestines swell and bowels "balloon" way
out, when your days are miserable and your sleep
at night is disturbed, due to gas accumulating from
slow digestion and sluggish bowel action, try this
medicine and see what relief it can give. Be sure
you get genuine KONJOLA Medicine, and take
exactly as directed on the package. KONJOLA
is sold at all Drug Stores on a strict guaran-
tee of money back from the makers
if not completely satisfied with re-

sults from first bottle.

SEND FOR SAMPLE
If you have never used Konjola,

you can test its help for you by
sending lOc for trial sample to

KONJOLA. 6520 Selma Ave ,

Los Angeles 28, California.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 X 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full lengfth or
bast form, srroups, taadscapes,
pet aoimals, etc., or eolar^e*
meats of an? part of groap
picture. ^ _
Original retamed with yoar 3 tOr S2.00

enlargement.
^

SEND NO MONEY
photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and re-
ceive your enlargement, guaranteed fadeless,
on beautifal double-weight portrait quality
paper. Pay postman only 98c plus postage—or— j order and we pay postage. Tak<

r now. Send your photos today.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS

too East Ohio St. Dept. 1SS4-D Chicago (ti). III.

Only $1.00 a Pair!
Here’s romance for you! Ex-
quisitely patterned Earrings
that glow in the dark the
whole night through. Irresist-
ible— alluring— utterly capti-
vating. Beautiful ornamental
Earrings by day—by night, an
enchanting setting of glamor-
ous moonlight. Made in the
design of fresh flowers to pro-
vide a thrilling accessory to

any combination you choose.
You will be thrilled by their

beauty, intrigued by their
mystery, delighted with the
happy nours these ultra-smart,
“glowing” Earrings will bring
you. HeUl adore them—so will
you! Make ideal gifts, too.
But hurry—supply is limited.
Just clip this ad and mail
along with $1.00 plus 10c Fed-
eral Tax (total $1.10). No
risk. If you are not 100c?.
satisfied, return within 10
days for refund.

ILL. MERCHANDISE MART
Depl. Stt-A, SOO N. Deirbsrn St.

Chic3|!0, 10, III.

worked to get where you are. And even
if the rumors had disturbed me before,

they couldn’t now—not after this journey
of yours and this offer.”

I
RENE, incidentally, hasn’t too much pa-

• tience with those who cry about the
difficulties of being happily married.

“Usually,” she says, “marriages break
up because people won’t take the trouble
to get through the middle breakfasts. It’s

no trick to get through the first breakfasts,

when love is new and there are bows on
the eggs. And once the middle breakfasts
are over the last breakfasts, when plenty
of allowances have been made on both
sides and an understanding friendship
and deep love have been established, are
a joy forever. . .

.”

She paused. In the walnut doorway
stood Mary Francis, more dearly known
as “Missy.” She was wearing a white
pinafore appliqued with yellow flowers and
green leaves. Her soft bright pigtails were
caught with yellow bows. She dropped
her nurse’s hand and ran headlong toward
her mother.

“I’ve been chosen as Queen of the May,
Mommy,” she cried. “And I’m going to
carry the gold crown.”
Irene gave her a bear hug and a light

kiss on the tip of her enchEmting nose.
Then Missy and her nurse left for the
green circle of a park where the young
citizens of Holmby Hills, spurning their
own lawns and gardens, play in some dis-
cord while their nurses gossip on the
green benches.
Watching Missy depart, Irene said, “I

tremble for that crown.
“Missy,” she went on, “provides me with

a perfect illustration for a third pet rule
of mine. . . . Don’t look at everything in a
lump sum! Tackle one thing at a time!

“I used to harass myself and Doctor by
worrying about everything I had to do
and trying to anticipate and forestall all

possible complications.
“The day we learned Missy was to be

our little girl I began to worry about fur-
nishing her room, buying her clothes, find-
ing a good pediatrician, theories of disci-
pline, getting just the right nurse, encour-
aging good traits and discouraging bad
traits, endearing the Doctor and myself
to her.

“When we went to see her I was badly
frightened. ‘What have we done?’ I asked
myself. Then, suddenly aware of nothing
but her shy little face, I went over to a
piano that stood in the room where we
met and played and sang ‘My Country
’Tis of Thee,’ as I remembered my mother
singing it when I was a little girl back
in Kentucky. Missy liked the music and
reached up her arms.

“
‘See,’ Doctor said triumphantly, ‘you’re

accomplishing one of the things you were
worrying about. You’re endearing yourself
to her already. How about taking all the
other things one by one, too?’
“I’m especially grateful right now,” she

went on, “when every day brings all of
us new demands and deprivations and re-
strictions, that I learned some time ago
not to look at evervthing in a lump sum.”
She suddenly smiled. “Some months ago,

for instance, my maid left me to work in an
armament factory. She took care of my
room and bath here at home, my dressing
room at the studios, all my clothes—per-
sonal and professional—and she drove for
me. She was my right hand.
“The first morning I awoke after she had

gone I was frantic. I began thinking of
everything she had done that I must do,
in addition to my own work. Then I pulled

Only more ihan your most is enough—
give to the Red Cross War Fund.
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If Your Daughter Hus

Just Married

SHE SHOULD KNOW

CERTAIN VITAL FACTS!

WevVr f^ore Convenient

Feminine Hygiene Way Gives

Continuous Action for Hours!

• Doctors know that even today the

majority of women still know little or

nothing about certain physical facts.

Too many who think they know have

only half knowledge. And they do not

realize how seriously their happiness

and health are threatened by lack of

up-to-date information.

That is why you ought to know
about Zonitors—and to have all the

facts about their unique advantages

for vaginal germicidal care. {See free

book offer below.)

Zonitors are dainty, non-greasy

suppositories, scientifically prepared

for vaginal hygiene. So convenient

and easy to use. I he quickest, easiest,

daintiest way of using a vaginal germi-

cide. No cumbersome apparatus,

nothing to mix, no unpleasant greasi-

ness to spoil your daintiness.

Powerful, but safe for delicate

tissues, Zonitors spread a protective

coating and kill germs instantly on
'

contact. Deodorize by actually de-

stroying odor, instead of temporarily

masking it. Give continuous action

for hours. All druggists have Zonitors.

I . FREE BOOKLET
;

I Mail this coupon for revealinc booklet of

' I up-to-date facts. Sent PO»t.Pa>d P'®'"
I envelope. Zonitors, Dept. 7429^,370 Lex-

I
ington Ave., New York 17, N. i.

I

j
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Are you sine you don’t have scalp

odor? It’s so easy to offend

—

and not

know it. Check your pillow, your hat,

your hairbrush.

For, you see, your scalp perspires

just as your skin does—and unpleas-

ant odors are quickly collected by the

hair, especially oily hair.

To be safe, simply use Packers

Pine Tar Shampoo regularly. This

gentle, thorough-cleansing shampoo
contains pure, medicinal pine tar.

The delicate pine scent does its work
— then disappears.

To have a clean, fresh scalp . . .

soft, fragrant hair, get Packers Pine

Tar Shampoo. You’ll find it at any

drug, department or

ten-cent store.

myself together. ‘One thing at time, Irene
my girl,’ I said. Whereupon I got up, ran
my bath, made my bed, tidied my room,
drove myself to the studio. And from
then on, tackling one thing at a time, I

have managed better than I would have
thought possible.”

B
y this time the shadows of the trees on
the lawn were long. The French clock

down the hall chimed five. Doctor Griffin

knocked on the door Missy had left ajar.

When the usual greetings were over,

he said, beaming; “Irene, I’ve just asked
that couple from Seattle I told you about
—remember I met them at the clubhouse

—

for dinner. They’ll only be in town a day
or two. And I promised them stone crabs.

Can we get them, do you think?”
For half a second there was a shadow

on Irene’s face. It wasn’t anything a man
would notice in a million years. “Fine,
darling,” she said. “I’ll telephone the mar-
ket right away—as soon as I can plan
the right things to have with crabs. We’ll
give them a dinner to remember.”
He left, still beaming. Irene spun the

telephone dial.

“This,” she said, “brings me to a fourth
rule I have for living—for loving, really.

This! Nature has ordained men as lords

of creation. So, loving a man, don’t try to

discipline him. Indulge him. It’s much
more fun. And it makes him happier and
you happier.”
She wound up her philosophizing with a

mischievous wink.
We are all the sculptors of our lives

and can, if we only will, shape our lives

happily. The time to begin doing this is

right now. It’s no use to think, “I’ll be
happy later on, when I get a good job,

when I marry, when I have children, when
I grow older.” Happiness doesn’t result
from circumstances. It results from atti-

tudes. And the faster we train ourselves
in the right attitudes toward life and love,

the sooner we shall know the happiness
which should be our birthright.

Begin your happiness now!
The End

THE RACE IS ON!

Winner of Photoplay's

first Color Portrait Poll was

You'll find his picture on page 35

WHO WILL BE THE NEXT WINNER?

Send in this vote for your

favorite to the Color Por-

trait Editor, Photoplay,
205 East 42nd St., N. Y. C.

J IJ, llki to iee a ccflifz yazlzail
j

^lictayh

We are sorry, but we cannot

send out individual pictures of

the stars for whom you vote.

If your star wins, his por-

trait will appear in Photoplay.

at all 10c stores

AN 0 Its FRAGRANCE^ tAftS^

On Feet For
Over 30 Years

Allen’s Foot-Ease has been bringing relief and
comfort to tired, burning feet for over 30 years.
Sprinkle it on your feet and into your shoes, and
enjoy the refreshing comfort it brings while you
stand long hours at your work. Even stiff, heavy,
new or tight-fitting shoes lose their terror when
you use Allen’s Foot-Ease. But good old Allen’s
does even more. It acts to absorb excessive per-
spiration and prevents offensive foot odors. Helps
keep feet, socks and stockings dry and sweet. For
real foot comfort, remember it’s Allen’s Foot-Base
you At A>^-irr<riQt.

Storm the heart! Don't

just wish and wait.

Wear spicy, provoca-

tive BLUE WALTZ PERfUME

tonight. Become the

girl HE can’t forget!
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Sima
SHOWS YOU THEWAY
TO NEW HAIR-BEAUTY
Every hair-beauty problem is an-
swered in Sima’s unique lanolin-

rich creamy magic.

SIMA-
0 revives the waning wave
# deepens the curl

# enriches the sheen

# puts glow, brilliance, shimmering

highlights into dull, lifeless hair.

# helps prevent dry ond brittle hair.

Make your beau^ shop appoint-
ment for a Sima Treatment now.

For home use, Sima is sold in con-
venient sizes at Beauty Salons, drug
and department stores. If out of
stocky send $1.00 plus 25 ^ to cover
Federal tax and forwarding charges
for 4 oz. economy size to

THE SIMARKS COMPANY
540 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago 11,illinoU

You Can Get
Quick Relief From

Tired Eyes
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TODAY

EYES OVERWORKED? Just put two drops of
Murine in each eye. Right away you feel it

start to cleanseandsoothe your eyes.You get—

QUICK RELIEF! Murine’s 7 scientifically
blended ingredients quickly relieve the dis-

comfort of tired, burning eyes. Safe, gentle
Murine helps thousands— let it help you, too.

VRJNE*
f”" EYesYour

SOOTHES • REFRESHES

if Invest in America-^Buy War Bonds and Stamps if

Hollywood Manners

(Continued from page 29) “I don’t care to

be thanked. But I should think Miss Rus-
sell would telephone or write . .

I called Roz. She had not received the

letter. She nearly wept because she had
appeared ungrateful for such a wonderful
gesture. The next day my friend received

a beautiful letter from her and flowers.

Then Roz, who is a very busy woman in-

deed, called in person to explain how the

letter which had been misdelivered had
finally reached her and to extend her
thanks over and over.

Kay Francis’s manners are charming too,

although Kay never writes letters and
leaves most of the details of her social

life, including the planning of her won-
derful parties, to her secretary. Once guests
arrive at Kay’s house, however, she is an
assiduous hostess. Everyone is very care-
fully introduced to everyone else—and at

once. Kay, you may remember, was a
social secretary of importance in New
York before she went on the stage.

Ingrid Bergman’s manners are utterly

delightful because she is so completely
direct and sincere. When Ingrid steps down
from her portable dressing room, as she
did when I visited her on the “Gaslight”
set one day, looks you in the eye, shakes
hands warmly and says, “I am glad to see
you,” you know she means it, one hundred
percent.
Marlene Dietrich is charming also. Mar-

lene will telephone—or telegraph, in pre-
war days—first to tell you she will be at

your party and then to say she had a lovely
time. Almost always she sends flowers,

frequently before the night of your party.

Irene Dunne has beautiful manners too,

but in a detached way. Irene’s second sec-
retary will call to announce you will hear
shortly from her first secretary. However,
Irene—the most overworked woman in

films these days—always is most meticu-
lous about letting you know whether she
can come to your party; and if she says
she will be there you can count on her
even though she has to leave at ten o’clock

to be up at seven the next morning.
Ginger Rogers rarely replies to anything;

but her mother sometimes telephones to

explain either that Ginger is away or that
she will be pleased to accept your invi-
tation.

Ida Lupino is as difficult to catch as a
will-o’-the-wisp. You never have the
vaguest notion whether or not Ida will be
at a party. If you telephone her home a
mysterious voice will announce, “Miss
Lupino is out of town.” A few hours later,

however, Ida will appear at your house

—

and you will be delighted to see her be-
cause she is a darling.

IN HOLLYWOOD they are generously
* literal about saying it with flowers. They
use flowers to express all the gracious
friendliness they do not have the time or
inclination to express with pomp and
circumstance. When you arrive in Holly-
wood everybody sends the most beautiful
flowers. This year it is the fashion to send
flowers in cellophane cases and orchids
in exquisitely concealed tubes of water.
Much artistic preparation goes into these
floral offerings. I received an old-fashioned
flower pot filled with all the variegated
blossoms of an old-fashioned garden. An-
other gift was a bird cage with the bird
that swung on the perch fashioned of
exquisite flowers, an exotic blossom serv-
ing as its brilliant comb.

If the stars like you their world is

yours. They may give you a little knife
in the back now and then, if you are so
unwise as to turn your back at the wrong
moment—when, for instance, you have
said or done something to displease some-

LOSES 25 POUNDS!
Reveals her

hidden beauty

“I wondered if

such a thing could

happen to me,”—
—soys Audrey Helmer,

22-year‘old teacher of

Prospecf, New York.

When Audrey Helmer
was 16, she weighed
116 and was slim as a
reed. Then she began
to put on the pounds.
When she graduated
from college she
weighed far too much
for her 5' 3". Through
the Du Barry Success
Course she reduced her
weight from 140 to 115
—and is healthier, hap-
pier than ever before.

Before
“This is more than a
Course,” writes Audrey
Helmer, “It’s a new
way of living that I

will follow always.”

It Can Happen to You

!

Audrey Helmer is just one of more than 120,000

women and girls who have found the DuBarry

Success Course a way to he fit and fair. The

Course brings you an analysis of your needs,

then a step-by-step routine which shows you

how to bring yonr weight to normal, remodel

your figure, care for your skin and hair, use

make-up subtly for glamour. Right in your

own home you follow the same methods taught

by Ann Delafield at the famous Richard
Hudnut Salon, New York.

Get the full story. Today it’s important to be at

your best— fit and ready for strenuous wartime
living. When this plan has meant so much to so

many others, why not use the convenient cou-

pon to find out what it can do for you? Just

paste it on a penny postal.

DuBarry Beauty Chest

Includetl

With your Course
you receive thisChest
containing a gener-
ous supply of Du-
Barry Beauty and
Make-up Prepara-
tions for your type.

ANN DELAFIELD, Directing

Richard Hudnut Salon
Dept. SD-8. 693 Fifth Ave.

NewYork, N. Y.

Please send the booklet telling all about

the DuBarry Home Success Course.

Miss
Mrs. _

Street

Zone No.
City if any State.
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iHiERE’s abetter

beginning for the

day . . . whenever
yours begins.Hotcakesdrenchedwithgold-
en, delicious Mapleine Syrup ! Three ways
to make it— two of them sugar savers. Get
magic Mapleine from your grocer— today

!

3 GRAND WAYS TO MAKE MAPLEINE SYRUP

O
pour 2 cups boiling water
over 4 cups sugar
add 1 teaspoon Mapleine
sfir and you hove . .

.

2 pints Mapleine Syrup

boil IVb cups hot water
3 cups corn syrup
for 5 minutes

add 1 teaspoon Mapleine
stir and you hove . . .

2 pints Mapleine Syrup

heat 1 cup hot water
Vs cup strained honey
2'/2 cups corn syrup
Bring to full boil.

add 1 teaspoon Maple'ne
stir and you have . . .

2 pints Mapleine Syrup

PTITJTTryH
IMITATION MAPLE FLAVOR
Tie' utTU/fUCCUne

MAKE MOMEY COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinatingr new occupation quickly
learned by average man or woman.Wc
full or spare time. Easy to understand meth-
od brings out natural, Hfe-Iikecolors. Many e;

while learning. No canvass!
Free Book tells how to make good
money doing: this delightful home
work for studios, stores, individ-
aals and friends. Send today for
your copy. No obligation.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
1315 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1384, Chicago, U.S.A

Easy
to

Learn

WAT I mULDNT
GmmACUP
OFHERniLn

-I

"Boy, what she can do
lo coffee in her VACU*
LATOR! The tastingest.

flavorest, most dee-li-

cious drink you ever set

parched lips to! Mama
—just keep that VACU.
LATOR brewing 'til I'm

home again.

P.S.: You'll find VACU-
LATOR at better stores

everywhere.
L-SHAW CO CHICAGO. U.S.A.

FROM
$295

one. But this isn’t important, for basically

the stars are the most loyal friends in the
world. When you return to Hollywood
after an absence you get a warmer wel-
come than you do upon returning to any
other place under the sun.

Inevitably there are stars who are not
over fond of each other. They make no
secret of this. Any time you observe stars

greeting each other with an oily extra-
politeness and addressing each other as
“Miss Oberon” or “Miss Rogers” you know
the war is on.

A few of the more pugilistic male stars,

like Errol Flynn, champion of the private
boxing ring, have even been known to take
the measure of their opponent on the
floor.

Errol, by the way, disconcerted by all

the talk that has gone round because he
is not in service (due to a physical dis-

ability) recently overcame his hesitancy
about facing men in the armed services

to do a series of camp shows in Alaska.
He entertained the boys, if you please,

knowing they would have a good laugh
at his expense anyway, with a skit on him-
self in the role of a great lover.

“If I were all they say I am,” he an-
nounced to his audience in conclusion, “of

course I never would work . .
.” The boys

were delighted with Errol for making fun
of himself.

I
ALWAYS have been surprised that that

* dauntless woman, Emily Post, never in-
vaded Hollywood. I am a great admirer
of Emily Post, but I do believe that in
Hollywood she would have met her Water-
loo. The stars today have no wish to con-
duct themselves according to any book.
They have discovered for themselves—at

least they are convinced and I am con-
vinced—the way they ought to do things.

I well remember when this wasn’t true.

Back in 1930, before Hollywood grew up,
I was asked to dinner a week in advance
by one of the most important stars. Four
of us—the star, her husband who also was
a star, an unknown man and I—sat down
to dinner. There were, however, place
cards on the table and, solemnly, my hos-
tess seated herself before a card formally
inscribed, “Mrs. So and So.”

The stars still are naive and charming
about wanting to be known by their mar-
riage names instead of by the names they
have made famous. This, I think, shows
real courtesy toward their husbands. For
gentlemen, I am quite certain, must heart-
ily dislike the idea of being referred to

as So and So’s husband; as they most
certainly would be if their wives did not
make their marriage names and, in turn,
their husbands, properly important.
Perhaps the most amazing thing about

the present generation of stars—and one
of the most refreshing—is their disinter-
est in social climbing. When Hollywood
was growing up, snobbery was rampant.
It was, of course, a snobbery based upon
money. How could it be otherwise? A so-
cial background has never been the stars’

long suit. More credit to them! Dorothy
Lamour was an elevator operator in Mar-

THESE ARE THE MAGAZINES

PUBLISHED BY

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.

True Story Photoplay

True Romances Radio Mirror

True Experiences True Detective

True Love and Master
Romance Detective

HAIRTAINER-
TIMES

CHANGE NURSERY RHYMES

Miss Mutfet on a Tuffet sat.

Of the spider quite unaware.

Giving her hair a push and
a pat —

For she had no HAIRTAINERS
there!

^Fortunately, Modern Miss Muffets need ddi

no hairfussing. They use hairtainers* to,

hold coiffures firm. Unique spring-tooth

action g-r-i-p-s and holds every strand where
wanted. Ideal for every hairdo, every sea-

son! Save time! Keep hair well groomed,
always! Ask for grip-tuth hairtainers
(formerly Hair Retainers) at beauty
Salons, Department and Chain Stores. Card
of two (or one extra length) 25c.

*Trade Marks REG. U. S. PAT. OFF,
{

DIADEM, LEOMINSTER, MASS.

Hollywood Locket
AWAY
S m a rC,
new, yel-
low pold

;

Anish. sweetheart desigm, Hoi-

1

lywood Locket GIVEN forselllne t

just 5 boxes of our wonderful

;

Spot Remover and Cleaner at 25c '

each and returning the money col-

1

lected. We trust you. Write to-
day giving your name and address.

Nothing to Buy. YOUR package cornea
by return mall.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS, Dept. 55-K. Jefferson, Iowa.

"irs A
million dollar

Lipstick!''

'^HAT’S what smart women:
1

L everywhere are saying — say
ing it to the rune of mote than a

million dollars they’ve already

spent for the new Don Juan
Lipstick. And no wonder! Don
Juan stays on — knows and keeps

its place—avoids embarrassing
smears—adds to your charm,

Check these 4 beauty extras:

'1.D0N JUAN LIPSTICK STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss if used as directed.

2. LOOKS BETTER: No greasy "hard”
look, no need for constant retouching.

3. NOT DRYING OR SMEARY: Imparts appealing,

soft "glamour” look. No ragged lips. Creamy
smooth — easily applied. Over 7,000,000 sold.

4.STYLE SHADES:
Try Military Red,
a rich, glowing
red, acclaimed by
beauty editors.
Six other shades.

De luxe size $1. Refills
60c. Junior Size 25c.
Tax extra. Matching
powder & rouge. Trial
sizes at 10c stores.

i
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sikin fo keep your hands softer, smoolher,

^whiter fhan you ever dreqmed. Toke||Only

9 tnomenf to apply. Convince yourself by

asking for the Sofskin courtesy application

9t your beauty salon or cosmetic counter.

sofSHin
wmw mmeh

^ and

in the Black and Gold Jars

35<^, 60^, $1.00 Sizes

lOFSKIN COMPANY, FINDLAY. OHIO

How to get instant

relief from painful

pressure and remove corn

x ^

•9Home-paring corns gets only the top, usually

leaves the core behind. Instead, get Blue-Jay!
It works 2 ways: 1, the soft pad gives instant

felief from pressure pain; then the medication
loosens the corn, so it can be removed—with
the hard core. Get Blue-Jay .at any drug or
toilet goods counter today!

ll
.,5 . PA’
lE-JlAH

f CORK
fH.ASTiRS

lAUER 8 BLACK • Division of The Kendall Company

shall Field’s. Barbara Stanwyck came out

of an orphanage. Fred MacMurray worked
in a band. Rita Hayworth was a Spanish

dancer.
Years ago a man who earned one hun-

dred and fifty dollars a week could not

hope to sit down with a man earning one

thousand dollars a week. This, happily, is

no longer true. Today, Betty Begal, a New
York model who lives with her mother on
the stipend Howard Hawks gives her while

he trains her as an actress, is invited to

the biggest parties of the biggest stars.

Betty has no swimming pool or jewels, no
money or fame. She lives in a little house
and drives a little car. She wears the same
simple clothes over and over. She may be
a failure on the screen; no one knows about
that yet. But because she pretends nothing

in deportment, conversation or dress, the

stars seek her for her sweet naturalness.

O N THE OTHER hand, many wealthy
families who retire to Southern Cali-

fornia remain hungrily on the outside of

film circles, with no chance of being in-

vited to the littlest party of the littlest

star. Their wealth and pretensions ostra-

cize them insofar as the film colony is

concerned. Neither are the fabulously
wealthy European refugees, with their

veneered manners, the social lions they
once would have been with movie stars.

Some refugees entertain stars occasion-
ally and are, in turn, entertained by them.
Without exception, however, the stars

have remained impervious to the social

forms by which these men and women
live.

I can name but two human beings about
whom the stars are snobbish—Hal Roach
and Walt Disney. Any host or hostess who
can get either Hal or Walt—neither of

whom is socially inclined—to a party
struts a little. I modestly state I did both.
Hollywood citizens also are far less ex-

travagant than previously. This generation
of stars has learned there are more im-
portant things than spending money. They
no longer go in for great jewels, luxury
clothes, fabulous parties and enormous
presents.

One night, recently, Ann Warner (Mrs.
Jack Warner) and her daughter Barbara
came to see me. Ann has a passion for
jewelry but she likes costume jewelry, if

it is odd and beautiful and accents a
suit or gown, almost as well as the precious
variety. The night she visited me she wore
a glittering feather-spray pin.

“How wonderful they make costume
jewelry these days,” I said.

Ann flushed. “This is real,” she confessed.
“No need to be apologetic about any-

thing so lovely,” I protested.
But she went on, guiltily, “It was my

Christmas present from Jack. I didn’t
mention it before, but last year all my
jewels were stolen. So Jack thought this

Christmas I might have one nice piece.”
Jack Warner, as you know, is one of

the Warner Brothers, owners of a great
motion-picture company, and also one of
the wealthiest men in our land. Neverthe-
less Ann, his wife, was shy about his gift,

as though it were pretentious for her to
wear such a pin, as though she had never
had a fine thing in her life. Which is

typical of the citizens of the movie world
today.

S
PEAKING of jewels brings me to the
emerald ring Evalyn Walsh McLean,

owner of the famous Hope diamond, gave
me at Christmastime. Months before, Mrs.
McLean had said to me, “Do you wear your
birthstone?” Shaking my head I replied,

“How could I ever afford an emerald?” She
persisted, “You should wear your birth-

stone. It is very important to your luck
that you do so.”

henever you

buy Beech-Nut

Gum you can be

sure it has the

same quality and

fine long-lasting

flavor for vchich

Beech-Nut has

always been

famous.

Also BEECH -NUT

SPEARMINT GUM in

sticks and BEECHIES . . .

delicious candy coated

gum . . . Peppermint,

Spearmint, Pepsin.
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Rinse

Gives a Tiny Tint
and>'*

1. Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2 . Used after shampooing— your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3 .
Instantly gives the soft, lovely

effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint— in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper 8. Golden Blonde

Sable Brown 9. Topaz Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn
S. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4 . The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all

new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint . . Over 40 million

pac.kages have been sold. ..Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25^ — or send for a— FREE SAMPLE
Golden GlinlCa.,Sealtle,14,Wash.,Bai 3366-«.6t

Please send color No..

Name

as listed abova.

GOLDEN GLINT

10 DRESSES
(Used Clothing)

In our opinion, these are the best dresses
available at this low price. When new, some
of these dresses sold as high as $12.95. As-
sorted colors. Sizes up to 18—10 for $3.49.
Larger sizes 5 for $3.00. Send 50c deposit,
balance C. O. D. plus postage. Merchandise
guaranteed or purchase price refunded. Rush
your order now. Mention size desired. 210
other clothing bargains for everybody.

Illustrated Catalog Free

NATIONAL SALES CO.. Dept. AH
365 Sutter Ave.. Brooklyn 12. N. Y.

a, iude-otvtf
1/' Hide* itr

SEE HOW BLEMISHES
VANISH FROM SIGHT!

Don’t let a blotchy skin wreck
your good looks. Just smooth
on HIDE-IT— used safely by
millions — to conceal pimples,
birthmarks, small scars, etc.

IDEAL FOR POWDER BASE
Get HIDE-IT in a shade to
match your skin tone. (Light,
Medium, Rachelle, Brunette,
Suntan). Large jar, SI at Drug
and Department Stores.
Purse size at 10c counters.

Guaranteed by
V Good Housekeeping 3

The card accompanying my ring read,
“Never let this off your finger.”

When Ann admired my ring I told her
all this. Instantly, of course, she wanted
to know if there had been any change in
my fortunes since I had been wearing it.

I had to admit there had been. So much
so that 1 almost believe, with Mrs. McLean,
that everyone should wear his birthstone,
hard as this would be upon those whose
stone is a carbuncle or onyx or opal.

But to get back to Hollywood man-
ners. . . .

Many of the film people whom you
would expect to entertain most frequently
and lavishly rarely entertain and never
sumptuously.
Greer Garson, struggling to attain the

brilliant stardom she enjoys today, has,
until now, chosen obscurity. Today, how-
ever, as Hollywood’s First Lady and the
wife of the handsome young Richard Ney,
whom she adores, she may well change.
Brian Aherne and Joan Fontaine, pos-

sessing great charm and extraordinary so-
cial talents, seldom give parties and sel-
dom go to the parties others give.

Olivia de Havilland, too, most attractive,
most sought-after, like her sister Joan,
is rarely seen socially.

The best male host isn’t a star but Arthur
Hornblow Jr., the producer, who previ-
ously was married to Myrna Loy. Arthur
enjoys planning menus, preparing special-
ties like lamb on skewers and Cafe Brule,
and supervising the arrangement of at-
tractively laid tables ... So does Adrian,
the famous couturier, married to Janet
Gaynor . . So does Mitch Leisen, direc-
tor of note, responsible for “Lady In The
Dark” among other outstanding pictures.

It is, I think, gracious of women who
are married to men with this flair to allow
them to take over what normally is the
woman’s province in a marriage and home
And Hollywood women do this more easily
than most.

I, for one, respect Hollywood for having
evolved such a sensible and charming code
of manners. Grateful, too. For, aware of
the influence Hollywood exerts upon all

of us, I am sure it will not be long before
anyone anywhere who adjusts to the pat-
tern of his individual life with naturalness
and kindness will rate as a well-mannered
human being.

The End

Breakup

(Continued from page 65) waiting, waiting,
while weeks and months of your best time
slip by.” But he’d learned something, he
thought, about the art of living during
that time away from pictures. Most of it

he had spent at the beach house, sailing

a little, growing radishes, dabbling in real

estate, studying home planning, finding fun
and interest in being a plain business-and-
family man. Joan’s career was then going
strong but be it said that both she and
Dick did an admirable job of maintaining
a balanced family relationship.

Things started to break for Dick about
a year and a half ago when he signed a
good contract with Paramount. Now he
was on his way back, with some good parts

under his belt. In “'True To Life” he defi-

nitely registered, also in Metro’s “Meet
The People,” and now in Arnold Press-
burger’s “It Happened Tomorrow” he has
again established himself as a Holljrwood
name to be reckoned with.

During the filming of “It Happened To-
morrow” Joan had been in New York doing
the stage play, “The Naked Genius.” She
and the kids were due home for Christmas
and then Dick was scheduled to take off

for a brief camp tour, following which he
wanted her to come to New York with the

Won't somebody

pick me up?

Every time you go shopping, won’t
you take us empty soft drink and

beer bottles, together with our cases,

back to yoiur regular dealer?

You see, war restrictions have cut the
number of us bottles available. Today
each of us simply must do double-duty.

So please pick us up just as soon as

we’re empty and take us back for re-use.

Both your dealer and bottler will ap-

preciate it. And besides you’ll get back
your bottle deposit.

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY
MakerB of DURAGLAS Beer and Beverage Bottles

STAMMER?
This new 128'Page book, “Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 43 years. Benj. N. Bogue*
Dept. 1158. Circle Tower. Indianapolis 4. Ind.

Earn ^30 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed I

Learn at borne in your spare time
as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 years of

age—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
£asy-to>uoder9tand lessons, endorsed by physicians.

One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI
Mrs. B. C., of Tezaa earned $474.25 while taking

course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after

her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900! You,
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Easy payments. Equipment
included. 45th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 184,100 East Ohio Street. Chicago 11. HI.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name_
City

_Age_
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Nurses discovered

one single cream that helps

heal them all

• If you’ve been experimenting with

various things for externally-caused skin

irritations, make this discovery! See how
many different ways the medicated skin

cream, Noxzema, will help you. Nurses

were among the first to find how effective

Noxzema is. That’s because it’s not merely

a cream, but a medicatedformula. Try it for:

Rough, red, chapped hands; ugly
externally - caused pimples; baby’s
tender, irritated skin; windburn;
chapped lips; minor "kitchen” burns.

It’s ereaseless; won’t stain.

Get Noxzema at any drug
counter today! 35(^, 50^
and $1 sizes.

*externally-caused

NOXZEMA

PIMPLES =

"i...

CHAFING

Who Is the Robber That
Steals Your Sleep?

children for New Year’s. Dick went ahead
on this assumption.
But Joan had warned him that she had

come home to talk out the differences that

had arisen between them and didn’t want
to transfer the conference table to New
York. He thought she’d change her mind
and consequently sat in the East waiting
for her to appear until a friend phoned
him and asked if he knew what was going
to break in the papers the following morn-
ing about him and Joan. This, says Dick,
was his first knowledge of any defi-

nite step being taken by Joan toward
divorce.
Three days later he was in Hollywood.

There was the frantic period of trying
to iron out the things that had been
accumulating over the years, until Joan
finally locked herself away from every-
one.
During this time Dick said, “I don’t know

what’s going to happen. But if something
isn’t settled one way or another in the
next day or two. I’ll go nuts! I’ve come
back to talk things over. I just don’t
know.”

"TWO weeks later he said, “It looks as
‘ though the chances are that the divorce
will go through.” And now he no Ipnger
soun..ed frantic and puzzled. He sounded
tired. Little had he realized how pro-
phetically he was speaking a few short
weeks ago when he said, “We’re show peo-
ple, after all. We can never make any
real, definite plans for anything. We have
to try to keep ourselves mentally flexible

so that we may have some chance of

ri'^in? th’-ough any situation that c 'mes
up. Tliat’s why I think the best anchor
for famines like ours is a home—a housn—
that is the symbol of togetherness. Be-
cause people like us never know where
well be or what we’ll be doing. We can’t

plan for ourselves ahead of the week after
next!
“But the kids are different. They have

a right to their future, to have it made
secure, or at least to be given the oppor-
tunity to make their own futures secure.
That, Joan and I are determined the chil-

dren shall have.”
Dick’s “week after next” almost literally

found him with a broken home.

AS in all such cases, most of the drama^ has taken place behind closed doors.
That a deep hurt exists between the two
there can be no doubt. Both may be to
blame. But Hollywood feels that the real
difficulty is the fundamental difference be-
tween the girl who was bred in show
business and the man who was raised on
the farm. It also feels that there might
have been a real chance for reconcilia-
tion if the story had not prematurely
brok-^n in the papers. Once that hap-
pened, Joan felt she had no other recourse
but to proceed with the divorce.

At present Dick is the one who is hold-
ing the home together with the help of
Joan’s mother, who has moved in to look
at r nim the two children until Joan’s
Eastern tour with “Something For The
Boys” has ended.
Meantime, friends have begged Joan to

make a statement defending her side of the
issue. This she has steadfastly refused to
cto, believing there is neither dignity nor
fairness to all concerned in airing recrim-
inations. Hollywood respects her for this;

respects her also for vehemently denying
the rumor of marriage plans with her New
York producer, who himself is a happily
married man.
No one can say there isn’t still room

for the miracle of a reconciliation. But
as things stand at this writing it would be
strictly a miracle

The End

It is common knowledge that nothing under-

mines health so quickly as loss of sleep. You
know how just one or two sleepless nights

can drag you down. Who is the "robber” that

creeps upon you in the middle of the night

and keeps you awake? Is it "NERVES” that

rob you of the sleep you need? Nervous
Tension can be responsible for so many
Wakeful Nights as well as Crankiness, Rest-

lessness, Nervous Headache and Indigestion.

When you feel Nervous and Jittery— when

you can’t sleep at night, why don’t you try

Dr. Miles Nervine? For over 50 years Dr.
Miles Nervine has been a mild but effective

sedative, that helps to quiet your nerves, re-

lieve Nervous Tension, and permit Refreshing
Sleep. Get Dr. Miles Nervine at your Drug
Store. It comes in two forms. Liquid 25c and
$1.00 sizes. Effervescent Tablets 35c and 75c
sizes. Read directions an d use only as directed.

See what it can do for you to relax tense nerves
and help you get your sleep and rest. Milea
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Inaiana.

Dr. Edwards'Dreat Formula

For Constipation

HEADACHE
NO PEP
MENTALLY DULL
UPSET STOMACH
with gas, bloating.

Benefits Nation Of Sufferers!

For over 20 years Dr. P. M. Edwards (a
noted Ohio Physician) successfully re-

lieved scores of patients suffering from
constipation with its headaches, mental
dullness and upset stomach, gas, bloating.

This wise Doctor knew liver bile must
flow freely every day into your intestines

—otherwise constipation often results. So
he kept this in mind when Jhe perfected
his famous Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable.
are wonderful. They not only assure gentle
yet thorough bowel movements but also

pep up liver bile flow. Test tonight! All
drugstores. Follow label directions.

Dr. Edwards'OLIVi TUBiETS
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BREEZE THROUGH
your next menstrual period

WITH....

At the first sign
of discomfort,
take Midol. See
how it helps
you breeze
through your
period by re-
lieving all three
kinds of func-
tional suffering!

CRAMPS — An exclusive ingredient in

Midol relaxes tense muscles, rapidly
soothing typical spasmodic pain.

HEADACHE—Feel that familiar headache
being relieved, too, as Midol’s second in-

gredient begins its comforting action.

“BLUES”—A third ingredient, a mild
stimulant, reduces menstrual “blues”;

helps you snap back to cheerfulness!

Try Midol: it contains no opiates,

If you have no organic disorder Guoranleed by
calling for special medical or sur~ ( Good Housekeeping /
gical care, it should give you relief. iroiftciivtoB

All drugstores.

RELIEVES ALL3KIN0S0F FUNCTIONAL MENSTRUAL SUFFERING

REMOVED BY
Your money refunded
if not sBtisfied. The Moss
Company^ Rochester, N. Y.

also Callouses. In*
grown Nails relieved.

Quick and easy. Just

rub on. Jars, 30c and
50c. At your drug-

gist. Economical!

MOSCO

'ICte. FAR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK

Gives a natural, youthful

appearance. Easy to use in the deal

privacy of your home; not greasy; will not

rub off nor interfere with curling. For 35

years millions have used it with complete

satisfaction. $1.35 for sale everywhere.

I

FREE SAMPLE
[
BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. MC4-44 •

I
79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. t

['Name
J

! Street •

t City State - •

I GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR •

GRRV HRIR ,

The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 23)

Riders Of The Deadline

(United Artists)

THIS makes fifty times good old Hopalong
* Cassidy has ridden across the screen and
he’s still a top-notch figger of a man.
Especially in this story that has our silver-

haired hero played as usual by William
Boyd and his pals, Andy Clyde and
Jimmy Rogers, as Rangers. When the
usual out-West hellishness gets going, Hop-
along pretends to grow weary of lawful-
ness and forsakes the Rangers to join up
with the gangsters in order to ferret out
the head man and instigator of all the
cussedness. And if we told you that once
again it was the town banker who turned
out to be the stinker, would you drop
dead? We thought not. Neither did we.

Your Reviewer Says: Why can’t these people
behave for a change?

Happy Land
(Twentieth Century-Fox)

As A message of peace and comfort to

‘ those who have lost someone near and
dear in this war comes this story of a
small-town druggist who cannot reconcile

himself to the loss of his own boy. And
then one day, as naturally as a breeze from
a hilltop, Gramp, his father, who died the

night his boy was born, returns to the
druggist to show him how full, how rich his

son’s life had really been in this glorious

land of freedom and love and happiness
and how wrong had been his thinking.

Don Ameche is superb as the grieving

father and the work of Frances Dee as his

wife causes one to wonder why this lovely

and competent actress is permitted to re-

main off the screen for so long at a time.

Harry Carey, as you can imagine, is the

only actor who possesses those lovable,

homely qualities that make Gramp so un-
forgettable.

James West plays the part of the lost

hero as a boy and Richard Crane as the

teen-age lad. Crane is a comer. Ann
Rutherford is absolutely right as the girl

left behind by the boy. Henry Morgan, as

the son’s pal who returns to comfort the

parents, is splendid. But more important
than the cast is the message of hope and
comfort the film may bring.

Your Reviewer Soys: “I will not leave you
comfortless.”

Timber Queen (Paramount)

p ICHARD ARLEN returns from the wars
to find the widow of his pal gypped

out of her timber land. So Dick takes to

the tall timber and has himself one whale
of a time with villains and fights and log

jams and what not. Mary Beth Hughes
and June Havoc are odd people to find

among the tall trees, but you know how
things are these days.

Your Reviewer Says: Timber!

Henry Aldrich—Boy Scout

(Paramount)

H enry (American Boy Number One)
Aldrich takes in hand the spoiled brat

of his father’s friend and by exposing him
to the Boy Scouts and their Good Deed
a Day slogan, he transforms the snip into

something resembling a human. Jimmy
Lydon gives his final performance as young
Aldrich and we’ll miss him. Charles Smith
is good, as usual, as Dizzy.

I Your Reviewer Soys: Well, you know Henry.

PICTURE RING!
Most Precious Keepsake You Can Own

Made from Any Photo

SEND NO MONEY!
Anyphoto orsnapshot clearlyrepro-
duceclassettinglnbeautllul.onyx-
Uke Ringl A keepsake of a loved
tone you will treasure for years I

Picture stays sharp and clear—
withstands rubbing, washing,
wear—unharmed by water,

I weather—won’ ttarnish .SEND
, NO MONEY! Just mail photo
with strip of paper for ring size.

Pay postman only SI.00 plus
postage. Hand-tinted 25c extra.

Picture returned. Money-back
guarantee.ORDERNOW. PORTRAIT

Have you torn, thin, short,
or discolored Nails? DON’T
worry! Just apply nu-nails
and in a jifify you have long,
tapering fingernails. Can be
worn any length and polished
any shade. Will not harm nor
soften natural nails.Waterproof.
Removed at will. So natural thay

even have half~maons! Set often,20c.
At all Sc and 10c stores.

I M A I I C ARTIFICIALnU-nHIL.9 FINGERNAILS
5251 W. Harrison St.. Dent. 16-D. Chicato

Waterproof, shockproof, onti-magnefie,

15 jewels, radium dial and hands, un«
breakable crystal, stainless steel back,
precision tested.

No, XM 124—Small second hand 534.75

No. XM 121—Sweep second hand 539.75
. ORDERS PROMPTLY FtLLEO

Write for Free Illustrated Booklet "XM”

BELL WATCH COMPANY
Time-life Btdg., Rockefeller Center, New fork 20,N.Y.
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7
Day
Guar^
antee
Offer

BEAUTIFY YOUR
BUST LINE

(Instantly)

Send
No
Money
WRITE
NOW

An attractive full Bust Line is a short cut to glam-
our, poise and more self-assurance. If your Bust
Line makes you self-conscious, try the new (special
up and out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for a week. If
you are not delighted, send everything back and your
money will be refunded. Write now. SEND NO
MONEY. Send only your name and address and size
of your old brassiere. (State whether small, medium
or heavy.) When you get your Peach Cupbra with
direction booklet, pay postman only $1.98 (plus few
cents postage). (Plain wrapper). Read your direc-
tion booklet and wear your Peach Cupbra for a week. If

you are not absolutely delighted with your new lovelier
figure, send it back. It is positively guaranteed to
please you. Join the hundreds of women who enjoy a
lovelier figure with Peach Cupbra. Please print name
and address clearly. Write today to Party Peach Co.,

Dept. H. A. 72 5th Av., N. Y. C.

Thef'e's No Excuse For
BLOTCHY SKIN /

Clear It with KBEMOLA aidt KBS-
MOLA is a medicated M.D. formula,
especially for pimples, blackheads and
muddy skin. Qently hastens removal of

old cuticle, revealing fresh skin. After others fall—put
KBEMOLA to the test. Ladies will envy, gentlemen will

admire. At druggists or write KBEMOLA, Dept. MAC-4,
2975 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, 111. Send $1.25 for 2

oz. jar, plus 10% tax, or 20c for generous purse sample.

for dally powderbase. Use only as directed.

576 FIFTH AVE., N. Y. C.

MODELING
A Glomorous, Lucrative

Career for Attractive,

Ambitious Girls

Our intensive courses will qua«
lify you lor immediate positions

with leading Dress Salons,

Showrooms, Photographers, in

Film Shorts & Fashion Shows

• Distinctive Staff

• Moderote Tuition

• Free Effective Placement

Vis/f our modem studios']^ or request Booklet 10

STUDIO OF ^

MODELING

It’s costly to have stockings ruined by
runs. Treat hosiery and underthings
with RUN-PROOF. Resists runs, rips,
snags, breaks in Rayon, Nylon, Lisle
and Cotton. Prolongs wearing quality.
Hosiery fits more snug. Only ONE
treatment lasts life of hose —25c pack-
age treats 10 pair. At Department,Drug
and 10c stores— or send us 25c in coin.

RUN-PROOF MFC. CO. Dept. 112
230 E. Ohio Street • Chicago II, Illinois

Rationing

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

W ALLY BEERY is proprietor of a small-
town store who goes all but crazy with

the conflicting regulations that pour in

from Washington. Determined to get into

the Army under his old top kick, now a
Senator, Wally goes to Washington but is

promised, instead of an Army career, an
important post at home. And guess what
that turns out to be—head of the meat di-

vision of the rationing board in his dis-
trict. Now I ask you, with Marjorie Main
to heckle and torment him and finally go
sentimental as all get out and his former
partner to resort to black-market tactics,

can you picture Wally’s plight?

Your Reviewer Says: This will put you in a
grand good humor.

Casanova In Burlesque

(Republic)

JOE E. BROWN leads a double life. By
day he teaches Shakespearean drama in

an exclusive college and by night performs
as a low comedian in papa’s burlesque
theater. As usual the double business
catches up with him when the “burleyque”
queen threatens to expose him just as he’s
about to launch his Shakespearean fes-
tival. So what to do but cast the whole
troupe in the drayma and swing it for
dear life. June Havoc, Ian Keith and Mar-
jorie Gateson go round with Joe E. for a
heck of a lot of fun.

Your Reviewer Says: That noise is Shcike-
speare whirling in his grave.

Up In Arms
(Goldwyn-RKO)

A^AKE way for tomorrow’s star, one
Danny Kaye, a blond, tousled-haired

dynamo, a veritable animated chrysanthe-
mum in action, a brand-new personality
who outshines the dullish and rather heavy
story that serves as his introductory back-
ground. When Mr. Kaye goes into action,
the screen fairly sparkles with life; with-
out him the story is the old one of the
hypochondriac drafted into the Army who
loses the girl he loves, Constance Dowling,
to his pal in service, Dana Andrews. Dinah
Shore, the girl who has always loved Kaye,
goes along for the ride as stowaway on the
transport ship and sings several numbers
in true Shore style. Andrews, too big for
his subordinate role, nevertheless pro-
vides perfect contrast to the fuddy-duddy
character of Kaye, who singlehandedly
captures an entire Jap unit.

Outstanding are the dream sequences in
which Dinah and Danny go to town in
costumes weird and wonderful and the so
different songs of Mr. Kaye. Mr. Andrews
grows handsomer by the minute and Miss
Dowling is an interesting and promising
newcomer.

Your Reviewer Says: Oh Kaye, Danny.

It Happened Tomorrow
(Pressburger-U. A.)

THE news is Dick Powell and his swell
' performance; the theme song, charm and
quaintness; the motive, sheer entertain-
ment. When these three meet and fuse the
result is a happy occasion for one and all.
Dick Powell has never given a better

performance than as the reporter who
through the supernatural powers of a de-
parted friend is able to predict tomorrow’s
news today. The success and havoc it

brings into his life is a combination salad
of joy and tears and the love story be-

WHAT EVERY MOTHER
SHOULD KNOW

ABOUT LAXATIVES!

Forcing a child

to take a harsh,

bad-tasting laxa-

tive is such need-

less, old-fashioned punishment! A
medicine that’s too strong will often

leave a child feeling worse than before I

Ofhersdi^

A laxative that’s

too mild to give
proper relief is

just as unsatis-

factory as none
at all. A good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!

—Treat the Children to the

"HAPPY MEDIUMlAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and
effectively at the same time. And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine

chocolate! It’s America’s favorite laxa-

tive, as good for grown-ups as it is for

children. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE
WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD—

Don’t dose yourself with harnh, upsetting purgatives. Tak®

Ex'Lax! It’s thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

As a precaution use only as directed

E m I Originat

Chocotated Laxative

Now revealed for the first time, the intimate secrets of filmland's i

famous make-up artists. Now you can use the same rype "Movie Lips**

Make Up Brush that bestows glamorous stars with tips chat excite and

entice. .-With thrilling new Brush n' Blend Cream Lipstick... the nearest

thing CO everlasting lip beauty. A single application often Uses all day lon^

CREAM LIPSTICK
and MAKE-UP BRUSH
Af Mosr Si and JOi Stores



YOUR^MAN

Staying home with a Spring CHEST
COLD is no holiday! Get right after

hubhy’s miserable cold symptoms with

ANTIPHLOGISTINE. Apply it com-
fortably hot— as directed.

ANTIPHLOGISTINE gets "Moist
Heat” right to the affected area for hours.

Feels good—does good! This ready-to-use

medicated poultice brings three-way relief:

Eases that cough

Relieves tightness of the chest

0 Soothes sore, aching muscles

Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE early for

best results!

AiitiplilogisP»ie
The WhitePackage with the Orange Band

^ .-iAntiplilogistine

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS?

When Diamond - Dazzling;. Blue -White
genuine Zircons from the Mines of far-
away Mystic Siam are so effective and
inexpensive. Thrillingr beauties that
stand acid; cut glass and are full of dia-
mond FIRE! Exquisite mountingsl Write
for FREE Catalogrue. Address:

NATIONAL ZIRCON CO.
Dept. 517 Wheeling, W.Va.

New 11 -Minute

Shampoo Washes
Hair Shades
Lighter Safely

This Special shampoo helps
keep light hair from dark-
ening “ brightens faded
blonde hair. Called Blondex,
its rich cleansing lather in-

stantly removes the dingy
film that makes hair dark,
old-looking. Takes only 1

1

minutes at home. Gives
hair lustrous highlights.
Safe for children. Get
Blondex at 10c, drug and
department stores.

tween Dick and Linda Darnell is especially
tender and real. Jack Oakie is Oakie,
plump and sassy as Pop Benson.

Your Reviewer Says: A little dream movie.

Voice In The Wind
{Ripley and Mon+er—U.A.)

T
he voice at the beginning of the picture
tells you that this is a story of souls set

adrift because they dared to speak up
against Nazi tyranny and that one day their

heroism will be avenged. You don’t see the
avengement take place but you do see the
somber events that befall a Czech concert
pianist and his lovely wife. There is an
“Evangeline"’ quality to the story of these
two, separated in their escape from the
Nazis and finally finding each other, too
late, on the island of Guadaloupe.
The film has some interesting, fresh

touches. But the outstanding thing about
it is the superb acting of Francis Lederer
as the pianist.. Sigrid Gurie is also excel-
lent as the wife.

Your Reviewer Says: Different.

The Fighting Seabees (Republic)

A RIP-ROARING job on how our valiant

Seabees came into being as a fighting

branch of the Navy. “Seabees” is a color-

ful contraction for the Construction Bat-
talions of the Navy who establish combat
installations under enemy fire.

John Wayne as a hotheaded, hard-fisted

engineer learns his lesson from well-dis-
ciplined naval officer D:nnis O’Keefe and
together they sell the higher-ups on the

plan the Navy now uses
Both Wayne and O’Keefe give likeable

performances.

Your Reviewer Says: Whang-ho!

a

I Best Pictures of the Month |

Lifeboat

The Sullivans

It Happened Tomorrow

Up In Arms

Lady In The Dark

Best Performances

Merle Oberon in

“The Lodger”

Laird Cregar in

“The Lodger”

Thomas Mitchell in

“The Sullivans”

Edward Ryan in

“The Sullivans”

Dick Powell in

“It Happened Tomorrow”

Danny Kaye in

“Up In Arms”

Robert Taylor in

“Song Of Russia”

Susan Peters in

“Song Of Russia”

Tallulah Bankhead in

“Lifeboat”

JIM, I KNOW FROM
EXPERIENCE, GET PAZO!

[SMART WIFE, PAZO RELIEVED
THOSE SIMPLE PILES

Don’t just .suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of

simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing

PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to

millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

How PAZO Ointment Works
1. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu-

bricates hardened, dried parts— helps prevent cracking

and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed-

ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.

Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application
PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile

Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so

PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and
the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get

PAZO ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
8 pollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
troubld and get a FREE BOOK.

R. Q. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 NOitn Dearborn Street Chicago. Illinoid

WELCOME RELIEF FROM

IASTHMATICattacks

• For more than 75 years, peo-
ple have relied upon Dr. Guild’s
GREEN MOUNTAIN ASTH-
MATIC COMPOUND to get
welcome relief from asthmatic
misery. 24 cigarettes, only 50^.
Powder, 25^ and $1.00 atnearly
all drug stores. Write today for
FREE SAMPLE. The J. H.
Guild Co., Dept. D-8, Rupert,
Vermont. Use only as directed
on package.

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappeai
Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme thi

evening—use as directed before going to bed—looi
for big improvement in the morning. In a fe\
days surface blemishes, muddiness, freckles, evei
pimples of outward origin should be gone, i
clearer, whiter, smoother looking skin. Sold oi
money back guarantee at all drug, departmen
and 5c-10c stores or send 50c, plus Federal Tax
to Golden Peacock Co., Inc., Dept. MWG-6
Paris, Tenn., for regular 50c jar,
postpaid.

Golden Peacock
BLEACH CREME
30 Million Jars Already Usediii]iiiiiiiiini[]iiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiniMMGiniiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiir



NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do oil of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1* Gives lustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly In place.

tOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sell

25|i for 5 rinses

t0(^ for ? rinses

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

I

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Eqnivalent to reaU
dent school work—prepares for colleire entrance exams. Standard
U. S. texts sapplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
completed. Siasle sobjects if desired. Ask for Free Bolletin.

_ American School, Dpt H492.0rexel atSSth. Chicago 3?

STOP
Scratchfiiq
Relieve ItchinaJiffy
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,

and other itch troubles, are praising

iKaMg cooling, liquid D,O.D. Prescription.
[,% Wimm m This time-proved medication—devel-
oped byDr.D.D.Dennis—positivelyrelieves that cruel,
burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription^

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 15
miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous

When disorder of kidney function permits poison-
ous matter to remain in your blood, it inay cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puiEness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times snows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan’s Pills, used successfi^y by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and
will nelp the 15 miles of kidney tuoes flush out poisoit

OUB waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Brief Reviews

(Continued from page 24)

impresses as the Greek*American, John Garfield is

splendid and newcomers William Prince and Bob
Hutton will go right to the top. (March.)

FALCON AND THE COEDS, THE—RKO: A pro-
fessor in a co-ed school has been murdered, so Tom
Conway sallies forth to solve the mystery. He solves
it to his own satisfaction, but not to the audience’s,
who are given no reasons for his solution. Rita Cor*
day is a student prophetess, Patti Brill sings, Isabel
Jewell and George Givot are teachers, and Ed Gargan
a dumb cop, (Feb.)

FALSE COLORS—U.A. -Sherman : One of the bet-

ter Hopalong Cassidy pictures, this plunges Hoppy
(Bill Boyd) and his partner, Andy Clyde, into plenty
of action when he investigates the murder of a friend
who had been heir to a ranch which stands as a key
property in the water-rights district. Hopalong lands
in jail before he cleans up the mess, but clean it up
he does. (Feb.)

FIND THE BLACKMAILER—Warners: A silly

time-waster all about a candidate for mayor hiring a
detective to steal a crow that utters a phrase that
might incriminate the politician in a scandal. Gene
Lockhart, Jerome Cowan and Faye Emerson have
our sympathy. (Jan.)

^^GANG’S ALL HERE. THE—20th Century-Fox:
Beautiful to look at, lovely to listen to, but so fragile
in story is this lavish production. Soldier James Elli-

son leaves behind two sweethearts, Alice Faye and
Sheila Ryan, and eventually the two girls find out
about each other. Alice looks lovely and sings beau-
tifully. (Feb.)

\/^GANGlVAy FOR TOMORROIV—RKO: Novel
and unique is this story of a car-pool driver who
tells his wife imaginary tales of his defense-plant
passengers, but m reality the facts told in flashback
are quite different. Margo was a French secret agent,
Robert Ryan a careless race driver, and John Carra-
dine a loafer. The events in each life are stirringly
told and suspenseful. (Feb.)

^GHOST SHIP. THE—RKO: Richard Dix goes
mad in this, but his plunge into mental derangement
is slow, thus allowing the suspense and drama to
mount high. Russell Wade, a young officer aboard the
ship, suspects Dix when a crew member is killed,
reports his suspicions at the first port, then finds
himself once again aboard the captain’s ship where
things really get going. (March.)

GILDERSI REVF ON BROADWAY—RKO: Gildy
heads for New York to straighten out his niece’s
romance, but of course you know he gets involved
with too many women and the results are as corny
as an Iowa farm. (Jan.)

1/GOOD LUCK, MR. YATES—Columbia: Jess
Barker is a young instructor in a military academy
who sets off to enlist in the Army. A slight ailment
defers it. sc while waiting he goes to wor1< in a ship-
yard; then word gets back to the school that he’s a
slacker and unpleasantness ensues. (Jan.)

\^\^GUADALCANAL niARY—20th Century Fox:
This picturized account of our capture of the South
Pacific base is an important document of this war and
should be seen by every American. The picture re-
veals how the Marines landed, their heartbreaking
wait during bombings for reinforcements, their losses
and eventual victory. (Jan.)

^\y'GUNG HO!—Universal: A fitting, dramatic
tribute to the Marines is this story of Carlson’s raiders
of Makin Island. The story opens with the call for
volunteers, shows their terrific combat training and
finally the actual landing and battle for the island.
Randolph Scott is the perfect choice for their leader.
( March.)

\/\/GUY NAMED JOE, M-G-M: Fantasy, com-
edy. romance and drama, with Spencer Tracy as Joe,
a fighter pilot killed in action who returns to earth to
aid in the training of young pilots. Complications
arise when Tracy learns that Van Johnson is falling
in love with Irene Dunne, the girl he loved on earth.
Tracy is magnificent and Barry Nelson and Lionel
Barrymore are outstanding. (March.)

HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER— Re\>uh\\e: A
swell out-West feature is this interesting story of how
horses are trained for cavalry use. Rov Rogers is a
roving cowhand who persuades Ruth Terry, late of
Broadway, not to sell her ranch and aids her in put-
ting it on a paying basis. “Big Boy” Williams is
swell as Rogers’ pal. (March.)

HARVEST MELODY—R.R.C.: Movie star Rose-
mary Lane is slipping badly in pictures so her press
agent, Sheldon Leonard, talks her into helping out
in the harvest emergency by becoming a worker on
Johnny Downs’ farm and thus getting herself a lot
of publicity. (Jan.)

i^HHAVENLY BODY, THE—M-G-U: Astronomer
William Powell discovers to his horror that his lovely
wife, Hedy Lamarr, has taken up astrology and be-

Only more than your most is enough—
give to the Red Cross War Fund.

TC&tf RISK

CUTTING CUTICLE?

-when it’s so easy to keep
cuticle trim with Trimal

The safe, gentle way to remove
cuticle is the same method used
by professional manicurists. Sim-
ply wrap cotton around mani-
cure stick and apply Trimal.
Then watch dead, loose cuticle

soften. Wipe it away with a

towel. You’ll be amazed and de-
lighted with results! Ask for the

10c or 25c size now — at drug,

department or 10c stores. Trimal
Laboratories, Los Angeles.

TRIMAL
WITHOUT

WELL-MANICURED

CUTICLE

NEGLECTED

CUTICLE

WOMEN THE WORLD OVER

EASE PERIODIC PAiNv,^v

This Way. They take 1 to 4 tablespoons ofi

Dr. Siegert’s famous Angostura Bitters in

a little water hot or cold. It’s pleasant to

take, helps ease the pain of difficult days i

—and is not habit-forming. Get Angostura
|

at your druggist’s.

You, Too, Can be Happy/
AVOID THE EMBARRASSMENT of superfluous
hairon face and legs. I found away to bring me hap»
piness and 1 shall be glad to pass this knowledge on to
you just fortheasking. Now, noonecan tell by looking
at me that 1 have ever been troubled with unwanted
hair, and if you followmy advice, no one need know
of your superfluous hair problem. It’s all done so
simply, daintily,and painlessly that you’llbe amazed,

FREE*** Send Uo Money
Writeformy FREE book, *'How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem,** which gives the information you want and
proves the actual success ofmy method. Mailed in plain emve^

lope. Also trial offer—no obligation of any kind. Address

MADAME ANNETTE L/* V^ETT'^, P.O.Box4040
MERCHANDISE MART. OEi^T. X-20. CnlL;A..iO, ILL.
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OLSON
RUG BOOK
Decorating Guide

/aL C 13 C C Mail Coupon
/#3 Bi» it or 1 (S Postal

for 40 page Book of Rugs and
model rooms in color. Tells how

YOUR OLD RUGS

do

and CLOTHING

SAVE to >/2
t*s All So Easy! Learn how
your materials are picked up
at your door by Freight or
Express at our expense—
how weshred, merge,
reclaim the valuable
materials, picker,
bleach, card, spin, dye
and weave into lovely,

deep-textured, new

BROADLOOM RUGS
: are Seamless, Revers-

ible for double wear.

.SIZES to fit all rooms
in popular solid

^
colors, rich tweed
blends, Early
American, O.iental
and 18th Century

floral designs, ovals.

FACTORY-to-YOU
Over two million customers. We

> not have agents or sell thru stores.

Sorry if W’ar W’^ork causes temporary

delays, but Olson Rugs are worth waiting for.

Chicago New York San Francisco

MAIL TODAY
to OLSON RUG CO., A-66, Chicago 41, III. |

Please mail RUG BOOK in Colors FREE to:- |

Name -

Address - (g)

ORC
Tottm State 1944

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., 54 East. New Haven. Conn.

GRAY HAIR
KILLS

ROMANCE
You know that gray hair spells

the end of romance . . . makes you
look years older . . . might even cost
you your job! Yet you are afraid to
color your hair—afraid people will

know your hair has been “dyed”l

These fears are so old fash-
ioned! With Mary T. Goldman’s
scientific color-control you can trans-
form gray, bleached or faded hair to

the natural-looking shade you de-
sire—quickly, or so gradually your
closest friends won’t guess! Pro-
nounced harmless by leading medical
authorities (no skin test needed).

Inexpensive, easy to apply—combs on in a few min-
utes. Won’t harm your wave or hair texture. For over
50 years millions have found new hair beauty by using
Mary T. Goldman’s in the privacy of their homes.

So help yourself to beautiful hair—today. Buy a
bottle of Mary T. Goldman’s at drug or dept, store

on money-back guarantee. Beware of substitutes!

If you’d rather try it first, send for free test kit

(give original color of hair) to Mary T. Goldman
Co., 17 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn.

lieves her astrologer. Fay Bainter, so thoroughly that

she’s ready to renounce Powed for James Craig, the
new love promised by the stars. Since Craig is all

for this idea, Powell has an awful time keeping Hedy
away from him. (March.)

HENRY ALDRICH HAUNTS A Para-
mount: Heniy drinks some strange elixir cooked up
by a local scientist and under its influence he imag-
ines he murdered the high-school i.in.ipal. Jimmy
Lydon is a pretty good Henry. (Feb.)

HERE COMES ELMER—Republic: A small-time
radio group, played by A1 Pearce and his radio gang,
are lured to New York by a fake telegram from a big
producer offering them a mythical contract. Gloria
Stuart and Frank Albertson contribute the romance,
Dale Evans sings. Pearce goes into his Blurt
character and Jan Garber and his orchestra please
the ear. (Jan.)

^HIGHER AND HIGHER—RKO : Frank Sinatra’s
first picture is far from a classic, but he saves the
day by his complete naturalness and by some very
good songs. The story has Jack Haley, the butler of
impoverished Leon Errol, cooking up the idea of hav-
ing scullery maid Michele Morgan pose as Errol’s
debutante daughter, so she can trap a rich man and all

the servants can be paid. (March.)

)/)/'HIS BUTLER’S Universal : Charm is

the keynote, laughter the motive, and entertainment
the result. Deanna Durbin has never been better as
th#* housemaid, who falls in love with her employer,
Franchot Tone, and they make a delightful twosome.
Pat O’Brien as the butler, Deanna’s brother, is a
dead-pan riot. It’s a story with good humor and
freshness. (Feb.)

HI ’YA SAILOR—Universal: Packed with specialty
acts and songs and dances, the story revolves around
Merchant Marine sailor Donald Woods’ efforts to get
one of his songs published. Elyse Knox is a girl cab
driver who tries to help him get his song introduced
by an entertainer. It’s almost a vaudeville show. (Jan.)

^^IN OLD OA'Ly^//OM^—Republic: A hum-
dinger of a Western, with John Wayne as the ser-

geant who served under Teddy Roosevelt and is

given the right to drill oil in Oklahoma territory.

With Albert Dekker, oil baron, pitted against Wayne,
the story boils up to several exciting climaxes. Wayne
is swell and Martha Scott, the schoolteacher he loves,
is just right. (Jan.)

S/'i/IRON MAJOR. THE—RKO: Pat O’Brien plays
^'a’or Frank Cavanaugh, football coach who later

enlists as a private in World War I. From the ranks
he is gradually promoted to Major and returns home
broken in health but not in spirit. The love story
between O'Brien and Ruth Warrick is tenderly mr ring

and Robert Ryan and Russell Wade are outstanding;
but it’s O’Brien’s picture. (Jan.)

^JACK LONDON—-United Artists: The gusty,
lusty Jack London becomes a rather stodgy character
in this biographical tale with Michael O’Shea playing
the title role. The story begins with his refusal to

work in a sweat shop; from there he goes to sea on a
whaling exiiedition, joins the Klondike gold rush,
meets Charmian, played by Susan Hayward, and
becomes a war correspondent. (Feb.)

^^JANE EYRE—20th Century-Fox; The best
“Love Affair” has Orson Welles as the headstrong,
impetuous Rochester. Welles is wonderful. Joan
Fontaine as the timid, retiring governess to his child,

Margaret O’Brien, is the perfect foil for him. Peggy
Ann Garner as the child Jane, Edith Barrett as the
housekeeper and Henry Daniell as head of the school
are all excellent. (Dec.)

^JIVE JUNCTION— P.R.C.: Neatly written, direct-

ed and acted is this story of a high-school band leader
who has the idea of launching a junior canteen tor

the entertainment of service men. Dickie Moore is

very good as the musician, but Gerra Young, a fifteen-

year-old youngster who makes her singing debut, is

the hit of the show. (Feb.)

^^^LOST ANGKT.—-M-G-^I: Charming, delightful

and droll is this story of a child prodigy, Margaret
O’Brien, who has been raised scientifically by a group
of professors. When she meets irresponsible James
Craig, she seeks him out again; and her jealousy of

Marsha Hunt and the advent of gangster Keenan
Wynn into her life make for a hurrah of a story.

You’ll love it. (Jan.)

MAD GHOUL, THE—Universal: George Zucco is

a mad scientist who has discovered a lethal gas
that turns people into Zombies. So he tries it on his

young assistant, David Bruce, and the two of them
go after Bruce’s fiancee, Evelyn Ankers, who is on a

concert tour. Turhan Bey is Evelyn’s accompanist.

(Jan.)

For DOYLIES
-use ROYLIES

Efficient; no laundering; save

time for patriotic duties. When
soiled—turn in with your waste paperl

By makers of ROYLEDGE Paper Shelving

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
High schuo. iiot tiecessary. No age limit.
Send for KREE “N u rsi iig Kacts” and sample
lesson pages. Earn while learning. Act nowl

“Before and
Read this new book about Plastiey
Roeonstruetion. Tells how easy [
it is for noses to be shaped^

. protruding ears, thick llps(^
' wrinkles, and signs of age i

corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare>lip and pendu-

^ lous breasts. Plastic Surgery^
explained. Elaborate illustrations.

Only 25c — mail coin or stamps. Glennvillo
313 ave. Deot, AA.*, New York I7>N.Y.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—“THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-

|

dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS,3284N.Green BayAve.*
\

Dept, 21-D. IVlilwauAee. Wisconsin

Bea utifu f

STONE RING
GIVENAWAY

Smart
I new, dain-

'I
C^ty, Sterling Silver Ring set with

sparkling simulated Blrthstone cor*

J rect for your birth date

—

GIVEM
I for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown
I Spot Remover and Cleaner at 25c
I each. Send name and address today
for order. We trust you. Many
feel it’s lucky to wear their birthstone.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS. Dept. E-04. Jefferson. Iowa

ARMS SORE^
mCKRCRE r

A TRY THE OLD RELIABIG
FOR GRAND RELIEF

MADAME CURIE—M-G-M: A picture of ex-

ceptional spiritual beauty is this true life story. Greer
Garson brings great authority to her role of the

Polish girl who marries the renowned scientist. Walter
Pidgeon, who gives the finest performance of his ca-

reer. After years of physical and men'al labor, heart-

aches and disappointments, the pair finally discover

the secret of radium. (Feb.)

Get Sayman Liniment from your druggist
and massage on gently. Goes to work PAST.
Helps to loosen “tight” muscles, ease pain,
reduce soreness. You’ll say there’s nothing
better for muscular aches, pains, stiffness
and soreness due to local congestion caused
by exposure, fatigue or over-exertion. Only
60c at any drug counter.

The need for your confribufion was

never so great—give to the Red Cross

War Fund

SAYMAN LINIMENT
I
Made by the Makers of SAYMAN SALVE|
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PHOTO FNLARGEMENT
photograph, snapshot
live. Original returned. Send 35c
and stamp—no other charges.
COLORGRAPH, Depf. MG-60
3127 MilwaukeeAv.,Chicago, III.

\/MAN FROM MUSIC Republic:
Roy Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers arrive in

town to put on a radio show and there he learns of

a fracas between the sheep and cattle men, with Ruth
Terry’s sheep the victims. Ruth is convinced that

Roy’s the villain, but before he can deliver the real

culprit Roy almost loses his own life. The ridin’ and
shootin’ and feudin’ are sure fun. (Jan.)

MINESWEEPER—Paramount: Richard Arlen, an
Annapolis graduate who has run out on duty when
gambling debts catch up with him, enlists on a mine
sweeper and proves himself a hero. Guinn “Big Boy”
Williams, is very good, and Jean Parker, Frank Fen-
ton and Russell Hayden aid in the telling of the
story. (Feb.)

\/MIRACLE OF MORGAN’S CREEK, THE—
Paramount: William Demarest forbids his daughter,
Betty Hutton, to go to a dance for soldiers, but she
goes anyway, gets intoxicated and remembers vaguely
getting married under an assumed name. When she
discovers a baby’s on the way, her old beau, Eddie
Bracken, attempts to help her through another mar-
riage, which ends in a complete holocaust of con-
fusion. (Jan.)

MYSTERY BROADCAST— Ruth Terry
has a crime radio show that’s slipping. Her sponsor
wants more exeitement, so Ruth, goaded by radio
rival Frank Albertson, actually attempts to solve an
old murder, and does she wish she hadn’t! Nils
Asther and Wynne (jibson are both excellent. (Jan.)

MYSTERY OF THE THIRTEENTH GUEST—
Monogram: Helen Parrish and various relations re-
turn to a long-closed mansion to hear the reading of a
will. Someone among those assembled almost suc-
ceeds in annihilating Helen, the heiress, and finally

does succeed in murdering several others before
clever sleuth Dick Purcell spots the killer. (Jan.)

NEVER A DULL MOMEA/T—Universal: The three
Ritz Brothers are a trio of half-baked vaudevillians
who take a job in a New York night club, believing
themselves hired as entertainers, whereas the job
was meant for three crooks. The realization, once
they’re in the club, of their real purpose there, brings
on some unusual consequences. (Jan.)

\y\/\/NORTH STAR, THE—Goldwyn Productions:
The very breath of life and hate and hope and horror
has been breathed into this magnificent story of a
magnificent people, and it reaches the heart of the
human soul. With outstanding performances by
Anne Baxter, Jane Withers, Dana Andrews, Farley
Granger and the entire cast, it tells of the Nazi in-
vasion of a Russian village, the consequences, and its

recapture. (Jan.)

AT 10c STORES LARGE JAR (2^

I
SelectYour Very Own
Imitation Birthstone
January....Garnet

;
February.. Amethyst

1 March Aquamarine
I
April White Sapphire

. May .Green Spinel
' June Alexandrite
July Ruby

1 August Peridot
SeptembeiSapphlre
October.... Rozlrcon

> NovemberGolden Sapphire
December.Zircon

STERLING SILVER
BIRTHSTONE RING

0nlij 08c
Ladies! Wear this lovely ring set

with your very own imitation
Birthstone. Genuine Sterling
Silver shank in smart, new,
beautiful design is adjustable-
will fit any size finger. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or money back.
Act now! War conditions may
make it impossible to duplicate
this sensational offer for many
months to come.

SEND NO MONEY
JuBt name and month you were born.
Pay postman 98e only plus few pennies

R
OPtatre for one rine or $1.69 for two rings.

linois Merchandise Mart, Dpt. 6A
SOON. Dearborn St..Chicago 10, III.

(£)I9»

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skir
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining DermoiT.
Thousands do for scaly
roots on body or scale.
Qrateful users, often

E
oars of suffering, i ..
tie scales have gone, the

red patches gradually disappeared
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re-
funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for

t
enerous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test”.
est It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for

your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
Plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 547 , Northwestern Station, Dept. 5404, Detroit 4. Mich.

y/NORTHERN Ft/Ri'U/r—Warners: Helmut Dan-
tine is the Nazi colonel secretly landed in (Canada by
a German sub, and Errol Flynn, brave as ever, is the
Northwest Mountie pitted against Dantine in a game
of wits and subterfuge. Julie Bishop is I^ynn’s
sweetheart who is taken along by Dantine on a haz-
ardous journey to a secret Nazi fortification. Flynn,
pretending to be proNazi, is the guide. (Jan.)

\/yyOLD ACQUAINTANCE—yN^xxv^r Brothers:
Women will love every minute of this love story that
involves much self-sacrifice on the part of Bette Davis,
who gives understanding and strength to her role of
the writer who remains loyal to her weaker, selfish,
petty friend, Miriam Hopkins. John Loder is Mir-
iam s husband whom Bette loves, and the cast in-
cludes Gig Young and Dolores Moran. (Feb.)

O. MY DARLING CLEMENTINE—

A

show troupe barges into a town where the women folk
are dead set against them and buy the city hall in
which to put on their show. Frank Albertson heads
the traveling troupe, Lorna Gray is the mayor’s
daughter; Roy Acuff’s Smoky Mountain Boys, the
Tennessee Ramblers and Isabel Randolph are the
performers. (March.)

PISTOL PACKIN* MAMA—Republic: Ruth Terry,
owner of a Las Vegas gambling casino, treks East
to settle matters with a bunch of Eastern thugs who
try to take over the casino. Robert Livingston is the
lad who loses his heart to Ruth, Wally Vernon is sup-
posed to be comical and Ruth puts over a song with
a zing. (March.)

^RIDING HIGH—Paramount: Purely escapist
entertainment, laid against the colorful background
of an Arizona dude ranch, this musical mix-up (deals
with the on-again, off-again love affair of Dorothy
Lamour and Dick Powell. (Jan.)

SHE'S FOR ME—Universal: Young lawyer David
Bruce sends for Grace McDonald, a night-club singer
and dancer, to vamp his pal George Dolenz, flip tax
expert of the firm, away from Lois Collier, the boss’s
niece. Of course, Bruce ends up with Gracie, whose
singing and dancing you’ll enjoy. (March.)

^^i^SONG OF BERNADETTE, THE—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: This is the moving -and spiritual story of
Bernadette, the peasant girl who glimpsed a holy
vision in the village of Lourdes, and the miracles
that resulted from that vision. Jennifer Jones as
Bernadette gives a beautifully sincere and completely
moving performance. Charles Bickford is outstanding.
(March.)

Ask the man in uniform fhen give gen-
erously to the R. C. ly. F.

NOW YOU CAN
LAUGH AT THE
CALENDAR!i

New Sanitary Pads
give you all these
4 Great Extras!

1. EXTRA COMFORT. San-nap-pak
is cotton-faced for extra comfort-
stays soft as you wear it!

3. EXTRA PROTECTION. San-nap-
pak has the famous “Pink Layer
of Protection” that guards against

embarrassing accidents

!

3. EXTRA PEACE OF MIND. San-

nap-pak is cleverly designed to fit

without tell-tale bumps or bulges!

4. EXTRA CONVENIENCE. San-nap-
pak stays fresh longer — requires

fewer changes.

Never Before
Such Comfort
Such Security I

Thl> month oxperlenco

a wonderful new fool-

ing of comfort and se-

curity! Switch to San-
nap-pak—the pad with
the “ Pink Layer of

Protection’M Extra
comfort and protec-
tion, at no extra costl

TEN
DAYS
TRIAL

Ster|jng,^Silver

The ring that grows in
attractiveness and sen-
timent the longer it is
worn. No other gift is
quite so appreciated.
This genuine Sterling
Silver ring is extra wide
and beautifully em-
bossed with the very
newest “Forget-Me-
Not" design with
two pendant hearts
suitable for engrav-
ing initials of loved
ones. The ring of
romance and true
friendships.

Send No Money
—Just name, address and ring

size. Your package sent im-
meaiately and you pay postman

only $1.95 plus a few cents mail-
ing cost and tax, on arrival.
Wear 10 days on money back

f
uarantee. Supply limited.
end today. EMPIRE DIA-
MOND CO.. Dept. 40-A, Jeffer-
son, Iowa.
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asA/s c/ac/c/u//
Like mother when Dad sailed in '17, the girl he left behind
keeps her hair beautiful today with this old American beauty
secret. Now you have ALL THREE famous Glover's prepara-
tions— use separately or together I Ask at any Drug Store — or
mail coupon today I

TRIAL SIZE includes: GLOVER'S MANGE MEDICINE -
recommended, with massage, for Dandruff, Annoying Scalp
and Excessive Falling Hair . . . GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo —
leaves hair soft, lustrous, manageable! GLOVER’S Imperial
Hair Dress - Non-alcoholic and Antiseptic! A delightful “oil

treatment” for easy “finger tip” application at home. Each in
hermetically-sealed bottle

and special carton with
complete instructions and

T ''K'--
FREE booklet. “The Sci-

, as. me
entific Care of Scalp and
Hair.”

Apply, with massage, for

DANDRUFF. ANNOYING
SCALP and EXCESSIVE
falling hair.

Glover's, 101 W. 3Ist St., Dept. 554, New York I, N.Y.

Send “Complete Trial Application” in three hermeti-

cally-sealed bottles, with informative booklet, as adver-

tised. I enclose 25c.

NAME
ADDRESS

Sent FREE to members of the Armed Forces on receipt

of 10c for packing and postage.

pROM one woman to another, flies

eager, delighted praise of Resinol
Soap and Resinol Ointment.

For every-day skin cleansing, the
mild, fluffy, easy-rinsing lather of
Resinol Soap is preferred because its

action is so thorough, yet gentle. It

leaves skin smoother, softer, linger-

ingly refreshed. Fine for tender skin.

Applied to a chafed place, patch
of dry eczema, little pimply spot, or
similar irritation, externally caused

—

soothing, medicated Resinol Oint-
ment relieves the itchy burning, and
so speeds up natural healing.

At all druKsists. Buy now. Use freely.

Send This Valuable Caupon Today

Resinol, Dept. MG- 3, Balto-1, Md,
For enclosed lOc please send me a sample each

P of Resinol Soap and Ointment, also a convenient

^
little Hollywood Stocking-Run Mending Kit.

„ NAME
ADDRESS
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^SON OF DRACULA—Universal: Lon Chaney is

Dracnla Jr., who proves a chip of the old block, to the
regret of Louise Allbritton, who marries him. Rob-
ert Paige, her former suitor, gets mixed up in the
fracas, as does Evelyn Ankers, her sister. (Jan.)

SO^S YOUR t/ACLE—Universal: Actor Donald
Woods impersonates an old man to avoid his credi-
tors, is knocked down by Elyse Knox’s car and taken
to her home. There he meets Billie Burke, who becomes
matrimonially inclined. The picture has a lot of fun.
(Feb.)

SWING FEVER—M-G-M: Kay Kyser is an unsus-
pecting hick who ventures into New York to sell a
tone poem and remains to put the evil eve on a prize
fighter. William Gargan is a crooked fight manager,
Maxie Rosenbloom and Nat Pendleton are fighters,
Marilyn Maxwell is the girl, Lena Horne sings, but
none of it is worth your time to see. (Feb.)

TARZAN’S DESERT MYSTERY—RKO: Tarzan,
played as usual by Johnny Weismuller, sets out to
find a badly needed fever remedv that grows in a
certain locale. En route, he meets up with Nancy
Kelly and both fall into the hands of Nazi agent Otto
Kruger. As if that isn’t enougii trouble, 1 arzan nas
to wrestle with a lot of prehistoric monsters. (March.)

\^\^TASK FORCE~V. S. Coast Guard: You’ll be
spellbound by this story of one of our great invasion
fleets. It shows the great convoy getting under way
surrounded by Coast Guard cutters, the tense life of
sailors, and the landing barges going into action. It’s

a must-see. (Feb.)

[/^/TENDER COMRADE—RKO : A poignant
story of women who work in a deiense plant and await
their soldier-husband’s r^^turn, with Ginger Rogers as
the leader of four war wives who pool their resources
and live together. Ruth Hussey is the hard-boiled mem-
ber of the group. (March.)

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER—
Columbia: The same old story about a heel who’s
transformed by Army experience. This time it’s Tom
Neal who’s just too cocky for his own good and his
rivalry with war-veteran Bruce Bennett for the atten-
tions of Evelyn Keyes keeps the story going. (March.)

THREE RUSSIAN GIRLS—U. A.: Anna Sten
comes back to the screen in a drama showing the
bravery of nurses at the Russian front. Miss Sten
gives a fine performance as the head volunteer nurse.
Kent Smith plays the American flier recuperating
from wounds and Mimi Forsythe and Kathy Frye are
outstanding. (March.)

^^UNINVITED. THE—Paramount: Here’s a
thriller to chill the blood, with Ray Milland and Ruth
Hussey as the brother and sister who buy a spirit-

infested house. Newcomer Gail Russell shows prom-
ise as the object of the evil spirit’s wrath and Donald
Crisp is her grandiather. It's packed with suspense
and chills. (March.)

WEST SIDE KID. THE—Republic: Henry Hull is

too unhappy with his willful daughter, Dale Evans,
and his incifferent wife, Nana Bryant, to want to

live. So he hires killer-gangster Donald Barry to
complete the job, but instead Barry tries to bring
harmony in the household. (March.)

WHAT A MAN!—Monogram: Johnny Downs is a
good little boy, rapidly headed nowhere until he finds
hiding within his home what he thinks is a gangster’s
moll, Wanda McKay. Wanda com])leteIy renovates
him, helps him become office manager, a man on his
own, and eventually her husband. (March.)

^WHAT A WOMAN—Columbia: Rosalind Russell
is a super-powered woman agent in search of the
perfect male type to play the lead in the movie version
of a best-seller. She finally signs up the book’s author,
Willard Parker, and then comes the hilarious process
of making him a good actor. (March.)

WHERE ARE YOUR CHILDRENF—Monogram:
All about the ease with which youngsters become in-

volved in crime, this reveals the plight of a young
waitress. Gale Storm, who innocently becomes tipsy

wh le on a dinner date with Jackie Cooper. She be-

comes involved in a hold-up and ends up in court.

(Feb.)

iZWOMAN OF THE TOWN, THE—U.E.-Sher-
man: Albert Dekker plays the noted newspaperman
‘ Bat” Masterson, who rose from sheriff of old Dodge
City to an important figure in the newspaper world.
It’s a good story well told. (March.)

WOMEN IN BONDAGE—Monogram: A surpris-

ingly good little film about the degeneration of women
under Hitlerism, with Gail Patrick as a Section
Leader in charge of a group of teen-age girls. Her
final rebellion against the orders of Gertrude Michael
leads to the climax. (Feb.)

\/'YOU'RE A LUCKY FELLOW. MR. SMITH—
Universal: This is the old story of a girl who must
marry by midnight in order to inherit money under
terms of a will, but ff’s brought up to date by having
everyone caught in a troop train quarantined with
measles. Evelyn Ankers and soldier Allan Jones are
the romantic couple, and Patsy O’Connor, Billie Burke
and David Bruce add to the complications. (Jan.)

Dig deep and be glad you can—give fo

fhe Red Cross War Fund.

DIAMONDGUARANTEED
GENUINE

Get Acquainted
offer: Diamonds are pre*
f, V? ^and supplies are
limited so here is a won*
derful opportunity. Beau*

genuine DIAMOND
In lustrous rose cut for
£re and sparkle set in

real lOK yel low
X'JV gold RING. TheV ring of romance

V L ^ andquality. WhileN only
GS.9S. TEM DAYS
TRIAL.
SEND NO MONEY,
Just name, ad*
dress and ring
size. Genuine Dia-
mond ringinlove-
jy gift box sent
immediately and

you pay postman only $5.95 plus few
cents mailing cost and tax, on arrival.
Wear on 10 days* money back guaran*
tee. Rush order now and have your
dreams come true.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept 512-D, Jefferson. Iowa

Matching Design
Wedding RING

GIVEN For
Promptness

Deeply em-
bossed yellow
Kold plate WED-
DING RING in-
cluded without
extra charge if
you order NOW.

FRCCforHEAD COLDS MISERIES
I lILL NASAL CATARRH
[I you suffer head cold miseries, trv famous KONDON'S
NASAL JELLY. At DRUGGISTS. FREE SAMPLE.
Kondon's Deot. C-16. 2608 Nicollet. MinneaDolis 8. Minn

ALL VEGETABLE
HAIR REMOVER
No chemicals. No dangerous sulphides. No odor.Noheat-
Ing. No stubby regrowth. Applied cold. Takes hair OUT,
not ofl. Use on lace. arms. legs. etc. Quick, easy, and
SAFEl Positively NON-IRRITATING. Write lor FREE
TRIAL OFFER ol ADIEU Hair Remover today.

FOUR STAR PRODUCTS CO.
S513 Hollywood Blvd..Dept.D-100. Hollywood 28.Calit.

Give
Your FeetAn
Ice-Mint Treat

Get Happy, Cooling Relief For

Burning Callouses—Put Spring In Your Step

Don’t groan about tired, burning feet. Don’t
moan about caUouses. Get busy and give them an
Ice-Mint treat. Feel the comforting, soothing cool-
ness of Ice-Mint driving out fiery burning . . .

aching tiredness. Rub Ice-Mint over those ugly
hard old corns and callouses, as directed. See how
white, cream-like Ice-Mint helps soften them up.
Get foot happy today the Ice-Mint way. Your
druggist has Ice-Mint.

SHOW
At Your

Next

Home
Movie

Show

BOSKO
Always

In and Out

Of Self

Made
Pranks

The little colored fellow, mischievous, hero of fantasy,
victim of his own escapades. Delightful Cartoon Home
Movie Character.

Get These Features
SO Ft. 8MM SI. SO 100 Ft. 16MM $3.00
BOSKO’S
Circus Fleas 1801-A Spooks 1805.A
Bad Wolf 1803-A Magic Carpet 1808-A
Show also Donald Duck. 3 Monkeys, Oswald Rabbit and
Mickey Mouse Cartoon features to make a perfect HOME
MOVIE evening.

See At Your Photo Dealers or Order Direct.
Catalon and Prices on Request. Write to

—

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES. INC.
6060 Sunset Blvd. Dept. 120-D Hollywood 28. Calif.

GRAY
HAIR
€X/$a<£ lO

YEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used lor 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving ol hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock ol your hair.

60e and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-back guarantee. Get BROWNATONE today.



TEETHING PAINS

RELIEVED

QUICKLY

WiHEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rubafewdrops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. fland’s Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teethingperiod.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Jusf rub it on the gums

DoYou Want 1 1 1m
LONGER HA RJusttrythissystemonyour

hair? days and see if you are
really enjoying the pleasure of attractive
hair that sooften captures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER
are normal and the dry, brittle,breaking off hair
can be retarded, it has a chance toget longer and

^
much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENE
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.
Send $1.00. (If 0. O. D. postage extra). Fully
guaranteed. Money back if you’re not delighted.

JUEL CO., 1930 Irving Park Rd., Dept. A-610. Chicago 13. HI.

SICKNESS or ACCIDENT

Don't allow Hospitalization

oxpense to ruin your life sav*
Ings. Insure NOW. ..BEFORE
IT’S TOO LATE ! In cose of
unexpected sickness or ac-
cident you may go to any
Hospital in the U. S. or
Canada, under any Doctor’s
core. Your expenses will be
poid in strict accordance
With Policy provisions. Indi-

vidual or entire family
eligible (to age 70). No
ogent will coll.

MAIL COUPON AT ONCE

Hospital Expenses for
Sickness

(beginning 7th day)
or Accident up to

$540.00
Doctor Expenses for

Accident up to

$135.00
Loss of Time from Work

up to

$300.00
Accidental Death

$1000.00
WarCoverage &other

valuable benefits.

• NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. ;
I Dept. MC44-4, Wilmington, Del.

I Please send me, without obligation, details obout *

I
your ”3c A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan".

J

j
Name------

I Address... S

'

Casts of Currenf Pictures

ALI BABA AND THE FORTY r///EK£S— Uni-
versal : Amara, Maiia Montez; Aniara, age 10.

Yvette Dugnay; Ah. Jon Hall; AH, age 12. Scotty
Backet; Jamie/, Turban Bey; Hulagu Kahn, Kurt
Katch; Abdul/ak; Andy Devine: Cassim, Frank Pug-
lia; Ha.ssan. Moroni Olsen; Old Baba, Fortunio Bona-
nova; Mainnoud Harry Curding; Nalu, Ramsay
Ames; Captain of Guards, Noel Cravat; Nahli.
Belle Mitf-hell; Thief , Cris\)ii\ Martin.

BROADWAY RH YTH M—U-G-U: Jonnie Dem^
ming, George Murphy; Helen Hoyt. Ginny Simms;
Sam Demming, Charles Winninger; Patsy Dcmminq,
Gloria DeHaven; Trixie Simpson, Nancy Walker;
Felix Gross. Ben I»lue: Fennvav de la Fer, Lena
Horne; Eddie, Eddie “Rochester^’ AndersoTi; Hazel
Scott, her'^'elf: Ray Kent, Kenny Bowers: Maggie,
Aggie, Elmna, The Ross Sisters; Hired Man. Dean
Murphy; Farmer, Louis Mason; Bunnie, Bunny
Waters; Douc/ Kelly. Walter B. Long; and Tommy
Dorsey and his Orchestra.

CASANOVA IN BURLESQUE— Rex>uhhc: Joseph
M Kelly Jr., Joe E. Brown; fjllian LJlman, June
Havoc; Barbaia Compton, Dale T'^vans; Lucille Comp-
ton. Marjorie Gateson; John Aldcn C mpton. Lucien
Littlefield; J. BognsRobinson, Ian Keith; Joseph M.
Kelly Sr., Roger Imhof; Bucky Fa rcll, Harry Tyler;
Peewee Dixvn, Patricia Knox; Fannie, Sugar Geise;
At Cordon, Jerome Franks Jr.; Guest, Marga Dean.

CHARLIE CHAN IN THE SECRET SERVICE—
Monogram: Chan, Sidney Toler; Inez, Gwen Kenyon;
Birmingham, Mantan Moreland; Iris, Marianne
Quon; Jones,. Arthur Loft; Mrs. Winters, I^elah

Tyler; Tommy, Benson Fong: Vega, Gene Stutenroth;
Lewis, Eddie Chandler; Slade, George Lessey; Paul,
George I^ewis; Peter, Muni Seroff.

FIGHTING SEABEES, TJ/E—Republic; Wedge
Donovan, John Wayne; Lt. Com. Yarrow. Dennis
O’Keefe; Constance Ches/ey, Susan Hayward; Eddie
Powers, Wm. Frawley; Captain Joyce, Addison Ri h-

ards; J' hnny Novasky, Leonid Kinskey; Ding Jacobs,
Paul Fix; Sawyer Collins, J. M. Kerrigan; Yump
Lunkin, Ben \VeIden; Whanger Sprccklcs, Grant
Withers; Joe Brick, Jay Norris; Lt. Karrick, Wni.
Forrest; Jan Van Pelt, Ernest Golm.

HAPPY LAND — Twentieh Century-Fox; Lew
Marsh. Don Ameche; Agnes, Frances Dee; Cramp,
Harry Carey; Lenore Prentiss, Ann Rutherford;
Gretchen Barry, Cara Williams; Rusty, Richard
Crane; Tofry Cavrek, Henry Morgan; Judge Colvin,
Minor Watson: Peter Orcutt, Dickie Moore; Bill
Beecher. William Weber; Father Case. Oscar O’Shea;
Mrs. Schneider

,

Adeline De Walt Reynolds; Velma,
Roseanne Murray; Rusty (Age 12-16), James West;
Rusty (Age 5), Larry Olsen; Sam Kendall. Bernard
Thomas; Everett Moore, James J. Smith; Emmy,
Mary Wickes: Jake Hihbs, Walter Baldwin; Rever-
end li'ood, Richard Abbott: Mattie Dyer. Lillian
Bronson; Mayoy. Ferris Tavlor; Andy, I.arry Thomp-
son; Pop Schmidt, Paul Weigel; Jackie. Ned Dohsnn
Jr.; Tod, Jackie Averill; Clerk. Joe Bernard; Sam
Watson, Housley Stevens; Shep Wayne, Milton
Kibbee: Charles Clayt‘'yi, John Dilson; Old Ben,
T.eigh Whipper; Teacher, Marjorie Cooley; Old Man
Bowers. Robert Dudley; Dr. Hammond, Pass Le
Noir.

HENRY ALDRICH—BOY .STOUT—Paramount:
Henry Aldrich. Jimmy Lydon; Dizzy Stevens,
Charles Smith; Sam AMrich. John Litel; Mrs. Aid-
rich Olive Blakeney; Elise, Joan Mortimer; Ramsey
Kent, Minor Watson; Peter, Darrvl Hickman; Irwin
Barrett, David Holt: Bcanry, Richard Haydel ; Com-
missioner Toivers. Ralph Hoopes.

IT HAPPENED TOMORROIV — Arnold Press-
burger-U.A. Larry Stez’ens, Dick Powell; Sylz'ia,
Linda DaRH^ell, Cigolini, Jack Oakie; Inspector Mul-
vooney, Edgar Kennedy; Pop Ben.^on, John l^hilliber;

Jake Schomberg. k'dward Brophv; Mr. Gordon,
George (Cleveland ; Mi. Becksteih, Sig Ruman; Shep,
Paul Guiifoyle; Bob. George Chandler: Jim. Eddie
Acuff; The nurse, Marion Martin; Reporter. Jack
Gatdner; Szvcency. Eddie Coke: Mulcahcy. Robert
Homans; Justice of the Peace. Robert Dudley; Mrs.
Keever, En.ma Dunn.

LADY IN THE DARK— Paramount; Liza Elliott,
Ginger Rogers; Charley Johnson. Ray Milland; Randy
Ctirtis. Jon Hall; Keyidall Nesbitt, Warner Baxter;
Dr. Brooks, Barry Sullivan; Russell Paxton, Mischa
Auer; Maggie Grant, Mary Philips; Allison Grant,
Phyllis Brooks; A Dancer. Don Loper; Dr. Carlton^
Edward Fielding; Herself. Mary Parker; Mm Foster,
Catherine Craig; Martha, Marietta Canty; Mm Ed-
wards, Virginia Farmer; Miss Bowers, Fay Helm;
Model, Helen O'Hara; Model, Bunny Waters; Model,
Susan Paley; Model, Dorothy Ford; Liza's Father.
Harvey Stephens; Liza's Mother, Kay Linaker.

LADY. LET*S DANCE—Monogram: Belita, Belita;
Jerry, James Ellison; Frick, Frick; Frack. Frack;
Timber, Walter Catlett; Snodgrass, Lucien Little-
field; Manuelo. Maurice St. Clair; Eugene, Eugene
Mikeler; Henry Biisse, Henry Busse; Fraser, Harry
Harvey; Given, Jack Rice; Stack, Emmet Vogan;
Dolores. Barbara Wooddell; and the Orchestras of
Henry Busse, Eddie LeBaron, Mitch Ayres and Lou
Bring.

LIFEBOAT—Twentieth Century-Fox: Mrs. Con-
stance Porter, Tallulah Bankhead; Gus Smith, Wil-
liam Bendix; The German, Walter Slezak; Alice Mac-
Kenzie. Mary Anderson; Kovac, John Hodiak; Rit-

jff^Your Child

HATES
VEGETABLES

irtfffivinffhim Ovaltine
CCIENCE has proved there are certain food

elements everyone needs for health. If there

aren’t enough of them in a child’s food, serious

things happen, such as poor appetite—faulty

nerves, bad teeth—perhaps worse! Stunted
growth, soft bones, defective eyesight.

Ovaltine supplies food elements frequently

deficient in ordinary diets. Three glasses

daily, made with milk as directed, provide

a child’s full minimum requirement of ap-
petite Vitamin Bi, Vitamins A, D and G. and
Minerals Calcium, Phosphorus and Iron—also

supply niacin, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine. In
addition it provides the basic food substances

—complete proteins to build muscle, nerve
and body cells—high-energy foods for vitality

and endurance. It thus acts as an insurance
against food deficiencies that retard appetite

and normal growth.
So— if your child eats poorly, hates vege-

tables, or is thin and nervous, turn to Ovaltine.

OVALTINE

Fulfill your heart’s desire 'without paying fabu-
lous prices! Know the thrill of wearing glamorous
Orchids or gorgeous Gardenias whenever you
wish! Life-lilre full size costume accessories by
day, these amazing creations GLCW IN THE
DARKNESS at night ! Positively enchanting with
any costume— breath-taking ornaments for the
hair! Perfectly adorable for any occasion. Not
metal, but soft, leafy colorful floral reproduc-
tions of lasting beauty! Will not wilt or die.
Order several Glowing Flowers—the cost is low!

For GIFTS . . . Perfectly exquisite—ultra-smart

t

1 Glowing Flower Only $1 3 at one time . . . $2.50
2 at one time . . . $1.70 7 at one time . . . $5.00

You may select either Flower or any assort-
ment. State quantity desired and enclose cash or
money order. We prepay postage. Glowing
Flowers sold on a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
CHARMS & CAIN • 407 So. Dearborn St.

Dept. 3ul Chicago, 5, Iliinois



NOW_an easy, fascinating way to

loveliness...
planned for YOU by the

world-famous beauty authority,

JOHN ROBERT POWERS

Before Mrs. George McKnight. O Her “Photo -Revise,” one of

of Wakefield, N. Y. enrolled in
^ the exclusive, personalized

the Powers Home Course, she features of the Powers Home
lacked pep, vitality and poise— Course, showed her the best

felt discouraged about her looks hair arrangement, make-up
'tricks” lust for her.

(Above) Tho lovaly, appealing
person Mrs. McKnight be-

came after her Powers training.

Shining hair, beautifully ar-

ranged, clear skin, eyes with
just the tight touch ofmake-up.

WHAT THE POWERS HOME COURSE
CAN DO FOR YOU . . .

A few oj its 60 exclusive features:

YOUR FIGURE; Simple, easy ways to make
you trim, fit, vital. Individual figure cor-

rectives. Illustrated, personalized for your
requirements.

YOUR MAKE-UP AND HAIR-DO; Powers
"Photo-Revise,” individually drawn over
your own picture by an expert. Shows
your beauty highlights, ideal make-up and
hair-do to emphasize your best features

YOUR GROOMING; Complete and time-

saving beauty schedule. Easy short-

cuts to good grooming.

YOUR STYLE; How to save up to 3 times
the price of this course and still be
"best-dressed." Your own Color Chart
—Drama in accessories for YOU!

YOUR VOICE; Simple but effective

exercises to make your voice and
speech more attractive.

YOUR GRACE; How to walk and
stand for beauty—as a Powers
Girl. How to acquire poise.

YOU; The Man’s viewpoint. Mr.
Powers gives the formula for charm
and magnetism—the inner beauty
that reveals the lovely woman.

(Ri^ht) The poitad, self-confident Mrs.
McKnight of today, beautifully groom-
ed and trim offigure. Best of all, she feels a

hundred per cent alive, now she’s the

vital, attractive girl she was meant to be!

WHAT OUR GRADUATES TELL US THE

POWERS HOME COURSE HAS DONE

. . I’m in seventh heaven—have made lots

of new friends, am getting the compliments
every girl wants.”

. . After only 5 fascinating weeks of doing
the right things, so easily, sensibly and with
such fun, my figure is just right. I’ve lost

10 lbs!
”

(above quotations from letters in ourfiles)

REAL “POWERS GIRL” TRAINING-

personalized for YOU— at modest cost

Here’s a way to new appeal, new happi-

ness for every girl who really wants it!

You’ve heard of the famous Powers
School, where "just average” girls are

transformed into beauties. Nowjyoa can

have the exclusive advantages of Mr.
Powers’ training right in your own home.

Real "Powers Girl” techniques,

individually prescribed for you. A
highly-trained faculty works with

Mr. Powers on^o«r special problems,

gives you sympathetic, personal

guidance and instruction
throughout the 7 weeks of

the Course. You learn all

the personal beauty tech-

nique that has given the

world’s most envied women
such thrilling benefits.

You’ll find every step of the

"Powers Way” easy, fascinating

—and wonderfully rewarding!

CLIP THIS COUPON NOW
John Robert Powers Home Course

247 Park Ave., Suite 44G, N. Y. C.

Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I want to feel

better, enjoy a lovely fi^re, win com-
pliments. Please send me full details of

your HOME COURSE and your free il-

lustrated booklet. “The Powers 'Way.”

(Plea.se Print)

Occupation Age

tenhoHse, Henry Hull; Mrs. Higgins, Heather Angei;
Stan.ey Ca r-t, Hume Cronyn; Joe, Canada Lee.

LODGER, I HE—Twentieth Century-Fox: Kitty,
Merle Oberon; John Warwick, George Sanders; The
Lodger. Laird Cregar; Robert Burton, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke; Ellen, Sara Allgood; Siipt. Sutherland,
Aubrey Mather; Daisy, Queenie Leonard; Jennie,
T'o^is Lloyd: Sergeant Bates, David Clyde; Anne
Rowley, Helena Pickard; Dr. Sheridan, Lumsden
Haic; Sir Edward, Frederick VVorlock; Charlie,
Harold De Becker; Wiggy, Anita Bolster.

NONE SHALL ESCAPE—Columbia: Marja Pacier-
kowska, Marsha Hunt; Wilhelm Grimm, Alexander
Knox; Father Warecki, Henry Travers; Karl Grimm,
Erik Rolf; Willie Grimm {as a man), Richard
Crane; Janina, Dorothy Morris; Rabbi Levin, Richard
Hale; Alice Grimm, Ruth Nelson; Lt. Gersdorf, Kurt
Kreuger; Anna Oremska, Shirley Mills; Jan Stys {as
a bey), Elvin Field; Jan Stys (a^ a man), Trevor
Bardette; Dr. Matek, Frank Jaquet.

PHANTOM LADY—Universal: Carol Rickman,
Ella Raines; Jack Marlow, Franchot Tone; Scott
Henderson, Alan Curtis; Inspector Burgess, Thomas
Gomez; Phantom Lady, Fay Helm; Estella Monteiro,
Aurora Miranda; Mac, the Barman, Andrew Tombes;
Cluj Milburn, Elisha Cook Jr.; Nick Anselmo, Jay
Novello; Fat^ elderly Detective, Joseph Crehan; Gum
Chewer, Regis Toomey.

RATIONING —-M-G-M: Ben Barton, Wallace
Beery; Iris Tuttle, Marjorie Main; Wilfred Ball,
Donald Meek; Dorothy Tuttle, Dorothy Morris; Cash
Riddle, Howard Freeman; Mrs. Porter, Connie Gil-
christ; Lance Barton, Tommy Batten; Miss McCue,
Gloria Dickson; Senator Edward A. White, Henry
O’Neill; Teddy, Richard Hall; Ezra Weeks, Charles
Halton; Mr. Morgan, Morris Ankrum; Carol Ann
Beery, by herself; Dixie Samson, Douglas Fowler.

RIDERS OF THE DEADLINE—\5. A.: Hopalong
Cassidy, William Boyd; California Carlson, Andy
Clyde; Jimmy, Jimmy Rogers; Tim, Richard Crane;
Sue, Frances Woodward; Drago, Bob Mitchum.

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SPIDER
WOMAN—\JmvtTS3\: Sherlock Holmes, Basil Rath-
bone; Dr. Watson, Nigel Bruce; Adrea Spedding,
Gale Sondergaard; Lestrade, Dennis Hoey; Norman
Locke, Vernon Downing; Radlik, Alec Craig; Mrs.
Hudson, Mary Gordon; Gilflower, Arthur Hohl.

SONG OF RUSSIA—M-G-M: John Meredith, Rob-
ert Taylor; Nadya Stepanova, Susan Peters; Boris,
John Hodiak; Hank Higgins, Robert Benchley;
Petrov, Felix Bressart; Stepanov, Michael Chekhov;
Peter, Darryl Hickman; Anna, Jacqueline White;
Stesha, Patricia Prest; Sonia, Joan Lorring; Mesch-
kov, Vladimir Sokoloff; Yanovitch, Leo Mostovoy;
Faber, Leo Bulgakov; Natasha, Zoia Karabanova.

STANDING ROOM ONLY—Paramount; Lee
Stevens, Fred MacMurray; Jane Rogers, Paulette
Goddard; T. J. Todd, Edward Arnold; Alice Todd,
Hillary Brooke; Ira Cromwell, Roland Young; Major
Cromwell, Anne Revere; Gleti Ritchie, Clarence
Kolb; Mrs. Ritchie, Isabel Randolph; Hugo Faren-
hall, Porter Hall; Opal, Marie McDonald.

SULLIVANS
.
THE—Twentieth Century-Fox: Kath-

erine Mary, Anne Baxter; Mr. Sullivan, Thomas
Mitchell; Mrs. Sullivan, Selena Royle; Al, Edward
Ryan: Genevieve, Trudy Marshall; Frank, John
Campbell; George, James Cardwell; Matt, John Alvin;
Joe, George Of^erman Jr.; Father Francis, Roy Rob-
erts; Lieutenant, Ward Bond; Gladys, Mary Mc-
Carty; Al {as a child)y Bobby Driscoll; Genevieve
{as a child), Nancy June Robinson; Frank (o-y a

child), Marvin Davis; George {as a child). Buddy
Swan; Matt {as a child), Billy Cummings; Joe {as a

child), Johnny Calkins; Admiral, John Nesbit.

SULTAN'S DAUGHTER, THE—Monogram; Patra,
Ann Corio; Sultan, Charles Butterworth; Tim, Tim
Ryan; Irene, Irene Ryan; Jimmy, Eddie Norris;
Kuda. Fortunio Bonanova; Rata, Jack Larue; Lud-
wig, Gene Stutenroth; Merchant, Chris-Pin Martin;
Freddie Fisher and His Orchestra.

SWINGTIME FOR Universal : The An-
drews Sisters, Themselves; Linda Lane, Harriet Hil-

liard: Jonathan Chadwick. Peter Cooksqn; Sparks,
Tim Ryan; Monk, Matt Willis; Steve, Bill Phillips;

Mitch Ayres and His Orchestra.

TIMBER QUEEN—Paramount: Russell Evans.
Richard Arlen; Elaine Graham, Mary Beth Hughes;
Lil Boggs, June Havoc; Smacksie Golden, Sheldon
Leonard; Squirrel, George E. Stone; Milt Holmes,
Dick Purcell; Harold Talbot, Tony Hughes.

UP IN ARMS—Goldwyn-RKO: Danviy Weems,
Danny Kaye; Virginia, Dinah Shore; Joe, Dana An-
drews; Mary Morgan, Constance Dowling; Col. Ash-
ley, Louis Calhern; Blackie, George Mathews; Butter-

ball, Benny Baker; Info’ Jones, Elisha Cook Jr.;

Sgt. Gelsey, Lyle Talbot; Major Brock, Walter Cat-

lett; Ashley’s aide. George Meeker; Ashley’s aide,

Richard Powers; Mrs. Willoughby, Margaret Du-
mont; Singer at dock, Donald Dickson; Mr. Higgen-

botham, Charles Arnt; Dr. Fregheisen, Charles Hal-

ton; Pitchman Arnt, Tom Dugan; Waiter, Sig Arno.

VOICE IN THE WIND—U. A.: Jan Volny, El

Hombre, Francis Lederer; Marya, Sigrid Gurie; Dr.

Hoffman, J. Edward Bromberg; Luigi, J. Carroll

Naish; Angelo, Alexander Granach; Marco, David

Cota; Anna Hoffman, Olga Fabian; Captain Von Neu-

bach, Howard Johnson; Piesecke, Hans Schumm;
Bartender, Luis Alberno.
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JJ^re delicacy of flavor without sacrifice

of true beer quality has made Schlitz a universal favorite w^ith connoisseurs

of fine beer. Brewed with just the kiss of the hops, Schlitz captures

all of the delightful hop piquance with none of the bitterness.

THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
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Youll win Softer, Smoother Skin
with just One Cake of Camay!

Yes! Complexion tests prove

Camay is really mild!

Fresher! Softer! Sweeter! That’s how your

skin can be—with just one cake of

Camay— when you change from

improper care to regular mild cleansing

— to the Camay Mild-Soap Diet. Skin

specialists tested this care on over 100

complexions. And most complexions

simply bloomed—noticeably softer, fresher,

clearer—with the first cake of Camay!

. . . it cleanses without irritation!

These tests proved Camay’s mildness . .

.

proved it can benefit skin! "Camay is

really mild’’ said the specialists, "it cleansed

skin without irritation." Remember this

— and change to the Camay Mild-Soap

Diet ... to bring new, softer charm to

your skin.

OF FOREST HILLS, N. Y.

"I was so happy— to discover how much lovelier

my complexion looked with my first cake of Camay,”
says this lovely bride. "Camay’s mild care seeme

'

to soften my skin . . . leave it more velvety.”

Go on the Camay Mild-Soap Diet!

Night and morning, cream Camay
over face— nose, chin. How mild it feels!

Now— rinse warm.

Touch dry skins with cream.

Give oily skins a lively C-O-L-D splash!

Simple, isn’t it.̂ — and your very first

cake of Camay means lovelier skin!

CHERISH CAMAY
Precious materials go into Camay, so

make your cake last— 2 or 3 weeks

1. Use just enough Camay tor good lather.

2. Don't let Camay stand in water when not

in use.

3. Wet soap dishes waste soap. Keep a cloth

handy to wipe yours dry.

4. Put Camay slivers in a bathmit — get

grand lather!



hearts surrender to a radiant, sparkling smile!

Smiles are brighter when gums are firmer. Guard against "pink tooth brush"—use Ipana and massage.

Y'OU’RE helping to end this war sooner

and you’re proud and glad to be doing

it. But after hours — comes fun — comes

j

laughter— comes romance!

;

So put on your best bib and tucker.

Take a last peek in the mirror and — smile.

Hold on—was that a bright smile? Spar-

kling? The kind of smile that warms hearts ?

If you can smile like THAT— you don’t

need great beauty! Just look at the popu-
lar girls you know. Many aren’t beauties

I at all! But we’ll bet they’ve got a dazzling

smile! So let your smile be that kind of

smile — gleaming, alive
!

Just remember
sparkling teeth depend largely on firm,

healthy gums.

Never ignore "pink tooth brush"!

If your tooth brush "shows pink’! tee your

dentist! He may say your gums are tender

— robbed of exercise by today’s creamy

foods. And, like so many dentists, he may
suggest Ipana and massage.

For Ipana is designed not only to clean

teeth but, with massage, to aid the gums.

Let Ipana and massage help you to firmer

gums, brighter teeth, a winning smile.

Your Country needs you

in a vital job!

A million women are needed to serve

on the home front— to carry on the

tasks of men gone to war— to release

more men for wartime duties.

Jobs of every kind—in offices, stores

and schools — as well as in defense

plants — are war jobs now. What can

you do? More than you think!

If your finger can press a button,

you can run an elevator or a packag-

ing machine! If you can keep house,

you’ve got ability that hotels and res-

taurants are looking for!

Check the Help Wanted ads. Or see

your local U. S. Employment Service.

1

Product of Bristol-Myers

Start today with Ipana and massage

I
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The greatest

star of the

screen!

“Gaslight” is no gentle flicker.

An almost unholy light blazes about
this drama of emotional conflict which
comes to the screen by way of MGM.

Charles Boyer, Ingrid Bergman and
Joseph Gotten are the incandescent
threesome,

And theirs is a most unusual love story,

set against a dark design for living.

For Ingrid Bergman—those bells will

toll again—with a clamour of applause.

Charles Boyer, whose gleaming eye has
held many a feminine heart in mid-beat,

adds to his strong fascination, a strangely

compelling quality.

Credit MGM for bringing out the sinis-

ter facet and adding to the Boyer draw-
ing power, * yt

And put another halo around the bril-

liant head of George Cukor for his

splendid interpretation of “Gaslight”.

It’s the kind of direction you’d expect
from the man who guided “Philadelphia
Story”, and many otherMGM triumphs.

Something else to look forward to:

Dame May Whitty’s performance and
that of newcomer Angela Lansbury
(she’s luscious but not angelic).

•k -k -k 'k

While we’re laurel-tossing, we present

one to Arthur Hornblow, Jr., producer,
and another to John Van Druten, who
adapted the screen play from the stage hit.

“Gaslight” holds the mysterious,
threatening quality of a dark thought
on a black night.

The under-
curr en ts
will sweep
you along
excitedly to

the stirring

end, says...

—JHeo.
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HELEN VINSON
SIDNEY BLACKMER

GEORGE SHERMAN Director

Based on the novel

'DONOVAN’S BRAIN" by CURT SIODMAK

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

The mysteries

of life and

love—bared

/or a fleeting

instant in the

eyes ofa beau-

tiful woman!

A truly un-

usual drama!

Frank’fe a "Swoon Goon"? A serviceman speaks his Sinatra piece

$10.00 PRIZE
An Ally Protests!

L
ast week “Stage Door Canteen” was
showing at the local cinema here, and
so a few pals and myself went along to

see it. The film itself was first class and
we thoroughly enjoyed it, but we have a

big grouse.
Not only are we disgusted at Holly-

wood’s conception of British people, but
we think that something should be done
about it. The Chinese were cheered, the
Russians made heroes of, but what hap-
pened to the R.A.F. and British Army?
Just this—they were made the laughing-
stock of the picture. Please take it from
me that the average Britisher does not get

up and say in a swanky tongue, “Topping
party, what.” Such blokes as these back
home are considered menaces, and if any
such characters exist in the Air Force,
well, we have a name for them.
Another misrepresentation—one would

hardly expect any of our crowd to stand
up stiffly and shake hands with one of

the beautiful girls who had acted as his

hostess all evening.
Please, Hollywood, give us British ser-

vice men a break. We are not cold-hearted
or unromantic. We are just ordinary
human beings possessed of the same faults

as you Americans or anyone else. So if

anyone ever tells you we are reserved
tell them they are thirty years behind.

Frank Hogg,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

$5.00 PRIZE
Betrayal

A PROMINENT radio commentator re-

cently related on his broadcast that

Danielle Darrieux had been sentenced to

death by the French Underground for

assisting Germany in her war effort.

Had that commentator jumped from the

radio and slapped me, the jolt would have
been no greater. You see, I only saw

Danielle in one picture, but she was a I

lovely thing with apparent ability. I was
sorry when she sailed back to “her”
France, as I had enjoyed that one picture
immensely and wished for more like it. It i

was a delightful comedy in which she
shared honors with Douglas Fairbanks Jr. i

After I recovered from the blow the i

news had dealt me, I found myself com-
paring the extent to which Douglas Fair-
banks Jr. is serving his United States and
the extent to which Miss Darrieux has i

betrayed her France, who so desperately
and pitifully needed the effort of each of

her people. Mrs. B. A. Battles,

Oklahoma City 7, Okla.

^$1.00 PRIZE
_

"Swoon Goon"

TO me it looks like the nations’ woman-
' power has gone stark, raving mad over a

baby-face, skinny 4-Fer who is already a

happy papa and a happy husband! I just

saw the Swoon Goon (the G.I. handle
given to Frank Sinatra) in his first full-

length mistake and agree with the WACs,
“We want Crosby!” The picture “Higher
And Higher” was, underneath it all, a nice

picture. It was a dirty shame Miss Morgan
(Continued on page 108)

PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE MIRROR awards $10

first prize, $5 second prize and $1 each to

every other letter published in full. Your

letters about stars or movies in less than

200 words are judged on the basis of

clarity and originality. Do not submit pre-

viously published material or material that

you are sending to other publications.

Plagiarism will be punished to the full ex-

tent of the law. Retain a copy of material

submitted as we regret we are not able

to return unaccepted material. Address your

letter to "Speak For Yourself," Photoplay-

Movie Mirror, 205 East 42nd St., New
York 17, N. Y.
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CAl yORK
GOSSIP OF HOLLYWOOD

ROUND TOWN: Vic Mature returned again to Hollywood
so quietly the town scarcely knew he was here. And

/ \ certainly Anne Shirley didn’t seem to he aware of his

presence. The two, after all the romantic thundering of his

previous visit, were never seen together.

A certain Army officer (former movie star), however, lost

a hit of his stature by being seen with too many blonde beau-
ties in too short a time.

And that star who just emerged from a nasty scandal with
another pending, is heading headlong into still another mess
and we don’t mean Chaplin.
Harry James and his trumpet headed for the Army, leav-

ing wifie Betty Grable and her nursery all alone in their

elaborate new home.
Lon McCallister took off for Fort MacArthur after a

series of farewell parties and actor Keenan Wynn, who
stole honors as th j gangster in “Lost Angel” and the

chiseling Private Mulvehill in “See Here, Private Har-
grove,” bade his wife farewell to become an actual

private.

Marlene Dietrich killed the people by flying off to

New York to bid a long, lingering farewell to Jean
Cabin who sailed off to join the Free French and re-

turned with her husband, Rudolph Seiber, of all un-
expected people, on her arm. And Marlene herself

nursed him all through the illness he suffered shortly

after his return.

Dearlna Durbin created a flurry by signing off a

radio program with “good night, Dickie boy,” a little

message intended for her nephew Dickie Heckman
and which, for sortie ridiculous reason, the town
assumed was meant for Dick Powell. Incidentally,

the Powell-Joan Blondell rift remains at a dead-
lock with Joan in the East homesick for the chil-

dren Dick intends keeping with him. Such
tragedy couldn’t happen to two nicer people.

Sued: Gene Autry, now in service, was named
defendant in a $75,000 damage suit filed in

Superior Court against him and an asserted

employee by Arthur Elliott, who alleges the

latter was struck and seriously injured by a

car driven by Autry’s employee. Captain
Clark Gable was named defendant in a simi-

lar suit recently.

Betty Jane Greer, who became Rudy Val-
lee’s bride last December, filed suit in Su-
perior Court for declaratory relief from
working for Producer Howard Hughes on
the ground that Hughes falsely and fraudu-
lently “induced her to sign a movie pact by
promising to give her screen parts which
was never done.” Remember Jane Rus-
sell? After one picture with Hughes, “The
Outlaw,” she, too, failed to make another
film or be loaned for one. Unhappy little

Hughes starlets.

A Superior Court suit brought by the-
atrical agent George A. Durgom against

singer Richard Haymes, better known
as Dick Haymes of screen and radio
(wait till you see him in “Four Jills

And a Jeep”), contends that he was
retained by the singer for five years
for a {Continued on page 8)
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To HELP HIM GROW UP TO HIS HAT

As THAT YOUNGSTER of yours grows

to manhood in a peaceful post-war

world there will be countless little ways

I

in which Listerine Antiseptic can be of

help to him . . . many a time when its

;

quick germicidal action will help to

;

safeguard his health.

In boyhood, when carefree days and

|! hearty play take their toll of scratches
' and abrasions, he’ll find Listerine Anti-

septic ready, effective and willing, just

as you did. Remember?
I

(

In his self-conscious teens he’ll come

to rely on its help to overcome non-

sysremic cases of offensive breath which

might humiliate him in the eyes of his

girl.

And, if he takes the experience of

others and the advice of Mother and

Dad, he’ll gargle with it at the first

symptom of a cold.

It won’t take him long to realize its

value— to appreciate what tests dur-

ing 12 years of research have shown:

That regular twice-a-day users of

Listerine Antiseptic had fewer colds.

milder colds, and fewer sore throats

than non-users.

This, we believe, is because Listerine

Antiseptic kills so many of the mouth
and throat surface germs called "sec-

ondary invaders’’—types now believed,

by many authorities, to be the cause of

much of the misery and discomfort of

colds.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St . Louis, Mo.

BECAUSE OF WARTIME restrictions you may
not always be able to get Listerine Antiseptic in

your favorite size. Most drug counters will, how-

ever, have it generally available in s//me size.

FOR COUNTLESS LITTLE EMERGENCIES LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC IN SERVICE YEARS
7
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(Continued from page 6)

compensation of from fifteen to twenty
percent of Haymes’ gross earnings but
that warbling Dickie instead got him-
self another agent and refuses to make
an accounting. Oh, well, it’s nice to

have enough do-re-me to quarrel over,

we always say!

You Might Like To Know: Helmut Dan-
tine and Mickey Rooney are killing the

people at Hollywood parties with their

Charlie McCarthy-Edgar Bergen act

with Mickey sitting on Helmut’s knee.
Wonder why the boys don’t take it

around the camps?
The funniest scene in “Road To

Utopia” will never be shown on the

screen and it happened when Bob
Hope, playing an old man of seventy,

accidentally got his chewing gum en-
tangled with the walrus mustache he
was wearing and couldn’t open his

mouth. They had to carry Crosby
from the set.

Frank Sinatra won’t give out any
magazine articles that refer to him as

a swooner-crooner knockout. He in-

sists on being written up as a family

man but after the Jennifer Jones-
Robert Walker fracas the magazines
are afraid to take a chance. Especially

with all those Sinatra rumors flying

around.
The most fantastic plot devised out

of movies was perpetrated against

Kathryn Grayson by John March,
twenty-one, who threatened the life

of the beautiful young actress if she
did not obtain for him certain military

secrets from her husband Army Cap-
tain John Price (John Shelton of the
screen). The lad was arrested by the
New York police.

Sorry we can’t mention names but
the reason a certain beautiful and
talented star is talking of retiring from
the screen is because the producer with
whom she is signed is making her life

a dreary Hades on earth.

Cupid This Month: Helmut Dantine is

seeing an awful lot of Judy Garland,
it seems to old Cal.

',v" 'o'l

\Te'('® ^ \\'e

fre

Betty Hutton may lift Clark Gable’s
morale but Kay Williams keeps the old

pulse pounding.
Paulette Goddard, now overseas, is

the beloved of a Hollywood director

at present estranged from his wife.

Remember Lana Turner’s and Dottie
Lamour’s former heartbeat, Greg
Bautzer? He’s now married to Buff
Chapman, young granddaughter of au-
thor Irvin S. Cobb. Bautzer, a Holly-
wood attorney, is now a lieutenant in

the U.S.N.R.
Rumors are floating about that Maria

Manton, Dietrich’s daughter, is unhappy
in her marriage that took place so sud-
denly. Cal hopes these rumors float on
false air waves.

Cal's Hollywood Directory—Female:

The woman who has done the least

for the boys in camps or in service

—

Garbo.
The woman most grateful to the

press for every kind word—Joan
Crawford.
The girl who changed most since en-

tering pictures—Judy Garland.
The woman least understood in Hoi- '

lywood and a honey—Olivia de Havil- i

land.

The girl easiest to know—Alexis i

Smith.
The girl best liked by the press— •

Rita Hayworth.
The girl least liked—Ginger again.

The girl with the most charm—Ingrid
j

Bergman.
The best-dressed woman in town

—

Martha Kemp (Mature).
The girl with the most sex appeal— ;

Lana Turner.
The most indifferent girl in town

—

Ann Sheridan.
The woman least affected—Barbara

Stanwyck.
The shrewdest women in town

—

Goddard and Henie.
The woman most likely to be this '

year’s flash in the pan—Veronica Lake.

Cal's Hollywood Directory—Male: The :

man who has done the least for the

boys in camps (Continued on page 10)



IT'S A WISE GIRL who knows that a

powder deodorant is best for sanitary

napkins. Quest* Powder, the Kotex
deodorant, was created expressly for

this use. See how completely Quest
destroys odors. It’s unscented, safe,

sure protection.

Name. - Address..

...State..

in the Know?
"Are you kidding?” you ask us. "Only
a mothball wouldn’t know that!” And
now, maybe you’re remembering your
first Conga Line. Drums and maraccas!
Sizzling rhythm! It was out of this

world! But it’s something some girls

still haven’t known—because they’re
out of the fun. Girls who haven’t
learned how to sidestep calendar cares—haven’t discovered how confidence
follows the comfort of Kotex sanitary
napkins!

STOP GUESSING! Check here if you’re teen age and want free booklet

"As One Girl To Another.” Learn do’s and don’ts for difficult days.

Check here if you’re a war worker and want free new booklet "That Day Is

Here Again.” Gives facts for "problem” days.

Address i Post Office Box 34-34, Chicago 54, III.

Meet the little man who isn’t there!

His safety depends on concealment. So
this soldier blends with desert sands
and shrubs in his burlap Sniper’s Suit.

It’s an art—camouflage. Useful at home,
too. For it’s sharp strategy to hide
your feelings at times . . . "certain”

times, especially. Then, be gay! "Dress
to kill” in your fetchingest frock! And
let Kotex help to hoodwink your pub-

’ lie—with those concealing, flat pressed
ends that show no outlines, tell no tales.

You ought to "det a whippin’ ” if you
don’t guess this! Yes, it’s the Red
Skelton program. And for you, perhaps

the fun takes on a special glow, tonight.

Because the crowd’s at your house and

the party’s been swell. Games, gags,

"eats” and all. You’re thankful you
didn’t call things off ... on account of

the time of the month. You found

you neednt, for Kotex stays soft while

ivearing . . . and that special Kotex

safety center never betrays a girl’s

confidence

!

Girls in the know choose KOTEX
Yes, more girls choose KOTEX* than, all other brands ofpads put together.

*T. M. Rob. U. S. Pat. OiJ.

Right! She’s one of Uncle Sam’s gar-

deners—millions who’ve been gleefully

munching their own home-grown vittles

all winter. They’re a proud, happy
clan! And if you’re an outsider—get

hep! Add your plot to the 20,000,000
Victory Gardens planted last year. For
this year your country needs 22,000,000,
and now’s the time to start! Stay with
the job, too, come sun or cloud—or
problem days. Just remember: Kotex
stays soft while wearing!

Could be they're doing —

D A Square Dance

I I The Conga

I I
A Rhumba

U the little lady —

I I Digging for fishing worms

I I Searching for Treasure

I I Hoeing for Victory

What is it?

r~l A Sniper's Suit

I I Paratrooper's Uniform

A Commando Outfit

P
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BONITA GRANVILLE, Starring in

"ARE THESE OUR CHILDREN?”, an RKO
Radio Production, finds her pet canary

another of her many "admirers.
”

Have a bit of Hollywoed

right in Your Home
Canaries continue to be four-

star hits in Hollywood while,

more and more, the hobby
captivates America. Why not

have a "Hollywood corner” in

your home with one of these

lovable, golden -voiced little

creatures ? They’re easilycared

for and will bring you no end of
cheer. And, as 4 out of 5 Hol-
lywood canary owners do, let

French’s Bird Seed
(with Bird Biscuit)

help keepyouTcanary

a happy singer.

OWN A CANARY
The only Pet that Sings

GOOD NEWS FOR PET LOVERS!
Frenches brand-new canary book is ready!
36 pages of information, superb color
illustrations, pictures ofcanaries raising
a family, and intimate photos offamous
Hollywood stars with their canaries.
Here’s proof of the fun you’re missing
if there isn’t a canary in your home!
Mail the coupon below, CDff I
Xiodcx.y,andgetyourcopy. It ^ FKtt!

R. T. FRENCH COMPANY
2572 Mustard Street
Rochester 9, N. Y.

Kindly send me, unthout charge,
a copy of the new French’s Ca-
nary Book, "Keep a Song in
Your Home."

f^AME

ADDRESS -

CITY STATE
(Paste OD penny postal card ano mail)

. . . Lucille Ball ai

husband Desi Am
do the same for t

Clover Clubcrowd

. . . and Lf. and M
Van Heflin get inh

ested in a qui
corner of Mocam

(Continued from page 8) or in service
—Charles Chaplin.
The man most grateful to the press

for every kind word—Alan Ladd.
The man who seeks, through appear-

ing often in social places, to get the

greatest publicity for himself—Jess
Barker.
The man who gives of himself com-

pletely to our cause and the boys be-
hind it—Joe E. Brown.
The man least known to Hollywood

—Nelson Eddy.
The man known only too well

—

Mickey Rooney.
The man least liked by the press

—

Bing Crosby.
The man best liked—Cary Grant.
The man most envied—Bob Hope.
The man too big in scope and talent

for the Hollywood scene—Orson
Welles.
The man with the greatest charm

—

Walter Pidgeon.
The best dressed man in town—Bill

Powell.
The man easiest to know—Robert

Taylor.

The man who eclipses all Hollywood
male stars and do they know it—Andre
Eglevsky of the Ballet Theatre.

Odds and Ends: The Red Skelto
Muriel Morris romance is o’er and
more. Red now has brown eyes
Marjorie Morgan among others.

Whispers have it that the hasty L0
|

don marriage between Carole Lan
and Captain Thomas Wallace is he;

ing toward the last round-up, but wh
pers can sometimes be wrong.
Lana Turner, much more beauti

since the birtb of her baby, see

to have gained in poise and dignity.

Rita Hayworth, for some reas

looking mighty unactressy these da

back in town with Orson Welles whc
said to be planning a political care

Pulling Harry Hopkins out of a s

hat, probably.
Remember little Cora Sue Colli

pert child actress? She is now M,

Ivan Stauffer, if you please.

Donald O’Connor’s studio, Univen;
will pay him $350 weekly every we;

he’s in the Army. Not bad for a yorj™
bridegroom.

Sinatra Lore: The set of ‘‘Manhah
Serenade” over at RKO became
crowded the director finally stopf

shoothig.
I

“Who are (Continued on page ll
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They’re no weak sisters, these

DeLong Bob Pins. Stronger, du-

rable spring . . . they last and last.

Stronger Grip

If the Store is out of DeLong Bob
;

Pins today, try again next time youVe j

in. Shipments are received regularly

but quantities are still restricted.

Quality ^ianujacturers for Over 50 Years

BOB PINS MAIK PINS HAIR NETS

SAFETY PINS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS at EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES

SNAP FASTENERS SANITARY BELTS

First point of -

terest— Captci
Sable; secor

,

blonde Kay
liams, who help 1

keep Gable sir-

ing at Chari;
Foy's this nigt

Girl looking at

Hymie Fink's
camera at Mo-
cambo is Mary
Constant; man
looking at girl is

Bob Cummings

(Continued from page 10) these peo-
ple?” he demanded. “Surely they aren’t

all visitors.”

“No, sir,” he was told, “they’re

stenographers and secretaries on the

lot. They’re here to see Frankie Sin-
atra.” Whereupon the director ordered
the set closed.

But that didn’t stop Sinatra, who can
be one of the nicest guys in the world.

Between every scene he now rushes
outside and holds open house for one
and all who want to see or chat with
the singer or ask for autographs.
And when you find an actor like

that, my friends, you’ve found some-
thing. The town hopes he’ll never
change. And something tells Cal he
won’t.

Joe E. Brown Reports: When Joe E.

Brown arrived in New York from his

tour overseas he completed more than
150,000 miles of hazardous flying to

battlefronts around the world, from
Alaska, the Aleutians, the Solomons,
South America to India, China and
you name it.

“In India I ran into Joel McCrea,”
Joe told Cal. “It was the most forlorn

spot in the world and brother were we
glad to see each other.”

There was the day in India that Joe
E. ran into Commander John Ford,
movie director, and his own adopted
son Mike Frankovitch, married now
to Binnie Barnes.

It happened somewhere in Burma
that a lad walked up to Brown and
said hesitatingly, “Mr. Brown, my
name is Bob Anderson. I went to

Beverly Hills High School with your

Don.” Don was Captain Don Bron
who was killed in an air crash m r

Palm Springs.
Tears stood in the eyes of the co -

edian and the eyes of the Americo
soldier as they grabbed hands.
In China Joe ran headlong into e

former football star Lieutenant Tom y
Harmon, now in New York on a leaa
To diverge a bit, Elyse Knox, Hoi -

wood heartbeat of Harmon’s, went o

New York to greet Harmon and dec e

about John Payne who also loves le

little beauty.
In Calcutta Captain Melvyn DougS(

in special service, waved to Joe E. n

passing. Joe had paused to lunch v h

Lord Louis Mountbatten. In Pei^a

everyone including the Shah was p^-

paring for Nelson Eddy’s visit wh h

also included the countries of Afra
and Arabia.

Six, seven, eight shows a day »r

Joe with four or five thousand kids it

each show has made our Army, N:y
and Marines conscious of the fact tSt

one man, a man named Joe E. Bro tlj

can be a link in a chain of hope -d

courage and love between them and le

folks back home.

This and That: Brenda Joyce who d

been visiting her husband, Lieutenxt

Owen Ward, in Florida with her lilH

girl, a year and a half old, inten d

returning to Hollywood before the

rival of her (Continued on page )
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Give Yourself A

Simple As Putting Up Your Hair

In Curlers, Cool . . . Comfortable
Lovely, Long-Lasting Results!

Imagine being able to give yourself a permanent wave right

in your own home . . . and have the waves come out soft

and natural-looking. Think of the time and money you

can save by giving yourself your own permanents. Your

hair will have the sparkling luster and smart styling that

is a "must” with every well-groomed woman. You need

no hair-waving experience . . . yet you can give your hair

all the glamorous appeal of shimmering waves and soft curls

that usually a professional stylist only could create! No need

to worry about straggling ends and "damp-weather” days

any more. Now, long-lasting curls are at your very finger-

tips’ command! This wonderful home permanent wave is

successful on all types of hair—even if bleached or dyed!

DO IT YOURSELF

dumt-l&id
PERMANENTWAVE KIT

8 Reasons Why
You Should Use
CHARM-KURL

1. Safe—Easy to Use

2. No Harmful Chemicals

3. For Women and Children

4. No Experience Necessary

5. Contains No Ammonia

6. No Heat—No Electricity

7. No Machines or Dryers Required

8. Waves Dyed Hair as Beautifully

os Natural Hair

For

Complete
Home Kit

SAFE . . . COOL . . . EASY
Each KIT Contains 40 Curlers,
Shampoo and Wave Set Included

There is nothing else to buy. Shampoo,
Wave Set, and Permanent Wave solution
are now included in each CHARM-KURL
KIT. This amazing Kit comes to you com-
plete in every detail. Get one today and
see how truly delightful this remarkable
buy is. You 11 find full instructions that
are so simple a child could follow them.
Don’t miss out on your share of beauty
because of straight, stringy hair. Know
the joy of having really lovely hair that is
soft, glistening and full of life. Buy your
CHARM-KURL KIT right now.

MAKE THIS EASY CHARM-KURL TEST . . . TODAY
—Know the Joy of a Glamorous Permanent Wave ... By Tonight!

And mothers, CHARM-KURL is wonderful for children's hair,

too ! Little daughters love the delightful curls and waves they
get. Positively cannot harm fine, soft hair. Be a thrifty

mother and buy an extra Kit for your daughter. You can now
get CHARM-KURL PERMANENT WAVE KITS at DRUG STORES.
DEPARTMENT STORES and 5-1 Oc STORES. Be sure to ask for

CHARM-KURL by name—it is your assurance of thrilling re-

sults. CHARM-KURL is always sold on the positive guaran-
tee of satisfaction or money back!

IMPORTANT—You can order CHARM-KURL by
mail, if your dealer cannot and will not supply it. One
CHARM-KURL Permanent Wave Kit is 59c; two Kits,
$1.18; three Kits, $1.77. If C.O.D. postage charges are ex-
tra. Send orders to CHARM-KURL CO., Dept. 199, 2459 Uni-
versity Ave., St. Paul 4, Minn.

Complete

Nothing More to Buy
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{Continued from page 12) second child.

But the baby, a little boy, was born
prematurely in Gainesville, Florida.

Cal glimpsed Steve Crane, Lana
Turner’s handsome, dark-eyed, dark-
haired husband, in Schwab’s Drug
Store the other eve happy as a lark
over his new Columbia contract. He
didn’t make the grade at Lana’s studio,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Jane Withers, grown tall and slender,

has become a real glamour girl in looks
and charm. What a lovely!

Susan Peters, who married Richard
Quine, reports to old Cal that they
are the happiest couple in all Holly-
wood and will we please tell every-
one. Okay, kids. Cal dood it.

Kay Kyser suffers horribly with
arthritis and must on occasion appear
on crutches before his band. “How
would you like to wear a shoe like

this?” Kay asked Cal the other day.
Glancing down we saw Kay’s beautiful
brown brogue shoe slit wide open in

several places to relieve the pain. And
yet he never misses a show. You’ve
got to hand it to the “How ya all”

fellow.

The latest lad to go slightly high-hat
is none other than Charles McCarthy,
who now has a brand-new coat of arms
which he sports on everything. It

reads, “E pluribus mow-’em-down.”

Remember the Boys in Service: Lieu-
tenant Billie Bakewell was in town
for a short leave.

Richard Cromwell has been honor-
ably discharged from the Navy.

Lieutenant Tom Brown has recently
been sent overseas.
Preston Foster has joined the Coast

Guard Reserve.
Lieutenant Tyrone Power left for

New York to see his wife Annabella
in “Jacobowski And The Colonel”
after his graduation from a Texas camp
for fliers.

Lieutenant Robert Preston said fare-
well in Hollywood to his wife Cath-
erine Craig before leaving for overseas
duties.

Lieutenant Commander Robert Mont-
gomery reported ' once again for active
duty.
Private Jackie Briggs of the Marines

is doing a swell job in personnel work
in Australia.
Lieutenant Bruce Cabot and Lieu-

tenant John Carroll are still in Africa.
Robert Stack, stationed at the Naval

gunnery school near San Francisco,
has been promoted from ensign to

lieutenant (j.g.).

A Line or Two: Director Gregory
Ratoff was saddened by the death of
his brother Peter, a technical sergeant
killed in action in Italy.

Half the stars in Hollywood froze in

the dark during the local power strike

that shut off both heat and light. Ann
Sheridan swears she kept warm by
huddling near Clarabelle, her cow, and
Errol Flynn’s cook roasted weiners for

the star’s dinner over the living-room
wood fire.

George Brent is so enamored of Janet
Michael it may mean wedding bells

again in the near future.

Hear tell Turhan Bey has become s

difficult now that he’s back on his ow'
lot they’re calling him Turhan thi

Terrible Turk. Maybe Katie Hepbur
in “Dragon Seed” threw him into
tizzy.

Mrs. Wayne Morris (her husband :

a lieutenant flight commander in th'

Navy) has returned to Hollywood t

have her baby which will be born i

April.

Reginald Owen, writing to an Ameri
can soldier in a German prison cam]
had the letter returned from German
unopened. Underscored on the envelop
were the printed words, “Back Tl:

Attack—Buy War Bonds.” Bet ol

Goebbels was burned!

If I Were You Lads in Service: I’d wrii

to Warner Brothers for more picture^

of Dolores Moran—from the waist u;

I’d try to find out from Metro-Golo
wyn-Mayer if it was true Captain Clai T

Gable was going back to inactive ser\'j

ice after his present job in Hollywoo )

because of his age. At least I’d waiv
to know what cooks!

I’d write to Twentieth Century-Fc
for head pictures of June Haver ar
cheesecake art on Anne Baxter—in

sweater.
I’d poke anyone in the nose wl

suggested the Chaplin case (Chari ^

was indicted on a white slavery charg.

in the Joan Barry case) was typical
Hollywood. I’d remember those fii

married couples out here with hapj
homes and happy children and sta.
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FACE
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We dedicate to tlie

WAR WORKER

IRRESISTIBLE

Achieve that fresh, alive, out-of-the-clouds look with the

softer, lighter texture of Irresistible's new air-whipt Face

Powder. Whipped into a delicate mist by mighty whirl-

winds of pure, filtered air. Irresistible is non-drying, color-

true. Clings longer too, giving your skin that mat-smooth,

wonderfully clear finish that is today’s badge of beauty.

Try Skintone, the new Air-Whipt powder shade.

FACE FQWBER

Thol ‘irresistible somethlwg'*

is lR8ES$$TI8i£ FEItfUME cl

10C-25C SIZES

iRRESISTIRLE LIPSTICK ^
STAYS ON LONGER... S-M-O-O-T-H-E-R!
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"Marriage Is A Private

Affair"; a birthday on the

set isn't. James Craig, in

a get-ready pose, watches

Lana Turner cut her cake

slugging any chance I could.
I’d get together and send a letter of

thanks to all those stars and celebrities

who come visiting to your fronts, for

you should hear the wonderful things
they say about you.

I’d wire Columbia Studio for figure

art on Rita Hayworth—in a plain white
form-fitting dress.

I’d get awfully intrigued over Para-
mount’s sulky-mouthed Gail Russell.

So different and so—er—well, different.

Style Stuff: When Kenneth Hopkins
had his swanky hat showing at Roman-
off’s, who was sitting right there at the
third table on the left but little old
Cal—between two blonde lovelies who
“ohed” and “ahed’’ at all this young
hat designer’s creations.

Along came Adrian’s “ultra too too’’

I
showing of his newest frocks and there

I was Cal again to catch a glimpse of

;
cute little Mary Pickford, K. T. Stevens,

!
Gail Patrick, Eve Gabor, Ann Sothern,

j

Messrs. Bob Hope, Bob Montgomery,
I
George Murphy and, of course,
Adrian’s wife, petite Janet Gaynor, all

there to see the newest styles. The
dresses all had names, too! For in-
stance, there was “Not Your Daughter,

;

I Thought You Were Sisters.” And then

I

there was “Had Lunch With The Nicest
Soldier” and “People Will Say We’re
In Love” and “There Are Flies On The
Pink Calf,” and ' “Mary Had Some
Little Roses” among others. Anyway,
it was some show, what with the

"•••Just how ^ you land
a Marine?"

Janet: Listen, blonde and beautiful, I’ve

got my eye on a Marine that I could go
for . . . but he acts as if I didn’t exist! 1

wish I knew how to nab him, Elsie.

Elsie: Use strategy, Janet! Leathernecks
might halt for a pretty face— but they go
“all out” for charm! You could have charm
galore—but—

Janet: But underarm odor! Why, Elsie, I
bathe every day!
Elsie: A daily bath only removes past per-
spiration. After every bath, I use Mum.

Janet: Tonight’s a special date with my
Marine— so thank goodness I learned
about Mum. Now after my bath, I’ve

Mum to protect future charm.

Mum
lAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSPIRATION

Thousands of popular girls preferMum because:

It's quick— Half a minute with Mum prevents
risk of underarm odor all day or evening.

It's safe— Gentle Mum won’t irritate skip.

Dependable Mum won’t injure your clothes,

says the American Institute of Laundering.

It's sure—Mum works instantly! Keeps you
bath-fresh for hours. Get Mum today!

Product of Bristol-Myers For Sanitary Napkins—iVl«m is so gentle, safe and de-
pendable that thousands of women use it this way, too.



In every fannly there is usually somebody
who wants to change and somebody who
wants to "stay put” . . . New methods,

new products, new habits— they all meet

resistance at first, but nevertheless im-

provements will happen!

TAKE THE CASE OF TAMPAX (an in-

ternal method for monthly sanitary pro-

tection) . . . Nobody has taken it up

more quickly than the students in the

big women’s colleges. Then they in turn

have told their mothers and friends back

home—how Tampax needs no belts, pins

or external pads, how it can cause no
bulges or ridges.

PERFECTED BY A DOCTOR, Tampax
is made of pure surgical cotton com-

pressed into dainty, ingenious individual

applicators. No odor. No chafing. Quick
to change and easy to dispose of. Ask for

Tampax at your regular drug or notion

counter. Note the 3 sizes to suit early days

and waning days— also different individ-

ual needs. Introductory box for 20^.

Economy package for 98^ lasts about 4

months . . . Tampax Incorporated, Pal-

mer, Mass.
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3 Absorbencies

REGULAR

SUPER JUNIOR Acceptedfor Adver^
tistng by the Jour-
nal of the American
Medical Association

Four Oscars in

the right hands:

Winners of the
Academy Awards
Paul Lukas, Jen
n if er Jones
Katina Paxinoi
and Charle;
Coburn. Left
The Lukase:
beam a happ^
''thank you'

gingham dresses with bustles, a black
evening dress with one leg protruding
at the knee, short black dinner dresses

and trim typical Adrian suits.

Looks as though our town is grad-
ually becoming the style center of the

world, no two ways about it.

It's Oscar Time Again: The lights
seemed brighter, the thrill that ran
through the crowds more electric as the

Academy Award program moved, for

the first time, from a downtown hotel

with its banquet and speeches to the

Chinese Theater in the very heart of

Hollywood.
Shirley Temple, young and beautiful,

came with her new beau Dare Harris,

and Mickey Rooney with his ma. In-

deed, as the events unfolded, the whole
happy evening seemed a blending of

youth and age with Jennifer Jones, her
Oscar won for her performance in “The
Song Of Bernadette” standing smiling

at Charles Coburn and his Oscar, won
for his role in “The More The Merrier.”
The sincerity of Paul Lukas as he ac-

cepted his statuette for his comeback
film, “Watch On The Rhine,” was felt

by everyone.
The choice of Katina Paxinou in he

role of Pilar in “For Whom The Bel
Tolls” as the best supporting actres

was completely unanimous. Like Jen
nifer, Katina is a newcomer whor
Hollywood is proud to acclaim.
That the picture “Casablanca” woi

over several more elaborate produc
tions proves Hollywood joins the worl
in its belief that entertainment is th

aim and goal of every picture. And th !

universal appeal of “Casablanca
proved its entertainment value.
From his box high on the right of th i

theater, Edgar Bergen and his Charli I

opened the proceedings with causti
j

comments upon the audience and even1

in general.
j

The singing of the “Star Spangle i

Banner” by Susanna Foster and th I

glorious effect of row upon row (

‘

WAVES, WACS, Marines and SPAR
lined up on the stage as a monumentii i

frame for Kay Kyser’s music were th i

highlights of the evening—a gala and
^

great evening, chosen by Hollywood 1
j

bestow honor and acclaim upon i
(

own. '
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Comb Away Gray This Easy Way
Attention!—all you folks who have gray hair! Did you know
that in many occupations a more youthful appearance is a

necessity, and that just a whole lot of people are let out of

work every year because gray hair makes them look older than

they really are? Now, you don’t want that to happen to you, do

you? Then, why not try KOLOR-BAK, that marvelous solution

for artificially coloring gray hair that imparts color and charm to

gray hair and makes you look years younger? All you have to do is

to follow the simple, easy directions and sprinkle a few drops on

your comb and comb it through your hair. If you would like to

easily overcome your gray hair worries and handicaps, then decide

at once to

Make This Trial Test . • •

Gray hair is risky. It screams: “You are getting old!”

To end gray hair handicaps all you now have to do is

comb it once a day for several days with a few drops

of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on your comb, and after-

wards regularly only once or twice a week to keep

your hair looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for

artificially coloring gray hair that imparts color and

charm and abolishes gray hair worries. Grayness

disappears within a week or two and users report the

change is so gradual and so perfect that their friends

forgot they ever had a gray hair and no one knew
they did a thing to it.

Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk-

ing a single cent? Then, go to your

drug or department store to-

day and get a bottle of Kolor-

Bak. Test it under the posi-

tive Kolor-Bak guarantee

that it must make you look

years younger and often far

more attractive, or your money will

be paid back in full. Make this won-

derful no-risk Kolor-Bak test

without delay, and see if you
too are not quickly rewarded

with hair that has color and
charm, and free ofthe tell-tale

gray that may now worryyou.

mi GIFT

bfflR • Hail this coupon today

NEW

Solution for

Artificially

Coloring
|

Gray Hair

• 00

No Need to Let

GRAY HAIR
Cheat You

Afeiv IVor Edition

Webster’s Practical Dictionary
KOLOR-BAK, Dept. 5-E,

P.O. Box 1723, Chicago, Illinois

This big desk size 412 page beau-
tifully bound special war edition of

Webster’s Practical Dictionary is yours

absolutely free and postpaid, just

for sending in the top flap of the

Kolor-Bak carton. Contains full page
colored maps of the countries of the

world, 16 pages showing 132 pic-

tures of the insignia of men and
officers in all the armed services,

salaries paid, and other timely and
valuable information every citizen

should have. Mail the coupon ond
the Kolor-Bak carton top today!

Enclosed is the top flap from the Kolor-Bak carton for which
rush me absolutely FREE and POSTPAID your 412 page
Dictionary, War Atlas and Service Insignia Guide.

Name

Address

City Zone State
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Max factor Hollywood color harmony make-up

...FACE POWDER, ROUGE AND TRU-COLOR LIPSTICK

MJL^ tr>trc\su\^ •

1..

1t imparts a lovely color to the.skin

2..

1t creates a satin-smooth make-up

clings perfectly...really stays on

Accent the beauty ofyour type...whether blonde,

brunette, brownette or redhead...with your color

harmony shade ofMax Factor HoUyivoodVo'wditt.

It gives your skin the look of youthful loveliness

...it creates a satin-smooth make-up.. .it stays on for

extra hours. Try it today... AI<2x Factor Flollyivood

Face Powder, one dollar.

I
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BY SARA HAMILTON

A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

The Purple Heart

B
efore our government announced the

fate of the American fliers captured in

Japan after their raid on Tokyo, Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck took a terrific chance in

picturing the horrors and final execution
of our boys by the Japs. The result, now
that the truth is known, is a movie shock-
ing to the senses and one that must prove
doubly so to those who have boys in Jap
prison camps. But it’s a movie we feel

had to be made to rock us into the bitter

realization of the true character of our
yellow enemy.
From the moment our boys, led by their

captain, Dana Andrews, walk into the
Japanese civil court for trial, the story
takes on strength, force and power due, in

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

part, to the magnificent performances of

the boys (including Andrews, Farley
Granger, Richard Conte, Kevin O’Shea,
Donald Barry, Sam Levene, Charles Rus-
sell and John Craven) and in part to the
superb direction and story construction.
Never once does one of the lads stray

one inch from his character role. And
never have supporting players rendered
such service to a picture. Richard Loo
heads the Chinese contingent portraying
Japanese. Key Chang, Benson Fong and
Tala Birell are all. perfect in their contri-
bution to this horribly realistic but
superbly conceived movie.

Your Reviewer Says: Can you take it?

Strong dose: Farley Granger and
Richard Loo in "The Purple Heart"

See Here, Private Hargrove (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

THAT best seller of Sergeant Marion
* Hargrove, now overseas with Uncle
Sam’s forces, is amusingly translated to

the screen with Robert Walker in the title

role and doing a bang-up job of it. There
are many wholesome laughs and chuckles
over the camp troubles of Private Har-
grove, but there could have been even
more if the story translators had adhered
more closely to camp life and less to the
love-in-the-big-city angle. However, the
very novelty of a war story bearing to the
comic side and not, thank the powers that
be, having our hero a regenerated heel

through star-spangled mess duty, is worth
three cheers and a rousing goody-goody
from movie-goers.
Walker is really charming as the rookie

who never seems to be able to get off his

garbage-pail-cleaning detail. As a soldier

he’s a fine civilian. Keenan Wynn, who
chisels his way through the writing efforts

of Private Hargrove, is so good. Wynn is

now a real private in Uncle Sam’s forces.

Donna Reed, as the girl in Hargrove’s life,

Robert Benchley, as her father, Ray
Collins and Chill Wills add to a picture
that we bet money will prove a hit.

Your Reviewer Says: At last, the funny side of it all. Gay chuckler: Donna Reed, Bob Wal-
ker in "See Here, Private Hargrove"

Magnificent Western: Maureen O'Hara
and Joel McCrea in "Buffalo Bill"

Buffalo Bill (Twentieth Century-Fox)

DUFFALOES roamed the plains in those
days, the Cherokees and the Sioux

killed and plundered in revenge, the white
man pushed farther and farther to the
West and young Bill Cody, known as
Buffalo Bill, roamed the canyons and the
plains, at home in the West he knew and
loved. And then came Louisa Frederici
into his life with her senator father who
had journeyed West to aid Eastern mil-
lionaires in their determination to take
Indian lands for their railroads. Always
believing in the Indian’s rights, Cody
nevertheless falls in love with and marries
the Senator’s daughter, played so well by
Maureen O’Hara. His decision to fight
with the United States Reserves against
the Indians and leave her and their young
son behind causes a separation between

Your Reviewer S

the two, she journeying East with the
baby.
Cody soon follows to receive the Con-

gressional Medal from the President and
receives instead defeat and humiliation at
the hands of the scheming Easterners. The
idea of his great Wild-West show, con-
ceived by his friend, newspaperman
Thomas Mitchell, leads him into an en-
tirely new life, one that takes him all over
the world.
The color, the most natural seen in

many a day, the breath-taking beauty of
our great West, the magnitude and scope
of the production along with the fine per-
formances of Joel McCrea, Linda Darnell,
Edgar Buchanan and Anthony Quinn
make it just about the best Western film
we’ve witnessed since “Stage Coach.’’

s: Magnificent.

p

For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 22

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 118
""

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 24
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The Negro Soldier

(U. S. War Department)

P ROVING that we fight Hitlerism at
' home when we show that we are “one
for all,” this excellent picture made by the
War Department under Frank Capra’s
banner presents one aspect of our country
that gives Hitler the lie. It starts with the
peace of a Sunday morning and the people
walking sedately to church. The congre-
gation is a cross section of the Negroes of
the United States, from the old and devout
to the young and eager, all listening in-
tently to the little minister, splendidly
played by Carlton Moss, who looks at the
Service flag and takes as his text, “The
Negro Soldier.”
Beginning with Crispus Attucks, the

first man to be killed in the Revolution,
the historical drama rolls along, through
the Spanish American War on to World
War I, the 369th going over the top “with
not a prisoner being taken,” and so on
down to Dorie Miller, the hero messman
of Pearl Harbor and Sergeant Joe Louis
leading his men in hurdle training.
The picture has a quiet humor and much

dignity. It is accurate and beautiful and
ends on a thunderous note of shouting
music and marching men which makes
your spine tingle and makes you proud of
being an American.

Your Reviewer Says: Don’t miss it!
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Yardley English Lavender, the lovable fragrance, $3.75, $2,50, $1.50

English Lavender Soap,

YARDLEY
YARDI.EY PRODUCTS FOR AMERICA ARE CREATED IN ENGLAND AND FINISHED IN THE U. S. A.

I-ROM THE ORIGINAL ENGLISH FORMULAE, COMBINING IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC INGREDIENTS

N. W. AYER 4 SON

In Our Time (Warner Brothers)

THE performances of Ida Lupino and
' Paul Henreid (especially Lupino) liter-

ally lift this story by its own bootstraps
into a fairly engrossing tale. The first half
of the story—which tells of Ida, secretary
to an English antique dealer, meeting a
young nobleman, Paul Henreid, in his na-
tive Poland—is charming and most attrac-
tive to the emotional senses. But after

their marriage that brings on a flood of

social and family problems, the story
grows a paunch and settles down in
carpet-slippered contentment to the usual
fare of war and its effects on the various
lives of the characters involved. We could
have stood more love and less tragedy.
Again, we repeat, Lupino is superb,

Henreid excellent, and Mary Boland, as
the delightfully vulgar antique purchaser,
a wow. Nancy Coleman as Henreid’s sis-

ter and bearer of the old and antiquated
standards of aristrocracy is a first-class

bore. Victor Francen, Nazimova and
Michael Chekhov are wonderful people to

have around, even in Poland.

Your Reviewer Says: Pretty slow going.

The Bridge Of San Luis Rey
(Bogeaus-Unifed Artists)

F
or two outstanding performances that
occasionally highlight this heavy and

wearisome story we gave our thanks. To
Louis Calhern as The Viceroy and Akim
Tamiroff as Uncle Pio we expressed ap-
preciation for occasionally lifting the bur-
den of a too long, too involved story of

five people who were plunged to death
when the bridge of San Luis Rey, after a
century of endurance, suddenly gave way.
The priest, Donald Woods, who investi-

gates the lives of the five victims, leaves

his search exactly where he found it

—

with no solution. Lynn Bari isn’t quite

up to the role of Micaela nor does Francis
Lederer qualify in a dual role. Nazimova,
however, is excellent.

Your Reviewer Says: Too much water un-
der the bridge.
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Weekend Pass (Universal)

I
T’S light and floaty, this silly little dilly,

I like a champagne headache, but means
no harm and renders none. It tells the

story of a shipyard worker (Noah Beery
Jr.) who, after eighteen months’ strict

adherence to duty, is given a weekend
pass. After having lived in a shipyard
barracks for all those months, he dreams
of a soft bed and hot tub and just when
he’s about to achieve his dream, along

comes Martha O’Driscoll running away
from a grandfather who insists she join

the WAVES when she wants to become
a WAC. Poor Beery is dragged into the

fracas time after time, never quite getting

back to his bed and his bath.

Music wends its merry way into the
melee with Martha and the Delta Rhythm
Boys singing tunefully. George Barbier
as the grandfather and Lotte Stein in a
maid role are very good.

Your Reviewer Says It’s just one of those
unpreventable things.

Action In Arabia (RKO)

G eorge SANDERS, who is English as

crumpets, plays an American foreign

correspondent whose friend is found slain

in a Damascus camel market. (Could it

have been the odor we wonder?) Right
away George remembers several suspi-

cious characters he has seen lurking about
Damascus and, putting two and two to-

gether, with Virginia Bruce in the middle,
he uncovers a plot hatched up by the
Swastika boys to incite the Arabs against
the Allies. His investigation takes him to

the high sheik himself -with, of course,
Virginia along just for the heck of it.

Robert Armstrong as the American who
pitches into the fracas for fun is amazing-
ly good. Gene Lockhart is the fat old
traitor, of course, and Lenore Aubert the
shapely sheikess. It’s all a lot of milarky,
really, and not to be taken seriously under
any circumstances.

Your Reviewer Soys: We enjoyed it.

Chip Off The Old Block

(Universal)

A NYTHING Donald O’Connor appears in^ these days seems to take on a certain
bouncing gaiety no matter how dull it

really is underneath and, confidentially
and between you and me, this is really a
dully at heart.

It tells about Donald, a student at a
military academy, meeting up with cutie-
pie Ann Blyth, member of a theatrical
family who have (unbeknown to the
youngsters) always been allergic to the
men in Donald’s family. The attempts of
the grandmother, Helen Broderick, and
the mother, Helen Vinson, to keep Ann
away from Donald form the basis for the
story. Of course, there are the usual stage
rehearsals dragged in by the heels with
Peggy Ryan mugging, and tugging, and
slugging it out with Donald. Miss Blyth
sings quaintly but not too well. Arthur
Treacher is the butler, naturally, and
Minna Gombell the maid. Patric Knowles
is tres handsome as Donald’s papa. But
O’Connor himself is the show. What a
bundle of jumping beans.

Your Reviewer Soys: Not the best, nor the
worst little comedy.

Curse Of The Cat People (RKO)
I^AMA, that cat lady is here again! But,

alas, the charming meower, we are
sorry to report, has tamed down to the
extent where she is now playmate to a

Smooth it on before you tackle daily soap-and-water

jobs ! Helps keep busy hands soft

!

A marvelously different idea in lotions! Trushay, u.scd

before you wash undies—before you do dishes—guards

smooth, white hands. Helps prevent soap-and-water dam-

age, instead of trying to correct it after it’s done. This rich,

creamy lotion’s grand for all-over body rubs, too— soft and

soothing for chapped elbows and knees. Trushay’s eco-

nomical, so you can use it all these ways. Ask for it today

—at your favorite drug counter.

*Trushay wa.s formerly called Toushay. A different spelling

—but the same wonderful “beforehand” lotion.
PRODUCT OF
•RISTOL-MYSRS
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Make-up ”scuffed up"—You know how scaly bits of

dead skin scuff up and spoil your make-up. But did you
ever realize what dirt-catchers those httle roughnesses can

be? Enough to dull and coarsen your whole complexion!

t
”Re-style" your complexion—with a luscious 1-Minute

Mask! Slip a fluffy white layer of Pond’s Vanishing

Cream over your whole face—except eyes. "Keratolytie”

action of the cream loosens and dissolves tiny skin

roughnesses and trapped dirt particles. Tissue off the

Mask after one minute— see the difference in your looks!

Fresher look . . . softer feel! "My complexion, seems

brighter after a 1-Minute Mask!” exclaims Mrs. Biddle,

of Philadelphia’s yoimgest married crowd. "I love its

lighter, finer textured look. And my face has a smoother

finish, too—ready and waiting for clinging make-up!”

"IT'S A GRAND POWDER BASEI"

THE MORE WOMEN AT WORK—THE SOONER WE WIN!

"3 or 4 times a week, I use

Pond’s Vanishing Cream as

a smoothing—brightening

1-Minute Mask,” says Mrs.
Biddle. "Other days, I

spread on a light film of the

cream before make-up. It

holds powder so smoothly!”

Help ease the glass

shortage! Buy one

lovely BIG jar of

Pond's instead of

several small ones.

little girl (Ann Carter) who is perfectly

entranced with the idea of a woman’s turn-
ing into a cat (pooh, we’ve done that our-
selves)

,
but whose parents, Kent Smith

and Jane Randolph, are horrified at the
idea. We can see their point.

Simone Simon still plays Irena, the role

she originated in the first story, “Cat Peo-
ple,” which was a far, far better story than
this little hocus-pocus.

Your Reviewer Says: Seven more lives to
go, friends.

Million Dollar Kid (Monogram)
I ITTLE Mr. Rich Boy runs around with a
^ lot of hoodlums, among them Leo
Gorcey, Huntz Hall and Gabriel Dell of
those not yet dead Dead-End Kids, who
perform all sorts of good deeds in their
own little repugnant way; such as saving

;

the kid’s father from a slugging, exposing
a faker posing as a French officer and
teaching the lad himself, ably played by
Johnny Duncan, the danger of traipsing

i

about in bad company. Billy Benedict,
i

who has joined the D. E. boys. Iris Adrian
|

as a jealous sweetheart, and Louise Currie
|

as the boy’s sister, are pretty good.

Your Reviewer Says: Will this never stop?

Passage To Marseille

(Warner Brothers)

H ere is a tale with action, force, drama
and some of the best acting in a dog’s

age, with such players as Humphrey Bo-
gart, Sydney Greenstreet, Helmut Dantine,
Philip Dorn, Peter Lorre and George
Tobias united in an effort to tell their

j

story to the best of their ability. And tell

it they do. That the tale lacks the punch '

and innards to put it over the top best in '

war pictures is certainly not the fault of !

these performers, who are burdened down
right from the start with endless Devil’s

llllllllll!l!lllll!lllllll!lll!lllli!lllllllllllllllllllllll^^

Best Pictures of tlie Montb

The Purple Heart

See Here, Private Hargrove '

^ Buffalo Bill g

M The Negro Soldier m

% Cover Girl 1

g Going My Way 1

P Best Performances g

m Dana Andrews in 1

1 "The Purple Heart" |

% Robert Walker in |

^ "See Here, Private Hargrove” |

1 ]oel McCrea in |

I "Buffalo Bill" I

I Bing Crosby in |

^ "Going My Way” i

Gene Kelly in

"Cover Girl”
1

Barry Fitzgerald in '

"Going My Way”
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Island sequences. The story is told in flash-

back fashion by Commander Claude Rains,

at a camouflaged airport in England, to

John Loder, newspaperman, and concerns
the experiences of five men who escaped
from Devil’s Island to fight for the Free
French. The men are picked up by a
French freighter. Aboard is Sydney
Greenstreet, a French colonel with Fascist

leanings, Claude Rains, the strictly anti-

Fascist officer, and Victor Francen, the
ship’s captain.

En route to Marseille, word is received
aboard the ship that France has fallen.

Mutiny and hand-to-hand fighting ensue
among the men with Dantine, Bogart,
Lorre, Dorn and Tobias on the side of

the Captain who finally overcomes Colonel
Greenstreet and takes his ship to England
where the cargo, en masse, joins the R.A.F.
Every single actor is outstanding.

Michele Morgan appears briefly in flash-

backs as Bogart’s wife.

Your Reviewer Says: Fine performances
override the story.

The Voodoo Man (Monogram)

P OOR Bela Lugosi, doomed for life to
‘ play bogeymen in Hollywood horror
pictures! He must wake up screaming at
times. Anyway, in this one he’s another
mad doctor, the kind the Hollywoods are
full of, who attempts to bring back his
young wife, a zombie for twenty-two
years, to real life by capturing pretty
young girls and, by means of voodoo,
transferring their will and spirits to mama
zombie. You never heard such silly drum
beating and voodoo chanting as George
Zucco gives out with.
Wanda McKay and Louise Currie are

pretty victims. Ellen Hall as the zombie
wife is most attractive, dead or alive.

Your Reviewer Says: Tell me, do zombies
pay income taxes?

The Impostor (Universal)

|_|
ERE’S a story that gets off to an im-

* • pressive start and builds up gradually
to a terrific letdown. Just what exactly
does happen to “The Impostor” is difficult

to say except that it suddenly leaves off

entertaining to become a gosh darned bore
despite the impressive personality of Mon-
sieur Jean Gabin and the talented players
including Richard Whorf, Allyn Joslyn,
Ellen Drew and Peter Van Eyck.
The story has Gabin awaiting execution

in a French prison when suddenly the
prison is bombed by the Germans and
Gabin escapes, dressed in the uniform of

I

a French sergeant (killed in action). Using
the sergeant’s papers he works his way to
a French seaport and takes a freighter
to Dakar. At sea the stirring De Gaulle
broadcast is heard by these men who join
the Free French, as does Gabin. Eventu-
ally he becomes regenerated through pa-
triotic loyalty and wouldn’t you know it?

Ellen Drew, who threatens to expose
Gabin (he eventually does stand trial) is

i' very good. But the proceedings are too
1 long drawn out for audiences to appreciate

j

any individual performances. And honest,
f in our opinion, that’s a fact.

I

Your Reviewer Says: Something happened

I

back there at the crossroads.

I

Knickerbocker Holiday
(Producers' Corp, of America-

Unifed Arfis+s)

T
he stage play that cheered New York
audiences a season or two ago has been

lifted bodily to the screen and the results
{Continued on page 111)

Trust a Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick

to give life to your lips!

NEEDLE HITLER WITH YOUR PIN MONEY— BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

BY CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
HEAD OF THE HOUSE OF TANGEE

How difficult it is to keep that brilliant

smile and that well-groomed look these

days . . . especially if you have added

wartime duties to your daily activities!

Yet, millions of you are doing just that

with the help of our Tangee Satin-Finish

Lipsticks!

Don’t misunderstand ! Neither our

cosmetics, or anyone else’s, will make

you a better WAG, or a better war-

worker, or a better wife. But a Tangee

Lipstick WILL save you precious time—
by bringing your lips an entirely new

SATIN-FINISH ...a soft, exquisite smooth-

ness that lasts longer despite weather

or work!

There’s no need to ration yourself

...on LOVELINESS. Choose the glorious

Tangee shade that suits you best . . .

Tangee Red-Red, Tangee Theatrical Red,

Tangee Medium-Red, or Tangee Natural

...And be sure to wear it together with

its matching rouge. ..and your own right

shade of the new Tangee PETAL-FINISH

Face Powder.
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CREAM? POWDER? LIQUID?

For ordinary uses, you may prefer one
type of deodorant, your neighbor
another. But for one purpose—impor-
tant to you and to every woman

—

there’s no room for argument.

, . . created especially for this purpose
—QUEST*

^

POWDER— soft, sooth-
ing, safe. It’s the Kotex* Deodorant,
approved by the Kotex laboratories.

Being unscented^it doesn’t
merely cover up one odor
with another. Quest
Powder destroys napkin
odor completely. It’s

your sure way to avoid
offending.

QUEST
POWDER

The Kotex Deodorant

*T. M. Res. U. S. Pat. Off.

Use Powder for

Sanitary Napkins
For while creams and liquids are suit-

able for general use, a powder is best
for sanitary napkins. That’s because
a powder has no moisture-resistant
base; doesn’t retard napkin absorption.

There is ONE Powder

Curb them each

month with . .

.

COMPOUNDED ESPECIALLY FOR THIS USEI
Take KURB tablets only as directed on the
package and see how KURB can help you I

Good for headaches, too

Two on a love match: Irene Dunne, Alan Marshall In "The White Cliffs"

INDICATES PICTURE RATED “OUTSTANDING” WHEN REVIEWED

1^1^ INDICATES PICTURE RATED “VERY GOOD” WHEN REVIEWED

1^ INDICATES PICTURE RATED “GOOD” WHEN REVIEWED

\/ALl BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES—
Universal; You can relax at this little number that

must have been made just for the fun of it. Jon Hall

is the young Caliph of Baghdad who joins the band of

Forty Thieves and leads them in their daring deeds
against the cruel Mongol Khan. Maria Montez is the

beauty who’s supposed to marry the Khan but instead

is captured by Hall. Turban Bey is the faithful slave.

(April.)

y'AROUND THE WORLD—RY.O: Kay Kyser
hasn’t had a better vehicle than this picture of a camp
tour, with his troupe including Mischa Auer, Joan
Davis, Marcy McGuire, Wally Brown, Ivan Lebedeff

and Georgia Carroll. Joan’s routines are varied and

funny. Marcy sings, and Kay’s orchestra provides

some swell music. (Feb.)

y'y'BROADWAY RHYTHM—M-GM: A lavish

musical, with George Murphy’s dancing, Ginny
Simms’ singing, Rochester’s clowning, Lena Horne’s
warbling, Tommy Dorsey’s tooting, Gloria De
Haven’s trekking to stardom and Dean Murphy’s
impersonations. The songs are very good and so is

everybody, but we could use a little more story and

a few less people. (April.)

CAREER GIRL—PR.C.: Frances Langford, stage-

struck singer from Kansas City, is about to give up
trying to crash Broadway and marry Craig Woods
when her girl friends decide to finance her career

for another try She clicks, of course, and carries

off Eddie Norris, playboy businessman, in the

clicking. (March.)

y'CASANOVA IN BURLESQUE—Republic: Joe E.

Brown, who teaches Shakespearean drama in an ex-

clusive college by clay, performs as a low comedian

in burlesque at night. All goes well until the bur-

lesque queen threatens to expose him just as he’s

about to launch his Shakespearean festival. June
Havoc, Ian Keith and Marjorie Gateson join in the

fun. (April.)

CHARLIE CHAN IN THE SECRET SEVICE—
Monogram: Charlie Chan, the Chinese detective,

played w'ell by Sidney Toler, is in Washington this

time to solve the murder mystery of the noted inventor

of an infernal machine destined to end the U-boat

menace. Gwen Kenyon, Marianne Quon and Benson
Fong are also in the cast. (April.)

y'y'CROSS OF LORRAINE. THB—M-G-M: A

group of Frenchmen from every walk of life surren-
der to the Germans and find themselves in a concen-
tration camp, where their bodies and spirits are slowly
broken. Jean Pierre Aumont, Hume Cronyn as the
collaborationist, Gene Kelly as the taxi driver, Rich-
ard Whorf as the interned doctor, and Joseph Calleia
all do forceful work. (Feb.)

(.Continued on page 114)
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Want lobe a girl with

DON’T WASTE SOAP!

It’s patriotic to help save soap.

Use only what you need. Don’t

let your cake ofLux Toilet Soap
stand in water. After using,

place it in a dry soap dish.
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that’s smooth, adorable. Give your precious skin gentle

Lux Toilet Soap care! You’ll find it pays!

Rita Hayworth gives you
a tip you’ll want to follow. In a

recent test of this beauty care

screen stars recommend, actu-

ally 3 out of 4 complexions im-

proved in a short time. Active-

Lather Facials are quick and
easy—and they really work!
See if Lux Toilet Soap doesn’t
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softer—more adorable
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JOEL

IN
TECHNICOLOR

,DARRYL F. ZANUCK’S production of

Directed by

Written for the Screei> by Jerome Cady • Technical Adviser Otto Tolischus

Featuring

Kay Francis • Carole Landis • Martha Raye

Mitzi Mayfair with Jimmy Dorsey and His Orchestra

John Harvey • Phil Silvers • DICK HAYMES

CENTURY-FOX
WATCH FOR THESE AND OTHER BIG HITS FROM
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INTRODUCING

LITTLEMISS JAMES

Scoop! Ten days before the first photographer was allowed

to enter Betty Grable's hospital room Photoplay stopped

its presses to give you this account of the birth

of Hollywood's newest princess

BY HU] BENTLEY

^ETTY GRABLE and Harry
James have become the parents of

a baby girl whose coming into the

world has caused more nation-wide
interest than any other baby since

the last royal birth.

The baby’s name is Victoria

Elizabeth James—Victoria because
Betty was named Vicki in the pic-

ture, “Springtime In The Rockies,” in

which she and Harry James met. If

the baby had been a boy, his name
would have been Robert Anthony
James, after Harry’s father. Vic-
toria was born on March 3 at 4:55

in the morning, weighing seven
poimds and twelve ounces; and she
was nineteen inches long. She was
finally delivered by a Caesarian
operation after her mother had been
in labor for almost seventeen hours.

The day before, everything was
going along as usual in the James
household. Betty and Harry had
had a late evening at home playing
cards with friends, which has been
their customary evening pastime for

the last few months. Betty fixed

breakfast for herself and Harry as

always—since, like many another
American wife, she had been with-
out servants for some months. She
had hardly finished washing the
breakfast dishes before she went
slowly into the library where Harry
was reading the papers.

“Harry,” she said, “I think I’d bet-
ter go to the hospital . . . and I’m
scared stiff!”

That was all Harry had to hear.

He jumped for the telephone and
twenty minutes later (at noon
sharp) the quiet neighborhood was
roused by an ambulance siren.

Betty was carried off to the Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital, with Harry
right behind in his station wagon.
Completely forgotten was her care-
fully chosen hospital wardrobe
—including pastel fingertip night-
gowns which she had bought in

satin and chiffon to wear in bed.

They are something new: A combi-
nation bedjacket and nightgown
with wrist-length full sleeves and
skirt that is cut off two inches above
the knees. Betty had intended to

wear hers throughout her confine-

ment. Instead, she was soon dressed
in the cotton invalid nightgown of

the hospital—and she was too sick

to care.

The seventeen-hour vigil was spent

by Harry and Mr. and Mrs. Grable
in a miserable huddle, augmented
at nightfall by Henry Rogers,
Harry’s publicity agent. Harry let

the others do the pacing; he spent
the entire seventeen hours sitting

in a chair with his white face in

his hands—-except for three breaks
in the pattern. At 4:15 in the
afternoon and at 8: 15 at night he
had to rush off to his radio broad-
casts; and at four in the morn-
ing he finally left the hospital with
Henry Rogers long enough to go to

a drive-in where he ate his first

meal in sixteen hours—ham and
eggs and coffee. The two men
brought cartons of hot coffee and
wrapped sandwiches back to Betty’s

parents and continued sitting until

Dr. George Harris came out to ask
Harry’s permission to perform a
Caesarian. Shortly after the opera-
tion started the baby was born; and
an hour later Betty was off the de-
livery table.

Her first words to the doctor,

after she learned it was a girl, were:
“How much did she weigh?” and
her first words to her husband and
mother were, “I’m lucky again.”

By which she meant that she was
lucky it was a girl, which she had
dearly wanted. Also, she had
wanted, as she had often told Harry,
“a fat little girl—not a skinny one.”
So she was completely happy. Be-
sides, a week-old hunch that it

would be a girl had come true. Be-
cause of the hunch, she had bought
pink yarn so that she could knit a
little dress at the hospital.

Not that Victoria needs any new
clothes, or new toys, or new any-
thing at all except some furniture.
For three weeks before her birth she
was the subject of a baby shower to

end all baby showers. It was given
by Mrs. Darryl Zanuck, at her huge
Santa Monica home, and twenty
girls were invited. To it Betty wore
a blue gabardine butcher-boy suit

and white shoes, and left her blonde
hair hanging long and straight to

her shoulders—the way Harry likes

it best. The minute she walked in

she got the worst case of stage fright

she had ever had, simply over the
loveliness of the party in her honor.

All the smaller presents were
hanging on a tiny tree like a Christ-
mas tree which stood in the center
of the great living room. On it

were a pair of white boxing gloves,

some woolly child’s toys, rattles and
small packages. And beside it, on
the floor, was a huge pink beach
umbrella opened up and lined in

satin. This held all the larger gifts,

a high chair in white, pink and blue;

a bathroom set donated by the three
Zanuck children and consisting of

a tray filled with crystal bottles

trimmed in pink and blue. Mrs.
Zanuck herself had given Betty two
sets of baby-and-mother twin bed-
jackets, one in pink and one in blue.

Then, for good measure, she’d added
a rubber bathinette.

But that was hardly all. Mary
Livingston Benny was there with a
pink and blue comforter and two
fluffy lace pillows. Mrs. Jack War-
ner presented her with a miniature
brush and comb set. Lynn Bari M

needed help to carry in a play-pen m

with blue pads tufted with pink.
Mrs. Mac (Continued on page 74)



B
ogie and I have just come back
from Africa and Italy. At the

very first opportunity we would
like to do it again. Not necessarily

to the same places, but anywhere
where our boys are sweating and
bleeding and dying, and being won-
derful all the time.

It’s no picnic, going on those en-
tertainment trips, and don’t let any-
one tell you it is. We slept in blankets
on floors, we bounced in jeeps for

endless hours over incredibly rough
roads, we trudged through mud, and
still did our stuff—meaning we gave
shows—when we could hardly hold
our heads up from fatigue. It was
the greatest thing that has ever hap-

w pened to us. It was an eye-opener
M and a heart-opener.

It makes me laugh—and it’s a
pretty bitter laugh I might add

—

when people ask Bogie and me if we
had a tough time. I would like to be
able to give them an idea of what
“tough” really means. I wish I could
take some of my friends into the
hospital tents where we were taken,
a few miles behind the lines, and let

them see the expression on the faces
of these boys in one particular tent

when they opened their eyes and
saw Bogie standing by the bed. They
looked up and smiled. Before we
entered the doctor whispered to us,

“These are the bad cases. A good
many will be dead tomorrow.” Yet
they looked up and smiled!

I don’t want to sound dramatic. I

don’t want to preach to anyone. All
I want to do is to give some kind
of a report on what we saw and
heard and felt, because I think there
must be a lot of you who aren’t so

lucky as we were who will want to

know what these boys—our boys

—

are thinking and feeling and saying.
And when I say boys I don’t mean

them exclusively. I mean the women,
too; the Red Cross workers and the
Army nurses and all the others who
are in there.

Take the Army nui’ses, for ex-
ample. I hadn’t read much about
them in the papers or heard others
talk about them. I had some sort of

vague idea they just flitted in and
around the hospitals or played pi-

nochle with the convalescents.
Well, let me tell you this. I met

nurses who wore as many as four
landing stars on their blouses. Do
you know how you get a landing
star? You get it in an invasion when
you go along with the boys in the
landing boats, when you are shot at
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and bombed and machine-gunned,
when you jump over the side of the

boat into the surf up to your chest

in water and wade ashore so that

you can be on hand to take care of

the woxmded as they fall. Four land-

ing stars I’ve seen on these nurses.

I’ve seen them behind the lines in

the hospital tents, working in eight

and ten and twelve-hour shifts at

the operating tables, and I’ve seen

them sitting patiently by the side of

some cot writing letters home for a

boy who has no arms, or reading to

them; or just sitting and saying

nothing because some boy wants to

feel their presence.

In one of the hospital tents we
stopped by the bed of one kid. A
nurse was writing a letter for him.
The kid was wide-eyed when he saw
Bogie. He had the biggest blue eyes

you ever saw. The nurse told us
she was writing to this kid’s girl.

They had become engaged when he
left for overseas. Now he was writ-
ing to her, but he was worried. He
had a problem. Should he tell her?
The nurse was trying to persuade
him to tell her. “Tell her what?”
I asked. Then it was explained. The
kid had lost both legs and one arm.
He was afraid to tell his girl.

We went to work on that boy.
Bogie said, “Do you think it’s going
to make any difference to her? She
loves you and the only thing that

matters is that you come home.” The
boy smiled. He asked us shyly if

we would wi'ite our autographs on
the letters. I wrote a note on the
letter. I wrote, “Bogart and I are
here and your fiance is fine. He is

having the best of care and will be

home to you soon.” Bogie and I both
signed it. The kid decided to tell

her the truth.

Things like that make you never
forget. And while I’m on the sub-
ject of writing letters I wish I could
make every girl who has a boy friend

overseas realize how terribly im-
portant it is to write to them, often,

all the time. Write, write, write.

These boys must know that they’ll

be welcome when they get back, no
matter what shape they’re in. They
need that reassurance, so give it to

them.
“Home” is the constant topic

of conversation among the boys,

wounded or otherwise. Naturally
this is an even more engrossing sub- w

ject among those whose wives have M

had babies since they went overseas.

At one {Continued on page 86)
29



The simple truth about that "complex" Jean Arthur, told by the

famous writer who really knows how to approach a "difficult" star
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WHEN Paramount was first

casting around for a star for

“Lady In The Dark” a barbed-
tongued Hollywood femme said:

“Jean Arthur should do it. She
needs that free psychoanalysis more
than Ginger Rogers!”

It was a nasty crack—but in a
sense it indicated the way a great
many people in Hollywood felt about
Jean. Because they didn’t know or
understand her, she was down in

many little black books as difficult,

temperamental, aloof, hard to deal
with and, at the kindest, “eccentric.”

All of which didn’t make a darned
bit of difference to Jean. She just
kept going her own way, which con-
sisted of minding her own business,
making good movies and appearing
minus make-up and with her hair
uncurled when she felt like it.

Sometimes one of her few close
friends rushed to her rescue by say-
ing she suffered from an “inferiority
complex.” Personally, I could never
swallow that one about any actress.

.
Acting is the career of an extrovert

;

—to use another good ten~dollar

j

psychiatric word. I’ve never been
I able to see why any girl who goes

j
out in the world and gets to the top

I
of her profession, particularly a pro-

I
fession which requires her to face

' the public and brook public -criti-

!
cism, should be painted as a shy

i little violet suffering the pangs of
i “inferiority.” If glamorous, beauti-

I

ful movie stars suffer from “inferi-

i'i ority,” what, for heaven’s sake, must
il

I
;

I

i

_ _ __ .. __ ..

the rest of us be suffering from?
But, no doubt about it, Jean didn’t

conform. For one thing she hated
publicity. She was harder to “get”

than Garbo. Yet, out of the blue she
might grant a surprised scribe a

whale of a story! Other writers,

thinking Jean might have had a
change of heart, would put in their

bids. But by this time she would
have lapsed back into “aloofness”
again.

Sbe has repeatedly turned down
invitations to parties, even the
swankiest and most social. And then
for no particular reason she popped
up at a masquerade party at the
Tennis Club one Halloween, done up
like Sis Hopkins in pigtails—and had
the time of her life.

It has been printed that she and
her husband Frank Ross never go
to night clubs. But the very day that

flat statement breaks in print Jean
is just as liable as not to be ringside

at the Mocambo with Frank, letting

the candid camera boys snap infor-

mal pictures of ber by the dozens!
A certain stylist once said that

Jean Arthur was the most carelessly

dressed woman in Hollywood. She
has a mania for slacks and bandanas.
And yet I have seen her walk in

unexpectedly at Romanoffs looking
like a fashion plate.

No, I have never believed that

Jean Arthur suffered from any kind
of a complex—unless you want to

call doing exactly what you want
to do at’ exactly the time you

feel like doing it a “complex.”
In Hollywood we have known each

other casually for many years—but
I don’t believe I got an inkling of

what makes Jean tick until we both
happened to be in New York about
the same time several months ago.
One of my scouts on the Coast had
passed on the “hot” tip that Jean
and Frank might be having matri-
monial trouble and thought I should
double-check it.

I knew she was staying at the
Hampshire House, a bit of informa-
tion I had picked up from my news-
paper pals in New York who were
pretty hot under the collar at her.
It was the same old complaint—Jean
wouldn’t give interviews or co-oper-
ate. They had dealt through press
agents and the usual ambassadors
and were getting exactly nowhere.
So I thought I would try a differ-

ent approach. 1 merely picked up
a telephone, called the Hampshire
House, asked for Jean—and got her
without going through a secretary!

I began: “I’d like to see you a little

while this afternoon, Jean—

”

“Well, then,” came back that guile-
less little-girl voice that all her
movie fans know so well, “why don’t
you come on over? I’ll order up
some sandwiches and cake for us.”

You never know your luck!

She was waiting for me in her f

suite when I arrived an hour later, ^

looking extremely smart in a tailored w

suit, her soft blonde hair falling

almost to {Continued on page 98)



THE TRUTH ABOUT THE

Glenn Ford was going along

fine at boot camp until the

evening that movie was shown

T
his report begins with an eve-
ning at Mocambo where men
from all branches of the service

—

the majority with heavy duty behind
them and orders in their pockets
calling for more ahead—are savoring
for a few hours the music, lights and
laughter of a civilized world.
A group of photographers cluster

about a young lieutenant. Flash
bulbs explode light. At one of the
tables a senior officer stops a cam-
eraman.
“Who,” asks the senior officer, “is

the much-bephotographed young
man?”
“Why, that’s Lieutenant Bob Stack,

U. S. N. R.,” explains the photog-
rapher. “He’s one of our Hollywood
boys.”
“Ah-h!” rumbles the senior officer.

“Fighting the war in the Mocambo!”
“Lieutenant Stack,” says the pho-

tographer, “is on five days’ leave,

after sixteen months’ active ser-
vice!”

Is this small incident a true ba-
rometer of what is going on in the
minds ©f uniformed men as well as
civilians in connection with Holly-
wood’s men in the armed forces?
“Find out the truth,” instructed

Photoplay’s editors, “about the
Hollywood actor in service. Does he
get the breaks, or is he on the spot?
Investigate the cases of screen-actor
service men held, even temporarily,

A thought-provoking report on whether Hollywood

Honorably discharged because
of ill health, Alan Ladd may
still return to Army duties

in this country. Do all those cases

show military necessity? Is it pos-
sible for any motion-picture com-
pany to exert influence about a

valuable actor ‘property’? What
about actors discharged from the

services for medical reasons? If

there’s anything wrong, we must
find out.”

Let’s take this question first: “Does
the Hollywood actor in the armed
services get the breaks, or is he on
the spot?”
From many sources comes the

answer that, at least in the begin-
ning, he is definitely on the spot.

The outstanding case of a Holly-
wood man’s having to do it the hard
way is Tony Martin. Tony, while in

the Navy, was called as a witness
in the court-martial of an officer

accused of having persuaded young
Navy men to give him presents

—

because he presumably could influ-

ence their careers.

You’d ha^^e thought from some of

the headlines that Tony was on trial;

actually, no charge was ever made
against him. Four other witnesses

also testified. They have gone on to

”

What Jimmy Stewart promised
in London is a sure indication

of how he's fighting the war

wherever their careers took them,
without further spotlight, but Tony
has been more or less pilloried by
publicity ever since.

Tony wanted to get two facts into

the official record: First, that his

rating as chief specialist was given
him in Washington; second that,

far from having ever sought a “soft

berth,” as might have been inferred
from his being a witness in this

particular trial, he had from the
start applied for overseas duty. Un-
der strict court-martial procedure,
neither of these facts was pertinent
to the trial of the accused officer

—

and Tony wasn’t on trial. Therefore,
the testimony that would have
cleared him was inadmissible. (Inci-

dentally, the accused officer was
not found guilty, so far as any an-
nounced findings went, but was
transferred to the inactive list.)

Tony, nervous to the point of ill-

ness tried so desperately to get into

the record the facts Fearless has
here revealed that he may well have
been considered a nuisance. Then,
wanting a new chance where all this

mix-up would be behind him, he ap-
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stars get "different” treatment in the armed forces

A very different case from
that of any other Hollywoodite

in the service is John Payne's
Doug Fairbanks' recent actions

have definitely stopped that un-

der-cover talk of "tin soldiers"

plied again for overseas duty and
was denied. Once more, playing
unsmart, he, according to rumor,
cracked that he wanted to be out
of the Navy and in the Army, unless

given a real opportunity. The Navy
obliged and honorably discharged
him.
On leaving, Tony received the

honor of a final lunch with the
“Chiefs” with whom he had worked
at Mare Island, and who knew him
best. They sent him away with com-
radely good wishes. He was to re-
ceive an even greater testimonial.

On every man’s record, when hon-
orably discharged from the Navy,
appears his “rating.” The highest
possible rating for any Navy man is

4.0. Men are considered definitely

super if they achieve 3.8 or even 3.7.

I

The other—4.0—compares to a boy
who gets 100 in all his classes, is alert,

has regard for, and the regard of, his

fellows, plus irreproachable char-

;

acter! Tony Martin’s discharge from

I

the Navy (Fearless has seen the
original document) bears that almost
mythical perfect rating—4.0.

Tony then entered the Army as a
buck private and, through military
proficiency and excellent conduct,
became eligible after six months for

Officers’ Candidate School. He ap-
peared before a board of six officers,

told frankly the whole Navy story
and asked that, unless his record
was considered thoroughly clear, he
not be sent to O. C. S. A two-months
investigation followed, at the end of

which his entrance papers to the
O. C. S. stated he was chosen be-
cause he “had the qualities essential
to officer material.”
At 6 p. m., January 7, 1944, the

500 cadets in that O. C. S. (at

Miami) had turned in their old uni-
forms. Next morning they would
receive their commissions. Shortly
after six Tony received by messen-
ger his gi'aduation certificate and
grades—he stood third in that class

of 500! His soldierly qualities were
evidenced by the fact that he had
been a cadet officer since the first

month in school. Notwithstanding all

this, he didn’t get his cdinmission.
He left Miami a corporal (as he had

Explained at last to a wonder-
ing public—the strange events in

Tony Martin's service-man career

arrived) and—his lips tightly but-
toned—reported to Seymour John-
son Field, North Carolina. Behind
him he left tumult and furor. Sev-
eral cadets threatened to refuse their
commissions because of what had
happened to Tony, though they were
later talked into sense, and a group
of graduate cadets filed a written
protest with General H. H. Arnold,
head of the Army Air Force. Col-
umnist Ed Sullivan sizzled in print
on Tony’s behalf and Walter Win-
chell suggested a Congressional
investigation.

\Yithin a month after reporting to

his new post, Tony (this guy never
gives up!) was promoted to staff

sergeant.

Fearless now makes public a
fact never hitherto printed: On
February 5, 1944, the Seymour Field
authorities issued Tony a citation

setting forth that he, “as a reward
for demonstrated ability through
faithful and exact performance of

duty, efficiency through capacity to

produce desired results, and whose
behavior has been such as to deserve
emulation, is awarded the Good
Conduct Medal.” Such a medal, three
white stripes on red, is awarded only
on the basis of a full year’s record,
therefore, Tony’s award must cover,
among other periods, all the time he
spent in the Miami O.C.S.

Fearless (Continued on page 91)
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A new "mother" code—one

every man will support as

strongly as Ronald Reagan

M y three-year-old daughter,
Maureen, was disciplining her
doll. “She’s a bad dolly,” she

announced, firmly. “I hate her!”
Something inside me turned cold

at the word “hate.” I know child

psychologists nowadays tell us it’s

healthy for children to work off their

frustrations by occasionally express-
ing “hate” for the concrete things
around them. But I’ve never been
able to sell myself on the idea that

such a theory couldn’t be carried

too far.

When Ronnie came in a little later

I was still disturbed. He under-
stood instantly and presently we
talked with the baby, gently and
casually, about how “hate” might
hurt her doll and how it would cer-

tainly hurt her—Maureen.
It wasn’t that we made a moun-

tain out of the remark of a baby,
a remark which was undoubtedly a
parrot repetition of something she
had heard someone else say. It was
simply that the word “hate” has an
unbearable significance for me.
Ronnie knew that and he agreed
with me that it was something
which must not be allowed to be-
come a part of our child’s life or

consciousness.
For that matter, I think every

modern mother must be thinking
about these things just now when
the world is filled with hatred; when
normally cheerful, good-natured
young men are being systematically

taught to kill casually and efficiently.

She must be wondering how she
can equip her child mentally so that

its mind won’t be poisoned, its life

warped by these things. And she
probably begins, as I do, with per-
sonal experiences and emotions.
For evei-y woman wants her child

to grow up to be wise and cheerful
and happy. Everyone wants to pro-
tect her baby from whatever bitter-

ness and frustrations she suffered

in her own childhood. I am deter-
mined that my child shall not grow
up with hurt and bewilderment and
hate in her heart!

I know I can’t protect her from

Maureen Eliiabeth, aged
three, child of Jane Wyman
and soldier Ronald Reagan

every hurt and disappointment. So
I must try to make her ready to pro-
tect herself.

A dreadful thing happened to me
when I was a child in school. Dread-
ful only because of what it did to

me mentally. It wasn’t important
in itself. It had to do with a note
which was passed to me by another
girl at school and which was inter-

cepted by the teacher. The teacher
read it and gathered from it that

the two of us were planning to run
away from home. It seemed serious

to her and presently we were called

up to talk to the principal. Then
our mothers were notified and in

due course we were both suspended
from school.

Family feuds grew out of it. Our
mothers weren’t speaking. The
other little girl, whom I had con-
sidered my best friend, managed to

put the blame squarely on me and
no one had time to hear my version.

I was bewildered and dreadfully
frightened and I felt misunderstood
and completely alone.

Actually I don’t think we had the
faintest notion of running away. All

children discuss it at one time or

another. But there was so much
confusion and recrimination, I felt

that I could never trust or confide
in anyone again. That is a dreadful
conclusion for a little girl to reach!

It followed me through my forma-
tive years, poisoned my .life and my
whole outlook until I met and mar-
ried Ronnie. I must teach my child

to protect herself against distrust

and disbelief in other people. That
you have to do at home. Home must
be the place where you talk things
over and get them straight in your
mind. It mustn’t be a place where
stern (Continued on page 83)
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1 1 EDY LAMARR is the actress in

Hollywood who has no servant
*

* problem. She has a maid, Mary,

who simply adores her.

In fact, Mary gives her gifts. Often

she will come home from work at

the studio and find a neat Uttle

package on her dressing table wait-

ing for her, or coming down to

breakfast in the morning there will

be a package. Opening it, she dis-

covers that it is a gift from Mary.

“You shouldn’t do that,” says

Hedy, over and over.

Mary doesn’t do it because she is

impressed by the fact that she ^
working for an actress. “I do it,

Mary once told ‘Hedy, -“because I

love to look at you.”

She is lovely to look at. There s

no argument about that. The movie

fans will tell it to you, and so will

the soldiers, sailors and Marines who
visit the Hollywood Canteen. For

this glamour girl, who used to eat

from gold plates, now serves food to

American service men at the Can-



teen on paper plates. She had her
meals on gold plates when she was
married to Fritz Mandel, million-

aire munitions manufacturer. They
lived in luxury, entertained foreign

notables and resided in a castle.

But she was virtually a prisoner
there. She was not permitted to

go about as she pleased. Then late

one night in 1937, she ran away.
And because she realizes what that

freedom means, and because she
wants to protect it, she is doing all

. she can to aid in the war effort.

She has gone on Bond tours,

I

she has played Army camps and
she is at the Canteen every Friday
night.

She is a big favorite there. She
is always besieged by service men
who want her autograph and most of

the soldiers and sailors generally
take out a photograph of their girl

friend and ask her to write her
autograph on the back of it. This
procedure puzzled her and she finally

asked a soldier why they made her

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY
The noted writer and newspaper columnist

write on the pictures of their girl

friends. The soldier replied, “Then
we have a picture of our favorite

girl and the signature of our favorite

actress.”

It was at the Canteen, in the typ-
ical American way, that she met her
love and husband, John Loder.

It was on a Christmas Day at the
Canteen and, after being introduced,
Loder gave her the usual line: “What
lovely hands you have!” They
chatted. He took her home. Wanted
to make a date with her. She re-
plied, “See you next Friday night at

the Canteen.” She figur^ that if

she got bored with him it would not
be so bad at the Canteen. She
didn’t. The romance started.

They were both working in pic-
tures when they decided to get mar-
ried. She had to ^)lay a scene for

“The Heavenly Body” before she
rushed off to meet him. The script

called for Spring Byington to read
her horoscope aloud to her during
the shower bath. Miss Byington
read: “Today’s date is a momentous
one for you. You have, tonight, a
surprise in store for you.”
John Loder’s picture, “One More

Tomorrow,” had suspended produc-
tion for rewriting. Loder, who wears
a mustache in the picture, phoned
the make-up department before the
wedding and said: “Hedy insisted

that I shave off my mustache. I

understand the pictxire starts re-
shooting in a few days. Make up a
prop mustache for me. I’m getting
married tonight and won’t have time
to grow one.”

LJ ER real name is Hedy Kiesler and
* she was bom in Vienna on No-
vember 9, 1915. She is five feet seven
inches tall, weighs 128 pounds, has
dark brown hair, and her eyes, usu-
ally gray, change from that color to

a pale green.
She doesn’t (Cont’d on page 75)



a womanSome expert ideas from

who has learned how to make people

love her—^the Nordic Ingrid Bergman

BY [lYANOR MORRISON

KFEW weeks before Christmas Ingrid Bergman sat beside her fire with
Doctor Peter Lindstrom, her husband, and httle five-year-old Pia.

' ^ “It must be awful,” said Pia, “to be away from home at Christmas.”
Doctor Lindstrom rested his hand on Pia’s small head. “Think how lonely

it will be for all the soldiers who will be far from home this year,” he said.

“If you had to be away, Mommie would be the one you would want to see
most in all the world, wouldn’t she?” Pia asked.

The doctor nodded. “Which brings me to something I’ve been thinking
about . . . Don’t you think, Pia, that we should let Mommie visit the soldiers
this Christmas?”

“I’m not a dancer

"Good wife"-
Ingrid, married
to Dr. Lindstron

Million-dollar

star in a one-in-

a-million pose

“But what could I do to entertain them?” Ingrid asked,
or a singer.”

“Tell them the stories you tell me!” suggested Pia excitedly.
Thus last Christmas Ingrid Bergman stood on an improvised platform in a

hut somewhere in the frozen wastes of Alaska telling men—^many of whom
hadn’t seen a woman in two years—the wonderful stories of Hans Christian
Andersen.

“So it came to pass,” she concluded, “that the ugly duckling grew up to be
a beautiful swan and moved in white beauty over the lake’s still waters. . .

.”

The men crowded around her. Many had completely lost the weary look
they had worn when they came in. All eyes were shining. Hands were out-
stretched eagerly.

“Thanks for today. Miss Bergman,” they said. “Today has been wonderful.”
Actually they voiced Ingrid’s personal philosophy in those words. She is

forever saying, in effect, “Thanks for today. Today has been wonderful.”
Tomorrow in her book is something you face when it becomes today. It isn’t

that she fears the future. She simply reUshes the present and believes, whole-
heartedly, that one day at a time is all anyone can be ahve to. “Live in the
future, live in the past,” she says, “and the special happiness any single day
brings is gone before you appreciate it.”

A viewpoint worth looking into at any time, now especially. ...
A viewpoint which has contributed much to the very special Bergman

charm. For there’s magic about Ingrid. People have a special feeling for

her, even those who know her only on the screen. They smile when speaking
of her. Whether she plays a bad girl or a good girl, she projects a personality

that warms hearts.

This human quahty could be no better illustrated than by what happened
when, through a reversal in casting, she was given Zorina’s role of Maria in

“For Whom, The BeU Tolls” after Zorina already had started work. Heming-
way had wanted Ingrid for Maria from the first. Ingrid had also Wcmted the

part, desperately. However, when the reversal in casting occurred, Ingrid’s

first thought was for Zorina. “That poor girl,” she said. “My heart aches

for her.”

That might sound like pious hypocrisy. If you had ever met Ingrid, how-
ever, you would dump overboard any such suspicion. She lacks the feline

quality attributed to women in general and actresses in particular. Dame
Nature must have nm out of claws the day Ingrid was made.

She has perspective. She gives the other fellow his due place in the scheme
of things. She doesn’t grab. She takes nothing for granted—^not her success,

not her happiness, not even tomorrow. These are all gifts to be grateful for.

“Thank you so much for today,” she says. “Today has been wonderful.”

Today wasn’t always wonderful . . . As a little girl Ingrid used to stand

outside her school and, filled with envy and loneliness, (Continued on page 80) •
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Welles, producer: "That's vdiot he should

do and that’s what he wants to do."

Being the man "desperately

in love," the "good sport," the

romantic revolutionary

T
o get a real pictxire of Orson Welles, the new
sensation in “Jane Eyre,” I’ll begin with a re-
cent letter I had from him:

“Dearest Hedda:
“I send you herewith a number of ancient Irish

curses, all imprintable, even under the audacious
banner of yovu own by-hne.
“You were my fanaily’s only syndicated friend

and now you are publicly on the side of the Savage
of Gower Gulch.

“This is to remind you that the good God sees
everything we do and that it is never too late to
repent.

“I’m still a watery-kneed semi-inveilid, but I’m
just strong enough to raise a palsied fist and shake
it in what I take to be your direction—of this I

am sure: it is not presently on the side of the
angels.

“I remain, wounded but adoring,
“Yours always,

(signed) “Orson.”
,

That outburst came as a result of these two
lines I had printed the day before in my Hollywood
column: “Rita Hayworth hasn’t been given a new
Columbia contract. She’s still on suspension and
hasn’t even bothered to let her studio know she’s

been in town for days.”
There was something so holiest about Orson’s

reaction in his letter that I decided to go out and
have a talk with him. He was too sick to come
to me, as he was weak as a cat after an attack of

jaimdice and had been told to spend six hours a day
resting. So I hied me out to a furnished house,
which he and Rita could get only for three months,
and there he was sitting in the sun. After greet-
ing me, he said, “Now don’t pick on me, darling.

I’m too weak to fight.” That was all I needed, so

we argued for four hours.
I learned that Rita hasn’t been well. She worked

for eleven months on “Cover Girl” and while she’s

one of the biggest box-office stars at Columbia
Studio, she’s been getting one of the smallest star

salaries—$1200—^and literally didn’t care whether
she ever made another picture. And Orson’s been
with her the whole way. Now things are patched
up and she will go back to Columbia to make “To-
night And Every Night.”
Not until you see them together do you realize

that they’re desperately in love. Each is willing

to give up his or her career for the sake of the
other. Orson worked for years to get the kind of

a contract he finally signed with Alexander Korda
and M-G-M to do Tolstoy’s “War And Peace” in

England. For months he’d developed the idea.

He had planned doing many of the background
shots in Russia, had already gotten in touch with
Shostakovich to have him compose the music, weis

all ready to go over when he discovered Rita

Orson Welles-



Genus Genius

couldn’t go along. English laws wouldn’t permit.

“So,” said he, “I’d be at least two years over
there, maybe longer. But it wouldn’t mean any-
thing without Rita—^just a lot of work and no fun.”

Back he came to HoDywood, where he’s started a
new radio show, a comedy show this time, because,
says he, it’s much easier to do that than to write
a dramatic show each week. And he’s fed to the
teeth with dramatized picture versions on the
radio. He thinks they’re old hat. Radio is such a
marvelous medium it deseiwes original ideas and
the best writing brains.

When I talked with him, he was still floimdering
for a format. By now he may have found one. I

argued with him, telling him I didn’t think he
was a comedian and why, after scaring the pants
off America in “The Man From Mars,” didn’t he
try another dramatic bombshell? He said, “You
know I could never repeat that. After that per-
formance they made new radio laws so it could
never happen again.”

I asked about his reading the Bible to a sym-
phony orchestra. I had heard Henry Ford was
interested in that idea. As a matter of fact, I

heard several records made. They were beautiful.

Several sponsors were interested in it before the
war came along, but now the headlines are too
exciting. Those who were interested in the Bible
before think it’s too slow now.

I
ET’S go back to the begiiming of this man who

^ has too many talents. He was born a ' child

prodigy and brought up in an atmosphere of cul-
ture, science, medicine and the arts. He Hved in

the home of his guardian. Dr. Maurice Bernstein,
who was a friend of all ^e prominent stars who
came through Chicago, especially the opera stars,

actors and musicians. When Orson was six, he
was going to opera every night, symphony orches-
tras, Art Institute exhibitions and all the stage
plays. When he was eight, he used to sit up night-
ly reading Balzac. If he didn’t come home for
dinner, Dr. Bernstein would telephone the va-
rious pubhc hbraries, because Orson had a habit
of hiding in them and spending the night there
so he could finish the book he had started.
At nine he and two school friends and a teacher

from the Hill School, which he attended, went on
a walking toirr thi'ough Italy. Orson had the habit
of running away from his companions to see if

he could attract a crowd alone. Once he did that
in Milan and pretended to be asleep on a park
bench when a policeman came along. 'They couldn’t
understand each other, but by the gestures, Orson
knew he was about to be taken to jail. So he threw
a fit and the policeman went through his pockets,
foimd his name and address and delivered him
safely to his hotel
When he was thirteen, {Continued on page 67)

Welles, actor with Joan Fontaine in "Jane
Eyre": "His love-making is interesting."



Candidly speaking . .

Durban ^ey (above) gf Universal’s

“'-Tjhe Climax”

Bonita Granville (ri^ht, above) of

'd^KO’s ‘‘CAre ffhese Our Children?”

Kabhryn Grayson (right) of cfVl-G-M’s



ain^ctac
Caught casually . . .

^ick Cowell (left) of Pressbur^er’s

"It Happened tomorrow”

Joseph Gotten (lower left) gf Selz-

nick’s "Since You Went Away”

Joan Leslie (below) gf Warners’

"‘Phapsody In Plue"

i
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Give this to any man to read and watch his reaction. Then

follow these gold-mine tips and you'll have him watching you!

BY LAWRENCE GOEIED
Consulting Psyc;holog!sf

RE you a “lady
in the dark”?

If you’re not
sure what the
symptoms are,

just look at
“Lady In The
Dark” in which
Ginger Rogers,
in the role of

the successful but unhappy career
woman, Liza Elliott, learns the truth
about herself and so gets courage to

reach out and take the thing she’d
always wanted but believed she had
no chance of getting.

Are you, also, “in the dark” about
the most important thing in the
world—yourself? Perhaps as so
many girls do, you’d say: “I may
not know much about a lot of other
things, but I do know myself.” And
you might add, “—only too well!”

Yet if you say this, there are ten
chances to one that you are thinking
about what you would call your
faults or limitations. When you
speak of “being honest with your-
self,” for instance, don’t you gener-
ally mean telling yourself all the
unkind and xmcomplimentary things
that you can think of? And yet even
if these are true, they are not the
whole truth, and the other part

—

the part that will encourage and
inspire you—is what you need most
to know.
Suppose—as so often happens

—

that you’re “in the dark” about the
good side of your nature and espe-
cially about all that you “have it in

you” to accomplish. Suppose you
don’t realize how well you could
look, or how popular you could be,

or what happiness hfe may have in

store for you. For while I’ll admit
that unless you’re one in a himdred

thousand you may not be likely to

star in the movies or be mistress of

the White House, it is practically

certain that you have it in you to be
happy and to make life give you the
things that you want most. And if

this has not yet happened to you, it’s

a pretty safe bet that you either have
quit trying too soon, or have gone
about it in the Avrong way.

Let’s begin by trying to find out
how much “in the dark” you are. On
page 78 there are listed ten discour-
aging and pessimistic ideas which are
apt to pop into almost any girl’s

mind—and perhaps remain there.

They are ideas that need almost
never be true and yet can be terri-

bly convincing if you let them. L<ook
at the chart and set down how you
behave when any of these ideas oc-
cur to you—it will help you estimate
how blind you are to your own pos-
sibilities and powers.

If your score is less than seventy-
five—and the chances are it will be
—it’s time that you took yourself in

hand and foimd the way to happier
and more successful living. I shall

try to show you how to do this, but
first there are two things I would like

you to remember:
1. There’s absolutely no use in

yoiu* trying to “resign yourself to

your fate” and quit longing for the
things you’ve made yourself believe

there’s no use thinking about. Liza
Elliott did that, as you will remem-
ber, and all that it got her was a
nervous breakdown. You cannot be
healthy-minded or much good to

anybody—yourself least of all—^un-

less you’re at least reasonably satis-

fied and happy.
2. The fact that you’ve tried once

(or a hundred times) to get what
you want, and missed, does not

mean that there is no hope for you.
And this is particularly true of the
things that you tried and failed in

|

as a child.

And now, how are you to make
yourself into the sort of person that

you have it in you to be?

\^ELL, let’s start with your ap-
pearance, which is always so im-

portent to a woman. The first thing is

to stop “living in the past”—at any
rate, if your past was impleasant.
Many girls who grow up very good to

look at pass through a stage when
they’re like the ugly duckling in the
fairy story. Maybe they are too

plump, or so skinny they look all

arms and legs; maybe they have
adolescent acne (“pimples”) or have
to wear ugly braces in their mouths
while having their teeth straightened.

The snubs these afflictions bring on
may leave scars that take a long
time to heal. Or maybe you had to

be around too much with someone
who was so lovely she put you com-
pletely in the shade by contrast.

But the person you were when you
got the idea that you never could be
beautiful is gone forever. Time has
blotted her out. Her place has been
taken by someone else whom it’s

very likely you have never really

seen—the person that you are now.
I suggest you start by making a date

with that person—

a

date to meet at

your mirror.

Plan for this date as if it were
with the most exciting man
you can imagine—Alan Ladd, for

instance. Even if it is a bit of an
extravagance, get yourself that per-
manent you’ve needed so long, or

try a fresh, more becoming hair-do.

Have a new frock or a new hat, or i

both, and a (Continued on page 78)



Symbol of what every
girl can make herseln
Ginger Rogers as Liza

Elliott who learned
the truth about herself

in "Lady In The Dark"

I
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Ida Lupino: Typical of the
thousands of women who
wait for soldier husbands

BELIEVE life is a span of
time in which I serve an

apprenticeship as well as I am
able, take a rest and pass on to
something better. The measure
of Its success and value is not
what I take out of it but what I
put into it in personal integrity,
human dignity and my relations
with my fellow men.

It is like a Victory garden'
you cannot rely upon the mail
down the street to plant the seedsm your garden, you must plant
your own if you would reap its
harvest.

“My faith also dictates that I
must not aUow fear to enter intomy life for fear destroys and can
brmg about the very thing it seeks
to prevent.
“Nine years ago, when I had

pohornyelitis, I was deathly afraid
I would be left paralyzed.
“Night after night I tossed sleep-

lessly on my bed, torturing myself
with that fear. Suddenly, one
night, I told myself it was just as
easy to have faith in my complete
recovery as to fear a horrible out-
come. From that time I resolutely
put fear behind me and from that
time I began to get weU. Just so I
would not be afraid for Louis* or
^ything happening to him out
there, instead I kept the positive
faith that he would return safely
to me. And he has!”
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but someday the^ may be your safeguard

Roddy McDowqll: He hqs

known firsthand the horror

of the German bombings

“TtfAITH is a lovely word. It

<2^* covers so much and means

so much. It is believing and

believing is the thing that lets us

all live. My faith is a belief in my
mother and father, who never

have made me a promise I could

not rely upon, or broke their word.

My faith is a belief in prayer be-

cause prayer has always been the

cause of any success I have had.

Miunmy always has said, ‘Pray for

it, dear,’ and I think if you pray for

what you want hard enough, you

will get it, but you must have

faith in your prayers.

“I remember—it seems a very

long time ago but I remember it

as if it had just happened yester-

day—it was at the time of Dunkirk

and King George appealed to the

nation to set a certain Sunday

aside for nation-wide prayer be-

Ccius6 w6 SO nooded God s help.

And everybody responded. And
anybody who is famihar with the

Channel knows that it is one of the

roughest strips of water in all the

world, yet for three whole days it

was calm enough for rowboats to

cross, and I knew a man who had

a motor launch and he tied four

rowboats to the stem and got many
men out. I have heard many peo-

ple say it was only prayer that

cleared the Channel, but the most

important part of prayer is to have

faith because then you Imow your

prayers will be answered.
’
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Y
ou’D think you’d
stepped into the En-
chanted Forest when

you walked through the
great (and unlocked) iron
gates of Laraine Day’s
four-acre place in Santa
Monica Canyon, called
“The Sycamores.” You’d
have driven through the

usual traffic lights and house-lined
streets to reach it one late afternoon
—and to find this magic garden with
its small river, its hillside and its

mossy woods full of singing birds
would leave you with your mouth
gaping like the prince who found
the Sleeping Beauty.

Set in the middle of the woods
you’d see her one-story gray house,
built in an irregular shape to avoid
the surrounding tree-trunks. It’s

half natural gray stone and half gray
wood; and, like the gate, you’d find
the front door unlocked and slightly

ajar. So after ringing, you’d walk
in—to find yourself instantly in

an enormous, high-ceilinged living
room as beautiful as the garden.
But before you really absorbed its

redwood paneling and two-story-
high redwood beams and its com-

BY ILBNOR HARRIS

fortable, gay sofas in yellow or in

lavender-and-yellow checks, you’d
see Laraine hurrying through the

room to meet you. You’d instantly

rivet your attention on her and
again you’d think of the Sleeping
Beauty—except that this beauty is

far from asleep!

Laraine would be as gay and cor-

dial as you’d never guessed she was
when you saw her on the screen,

before you knew her well enough to

be her house guest. (You have to

know her very well to be her house
guest—or you have to have a waving
acquaintance with her husband and
be in an Air Corps uniform. That
works just as well!) But in the five

years and fifteen pictures during
which you’ve watched Laraine—as

the nurse in the “Dr. Kildare” pic-

tures, and as the sophisticated

heroine of “Mr. Lucky” with Cary
Grant, and even in her newest pic-

ture, “The Story of Dr. Wassell”
(with Gary Cooper)—you still

weren’t sure how friendly the lovely

Laraine would be in the flesh.

But now, of course, you do know.

So you’re not surprised at her de-
lighted greeting. And all the time
she’s talking, you’re intently aware
of her thick, shining, light brown
hair, her wide gray eyes, her five-

feet-six-inch beautiful figure and
her Pretty-Girl legs. She’s wearing
a suit (she has lots of them), either

in gray or tan or black; but some-
where on it there’s an outrageous
bright green touch, or Mexican pink,

or canary yellow—and her shoes
match that outrageous color, what-
ever it is! Her manias are shoes and
sports coats—and she has them in

every conceivable screaming color

and a few you never saw before. But
to even it off, she doesn’t own a long
dinner dress, and wouldn’t. She
hates ’em. She has a closet as big

as a small room off this very living

room and it’s crowded with sports

coats, suits and slacks all made by
her dressmaker and copied from
scraps twisted out of magazine
illustrations by Laraine herself.

But so far you haven’t seen the
closet. Laraine is demanding eagerly,

“Want to see the garden?” So you
say yes, and put down your suitcase

in the living room, and go out one of

the two (Continued on page 68)
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It was through the help of Jean Pierre Aumont's wife, Maria Montez,

that Gladys Hall was able to write this exclusive about

the man who has won America's affection

I

F ever a young
man listened to

the voice of his

conscience rather
than to the prompt-
ings of his heart or

his personal am-
bition, that young
man is Jean Pierre
Aumont.
For it was of his

own volition, you may remember,
that the young Frenchman left his

bright new career in Hollywood and,

two and a half months after his

romantic marriage to Maria Montez,
said good-by to enlist as a haison

officer with the Free French.
That couldn’t have been easy. It

must have been hard.

No doubt it would have been only

a matter of time before Jean Pierre

would have been called to the ser-

vice of his country. But he had not
been called and the date of his de-
parture, which was of his own choos-
ing, might have been delayed—long

enough, at least, for him to have
made one more picture to add to his

slim quota of two, “Assignment In

Brittany” and “The Cross Of Lor-
raine,” thus increasing his stature as

a star; he might have had a few
more weeks, or months, with his

bride. And no one (except himself)

would have thought the less of him.
He didn’t delay. If he had he

would have felt, he said shortly be-
fore he left, “as though I were using
time borrowed from other young
men of my age.”

“I am very proud,” Maria said,

speaking of that day of parting, “that

he did not cry, my Jean Pierre, when
we said good-by. When he left

Hollywood, you remember, I came
with him to New York but then, did
you know this, then he went back
on the train as far as Chicago with
me, to have just those few more
hours. No, he did not cry. But I did.

I cried all the way to Hollywood
until, when I arrived there, I was a
horror!”

So, from Maria and from letters

he has written his friends and from
letters written about him (such as

the one, here reproduced, from Gen-
eral de Gaulle), it has been possible

to get some idea of what Jean Pierre

is doing over there . . . somewhere
in the Mediterranean theater.

The amazing thing is that, in spite

of his premature separation from his

Maria and from his career; in spite

of his loneliness and the grim chances
of war, Jean Pierre is, according to

all reports, well-adjusted and well
content. It is the contentment that

comes from the doing of one’s duty
at the expense of one’s self.

He was especially happy that he
was accepted as a liaison officer

rather than put into some branch of

personnel or propaganda. “If I had
wanted to make propaganda films,”

he said before he sailed, “I would
have stayed in Hollywood with my
lovely wife. . .

.”

J
EAN PIERRE chose the liaison

branch of the service because he
felt that, as a Frenchman who had
lived and worked in America, he was
especially fitted to serve by helping
to bring about, between the French
and American people, a closer un-
derstanding of each other.

“Over there,” Maria said, “they
thought Jean Pierre was out of his

mind because he wanted to see ac-
tion. They were so surprised that

he, an actor, did not want a propa-
ganda job. But Jean Pierre, he
wanted not a desk, not a camera,
but a sword . . . How do I feel about
it?” Maria asked, with a httle laugh,
which did not sound too gay. “I

feel about it not so good. But he
made up his mind what he must do
before he fell in love with me . . .

and I did nothing to change it. I am
proud that I could not have done
so anyhow, because he will do what
he thinks it is right for him to do,

no matter at what cost to himself,

or even to me. Which is why I am
proud of him—that is a man.
“But I am a little proud of me, too,

that I am not jealous of my greatest

"I am proud to be his

second love" . . . Mrs.

Aumont, Universal's Maria

Montez of "Cobra Woman"

rival—which is France. For she took
him away from me two and one-half
months from the day we were mar-
ried. Pierre’s first love is France.
I am proud to be second.

“Yes, we are very proud of him,
his friends and I, proud of what he
is doing over there, wherever he
may be, proud and a little fearful of

what the experience may be doing
for and to him. . .

.”

For through the French Under-
ground Jean Pierre Aumont is now
coming in contact with some of the
tragic conditions imder which his

countrymen must exist. In France
everyone suffers from lack of food.

Frenchmen will (Cont’d on page 77) 55
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She was born with her mind al-

ready made up; Gloria De Haven,

singer of "Broadway Rhythm"

tar >Soda-Jerker
Square-jawed young Dick Jaeckel hitchhiked his ride

to fame. He was returning home from a day’s work in

the mail department of Twentieth Century-Fox when
Fate picked him up in a green convertible. Fate for the

moment happened to be wearing the tall and sparse guise

of Producer Brynie Foy, who had heard about the diffi-

culty the studio was having in casting some of the roles

for “Guadalcanal Diary.” Foy took one look at Dick’s

clean young typically “United States” countenance and
immediately knew him as the boy they were looking for

to play the yovmgest Marine of them all in the film.

Anyhow, when Dick reached his mail desk next morn-
ing, he found he’d been promoted. Soon after, fans were
seeing him on the screen—and seeing in him all those
scared kids who are growing into men, before their time,

in foxholes all over this war-bhstered world. Dick wasn’t
sure at first that he wanted to be a movie star. He liked

the feeling that he “could do something above average”

but he didn’t want the boys in the mail room to think

he was taking it too big. He might have thrown the

whole thing over if anybody had asked him to weai"

make-up, but no one did. His attitude toward seeing

himself on the screen for the first time was one of

curiosity and during the unreehng he “laughed like mad”
at what he thought was a very bad performance. Stacks

of fan mail are now telling him differently.

After his first film he scared the studio stiff by disap-

pearing to take a job at a soda fountain with some of his

Hollywood High School pals. His family circumstances
are such that he doesn’t have to work at all, but he
doesn’t think that fact belongs in his biography since it

is “unimportant.” He will do “Wing And A Prayer,” then

keep a date with the Merchant Marines, a service he chose
because he’d like to travel, “especially to the South
Seas.” Born in Long Island, New York, he has been a

Californian for nine years, played basketball and football

at school and when mingling with his former teammates

J



Breaking into headline print with some unfamiliar facts about four familiar faces

Loudest cheerer at any Holly-

wood hockey game: Charles Co-
burn of "Princess O'Rourke" At twelve, she was "Jane Eyre"

as a child: Marshmallow-sun-
dae fancier Peggy Ann Garner

doesn’t like to discuss” his sudden rise to gelatin glory.

Age, seventeen; height, five feet nine inches; weight,

150; eyes a blue-gray; and sun-tan as a year ’round
equipment. Swims, rides and jitterbugs, likes the opposite
sex, all except “screaming women.” Girls’ hats move him
to diplomacy. “They’re pretty spectacular—lately.”

He can make a thick steak melt quicker’n a snowflake
on Ann Sheridan, and if he stops for dessert it’s ice cream.
Has a good temper, if it gets started. Says his faults are
“too numerous to mention”; the virtues he strives for

are punctuality and honesty. Thinks Kipling’s “If,” fol-

lowed literally, will keep a fellow okay with himself and
the world. For daytime favors the shirttail out, baggy-
kneed slacks modes; in the evening fixes up in a way
to show those Esquire fashion models how it’s done. If

he could someday pick his own leading lady it would be
Rita Hayworth.

azel-eyed De Haven
Gloria De Haven is one person who never has any

trouble remembering the exact day and date she decided
to be an actress. “I was bom with my mind already
made up,” she says. For posterity, the date can be re-
corded as July 23, 1925, and Metro, who has her under
contract, says posterity will definitely be interested.

Gloria has so many talents she can mislay any one of

I

them and still get along. In “Broadway Rhythm” and
in “Two Sisters And A Sailor” she does a triple-threat
job, singing, dancing and emoting. But things weren’t

: always that way. At the age of fifteen she worked only
as a dramatic actress. “No one asked me if I could

sing,” she explains, “so I didn’t tell them.” When, at

seventeen, she started singing, first with Bob Crosby’s
band and then with Jan Savitt’s, the news was out. Metro
brought her back to the screen for musicals and when
they discovered she could dance, too, it was just like

finding an extra prize in a box of crackajack. She felt

as if she’d found the prize in the crackajack too, when
RKO signed her for Sinatra’s next, “Manhattan Sere-
nade.”
Born in Hollywood, she is the daughter of the theat-

rically legended Carter De Havens, which was a good
basis to start on. Nature obligingly went on from there,

filling in the basis with all the right curves and other
accessories to a career: Large hazel eyes, pert nose, a
red-lipped smile not quite like anyone else’s. She won
her first movie test (at the age of twelve wearing bor-
rowed red curls), is currently blonde by request, but if

the peroxide shortage continues can always go back to her
own gleaming black tresses.

Lives with her mother and sister and a pet turtle named
Jack (short for Jack Benny) who eats out of her hand
at meals. Her idea of luxury is having breakfast served
in bed on non-working days; her idea of real fun is to

take all the rides at Ocean Pier and “eat all those won-
derful foods like hot dogs, corn on the cob and pineapple
on a stick.” For formal evenings out, she likes to sit and
listen to a good band and watch others dance to it. Her
extravagance is accessories, fuchsia or chartreuse frip-

peries to go with a basic black dress; favorite piece of

jewelry a diamond-and-ruby wrist watch given to

her by her mother. An ardent (Continued on page 97)



Danny, getting
claps, loud claps.

Face built for madness,

rattle-tongued talent,

mimic of genius— vir-

tuoso Danny Kaye

BV

IRVIKG DRUTMA

T
he brash guy from Brooklyn
stood trembling on the side hnes
at the Hollywood Canteen, wait-

ing to face a soldier-sailor audience.

It was his first pubhc appearanf’c' in

Hollywood, let alone the Canteen.
Would they know him? He felt sure
they wouldn’t. Would they like him?
His stomach turned to ice.

To make matters worse, Reginald
Gardiner, Canteen favorite, intro-

duced him with almost no build-up.
But Reggie knew what he was doing,

for at the mere announcement of

the name wild applause broke into

whistling and stamping. To the
astonishment of the local aristocracy,

Danny Kaye was given one of the

most spectacular greetings the Holly-
wood Canteen had ever witnessed.

Walking on stage in complete hu-

mility, Danny said, “There must be
an awful lot of people from Brook-
lyn here tonight!”

Kaye’s first appearance before an
audience is usually a signal for the
entire house immediately to sit up
at attention. He has the prime requi-
site of a good comedian—a face built

for madness, with eyes that carry a
glint natural only to bom comics.
He is an excellent all-nation dialec-
tician, he can dance and sing enter-
tainingly and, above aU, he is a mimic
of genius. His sharp, supple fingers

and rawboned features can conjure
up situations that would ordinarily
require the services of a stageful of
actors.

Typical of this is his show-stopping
number called “Melody In 4F"’ in

the new Goldwyn picture, “Up In

Arms.” It is a sort of dada exposition
of the life of an Army draftee from
the day he receives the fatal Govern-
ment invitation, through his physical
examination, his induction into the
Army and his award of a medal for

bravery during maneuvers. What
makes the sketch so remarkable is

that in it Kaye employs only forty
recognizable words, the rest of the
song, recited at dizzying speed, being
made intelligible through the use of

pantomime, scat and a jabberwockian
gibberish that defies description. It

invariably brings the house down.
According to experts in such mat-

ters, Danny is today in possession of

the brightest career in the entertain-
ment field. A rangy, mop-haired
young man of thirty, he made his

Broadway (Continued on page 89)
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From Seattle

Ella, making
me, big time, in

Completely natural, a

"miracle" smile, tFie

girl who looks just like

herself — Ella Raines

6V

DAVIO GREGGOItr

WHEN two astute gentlemen
like Charles Boyer and How-
ard Hawks launch a million-

dollar company around an unknown
actress, that’s news with a capital N!
But when you add that the new-
comer has never before made a pi’o-

fessional appearance on stage or
screen, you’re out of the news cate-
gory into the realm of super-Cinde-
rella Raines! Ordinarily, we hear
much about the struggles of well-
known personalities before they
gained fame. Almost all have made
at least one outstanding appearance
on Broadway or won some kind of
national competition, whether beauty
contest or talent hunt. In “Corvette
K-225” Ella bowed into the main
bout skipping all the professional
preliminaries!

Such a spectacular introduction to

Hollywood naturally placed her un-
der even more than the usual flood-

light-and-microscope scrutiny. In
addition to the traditional problems
of the newly arrived, she had the
one of trying to conceal her mar-
riage. she and her husband, who
had left for overseas duty ten brief

days after the ceremony, had dis-

cussed her situation thoughtfully and
decided it would be better for her to

begin her career as an apparent
“bachelor girl.”

Now what do you suppose happens
when a vibrant young woman of

April freshness arrives in Holly-
wood? Especially when she has light

gray-green eyes, the color of jade,

a piquant nose, a longish brown
bob with just a glint of auburn, a

tantalizing smile, the kind of figure

and legs which would bring an ap-
preciative whistle from even the lotv

man on a totem pole? And when,
officially, she’s unattached?
You know what happens! The

same thing that would happen in any
other neighborhood. Word whizzes
around that a new Red Riding Hood
is on hand and the Wolves-About-
Town speedily dust off their best
“rush” techniques.

Well, you can take Ella’s word for

it that lots of Hollywood’s dashing
Caballeros are strictly sheep in

wolves’ clothing. She discovered that

they were not obnoxiously insistent

when she graciously declined offers

to be beaued about to night clubs.

Besides— and she’s very emphatic
about this— (Continued on page 100)



These pages are for Photoplay readers who wish the personal

advice of Claudette Colbert. She may be reached in care of

Photoplay, 8949 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif. If your

problem seems to her to be a universal one she will answer it here.

If you have already been helped by Miss Colbert, write to her

and tell her about it. To the writer of the most sincere letter in

this “How I Solved My Problem’* series, a $25 War Bond will be

awarded. The winner this month is A. M. of Illinois who, with

the help of Miss Colbert’s advice-
—
“Marriage is always a 'series

of compromises”—worked out a personal problem in his home

life. No letters in this series will be published.

^
EAR MISS COLBERT:

I am a young man twenty-
eight years old. Up imtil the

present time I have prided myself
upon being able to solve my own
problems, but now I have one that
is too much for me. I was married
four years ago but after about a
month of marriage my wife told me
she did not love me because she had
just married me to spite another
fellow. She left me flat and I cer-
tainly grieved over her.

However, I met a nice girl in my
line of work and we became good
friends. I told her frankly that I

was married but separated from my
wife and I told her mother the same
thing. The mother was very sweet.
She said she would like to have me
come over to their home for dinner
occasionally but that she didn’t waint
me actually to date her daughter
imtil I was free. That was fair

enough, so I used to telephone and
drop in occasionally imtil I decided
to volunteer.
While I was in the Army this girl

and I corresponded regularly. I got
my divorce, then asked this girl to

wait for me until the war was over.

Well, it was over for me much
quicker than I expected. After be-
ing right out in the battle zone, go-
ing through some plenty rugged ex-
periences, I went to pieces.

I am now honorably discharged

from the Army, but I can’t work
because my nerves are shot to pieces.

My problem is how can I let this

girl know how I feel. She stiU has
two brothers over there in the thick
of it so she can’t think much of me.

I feel as if I had let everyone
down because I was not able to re-
main in action. Sometimes I think I

should just stop writing to this girl

in spite of the fact that I love her
and think of her all the time. I

can’t gain any self-confidence; I know
I’ll never find another girl like her,

but I don’t feel right in asking her
to go on waiting for me.

A Veteran.

Dear Sir:
Believe me, I am very much inter-

ested in your letter.

You say that you feel as if you had
“let everyone down because I was not
able to remain in action.” If a man is

shot in the leg he is unable to remain
in action, yet it would never occur to

you to suggest that he had let any-
one down, would it?

You are wounded quite as much as

a man who has been blasted by shrap-
nel; your lesions simply don't show.
You have served to the fullest extent

of your ability and you have paid a
tremendous price for that service.

This is the way / feel about it and
/ am quite sure that is the way this

girl will feel about it. At least, you
must give her a chance to make a
decision.

If she promised to wait for you until
the war was over, she must have
thought a great deal of you. The very
thing you need now to regain fully
your health is the presence and de-
votion of this girl. You should write
to her with the same honesty you put
into your letter to me; explain how
you feel. Explain your condition. Tell
her exactly what she means to you,
then ask her to make a decision about
your future relationship.

If I know anything about the nature
of most girls, you will not be disap-
pointed in her reply.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
Why I have waited so long to tell

you this is because I haven’t had the
words. After seeing you in “So
Proudly We Hail” I have been more
devoted to my profession, nursing.
I am living for the day when I will

be able to go overseas.
I am a United States Cadet Nurse

now, but it makes me feel that I

am doing my part since I am train-
ing for a useful life. Your picture
has helped many of us young girls

to become more devoted to our work.
You could help the U. S.

,
Cadet

Nurse Corps enlistment if you would
publish this letter or say a few words
about the U.S.N.C. in your column.
Joining our Corps would give girls

something to do other than “moon-
ing” over boy troubles which all of

us have.



YOUR PROBLEMS

ANSWEREO RY CLAUDETTE COLBERT'3 cUty ?

The girls here are all very well
satisfied with the rules of the
U.S.N.C., as they only include good
health and being a graduate from an
accredited high school. I hope you
can say something about this be-
cause, even if you inspired only one
girl in the U. S. to join the Corps,

that would be one more girl for

Uncle Sam..
Thank you with my whole heart.

A Cadet Nurse stationed

in New Orleans.

Anonymous Cadet Nurse:

/ am so happy that you enjoyed “So
Proudly We Hail.” I want you to know
that I consider it one of the highlights

of my career and that, in addition to

allowing me to play a part that I thor-

oughly enjoyed, it also gave me the

opportunity of meeting a woman whose
friendship I value, highly.

She is Miss Eunice Hatchett, who
acted as technical supervisor on the

picture. She was perfectly equipped
to do this because she served with the

nurses who were eventually evacuated
from Bataan. Hers was an inspiring
and heart-rending story.

/ am more than happy to give this

information to girls who are eager to

aid their country by joining the Cadet
Nursing Corps: Cet in touch with the
local chapter of the Anvericun Red
Cross where you will be given specific
instructions about enlisting.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
My sister and I are members of the

U.S.O. We attend the dances and
other activities each week. Four
months ago I met a very fine young
man at one of these dances. He
and I had an enjoyable evening to-
gether and he asked if he might see
me again. I told him he could and
we had a good many dates.

Then, one Sunday, I asked him if

he would come to my home for din-
ner. He accepted this invitation and
met my sister that day. Within the
following months he took me and
also my sister out several times. I

could see no harm in this as I had
no ties on him. But soon I realized

that I had fallen in love with him.
My sister and I have always dis-

cussed our problems together so I

told her that I was in love with him
and that he felt the same way about
me. I asked her if she thought we
should get married.
She acted very strangely about

this. Finally one evening she told

me that she was also in love with
him and that he had told her the
same things he had told me.
We decided to discuss the mattei

with him. He seemed very upset and
told us that he had been expecting
this to happen sooner or later and
he added that he loved us both and
couldn’t choose between us.

I love this boy and it would break
my heart to give him up. My sister

feels the same way about him and I

cannot bear to hurt her. The three
of us have talked the matter over
but it still remains as great a prob-
lem as ever.

Patricia T.

Dear Miss T

:

When a man can’t make up his

mind between two girls, the chances
are excellent that (1) he doesn’t love
either girl, or (2) he is one of those
unfortunate persons who is incapable
of making a decision when a crisis pre-

sents itself. Remember the donkey
who starved halfway between the two
stacks of hay? In- either case he ap-
pears to be a bad bet for a husband.

The love between two sisters is so
important a thing that no rivalry

should be allowed to jeopardize it.

Even though a complete separation
may he painful for some time, it seems
to me that you both should stop see-

ing this man. (Continued on page 103 )
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1

Cj ophisticated note on

V o springtime dote: A
(5 tomato-red Salts Fifth

Ave. linen suit with

double-time buttons, o

new jacket design. With
it—white gloves with

turned back yellow cuffs.

Miss Baxter appears in

Twentieth Century-Fox's

"The Eve Of St. Mark
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B
rilliant idea for a
gay May day: Anne
Baxter, at tne Hill-

crest Country Club, wear-
ing a Sales Fifth Ave.
waffle pique with a black

top appliqued with white

birds^a printed black and
white skirt. Top-notcher:

Black birds on a comb;
footnote, red pumps
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)R A LIST OF STORES

HERE THESE FASHIONS

ARE AVAILABLE,

SEE PAGE 120

t
Interest—the neckline.

"Flattering enough to

recommend it as a special

buy," says Phyllis Brooks of

"Lady In The Dark." With

buttons marching down the

front, this dress goes to the

office or a-partying with

first-fashion smartness

A superior rayon crepe in

navy, gray, lilac, aqua or

powder blue. McKettrick

Classic at about $9. Sites

12-20

2 Take note of the jacket of

slack suit . . . with short sleeves

that make it perfect for spring

or summer. In the spring, wear

it with slacks; in the summer, use

it as a topper for the shorts

Acetate gabardine in lacquer red,

green, maize, gray, beige or

brown. Sizes 12-20. Jacket, $6.50;

slacks, $5.50; or set of two, $10.95.

Shorts, $3.95. Jersey shirt in white

striped with red, brown, navy,

green or aqua. Sizes 12-20.

About $3.50



—equals these two-way treats that are worn by

I

Eye-catcher—the crewel em-

broidery. "Youthful charm

plus," says Phyllis Brooks of Bev-

erly's gay dress embroidered in

bright colors with a belt accent-

ing the tones of the design

A Kay Dunhill dress in white,

green, natural or Copenhagen

Sizes 12-20. About $10.95

The different idea—

a

sun dress

that does beautifully all by its

lonesome in summer; serves in

spring as a pinafore to be worn
with a blouse. Tailored for smooth-

ness and slimness with an appliqued
motif to add a casual distinction

Butcher linen in Copenhagen, bright

red, luggage or green. Sizes 9-17;

10-18. About $8.95

^ Show-stopping—the big

polka dots. A dress that's

a stand-out because of its wide
border print, large pearl but-

tons, a sewed-in belt that does
a waistline trick and wide box
pleats tor graceful fullness

A McKettrick Classic in gray,

aqua, navy, luggage or green.
Sjzes 1 2-20. About $9

Beverly Iserman, chosen by Phyllis Brooks
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Orson Welles—Genus Genius

Stork Club gets a look at Welles and wife and vice versa:

Orson and Rita Hayworth in N. Y.

(Continued from page 41)
he started writing criticisms
of all the summer operas.
He took what he had writ-
ten to the Highland Park
newspaper, saying it was
written by somebody else,

and they hired the man
who was supposed to be
doing the writing.
At the end of four weeks,

Louis Epstein, manager of
the company, came to the
owner of the paper and
wanted to know who was
writing those things. Orson
was brought out and ad-
mitted he was doing it.

Epstein said, “Why are you
roasting my operas?” Said
Orson, “I write what I think
and believe. Then, too. I’m
the only critic who doesn’t
get passes to your operas.”
And from then on he was a
member of the press.

H e was fourteen when he went alone to
Ireland to paint. Only when his

money ran out and he was hungry did he
get into the theater by claiming he was a
well-known American actor. It was dur-
ing that period, too, that he started writing
for pulp magazines. He stayed over there
for two years, was again broke in Paris
when he heard that Gordon Craig, the
great scenic designer, was in the American
Express office. He was pointed out to

Orson and, as Craig came through the
door, Orson conveniently fainted at his

feet. He was taken home. He became a
protege of Craig. From him he learned
scenic designing. He went with him to
Florence and met all the painters and
artists there. Following this, he spent six

months in Spain, really the happiest days
of his life. He’d work two or three days a
week writing horror stories for the pulp
magazines, after which it was pretty
women, wine, bullfights, music and living.

He was eighteen when at a cocktail
party he met Thornton Wilder, who said,

“You’re Orson Welles, the actor, aren’t
you?” “No, I’m Orson Welles, the writer,”
replied he, for by that time he had man-
aged to finish a couple of text books.
Wilder came back with, “Let’s call you
writer and actor. How’s that?” That was
all right. Then Wilder said, “I want to
introduce you to Katharine Cornell. She’s
looking for a young actor.”
And Katharine Cornell engaged him to

play the sensitive Marchhanks in “Can-
dida.” “I saw it in Los Angeles,” I told
him. “In fact, I walked out on it, it was

: so revolting.” He laughed heartily and
said, “I don’t blame you. I was the de-

I spair of Katharine Cornell. Why she kept
I

me. I’ll never know. Then, too, I was
pretty cocky in Los Angeles. We had just

I come from San Francisco where I got into

I
a row with their top critic. I popped him
one, he got the worst of it, so I was feel-
ing pretty sure of myself.”
He went from that into “Romeo And

Juliet” with Cornell and it was there my
son Bill met him for the first time. It was
Bill’s first season on the stage. He was
shy, sensitive and hungry for somebody
to be kind to him. Orson, realizing all
this, couldn’t have been nicer. Bill said,
“I ran into him the day after his first

marriage, in the Algonquin Hotel, and he
and Mrs. Welles insisted upon my having

breakfast with them. I’ll never forget it,”

says Bill. “Nor will I,” says Mother.

pEOPLE ask if he’s generous. Yes, he’s
• generous to a fault, and so extravagant
his friends will probably have to pay for
his funeral. Anybody who’s ever worked
with Orson wants to work for him again.
He’ll wear out ten with his dynamic
energy. He’s given more people a cnance
at acting than many producers who’ve
been in the theaters twenty-five years. We
probably would never have heard of Joe
Cotten if it hadn’t been for Orson Welles.

I don’t think he’s an astute judge of
human nature. He’s been taken in too
many times by perfectly worthless people.
But he’s a mighty good sport about it and
always willing to take a chance on the
next fellow.

When he came to Hollywood at the age
of twenty-five as writer, actor, producer,
the only contract of its kind ever made
by RKO, the whole town laughed and
hooted with, “Let’s see what the little

genius can do.” They stopped laughing
when he turned out “Citizen Kane” and
got more praise than people who had been
producing for years.

H e made three pictures at RKO—“Jour-
ney. Into Fear,” “Magnificent Amber-

sons” and “Citizen Kane.” But the only one
he was allowed to finish was “Citizen
Kane.” The others were done after he
went to South America.
The stories that flew back from his she-

nanigans down there would fill volumes.
The company gave out word that he was
spending millions. He claims that isn’t so.
He’s got some of the most beautiful pho-
tography ever seen on the screen, but I

doubt if you will ever see it, ’cause the
company won’t let him finish it and, with-
out him, they don’t know how to finish.
If by some miracle he can get hold of it

and make it into a successful picture, he
will have justified himself and made liars
out of those who defamed him.

I don’t think Orson is the greatest actor
we’ve ever had. In fact, I don’t think
he’s a great actor. But I do think he’s a
great producer. And that’s what he should
do and that’s what he wants to do. That’s

what he did for “Jane
Eyre,” but he couldn’t get
his name on the screen as
producer. There were too
many people fighting him.
He was supposed to have
carried on a feud with Joan
Fontaine during the making
of that when, as a matter
of fact, Joan had the great-
est respect for him. They
worked together with great
admiration and no fuss.

Consequently it’s one of the
best things she’s done.

There’s very little warmth
in him on the screen. Nor
would I say his love-making
is the kind that thrills you
so you can’t leave the the-
ater. It’s interesting to
watch, but it doesn’t give
you an emotional upheaval
such as the bobby-sox bri-
gade gets from Frank
Sinatra.

But there’s no one in Hollywood with
his background who can write, direct, pro-
duce, act, design scenery, paint and teach.
Yet, that’s just what’s the matter with
him He can do too many things, and he
doesn’t know when to say no. When he
was asked to introduce Charlie Chaplin
at a big rally at Carnegie Hall, he said
yes before he even knew that it was a
communist meeting. When he found out,
it was too late for him to get out of it. He’s
been accused of being a communist. He
said, “I’m no more red than you are, Hedda.
Only my method of proving that I’m on
the right side is not direct like yours. I

like a more subtle approach.” In getting
into those subtleties he very often gets off

the main track and much damage has been
done before he can get back on it.

The women who fall in love with Orson
go the whole way. His first wife and
mother of his child still has the greatest
respect for him.
Incidentally, she’s now Mrs. Charles Led-

erer, wife of Marion Davies’ nephew. And
Orson’s little girl is a great favorite of
William Randolph Hearst who, not so long
ago, was up in arms against Orson for his
“Citizen Kane.”
Orson and Rita live very simply in a

bungalow on a hilltop out in Brentwood,
with one maid. They have a few friends
in to dinner but never give large parties.
In fact, the only large party I ever heard
of Orson’s giving was for his gang on his
radio show two Christmases ago.

Since then he hasn’t had time—and, let’s

be frank, he hasn’t had the money. Every
penny he gets goes into some project for
entertaining, like the Magic Show he put
on for men in uniform. His textbooks on
Shakespeare are used in our universities,
but they don’t bring in a nickel. And
now that he can’t go to England to do
“War And Peace,” he’s back in Hollywood
waiting for a production job so that un-
leashed energy and talent can go to work
again.
You don’t always agree with him, but

there’s no one more entertaining to
battle with. How many folks do you
know who, at the age of thirty, have
done so many things? All the ingredients
for greatness are here, but will he ever
reach the goal he’s striving for? Only
time will tell. But to me, Orson Welles
has only scratched the surface of Orson
Welles. The End
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{Continued from page 51) side doors into

that magic garden again. Laraine points

out the lovely flagged terraces outside each

of these doors, with overstuffed patio fur-

niture in bright colors—and an outdoor

dining table with two benches. “In the

summertime,” she’s saying, “we eat every

meal out here under the trees, overlooking

our river.”

By this time she’s pulling you down a

fern-lined path to the river—which is

dammed every summer to make a natural

swimming pool.

There are two tents, one on either river

bank—for men’s and women’s dressing

rooms! “Later, after the war, we’re going to

buy red gypsy wagons with gold wheels
and little ladders leading up to them, for

dressing rooms,” Laraine tells you. Then
she explains “Of course you know we only

bought this dream place last June. That’s

why we’re so mad about it!”

W ELL, you didn’t buy it, last June or

any time, but you’re mad about it too.

You follow her across the curving bridge

spanning the curving river, and sit in the

“engagement tree” where endless couples

have become engaged, according to legend,

and look at Laraine’s big, neat Victory

Garden and her masses of flowers, and
then wander off with her on other paths

that lead through the woods to the garage.

There’s a chauffeur’s cottage beside the

garage—but as Laraine has no chauffeur

(and no household help at all, for that

matter), it’s used as a last-minute guest

cottage. You stare at her fruit orchard,

and you hear her plans for planting the

hillside near it with orange trees after the

war, and you take a look at another cot-

tage where the gardener lives—an old

Scotsman named Mr. Gilbert.

Now it’s around six o’clock, and when

If you were Laraine Day's house guest

cake. (If Hortense didn’t, there’d be- no
dessert, ever, in the Hendricks house.)

Meanwhile, Laraine is supposedly setting

the table. But when you walk through
|

the big pantry—so big it has a graceful
j

glass breakfast table and chairs in it— |
to the dining room, you find nothing set. i

You don’t care, because never in your life
|

did you see such an utterly charming
|

dining room—small and circular, with
i

dark paneling halfway up the rounded
walls and the upper half done in red rose;

wallpaper. But best of all is the natural

walnut table—circular, like the room, with
a hole in the center out of which flourishes

a frilly green fern! There’s only room for

the table and the eight chairs set around
it, so there’s no other furniture there.

You’d be standing there, gasping with
pleasure and still bearing your special

omelette, when Laraine would call in from
the living room, “I decided we’d eat in

front of the fire—as usual!” So you’d trail

into the living room—and find that Laraine
had put all the gay red print cushions

from the couches on the bare floor (the

rug fcr the room still hasn’t come from the

rug man, after all these months!) . . . and
there, with trays, you’d all settle down for;

supper. You’d think your omelette had
never tasted better, because the company’s
as good as the food and the room’s as good

as the company! The firelight dances on

the shining copper warming pan beside the

hearth, and on the old-fashioned copper

egg-poacher, and on the huge copper

wash tub that Laraine uses for a wood box.

And it also shines on the great yellow

bunches of carnations Laraine has in

bowls all over the room, and on the char-

treuse drapes—and on the special custom-
built red gingham easy chair as wide as a

j

bed with a footstool just as wide!
!

But the peaceful supper and the peaceful \

talk are due to come to an end, which
happens around eight o’clock, when the

front door begins opening and closing,

letting people drift in. The bell is never

rung; the door just opens each time. And
soon the huge room is full of people-
crowding the four couches and thai

enormous easy (Continued on page 70)

Guest room, decorated with

white ruffles—and hostess La-

raine Day—at "The Sycamores"

you come back into the warm living room
with ‘its crackling fire, you find that hus-
band Ray Hendricks has arrived home for

the night.

You like him as much as .you like

Laraine. He’s a medium-height, dark,

merry young man of thirty—with curly

brown hair and a physique that would
make women truck drivers whistle. He
used to be a singer, but now he works as

a civilian flying instructor at Lancaster, an
Army Air Corps training school fifty miles

from Los Angeles—and he hitchhikes to

work and back every morning and every
night! (The Hendricks have only one car,

a long black convertible, which Laraine
drives to the studio every morning.)

P IGHT now, Ray is collapsed comfortably
on a great yellow sofa before the fire,

with his feet on a low walnut coffee table

the size of a double bed. Beside him are
two other house guests—for the duration.
They are a charming couple named Hor-
tense and Bob Robinson, and Bob is an
Army private. They tell you at once why
they are permanent guests: “We intro-

duced Ray to Laraine in the beginning—so
when we were evicted from our rented
house they had to take us in!”

You still don’t know where you’re sleep-

ing, or the Robinsons either, for that mat-
ter; or the two grinning young Air Corps
cadets who suddenly appear from the
kitchen—brought home for the night by
Ray for a home-cooked meal. But that
doesn’t seem to matter. What does matter
is that home-cooked dinner. “And who,”
Laraine demands, “is going to cook it?”

It seems she never cooks except for
formal parties. So you all pitch in

—

elbowing each other around in the kitchen,
and laughing, and showing off your own
specialty. Maybe you concoct your prize
Spanish omelette while Ray fixes the
vegetables and Hortense hastily stirs up a



ENLISTED IN A PROUD PROFESSION—Rer nurse’s "white” lends a special glam-

our to Dorothy’s exquisitely smooth skin. "It would be wonderful,” she says,

"if high school graduates who see this would enlist as Cadet Nurses. We need

more nurses so.” As a Cadet Nurse you would be given /ree training, a monthly

allowance. Write to U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps, Box 88, New York, N. Y.

FROM ’’HIM”! "Charles is as glad as I am that I’m one of the

Cadet Nurse Corps,” Dorothy says. Dorothy is wearing the

official Cadet Nurse suit of gray wool. It has red epaulets

and sleeve insignia. The beret matches the uniform and
looks adorable with her soft-smooth Pond’s complexion.

ASK FOR A BIG LUXURY JAR!

Save glass and man-power!
And it’s so quick to dip

finger tips of both hands
into the lovely wide jar !

POND'S

Cadet Dorothy Forrester
is studying at the California School

of Nursing in Los Angeles, not far from

her home town in Vista.

Her smooth, capable hands are learn-

ing to bring comfort at a touch. Eyes

smile gratefully after her trim young
figure in its white on-duty uniform

—

especially becoming with her glorious,

dark hair and the soft, fresh-as-a-new-

day look of her lovely complexion.

"7’m. a Pond's Cold Cream girl— al-

ways." Dorothy says, "I think there’s

nothing half as nice as Pond’s for mak-

ing your skin feel soft and clean."

Dorothy believes in a twice-over

creaming with Pond’s— this way:

1. She smooths Pond’s fragrant soft-

smooth Cold Cream over her face and

throat. Pats it on briskly but gently to

TTMe- twmm lUe

soften and release dirt and make-up.

Tissues off thoroughly.

2. She rinses now with more snowy-

soft Pond’s, working its softening

creaminess round her face with little

spiral whirls of her finger tips—over

forehead, cheeks, nose, mouth. Tissues

off again well.

* * *

Give your face this soft-smooth Pond’s

complexion care that Dorothy loves.

You’ll see that it’s no accident en-

gaged girls like Dorothy, noted society

beauties like Mrs. Ellen Tuck Astor,

Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr., and Britain’s

Lady Morris use Pond’s Cold Cream.

Ask for a luxurious tig" jar of Pond’s

today. Use it every night and every

morning—and for in-between beauty

clean-ups! You’ll love Pond’s, too!
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FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS
Such comfort ! Such safety ! And such

a saving! A month’s supply of Meds’
internal protection for only 19^.

• Meds are made of fine super-

absorbent COTTON for comfort.

(Continued from page 68) chair and all the
other small chairs. Some of them are the
neighbors in surroimding canyon homes,
whose business is banking or railroads;

some of them are studio hairdressers whom
Laraine has known and liked; and a lot

are Hollywood’s own—Jane Wyman and
Ronald Reagan, when he can get home;
Lynn Bari and Sid Luft; Ruth Hussey and
Bob Longenecker; Robert Cummings; the
Allan Joneses; the Robert Youngs; Laird
Cregar; Judy Garland; Van Johnson; the
Keenan Wynns; Deanna Durbin; and
Zorina.

All of them have packages under their

arms—they bring their own food and
drink, just as Laraine does at their parties

—and by the time they’re all assembled
you wonder why you ever thought this

place was a peaceful haven, because the
room sounds like a football crowd at the
game of the year. And soon the whole
house is reverberating with noise . . .

because everyone is playing “sardines,” the
child’s game that has become so popular
among Hollywood’s younger set. One per-
son hides in the completely darkened
house—and then the others set out to find

him, silently and still in the dark. As each
one finds the “sardine,” he quietly settles

down in the same hiding place—until a
mob is giggling hysterically under a bed
or the kitchen sink, waiting for the last

straggler to discover them. This special

night the sardine hid in the shower—and
after twenty of you were crowded into it

with him, some prankster turned on the
water!
But the soaking only delighted everyone.

They soon were at a new game: Three
suitcases are packed completely with three
outfits of feminine clothing, from girdles

to hats—and three men are chosen to start

at the same time and hastily dress in the
clothes they find in the suitcases, in front
of the whole howling party! The first one
dressed is the winner, of course!
Luckily, the party breaks up early;

but not before the guests have washed

every glass and plate—and even scrubbed!
the kitchen floor! Then, finally, Laraine!
shows you to your bedroom. To get to it, I
you walk from the living room into a de- II

lightful library whose walls are half- J
paneled, half-papered in roses. One wall 'a

holds a fifteen-foot length of leaded win-
dows and built directly under these win-
dows is Laraine’s fifteen-foot natural wal-
nut desk, with book shelves on either side

of the desk itself. There’s a blue rug, and
two red print slipper chairs; and, of course,

a bowl of flowers—there are flowers every-
where in this house.
Opening off one side of the room is your

bedroom, which is furnished, but only
temporarily, with a pink-covered double
bed, a blue rug and mahogany furniture
against the pink pin-stripe wallpaper.
Your bathroom is in black-and-pink tile.

But the thing you like best about your
room is the pen-and-ink sketch of Laraine
on the wall—done by Chinese actor Keye
Luke, with his name signed in Chinese
characters as well as in English! “But,”
says Laraine, sighing, “all of this furniture
will go when the things I’ve ordered come
—twin beds, and natural walnut Provincial
furniture.”

Before you shut your door for the night,

though, you beg Laraine to show you her
and Ray’s room—^which opens off the
library too and which, with your room,
make up this end of the one-story house.
Their room is breath-taking—big, square,
spacious, with a low line of windows in

one wall; but it, too, is only transiently fur-
nished with a blue rug and a double bed
with a pink spread. Laraine breathlessly

tells you what it will look like in the

future: a great bed, eight feet by eight feet,

will fit exactly under the line of windows,
A pink rag rug will cover the whole floor

and one wall will be entirely filled with
walnut wood—two armoires, on either side

of a low dressing table fitted directly under
another window. The drapes will be

white . . . and meanwhile, as she tells yon
about it, you can hear the sound of the

waterfall just out- (Continued on page 72)

• Meds’ dainty APPLICATORS
make them easy-to-use.

• Meds’ exclusive "SAFETY-WELL”
absorbs so much more, so much
faster—up to three times its own
weight in moisture.

• Meds are carefully designed to

satisfy INDIVIDUAL needs

“Next time/” why not try Meds?
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Because of this dainty, carefully designed

applicator, Meds are easy-to-usel

Let the chips fall where they may: Faye Emerson, Irene Manning, Angela

Greene, Cheryl Walker and Eleanor Parker line up to give Hollywood

a dress rehearsal of how shoppers use the new OPA food-token chips
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Richard Hudnut Salon
Dept. SE-8, 693 Fifth Ave.

,

New York, N. Y.

Please send me the new book telling

all about the DuBarry Home Success Course.

Before 4ffer

“The DuBarry Success Course has all the auswers,”

says Mrs. Helen Davis, slim, affracfive young mother of Ann Arbor, Mich.

To HELEN DAVIS, working for figure im-

provement was an old story. She had re-

peatedly taken off a few pounds, then put

them right hack on. At 26, after she had her

first baby, she decided something drastic

had to be done. Fortunately, she enrolled for

the DuBarry Success Course.

“It came as a welcome surprise to me,”

says Mrs. Davis, “to find in this one plan the

answers to all my questions about face and

figure improvement. In 6 weeks I lost 13

pounds, kept on and lost 10 more, now weigh

120. I gained a figure I am proud of, and I

know how to keep it! My skin was rather

dry and coarse looking; now it is soft, fine-

textured and clear. I had only a vague idea

of how make-up should be applied. Now, I

know just how to achieve the effect I want.

And I’ve already saved the price of the

Course by learning to be my own hairdresser.

“In fact, I simply cannot recommend the

DuBarry Success Course too highly. I want

to rush up to every overweight or unattrac-

tive ffirl I see and tell her about it.”

120,000 Women Can Tell You!

More than 120,000 women have found the

DuBarry Success Course a practical way to

look better and feel better, be better pre-

pared for strenuous wartime living. You get

an analysis of your skin, hair, figure, pos-

ture, weight—then a goal to work for and a

plan for attaining it. You follow the same

methods taught by Ann Delafield at the

famous Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.

HIPS

5" LESS

ANN DELAFIELD, Directing

LOST

23 POUNDS

HEIGHT-AflER

5’ 5"

WAIST

3)4" LESS

ABDOMEN

6" LESS

When this Course
has meant so much
to so many, why not
use the coupon to

find out what it can
do for you ? Just
paste it on a penny
postal—and mail.

DuBarry Beauty Chest Included

JiTith your Course, you receive a Chest

containing a generous supply ofDuBar-

ry Beauty and Make-up Preparations.
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\re '^oii on your toes"-- like ^ out of |0 f

Women from coast to coast write frankly and freely,

telling why they switched to Modess! "So soft!”, ”So

comfortahle !”, or "So safe!” 8 out of 1

0

agree

!

If you’ve been wishing you could breeze through these busier rush-

rush days—no matter what time of the month— listen to this . . .

From all over the nation, 10.086 women recently wrote— telling why they switched

to Modess Sanitary Napkins. 8 out of 10 said for its wonderful softness, its comfort, or its

dependable safety! Among them were women who had used practically every type of

napkin. But thev liked Modess better! Like Mrs. P. D.. dancer and gymnast, who wrote:

"Newfound softness and wonderful comfort!" And there were thousands more . . .

Women of all ages praised Modess’ greater safety. As Mrs. M.A.F. said, "A busy

mother appreciates Modess' extra security." A triple, full-length safety shield at the back of

every Modess gives full-way protection—not just part-way. And because Modess is made

with a special softspun filler instead of close-packed layers, it’s softer, wonderfully

smooth-fitting. Try softer, safer Modess. It costs no more!

Discover the Difference—Switch to

Modess Regular is for the great majority of women. So highly absorbent it takes care of even
above-average needs. Makes bulky, over-size pads unnecessary. In boxes of 12 sanitary napkins, or Bar-

gain Box of 56. Modess JUMOR is a slightly narrower, but equally absorbent, napkin. In boxes of 12.

{Continued jrom page 70) side her win-
dows in the near-by river.

Naturally, you sleep like a happy baby.
Just before you drop off, though, you
wearily try to guess where the Robinsons
and those two Air Corps cadets are sleep-
ing—and you guess (correctly, it turns
out) that their quarters are two identical
guest rooms with ivy wallpaper and ma-
hogany furniture that are in a wing off the
kitchen . . . with a connecting bath be-
tween. That figured out, you fall into
slumber. Nobody attempts to wake you
and the silence is sweet and thick in the
midst of these woods. So you might have
slept all day if a bird hadn’t shrieked at
you from a tree outside your window. You
get up and get dressed wildly and rush out
into the living room—and find it’s nine-
thirty and Laraine has just sleepily ap-
peared on the scene herself. If it’s a
day when she’s not acting, of course; if she
were, she’d be up and out by six A.M.
But nobody else is home. Private Rob-

inson has vanished back to the Army and
so have Ray and the two cadets; and
Hortense Robinson is at her job as assi ;tant

to a doctor. Laraine, you find, eats no
breakfast ever; so while you get some for
yourself she calls cheerfully to you from
the back porch, where she is doing the
laundry in the washing machine. She
\yon’t let you help hang it out in the
little fenced-in dooryard; so you eat
breakfast alone, and do your dishes—and
then together you make beds, polish floors,
dust furniture . . . and gather flowers for
the vases.

When one o’clock comes you find that
maybe Laraine doesn’t touch breakfast but
she’s mad for lunch—especially at the gay,
outdoor Farmers’ Market just outside of

Beverly Hills. So the two of you drive
there and eat under a beach umbrella,
with vegetable stalls all around you, and

jwomen shoppers, and endless tempting !

stands offering you any foreign or Ameri- I

can food. Then, undoubtedly, Laraine will !

drag you to a movie. She loves them, and
[

sees every single one that’s made—some of
jthem many, many times. She’s seen

“Dumbo” and “Bambi” six times, “Pyg-
j;

malion” five times, and “Man’s Castle”
eight . . . but never for business, just for :

cLatce?ijont cf

Here's your chance to see

your favorite star pictured

in color in Photoplay.

/Zo.Jl /Zc.

winner of last month’s

poll, appears on Page 35.

Send your vote in now to

the Color Portrait Editor,

Photoplay, 205 East 42nd

St., New York 17, N. Y.

would I tie to see a colot potltail o^

plioloplatj
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fun. You find out that she goes to movies
almost every night when she’s not giving

or going to a party.
But by this time you know a lot of other

things about Laraine, too. You know
that, she never lunches with women and
that she prefers men’s company to girls’

—and that she chooses her husband’s com-
pany to anyone else’s in the world. You
know that they’ve been married a year and
a half and that they met a year and a half

before that . . . when Laraine, in her off

hours from picture work, was producing a
little theater show in Culver City. It was
a satire on Little Red Riding Hood and
when the man playing the Wolf dropped
out, Ray Hendricks was pulled in for the
role—by the Robinsons, those current
duration house guests! Ray was a flier

then, but he had formerly been a singer
with Benny Goodman, Ted Fio Rito and
Ben Bernie—which is why you’d find
yourself being dragged to a monthly band
opening at the Palladium, where Ray sees
his old musician friends once a month
. . . and where his wife has learned to

jitterbug!

YOU know that Laraine loves to read
mystery stories in her spare time and is

allergic to radio programs. You know that
Ray enjoys listening to records in his free
hours and that he’ll sit chuckling a whole
evening over a toy puzzle or a trick gadget
like a cigarette that explodes. Ypu know
that despite Laraine’s lavish wardrobe, she
doesn’t own a dressing gown or a pair of

bedroom slippers—leading Ray to remark
sourly, “We live as if we’re in a hotel
room!” You know that she wears pajamas
and loves to go to bed as early as eight
o’clock and make up wishful-thinking
stories to herself until she falls asleep . . .

and that she’s a practicing Mormon from a
long line of the same. You know that she is

one of eight children, all from Roosevelt,
Utah—and that her great-grandfather was
Charles C. Rich, one of Brigham Young’s
elders and the father of fifty-two children
by his many wives!
You know that her father is in the seed

and wool business, and that none of her
brothers or sisters is in the movie indus-
try; and that when she was ten years old,

her whole family moved from Utah to

Long Beach, California, where she at-
tended George Washington Junior High
School and Polytechnic High School. She
was a sophomore when she became a part-
time motion-picture actress; and she is

twenty-three now.
You know that her dog-love is divided

between Igor, her huge bull mastiff, and
Briny Marlin, her tiny black Scottie

—

which came to her direct from Ray, in a
long white flower box! You know that
she loves to take color pictures and to go
on long bicycle rides with Ray and to
make charming old-fashioned coffee grind-
ers and Spanish treasure chests into cig-
arette boxes.
You know that Ray loves her so much

that he hitchhiked from Phoenix, Arizona,
every Saturday night for a whole year in
order to spend Sundays with her—and
then hitchhiked back again Sunday nights!
You know that she may not eat breakfast,
but nevertheless she’s a chain eater, tuck-
ing away pie, cake and ice cream steadily
all day long. You know that the telephone
rings ceaselessly—but it’s always Ray call-
ing Laraine, or Ray’s friends hot on his
trail.

You know that someday they’ll build a
house across the river for her parents

—

and that someday your guest room will be
a nursery swarming with four children . . .

and that Laraine will always be acting in
pictures, and you’ll always be coming back
for visits—just as often as you can!

The End
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Housework's the Only Job I Know
— what could 1 do in a war job ?

^'The More Women at War
— The Sooner We'll Win!'^

Harness that housework energy and skill

to any home-front service! Every day,

more and more women must help keep
production moving! If your town needs

workers, each day you delay means more
men must die—Victory must be post-

poned. Below, see how many domestic

duties can be applied to a war job!

Ever cook— serve meals? ... a res-

taurant or hotel needs you ! A real war job,

if ever there was one— vital to civilian life!

Full time, part time, there’s a place for you,

with pay. Read the classified ads in your home
paper— for openings available now. Or get free

advice from your Employment Service Office.

Ever wash and iron? . . . laundries need
you 1 If you can run a washing machine, or do

anything in the laundering line, here’s a war

job that will relieve your country of a serious

problem! See the want ads. Also, your U. S.

Employment Service Office will gladly give

you free information.

Ever keep accounts? . . . manage house-

hold bills, budgets? The WAGS, WAVES,
SPARS and MARINES need women for many
types of work Jobs computing pay rolls, keep-

ing records, etc. Serve in uniform— release a

man to fight! Inquire at your nearest Army
or Navy recruiting station.

Ever go marketing? ... try selling! It’s

hke shopping— in TevcTse. Drug store clerks

are urgently needed to sell cosmetics and
other items, to serve at fountains or as cash-

iers. A job in any store is essential! Inquire

in your neighborhood—read those want ads!

Start working today!

(T.M.Rfp.
U.S. Pat. Off.)

Published in the interest

of the war effort

by Kleenex* Tissues

Paper, too, has a war-time job . . . that’s why there’s not enough

Kleenex Tissues to go around. But regardless of what others

do, we are determined to maintain Kleenex quality in

every particular, consistent with government regulations.

Introducing Little Miss James

(Continued from page 27) Gordon had
brought perambulator robes and pillows
in blue, and Mrs. Keenan Wynn bon-
tributed red suede booties. There were
also dozens of blankets, baby dresses,
coats, bonnets and enough booties, as
Betty said later, to keep a centipede’s feet

warm. It took three cars to bring all the
gifts back to Betty’s home.

C MALL Victoria is going to find herself
^ in one of the most enchanting rooms
in the country—even though it is still only
half ready for her. She’ll find her floor

covered in dark blue linoleum and her I

walls a pale blue—with tiny rabbits in

blue and white marching around just

under the ceUing. The same rabbits are
repeated in the white and blue wall paper
in an alcove. But, except for the wall
paper and linoleum, there is thus far

nothing in the room but the most neces-
sary article—a bed. This is delightful
enough to make up for a dozen other
pieces of furniture, though. It’s an antique
slave-cradle on rockers, which Betty her-
self painted white and lined with satin.

Victoria’s room is set in a house that
would make any child happy—a small
house surrounded by five acres of lemon

i

groves up Cold Water Canyon in Beverly
Hills, which has only two bedrooms, Vic-
toria’s and her parents’. It’s a two-story
stone house of simple architecture. Dur-
ing these past months Betty has been
housekeeping for the first time in her life.

Except for a cleaning woman who came
in for a few hours three days a week,
Betty was doing all her own work.

It will be eight full weeks after Victoria’s

arrival before Betty will be acting again.

By that time the picture “Pin-up Girl”
will be released, which she finished just

before her doctor ordered her to begin be-
having like an expectant mother. Then
she will immediately start shooting “Dia-
mond Horseshoe.”
Meanwhile, even before this article ap-

pears in print, Harry may well be a pri-

vate in the Army. He is 1-A right now
and it’s only a matter of time before he’s
in uniform and leaving behind him his
wife and baby daughter. But they will be
waiting for his return—Betty Grable, the
queen of pin-up girls in person, and Vic-
toria Elizabeth James, the young princess
of pin-ups. And the whole country will

be wishing the famous family health and
happiness the while.

The End
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ARE HOLLYWOOD STARS

GOOD MOTHERS?

^ead die candid opinion qf

ELSA MAXWELL

famous writer-friend of

the stars who has observed

them intimately with

their children.

June ^hotoplay^
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Handbook on Hedy
(Continued from page 37) care much
about being a well-dressed woman. She
used to walk about wearing only a pair of

overalls and sandals. Now her casual

costumes consist of a plain silk shirt, open
at the neck, and gray slacks. She gen-
erally shops by telephone. She usually

allows herself ten minutes to dress and
finishes in five.

Her favorite informal dresses are of

peasant design, dirndls with wide skirls

and embroidered blouses.

She secretly writes poetry. She de-
signs jewelry and she mixes her own per-

fumes. She is also an inventor and the

Government is now considering one of

her wartime inventions.

She generally has the radio turned on
and listens to all the top programs. Fred
Allen is her favorite comedian and she
talks about him and Bob Hope as if she
weren’t in theatricals but stiictly a fan.

She likes to tell jokes, too.

She was trained by a French nurse and
in four years at private school and fou»'

years under private tutelage she acquired
a fair command of the Hungarian, Ger-
man and French languages. She claims
that she learned English by studying
American motion pictures.

She loves to go to the movies. She goes-

several times a week, seeing all the im-
portant releases. She likes to see pictures

in projection rooms, for there she can
talk back to the picture.

When she attends a movie in a theater,

often during a love scene she will lean
over and kiss John. It is John who is

really a character during the showing of

a film. He never fails to fall asleep imme-
diately at that scene in which the picture

starts being dull.

In fact this habit of John’s is a stand-
ing gag among their friends. One night
Ann Sothern phoned and asked Hedy
about a certain movie and whether it was
really worth seeing. “Wait a minute,”
said Hedy, “and I’ll ask John.”
She returned to the phone and said,

“John says he fell asleep at that one quite
early.”

“Thanks,” replied Ann, “then I wouldn’t
bother seeing it.”

S
HE loves food and is a big eater. She
wants a taste of whatever everyone at

the table orders. She is especially fond of

desserts and is always eating candy, cakes
and ice cream.
She is very fond of good music and will

sit for hours listening to classical record-
ings. She and the George Antheils are
great friends and he has promised to dedi-
cate his next symphony to her.

She comes on the set knowing her lines

and how she wants to play the part. She
is easy to get along with at work. She
is eager for suggestions, but she must have
confidence in the director.

This is how she studies her scenario.

She always has John read aloud the scene
she is to play. She listens. Then he
reads it again, and by now she knows her
lines. Then she rehearses the scene by
enacting it with her husband.
Her bedroom has twin beds. She al-

ways makes her own bed. She claims she
can’t sleep unless she fixes the bed her-
self.

She likes to have John read to her.

Whenever possible, she doesn’t read a
book herself but has John read it to her.

Her favorite authors are Daphne du-
Maurier, John Steinbeck and Somerset
Maugham. They read in bed. And, on
a copy of a collection of Maugham’s short
stories, there is this note, written by them;
“Thank you, Mr. Maugham.”

, The End
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Overseas Report on Jean Pierre Aumont

(Continued from page 55) now not even
have the two ounces of meat a month
previously allotted them. The standard of

work in the schools has dropped alarm-
ingly because the children do not get

enough food (at least seventy to eighty

percent of them show symptoms of

rickets) and because they are living in the

same state of nervous tension as the adults.

Not long ago, it seems, a group of French
youths decided to bring a supply of po-
tatoes to Lyons, where the food situatibn

is desperate. They piled the potatoes on a

truck and, armed with machine guns, pro-
ceeded to Collonges where a policeman
blocked their passage on the grounds that

such transport was illegal. (“Illegal,” mark
you, potatoes to the starving!) The young-
sters were forced to threaten the officer

with their machine guns before being able

to continue on their journey.
The situation in Nice is even worse.

Practically all the food must be brought in

from other areas. Small children often go
for days without their share of milk. Not
even a substitute food is granted them.
Life for the Parisians, too, is very hard.

They look poor and emaciated. Their
health is failing. Their houses are cold and
in disrepair. Their children die or become
invalids. Certain medicines are now en-
tirely lacking . . . the problem of criminal
and mentally deficient youths is becoming
exceptionally serious.

One of the greatest luxuries in this

ravaged city is a cigarette. Parisians will

go to drastic lengths for a smoke, but only
twenty percent of them are able to buy
“unused” cigarettes. The others smoke
cigarettes made of discarded butts, known
as megots. These are picked up from the
streets . . . often by well-dressed women.
The tobacco is cleaned and “new” ciga-
rettes made, to be sold at Black Market
prices. Hundreds of children, hired by a

few individuals, go out on daily scavenger
hunts in the streets and around restaurants
and bars to pick up these megots.

I
T is with such grim realities that Jean

• Pierre is now deeply concerned. “Be-
cause he cares so much,” Maria said, “I

am proud, terribly, terribly proud of Jean
Pierre. I am proud of so many things in

him. Of his thoughtfulness—he cables me
twice a week, writes to me every night,

every night, even though his letters may
not reach me for weeks and then all in

a bunch.

“I am very proud to get my husband’s
check every month—$218—with which,
except for the first one, I buy Bonds, every
month Bonds. With the first one, I bought
for myself something I wanted very much
—an iVening dress, the color of my hair,

which I saved and wore to the President’s
Birthday Ball. I am very proud of the
letter General de Gaulle sent Jean Pierre,

thanking him for what he has done.
“I am glad of the way he is in love with

me, my Jean Pierre. He does not want
me to dance with anybody while he is

away. He does not want me to have dates
with anybody but his friends. That is the
way a man should be with the woman he
loves, possessive and protective.

“ DEFORE he left, he had made for me
two recordings, one a French song I

love very much and one of two poems he
used to say to me as only Jean Pierre, with
that beautiful voice of his, could say them.
I play them every night before I go to

sleep. And we promised each other that,

every night, as we go to bed—I here, he,

over there—we will kiss our wedding
rings. You know, T kiss my ring tonight. . .

.’

“He will be, I know, after the war, the
greatest actor in France. He plans to spend
half his time in France, half in Hollywood.
I am studying French very hard, improving
my accent, because Jean Pierre writes that
he wants me to act with him in Paris,

afterward.
“He does wonderful prose sketches, too,

in English and in French, with great wit
in thenf, great finesse, great psychology.

“I am very proud of the way everyone
seems to like him. Andre David, Charles
Boyer, Saint Exupery, Jean Cocteau,
Claude Dauphin, Gene Kelly (his best
friend that I know in Hollywood) are his

good friends and he loves them like they
are brothers. Charles Boyer, Gene, the
others call me often, say, ‘Have you had a
letter? Yes? May I come over and read it?’

Or they will call and say, ‘I have had a
letter. Shall I read it to you?’ ”

That is Jean Pierre Aumont today

—

somewhere in Africa, possibly in England,
wherever he may be, doing his best as one
individual in this great war, with the hope
that it may contribute a little toward a
day when all men will understand all other
men and, understanding, never again find

it in their hearts to bring such suffering
as this to the world.

The End

Dinnertime tactics: Frances Langford, Captain Tommy Forest

and Frances's husband Jon Hall making Mocambo night of it
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Are You a Lady in the Dark?

{Continued from page 44) beauty treat-

ment. And when the time for the date
comes, try to look at yourself as if you
were taking in the good points of a per-
fect stranger. I believe you’ll see a lot

of these and think of more you - could
develop.

[

Next, take up the question of your
“manner.” Suppose that, especially when
you meet people on whom you’re dying

1 to make a good impression, you feel shy
i
and awkward, not the poised, confident

;

person you would like to appear. If you
are like most girls, you were probably
brought up to feel it wasn’t quite “nice”
to want to attract attention, especially
from the opposite sex. And whether you
know it or not, it’s that feeling that makes
you self-conscious and afraid to show
your talents or set off ^our good looks
to the best advantage. Then if, for this

reason, you’ve gone more or less un-
noticed, you’ve grown all the surer that
you do not have what it takes to be pop-
ular and admired.

If this is your trouble, then the simplest
cure I know of is to train yourself to
notice other people—to think of how they
impress you instead of how you impress
them. Concentrate on whether you like
the men you meet, not on how they like

you, and try to decide how you’d describe
them if you had to put them in a story
or a novel. After a while, you’ll be too
much interested to have time to feel self-

conscious and, eventually, the attention
you give others will come back to you
with compound interest. For there’s
nothing anyone—especially a man—likes

better than to feel he’s being noticed and
the girl he feels is thinking about him
as well as herself is the one he’ll .want to
have more dates with.
But young men aren’t any different in

this respect from older men, or from
women and children. That’s why being
popular need be no problem for you if

you’re just willing to take the trouble.

When you meet somebody who listens to

your ideas and opinions, and perhaps
remembers to ask if the toothache that
was bothering you last week is better, you
are going to like that person unless you
have some very good reason not to. Like
most good rules, this works both ways
and unless you simply won’t be bothered,
you can take advantage of it just as well
as anybody else can. I don’t mean you
have to be a “doormat” and do everything
that anybody asks you. I mean you
should open your eyes and ears so as

to let those around you get to be real

ARE YOU “IN THE DARK” ABOUT YOURSELF?

Here are ten "dark" and destructive ideas that may come into a girl's

mind. When one of them throws its shadow on you, what do you do?

If you're most apt to believe it, write a zero in the first three columns.

If you don't entirely accept the idea, but still can't help worrying a

little, mark five in the second column. If you're able to say, "No!" or

even, "Nonsense!" give yourself ten points in column three. Add your

score and refer back to what I've said about it on page 44.

1. There's no future in this job I'm doing

2. I'll never be really pretty

3. I'll never get to meet people easily.. ......

4. I can't get over the feeling that when people

say they like me, they're just doing it to make

me feel good

5. I can never stick to my good resolutions

6. I never can seem to ring the bell a hundred

percent

7. You have to have talent to get places, and

I was born without any.

8. I can never live down some of the mistakes I

have made.

9. I might as well give up trying to attract men

—
I
just haven't got what it takes.

10. "Everything happens to me."

7 :



people to you, not just members of the

audience before which you are putting

on an act to win applause and admit-ation.

Even asking yourself the old question:

“How does he (or she) get that way?”—
if you ask it seriously and try to see why
the other fellow feels and acts as he does

—will not only make life much more
interesting but win you more friends

than you had ever thought you could

have.

And yet if you are a normal girl and
have not yet found a man you could

love who loves you, it’s love and not

popularity or friendship in which you
are mainly interested. Here, too, maybe
you have grown up, as so many girls do,

with the feeling that to “win a man’s love”

takes all sorts of strange, mysterious qual-

ities which you’re afraid you don’t have.

If you still feel that way, it’s one more
case where you’re “living in the past”

and looking at life from a small -girl

standpoint which it’s time you outgrew.

From your father and your older broth-

ers, or perhaps from studying the men
your big sister went out with, you may
have got the idea that men are mys-
terious creatures whose demands are so

exacting that no simple ordinary girl

(like you) could ever hope to satisfy

them.
But the truth is, unless he is eaten up

with egotism, no man you meet will be

looking for a superwoman and though he
may sometimes dream of marrying a girl

like Betty Grable, he’d be thoroughly un-
comfortable with a girl like that in real

life and right well he knows it. For just

one thing, she’d be too hard to live up
to.

I
’VE heard more men talk about girls

' than most people, besides being a man
myself, and the qualities that win a man’s
love are not what a lot of people suppose.

A man doesn’t love a girl mainly for her
looks, her brains, or because she’s “hard
to get,” although all of these may help

in the beginning.
He loves her because he feels she cares

about him, wants to see him happy and is

interested in what he has done and can
do. You’ve probably heard the saying:

“Every man is a small boy at heart,” and
there’s a whole lot of truth in it, even
though the man who’s too much of a small

boy doesn’t make a very satisfactory hus-
band.
But the saying is completely true in one

way: The things that the average man
wants in a woman are the ones his mother
gave him when he was a small boy

—

in'.erest, sympathy and understanding.
And the girl who gives him these things

—

which, being a woman, you can give a
man if you are willing—is the girl he’ll

want to marry.
There’s a lot more I could tell you,

but it all boils down to one thing: Don’t
Stop Trying! That was what would have
wrecked Liza Elliott’s life if Dr. Brooks
had not helped her to see the mistake she
was making. The “dark” she was in was
really the fog of discouragement that
came from taking her first failures and

1
wrong moves too seriously; and if you
are in that sort of fog, don’t let it darken
your life any longer. Whether it’s in love,

in a career, or both (since I believe they
1 can be combined), the girl who wins is

|

the one who refuses to let disappointment
, make her feel there’s something wrong or
lacking in her when the truth is nearly

I, always that she simply tried too soon, or
i ;

in the wrong Way. Let the light of hope
and understanding into your heart and

I there is no reason why—in one way or
1

1 another—your dreams should not come
1

1

true.

The End
i
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Thanks for Today
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(Continued from page 38) watch her class-
|

mates go off for tea with the sweet, beau- '

tifully dressed women who were their I

mothers. Her own mother died when she
was only two years old.

As an adolescent, shy and afraid, Ingrid
lived with an aunt and uncle who were
well-meaning but incapable of under-
standing her and her sensitive ways. Her I

father, Justus Bergman, musician, artist

and photographer, to whom she was emo-
tionally close, died when she was thirteen. S

And six months later she lost the aunt !

who had looked after her and whom she |

had learned to call mother.
The aunt and uncle with whom she went

to live at this unhappy point in her affairs

laughed when, agonizingly self-conscious,
she couldn’t answer people. “You’re
crazy,” they told her, “to think you could
be an actress—as you do. How could you
stand on a stage, talk to a theater filled

with people? Besides, you’re too big.

You’re as big as a giraffe.”

“I know,” Ingrid said quietly, “but I

must become an actress somehow.”

More and more she retreated into her
world of dreams. Unlike most stage-

struck adolescents she didn’t dream of

applause and glittering gowns and jewels
and admirers and flowers. She dreamed
realistically of working in the theater,
studying, playing character parts and one
day, perhaps, one of Ibsen’s strange
women.
Every year the State Dramatic School

tested so many youngsters. Those who
were accepted paid no tuition. “Let me
test,” Ingrid begged. “It doesn’t cost any-
thing. Even if you think it’s silly, let me
test, please!” ,

At last her uncle and aunt agreed. She
wouldn’t be able to open her mouth any-
way, they told each other, and that would
be the end of the nonsense once and for

all.

“I had heard you played something
tragic like Juliet or Portia when you
tested,” Ingrid said. “But they asked me
to play a funny country maid. And before
I had gone far they said, ‘That’s enough!’

“I felt as if the gates of heaven had
closed upon me. I went home and sat in a
chair and thought of suicide. Everything
seems so permanent when you are young
and you have no experience to teach you
things will change.”

HOW did it go?” asked her aunt and
uncle.

“I was so bad,” she said, “they couldn’t

stand to listen to me.”
“Now you really can see what you will

do,” they told her. They were beaming.
A schoolfriend burst in. “Call up the

school!” she shouted.
“It isn’t necessary,” Ingrid said. “I know

how bad I was. They woxildn’t even let

me finish. They stopped me. ...”

“No, Ingrid,” the friend protested. “They
were only beginning a weeding-out ,

process. I saw your name written down
on the blackboard as one of those who !

are to take the second test!”

That was the beginning of Ingrid’s con- ' i

scious happiness. But for the black years t

preceding she might have taken for , t

granted the school and the work she i

loved; the atmosphere warm with under- 1

standing; praise instead of constant criti-

cism; admiration instead of ridicule. Now 4

all this seemed a daily miracle for which ,4

she never stopped sending Up little hymns 1

of thanksgiving.
She met Peter Lindstrom, a medical doc-

tor interested in research, when she was
seventeen. She was twenty-one when they

were married. “My husband,” she says, “is

80



the one who makes it all so wonderful. He
didn’t expect me to be a different person
because I married him. He understands
my interest in my work and my love
for it.”

It was with sweat and toil, if not with
blood and tears, that David O. Selznick
got Ingrid over here for her first American
picture, “Intermezzo.” The final scene
finished, without waiting to remove her
make-up, she tore for the train on the
first lap of her journey back to Sweden.
Pia (her name comes from the initials of

her parents’ names, Peter Aron and Ingrid)

was then only a few months old.

When “Intermezzo” was released Selz-
nick had to have Ingrid back. On any
terms. He would give her the world set

in a ring for her finger, but he had to

have her back.
“I can’t go . .

.” she cried, torn between
two loves. That was 1939. England and
Germany were at war. She knew if

Sweden went to war, too, it might be im-
‘ possible to see her husband again for years.

It was Doctor Lindstrom in the end who
talked her down. He knew what the
American experience had meant to her.

After Hollywood the Swedish field seemed
cramped. If she wanted to grow in her
profession, he told her, she couldn’t afford

not to go back.
To make sure she wouldn’t turn back

eri route, he took her and Pia to Spain, saw
them on the boat and promised to join

th'^fn in June. “No man,” she says,

“ever acted more generously, with less

thought of himself.”
They kept waving and calling, “June . . .

June ...” till they lost sight of each
other. She didn’t really believe that he
would be able to get across the sea to them.
The world was so upside down. But she
clung to a small shred of hope rooted in

her knowledge of her husband. “He is

such a man that if he says he will do a '

thing he does it.”

T
hey had that summer together in Cali-
fornia and he came again for Christmas.

Then, when it appeared Sweden would
remain neutral, they weighed the possi-
bilities of his remaining over here. He sent
an application to the Strong Memorial
Hospital at Rochester, New York, was ac-
cepted, and phoned to Ingrid who was
then making “Rage In Heaven” to join
him at the first possible moment.
In Rochester, Ingrid and Doctor Lind-

strom rented a simple, two-story house
halfway between the hospital and the
town and Ingrid was Mrs. Peter Lind-
strom, who rode on busses, did the market-
ing and hauled Pia around on a sled.

' Mrs. Peter Lindstrom was vei^ happy
in Rochester. Ingrid Bergman was not.
She doesn’t like vacations and one seven
months long was too much of a good thing.

, She was pleased, therefore, when she was
: called to Hollywood to do “Casablanca”
1; with Humphrey Bogart and, in quick suc-
ii cession, “For Whom The Bell Tolls,”
“Saratoga Trunk” and “Gaslight”—to
work unceasingly and squeeze the Alaska
camp-show tour in between times.
Doctor Lindstrom at this writing is do-

ing research in San Francisco, which
' means he and Ingrid frequently week-end

j

together. They love to ski when they are
in the North. The snowy hills remind
them of home. In Hollywood together, on
the other hand, they entertain quietly, go

I

dancing, attend concerts in the Hollywood
1
Bowl, plan summer holidays in a cottage
on some remote beach far away from the

I

worlds they both know ordinarily. Their
I friends, with the exception of Signe Hasso,
are nonprofessional.
At home the Lindstroms talk both Eng-

lish and Swedish. Except for her nightly

I

prayer in Swedish, Pia speaks only the

I

language of her American playmates. The
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course), baby might be safe from harmful germs. These germs are almost every-

where, often cause skin troubles such as prickly heat, diaper rash. To protect

baby, best powder is Mennen. More antiseptic! Round photos above prove it.

Center of plates contain different baby powders. In gray areas, germs thrive; but

in dark band around Mennen powder (far right)
,
germ growth has been prevented!

Startling differences

in baby powders!

mal play (shown by speed camera). He needs the smoothest baby powder to guard

against chafing! Which powder is smoothest is shown by round photos above of

leading baby powders seen thru microscope. Mennen (far right) is smoothest, finest.

That’s due to special “hammerizing” process, makes Mennen Baby Powder the best

protection against chafing. Delicate new scent keeps baby lovelier.

strange tongue in which her parents
sometimes talk to each other amuses her.
“Talk some more,” she begs. She doesn’t
know it is her native tongue, only that
it is strange. Hearing Italian on the radio
one day she crowed, “That’s how you and
Papa talk.”

THAT Doctor Lindstrom is proud of his
' wife’s professional achievements goes
without saying. It almost goes without his

saying.
Ingrid’s explanation is a diverting

thumbnail study in the variations of racial
psychology. “American people are so
generous with their compliments. Swed-
ish people are stiffer. They have difficulty

to let themselves go. They would rather
die than say, T think you’re wonderful!’
I am that way, too—though I get better
the longer I stay in America. But my
husband is very Swedish in the way of
compliments. He has learned the Ameri-
can okay. If he says it is okay I am satis-

fied. If he says more I am surprised.”
On the subject of her clothes, however,

Doctor Lindstrom expresses himself em-
phatically, especially when he doesn’t like

them. In which case Ingrid, a wise and
intelligent wife, doesn’t wear them
again.
Ingrid loves beautiful clothes but she

cannot get excited over them except for
pictures.

“When I’m private,” she says, “I don’t
go very deep into clothes. Usually I pass
a window, see something I think would fit

me and that’s that.”

Red and white are her favorite colors
and she will not even look at anything
frilly. “For me to wear something with
decorations is like putting ruffles on a
horse,” she says.

A RECENT newspaper story announced
;

Ingrid did her own housework and that
‘

when she entertained Mr. and Mrs. David
(3. Selznick she cooked the dinner, featur-
ing many Swedish dishes, herself.

“I read that story to the girl I have at

home,” Ingrid said, her soft eyes dancing. i

“She was very indignant. T wonder,’ she
said, ‘what I am doing in this house!’

”

However, time permitting, Ingrid could ,

very excellently look after her home and '

i

cook the family meals.
Trained as a housewife, she knows the :

rich pleasure of bringing loaves, crisp and
;

brown, out of the oven, of having fire-

place brass gleaming and beds made '

i

smoothly.
A good wife in the Swedish sense of the

word, Ingrid! She always says, “I must '

see what my husband will do.” More than i

this, rerilembering her childhood when i

she was lonely, she holds her grown-up
family of husband and baby close and i

hopes to have more children. She does i

not imderstand people who say this is no
time to bring babies into the world. “The !

world has always had troubles and war,”
j

she says, “but each generation, neverthe- i'

less, has found life good. What would -]

happen if everybody said no more chil- i

dren? It would not be natural or happy.”
That her flourishing career will be inter- i

rupted when and if she has more children i

does not concern her. “To give up every- :

thing for one thing—that is not wise,” she

says, smiling.

Early she faced life’s ills. They might
have made her hard and resentful. But

[

they made her passionately appreciative « ;i

of life’s blessings. They might have taught

her hatred. But they taught her balance
j

and serenity and the wisdom of putting i

first things first. They taught her to live ) J

each day for itself and savor the happi- ,|‘

ness it holds and, finally, to send up her T
little hymn of thanksgiving, “Thank you i

so much for today. . .

The End
2



Our Child Must Not Hate

(Continued from page 34) judgment is

meted out and blame is placed. Home is

where people love you and want things

to go well with you.
You see, I never quite understood that

until I married Ronnie. Marrying Ronnie
worked a miracle for me. It changed a
dull, suspicious, anxious woman into

someone I am proud and happy to be!

Someone at ease, relaxed, receptive to

good and lovely things. I know for the
first time how beautiful life can be.

We met, you know, when we were both
working in “Brother Rat.” I was drawn
to him at once ... he was such a sunny
person. Everyone on the set always
seemed glad to see him and he had that

wonderful smile of greeting for everyone.
Soon after the picture was finished the

two of us were called to the gallery for

photographs together. There had been a
mix-up in the appointment and we found
the gallery already occupied by another
star and busy photographers. My first im-
pulse, as always, was to resent it, to feel

that my rights had been imposed upon,
feel that someone was “pushing us
around.”

I began to say so, indignantly. But
Ronnie calmed me. “It’s just a mistake,”
he soothed. “It’s no one’s fault! No one
would inconvenience us on purpose . .

.”

And presently it was all explained and
new arrangements were smoothly made
and I realized that his way of doing it

—

and taking it—was easier in the long
run . . . and certainly pleasanter!
As I grew to know him better I couldn’t

help wondering if some of this easy good
nature could be an “act.” It didn’t seem
possible that a man could have so even
a disposition consistently. But I could see
how rewarding it was. When he took me
out to dinner, even at a strange restau-
rant, we always seemed to receive special
consideration and particularly good ser-

!
vice. That was because his manner was
as kind, as friendly when he spoke to a

' waiter as it was when he spoke to a
friend. The veriest strangers liked him
on sight.

As I knew him still better, I realized
that it was in no sense an “act.” It was
the real Ronnie. He was genuinely and

^ spontaneously nice. He lived in an apart-
ment not far from his father and mother.
When he was between pictures he never
let a dav pass without dropping in to see
them for at least a few minutes. If he

,
was working he never forgot to telephone

I

them at least once.
I’m sure he never thought of himself

as an unusually thoughtful son or, for
that matter, considered it at all. It was
the way he felt about them and he paid
them those little attentions because he

! wanted to.

1

I

THINK that all Ronnie is stems in the
’ first place from the sort of home, the sort
of rnother he had. The boys—Ronnie and
his brother Neal—were always free to

i
come and go as they pleased, free to

,

bring home as many friends as they
wished. They used to clump in with a
dozen kids trailing behind them, certain

i that their mother would find cokes or

I

marshmallows to toast or sandwiches
I and tea.

||

I’m sure it was the easy, friendly at-
f mosphere of that home that made the
s boys such nice people when they were

I
older and began to meet outsiders and

I
think about jobs. They were so accus-

I
tomed to friendliness that they expressed

ij
it themselves . . . and attracted it. They

I
went out into the world expecting to like

i people and they did like them. So people
I responded by liking Ronnie and Neal. It
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1 . Does not irritate skin. Does not rot

dresses and men’s shirts.

2 . Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop

perspiration safely.
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vanishing cream.
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HERE'S THE

INSIDE STORY!

No Wonder Thousands Are Talking About Coleman’s

MAGIC HEAT PLANTS

THIS FURNACE FITS in any 2-foot-square

space in basement, garage, closet or other

out-of-the-way place.

After the war, your home—new
or old! — ean have automatic

heating that will bring a eomfort

you may never have experieneed

. . . warm floors, warm corners,

perfect heat in all rooms. And
this better heating, using gas or

oil, will be low in fuel cost as

well as in initial price!

[npPI New"lnsideStory "book-
EI\Ct« |gt_ Tells you the inside

of all popular postwar heating

ideas; helps you decide what you
-cflaMl

can do in your home. Write for
j

your copy, to Coleman, Wichita, f

Kansas. Address Dept. MW-603.

THIS POWER-PACKED heat-plant sits

in the floor — you need no basement.
HERE’S A SPACE HEATER that will

heat your house like a furnace.

made life very easy for them. I want my <
:

t

child to be like that.
I

''

You know—maybe this doesn’t seem to
i

!

'

belong right here with what I’m saying.
;

c

But it really does. I’m never going to
| h:

make hard-and-fast rules for Maureen,
j

;

She won’t have to be exactly on time
|

^

in every single thing she does; she won’t
i

!

have to keep rigid rules about anything i

'

—within reason. She is going to have a i
=

sense of personal freedom very early, even
:

if it inconveniences me sometimes! If !
i

she wants to stay outdoors just a few i

'

more minutes to finish that wonderful r j

'

game, she’s going to stay, even if her
I

!

i

hands and face get a hasty wash before (
!

'

dinner. She isn’t going to be a slave to I
>

a clock or a routine. That will be be-
j

i

'

cause her home is her home, as well as
j

M
her father’s and mine. She’ll be expected ' ’

to do her part toward keeping it running 1

1

smoothly . . . and that means she’ll learn t '

i

the value of punctuality. But she won’t i( 7

be a martyr to it!
j

Maybe I feel this especially because of
|;

the football games *I missed when I was ji
;

;

in high school. All the girls in my groups
hero-worshiped the boys on the football

;
1

squad. If one of them spoke to one of
j

j

us in the corridor it was a thrill. You t

went to cheer practice and yelled yourf '

lungs out, picturing the dramatic spec-! h

tacle. And I was never allowed to see I

one of the football games. !

T wasn’t malice on the part of my fam-

'

ily. It was thoughtlessness. I was told I

to be home at a certain hour each day and
! ['

there were to be no excuses of any sort'- '

for not being there. It was “my duty.”’
It was a routine -that they thought was! ;

good for me and believed was right. I'
!

thought and I still think that I missed
j

something important, something that!
'

would have been good for me, in myl:
school days. !

I

Maybe it was because there was so!

much difference in age between my| '

mother and me. Perhaps it was because '

my sister was older and was able, some-J *

how, to accommodate herself to mother’s
standards more easily than I did. Mother'
and I were . . . and still are . . . friends.'

We’ve never had a mother-and-daughter

Rounding up Ronnie and Jane, a
i

"plus" Hollywood couple, out

celebrating a short Army breather j

THE "HOT ’’NAME

IN HOME HEATING Coleman

THE COLEMAN LAMP AND STOVE COMPANY • WICHITA • CHICAGO • PHILADELPHIA • LOS ANGELES
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relatio’i<^’'-ip. If I thought about running
away j.rom home when I was very young
it was because I suffered from a sort of

claustrophobia—an imprisoned feeling

—

at home. I’m sure it wouldn’t have been
true if we had all felt free to talk things

over.

I never felt free to talk to anyone until

I knew Ronnie. You can’t know what it

has done for me—what it still does—to

know that I can discuss anything, anything
at all, with him. My child is going to be
able to discuss anything at all—with us.

Always.
I turned my elbows out, carried a chip

on my shoulder, because I had an in-

feriority complex. I went to work to sup-
port myself while I was still in my early

teens. I had been punished at home for

things I didn’t understand, things I had
thought were the right things to do. I

expected this to go on happening and I

was ready to snarl at a stranger before he
had the opportunity to snarl at me. I went
around most of the time with a mild form
of hate eating into me.

I know now that I shall never punish
my child, I shall never reprove anyone
who works for me and I shall never re-
jproach a' friend without first explaining
carefully why I am doing it and asking
how it happened—and hoping that I may
have been wrong about blaming anyone
for anything in the first place! I know
the value now of bringing things into the
open and discussing them.
After I had a contract at a studio you’d

have thought my attitude would have
:hanged, wouldn’t you? You’d have
bought I’d know that everyone wanted
:o do his best for me . . . else why should
they have me there at all? But I didn’t.

: still expected people to be small and
ijriean, I was constantly on the alert for
ligns that someone was trying to spoil my

; ob for me. I suspected a hairdresser of
' Tying to ruin my looks for a test and
inspected that a press agent was trying

1

0 make me look silly in print. I was
!

ude to perfect strangers who had the
‘ dndest of intentions toward me, simply
)ecause I was uneasy and lacked self-

1 lonfidence.

I

KNOW that Maureen will certainly
: have disappointments about parties and
I Iresses and boy friends and invitations to
jihe Important Events before she is grown.
|jut she isn’t going to have them without
i!ome attempts on the part of her family
io find out and explain to her why these
jhings have come about! She isn’t going
1
0 be allowed to brood and indulge in
lelf-pity until we’ve tried to help her
nalyze her situation and find out whether

|t is her fault—after all!

ij Perhaps these childish matters seem
hmall things to consider when you think

I

If what millions of grown-up young peo-
;,le are going through right now. But
l^ey aren’t. They add up to something

i
jnportant.

1
1

Ronnie and I know a boy who has been
iprough some of the worst of it in Italy,
iite was invalided home not long ago, his
; ody broken and nerves shattered with
I

|ie horror he had been through. But it

^'as a real home that he came back to.
|tis wise, smiling parents were there, wait-
ing. The young wife with her warm love.
|.ll the little things—the fireplace, the
^bsy chair, the bright, interesting conver-
sion. He found himself talking about
jhat he had been through, getting it off

' lis chest, getting rid of the horror. He
' lund himself settling back into that re-
xed, sunny atmosphere. He began to
pt well. The pain and the noise, the
tte, were all forgotten. He couldn’t re-
ember them any more.
After the war we’ll start all over with

MADE IN CALIFORNIA, FOR ENJOYMENT
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD!

/It the famed Hotel National Do Cuba
ROMA Sherry precedes a happy dinner party.

This scene in Havana is typical of wine lovers in many a corner of the

world. To them ROMA California Wine is an imported delicacy— to

you an inexpensive delight for everyday enjoyment.

You are more fortunate. ROMA Wines come to you from our own

wineries— in the heart of California’s finest wine grape areas. Yom do not

have to pay high duty and shipping costs . . . but can enjoy ROMA at

prices unbelievably low for such distinguished wines.

Discover today how much ROMA Wines add to your

meals . . . delight friends when you entertain. Get a supply

of Roma — America’s largest-selling wines. Enjoy

% them every day.

ROMA WINE COMPANY, Fresno, Lodi, Healdsburg, Cal.

ROMA California Wines include: Port, Sher^, Muscatel
Sauterne ... Claret, Burgundy, Zinfandel ... Champagne

and Sparkling Burgundy.

Bt/T— BEFORE YOU BUY WINES
BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

Serve

Chilled

America’s Largest Selling Wines

TUNE IN ROMA WINES’ "SUSPENSE"- C. B. S.. Thursday nights

{Mondays, in Pacific Time Zone). See your newspaper for time and station.
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just those simple things—and they wiil hj
p

enough. Understanding, affection, homi
I wouldn’t presume to try to solve th ,

juvenile delinquency problem which mor
learned people are discussing so earnestl
just now. But I have feelings—mayb
you’d call them instincts—about it. ]|

must start at home and it seems to m i

that people who love their children wit
any intelligence at all could help to prever
it. Usually these waifs come out of quar .

relsome homes. And what do people quar
rel about most often? Money! How coul
you let a little object called a dollar d
all that damage to your child and to your
self?

How can anyone allow pettiness an
misunderstanding and stubbornness t

implant the beginnings of hate and law
lessness in his child?
Another thing. I think people try to

hard to “shape” their children’s future; i
Now, while Maureen is only three, I hop
she will go through school with flying col
ors and finish college with a flourish. Bu
I am aware, nevertheless, that I loathe(
school as I grew older. That wasn’t be
cause I couldn’t learn. It was because
was forced to try to learn the wronil
things, things that didn’t interest* me an(i
that could be of no possible use to m^
later on.

If I have my way (and I intend to abou
this!) Maureen will be well groundec
in the fundamentals, the three “R’s,” anc;
will undergo the necessary mental disci
pline to acquire these. After that she i

going to choose what she wants to stud; I

and learn and be. If she changes her mine
two or three times during her formativ< >

years, that isn’t going to bother me. Sh.|
is entitled to experiment and feel her way!
1 11 try to help her solve her problems;

:

I want her to study any of the art:,

‘hat interest her.
I want her to learn to make her own de-

cisions, to stand on her own feet, to b(
“her own woman.”

,

But more than anything else I want he:
to be at ease, to be relaxed, to have jj'

sunny outlook and a cheerful disposition
>

,

I want—I want terribly—for her to like
people so that they will like her. It wil '

make life so much easier for her than i i

was for me.
In short, I want my daughter to grov|i

up with no hate in her heart for anyone il

The End

Bogie—Over There! i

j

{Continued from page 29) combat aresij
we were in, these fathers started
club among themselves. It was callec i

FWHNSTB, meaning Fathers Who Havt .1

Never Seen Their Babies. They comparec 1

pictures of their children and they al-
;ways wanted Bogie and me to autograph i

them. They would hand us the snapshots
|

face up, proudly displaying their family i

and then after we had admired their
{

they would turn the pictures over and t

ask us to sign on the back.
j

Giving our show was an unforgettable I

experience. There were four of us in the i

unit. We had Don Cummings as mastei'
of ceremonies and he was simply wonder-

j

ful. The boys were crazy about him. He
j

would come out first and tell jokes and i

get everyone warmed up. Then Ralph i

Hark, the accordion player, would follow.
The songs most in demand were “I’m
Dreaming Of A White Christmas” with
“Pistol Packin’ Mama” running a close
second. Don would tell some more gags
and then would introduce Bogie. We
tried to make it as friendly and informal
as possible, our idea being to give the
boys what they wanted to hear. Bogie
would start off with a speech from “The
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Petrified Forest.” At the finish he would
say, “There’s nothing I can say, no words
to tell you what the folks at home think

about you, what a great job you’re doing.

All I can say is, good luck and God bless

you.”
Then my turn came. In the beginning

I used to go through the hospital tents

when Ralph was playing his accordion
and note what songs were asked for most.

That made up the basis of my program.
They went for “Embraceable You,” “Tea
For Two” and “You’ll Never Know.”

I mentioned entertaining in the hospital

tents. You should have seen Ralph and
Don, how they worked. Ralph would
sometimes play his accordion from noon
till nine o’clock at night. We went into

the operating rooms, too, which back of

the lines would be a tent. The surgeons
and nurses work in eight-hour shifts and
after a battle they keep at it for twenty

-

four hours at a stretch.

When we played in these tents at night
the nurse would go ahead of us telling

the boys we were coming and holding up
a gasoline lantern so they could see our
faces. Some of these kids were just

coming out of ether and they couldn’t

believe it when they saw us. And then
when they did realize it was true they
would say, “It was wonderful of you to

come here.”

\^E played in all kinds of places. In the
field we would take two Army trucks

and back them up and put planks across,

this serving as a platform. We carried our
own loud-speaker. Usually there was an
electrician around who would set up the
system for us.

If we couldn’t find any planks for our
platform the boys would use the doors off

the Army trucks and we would give the
show on top. We had to give these open-
air shows in the daytime because at night
no lights were permitted, but if we hap-
pened to be in some small town where
there was a theater we would hold the
show inside and we could use lights. Our
audiences numbered anywhere from a few
hundred up to ten or eleven thousand.
The biggest show so far as the audience
was concerned was in Naples and we also

played at the gold and plush opera house
in that city.

Once in a hospital tent up the lines

we came across one kid in bed who said
he had seen our show in Naples, five days
earlier.

In that brief time he had been to the
front, been wounded and sent back. He
asked us to give the same show he had
seen before.

Out of the ten weeks we spent overseas
seven of these were spent back of the
front lines. Sometimes in a jeep and
sometimes in a truck we would follow
an outfit, dashing from one battalion to

another, staying with the outfit for as long
as three days.

WE could tell from the way our audi-
ences behaved whether they had just

come back from the fighting and what
they had been through. The boys on
their way back from the front were the
hardest to work with. They would sit

there sometimes for half an hour without
applauding or laughing as if they were
in a daze. Then gradually they would
come to and pay attention. It was our
job to get their minds off what they had
been through. The boys who had been
back a week or so were relaxed and they
really enjoyed the show.
We had some funny things happen to

us, too. Once when we were following
a convoy in a command car there was a
jam on one of the bridges and we got
stuck for a couple of hours. A driver on

Do'briglit lights^ma

your skin look older?

Then try Cashmere Bouquet Face

Powder because its color is spe-

cially created to flatter your skin

even in harsh unfriendly light.

"VT^ES, soft lights may flatter but

bright lights can play spiteful tricks

on your skin. They exaggerate every

tiny flaw; deepen every aging line.

But you can step confidently into the

brightest sunlight with Cashmere
Bouquet Face Powder on your skin.

When you see your “compact close-

up” at high noon or midnight, you’ll

discover how softly and lovingly this

heavenly smooth powder clings to

your skin, how long it stays on.

Our Color-True process brings you

six exciting new shades of Cashmere

Bouquet Face Powder, each one made
to stay Color-True on your skin . . .

each one created to give you appealing

young loveliness, in all kinds of light.

Cashmere Bouquet Face Ponder in all 6 exciting ^^Color-True"

Shades, lOi, and larger sizes, at cosmetic counters everywhere.
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GIRL ( /
No need for pin-ups — no need

for tacking or fussing. Royledge
Shelving does the trick in a jifify. Just lay it on the shelf and fold over the '

colorful "doubl-edge.” Won’t curl—stays crisp for months.

Royledge makes it easy to keep kitchen shelves spotless. No laundering

—no ironing. When you want a change—a smart new pattern—just whisk /
off the old and put on the new.

The cost is trifling—6c buys 9 fullfeet at any Sc & 10c,

neighborhood or department store.

l^oqledqe
S H E L \/^iNG

9 FEET 60

"No pins', no tacks—no hammer
for me—my shelves look fresh

and neat as can he.

'Royledge lies fiat—stays crisp

and clean—the best shelf

protection I've ever seen.’*

PROTECT YOUR POLISH
WITH SEAL-COTE

Avoid the ugliness of
chipped polish— make
your manicures last and
last with SEAL-COTE
Liquid Nail Protector.
You don’t have much
time these days for mani-
cures— yet well-groomed
hands are important to
morale. "SEAL-COTE
your nails today and
every day.”

SEAICOTE
25catCosmeticCounters

For generous sample,

clip this ad and
send with 15c to cover

mailing. Seal-Cote
Co., 759 Seward,
Hollywood, Calif.

When Your
Eyes Are Tired

EVesFor
youR

SOOTHES • REFRESHES

0¥HIS
es tired? Do they smart
and burn from overwork,

dust, wind, lack of
? Then cleanse

and soothe them
the quick, easy

— use
Murine.

way

WHAT
IS MURINE?

safe

Murine is a
scientific blend of
seven ingredients-
gentle, and oh, so soothing
Just use two drops in each eye.
Righ t away Murine goes to work
to relieve the discomfort of tired,
burning eyes. Start using Murine today.

if Invest in America—Buy War Bonds and Stamps ic

one of the big trucks ahead got out and
whispered in Bogie’s ear, “How’s every
thing with the boys in Chicago?” He was the

toughest looking guy I ever saw. Bogie was
floored, but he recovered quickly. “Fine.'

fine,” he said, in his best nasal screen voice.'

The driver, giving Bogie a knowing look,'

said, “How’s Morelli making out?” I

“He’s cornin’ along okay,” Bogie replied

glibly.

“How about Lippy Lipkowitz?”
“Not so good,” was Bogie’s cagey answer.
The driver, apparently satisfied, went on

his way. We found out later he was an ex-
gangster and just wanted some of the
latest information on his old mob.
Christmas happens also to be Bogie’s

birthday. We gave a show that afternoon
to a huge crowd and beforehand I had
asked the officers if it would be possible
for the mess sergeant to make a birthday
cake to have after the show. The sergeant
came through with a magnificent speci-

men, with jelly oozing out of it and
“Happy Birthday” on the top.

One of the kids staggered up to the plat-

form with it when the show was finished

and made the presentation. Bogie bor-;

rowed a bayonet, cut the cake into pieces
and asked if anyone would like some.
The stampede was on, with each kid in-

sisting Bogie share his piece with him. In

two seconds the cake was gone and Bogie
was backed against the wall, his face

smeared with jelly.

It was in Naples, too, that we ran into

our old friend General Jimmy Doolitt;e.

We heard he was staying near our quarters

and we went to hunt him up. The p ace

was a maze of winding corridors, but we
finally found Jimmy’s room. Some wag had
stuck a sign on the door reading “Jimmy
Doolittle Slept Here.” When he saw the

sign he laughed his head off. He is a great

fellow and completely unaffected by all

acclaim that has rightly come to him.

O NE of the things I foimd out is that the

boys like to see the women who come
over there to entertain them dress as they

do at home. Some of the girls wear uni-

forms, but the boys prefer to see dresses

and silk stockings and high heels and it

doesn’t matter how bedraggled you look.

We did a good deal of our travelling

in those ten weeks by air and that’s not

counting the trip across the South At-

lantic or the one back. I don’t like to fly,

but you get to be fatalistic about it, though

there was one experience where fatalism

didn’t help much.
We were going from Naples to a big

airfield in Italy. We were at the Naples
airport at three in the morning, but for

some reason the B-17 which was to take

us was delayed.

Finally a B-25 pilot said he would give

us a lift, so Don and Ralph and Bogie and

I piled in. The plane was loaded with

guns and equipment and there wasn’t

room for us to sit down. We put our

luggage in the bomb bay. In the tail were

Don and two other guys. I was standing

by the pilot and Bogie was behind me.

When the motor was warmed up the pilot,

who didn’t have room to move around.,

said to me, “When I touch you on the arm
you touch Mr. Bogart and he is to press

the button which turns the other motor.’

I was so scared that Bogie would pull the

wrong switch or something that when the

pilot touched me I almost' flattened Bogie

against the wall. But we made it.

I have said I am not exactly crazy about

flying, but I would do it again, under any

conditions, for another chance to get over-

seas. The so-called hardships and in-

conveniences seem trivial when I close my
eyes and recall the smiling face of some

kid on a hospital cot.

The End



Blitz from Brooklyn

(Continued from page 58) debut incon-
spicuously three years ago in a small sum-
mer revue. Only a year and a half later

he was starring in “Let’s Face It!’’ the
Broadway hit of last season.

HOLLYWOOD’S newest star was born
and brought up on East New York

Avenue in Brooklyn, a locality which
spawned many of the unsavory characters
of Murder, Inc. (Kaye remembers the late

Abe Reles as the big tough boy of the
neighborhood.) He was born David Daniel
Kominsky, one of three sons of a Seventh
Avenue dress designer, and it wasn’t until

he started attending school that his first

name was dropped and his playmates be-
gan calling him Danny.
When he was thirteen he first became

conscious that a talent for acting could be
turned into money. With another boy.
Max Tirsch, he ran away from home, in-

tending to hitchhike to Florida. By dint

of employing Danny’s rare gift for panto-
mime, the wandering minstrels made the

trip and back without missing a meal.

After his success on the highways cir-

cuit, school seemed very dull to Danny.
The only scholastic activity he enjoyed
was athletics. He was a crack pole-vaulter
and a whiz at baseball. He still plays fre-

quently with the boys, and he is an avid
Dodgers fan.

In his fourth year Danny left high school
and went in an insurance company at $18
a week.
After that short business episode,

Danny teamed up with a friend. Lew
Eisen, to entertain at parties. This led to

their entertaining at summer hotels. Even-
tually Danny met a smalltime vaudeville

j

couple and joined their act.

From there he went to a traveling show
called “La Vie Paree.” Two weeks after he
joined it, Danny was playing in every
sketch. When the troupe reached the West
Coast, he signed up for a tour of the Orient.
When the company finally landed in

America, Kaye decided he had seen enough
of the world and left “La Vie Paree” to

|

carry on without him.

THE two people actually responsible for
• Danny’s success are his wife, Sylvia Fine,
and Max Liebman, collaborators on all his
special material. He first met Miss Fine
shortly after his return from the Orient,
when he was appearing in a semiprofes-
sional revue she helped compose. He
then discovered that she had lived on his
street in Brooklyn for twelve years and
that he had even run errands for her
father, a dentist. “We never knew one
another, though,” he now says, “because
we were of two different strata—she was
of the intelligentsia and I was of the
hoodlums.”
Miss Fine and Mr. Liebman were im-

pressed by his talent and persuaded him to
accept a job as entertainer at Camp Tami-
ment in the Poconos. It was during this

1

summer that he fell in love with Miss
I

Fine and when the show closed they
I

were married. Danny got a job at La
Martinique, where he stayed for eight
months, during which time the club’s
business tripled. Playwright Moss Hart
appeared one night and told him he would
like to use him and his rattle-tongued tal-
ent for patter songs in one of his plays.

I

When “Lady In The Dark” was in prepara-
tion, Hart telephoned and apologetically

I
offered him “a small role.” His judgment

I was vindicated by Danny’s becoming a
I
one-man sensation in the brief spot al-

I

lotted him.
The “organization” he keeps referring to

consists of his wife Sylvia, Max: Liebman,
press agent DukofE and attorney Louis

I
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Mandel. Liebman and Sylvia, besides
writing all his material, also serve in an
editorial capacity, frequently discarding
ideas which enthuse Kaye.
“He never knows what he can do with

a number until he starts rehearsing,” says
Sylvia. “We don’t show him anything
until it’s finished and then if he laughs,
we throw it away. If he doesn’t like it,

then we’re pretty sure we’ve got some-
thing.”

Danny and Sylvia each receive an al-
lowance of $50 a week for living expenses,
the rest of the bills being paid by the at-
torney.
Danny is still a bit bewildered by the

material rewards of his fame and is

conscience-stricken about foolish spend-
ing. Moss Hart persuaded him to pa-
tronize a fashionable tailor and Kaye
ordered several custom-made suits at $120
each.

His other extravagances have been a
big limousine (a boyhood dream repre-
senting success) and a $400 wrist watch
and three fur coats—mink, silver fox and
beaver—presents for his wife. Recently,
when he went into a haberdashery shop
and was shown a pair of socks priced at
two dollars, he excused himself and tele-
phoned his attorney to ask permission to
make the purchase. He had never before
paid more than fifty cents for socks and
he felt he needed an endorsement for the
unwarranted outlay. “I’ve worn them only
twice and they already have holes 'in

them,” he later said ruefully.

S
INCE he is neither a slapstick comic nor
a quotable wit, he is inclined to be silent

and moody away from the stage. In con-
versational groups he is a passive rather
than an active participant. If someone
says, “Danny, do soandso,” he becomes
tongue-tied; he says it makes him feel

like Shirley Temple. Once he is sure of
his audience, however, he loosens up and
gives an inspired impromptu performance.
Many of his funniest numbers originated
in just such gatherings. The form of
“Melody In 4F” owes its inspiration to a
party he attended years ago after a doc-
tor friend had taken him to witness a
childbirth. The doctor, a swing devotee,
sat down to play the piano and Kaye be-
gan to snap his fingers in time to the
music. Suddenly he broke into scat-sing-
ing and, with pantomime and an occa-
sional clue word, described the entire op-
eration.

In New York, the Kayes lived in com-
paratively modest surroundings in a sub-
leased four-room duplex on Central Park
South. In Hollywood, they rented an im-
pretentious house. They are both late

sleepers, rising about twelve-thirty or one
o’clock every day, except when Danny has
an early morning studio call. When at

home the couple frequently spend the
afternoon lounging around in dressing
gowns.
Sometimes Krye, who is restless when

he is not working, goes out to see the
various stage presentations in neighboring
first-run picture houses. Their close

friends, outside of such well-known public

characters as Moss Hart and orchestra

leader Johnny Green, are all uncelebrated
people they have known for years. Kaye
has an old-school-tie loyalty about East

New York Avenue and often goes back
there to chat with the boys in the neigh-
borhood candy store.

“Any time I lose my sense of values,” he

says, “I can depend on the gang to louse

me all up again. When they see me coming
they say, ‘All right, fellows, here’s the

actor.’ They treat me with about as much
respect as they do the rest of the boys.

To them. I’ll ^ways be just a guy from
Brooklyn.”

The End



The Truth about the Stars

in Service

(Continued from page 33) makes no at-
tempt to interpret The Strange Case of
Tony Martin. Fearless merely presents the
full facts—printed here for the first time
anywhere. At the time of going to press,
the former radio star and screen actor was
practicing his old habit

—

applying steadily

for overseas duty.

TO a lesser degree Glenn Ford had to

prove himself when he joined the Ma-
rines.

When he reported to boot camp, no one
spotted him as Hollywood. In four weeks
he had been chosen marksman on his

squad, was over the first “do-it-the-hard-
way” experience of the “boot” and his

fellow boots had accepted him one hun-
dred percent.
Then, a movie was shown in camp, with

Glenn in it. He was not subjected to actual
hazing, but he definitely could feel new
questioning in everyone’s mind. It was a
number of weeks before his companions
went back to their old complete comrade-
ship. Glenn is a sergeant now, apparently
going up, and happy with “the guys.”
The hard-way system hands the sassy

boys plenty. When Vic Mature, who had
had a brash type of publicity, joined the
Coast Guard, his first assignment was to

carry the ship’s garbage ashore each day
for disposition.

He buttoned his lip, smiled and later, his

fellow Coast Guardsmen tell, worked out a
nice pay-off. The day after Vic was re-
lieved as knight of the garbage cans, he
had a little time off—in fact, he was about
to go ashore on leave when he no-
ticed his successor, hard at work. “Hey!”
yelled Vic, “That’s my job!” He helped the
newcomer, who was a youngster, during
several hours, and the Coast Guardsmen
accepted fully what they had come to sus-
pect—here was a Right Gee!

Two observations remain to be made on
the “Can-you-take-it?” treatment often
accorded Hollywood men in the service:

(a) Fearless can find no instance where an
actor ever complained about it; (b) it

would seem that, after officers and ser-
vice men in any branch have dug under
the grease-paint legend, found a man and
wholly accepted him, civilians might, too,

accept that expert judgment and make no
further comments.

Do they?

j
ET’S go back to Vigorous Vic Mature

^ —only one of twenty cases Fearless
could relate in this special service-man
report.

Home from eleven months on unbroken
Atlantic convoy duty, Vic was back briefly
in Hollywood before going on a Bond tour
and took his old friend, Carole Landis, to
dinner. In the restaurant washroom, Vic,
drying his hands, heard a voice behind
him:

“You should see battle!”

Vic had no idea that anyone was speak-
ing to him. He had helped convoy muni-
tions twice to Arctic Murmansk and to
other tough, unnamhble ports in combat
areas.

That voice sounded again, closer and so
loud now that everyone stopped to listen.
“You should see battle!”

Its owner was bearing down on Vic,
insult in his eye, his manner leaving no'
doubt as to his intentions.

Vic, anxious to avoid trouble, pointed to
his ribbons and said, “These do not mean
I’m any hero. But they mean that I and
the men in my service go where things are
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. Eagles on the shoulders. Pepsi-Cola on the table—
an officer and a gentleman if I ever seen one.’’^

happening.” Mr. Trouble-hunter then
turned his insults to the Coast Guard in

general.
Vic said, “I think I’ll take an apology

for my branch of the service for those
remarks.”

“I’ll never apologize to you,” declared
the stranger.
“You will—or I’ll dunk your head in the

washbowl.”
The stranger again refused to apologize.

Vic picked him up off the floor and dunked
him, thoroughly. Watching service men
were warrm in congratulation.

THERE’S a moral in this. Don’t under-
• rate any branch of service in this war.
Every man who gets overseas takes full

risk, from quartermasters to flame-throw-
ers, from road-repairers to aviators.

Bombs and long-range artillery shells

don’t stop to read a man’s insignia before
smacking him down. Ask Captain Louis
Hayward, of the U. S. Marines, who lost

two photographers at Tarawa, or Com-
mander John Ford (one of Hollywood’s
best directors) who was wounded while
cranking a camera on top of a water tank
on Midway.
No one in Hollywood speaks of Tarawa

without speaking of Major Hayward, who
led a group of Marine photographers, in-

cluding Eddie Albert, with the first-line

attack at Tarawa. After that seventy-two
hours of hell. Major Hayward was flown
back and landed in Hollywood to develop
and edit his film, in the same clothes he
had worn on Tarawa beach! He did the

p
job in three weeks, so well that a member
of the Army General Staff (not the Ma-
rines, mind you) has called the resultant

” picture, “the finest combat record in this

war” and “a model for all photographic
units everywhere.” His job—or that par-

ticular job—done. Major Hayward was
carted to a Naval Hospital, where he suf-
fered from severe physical exhaustion (it

sometimes hits you delayed, like that) and
equally severe bronchial asthma. Ida Lu-
pine’s handsome husband is a man who
went in early and who takes his “sol-

diering” seriously.

Hayward is an eloquent example of the
work which has been done by the First

Motion Picture Unit where in the old Hal
Roach studio the Army Air Force trains

its vitally important photographers. Not
only has the First Motion Picture Unit
trained men for the most hazardous fields

of action, but it has extended opportunity
for others, not qualified for combat, to use
their special backgrounds in making essen-
tial training films.

Captain Ronald Reagan is now the unit’s

personnel officer. Ronnie had undergone,
for several years, annual training as a re-
serve lieutenant of Cavalry. However, at
the time of Pearl Harbor, his eyesight had
become so faulty (he was wearing con-
tact lenses) that the active cavalry would
not accept him. He was ordered to the
First Motion Picture Unit, where he has
done a great job.

Another example is Alan Ladd. As
Photoplay’s readers know, Alan was re-
jected by the Army for an old ailment,

but sought voluntary induction. Assigned
to the F. M. P. U., he served a while in

Culver City, then in the Northwest, and
was about to make it overseas, when
Army doctors discovered a severe stomach
ailment. Alan has been examined since
his honorable discharge by his draft board
physicians—a routine practice applicable
to all men discharged for physical reasons.
He is dieting rigorously and hopes—earn-
estly—that one of these days the Army will

find hint okay for return to duty.

John Payne is another casualty of the
service, but from quite a different angle.
At the height of his career John timned
his back on Hollywood and volunteered
long before he would have been called by
his draft board, because his heart was set

on flying and he wanted to offset the dis-

advantage of his age by getting some pre-
liminary flying experience. So he took an
instructor-training course—part of a sub-
sidiary program of the Army Air Corps
which prepared civilians too old for com-
bat flying to be ferry command pilots. But
after he had put in a year of gruelling
training, orders came through from Wash-
ington to dissolve this branch. At the
present writing, John is a man without a
service. He is too tall and broad to occupy
the other posts of a bomber crew and so
can only hope he’ll be lucky enough to

make a ground crew in the Air Corps
when he’s tossed back into the lottery of

reclassification.

kA ANY of the stars are doing work of
' ’ * which little can be said. Take Lieu-
tenant Van Heflin, now a combat photog-
rapher with the Army Air Corps. Van was
commissioned in the reserve, in 1930, and
began this war as an instructor of Field
Artillery. He moved into something more
exciting and had returned, as this was
written, from a very' special mission out of

the country which he cannot discuss.

George Montgomery, after exciting

times in Alaskan waters (including. Fear-
less hears, a shipwreck), is on duty at the
moment with the First Motion Picture
Unit. Like others, he can’t talk about his

work.
Tyrone Power didn’t have it quite so

easy. He was a marked man from the time
he entered boot camp. Not that the boys
were mean; they just played a few tricks
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n him to see how a Hollywood star would
ake it. He took it—and thereby won their

riendship. When Ty went on to Quantico
3 become a Marine officer, he was one of

lie most popular men to go through that
3Ugh Marine base, topped only by Stirling
[ayden, who was frankly admired by
very man who came in contact with him.
lecond Lt. Ty has just completed an addi-
ional course in Texas and expects to be
ent overseas one of these days.
Over in England Major James Stewart,
therwise Jimmy, is doing a great job.

fhen he arrived in England last De-
smber, the public relations department of
le American Eighth Air Force to which
immy is attached made sure of avoiding
le error committed in the case of Gable
ith the press. Clark, who is a grand guy
nd modest, avoided the press on the plea
lat he was now working for Uncle Sam
id he wanted to be treated like any other
yer; in other words he wanted anony-
ity until he had done something in the
ne of duty to rate attention. TTiis was
?actly Jimmy’s idea. But he was per-
laded to give a mass interview to the
:ess at the London headquarters for the
h Air Force. However, such was Jim-
y’s desire “to get on with the job,” that
hile coming up to London for the inter-
,ew he did not remain in the gay capital
r even one night for a spot of whoopee.
During his brief time in London, Jimmy
,w only his great Hollywood pal. Captain
urgess Meredith, who was there in con-
!ction with his fine propaganda film,
ITelcome To Britain,” which tells Ameri-
in service men what to do and not to do
hile in England.
Jimmy is leader of a bomber squadron
id has sixty men under him. He con-
fers this a great responsibility and has
omised he will “never let my men

Navy father Richard

Carlson has a short

leave, spends it ad-

miring the originals

of the pictures that

decorate his wallet

—

his wife Mona, son

Richard Henry, baby
Christopher Hugh

-K

down.” He has already made several dan-
gerous trips over enemy territory. At his
own request he is “restricted” to his base
and to his job. For Jimmy is burning with
the desire to distinguish himself in this

war. His father was a captain in the last

war. Jimmy’s deepest memory of his
childhood was that of being taken to New
York by his mother to see his father off

to Europe to fight. He decided then that
one day he too would fight for America.

In England there are no girls in Jimmy’s
life, although some of the English ladies

may try to do something about that. It

won’t be easy, for Jimmy has vowed he
will have nothing to do with romance or
gay doings until he has done something
worth while. No man has ever been so
earnest about anything. After the war
he wants to come back to Hollywood and
hopes there will still be a place for him
on the screen. Fearless thinks there will
be. Don’t you?
Lieutenant Commander Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., USNR, is the only movie hero
—thus far—to be decorated for actual
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combat. On Doug’s Silver Star medal B [i

inscribed: “For extreme bravery in com
mand of a PT boat Squadron at Salerno

All of which, we hope, embarrass'
those who, suspicious of Doug’s motiv
when he joined up, talked cynically
“tin soldiers.” Doug said nothing. Bi

from the beginning it was evident 1

meant to give his utmost. In spite of tl

fact that he was a bad sailor he accepts
every assignment and asked for more.

I

Navy captain observing him during h
first few months at sea, said, “You’re goir

to hear of that Fairbanks kid before thi

war is over. He has the stuff.”

A MONO other heart-warming facts th
come out under investigation is tl

large number of stars, who because of a{|

or special qualifications might have e?

pected a rather easy time in this war—ah
might have gotten it—but who from tl

beginning pushed for the hard and dangej
ous goals—particularly flying. A quiet ej|

ample of this is Gene Autry, the screen
top singing cowboy.

^

Gene, going in as a technical sergear
was for many months assigned to admir,

istrative work at an airfield which tl.

Government had taken over from hir

“Ah,” some wise-acres whispered, “e

easy spot.” What they didn’t know w;
that the Government had declined to tra:

Gene for combat flying. (He’s a goo
deal more than seventeen or eightet

years old!) So—Gene bought an airplai

of his own, received permission to tra;

himself in it, did 400 hours in the air, c

his own time, earning a civilian pilot

license, and as this is written is in tl

process of being transferred to the A-

Transport Command (Washington had aj

proved) where he will be a co-pilot. T
may fly at first in the U. S., but flying in tl

A. T. C., which operates to every fron

he’ll probably get his wish and cro
oceans to where the going’s tough. A goc

try, from a man who asked his air spons<

to take him off the air waves last Septen
her and who has consistently told tl

Army, “Let’s forget I’m an entertainer. 1

this war I want to be a soldier!”

Gene Raymond, with eleven month;
service in England, and three flyir

1
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schools behind him, is, at thirty-five, com-
pleting an advanced course in handling

Flying Fortresses. While in England, he
was permitted to fly enough to earn wings,

and tried once to get out of the U. S. Army
and train with the R. A. F. as a bombardier
to see more action. He still hopes to do
combat flying.

Bob Sterling’s military career is a honey.

He tried, by going into the Army under

I

his real name, to escape being tagged
“Hollywood.” Unfortunately his real name
^was William Hart! (He has since had it

'changed legally to Robert Sterling and
!that name now wears lieutenant’s bars

—

and wings.) Bob’s graduation was de-
layed by jinxes. One entire cadet school,

[which he attended, was quarantined for

several weeks. He had to start over and
during his next try had to be rushed

[

home for an emergency appendectomy.
That was his first “leave” in many months
and, during his convalescence, he married

1

lovely Ann Sothern. With Thunderbird
Field (Phoenix), Pecos, Texas and Marfia,

Texas, training behind him he is taking a
• final expert’s course, in California, in fly-

ing twin-engined bombers. You’ll prob-
[ably hear more about Bob, whose jinxes
nust surely be behind him now. Perhaps
Harrying Ann killed off all his bad luck,

lit ought to!

I

CLYERS, and men trying to be flyers, fill

^the air, so to speak, and included are
lome who do dangerous work, with no
ihance at medals. Among them are such as

lobert Cummings, Pat Knowles and Roger
’ryor, all listed under Civilian Air Patrol,

mt engaged daily in the highly responsible
jind sometimes perilous work of teaching
I'oungsters how to fly. Bob Cummings,
or instance (and Bob really put away a
ull-fledged stardom), has been in two
evere crashes (only the plane hurt) and
|ias taken over controls to save his pupils
i,nd himself from many crack-ups.
First Lieutenant Bill Holden enlisted as
private in April, 1942, and worked him-

elf up through the noncom grades and
|0 a chance at an O. C. S. He is in the
tir Force Training Command and didn’t
.now, at the time Fearless wrote this,

/hat his next assignment would be but,

ike other men, hopes for the liveliest,

lis schooling record is said to be excep-
tionally fine.

Henry Fonda (Navy) is another who
as done it the hard way. After enlisting
s a seaman, he qualified for what is

mown as indoctrination school, passed
mong the first ten in a large class and
t this writing is a lieutenant (J.G.) in
ne of the Navy’s most advanced training
chools, at Quonset, Rhode Island, to fit

imself for Air Combat Intelligence. You’ll
Brtainly hear more from Henry!
Lieucenant Eddie Albert of the U. S.
[arines applied, when he enlisted and
'ent to boot camp, for the hottest of all

uties—on the little mosquito boats that
^company torpedo destroyers. Eddie had
name for research (did you know that?)

;) he was sent to Cornell for three months,
I specialize in physics. Then he went
ooard the U.S.S. Sheridan, where he
ive special instruction to young seamen
id did equally hush-hush duty in New
ialand and Australia. He never made
e mosquito-boat, but he went up the
;ach, a U. S. Marine combat photogra-
ler, at various beachheads, including
'teful Tarawa. Now in the United States,
here he is speech-making for Bonds and
her causes, Eddie is being trained,
earless hears, for future special, hush-
:ish duties—probably out where the
•mbs drop and the bullets fly.

f

in the town where movies are made, the
(me-and-go of stars in military, and let-
jrs from or about them, constitute the

A4 CUy

featured in

'^MINISTRY OF FEAR'*

a Paramount Picture

S
o LITTLE time! So much to do! No wonder more and more

Hollywood stars turn to Woodbury Complete Beauty

Cream. It does everything for skin beauty.

See it make your skin lovelier, lovable! Woodbury Complete

Beauty Cream gives complete care: Cleanses. Softens.

Smooths. Gives a velvet finish for powder. Acts as a night

cream. Helps smooth away dryness and tiny dry-.skin lines.

Four special softening, smoothing ingredients make this cieam

extra-beautifying. An exclusive ingredient, Stericin, works

constantly in the jar to purify the cream, helping guard against

blemish-causing germs. Get a jar today. 10(^ to $1.25.

EVERY NIGHT take the 3-minute Beauty Night

Cap: Cleanse with Woodbury Complete

Beauty Cream. Pat on more. Leave some

on all night. Use it for daytime clean-ups.

FORMERLY CALLED COLD CREAM. CLEANSES AS THOROUGHLY—DOES SO MUCH MORE BESIDES!
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(Due to irritating chemicals)

You don’t need to offend

your armpits to avoid
offending others! A new-
type deodorant—Yodora
—is made entirely with-

out irritating metallic

salts ! Actually soothing.

Now you can end this

waste! Yodora never
dries and grains. Yodora
stays smooth as a fine

face cream, and creamy
to the last... a pleasure

to use.

Such creams are out-

moded forever by
Yodora. Soft, delicate,

exquisite—Yodora feels

like whipped cream.
Amazing— that such a

fragrant, lovely cream
can give such effective

powerful protection.

Frankly, we believe you won’t even

finish your present supply of deodorant

once you try difjerent Yodora. So much
lovelier! Yet you get powerful protec-

tion. Yodora never fades or rots clothes

—has been awarded Seal of Approval
of the Better Fabrics Testing Bureau,

Inc. In tubes or jars, 10^, 30^, 60^.

McKesson & Robbins, Inc.

Bridgeport, Conn.

and McKesson
makes it”

YOD 0RA
real personal interest today. Lieutenant
Commander Robert Montgomery, U.S.N.R.,
was in for a brief stay, and is back on ac-
tive sea duty with a destroyer squadron.
Lieutenant (j-g.) Richard Ney—Sctme
branch of service as Bob—was also home
a bit, making Greer Garson happy—and is

back at sea. Word from the East is that

Cesar Romero cut a handsome swath a

day or two at Norfolk, Virginia, and is

somewhere in the Atlantic, on duty with
the fleet. Ensign John Howard, we hear,

is still working at a long, long stretch of

mine-laying.
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INTERESTING is the fact that short
* stretches of special duty, after training

and before going overseas, are thoroughly
usual in all branches of the service and
in all types of units. Naval Lieutenant
Bob Stack, for example, is one of the real

shooting champions (with a variety of

weapons) in the United States. His cham-
pionship titles would fill this page. The
Navy has detailed him for many months,
at various Navy training bases, to instruct,

and it was only during this investigation
lhat Fearless heard the whisper that Bob
may soon get his long-felt wish—to be
sent overseas.

Similarly, Flying Lieutenant Robert
Taylor, who further took an instructor’s

course, is currently teaching young flyers

at Livermore, California. If general pre-
cedent is followed, he will eventually be
transferred to the Air Transport Com-
mand. Combat pilots are no longer ac-
cepted (sorry. Bob) after they reach
twenty-seven. Many of our actors who
will be and look young enough to play
romantic leads after the war can’t fulfill

their desire to fly in battle. (Not that the
Air Transport Command isn’t highly dan-
gerous and exciting—it is!)

This custom of using specially equipped

men for short stretches of specialized duty
caused one of the silliest criticisms that
has occurred during this war, one that
deeply hurt two people whom movie-goers
love. After Jack Briggs had finished boot
camp and about three months after he and
Ginger Rogers were married, RKO began
a picture, “Marine Raiders,” which had
in its early portion a number of boot
camp sequences. The Marine Corps as-
signed Jack to be technical adviser on
those sequences. An air-gossiper sounded
off over the radio along these lines: What
kind of life was that for a Marine, why
wasn’t some hero from the Southwest
Pacific used, how come it was Briggs’
wife’s studio? Others picked up the chorus.
A person familiar with all the details

of Briggs’ assignment told Fearless:
“1. You don’t need a hero to advise on

boot camp scenes. In fact a man recently
out of boot remembers the details more
vividly.

“2. Briggs had been in pictures. You
have a much better idea how a scene will

look if you’ve worked in pictures.
“3. It happened to be Briggs’ studio as

well as Ginger’s—and Ginger was over at

Paramount, starring in ‘Lady In The
Dark.’

“4. He was there, on the job, because
that’s where the United States Marine
Corps officers, his superiors, deemed him
most useful at the moment.”

Jack’s address is now A. P. O!
As to that rumor, sometimes circulated,

that the services are responsive to “pull”

by some studio in regard to valuable
actors, that is without basis in fact. In
some cases it may be the result of Axis
propaganda. The disseminators of such
whispers simply do not know the earnest-
ness and impartiality of the men who
direct our armed forces.

Equally gratuitous insult is the whisper

that studios are trying to “save out” act

In the earliest days of the war, sev<

test rulings were asked, because m(
executives had to know how m
green, very young actors they should
port and what oldsters they should b
down into juveniles. Now all Americ
know what the score is. Fearless cc

not find a studio that did not have c

vincing records of carefully avoiding s

ing privileges for its actors. If an ai

asked for such “protection” he would
mediately be ostracized.

The overall record of the Hollywood ai

in this war can easily be made cl

In December, 1941 (Pearl Harbor),
total “population” of the Screen Act
Guild was 8,683. This included old n

countless starlets and women extras,

say nothing of midgets, one-legged E
sian generals and middle-aged gents.

February 7, 1944, before the father d
began to hit Hollywood, 1,324 Hollyw
actors of that Screen Actors’ Guild
been inducted into, or had joined,

armed forces of the United States.

No actor in service wants to be poir

out as a special example. All soldi

sailors. Marines, Coast Guardsmen, S

bees and Merchant Seamen hate the “he

line. But these men are entitled to h

est credit for having done their part, i

of all walks of life together.

This is not a complete round-up of

the Hollywood stars in service. Those i

are too widely scattered to be avail;

for a report such as this. But it does r

resent a fair cross section of those s

and Fearless is glad to report, beyond
possibility of error that the Hollyw
actor, whom you long have liked and
mired on the screen, has been and is

ing, with others, his full part.

The End



Who's News

(Continued from page 57) movie fan, she
bowls and badmintons for “stand up”
sports; likes to cook complicated sauces
like Hollandaise. Joan Crawford taught
her to read poetry out loud for diction;

she knows a lot of Shelley and Browning
by heart. “Embraceable You” is her theme
song—she started singing it at the age of

five, with a torch technique that could
hardly have come from experience. Those
days it got laughs—these days it wins her
contracts.

olid Sender with a Monoele
Ask the girls in Hollywood who their

favorite glamour boy is and the answer
will be one united chorus of “Charles Co-
burn.” With a monocle in one eye, a
twinkle in the other, and a trip-lightly in

his step, Mr. Coburn, a serious artist be-
neath his bright yellow sport shirt, has all

the columnists as well as fans doing nip-
ups over his performances on the screen
in “The More The Merrier” and “Princess

I O’Rourke” and performances off the screen
in the rhumba and a certain version of

the samba. He’s a solid sender, is Charles.
There isn’t a baseball or football game

.
played, a hockey game or a tennis match

' (he bets mildly) that Mr. Coburn isn’t the
I; loudest, most persistent yeller in the place.

I
And there’s something funny about him

I

and chains, too. He wears one on his wrist,

1 one on his glasses (he wears a special pair
(for soup eating and another for his ice-

cream sodas), one that dangles from his

1
monocle which he wears when not eating
and a long frightening one that creeps out
lof a side pocket and bears on the end a
contraption for punching holes in cigars.

Born in Savannah, Georgia, he began
his theatrical career at thirteen as a
theater program boy, graduating to usher.

treasurer and finally at seventeen to ad-
vance agent for traveling companies. He
gave it up to become an actor at ten dollars

a week, without the ten dollars most of the
time. In time, along with his wife, lately

deceased, he headed his own company. He
fell in love with his wife Ivah Wills when
she played Rosalind to his Orlando and
together they presented the Mohawk
Drama Festivals at Union College in

Schenectady. With Lucas, his houseboy, at

war, Mr. Coburn lives quite alone in a
Sunset Boulevard apartment reading vo-
raciously when not dancing, or working in

such honeys as “Knickerbocker Holiday”
and “If You Could Only Cook.”

NS In Miniature
“The Ann Harding of 1950” is what

a Washington critic once called Peggy Ann
Garner. She was six at the time and
busily engaged in pouting herself blue
every night as Europena in a stage rendi-
tion of the immortal “Mrs. Wiggs.” Cur-
rently, as the twelve-year-old sensation of

Twentieth Century’s “Jane Eyre,” she is

still a little short o^ the standard equip-
ment of an Ann Harding, but thinks she
can make it by ’50.

Peggy Ann’s best screen roles are the
ones she came nearest to missing. “The
Pied Piper,” which definitely established
her as a starlet, was already in filming
when the moppet playing Roddy McDow-
all’s sister came down with the measles.
Miss Garner, being in conveniently spotless

condition at the time, took over. She was
off selling War Bonds, when the Charlotte
Bronte classic was being cast and was
temporarily forgotten in the search for a
child to play the pre-Rochester Eyre. When
someone stumbled across a screen test that
looked as if it might be a miniature Joan

Fontaine, it took fourteen telegrams to

catch up with the little Garner.
From where Peggy Ann stands, which

is about fifty-seven and a half inches, the
view of the screen “greats” is a little

different. She is fooled neither by Monty
Woolley’s beard nor by Orson Welles’
pomp. “Mr. Woolley is very kind-hearted,
he gave me a Swiss music box when
‘The Pied Piper’ was over. And one thing
I’ve noticed about Mr. Welles, no matter
how loud he’s talking, he always stops to

laugh.” There is no truth about the Roddy
McDowall-Garner rumors-. ‘‘I think of him
only as a brother,” she says. “After all,

I haven’t had enough experience to know
what kind of a boy I’m going to like when
I grow up.”
Mostly eyes (hazel) and hair (naturally

blonde), she can eat four marshmallow
sundaes at one time without resorting to

bicarbonate, but disciplines herself next
meal with a lamb chop, as older actresses
do. Looks forward to leaving “sad” roles

behind her for a musical-comedy career
and is studying singing and dancing. She
received a typewriter for a Christmas
present and though still using the hunt-
and-peck system she now can do it with
all fingers. The “happiest experience of

my life” was when she first came to

Hollywood and bumped spang into Shirley
Temple, in the flesh, at a theater. Hobbies,
subject to change at any minute, include
collecting perfume bottles. Sloppy Joe
sweaters, knitting afghans for her various
grandparents and ice-skating. Her real-life

heroes are President Roosevelt and her
Dad, Army Lieut. William H. Garner. “I

don’t like war,” she adds, “but somehow,
I've always been interested in General
Eisenhower, too!”

The End
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Here is something new, dif-

ferent and altogether charming ^ ^
in a ring that in a few short
months has become the rage
from Broadway to Hollywood.
A beautiful ring to wear on all

occasions that is also a true emblem of

love, friendship and good luck wishes.
The perfect gift for those at home or in

service. When the ring is worn it

shows the two hands clasped in love

and friendship, exquisitely wrought
from solid Sterling Silver and beauti-
fully embossed. This Clasped Hands
design Ring becomes more attractive as

it is worn. Hands actually clasp

and imclasp as illustrated. The
newest and most distinctive ring
design—be the first to wear one
in your commimity. supply Limited.

Send the
Coupon today.

en Days Trial

mNG

Precious
Sterling
Silver

Send No Money now, just the coupon giving your name, address and ring
size. Your package sent immediately and you pay postman only .$1 95 and
few cents mailing cost and tax on arrival. Wear ten days on money back
guarantee. When you pick up this ring and see the hands clasp and unclasp
and clasp again in true friendship you wouldn’t part with it because of its
novelty and beautiful design.

Hands Clasp and
unclasp as shown

RING
Send No Money
War conditions limit our supply of these senti-

mental Sferling Silver Rings, so be sure to mail the
coupon today. No other ring makes such an ideal
gift. A wonderful bargain at the Close-Out price.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. 127-F,
Jefferson, lowo

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 127-F, Jefferson, Iowa
I Send the United-Love-and-Priendship Ring in beautiful

solid Sterling Silver in lovely gift box. I understand I can
I return the ring within 10 days for any reason and you
I

will refund promptly.

! Name

FOR YOUR RING SIZE \ Address
Use this handy ring measure. Tie string around
finger, cut and mark off size on scale below.

01234567 City

Ring Size State

WAKEFUL TONIGHT

EDR.' MILES NERVIN

Dragged Out Tomorrow
ifes, wakeful nights are unpleasant but the effects next day
ire still more unpleasant.

if Nervous Tension sometimes keeps you awake at nigh^
)r makes you irritable and fidgety in the daytime., tryOr. Miles Nervine**
rhis time^tested sedative has been making good for sixty years,

jet a bottle of the liquid or a tube of the tablets at your drug store*

i^ead directions and use only as directed. Miles Laboratories^ Inc.»

ilkhart. Indiana.

^ic^e. FAR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK

Gives a natural, youthful

appearance. Easy to use in the cle

privacy of your home; not greasy; will not
rub off nor interfere with curling. For 35
years millions have used it with complete
satisfaction. $1.35 for sale everywhere.

I FREE SAMPLE
BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. MC5-44 '

. 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. I

Name I

! Street I

' City State I

I GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR I

FARRIS i'OR GRflv Him

5-DAy UNDERARM PADS

for controlling perspiration

This modern way to dispose of the

nuisance of underarm perspira-

tion and odor appeals to a man’s
mechanical sense. A pad saturated

with an extremely effective

anti-perspirant-deodorant lotion.

Simply whisk the pad under
both arms and the job is done.

Perspiration is checked before it

starts and the effect lasts for

1 to 5 days, depending upon you.

With 5-day underarm pads

you lessen the risk of ugly shirt

stains and perspiration odor in

your suits and coats. 55^ a jar at

drug and department stores.

Associated Distributors^ Distributors, Chicago 10

The Art of Being Arthur

(Continued from page 31) her shoulders.
Conspicuous in the center of the room was
a tea table charmingly arranged with flow-
ers and tea service—and one plate and cup
already used.

“I thought you weren’t coming, after all,”

Jean laughed, “so I ate some sandwiches
and cakes and had some tea, they were so
good.” She looked like a mischievous little

girl when she said it and I hesitated a
moment about bringing up the idea of pos-
sible trouble between her and Frank. But
being Parsons, the old firehorse where
news is concerned, my hesitation was only
momentary.
“Jean—are you and Frank having

trouble?”
The frankness of her reply caught me

off guard. “Of course not, that’s ridiculous.
The truth is No!” She was not angry. She
was not temperamental. But for the first

time in her life I think Jean Arthur was
deeply hurt—to the quick—over a rumor
about herself. Hurt, too, at me because she
has always felt I was her friend.
She adores Frank. He is crazy about her.
“When the wires are free of war calls,”

she explained, “Frank has called me every
night or I have called him. It’s expensive

—

but we miss each other so much. He is

terribly busy right now. The most preten-
tious movie he has ever made, ‘The Robe,’
goes into production soon. For four months
he has been working on the script day and
night. That is the reason he did not come
East with me. And then this talk starts!”

I said, “I’m sorry that was the first thing
I had to ask you, Jeam—you seem so
happy.”

“I have been happy here,” she went on.
“For weeks I’ve been making plans to go
home, but I keep staying on and on. I

love the cold weather.” She gave that well-
known little shrug of the shoulders. “It
makes me feel so peppy. I want to go
everywhere and see everything! I want to
go to New Hampshire and Connecticut, too,
and see some real Eastern winter.”
That—from Jean—was really an admis-

sion. “And the change of scenery has sort
of snapped the cobwebs out of here,” she
said, tapping her temple lightly.

“When I left Hollywood,” she explained
with disarming frankness, “I felt tired,
nervous and upset.”

I knew exactly what she meant. When
she left the Coast she had been having
trouble with her boss, Harry Cohn, about
her next picture, “The Woman Doctor.”
She didn’t think it was the right story for
her. Harry made the trip all the way to
New York to try and talk Jean into chang-
ing her mind.

“I couldn’t play a woman doctor,” she
said. “To me there is something especially
distasteful about working with a cadaver
and that was all in the script. It gave me
chills up and down my spine.”

IN many actresses that might be consid-
* ered temperamental, but not in Jean,
who has an amazingly level head on her
shoulders. She knows exactly what she
can do and what she can’t do on the screen.
She has no false illusions about herself.

Unlike many comediennes she does not
yearn to do a version of a lady-Hamlet.
She believes she has a funny voice (every-
body else calls it the “cutest” voice on the
screen). She doesn’t even mind being
“typed” in romantic comedies.
“Comedies are what I do best,” she says

flatly. And all the coaxing from her studio
won’t lure her into a story she is convinced
is not up her street. She once stayed off

the screen for a year because she and
Harry Cohn couldn’t agree about a story

he insisted that she do. He knows now
that once she makes up her mind heaven
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and earth can’t move her.

She is back at the studio now, friendly,

happy and with no hard feelings.

That day, in her cheerful hotel apart-
ment, I threw another poser at her.

“Jean,” I said, “you seem so different

here—so happy and so interested in every-
thing. Why do you stick to your Holly-
wood policy of not seeing newspaper folk?

I feel you are wrong in refusing to give

interviews. It is so much better to be
friends with the press than to run like a
frightened child every time you are asked
for an appointment.”

“I’m not frightened,” she replied calmly.

“It’s just that I don’t care to talk for

publication when I have nothing to say.

Why should I talk just to have my name
in the newspapers and magazines? If there
were some big story, I wouldn’t mind, but
just to talk about myself is a waste of my
time and certainly of theirs.”

I asked Jean about the many visits she
made to the boys in the hospitals. We had
heard she had done an enormous amount
of good, cheering them up and giving them
cigarettes, magazines and candy.
“Look here,” she flared, “don’t you dare

say a word about that! I don’t visit the

hospitals to get my name in the papers.

Why should I, or any other actress, get

publicity or praise for helping with the

I

war effort?”

,
She was so indignant at the very thought

’ of publicizing her war effort that I had
to laugh. Just as quick as a flash she was
over her temporary peeve and became
again the perfect hostess, urging me to«

i have more sandwiches and tea.

“They’re really awfully good,” she said,

;
so exactly like a penitent child after her
outburst that I settled down for more
conversation.
Jean had just bought a lot of clothes

and to my complete amazement she de-
scribed them to me and told me the color,

. the style and how she enjoyed wearing
them in the evening.

I had heard that Jean had been taking
ballet lessons and she admitted it. “Won-
derful exercise,” she joked. “Keeps me on
my toes!”

Then suddenly her mood changed and
she was very serious. “Louella, there is no
changing me. I can’t be different. When
I have something to say I’ll say it, but
when I haven’t, then I won’t talk for pub-
lication. That’s my policy in Hollywood
and I won’t change it in New York.”
Now Jean has returned and she and

Frank have taken up exactly where they
left off. They have a simple, livable house
in Mandeville Canyon, where they live

just like all other Canyon neighbors. They
take long walks together, sometimes going
to their neighborhood theater to see movies,
and when Frank has a problem with one
of his pictures he discusses it with Jean.
She is always greatly influenced by his
opinion, although she does make up her
own mind when it comes to turning pic-
tures down.
The more I talked with Jean the more I

I

became convinced that she is no lady in

I

the dark. She knows herself better than

I

any lady I know.
' The End
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I WHO DARES?

T
he silence in the living room was
so deep that the ticking of the small

desk clock sounded loud and sharp

. . . the way it does in the middle

of a sleepless night. That—and the

rustle of Rod’s newspaper were the

only sounds in the room since dinner.

Bitterly, Enid remembered the happy
evenings they once had shared. Now
they shared nbthing but the same roof

. . . What had come between them?

Doctors know that too many women
still do not have up-to-date informa-

tion about certain physical facts. And
too many, who think they know, have
only half-knowledge. So they still

rely on ineffective or dangerous prepa-

rations.

You have a right to know about the

important medical advances made dur-

ing recent years in connection with this

intimate problem. They affect every

woman’s health and happiness.

And so, with the cooperation of

doctors who specialize in women’s
medical problems, the makers of Zonite

have just published an authoritative

new book, which clearly explains the

facts. (See free book offer below.)

lou SHOULD, however, be warned
here about two definite threats to

happiness. First, the danger of infection

present every day in every woman's life.

Second, the most serious deodorization

problem any woman has . . . one which
you may not suspect. And what to use

is so important. That’s why you ought
to know about Zonite Antiseptic.

Used in the douche (as well as for a
simple every-day routine of external

protection) Zonite is both antiseptic

and deodorant. Zonite deodorizes, not
by just masking, but by actually de-

stroying odors. Leaves no lasting odor
of its own.

Zonite also kills immediately all

germs and bacteria on contact. Yet
contains no poisons or acids. No other

type of liquid antiseptic-germicide is

more powerful, yet so safe. Your drug-

gist has Zonite.

For Every Woman’s
Most Serious Deodorant Problem

Photoplay Does

—

to reveal in the June Issue

The Truth About The Stars’ 1 . Q-’s

by "Fearless"

FREE
BOOK

Just Published

Reveals new
findings every

woman should

know about!

This new, frankly-written book reveals up-to-date findings about an
intimate problem every woman should understand. Sent in plain
envelope. Mail coupon to Dept. 944-P , Zonite Products Corpora-
tion, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Name

Street

City State
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PSORIASIS

COUIO DRESS^
‘ICOMlnci^y

^ WASN'T

It’s always a tragedy when an attractive woman mast dress not to enhance her charm

—hut to conceal her unsightly psoriasis lesions. Is that YOUR problem? If so, then

why not try SIROIL? SIROIL tends to remove the crusts and scales of psoriasis which

are external in character and located on the outer layer of the skin. If or when your

psoriasis lesions recur, light applications of SIROIL will help keep them under control.

Applied externally, SIROIL does not stain clothing or hed linen, nor does it interfere

in any way with your daily routine. Try it.

Certainly it’s worth a trial, particularly since

it’s offered to you on a two-weeks’-satisfac-

tion-or-money-refunded basis.

FOR SALE AT ALL
wIIiUILdrug stores
Writetoday for interesting booklet on Psoriasis.using coupon—

I Siroil laboratories, Inc., Dept.M-21>Detroit26,Mich.

I Siroil of Canada, Ltd., Box 488, Windsor, Ont.

I Please send me your free booklet on Psoriasis.

I NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY .STATE_

lOK.
Yellow
Gold

Solitaire

DIAMOND
or Matching Design Wedding
Ring in Get-Acquainted offer :— /
Diamonds ore precious. As you know,
the war has greatly limited the sup- yply of genuine Diamonds and prices '

have gone up and up and up—so
this offer of a genuine Diamond ring for
only $5.95 or the matched bridal pair (both
the engagement ring and the wedding

ring) for only $9.95 is all the
more amazing.

sor both
Bin^ for

The beautiful, sentimental.
Solitaire ring has a lustrous,
guaranteed genuine Diamond,
center stone in latest rose cut
for fire and sparkle set in a
rich, lOK. Yellow Gold
ring of classic design.
The 3 chip diamonds
in the matching Wed-
ding Ring are a sym-
phony in mysterious
beauty. It also is
Real, lOK. Yellow
Gold. Truly, the

rings of love, romance and
quality offered as a “Close-Out” Bar-

gain. While our supply lasts, $5.95 each or both the
Diamond solitaire and the Wedding ring (the perfect pair) $9.95

—

MAIL THE COUPON.

lOK.
Yellow
Go d

SEND NO IVI0NEY
Just mail the coupon with your name, address and 1“

ring size. Genuine Diamond rings sent in lovely |

gift bo.x immediately and you pay postman only i

.$5.95 ($9.95 for both Rings) plus a few cents mail-
j

ing cost and tax on arrival. Wear on 10 days' I

money back guarantee. Rush order now and
have your dreams come true. Supply limited. I

Empire Diamond Co., Dept. 86-DS, Jefferson, Iowa
|

Fai* Yaui* Riha Use this handy |ror I our Kinq Oize ring measure. Tie
string around finger, cut and mark oS size on scale I

below.
j01234567 !n Ml Min i

i_

10 Days Trial— - —
1

Empire Diamond Co., Dpt. 86-DS, Jefferson, ia. I

, ,
Genuine Diamond Solitaire Ring and |the u Wedding Ring in lovely gift box. (Check I

rings wanted.) I understand I can return the rings I

within 10 days for any reason and you will refund
'

promptly.
|

Ring Size I

Name

Address j

City State

Sensation from Seattle

(Continued from page 59) she never has
liked night clubs, with all their chi-chi
and self-conscious glamour. Once in a
while? Certainly, for a specially gala mood,
but mostly she’d much prefer the kind of

good time she used to have back in her
home town, Snoqualmie Falls, Washington,
population 750, or when she was a drama
student in Seattle at the University of

Washington—an evening at home with a
few friends.

For Ella to have adopted a routine of

staying home in Hollywood, however,
would have attracted an abnormal amount
of speculation because of its very unusual-
ness. It would have invited a kind of

extra curiosity on the part of filmdom’s
back-fence set, despite the fact that she
was working very hard, from the first day
she hit the Universal lot, in “Corvette
K-225.” She was glad enough to spend
a brief time in the evenings with her
mother and then tumble off to bed.

Occasionally she’d go out for a dine-and-
dance whirl or attend a premiere with
an escort, but never the same one often
enough to give any formidable evidence
that the escort was other than one of a
group of pleasant friends. Since she worked
opposite Randolph Scott in her first pic-
ture, it was natural they become friends.

And what did Ella do? She told Randy
her secret.

In the first days of her stay in Holly-
wood, Ella points out, she badly needed
someone to confide in, for her husband
was on flying missions somewhere in the
Burma area ... or India ... or China.
Each day’s headlines, each day’s com-
muniques were a slrain. She could tell

her fears and hopes to Randy, because
he knew the truth.

Randy justified her judgment of him;
he kept her secret.

Public awards of merit, at the behest
of Ella, are hereby urged for Joan Blon-
dell and Frances Gifford, with whom Ella

worked in “Cry ‘Havoc.’ ” They knew

—

and didn’t tell! ’Who says a woman
can’t keep a secret?

Y OU have only to talk to Ella or take
a good look at her handsome husband’s

picture to understand why their marriage
could easily weather the thin ice of long
separation and the chill wind of idle chit-

chat. The two have known each other ever
since grade school. After being high-school
sweethearts, they agreed to disagree when
he went away to one college and she to an-
other. In fact, when he returned one
vacationtime she was interested in an-
other boy. But he came back again,
this time in uniform, for in 1940 he had
anticipated our entrance into the war and
enlisted in the Army air force.

“He looked so . . . so . . .” (the breath-
less, abrupt stop gives a better idea than
any word could as to how he looked to
Ella) “in that uniform.”
Together with a so-sorry note, Ella

returned an engagement ring to a sur-
prised fiance. “Now,” said Ken, “let’s

elope.”

But still she couldn’t see leaving school,

where she’d become prominent in dra-
matics, till she got her degree.

In August she received a wire from
Miami. He was to leave for overseas.
Would she marry him? That did it!

Two days before graduation she was on
her way to Miami and matrimony. After
the ceremony in a little Spanish chapel
in Palm Beach, came a brief, wonderful
honeymoon, and he was gone.

Ella decided to try her luck on Broad-
way, just to see what it was like. Her
luck responded nicely by being fabulous.
In just a few weeks, a top-flight agent
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got Boyer and Hawks so enthused, long-

distance, that they set her contract.

Twenty-four hours later she was in

Hollywood. Another day, and she was
in “Corvette.”
She says she had cold feet for about

the first five minutes on the set. But every-

one was kind and first thing she knew
she was working as calmly, with as much
absorption, as a veteran. In less than

ten months in Hollywood, she made four

pictures, one right after the other. Her
part in “Cry ‘Havoc’ ” was assured as

soon as M-G-M saw her “takes” in

“Corvette.” She was wanted for “Hail

The Conquering Hero,” at Paramount, as

soon as they saw her work.
She has complete naturalness. She

even looks like herself. The Ella you
see on the screen is a dead ringer for

the one you’d see shopping at the market
near her Beverly Hills home.
Although she was an only child, she

doesn’t think she was spoiled and it’s ob-
vious the film colony agrees with her.

When she walks into a popular eating

place like Romanoff’s, the greetings are

many and unmistakably sincere. Ella

can’t stand “gushers” and doesn’t get to

know that kind of people. If she her-
self is thrilled at seeing someone who’s
been a screen idol of hers for years, she
admits it. And just wondering if she
might ever play opposite Cary Grant, as

he walks by, makes her light up like a
kid on Christmas morning.
Does she enjoy the complicated busi-

ness of becoming famous? Heck, she
loves it! When people first began to

poke at each other, and stare, in restau-
rants, she confesses to a just about un-
conquerable urge to grin, stick out her
Itongue, wave and call peek-a-boo. She’s
getting used to it, fast. The first time
she was recognized by a gang of auto-
graph-hunters her husband was with her.

Ken finally managed to get the attention

of one of them, a youngster. “Hey,”
yelled Ken, winking to Ella, “don’t you
want mine? I’m her husband!”

S
HE has a ferocious loyalty to her hus-
band’s branch of the service. While

I

she visited him on a recent trip to his

Florida post (the third time they’d seen
each other in the eighteen months of

their marriage) for nearly two whole
I

months, she was happy to be accepted as

[

“just one of the wives.” She was ashamed
!of her lack of information about planes,

jiwhich left her out of the air-talk of the
wives. “I went out,” says Ella, “got a

I book on the different types of planes and
[studied it from cover to cover. Prac-
Itically memorized it!” Ken’s surprised
delight was a perfect reward for her
[diligence.

I Ella never tires singing the praises of

the wives of the fliers, women who ac-
cept with charm and dignity the tense
strain of their everyday lives. During
Ella’s visit, the husband of one of them
was killed. When the grim word was
wrought, Ella watched her pale, give mur-
nured thanks to the brother-officer who
bad brought the painful news. Ella
went home with her, spent two days with
!ier, trying, as best she could, to help ease
!;he pain. “I cannot say how wonderful
ler courage was and how typical her un-
lysterical way of accepting her grief ac-
.;ually is. I’d like, more than anything,
io be known as a true Army-flier’s wife,
rhere is no higher praise.”
Does Ella want a child? She certainly

does. If Ken were to be transferred
iigain to a theater of war (he has a vital
issignment here at home right now, test-

ing vital new structural innovations) she
vould want very much to have a baby

—

•!ven in the face of the possibility of

MakC'Up created by the men who make up the

Hollywood Stars

Wally Westmore,
Famous Hollywood
Make-up Artist

PEGGY O’NEILL starring in

’’SONG OF THE OPEN ROAD”
A Charles R. Rogers Production

Reteased thru United Artists

The Westmore brothers— Perc, Wally and Bud— not only make up

the Hollywood stars but actually create the make-up with which they

do it. And it is that very make-up you get when you buy House of

Westmore’s lipstick, rouge, face-powder and foundation cream. House

of Westmore make-up gives you a lovely, attractive beauty— goes

on smoothly and really stays on. You will like the fine texture ond

fashionable shades. Regardless of price, you cannot buy better.

WESTMORE
MAKE-UP

25fi and 50^ at toilet goods counters.

women, beauty is at its best, when it goes hand
in hand with charm and sparkling personality.

In a watch, beauty is at its best when it goes hand
in hand with dependable accuracy. Welsbro Watches

give you the utmost in both.

m
At better jewelers everywhere.

WEISSMAN WATCH CO., 20 WEST 47th ST., N. Y. C.
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once again
yon can get

the odorless, painless,

cosmetic depilatory

Once again IMRA*is avail-

able to smart women. Here

is the sweet way to keep

your arms, legs and under-

arms smooth and completely

feminine— free of unwanted
hair. Odorless, painless

IMRA creams hair off in just

a few minutes. No razor

nicks, no ugly razor bristle.

Just smooth it on. Later rinse

it off. Get IMRA today. ..the

exquisite cosmetic way to

defuzz. Large 472 oz. tube

$1.00 plus Federal Tax. At

fine department and drug

stores.

^Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

U. S. Pat. Peodin?
BUY WAR BONDS

I

COSMETICS, INC.
Bloomfield, N. J.

tragic loss. “I would want so terribly
to have a child of his, a part of him to be
mine always.” You know that no con-
cern for a career will interfere with that
resolve.

I
THE first things she shows you in her
apartment are a silken scarf on her piano

and a carved box on her coffee table,

I

gifts Ken brought back from China. In
her sitting room you’ll find photographs of
Ken, wires from Ken, letters from Ken,
books from Ken.

' When she returned from her several
weeks stay in Florida with Ken, she got

i herself a waggly cocker spaniel, name of
“Nugget,” as a “watchdog.” At present,

I

she’s living alone, her mother having re-
turned to Snoqualmie Falls for the time
being.

Ken had one brief visit to Hollywood
and got along fine. Moviedom’s social
self-interest didn’t perturb him. “Why
should it? ’ queries Ella. “As Ken points
out, fliers, too, have their own private
lingo, their own clannishness, a thing
sacred to them. A flier understands bet-
ter than other men could the show
business habit of shoptalk.”

Ella’s relieved, these days, that she
doesn’t have a “secret” hanging over her.
Her thoughts are all of how soon she can
see Ken again. She knows that the only
way to keep her life on an even keel
away from him is hard work. If the
past year’s any criterion, she’ll have all
she can handle. And her star-quality
work opposite Franchot Tone in “Phantom
Lady” will add new impetus to the mo-
mentum of her swift rise. In whatever
spare time she has had, Ella has made as
many Bond-selling appearances as pos-
sible.

In her little home town, she made a
speech at the high school. Of the town’s
750, the attendance was 700! She spoke
simply of Ken, and other town boys, some
of whom have already met the death of
heroes. She spoke of the good times
they d had and the childhood mischief
they used to get into. The audience

—

and Ella, too—gave tears, simple and hon-
est, in tribute to their boys who are
gone. But tears, they know, are not
enough. From that audience, they bought
$75,000 in Bonds. No matter how loyal
her townspeople may be to her, they can
never be so proud of her as she is of them.
When the future brings the prayed-for

peace, Ella and Ken will build a home
in Beverly Hills and get busy doing the
thousand and one things their many com-
mon interests will offer. There’ll be the
lost time to make up for and they’ve got
things planned that will take years.

“I bet we’ll get them all done, too,”
Ella flashes that miracle smile.
Anyone who bets she’s right, can’t lose.

Miracles are bound to happen to that
Raines gal!

The End

These are the magazines

published by

Macfadden Publications, Inc.

Photoplay True Story

True Romances Radio Mirror

True Experiences True Detective

True Loue and Master

Romance Detective

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, lOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives I ustrous highlights.
2 . Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
Af stores which sell toilet goods

2Si for 5 rinses

10^ for 2 rinses

Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping }

MakesAlbDay
StandingEasy
On Your Feet

If you are on your feet all day — walking the
floor or standing in front of a machine — just
sprinkle Allen’s Foot-Ease on your feet and into
your shoes. This soothing powder brings quick
relief to tired, burning feet. When shoes pinch
and torture you from all-day standing — Allen’s
Foot-Ease is what you want. Acts instantly to
absorb excessive perspiration and prevents foot
odors. So, be sure to ask for Allen’s Foot-Ease —
the easy, simple way to all-day standing and walk-
ing comfort. Get it today at all druggists.

Only $1.00 a Pair!
Here's romance for you! Ex-
quisitely patterned Earrings
that glow in the dark the
whole night through. Irresist-
ible— alluring— utterly capti-
vating. Beautiful ornamental
Earrings by day—by night, an
enchanting setting of glamor-
ous moonlight. Made in the
design of fresh flowers to pro-
vide a thrilling accessory to
any combination you choose.

You will be thrilled by their
beauty, intrigued by their
mystery, delighted with the
happy hours these ultra-smart,
“glowing” Earrings will bring
you. He’ll adore them—so wifi
you! Make ideal gifts, too.
But hurry—supply is limited.
Just clip this ad and mail
along with $1.00 plus 20c Fed-
eral Tax (total $1.20). No
risk. If you are not lOO^o
satisfied, return within 10
days for refund.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
Dept. Sll-B. SOO N. Dearben SL

Chicago II, III.102



Stay Sweet. . . Get MEET!
NEW NEET Cream Deodorant is answering

the call to arms... the arms of thousands of

war-active women who need more than ever

the effective protection to daintiness that only

a fine deodorant such as Neet can assure.

New Neet Cream Deodorant quickly stops

perspiration and underarm odor from one to

three days. This fiuffy, stainless, greaseless

cosmetic-type of cream applies easily and
vanishes almost instantly. Makes arms dry
-and odor-free. Will not irritate normal skin

or injure clothing.

Try New Neet Cream Deodorant today!

Won’t dry in jar. lOrf and 29d sizes, plus tax.

DoYouWant 1 1 11 11%

LONGER [j/\KJusttrythissystemonyour
hair? days and see if you are
really enjoying the pleasure of attractive
hairthat sooftencaptures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER Src^d'^ion^
are normal and thedry,brittle,breaking off hair
canberetarded.it has a chance to get longer and
much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENE
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.

Send $1.00. (If C. O. D. postage extra). Fully
guaran teed. Money back if you’ re not delighted.

JEL CO.. 1930 Irving Park Rd., Dept. A -6 10, Chicago 13. III.

attff

MODELING
A Glamorous, Lucrative

reer for Attractive,

Ambitious Girls

courses will qua-
lify you for immediote positions

with leading Dress Salons,

Showrooms, Photographers, in

' Shorts & Fashion Shows

Distinctive Stoff

Moderate Tuition

Free Effective Plocement

our modem studios
or request Booklet 10 r

STUDIO OF 1

MODELING a
N . Y. C. 8RyaNT 9 -Stt 56-7 J

What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 61) Conversation,
in a case like this, never solves anything
because all three of you are trying to

save the feelings of the other, yet show
yourselves in an attractive light. Action
is your only recourse and that action
should he the termination of relations
between your family and the soldier.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m sixteen, and really too young to

have a problem, I think, hut in these days
a good many strange things happen.

Just recently I moved to this part of

the country. Not knowing anyone I

didn’t want to hurry about getting ac-
quainted with kids my age as I was afraid
I might get in with the wrong crowd.

Well, to make a long story short, a boy
my age lived up the street and he got
acquainted with me.
He asked me to go to an informal dance

at school, but I knew that it would be
dull for him since I knew no one so I de-
clined his invitation. Much to my sur-
prise, he said it would probably be better
that way. I didn’t understand that re-
mark.

Several days later he came over to my
house and said he might as well tell me
as I would find out from the neighbors
sooner or later. This is his story:

“I have lived here for thirteen years
and the neighbors have always known
what goes on, so that’s why I’m telling

you. I have run away from home so
much that the next time they are going
to put me in a reform school. I do it be-
cause my folks argue and I can’t stand it.

So you see, if you were seen around here
with me the kids would never make
friends with you.”

Well, Miss Colbert, I knew that was
pretty hard for anyone to say, so I was
really left speechless! Honestly, I don’t
know whether to keep up this friendship
and take a chance on not making other
friends, or to break it up.

He’s really a swell guy underneath. My
mother and I both think he’s nice. What
would you do?

Ellen Marie W.

Dear Miss W

:

Here is your chance, obviously, to do a
good deed. This hoy sounds as if he has
definite possibilities—all he needs are
true friends.

It seems to me that, since you say
your mother likes him, you could have
this boy as a guest in your home when-
ever convenient so that he would be sup-
plied with a proxy family life that is

pleasant and inspiring. This would make
up to him, in .some measure, for his own
quarrelsome family.

Perhaps your mother could have him
over to dinner once a tceek or so, A lit-

tle genuine interest in this boy may well
work wonders.

As you are eager to make additional
friends, tvhy don't you give a party, or a
series of informal Sunday-night get-to-
gethers, always including this boy. When
others see that you and your family like
him and are proud of his presence in
your home, they will adopt the same
attitude,

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
At first I hesitated to write, but I ad-

mire your sense in answering problems
so perhaps you can help me, too.

I am thirty-six, my husband is thirty-
eight and we have two children, a boy
eleven and a girl sixteen. We have been
married over eighteen years. I have al-

Two-tone harmony. .. glamour-plus tailoring!

Smart nailhead trim. Two-tone idea, slender-

izing waistband makes you look slim as a reed!

Sizes 10 to 18. $7.98/ p/us posloge.

"Bow Blouse"— Flattering high neck— coquette

bow! Long, full sleeves! Beautiful rayon fabric,

in white only. Sizes 32 to 38, $3.98, plus postage.

BETTY CO-ED of HOLLYWOOD, Dept. 682
62S3 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD (28), CALIFORNIA

Send no money. We mail C. O. D.

If you are not completely satisfied,

we will gladly refund your money.

PROMPT DELIVERY!

BETTY CO-ED of HOLLYWOOD, Dept.682
6253 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD (28), CALIFORNIA

Please send "Nailhead Jumper*, at $7.98, plus postage.

POWDER and AQUA ond GOLD and RED and
NAVY BROWN BROWN NAVYQ

(Mark lit ond 2nd cholco of colof combinotions)

Size: 10 12 14 16, 18 (Ci/<U Um)

Send "Bow Blouse*, at $3.98, plus postage.

Size: 32 34 36 38 (CircU

(Please print name. ele. plainly}
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ways been jealous of my husband as he
is extremely handsome and I have ac-
cused him of dating other women, but I

have never had any proof of it until now.
Some time ago I learned that he has been
dating a twenty-year-old girl—he has
been seeing her almost every night for

eight months. At first I was furious and
thought of any number of things I could
do to him and the girl; then I realized
that sometimes these romances wear off

quickly. He doesn’t dream that I know,
but when he is at home he doesn’t know
that I or the children exist. He sits there
with a faraway look, anxious to get to the
office so he can call her.

I’ve met this girl and she is extremely
attractive and has a personality that only
a few favored ones are fortunate enough
to possess. She is very popular and has
many younger men hanging around but
she won’t consider any of them. The girl

must be serious in thinking she is in love
with my husband or she would go out
once in a while. No matter what she did,

I guess my husband would go back to her.
Should I bring the issue into the open

and suffer the consequences, or should I

remain silent, hoping that he will break
off with her eventually?

Mrs. Laik R.

Dear Mrs. R:
In the first place, nagging your hus-

band tvill never endear you to him and
creating an issue of your husband's prob-
lem will most likely turn him against you
permanently.

/ would judge that your husband must
care a great deal for you and his chil-

dren and the home you have made to-

gether or he would have asked for his

freedom. Since he has not done this and
since you believe him to be in love, he
must be enduring several kinds of emo-
tional purgatory.

If he were physically ill, you would hr
proud to nurse him back to normal
health. What has happened to him may
well be a type of emotional ailment.
After eighteen years of marriage, you
may have grown indifferent toward him,
careless of your appearance and com-
placent in many things. It is surely your
duty to him, to yourself, to your chil-

dren, and to that poor girl who may be
going through torment herself, to ap-
proach this problem with tact, kindliness
and energy.

In the first place, you should take stock
of yourself to see that you are as attrac-
tive as you can possibly make yourself.
Then you should study your home and
the habits of your home life to be cer-
tain that both are the type which cater
to a husband’s comfort.

You should make a great effort to in*>'--

est your husband in the activities of the
children. He should he kept amused by
their social doings, their scholastic
achievements and the domestic unfolding
of their personalities.

This sort of thing is never easy, but
then, very few things in life are.

The more quickly you set to work and
the more quiet courage you bring to f^enr

on this situation, the sooner it tvill be
mended.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert;
I am twenty-two and have been mar-

ried eight months to a man twenty-eight.
He has a little daughter seven years old.

I hadn’t been married before and didn’t
know as much about marriage as he did.

The thing I’m writing to ask you is, do
you think it is right for a man to leave his
wife at home every night and never take
her anywhere?
He plays golf until it gets dark (after

work) or he bowls or plays pool when it

BLONDES!
Men Admire...Women Envy

Hair ivith that

Glamorous

Golden Look!

• Hair that’s glori-

ously golden, that

frames your face
with a soft, sunny
radiance...what an

irresistible appeal

it has to men!
So don’t ever let

darkened, streaked or over-bleached hair

spoil your precious blonde beauty! Use
Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash to give your

hair that lustrous, “golden look”!

Perfected by hair-beauty experts, the new
improved Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash
now is easier than ever to apply ! It comes

complete in itself for use at home. Best of

all, with Marchand’s, you yourself can con-

trol the exact degree of lightness you desire.

Use Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash to

make blonde hair blonder or to give dark or

red hair more lightness—more brightness!

It’s not a dye! Not an expensive “treatment.”

Use Marchand’s, too, for lightening hair on
arms and legs... At all drug counters. ^

Made by thp }fakers of Marchand’s **Make-Up” Hair Rinse

AT lOc STORES LARGE JAR 0

!

CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR REGULARLY. Ask him
about the advantages of improved Hygeia Nursing
Bottle with easy-to-clean wide mouth, wide base
to prevent tipping, scale applied in color for easy
reading. Famous breast-shaped Nipple has patent-
ed air-vent to reduce “wind-sucking”.

HYGEIA ^'STERI-SEAL'^ CAP—Another important
improvement. Prepare formula and fill bottles for

day’s feeding. Then attach
Hygeia “Steri-Seal” Cap (see
arrow in picture) and nipples
and formula are kept germ-
proof until feeding time.

Ask your druggist for Hygeia
equipment today.

HELP WIN THE WAR by conserv-
ing rubber. Use a separate nip-
ple for each feeding. Clean im-
mediately after use. Avoid
excessive boiling.
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May— fhe monlfh when garcJem bur*# info

bloom. Whether ofNjot you are gordc^ing

you will wont your ^h^nds petal-smooth,

soft ond pliable. Use Sofskin, fhe rich, vel-

vety cream to make useful hands lovelier.

Takes only a moment to apply. Be convinced.

Ask for the Sofskin courtesy application

at your beauty salon or cosmetic counter.

sofSKin

^ and

in the Black and Gold Jars

35ff, 60^, $1.00 Sixes

SOFSKIN COMPANY. FINDLAY, OHIO

HAND-COLORED in Oil

PHOTO pNLARGEMENT
Beautifully mounted In 7 x 0
white frame mat. Made from any
photograph, snapshot or nega-
tive. Original returned. Send 35c
and stamp—no other charges.

COLORGRAPH, Dept. MG-61
3127 Milwaukee Av., Chicago 18, III.

iS’/Nadinoia's 4wayaction/^^yi7i/

lOOSE^ BLACKHEADS
UP

txreRMAuy cAUseo pimples

i».DULLDARKSKIN
Don’t pve in to unlovely skin! Try famous
Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thou-

sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treatment cream that acts to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin—clear up externally

caused pimples— fade freckles— loosen
and remove blackheads. Used as directed,

its special medicated ingredients help to

clear and freshen yourskin—make it creamy-
white, satin-smooth. Start today to im-

prove your complexion—buy Nadinola
Cream ! Just o«c treatment-size jar usually

works wonders and costs only 55)!— with
money-back guarantee—trial size 10)!. Also

—

• SEND FOR FREE ILIUSTRATED BOOKIET*

3 NADINOLA. Dept. 20. Paris, Tennessee
^ Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe Mi-
# tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,

0 with actual photographs and sworn proof of the

^ wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.

# Name
^ Address
#
• City State

gets cold. I like to dance, but he has

taken me to only one dance since we
have been married. He just refuses to

take me where I want to go; he says I’m

needed to look after his daughter. We
can’t leave her alone and we can’t find

anyone to look after her.

I love him very much and love his little

girl just as if she were my very own, but

I’m very unhappy because he leaves us

at home alone so much of the time. I’ve

talked to him about it, but I’m afraid I

didn’t use the right way. There must be
some way of getting a husband to do right

by his wife, isn’t there?
I’d appreciate your telling me the secret.

Angela O.

Dear Mrs. O:
It would be only natural, in a case

such as yours, for a wife to spend a good
deal of the time she has with her hus-
band pointing out his shortcomings and
trying to persuade him to do what she
wants him to do.

Unfortunately, too much conversation
sometimes defeats its own purpose.

Instead of calling your desires to your
husband^s attention, why don’t you busy
yourself in making your home as attrac-

tive as possible? Be sure that meals are
good, hot and on time. Even when your
husband is late, if you manage to have
something palatable for him to eat he
will surely appreciate this thoughtfulness.

Invite his friends to your home, then
don’t try to be the life of the party. Re-
main very much in the background and
let your husband play host.

If he is the right sort of man, upon
seeing how sincerelv you are striving to

please him, he will surely return the
compliment.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a high-school senior of eighteen.

At the present time I am a Nurse’s Aide;
knowing exactly what the work is, I want
to go on with my studies and become a

registered nurse.

My mother says I am old enough to

know my own mind and that I may live

my life as I see fit, but she thinks it is

foolish for a girl to go through three
years of hard work if she doesn’t intend
to devote her life to humanity.

I am in love with a man who is twenty-
three. He has been in the service for two
years and we miss each other something
terrible. You may think this is funny,
but I met W. when I was only fourteen
and immediately fell in love. I tried to
convince myself that it wasn’t the real
thing, just a crush, but the same feeling
for W. has continued even though I have
gone with a good many other boys just to
convince myself. Going with other boys

EXCUSE IT, PLEASE!

We're very sorry if Photoplay is late

arriving at your newsstand. It's due

to wartime transportation difficulties,

of course.

But be sure you will be able to buy

that June issue

—

Reserve Your Copy Now!

HE

LOVELY

One of Hollywood’s Most

Promising New Suis

it lovely for Him!
When your "Johnny” comes marching home, look
your prettiest for his sake! And remember, your favorite
hair-do can now have the added loveliness this old
American beauty secret gives to any coiffure— hair so
gorgeously soft and radiant that he will gasp with de-

light the next time he sees you!

Just try Glover’s modern 3 -Way Medicinal Treatment
and see how it can keep your hair lovelier for Victory
Day. Use any ONE of these famous Glover’s prepara-
tions separately, or ALL THREE in one complete treat-

ment! Learn the secret of Marie McDonald and many
other glamorous Hollywood stars— use Glover’s Mange
Medicine — Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo — and Glover’s
Imperial Hair Dress. Ask for all three at your neighbor-
hood Drug store — or mail the coupon today!

You will receive the Complete Trial Application pic-

tured below. Each product in a hermetically-sealed
bottle, packed in special carton, with complete instruc-

tions and useful FREE booklet, “The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair.”

GLOVfR’S /Ji
With massage for Dandruff^

Annoying SCALP and
Excessive FALLING HAIR.

R Gntirantttdby^A
'Good Housekeopin; J

•ocKcmio* ^ -

THESE 3

I - A|)|)l.v Oldver's
M.Tiiee .Medicine,
with niassaRe, for
Duiidruff, Annoy-
ing Scalp and
Excessive Falling
Hair. Feel the ex-
hilarating effect,
instantlyt

r
2 —Wash haft with
Glo-Ver Beauty
Shampoo in hard
or soft w .1 1 e r.

Leaves hair soft,
Instron.s, manage-
ahle-and the deli-
cate scent lingers!

3— 'fry Glover’s
Imperial Hair
Dress for scalp and
hair..Non-alcohofic
and Antiseptic: For
"Finger-tip” ap-
plication at home.

Send for COMPLETE TRIAL APPLICATION
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A
AMAZING NEW

SANITARY
PROTECTION
FOR EVERYWOMAN!

“I can’t leave the classroom to make
frequent changes. So how I appreciate
San-Nap-Pak! It’s so soft and absorb-
ent. and stays fresh longer.”

“I used to be so uncomfortable when I

wore a napkin! But San-Nap-Paks are

wonderfully soft and comfortable — and
they stay soft as you wear them!”

“When I’m out on the stage, it’s won-
derful to know I’m safe! San-Nap-Pak’s
‘Layer of Protection’ guards against em-.'

barrassing accidents.”

NEVER BEFORE SUCH
COMFORT-SUCH SECURITY!

Switch to San>Nap>Pak —
and laugh at the calendar!
San-Nap-Pak gives you
extra comfort and conve*
nience—extra protection
and peace of mind—af no
exfra cost! Sleek, tapered
design—no tell-tale bulges.
Get a package today.

JUST SAY "Sarrapa/c"
Try Coantess Lydia
Grey— faelal tissue
with the 'MeeskiR'’
finish I Real luxury—*
yet eosts less than
ether branch!

was W.’s suggestion for me. He says he
loves me, but that I’m young and that
I should meet many boys and men before
I marry so that I’ll be satisfied with him.
So there’s the point. I don’t want to

marry until I’m twenty-one, and if I go
into training this spring I’ll finish when
I’m twenty-one. Do you think it would
be foolish to enter when I know that I’m
going to marry?

Rose M.

Dear Miss M:
It is my honest belief that you should

go ahead with your plans for nurse’s
training. After all, this would really

amount to a two years’ contribution to

the war effort and the fact that you are
working, in effect, side by side with
your fiance who is in the Army will

only serve to strengthen the bond between
you.

Nurse’s training is definitely a factor

which contributes to a happy marriage
because it fits you to give your family
every advantage of intelligent care in

years to come. Furthermore, it allows
you to view humanity under all condi-
tions and so to broaden your understand-
ing of your fellow man.

Your mother’s belief that this study
would be a waste of time probably stems
from the old-fashioned idea that if a
girl was going to marry, she need have
no specialized talent. This notion is

rapidly being overcome.
Every girl should be trained; every

girl should be given as much education
as possible. Considering the unpredic-
tability of life, such education is insur-

ance on the future. Even though no
economic need for a girl’s talent should
ever arise, psychologists believe that the

first six years of a child’s life are so
important that the best trained mothers
are likely to develop the most useful
future citizens.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a boy of thirteen, but I am much

older mentally. They do say that “chil-

dren” think that they carry the world on
their shoulders, but I would like to have
you read all this before you think I am
getting too serious.

Last summer my father and I were
visiting my aunt when we received a let-

ter from my mother saying she was leav-
ing us.

When I first opened the letter my heart
must have skipped ten beats. Even
though I have been closest to my mother
all my life, my first impulse was to live

with my father. My mother wanted me to

live with her, of course, but something
is holding me back. Maybe because she
is so religious. I have nothing against
religion if it is something good and clean,

but the kind of religion she has isn’t like

that. It makes her tight-lipped and thin-
nosed and her tongue is a needle that
sticks people.
But my father isn’t so good either. He

is really greedy—that is the reason my
mother is leaving him—and he is selfish.

Just the other day he bought me a pair

of gloves that I needed and when I asked
how much they cost so I could learn about
how expensive I am to him, all he would
say was, “Plenty. They cost plenty.”

He keeps money in a certain place be-
cause he doesn’t trust banks. Well, I had
a notion to take some of it and run away,
but that doesn’t seem quite right. I don’t
like to be disrespectful and I hope you
don’t think I’m fresh, but really I don’t
care anything about either of my parents.
What can a person in my place do to

get a little bit of happiness?

SICKNESS orACCIDENT

Don't qIIow Hospitalization

expense to ruin your life sav-

ings. InsureNOW , . . BEFORE

rrS TOO LATE I In case of

unexpected sickness or ac-

cident you may go to any

Hospital in the U. S. or

Canada, under any Doctor's

care. Your expenses will be

paid in strict accordance

with Policy provisions. Indi-

vidual or entire family

eligible (to oge 70). The

Company is under the super-

vision of the Insurance De-
partment. No agent will coll.

MAIL COUPON AT ONa

Hospital Expenses for

Accident up to

^540.00
Hospital Expenies for

Sicknesi
(beginning 7th day)

up to

$540.00
Doctor Expenses for

Accident up to

$135.00
Loss ofTime R'om Work

up to

$300.00
Accidental Death

$1000.00
WarCoverage&other
valuable benefits.

NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. S
Dept. MC44-5, Wilmington, Del.

J
Please send me, without obligation, details about *

your "3e A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan'o
J

Nome—.........................................
J

Address.-—

•

City*— — S

Don’t just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching ol

simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given- prompt, comforting relief to

millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

How PAZO Ointment Works
1. Soothes inflamed areas^relieves pain and itching. 2. lu-
bricates hardened, dried parts— helps prevent cracking
and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed-

ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.

Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application
PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile

Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so

PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Relief with PAZO Ointmentl
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and
the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get
PAZO ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo*

PAZO WILL RELIEVE
THOSE PAINFUL SIA^PLE PILES

^MOTHER, PAZO CBiTAINLY]

1 BROUGHT PROMPT REUEF
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MOVIE STARS’ PICTURES

rLi
Hundreds of beautiful posed pictures
of your favorite movie stars. Full 8x10
size only ISc each.

FREE! Catalog of over 200 stars* pic-

tures with each order of 30c or more.

ALPHA PHOTO SERVICE 1235 SIXTH AVENUE. DEPT.M-5
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

TEN
DAYS
TRIAL

Sterling Silver

The ring that grows
in attractiveness and
sentiment the longer it is

worn. No other gift is

quite so appreciated. This
genuine Sterling Silver
ring is extra wide and
beautifully embossed
with the very newest
“Forget - Me - Not”
design with two
pendant hearts suit-

able for engraving
initials of loved

ones. The ring of
romance and true

friendship.

SEND NO MONEY
Just send name, address and ring
size. Your package sent immediately
and you pay postman only $1.95 plus

a few cents mailing cost and tax. on
arrival. Wear 10 days on money back
guarantee. Supply limited. Send
today.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO. Jefferson, Iowa

Dear Jorge:
Of course, it is extremely difficult for

a person as young as you—even though
you are exceptionally advanced—to un-
derstand the problems of a mother and
father. Perhaps it is not religion that

has made your mother rigid, but the

many trials of her daily life. Perhaps
your father’s niggardliness about money
matters is caused by his eagerness to

achieve some sort of security for himself
and for you. He may be saving his

money for your education and he mu\
have retained a distrust of banks as a

result of some unfortunate experience.
Your chance of present contentment

lies in your ability to accept things as

they are and not to brood over them.
As you grow older you will find that

nearly everyone has at least one serious

fault; a wise person learns to look for
the virtues of those around him.

You should keep busy as much as pos-
sible so that you won’t dwell upon the
condition of your home life. You are
old enough to join the Boy Scouts, an
organization which Pm sure you would
enjoy. You should also get an after-
school job somewhere so that you could
buy some of the things your father finds
expensive. In that way you would be
gaining self-respect while learning the
value of money.

The answer to most ivoes of the heart
is keeping busy with one’s head.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am eighteen years old. About two

months ago I left home to live alone be-
cause my mother and I have never been
able to get along. I have a good job and
live in a pleasant room. I am in touch
with Mother every day by telephone and
sometimes we have dinner together.
Now for my problem: I have many

friends and I have dated as much as most
girls—but I am not at all like the girls

I know. Tm ill at ease in a crowd and
terribly sensitive about my five feet eight
and one-half inches of height and my
thinness.

I sing and play the piano and I write
poetry. I don’t dance, therefore never go
to parties. I am moody and always have
been. I do know one thing for certain,

and that is that I am entirely too young
to be such a singular personality. Isn’t

there something you could write to me
that would start me on the right track
toward my goal—to be within reasonable
limits the same as everyone else?

Rosemary T.

Dear Miss T:
Why do you want to be ^‘the same as

everyone else?” The most interesting and
exciting persons in the world are those
who are—at least in one or two char-
acteristics—totally different from run-
of-the-mill individuals.

In your own circle of friends I tcill

wager that the ones you find most at-

tractive are those who are just a bit

different.
To be more specific about your own

case, you shouldn’t be ashamed of your
height. The motion-picture industry is

filled with girls who are taller than you.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is currently very
proud of its ”Glamazons,” none of whom
is under six feet tall. If you feel that
you are too thin for your height, go to
any physician who will give you a calory-
rich diet which should prove effective.

As for being ill at ease in company,
simply forget how you feel and con-
centrate on others in the room—the
surest way to attain a sense of poise.

Above all, don’t brood over your case.
Claudette Colbert.

The End

tffSP/m HIM
IN BATTLE
ITS MIS
GOOD LUCK

CHARM .

.

HEART SHIELD
NEW TESTAMENT

and the Heart-Shield

CATHOLIC PRAYER BOOK
• Throughout the world—in the ARMY, AIR
CORPS, NAVY, MARINES—increasing tens of
thousands of valiant American boys proudly cherish
their gift—the H£ART>SHI£LD New T^tament
or HEART-SHIELD Catholic Prayer Book.

% The gold-plated, 20-gauge steel front cover
was repeatedly subjected to target tests and in
every case deflected 45-caliber bullets, shot at
an angle. It may also deflect bayonet or shrap-
nel, and may even save his life . . .

# Why delay such a gift to your loved one or friend ?

We pack each HEART-SHIELD New Testament
end Catholic Prayer Book in a ready-to-mail carton.
You may send it, first class postage, any place in the
world for 24c, and any place in the United States for

3c. A beautiful presentation card, for your name and
his, is included.

^ Avoilable in three editions—*$2.9S, $3.95, and $6.95,
with either of these inscriptions, beautifully engraved
on the gold-plated steel front cover:

(A) May This Keep You Safe From Harm
(B) May God Bless You

The $3.95 edition has leather binding with Gold edge.

# The $6.95 Special Oe Luxe edition has 24-K Mirror-
Finish Gold-Plated Cover, leather binding with Gold edge.

# Surprise Him I He will appreciate yo\v thoughtful
gift. Order his HEART-SHIELD book

—

today \
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gives exciting effects

...youthful color tones

Y our hair is, quite literally, what you make
it. So make it look alive! Give it a chance

to express itself, to become a crown of radiant

beauty... young, glamorous, color-bright!

It’s really amazing what miracles of loveli-

ness you can perform with Marchand’s mar-
velous new “Make-Up” Hair Rinse. Delicately
tinted in 12 enchanting shades, Marchand’s
Rinse enables you to obtain a variety of inter-

esting effects.

With it, you can enrich and enliven your
true hair color to accent its natural beauty.
Or you can give your hair a “warmer” or
“cooler” tone, whichever is more becoming.
Even more amazing, you can blend little gray
streaks so that they become practically un-
noticeable!

Not a bleach — not a permanent dye —
Marchand’s Hair Rinse goes on and washes
off as easily as your facial make-up. It removes

Made by the Makers of Marchand*s Golden Hair Wash

P

M

M
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Li
Dennison Handy Helper says:

You can be a hostess, too

USO has need of you

ANft frlCORATE WITH

CREPE PAPER
At Statioiiery Dspartments Everywliere

Speak for Yourself

(Continued from page 4) had to play
opposite a guy who has had so much tm-
favorable publicity. Unfavorable in the
light of the male population, at least! Men
in the Army are really disgusted when
they find out that the nation’s girls have
gone swooning over some guy that wasn’t
even good enough for Uncle Sam—heck
fire, I thought anything could get into

uniform! I did!

I probably see as many movies, if not
more, as any one person in Hollywood

—

barring none! I believe that I am the one
real G.I. who can, with authority, say that
no matter what has been said before, we
do like to see movie stories about the war.
Tops with us were “Corvette K-225,”
“Destroyer,” “The Fallen Sparrow,” “So
Proudly We Hail,” “The Man From Down
Under,” “Hostages,” “Destination Tokyo,”
“Wake Island,” “The Invaders,” “Northern
Pursuit,” “Sahara,” “The Long Voyage
Home,” “Wings Up” (Gable short), “Cry
‘Havoc’ ”, “A Guy Named Joe,” “Air
Force,” “This Is The Army,” “Jack Lon-
don,” “China,” “The Moon Is Down,”
“Bomber’s Moon,” “Flying Fortress,” and
even “Stage Door Canteen,” which jerked
many a G.I. tear.

Pvt. Howard L. Lasseter,
Patterson Field, Fairfield, O.

$1.00 PRIZE
Crooner Deluxe

THE other night I determined to find
* out for myself what all the fuss was
about regarding Frank Sinatra. I saw
“Higher And Higher” at the camp theater.

There were no women present so the score
was against him.

I was surprised to find none of the
booing which the boys indulged in when
Frank came on in the “Coming Attrac-
tions” at a movie house in town. I suspect
the boys put on a show in front of the
girls, for this all-male audience applauded
Sinatra’s singing.

I came to sneer but found myself im-
pressed. He looks like a kid of eighteen,
shy and awkward, but pleasant and
friendly. I don’t think he is just a fad.

Some of the handsomest stars have flashed

to oblivion like meteors, but men like

Wallace Beery stay in the front line be-
cause of something warm and personable
which always wins an audience.
Frank Sinatra has that quality. Here is

one male honest enough to admit Sinatra
has style and personality. Good luck to

you, Frank, in your movie career.

Pvt. Saul Schur,
Fort Ontario, N. Y.

$1.00 PRIZE
Girls Please Note

WHILE reading a well-worn copy of

Photoplay (Aug., 1943) I came upon
an article entitled “Uniform Date-iquette,”
by Miss Sheridan and Miss Gwynne, deal-
ing with the “problem” of dating ser-
vice men.
While I think that their interest in the

service man and his problems is most
admirable, I hardly think that they should
be passing out any advice on the subject.

My reasons for this statement. I’m sure,
would be obvious to the average service
man.
However, that is not all. Where did this

so-called problem start? Before we got
into the war such a problem was never
heard of. Now, in place of dating just plain
men, we have two groups, the service man
and the civilian. Why? Why can’t we be
just plain men? Men that, regardless of

the fact that we wear uniforms, know

youth’s own foundation f01

VENUS FOUNDATION GARMENTS, INC.

New York , . . Chicago . . . San Francisco

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, “Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction." describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-

tering—successful for 43 years. Benj. N. Bogue.
Dept. 1159. Circle Tower. Indianapolis 4. Ind.

Hair
OFF IK
Chin Arms Legs
u^y hair » • • was unloved . . . dis-
iny different Moducts . . . evoi

razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness*
My FREE book. “How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem**, explains themethod and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write Mme. Aimette Lanzette. P. O. Booi
4040. Merchandise Mart, Dept. Y-20, Chicago.

I

"The Work

I Love"
AND $25 to $35 A WEEK!

*T’m a TRAINED PRACTICAL
NURSE, and thankful to
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF
NURSING for training me.
at borne, in my spare
time, for this well-paid,
dignified work."
YOU can become a nurse, too! Thousands of men
and women, 18 to 60. have studied this thorough,
home-study course. Lessons are easy to understand
and high school education not necessary. Many
earn as they learn—Mrs. R. W. of Mich, earned
$26 a week while still studying. Endorsed by pby«
sicians. Easy tuition payments. Uniform and
equipment included. 45tb year. Send coupon now I

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 185, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11. 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name.

Clty_

.Age.

.State
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\l.very lovely coiffure

deserves mvisible

Blend-Kite Bob Pins

Because supply is limited, you may not find

Blend-Rites the first time you try. But they’re

worth asking for . . . worth waiting for.

e/<Sf WAY,,

Black, Brown, Auburn
or Blonde

This remarkable cake discovery, tintz
Bair Tinting Shampoo, washes out dirt, #
loose dandruff, grease, as it safely gives

hair a real smooth naturalappearing tint

that fairly glows with life and lustre. Don’t
put up with faded, dull, burnt, off>color hair

a minute longer, for TlNTZ Cake works gradual . . . each shampoo
leaves your hair more colorful, lovelier, softer, easier to manage.
No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Get
today in Black, Light. Medium and Dark ^Tl
Brown, Auburn or Blonde. 50c, 2 for $1.00. AS IT WASHES

MA Justpay postman plus post-

I age on our positive assur*

ance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We pay postage
If remittance comes with the order). Don’t wait— get TINTZ today.

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept 1-0. 215N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
Ai$0 ON SALE AT WALSREEN'S ANO LCADIN6 OESARTMLNl. DRUG ANO 10c STORES

BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg pains are making you misei^

able, don't jxist complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess

acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, sweUing, pufiiness under the eyes, head-
aches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with
smarting and burning sometimes shows there is some-
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait I Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

used suecessfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give bwpy relief and will help the IS miles of kidney
tubes n^n out poisonous waste from the blood.
Doan’s Pills.

what we want or expect of our women.
Furthermore, I think that the women we
date can do very nicely without the help
of these “training courses.”

Incidentally, due to circumstances be-
yond my control, I haven’t dated a girl

for quite some time but, if and when I

ever do again, I sincerely hope it will not

be one of those “ideal dates.”

Lloyd J. Frisch, Ph.M. 3/c, U.S.N.,
c/o Fleet Post Office,

San Francisco, Calif.

$1.00 PRIZE
Godspeed to Tyrone

WHENEVER we give parties someone
always brings up the matter of movies

and the stars. Some say that stars and
their families are not religious or good
people. This, I say, is not true. I used to

live in Westwood where many of the stars

have their homes. I attended church each
Sunday and I almost always saw some
movie stars there. May I say I have never
seen a more devoted pair than Tyrone
Power and his lovely wife Annabella. The
quietness and reserve they showed during
services was something to see. Never did
I see Annabella dress loudly or gaudily
or snub anyone. Tyrone Power, too, is so
terribly devoted to his church.
May I also say Loretta Young, so very

beautiful, saying her prayers with the rest

of the people, was a lovely sight to see.

These are not the only ones I have seen
but just three who are top rank in their

profession. And to Tyrone Power I wish
“Godspeed and blessing” wherever he
may go.

Mrs. Gilman A. Bramstedt,
Coronado, Calif.

$1.00 PRIZE
Weidler Fan

I
THOUGHT you might be interested in

I the experiences I had while trying to

get the autograph of the star of “The
Youngest Profession.”
Miss Virginia Weidler was playing at a

theater here in Pittsburgh. After the show,
I went to the stage door to get her auto-
graph. But about a hundred other Weid-
ler fans had come, too.

Now, in the alley opposite the stage
door there is another door leading to an
office building on another street. I went
around the corner to the entrance to the
building. After waiting there a while, I

went back to the stage door to see what
was happening.
To my surprise. Miss W. had come out

the stage door and was signing for her
many admirers. Just as I got as close to

her as I could, she said she wouldn’t sign
any more, because she had had no lunch
and it was getting rather close to the time
for the next show.

I left immediately for my post outside
the office building. I had been there only
a few minutes when she came up the
street. She was with her mother and a
man (a manager or something). They
started to cross the street. Just then a
friend of mine came up and, together, we
followed her across the street and saw
her go into a restaurant.
While she was eating we found a side

door, and decided she would come out
this way. Sure enough, a half-hour later,

we saw her leave by the side door. I made
a dive for the passage and lost my friend
in the rush for, to my surprise, they had
seen us go into the passage. Making a
quick decision, I turned around and ran
as fast as I could up the street and around
the corner to where she would come out.
When I turned the corner, there she was
in front of me, and at last I got her auto-

don’t let skin

blemishes’ruin

love-romance
SAYS JUDITH ALLEN, star^of
STAGE, SCREEN, RADIO, AUTHOR OF
"HOW TO GET IN THE MOVIES"
Girls—and boys too—competition in love, business
and social life is tough enough without being handi-
capped by a complexion marred by externally caused
pimples, blackheads and other skin blemishes.*

If you are ashamed of your complexion— if it makes
you embarrassed, self-conscious—try LeCharme Medi-
cated Cream. This remarkable preparation helps your
complexion 5 ways: It soothes and heals externally
caused pimples and irritations—it is astringent, anti-

septic, and protective.

LeCharme Medicated Cream contains 5 active
ingredients including Lycopodium (Club Moss) not
found in other preparations. Lycopodium together with
other U.S.P. ingredients helps draw out impurities
froni your skin. LeCharme Medicated Cream is the
special formula of a well-known European skin spe-
cialist. Try it without delay.

Used as directed it should help you get a complexion
every one will envy.

HOW TO GET LeCharme !

SEND NO MONEY
All you do to get LeCharme is fill in and mail

coupon below. When Postman brings it to you in

plain wrapper, pay him $1.98 plus postage and C.O.D.
charges for 2-ounce jar. If you send $2 with your
order, we pay all postage charges.

MUiUJW WITH YOUR ORDER
$2 EDITION OF JUDITH ALIEN'S BOOK:

"WHY NOT BE FASCINATING?"
You don’t have to be
BOHN beautiful to be
beautiful. Beauty is lots

more than mere perfec-

tion of features. And
you CAN CULTIVATE
charm, glamour, person-
ality— nave men flock

around you like bees
around a lovely flower.

That is, if you know
the beauty secrets of

beautiful women — the
glamour recipes of Hol-
lywood Stars. These
secrets are revealed in

a truly wonderful book
by Judith Allen, consid-

ered one of screen and radio's most glamorous
personalities.jjudith Allen tells you ALL in her book
—she holds nothing back. Space does not permit us

to give you more than a glimpse of what is in Miss
Allen's book. Here are a few of the things she reveals

to you: What to do for your complexion, pimples’,

blackheads, whiteheads, freckles. Dry skin, oily skin.

How to make your hair your crowning glory. What
to do about dandruff, what hair style will make you
more glamorous. What to do for brittle nails. How
to have lovely hands. Make-up. How to improve on
Nature. What you should do if your eyes are too
large, coo small, too close together, too far apart.

If you ate underweight, overweight. How to use
perfume and scents to change ^our personality. How
to be interesting and fascinating to men. These are

but a few of the many helpful ideas picked at random
from Judith Allen’s book. The book is really priceless

to every girl—to every woman—who wants to be
charmingly beautiful. You get it FREE with your
order of LeCharme Medicated Cream.

r 1

S Le Charme Products Co. i

I S21 — Sth Avc., Dep’t lO.Ncw York t7, N. V. •

I
Please send me a Jar of LeCharme Medicated Cream.

|

I
I will pay postman $1.98 plus postage and C.O.O.

|

I
charges. You are to Include free, Judith Allen’s t>ooli»

|

I
**Why Not Be Fascinating?’*

|

• I

I NAME . • « • I

I I

I ADDRESS I

I I

I CITY a STATE a |

I CHECK HERE if you are sending $2 (cash, checli, I

I M. 0-) with order to save postage. I

i j



Find out from your hat

Your hat will tell you if your scalp of-

fends ... if your hair is keeping peo-

ple away.

It’s so easy to have scalp odor—and

not know it— particularly if your hair

is the oily type that so quickly collects

unpleasant odors.

But it’s easy, too, to be on the safe

side. Simply shampoo regularly with

Packers Pine Tar Shampoo. It con-

tains pure, medicinal pine tar that

chases odors in a jiffy. The delicate pine

scent does its work—then disappears,

leaving the hair fresh and fragrant.

Start the Packer's habit today.You’ll

find Packers Pine Tar

graph. It was worth all that, too!

Miss Marylou Lappe,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

HONORABLE MENTION

A SHORT time ago I had the pleasure^ of seeing Twentieth Century-Fox’s
great musical, “The Gang’s All Here.”
The scenery was the most gorgeous

spectacle I have ever seen in a picture of

this kind. Alice Faye was as beautiful
as ever and Carmen Miranda gave her
songs the usual Miranda touch which
makes them twice as good. I thoroughly
enjoyed the antics of Carmen and Edward
Everett Horton and nearly split my sides
laughing at Charlotte Greenwood.

Gilbert Steele,

Queens 'Village, N. Y.

AS a Canadian, I, too, am conscious of^ the swell job Hollywood is doing to

build morale. But when your Clark Gables
and Ty Powers marched away to war, I

wondered who would replace the ideals

in millions of lonely girls’ hearts.
Fortunately, movieland has come to the

rescue. A few weeks ago, I witnessed
'Warners’ “Air Force,” a truly superb film.

Hollywood has painted a realistic picture
of the type of men who must be fighting
for America. And thanks for James Brown
and John Ridgley, who have proved that
they have plenty on the ball to worry the
glamour boys.

Mari Buckley,
Toronto, Canada

THE music in “Phantom Of The Opera”
* was so well presented, it made me won-
der when we will get full-length opera on
the screen.
The picture’s tremendous success at the

box office proved that good music is not
above the heads of the masses. If a pic-
ture with so much opera could go over
with the public, why not an entire opera
filmed in Technicolor?

If we can’t get to the Metropolitan why
can’t Hollywood bring the Metropolitan to

us? Such stars as Rise Stevens, Grace
Moore, Lily Pons, Lawrence Tibbett, as

well as Nelson Eddy, have screen names
along with opera reputations and they
would insure box-office returns.

Jo Mottola,
Hempstead, N. Y.

THERE was a time when we thought of
' Mickey Mouse as just a comedian. Surely
we all recall the cheers and stamping of

feet at the little neighborhood theater
when he strutted upon the screen. His
creator had one motive—to entertain.

War changed that goal. Walt Disney
has proved that animated cartoons have a
definite place in education. He has gone
even beyond that and has used Mickey
Mouse as an opening wedge to develop
good will between the Americas.

It makes me wonder if I wasn’t bom
too soon. I have every confidence that my
year-old son will relish his studies. I

believe in the near future our schools will

employ this unique and stimulating method
of imparting knowledge.

Mrs. Constance Jensvold,
Minneapolis 9, Minn.

E
'VERY Negro, including myself, wonders
why the Negro actors and actresses

don’t get a chance to go overseas and en-
tertain the Negro troops. They are doing
an equal job, same as all the other sol-

diers, sailors and Marines of the U. S. A.
Lena Horne and Rochester Anderson are
more popular than ever and they could
help build morale.

Annette Brodie,
Chicago, 111.

BRAS

STYLEFORM FOUNDATIONS
76 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

1
LEARN NURSING AT HOME 1

High school not necessary. No age limit.

Send for FREE “Nursing tacts" and sample
lesson pages. Earn while learning. Act now

!

Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
160 N. Wacker Drive Chicago, Illinois

Th« charm of youth
for the smartly clad

girl who wears a

Styleform Bra . . .

with all the features of a custom made bra,

designed to flatter, built to fit, adjustable

shoulder straps, adjustable back, available

at a low popular price, in shimmering rayon
satins, lustrous imported broadcloths, sheer

marquisettes, dainty laces.

Featured by leading retailers at $1.25 up.

At your favorite store or write:

: medicated smoke of Dr. R.

Schiffmann'sASTHMADORaids in

reducing the severity of asthma-

tic attacks— helps make breath-

ing easier, asthmador is econ-

I
omical, dependable, uniform— its

I

quality more than ever insured

by rigid laboratory control of

potency Use asthmador in

powder, cigarette, or pipe mix-

ture form. At any drugstore— try

ASTHMADOR today!

1. ENLARQEMENT
2. OIL eOLORINO
3. MILITARY FRAME

Your favorite photd
enlarged; beautifully nand*
colored; in Gold Metallic
Patriotic Frame, 9" Xs IV'.
Embossed Service Insignia.

I

Mail snapshot or negative (wiTi be
returned unharmed); indicote color

of hair, eyes, branch of service, number of pictures

wanted. Pay postman $1.69 each plus small postage.

LIMITED OFFER._ACT_NOW I

SEND NO CASH

ARDSLEY STUDIOS • 1501 Broadway
Po'omounf Thcof^r 8u/'M>no Nt-w York C'**



KHEN your baby suffers from
teething painsoustrubafewdrops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is

the preseription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
babyforthe entire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

t Last! Unwanted Hair OUT

^AlR REMOVER
lon-irritating-Applied

Coid

GUARANTEED Trial Offer
Look Yoar Loveliest . . . eafegaard ro-
mance don’t let superfluous hair
blight your love and cause others to

^ whisper behind your back! Amazing
hair remover, made of pure vegetable

ingredients, takes out unsif^tly, superflu-
ous hair in a jiffy— without chemicals or
heat—and makes your skin clean, smooth,
velvety—soyoucan wear the filmiest gown,
the scantiest bathing suit, the sheerest
stockings., .ornostockingsatall! Youap-
plyADIEU cold, right from the jar, in few
seconds allthe unsightly hair is out, not off!

So Safe, a Baby Can Eat It

!

Yes, the haircomes OUT—not merely off

!

ADIEU removes the entire hairwith the
bulb commonly known as tho **root.'*

|,i New hair must otow before it reappears.
I” Remember ADIEU— not ableacnoran

abrasive. Nopainful pluckingortweezing.
Not a razoror clipper. No ugly razor nicks;
no stubby regrowtb; results more lasting.
ADIEU Hair Remover is made with pure,
safe, vegetable ingredients. No smelly,
dangerous sulphides or chemicals. No un-
pleasant odor. No messy preparation or
beating. Absolutely SAFE! Positively
Non-Irritating. Recommended by
doctors; used by exclusive Hollywood

beauty salons catering to movie stars. You’ll be delighted
with how ADIEU takes out (not off) the unwanted, superflu-
ous hair from face, arms, legs, lips, back of neck, eyebrows.

CCillt ilil MfliilTV Hush coupon for generously am-
wCiRlI IIU IvlUIlkT pie supply. Pay postman only $2
plus postage, and Federal Ckismetics TVar Tax, on delivery.
Use ADIEU Hair Remover for 30 days. If not delighted, re-
turn unused portion and yourmoney will be refund^ at once.

Four Star Products Co.
MAIL COUPON TODAY

rOUR STAR PRODUCTS CO., Dept. E-102, I
M 6513 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

2 Please roBh generoae Jarof AOIFU BAIR REMOVER in PLAIN f
I PACKAGE on SO^Day Money-Back Guarantee Trial. 1 wltl pay I

Postman $2.00 plus poetage ana Federal Goemetlce War Tax. on
I

rosiman
delivery.

I
NAME

I ADDRESS..

CITY STATE
ADIEU Hair Remover Is obtainable onb from us

Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 23)

are pleasing but puzzling. One has a feel-

ing that without Nelson Eddy the whole
thing would have collapsed like an air

bubble. His arresting presence (and the
star was never better photographed) and
his magnificent voice keep the whole
business intact. The attempts to translate
literally a farcical musical to the screen
gives it a peculiar high-schoolish quality
it seems to us.

Charles Coburn as Governor Peter
Stuyvesant, we felt, has been more hap-
pily cast in the past and Constance Dowl-
ing’s trying hair-do left us completely
baffled. But the idea behind the tale was
fun, the music swell and Eddy’s person-
ality strong enough to keep it going.

Your Reviewer Says: Well, it’s different,

anyway.

Going My Way (Paramount)

DROBABLY the last thing you’d expect
’ to see in a Bing Crosby movie is Bing
in the role of a priest, but that’s exactly
what you get in this charming, heart-
warming picture. As the young priest who
loves baseball and song-writing, Bing
gives a sincere, meaningful performance
that tops all his previous work.
He’s sent to the run-down parish of

Barry Fitzgerald to help straighten out its

affairs, during the course of which he suc-
ceeds in turning the local gang of bad
boys into a choir, helps runaway Jean
Heather, manages to sell one of his songs
and pays off the church debt.

Rise Stevens as an old schoolmate of
Bing’s who has become an opera star sings
divinely and aids Bing in rehabilitating
the parish.

Barry Fitzgerald is the old priest who’s
set in his ways and who, at first, resents
Bing’s progressive ideas. His portrayal of
the stubborn, lovable Father Fitzgibhon
who has wanted for forty-five years to
manage to get back to Ireland to see his
mother again is an endearing one and a
masterpiece of fine acting. You’ll love the
scenes in which Bing and his friend Frank
McHugh, priest in a neighboring parish,
try to teach Fitzgerald how to play golf.

James Brown provides the love interest
with Jean Heather and Stanley Clemens
is the strong-arm leader of the boys’
group.

Your Reviewer Soys: Fare for a delightful
evening.

Men On Her Mind (P.R.C.)

THREE men, a middle-aged millionaire,
' a wealthy young playboy and a song-
writer, are all in love with Mary Beth
Hughes and, on the night of her great
triumph as a radio star, they all appear
with proposals of marriage. The reasons
for her final choice, which seemed per-
fectly simple and logical to us, are ex-
plained in long flashback sequences
(entirely without meaning) of her child-
hood in an orphanage.
Edward Norris, 'Ted North and Alan

Edwards as the three suitors are fair.

The songs only so-so.

^ SCOR^ A Hit
a

Score a hit with his heart.

'I
Be alluring . . . unforget-

1,^ ‘ table! Wear taucy, pro-

vocative BLUE waltz

PERFUME tonight . . . and

< 1
i- p # ifi

your gunner's o "goner"

for you!

if i 1 0 ( at all lOc stores

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS?

When Diamond • Dazzliofir, Bine-White
genuine Zircons from the Mines of far-
away Mystic Siam are so effective and
inexpensive. Thrilliner beauties that
stand acid; cat glass and are foil of dia-
mond FlREt Exquisite moontingst Write
for FREE Gatalogne. Address:

NATIONAL ZIRCON CO.
0«pt. 517 Wheeling, W. Va.

C/IDf£S/
HERE’S GENTLE RELIEF

Dr. Siegert’sAngosturaBittersbring blessed
relief from periodic pains. Just 1 to 4 table-
sjjoons in a little water—hot or cold

—

will ease your suffering. It’s pleasant to
take—and not habit-formir^. Women the
world over use it regularly. Get Angostura
at your druggist’s.

• •

Don’t Let Surface

PIMPLES GET,
YOU DOWN!
JUSTDO THIS,,.

Your Reviewer Says: A lightweight.

The Hour Before The Dawn
(Paramount)

I
N SPITE of several melodramatic inci-

' dents, this is notable for its complete
lack of excitement and for its dullness.

Use Peslam, as thousands do, it’s a concentrated
ointment that starts to work right away, no long
waiting for results. Apply Poslam Ointment to.
night—wash face with pure Poslam Soap^the
price is small—the relief great! All druggists.
FREE: Ointment sample, write to Poslam,
Dept. 5W. 254 W. 54 St., New York 19, N. Y.

POSLAM OINTMENT

p

M
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OLSON
^fUiRUGS

FACTORY- TO ~ YOU

LEARN HOW Olson works Hvi^
Magic with discarded materials.

Valuable Wools,etc, in

YOUR OLD RUGS
AND CLOTHING

Can Save You up to
It’s All So Easy! Yoiir materials
are picked up at your door by

Freight or Express at our ex-
pense. We do the rest.

By Olson Process we shred,
merge, reclaim materials
of all kinds, then bleach,
card, spin, dye and
weave into lovely, new,
deep-textured

BROADLOOM RUGS
reversible for double lux-

to 16 ft. seam-
ny length, in

—

Solid Colors, Rich
Tweed Blends, 18th
Century Floral and
Leaf Designs, Early

American, Oriental

patterns, Ovals.

Our 70th Year
Satisfaction guaran-

teed. Over 2 million 'cus-

tomers. We do not have
agents or sell thru stores.

Sorry, if War Work some-
times causes delays.

Chicago New York S'Frisco

OLSON RUG CO., A-79, Chicago, 41 |

Mail Big RUG BOOK in Colors FREE to:-
j

J
NAME -

I
ADDRESS - ©

* ORC
I TOWN STATE 1944

atuY
Artistic pins, rings and emblems.
Finest quality. Reasonable prices

^-^from 55c up. Write today. Dept J,

Me(a! Arts Co., Rochester 5, N. Y.

Do your lips
PASS

the KISS test?

If you would have his lips part
from yours on a ’’when may 1 see
you again” note . . . don’t leave
silly looking lipstick smears on
him. Play safe—use lipstick that
stays on yout The new Don Juan
Lipstick gives you enticing,
smooth-looking lips for hours
and hours.

Check these 4 beauty extras:

[1.D0N JUAN LIPSTICK STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss, if used as directed.

2* LIPS LOOK LOVELY without frequent

retouching. No greasy appearance.

3. NOT DRYING or SMEARY. Creamy smooth, eas-
ily applied—imparts appealing, soft "glamor”
look. No uneven lip effect. Over 7,000,000 sold.

4. STYLE SHADES. Try MUi-
taryRed;rich,glowing;
acclaimed by beauty
editors. 6 other shades.

De luxesize$t. Refills 60c. Jun-
ior size 25c. Tax extra. Match-
ing powder, rouge. Trial sizes
at 10c stores. Available in
Canada, too.

Franchot Tone deadpans his way
through his role of an English conscien-
tious objector who turns to farm work
rather than bearing arms. He falls in love
with and marries Veronica Lake, a refugee,
and later discovers that she’s a German
spy who has married him in order to stay
in England and keep on with her spying.
Mr. Tone becomes gentlemanly outraged
and ups and kills her; and then, having lost

his distaste for fighting joins the R.A.F.
Poor Veronica has a thankless role, if

there ever was one, and is none too satis-

factory in the part. Binnie Barnes is good
as always as the former actress married to
Tone’s brother, John Sutton. But not even
the cast’s brave striving can make this

little opus good entertainment.

Your Reviewer Says: Phew!

Cover Girl (Columbia)

IT’S gay, gorgeous and “glamatic”—mean-
' ing dramatic for glamorous. Rita Hay-
worth has never looked lovelier than she
does in this Technicolor honey and as for
Gene Kelly—we say three cheers for a star

in musical comedy who can act as if he
really meant it in his love scenes!
You won’t be too surprised at the story;

you’ve seen parts of it before. But it’s

pieced together engagingly to relate the
hopes and fears of a beautiful Brooklyn
night-club dancer who yearns to become
a cover girl. Through a flxike she wins
the cover contest of a fashionable maga-
zine published by a member of the Four
Hundred, Otto Kruger, who was once in
love with her grandmother. The attendant
publicity carries her away from her true
love, Brooklyn night-club owner Gene
Kelly, and into the arms of Lee Bowman,
Broadway producer. But then, you aren’t

too worried, are you?
Herewith special mention for Otto Kru-

ger, Eve Arden, who provides the sophis-
ticated cracks, and Phil Silvers who fur-
nishes the corn. Plus definitely something
for the boys in the parade of lush cover

Have you seen

"The Purple Heart," that

powerful picture that tells

the story of what happened

to our fliers who fell into

the hands of the Japanese

after the Tokyo raid?

•

Or are you one of those

who soys, "Why should I

get myself wrought up

over things I can't control?"

•

But you con control

some of them. How?

Buy that extra War Bond.

Your Bond will fight

beside the boys on the

beachheads of Italy and
the Pacific.

Start it fighting now!

Dr. Edwards'
Great Formula For

CONSTIPATIOM
Benefits Nation of Sufferers!

Ever Feel Like This?
HEADACHE-NO PEP
MENTAUY DULL
UPSET STOMACH

If liver bile doesn’t
flow every day into
intestines—constipation often results.

So take Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
tonight to pep up bile flow and insure
gentle yet thorough bowel move-
ments. OliveTablets being purely veg-
etable, are wonderful ! Used successful-
ly for years by Dr. F. M. Edwards for
relieving patients with constipation
and sluggish bile flow. Test Olive Tab-
lets tonight! Follow label directions.

DR. EDWARDSV®"'''

SEND NO MONEYNOW—Send Name&Address! Amaz-
ing choice of personal and valuable household PREMIUMS
GIVEN— GIVE colorful framing size pictures with White
CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for ^aps and mild bums easil/

sold to friends at ^c a box (with popular picture) and remit
amounts asked under premium wanted in catalog sent with
order, postage paid. Liberal Cash Commissions. Our 49th

year. Be first. Write on a penny postal card or letter for trial

order Salve and pictures Now, on trust, to start.

WILSON CHEM. CO., Dept* 65-39 TYRONE, PA.

Mouse PADTnnU Home
Mickey UMIf lUUN Movies

Every Film Packed With Laughs
Mickey is always the BIG FEA-
TURE. Show one of the following
pictures at your next HOME
MOVIE SHOW. Include a Donald
Duck, 3-Monkeys, Bosko, Oswald
Rabbit Cartoon.

Get These Features

100 Ft. 8MM S3 '

100 Ft. 8MM $3.0(
Mickey's Air Raid 1414-1

High Speed Mickey 1415-1
Dog Catcher Mickey 1416-1

See At Your Dealers or Order Direct.

Write For Catalog and Prices To—
HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.
6060 Sunset Blvd. Dept. 120-0 Hollywood 28, Calif.

...A//D lOO/C\0
YEARS YOUNGER

• Now. at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brusb
does It—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it In. One applica-
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-back guarantee. Get BROWNATONE today.
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WITH A WAR ON, returnable bottles

and cases don’t like loafing in the

cellar any more than you would. Be-
cause they know that today bottlers

need every beverage bottle.

You can help out. Please return your
beer and soft drink bottles to your
regular dealer just as soon as you empty
them. Both your dealer and your bottler

will be grateful. And besides you will

get back your bottle deposit.

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY
Makers of DURAGLAS Beer and Beverage Bottles

KITCHEN TOWELS
Sold by The May Co., Los Angeles—and in Linens
Sections in leading devartment stores everywhere.

YOU. TOO, CAN HAVE
A BEAUTIFUL NOSE!

Nobody today need go through
life with the handicap ol a
badly shaped nose, disfigured
ieatures or blemishes. Get your
copy ol "YOUR NEW FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE". See how
Plastic Surgery quickly, easily
reshapes ugly noses, sets back
protruding ears. Learn how

SCIENCE "takes years oil" the prematurely-
aged face, corrects scrawny necks, double chins,
excessive wrinkles, scars, birthmarks, etc."YOUR
NEW FACE IS YOUR FORTUNE", written by a
lamous plastic surgeon, will be sent post-paid
in o private wrapper, lor only 2Sc. Address:Min, ij%FRANKLIN HOUSE. PuJbl.sheM

ISiUMlIUf629 Orexel Bldg., Phils.. Pa. Dept SO

This sensational new, solid,
sterling silver love and
friendship ring is certain to
thrill you. Deeply em-
bossed romance floral design.
And attached are two ster-
ling silver hearts. Double

hearts—age old symbol of
love, friendship, and good
luck wishes. Be the
first In your neighbor-
hood to wear this love-
ly ring.

GIVEN
. for promptness: beauti-

ful picture folder. Holds two 3%''x5" photos. SEND
NO MONEY—just name, address and ring size. Pay
postman $1.95 plus ‘‘ederal tax and few cents postage.

Continental Jewelry Co., Dept. FI20, Beloit. Wis.

girls who are the true-life models of

national magazine covers.

Your Reviewer Says: Be sure to cover
“Cover Girl.”

You Can't Ration Love
(Paramount)

Now they’re point-rationing males with
co-eds placing point values on the

hard-to-get beaux. Bill Edwards, for ex-
ample, is a thirty-point man. Singer
Johnnie Johnston, on the other hand, is

only a two-point man, but the sponsor-
ship of Betty Rhodes develops him into a
sky-is-the-limit wow. This Johnnie, in-

cidentally, is a fine singer. Betty is quite
a talented girl herself. Marie Wilson and
Johnnie “Scat” Davis try for a few laughs
and get them.

Your Reviewer Says: We wouldn’t give one
stamp for all of it.

Hot Rhythm (Monogram)

T
his one’s a cute little budget musical
with Dona Drake and Robert Lowery.
The story has Lowery and Sidney Miller,

commercial song writers, cutting a record
of Miss Drake singing, in order to land
her a job with an orchestra. Unfortu-
nately, however, they steal the music
from a broadcast of Jerry Cooper and his
band. Irene Ryan is the wacky secretary
who takes credit for the recording, when
she is mistaken for the “mysterious voice,”
after the record accidentally gets released.
All sorts of complications arise, which
afford ample opportimity for the comedy
of Tim Ryan, studio boss, and Irene, but
all ends well. Five new musical numbers
are introduced by various members of the
cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Relax through this one.

There’s Something You Must
Know!

It's about VD!
One of the gravest situations facing
us today is the alarming increase in

venereal diseases. It can strike each and
every one of us—the innocent as well

as the guilty. War always creates social

disruption. But the Army has done a
splendid job of controlling the problem
within its ranks. It's we civilians who
are now in the greatest danger . . .

because we have no enforced check-up
system. There is one great hope in these

days when the subject is no longer

merely a matter of morals but of vital

personal and public safety—VD can
be cured. Local clinics and U. S. Public

Health centers will give free treatments
to those who cannot pay. These cure

the patient in from five days to six

weeks, depending upon the kind of

disease. The time may well come when
all of us earnest citizens will have a
blood check-up just as we see our

dentists—twice a year.

Meantime there are three things we can
do: Eat in clean places, observe great

care in public washrooms and avoid

all casual acquaintanceships.

TO WAKE UP
RADIANT

.T/y Ibnight

I
F YOU wake up tired and listless— if your
freshness and “sparkle” are slipping away in

the stress of these strenuous times—you
should know this!

Thousands are drinking a cup of Ovaltine
night and morning—for radiant morning
freshness and vigorous days.

For Ovaltine is a scientific /oo:/-concentrate
designed to do two important things.

Tir%t, taken warm at bedtime, it fosters sound
sleep, without drugs. Second, it helps to build
you up while you sleep. According to experts,
two glasses daily, made with milk as directed,
supply all the extra vitamins and minerals you
need for utmost vitality—provided you just eat

3 average-good meals a day, including citrus
fruit or tomatoes. In addition Ovaltine also
provides the basic food elements absolutely
necessary to rebuild muscle, nerve and body
cells, and for vitality and endurance.

So why not turn to Ovaltine tonight, for bet-
ter sleep and for morning freshness?

OVALTINE

MAKE MONEY mORINC PHOTOS
Fascinating oew occupation quickly
learned by average man or woman.W«
full or spare time. Rasy to understand meth-
od brings out natural, Hfe-like colors. Many ei

while learning. No canvassii
- Free Book tells how to make sood
money doinar this dellflrbtfol home
work for stndioB, stores, Individ-
oals and friends. Send today for
your copy. No obligation.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
1315 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1385, Chicago

Easy
to

Learn

Whert zip/ What zestf

What zing/ The girl?

Heavens no! I mean that

handy, dandy VACU-
LATOR — the coffee
maker that brews the

tastiest, clearest, most

dee-Iicious cup of coffee

to which you ever said,

"Mm-mm! That's good!"

You'llfindVACULATOR
at all better stores.

Hlll-SHAW CO. . CHICAGO, U.S.A.

A/aculator"
VcLASS COFPEE MAKER
made with PVREX brartd CLASS

p

M

M
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Ae<«'-Haii Rinse

ialehf

Gives a Tiny Tint

Brief Reviews

1. Does not harm, permanently
lint or bleach the hair.

2. Used after shampooing — your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3. Instantly gives the soft, lovely

effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . .
. plus a

tiny tinl

—

in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper R. Golden Blonde
3. Sable Brown 9. Topai Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn
6. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4. The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all

nevi, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint. ..Over 40 million

pac.kages have been sold. ..Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25 ^ — or send for a
FREE SAMPLE

Golden Glint Co.tSeattle,14,Wash., Box 33B6-4 75

Please send color No. as listed above.

Nam#

GOLDEN GLINT
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GooMye/ofAaf

CORN!
• Ifyou really want to say goodbye to that corn,

stop home-paring! For "whittling” gets only

the top^ usually leaves the core behind. Instead,

get Blue-Jay! Blue-Jay does 2 things: the soft

pad lifts off pressure, gives instant relief from
pain. Then, while you walk, the Blue-Jay medi-

cation softens, loosens the corn so it can be

easily removed—with the core!

Get Blue-Jay at any drug or toilet goods
counter and use it today !

Bl
PEG . U

Lli
.S.PA
lE-J|A

CORN
1 PLASTERS

lAUER & BLACK • Oivisfon of The KendaH Company

(Continued from page 24)

^CRV '‘HAVOC”—M-G-M: This story, again, pic-

tures the horror that was Bataan under siege. To
the hospital, managed by Fay Bainter and Margaret
Sullavan, come volunteer nurses, including Ann Soth*
ern, Joan Blondell, Marsha Hunt. Frances Gifford and
Diana Lewis. Each girl does her very best, with
Diana Lewis especially outstanding. (Feb.)

^DESERT SONG, THE—Warners: Prewar Nazis
get all mixed up in the melodious, tuneful and roman-
tic Romberg musical of yesterday. Dennis Morgan
is the American piano player in Morocco who's com-
pletely unsuspected by French Colonel Bruce Cabot
of being the Red Shadow who leads the Riffs in their
struggle for freedom. Irene Manning is the French
singer in a local cafe. (March.)

\y\yDESTINATION rO.?CyO—Warners: This pic-
ture of a submarine and its men is one of the best
of the war films. Cary (jrant plays the captain whose
mission is to maneuver his sub inside Tokyo Bay in
order to land three men on the shore. Dane Clark
impresses as the Greek-American, John Garfield is

splendid and newcomers William Prince and Bob
Hutton will go right to the top. (March.)

FALCON AND THE COEDS, THF—RKO: A pro-
fessor in a co*ed school has been murdered, so Tom
Conway sallies forth to solve the mystery. He solves
it to his own satisfaction, but not to the audience’s,
who are given no reasons for his solution. Rita Cor-
day is a student prophetess, Patti Brill sings, Isabel
Jewell and George Givot are teachers, and Ed Gargan
a dumb cop. (Feb.)

FALSE COLORS—U.A.-Sherman: One of the bet-
ter Hopalong Cassidy pictures, this plunges Hoppy
(Bill Boyd) and his partner, Andy Clyde, into plenty
of action when he investigates the murder of a friend
who had been heir to a ranch which stands as a key
property in the water-rights district. Hopalong lands
in jail, before he cleans up the mess, but clean it up
he does. (Feb.)

^FIGHTING SEABEES
,
THE—Republic: A rip-

roaring job on how our valiant Seabees came into
being as a fighting branch of the Navy, with John
Wayne as a hotheaded, hard-fisted engineer who learns
his Jesson from well-disciplined naval officer Dennis
O'Keefe, Both men give likeable performances.
(April.)

\/^\/GANG’S ALL HERE. THE—20th Century-Fox:
Beautiful to look at, lovely to listen to, but so fragile
in story is this lavish production. Soldier James Elli-

son leaves behind two sweethearts, Alice Faye and
Sheila Ryan, and eventually the two girls find out
about each other. Alice looks lovely and sings beau-
tifully. (Feb.)

\/GANGWAY FOR TOMORROIV—RKO: Novel
and unique is this story of a car-j^l driver who
tells his wife imaginary tales of his defense-plant
passengers, but in reality the facts told in flashback
are quite different. Margo was a French secret agent,
Robert Ryan a careless race driver, and John Carra-
dine a loafer. The events in each life are stirringly
told and suspenseful. (Feb.)

\yGHOST SHIP, THE—RKO: Richard Dix goes
mad in this, but his plunge into mental derangement
is slow, thus allowing the suspense and drama to
mount high. Russell Wade, a young officer aboard the
ship, suspects Dix when a crew member is killed,

reports his suspicions at the first port, then finds

himself once again aboard the captain’s ship where
things really get going. (March.)

^^GUNG HO!—Universal: A fitting, dramatic
tribute to the Marines is this story of Carlson’s raiders
of Makin Island. The story opens with the call for

volunteers, shows their terrific combat training and
finally the actual landing and battle for the island.

Randolph Scott is the perfect choice for their leader.

(March.)

^^GUY NAMED JOE, A—M-G-M; Fantasy, com-
edy, romance and drama, with Spencer Tracy as Joe,

a fighter pilot killed in action who returns to earth to

aid in the training of young pilots. Complications
arise when Tracy learns that Van Johnson is falling

in love with Irene Dunne, the girl he loved on earth.

Tracy is magnificent and Barry Nelson and Lionel
Barrymore are outstanding. (March.)

\/HANDS ACROSS THE BOEDER— Republic; A
swell out-West feature is this inte ' n-: ry of how
horses are trained for cavalry u«-e. Roy Rogers is a

roving cowhand who persuades Ruth Terry, late of

Broadway, not to sell her ranch and aids her in put-

ting it on a paying basis. “Big Boy" Williams is

swell as Rogers’ pal. (March.)

HAPPY LAND—20th Century-Fox; This story

of a small-town druggist, played superbly by Don
Ameche who cannot reconcile himself to the loss of his

boy in the war, comes as a message of peace and com-
fort. Frances Dee is Don’s wife, Harry Carey his

father who returns to him, and Richard Crane plays
the son, Ann Rutherford is the girl he left behind.

( April)

y^HEAVENLY BODY, THE—M-G-M: Astronomer
William Powell discovers to his horror that his lovely

wife. Hedy Lamarr, has taken up astrology and be-

lieves her astrologer. Fay Bainter, so thoroughly that

she’s ready to renounce Powell for James Craig, the

new love promised by the stars. Since Craig is all

em bra neeaCKET
Each locket has

snaplock and pro-

vides two spaces

on the inside for

pictures of loved

ones*

Beautiful lockets
are in style today more
than ever. No other locket that we
know of today is quite so beautiful
or stylish since this one is in 2-tone
with red roses and the heart design
in the color of yellow gold. The 18-
inch chain has a special safety lock
fastener with space for two pictures.

SEND NO MONEY. Just mail the
coupon today. Your package will be
sent immediately and you pay postman
only $1.95 plus a few cents for tax
and mailing costs on arrival. Wear
Ten Days on money-back guarantee. .

limited. Write today and have your dreams come true.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 20HV, Jefferson, Iowa

TEN
DAYS

TRIAL

The supply is

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

t

Go as rapidly as yoor time and abilities permit. Eqaivalent to re^
dent school work—pre^res for coUeera eatrance exams. Standam
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. sabject*
completed. Single subjects If desired. Aak for Free Boileti^.
lAmerican School, Dpt.H S92,Drexel atSSth, Chicago >I

1% ^^Before and After’’ d
' ^ Read this new book about Plastic/

Reconstruction. Tells how easyA-,
it is for noses to be shaped~>^-—

'

'

'v protruding ears, thick lipsC
tv wrinkles, and signs of age

corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-

^ lous breasts. Plastic Surgery'
explained. Elaborate illustrations.

tZS pagfcs. Only 25e — mail coin or stamps. Glennville
Publishers 313 Madison Ave. Dept. aa-b. New York 17, N.Y.

FIRST AID FOR C
1 4 COMMON ^ N
Troubles

Sayman Salve should bo on your
medicine shelf always— to help curb the
pain and suffering caused by 1. Minor
burns. 2. Minor scalds. 3. Externally-caused
eczema. 4. Poison Ivy. 5. Poison Oak. 6. In-
sect bites. 7. Sunburn. 8. Chafing. 9. Galls.

10. Chapped skin. 11. Rough skin. 12. Red
skin. 13. Cracked skin. 14. Simple piles.

The big 4 oz. Economy Size costs only 60c

—regular oz. size 25c. All druggists.

SAYNAN SALVE
TT^Hove you heard

Hollywood’s secret

f for lips that whisper

K

b LOVE ME /

Now revealed for the first time, the intitmtc secrets of filmland s most

famous make-up artists. Now you can use the same type "Movie Lifa"

Make Up Brush that bestows glamorous stars with lips that excite »nd

entice. .. with thrilling new Brush n Blend Oeam Lipstick.. .the nearest

thing to everlasting lip beauty A single application often Usu all day long.

IBnud/i *n* Bie4€d
CREAM LIPSTICK
and MAKE.UF enUSH

Af Meef 54 and 104 Sfor*s



BE SWEET
BE CLEAN
BE

Whygive further

thought to the
choice of a sup-

1

pository when
dainty medicated Boro-Pheno-
Form is so easy and simple? Used
with satisfaction by thousands of

women across the Nation! Satis-

factory, soothing, deodorizing.

Ask any druggist
anywhere, or
write for FREE
booklet, sent in

plain envelope.

DR. PIERRE CHEMICAL COMPANY
162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, III.—Dept. E-IS

,DR.PIERRE'S,BORO PH eno form

Get More
Comfort For
Standing Feet

With A Daily Ice-Mint Treat
Don’t let tired, burning sensitive feet steal

energy and make the hours seem longer. Just
massage frosty white Ice-Mint on your feet and
ankles before work to help keep them cool and
comfortable . . . and after work to help perk them
up for an evening of fun. No greasy feeling —
won’t stain socks or stockings. Grand, too, to help
soften corns and callouses. Get Ice-Mint from your
druggist today and get foot happy this easy way.

t engagemen^pXNV
BARGAIN
TEN DAYS' TRIAD—
SEND NO MONEY

Introductory offer: With
every order for smart,
new, Sterling Silver Soli-
taire engagement ring we
will Include without extra
charge exquisite wedding
ring set with eight imita-

tion diamonds matching In

fire and brilliance the beau-
tiful imitation Diamond solitaire en-

„ gagement ring (the perfect bridal pair). Send
no money with order. Just name, address
and ring size. We ship both rings in lovely
gift box Immediately and you make_ Just 2
easy payments ot $2 each, total only $4. We
trust you. No red tape as you make first pay-

.^^ment and tax to postman on arrival then balance
any time within 30 days. Money-back guaran-
tee. War conditions make supply limited. Act
NOW. . ^

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. ST-129, Jefferson, Iowa

Grateful users, often . .

years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the ^
red patches gradually disappeared and i

they enJoye(r the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoit
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive ajsa«;i;-

ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re-
funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for

f
enerous trial bottle to make our famous *‘One Spot Test*'.
est It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for

your test bottle. Cautf m: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 5504, Detroit 4, Mich.

for this i(iea, Powell has an awful time keeping Hedy
away from him. (March.)

HENRY ALDRICH—BOY 5C0 (77—Paramount:
Jimmy Lydon as Henry transforms the spoiled son
of a friend of his father’s into a human being by ex-

posing him to the Boy Scouts and their Good Deed a

Day slogan. Charles Smith is good, as usual, as

Dizzy, Henry*s pal.

HENRY ALDRICH HAUNTS A Para-
mount: Henry drinks some strange elixir cooked up
by a local scientist and under its influence he imag-
ines he murdered the high-school principal. Jimmy
Lydon is a pretty good Henry, (Feb.)

i/'HlGHER AND HIGHER—KKO: Frank Sinatra’s
nrst picture is far from a classic, but he saves the
day by his complete naturalness and by some very
good songs. The story has Jack Haley, the butler of
impoverished Leon Errol, cooking up the idea of hav-
ing scullery maid Michele Morgan pose as Errol’s
debutante daughter, so she can trap a rich man and all

the servants can be paid. (March.)

\/\/HIS BUTLER^S Universal: Charm is

the keynote, laughter the motive, and entertainment
the result. Deanna Durbin has never been better as
the housemaid, who falls in love with her employer,
Franchot Tone, and they make a delightful twosome.
Pat O’Brien as the butler, Deanna’s brother, is a
dead-pan riot. It’s a story with good humor and
freshness. (Feb.)

HAPPENED TOMORROW—
U.A.: Dick Powell has never given a better per-
formance than as the reporter who through the super-
natural powers of a departed friend is able to predict
tomorrow’s news today. The success and havoc it

brings into his life provides sheer entertainment, and
the love story between Dick and Linda Darnell is

especially teniier and real. With Jack Oakie. (April.)

^JACK LONDON—United Artists: The gusty,
lusty Jack London becomes a rather stodgy character
in this biographical tale with Michael O’Shea playing
the title role. The story begins with his refusal to

work in a sweat shop; from there he goes to sea on a
whaling expedition, joins the Klondike gold rush
meets Charmian, played by Susan Hayward, and
becomes a war correspondent. (Feb.)

^^JANE EYRE—20th Century-Fox: The best
love story to be told from the screen since “Love
Affair’’ has Orson Welles as the headstrong, im-
petuous Rochester. Welles is wonderful. Joan Fon-
taine as the timid, retiring governess to his child,

Margaret O’Brien, is the perfect foil for him. Peggy
Ann Garner as the child Jane, Edith Barrett as the
housekeeper and Henry Daniel are all excellent. (Dec.)

S/JIVE JUNCTION—P.R.C.\ Neatly written, direct-

ed and acted is this story of a high-school band leader
who has the idea of launching a junior canteen tor
the entertainment of service men. Dickie Moore is

very good as the musician, but Gerra Young, a fifteen-

year-old youngster who makes her singing debut, is

the hit of the show. (Feb.)

S/yLADY IN THE Paramount : Techni-
color triumph with the story taking second place to
the rainbow riot of sets, clothes and accessories.
Ginger Rogers is the editor of a swank fashion maga-
zine who goes to a psychiatrist to solve her dreams
and moods of depression. The solving carries her off

into dream fantasies which are arrestingly lovely.
With Ray Milland, Jon Hall and Mischa Auer.
(April.)

yLADY, LET'S DANCE!—Monogram; The story
IS ridiculous, but blonde newcomer Belita skates di-

vinely, acts delightfully and looks well while doing
both. The ice comics, Frick and Frack, handsome
James Ellison, musical Henry Busse and Walter
Catlett share the story with her but it’s Belita
whose talent you’ll enjoy. (April)

^^LIFEBOAT—20th Century-Fox; An exciting
story which takes place entirely amid the cramped
quarters of a lifeboat, with Tallulah Bankhead giving
a magnificent performance as the hard-boiled writer
and photographer, John Hodiak, tycoon Henry Hull,
William Bendix, Canada Lee, Mary Anderson and
Hume Cronyn are among its occupants, along with
Nazi Walter Slezak who tries to take command.
(April.)

^y^LODGER, 77/F—20th _Century-Fox: Sheer, un-
adulterated horror with Laird Cregar as Jack The
Ripper who terrorized London many years ago. His
passion for killing finally turns to Merle Oberon, niece
of the family with whom he has come to lodge. Miss
Oberon, George Sanders, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and
Sara Allgood are excellent and Cregar is a mountain
of cold terror. (April.)

^yMADAME CURIE—M-G-M: A picture of ex-
ceptional spiritual beauty is this true life story. Greer
Garson brings great authority to her role of the
Polish girl who mairies the renowned scientist, Walter
Picigeon, who gives the finest performance of his ca-

reer. After years of physical and mental labor, heart-

aches and disappointments, the pair finally discover
the secret of radium. (Feb.)

MINESWEEPER—Paramount; Richard Aden, an
Annapolis graduate who has run out on duty when
gambling debts catch up with him, enlists on a mine
sweeper and proves himself a hero. Guinn “Big Boy”
Williams is very good, and Jean Parker, Frank Fen-
ton and Russell Hayden aid in the telling of the
story, (Feb.)

WHY YOUR PRESENT
LAXATIVE MAY NOT
BE RIGHT FOR YOU!

It doesn’t pay to

dose yourself with
harsh, bad-tasting

laxatives ! A medi-
cine that’s too strong can often leave

you feeling worse than before!

And it’s unwise to take

something that’s too

mild to give

you the relief

you need! A
good laxa-
tive should be
gentle, yet
should work
thoroughly

!

Try the

HAPPY MEDIUM' LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives you a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and

effectively at the same time! And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine

chocolate! It’s as good for women and chil-

dren as it is for the men-folks. 10c and 25c.

As a precaution use only as directed

n
1

EX- t/L The Original

Choco/afed Laxative

Do You Suffer

Monthly

"Blackouts”

i ?

Do functional periodic pains upset you? Try the

preparation that’s specially compounded for

functional distress—the new Chi-Ches-Ters Pills.

They’ve worked wonders for thousands of women.
They should help you. For they do more than

merely deaden pain. One of their ingredients

tends to aid in relaxing the cramping and ten-

sion that causes distress. The added iron factor

they contain is intended to help build up your

blood, too. Ask your druggist today for a 50^ box

of the new Chi-Ches-Ters Pills. 'Then try them,

as directed, for next month’s “difficult days’’.

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills
For relieffrom “periodic functional distress”
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ABOUTMYSKIM?”
Troubled by itchy roughness, black-

heads and pimples, externally caused?
Do this! Wash daily with a warm lather

of Resinol Soap. It’s so soft, fluffy, re-

freshing — unusually kind to sensitive
skin. Rinse off and dry gently but well.

Now spread soothing, medicatedResinol
over the itchy, pimply spots, letting it

remain as long as possible. In due time,
pleasing results should be yours!

Resinol, Dept. MG-4, Balto-l,Md.
For enclosed lOc please send me a sample each
of Resinol Soap and Ointment, also one of those
handy little Hollywood Stop-Run Menders.

NAME

ADDRESS

RESINOL
OINTMENT SOAP

MAYGOD BLESS YOn-and Protect YOU”
Heavy life-time Steiiinj; Silver

Rinji. raised Cross center, en-
Kiaved U. S. Eatrle sides, Em-
liossed Motto. . . . “May God
Bless You and Protect You."
Ideal Gift, especially for Ser-
vice Men of all denominations.
SEND NO MONEY—pay post-
man only $3.98 plus excise tax.

and postage. Absolute Money
Back <luarantee. Order Now!

(Cu/i he stnt to tferviremon overaeae toithvut his reQuest.)
AMERICAN JEWELRY CO.. Dept. 8-C. Wheelinfl, W . Va.

ANY PHOTO
Size 8 X 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER

ENLARGED

Same price for full lensrth or
butit form, groups, laDdecapes,
pet aniinala, etc., or eolarge-
mente of any part of ffroop
picture. ^
Orufmal retunted witb yonr 3 lOr SZ«U0

enlariremeDt. ^

SEND NO MONEY Jost mall

I beautiful doub

amazing offer now. Send your photos today.
standard art studios

lOO East Ohio St. Dept. 1S54-E Chicago <li)» 111.
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If that tell-tale “painted” look is

giving away your Gray Hair "secret”
... if you feel broken-hearted and
humiliated by the streaks and discolor-
ations often caused by inferior tints—
do this today! Insist on Rap-I-Doi—
the Perfected Shampoo Tint— a Four

Star Beauty Aid. Rap-I-Dol’s sparkling, highlighted color
will match your hair and give you a NATURAL looking
appearance! Rap-I-Dol is quickly applied—can’t rub off

—will not affect your "permanent”!

FREE! GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
Let us mail confidential color analysis of your hafr, and
recommendation of correct Rap-I-Dol tint to matchl Send
name and address, with a ^rand of your hair, today 1

(CAUTION: Use only as directed on label)
Rap-I-Dol Oistributino Corporation

181 West 46th Street, Dept. 225, New York 19, N. Y.

^NONH SHALL ESCAPE—Columbia; The first

cry for post-war retribution and swift punishment for
our enemies, and it’s a strong cry coming from the
little peoples of the world. Henry Travers is the
kindly Polish priest who tells of the cruelties of the
Nazis on trial; Marsha Hunt is wonderful in her
testimonial scenes; and Alexander Knox, as the Nazi
who is permitted to speak, registers strongly. (April.)

\/y^OLD ACQUAINTANCE—Warner Brothers:
Women will love every minute of this love story that
involves much self-sacrifice on the part of Bette Davis,
who gives understanding and strength to her role of
the writer who remains loyal to her weaker, selfish,

petty friend, Miriam Hopkins. John Loder is Mir-
iam's husband whom Bette loves, and the cast in-
cludes Gig Young and Dolores Moran, (Feb.)

O. MY DARLING Republic; A
show troupe barges into a town where the women folk
are dead set against them and buy the city hall in
which to put on their show. Frank Albertson heads
the traveling troupe, Lorna Gray is the mayor’s
daughter; Roy Acuff’s Smoky Mountain Boys, the
Tennessee Ramblers and Isabel Randolph are the
performers. (March.)

PISTOL PACKIN* MAMA—Republic: Ruth Terry,
owner of a Las Vegas gambling casino, treks East
to settle matters with a bunch of Eastern thugs who
try to take over the casino. Robert Livingston is the
lad who loses his heart to Ruth, Wally Vernon is sup-
posed to be comical and Ruth puts over a song with
a zing. (March.)

^PHANTOM LADY— Universal: The life of Alan
Curtis depends upon loc^Lting one strange woman
whom he took to the theater the night his wife was
murdered, as this woman alone can provide him with
an alil)i. But when Ella Raines, his secretary,
Thomas Gomez, police inspector, and Franchot Tone,
his friend, try to find her, all avenues that lead to
her detection seem to be blocked. (April.)

RATIONING—M-G-M: Wally Beery, proprietor of
a smalltown store, goes to Washington to try to get
in the Army, but instead is promised an important i>ost

at home, which turns out to be head of the meat di-

vision of the rationing board in his district. With
Marjorie Main to heckle and torment him. (April.)

RIDERS OF THE DEADLINE—VmX^d Artists:
Hopalong Cassidy, played for the fiftieth time by
William Boyd, pretends to grow weary of lawfulness
and forsakes the Rangers to join up with the gang-
sters in order to ferret out the head man and instigator
of all the cussedness. With Boyd as usual are bis
pals Andy Clyde and Jimmy Rogers. (April.)

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SPIDER WO-
MAN—Universal: Basil Rathbone as Holmes and
Nigel Bruce as Watson are here again, solving the
case of the many suicides by setting a trap for the
woman responsible for the self-destruction urge.
Huge spiders and Hitler’s face lend a creepy, crawl-
ing air to the affair and Gale Sondergaard stalks

around <oo. (April.)

SHE'S FOR ME— Universal: Young lawyer David
Bruce sends for Grace McDonald, a night-club singer
and dancer, to vamp his pal George Dolenz, flip tax
expert of the firm, away from Lois Collier, the boss’s
niece. Of course, Bruce ends up with Gracie, whose
singing and dancing you’ll enjoy. (March.)

^^^SONG OF BERNADETTE, THE~20xh Cen-
tury-Fox: This is the moving and spiritual story of

Bernadette, the peasant girl who glimpsed a holy
vision in the village of Lourdes, and the miracles
that resulted from that vision. Jennifer Jones as
Bernadette gives a beautifully sincere and completely
moving performance. Charles Bickford is outstanding.
(March.)

\/^)/SONG OF RUSSIA—M-G-M: The thrilling
music of Peter Tchaikovsky provides a magnificent
background for the love story of an American musical
conductor, Robert Taylor, caught in the German in-

vasion cf Russia, and Susan Peters, the Russian
peasant girl he mairied. Theirs is a beautiful story,
well told, well acted and well mounted. Robert
Benchley is Taylor’s manager. (April.)

SO'S YOUR UNCLE—Universal: Actor Donald
Woods impersonates an old man to avoid his credi-
tors, is knocked down by Elyse Knox’s car and taken
to her home. There he meets Billie Burke, who becomes
matrimonially inclined. The picture has a lot of fun.
(Feb.)

^i/^STANDING ROOM OVLF—Paramount : Sec-
retary Paulette Goddard and her boss Fred Mac*
Murray solve the housing situation in Washington,
where they've gone on business, by becoming maid
and butler to Roland Young. From then on it’s

a panic, especially since Fred doesn’t know he's sup-
posed to be the butler. Edward Arnold, Anne Revere,
and Clarence Kolb are all mixed up in it too.

(April.)

)/^^\/^SULLIVANS, THE—20th Century-Fox: The
true story of the five Sullivan boys who went down
on the ill-fated U.S.S. Juneau is told simply, honestly
and with so much heart-warming appeal that it be-
comes a great American classic. Thomas Mitchell
and Serena Boyle as their parents are superb and
each of the five boys who play the brothers are ex-
cellent. Their story will live in your hearts. (April.)

SULTAN’S DAUGHTER, THE—Monogram; Char-
lie Butterworth is a Sultan and Ann Corio his daugh-
ter who owns valuable oil property coveted by the
Nazis. One thing leads to another in this little num-
ber; Tim Ryan does his best; and Irene Ryan acts
funny. (April.)

REDUCE
Why burden your-
self with unneces-
sary fat when you
can reduce easily,
safely? You can,
you know. In her
famous 128-page
book. No More
Alibis, Sylvia of
Hollywood tells

you just how to go
about it. Tells you
how you can treat
yourself to a slen-
der, graceful figure
that will be the
envy of your
friends. Learn the
secret of how the
stage and screen
stars keep their
lovely figure. Don’t
envy glamor — be
glamorous! Wear
striking colors, to-
day’s slender fash-
ions by all means.
Why shouldn’t you? And by follow-
ing Sylvia’s simple rules in No More
Alibis you can say good-bye to those
unsightly bumps and bulges on hips,
legs, thighs or what have you. No
starvation diets — no medicines — no
appliances are needed whatsoever.

O|>#l0 |>__"No More Alibis" now
and lose up to 15 lbs.

next month!

25c We pay postage

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC.
205 East 42nd St. New York 17, N. Y.

Dept. MM 544

CHECKED /i» if .///ay
Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, scabies, pimples and
other itching conditions. Use cooling,

medicated D.D.D. Prescription. Grease-
less, stainless. Soothes, comforts and
checks itching fast. 35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist today for D. D.D. Prescription.

PAIN
Pi///s YouDown

T\0 you sometimes have Headaches,
Muscular Pains, Simple Neuralgia

or Functional Monthly Pains? Take

DR, MILES nVcK'"
for quick relief. Read directions

and use only as directed. Regular
package 25c. Large Economy
package $1.00. Miles Labora
tones, Inc. Elkhart, Indiana.

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don’t Disappear
Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this

evening—use as directed before going to bed—look
for big improvement in the morning. In a few
days surface blemishes, muddiness, freckles, even
pimples of outward origin should be gone. A
clearer, whiter, smoother looking skin. Sold on
money back guarantee at all drug, department
and 5c-10c stores or send 50c, plus Federal Tax,
to Golden Peacock Co., Inc., Dept. MWG-7
Paris, Tenn., for regular 50c Jar, f-,
postpaid.

Golden Peacock
BLEACH CREME
30 Million Jars Already Used
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This Great

BARGAIN
Offered^ You by AMERICA’S

FOREMOST BILLFOLD MART
THINK OP IT! $1.69 gets you not one bat TWO
Smart X^eather Billfolds with Pass Cases, all at thia

.(One sensational low price. Positively the neatest bargain in

all America by one of America’s largest suppliers of Bill*

folds. Bach BlIXFOLD alone is easily worth $1.69 at cur*
rent prices. Has that sturdy feel you usually find in costlier

leathers. There's a spEicious compartment in back for cur*
rency. checks, etc. Alsc^ four celluloid pockets to protect
valuable membership anacredit cards. Keep one Billfold for

J

murself , use the other as a Gift. But rush your order before
imited supply reserved for this offer is sold out.

omn un linUrV^IIISTCLlPTHISADanfiMall.
ulNU NU IVIUIlLI Pay po8tmaQonly$1.69plusafew
cents postage for TWO Billfolds on arrival. There’s no risk.

If you’re not 100% satisfied you can return the TWO Bill-

folds within 10 days for full refund. Don’t wait. Write nowl

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
DEPT. 4039. SOON. DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO 10. III.

10 DRESSES $395
(Used Clothing)

In our opinion, these are the best dresses
available at this low price. When new, some
of these dresses sold as high as $12.95. As«
sorted colors. Sizes up to 18—10 for $3.95.
Larger sizes 5 for $3.00. Send 50c deposit,
balance C.O.D. plus postage. Satisfaction
guaranteed or purchase price refunded. Rush
your order now. Mention size desired. 210
other clothing bargains for everybody. Illus*
trated Catalog Free.
NATIONAL SALES CO., Dept. BM

365 Sutter Ave. Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

P HOTOS
EIMLARGED 411^

BEAUTIFUL DELUXE QUALITY. Folks have
ordered 10 million pictures so you know our offers

are sensational. 5x7 size 40c; 5 for $1.25. 8x10—
70c: 3 for $1.50. 5x7 expertly colored, $1.00; 3 for

$2.00. A superb 8x10, oil colored, only $2.00—
like photographer's $20 job; 3 for $4.00. Send only
GOOD negatives. Copy of Camera News FREE.
Roll developed 30c. 20 reprints 60c; 40 for $1.00.

OVERNIGHT STUDIO, 116 Chestnut. Albany. Wise.

FREE BOOK On Colon
AND ASSOCIATED AILMENTS

Health

Book

Tells

Facts

If afflicted with colon and rectal troubles, or
stomacli conditions, write today for large 122-
page FREE BOOK, McCleary Clinic. HC505
Elms Bivd., Excelsior Springs, Mo.

DIAMONDGUARANTEED
GENUINE

Get Acquainted
offer; Diamonds are pre-
fi supplies are
ilmited so here Is a won-gemu opportunity. Beau-

f
ienuine DIAMOND
ustrous rose cut for

are and sparkle set In
real lOK yellow
gold RING. The
ring of romance
and quality. While
tj^v last, only
$5.95. TEN DAYS
TRIAL.
SEND NO MONEY,
Just name, ad-
dress and ring
size. Genuine Dia-
mond ring in love-

ly gift box sent
immediately and

you pay postman only $5.95 plus few
cents mailing cost and tax, on arrival.
Wear on 10 days' money back guaran-
tee. Rush order now and have your
dreams come true.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 523-D, Jefferson, Iowa

SWING FEVER—M-G-M: Kay Kyser is an unsus-
pecting hick who ventures into New York to sell a
tone poem and remains to put the evil eve on a prize
fighter. William Gargan is a crooked fight manager,
Maxie Rosenbloom and Nat Pendleton are fighters,
Marilyn Maxwell is the girl, Lena Horne sings, but
none of it is worth your time to see. (Feb.)

SWING TIME FOR Universal : The
Andrews Sisters are turning out shell casings on the
swing shift of a factory, but they really do more
singing than work. Harriet Hilliard sings, too;
Peter Cookson is the young manufacturer and Tim
Ryan the ever-present crooked promoter. (April.)

TARZAN^S DESERT MYSTERY—RKO: Tarzan,
played as usual by Johnny Weissmuller, sets out to
find a badly needed fever remedy that grows in a
certain locale, En route, he meets up with Nancy
Kelly and both fall into the hands of Nazi agent Otto
Kruger. As if that isn’t enough trouble, Tarzan has
to wrestle with a lot of prehistoric monsters. (March.)

^^TASK FORCE—U. S. Coast Guard: You’ll be
spellbound by this story of one of our great invasion
fleets. It shows the great convoy getting under way
surrounded by Coast Guard cutters, the tense life of
sailors, and the landing barges going into action. It’s

a must-see. (Feb.)

^^TENDER COMRADE—RKO: A poignant,
story of women who work in a defense plant and await
their soldier-husband’s return, with (jinger Rogers as
the leader of four war wives who pool their resources
and live together. Ruth Hussey is tne hard-boiled mem-
ber of the group. (March.)

THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER—
Columbia: The same old story about a heel who’s
transformed by Army experience. This time it’s Tom
Neal who’s just too cocky for his own good and his
rivalry with war-veteran Bruce Bennett for the atten-
tions of Evelyn Keyes keeps the story going. (March.)

THREE RUSSIAN GIRLS—U. A.; Anna Sten
comes back to the screen in a drama showing the
bravery of nurses at the Russian front. Miss Sten
gives a fine performance as the head volunteer nurse.
Kent Smith plays the American flier recuperating
from wounds and Mimi Forsythe and Kathy Frye are
outstanding. (March.)

TIMBER QUEEN—Paramount: When Richard Ar-
len returns from the wars, he finds the widow of his
pal has been gypped out of her timber land. So he
takes to the tall timber and gets himself all mixed
up with villains and fights and log jams. With
Mary Beth Hughes and June Havoc. (April.)

\/yZUNINVlTED. r//F—Paramount: Here’s a
thriller to chill the blood, with Ray Milland and Ruth
Hussey as the brother and sister who buy a spirit-
infested house. Newcomer Gail Russell shows prom-
ise as the object of the evil spirit’s wrath and Donald
Crisp is her grandfather. Suspense and chills.
(March.)

)y^UP IN ARMS—Goldwyn-RKO: When dynamo
Danny Kaye goes into action, the screen fairly
sparkles with life, but without him the story is the
old one of the hypochondriac drafted into the Army
who loses his girl, Constance Dowling, to his pal,
Dana Andrews. Dinah Shore, as the girl who loves
him, sings, but it’s Danny’s picture. (April.)

}^VOICE IN THE WIND—Ripley and Monter-
U.A.: This film has some interesting, fresh touches,
but the outstanding thing about it is the superb act-
ing of Francis Lederer as the Czech concert pianist
who is separated from his wife, Sigrid Gurie, in
their escape from the Nazis. It’s a different, un-
usual picture. (April.)

WEST SIDE KID. THE—Republic: Henry Hull is

too unhappy^ with his willful daughter, Dale Evans,
and his indifferent wife, Nana Bryant, to want to
live. So he hires killer-gangster Donald Barry to
complete the job, but instead Barry tries to bring
harmony in the household. (March.)

WHAT A M/iA//—Monogram: Johnny Downs is a
good little boy, rapidly headed nowhere until he finds
hiding within his home a girl who he thinks is a
gangster’s moll, Wanda McKay, Wanda completely
renovates him, helps him become olfice manager, a
man on his own, and eventually her husband. (March.)

^WHAT A WOMAN—Columbia: Rosalind Russell
is a super-powered woman agent in search of the
perfect male type to play the lead in the movie version
of a best-seller. She finally signs up the book’s author,
Willard Parker, and then comes the hilarious process
of making him a good actor.'(March.)

WHERE ARE YOUR CH/LDR£A/'f—Monogram:
All about the ease with which youngsters become in-

volved in crime, this reveals the plight of a young
waitress, Gale Storm, who innocently becomes tipsy
while on a date with Jackie Cooper. She becomes in-

volved in a hold-up and ends up in court. (Feb.)

\/WOMAN OF THE TOWN, THE—U.E.-Sher-
man: Albert Dekker plays the noted newspaperman
“Bat” Masterson, who rose from sheriff of old Dodge
City to an important figure in the newspaper world.
It’s a good story well told. (March.)

WOMEN IN BONDAGE—Monogram: A surpris-
ingly good little film about the degeneration of women
under Hitlerism, with Gail Patrick as a Section
Leader in charge^ of a group of teen-age girls. Her
final rebellion against the orders of Gertrude Michael
leads to the climax. (Feb.)

New J1 -Minute Shampoo
Washes Hair Shades Lighter

This special shampoo helps keep light hair

from darkening — brightens faded blonde

hair. Called Blondex, it quickly makes a

rich cleansing lather. Instantly removes the

dingy, dust - laden film that makes hair

dark, old-looking. Takes only 11 minutes

at home. Gives hair attraaive luster and
highlights. Safe for children’s hair. Get
Blondex at 10c, drug and dept, stores.

Famous Doctor’s Scientific
Relief Acts Instantly!

DON’T suffer needless torture from corns or sore
toes! Use Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads for fast

relief. These thin, soothing, cushioning, protective
pads instantly stop tormenting shoe friction and
lift painful pressure— the causes of misery from
corns. They ease new or tight shoes—stop corns,
sore toes, blisters before they can develop! Included
with Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads are separate wonder-
working Medications for speedily removing corns.
No other method does all these things for you!
Costs but a trifle. At all Drug, Shoe, Department
Stores. Toilet Goods Counters. Get a box today I

D- SchoilsZino-pads

rHOT,TENDER FEET^I
Dr. Scholl’s Foot Powder quickly relieves f

i hot, tired, tender, perspiring
^

.

.

^ feet. Eases tight shoes. Sooth*

^
ing. Send itto boysin Service. ’

[
SchoU's POWDER

,VAAAAAAAAAAA A.

RING
GIVEN-"?^ ^ *new. dain-

• ty. Sterling Silver Ring set with
sparkling imitated Birthstone cor-

I rect for your birth date

—

GIVEN
for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown
Spot Remover and Cleaner at 25c

^ each. Send name and address today
for order. We trust you. Many
feel it’s lucky to wear their birthstone,

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS. Dept. E-24. Jefferson. Iowa
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Casts of Current Pictures

ACTION IN ARABIA—RKO: Gordon. George San-
ders; Yvonne, Virginia Bruce; Moiinirah, Lenore
Aubert; Dancsco, Gene Lockhart; Reed. Robert Arm-
strong; Latimer, Alan Napier; Leroitx, Andre Char-
iot: Abd-Al-Raschid

.

H. B. Warner; Chalmers, Robert
Anderson; Chakka, Marcel Dalio; Ebn Kareem,
Jamiel Hasson.

GOING MY WAY—Paramount: Father Chuck
O'Malley, Bing Crosby; Jenny Linden, Rise Stevens
father Fitsgibbon, Barry Fitzgerald; I ed Haines, Jr,
James Brown; Carol James, Heather; Mrs. Car
mody, Eily Malyon; Father O’Dowd, Frank McHugh
Tony Scaponi, Stanley Clemens.

BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY, THE—Bogeaus
U. A.: Micacla (the “ Pcrichole")

,

Lynn Bari; Man-
uel and Esteban, Francis Lederer; Uncle Pio, Akim
Tamiroff; The Marquesa, Nazimova; The Viceroy,
Louis Calhern; The Abbess, Blanch Yurka; Brother
Juniper, Donald Woods; Don Gonsalo, Barton Hep-
burn; Pepita, Joan Lorring; Dona Mercedes, Emma
Dunn; Maita, Abner Biberman; Servant to Pio,
Minerva Urecal; and Antonio Triana and his dancers.

HOT RHYTHM— Moriograni; Jimmy, Robert
Lowery; O’Hara, Tim Ryan; Polly, Irene Ryan;
Mary, Dona Drake; Sammy, Sidney Miller; Stroh-
bach, Robert Kent; Whiffle, Harry Langdon; Taylor,
Jerry Cooper; Brown, Lloyd Ingraham; Jackson,
Cyril Ring; Receptionist, Joan Curtis; Cafe Owner,
Paul Porcasi.

MEN ON HER MIND—VRC\ Lily Durrell, Mary’i
Beth Hughes; Jeffrey Wingate, Edward Norris; Jim‘‘
Lacey, Ted Nortn; Roland Palmer, Alan Edwards;
Verdi, Luis Alberni; Eloise Palmer, Kay Linaker;
Mayme Munson Claire Rochelle; Joe Monroe, Lyle
Latell; Mrs. Cqodwin, Claire McDowell; Grace
luttle, Eva Hamill; Miss Wiggins, Isabell La Mai;
Ftunk Tuttle, Lane Chandler.

BUFFALO BILL—Twentieth Century-Fox; Buffalo
Bill, Joel McCrea; Louisa Cody, Maureen O'Hara;
Dawn Starlight

,

Linda Darnell; Ned Buntline
Thomas Mitchell; Sergeant Chips, Edgar Buchanan;
Yellow Hand, Anthonv Quinn; Senator Frederici,
Moroni Olsen; Murdo Carvell, Frank Fenton; General
Blasier, Matt Briggs; Mr. Vandcrverc, George
Lessey; Sherman, Frank Orth; Trooper Clancy,
George Chandler; Tall Bull. Chief Many Treaties;
Medicine Man, Nick Thompson; Crazy Horse, Chief
Thundercloud; President Theodore Roosevelt

.

Sidney
Biackmer: Doctor, Edwin Stanley; President Hayes,
John Dilson; Queen Victoria. Evelyn Beresford; Bar-
ber, William Haade; Bellboy, Merrill Rodin; Old
Indian Woman, Talzumbie Dupea.

HOUR BEFORE THE DAWN, THE—Paramount:
Jim Hetherton. Franchot Tone; Dora Bruchman,
Veronica Lake; May Hetherton, Binnie Barnes;
Roger Hetherton, John Sutton; General Hetherton,
Henry Stephenfon; Sir Leslie Buchanan, Philip
Merivale; Capt. Atterley, Leslie Dennison; Kurt
Van Dcr Brueghel, Nils Asther; Tommy Hetherton,
David Leland.

Ml LLION DOLLAR KID—Monogram; Muggs,
Leo Gorcey; Glimpy, Huntz Hall; Lefty, Gabriel
Dell; Skinny, Billy Benedict; Louise, Louise Currie;
Captain, Noah Beery, Sr.; Maisie, Iris Adrian;
Cortland, Herbert Heyes; Spevin, Robert Greig;
Roy, Johnny Duncan; Andre Dupree, Stanley Brown;
Mrs. Glimpy, Patsy Moran; Mrs. McGinnis, Mary
Gordon; Herbie, A1 Stone; Danny, Dave Durand;
Pinkie, Bud Gorman; Stvnkie, Jimmy Strand; Spike,
Pat Costello.

CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK—Universal : Donald
Corrigan, Donald O’Connor; Peggy, Peggy Ryan;
Glory I (Senior). Helen Broderick; Glory II
(Junior), Helen Vinson; Glory III, Anii Blyth;
Millie, Minna Gombell; Quentin, Arthur Treacher;
Jud Corrigan. Patric Knowles; McHugh, Walter
Catlett; Wright, Ernest Truex; Manning, Sam
Hinds; Frost, Irving Bacon.

IMPOSTOR, THE—Universal: Clement, Jean
Gabin; Lieutenant Varenne, Richard Whorf; Bouteau,
Allyn Joslyn; Yvonne, Ellen Drew; Hafner, Peter
Van Eyck, Colonel De Boivin, Ralph Morgan;
Cochery, Eddie Quillen; Monge, John Qualen;
LaFarge, Dennis Moore; Clauzel, Milburn Stone;
Mortemart, John Philliber; Menessier, Charles Me*
Graw; Matowa, Otho Gaines; Free French Corporal,
John Forrest; Priest, Fritz Leiber; Sergeant Clerk,
Ian Wolfe; Adjutant, William Davidson; Prosecutor

,

Frank Wilcox; Officer, Warren Ashe; Soldier, Peter
Cookson; Toha. Leigh Whipper; Ekona, Ernest Whit-
man; Captain, Graddon Rhodes; Prosecutor, George
I rving.

PASSAGE TO Warners; Mairac,
Humphrey Bogart; Captain Freycinet, Claude Rains;
Paula. Michele Morgan; Renault, Philip Dorn; Major
Duval, Sydney Greenstreet; Marius, Peter Lorre;
Petit, George Tobias; Garcm, Helmut Dantine; Man-
ning. John Lodtr; Captain Malo, Victor Francen;
Grandpere, Vladimir Sokoloff; Chief Engineer, Ed-
ward Ciannelli; Singer, Corinna Mura; First Mate,
Konstantin Shayne; Lieut. Hastings, Stephen Rich-
ards; LiVwL Lenoir, Charles La Torr; Jourdain, Hans
Conried; Second Mate, Monte Blue; Mess Boy,
Billy Roy; Bijou, Frederick Brunn; Second Engineer,
Louis Mercier.

COVER GIRL—Columbia: Rusty Parker, Rita Hay-
worth; Danny McGuire, Gene Kelly; Noel Wheaton,
Lee Bowman; Genius, Phil Silvers; Jinx, Jinx Fal-
kenburg; Maurine Martin, Leslie Brooks; Cornelia
Jackson. Eve Arden; John Coudair, Otto Kruger;
John Coudair (as a young man), Jess Barker; Anita,
Anita Colby; Chef. Curt Bois; Joe, Ed. Brojthy;
Tony Pastor, Thurston Hall: and The Cover Girls.

IN OUR TIME—Warners: Jennifer Whittredge, Ida
Lupino; Coioif Stephen Orvid, Paul Henreid; Janina
Orvid. Nancy Coleman; Mrs. Bromley, Mary Boland;
Count Pavel Orvid, Victor Francen; Zofya Orvid,
Nazimova; Uncle Leopold, Michael Chekhov; Antique
Dealer. Marek Windheim; Bujanski, Ivan Triesault;
Wladek, John BleiJIer; Wanda, Lotte Palfe; Father
Josef, Wolfgang Zilser; Richard Ordynski, Pyotr.

CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE—RKO: Irena,
Simone Simon; Oliver Reed. Kent Smith; Alice
Reed, Jane Randolph; Amy Reed, Ann Carter; Julia
Farren, Julia Dean; Miss Callahan, Eve March; Bar-
bara Barren, Elizabeth Russell; Edward, Sir Lancelot.

KNICKERBOCKER HOLIDAY — Brown -U. A.:
Brcm Broeck. Nelson Eddy; Peter Stuyvesant,
Charles Coburn; Tina Tienhoven, Constance Dowling;
lienhoz’cn, Ernest Cossart; Ulda Tienhoven, Shelley
Winter; Tenpin, Johnny “Scat” Davis; Roosevelt,
Otto Kruger; Tammany, Richard Hale; Poffenburgh,
Fritz Feld; Town Crier, Chester Conklin; and Car-
men Amaya and her Company.

PURPLE HEART, THE—Twentieth Century-Fox
(Zanuck); Captain Harvey Ross, Dana Andrews;
Lieutenant Angelo Canelli, Richard Conte; Sergeant
Howard Clinton, Farley Granger; Sergeant Jan
Skvoznik. Kevin O’Shea; Lieutenant Peter Vincent,
Donald Barry; Mrs. Ross, Trudy Marshall; Lieu-
tenant Wayne Greenbaum, Sam Levene; Lieutenant
Kenneth Bayforth, Charles Russell; Sergeant Martin
Stoner, John Craven; Johana Hartwig, Tala Birell;
General Ito Mitsubi, Richard Loo; Mitsuru Toyama,
Peter Chong; Peter Voroshevski, Gregory Gaye; Ka/l
Keppel, Torben Meyer; Ludwig Kruger, Kurt Katch;
Manuel Siva, Martin Garralaga; Karl Schleswig,
Erwin Kaiser; Boris Evenik, Igor Dolgartiki;
Francisco De Los Santos, Nestor Paiva; Paul Ludov-
escu, Alex Papana; Yuen Chiu Ling, H. T. Tsaing;
Moy Ling. Benson Fong; Admiral Kentara Yama-
gichi. Key Chang; Itsubi Sakai, Allen Jung; Police
Captain, Wing Foo; Court Clerk, Paul Fung; Pro-
curator, Joseph Kim; Court Stenographer, Luke Chan;
I oma Nagota, Beal Wong; Hank Morrison, Marshall
Thompson.

(Continued on page 120 )

IINever mind wrapping
our Army needs the paper! //

That’s the idea, Mrs. Jones.

That’s the spirit.

Folks all over the U. S. A. must join with
their local storekeepers in a real all-

American all-out drive to conserve paper

by using less of this essential war
material.

producing the supplies themselves.”

And practically every one ofthe 700,000
different items convoyed to our boys is

wrapped for protection in paper or

paperboard or both!

Every single piece of paper and paper-

board (cardboard, boxboard) you man-
age to do without means just that much
more ammunition for our invasion

forces.

Ammunition? Yes, and weapons and
food and precious medical supplies and
blood plasma. For, as Major General
E. B. Gregory, Quartermaster General
of the Army, says: “The packing and
packaging of Quartermaster Corps
supplies for shipment to men on the

fighting fronts is fully as important as

No wonder the war need for paper
grows daily. No wonder current paper
production cannot meet this steadily

mounting demand unless you and
every other man and woman join

Mrs. Jones /« using less paper!

The simple directions at bot-

tom of this page tell you just

how to do this— at the store,

in your office and at home.

This and ffie other magazines,

although using only 5 per cent of

the paper supply, are saving .450

million pounds of paper this year—
to release it for vital war needs.

AT THE STORE. Unless it’s abso-

lutely necessary for their protec-

tion, don't ask to have things

wrapped. Never ask to have boxed
or bottled goods wrapped. Catty

your own shopping bag or market

basket to help save the store-

keeper’s precious paper bags.

AT THE OFFICE. Help your com-
pany devise methods to reduce

the amount of paper, stationery,

etc., used in carrying on its busi-

ness. If you're employed by a

package goods manufacturer, help

him figure out ways to save on
vital paperboard.

AT HOME. Make paper stretch!

Use smaller sheets of writing and

wrapping paper; conserve paper

towels, facial tissues. Share the

printed word; give this magazine

to a neighbor. Never burn used

paper; prepare it for your local

committee on paper salvage.

riif .
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JACK LWARNER, ExecufiVe Produce

Produced by WILLIAM JACOBS
with S. Z. SAKALL • Directed by David
Screen Play by Sam Heilman, Richard Weil, Francis Swann and James Kern • Based on Original Story by Richard Weil

HUMPHREY BOGART in ‘PASSAGE TO MARSEILLE

IDA LUPINO and PAUL HENREID in ‘IN OUR TIME

,
.‘THE DESERT SONG' in TECHNICOLOR

CARY GRANT and ^
^ ^/ JOHN GARFIELD in ^‘DESTINATION TOKYO '
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Your choice of these delightful Fragrances:

—

Garden Bouquet; Forest Pine; Spring Morning

BATHASWEET
Talc Mitt

1

BATHASWEET

Your bath should be a luxurious experi-

ence Three things will make it just that:

1 Before bathing, add Bathasweet to your
tub Softens and perfumes the bath; gives

it greater cleansing power
, soothes nerves.

2 While bathing, use Bathasweet Soap. It

gives a rich, billowy, creamy lather such as

you don’t get from ordinary soaps.

3 After the bath, use Bathasweet Talc

Mitt. It’s the final touch of refreshment

and daiiltiness.

Also recomme'nded are Bathasweet Foam
Bath and Bathasweet Shower Mitt.

offyour faded
aging coarse textured

TOP-SKIN^

Also Marvelous for

Enlarged Pore Openings

and to Loosen Blackheads

Day in and out-a “deflaking”

process is constantly taking

place in your skin. This “de-

flaking” process is practically

invisible but very necessary if your 8 minutes.) Here’s what it does!

under-skin is to reveal itself in all its

clear, enchanting freshness.

And here’s why Edna Wallace Hopper’s

White Clay Pack is famous for helping

clear away this "top-skin” debris.

A ^1 Short Cut To Beauty

Just spread Edna Wallace Hopper’s

White Clay Pack over your face and
throat. Wash off when dry. (Takes only

This treatment is a remarkable quick

beauty pick up. It helps you look your

dazzling best on short notice. See how it

whisks away that tired look, and gives

your skin a glow—a fascinating beauty

that is positively devastating!

Used weekly-Hopper’s Clay Pack helps

you maintain a heavenly smooth, clear,

“top-skin” beauty thruout the years. At
all cosmetic counters.

HOPPE WHI^CLAV

SEE HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE — M-G-M:
Private Hargrove, Robert Walker; Carol Holliday,

Brivate Mulvehill, Keenan Wynn; Mr
Holliday. Robert Benchley; Brodie S. Griffith, Ray
Collins; First Sergeant Cramp, Chill Wills; Bob,Bob Crosby; Mrs. Holliday, Marta Linden; Uncle
(^orge. Grant Mitchell; Private Esty, George Offer-

H Edward Fielding; Sergeant
Burk, Wm. “Bill”

t'liillips. Captain Manville, Douglas Fowley.

Monogram : Dr. Marlotve,

Zucco^ Rnfnl Jo'?'’. Carradine; Nicholas, George
M r- M'chael Ames; Betty, Wanda McKay-

Ellen Hall; SaHy, Louise Currie

^

P^riw' Deputy, Dan White- Greao'

feda Le^nolA Zombie’s. eZvreda Leopold, Claire James, Dorothy Bailer.

GeorgfBa’rWe? p’ Bradley,

Watkins^ Moore; Kendall, Pierre

rSs ssfir"'""""

B^tv —Paramount: BettyBetty Rhodes; John, Johnnie Johnston; Pete Bill

Wi7so^-®)f^eA'^l“"T Bubbles. Marie
Mabel Paiee-^

Ecat Davis; Mirj //azefei,

Dimree Wallace; Pickels, Roland

Th© Fashions Shown on Page*
64 and 65 Are Available
in the Following Stores

I and V {Doric Blue Sheer and Two-piece
Border Print)

Baltimore, Md.—Gaxton Company
Buffalo, N. Y.—J. N. Adam & Company
Chicago, 111.—Carson Pine Scott & Company
Cleveland, Ohio—Higbee Company
Minneapolis, Minn.—Dayton Company
Newark, N. J.—L. Bamberger & Company
Philadelphia, Pa.—Strawbridge & Clothier
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Gimbel Brothers
Richmond, Va.—Miller & Rhoads, Inc,
St. Louis, Mo.—Stix, Baer & Fuller Company

II (Slack Suit, Shorts, Shirt)

Albany, N. Y.—W. M. Whitney & Company
Ann Arbor, Mich.—Goodyear*s
Columbus, Ohio—The Union Company
Dayton, Ohio Johnston Shelton Company
Hartford, Conn.—Worth’s, Inc.
New York, N. Y.—B. Altman & Company
Oklahoma City, Okla,—Pettee
St. Paul. Minn.—Emporium of St. Paul, Inc.
Washington, D. C.—Frank R. Jelleff, Inc.
Wilmington, Del.—Arthur’s Apparel Shop, Inc.

Ill (Shirtwaist Dress with Crewel
Embroidery)

Chicago, 111.—Marshall Field & Company
Dallas, Texas—A. Harris & Company
Dayton, Ohio——Johnston Shelton Company
Houston, Texas—Sakowit2 Brothers

Jacksonville, Fla., Furchgott, Inc.

Louisville, Ken.—H. P. Selman & Company
New York, N. Y.—Franklin Simon & Company
Norfolk, Va.—Rice’s Fashion Corner, Inc.

Portland, Ore.—Meier & Frank Company

IV (Pinafore—Sun Dress)

Chicago, 111.—Carson Pirie Scott & Company
Detroit, Mich.—D. J. Healy Shops
Newark, N. J.—Kresge Department Store

Philadelphia, Pa.—Strawbridge & Clothier

Salt Lake City, Utah—Clara Clawson
Springfield, Mass.—Muriel’s



CTUAL

All Day a Lovely^ Life-like

Orchid—At Night a Shimmering ^^Butterfly Jewel/
Glowing With Beauty— Alluring Effects YouWe
Ever Seen—Makes Your Every Costume Gorgeous

Now you, too, may have true "Orchid Glamour” everywhere you go,
and always! This gorgeous simulated Orchid creates a sensation
wherever seen . . . it’s so life-like, so exactly like the delicate color,
size, form and even feel of the most magnificent, costliest orchid.
AND IT ACTUALLY GLOWS IN THE DARK-Glows with a

fascinating, enticing beauty almost unbelievable. You’ll tingle with
pride each time you place it in your hair, or on dress or coat—At
night its magic, soft glow will give glamour to any costume. Haven’t
you always longed to possess expensive, exotic orchids anytime you
wished,? All women do. And now you can have this sensational
Glowing Orchid that will give you perpetual pleasure, for far less
than a single, lowest-priced, cut orchid of the commonest species
would cost you!

WEAR IT- THRILL TO ITS BREATH-TAKING BEAUTY AT OUR RISK-NOW/
This amazing new Glowing Orchid looks and
feels so much like the costliest orchid that many
are completely fooled. You know that few
women in the world can afford the gigantic,
exotic cut orchids as often as they wish—fab-

ulous fortunes have been paid for a single spec-
imen! But for this gorgeous, life-like replica
you do not have to pay $10.00—nor $5.00—

Others Gasp with

Wonder as it

^lows in the Dark
ew men or women can resist

le exciting allure ofyour Glow-
ig Orchid when, as dusk deep-
as into dark, it comes to life

ith soft light that some say is

most ethereal. It is not daz-

ing, not cheaply shining, but a
eautiful glow. You can’t im-
jine it until you actually see it

t your hair or on dress or coat,

hen see how lovely! And hear
le gasps of wonder and ad-

iring remarks of friends.

HARMS & CAIN, Dept. A-7,

SEND NO M0NEY~'A1ere// Afai7 Coupon
All you need do is to pay the postman$1.00plus postage, when your Glow-
ing Orchid arrives. See for yourselfhow lovely it is. Place in your hair, or
on any costume. See it take on an exciting, strangely beautiful glow in the
dark. Then, ifyou can bear to part with it, you can mail it right back to us,
and your money will be refunded quick as the mails can carry it. That’s a
generous, fair offer, isn’t it.? Act on it today—this very minute while this
is before you. Fill out and mail coupon NOW!

nor even $2.00! Under our special offer to in-
troduce quickly, you actually pay only $1.00!
Think what this means! You don’t risk one
penny. We will send you your Glowing Orchid
to see and feel, wear and enjoy—and if you are
not amazed and delighted, if your friends don’t
envy you your splendid possession, you need
only return it to us.

By sending coupon at once
you will share in one of
the most astounding gen-
erous offers ever made in

this or any other magazine.

To introduce this gor-
geous new orchid that
glows in the dark, we
make the unheard-of offer

of one for only $1.00—3 for

$2.50!

407 S. Dearborn Sf.
Chicago 5, Illinois

INTRODUCTORY OFFIR
MAIL COUPOK

NOW

CHARMS & CAIN, Dept. A-7, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, 111.

Yes, rush me my Glowing Orchid! On arrival I will pay my postman only
$1.00plus postage with the positive understanding that if I am not delighted,
I will return it to you within 7 days and you will immediately refund me the
purchase price.

If you want us to send you 3 Glowing Orchids for $2.50, check here ( ).

Name.

Address.

City State.



FOR MY GUESTS

IT’S

CHESTERFIELD

You’ll like tliem

and ketter taste. Tk
tobaccos makes tke

your triends will too...tor their real mildness

>i^kt combination of tbe world’s best cigarette

yfferenee. Y»u can’t buy a better cigarette.

^

c 4

r
VW\ ^1

Copyright 19-H. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.





TINTS HAIR

TINTS AS IT SHAMPOOS
SEND NO MONEY . . .

This remarkable discovery, Tintz Color Cake Shampoo, Just mail coupon on guarantee results must delight you or no cost,.

.

washes out dirt, loose dandruff, grease, as it safely

gives hair a real smooth colorful tint that fairly glows

with life and lustre. Don't put up with faded, dull, off-color

hair a minute longer, for Tintz Color Shampoo works

gradually—each shampoo leaves your hair more color-

ful, lovelier, softer, and easier to manage. No dyed look.

Won’t hurt permanents. Get this rich lathering shampoo,

that gives fresh glowing color to your hair, today.

In six lovely shades: Black, Dark, Medium, or Light

Brown, Auburn (Titian) or Blonde. Only 50c (2 for $1.00).

A NO-RISK OFFER YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS—ACT NOW!

Take advantage of this offer and mail your order today. On
arrival of your package, just deposit 50c ($1 for two) plus post-

age with postman and Shampoo-tint your own hair right in

your own home. But if for any reason you aren’t 100% satisfied,

just return the wrapper in 7 days and your money will be re-

funded without question. Don’t delay. Order today!

oliaUihl^
TINTZ COMPANY, Depl. I B, 205 N. Michigan, Chicago 1,111.

Canadian Office: Dept. 1-6, 22 College St., Toronto, Can.

Send one full size TINTZ COLOR SHAMPOO in shade checked
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

below. On arrival, I wilt deposit 50c plus postage charges with
postman, on guarantee that if I am not entirely satisfied I can
return empty wrapper in 7 days and you will refund my money.

1 CAKE 50c 2 CAKES $1
(If C. O. D., postage charges extra)

NAME
(Print Plainly)

ADDRESS. . .

(Tintz pays postage

if money with
order)

Check shade:

Blonde
Black
Light Brown
Medium Brown
Auburn (Titian)

Dark Brown

CITY STATE



You can triumph with a

sparkling smile!

StarttodaywitA

Make a lovely smile your conquer-

ing charm—with the help of Ipana

and Massage!

F
ace the world, Plain Girl —

W

Smile! The spotlight doesn’t shine only

on the prettiest girls. You can win your

share of compliments and admiration. You
can take a leading part in romance if your

smile is right.

So smile, Plain Girl, Smile! Not just a

shy, uncertain smile — but a smile that

flashes with magic charm—gay, bright, en-

chanting! But remember for that kind of

smile you need sound, sparkling teeth.

Ipana onto your gums. Circulation in-

creases in the gums, helping them to new
firmness.

Today, start with Ipana and massage to

help keep your gums firmer, your teeth

brighter, your smile more sparkling.

And sparkling teeth depend largely on
firm, healthy gums.

Never ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

If your tooth brush "shows pink’’—tfc your

dentist! He may say your gums have be-

come sensitive— denied exer-

cise by today’s soft foods. And
like many dentists, he may sug-

gest "the helpful stimulation

of Ipana and massage.”

For Ipana not only cleans

teeth but, with massage, aids

the gums. Every time you brush

your teeth, massage a little

Product of Bristol-Myers

IPANAond MASSAGE
The Picture's Goy and bright for the girl with a sparkling,

attractive smile. Help keep your smile radiant and win-

ning with Ipana Tooth Paste and massage!

p

m

w
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No more stirring tribute to the daunt-
less British spirit has been written than
the vivid lines of Alice Duer Miller’s

“The White Cliffs”.

In filming this living symbol of British
heart and heroism, the Studio which
produced the great “Mrs. Miniver”
continues a tradition—making of “The
White Cliffs of Dover” another great
and important picture.

This is magnificent MGM entertain-
ment—but it is also a contribution to
the hope of the future in the partner-
ship of nations, especially those which
share a common language.

For it is a story of a way of life and
shows how that way of life dovetails
with the American Way.

The canvas is large— the story is sim-
ple and personal. Centering around an
American girl—played by the charming
Irene Dunne—and the love she finds

among the stately homes of Britain,
in the person of Alan Marshal.

Adventure, excitement, bravery,
action and infinite tenderness are all

woven into “The White Cliffs of
Dover”... in the screen play by Claudine
West, Jan Lustig and George Froeschel.

The cast of supporting players contains
names that in themselves deserve sup-
porting casts. Among them are...Roddy
McDowall, Frank Morgan, Van
Jo h n son , C . Aubrey Smith

, DameMay
Whitty and Gladys Cooper.

Primary credit should go to Clarence
Brown who gratified a strong ambition
in planning and directing this produc-
tion. He was admirably spurred on by
the able cooperation of a man who has
emerged as the screen’s greatest pro-
ducer, Sidney Franklin.

Together, they have showered loving
care on this new, momentous MGM
enterprise.

Just as “Mrs.
Miniver”
moved us, so
will “The
White Cliffs of
Dover”. A
heart-warming
reception is its

sincere due. Paws across the sea £e<i

And Now Good-by Janet Bentley 27
The marriage break-up of Joan Fontaine and Brian Aherne
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Big! Beaulifol! Ro-

mantic! Joy ohoy!

"See the world"

of fun and love

and melody in

this mighty

i, musical

!

Heor these song-hitsi

"Sweet And Lovely"
"Granada"

"The Trembling Of A Leaf'

"Take'h Easy"
"My Mother Told Me"



A lucky seven

—

in three pictures

of people who
are popular in

Hollywood.
Above: Mr. and
Mrs. Alan Ladd
premiering . . .

. . . Jane Wyman
and mate Capt. Rea-

gan getting a look-at

and listen-to Sinatra

at The Players . . .

. . . and Bob Hut-
ton with the lady

in his life, Mrs.

Hutton, watching
the gay goings-

on of a gay eve-

ning at Mocambo

I

T'S A FACT: Michele Morgan,
the French actress, received
her citizenship papers and

couldn’t be happier. And with
their first baby on the way, her
handsome husband, Bill Mar-
shall, couldn’t be happier, either.

Universal wishes Turhan Bey
would forget he’s played oppo-
site Katharine Hepburn in

“Dragon Seed’’ and behave him-
self on his own lot, especially on
the set of “The Climax.”
Madeleine Carroll is now in

Algiers as a Red Cross hospital

aide.

Loretta Young is expecting a baby
in August. Her husband is Colonel
Tom Lewis. Loretta has one child,

a little girl called Judy.
Judy Canova, hillbilly singer,

married to Sergeant Chet England,
will also become a mother in Au-
gust. And Cal wishes people would
stop those gags about there’ll always
be an England.

p

ivi Hollywood Knows, But Do You? That
ivi when Alan Ladd bought some War

Bonds for his baby girl and then
some in the name of Alan Ladd Jr.

4

m YORK’S

COSSIP OF HOliyWOOD
PHOTOGRAPHS BY HYMIE FINK

Hollywood buzzed with reports of

another expected heir? It forgot
that Alan Jr. is his son by a former
marriage.
That after “Cover Girl” Gene

Kelly is hailed as the greatest dance
sensation since Fred Astaire and
Mr. Astaire, cold to the press and
aloof with the natives where Gene
is warm and friendly, is looking
slightly worried? He should.
That Ida Lupino’s temporary re-

tirement from the screen is due to

worry caused by the serious illness

of her husband. Captain Louis Hay-

ward? Captain Hayward con-
tracted his illness in the South
Pacific.

That Laird Cregar was known
as Sammy Cregar to all his

friends at the Pasadena Com-
munity Playhouse, which is

even more frightening than
Laird as a killer somehow?
That Orson Welles, of the in-

tellect, calls his wife, “My little

Rita, my little one, my little

baby,” when things go wrong
with her, which is one reason
Hollywood believes that mar-
riage will last — longer than

usual, at least?

That Veronica Lake is in dutch
with her studio bosses for causing
them so much trouble by showing
up late, refusing to pose for publicity
pictures when they want her, etc.?

The Bride Honeymoons Alone: Twelve
short hours as man and wife and the
honeymoon was over for Donald
O’Connor and Gwen Carter, with
the bridegroom making a mad dash
from his limping, crippled car that

fairly crawled the miles from San
Diego to near- {Con’t on page 6)
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WITH THE STARrorS GREAT
1944 PARAMOUNT COMEDIES
UNITED IN ONE SUPER SHOW!

of "The Miracle of Morgan’s Creek'

Sassy Sensation of "Morgan's Creek" . . , ar»<i

AND THEY SING AS PRETTY
AS THEY LOOK!

"It Could Happen To You” • "For The'

First Hundred Years” •"His Rocking Horse

Ran Away” • "How Does Your Gardeni

Grow” • "Bluebirds In My Belfry” by'

Burke & Van Heusen— 3 Other Songs'

i

i

1

'

The swingy, zingy story of 4 singing sisters

and the big, bad band leader who tried

to make love to the whole darn family!

with

RAYMOND WALBURN . EDDIE FOY, JR.

Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL
I

Screen Play by Melvin Frank and Norman Panama
’>

Based on a stary by Claude Binyon;

1
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as Texas moonlight!
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as the
mighty state it honors!

Here’s America's favorite enter*
talner In a musical adventure you

won’t want to miss!

ROY ROGERS
Kind of the Cowboys
and

f SmartestlUlGGEK avx'”"**
In

DALE EVANS
George Cleveland
Harry Shannon
Grant Withers

BOB NOLA
and the

SONS OF THE
PIONEERS

Sorujs
"Take It Easy”

"Lucky Me, Unlucky You”

"Song of the Rover”

"Down In The Old

Town Hall”

"Western Wonderland”

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Fair samples of a
Mocambo crowd

:

Janet Blair and
Carole Landis

Decorating a gay
Mocambo table:

Mr. and Mrs.
Sonny Tufts

(Continued from page 4) by Fort Mac-
Arthur for his induction. But love goes
right on for the happy pair, with the

telephone wires zooming and the mail-
men tramping off their weary feet

bearing letters from Donald, now an
Air Cadet in basic training at Amarillo,

Texas, to his young wife.

Very pronounced across the envelope
of each letter are the written words

—

“Mrs. Donald O’Connor (my sweet-
heart).” What the postal authorities

think of that we’d like to know. And
what’s more, they arrive two and
three times a day and are answered
just that many times.

Seventeen-year-old Gwen, a senior

at Los Angeles High, who still lives

with her mother, is still much the little

girl telephoning her mother to know
if she minds if she, Gwen, will be just

ten minutes late for lunch or a few
minutes late for dinner. And once
when Gwen wrote Donald she was diet-

ing a bit the phone nearly jerked off

the hook with the loud ring from Don-
ald down in Texas.

“Don’t pay any attention to what
anyone says about your figure,” he
shouted. “It’s the way I like it and
I’m the one that has the say-so.” Mrs.
O’Connor, you’ll be relieved to hear,

ceased dieting.

Goddard Does Chino: It was cute the
way our boys in Free China fought
for the privilege of flying Paulette
Goddard from U. S. Camps to U. S.

outposts during her trek through that
country. It was finally decided that
the boys pulling the lucky numbers
out of a hat should win. A California
boy. Staff Sergeant Dan Darling, drew
a lucky card and got in on the deal.

Some of the disappointed ones offered
as high as $200 to the winners of the
lucky numbers, but no dice.

Can This Be Cupid? John Payne came
back to Hollywood on a furlough
but it was Sheila Ryan (romantically
interested in that handsome producer
Bill Girard) who gave him a welcom-
ing home party and not Elyse Knox,
his former sweetheart. It seems Elyse
has finally settled on hero Lieutenant
Tom Harmon as her true heart. Lieu-
tenant Harmon, former football star, is

now back in the States for a while
after two harrowing escapes from
death, once fighting his way through
the Burma jungle for thirty-seven
days. It was a hard choice, we admit,
between John or Tom.
Alan Curtis seems mighty interested

in Marilyn Maxwell, who formerly ac-
companied (Continued on page 8)



StatTine

71
JACK L. WARNER

Executive Producer

Produced by

JESSE L. LASKY

^ t^OKtkf^k I

that as we go to press, in the 200 cities known as the

nation’s principal amusement centers, theatre programs have

been switched to make way for immediate special limited

engagements ahead of the regular runs later in the season!

^0 tovaUe^^s^

that when it comes your

way you’ll cherish it in your memory along with *Sergeant York’

and 'Yankee Doodle Dandy’ as one of the very,

very best of all WARNER BROS,

entertainments!

Screen Play by Alan leMay • Adapfation by Alan leMoy and Harold M. This is one of thefilms ch&sen by the War Depart-
Sherman • Additional Dialogue by Harry Chandlee • All biographical ment and provided by the motion picture industry
material based on works owned or controlled by the Mark Twain Company, ' t ' for shovoing overseas in combat areas. Red Cross

f
end the play "Mark Twain” by Harold M. Sherman • Music by Max Steiner hospitals and at isolated outposts.

7
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rapidly among the members
of the Modern Set . . . Not only do these

young women want to be up to date but

they are particularly interested in clothes

and style and "costume silhouette.” And
Tampax comes to their aid in a timely

way, for this form of monthly sanitary

protection is worn internally and cannot

cause a single bulge, ridge or wrinkle!

Tampax is dainty, convenient, doctor-

invented. Made of pure absorbent cotton,

compressed into neat patented applicators.

No belts, pins or external pads—and no
odor. It comes in 3 different absorbencies to

meet varying needs: Regular, Super and

Junior. It may be changed in a jiffy with-

out any embarrassing disposal problem.

Discover Tampax for yourself; that’s

the only way! So dainty your hands

needn’t touch it at all. And so comfort-

able it isn’t felt while worn! . . . Sold at

drug stores and notion counters. Average

supply for one month, 29^. Economy
package for 98^ provides 4 months’ sup-

ply. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 Absorbencies

REGULAR

SUPER JUNIOR
Accepted for Adver-
Using by the Journal
of the American
Medical Association

Nominee for one of the best condids
of the month—this Hymie Fink picture.

Nominee for one of the best all-around

fellows in Hollywood—George Murphy

(Continued from page 6) Frank Si-

natra here and there. Frank and
Marilyn were old friends in New York.
Mickey Rooney had those pre-draft

yens for Universal’s Ramsay Ames sooo
badly his studio was wondering.
Kay Kyser finds Anne Shirley mighty

good company.
Rudy Vallee and his bride, Bettejane

Greer, separated for one day and then
decided to continue together. Cal hears
the rift was caused by Vallee’s restric-

tion on Bettejane’s allowance, but golly

that couldn’t be, could it?

At an Army and Navy dinner dance
recently Cal sat kitty-corner from
Captain Clark Gable who had pretty
Kay Williams as his girl friend. Cal
thought the two a handsome pair but
couldn’t help comparing the quiet, al-

most demure, Kay to the vivid, mag-
netic Carole. What a contrast.

Judy Garland once again approached
Dave Rose, now in the service, about
that divorce, but Cal hears he flatly

refused to give his permission and one
must have a service man’s permission
before divorcing him. Someone told

Cal Dave was afraid Judy might make
another mistake in marriage. Well

—

that’s another way of putting it.

We're Telling You: Ginny Simms is

plenty burned over Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s attempts to link her name ro-
mantically with Mickey Rooney.

If Red Skelton’s studio had permitted
him to make overseas jaunts as he
wanted to instead of spending every
free moment in unheralded camp tours,

he might not have felt called upon to

volunteer as a private, for Red’s a lad
badly needed as a morale-builder-
upper for our boys. Incidentally, before
going in, Red sold his Brentwood house
and moved into the Beverly Wilshire
Hotel on the floor just above Edna,

who is now his ex-wife.
Lum and Abner (Chet Lauck and

Norris Goff) have very red faces.

Abner may be drafted any minute and
since both boys, around thirty-seven,
play old men, both on the air and in

pictures, they’re going to have to do
some mighty tall explaining to those
who take the characters seriously. And
the boys assure Cal there are plenty
that do. Imagine Lum without Abner.
Why it’s like ham without eggs or Olsen
without Johnson.

All seems not to be too well be-
tween Merle Oberon and her producer
husband Sir Alexander Korda. One
hears rumors of this-a and that-a.

Here’s hoping matters were patched up
between Sir Alex and his lady on their

recent New York visit.

Betty Gets a Shock: Betty Grable was
sure surprised to read in print that she
was being paid for every minute she
was off the screen up until and past

the time her baby arrived. Not mad
y’see—just vereee surprised. Because
actually, she didn’t get and won’t get

one penny until she goes back to work
in “The Dolly Sisters.” And even
though the studio hopes to get going
with this one sometime this summer,
Betty is determined to just be a

momma until November. Meanwhile,
being off salary shouldn’t worry her
much. Because even though Harry
James is liable to be in khaki by the

time you read this, he makes thousands
of dollars a week. Which is plenty to

keep Betty in bustles or any little

things she might care for.

Bits and Pieces: Linda Darnell (wait
until you see the real acting she does
for the first time in “Strange Confes-
sion”) Pev Marley, Jess Barker and
Bonita Gran- (Continued on page 10)
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Of course it couldrit happen . .

.

Part- Time Broadway

Genius Muffs His Cue!

...Since the first time a guy

sold the Brooklyn Bridge, and

another guy the Aquarium,

this is the most fabulous of

all fame-and-fortune ideas...

whimsical...different. ..chuckle-

some . . . and you’ll never guess

what it is!

Screen ploy by

Lewis Meltzer and Oscor Saui

Directed by ALEXANDER HALL

A COLUMBIA PICTURE P
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Richard Hudnut Salon
Depl.SF-8, 693 Fifth Ave.

New York, N. Y.
Please send me the new hook telling all

'

about the DuBarry Home Success Course.

Miss

Mrs.

’{tmAsyiKiisiNeX

iNPUtllCATION; '

OslW 1

^Ammcan Miiiui/

What a difference
LOOK

' ANN DELAFIELD, Directing

“Losing 33

was only the be-

ginning of what the

Success Course did

for me”
—says Mrs. Dorothy Roush

of Akron, Ohio

LOST

33 POUNDS

NEI6HT-
AFTIR

WAIST
10" LESS

ABDOMEN
G" LESS

LOWER HIP

6>5" LESS

THIGH
2J4" less

After
Before

Dorothy Roush weighed 148 pounds— far too

much for her height. “I had a lumpy, top-

heavy figure,” she says, “and a deplorable
complexion. That’s no way to look!

“Through the DuBarry Success Course I lost

33 pounds, now have the slender figure I’ve

always wanted. My skin is clear and lovely,

and I learned to work wonders with make-up
and hair styling. I feel that I have really found
the way to successful living!”

HOW ABOUT YOU! Maybe you don’t

need to lose 33 pourlds. But the DuBarry Suc-

cess Course will show you how to bring your
weight to normal, how to care for your skin

and hair and use make-up for glamour. You
follow the same methods taught by Ann Dela-

field at the Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.

Why not use the coupon to find out
what this Course can do for you? Just
paste it on a penny postal and mail.

DuBarry Beauty Chest

included

With your Course
you receive this Chest
containing a gener-
ous supply of Du-
Barry Beauty and
Make-up Prepara-
tions for your type.

(Continued jrom page 8) ville make a
pretty constant foursome around Holly-
wood. But Susan Hayward is giving
Bonita a lot of competition these nights
for dates with the town’s eligibles. . . .

Buddy Rogers’ bedroom is a hep-cat’s
heaven. Besides other musical instru-

ments within arm’s reach, there are two
grand pianos in Buddy’s boudoir. And
the other night when there was a small
but gay party at Pickfair, Maria Mon-
tez, Norma Shearer, Reggie Gardiner,
Janet Gaynor, Cary Grant (who hits a
mean ivory himself) Freddie Astaire
and others gathered around “the crates”

while Buddy and other piano-pounders
gave out—two at a time. . . . When
Georgie Raft went to Europe to enter-
tam the boys, he left two gals behind
him. One in Hollywood and one in

New York. Of course, he dated a lot of

gals besides these two in particular,

but Miss New York is Peggy Ellis, who
swore she wouldn’t have another date
while Georse was away. And Miss

Hollywood is Virginia Maples. George
left his car with her while he was gone.
But Virginia wasn’t riding around in

it alone.

Our Boys in Service: Desi Arnaz, now
a sergeant, is in Special Service con-
nected with the Van Nuys Hospital
near Hollywood.
Lieutenant John Carroll, aide to Gen-

eral Morris in Italy, sends words of

greeting to his mother through every
Hollywood entertainer who passes that

way.
Major James Stewart, commanding

a Liberator Squadron, has been award-
ed the Air Medal for five combat
missions. Jimmy had a total of eight

to his credit at the time.

Lieutenant Commander Douglas
Fairbanks Jr., in the Naval Reserve,

has been presented with the Silver Star

for service during the Salerno landings.

Farley Granger, the sensational new
find of “The (Continued on page 12)



Starring the screen’s fascinating NEW lovers

TAMARA

TOUMANOVA
GREGORY PEGK

Glory
with ALAN REED • MARIA PALMER • LOWELL GILMORE
Directed by JACQUES TOURNEUR • Produced and written for the screen by Casey Robinson
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CORRECTED

• T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. by Polaroid Corp.

POLAROID
DAY GLASSES

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

World's largest makers of ophthalmic products

Look out for blinding glare from shiny

(Surfaces. It strains eyes. Blurs vision. It’s

always an annoyance, often dangerous.

Polaroid* Day Glasses block reflected

, glare. They let you see things as they are.

Clearly. Distinctly.

Polaroid lenses are made by a unique

principle. A combination of polarizing

materials and laminated lenses sorts

light rays . . . admits seeing rays . . .

blocks reflected glare and ultra-violet

(sun-burn) rays.

Naturally, the armed forces have first call on

sun glasses as fine as Polaroid — but your

dealer may be able to supply you. $1.95 up.

BUY U.S. WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

Grins plus glamour at The Players:

Bill Holden and wife Brenda Mar-
shall; Alan Ladd and wife Sue Carol

(Continued from page 10) North Star”
and “The Purple Heart,” is an appren-
tice seaman at Camp Farragut, Idaho,

and Lon McCallister is a buck private

at Camp Crowder, Missouri.

John Shepperd, that splendid Twen-
tieth Century-Fox actor who was
among the very first to enlist (remem-
ber John in “The Loves Of Edgar Allan
Poe,” “Ten Gentlemen From West-
point,” “Chetniks”?) is now a lieu-

tenant (j.g.) somewhere out there with
our Navy. His wife is in Hollywood
awaiting their first child. He has never
been back in Hollywood during his

two-years’ enlistment.

Melvyn Douglas is a Special Service
Officer in India teaching those Ameri-
can boys who can neither read nor
write how to do so. Seems incredible in

this land of free education there are
those who are completely unlearned.

Lieutenant (j.g.) Henry Fonda grad-
uated from Air Combat Intelligence in

Quonset Point, Rhode Island, and will

be assigned to active duty any minute.
Second Lieutenant Tyrone Power

graduated from the Corpus Christi

Naval Training School and also goes
into active duty almost immediately
with the Marines.
Seaman Second Class John Sutton

is at the Naval Training Station in San
Diego.
Lieutenant Dan Dailey Jr. is in the

Tenth Cavalry Regiment at Camp
Lockett, California.

Jackie Coogan is a Flight Officer in

the First Air Commando Force—some-
where over there.

Lieutenant Tom Brown is also over
there doing his bit with the Army.
Lieutenant Jean Pierre Aumont, who

won the Croix-de-Guerre in France at

the beginning of the war, is in the
Motorized Division of the Free French
Army. Having completed a special

mission at the front, Lieutenant Au-
mont is now in London awaiting his

next assignment.
Lieutenant Jeffrey Lynn, also in

England, is with the Intelligence Divi-
sion of the Air Corps.
Captain Lee Tracy, honorably dis-

charged from the Military Police Divi-
sion o^ the Army, stationed in Wash-

ington, D. C., is back in Hollywood and
ready for picture work.
Lieutenant Commander George

O’Brien, after duty in the Pacific area,

is training in amphibian boat landing
at San Luis Obispo, California.

Hollywood—This Month: The town is

dusting off the Welcome Home mat
for Myma Loy who will divorce her
wealthy husband, John S. Hertz, and
return from New York to make another
“Thin Man” picture with Bill Powell.
Ironically enough, the picture is en-
titled “The Thin Man’s Return.”
Shouldn’t it be “The Thin Man’s Wife
Returns?”
People are talking about how happy

Irene Dunne is looking these days.
Radiant, as a matter of fact, with two
good pictures behind her, “The White
Cliffs Of Dover” and “A Guy Named
Joe” and several others ahead. And after

a two years’ off-screen silence at that.

The risks taken by Darryl Zanuck
in showing the tortures of our boys
at the hands of the Japs in the picture
“The Purple Heart” were terrific. You
see, the papers hadn’t broken the story
yet of those atrocities when the pic-

ture began so Mr. Zanuck took quite a

long chance not knowing if his picture
could ever be released. And then came
the headlined stories just as the pic-

ture was finished and all was well.

Of course, when the newspaper stories

told of a second Jack The Ripper at

work in Europe just as Twentieth’s
picture “The Lodger,” a story of the
first Jack The Ripper was released,

folks insisted the whole thing was a
plant. So much coincidence couldn’t
happen, they felt. But it did. And is

Twentieth that pleased! Hollywood is

calling it Twentieth Nostradamus-Fox
these days.

Our stars going into pohtics have
created quite a stir. Helen Gahagan,
wife of actor Melvyn Douglas, is plan-
ning to run for Congress and Albert
Dekker and Lucille Gleason are de-
termined to run for State Assembly.
And the Republican and Democratic
factions are already getting ready for

their conventions. The Communists
among us are (Continued on page 14)
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If't a super-special date! He’s your hero

come home! So make a smooth start with

a refreshing bath. Your spirits soar! Then
—one step more—one quick, easy step to

make sure of charm — to prevent risk of

underarm odor in the hours ahead.

You want to stay appealing— thrillingly

nice to be near—so use Mum after every

bath. Takes only 30 seconds, yet keeps

you flower-fresh all evening long. With-

out stopping perspiration, irritating the

skin, or harming clothes. Mum guards

charm—faithfully!

Make sure of your Charm.
Every day, after every bath, use

quick, dependable Mum!

"Y^OUR loveliness can make that furlough a

never-to-be-forgotten thrill. But loveli-

ness isn't looks alone— it’s also the magic a

girl uses to keep herself sweet and appealing

—to guard charm. Be sure your charm is safe

—don't give underarm odor a chance. Every

day, after every bath, use Mum!
You see, a bath only washes away past per-

spiration— but Mum prevents risk of future

underarm odor. Mum is so easy to use ... so

quick! Smooth it on each underarm and your

daintiness is sure all day or evening. Get

Mum today!

* * *

For Sanitary Napkins—Mum is so gentle, so depend-

able that thousands of women use it this way, tool
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Keep your legs

glamorous, free of

unwanted hair,with

IMRA*. This exquisite

cream depilatory

removes superfluous

hair sweetly! No bad

smell. No razor nicks.

No ugly razor bristle.

Just smooth it on.

Later . . . rinse it off.

Such a difference!

Skin is hair-free as

alabaster. Lovely!

Try IMRA today!

At fine drug and

department stores.

Large 4'/2-oz. size

$1

(dIus Fed. lox)

BUY WAR BONDS

*REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

U. S. PAT. PENO. *

- ARTRA Cosmetics, Inc., Bloomfield, N.J.

Famous fore-

ground: Nor-
ma Shearer,
Moss Hart,
Steve Crane,
Lana Turner
at Mocambo

Envy of the Hollywood teen-agers:

Rocldy McDowall's sister, flanked by
Farley Granger and her famous brother

(Continued from page 12) perpetually
cowering, it seems. After a year’s ab-
sence Gene Tierney arrived in Holly-
wood without her baby. The baby
arrived several weeks later from Wash-
ington, D. C., with a nurse. Gene has
spent most of the time with her hus-
band Lieutenant Oleg Cassini at

Junction City, Kansas. The night before
she left for Hollywood Gene decided
to have a farewell party but most of her
household goods had been sold so the
hostess had all the guests bring their

own knives, forks, spoons and plates

and set to work cooking a dinner for

thirty-six people. That’s how our
glamour girls are taking this war

—

cooking, washing, ironing, sweeping
and cleaning odd little rooms in out of

the way places to be near their men.
People are talking of Dana Andrews’

clear-cut performance in “The Purple
Heart” and the promise of Farley
Granger, once he learns to smile.

They’re still chortling over Danny
Kaye’s performance in “Up In Arms”
and trying to forget his sulky manners
at Goldwyn’s famous Pin-Up Party. Cal
recalls one day in the Goldwyn lunch

room when Danny and Dinah Shore in-

sisted upon going into their riotous
routine between courses. Even Sam
Goldwyn, who doesn’t know comedy
any better than Florenz Ziegfeld di^
wore a worried snicker. At any rate,

Kaye is big news in this town, and
Hollywood is thrilled to have him.

Sirens and Shy-stars: Frank Ross, Jean
Arthur’s attractive husband, is going to

produce a movie of “The Robe” from
the great book. And he wants Hedy
Lamarr to play the role of Salome.
Now, the siren’s role isn’t a very big

one, but Hedy is dying to do it just the
same. And she’d be so perfectly suited

that her studio bosses may permit it

. . . Reminds us that Jean Arthur, who
used to be so uppity about having her
picture snapped when she was out

places, has certainly changed her tune!

One night at Mocambo, when she was
there with a big party the cameramen,
who hadn’t even bothered to try to turn
a camera her way, took her picture for

the first time in a night club in two
years! And she was sweet as pie about
it. Four bulb-snappers almost fainted!
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An Instrument in the Hands of God . .

.

"As ah instrument in God’s hands, Lister has

wrought more for the relief of suffering, for the

security of life,for the prevention of anxiety, and

for thepromotion of happiness, than any one man
who has ever trod this earth.” So spoke one of

Lister’s associates, a doctor of internationalfame,

almost alone and single-handed this great, good man,
-TV. the "father of antiseptic surgery,”

brought health and life out of a morass of

suffering and death.

But for his unshakeable faith in a "fan-

tastic” theory, initiated by the immortal

Pasteur, and his tireless efforts to prove its

truth in the face of derision and mockery,

the fatalities of today, both civilian and

military, might reach appalling proportions.

For it was Lister’s fierce conviction that

fatal infections were caused, not by atmos-

pheric changes or mysterious conditions

set up by the wound itself, but by the

definite tiny germs carried by the air into the wound. The
world laughed at him.

And it was Lister, using the crudest kind of carbolic

acid as an antiseptic, who proved that by killing or con-

trolling these germs in sufficient numbers at every stage

—

before, during and after an operation—Death could often

be averted.

Though all England rang with his fame as a surgeon,

it was years before hostile critics accepted

his practical life-giving methods, the simple

essence of which was absolute cleanliness.

It was for this benefactor of mankind
that Listerine Antiseptic was named. To-

day, as in its early years, it is recognized

as a dependable and delightful first-aid,

providing rapid germ-killing action with

complete safety.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

BECAUSE OF WARTIME restrictions you may not always

be able to get Listerine Antiseptic in yout favorite size.

Most drug counters will, however, have it generally

available in some size.

FOR COUNTLESS LITTLE EMERGENCIES LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC in service 60 years
15



fresh, NATURA!
LOVl! iNESS

Yours to have and hold
—

'

unforgettahle glamorous
loveliness!

The secret is Stadium Girl Cake
Make-uf). A delightful, new make-

ujj that creates a fresh, ca{>tivating

comfdexion . . . hides annoying little

skin faults . . . brings to your com-

l^lexion a charming glow of warm
overtones that lasts for hours. For

^

fresh, natural loveliness it’s Stadium

Girl Cake Make-uf)! Available in

four flattering shades: Natural, Ra-

chel, Brunette and Golden Tan.

You 11 fall in love with the Stadium

Girl Cake NIake-uf) case. It’s a

lavishly designed, modern filastic,

f)urse comfjact — a case you’ll

fsroudly disf)lay on all occasions.

Stadium Girl Cahe Mafie-up, full ounce, 25c

Stadium Girl Lip Make-up, six shades, 10c -25c

Stadium Girl Cheek Make-up, four shades, 10c-25c

Available at 5^ and lOf! stores

BRIEF REVIEWS

INDICATES PICTURE RATED “OUTSTANDING” WHEN REVIEWED
INDICATES PICTURE RATED “VERY GOOD” WHEN REVIEWED

^ INDICATES PICTURE RATED “GOOD” WHEN
ACTION IN ARABIA—'RKO-. George Sanders

plays an American foreign correspondent whose
friend is found slain in a Damascus camel market.
So, with Virginia Bruce, he uncovers a plot hatched
up by the Swastika boys to incite the Arabs against
the Allies. Gene Lockhart is the fat old traitor,
Lenore Aubert a shapely sheikess, and Robert Arm-
strong goes along for the ride. (May)

baba and the forty THIEVES—
Universal: You can relax at this little number that
must have been made just for the fun of it. Jon Hall

^ the young Caliph of Baghdad who joins the band of
Forty Thieves and leads them in their daring deeds
against the cruel Mongol Khan. Maria Montez is the
beauty who’s supposed to marry the Khan but instead
IS captured by Hall. Turhan Bey is the faithful slave.
(April.)

BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY, THB—Bogeaus-
U. A.: Two outstanding performances by Louis Cal-
hern and Akim Tamiroff occasionally highlight this
heavy and wearisome story pf five people who are
plunged to death when the bridge gives way. Donald
Woods is the priest who investigates the lives of the
five victims, Lynn Bari isn’t quite up to her role,
nor is Francis Lederer; but Nazimova is excellent.
(May)

^^BROADWAY RHYTHM—U-G-M: A lavish
musical, with George Murphy’s dancing, Ginny
Simms’ singing, Rochester’s clowning, Lena Horne’s
warbling, Tommy Dorsey’s tooting, Gloria De
Haven’s trekking to stardom and Dean Murphy’s
impersonations. The songs are very good and so is
everybody, but we could use a little more story and
a few less people. (April.)

^^BUFFALO BILL—20th Century-Fox: A mag-
nificent Western with color emphasizing the breath-
taking beauty of the great West, this tells the life
story of Bill Cody, played by Joel McCrea, with all
its joys and defeats. Maureen O’Hara is his wife
who leaves him, Linda Darnell the young Indian girl,
Thomas Mitchell is Bill’s newspaper friend, and
Anthony Quinn and Edgar Buchanan round out the
cast. (May.)

CAREER GIRL—P.R.C.: Frances Langford, stage-
struck singer from Kansas City, is about to give up
trying to crash Broadway and marry Craig Woods
when her girl friends decide to finance her career
for another try. She clicks, of course, and carries
off Eddie Norris, playboy businessman, in the
clicking. (March.)

^CASANOVA IN BURLEYQUE—Republic: Joe
E. Brown, who teaches Shakespearean drama in an
exclusive college by day, performs as a low come-
dian in burlesque at night. All goes well until the

REVIEWED

burlesque queen threatens to expose him just as he’s
Mout to launch his Shakespearean festival. June
Havoc, Ian Keith and Marjorie Gateson join in the
fun. (April.)

CHARLIE CHAN IN THE SECRET SERVICE—
Monogram

: Charlie Chan, the (Chinese detective,
played well by Sidney Toler, is in Washington this
time to solve the murder mystery of the noted inventor
ot an infernal machine destined to end the U-boat
menace. Gwen Kenyon, Marianne Quon and Benson
long are also in the cast. (April.)

OLD BLOCK—Universal:
Donald O Connor meets up with Ann Blythe, mem*

{Continued on page 113)

SHADOW STAGE
Pictures Reviewed in This Issue

Page

Chinese Cat, The 117

Cowboy And The Senorita, The 118

Days Ot Glory 19

Detective Kitty O'Day 23

Falcon Out West, The 22

Follow The Boys 19

Four Jills And A Jeep 22

Hat Check Honey 23

Her Primitive Man 118

Hi, Good Lookin' 117

Ladies Courageous 20

Lady And The Monster, The 20

Monster Maker, The 21

My Best Gal 22

Nine Girls 22

Shine On Harvest Moon 20

Up In Mabel's Room 23

Whistler, The 117

White Cliffs Of Dover, The 19

Romance with a
Sanders - Darnell

twist. George
and Linda are
in the Angelus
picture "Good-
bye My Love"



Anita Colby, Columbia Pictures "Cover QirC— by BergdorJ-Qoodmai

...the Peniiancnt of Professional Beauties Acclaimed as the "possessor of the most beautiful

face in the last 2,500 years," Anita Colby, featured in the Columbia picture "Cover Girl," makes beauty

her career. To this exquisite Cover Girl, soft, easy-to-manage, hair that looks naturally lovely is a

must. Small wonder she treasures the perfection of her HELENE CURTIS Cold Wave Permanent.

HELENE CURTIS COLD WEAVES: DUCHESS . EMPRESS . VICTORIA . VICTORIA GRAND PRIZE

Only the most skillful hair-

dressers are privileged to

become members of the

HELENE CURTIS GUILD
oj Professional Beauticians.

Look for this emblem.
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Girls! For the love-lure of lovelier skin, wear your

exquisite shade of Woodbury Powder— there’s one to

glamorize EACH complexion type . . . The Color Control

process blends Woodbury Powder color-even—makes it

stay color-fresh always as you wear it . . .
gives it

clinging, smoothest texture, that helps hide tiny

blemishes, lines . . . Choose yours t(jday from the 8

VERONICA LAKE, STARRING IN "THE HOUR BEFORE THE DAWN,"

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

bewitching W oodbury Powder shades.

COLOR
uAt/' CONTROLLED

YOUR MATCHED MAKE-UP! Now with your big

$1 box of Woodbury Powder, you also get your

just-right, glamour shades of matching rouge and

lipstick— at no extra cost! . . . All 3 tor only $1.

ALSO BOXES OF WOODBURY POWDER 50<i, 25«i, I0«!

Some wartime "miracles"

—with Akim Tamiroff

giving you your cue

BY VIVIAN COSBY

A t the peak of his career, Akim Tamiroft
suffered complete nervous exhaustion

from overwork. In desperation he made a
trip to New York to consult a well-known
psychologist. Under the doctor’s care, and
through his own staunch courage, he re-
covered. Some day, he hoped, he would
be able to help others who were going
through the horrible nightmare of a ner-
vous breakdown.
The actor’s opportunity came last year

when he was visiting the Army camps. At
Camp Edwards in Massachusetts, where
Akim was entertaining the soldiers, a doc-
tor whom he had known during his illness

asked him to visit a boy whose nervous
system had completely cracked up.
They found the boy lying on his back

staring at the ceiling. Tamiroff sat beside
the bed and began to talk to him.

“I know at times you feel terribly

despondent,” said Akim. “You cry and
you don’t know the reason why—you feel

a great loneliness inside—even though
people are all around you.”
He then went on to tell the boy of his

own illness and assured him that with
plenty of rest and determination he too

would be well again.

It was the hope and understanding the
boy sorely needed.
Back in Hollywood Tamiroff determined

to visit more boys like the one at Camp
Edwards and see if he could help them
on their road to recovery.
At various rest homes he discovered

some interesting cases. One was a boy who
had lost a hand and with that lost his in-

terest in everything.
With a little tactful probing Tamiroff

found out that before the war the boy
had wanted to be a professional skater.

One day the actor and the boy went for a

walk. By premeditated coincidence on
Akim’s part, they passed a skating rink.

At his suggestion they went in. It worked.
The next time they went to the rink the

boy skated a bit. For the first time in

months a sparkle came into his eyes.

Now he practices every day and his

friend Akim Tamiroff is always there with
the understanding that gives him the

courage to go on.

So when Akim Tamiroff, that personable
star of “His Butler’s Sister,” is seen at the

Brown Derby and other famous Holly-
wood spots with a soldier in tow, you
may be sure it is a boy to whom the

actor is trying to give back confidence in

himself and courage to start life again.
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The White Cliffs Of Dover (M-G-M)

i
Heart appeal: Alan Marshal and Irene

;
Dunne in "The White Cliffs Of Dover"

T
hose who read Alice Duer Miller’s

exquisite poem, “The White Cliffs Of
Dover,” need have no fear this film ver-

sion has disturbed its charm and dignity.

On the contrary, the living, breathing
poem that emerges from the screen is in

every way worthy of the work. The
emotional depths of the lines find true ex-
pression through the work of Irene

Dunne, the American small-town girl

who goes to England for two weeks’
visit and remains a lifetime. Never, to

our notion, has Miss Dunne given a finer,

truer, deeper performance. And never
before have pictures presented Alan
Marshal so advantageously—his charm,
his good looks, his easy natural good-
humored Englishness. Together Alan
and Irene comprise a team that should
call forth “encore, encore” from every
fan. She meets Alan, the Sir John Ash-

wood of the story, at a party on her very
last night in London. He never lets her
leave although she tries, once before their

marriage and once after he has lost his

life in World War I and a second war
threatens the same fate for her son,

Roddy McDowall.
Frank Morgan, as Miss Dunne’s father,

has never been better and Roddy McDowall
is natural and convincing in every scene.
Gladys Cooper, as Lady Jean Ashwood,

the mother of Marshal, is excellent. Peter
Lawford, the son grown up and Van
Johnson the disappointed American
suitor are outstanding.
To say the story is touching is merely

understating. Words cannot express its

tender beauty. Your own heart, we feel,

will write this review for you.

Your Reviewer Says: A poem come to life.

Days Of Glory (RKO)

R
eaders and friends of this column,
may we present to you two new vibrant

screen personalities you will be delighted

to know—Toumanova, the ballerina, and
Gregory Peck. We speak of them before
the picture, not because it’s a weak or

inconsequential story, but rather that its

theme has graced several movies before
and the newcomers somehow outglow and
outshine their material.

Toumanova has an interestingly lovely

face and takes to the screen in this, her
first role, with all the authority of a vete-
ran. Peck is a find, a combination Gary
Cooper and Cary Grant, an actor with
depth of feeling and emotional strength

—

who plays so convincingly the comrade-
commander of a Russian guerilla band.
Carried to the hideout of the guerillas

when her ballet troupe is overrun by the
Nazis, Toumanova becomes one of them

"Colossal": George Raft and Zorina

in Universal's "Follow The Boys"

and, of course, her love soon finds a
response in the commander’s heart.

Other members of the band are Maria
Palmer, the brave and fearless fighter who
has lost her heart to Peck and later loses

her life to the Germans, Lowell Gilmore,
the intellectual, Glenn Vernon, the six-

teen-year-old lad who gladly sacrifices his

life, his little sister Dena Penn, Alan Reed
who nips too frequently and his quarrel-
some chum Hugo Haas.
What these brave guerillas have ac-

complished is now history. Their deeds
are nobly and artistically recorded on the
screen in this story by director Jacques
Tourneur and every detail of the film is

cleverly and beautifully done, the attack
finish being particularly outstanding.

Your Reviewer Says: Drama and love with
outstanding personalities.

A TERRIFIC idea conceived by pro-
ducer-agent Charles Feldman—that

of the work of the Hollywood Victory
Committee and stars who give their ser-

vices to entertain the boys in camps and
overseas—comes to the screen overly long
but immensely entertaining.

George Raft and Vera Zorina carry along
the story thread that weaves in and out
among such performers as Charles Grape-
win, Grace McDonald, Charles Butter-
worth and Elizabeth Patterson.
The story is so overladen with talent,

like a cornucopia of spilled goodies, that
the audience scarcely has time to breathe
deeply between numbers. For example,
the visiting array of artists includes Jea-
nette MacDonald, Orson Welles, Marlene
Dietrich, Dinah Shore, Donald O’Connor

New sensations: Tamara Toumanova
and Gregory Peck in "Days Of Glory"

and Peggy Ryan, W. C. Fields, The An-
drews Sisters, Artur Rubinstein, Carmen
Amaya, Sophie Tucker, the Delta Rhythm
Boys, Ted Lewis and his band, Freddie
Slack, Charles Spivak and Louis Jordan
and their orchestras. So you can imagine
the evening’s entertainment in store. But
we still contend the idea behind the pic-
ture is the star-spangled hero and should
prove an eye opener to those who have
no conception of the “big business” magni-
tude of Hollywood’s cooperation with the
war effort. There are scenes of laughter,
tragedy, comedy and a fair sized sprinkling
of nostalgic numbers. If that isn’t good
entertainment, what is?

Your Reviewer Says: Now you know what
Hollywood means by “colossal.”
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Follow The Boys (Universal)
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^ Ladies Courageous (Universal)

I
T WAS inevitable the Women’s Aux-

' iliary Ferrying Squadron (WAFS)
should come in for some well-earned
glorification on the screen, and Walter
Wanger who produced this film has done
right by his WAFS. Few unnecessary
flags are waved or stout-hearted heroics
are permitted. The gals are real, regulcir

and natural, each fitting her own partic-
ular niche most comfortably.

Loretta Young is steady, sure and con-
fident in her performance as leader of the
women fliers, settling disputes and sens-
ing emotional storms before they break.
Anne Gwynne is happily cast as the su-
perstitious member of the crew but Ger-
aldine Fitzgerald, to our notion, seemed
far from home in her role of the pub-
licity seeker of the crew; the one that
brings endless embarrassment to her
maties and reflection on the WAFS as a
whole. Evelyn Ankers, Diana Barrymore,
and Lois Collier are interesting and the
flashbacks picturing each girl before
entering the service is a novel way to
humanize each member of the group.
Seen too briefly as Miss Fitzgerald’s

husband is Kane Richmond who looked
pretty good from where we sat. We liked
Frank Jenks, too (but then we always
do)

, as the dispatch lieutenant. Little

June Vincent, baby of the group, is a
comer. But the strength of the idea be-
hind the story, the truly great service
rendered their coimtry by these girls, is

better than any individual in it.

Your Reviewer Soys: Let’s give the girls a
great big hand.

The Lady And The Monster
(Republic)

THE novel “Donovan’s Brain” comes to
* the screen with a brand new title but
the same old story of the scientist (ac-
cording to Hollywood all scientists are
nuttier than a fruit cake) who has re-
tired to the Arizona desert in order
to further his experiments in keeping
alive the human brain, minus the human.
A motor accident provides Dr. Erich

Von Stroheim (he scares us worse than
the bodyless gray matter) with the brain
needed for his experiment; an experi-
ment that proves awfully upsetting to

Richard Arlen who gradually comes under
the horrible thing’s spell. Vera Hruba
Ralston, former ice-skating champion,
almost loses her life in the mix-up, and
the woman two seats ahead of us did lose

her gum. Swallowed it whole, as a
matter of fact. So, come to think of it,

it must be a pretty good chiller- diller to

cause so much commotion both on and off

the screen.

Your Reviewer Says: About as pretty as

the back of Von Stroheim’s neck.

^ Shine On Harvest Moon
(Warners)

P
urporting to be the life story of

vaudeville’s popular Nora Bayes, Ann
Sheridan, by way of dubbed-in singing,

comes to the screen in a story that isn’t

any more Bayes than the rabbit Jack
Carson pulls out of a hat. True, one or

two instances accidentally coincide with
Nora’s true- life tale, but the rest is some-
one’s imagination gone off on a rampage.
But that doesn’t say the picture isn’t .

entertaining musically or otherwise. An-
nie’s terrific good looks and Dennis
Morgan’s handsome presence as the even
handsomer Jack Norworth send the story

j

a-zipping and a-zinging on its way. J
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The tunes, several of them written by
or in collaboration with Jack Norworth
himself, are so easy on the memory.
There’s “Take Me Out To The Ball

Game,” “How Can They Tell I’m Irish,”

and of course, “Shine On Harvest Moon”
sung by Nora and Jack.
Jack Carson has a lot of cut-up in him

as The Great Georgetti, the magician, and
Marie Wilson his dumb numb-brain part-
ner is cuter than ever. And speaking of

cuteness who is there to beat S. Z. Sakall
and his quivering jowls? As Poppa Karl
he’s a card.

Dennis Morgan is a likeable fellow and
does a swell job. Seems to feel more at
home in the role than Annie somehow.
Irene Manning and Robert Shayne are
the heavies and you can have both of

them for our dough.

Your Reviewer Says: Tuneful and moonful.

The Monsfer Maker (P. R. C.)

O H MY gawd, here’s another nutty
scientist, can you believe it? Some

day somebody’s going to get after these
Hollywood producers with a test tube
and turn them all into monkeys for the
way they malign the scientific researchers.
This time guess what? J. Carrol Naish

is a scientist who can make people’s heads
grow big (and who needs a doctor for
that, pray tell?) as well as their hands
and feet. What’s more, he inflicts this

horror on Ralph Morgan, a pianist, in
order to force his consent to the marriage
of his daughter, Wanda McKay, to Naish.
And what a mess that is. And the picture
is. And we are.

Your Reviewer Says: Really, there should
be a law.

CXXXXXXXXXXZTXIIITXTTTXXXXTXl

Best Pictures of the Month

The White Cliffs Of Dover

Follow The Boys

Days Of Glory

Best Performances

Irene Dunne in

"The White Cliffs Of Dover”

Alan Marshal in

"The White Cliffs Of Dover”

Gregory Peck in

"Days Of Glory”

Tamara Toumanova in

"Days Of Glory”
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Nine Girls (Columbia)

N ine (coimt ’em) lovely manless and
romanceless girls of the Gamma

Theta sorority decide to vacation at a
mountain lodge with Ann Harding as
chaperone. One of the girls, Anita Louise,
loathed by the other girls, fails to show up
but not until the radio flashes the news do
the girls know she has been “moidered.”
Then comes the fun with detective

William Demarest and Willard Robertson
trying to decide which of the girls mur-
dered Anita. The suspense grows quite
high at times as the dialogue grows
glibber and cuter.

You’ll suspect in no time who does the
killing and your suspicions will be con-
firmed by the turn of events, but right
now we’re not telling.

The girls are all good, even the dead
one and include, besides Anita, Evelyn
Keyes, Jinx Falkenburg, Leslie Brooks,
Lynn Merrick, Jeff Donnell, Nina Fosch,
Shirley Mills and Marcia Mae Jones.

Your Reviewer Says: Kinda cute and sassy.

My Best Gal (Republic)

I T’S THE old formula, little folksies, of
* the talented kids who try to hit big-
time—Broadway to be exact. The only
new twists on the mildewed theme are
that most of the action takes place in a
drugstore and Jane Withers, who soda-
jerks in the pharmacy, doesn’t want to
go on the stage. But because her boy
friend Jimmy Lydon is about to go into
the Army she attempts to sell the musical
he’s written and actually puts on a pre-
view of the show in the drugstore with
Janie doing most of the singing and
dancing.

And, well, you know the rest. The show
is Broadwayed and the kids get a break.
’Twas ever thus, weren’t it not?
Frank Craven, George Cleveland and

Franklin Pangbom are all bound round
when the story ends.

Your Reviewer Says: Too routine.

Four Jills And A Jeep
(Twenfieth Cen+ury-Fox)

B
ecause this story is based on the
overseas adventures of Kay Francis,

Carole Landis, Martha Raye and Mitzi
Mayfair it holds the interest far more
than the picture otherwise would. Every-
thing becomes personalized because of the
girls’ real participation in the events pic-

tured; their arrival in England, their first

morning in camp arising at five-thirty in

the bitter cold, Carole finishing a number
in a blackout by light of the boys’ flash-

lights, their trek to Africa and their actual
experiences in a fox hole during a Nazi
blitz.

On the fictional side we have Mitzi’s

romance with singer Richard Haymes,
who sings divinely and has the solid good
sense to act naturally. Mitzi, by the way,
is not only a clever dancer but a pert and
fresh little personality that registers de-
lightfully on the screen.
As leader of the little pilgrim band,

Kay Francis is given dignity and charm
and comes through pleasingly. Martha,
the cut-up of the crew, isn’t given nearly
the chance she should have to be funny.
Her singing of “Mr. Paganini” is one of

the real laughs of the show.
The charm and glamour department

fell to Miss Landis and she dished it right
off the griddle—hot. Interesting, too, was
the romance on the screen between

Carole and Captain Ted Warren (played ^

by John Harvey) that culminated in mar- <

riage. Such a romance actually did happen
between Carole and Captain Tom Wal-
lace, an American stationed in London.

Phil Silvers, the sergeant attached as
if with glue to the girls throughout their
journey, is very good. We enjoyed, too,

the music furnished by Jimmy Dorsey
and his orchestra.
Guest stars were Alice Faye, Betty

Grable, George Jessel, and Carmen Mir-
anda, which isn’t bad guesting. But the
ending was much too abrupt somehow
and we had the feeling an important in-
gredient had been omitted, but otherwise
it’s a pretty good little show.

Your Reviewer Says: Nice going, gals.

The Falcon Out West (RKO)

S
o IT’S snakes now, is it? And if you
think even reptiles stop the Falcon,

played calmly and smoothly as usual by
Tom Conway, you are kayrazy.

It all starts when a Western ranch
owner drops dead in a New York night
club presumably from the poison of a
rattlesnake. (Mama always told us about
the snakes in those places.) It so happens
Conway gets himself into the case be-
cause at the moment the rancher expires
he is dining with the deceased’s ex-wife.
Suspecting the dead man’s fiancee Con-
way trails her West to slug it out, accord-
ing to Marquis of Queensberry rules, of

course, with the New York police who
also trek Westward Ho for the pay-off.
Barbara Hale is nice. The other people

are Minor Watson, Carole Gallagher, Joan
Barclay and Ed Gargan.

Your Reviewer Says: Mairzy Doats and lit-

tle fans eat poison ivy—this time.
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Detective Kitty O'Day
(Monogram)

S
HE’S quite a gal, this Kitty O’Day and
Jean Parker who plays Kitty gives

her plenty of snap and sparkle. In fact,

it’s due mainly to Jean’s i>ert little per-
formance that the picture sparkles like

a rhinestone bauble on a chorus girl’s

bosom.
Briefly, it has Jean and her beau, Peter

Cookson, trying to discover who mur-
dered her boss while, at the same time,
trying to prevent detectives Tim Ryan
and Ed Gargan from arresting her for

the deed. Unfortunately for Jean and
Peter they appear inopportunely on the
scene of two other murders, which almost
finishes them with the overly suspicious
pair of detectives.

Naturally, it comes out all right after
a lot of chasing around over high build-
ings and such carryings on. As to the
killer, just wait and see, honey chiles.

Your Reviewer Says: Don’t look at us-—we
didn’t do it.

Up In Mabel's Room (U. A.)

D ennis O’KEEFE, usually meek and
mild, presents Gail Patrick, while in

a gay old mood, with a silk slip upon
which he has embroidered an innocent
greeting over his own signature. Well,
sir, the matter preys on his mind to the
extent that he induces Mischa Auer,
waiter at a week-end party, to get that
slip no matter what. And to add to his

imaginary worries the jealousy of his

bride, Marjorie Reynolds, is aroused by
the peculiar goings on concerning that
slip. And to make it even worse. Miss
Patrick is engaged to O’Keefe’s business
partner, Lee Bowman—all of whom are
at the house party.
At times it’s terribly funny with Gail

Patrick, as Mabel, giving a swell per-
formance and O’Keefe going crazy all

over the place.

It’s gay, senseless little comedies such
as this that ring the bell these days, both
with the audiences here at home and boys
in the service who, we bet a buck, will
howl at Auer’s witty tag line.

Miss Reynolds is booful and Lee Bow-
man, Charlotte Greenwood, John Hub-
bard and Binnie Barnes the best possi-
ble people to have around.

Your Reviewer Says: Hey, Dennis, your slip

shows.

Hat Check Honey (Universal)

THREE name bands (count ’em), Freddie
'

Slack’s, Harry Owens’ and Ted Weems’,
fail to lift this dreary little weary above
the oh-for-the-love-of-Mike stage. Even
the cuteness and pertness of Grade Mc-
Donald as a so clever hat check girl and
the overdone knee buckling antics of Leon
Errol fail to help much.
The father-son-team angle treads the

same old monotonous path with Errol the
father sacrificing his all for the future of
the son who makes such a hit with Freddie
Slack’s orchestra, movie producers near
die ’til they get him. And then he walks
out on them when stardust blows a gale
in his eyes. Of course it takes Gracie, who
writes a clever scenario, to get him back
in the limelight. These hat check gals can
do everything, it seems.
Richard Davis plays the son not too

convincingly. Walter Catlett and Ramsay
Ames are here and there—with Ames
more here than there.

Your Reviewer Says: Who do you think
will win the election?

(Continued on page 117)
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$10.00 PRIZE
A Word to Producers

I

N some cases Hollywood has joined up
with those who not only try to let the
country know there’s a war on, but feel

they must define the word for us. I

thought “So Proudly We Hail” was thrill-

ing, but the scene wherein a dying boy
asks his mother, “Where are my legs?”
was not only rendered for all time by
Ronald Reagan in a previous film, but was
also hitting the American public with a
ball bat. Maybe we aren’t sacrificing all

we should . . . but we know those mortars
and blockbusters aren’t inflicting bruises.
We know blood spills—many of us have
telegrams that tell us so.

On the other hand, “Destination Tokyo”
was outstanding. No harrowing death
scenes, nobody saying, “This is it!”-—not
one monologue on how we all love Amer-
ica and the Dodgers. Just a picturization
of the story and a nice assumption that we
realized depth charges weren’t firecrackers,

and when a submarine lies in Tokyo Bay,
it isn’t the same as resting on the bottom
of Lake Erie.

In “Thousands Cheer” Gene Kelly
squared his shoulders bravely and said, “I

want to be the most important guy in the
world—A PRIVATE IN THE ARMY OF
THE UNITED STATES!” Did you hear
the noise that went up from those seats
in theaters occupied by those very same
privates?
You don’t have to hang a tag on war

that says, “This is a nasty, bloody busi-
ness.” Nor do you have to label your
Army privates “These are fine fellows.”
All you need to do is depict them as they
are; we’ll know they’re fine fellows. But
I’ll bet not one of them ever HAS uttered
Gene Kelly’s line.

Helen Herron,
Toledo, O.

$5.00 PRIZE
Tribute to Garson

COR a long time I’ve been thinking of the
’ ever-expanding influence of the motion
picture. Today, it really jelled.

After my daughter left for her war job
this morning I went in to tidy up her
room. On her dressing table is a photo-
graph of Greer Garson. Then I remem-
bered that she had discarded her hair
ribbons when she read that Miss Garson
does not wear them because of her vivid
coloring. (My daughter is a redhead, too.)

Later in the day while doing my market-
ing I came across a leaflet which tied up
the importance of vitamins with a scene
from the current Garson film. Tonight my
fourth-grader son asked me to help him
with his “homework” and there she was
again. The cover girl on his school tablet!

When one woman can so successfully
guide the health, education and dress of

millions of people who never saw her, nor
ever will see her, then—like sermons in

stone—her pictures will go on building
character as long as there is a fragment

(Continued on page 106)
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Heart-stirring . . . this shining-smooth

hair-do . . . equally enchanting for daytime
and evening. So cool . . . the figured,

candy-striped cotton, with its beguiling

portrait neckline. When you duplicate this

smart, new hair-do, rememher only Drene
with Hair Conditioner brings out such
aleaming lustre and silken smoothness.

Drene Shampoo
with ^

'—^ Product of Procter & Gamble

Soap film dulls lustre—robs

hair of glamour!

Allcakesoaps and liquidsoapsham-
poos leave a dulling film on hair.

Drene never leaves any dulling film.

33% more lustre!
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THIS IS THE LOVE STORY OF G.I. JOE!

20th CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS MAXWELL ANDERSON’S

...ANNE BAXTER WILLIAM EYTHE
MICHAEL O'SHEA

VINCENT PRICE • RUTH NELSON • RAY COLLINS

Directed by JOHN M. STAHL * Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG * Screen Play by George Seaton
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Behind the broken marriage of Joan Fontaine to Brian

Aherne lies a decision many women of today will have to make

T
o HOLLYWOOD
the surprise in the
Joan Fontaine-

Brian Aherne separa-
tion is not that it has
happened now, but
that it did not happen
months ago.

They were married
late in August of 1939.

They separated late in

March of 1944. Barely
five years—five years
that began on a note of

wild romance and
that ended on a note
of tragedy.

Said Brian, when he
was questioned: “This
separation is not of

my doing but it seems
to be what Joan
wants.”

Said Joan, “I respect
Brian more than any
man I know and I

would want him always to be my
friend.”

Discreet statements, those, cer-

tainly, and yet typical of what did
separate these two who were, for a
year or so, such very devoted lovers.

For Brian’s statement was like

him in all matters, direct, a bit bit-

ter, but not without gallantry. And
Joan’s statement was like her, flat-

tering, subtle, revealing nothing.
Now the standard act around

Hollywood is to sigh over woman’s
plight. You know how those stories

run, those yarns about the lonely
beauties of Hollywood who sit home
nights praying for their phones to

ring, dropping large, wet tears into

fragile handkerchiefs because there
aren’t enough men to go around.

Don’t take those fables too liter-

ally. They’re not true of the really

attractive girls. They were certainly

never true of Joan Fontaine.
But you could shed a tear, and

a very sincere one, for the gentle-
men of Hollywood who want wives,
and yet who choose them from the
ranks of talent and beauty. They
want their wives to be famous and

BY JANEl BEKllEY

ravishing to look upon, but at the
same time they want them to be
demure, retiring, adoring and full

of the most delicious feminine con-
cessions.

This is almost exactly what Brian
Aherne wanted and this is what he
really thought he had got, when he
fell in love with Joan at first glance
at a garden party in 1939.

Here was a lovely girl, to bal-
ance his maturity, a dovelike, de-
licious little thing who had appar-
ently failed as an actress. She was
very domestic. She could cook. She
could sew. She was intelligent and
lively. She appreciated fine foods
and light wines.
Brian was a catch in 1939 and

well he knew it. He had been a
catch for some time. He’d gone with
the most glittering creatures, Mar-
lene Dietrich and Merle Oberon, for
instance, to name only two of the

many. He had enjoyed
bachelorhood and he
preferred the stage to

the screen. But Holly-
wood was offering him
better and better roles.

He had purchased a
really excellent house in

the best section of

Rodeo Drive in the best
section of Beverly Hills

and at thirty-five he
was beginning to think
of settling down. When
he met Joan, it became
a conviction. He sud-
denly found that he
had proposed and that

she had accepted him
and he was very happy.
He didn’t know then
that Joan had been en-
gaged some half dozen
times before.

They were married
most correctly, in the

very correct town of Del Monte, at

a very chic little Episcopal church
and they came back to live happily
ever after in Brian’s house which has
a classic fagade and stately rows
of bulbs marching up to the front

door.

T HEY might have lived happily
* ever after, too, if Mrs. Aherne
hadn’t been such a reader. She it

was who read “Rebecca” one night
and next evening at a dinner party
began discussing it with David O.
Selznick, the producer. Selznick
matched her enthusiasm for the
book. He announced he had bought
it, and wanted Margaret Sullavan to

star in it. Joan looked more dove-
like than ever, but somehow before
the evening was over Selznick had
arranged for her to take a test for

the part, and the next thing every-
one knew Joan Fontaine was in

“Rebecca.”
“Rebecca” led to “Suspicion” and

“Suspicion” led to an Academy
Award and that led to Joan Fon-
taine’s not being introduced in many
places, as (Continued on page 108)



ONE of the most intriguing
couples in Hollywood today is

Errol Flynn and Nora Edding-
ton. For months now their names
have been linked romantically. How-
ever, in spite of the interest and
speculation this friendship has cre-

ated, little has been known about it

until now.
Who is Nora Eddington? Where

did she come from? Has love at last

found its way into Errol’s apparently
emotion-proof heart? Or is this

merely another episode in Errol’s

highly episodic life?

They met, Errol and Nora, dra-
matically enough following his recent
trial. At the time he was acquitted

P there was, as you know, pandemo-
n nium in the halls outside the court.

M For an endless time he couldn’t leave.

Men and women milled around him
laughing and shouting. There was

Bf SUA H^MIllON

a mad, hysterical scramble to shake
his hand.
When, at last, it was over and

Errol came out of his daze he re-

membered, above all, the tall girl

at the newsstand. He remembered
how her eyes had shone with sin-

cere joy. He remembered, also, how
when his eyes had met hers she had
flushed and swiftly retreated in the
surging crowd.
A friend had introduced him to

this girl several days before, during
a court recess. So he knew her
name, found her number in the tele-

phone book, called and invited her
to dinner. That was the beginning
of a friendship that has meant much
to both.

Errol Flynn’s personal and roman-

tic history has been peopled with
many girls more beautiful and more
chic than the nineteen-year-old
Nora. With her straight reddish-gold
hair, her fair skin, her clear blue
eyes, Nora is delicately pretty rather
than beautiful. Naturalness is her
keynote. She doesn’t care for jewelry.
Her clothes are inexpensive. And
she lives with her mother in a small i

house in an unpretentious Los An-
geles district.

Nora is neither so personally start-

ling nor so sophisticated as others
Errol has known and loved in his

own fashion. Her charm lies in other
things, like her freshness and com- !

plete unselfishness. Perhaps it is be-
cause she demands nothing from
Errol that she has brought him more
peace than the high-powered girls J
who preceded her. When it is inti-S

mated that she (Cont’d on page 79) jl
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J
UST about a year ago Kay Wil-
liams, one of the younger players

on the Metro lot—blonde, pretty

and gay—was having a serious de-
bate with herself about an invitation

to a party.

It had come from a high executive
of the studio to which she belonged.
It was the kind of invitation that

should make a girl swoon, if it didn’t

also cause her veritably to reel

around in circles for hours after re-

ceiving it.

Kay Williams—an almost unknown
recruit to motion pictures, an ex-
model who originally had gone to

New York from a farm—was bidden
to a dinner at which she was to be
the partner of Capt. Gable, none
other than the stellarly famous Clark
Gable, of the Air Corps, and on the
verge of departing for overseas ser-

vice in Europe.

1

ev nu SCHUIERT

Technically speaking, it was a
blind date with the bells bonging.
Socially, in the film town, it was an
event to compare with a “command
performance.”
Kay’s life was in turmoil at the

time. She was hopelessly involved
in her turbulent marriage with the
rich Argentinian playboy, Martin
de Alzaga Unzue, popularly known
in New York and Hollywood cafe
society as Macoco. It was a dis-

tressing on-again-off-again affair

and Kay’s life was wildly unsettled.
She never knew from day to day

what she wanted to do, and so she
was turning down everything of a
social nature, because she didn’t

want to inflict the disturbed, de-
pressed mood of her domestic per-

plexities upon anybody—least of all,

she said to herself, a brilliant star
and fine, purposeful officer such as

Gable. Above all, she certainly
didn’t want their first meeting to

have that sort of aura.
Though she felt she all but took

her studio life in her hands when
she did this, she actually summoned
the courage to beg off from the
party and because the executive
seemed understanding of her prob-
lems, she was granted a deferment,
as it were, and her apology for not
attending was accepted at its full

face value.

Kay was consoled, if not altogether

happy. While she did not know
Gable, she admired him, and she was p

anxious, indeed, to make his ac-
ivi

quaintance—but under more favor-
able auspices. She hoped such aus-
pices would (Continued on page 91)



Above: Skolsky typing out the

copy that makes his name news. Right:

With John Loder, Hedy Lamarr
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HERE are many
girls in Hollywood
who look more like

Veronica Lake than
Veronica Lake does.

I was in the Schwa

-

badero a few nights

ago when Miss Lake was there, hav-
ing a soda with Paul Hesse. Miss
Lake, with her hair up, sat there un-
recognized, while another young
lady, purchasing perfume, was
pointed out as Veronica Lake. . . .

I would rather listen to Judy Gar-
land sing a song than any other
popular singer in the country. She’s
probably my Sinatra. And when-
ever possible, I wander onto the
recording stage at Metro to hear
Judy sing a song over and over for

a picture, and I predict that her new
song, ‘^Boys And Girls,” which she
sings in “Meet Me In St. Louis,” will

be a big hit. . . .

I could never see anything funny
in Laurel and Hardy, and the allure
of Dorothy Lamour evades me, no
matter how many times I go to her
pictures to see what she’s got that
gets them. It must be that I go more

for a sweater than a sarong. . . .

I have no desire to have lunch or
dinner with Alan Ladd or Errol
Flynn, although they are nice guys,
for after a few introductory remarks,
we actually have nothing to say to

each other. Yet I can, and have sat

at a table for hours and chatted with
James Cagney or Cary Grant.

« *

Speaking of eating, my favorite
restaurant here is The Players,
owned by Preston Sturges. This is

not to belittle Chasen’s or Roman-
off’s, for they have certain attractions
for certain moods. But I find myself
going more frequently to The Players
and it is the middle floor there that I

prefer. It may be that this place gets
my vote because of a scene I saw
there recently. Humphrey Bogart
was sitting in the last booth. But
after I looked at him again he didn’t

seem to be Bogart—he was Rick.
There he was slumped in this

booth, looking intently toward the
door, a cigarette in his mouth. He
just kept looking, as if he were ex-
pecting someone or waiting for some-
thing to happen. The place was no

longer The Players. It was Rick’s
place in “Casablanca.” I expected
Sam (Dooley Wilson) to stroll by
and sit down at the piano. There was
no Sam and no piano, but soon a
man took over at the xylophone,
which is near the bar and he started
to play. He started to play “As Time
Goes By” and Rick, I mean Bogart,
didn’t move. He kept smoking and
looking toward the door. I expected
Rick to turn around and shout,
“Didn’t I tell you never to play that
song again?” I expected that at any
minute Ingrid Bergman would enter.
I sat there entranced, just watching,
for Hollywood is a place where a
movie can become very real.

*

Is Hollywood right when it says
the fans aren’t interested in movies
about movies? I don’t agree with
that and would run to the farthest
theater to see another “A Star Is

Born”. ... Of all the books written
about the theater in the past several
years, my favorite, and I have re-
read it several times, is Arthur Hop-
kins’ “To A Lonely Boy” . . . What



^ Warning! This is going to be a talked-about series! In

it a famous reporter whose name is a byword in movie

circles will take you on his own private beat in Hollywood

Catching stars where most
people don't think to look:

Skolsky with Judy Garland
on a wartime shopping tour

we need in Hollywood, the city of

motion pictures, is a class motion
picture theater. The big movie palace

of Hollywood is Grauman’s Chinese
Theatre and it is a little corny, its

only glamour being the footprints in

the forecourt. And as Tom Jenk
said, he saw a picture at the Chinese
that was so bad that the footprints

walked out of the forecourt.

* Hf *

It’s fun to ride in an auto with
Merle Oberon, for I like the way she
curls up in the seat. ... I never see

Paulette Goddard on the screen or in

person without having a desire to

tickle her. . . .

Are you weary of seeing Alan Hale

as a soldier, sailor, merchant marine,
doing service in practically every
war picture that Warners make? I

vote that the studio should retire

him from such active service and
give him a medal for good conduct.
... I must say that the war pictures
are beginning to bewilder me, for I

have seen many of the same leading
men fighting on “Wake Island,” then
in “Bataan,” and later in “Guadal-
canal Diary,” with more campaigns
to come. This does not mean for a
moment that I do not favor good
war films, for I do. I do not belong
to the group that advocates only
“escapist” films. I have seen many
of these “escapist” pictures and
they must be so named because

you want to escape from them. . . .

* * «

The odd and strange places of Hol-
lywood are always fascinating. There
is, for example, the place called the
“Sycamore House.” It is a large,

rambling, bam-like house on the
corner of Sycamore and Franklin,
that section of Hollywood that sits

non-committal between Vine Street
and Beverly Hills. The “Sycamore
House” is now occupied by a number
of struggling actors, actresses, air-

craft workers and a WAC. They p

live there on a cooperative basis and m
with sort of a gypsy camp spirit. m
This “Sycamore House” was started

by girls and {Continued on page 78)
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This is Shirley at sixteen, confiding,

for the first time, her delightful—and

surprising—thoughts to a dear friend

T
his is Shirley Temple’s first “grownup” interview. That is, it is

the first time she has ever talked with the press without benefit

of Mama Temple who, in past endeavors, was not only present

—

but usually put words in Shirley’s mouth and ideas in her curly head.

That is meant as no criticism of Mrs. Temple. After two hours
spent in the company of the lovely result of her upbringing—my hat’s

off to Gertrude. She has done a magnificent job.

But since I was the first reporter to discuss doUs with Shirley after

she crept into our hearts in “Little Miss Marker” I thought it was
fitting I should have her first solo interview.

Now, a talk with Shirley alone at any place would have been an
event. But lunch with Shirley at Romanoff’s, the swank restaurant
of the West Coast presided over by His more-or-less Highness,
“Prince” Mike, himself—was a milestone. Not only a milestone in

Shirley’s life—but mind you, a milestone at Romanoff’s!
There they sat—the cream of the town—-lunchers who tomorrow

would make items in the gossip columns, including mine. At one
table there was Edgar Bergen with a blonde in a flaming red dress.

The Franz Werfels sat with quiet dignity in a booth near the door.

Lana Turner was there—producer Nunnally Johnson, Bette Davis’s
director, Edmund Goulding. The place was jammed to the doors with
the socialites and movie crowd who comprise the exclusive clientele.

But if it was all new and exciting for Shirley—you would never
have guessed it from the poise of the slim, brown-haired sixteen-
year-old. Shirley’s head turned neither to the right nor to the left.

But there wasn’t a celebrated neck in the place that didn’t crane after
this charming girl wearing a simple gray sports dress topped by a
gay red hat with a bewitching feather on the side.

These youngsters of today kill me. Sometimes I can hardly believe
they are real. There isn’t a phase of her career I haven’t been through
with Shirley from the doll stage at four to a spell, at twelve, when
she was just on the verge of being fat and was crazy about “Gang
Busters” on the radio.

She is sixteen now and has the same dimple at the corner of her
mouth and the same dancing eyes. Only the golden curls have
darkened to match her brown eyes. But Sixteen is a mysterious age

—

full of secrets and new dignity. It’s both tender and terrifying.
When we were seated conspicuously in our booth, Shirley laughed,

“Well, here we are!” It was all I could do to restrain an added,
“Alone—at last”—but that wouldn’t have been fair.

I wished from the start I could have some magic key, or speak some
magic words that would unloose the real thoughts of this beautiful
child. I longed to know what went on in that curly head. But in my
heart I knew that was impossible. When you are Sixteen you don’t
tell adults what you really think. When you are Sixteen there is a
wall of dignity, reserve and caution wrapped like a cloak—or a soft
gray sports dress—around you. This is particularly true if you
are beautiful at Sixteen.

Shirley is. She is one of those rare human beings who are born
bea ul, mature beautiful and become old {Continuad on page 94)

Grownup curlyhead at the xylophone.
"The some dimple at the corner of

her mouth, the same dancing eyes"

The beaux side of life at sixteen:

Shirley, star of "Since You Went
Away" at a premiere with Dale Harris
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What do you see when you look at

"Bernadette"—Jennifer Jones and the

tragedy of her broken home or what

this great writer brings you here?

sji

T
his story rightly begins when
someone said of Jennifer Jones,

“She is Bernadette.”
It was said a good many times

after this young American girl was
chosen to bring to life on the screen

that other voung girl who became
a saint.

From this feeling that lay behind
Jennifer Jones’ great opportunity

comes now a tragedy more dramatic
than any other I have known in my
rriany years of telling tales of the

movie world and its people. So sad

a story I wish it need never have
been told, but told it has been. No
mind can ignore it and no heart

remains untouched by it. And so

perhaps it will be better for us to

talk it over to see if we can find a

true answer.
The girl who is Bernadette in that

exquisite and unforgettable “Song,”

has stated that she is going to Reno
to get a divorce from her young hus-
band, Robert Walker, whom by now
you have seen as Private Hargrove.
No statement that ever came out

of Hollywood carried with it quite so

heavy a load of disillusion, so it

seems to me. No Hollywood star

ever before crashed through a dream
we had built around her quite so

violently, so suddenly, so heart-

breakingly.
The question must be, did she

herself as a woman owe anything to

that dream she had given us for

our comfort and inspiration in these

dreadful days of war? What was the

right choice for her to make when
she came to that grim decision be-
tween her obligation to her own por-
trayal of the little French saint and
her personal marriage break-up?
Had she pledged herself to anything
in her own life when she became
Bernadette for us?

I think there can be no question
that she accepted a holy charge when
she walked before us as the living,

breathing representation of the little

^ French girl whose heart was too pure
" to behold evil and whose eyes
*• were pure enough to see the Lady

standing with outstretched hands
of healing and consolation.

34

You see, she had to make us be-
lieve it, or we wouldn’t have heard
the song of Bernadette.
That was why William Perlberg,

who produced the picture from Wer-
fel’s inspired book, and Henry King,
who directed it with such loving
care, wanted a girl who was Berna-
dette. The great actresses, the big
stars, the yoimg girls of Hollywood
experience who might have played
it well but who had all been seen by
the public in other roles were put
aside. The audiences who saw Ber-
nadette Soubirous kneeling by the
spring that was to become world-
famous for the miracle she beheld
there, must be a face new to every-
one. It couldn’t be a “performance.”

Bill Perlberg and Henry King
wanted to get before millions the

victorious faith of a girl named Ber-
nadette. So many a night they sat

talking of this picture to be made,
reading over “The Song Of Berna-
dette” and hearing its mighty echoes
carrying on down through the ages.

Simple as one of Jesus’ own parables,

at last belonging to men and women
and children of every race and creed

all over the world. It may even be
that they remembered how in the last

war the Little Flower, St. Therese,
had become the friend of all soldiers,

of every church and faith, and of

how many prayers went up from
women’s hearts to this simple young
saint who had promised to spend her
eternity doing good on earth.

I am not a Catholic myself, but I

believe that the Little Flower and
Bernadette belong to all hearts of

good will everywhere.

WHILE they talked of the part of

Bernadette they knew what a

great part it was and that whoever
played it would be a star overnight.
And they were sure that the girl to

be Bernadette must be imtouched by
the world, must have that in her
eyes which would make you believe.

A gamble, of course, to put an
unknown, untried actress who had
never faced a camera before in such
a difficult role—but it was a chance
they had to take.

So Jennifer Jones was chosen to

be Bernadette—for all those reasons.
I didn’t (Continued on page 104)
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The wife who talks

—

the cheerful Betsy
The man in the case who
loves them both—Gene

T
his spring Gene and I were
separated for the first time in the
two and a half years we have been

married—except for the time I was
in the hospital when Kerry was bom.
The first night after he left I read
imtil four o’clock in the morning. If

I pretended it were daytime there
was, of course, nothing unusual about
Gene’s being away.
When Gene and I said good-by at

Grand Central Station and he wa&ed
down that dark alley to the trains
to begin the three weeks’ tour of hos-
pitals, I was very glad I had insisted

upon getting up at dawn and having
breakfast at the station with him.
He had protested, “Stay in bed! You
need your rest!” But his grin made
it very evident that he was glad I

had paid no attention to him.
“Don’t look for letters,” he warned

me. “I don’t know if I’ll have time
to write.” Gene would never say
he’d write every day or telephone
at eight o’clock on Thursday morn-
ing. He’s more unpredictable than
that—and more exciting. I wasn’t
surprised, however, when he called
me from Boston that same afternoon.
Gene’s thoughtfulness and gentle-

ness constantly surprise me. While I

never thought him hard-boiled in

any sense of the word, I knew he’d
been around and knew all the an-
swers. And a man like this, gener-
ally, isn’t sweet and tender too.

The baby who doesn't

but is just as cheer-

ful—daughter Kerry

Gene and I went together for a
year and a half before we were mar-
ried. During that time we came to

know each other well.

Almost every night, after Geney
finished playing in “Pal Joey” and
I finished in “Panama Hattie” or
later in “Beautiful People” we would
meet at Louis Bergen’s little bar on
Broadway. Usually we had steak.

Usually we sat vmtil three or four in

the morning talking with friends.

Occasionally we went to a midnight
movie. On Simdays we drove over
to visit my family at Cliffside, New
Jersey, for I was living in the city

at the time, at the American Woman’s
Club.

M EITHER of us ever has gotten over
the New York habit of staying

up late. When Gene isn’t working he
often reads all night and goes to bed
at seven or eight o’clock in the morn-
ing. Other evenings we have dinner
as soon as he gets home from the
studio, sometimes as early as five

o’clock. Two or three times a week
we go to the movies. Home again
around eleven we settle down to

listen to the radio, to play Casino

—

wonderful competition— or ana-
grams. Gene loves to do the cross-

word puzzle in the Sunday New York
Times which reaches xis on Thurs-
days.

We wouldn’t dream of going to bed
without a late supper. I like milk and
gingersnaps, but Gene favors eggs
and bacon. Last Christmas I gave
him a smoked turkey to keep in the
ice box for midnight snacks. It didn’t

arrive until New Year’s—^to Gene’s
great amusement. He said this saved
him the money I otherwise would
have spent on New Year’s
presents.

I’m a hohday girl, love holidays and
the excuse they offei’ for presents.

When Gene departed on his hospital
,

toxu, for instance, I wailed, “We’ll
have no St. Patrick’s Day now!” He
laughs at me; but he likes the fun

|
as much as I do.

|
More than once Gene has said I |

thought he was a bus boy the first

time I saw him, when I ran down-
stairs at Billy Rose’s Diamond Horse-
shoe and discovered him without

|
either coat or tie.

That’s Gene being amusing. I don’t ^
remember thinking anything defi- S
nite, really. I had a card from Mr. &
Rose giving me a one o’clock ap- ^
pointment. “Is Mr. Rose here?” I H
asked. “No,” Gene said, “can I do p
anything for you?” Whereupon I -W
showed him my appointment card ^
and said, ‘T naturally expected Mr.
Rose to be (Continued on page 96) m
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Scrapbook on

In bed Liwie reads, eah break-

fast and dinner, telephones end-

lessly to a long list of friends

Current heaur She’ll cough and look the other way when you bring up

her Nvunber One Beau—but we know her heart’s with Captain

John Huston. Even though her face has been seen recently through

the windshields of cars driven by writer Dwight Whitney of Life

Magazine, ex-director Major Anatol Litvak and actor Jess Barker

—

as whose face hasn’t?

Fiivorite inanimate object: Her bed in which

she spends nearly all the time she’s home,

from dusk imtil dawn. In it she reads, eats

breakfast and dinner, telephones endlessly;

and from it she even entertains her friends

with the dignity of a drawing-room

dowager!

Favorite clothes: Bedjackets—^she has three

dozen of them in every material and

color. After them, she’s poetic about a

white blouse with bimches of bananas

painted on the bosom and sleeves.

Pet beauty secret: False eyelashes to bring out eyes to their fullest.

If' hat she can cooh the best: BoUed water—she can’t cook a thing. But she

can make the most delectable tea sandwiches in the Western world; such

as tiny cornucopias of white bread, spread with peanut butter, stuffed with

watercress. And dainty oi>en-faced sandwiches of cream cheese smeared with

strawberry jam.

Hidden in every gal's

closet is a beauty
secret. This is Liwie's

Favorite /fowler; Moss roses.

If ors/ faults: Her absurd old-mciid complex; she teUs every-

one she’s sure she’ll never marry. Also, her grim determina-

tion to ignore other people’s opinions of her in public . . . with

the result that she upsets restaurants by yelling her conver-

sations, bossing her friends in shouts and laughing like a

heavyweight prizefighter. None of this fits in Avith her lady-

like appearance—^and none of it is necessary or even natural.

All we can say is, why?

Pet hales: Nearly all women. Men

who don’t tip generously. Liars of

both sexes, and bores of ditto. Most

of all she loathes people who try

to give her advice or tell her things

for her own good. Her theory is

that she’s the one who’s living her

life and people who try to inter-

fere are generally frustrated fum-

blers who’ve made hash of their

own lives and have no right to

try and better hers.
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Little girl with a big appe-
tite, she likes every kind of

food from every kind of country

The ivorst lie she ever told: She never told

one, and more’s the pity. When a little

evasion would do the trick, she insists

on telling the truth—even when it makes

her out an egomaniac or a bird brain.

Fm'orite food: Tea first—^and then

every kind of food from every kind

of country, just so it’s cooked to

perfection and served with "dis-

tinction.

Ex-boy friends: Get set for a long list;

George Brent, Lew Ayres, Roger

Pryor, Biirgess Meredith, Jinruny

Stewart, Franchot Tone, Jock Whit-

ney ... of which Whitney and

Stewart came closest to riding on

the well-known white charger.



Olivia !i de Havilland

Being the fascinating odds and ends

in the fabulous life of a very fair lady

BY ELEANOR HARRIS

Favorite role: Melanie in “Gone With The Wind.” Until then, she had never

known what it was like to love her work—or to be flattered by her

producer. David O. Selznick showered his players with baskets of flowers,

fruit, wine and caviar, which Liwie loved as well as the next.

Happiest moments: Whenever she’s flirting; whenever she’s eating

delicious food; and one vacation in Cape Cod after the season,

when she took the name of Emmy Brown and spent a month

completely away from Olivia de Havilland.

Hotv she'll celebrate end of war: By

starting on a long trip around the world

—with hiking shoes in one hand and

her Airedale Shadrack under the other.

Pet form of entertainment: Small

dinner parties at her home, care-

fully planned, exquisitely carried

out—^with no crowds, no games.

But lots of good food and con-

versation.

What she wants in a husband: He must be homely as a mud

Best woman friend: Hasn’t any. But thor-

oughly likes, admires and respects ac-

quaintances Bette Davis and Geraldine

Fitzgerald.

Favorite book: The Bible.

Superstitious? She is

—and is always get-

ting caught in the act

Reads some of it every day.

For celebrating the end
of the war she needs just

this traveling equipment

hat she’d he like as a wife: If he

were just Mr. Average, she’d con-

tinue whirling through her acting

career until death did them part.

But if he were a man of destiny

she’d drop eversdhing always to help

him in his interests and career at the

expense of her own.

A moment in her life she'll

never forget, marked by a thin

youth, a Model T—and a query

fence (that’s the way she likes ’em), intelligent, sensitive,

cultured, humorous—^and very xmderstanding.

Ideal home: Just the one she has—small,

formal yet gay; shiningly immacu-
late; nm like clockwork; and yet

comfortably fiUed with flowers,

Ixjoks and candy. With a sign on the

front gate: “Private!”

Habit she’s trying, to break herself of:

Her dead-pan sense of humor which
people take seriously; and her habit

of subscribing to every magazine,

from the Wall Street Journal to Rod
and Reel!

(Continued on page 87)
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Virginia Bruce with Susan Ann and Chris-

topher. Susan's father was John Gil-

bert, Christopher is J. Walter Ruben's son

How wise and intelligent parents

do they make? An impartial

judgment by an "inner circle" friend

T
he Hollywood stars are advanced young women with
the most modem conception of life imaginable. They
think nothing of running away to Las Vegas or over

the Mexican border to get married.’ Sensational accounts of

their picturesque quarrels with their husbands frequently
are the stuff of which movie columns are made.
In one respect, however, the stars—almost without ex-

ception—are as old-fashioned as Aunt Jenny. They adore
children! They insist upon being mothers! If they don’t

have children normally they adopt them.
The most surprising woman is my good friend, Rosalind

Russell. Roz always was the bachelor girl type, independent
to a degree and, in an utterly charming way, a little on the
hard-boiled side. You would have expected Roz—^if indeed
she had a baby at all—^to turn her baby over to a starched
trained nurse and have it bottle fed, of course. Nothing of

the kind. She went through the complete business of being
a mother from beginning to end, and adored it.

Apart from Roz’s great love for her husband, Freddie
Brisson, nothing occupies her like her baby. Lance’s first

birthday was much more important than anything that ever
has happened in either the Russell or Brisson families. Roz
had a party for him, even if he wasn’t actually aware that \



Terry family unit: Joan Crawford with her

adopted children—Christina and her new
towheaded brother, Phillip’ Terry Junior

ELSA MAXWELL
the little boys and girls who overran his house and gardens
that day had come to do him honor.
Watching the children as they sat at the long table devour-

ing ice cream and cake, Roz said, “Well, they are all little

boys and girls of charming and weU-known parents. When
Lance grows up I will tell him his first birthday was not
without distinction.”

Lance, of coiu^e, will have all the advantages of the
wealth Roz has amassed, plus the intelligence and clear
judgment and true values she possesses.
Lance was named, you know, for Barbara Hutton Grant’s

son. This was a charming compliment to Barbara, who has
been one of Roz’s great friends from the beginning and also
to Cary with whom she has made many pictures and whom
she adores.
Speaking of Lance Reventlow, Cary devotes himself to

him during the six months a year he spends with Cary and
his mother. They ride together and swim together and have
long solid talks. I always shall remember the day I formd
Cary and Lance in the back yard mending a motorcycle.
Lance was being so careful to keep all the parts together,

; so not even the smallest screw would be misplaced, while

^
Cary took the engine apart, explaining (Cont’d on page 99)
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It's a question of rationing

when it comes to picking Bing

Selected for reasons obvious to

any feminine eye: Joel McCreo

Promising husband
material—and a guy
who should have
special Hollywoo
Oscar—Bob Hope

T
here are no harems in the hills

of Hollywood—certainly no har-
ems- in-reverse where one

jeweled Sultana presides over a large

and docile group of husbands—but
unquestionably, if harems-in-reverse
should become stylish, Hollywood is

the place to have one.

Where else could a girl with a fat

purse, a roving eye and no law agin’

it amass such a delicioiis collection

of handsome, talented, interesting,

useful and imusual males? Where
else would it be so easy to pick up a
gent who sings, a gent who swings,

a perfect profile, a honeyed voice, a
lad with a leer or a spouse who can
sew? Why, Hollywood men have
everything! I mean, if you collect

enough of them they have every-
thing among them.

In view of the times, which are so
changing that anything can happen
overnight (and over the taxpayers’

dead bodies), I’ve scanned the field

and decided—just in case a plurality

of husbands should become suddenly
fashionable—which dream princes

I’d promise to love, honor and obey.
Won’t you step into my he-man

harem? You’U find the boys playing
quoits before tiffin.

Frank Sinatra, I think, would make

quite a good husband. To begin with,
any lad who has hundreds of girls

shrieking in ecstasy every time he
opens his mouth (whether to sing

“All Or Nothing At All” or merely
to say “Is this the way to Vine
Street?”) isn’t the type to exercise
a perpetually rolling eye or to be
taken in by the first pretty wolf in

she’s clothing who makes a perfumed
fuss over him.
Then, too, you know Frankie

wouldn’t develop into one of those
grufi gents who never can put their

tender feelings into words. Some
husbands haven’t the knack of whis-
pering sweet nothings into the Little

Woman’s ear because they can’t

think up any sweet nothings. But
Frankie could make any honey
swoon on a honeymoon with just a
chorus of “You’ll Never Know” or
“That Old Black Magic.”
My idea of a right handy spouse

to have around any house is Adrian—^the too, too divine designer. He’d
whip up something sensational for

me to wear every time we went out
and I’d never run the risk of seeing
another girl wearing the identic^
model. He’d keep me suited in the
snootiest suits you ever saw, give me
more glamour than Lamour and, no

matter how mad my hats were, he
wouldn’t groan, frown, or die laugh-
ing.

Married to Adrian, I’d never need
to utter that chronic complaint, “I

haven’t a thing to wear.” I’d always
look like an advance issue of a
fashion magazine and I could be sure
that if I wanted a new frock he’d
never never never say, “That little

blue niunber you got last year is

still practically new—why, you’ve
only worn it five or six times.”

Besides, he has only one name to

remember, and I’m so forgetful!

Although any resemblance he
bears to Adrian is strictly infinitesi-

mal, Bob Hope, as a bridegroom,
would keep me in stitches too. Clean-
cut, clever and one of the biggest
radio and screen salary-earners ex-
tant, Bob is the type a girl could re-
gard with plenty of wifely pride. No
one would whisper, “She’s married
to that old skinflint,” (hi’ya. Jack
Bermy!) or “Her husband’s the kind
who takes candy away from babies.”
Bob is never unkind to anybody
(with the possible exception of his
Number one heckle-target, Bing
Crosby, who gives as good as he gets)

and people are always raving about
his untiring (Continued on page 80)
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“I was just thinking...”

Thinking out loud is a dangerous proc-

ess; it gives a guy away! Which is

what Van Johnson does right here

B
oy, what a wonderful day . . .

blue sky, California sun, a swell

breakfast just stowed away

—

and look at that mock-orange tree

reaching out into a rash of blossoms
over there! Days like this a fellow
feels it’s good to be alive . . . espe-
cially when he knows that all over
the world guys who like the sun and
the sky as much as he does are get-
ting their last look at it. . . .

Maybe you feel just a bit aliver

than most people, Johnson . .
.
you’ve

still got diat newspaper headline
printed on the back of your mind,
the one that you saw in the hospital

that said “Van Johnson May Die.” . .

.

You’ve had nothing but luck, fel-

low. . . . How about asking Judy to

the PaUadium tonight, to celebrate?
What a sweet gal, that Garland . . .

she’s so much fun. Likes to sit and
talk, and watch the jitterbugs jit, the
same way you do . . . same way she
likes all the things you like—silly

jokes, and listening to bands, and
having old movies run off in the
studio projection room, and fried
chicken, and Chinese food at the
Beachcombers. And she agrees with
you about Sinatra—^that he’s got a
swell voice, and is certainly keeping
his head about him, and that this is

only the beginning of an even bigger
Sinatra to come. . . .

Most girls are nice, thou^ Any-
thing they do is pretty much all right

. . . anything in moderation. A fellow
who’s a woman-hater is a fellow
who’s sour on life. Even their hats
are all right—^when they’re in good
taste. . . . No one has better taste in
hats than Joan Crawford and Lana
Turner. Steve Crane says Lana puts

together a lot of those fancy httle

headpieces she wears, herself. Imag-
ine that—although a girl really looks
best when she doesn’t wear any hat
and lets her hair show, especially

when she’s got hair like Lana’s. . . .

And let ’em wear all the red finger-

nail polish they want, too—it’s nice
—except when it starts to chip. All
in all, girls are loveliest when they’re

not too dressed up. . . .

That’s one place you’re safe . . .

nobody’s ever going to accuse you of

being too dressed up. Every suit

you’ve got looks like it’s worn out
about nine men. For a fellow who
buys his clothes the easy way, “Give
me another tweed, I’m in a hurry,”
you’d think you’d have a wardrobe
that was something beside sparse.

Get any lazier about it and you’ll be
back to where you were on Broad-
way, when you had one suit and no
raincoat, and a shower shrunk your
only pair of pants up over your
ankles. Lucky for you you’ve been
wearing an interne suit in all those
“Doctor GUlespies” and a uniform of

some kind in most everything else. . .

.

That flyer’s vmiform you’re wear-
ing now is the one you really want to

live ujy to . . . what a pleasure, play-
ing Captain Ted Lawson, the fellow
who dood it for Doolittle! Lying in

the hospital, reading “Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo”—and living every page
of it—^you used to think, “Gee, I feel

so close to that guy—even if my own
injuries came from just an accident
and not from serving my country, hke
his did. What a part Aat’s going to

be for whoever plays it
—

”

'Then, your first day back at the
studio, doing a scene with Greer Gar-

son for “Madame Curie,” there was
that flying captain with the row of

ribbons on his chest, watching you.
It was a good omen, but you didn’t

know it. How could that straight,

dark, quiet fellow be the hero of

Shangri La? And only twenty-six,
with all he’s been through and ac-
complished—^makes a lot of us guys
look like we’ve been standing still.

They’re going to let you play him
with your own hair and face—be-
cause Lawson is a sort of symbol of

all the fellows who are up there
fighting it out for us in the sky, and
some of them have red hair and
freckles, like yours. Or maybe some-
body took another look at that
“Crime Doesn’t Pay” short you made
once, in grease paint and dyed black
hair and a mustache ... ye gods, you
were the worst crime in the
picture!

Some of the scenes will be done
in San Francisco . . . and maybe you’ll

have time to go sit in the Top o’ the
Mark again, and watch the svm go
down behind the Golden Gate, and
the dark descend, and the fights come
on like a string of golden beads on
Treasure Island—and maybe a de-
stroyer will slip quietly in to fie like

a big, gray shadow in the bay. New
York on the side of a hill, that’s San
Francisco—^beautiful, but water is

always beautiful, and so is a ship,

and so is a fine horse. . . .

You wouldn’t think a fellow who
grew up with the Atlantic almost
lapping his doorstep would be a pu^-
over for the Pacific, too . . . but oceans
are no more alike than people, they’ve
got personalties and moods all their
own. . . . (Continued on page 110)
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InThe weeping willow's out of date!

her place—girls like Bette Davis who are using

this precious formula to banish loneliness

ev mi\ ioui${ WMKER

WHEN Arthur Farnsworth,
Bette Davis’s husband, died
suddenly and tragically a few

months ago, Hollywood, grieving
with and for Bette, wondered, appre-
hensively, how she would stand up
under such a shock. She had been
working at high speed and vmder
tension for a long time. She had
made a second, strenuous career for

herself in war work. She had re-
cently endured some nerve-wracking
personal experiences of which only
the people closest to her had been
fully aware, and now this final, stun-
ning blow. How could she possibly

come through it without some serious
collapse of nerves or health or poise?
But Bette did come through it.

After the first paralyzing shock was
past—when she began to see and
hear and breathe again—she began
dauntlessly to piece her life together,

to resume her place wherever she
felt that she was needed. She went
back to the Hollywood Canteen and
she returned to work at the studio
with the same quiet, absorbed effi-

' ciency she has always shown at her
work. No stranger in either place
could have guessed that here was a
woman whose life had recently been
torn asunder.

i

When someone asked her to talk,

for publication, about her so-recent
grief, she said, quietly, “Millions of

women are enduring or facing the
possibility of just such breaks in

their lives. I don’t see that I can
add anything to what they all must
be thinking and feeling. I only know
that we mustn’t waste these emo-
tions. We must save those tears.”

Bette knows a lot about courage.
She has learned about it from hard
experience. She, herself, thinks she
has learned still more about it from
brave people she has known.
A very dear friend of hers, a girl

in New Eingland, whose husband had
been in the service for three years
and had spent most of the time
overseas on dangerous duty, told

her, “It’s true that I have a constant
, awareness of danger. But I think I

i

JL

Sure cure for those empty "little days" in the Davis life of

today: Treating Hollywood Canteeners to a birthday cake

got over the actual shock on the
day I first knew he was going. Now
if anything happens, I shall have a
sort of mental cushion. I’ll have
known all this time that it might
happen. I won’t say that I am pre-
pared for it. No one ever is. And
it wouldn’t lessen my grief. But it

would lessen the stunning, paralyz-
ing impact of bad news . . . the fact

that I’ve known that it could come.
“You see. I’ve learned how to take

small shock, small griefs. I’ve learned
to look them in the face and not give
in to them. If the important thing
does happen ... I shan’t have to

give in to that, either. I’ve—^well,

I’ve almost trained for it. We sim-
ply can’t afford to have casualties
on the home front as results of cas-
ualties in battle. We’d nullify the
effect of what our men accomplished
in those battles!”

Telling of this, Bette said, “I know

she is right and I admire and revere
her for her clear thinking and her
courage. She made me realize that

you can prepare yourself, condition
yourself for shock and grief and dis-

appointment. You can begin with
the little, everyday things and pres-
ently you will grow strong and you
wiU know that nothing can ever
defeat you, however dreadful it may
seem when you face it. Perhaps I

knew it . . . really . . . before. But
she put it into words for me.”

DUT Bette learned some important
lessons about courage and about

not wasting emotion a long time ago.

She relates, “When I look back on
my early days in Hollywood it seems
to me that life was a jolting succes-
sion of shocks. It seemed to me then,

as I guess it always seems to very
young girls, that it was so terribly

important (Continued on page 102)
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This Is yem Test

Take a looking-glass look at yourself. If you aren't satisfied with that re-

E
VEN though a Hollywood player
is an outstanding star I make
tests to determine if he or she is

“right” for the part. For no star

living can play all types of char-
acters—no matter how great an
artist. But many stars are capable

of interpretations unlike anything
they have before attempted.
Thus we developed qualities for

Kitty Foyle that Ginger hadn’t
used before; qualities for Lou
Gehrig that Gary protested weren’t
in his make-up and a calm philoso-

phy for Mrs. Chips imlike anything
the emotional Greer Garson had
ever played. And our tests proved
that Ingrid Bergman possessed the

charms and emotions that Maria

must have in “For Whom The Bell
ToUs.”

Tests also prove that stars have
possibilities they don’t suspect.

Casting Ann Sheridan in a part in

“Kings Row” that demanded the
finest shades of dramatic and sym-
pathetic acting was considered dar-
ing by many, foolhardy by some.
But our tests had uncovered Ann’s
hidden talent and I was confident

she would perform as she did

—

outstandingly.

If stars have qualities and possi-

bilities unknown to them and to

those who work with them, imagine
the undiscovered assets that must
lie hidden in the average individual

—in every reader of these lines.

Many movie hopefuls—and not a

few men and women in other lines

of work—have asked me how they
can test themselves to discover their

possibilities and their faults. Es-
pecially how they can judge and
develop their personalities.

To test a girl for a contract, a

studio makes a film record of her
so its talent scouts and casting di-

rector can study her assets and
liabilities.

She is carefully analyzed and, so

to speak, taken apart and re-

assembled by these experts. They
are interested in what she has

;

learned about acting, but far morey
interested in her natural possibili-ij

ties. They study her general ap-S
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flection, start reflecting on this—a wonder-working formula for a New You!

pearance, her carriage, her grace or

lack of grace, her poise, her ability

to wear clothes. They are very
much interested in her voice and
her mannerisms—because these are

vital parts of her personality.

You can do to yourself and for

yourself what those studio workers
do for young talent. You can, in

other words, test yourself. Here’s
how to do it.

Get a camera. A movie camera
is, of course, best—^but a cheap box
camera will do. Get as many of

your friends in a group as you can

—

yourself among them—^and take
some pictures. Several, at different

angles, showing the group doing
different things.

BY SAM WOOD
Director of "Goodbye
Mr. Chips" ond "For

Whom The Bell Tolls"

When you get your prints, study
them carefully.

Who stands out in the majority of

the pictures? That person hus per-
sonality. If it is a girl; why does she
stand out? Is it because of her
beauty? Her carriage? Her poise?
Her animation? Her clothes? Her
smile?

If it is her appearance; what is

most striking about her? Why?
How do you rate in the group? Are

you one of the two or three drab
individuals who are just “also

there?”
Look at your school pictures.

What is the matter with most of the

faces you see there? Colorless? Or
would you say they just don’t seem
to have live personalities? Can you
sense animation when you look at

them?
Now get a copy of your favorite

movie magazine. Look at a group
of movie starlets pictured there.

You have a feeling of personality

—

of “sparkle” when you see them.
That’s why they are under contract.

Some of those girls were bom
with that sparkle, with the anima-
tion you (Continued on page 75)



Y
OU’D find yourself in a house
that reminded you of a gay
Christmas basket crowded with

fascinating presents from all over
the world. And indeed, Paulette
calls it her “Trophy House,” so you
wouldn’t be far wrong! It’s as xm-
Hollywood a house as you could
imagine in Hollywood—and as full

of Paulette’s personahty as a light

switch is full of electricity.

It doesn’t look like a basket, of

course. It looks like a small cream-
colored French Provincial house
with dark green shutters and match-
ing shingles on its turreted roof
and it’s half-submerged in a brown
California hillside. In the growing
twilight, it’s so much a part of the
landscape you’d have missed it if

you didn’t know that it was only a
block off Cold Water Canyon Road
in Beverly Hills. You’d walk up a
flight of cement stairs beside the
garage—and suddenly find yourself
in an oak-tree-shaded garden on so

many different terraced levels that
it looks like a series of outdoor
rooms. Then you’re at the front door
and being received by an efficient

colored maid named Blanche—and
you’re promptly in Paulette’s living

room.
This is one of the most warmly

attractive rooms you’ve ever seen

—

and at first glance you think it’s a
long room with an uneven ceiling

and two fireplaces, , one at each end.
'Then you reahze that one fireplace

is really in a bright, book-lined al-

cove at one end of the fiving room,
while the second is in the dining
room at the other end. But the wide
dining-room doors are flimg per-
manently back to make it part of the
main room—and besides, it doesn’t
look like a dining room. You finally

realize why it doesn’t—and in that
realization you have your first ex-
ample of Paulette’s originahty: The
dining table and chairs are pushed
over beside a big window, instead

of standing in the orthodox center
of the room.

Naturally, the crackling fire lights

up what looks more like a sitting

room—in spite of the old silver

gleaming on the side table and the
rare pieces of china on a long wall
rack. All three rooms are painted
an off-white, too; and all three are
studded with richly colored paintings
—by such masters as Braque, Utrillo,

Renoir, Dufy, Rouault and, of course,
Diego Rivera, the great Mexican
artist. His famous painting of Pau-
lette in a shining white dress, with
an Indian girl behind her, hangs
over the doorway into the dining
room, a startling magnet to your
eye the minute you’ve entered.
You are interrupted here by Pau-

lette’s voice calling gaUy from some-
where upstairs, “I’ll be right down!
Hold everything!” You yell back,
“I’m perfectly happy,” and go on
looking in growing enchantment at

her fiving room. Like the dining
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room, its rug and drapes are pale
green; and its personality is due to
its paintings, a lavendar print over-
sized circular couch, a long low
bookcase full of books and some pale
yellow chairs. Books make one wall
of the alcove, too, and above its
white brick mantel is a painting of
Paulette s New York farm buried in
snow. You will discover that books,
paintings and fireplaces are in every
room in her cozy house.
Now there’s a quick patter of rope-

soled sandals on the narrow little
flight of stairs that come down into
the alcove—and here is Paulette
herself. She’s wearing her brown
hair piled on her head in a swirl of
curls, and she has on a crisp Mex-
ican cotton blouse and a giddy little
cotton skirt with lots of rxiffles

—

hitting her well above her famous
knees. But what really gets you is
an enormous bracelet studded thick-
ly with green emeralds the same
shade as her (Continued on page 72)
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It may be "your man" over there whom

GARY COOPER:
"My whole trip overseas was unforgettable! As to

thinking in terms of high-lighted events, well, I guess you
could classify a whole lot of little unimportant incidents

as 'unforgettable moments.' They were such things as

when one of the boys came up to me after one of the

shows we put on, grabbed my hand and said, 'Thanks for

coming to see us.' Another time was when we landed
at the airport on one of the islands and a whole group of

the boys met us with trinkets they had made themselves,

apologizing because they couldn't buy anything for us.

Or when a patient in one of the hospitals we visited gave
me a little souvenir he had made out of a Jap Zero.

Just little, casual incidents like these are the unfor-

gettable moments."

All photographs courtesy of U.S.O. Camp Shows and the Hollywood Victory Committee

INGRID BERGMAN:
|

"It is hard to choose one single moment out of so

many on my trip to the camps in Alaska, but there is

one I will remember for many a long year, and that

was on Christmas Eve. We had come to Anchorage

to give our regular show. If anything, there was a

special feeling in the hall—a sort of mental exhilara-

tion as if each of us was responding to the lift of the

audience itself. Dinner in the mess hall afterwards was

made as Christmasy as possible. In the evening we

trouped through the snow back to the hall which was

again packed with soldiers, their faces lifted to the

stark stage, empty except for the chaplain sitting at

the battered piano. Their voices poured out to us as

we slipped through the doors. I shall never forget

'Silent Night' as it was sung that cold Alaskan night."

NELSON EDDY:
"Everywhere I went, I was deeply impressed with the

fact that the soldiers expected the best type of music that

each kind of entertainer had to offer. They didn't want
'Pistol-packin' Mama' from me, but rather

—
'Danny Boy,'

'Sylvia,' as well as 'Ave Maria' and arias.

My most unforgettable moment—well, just before one
of the G. I. shows we put on, I was asked to visit a local

hospital. As I was leaving the wards, after shaking hands,

one of the boys yelled: 'Hey, Mr. Eddy, will you sing for

us?' Believe me, I was on the spot, with no music, not even

a broken-down guitar available, and I never sing without

accompaniment! Well, I felt that if they would bear with

me I could bear with the situation, so I did! I had a great

time walking through the wards singing their requests.

That was a new experience—just another instance where
our boys gave me so much more than I gave them."
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one of these stars

ANNA LEE:

"I shall never forget the bleakness and desolate ap-
pearance of Ascension Island, a tiny Atlantic military

outpost, really just volcanic rock without a blade of

grass, nor the reception I received there. Some of those

boys had been stationed on that lonely spot for nearly

two years and I was the first woman they had seen in

that time. All they wanted was just to stand and look at

a woman. The afternoon that I arrived a group of boys

came up to me and one of them said, 'Please, Miss Lee,

would you mind just standing there and taking out your

compact and comb and mirror, and going through that

old routine our girls used to do . .
.' Soberly, I went

through the little make-up ritual, and they took turns

directing me, telling me just when to do what. I suppose^

a bystander would have thought it a very funny sight.

To me it wasn't; later I went to my quarters and cried."

t Overseas
will always remember

JOEL McCREA:
"There were two unforgettable moments in my over-

seas trip. In a hospital over there a kid was writing

a letter to his girl and asked me if I would put in a
couple of lines for him. He apologized for the
scrawly handwriting and said, with a kind of a grin:

'Just getting used to writing lefthanded,' and pointed
to his empty right sleeve. That's courage to my way of

thinking. Another time, I was beginning to feel a little

bothered about being jammed into planes whenever
I traveled, but after nineteen hours of this one par-

ticular jaunt, I changed my mind. You see. General
Donovan was on that plane too, and he was just as

uncomfortable as I was, but he read three books, out-

lined them, dictated letters and was ready to go on
to Cairo when we landed, fresh as a daisy. And I

was complaining!"

ll

MARTHA O'DRISCOLL:
"I had never before realized just what it meant to those

boys stuck 'way up there in .some of those far-North Out-

posts to know that a girl from Hollywood was coming up
there to see them, until I visited a nospital in one of the

particularly isolated regions. They had taken all the

colored paper they could possibly find, plus some that

the Red Cross had sent up, and decorated the whole
hospital as gaily as possible. They presented me with

a gift. I have it in my bedroom today. It is a basket

of red roses, the most beautiful red roses I have ever

seen, and they were made by those wounded boys out

of anything they could get their hands on—^the basket from
an old medical supplies can, the flower-holder from an
empty adhesive tape spool, and the roses were fashioned

out of scraps of paper from the decorations. I shall never
forget the moment they presented them to me."
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Thoughts like these are always very personal.

But this is one time they must be shared—with all those

other wartime women who are waiting too

I

AM waiting for the most im-
portant moment in my life. I am
waiting for my baby.
“Waiting for my baby” . . . that

has a thrilling, a strange soimd.
Thrilling because it’s something I

once thought I’d never be able to say.

Strange because it makes me look
at my heart as if for the first time
and what I see amazes me. And
makes me proud.

It’s hard to put into words what I

think of myself now. About all I can
say is that once I was conscious only
of a mind and of a soul that directed
me to do a job. That told me how to

play a part. How to make the most
of my life—materially. But now,
that is all changed. It’s no longer
my mind. It’s my body. I am aware
of that body. I am aware of the
power it holds. It’s a kind of spiritual

awareness, a reverence, because
within me I feel the gentle move-
ment of another body. Gentle . . .

and yes, firm. But life all the same
... a life I’m waiting to see.

Today, I know the completeness
of being a woman, a warm human
being.

There is much that is different

now. There is a responsibility. A
responsibility to a dream I once cher-
ished, a dream that is soon to be a
reality. There is a duty I must per-
form. A duty that shall be my honor
and my pride to perform the rest of

my life.

How much difference a few
months, a year or two, can make. It

seems long ago now when I thought
there’d be no baby for me—ever.

Yet the past has faded to make way
for the future. All I can remember

now about that time in yesterday is

the feeling of bitterness I had. A
keen sense of loss. A bewilderment.
And as my mind travels back, I re-
member, too, how much closer my
husband has been to me since then,

even though he has always been so

much in my heart. I never knew how
much until that morning when I was
being wheeled down the corridor to

face a serious operation. My mind
was hazy ... it was going around in

a foggy dream . . . yet I kept calling,

“Will! Will!” I was searching for

him—subconsciously. And when I

was being taken to the oxygen tent

so that my life could be saved, only
Will could make me get inside that

tent. It was he who gave me courage.
But that was the past; this is to-

day.
Oh, the talks Will and I had after

I left the hospital—and continued to

have for months. They were all

about one thing . . . we must have
a baby. Maybe he was hesitant
about my taking a chance again. But
I wasn’t afraid. Everything in life

for me focused on my determination
to have a baby. No risk was too
great. I know that Will and I be-
came too anxious. But what else

can you do, what else can you feel,

when you want something so badly?
What else can you do but insist that
a dream can be made real?

It all seemed hopeless for a while.
We began to talk about adopting a
baby. And yet I was still bitter. I

remember going to a party given for

a friend of mine who was expect-
ing a baby. How proud I was of

her! How envious! How empty and
miserable I felt inside myself be-

cause it wasn’t happening to me!
That party! That was when I fell

down a whole flight of stairs, falling

so hard that I knocked the handle
off the front door when I landed. I

don’t remember the terrific pain
that stayed with me for five and
six weeks now as much as I think
of what that fall could have meant.

\^HEN I had recovered, I remem-
’ ’ ber noticing that I had put on
weight. Too much, I thought. So I

began going to Turkish baths to

steam the pounds off. And I was
massaged. But I didn’t seem to lose

any weight. It was then that I won-
dered—if it only could be!

The nurse looked so pleased when
I came to the doctor’s office. She
smiled so knowingly. I knew what
she was thinking.

“I’ll bet you a dollar you’re
wrong,” I told her.

“I’ll take the bet,” she replied and
ushered me into the doctor’s office.

I never was so glad to pay any
debt as when I gave her the dollar.

The possessive thought of “We loifi

have a baby” was no longer a

thought. It was a reality.

Naturally, I called Will. He was
at the Marine camp. Those hours
waiting for the call to get through
. . . the time I had to wonder how
he’d take the news. Imagining what
he’d say. And then the ringing of

the phone and “Hello, Maureen?” I

had so much that I had planned to

say, but my only remark was, “Will,

you’re going to be a father.” I ex-
pected that stunned silence that fol-

lowed—husbands act that way. 1

imderstand. (Continued on page 85 )
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Laying down the welcome '

mot for Hodiok, the "Lifeboat'

guy with that "rugged" look

BY KAY PROCTOR

f

P
RETTY him up as you will, John |
Hodiak, the rough-and-ready guy

|!

of “Lifeboat,” manages to remain
|

the rugged type, much hke Bogart and 4
with the same dark charm for women. S
On first meeting Hody seems nervous, ^

tense and overly cautious. As he grad-
ually relaxes it is evident this tension
springs from one great desire—to avoid
at all costs the criticism other rising

stars have aroused when public atten-
f\

tion focused on them suddenly. -j

Good taste is one Hodiak god. The
son of a Ukrainian factoiy worker, he
is utterly real and sincere, and phonies 41

and front are anathema to him. “If it is \f,

necessary to pretend you’re something p
you’re not to get ahead out here, the
heck with it. I’ll go back where I came M
from!” he declares. His friends know
he means it and that he’ll always be
“just a guy,” come what may in the 1
way of fame and fortune. *3

Currently Hody is living in compara-
tive modesty in a two-room apartment
in Beverly HiUs—a kitchen and a large T

living room with a bed which lets down |
from the waU. Frequently he cooks his {

own dinner from cherished recipes of
|

his mother’s (he learned to cook, wash -

and scrub in those depression days
when he and “Pop” did the housework ]'

while Mrs. Hodiak was away at work)
, i

and while he is not antisocial, he keeps J

to himself reading, or “chewing the fat”

with close friends. i

“Apparently it strikes people as odd
that I stay away from night clubs and ]

big parties out here,” he says. “Thej
truth is, I haven’t been asked to many‘j
big parties and, as for night clubs, I ^

got my fill of them in Chicago when I
,

first began to earn the kind of money
that made it possible to go.. When I

first came to Hollywood I went to Mo-
\

cambo and Ciro’s and the other places

I had read about so much. I was as

A bachelor ("Just haven't found the right

girl yet"), Hodiak teams with Lana Tur-

ner for "Marriage Is A Private Affair"



curious as any tourist. But once my
curiosity was satisfied I had no partic-

ular desire to see them again.”

Hody admits it is a little unusual that
he still is that rara avis these days—

a

bachelor.

“Just haven’t found the right girl

yet,” he says. “Twice I thought I had
found her, but each time she married
the other fellow.”

He doesn’t intend to stay a bachelor
—it’s a lonely life and he loves home
and kids—and falling in love might
happen to him again any time. “Maybe
tomorrow. Who knows?” he ventures.

Children, incidentally, are crazy
about him; he has a great feeling for

them and knows how to play with them
on their own level.

Likewise he has a great feehng for
women, always remembering to light

cigarettes, hold coats and open doors.
Why hasn’t this handsome and suc-

cessful bachelor in Hollywood been
seen squiring the glamour girls? The
explanation of that is fairly simple:
Many of the glamour girls have a ten-
dency to take the aggressive and six-

foot Hody is the kind of guy who wants
to be the chaser, not the chased.
But for a fluke, Hody might still be

among Hollywood’s imknowns. In 1942
Metro made a test of him in New York
in a scene with the fine colored actor,

Canada Lee, and as result of the test

signed both to contracts. Thrilled be-
yond words to find himself in Holly-
wood with the security of a contract,

Hody was a little abashed at his first

role—one of the mob in “Stranger In
Town.” He had exactly one line to

speak, the equivalent of “They went
thatta way!” Actually the words were,
“Who’s the girl?” After that came the
part of a Nazi spy in “I Dood It” with
Red Skelton and then the trifling role

of a middle- {Continued on page 89)
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"Favorites" of favorites — by special

Far left is Lana Turner looking beautiful

—

and domestic. She's knitting a sweater,

size 40, at the special request of Private

Kenney. He wanted to see Lana caught in

the knitting act by Hymie Fink's camera

Signalman third

class John Regan,

Pelham Bay, N. Y.,

now in the Navy

John, interviewed at N.Y.'s Stage

Door Canteen, was date-minded,

decided he'd like to see his favor-

ite star, Linda Darnell, pictured

in a "nice evening dress" opening

the door of her house to greet him

Sgt. William Car-

roll, of Port Jervis,

N.Y., now in Italy

From way "over there" Bill wrote

Photoplay that it had been a long

time since he'd seen an American

girl in the good old gesture of

putting on her make-up. Above:

His favorite Ann Sothern complies



order of our service men and women

Henry thought "Casablanca" was a swell picture

orrcl Ingrid Bergman really something. So his special

request was to see a picture of Ingrid looking just

as she did {tar right) in a film he'll never forget

Seomon

'-h/cago,
fii

Smith, of

in lUinok

Hit bv ei r'

Henry'^v^os

stl Hear^
sfer back in Ch:' o

1/ you are a man or woman in the
armed forces and want to take part in
Photoplay’s Command Performance,
write to the Command Performance
Editor, Photoplay, 205 East 42nd St.,

N. Y. C., telling exactly what you
would like to see your favorite star do.

Photoplay’s cameraman Hymie Fink
will take the picture of the star if
possible; it will be reproduced, to-

gether with your picture, in Photoplay
and the original picture, autographed
by the star to you, will be forwarded
to you at the address you give the
Command Performance Editor. A
copy of the issue in which your re-

quested picture appears will also be
sent to you as a Photoplay gift.

Be sure to give your rank, complete
name and address and to enclose a
picture of yourself if possible.

Staff Sgt. Randall
Jordan of Dallas,

Tex., now in Ariz.

"We derive more pleas-

ure from reading Photo-

play than you know,"

writes Randall. He likes

the magazine—he also

likes Ann Sheridan and

he wanted to see a pic-

ture of her in a bathing

suit. Here is Miss Sheri-

dan—per specifications

—for Staff Sgt. Jordan
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Here's how Hollywood stacks up

on the "bright" side of the picture

E
ver since the days of gold bathtubs and pearl swimming
pools up to the present time when Hollywood has pulled
itself up by its mental bootstraps, the question of how

bright the stars really are has raged back and forth. Those
close to the town and tinged with its way of life have hotly
contended the brains in motion pictures were colossal,

whereas the cynical intelligentsia throughout the land have
inferred the scope of a star’s conversation was limited to

Dache hats or the latest golf score.

So Fearless has undertaken the ticklish job of doing some
straight-from-the-shoulder reporting on the I.Q.s of the
stars.

The anti-Hollywood faction would probably take some
satisfaction in the case of a popular juvenile star. Expecting
to be tapped by the draft, he decided to make a bid for

the Air Force. He studied aeronautics and had a course in

calisthenics. When test time came, he passed on aU counts
with the exception of “Current Events.” Slightly humiliated,

he tried again and made the grade.

But the Hollywood defenders would say that he is a lad

of eighteen and that it isn’t a fair gauge of Hollywood’s
I.Q. to expect an eighteen-year-old to be up on world affairs.

Let’s take a strictly adult case. Greta Garbo was having
lunch with an author who had just completed a book on
Adolf Hitler. “What are you going to call it?” Greta asked
him. “I think,” said the writer, “that ‘Mr. Schicklgruber’
would be a good title.” “Why?” asked Miss Garbo, who was
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Judy Garland:
he's in the

same category
as Betty Grable

t\ie
BY

probably one of the few adults in the world who didn’t re-

member that Schicklgruber is Hitler’s real monicker.
Are these two instances a true indication of the stars’ I.Q.s?

The spotlight swings across the field and focuses on Lieu-
tenant Commander Bob Montgomery and Orson Welles, two
gentlemen who are no mean contenders for mental honors.

They may not be the “intellectuals” they consider them-
selves, but you have our word for it that neither one need
ever take a back seat in a mental joust with a bona fide

member of the intelligentsia. They are keen, aware and
eminently well informed on current events.

Also in the front ranks of the male section of the Holly-
wood brains department is Gilbert Roland, who has a broad
knowledge of music and philosophy. Reginald Gardiner’s
familiarity with music and the arts—also Basil Rathbone’s

—

is hard to top anywhere. Cary Grant, while of lighter cahbre
than the others, has a wide-awake knowledge of what goes
on in the world today. Lately Cary has taken an increasing
interest in music and painting which is due to his art-loving
wife, Barbara Hutton.
Take Bob Hope and Bing Crosby. You’d guess Bob to be

the brighter of the couple who are hke the tortoise and the
hare—Bing being the tortoise. Bob is quick. Bing is slow,

but Bing reaches the winning post a little ahead of Bob.
Bing is the only person who can top Bob with a quick line,

and that’s not bad for a crooner with a poker face and an
easy drawl.

Bob Hope:
Quick, but not
always first at

the winning post
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Bob rarely knows how much
money he has in the bank. He leaves

that sort of thing to his brother Jack.

Bing has .two brothers handling his

numerous affairs, but he holds the

strings himself. Recently he gave a

thousand dollars to the Community
Chest drive. A local newspaper
publisher had a temporary “hate”

against Bing and sent one of his

men to see the actor with a demand
that he give another five thousand
dollars.

Bing was warned by a friend.

When the man arrived on the set

where he was making a picture,

Bing greeted him warmly, casually

mentioned that he had given fifteen

thousand dollars to various charities

in the past three months and then
said suddenly, “And by the way, you
can put me down for another thou-
sand for the Community Chest.”

With that voluntary donation, he left

the gentleman who had come for five

thousand with the wind taken out of

his sails.

With the possible exception of

Rosalind Russell, Claudette Colbert

has the highest I. Q. of any female
(or male) star in Hollywood. It

doesn’t do the rest of us so much
good as it should because Claudette
is not exactly a conversationalist. But
everything Claudette touches, she
absorbs. She knows almost as much
about medicine as her husband. Doc-
tor Joel Pressman, and if you insist

she’ll tell you what to do for any ail-

ment, after which she usually apolo-
gizes for “practicing without a
license.”

- Only once did Claudette act like a

dumb bunny instead of the smart,

polished woman of the world that

she is. She laughs about it now, but
at the time she was so mad that she
heaved a bottle of champagne at the

head of a publicity man! Fortu-
nately for the latter’s head, the bottle

was made of cardboard. And that

was why Claudette was angry.
As a stunt for “Skylark,” Claudette

was to christen a T.W.A. transport

plane with the name of her picture.

To be sure that the bottle would
smash, a breakaway bottle made of

candy was to have been used. In-

stead, the publicity man brought a
fake bottle of cardboard. When
Claudette whacked this on the air-

plane, it bounced back and hit her
on the head. That’s when she threw
it at the p.a. Nevertheless, Claudette
is still high in any female I.Q.

To go back to Rosalind Russell,

Roz knows her way around the laby-
rinth of politics and keeps a weather
eye wide open for the underdog. But
that’s not all. She reads and assim-
ilates every book she can cram into

her active schedule. It would be
interesting to sit Roz down (if she
would sit that long) and make her
do a general-knowledge I.Q. test.

Failing that, she should be a guest
on “Informatior; Please.” Some of

the Hollywood stars have not done
so well on this. Roz would certainly

bring up the batting average. And
02 she’s not above making a fool of a

CUT IT OUT!

Word to the^ise home-

maker: Pw^his up

... _ inent place

in your v^time kitchen

ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN—es-

pecially in this coming can-

ning season. Do you know
that there was serious dam-
age to persons and prop-

erty last summer just be-

cause home-makers did not

know enough about can-

ning? Don't let yourself in

for trouble—keep
points in mind

—

these

FIR^ STEP: Keep explicit direc-

tions for your special can-

ning equipment before you;

be precise about following

them.

BE SURE: That your hands are

clean. You may follow

directions to the letter and
then infect your own food

if your hanas aren't clean.

FOR TOMATOES AND FRUITS:

Use the boiling water bath

method.

FOR MEATS AND ALL OTHER
VEGETABLES: Use only the

steam pressure cooker. Be

careful of oven canning

—

it does not give safe proc-

essing to nheats and non-

acid vegetables and is slow

and unsatisfactory for fruits

and tomatoes.

PACK HOT: The Government au-

thorities caution against

cold packing of food.

DON'T PUT TOO MUCH IN THE
JAR: Waste and accidents

result from cramming too

much in your containers.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW
MORE: Write to Ruth Van
Deman, Bureau of Human
Nutrition and Home Eco-

nomics, U. S. Dept, of Agri-

culture, Washington 25,

D. C.

working reporter. At Santa Barbara,
when she and husband Fred Brisson
were planning their marriage, she
told reporters, with a face innocent
of guile, that she was up there for

the swimming. And they believed
her!

Betty Hutton, the dynamo of

mirth and merriment, never had the
advantage of the backgrounds en-
joyed by either Roz or Claudette.

At fourteen, she left Michigan for

New York and fame on the stage.

So disastrous was the experiment
that a kind producer gave the
scraggly-looking kid her fare money
back home. Betty returned to Broad-
way later and made the grade in

“Panama Hattie.” But the fact re-
mains that La Hutton had little

formal education. For all that, her
I.Q. is higher than several stars who
boast of college educations.

Betty is a shrewd little trick. She
has taught herself how to judge and
sum up the people she meets. She
was able to put that small finger of

hers unerringly on the weak spot of

the marriage of a girl friend who
had been in show business and given
it up for marriage and a baby. “She
thought the baby would fill her life,”

Betty told Fearless. “But it didn’t.

She’s unhappy and making her hus-
band unhappy because she still

wants a return to glamour and a
career.”

In Hollywood, they say that Alan
Ladd owes his career and fame to

his wife and former agent. Sue Carol.
And it is true that when she is in

the room or within seeing distance
of Alan, the handsome screen
menace follows her with his eyes and
takes his conversational cues from
her. But Fearless was with Alan
once when Sue was in another room.
An insurance agent was high-pres-
suring Alan to buy a policy he didn’t

want. Alan was polite, but deadly
firm. “I must refer you to my em-
ployers,” he reiterated to the agent’s

importunings. Don’t believe a word
you hear to the contrary—Alan can
take care of himself in the mental
clinches.

Deanna Durbin used to be one of

the more intelligent of the Holly-

wood younger set. She was a
studious, quiet girl with a definite

leaning toward home life. She read a

lot and studied music many hours a

day. It was her misfortune to be
Universal’s biggest money-maker,
which is a polite way of saying that

she took the studio out of the red

into the realm of prosperity.

So they built a fence around
Deanna, kept her from contact with
the world and life. A person as

curious and naturally intelligent as

Deanna could not stay inside that

fence forever. And she stepped right

over it with the break-up of her

marriage to Vaughn Paul. But don’t

draw swift conclusions. This is fun-

damentally a sensible gal. Let her

have her fill of dancing and fun. Why
shouldn’t she? She’s young, she’s

pretty, she’s famous and she’s served

her term in (Continued on page 111)
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"A big advantage we Cadet Nurses have
is that the course in most schools has

been stepped up . . . twenty-four to thirty

months, where it used to take three years.

If you are still in training when the war
ends—and if you have at that time been

enrolled for 90 days— you get your full

course just the same.”

**Of course/ I want to get morried; but
being a nurse doesn't mean that I can't.

There are lots of chances to meet nice

men, and there’s free time so we can have
dates. In many schools, a girl can marry
while she’s still a student.”

*'The Cadet uniform i$ $o smart! It’s for

outdoor wear, and I don’t think there’s

a better looking one in the women’s
services; but I’m glad it’s optional. It is

nice to get into an honest-to-goodness

dress now and then to remind yourself,

and the boys, that you’re a girl after all.”

"I guess just about every girl has thought

at one time or another that she’d like to

be a nurse. Now 65,000 girls like me are

getting the chance this year . . . the U. S.

Public Health Service is paying our way.

Tuition and fees, room and hoard and

uniforms— all are free . . . and we get a

monthly allowance besides.”

Free training with pay in the

**Nurslng’c the war job with a future! There are so

many opportunities—as an Army or Navy nurse,

a public health or industrial health nurse, in

child care, orthopedics, psychiatric nursing . .

“I like my school— the work is so fascinating, it’s such a comfort-

able, pleasant place— and the girls are fun. You're allowed to

choose your own nursing school, you know, just as though you
were going to college.”
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money very nicely. It starts at $15
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YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Candid, plain-speaking advice from a woman who is

able to understand even these unusual situations

Miss Colbert, star of "Since You Went Away,"
answers letters from Photoplay readers

D
ear miss colbert:

I am nineteen, a

high-school graduate,
“disgustingly healthy” (the

doctor says) and I am try-

ing to decide whether I

should go into essential

war work, or go on to col-

lege and train for a peace-
time career.

There are two jobs for

everyone now in war work,
the War Manpower Com-
mission says. Yet I know
that it takes a good educa-
tion to get a good job. I

know I am goings to get

that college education
someday. Regardless of

when, I will have to finance

it myself. Should I work
now, and save my money
in bonds maybe, to help
me through school? Or
should I go on with my
education now?
When peace comes there

are going to be a lot of

girls finding themselves
jobless, and sorry they
quit school for a paycheck.
I don’t want to be one of

them. But then, neither do
I want to go gaily off to

school, contributing noth-
ing more than a pint of

blood twice a year to what
is my war as much as it is

Eddie’s. (He’s my marine.)
Would you mind giving

me your ideas on this subject?
Incidentally, my mother (who died

when I was three) was Italian, and
my dad is Irish. That accounts for

my strange, mixed-up name.
‘ Milan O’M.

Dear Miss O’M:
Your “strange, mixed - up name”

strikes me as being very pretty, and
one of which you have every right to

be proud. One of the most wonderful
things about America is the fact that a

girl or a boy can have one parent of
ir one nationality and one parent of an-

I.
other, thus inheriting the fine tradi-

^ tions of two peoples and adding them
i to those of the States.

As for your problem, I believe this

might work out well for you: Why not

take a job for a year and save every
single penny you possibly can. I am
a great believer in a year’s practical

experience in the world between the
sheltered life of high school and the

academic existence of university life.

I think that year’s interim gives the
average student a perspective and a

practicality that can’t be obtained
otherwise.

Furthermore, if you work a year and
so prepare a bank account against
which you can draw for your first year

of college, you will also be in a position

to adjust yourself readily when peace
comes. By working now you will be

helping your country, and
when there are fewer jobs—
by going to school and so
withdrawing from the ranks
of workers— you will be
helping your country again.

/ do hope this proves to
be useful advice for you.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbei t:

I’m writing to you to see
if you can help me. I’m
twenty-six years old and
married to a man twenty

-

seven. We have been mar-
ried eight years and we
have three children, two
girls and a boy.
My husband has always

been good to me; he isn’t

a man who fusses or finds

fault. Perhaps I’d enjoy it

more if he ever paid any
attention to me at all. He
just sits around and has
nothing to say. He reads
and smokes, comes into the
house and goes out, gets up
in the morning and goes to

bed at night with never a
word to anyone.
But just let a pretty girl

—like the local school
teacher—show up, and you
should see how much fun
he can be. He can pay her
compliments, and make
jokes. Not that I blame
the girls, you understand.
They have nothing to do

with it, and it isn’t any particular

person who brings out his gaiety

—

just any stranger.

When we married, I loved him
with all my heart but he has cooled
my love because of the difference

he makes between me and any other
woman.
Can you think of anything for me

to do to keep our marriage from
being ruined?

Mrs. Claire B.

Dear Mrs. B:
Frankly I think you are letting your

husband down. Your husband obvious-
ly needs pepping up and he seems only



If you wish the personal advice of Claudette Colbert on any
problem in your life, write to her in care of Photoplay, 8949 Sunset

Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California. If your problem seems to her to be a

universal one, she will answer it here.

If you have written Miss Colbert and her answer has helped you, write to her and tell

her about it. To the writer of the most sincere letter in this “How I Solved My
Problem’’ series, a $25 War Bond will be awarded. The winning letter this month
appears on page 83.

to get it from strangers because visi-

tors always put on their company man-
ners and try to be lively and inter-

esting.

It has been my thought that men
want gaiety in their women much more
than glamour or beauty. This seems
to be lacking in your make-up, or you
have forgotten.

Naturally it is hard for a woman to

do housework all day, take care of
three children and be a bundle of
charm at the day’s end. However,
that is what man has expected of a

wife since the world began—and if

you love your husband and want to

keep him it would be worth the effort
to try this.

You are looking for happiness in

your marriage, and your marriage
seems to be a good one, except for
this one fault which you say is your
husband’s. / think it is partly yours
also. Try to be gay and interesting

when he is home. It will work. Good
luck to you.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a woman of thirty-eight. I

have five children, the oldest a girl

eighteen. My husband walked out
on us five years ago, but I have
managed nicely. I have always been
a good manager; I have a way with
clothes, and I have always been an
excellent cook. I was born an op-
timist, I guess, because I always
manage to look upon the bright side

and to bring out the best in myself
and in others. I am now divorced,

so quite free.

Here is my problem: Recently I

met a man who came to visit my
daughter. She didn’t happen to be
here when he arrived, so I welcomed
him and we sat in front of the fire

and chatted. When my daughter
finally arrived and called me “Moth-
er,” this man laughed and said he
had thought I was her sister—in

other words, my second daughter,
who is thirteen months younger.
Naturally I was flattered, but put

the statement down to this 'man’s

great tact. However, during the
following week he telephoned me
several times during the day—ap-
parently just to talk.

Then, repeatedly, he insisted that
I accompany him and my daughter
to a movie and afterward have a
soda with them. It had been a long
time since I had had such a good
time, or had laughed so merrily.
One night my daughter told me

that she was in love with this chap
and planned to marry him. He has
been rejected by the Army because
of a slight foot malformation. It is

so slight that one couldn’t call it a
deformity, but it would have made
rigid military duty impossible. I had
a strange, hollow feeling at her an-
noimcement, but agreed that he was
entirely eligible.

A day or so later, this chap called

at our home in the afternoon and
told me that he wanted to marry
me. He insisted that he had not
asked my daughter to marry him,
but that he had begun to suspect that

she was overly fond of him, so he
had decided to resolve our relation-

ship. When I talked this situation

over with my daughter, she said

nothing, but it became clear that she
despised me—a thing I cannot stand.

Perhaps you are thinking I am a

bit of a fool to confess that I am in

love with a man considerably my
junior. However, my mother was
fourteen years older than my father

and they were devoted.
The important thing is that I don’t

want to alienate my daughter. Have
you any suggestions to make?

Appreciatively yours,
Mrs. Jeanette N.

Dear Mrs. N;
First of all, I don’t think you at all

foolish for confessing your love for a

man younger than yourself. Some of
the happiest marriages in the world
are between persons who are not to be
judged by usual standards of age.
Years are like skis; Some people han-
dle them skillfully and look graceful
to the end of the run, while others
crack up on the first sharp turn.

In your case, it isn’t the time ele-

ment that is to be considered, it is the
relationship between you and your
daughter. Years ago I made a picture
called “Imitation Of Life” in which
much this same problem arose, al-

though the man in the case was a con-
temporary of the mother’s.

In that picture, the mother was wise
enough and strong enough to tell the
man to go away for a time; to let

things work out gradually without vio-

lence.
I think that is your only solution.

Tell the man that, if your love is really
as fine and enduring as you believe it

to be, it will stand the test of separa-
tion.

Your daughter’s love and respect
are obviously paramount with you, so
you must do nothing to jeopardize
your relationship. Whatever you do,
don’t tell her that she is experiencing
only puppy love. She has a right to
expect as much respect for her emo-
tions as you do.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I wish to drop you a few lines for

some good advice. I’m sure you can
help me a great deal. I’m a soldier
eighteen years of age and I’ve now
been in the Army for three months.
When I left home I said good-by

to one of the sweetest girls in the
world. I’m really in love with this

girl and she says she is in love with
me. BUT, she also loves a great pal
of mine who is in the Army in Texas.
Before I left, she promised to

marry me when I come home again.

The other day I received a letter

from this boy friend of mine and he
told me that she had promised him
the same thing.

Honest, if I don’t get her I don’t

want to live—that’s how much she
means to me. Please tell me what
you think of all this.

Private George B.

Dear Private B:
One of the reasons I chose your let-

ter to answer was the fact of its being
typical. Not only does Photoplay re-

ceive many hundreds of letters from
girls who compare notes and find that

the same boy has made love to both,

but a good many boys make the iden-
tical discovery.

This doesn’t mean that most men or
most girls are fickle. It means that,

particularly in war time, everyone tries

to spare the feelings of others. There
have been (Continued on page 82 )
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If You Were Paulette Goddard's House Guest

(Continued from page 51) eyes. She’s
laughing warmly at sight of you (Paulette
is always laughing) and she rushes for-
ward to shake hands. Then she pauses at

a floor lamp, carefully takes off her sandals
and parks them there, and from now on
she’s barefoot. “I always leave my shoes
here!” she explains as if every household
has a lamp by which people park shoes.
Right here the telephone rings and

Paulette runs to answer it. She begins
laughing into it, and says, “Of course. Jinx
—come right over!” and then hangs up
and tells you, “You’ll just have time to

get washed up.” Then she rushes you
through the dining room to a door which
reveals a long, narrow hall leading off to

her one guest room—in a wing by itself.

THERE’S a huge custom-huilt bed with
I a brown and white checked spread and,
on either side of it, handily, are tables
with books, cigarettes, lamps and a French
telephone. The bed is backed by pale
bleached maplewood and there’s a modern
desk of the same wood with built-in book-
cases in it. The walls are white, the rug
green, and the gay windowseat and easy
chair are in yellow . . . but, as always in

Paulette’s house, the room’s essential per-
sonality is made by its brilliant paintings

—

two of them, and both by Diego Rivera’s
wife Frieda. You duck in and out of the
trim white dressing room and bath, and
then you follow Paulette back through the
long hall, the dining-living-and-alcove
rooms, and down another hall which winds
up in a playroom such as you’ve never
seen in your life.

Like all of Paulette’s house, its warm
originality delights you. In the green
brick fireplace, instead of a fire, stands a
tiny pot-bellied coal stove—with a small
pair of coal tongs beside it. A gay rag
rug is tossed on the pine-knotted floor and
in one wall you see a red bar with glass
trays of glasses behind it—but the most
prominent thing in the room is a huge
curved green-and-white plaid couch with
a great low coffee table before it. The
coffee table is red. Carelessly mingling in
the room are such nonmatching trophies
as a slot machine, some 2000-year-old
tiny Aztec figures of clay, stunning Tou-

louse-Lautrec posters, tables fashioned
from French drums and a gaily ridiculous
white-and-red director’s chair made out
of canvas, with “Paulette” written in red
paint on the back-rest.
A second later Jinx herself has blown '

in, followed by two soldiers—and you are
all sitting on the green plaid couch, talking, i

While Jinx and the soldiers are playing i

the slot machine, you tell Paulette how
|

impressed you are with her ideas in her
house, and she replies that the truth is she
loves homes. This is only one of her
homes—she also owns a stately mansion
in Suffern, New York, and a six-room
house in Acapulco, Mexico.

All the time she’s talking, she’s drawing
a needle in and out of an exquisite petit

point she’s working on, with a formal
liberty bell pattern. “This,” she says, hold-
ing it up, “is for my New York farm.”
Then she tells you that she’s made thirty
petit-point cushion covers, fire screens and
chair seats . . . she did five cushions in
the living room, from designs by Diego "

Rivera. “I always work on petit point
when I’m talking to people at home,” she
says, “and always knit sweaters on the
set.” Which is how you find out that
Paulette never wastes a minute of the day
. . . since when she’s alone, she’s reading.
She has read every one of the thousands
of books in her house—trying to catch up
with all the learning she missed as a
growing girl. She left high school when
she was fourteen, after all, to become a
Ziegfeld Follies girl.

VOU are about to ask more about her life,

* when Jinx and the soldiers have to leave
for a dinner party; and the minute they’re
ushered out, Blanche announces dinner
and you and Paulette sit down in the firelit

dining room to a delicious dinner. Every-
thing about it is expected—soup, roast

lamb, salad, green peas, coffee and hot
apple pie—except for two things: There’s '

a pitcher of orange and lemon juice on the
table and Paulette drinks three glasses of

it during the meal; and instead of potatoes,
^

you have rice with the lamb. Rice is Pau- ;

lette’s one food obsession—she has it for

breakfast with cream and sugar, and for
|

lunch and dinner with butter or gravy.

Paulette's guest room has a huge bed with brown and white checked spread, white
|

walls on which hangs a painting of an Indian woman by Diego Rivera's wife v
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After dinner, you can’t help asking to

see her bedroom—since this house has
you completely fascinated. She promptly
ushers you up the narrow stairway, past
a gay little yellow-and-white balcony
overlooking the living room, stocked with
a telephone, couch and (of course) book-
cases—and then down a hall to her room.

It has French Provincial high ceilings

and the walls and roof are painted in a
soft, pale gray. Covering the entire floor

is a white rag rug. The wide double bed
has a gray chiffon spread which drapes
over the floor; and the chaise longue and
dressing table are in pale gray-and-white
gingham checks. The dressing table is set

into a bay-window alcove, which alone is

papered—in a chartreuse floral pattern.

And—^here comes Paulette’s originality

again—there are two empty hatboxes on
top of two gray wardrobes, covered in the

same chartreuse wallpaper. “Just to tie

the alcove in with the rest of the room,”
says Paulette. The mirror above the mar-
ble mantelpiece reflects her gray writing
desk—and picks out a gold fountain pen
with a circle of tiny diamonds around it.

That reminds you of her fabulous jew-
elry, and once you’ve mentioned it, you’ve
seen it! To match the emerald bracelet
she’s wearing, there’s an emerald neck-
lace, pin and two pairs of earrings—one of

which she wears in her ears and the other
pinned to a headband matching whatever
dress she’s wearing. She has similar sets

of jewels in rubies, diamonds and sapphires
—undoubtedly the loveliest collection of

stones you’ve ever seen.

You are hardly over the shock of them
when she’s telling you about her clothes

—

she never has many, because of traveling.

Right now she has two short dinner
dresses, one white, one black; and three
suits designed for her by Valentina—fol-

lowing typically Paulette’s original ideas.

One is in red, one in white and one in
Navy blue; and they’re all identical—each
boasts a skirt, a jacket (Paulette uses any
one of six Mexican blouses with each) and
a bra top—for sunning! With just the skirt

and bra, each is a sun suit; with blouse
and jacket, it’s a smart street outfit; and
with one of Paulette’s luxurious fur coats,

each becomes a dinner suit. She has end-
less gloves, hats, scarves and pieces of
jewelry to vary the three suits—and they
give her a million changes.
You ask, “What about housecoats?”

Paulette flings open a wardrobe to show
you her unique housecoat plan: She either
wears cotton Mexican skirts and blouses

—

or cuts the skirt off an old evening dress
and wears it with a blouse or sweater!

WHEN you go to bed that first night,
your mind is singing with a hundred

new ideas, naturally. And as the days go
on, you get more. And you know that
Paulette treats her beloved collection of
autographed books with the same personal
touch that she does everything else—if

she had her picture taken with the author,
she pastes it in the frontispiece. She has
books autographed by H. G. Wells, Anita
Loos, Will Durant, Robert Benchley, Mau-
rice Hindus, Upton Sinclair, Alexander
Woollcott, Frank Case, Franz Werfel, Clif-
ford Odets and dozens of others.

You know her story, at last, and very
roughly: That she was born at Whitestone,
Long Island; at fourteen appeared in the
Ziegfeld Follies, and at fifteen was married
to Edgar James, the president of the
Southern States Lumber Company. She
promptly left the Follies for a life of
country-estate leisure in Asheville, North
Carolina. You know that she got a divorce
a year later, went to Europe, and then
arrived in Hollywood to act. That was
ten years ago, when she was nineteen;
and she had a Hispano-Suiza car and a

“
\ dorit understand M\iomen

'

"Darling, you’re taking in a lot of territory. Remember,

you’re a married man.”

"Never mind the gags. Sister. Just tell me why you put soap

in my bag. This is a first-class hotel. They supply soap, Fm sure!*’

"No wonder you don’t understand women—I doubt if you

even recognize them. That isn’t just 'soap’ you have in

your hand. It’s a bar of Fels-Naptha—the only soap that

ever touches the gorgeous lingerie you blushingly

bought me last Christmas.

"We’ll be here a week and before we leave I’ll have to

do a little make-shift laundering.

So just to be sure—that my favorite

'undies’ get their usual beauty bath

—

I brought the Fels-Naptha Soap along!

"And what’s more, my ambitious

Casanova, I don’t care whether you

understand women or not—so long

as you appreciate me!**
p

FELS'NAPTHASOAR-banishesTattleTale Gray
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Get the extra luxury of Modess Sanitary
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average needs. Makes over-size pads unnecessary- equally absorbent, napkin- In boxes of 12-

Duesenberg and a number of fur coats . . .

so nobody took her seriously until she
went into Hal Roach comedies.
Then Charlie Chaplin signed her up for

“Modern Times” and after her two-year
contract with him she married him and
went to the Orient for a long trip. It was
after that she became a famous star.

You know that she never entertains
more than six people at once, and that
she won’t go to large parties, and that
she used to live in a huge formal house
and hated it. You know that she is in

Hollywood only for picture-making and
the rest of the time she’s in Mexico or
New York. You know that someday she
wants to take time off and attend four
years of college and four of law school

—

and that in the distant future she wants
to be on the stage, married, and a mother.
You know that in the summertime she

uses her one-acre terraced garden just like

an outdoor home—the gay tiled barbecue
surrounded by its bright blue patio fur-
niture, and the flower-banked hillside, and
her “Friendship Garden,” which is com-
pletely made up of plants given her by
such friends as Mary Pickford, Arthur
Hornblow and Burgess Meredith—camel-
lias and azaleas. You know that she loves
her fifty-year-old gardenia trees, two of

them, that look like flowered umbrellas.
You know that she has twelve gro-

tesquely charming watercolors by the great
composer George Gershwin in one hall;

and some delightful watercolors by the
first Mrs. John Steinbeck in another hall;

and a picture on her dressing table of a
black cat with a gold collar (supposed to be
a portrait of Paulette!) by writer Ludwig
Bemelmans; and two portraits of Mickey
Mouse and Donald Duck autographed to

her by their author Walt Disney—these
last two hanging in the white-tiled kitchen!
You know that' her mother, Mrs. Alta
Goddard, looks like Paulette’s blonde sis-

ter and that she lives at Malibu Beach and
visits her daughter all the time. You know
that Paulette has bought dozens of houses
which her mother decorated and which
they then sold—but that right now she
owns only one business venture, a bicycle
shop opposite a school! You know that
Sundays her friends drop in for brunch
and you know that she stays home about
four nights a week and dines out at friends’

homes the other three. You know that
she’s only owned her Trophy House two
years—and in that time has made it so
Goddardized that it looks as if she grew
up there!

And you know, too, that you’ve seldom
been as stimulated, as refreshed and as
convinced that life’s worth living as you
have been under Paulette Goddard’s gay
and warming roof.

The End

“Tlteie ate ike ma^ajine^

faukltiked Ifif

Mac^adden )^ukllcatton5,
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Photoplay
True Story

True Romances
True Experiences

True Love and Romance
Radio Mirror
True Detective
Master Detective



This is Your Test

(Continued jrom page 49) sense is part of

them. But nine out of ten have acquired
it—as part of the personality they have
developed.
The first step in developing your per-

sonality is to know what you want. Find
a personality that attracts you and that

you know attracts others. Study it. You
give other girls’ clothes a thorough going-
over to see what you can adopt to advan-
tage; do the same with their personalities.

That is what I tell young players who
come under my direction—and what I

told my daughter, K. T. Stevens. So now
I’ll sound the same warning that I gave
them.
Don’t try to pull another’s skin over

you; don’t copy or imitate to the point
where you are trying to be somebody else.

There has never been a successful imita-
tion. You must be yourself—improved
and streamlined—but yourself.

Don’t try to find your personality by
merely changing your appearance. That’s
a phony. You must keep your own per-
sonal appearance—merely improving it.

You must keep your own characteristics,

only developing and shaping them. What-
ever personality finally emerges must be
you to be successful.

If you are all set to “develop” not just
“copy” turn to woman’s best friend, the
mirror. The mirror is completely frank.

VOU need a well-lighted mirror for close-
* ups and a full-length mirror to reflect

your action.

Directors, studio make-up specialists

and dramatic coaches all advise the same
procedure: Take some mirror “close-ups
of yourself and then analyze them.”
How’s your hair—attractive, drab or

messy? How do you hold your head?
Erect and confident, or is it hanging or at

an angle? How is your mouth? Does it

droop? That murders your personality.
Are your eyes bright, making you look
“alive”? Sparkling, provocative eyes have
carried many girls to success in the movies
and socially. Are your eyebrows too
thick? They can give you a forbidding
appearance.
Put your face through some experi-

ments. Not merely with lipstick, eyebrow
pencil and rouge—but with expressions.
If you want to look intelligent and alert

you can’t be a dead-pan.
How does your mouth look when you

talk? How does your whole face look?
Do you squint? Do you talk out of the
side of your mouth? Do you “mouth”
your words?

If I should make a test of you I would
look for all these things. In fact I’d look
for them before agreeing to make a test.

Smile. That’s the kindest thing you
can do for yourself. You are always at
an advantage when you smile. But don’t
just skin your teeth. Put your heart into
it and make it show in your eyes. A
cold, skinned-tooth smile is repellent. A
smile must be spontaneous and warm,
actually lighting up the face. If yours
doesn’t do that, it needs some working
over. Maybe it doesn’t get enough prac-
tice.

Talk into the mirror. How are your
gestures; illustrative or haphazard? Prop-
erly used, gestures add vividness to your
personality. But don’t overdo them.
Better keep your hands in your pockets
than go in for pantomime.
While you talk; do you look alive, ani-

mated? Animation is responsible for many
a girl’s standing out from the mob. But
animation must hint of a driving power
behind it. Bearing and gestures that speak
of restrained fire are strong assets to your
personality.

DON’T LET “EXPRESSION LINES”

BECOME WRINKLES QUITE YET

S
KIN SO kissable can be yours. One
' new cream—Jergens Face Cream—

gives you such all-around beauty -skin

care, it’s like a “treatment” every day.

Cleansing . . . Softening . . . Foundation

for Powder . . . Night Cream

You use Jergens Face Cream for all

these essentials; it’s your One-Cream

Beauty Treatment.

While cleansing your face, give

attention to nose-to-mouth lines;

smooth Jergens Face Cream in direc-

tion of arrows above. At night, leave

on a light film of fresh Jergens Cream.

JERGENS
FACE CREAM

ALL-PURPOSE CREAM, FOR A JmOOTH, KISSABLE COMPLEXION

Quickly helps erase little old-looking

dry-skin lines, helps prevent them. A
skin scientists’ cream, by the makers of

Jergens Lotion. Already helps so many
girls. For that “kissable-skin” look, use

Jergens Face Cream.
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THE TALC WITH THE FRAGRANCE MEN LOVE

I Know3 Secrete...

(k (

How to keep cool, fresh and
fragrantly dainty with

Cashmere Bouquet Talcum

HOW TO KEEP coot—After your shower or bath treat

your whole body to the soothing caress of Casiimere

Bouquet Talcum! Feel how quickly it banishes moisture
. . , leaves you gloriously cooled and refreshed!

'how to look FRESH-Next, before you dress,

smooth a little extra Cashmere Bouquet Talcum across

your shoulders and ’round your waist. Now, slip into your
clothes—no chafing or binding and Cashmere Bouquet’s
smooth protection really lasts!

OhOW to stay fragrantly DAINTY-Oelightful
secret! For now you are dainty—delicately perfumed from
top-to-toe with Cashmere Bouquet’s alluring “fragrance
men love”! Yes, Cashmere Bouquet Talcum imparts a
subtle clinging scent.

These secrets have made Cashmere Bouquet the largest

selling talcum in America! Let them be your secrets of
daintiness! You’ll find Cashmere Bouquet Talcum in 10^
and larger sizes at all toilet goods counters.

I was looking for a big woman to play
Pilar in the picture “For Whom The Bell
Tolls,” but when I saw Katina Paxinou
I knew that the impression of power and
authority that seemed a part of this Greek
star’s fiery personality would make my
guerilla woman more dominant and con-
vincing than size ever could.
As you talk to yourself in the mirror,

check your voice. Is it pleasant, well-
pitched, resonant, melodious; or harsh,
“breathy” or too high? Would it attract
or repel those who heard it, without see-
ing you?
The quality of your voice is vital to

your welfare, whether your ambition is

to get into the movies, win a boy friend
or make good in business. Being its

mouthpiece, your voice introduces your
personality and registers your first im-
pression—good or bad. Don’t handcuff
your chances for success with a weak
and ineffectual voice. '

A pleasing, well-pitched voice is the
principal asset of thousands who make
excellent livings on the radio and in the
movies. Make-up and wardrobe can
cover the unattractive appearance of a
player with an excellent voice but no
degree of beauty can win even the
smallest speaking bit for a bad voice.

TO CONTINUE your test of yourself, you
' next make some “long shots” or action
pictures. You will use a full-length mirror
for this.

Clear a space before your long mirror.
Cross the room and walk toward it,

naturally. Don’t pose—you are being
honest with yourself.
How was your walk? Did you have a

natural, easy swing from the hips, without
swaying shoulders or jerking arms? Or
did you attempt a panther’s glide or a
model’s artificial “cross-over”? Natural-
ness is the greatest charm a girl can have.
Don’t be studied or artificial.

As you walked did the balls of your
feet reach gracefully for the floor—or did
you clump along on your heels? How was
your carriage? Were your shoulders well
back and your head up, giving you a
“presence”? Or did you just slouch
along? Did you look alert, or lazy?
These are the things I subconsciously

ask myself every time I look at a test. I

ask: Is this really the girl herself or just

a well-rehearsed act? If it is not the
girl, sooner or later it will let her down
and the real personality will crop out.

That is why it is so vital that your per-
sonality be a development, not an imita-
tion of someone else. Under stress you
will react naturally. If you are operat-
ing behind an artificial front the result

will be ridiculous, if not disastrous. You
have undiscovered qualities and hidden
natural charms. Let them come to the
surface.

In testing newcomers, a chair or couch
sequence is generally included. So you
should use one in your test.

Put a chair in front of the full-length

mirror. Walk across the room and sit in

it. Sit quietly for a minute or two. Then
get up and cross the room again.

Observe how you seat yourself. Do you
stalk the chair as though you were afraid

someone was going to snatch it away from
you? When you approach it do you turn
and back cautiously into it, perhaps low-
ering yourself by putting your hands on
its arms as though you were afraid some-
thing would break? Do you flop into it

and let your feet pop up as you land? Or
do you sit gracefully, indicating strength

and muscular control? Do you give the

impression that you handle your body
easily, naturally and without effort? You
should.

After you settle, do you sprawl? Do
76



you cross your legs at an unbecoming
or immodest angle? It is better to cross

your feet at the ankle than your legs at

the knee.
Regard yourself in the mirror as you sit

quietly in the chair. Do you fidget, or

are you relaxed? Are your hands in your
way? Your hands reflect your person-
ality. Also your state of mind.

Naturally, you will study your face

while you sit in front of the mirror—just

as I study the face of every player that

comes before me for a test.

YOU have discovered before now that
* your state of mind is usually reflected

in your face—as is also your disposition.

Dramatic coaches warn youngsters that

their thoughts show on the film. If you
are a friendly, happy soul it will show
in your face, and in your gestures. If you
are bitter or waspish or selfish that also

shows.
The purpose of make-up is to correct

physical faults, to neutralize your bad
features and emphasize your good fea-

tures. But don’t expect make-up to

correct faults that lie under your skin;

that are due to your disposition, your
nerves or your health.
Make-up, however, does play an impor-

tant part in a girl’s career. Especially the
psychology of make-up. Let’s see how
make-up affects those you want to im-
press. For an example we will go to a
field remote from cosmetics.

What happens to the subconscious mind
when we pass an old unpainted, weed-
grown shack? We think of tragedy, fear,

despair and want. We think of neglect
and age.

And when we pass a house painted in
loud and ridiculous colors what do we
think? Of a poor mind, or erratic people
and of cheapness.

Neglected, over-rouged and badly
made-up faces have the same psycho-
logical effect on us.

Now suppose we give that shack a coat
of paint, clean up the yard and plant a
lawn and flowers. The thoughts of those
then passing it are that the people in it

are worth knowing.
And how much better the people living

in the now attractive home feel. And how
much better the girl feels who knows her
make-up is right, and has confidence it is

giving the right impression.
It is not necessary or politic for a man

to tell a girl to regard her clothes while
she is in front of a mirror. So I will
just mention what a director’s reaction
to clothes is when he reviews a test.

He is disappointed when a girl puts
show before taste in the matter of dress.
He wishes she would remember that
clothes are only the frame to a picture.
A beautiful frame may lessen the crime
of a bad painting—but an elaborate or
gaudy frame only robs a work of art.

Simplicity in dress speaks of good taste.

Remember that your choice of clothes re-
flects your personality.
But merely testing yourself till you dis-

cover all your virtues and faults and
learning how to capitalize or correct them
is not enough. You must follow through
by continually striving to improve.
Every star in pictures, as well as every

success in any other line of work, is at
the top because he kept trying to im-
prove. If you could see some of the first

pictures made by Cary Grant or Irene
Dunne or Spencer Tracy you would dis-
cover they have overcome a lot of faults.

It has always been the fellow who
fought to improve himself that came out
on top. And that is a matter strictly in
your own hands twenty-four hours of
the day!

The End

Screen S

NEW... a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP under-arm PERSPIRATION
1 . Does not irritate skin. Does not rot

dresses and men’s shirts.

2. Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop

perspiration safely.

3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval
Seal of the American Institute of
Laundering for being harmless to fabric.

Use Arrid regularly.

39t a jar

(Also in 100 and 590 jars)

At any store which sells toilet goods ARRID
THE LARGEST SELLING DEODORANT
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Thank you.

Evening in Paris Face Powder

—

You Helped me Win his Heart .

.

Ah, truly, Evening in Paris is a face powder to inspire Romance!

Its sheer-velvet texture touches the skin with dream-lovely color . . .

its haunting perfume belongs only to Evening in Paris. Choose the

exquisite face powder which breathes Romance . . . silken-soft, color-

ful Evening in Paris. And when he murmm-s, "I love you” . . . then

you’ll know why it is said, "to make

a lovely lady even lovelier . . . Evening

in Paris face powder!”

Time in*' Here’s to Romance,”
a sparkling musical revue, with

Jim Ameche and Ray Bloch’s

Orchestra—Thursday eve-

nings, Columbia Network.

immj pri

face powder OURJOIS
NEW YORK

That's Hollywood for You!

(Continued from page 31) boys when they
were out of work and wanted to band to-
gether in a dramatic school, where they
could put on plays, work and rehearse.
They put on plays here because there is a
small theater on the second floor. It was
this theater in the house that lured them
to the “Sycamore.” How come, I won-
dered, that there is a large rambling house
that has a theater on the second floor?
People don’t build houses with little the-
aters in them—platform, footlights, chairs.
Then I learned that in the lush days of

Hollywood, when Franklin and Sycamore
was the swank section of town and there
was no Beverly Hills, this barnlike house
was the palatial home of Thomas Meighan,
the fine and colorful star of silent pictures.
And for a plaything in this house, to enter-
tain the other stars of movietown, Meighan
had this toy theater built and the movie
actors and the actresses played theater.
Then, with the coming of talking pic-

tures and the establishment of Beverly
Hills, this play theater became a workshop
for ambitious youngsters who wanted to
become movie stars. When I walked into
the theater the other afternoon, there was
a mattress on the stage, for due to the
crowded housing conditions, this is where
the WAC sleeps upstage, center. The stage
is her bedroom until it becomes necessary
to give a show.
At the “Sycamore House” they have no

servant problem. They have a combina-
tion maid and cook and she works there
because they always give her a part in a
play and because, as she puts it, “I likes to

be around characters.”

* •

The various autographed photographs
that the actors and producers have in their
dressing rooms and offices are interesting.

Producer Joseph Mankiewicz has an auto-
graphed photograph of Spencer Tracy in

his office which reads; “A typical actor’s

expression of gratitude—a picture of him-
self.” ... I think Walter Wanger, who
always smells of perfume, is one of the
nicest producers to talk to, but I do wish
he would produce the kind of pictures he
talks about. . . . “Gone With The Wind”
was a great picture, but I am a little dis-

turbed by the announcement that David
Selznick’s current effort, “Since You Went
Away,” will be almost as long, for that is

a long time to sit upright to look at any-
thing, and the next time I see a picture that

takes that long, I want it to be flashed on
the ceiling of my bedroom. . . . I’m a guy
who likes to look at Betty Grable’s legs

and yet, despite Marlene Dietrich’s shape-
ly legs, I believe she looks sexier in slacks

than she does in a skirt.

* * *

With practically every GI wanting to

spend his furlough with Lana Turner, I:
'

am always a little amazed when I see^-

Steve Crane out alone these days, but then*.'

again, there may be such a thing as too^ij

much peach pie. And that’s Hollywood
fj

for you ''i

The End J
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Next month Sidney Skolsky

will take you with him again on

his celebrated “beat,” the high-

ways and byways ofHollywood.



The Girl in Errol Flynn's Life

(Continued from page 28) expects her
friendship with Errol to help her towards
a screen career, she is only amused.

“I have no desire to go on the screen,”
she explains. “At the John Marshall High
School from which I was graduated I took
a commercial course. That’s the line of
work I expect to follow.”
Her name is Nora, remember. There-

fore, sharing an Irish strain with Errol,

it is possible for her to understand him,
which is a boon. She senses when he is

troubled and waits for his confidence.
Knowing that Errol doesn’t like dancing,
she has come to prefer quiet dinners.
When Errol talks of the things he has

read he has a way of making them so
exciting that you want to read them too.

So Nora is catching up on the new books.
“There’s no one like him, really. No

one,” she adds, her eyes shining. “He has
such intelligence he can discuss a great
number of subjects with authority. And
I never cease to admire his quiet patience
when, in public places, strangers barge
in on him with' unpleasant remarks.
“He has the biggest heart in the world,

too. He’s thoughtful of every little

thing. . .
.”

She enjoys Errol’s friends—Raoul Walsh,
the director, and his wife, John Decker,
the artist and friend of the late John
Barrymore. . . .

She knows she has invited criticism by
being seen so often with Errol since his

sensational trial. The real test of what she
would endure for his sake came, however,
when newspapers headlined the fact that
she and Errol were having a holiday in
Mexico City and hinted they would be
married there.

“I know my reputation suffered as a re-
sult of those stories,” she says. “But my
friends know the truth and that is all that
matters. It is Mr. Flynn who suffered
most. Nobody knows me, but he is an
important person, known the world over.”
Nora explained her Mexican jaunt

simply enough. All her life she dreamed
of a trip across the border. Her father,
separated from her mother and now in the
Navy, promised her this trip as a gradua-
tion present. It was, she said, with the
money her father had given her that she
made the journey. Errol was there and,
having made many jaunts to Mexico, he
showed her the sights.

The beau who was in Nora’s life before
she met Errol now belongs definitely to
her past. She insists, however, that she
and Errol are not engaged. “In fact,” she
says, “Mr. Flynn goes out with other girls
and I go out with other men.”
She takes on an incredible shining look

if she says such a simple thing as “Mr.
Flynn tells me I have a good head—good
common sense. But I am not so sure.”
She needed only to be separated from

Errol for weeks, as she was this winter
when he made his Alaskan camp tour, to
know how important to her he has be-
come . . . “When he came home,” she said,
“John Decker and I went to the airport.
He was so happy to see us.”
That Alaskan trip also appears to have

shown Errol how important Nora has be-
come to him. Since his return he has been
seen with her almost constantly.

If, however, the past foretells the future,
other women in all probability will follow
in the life of the dashing, handsome Flynn.
Nora knows that already. And perhaps
fate will decree another man for her. But
she will always look back with happy
gratitude for having shared this friend-
ship; for having known an Errol Flynn
that Hollywood has never known and per-
haps never will.

The End
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RISE STEVENS
Soon to be seen in ''GOING MY WAY" a Paramount Picture

In Hollywood

radiant

smiles

CALOX

Tooth Powder

A dentist’s dentifrice—

Calox was created by a dentist for persons who
want utmost brilliance consistent with utmost

gentleness. Calox offers you:—

Scrupulous cleansing. Your teeth have a

notably clean jeel after using Calox.

2 .
Unexcelled efficiency. Calox gently cleans

away surface stains, loosens mucin plaque.

3 .
Especially lustrous polishing.

4 .
No mouth-puckering, medicine taste. Con-
tains no strong ingredients. Even children

like the cool, clean flavor.

5. Made by McKesson & Robbins, Bridge-

port, Conn.— a laboratory with over 100

years experience in making fine drugs.

The Stars I'd Like to Be
Married to

(Continued from page 43) efforts on behalf
of any worthy cause. There have been a
lot of Oscars handed out in Hollywood,
but any lad who—like Bob—gets a special
Oscar for being a good guy and a great
humanitarian looks like pretty promising
husband-material from where I sit.

JIMMY STEWART is a “must” candidate
for my masculine menage. It’s easy to

guess why. He looks like the “typical
young American officer” in his major’s
uniform; he has a nice down-to-earth, but
not corny, naturalness; and he’s sure to
possess that irresistible boyish appeal when
he’s fifty. But aside from all those assets,
he’s held out a long time and remained
a bachelor in spite of heavy romances with
several of the most glittering glamour girls,
so he constitutes a terrific challenge to any
lass with a matrimonial lasso. Think of
the triumph, walking down the aisle with
Jimmy and afterwards being told by your
friends: “My dear, you should have seen
the looks on the faces of the ones who let
him get away!”

I’d marry Don Ameche not just because
the name Dorothy Ameche sounds so
peachy but because it would be such fun
being the wife of Alexander Graham Bell
and Stephen Foster all at once, without
swallowing a time capsule or committing
bigamy. There’d never be monotony in
matrimony with the screen’s one-man-
parade of late great characters—and I

could be sure he wouldn’t be fat and bald
by the time our silver wedding anniver-
sary rolled around, because in “Heaven
Can Wait” he proved that age just made
him a trifle gray and distinguished-looking.
There’s just one point I’d like to mention
in connection with Don. When we took
our marriage vows I’d alter his to read
“Love, honor—and never ever smile that
way until after we’ve had our morning
coffee!”

I’d choose tall, tanned and tousled-haired
Joel McCrea not only for the obvious rea-
sons that meet the eye and meet all re-
quirements, but because he has proven
such a devoted husband and father during
the years of his successful marriage to
Frances Dee. Joel seems so surely, so
securely, the one-woman type (an almost
extinct species, don’t you agree?) that I

know I’d never have to worry about his
next platinum blonde leading lady or any
of the femme wolves who are forever star-
grazing in the Hollywood hills.

Y motives for waltzing down the aisle

with Bing Crosby are surely selfish. I

knew I’d perish, me with my music-
sensitive ear, if I had to listen to a dread-
ful groan emanating from the bathroom
during my spouse’s morning shower. That’s
where Bing fits into my picture of perfec-
tion, for who could think of anything finer
than those boo-boo-boos in a shower, tub,
or any place else.

Bing is loaded with assets. If the meat
shortage should catch up with us, there’d
always be his nags. I wouldn’t have to
worry about putting out his clothes so that
the socks and tie would match, because
that would spoil his casually casual sar-

'

torial effects. We’d always be traveling on
the Road to Somewhere, without worrying
about train or plane reservations. And it

appeals to the tomboy in me to run
around the house yelling “Bing! Bing!
Bing!”
Anyway, that’s what I’m telling you.

But to be perfectly honest, it’s the voice
that gets me—strictly the voice.

I’d slip a wedding ring on William Pow-
ell’s finger not only because those “Thin



Man” movies typed him as an adventur-
ous, amusing, never-a-dull-moment sort of
mate, but because he is actually that rare
and wonderful male—the thoughtful type
with incomparable taste. Bill is no well-
intentioned baffled spouse who surprises
his better half on Christmas or birthday
with the most expensive and most atro-
cious offering obtainable at Wetzelboom-
er’s Jewelry Shoppe. I can picture him,
on our first armiversary, spending a day
at the jeweler’s designing a diamond
necklace that was Just My T3rpe. He’d
know exactly the right flowers to send me
for each dress in my wardrobe, and he’d
never never buy me a practical gift, say
a vacuum cleaner or a washing machine

—

even if those items are much scarcer than
diamonds these days!
In case I ever have my Continental

moments, I choose Rudolph Sieber as a
husband even though any resemblance be-
tween me and Marlene Dietrich is difficult

to And. Rudolph strikes me as being the
perfect example of The Broadminded Kid.
How comforting to know that if I men-
tioned one morning at breakfast, “Darling,
I’m going to the premiere tonight with
George Raft,” he’d just say, “Swell, sweetie.
Is there enough gas in the car?” or if I

announced, “I think I’ll spend a couple of
weeks in New York next month. Jecin

Gabin is going to be there,” Rudy would
look up from his newspaper and reply,
“Fine, fine. Don’t forget to see ‘Oklahoma!’
while you’re at it.” Rudy seems to be
the anything-you-say-is-all-right-with-me
sort of fellow, and there isn’t a jealous
bone in his body, obviously.
There aren’t many husbands like Rudy.

I’ll say.

Leading the dream prince department in

my all-male harem is Charles Boyer. He’s
strictly for romance. Any girl who’s ever
sat in a darkened movie house and listened
to That Voice speaking low when it speaks
love, and watched Those Eyes fixing the
heroine with velvety passion, knows what
I mean. Charles, in any language, is the
epitome of schmaltz. He is Romeo, Abe-
lard, Tristan, Antony, Casanova and Don
Juan. He’s diviiiiiiiine!

So he’s not tall—but he’s handsome.
So he hasn’t got much hair. Does he need
hair, too?
As alternate on my team of husbands,

in case one got lost or was late for dinner
or went A.W.O.L., I choose enigmatic,
erratic George Sanders, and for just one
reason. I choose him because if he ever
dared complain to anyone that “My wife
doesn’t understand me” he’d get no sym-
pathy at my expense. He’d get just a
blunt, “Who does. Bud, who does?”

The End

jS&ttle Apeakin^:

"I'd like to come

see you again with

a nice refreshing

drink. But I'll be

the little guy who

wasn't there if you

throw away your bev-

erage bottles. So

—

Please Send Me Back!”

3 ways to tell a Fib

I. Fibs are quilted

...for more comfort, greater safety’

in internal protection—that’s why,
with Fibs, there’s no danger

of cotton particles clinging to deli-

cate membranes. And quilting

controls expansion ... so Fibs

don t fluff up to an uncomfortable
size which might cause pressure,

irritation, difficult removal.

"^^^rounded ends

Hjlllll . . . smooth, gently-tapered ends

... for easy insertion.MJnhke ,
’*

any leading tampon you’ve ever
' ’

' tried. Your own eyes tell you

that Fibs must be easier to use!

You’ll like the just-right

6f Fibs; they’re
' ” -

. r. a naine you know, a tampon

you can trust
’ No other brand is

made of Cellucotton*, the soft.

super absorbent used in Kotex

and demanded by many of Amer-

ica’s foremost hospitals! In Fibs;

as in Kotex, there’s no compromise

with quality-you get protection

as' safe as science can make it.

( FROM ANY OTHER TAMPON )

Only FIBS*

of all tampons

give you all 3

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Oflf.

The Kotex Tampon for Internal Protection
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“111 never go back to him ... never/"

Metheri There, there, what’s Fred done to my little girl?

Wife: Nothing—that’s the worst of it. He ignores me—treats me as if I weren’t his wife—as if

we’d never been in love. I can’t stand it another day!

Mother: My darling, from all you’ve told me,

I think it’s my fault. There’s something I

should have explained. You know, a wife can

often lose her husband’s love because of one

neglect. Most men can’t forgive carelessness

—or ignorance—about feminine hygiene.

Wife: You mean— I could have avoided all this?

Mother: Yes, dear. Now listen to me. My
doctor always advises Lysol disinfectant for

feminine hygiene. It cleanses so thoroughly,

and deodorizes. It won’t harm sensitive

vaginal tissues, either—just follow the direc-

tions. You’ll find Lysol is easy and inexpen-

sive to use.

Husband (sometime later) : How’s about a

kiss, dream girl . . .

Wife (to herself) : Umm, everything’s wonder-

ful again—thanks to Mother’s advice. She

was right about Lysol— I use it always now!

Check this

with-your Doctor

Lysol is Nen-cauttic

—

gentleandefficientin
proper dilution. Con-
tains no free alkali. It

is not carbolic acid.

Effective—a powerful

germicide, active in presence of organic

matter (such as mucus, serum, etc.).

Spreading— Lysol solutions spread and
thus virtually search out germs in deep

crevices. Economical—small bottle makes
almost 4 gallons of solution for feminine

hygiene. Cleanly odor— disappears after

use. Lasting - Lysol keeps full strength.

09*‘For new FREE beokiet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard or

letter for Booklet P.M.M.-644. Address: Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

* BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS it

What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 70) cases where
girls married two boys, just because of
an exaggerated notion of patriotism.

If I were you, I wouldn't worry about
the fact that your girl friend has prom-
ised to marry your pal as well as you.
Why don’t you continue to write to her

as if nothing had happened. Meanwhile,
look around and notice how many beau-
tiful girls there are in the world. As you
are now only eighteen, I suspect that you
will meet at least a score of girls in the
next ten years, any one of whom may
well make you a very pleasant wife.
And don’t write about not wanting to

live. Uncle Sam, and every person in this

country, needs men like you. You’ve got
a great job to do.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m nineteen and my parents will have

nothing to do with me because:
I met a very charming air cadet. I went

with him for months and he told me time
and again that he loved me. I felt sure
that I loved him also, although I hate
him now.
We were married and I moved into a

room close to his camp. Suddenly he
was transferred without saying anything
to me. I don’t know where he is. I’ve

had no word from him for eight months. I

found that I was going to have a baby, but
when he was with me I didn’t tell him be-
cause of the fusses we had. They weren’t
important quarrels; it’s natural for newly-
weds to have misunderstandings.

I have asked my mother for money.
She sends it to me, but won’t have any-
thing to do with me or the baby.

Miss Colbert, could you please tell me
something to do. I feel very small and
lost with a baby to take care of, a family
that hates me, and a husband who has
disappeared.

Mrs. Clara Lou B.

Dear Mrs. B:
You mustn’t feel small and lost, and

you mustn’t blame yourself for anything
that has happened. At present the world
is frightfully mixed up, and you are just
a minute part of that confusion.

However, there are good and wise
people who have foreseen exactly such
problems as yours and who stand ready
to help you. You must go at once to the
nearest branch of the American Red Cross
and tell the presiding secretary your story.
She will get in touch with your husband
and let him know that he has a fine little

son. Originally, you should have told him
about your condition. Part of the “fusses,”
as you term them, may have been caused
by your physical state.

Once your husband knows of the sit-

uation, I’m certain he will make an allot-

ment for you so that you won’t have to

accept help from your mother. Inciden-
tally, why don’t you send your family
some pictures of your baby; the sight of
a beautiful child has softened hearts much
harder than those of grandparents.

Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
I suppose my problem is just like many

other girls’, but my position is different.

You see, I have been in a wheelchair for

nearly five years. I have what the doc-
tors call “muscular distrophy,” but other-
wise I’m just like other girls.

I’m fifteen, but I feel thirty. All my
girl friends have boy friends who take
them to shows and all I do is listen to them
talk about the fun they have. I grad-
uated from grammar school but couldn’t

go to high school because we moved to
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an upstairs apartment and it would have
been too hard to get up and down the

stairs every day.

I have only two really steady girl

friends, one whom I went to school with
and the other I go to the show with un-
less she has a date. Even then she asks

me to go along, but I feel two is company
and three’s a crowd.

I cry myself to sleep every night wish-
ing I could walk like other girls so I could

be popular and happy. Miss Colbert, I

hope you can help me—I’m so lonely.

Martha C.

Dear Miss C:
I would not be telling you the truth if

I didn’t admit that you have a problem,

THIRD MONTH’S WINNER

of

"How I Solved A/ly Problem"

series

Editors’ Note: So many re-

quests have come from readers
asking that we publish letters

which show how people have been
helped by applying Miss Colbert’s

advice to their own lives that we
have decided to print the win-
ning letter each month in the

“How I Solved My Problem”
series. This month Mrs. Moeller,

who is being sent a $25 War Bond,
has kindly agreed to let us pub-
lish her name and letter . . .

Dear Miss Colbert:

You positively made up my mind
for me. I had my hair cut, after all of

these years ... I will be forty-eight
on Feb. 21 and what’s more, I had a
permanent.
You see, my husband loves long

hair on a woman, or so he has always
said, so I had left mine long, just to

please him. On the other hand, my
hair was a sight. It was all gray on
top but the roll in back was stUl

its original black color. The glances
I got from folks were most embar-
rassing. Naturally, they thought I

had dyed my hair at one time.

Well, Miss Colbert, after I had
read your own personal letter in
February’s Photoplay, I declared,
“Well, if Miss Colbert says it’s all right

to please yourself in the matter of
hair-dos. I’ll do just that.” So, out I

marched to a reliable beauty salon.

First a barber shaped my hair to

suit my face, then an attendant took
over. The mirror told me the rest.

Did I say I’d be forty-eight? Well, in

honesty to myself, my friends say I

look thirty-eight.

When I reached home from the
beauty salon that day, my husband
took one long, admiring look at me,
gave one of those “high-note, low-
note” whistles and said, “Come on.
Honey! That hair-do is too stunning
to waste on me, we’re going places.”

Briefly, Miss Colbert, your letter

greatly improved my appearance, got
my husband to leave his heretofore
nightly lounging chair, and above all

helped the war effort with my shorn
locks.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Anna A. Moeller

Troy, New York

OOFT light is fairy-kind to your skin . . .

O hiding all its faults . .
.
giving it dreamy,

mystic softness. But lady, most of the

time your skin has to face the hard re-

vealing light of sunshine or electric glare.

And this harsh light, as well you know,

can make your skin look coarse, lined

and oldish.

But the exquisite color of Cashmere

Bouquet Face Powder is especially created

to flatter the natural young loveliness of

your skin, in even the harshest light. How
can that be? It’s because each shade of

Cashmere Bouquet Face Powder is made by
the famous Color-True process. And there’s

a particular shade to flatter your natural

beauty and to help your skin look vibrant

and gloriously alive in any kind of light.

Peek in your compact at midday or mid-

night and be comforted . . . Cashmere
Bouquet Face Powder gives your skin

a look of bewitching smooth beauty.

Cashmere Bouquet Face Powder in all 6 exciting''^Color-True”

Shades, 10 and larger sizes at cosmetic counters everywhere.

earL/o you

the 'Compact Close-up in

the noon-day sun?
See how Cashmere Bouquet Face Powder

flatters your skin’s soft, youthful loveliness

even in the harsh, bright light of midday.
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the former Antonia Drexel, of the prominent Philadelphia family

scratchy, drab, 6 o’clock complexion simply can’t take

make-up properly,” explains charming, young Mrs. Earle.

"Little chappings snag your powder, and tiny

specks of imbedded dirt dull your color . . .

"A 1-Minute Mask solves my make-up problems

beautifully!” Mrs. Earle spreads Pond’s Van-
ishing Cream over all but her eyes. After

one minute, tissues off. Roughnesses and dirt

particles have been loosened and dissolved

by the "keratolytic” action of the Cream!

"I can see the results of a 1-Minute Mask right away!” Mrs.

Earle says. "My skin looks clearer and more alive—and it has

the soft, mat finish that takes powder perfectly. Do you wonder

that the Mask is my favorite beauty pick-me-up?”

and a very difficult one at that. It would
be all very well for me to mention the
fact that Lionel Barrymore created the
splendid character of Dr. Gillespie in the
Kildare series while he was in a wheel
chair. I could also mention beautiful
Connee Boswell, ivho has gained interna-
tional fame without walking. Even the
President of the United States has tri-

umphed over a great handicap.
You say you have two steady girl friends—that is a splendid beginning. The next

time the one who occasionally has a date
and asks you to go along does that, by
all means accept. She wouldn't ask you
if she didn't want you. Then, while you
are on this threesome date, be just as
pleasant a companion as you can. Get the
girl and her beau to tell you things. Ask
them what they have been doing, what
is the latest excitement in high school.
Who is running -for school office? Who
is likely to get the lead in the school play?
Who is carrying a h.s. torch for whom?
You'll be astonished at the interesting
confidences you will inspire.
When you are alone there are a num-

ber of things for you to do: You should
learn to tell fortunes a number of dif-
ferent ways. At any party, if you can tell

fortunes, you'll soon find that you are the
very center of attention. Get a book and
learn everything you can about human
superstitions, ask people in a group to
tell you about their own little phobias,
then explain them in the light of your
new knowledge.

Subscribe to some magazine which has
a department of pen pals, and develop
long distance friends who are also shut-
ins. Whenever someone you know has won
recognition of some sort, write that per-
son a brief note of congratulation; or
when someone you know has endured
sorrow, drop the person a letter of con-
dolence. You will soon be surprised to
find that you are so busy that you can
scarcely keep track of all your friends.
And read! Read the world’s great clas-

sics and today's best literature. Apart
from the joy you'll learn to draw from
this reading, you’ll find it will make you
that enviable person—an intelligent
young modern.

Above all, stop crying yourself to sleep
at night. Crying doesn’t change the con-
dition, but it does use up a lot of valuable
energy that could be used to far better
advantage.

Chin up, and get busy.
Claudette Colbert.

MINISTER’S SON

IN HOLLYWOOD

The life of

DANA ANDREWS
€|uick, light powder base, too .

.

becomes an open book

Take a job! The more women at

work — the sooner we win !

"I use Pond’s Vanishing Cream two

ways,” says Mrs. Earle. "3 or 4 times

a week as a 1-Minute Mask—and the

rest of the time smoothed on light-

ly and left on—for powder base.”

Help ease the glass

shortage by buying
one BIG jar of Pond’s
Vanishing Cream instead

of several smaller ones.

to the readers of

Joseph Henry Steele

in our July issue

i
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I'm Waiting tor My Baby

(Continued from page 55) But he wasn’t
quiet long. “Take care of yourself ... as

soon as I can get a furlough, I’ll be home
. . . it’s wonderful. . .

.” Just ordinary
words from any ordinary husband. But
words that meant the closeness in the
sharing of life.

Will came home shortly after. He walked
more briskly. Like all prospective fathers.

His eyes sparkled. His voice had a new
ring of authority.

I remember the things we talked about
now when I sit here alone. First it was
the question of names. Should the baby be
William, Patrick, John or what? If it was
a boy, that is? And if it was a girl? Should
it be Mavourneen, Maureen, Patricia or
what? Will decided. If the Price heir was
a boy, his name would be Liam. Will loves

that name—it’s so Gaelic, just as he is.

Yet, he wants a girl. He’s always said

he wants a girl. And her name will be,

he says, Bronwyn, a good old Welsh name.
He was asked once why he didn’t name
her—if she is a girl—Maureen. I’ll never
forget what he said as long as I live:

“There’s only one Maureen in my life

and there’ll not be another.”
It’s words like that that make this mo-

ment I’m living now so important.
Well, I guess we both want a girl. I

want a girl because she’ll be so much fun
to dress. Will’s mother wants a boy. Father
Laharte from my church is sure I’ll have
twins. “Be sure you do,” he said to me
one Sunday, “so you can bring the cham-
pionship back to the Irish.” Maybe I will

have twins. It’s not impossible. My father’s

sister had twins. There are twins on Will’s

side of the family. I think I’d like to carry
on that tradition.

We planned the nursery too. We have
only two bedrooms in our home, so we’re
turning the guest room into the nursery.
The walls will be blue. As for the furni-
ture, we’re waiting for a while before we
buy that. We hope to build an upstairs to

our house when the war is over and then
we can have those rooms for the children
—and I do mean children.

Yes, we talked a lot. But when you’re
alone, you either dream or plan. I do
both. Maybe I get lonely with Will away
so much of the time. Maybe at times I

wonder if it’ll be hard. But then all I

have to do is to think of the meaning of

all this. And I walk into the room that
will be the nursery, and I imagine Will
and I are standing there looking at our
baby in her crib. And then I seem to be
listening to the sounds I hear in my mind
. . . sounds of a baby’s crying ... a baby’s
gurgling. There is no loneliness or fear

then.

It’s hard to wait, though. To wait for

a dream to become real.

B
ut you can’t sit around and dream all

the time. You have to be realistic.

Especially when it comes to shopping. I

remember how I tried so hard to find

nightshirts. Nobody had any. Finally, I

had to resort to rather desperate measures.
A friend of mine and I were shopping one
day. She had her three-months-old baby
with her. I aske^ her to let me take the
child and then I went into a baby store.

I looked very forlorn, putting on the best
scene from act one.
“What a pretty child!” the salesperson

said. “Yours?”
I nodded. “I’m looking desperately for

nightshirts for my baby,” I hurried on,
pulling out all the stops. “She needs them
so badly and I just can’t find any.”
The salesperson looked at me and then

called her assistant. They went into a
huddle and finally came out beaming. I

beamed too. In the clerk’s hands were six

FF^ESH
• See how effectively Fl\ESH

stops perspiration— prevents

odor. See how gentle it is. Never

gritty, greasy or sticky. Spreads

smoothly— vanishes quickly.

Won’t rot even delicate fabrics!

Make your own test! If you

don’t agree that Fl\ESH is the

best underarm cream you’ve

ever used, your dealer will

gladly refund full price.

Three sizes— 50^

—

25 ^— lOfi

NEW DOUBLE-DUTY CREAM • REALLY STOPS PERSPIRATION • PREVENTS ODOR
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OFFICE GIRLS and war workers (busy housewives, too) know UNIT helps them look

attractive. Lingerie and fine accessories are easily "refinished ” with a quick LIMIT

rinse. UNIT keeps da inty underthings smooth and lovely—helps them wear longer

because LIMIT penetrates and protects the fabrics.

* Busy Bathroom Laundress

BATHRoo/v^
B,\NSE and i

WASH as usual in mild soap and luke

warm wafer. Don't rub — just squeeze
suds gently through the fabric.

qN)'
c/o

.ov^BL...Norroo

%
RINSE very thoroughly. Be sure to re-

move every bit of soap. Add light LINIT

solution to final rinse. (Directions on

every LINIT box.)

ROLL up in soft dry towel until ready to

iron. You'll find LINIT makes your lin-

gerie look crisp as celery, feel cool as a
cucumber.

AND IRON

IRON at low heat. Iron satin on

wrong side. Iron double thickness-

es on both sides. LINIT-starched

lingerie takes on new life and
luxury.

MAKES COTTON LOOK AND FEa LIKE UNEN
^

......

.. '/v © Corn Products Soles Co.

nightshirts. Maybe that wasn’t cricket.

But you have to have nightshirts.

I’m going to buy all the necessities I can.

Then when I get my shower, the guests
can bring the fancy items.

I

’LL love my baby so very much. But I’ll

discipline her—or him—so he or she will

be loved by other people, too.

Of course, maybe worrying about train-
ing the child is being a little like sitting

on the anxious seat. With all of the people
who insist upon being godmother and god-
father, I shouldn’t have to worry. I don’t
know what I’ll do about that, though. I

don’t want to offend anyone. Guess I’ll

have to put all the names in a hat and
draw out two.
The boys in our neighborhood love Will

and he loves them. They put out a paper
they call the Stone Canyon Pebble. It

carries all of the gossip of the neighbor-
hood. Will and I got our blessed event
news headlined: “Will Price Increase.’’ I’ll

always save that edition of the Stone Can-
yon Pebble.

I have other things that have gone
through my mind. The day I sent a wire to

my folks in Ireland telling them the news;
their excited but cautiously anxious reply
congratulating me, but asking me to be
careful; the day I called Will’s parents
and said, “Hello, Grandmother and Grand-
father’’; the way Will’s aunts sign their

letters now as “Great-aunt.” All of these
are little but very precious carvings on a
beautiful cameo.

I’m not an unusual case. Other women
have babies. Yet, they feel as I do. They
must feel that no woman can be truly

happy until she has a child. For a healthy
woman to deny herself that birthright is

an admittance of her selfishness.

As the time draws near when so much
will be changed, I have thought these
things. And I have thought, too, of a little

phobia of mine—and also of a serious
problem. The phobia may seem silly but
it’s important to me. I have a fear that

someone will give me somebody else’s

baby. I have made Will promise that if

he’s around he will examine the baby
thoroughly to make sure that we get our
own child. If—if he isn’t here, he must see

that someone else makes the examination.

IF HE isn’t here . . . yes, that’s my serious
* problem. He probably won’t be. But war
or no war. I’d have had this baby. If

Will is gone. I’ll remember how I called

for him that day so long ago when I

was going down the corridor to the oper-
ating table. I’ll remember how I needed
him then and how much I’ll need him
now. Maybe I’ll be a little afraid. To be
afraid alone is not easy. But it’s even
harder to be brave alone. Yet, many
women are having to be brave alone in

these dark days. Many women will cry out
for “Bill’ or “Joe” or “Jim.” And in the

last conscious moments of their pain, their

thoughts will be with Bill or Joe or Jim,
just as mine will be with Will.

Still, I mustn’t forget my responsibility

to my husband. I must remember that

this is my fight. If I have to wage it

alone, wage it alone I will! If my child

gets his first view of this world without his

father near, it’ll be my responsibility to see

that nothing happens to me or to the baby.

I wouldn’t care to answer to Will if I failed

in my job.

I’ll do my part. And yet I’ll not be
really alone, for I shall know that no
matter where Will is, our love will be the

voice through which we shall speak to

each other. Our love will unite us at that

moment when our child is born. Then I’m

sure we can both say to each other, “I’m
with you—and I’m proud.”

The End.



Scrapbook on

Olivia de Havilland

{Continued from page 39)

What she wants to be doing when fifty:

She wants to look down the dinner table

at a husband, around the dinner table at

her children—and in the newspaper for

her latest motion picture!

How many children she wants: A house-
ful of them—and if she never marries, she
intends to adopt a lot. She refuses to

grow old without them.

Unhappiest moment: When she and
Jimmy Stewart decided it was time to take
their romance off the fire.

Most irritating daily task: Dressing her
hair, which is as fine as a baby’s and as

unruly. When unaided, she always ends
up by stuffing it in a snood—when aided,

it takes one hairdresser and two hours to

do it right.

Proudest achievement: It was also her
most painful achievement—changing from
the shy and sheltered girl who came to

Hollywood (causing everyone around her
to form a “Club for the Protection of

Olivia de Havilland”)—to the aggressively
independent young woman she is today,
who makes up her own rules, chooses
her own friends, and lives alone . . . and
loves it!

What bores her the most: Big parties

—

and people who shirk their jobs, regard-
less of the job’s importance.

Pet superstition : Walking on cracks in the
sidewalk, for good luck.

Loneliest moment: Her first night alone
in her house four years ago—after her
mother had moved back to Northern Cali-
fornia, her sister, Joan Fontaine, had mar-
ried and moved away and suddenly Olivia
was by herself . . . and frightened.

Greatest virtues: Her generosity, her dev-
astating honesty—and her truly great abil-
ity to act.

Greatest annoyance from the public: The
widespread theory that she and her sister,

Joan Fontaine, despise each other—when
the truth is that they fight sharp skir-
mishes with each other, but defend each
other savagely to the rest of the world.

Greatest thrill: The time she almost died,
alone and lost, on a freezing night in the
Sierra Nevada mountains.

First proposal: From a gangly boy in high
school, who gasped out “Will you marry
me?” while he cranked the engine of his
dying T-Type Ford.

What she doesn’t suspect about herself:
That she’s the unhappiest girl in the world
—when she could be the happiest!

This is a Bride.... Isn’t she Lovely?

These are Pyrex dishes. Aren’t they Lovely ?

She’s so lovely she leaves the

groom breathless. He’s crazy
about her. What gift can you send

her that she’d be crazy about ?

You bet they’re lovely! PYREX
Ware sparkles like a new dia-

mond. It saves time and steps, too.

Each dish can be used for baking,

serving, and storing. She’ll love it.

This is what a bride can do with

PYREX dishes. Isn’t it wonderful?

IDEA FOR IN-LAWS: The new PYREX Cake
Dish (next to the Sergeant). Note the hanciy
glass handles. Grand for tasty layer cakes,

fluffy biscuits, puddings, chops, po-

tatoes. Give her a pair. Each only .

.

TIP TO BEST FRIENDS: The PYREX Double
Duty Casserole (above) is a super-dandy
gift. Two dishes for the price ofone. . .a swell
baking dish. And the cover does extra duty
as a pie plate. 3 sizes: qt. (small-

family size) only 65«

Yes, it is wonderful. It

bakes as much as 1/3 fast-

er. She can see when food

is done. PYREX Ware
helps make any bride a

better cook. And she can

bring it right to the tab' el

Leftovers can be sloi 1,

reheated, and served af.. . m
in the same dish. With no

transfer from dish to dish,

she saves precious food.

This is the Pyrex Trade-mark

You can find the little one pressed into the
glass bottom of every PYREX dish. It and
the familiar orange label both mean “A
product of Corning Research in Glass.”
Look for them for your own protection.
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

M;

The End.
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They stand out in any crowd—alert,

all-alive women and men whose
friends wonder, “Where do they get all

their energy and drive!”

Yet their secret is easy enough to fol-

low. They live sensibly and for daily

vitamin health protection, they take

“VITAMINS Plus .” Day in and day out,

this special balanced-blend of the finest

quality vitamins and iron helps keep

them up to par.

Just two tiny “VITAMINS Plus” cap-

sules each day—that’s all you need take

to get full protective amounts of all the

recognized essential vitamins—and iron

—you must have to enjoy good health!

Why 2 capsules are recommended

To assure full potency, “VITAMINS Plus
”

comes in 2 tiny capsules which separate

the water-soluble vitamins and iron from

the oil-soluble vitamins. This means less

chance of chemical reactions that de-

stroy strength. The capsules also prevent

destructive airfrom reaching the vitamins.

Be sure you get the rigfo vitamins and iron,

and be sure you get them in the right form

—the “VITAMINS Plus” 2-capsule form.

The highest Quality in vitamins

First in its field,
‘

‘VITAMINS Plus” is com-

pounded to the most modern formula.

As new advances are made in the science

of vitamins, its master formula is im-

proved and amplified.

Remember. .
.
you cannot feel or look your

best when you lack the indispensable

vitamins and iron which you can get so

easily in “VITAMINS Plus .” Get the best

—get “VITAMINS Plus.” Let it helpjoa

feel and look best!

VITAMINS
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Hi, Hody!

(Continued from page 57) aged Russian
peasant in “Song Of Russia” with Bob
Taylor. He was getting nowhere fast.

Seeking to cast the part of the steward
in “Lifeboat,” Alfred Hitchcock borrowed
Metro’s test of Canada Lee, returned the
test and signed Lee for the role.

“All set now, except for the role of

Kovac, the stoker,” Hitch said in passing.

“How about Hodiak, the guy in the test

with Lee?” Metro’s casting director sug-
gested.
“Send the test over again,” Hitch said.

“I’ll take a look.” One look was enough;
Hodiak was in like a thief. What’s more,
he was in at his own studio. For Metro
decided that here was a find worthy of

their top glamour girl, Lana Turner, and
promptly slated him to play the lead in

the picture marking her return to the
screen, “Marriage Is A Private Affair.”

John isn’t a foreigner, although his par-
ents were. They immigrated to America
from the Ukraine and settled in Pittsburgh
where John was born thirty years ago.

Later the entire family, including John
and his sisters Ann and Mary and brother
Walter Jr., moved West and settled in

the Detroit suburb of Hamtramck, which
was peopled exclusively with immigrants
working in Detroit factories. For diver-
sion “Pop” Hodiak, a talented amateur
actor, joined the parish players and ulti-

mately steered John into his first role at

the age of eleven. Later he appeared in

the Hamtramck high-school plays to such
advantage as to win a scholarship in dra-
matics at Northwestern University. This
he refused.

H ODY’S childhood was not one of ease.

For a time the mother was the sole

breadwinner, working as a sorter in a seed
house while Hody and “Pop” rustled fire-

wood to heat the house and fished in near-
by waters for food. Money, as such, was
scarce and to indulge his great passion
for the movies (especially Westerns star-

ring Tom Mix and Hoot Gibson) Hody
would scavenge bits of lead pipe from
neighborhood junk heaps, and sell them
for an occasional quarter to junk dealers.

It was, however, a happy childhood.
The family was loving and close-knit and
Hody remembers with joy the special oc-
casions like Christmas which was cele-
brated in traditional Old Country fashion
with special goodies baked by the mother
and always a tree which was trimmed by
the entire family. At first the six Hodiaks
lived in four rooms in an old two-story
house which housed three other families,

but later they bought a home.
“It wasn’t much of a house when we got

it, but eventually Pop and I rebuilt it into

a nice place,” Hody says. “And we were
proud about one thing: Of five buyers we
were the only ones who kept up the pay-
ments and finally got title.”

Mr. and Mrs. Hodiak and the two girls

still live in that house while Walter Jr.

is away at war. Of all the things Hody
plans to do for his family, building them
a new home is Number One. “With steam
heat!” he adds. “We never were able to

afford steam heat in the old one.” The
only acquisition he wants for himself from
success, it’s interesting to note, is a fishing

lodge and enough financial security to

study music.

H ody goes after what he wants with
dogged determination. Once he had

made up his mind to be an actor, for

example, he went after a job in radio.

After one audition he was told to forget
the whole idea; his diction was impossibly
bad. He was eighteen at the time and
took a job as caddy at a Detroit country
club. One of the golfers, a director of
Chevrolet Motor Company, gave him a
job in the stock room of the factory at

$12 a week.
After three years Hody had worked his

way up to office work. Reading figures
aloud all day, he discovered, did wonders
for his careless diction and when he again
sought radio work, he was rewarded with
small parts. Gradually the roles in-
creased; the station offered him $35 a
week and he took it.

Luck rode with Hody in his radio career.
He traveled to Chicago and by 1940 he
was playing a variety of leads. It was he
who originated the radio character of Lil
Abner. Several Hollywood talent scouts
sent out feelers in his direction but he
dismissed their tentative offers. “I wasn’t
ready,” he explains. “I didn’t have enough
to offer.” Finally, in 1942, he capitulated
to Metro’s offer of a screen test, signed the
contract and headed for the West Coast.
Hodiak is tactful and always the gentle-

man, even under provocation. At a large
cocktail party the other day he amazed
many by saying thank you to the host and
good-by to every guest, and has been seen
to hold his tongue when many a Joe
Doakes would have blown up.
His temper, when it does explode, is

violent. Recently a fellow golfer was beef-
ing on the course and finally picked up
his club, broke it across his knee and flung
it away, narrowly missing the head of the
caddy. In a flash Hody was on him.
“Don’t ever do that again or I’ll beat

your eyes off!” he shouted. He meant it.

He has a strong sense of humor and
loves a gag on himself, but will have no
truck with laughs gained at the expense
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morning from coast to coast over
177 Blue Network stations at

10:15 A.M. EWT
1 1:30 A.M. MWT
9:15 A.M. CWT
10:30 A.M. PWT

A Complete, New And Different Story Every Day
Consult your newspaper for exact stations
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of others. When he is with close friends
he loves to clown. His Ukrainian version
of “Little Red Riding Hood,” which he
gives on rare occasions, is a masterpiece.

It irritates him when people continue to
press him, after he has said “No”; and his
pet peeve is a gin rummy partner who
riffles back through the played cards. De-
feat stimulates him and he does his best
when the going is tough. He is painfully
punctual about appointments and unwill-
ingly accepts excuses for tardiness.
Generous to others, he is bowled over

when they do anything for him. His friend,

Watson Webb, who is a cutter at Twen-
tieth Century-Fox, gave him a Christmas
gift of a leather-bound script of “Lifeboat”
which left him speechless. Yet his own
gift of patio furniture to Bob Bailey, the
rising young Fox actor who was his close
friend in Chicago days and still is one of
his few intimates, he brushed off as un-
important. There is thoughtfulness in
his giving, too; he searched for days for

a recording of Delius’ “Appalachian”
when he learned Webb had coveted it.

H e carries a cigarette lighter which never
works and has a habit of tapping his

cigarettes- on his watch crystal. He likes

to get up early and promptly and smokes
too much when he is keyed up about
something. At times he is prone to be too
outspoken, failing to temper honesty with
discretion, and frequently lets his dreams
interfere with the practical thing to do.

His sense of order and neatness is terrific;

a crooked picture or a sloppy stack of
magazines drives him crazy and he cannot
rest until he has set them straight. He is

patient about big things, like waiting for

a break, and cantankerously impatient
about little things, like waiting for the
lights to be changed for a scene.
Hody admits he likes Hollywood. He

likes the excitement of meeting in the
flesh all the great names he has read about
so long and the stimulation of contacts
with people who have achieved fine goals.

The idea of his playing opposite the
beautiful and glamorous Lana Turner in

“Marriage Is A Private Affair” is to him
nothing short of a miracle. Back in those
days when he was playing in the parish
productions at Hamtramck, he used to day-
dream that someday he might be in

Hollywood.
“In the fanciest of those daydreams I

would even picture myself doing a picture
with Lana,” he confesses. “In my mind
that always represented the epitome of

personal success and achievement, so why
shouldn’t I be bowled over now that I find

myself actually doing it? The only trouble
is that I’m afraid someone will pinch me
and I’ll wake up to find it’s still a dream!”
That simplicity of manner and honesty

of emotion is one of many reasons Holly-
wood has taken Hody to its heart.

The End
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The Girl in Clark Gable's Life

(Continued from page 29) arise in the not-
too-distant future.

It was thus negatively, and on the down-
beat, that the romance between Clark and
Kay Williams was preluded.
Fate played its part in a peculiar, re-

iterant way. Whereas Kay begged out of

the first invitation to become the dinner
partner of Clark, she accepted, with enthu-
siasm a second of almost similar char-
acter about six months later. This was
after she secured her interlocutory decree
of divorce, and felt free and calm again
after the tempestuous days of her mar-
riage. Fate was thus emphatically insis-

tent that she and Gable should meet and
what’s happened since then has had the
gossipers of Hollywood doing nip-ups.
Yes, there is a romance between the

two. Kay and Clark have been an item
ever since last November, and conjecture
runs so rampant as to forecast that they
•may someday arrive at the altar. Yet with
Clark’s uncertain status in the war pic-
ture—there have been rumors that he
may be leaving active duty which in turn
have been hotly denied—it may turn out
to be one of those fleeting things which
are so often typical of Hollywood.
There are two attributes, however,

which distinguish the duet of Clark and
Kay and that make it seem utterly dif-

ferent, and prophetic of the future. First,

it was a very persistent fate, indeed, that
brought them together. Second, Kay is

the first young woman either in or out of
Hollywood who has had the concentrated
attention of Clark for any appreciable
time since the death more than two years
ago of Carole Lombard.
Clark and she have been seen together

almost constantly, are often glimpsed at
the more secluded and quieter night spots
like Dave Chasens, recently were observed
at a dinner-dance at the Uplifters Club in
the company of other Air Corps and Army
officers, have been party guests as lady
and escort on various occasions and seem
to be warmly and happily devoted. Tangee’s Satin-Finish Lipsticks
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Clark had become a fascinating figure
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He had taken part in missions of aircraft
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expectations goes without saying. She
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found him to be just the “swell guy” she
thought he’d be when they chatted that
first evening.
There is a legend that Clark was inter-

ested in meeting Kay before their actual
encounter; that he had seen her at the
M-G-M studio and that she had attracted
him. Maybe he even had something to do
with her being extended a second invita-
tion, but all of that seems to be a kind
of “military secret,” as is everything per-
taining to Gable, romantic or otherwise,
during his sojourns in Hollywood. At least,

he will not discuss either his present
life or his activities for the very good
reason that he wants to safeguard the in-
tegrity of his connection with the armed
forces. Above all, he neither seeks nor
wants anything that may savor of
publicity.

Nevertheless, there is no quieting Holly-
wood itself, where eyes and ears of ob-
servers are alert and impressions are
quickly relayed from what are often re-
liable and authentic sources of informa-

jtion. From such sources it is learned that
I Clark and Kay like each other first for the
oldest and best reason in the world, the
basis of every fine friendship—they enjoy
being together. They are sympatico in a
joyous, natural sort of way. They derive
fun out of each other’s company. There
are lots of laughs when they meet.
Moreover, neither places any demands,

directly or by innuendo, upon the other;
consequently there is never any strain
upon their pleasant, merry, warm-spirited
companionship. Nothing is set and definite

and as a result all the nice things that
happen seem to spring into being on the
wings of sudden inspiration and carry the
air of excitement . . . the little dinners,
the completely informal meetings, or even
the more formal functions they attend.

These formal affairs necessarily have to

have an impromptu character too, because
Gable is always subject to call and nothing
social can be too premeditated.
Clark disdains flubdub of any sort—so

does Kay. He spent his youth in a rich,

productive Pennsylvania farming commu-
nity and she passed her girlhood on a
farm—also in Pennsylvania. Both have
fond memories of that period of their lives

and enjoy discussing this, especially since

Gable again dedicated himself so com-
pletely to the rural pleasures when he
attained fame in California.

I N a way perhaps this is the greatest tie
‘ between them—their vigorous vital love
for the soil, which was their natural heri-

tage. Only Gable, to whom this means so

much, would perhaps have reawakened
those impulses in the young girl, who had
acquired a sophisticated veneer that con-
cealed her native fealties and inclinations.

Once Kay said about herself, “It’s prob-
ably difficult to associate a model and
someone who was practically a ‘resident’

of El Morocco and several other New
York night clubs with a gal from the
farm, but that’s what I am—a farm girl.

I love the earth and I love a home. I can’t

say that I was happy in the artificial

atmosphere in which I spent my time be-
fore coming to Hollywood. It was fun, of

course, and I like fun and excitement.
But out here I’ve been more contented,

in spite of my unhappy marriage, because
I have a home that I can call my own.
It has taken me back to my freer and
more normal younger years.

“I love this place where I live because of

its garden as much as anything else. I

love the smell of the morning dew on the

grass. I love the wind that sweeps in from
the sea in the late afternoon. I feel like

racing to meet it when I come home from
the studio. I’d rather watch a beautiful
golden sunset than the best act in the
best night club in the world.”
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When Kay talks her eyes dance and spar-
kle and she never strains for fancy words
to express herself. She tosses things off

with a gesture of the hand, a smile or a
slangy phrase. She admits her “personal
charm” by saying, “Every girl has to have
her own bag of tricks.” Above everything
else she wouldn’t attempt to compete with
Gable’s cherished memory of Carole, but
would give a thoughtful, attentive and
respectful ear if he ever made any refer-
ence to the woman he loved so much
who was taken from him by sudden and
violent death. Kay Williams, above all

else, is a young woman of discretion, tact

and good judgment.
Kay is smart in matters of dress, looks

glamorous in evening clothes. With her
light coloring, she is particularly striking

in black and in pure white gowns, which,
strangely enough, was also true of Carole
Lombard. She has a stunning figure in

such costumes and looks very chic, too, in

her simple soft-tailored street suits. She
seems just the type that a Gable would
approve and appreciate, because there is

no chi-chi about her and Gable funda-
mentally has always been a man of simple
tastes, and reacts favorably to anything
and anybody devoid of affectation.

. Kay’s family, also, probably intrigues

Gable. While he never had brothers or
sisters, he is keen for family life. His
Pennsylvania-Dutch forebears have given
him the heritage of strength and solidity.

. Home and family life spell the integration

of those elements. Consequently Kay, her
kid sister, her mother and brother, who
is at present in the service, constitute

a family group whom Clark enjoys.

The sister is a beautiful sixteen-year-
old who wears bobby socks and—so we
hear—one of Gable’s sweaters of pre-war
days. It probably was one of his favorites

when he went hunting and it is doubtless
her definite favorite for every day.
Despite her extreme wariness of telling

about Clark, Kay says this; “Clark is a
wonderful person—a fine, gallant, clean,

inspiring man who makes you feel glad
and happy and grateful that you’re alive

in the world that he lives in. Even despite

this dreadful war and the sad and hope-
less picture it paints, you somehow feel

that the world isn’t in such a forlorn state

when you know a man like him.”

Dressed on the romance question, she
' counters, “Oh, shucks. I’m not in a
position to talk about marriage or engage-
ments to anyone. I haven’t even got my
final decree. I think the best policy right

now, with all the uncertainties that exist,

is to live as you best can, have fun while
you can, and if you have a fine com-
panionship or friendship make the most
of it, and don’t ask too many questions

! about the future. I’ve never been so
happy in my life and I’m working and
studying hard in the hope that Leo the
Lion will roar for me sometime, too.”

So far Leo has only rumbled lightly for

Kay. She had small parts in “Du Barry
Was A Lady,” “Girl Crazy” and “Two

I Girls And A Sailor,” but her contract at

Metro has been continued and the pre-
dictions are that she will win a real break
in the near future. If her animated per-

i sonality is captured she’s more than likely

[
to triumph. She has a brisk breezy qual-

1

ity that should entitle her to victories in
light comedy. Furthermore, no girl in

I Hollywood has more distinguishing attri-

I

butes of beauty. Especially is this true

;
of her eyes, which are a strange light blue,

i
with what might almost be called a black

-

I
penciled outline around the iris and a
sort of golden iridescence that comes and
goes.

What’s more, she has had the wisdom
not to allow anyone to capitalize on her
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friendship with Gable. Be it said the girls

who are in Kay’s set have been pretty
sporting about the whole thing. They don’t
barge up to her when she’s out with the
Captain; in fact, they hold back in awe.
However, in the dressing rooms on the lot

it’s another story. They bombard her with
their pleas. “Come on, Kay. Just let me
touch you for luck!”

“I know,” Kay laughs and winks mis-
chievously. “You want to touch the hand
that Gable touched.”
Naturally there have been other women

who have been jealous of Kay Williams
during this Gable interlude. But whatever
manifestations there are along that line
they won’t deter the progress of the “ro-
mance.” In fact, they are very likely to
give it additional impetus, because, if there
is one attitude that Gable has toward
women he admires, it is summed up in
the word gallant.

Should there seem to be opposition to
his marrying Kay Williams or anything
that savored of intrigue against her, Clark
might up and marry her with a sudden-
ness that would leave everybody breath-
less.

.
He can be very peremptory if he

thinks that an injustice is being done any-
one to whom he is devoted.
At the same time, he's probably cool-

headed enough to consider that the marital
state is one that is best enjoyed when the
men in the service really come home to

stay.

The End

' Shirley—at the Turn of

the Teens

(Continued from page 33) with that same
shimmering inner glow of real beauty.

I wasn’t long in finding out she has a
real wit, too. When I said, “Shirley, this

is the first time we have ever talked with-
out your mother present,” she said:

“Maybe she thinks it’s time to push me
out of the nest!”

I noticed that Franz Werfel and his

delightful wife were bowing and nod-
ding. “Oh, Miss Parsons, could I meet
him?” asked Shirley. “I loved ‘The Song
Of Bernadette’!”
So we went over to the Werfel table.

This man who has known all there is to

know of the pity and glory of experi-
ence bent over the hand of the little

charmer. “It is such a pleasure to meet
you,” said Werfel, “And. such an honor
to meet you,” replied Shirley.

She was graciousness itself.

When Shirley was the leading box-
office star for four years in a row, there
were the usual rumors that Mrs. 'Temple
was “bossing” the show—that she was
difficult.

If it is true that Gertrude Temple was
the guiding force in her “million-dollar
baby’s” career—then I am going to have
to admit frankly that “Mother knew best.”

There’s not a false note in Shirley’s per-
sonality.

The things she likes to talk about are
exactly the things that interest all girls

of her age. She loves to dance amd, as
for beaux—well, “there are six or seven”
who are ready and willing to take her out.

“Do you jitterbug?” I asked, not ex-
actly sure that a girl who looks like a
dream waltzing went in for this athletic

branch of Terpsichore.
“I can do it,” she replied not at all

abashed. “But frankly,” she went on confi-

dentially, “there’s not much future in it!”

I hung onto my hat as we went by
that puzzling observation. “I just don’t

care about being thrown around through
the air,” she said. “Jitterbugging won’t
last like the waltz and the one-step and



the rhumba—all graceful dances.”
But Shirley thinks Harry James is keen!

That is the word she used although it

was the only time she resorted to the solid-

sending, cooking-with-gas parlance.
I took a deep breath and took the

plunge. “Shirley,” I asked, “do you hope
to marry some day and have children?”
Maybe it was the suddenness of the

question that brought on another nervous
little giggle again. But when she spoke
I knew it was a subject she had thought
about and talked about with the girls who
are her pals at the exclusive Westlake
School. It is a subject that has been talked
about from the beginning of time—and
schools—when sixteen-year-olds get to-

gether.
“Of course I want to marry,” she said.

“But not until I am much older. I was
so embarrassed when someone printed
that I might elope with a young actor.

“I would never elope. I wouldn’t do that

to my parents and my brothers. When I

marry I want an announcement party
with the girls from school present.

And I want the ‘showers’ and wedding
invitations sent out and the veil and the
wedding dress and oh,” she took a breath,

“just all of it.

“And I want to have children, not one

—

but several.”

B
ut, first, Shirley feels, there are so
many things she must do. For one

thing, finish school. “I won’t be grad-
uated until June, 1945,” she explained.

“After I finish school I want to go to

Broadway and do a musical. I want to

justify all the lessons I have had.”
“Were you disappointed that David

Selznick wouldn’t let you do ‘Cabbages
And Kings’ on the stage, Shirley?” I asked.
“No,” she said quickly, “I have faith in

Mr. Selznick and I don’t believe I am ready
yet for Broadway. I’m studying hard—but
it would have been a mistake for me to

force things!”

“You seem so serious about your work
for a girl just sixteen,” I said.

“I guess I am,” she admitted—and then
that giggle cropped up—“except when I

work with Monty Woolley. We are in

‘Since You Went Away’ together. Do you
know him. Miss Parsons?”

I admitted I knew the iconoclastic Mr.
Woolley. “He’s a scream” described Shir-
ley. He says the funniest things in his

beard without ever moving his lips!”

(And he says funny things moving his
lips, I thought—and what things he says!)

“He used to break me up before almost
every scene,” enthused Shirley. “I felt

silly—and the director told me not to

giggle—but goodness, you should have
heard some of the things he was saying!”

I thought—I have!
We had reached the dessert stage by

now and the waiter was descending on us
with a wagon filled with pies, gooey cakes,
eclairs and all the other immoral foods.
Edgar Bergen, at the next table, shook his

finger at me.
Shirley leaned over and whispered in

my ear: “Let’s wait until he leaves. I

want dessert. And so do you!”
She is so slim now she doesn’t have to

diet—which is more than I can say for
myself! But I reminded her that when
she was eleven she was plump.

“Fat, you mean,” she corrected laughing.
“That was when I used to like to sit and
eat candy and listen to Gang Busters and
Inner Sanctum and all the horror mys-
tery melodramas on the radio. I guess I

was just a kid!”

“I guess that was it,” I replied feeling
older than Mrs. Methuselah. But, sud-
denly, I had a cheering thought. I still

like Inner Sanctum!
The End
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It's Like This to be Mrs. Kelly

(Continued from page 36) here. I only
have my lunch hour. I’m rehearsing for
the American Jubilee at present. And if

I don’t get a job here I can’t risk that
job. . .

.”

The week following, after Billy Rose en-
gaged me, I was one of the chorus girls

who had a crush on Gene. There always
is a group of girls who think the dance
instructor is “cute.” I wasn’t sure, how-
ever, that Gene reciprocated my feelings.

I had very little self-confidence in those
days. I was only sixteen. Originally I

had planned to be a schoolteacher. And
this was just my second job in the theater.

THE first time Gene took me out we
' went to a fish place. Up to that point in
my life I hadn’t liked fish. But I cleaned
my plate. And I have liked fish ever since.

Gene is just as definite about food as
he is about everything else. He dislikes
all vegetables, even corn on the cob. I

give him vegetables, of course. But I don’t
bother if he doesn’t eat them. Peas and
spinach—imless the latter is creamed—he
detests. String beans he finds tolerable. He
insists salad is greens enough; but he
never eats much salad either. He likes

plenty of bread and tea on the side. All
Irish like tea, I suppose. Champagne he
hates. Beer he adores.

It was not tmtil Geney signed a contract
and was about to depart for California that
I really knew he loved me; that the inter-

est and enthusiasm he had for other girls

was different from the feeling he had for

me. I should have known, of course, that
Gene always will admire pretty girls very
much and intelligent women even more.
For that’s the way he is. He has a gift for
people.

He told me he couldn’t go to California
without me. So we were married in Phila-
delphia where he was rehearsing the
dances for “Best Foot Forward.” We came
to New York for a few days to see the
show open. Then we drove to New Orleans,
boarded a freighter with our car, landed at

Vera Cruz, drove to Mexico City for a

month, headed leisurely up through Ari-
zona, then north to San Francisco for a
week and then down to Los Angeles.
Gene didn’t want me to have a baby

right away. He thought I was so young
I should have a little fun first. However,
when we knew Kerry was on the way we
were delighted; especially when she turned
out to be a girl. We both wanted a girl.

Gene, who taught dancing school for yeaus,

thought girls were nicer and more affec-

tionate. He likes children very much any-
way and has a nice, easy manner with
them. Whenever we go to Pittsburgh,
where he had his school, the children who .

were his pupils come to see us. And every
Sunday in California, the neighborhood
kids gather in our yard for kick ball.

At first Gene was handier than I with
Kerry. For in the beginning I was afraid

to be alone with her. I’ll never forget the

day in the hospital, when she was five

days old, that she had hiccoughs. I began
pushing buttons and yelling for help.

My mother, however, tells me Gene was
none too capable the day Kerry was born.

Mother telephoned him at the studio where
he was working in a big number for

“Du Barry Was A Lady.” Unable to locate

any studio executive he simply told every-
body on the set where he was bound

—

and departed. It didn’t concern him that

Tommy Dorsey and his big orchestra were
on the payroll that day. Kerry wasn’t
born until four-thirty in the afternoon,

but Gene never left the hospital except
to run downstairs to a drugstore for cokes.

^And although he rarely smokes he chain- ,r-

smoked all day. Also, according to Mother



every time a nurse came into the waiting
room he jumped up. This must have kept
him very busy indeed, because my doctor
delivered three babies that afternoon.

WHEN Gene and I arrived in Holly-
wood I had no wish for a career. But

now that Kerry is one and a half I think
I would like to go to work again. Gene
thinks I should. He likes women to do
whatever they are able to do, to have
babies and a career also, to enjoy the
fullest life possible.

I have tried to keep active. I take ballet

lessons every day and study Russian at

U. C. L. A. I need a head start or I’ll

never be able to keep up with Gene when
he begins to study. For Gene is a natural
linguist. I remember how quickly he was
able to speak Spanish when we studied
together before we were married.
He’s really very adept, very facile, very

capable. Usually he isn’t too interested in

the house. But every now and then when
he is between pictures he takes a spree
and tears around doing everything. He has
to do something to use up his energy

—

he has so much it’s frightening.

In the years Gene and I have been mar-
ried we never have been really angry with
each other. We both think it is silly and
stupid to lose control of ourselves and say
things we don’t mean. There is, I think,
only one thing about me that bothers Gene
—the fact that I never learned to keep
things neat. When I was home I was the
youngest and usually everything was done
for me. When I married Gene I was un-
accustomed to keeping things, tidy. For-
tunately he has been patient.

With Mamie’s help I now keep house
pretty well. Mamie and we are very happy
together. Originally she was supposed to

keep the house clean and prepare our
meals. I was supposed to take care of
Kerry. But since Mamie had the complete
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care of Kerry while Gene and I spent a
week up at Big Bear, she loves Kerry so
much that she takes her downstairs to
breakfast before we are up and urges me
to go out so she can give Kerry her lunch.

I am always beginning a new budget
book and abandoning it. Gene and I don’t
do anything too sensibly. We don’t, for in-
stance, have a separate account in which
we save money for Kerry’s college, or any-
thing else. All Gene’s money goes into one
account and we both draw checks against
it. We aren’t fools with our money. We
both know what it is to go without. When
I earned forty dollars a week, I thought it

a fortune. Gene has lived on his unem-
ployment insurance once or twice and,
at the end of summer in Maine, his money
gone, has existed on clams and potatoes.
However, neither Gene nor I believe in

cheating today for tomorrow. Occasionally
when we have been very extravagant—the
way we were during our recent trip to New
York when Kerry stayed over in New
Jersey with my mother for a week while
Gene and I did the town—Gene will grin
at me and say, “It’s a good thing we have
those War Bonds, anyway!”

|_j
OSPITALITY is one thing we wouldn’t

' ' dream of economizing on. Unless we
go to a friend’s house on Saturday night
we have a party. When Gene isn’t work-
ing we have friends in two or three times
a week too. When we owe many people
entertainment we have a buffet. Ten or
twelve is a perfect number of guests for
games. But if forty people come that is all

right too.

Gene and I are fortunate in liking the
same people. Gene, however, is more
violent in his dislike of social climbers
and those who are mean and deliberately
hurt others, than I. He doesn’t believe it is

smart to say cutting things irrespective of
how clever and witty you may be.

My husband isn’t an Irishman given to

black moods. He is more likely to be riot-

ously gay—for no reason at all . . . He
loathes waking up but once he is awake he
isn’t grouchy . . . He practically never
shaves unless he is going out. I know a lot

of women fuss if their husbands don’t
shave but I think that’s silly. After Gene
has gone two or three days without shav-
ing and grown a little beard, I think he
looks wonderful—as he did in “The Cross
Of Lorraine.”

He’s very impulsive. He is as likely as
not to call, as he opens the front door at

night, “Bettina, let’s run up to San Fran-
cisco over the week end!”
So far Gene hasn’t forgotten an anni-

versary; but we have only had two. He
never has given me a diamond bracelet or
anything like that because until this year
neither of us had any interest in jewelry.
Then, suddenly, I decided I needed a string

of pearls—not real—to wear with the
sweaters and skirts I wear most of the
time. So Gene and I went out and bought
pearls. Then, when my birthday came
around Gene went to the same shop and
the same salesgirl and discovered I had
been admiring pearl earrings. So he bought
them for me. I never had worn earrings
before in my life. But I love them.
When Gene has the time he is very

clever about women’s clothes. His out-
standing gift to me was a purple suede
suit and a copper suede dress. Both fitted

perfectly and were wholly his choice. I

would have been afraid the copper color

would be too much with my hair, but it

isn’t. It’s wonderful.
To make this a complete and rounded

portrait of Gene I should, I know, mention
some of his faults. He must have faults,

of course. But I can’t for the life of me
conjure up a single one!

The End
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Hollywood Mothers

(Continued from page 41) all the while
the purpose of this and the purpose of that.

“Your boy is going to be an engineer,”
I said to Barbara, when I joined her on
the terrace. “He wants to be a soldier,”

she said, smiling. “However, I hope with
all my heart there won’t be another war
when he has grown and he may concen-
trate upon his second wish—to be a
writer.”
Another mother I greatly admire is

Margaret Sullavan. Maggie is one of the
most shy, retiring, modest stars I have
ever known. Everywhere she goes she is

liked for her modesty. There is no ex-
hibitionism about her. And she is train-
ing her three children, Brooke aged seven,
Bridget, aged five, and William Leland,
aged two, to grow in the same natural
way.
Bridget with her little tow pigtails and

her habit of sticking out her small chin
is adored by her older sister and her
parents. She fascinates them with her
great propensity for knowing exactly
what she wants and going after it.

When Maggie opened on Broadway in

“The Voice Of The Turtle,” the producer,
Alfred de Liagre, Jr., built her a very spe-
cial suite of dressing room, kitchen and
dining room so she might rest at the thea-
ter between matinee and evening per-
formances. Looking at her little dining
room Maggie said promptly, “I don’t need
that! That shall be Bridget’s playroom.”
On matinee days Bridget’s governess

brings her directly to the theater from the
park. Sometimes little friends join her
for tea parties. However, neither Bridget
nor her friends ever have the slightest

notion they actually are playing on the
stage, behind the scenes.
Maggie shortly leaves “The Voice Of

The Turtle,” in spite of the fact that she
has played consistently to standing room
only. She wants time to rest before her
fourth child is born.
Another young mother I like and ad-

mire very much is Gene Tierney, married
to Count Oleg Cassini. Gene is a most
charming actress, as she last proved in
“Heaven Can Wait.” She made Hollywood
wait, too, while she had her baby. Pro-
ducers and directors sat around for months
waiting for Gene to return to the studios.
Early this spring when Gene toured a

dozen big cities selling War Bonds her
baby went right along with her. Returning
to Washington she found there wasn’t a
hotel room to be had. This didn’t, how-
ever, daunt Gene. She picked up the
telephone and asked for Secretary of the
Treasury, Henry Morgenthau.
“Mr. Secretary,” she said to him, “I

have just sold eight million dollars in
Bonds. Can you get me a room that will
be comfortable for me and my baby?”
Within three hours she had her room.

^ONSTANCE BENNETT is another^ mother who never ceases to amaze me.
I knew Constance in Paris when she was
being wooed by Phillip Plant. I found her
very beautiful and attractive and was most
interested in her as one of the three
daughters of Richard Bennett, one of our
greatest actors. However, I thought then
that Constance was a little blonde who
would go the way of all flesh. Finally she
married Phillip Plant. But soon enough,
unable to keep up with his wild Broadway
night-clubbing, she divorced him. Always,
however, she has been the most devoted
mother to young Peter, fifteen now, a
cadet in military school, the living image
of his father whom I knew quite well.
During all Constance’s stormy career

on the screen, when for a time she earned
$35,000 a week, she kept her head and ap-
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parently her heart. Then she married the
Marquis de la Falaise et de la Coudraye,
Gloria Swanson’s former husband.

Again, during her life with the Marquis,
her first concern was to see that young
Peter was properly reared, protected and
guarded. And it was following her divorce
from the Marquis that she adopted Linda,
who is five now.

I

WAS, in a way, responsible for Con-
stance’s falling in love with Gilbert Ro-

land. It was in 1932 when I first went to

Hollywood to act as technical advisor for

David O. Selznick who was producing
Somerset Maugham’s “Our Betters.” I

knew Maugham very well (and was sup-
posed to know society very well.)

Constance played the cold, calculating

Lady Grayston. I had to find a charming
young man to play the character of the
gigolo. Gilbert Roland came in. I said to

Mr. Selznick, “That’s the man. We will

have him.” And that is how they met.
They didn’t like each other at all. Con-

stance couldn’t stand Gilbert and he, in

turn, didn’t like her. We had been about
twelve weeks in production before they
decided otherwise. Whereupon Constance,

as you know, divorced the Marquis and
married Gilbert Roland. And a year later

they had a little blonde girl, Jill, who is

now two.
“Unfortunately,” Constance says, “Jill

looks like me, not Gilbert. I hope, how-
ever, she will have Gilbert’s brain; for he
is extremely intelligent.”

She is now embarking upon a career as
P a star-producer for PRC Studios. This

M will be a real test for her brilliant abilities,

lyi
for although Constance will not be the
first woman to be a producer, the indica-
tions are now that she will be the first

woman with the exception of Mary Pick-
100

ford to get her picture before the public as
a star-producer.
Joan Bennett is another wonderful moth-

er. Joan, completely modern, has had a
child by each of her three husbands. By
John Fox she had Diana. By Gene Markey
she had Melinda. By Walter Wanger she
had Stephanie.
Stephanie is the most beautiful baby I

have ever seen in my life. She has enor-
mous blue eyes and every little feature
is so exquisite that you cannot bear to
think she will grow up.

I saw Stephanie when she was ten weeks
old and even then she posed by resting
her lovely little head against her perfect
tiny hand. The occasion was an alfresco
luncheon given by Joan and Walter for

many charming people; among them the
William Goetzes, the Darryl Zanucks,
Sandra and Gary Cooper, Mrs. Evalyn
Walsh McLean, the Jack Warners, Bob
Benchley and Lieutenant Commander Joel
Pressman and Claudette Colbert.
At the proper moment Stephanie was

brought down. Melinda came with her
and her niurse. For Melinda it imdoubtedly
was a bewildering experience, for this was
the first time in her life that she was not
the center of attraction. Everyone rushed
to the baby. Everyone except Mrs. Mc-
Lean. She was dying to see Stephanie but,

having grandchildren of her own, she
understands little girls. So she turned to

Melinda. “You’re the kind of a little girl I

like,” she announced. “I much prefer little

girls like you to tiny babies!”

She and Melinda at once became bosom
friends, of course. And later that after-

noon we searched the shops of Los Angeles
so Mrs. McLean might find just the right

present for Melinda—a beautiful baby doll

with a trunkful of clothes.

There is also my friend, Louella Parsons.

Louella has worked long and unceasingly—^first to become and then to remain one
of the most important women in Holly-
wood. She isn’t a star but she enjoys a
star’s prestige. No woman in all the world,
however, is more fanatical about her fam-
ily or more devoted to her child. Harriet
Parsons is, today, a writer, director cind

producer at the RKO Studios. This is due
to her great ability and her fine capacity
for work, true. But it also is the result of

the enormous devotion and guidance and
love Louella has given her always.
Mary Pickford, as you know, adopted

first a boy and then a baby girl. She, who
always wanted babies, lives for these,

children and constantly plans how she -i

will bring them up. A month or two ago
when Mary came to see me before leaving >

for California I asked, “Why do you go .

back so soon?” “Don’t you realize,” Mary
;

asked, “that I’ve been six weeks away :

jrom my family? And both Ronald, seven
now, and Roxanne are at such interesting

ages that every day I am apart from them
I miss something.”

lOAN CRAWFORD, once Mary’s daugh-
ter-in-law—when Mary was Mrs.

Douglas Fairbanks and Joan was Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks Junior—is another in-

credibly devoted and capable mother. Last
winter when Joan was living in a big
apartment on East End Avenue here in

New York I saw her often. Every time she
talked of her children I knew a sense of

unreality. It is so incredible that this girl

who won cups for doing the Charleston in

her early days in Hollywood, who found
her fame in “Dancing Daughters,” who for

years has been something of a femme
fatale, should be so utterly maternal.

“I am going to see that my children
have the best possible education,” Joan



told me.' “At ’ college I want them to

matriculate in the special field they par-
ticularly care about. My little girl Chris-
tina is interested in science. That, I must
say, is a bit beyond me. However, I shall

see to it that even though she does not
rival Madame Curie she is able to do the
best job within her capacity.”
The wives of the producers are equally

devoted to family. It is a rare treat to

watch Virginia Zanuck, a little thing,

mother her brood. Darrylin, twelve, is

the oldest. Then comes Susan, lovely

image of her mother. Youngest is Dickie
who idolizes his father and imitates his

every gesture.

Not long ago, wishing to give presents to

the young Zanucks, I sought to learn what
they would like. Susan was easy. She
adores storybook dolls, preferring the Ori-
ental types, the Circassian dancers and
harem girls.

“How about a St. Christopher medal?”
I asked Dickie. He tore open his shirt to

show me he wore one. “Do you have to

unlock any doors?” I asked him. He took
a key ring—minus any key—from his

pocket. “Not yet,” he admitted. “But
when I get older my father says I will have
my own house key.” “What about a
knife?” I suggested. He produced a large,

bone-handled Scout knife. I thought a fine

gold knife in order and gave him one.

I called Darrylin on the telephone to

ask what she would like. “I would dearly
love some rocks,” she told me. “Rocks?” I

said. “Rocks,” she said. Mystified I called
her mother. “Darrylin is terribly inter-

ested in geology,” Virginia explained, “and
greatly admires quartz. The shelves in

her room are crowded with old shoe boxes
filled with ‘rocks’ of all shapes and colors
and sizes.” That decided me to get a
special specimen case for Darrylin and fill

its little black drawers with all manner

of the quartz stone she loves so well.

The problem child of the world is Jack
Warner’s nine-year-old Barbara. Barbara
is a love child really. When Jack and Ann
were married and had Barbara they
adored each other beyond belief. Barbara
has great beautiful eyes and wonderful
manners. She speaks French almost like

a native. When she was younger she re-
cited little French poems and sang little

French songs—most charmingly. Besides,
inheriting her father’s gorgeous sense of

humor, Barbara—without being a clown

—

has a flair for low comedy which is funnier
still in a child of the beautiful, exotic Ann.
Barbara amuses Ann very much. Re-

cently, en route to New York from Wash-
ington, Ann saw Barbara winking broadly
at a soldier across the aisle.

“Barbara!” she exclaimed. “You mustn’t!
Ladies don’t do things like that!”

“But, Mother,” protested Barbara, “you
yourself told me to do unto others as they
did unto me!”
During their stop-over in New York

Barbara’s governess took her to be fitted

for little tailleurs to wear to school. Ann
arrived at the shop and found Barbara
loudly demanding striped fabrics for her
suits. “You cannot have stripes,” Ann
told her. “Why, may I ask, do you want
them?” Barbara grinned. “I want to be
a zoot suit riot!”

Among the happy Hollywood mothers
there is no one happier caring for her

child than the ravishingly beautiful Hedy
Lamarr. For more than a year after her
divorce from Gene Markey Hedy lived
like a recluse so no gossip or publicity
would prejudice the authorities who were
to decide if she would be permitted to
adopt little Jamie finally and absolutely.

I knew Hedy first when she was the im-
portant wife of the more important Fritz

Mandl—munitions king of Austria. Hedy
was very young and inexperienced to be
hostess for a man of Mandl’s fabulous
wealth, and she looked with amazement
at the way great ladies of position and
title fawned upon her husband. And it

wasn’t difficult to read scorn in her young
eyes when she looked upon the dukes and
the archdukes who were his sycophants.
Among these was the Archduke Maxi-

milian of Hapsburg, as I can testify. For
one night I, with a delegation, called at the
Swiss chalet which Mandl had built on the
rocks at Cap Antibes. It was our purpose
to request Mandl to stop turning the resi-

due of his drains into the lovely blue
Mediterranean where we bathed daily.

The door was opened by an elderly man
who held a fierce dog. I saw it was
no more and no less than His Imperial
Highness, the Archduke Maximilian of

Hapsburg whom the ruthless Mandl em-
ployed as overseer or night watchman.
Hedy left Mandl and fled to Hollywood.

She never belonged in the environment
she knew as his wife. I hope in John
Loder, who has a fine son of his own by
his first wife, and her adopted son,

Jamie, and the child she and John are
talking of adopting together, Hedy, at last,

has found her real happiness.
Hollywood’s darlings lead complicated

and, considering the variety of roles into

which they throw themselves, abnormal
lives. Perhaps they cling to the idea of

a family because they need children as an
anchor in their ever-changing world.
Whatever the explanation, it is a wonder-
ful thing that these glamour girls insist,

one way or another, upon being mothers.
They are able to do wonderful things for
their children. Their babies, natural and
adopted, may very well be the privileged
children of the next generation.

The End
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Save Those Tears!

(Continued from page 47) to make every-
thing come right immediately. If I couldn’t

get everything I wanted while I was still

very young, then I was sure I never
should. Now I’m sorry—not that I

cared so much but that I cared in the

way I did.”

She had arrived in Hollywood with a

pretty rigid set of old New England ideas.

Hollywood didn’t live or think in her way
at all. She was appalled when she was
asked to pose in shorts for publicity pic-

tures. She was affronted at some of the

things she was asked to do for scenes.

And she was dismayed at appraisals she
heard of her own talent and looks, crushed
at snatches of catty gossip. She con-
stantly felt misunderstood and unappre-
ciated.

Then just as she was beginning to have
confidence in herself, a vicious attack

upon her appeared in the newspaper
column syndicated all over the country.

‘‘I WAS still hurt and puzzled,” she re-
’ calls, “when my own mother didn’t ap-

pear really to listen to the misfortune that

had happened to me. She kept walking
about and gazing out the window. ‘The
birds are after that peach tree again,’ she

said absently. ‘But they always seem to

pick on the ripest fruit. I guess maybe
that’s the way it is in life. You have to

count for something before you’re picked
on.’

“Suddenly my hurt began to fall into

pattern. Now after all this time I know it

was very important for me to care a great

deal about criticism. If I hadn’t cared—

I

wouldn’t have' found out about things.”

But the best thing that came of it, she

knows now, was that she learned how to

use the hurt and the experience. She
learned not to waste time weeping over
something she couldn’t help. She learned
not to waste tears.

Those early bruises seem small now,
in comparison with things that have hap-
pened to Bette since. But she knows
that you can face the big ones S you
have learned to cope with the small dis-

asters.

“IT takes guts to face a new life, a new '

• job, new living conditions at any time,”
she says. “Thousands of girls have mar?
ried soldiers, have been uprooted from
their families and have gone to live in

strange places, among strange people ;

. . . and with new responsibilities. Lots
of these girls are having their first babies
. . . among strangers. Many of them will

j

face greater changes and greater responsi-
'

bilities later on, but I know—because I

know some of these girls—that they’ll know
how to meet the bigger things later because

;

they are doing such a good job of meeting
'

the smaller things now.” -

Bette went on to tell of a friend of hers
who lost her husband and her only son *

suddenly and very close together. “Every-
J

one was ao good to me at the time,” she
confided to Bette later. “They told me I;

was brave and wonderful. Then, after

the funerals were over and I tried to piece-

my life together, no one seemed to pay,
much attention. There were those dread-
ful little days, marching one after the

other. I hadn’t learned how to deal with
those.”
Bette knows all about that—the sheer

steeling of nerves that will carry you
through the initial shock of sudden grief.

She has been through it. “The important
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thing,” she thinks, “is not to let your own
bitterness and grief and dismay poison
the lives of people around you.”
And she went on, “I’ve never forgotten

Mrs. Joe E. Brown, making sandwiches
at the Hollywood Canteen three days after

her boy had been killed in an airplane
crash. There has never been a braver
man than Joe E. Brown, himself, when he
set out immediately to brighten the lives

of service men in far places, at whatever
cost to himself, in memory of his boy.
Those people knew how to fill the ‘little

days’ and make them count.”
Probably the most important “little days”

Bette ever had to face, in her fortitude

training, were the days after she came
home from England, several years ago.

She had gone there to try to break her
contract with Warner Brothers. “I risked
my whole future,” she says now. “I lost.

Having lost, the only thing I could do
was to come back and do the best job I

could under the circumstances against
which I had fought. It all worked out
beautifully for me ... as it turned out.”

But before it “all worked out beauti-
fully,” Bette was faced with a succession
of “little days”—days of swallowed pride,

of making the best of what seemed a bad
bargain. She couldn’t have avoided being
aware of the smiles behind her back, the
smug remarks about actresses who “take
themselves too seriously.” But she didn’t
waste time and she didn’t waste tears.

She got on with her job.

Now she says, “I’d have lost valuable
time and energy if I’d stopped to feel sorry
for myself ... or to feel bitter. And—

I

might not have been strong enough to

stand up under things that came later if I

hadn’t had that discipline.”

She thinks that one of the things we all

fear most is change. Thought of a new job,

a new boss, moving to a new city or into

a new house gives some of us the jitters.

Actually the thing that will help us is to

practice adjusting ourselves to new sets

of conditions. The new job or life in the
new town may turn out to be joyful ex-
periences, once you’ve had a try at them.

“I think ... if you have a fuss with your
family or a row with your boss . . . you
can learn to analyze your woe and learn
to judge how much of this you must
accept and how much you must fight

against. You can learn to judge whether
it is important enough to weep over.”

Some things, she knows, you must not
accept. When she was thirteen she was
horribly burned about the face and every-
one thought she would be disfigured for

life. Her mother refused to accept this.

She and Bette must fight it. They did
fight it . . . and they won their battle.

That old battle helped when a dog bit

her nose nearly off. It is not known that

for a long time doctors thought that Bette
would lose the sight of one eye . . . and
that the other might be impaired.
“Any person who is in the public eye

must feel bitter sometimes at things that
are said about him ... in and out of print.

When I catch myself feeling that I have
been unfairly dealt with, I remind my-
self of the perspective which a man
like President Roosevelt must have to

meet an infinitely greater amount of

real and false criticism. And I know that’s

all he can do . . . and all the humblest of

us can do about these things is to face
them, analyze them as best we can, decide
what is right for us . . . and then go
ahead. If you are alert and receptive,

you may learn something useful from your
critics and from your bitter experiences!”
But . . . “Save those tears,” Bette ad-

vises. “We can’t afford to waste them
now!”

The End
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Who Is Bernadette?

(Continued from page 34) know who
Jennifer Jones was and I don’t suppose
you did. But I was much interested be-
cause I had read “The Song of Berna-
dette” and I was glad they were going
to make the picture. I longed very much
to see Bernadette. I wanted to know
for sure that Bernadette had seen the Lady
of Lourdes and to be comforted by the
knowledge that motherhood exists tri-

umphant everywhere in the universe.
When I saw my first still picture of

Jennifer Jones I thought—Yes, she is Ber-
nadette, as I visualized her when I was
reading the book. It will be a wonderful
moment when it all comes to life for me.
And it was. It lifted me, it lifted every-

one in that theater, it restored our souls
and strengthened our faith, in these days
when faith is being so severely tested.
So when I read in the papers that

Bernadette was going to Reno to get a
divorce—I stopped and rubbed my eyes.
No, it said Jennifer Jones was going to
Reno to get a divorce from Private Har-
grove. But Private Hargrove was that
clean-cut, typical American doughboy; he
was the Infantry that we’re depending
upon to mop up this war in the end. No,
he wasn’t; he was Bob Walker.

All of that went through my head like
a montage shot in a movie. I saw Berna-
dette standing in a tawdry divorce court
in Reno saying, “My husband and I are
incompatible . .

Then I thought—but she ought not to
do this to us!

I tried then to take myself in hand.
Don’t be ridiculous, I said to myself. The
girl has a life of her own. This is the
United States of America in 1944. Actually,
she’s Jennifer Jones and she was born in
Oklahoma. She’s been married for five

years to that endearing lad who plays
Private Hargrove, she has two darling little

boys, she studied for the stage for years
and so did he, she’s just an actress and a
good one for didn’t she win the Academy
Award? She didn’t see the Lady at
Lourdes because she was never there, she
wasn’t even born then. She’s just a human
being, with her own troubles and problems
and suffering. It was a very happy mar-
riage for a long time, tvhy, they were just
babies when they got married and so much
in love. Something very bitter and terrible
must have happened to split them up now,
just when of all times so far as their careers
are concerned they should not. But you
can’t expect her to behave differently just

because she was lucky enough to play in

a picture called “The Song Of Bernadette,”
now can you? How do you know whether
she could wait to get a divorce until it

didn’t hurt so many people? You don’t
know .whether it’s his fault or hers. Every-
body must have tried to persuade them
not to do this thing. People can’t be
expected to live up to the roles they play
on the screen, you ought to know that.

But—it wasn’t any use. My heart was
heavy.

P
LAINLY, of course, it would be unjust
to expect a young actress of our times

to dedicate her life to the spirit of a girl

who lived long ago in France. We couldn’t

expect the story of Oberammergau to be
repeated in her. I remembered that when
they gave the Passion Play in that village

year after year, the Christus was selected

for his own faith and so long as he played
it he dedicated himself to following in his

own life the teachings of Jesus. Those
who journeyed to see the play have told

me that it was an experience equalled
nowhere else and many of them were
changed for the rest of their days by some-
thing they beheld in the German hills.
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But no such restrictions as were placed
upon the Christus were put upon Jennifer
Jones.

So I did come at last to see this girl

face to face with her dramatic decision.

On one side—her private life with the
heartache and hurt pride of this failure

of her marriage, just as she found all her
dreams coming true, the private sadness
of parting from the father of her two sons,

after years of sacrifice and struggle to-

gether. Something in it that forced her
to Reno beyond any possibility of com-
promise or waiting.
On the other side—just, “She is Berna-

dette.”

I think we may be sure that both she
and her young husband were torn to pieces
as they stood at that crossroad.
Whether she was right or wrong in her

decision to go through at once with a

divorce, I do not know. Each of us has his

own standard as to how much a girl like

Jennifer Jones owes to the audiences who
jam theaters to see her play that sacred
role. In the thirty years I’ve written
Hollywood history I’ve never known a

case just like this. You may think we
have no right to ask great personal sacri-

fice as payment for all Bernadette has
given Jennifer Jones of worldly things
alone. Or you may feel that Jennifer
Jones should have waited and endured
before she tagged the words Reno and
divorce onto “The Song of Bernadette.”
An older woman, a great actress, steeped

in the responsibilities of her tradition,

might have weathered the test. But be-
cause of the role they chose a young new-
comer, and thereby took a serious chance.

O NE thing I do know.
You see, I kept thinking of the people

who had not seen “The Song Of Berna-
dette” before they knew about Jennifer
Jones and her divorce. In my own heart
was a sadness because I had not thought
of her as an actress but only as Berna-
dette. Then when the news of her troubles,

the sorrow that divorce must always be
when there are children, came splashing
across the newspapers—it seemed to say
that none of it was true. Maybe there
hadn’t been any miracles at Lourdes at all,

maybe it was all just a motion picture.

Bernadette was just Jennifer Jones who
had been lucky to get the part, had played
it well, and then hiked off to Reno to get
a divorce. Maybe the Academy Award for
the best acting of the year was just that
and I had believed in something that was

—

make-believe after all.

So, with all that in my mind, I went to

see “The Song Of Bernadette” again.

The one thing I know now is that Berna-
dette is truly there.

It doesn’t make any difference about
Jennifer Jones. It doesn’t msike any differ-

ence whether she got six divorces—except
to Jennifer Jones herself and how we feel

about her and whether or not we can
forgive her, which I expect we can. She’s
very young and everybody makes mistakes.
And it’s easier, knowing nothing can

touch Bernadette. Perhaps the little French
girl who first saw the miracle in the Grotto
at Lourdes, where so many have since
been healed and helped, perhaps she took
a hand herself. Perhaps she came back to

play herself inside the cloak of one Jenni-
fer Jones, to perform before our unknow-
ing eyes another miracle. I don’t know
about these things.

But—the girl on the screen is Bernadette.
Through her eyes you see what she saw
and are comforted. Bernadette is bigger
than anybody today, just as she was so
many years ago when they threw mud at

her and refused to believe her.

She herself is Bernadette.
The End
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your dealer and bottler—and besides

you’ll get back your bottle deposit.

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY
Makers of DURAGLAS Beer and Beverage Bottles
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NEW
SAFER WAY

Keeps cuticle trim without cutting

It’s often painful, and can be dan-
gerous to cut cuticle. Be smart!
Take a tip from professional mani-
curists. Use Trimal like they do —
with a manicure stick wrapped in

cotton. Watch dead, loose cuticle

soften — wipe it away with a towel!

You’ll be amazed and delighted!
Trimal, America’s finest cuticle re-

mover, comes in 10c and 25c sizes,

stick and cotton included. Ask for it

now at drug, department or 10c
stores. Trimal Laboratories, Los
Angeles, Calif.

AND HAVE LOVELY NAILS LIKE THIS

WELL
MANICURED
CUTICLE

EYES TIRED?

TWO DROPS

QUICK RELIEF
Eyes tired? Do they smart and bum from overwork,

sun, dust, wind, lack of sleep? Then soothe and refresh

them the quick, easy way—use Murine. Just two drops
in each eye. Right away Murine goes to work to relieve

the discomfort of tired , burning eyes.

Murine is a scientific blend of seven in-

gredients—safe, gentle—and oh, so

soothing 1 Start using Murine today.

SOOTHES • CLEANSES • REFRESHES
ic Invest ia America—Buy War Bonds and Stamps -fc

Speak for Yourself

(Continued on page 24) of" the celluloid

on which they are made.
Greer Garson may be England’s “Mrs.

Miniver” and Poland’s “Madame Curie”
but she is America’s Way Of Life!

Mrs. L. K. Strader,
Detroit, Mich.

$1.00 PRIZE
An Orchid . . .

An orchid to Hollywood for its recent
picture “Thousands Cheer.” Here for

the first time in my experience 1 saw a
beautiful colored actress presented in a
dignified, lady-like manner. That actress

was gorgeous Lena Horne. When she first

began to sing the audience was so quiet
you could hear a pin fall.

In the past, the Negro had always been
assigned the usual prototype role—ig-
norant, shuffling, child-like, blase, unat-
tractive. But here was one that was so
different. As Lena Horne finished sing-
ing “Honeysuckle Rose,” the audience ac-
tually applauded.
During the present crisis and in the

new world to come, it is especially signifi-

cant that people of all races learn to know
and respect each other. Hollywood, by
presenting such pictures as “Thousands
Cheer,” can help afford that opportunity.

Deotis Hardeman,
Indianapolis, Ind.

$1.00 PRIZE
A Good Idea

H aving just come home from seeing the
picture “Where Are Your Children?”

I felt I had to write and tell you my
feelings. It is rated as a four-star picture,
but I would give it the Academy Award
for this year. Never have I seen such a
picture that could touch me so.

It would be a very good idea for this

picture to be shown in high schools to
the students to encourage them to start

entertainment centers, just as were planned
in this picture. Now in our city they have
started such centers and are trying in
every way to have them in every section
of the state, so as to keep our sons and
daughters off the street and out of taverns.

Mrs. Doris Beaver,
Baltimore 17, Md.

$1.00 PRIZE
Prospective Papa!

N O longer can I jeer at Hollywood for

its one-horse entertainment. No longer
can I curse it as simple and childish when
before my very eyes a child has been
responsible for a magnificently-portrayed
adult performance. And that would be
Margaret O’Brien in “Lost Angel.” I keep
asking myself, “How is it possible for such
a young child to find such sincerity and
be so versatile with it? How was it possi-
ble to photograph it?”

Since these questions are—for me—un-
answerable, I shall merely have to wait
patiently to see her again. Can lightning

strike twice—can such wonders re-occur?
I have but one regret at having seen

the picture: I am a young soldier, and
this is indeed the wrong time to awaken
my paternal instinct!

Pfc. William L. Hurst,
Walla Walla, Wash.

HONORABLE MENTION

Recently I saw the movie “My King-
dom For A Cook,” starring Charles

Coburn; and I’m convinced that this pic-

ture did not get enough publicity.

Charles Coburn’s grand portrayal not

working cream to make hands lovelier, more
romantic. You'll like its svrift, dependoble
action, non-greasy quality, delicate

,
scent.

Your beauty salon or favorite cosmetic coun-

ter will give you a courtesy application.

sofSKin

a/ll/

in the Black and Gold Jars

350y 60^y $1.00 Sioces

SOFSKIN COMPANY. FINDLAY, OHIO

CORNS

NOXACORN

REMOVED WITH

CASTOR OIL
PREPARATION

Say goodbye to corn-pads and dangerous razors. A new
liquid, NOXACORN, relieves pain and dries up the
pestiest corns or callus. Contains six ingredients Including
purecastoroil, iodine, benzocaine, and
salicylic acid. Easy directions in pack-
age. 35c bottle saves untold misery. /*• Ouaranleed by

I

Druggist re- L Good Housekeeping

J

turns money itoincmio,

U It tails. «ovtin5ni

fa

a /tule-cti&f
icde :

Hide* itr
SEE HOW BLEMISHES
VANISH FROM SIGHT!

Don’t let a blotchy skin wreck
your good looks. HIDE-IT
safely veils pimples, unsightly
birthmarks, small scars, etc.

IDEAL FOR POWDER BASE
Five HlDE-IT shades. Light,
Medium, Rachelle, Brunette,
Suntan. Large jar, $1 at Drug
and Department Stores.
Purse size at 10c counters.

CLARK-MILLNER SALES CO.
^08 W. Erie St., Chicago 1 0,111.



only made the picture a colorful diver-
sion from the usual war theme but con-
vinced me that I’d like to see more pictures
featuring this amusing actor.

T. Deile,

Jersey City 6, N. J.

H elmut DANTINE is again a Nazi pris-

oner! This Austrian-born film star

who escaped Nazi tyranny in his native
land is again under Nazi influence, this

time through contract to Warner Bros. In
all his pictures he is hostage to a Nazi
plot.

Through his brilliant portrayals of Ger-
man officers, Dantine has exhibited enough
genuine talent to arouse appraisal as
Academy Award material from the critics

if he can escape being typed. If Warners
will let him out of character once he will
come through with a satisfactory answer.

Nihla Leigh,
Akron 5, O.

I
AM writing this letter as a brief thank-

* you note to the many cooperative mo-
tion picture stars. Recently our school held
a bazaar at which autographed pictures of
stars were given to the person who bought
the highest amount in War Bonds. I was
appointed head of the committee to get
these pictures and autographs.
As I am allowed only two hundred

words, I can not name all the stars who
were so gracious to us. My special thanks
go to Allan Jones, Jerry Lester and Carole
Landis, who allowed us to go up to their
dressing rooms and talk to them. I would
also like to thank Lana Turner, Stephen
Crane, Charlie Barnet, Paulette Goddard,
Ginny Simms, Vaughn Monroe, Sammy
Kaye, Robert Paige and the M-G-M Pub-
licity Department for their help.

Joyce Robidoux,
Brooklyn 27, N. Y.

The famous face of Jimmy
Cagney, with our boys in

England under USO Camp
Shows, didn't get him by
this Yankee guard. He had
to be officially identified

/^e/7 Ae cc>/?7es

/f3 cf mac/e^ryc>y

. . ff/7

fo Ae ivoro m/A

ff //'^A/'Ae'<7rA: , . £f/?eA fc>Ae> tree/sarecA

fo fAe Aaste/et^asf'of/A^ e/ro/:^.

Perfumcy 6.50; 3.50; debutante size, 1.10

Toilet Water, 1.75; Dusting Powder, 1.00;

Talcum Powder, 50^

IHEimiY ,
perfumer
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‘ERE’S
exciting new make-

up from Movieland! It

veils tiny blemishes—
gives your complexion that

flawlessly smooth look, with-

out the slightest drying effect

on the skin.

WOODWORTH
Hollywood Flla

Favorito

See for yourself, today, how easily

TAYTON’S Cake Make-up creates a

glamorous new complexion! Even the

shades are new and thrilling— tested

with Technicolor movie films as well as

daylight and artificial light, to assure

the most flattering result. There’s no

heavy "masked” effect. Your face has a

soft, natural-looking glow ... an ador-

ably fresh appearance that lasts for

hours without retouching. Bring your

beauty up-to-date. Get TAYTON’S
TECHNA-TINT CAKE MAKE-UP
and step out with a radiant new

complexion!

TffvTon's
CAKE MAKE-UP
KEEPS YOUR BEST FACE FORWARD

And Now Good-by
(Continued from page 27) “My wife Joan,”
but in most places to Brian’s being pre-
sented as, “You know my husband, don’t
you, Brian Aherne?”

All men are fairly vain, but with actors
vanity is the very core of their being.
Wound that vanity and they begin to hate
you. Here was Brian Aherne, who had
been such a catch, who had known the
flattering devotion of so many beautiful
ladies, suddenly being Joan Fontaine’s
husband. He didn’t like it at all and you
can hardly blame him.
Yet Joan was the perfect wife all the

time. Her house was perfectly rim. The
furnishings were very masculine and
heavy but she left them just as Brian
had bought them, all save her own room.
She refurnished that. It still wasn’t too
gay or too ruffly, but redoing it cost much
more than she told Brian it had cost. It

was a harmless little deception since it

was her own earnings she spent and yet,
womanlike, she probably was a little blue
that Brian hadn’t seen through her small
trick, that he hadn’t fully appreciated the
values that went into it. Joan had ex-
actly the meals Brian wanted served at
his chosen hours. She told everyone, even
right after “Suspicion,” that she was going
to give up her career because she knew
Brian wanted her to. She didn’t have
parties at home, because Brian didn’t
like them, and they didn’t go out to par-
ties very much either, and for the same
reason. Just as she thought of his wishes
first in the big things, she honored them
in the small ones, as for example, not
wearing polish on her nails because Brian
disliked it.

Maybe it would all have been flawless
if Joan had been, like Brian, approaching
her forties, or if she had been what she
pretended to be, a gay, dependent darling.
She wasn’t anything of the sort. She

was a beautiful young woman in her early
twenties, with a sensitive, subtle brain, a
fine talent and underneath it all, a great
honesty, the honesty that marks the artist.

She was so clear-eyed and honest about
acting that she knew, with the critics,

that she was a better performer than her
husband. Not that she ever told him that,

but she knew it, just the same.

At home, she and Brian began quarrel-
ing. It shook her nerves, which are

highly strung nerves at best. She began
getting the reputation of being tempera-
mental. She wasn’t nearly so much so
as she was reported to be. She had few
close friends, for she had been a lonely
child and she couldn’t be hail-fellow-well-
met to save her. Her intelligence, her al-

most uncanny insight into people and their

motives, drove the typical Hollywood gang
away from her.

Her reported feud with Arturo de Cor-
dova, during the making of “Frenchmen’s
Creek,” was a perfect example of it. Joan
herself does not know that she was not
actually fighting with Arturo but fighting

another woman, Lupe Velez. Lupe wanted
her Arturo to get publicity and she also

wanted to take Joan down, down a peg
or two. So evenings, while she was in

Hollywood and by long-distance phone
while she was in Mexico, Lupe would tell

Arturo just what to do and say to get in

Miss Fontaine’s hair but good. Joan would
snap back and Arturo would rush to the
telephone to find out what he should do
next. The quarrel went on until inter-

national relationships were literally threat-

ened. Arturo got scared. Lupe became
quiet. And Joan suffered a badly black-
ened reputation for unco-operativeness,
which she did not deserve. Nobody stopped
to remember that reporters could find no

IF I Send YOU
IS SUIT FREEb^nuV

WillYouWear ItandShowItto Friends?
1 need a reliable mao in your town to wear a fine made-
to-measure

, all-woo 1DEMONSTRATION SUIT.adver-
tise my famous Union clothiner—and take orders. You
can make op to $12.00 in a day. My line contains over
100 quality fabrics^ all sensational values, eroaranteed.
You need no experience or money. 1 supply ever^hin^
required. Write today, telling: os about yourselr. aee.
etc., for FREE outfit. STONEFIELD, 1300 West
Harrison Street* Dept*. F'035. Chicago* llUnois.

1

i
t,

/^/Nadinoia's 4'wayaction

BLACKHEADS
UP

iXTERfiAUy CAUSED P/MPUS
l/ffUrUAi
BP/G/iT£UDULLDARKSKIN

Don*t give in to unlovely skin! Try famous
Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thou-

sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treatment cream that acts to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin—dear up externally

caused pimples— fade freckles— loosen
and remove blackheads. Used as directed,

its special medicated ingredients help to

clear and freshen your skin—make it creamy-
white, satin-smooth. Start today to im-
prove your complexion—buy Nadinola
Cream! Just one treatment-size jar usually

works wonders and costs only 55(f— with
money-back guarantee—trial size lOjf. Also—

• SEND FOR FREE IUUSTRATED BOOKIET*
• NADINOLA. Dept. 20, Paris, Tennessee
• Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi-

• tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,

^ with actual photographs and sworn proof of the

^ wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.

• Name
® Address
•
• City State
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Give yourself this

EXTRA SANITARY
PROTECTION!

San-Nap-Pak is made with an exclu-

sive pink “Layer of Protection,” to

guard against accidents. How you’ll

appreciate that extra margin of safety

when you’re away from home—espe-

cially at the office! Try San-Nap-Pak
on your difficult “first day”—and ex-
perience the wonderful feeling of com-
fort and security this napkin gives you

!

San-Nap-Pak Gives You All These

4 Great Comforts—At No Extra Cost!

San-Nap-Pak is cot-

ton-faced for extra
comfort—stays soft as
you wear it!

San-Nap-Pak has the
pink “Layer of Pro-
tection*’ that guards
against embarrassing
accidents

!

San-Nap-Pak’s new
tapered design is in-

visible under clothes—
no tell-tale bulges!

San-Nap-Pak stays
fresh longer, makes
frequent changes un-
necessary !

JUST SAY "Sarrapak"

Doctors Warn
Folks Who Are
Constipated-

Ever Feel Like This?
NO PEP— UPSET STOMACH
HEADACHE—MENTALLY DULL

If liver bile doesn’t flow freely every
day into your intestines—constipa-
tion and that “half alive” feeling
often result.

So take Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
tonight. Olive Tablets, being purely
vegetable, are wonderful to pep up
sluggish bile flow and insure gentle
yet thorough bowel movements. No
griping or weakening effects. Test
tonight! Follow label directions.

DR. EDWARDS'i

eviJence of a quarrel between her and
Orson Welles during the making of “Jane
Eyre” or with Tyrone Power during “This
Above All.” Ty didn’t like her, but he re-
spected her as an artist.

Out of the turgid atmosphere of

“Frenchman’s Creek” one man rose to

defend her, Mitchell Leisen, its director.

Mitch said, “She’s wretched and I think
she must be unhappy at home. She comes
in day after day looking as though she
had cried all night long.”

Hollywood began buzzing with Aherne
separation rumors after that but they were
denied. The Ahernes always made their

rare appearances together. Just after

Christmas, 1943, Joan again announced that
she was retiring. She refused to do
“Double Furlough” which Selznick was
holding up for her. She said again that
Brian wanted her to retire.

Probably Brian did want her to retire.

He often pointed out that he made more
than enough for them both to live on, and
that actually Joan cared little for wealth.
It would have been a test of Joan’s love
and a tribute to Brian if she had renounced
her creativeness, hidden her analytical

brain, lived more quietly in her twenties
than most women do in their forties.

Ah, yes, those things are a test of love
all right. But they are also a test of

the selfishness of the person who demands
such things of love. Women have faced
the choice before, though modern women
face it oftener than their grandmothers did,

because they have more choice.

Joan chose her freedom, and it de-
pends upon the kind of person you are

—

and perhaps which sex you are—whether
or not you say she chose selfishly, or went
in for self-preservation. This is certain:

Like the lady and the actress she is, she
did it with great charm.
She has been out in the night clubs

lately, three evenings in a row. She wasn’t
out with the wolf pack. She wasn’t dressed
with a new conspicuousness. She was out
with the escorts of Hollywood who are
listed among the nice people.
Here is a prediction: Don’t expect her

to fall in love too quickly again, but
watch for those great performances she
is about to give.

The End

Greer Garson joins the Ahernes,

who look gay tor the last time
together on Academy Award night

Old Wives’ Tales

J0iiore them, Mrs. Smith/

LEARN TRUE FACTS
INSTEAD!

New, More Convenient

Feminine Hygiene Way Gives

Continuous Action for Hours!

• Doctors know that even today the

majority of women still know little or

nothing about certain physical facts.

Too many who think they know have

only half knowledge. And they do not

realize how seriously their happiness

and health are threatened by lack of

up-to-date information.

That is why you ought to know

about Zonitors—and to have all the

facts about their unique advantages

for vaginal germicidal care. (See free

book offer below.)

Zonitors are dainty, non-greasy

suppositories, scientifically prepared

for vaginal hygiene. So convenient

and easy to use. The quickest, easiest,

daintiest way of using a vaginal germi-

cide. No cumbersome apparatus,

nothing to mix, no unpleasant greasi-

ness to spoil your daintiness.

Powerful, but safe for delicate

tissues, Zonitors spread a protective

coating and kill germs instantly on

contact. Deodorize by actually de-

stroying odor, instead of temporarily

I
masking it. Give continuous action

for hours. All druggists have Zonitors.

FREE BOOKLET q

I ! Mail this coupon for revealing booklet of
]

I
I up-to-date facts. Sent Postpa.d m ^.n .

I I envelope. Zonitors. Dept. 7629-D 370 Lex |

I 1 ington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
|

Name

I
Address

I City... State
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GOLDEN GLINT

A/etv^Eiit Rinse

iOjfiiM

Gives a Tiny Tint

1 . Does not harm, permanently
tint or bleach the hair.

2 . Used after shampooing— your
hair is not dry, unruly.

3 . Instantly gives the soft, lovely

effect obtained from tedious,

vigorous brushings . . . plus a
tiny tint

—

in these 12 shades.
1. Black 7. Titian Blonde
2. Dark Copper 8. Golden Blonde
3. Sable Brown 9. Topaz Blonde
4. Golden Brown 10. Dark Auburn
5. Nut Brown 11. Light Auburn
6. Silver 12. Lustre Glint

4 . The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified
colors and pure Radien, all

new, approved ingredients.

Try Golden Glint... Over 40 million

packages have been sold. ..Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.

Price 10 and 25^ — or send for a—— FREE SAMPLE
Golden GlintCo.,Seattle,14,Wash., Box 33B6-/I-82

Please send color No— _ as listed above.

Name _ __

WAKE UP

WARDROBE

611 Mission Street, San Francisco 5

FEATURED BY LEADWG .-STORES.

I Was Just Thinking

(Continued from page 45) Sa-ay, look,
kid, you haven’t written Dad for a
week. He’s such a good Swede . . . re-
member when the going was tough and
the meals were scarce on Broadway, how
he used to write, “Why don’t you come
home and cut all that silly stuff out?” He
only said it because he was worried about
you. “Come on home—where you at least

know you can eat
—

” he’d say. And
nowadays, he’s so glad you made it, he
keeps scrapbooks of your clippings—scrap-
books, actually!

WONDER why people always think
you’re Irish—with a name like John-

son and a big Swede for a Dad? Maybe
it’s the red hair—or because you’re senti-
mental. ... It would be swell if Dad would
move out here to the coast, it’s a grand
place to live—but that’s what he thinks
about Rhode Island. . . .

You don’t ever want to go back home

—

at least, not for a long time . . . you’ve got
too wonderful a picture of everything as
it was when you left it. The Newport
beaches can’t be the same, now—there
wouldn’t be all those gay, shouting sum-
mer tourists coloring up the sands ... No
more International Yacht Races—and the
tennis matches must be over, too. Still,

what you wouldn’t give to smell clams
steaming again on the hot rocks . . .

And it might be nice to sit again in that
little old movie show you used to beat it

off to every night after school—now that
you know a lot of the swell people who
make those movies—and they are swell. . .

.

Remember how you felt the first day
you saw Hollywood . . . You’d heard
about those big Hollywood receptions,
and were wondering how you’d act, you
dope. There wasn’t any reception, of

course . . . but there was that little car
you bought, the first you ever owned

—

gee, you sure burned the pavement back
and forth to Laguna Beach, and San
Francisco, and all around. Your first

invitation to a movie star’s house—Ginger
Rogers’, no less . . . Brother, were you
thrilled when she was so nice to you!
Then, there was the night of your fare-

well party at Chasen’s ... a party of one,
given by you, for you. Lucille Ball came
in with Desi Arnaz, you’d met Lucille
once in Chicago and she remembered.
“How are you doing?” she called. “Great,”
you said, “I’m all packed up and headed
back to New York.” She started making
motions to a fellow at a near-by table.

The man was Bill Grady, talent finder for
M-G-M—“You can’t let Van go, Billy,”

Lucille said. “He’s good—I know he is!”

Funny how, when things begin picking
up, you appreciate it most in the small
ways. Sleeping in a wide bed—two twin
beds, tied together, with the mattresses
goin’ crosswise—but someday you’ll have
a big one all in one piece. . . .

And the good service at restaurants

—

with the waitress saying, “Hello, Mr. John-
son” and bringing you a menu before
you’ve grown cobwebs. And buying
that Capehart you wanted—secondhand
and a bit broken down, but you like to
play all those hundreds of old records you
love, at night before you go to bed. Ever
think you’d be in movies someday—out
where the night life’s supposed to be wild
—and going to bed most nights before
nine-thirty? Look, dope, why don’t you
just say id you ever think you’d be in

movies—period?

F
an mail—maybe that’s the swellest
recompense of all. The letters from girls.

The letters from the service men—like

that from a bunch of fellows on a carrier
in the Pacific. They saw you in a “Doctor

Yes, HoUy-Pax is so amazingly

comfortable, you don’t know you’re wearing iti

Controlled expansion is the secret. This tiny

tampon is easy to use, too—purposely designed

to require no applicator. And remember, it’s

the only tampon spun from pure surgical cot-

ton—no cut Bbers to come loose. 12 for 20c;

purse size, lOc; economy package of 48 (or

59c. At sanitary goods counters.

Monthly Hyalene" Hollywood 34, Collf.

SICKNESS orACCIDENT

Don't allow Hospitalization

expense to ruin your life sav-

ings. InsureNOW ...BEFORE

IT’S TOO LATE! In case of

unexpected sickness or ac-

cident you may go to any

Hospital in the U. S. or

Canada, under any Doctor's

care. Your expenses will be

paid in strict accordance

with Policy provisions. Indi-

vidual or entire family

eligible (to age 70), The

Company is under the super-

vision of the Insuronce De-

partment. No agent will call.

MAIL COUPON AT ONa

POLICY PAYS
Hospital Expenses for

Accident up to

$540.00
Hospital Expenses for

Sickness

(beginning 7th day)
up to

$540.00
Doctor Expenses for

Accident up to

$135.00
Loss ofTime from Work

up to

$300.00
Accidental Death

$1000.00
WorCoverage&other

valuable benefits.

S NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. S

S Dept. MC44-6, Wilmington, Del. J
Please send me, without obligation, details about *

J
your "3c A Day Hospitoiization insurance Plan"- !

Name-
t Address.-—
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GoM rapidly as your time aod abilities permit. Eqolvalent to re^
dent school work—preperes for college entrance exams. Standard
iB. S. texts sapplied. Uploma awardM. Credit for H. S. sobjects
'completed. Simrlo sobjeote ifdaalred. Ask for Ftee BoHstin*
bAmwIcanSchool.Dpt HX-u, DraxelatSSth. ChlcaaoS7

This lipstick
is NO

Tattletale

Don Juan is the new, modern lip-

stick that stays on you!—leaves no
flaunting stains or embarrassing
smears. The lovely Don Juan
shades keep your lips fresh-look-
ing, softly glowing, hours longer.

Smart women have already
bought a million dollars’ worth of
the new Don Juan.

Check these 4 heouty extras:

n*DON JUAN IIPSTICK STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss, ifused as directed.

t, LIPS LOOK LOVELY without frequent
retouching. No greasy appearance.

3.

^0T drying or SMEARY. Creamy smooth, eas-

ily applied—imparts appealing, soft "glamor”
look. No uneven lip effect. Over 7,000,000 sold.

4. STYLE SHADES. Try Mili-

taryRecl;nch,glowing;
acclaimed by beauty
editors. 6 other shades.

Deluxe$ize$l. KeflllsGOc. Jun>
lor size 25c. Tax extra. Match-
ing powder, rouge. Trial sizes
at 10c stores. Available in
Canada, too.

Debutante . .

.

19U style . . . »he stays

sweeter with NEET

Stay Sweet. . . Get NEET!
NEW NEET Cream Deodorant is answering

the call to arms... the arms of thousands of

war-active women who need more than ever

the effective protection to daintiness that only

a fine deodorant such as Neet can assure.

New Neet Cream Deodorant quickly stops

perspiration and underarm odor from one to

tliree days. This fluffy, stainless, greaseless

cosmetic-type of cream applies easily and
vanishes almost instantly. Makes arms dry

and odor-free. Will not irritate normal skin

or injure clothing.

Try New Neet Cream Deodorant today 1

Won’t dry in jar. 10^ and 29^ sizes, plus tax.

Gillespie” and they want to thank you.
You didn’t do a thing except let Marilyn
Maxwell chase you all over the divan and
under the drapes and across the rug, and
they’re grateful!

Saw Mary Martin, today—still a peach
right off the tree. If Mary hadn’t had faith

in you, back in those days when you were
one-eighth of the “Eight Men” singing in

the Rainbow Room, and she was the toast

of New York, you wouldn’t have had the
nerve to audition for “Too Many Girls”

—

and you’d have missed that job in the
chorus at $40 a week. And then George
Abbott wouldn’t have given you a chance
to understudy Eddie Bracken and Desi
Arnaz and Dick Kollmar. Gee, you sure
made a quick recovery that night you
were sick from something you ate in the
Automat, and had about decided you
couldn’t work when they phoned to say
you’d have to go on for Kollmar.
And that’s how Abbott happened to give

you some good spots in “Pal Joey”—sing-
ing and dancing with June Havoc. And
if “Pal Joey” hadn’t eventually folded and
left you broke, you wouldn’t be in Holly-
wood today.
And you wouldn’t be going around with

that sneaking hope that maybe sometime
you could do a musical with Judy

—

wouldn’t a chance to do “Oklahoma” with
her be something?
Anyhow, it’s funny how people and

things, good breaks and bad ones, all work
out into a kind of pattern—and so far, the
pattern’s been pretty wonderful.
You’ve really had nothing but luck, you

lug—and don’t you think for someone
who’s still pretty new and small in this

business, you’re thinking too much—and
too loud?
Keep on wearing your mind inside out

like this, and someone’s apt to call it

Ham-let’s Soliloquy!
The End

The Truth About the

Stars' I. Q.'s

(Continued from page 62) seclusion. But
mark these words, she will get back on
that even keel. She’s too intelligent not to.

Charles Boyer has the I.Q. of a normally
bright Frenchman. Charles has capitalized

for a long time on his sleepy voice and
dreamy eyes. But realizing that his hand-
some-lover roles have perhaps a year or

so to go—at most—he has already staked
his future as a producer with “Flesh And
Fantasy” and as a villain in “Gaslight.”

Charles carries his shrewdness into his

home. He likes to know where the money
goes and keeps the books.

Plenty smart are Paulette Goddard,
Connie Bennett and Sonja Henie. All
have the beans of business executives.

The skating lass earns as much money
a year as her boss Darryl Zanuck. And the
Bennett wizard has invested her film

earnings to the point where she receives
a nonworking income of six figures.

But while Connie and Sonja have a
background of education and family that
should endow them with savoir faire and
social grace. Miss Goddard is in the self-

made category. ’Tis said of Paulette that

every minute of her time is devoted to

self-gain and self-improvement. There’s
a local joke that Paulette can’t even take
a walk without coming back with some-
thing—if it’s only a dog. The Goddard
self-education is amazing when you con-
sider that when she first landed in Holly-
wood she was very young, very (phony)
blonde and a dizzy thing who “loved
pretty things”—especially the kind that
sparkle—and has she a bunch of spark-

SCALP ODOR?
Some women never think of the pos-
sibility of scalp odor. They do not
realize that the scalp perspires, too

—

and that oily hair absorbs unpleasant
odors. To be sure, make this test:

check up on your hairbrush, your
hat, your pillow.

There’s an easy way to be sure that
your hair can stand a “nasal close-

up.” Use Packers Pine Tar Shampoo
regularly. This scientific shampoo,
which contains pure, medicinal pine
‘tar, not only cleanses the hair and
scalp thoroughly, but also leaves the
hair fresh and fragrant. The delicate

pine scent does its work, then .dis-

appears.

Use Packers Pine Tar Shampoo
regularly. Y
need worry

ou never
about a

“nasal close-up”

!

KAL.IS.tKJ> 1.

SHAMPOO 1
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SPRAIN?

ANTIPHLOGISTINE applied to a sprain

maintains a soothing, comforting warmth
for several hours. The "Moist Heat” way
of ANTIPHLOGISTINE helps three ways:

^ Eases the pain

^ Helps reduce swelling

0 Hastens recovery

Mothers! Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE today

at your druggist’s. Keep a tube always

handy in your medicine cabinet. It helps

to ease the pain of sprains, bruises and
WTenched muscles.

; Antiplilogistme
The white package with the orange band '7^-.-

gisnseditT * -

»

AWONDERFUL job you are doing
—sleeves rolled up—winning the

war on the home front, in factories,

hospitals, in the home—but are you
staying charmingly feminine as ever?

Begin with your skin—don’t let

sooty, oily, pore-clogging grimemake
it ugly. Wash daily with the pure,

fluffy, easy-rinsing lather of Resinol

Soap. Preferred by many because its

thorough, yet gentle cleansing leaves

skin smoother, softer, lingeringly re-

freshed. Excellent for tender skin.

' For dryness, chafing, simple rash,

ivy poisoning, surface pimples, that so

often annoy—smoothon some Resinol.

A soothing, medicated ointment, of

many uses, that relieves itchy burn-

ing and so quickens natural healing.

Your druggist sells both. Buy today.

For a convincing trial

Send 10c to Resinol, MG-5, Baltimore 1. Md.,
for sample each of Resinol Soap and Ointmen^
and receive also a handy little Hollywood
Stop-Run Mender—a// for lOc. Write today!

ncsiNOi
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lers! As hostess of the Chaplin menage
she met people from every walk of life

—

to the very highest, including George Ber-
nard Shaw cuid H. G. Wells. And she has
talked to them on their own ground.

In the well-read, well-bred class there
are Greer Garson, Ingrid Bergman, Mir-
iam Hopkins, Andrea Leeds, Olivia de
Havilland and Loretta Young. Miss Berg-
man may be cleverer than we know—
she rarely says much, but that little is

voiced with such poise and charm it

gives an impression of erudition. Miriam,
on the other hand, can usually be heard
in the next block giving out with her
opinions. Olivia’s switch from ingenue to
sophisticate was accompanied by a cer-
tain amount of strong language. But she
does read a lot and now knows a lot and
if she weren’t a good actress she should
be a writer.

Hedy Lamarr is another film star with
definite leanings toward authorship. Her
desk contains many essays and short
stories. She has an intense interest in
music—all kinds, from boogie-woogie to
Bach. It was music that drew her to
Reg Gardiner. Her all-absorbing passion,
however, is Hedy herself and this ob-
scures for the average person her gen-
uinely high I.Q.

pEOPLE here used to think of Virginia
r Bruce as dumb—not only because of her
blonde loveliness but because she is so
seemingly imconcerned with what is

going on around her. But Virginia does
plenty of thinking in her own quiet way.
When Will Rogers Jr. ran for office last
year, Virginia and her husband, the late
J. Walter Ruben, went out and stumped
for him. And Virginia’s speeches were so
good that the Democratic Committee of
Hollywood begged her to run for the
State Legislature. She refused. As she
put it, “It would seem kind of silly to
get up among the law-makers and say,
‘You’ll have to excuse me next week,
boys—I’ve got to go down to Hollywood
and make a picture!’

”

The cute “dumb dora” group of Holly-
wood includes Betty Grable, Alice Faye,
Judy Garland, Lana Turner, Ann Sothern,
Dorothy Lamour and Rita Hayworth.
Miss Lamour, who is proud that she

spent what should have been high-school
days running an elevator in Chicago, is

only lacking in I.Q. up to a point. She
pouts and uses baby talk, but she is quite
smart in the matter of her career. She
pretended to dislike her sarong epics, but
she knew they were good business.
She’s a nice gal and unlike her dumber
colleagues is able to run a house satisfac-
torily, which is. quite useful in these ser-
vantless days.

Constance Moore is bright, and well
informed, although not the book-worm
type. She also has a grand sense of

humor and a certain sophisticated “flair”

that should take her a long way. So has
pert and purty Angela Greene. Were
those Hollywood wolves stunned and re-
freshingly surprised to discover that
Angela is not only beautiful but can talk
intelligently too!

Definitely on the nice but dull side, in-

terested in little but their family circle,

their ranches, their golf, their horses and
alfalfa, are Bob Young, Alan Marshal,
Herbert - Marshall, Joan Bennett, Irene
Dunne and most of the famed film comics.
Although quite a few of these might have
a high I.Q. You can have a good I.Q. and
still not have much book-lamin’.
All in all, the good folk who expect to

find Hollywood a place of California sun-
shine in the skies above and black igno-
rance in the stars below would be in for

a lively shock!

The End

A KNOW, DAUGHTER- GET
]

PAZO FOR THOSE SIAAPLE PILES]

Don’t jast suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of

simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing

PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to

millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

How PAZO Ointment Works
1. Soothes inflamed areas—relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu-

bricates hardened, dried parts— helps prevent cracking

and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleed-

ing. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.

Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application

PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile

Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some

persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so

PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and

the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Gee

PAZO ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

HAND-COLORED in Oil

>HOTO ENLARGEMENTtI
Beautifully mounted In 7x9

I white frame mat. Made from any
I I photo^apb, snapshot or nega-

I live. Original returned. Send 35c
I and stamp—no other charges. biYig •a..c-rAMD

I COLORGRAPH.Dept.MG-61 for Mailing

I I
3127MilwaukeeAv., ChicagolS, III.

DONALD DUCK
Feature Home
Cartoon Movies

Always a Packed
“STAR” j \ With

Performer '
1 Laughs

A Favorite With Young and Old
Every Donald Duck animated cartoon a laugh riot

from start to finish. Feature one of the
following films at your next HOME MOVIE show.

Show These Cartoons Soon
50 Ft. 8IVIIVI SI. 50 lOO Ft. 16MM..S3.00

Ham Actor 1914>A Off Balance 1558-A
Red Hot Bullets 1553-A Down Mexico Way 1S63-A
Show also Mickey Mouse—Bosko—3 Monkeys—Oswald Rabbit
for ideal HOME ENTERTAINMENT.
At pour photo dealers or direct. Catalog and prices on
request. Write to—

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 Sunset Blvd. Dept. 120-0. Hollywood 28, Calif.

ENGAGEMENT^XM IIV
BARGAIN

TE^i DAYS^ TRIAL
SEND NO MONEY

Introductory offer: — With
,^every order for smart, new.

Sterling Silver Solitaire

engagement ring we will

include without extra
charge exquisite wedding
ring set with eight imita-

tion diamonds matching In

fire and brilliance the

beautiful imitation Diamond
solitaire engagement ring (the per.

— feet Bridal pair). Send no money
with order. Just name, address and ring

- size. We ship both rings in lovely gift box
Immediately and you make just 2
ments of $2 each, total only $4. We trust
you. No red tape as you make first payment
and tax to postman on arrival then balance
any time within 30 days. Money ba^

JfiSS'
aiivw. War conditions make supply limited. ACT now.
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. ST-143. Jefferson, low*
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NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

Whttt You Uso Thu Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 Important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1 . Gives I ustrous highlights.

2 . Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sett toilet goods

25^ for 5 rinses

lOfi for 2 rinses

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if ii
fails to show results in 10 da^. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 Noitn Deartwm Street Chicago, Illinois

WILL YOU WEAR THIS SUIT

and Make up to $12 ino Day!
Yoa can get this fine, tailored-to-measare suit for
yourself, without laying one penny cash, by taking a
few orders from friends. My ^an also helps you make
op to $12 in a day without experience or house-to-
house canvassing. Big opportunity—fallot spare time.

Send for Samples*—FREE! write today tor free
CLOTH SAMPLES and “Bure'-firo” ^money-making
pians. For quick action write fully giving age, et^
Send no'money. H. J. Collin, PROGRESS TAILORING
CO.e 500 So.ThrOop St.. Dept. F-33S, Chicago. III.

BeYourOwn MUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME FOR LESS THAN 7c A DAY
Simple as A-B-C, Your lessons consist of real selections.
Instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 750,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you may become an excellent musician.
Mail coupon for our Illustrated Free
Book and Print and Picture Sample.
Mention your favorite instrument. U. S.
School of Music, 3066 Brunswick Bldg.,
N. Y. lO. N. Y.

U. S. School of Music. 3066 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10. N. Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

_ . ,
xactvt: yvu

Instrument instrument?.

Name
please Print)

Address

Brief Reviews

(Continued from page 16)

ber of a theatrical family who have always been
allergic to the men in Donald’s family, and the
attempts of Helen Broderick and Helen Vinson to

keep the youngsters apart form the basis of the story.

Peggy Ryan, Patric Knowles, and Arthur Treacher
are all mixed up in the thing, but Donald himself is

the whole show. (May.)

^i/^COFER GIRL—Columbia: Rita Hayworth has
never looked lovelier than in this gay, gorgeous musi-
cal comedy, and Gene Kelly’s dancing is superb.
Rita, who works in Kelly’s small night club, wins a

cover girl contest, and the attendant publicity carries
her away from Kelly to Lee Bowman, Broadway
producer. With Eve Arden, Phil Silvers, Otto Kru-
ger, and the Cover Girls. (May.)

CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE—RKO: Simone
Simon, the cat lady, is playmate to a little girl, Ann
(barter, who’s entranced with the idea of a woman
turning into a cat. Naturally Ann’s parents, Kent
Smith and Jane Randolph, are horrified at the idea.

The previous picture “Cat People” was a far, far

better story than this little hocus-pocus. (May.)

^DESERT SONG, THE—Warners: Prewar Nazis
get all mixed up in the melodious, tuneful and roman-
tic Romberg musical of yesterday. Dennis Morgan
is the American piano player in Morocco who’s com-
pletely unsuspected by French Colonel Bruce Cabot
of being the Red Shadow who leads the Riffs in their

struggle for freedom. Irene Manning is the French
singer in a local cafe. (March.)

\/\/DESTINATION rOKFO—Warners: This pic-

ture of a submarine and its men is one of the best
of the war films. Cary Grant plays the captain whose
mission is to maneuver his sub inside Tokyo Bay in

orcler to land three men on the shore. Dane Clark
impresses as the Greek-American, John Garfield is

splendid and newcomers William Prince and Bob
Hutton will go right to the top. (March.)

i/FIGHTING SEABEES, THE—Republic: A rip-

roaring job on how our valiant Seabees came into
being as a fighting branch of the Navy, with John
Wayne as a hotheaded, hard-fisted engineer who learns
his lesson from well-disciplined naval officer Dennis
O’Keefe. Both men give likeable performances.
(April.)

''GHOST SHIP. THE—RKO: Richard Dix goes
mad in this, but his plunge into mental derangement
is slow, thus allowing the suspense and drama to

mount high. Russell Wade, a young officer aboard
the ship, suspects Dix when a crew member is killed,

reports his suspicions at the first iwrt, then finds
himself once again aboard the captain’s ship where
things really get going. (March.)

y'^GOING MY WAY-—Paramount: A charming,
heart-warming picture, with Bing Crosby as the young
priest who loves baseball and song-writing. He’s sent
to the rundown parish of Barry FitzgeraM to help
straighten out its affairs^ and Bing does a fine job.
Rise Stevens sings magnificently, Fitzgerald is a joy
to behold, and Bing turns in a fine, sincere per-
formance. (May.)

i/'y^GUNG HO!—Universal: A fitting, dramatic
tribute to the Marines is this story of Carlson’s raiders
of Makin Island. The story opens with the call for
volunteers, shows their terrific combat training and
finally the actual landing and battle for the island.
Randolph Scott is the perfect choice for their leader.
(March.)

^\/GUY NAMED JOE, M-G-M: Fantasy, com-
edy, romance and drama, with Spencer Tracy as Joe,
a fighter pilot killed in action who returns to earth to
aid in the training of young pilots. Complications
arise when Tracy learns that Van Johnson is falling
in love with Irene Dunne, the girl he loved on earth.
Tracy is magnificent and Barry Nelson and Lionel
Barrymore are outstanding. (March.)

)/HANDS ACROSS THE EOEDEE—Republic: A
swell out-West feature is this interesling story of how
horses are trained for cavalry use. Roy Rogers is a
roving cowhand who persuades Ruth Terry, late of
Broadway, not to^ sell her ranch and aids her in put-
ting it on a paying basis. “Big Boy” Williams is

swell as Rogers’ pal. (March.)

\/'y^HAPPY LAND—20th Century-Fox: This story
of a small-town druggist, played superbly by Don
Ameche who cannot reconcile himself to the loss of his
boy in the war, comes as a message of peace and com-
fort. Frances Dee is Don’s wife, Harry Carey his
father who returns to him, and Richard Crane plays
the son. Ann Rutherford is the girl he left behind.
(April.)

\/HEAVENLY BODY, THE—M-G-M: Astronomer
William Powell discovers to his horror that his lovely
wife, Hedy Lamarr, has taken up astrology and be-
lieves her astrologer, Fay Bainter, so thoroughly that
she’s ready to renounce Powell for James Craig, the
new love promised by the stars. Since Craig is all

for this idea, Powell has an awful time keeping Hedy
away from him. (March.)

HENRY ALDRICH~BOY Paramount:
Jimmy Lydon as Henry transforms the spoiled son
of a friend of his father’s into a human being by ex-
posing him to the Boy Scouts and their Good Deed a
Day slogan. Charles Smith is good, as usual, as FARR’S for OW HAIR

VITAL FACTS
TO REMEMBER.
When Your Child
Needs a Laxative!

LIGHT BROWN to BLACK
Gives a natural, youthful

appearance. Easy to use in the clean

privacy of your home; not greasy; will not
rub off nor interfere with curling. For 35
years millions have used it with complete
satisfaction. $1.35 for sale everywhere.

I
FREE SAMPLE

[
BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. MC0-44 •

! 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass* t

j
Name *

,
Street •

‘ City State •

I GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR I

$oftie

TtoSfro^'

Forcing a child

to take a harsh,

bad-tasting laxa-

tive is such need-

less, old-fashioned punishment! A
medicine that’s too strong will often

leave a child feelingworse than before

!

Ofhersff!^

A laxative that’s

too mild to give
proper relief is

just as unsatis-

factory as none
at all. A good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!

£X'l^X is

Treat the Children to the

”HAPPY MEDIUMlAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and
effectively at the same time. And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine

chocolate! It’s America’s favorite laxa-

tive, as good for grown-ups as it is for

children. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

As a precaution use only as directed



lOK
Yellow
Gold

Solitaire

DIAMOND
or Matching Design
Ring in Get-Acquainted offer:

Diamonds are precious. As you know,
the war has greatly limited the
supply of genuine Diamonds and
prices have gone up and up and
up—so this offer of a genuine Diamond
ring for only $5.95 or the matched bridal
pair (both the engagement ring and
the wedding ring) for only
$9.95 is all the more amazing.

<or both
Rings for

^9S!
The beautiful, sentimental.

Solitaire ring has a lustrous,
guaranteed genuine Diamond,
center stone in latest rose
cut for fire and sparkle set
in a rich. lOK. Yellow

Gold ring of classic
design. The 3 chip
diamonds in the
matching Wedding
Ring are a symphony
in mysterious beauty.
It also is Real. lOK.
Yellow Gold. Truly,

the rings of love, romance
and quality offered as a “Close-Out”

Bargain. While our supply lasts. $5.95 each or
both the Diamond solitaire and the Wedding ring (the perfect pair) $9.95—MAIL THE COUPON.

lOK.
Yellow

Gold

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail the coupon with your name, address and >—
ring size. Genuine Diamond rings sent in lovely I

gift box immediately and you pay postman only !

.$5.95 ($9.95 for both Rings) plus a few cents mail-
|

ing cost and tax on arrival. Wear on 10 days'
jmoney back guarantee. Rush order now and I

have your dreams come true. Supply limited.
|

Empire Diamond Co., Dept. 823-DS, Jefferson, Iowa
|

Fai* Yaiii* DinA Use this handy
gror I our King size ring measure. Tie I

string around finger, cut and mark ofl size on scale
j

0123456/ I

"" 10 Days Trial
Empire Diomoind Co., Opt. 623-DS, JefFersonJo.

j

Send the Genuine Diamond Solitaire Ring and I

the Wedding Ring in lovely gift box. (Check
[rings wanted.) I understand I can return the rings I

within 10 days for any reason and you will refund
promptly.

|

Ring Siie I

Name
j

Address . . .
|

CiUy State I

JSTAMMER?
This new 128-page book, “Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction." describes the BogueUnit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stui*
terlng—successful for 43 years. Beni- N- Bogue,
Dept. 1160. Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4. Ind.

1
LEARN NURSING AT HOME 1

Htgh school not necessary. No age limit.

Send tor FREE 'Nursing Facts" and sample

lesson pages. Earn while learning. Act nowl
Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
IGO IN.. Wacker iDrive. Chicago, Illinois^ FOOT RELIEF!

Relieves Psin Quick, Prevents Pinchiiitg, Pressing and Rubbing of Shoes
Try Dr. Scholl’s KUROTEX—the new velvety-soft, flesh color, soothing, cushion*
ing. protective foot plaster. When used on feet or toes, it quickly
relieves corns, callouses on bottom of feet, bunions and tender
spots caused by shoe friction or pressure. Helps ease new or
tight shoes and "breaking-in” discomfort. Prevents corns, sore
toes and blisters if applied at first sign of irritation.

Cut Dr. Scholl’s KUROTEX to any size or shape and apply it.

Ever so economical. Splendid for preventing blisters on the
hands of Golfers, Tennis Players, etc.

Sold at Drug, Shoe, Dept, and 1 00 Stores. For FREE Sample and
Dr. Scholl’s Foot Booldet. write Dr. Scholl’s. Dept, K. Chicago.

Da Scholl's IROTEX^ISI^

P

M

M
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MODELING
A Glamorous, lucrative

Career for Atfroctive,

Ambitious Girls

Our intensive courses will qua-
lify you for immediate positions

with leading Dress Salons,

Showrooms, Photographers, in

Film Shorts & Fashion Shows

• Distinctive Staff

• Moderote Tuition

• Free Effective Plocement

Vjsj't our modem studios^ or request Booklet 10

studio of
tAr/ modeling

FIFTH AVE., N. Y. C. BRvANi 9-9156-7

Earn ^30 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical ouree? are always needed

!

Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 years of
age—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI
Mrs. B. C.. of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after

her 7th lesson: in 14 months she earned $1900! You,
too. can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Easy payments. Equipment
included. 45th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 186,100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name_

City

_Age_

Dizsy, Henryks pal. (April.)

\/HIGHER AND HIGHER—RKO: Frank Sin-
atra’s first picture is far from a classic, but he saves
the day by his complete naturalness and by some very
ffood songs. The story has Jack Haley, the butler of
impoverished Leon Errol, cooking up the idea of hav-
ing scullery maid Michele Morgan pose as Errol’s
debutante daughter, so she can trap a rich man and
all the servants can be paid. (March.)

HOT RHYTHM—Monogram: A cute little budget
musical with Robert Lowery and Sidney Miller as
song writers who try to help singer Dona Drake land
a job with an orchestra. Irene Ryan is the wacky
secretary who takes credit for the recording Dona
makes, and from then on all sorts of complications
arise. Tim Ryan is the studio boss. (May.) >

HOUR BEFORE THE DAWN, THE—Paramount

:

Franchot Tone deadpans his way through his role
of an English conscientious objector who marries
Veronica Lake and later discovers that she’s a German «
spy who’s married him in order to stay in England J
vancJ keep on spying. Binnie Barnes and John Sutton
strive bravely to make this good entertainment, but i
it turns out to be dull and unexciting. (May.)

J

IMPOSTOR, THE—Universal: Despite the talents
of Jean Gabin, Richard Whorf, Allyn Joslyn, Ellen

;Drew, and Peter Van Eyck, this turns out to be a
bore. The story has convict Gabin escaping from a
bombed out prison in France, working his way to
a French seaport, and taking a freighter to Dakar,
where he eventually becomes regenerated through
loyalty to the Free French. (May.)

^IN OUR TIME—Warners: The performances of
'

Ida Lupino and Paul Henreid lift this story into a
fairly engrossing tale. The first half which tells of ’

their ineeting is charming, but after their marriage j
that brings on a flood of social and family problems, I
it goes into the usual fare of war and its effect on the J.
various lives of the characters involved. (May.)

\/<yYIT HAPPENED TOMOERO fU—Pressburger-
L^.A.: Dick Powell has never given a better per- S
formance than as the reporter who through the super- J
natural powers of a departed friend is able to predict m
tomorrow’s news today. The success and havoc it *;
brings into his life provides sheer entertainment, and '

the love story between Dick and Linda Darnell is
especially tender and real. With Jack Oakie. (April.) ^
y^^JANE EYRE—20th Century-Fox: The best
love story to be told from the screen since “Love ii
Affair’’ has Orson Welles as the headstrong, im- ii
petuous Rochester. Welles is wonderful. Joan Fon-
taine as the timid, retiring governess to his child, ^Margaret O’Brien, is the perfect foil for him. Peggy fAnn Garner as the child Jane, Edith Barrett as the l!
housekeeper and Henry Daniel are all excellent, fc
(Dec.) U
^/^'KNICKERBOCKER HOLIDA K — PCA - U. A.

:

The stage play has been lifted bodily to the screen
\

and the results are pleasing but puzzling, although
:

jNelson Eddy’s arresting presence and hie voice keep ’ ^
the whole business intact. Charles (Joburn as Gov- ]l
ernor Peter Stuyvesant has been more happily cast
in the past, but the idea behind the tale is fun and
the music’s swell. With Constance Dowling. (May.) a

\/'\y'LADY IN THE DARK—Paramount: Techni- J
color triumph with the story taking second place to
the rainbow riot of sets, clothes and accessories.
Ginger Rogers is the editor of a swank fashion maga-
zine who goes to a psychiatrist to solve her dreams
and moods of depression. The solving carries her off
into dream fantasies which are arrestingly lovely.
With Ray Milland, Jon Hall and Mischa Auer.
(April.)

:

\^LApY . LET’S DANCE!—Monogram: The story ^
is ridiculous, but blonde newcomer Belita skates di-

vinely, acts delightfully and looks well while doing
both. The ice comics, Frick and Frack, handsome
James Ellison, musical Henry Busse and Walter
Catlett share the story with her but it’s Belita i

whose talent you’ll enjoy. (April.)
i

^^LIFEBOAT—20th Century-Fox: An exciting
story which takes place entirely amid the cramped
quarters of a lifeboat, with Tallulah Bankhead giving
a magnificent performance as the hard-boiled writer
and photographer. John Hodiak, tycoon Henry Hull,
William Bendix, Canada Lee, Mary Anderson and
Hume Cronyn are among its occupants, along with
Nazi Walter Slezak, who tries to take command.
(April.)

^^LODGER, THE—20th Century-Fox: Sheer, un-
adulterated horror with Laird Cregar as Jack The
Ripper who terrorized London many years ago. His
passion for killing finally turns to Merle Oberon, niece
of the family with whom he has come to lodge. Miss,
Oberon, George Sanders, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and;
Sara Allgood are excellent and Cregar is a mountain

j

of cold terror. (April.)
]

MEN ON HER MIND—V. R. C.: Edward Norris,']

Ted North and Alan Edwards are all in love with
I

Mary Beth Hughes, and on the night of her triumph
j

as a radio star they all propose marriage to her. The'
reasons for her final choice are explained in long
fla«^hhack sequences of her childhood itT an orphanage.
( May.)

MILLION DOLLAR KID—Monogram: The Dead
End Kids, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, and Gabriel Dell

are still around, and here the hoodlums run around
with rich boy Johnny Duncan, and in the course of

their misdeeds they save the kid’s father from a



slugging, expose a phoney French officer, and tc- ii

the lad himself the danger of traipsing about in bad
company. (May)

\/\/NEGRO SOLDIER, THE—\J. S. War Depart-
ment: Don’t miss this excellent picture made by the
War Department under Frank C^apra’s banner. It

shows a Negro congregation listening to the minister
who takes as his text the Negro soldier, and shows
the part they have played in every war since the
Revolution. The picture has a quiet humor and
much dignity and makes you proud of being an
American. (May)

\/NONE SHALL Columbia : The first

cry for post-war retribution and swift punishment for

our enemies, and it’s a strong cry coming from the
little peoples of the world. Henry Travers is the
kindly Polish priest who tells of the cruelties of the
Nazis on trial; Marsha Hunt is wonderful in her
testimonial scenes; and Alexander Knox, as the Nazi
who is permitted to speak, registers strongly. (April.)

0, MV DARLING CLEMENTINE—RepuUic: A
show troupe barges into a town where the women folk

are dead set against them and buy the city hall in

which to put on their show. Frank Albertson heads
the traveling troupe, Lorna Gray is the mayor’s
daughter; Roy Acuff’s Smoky Mountain Boys, the
Tennessee Ramblers and Isabel Randolph are the
performers. (March.)

\/'PASSAGE TO MARSEILLES—Warners: Fine
performances enliven this long-drawn-out story told
in innumerable flashbacks. Humphrey Bogart, Hel-
mut Dantine, Philip Dorn, Peter Lorre, and (jleorge

Tobias escape from Devil’s Island to fight .for the
Free French, and their experinces en route to Mar-
seilles form the bulk of the picture. With Sidney
Greenstreet, Claude Rains, and Victor Francen.
(May.)

\y^FHAN7 0M L/IDK—Universal: The life of Alan
Curtis depends upon locating one strange woman
whom he took to the theater the night his wife was
murdered, as this woman alone can provide him with
an alibi. But when Ella Raines, his secretary,
Thomas Gomez, police inspector, and Franchot Tone,
his friend, try to find her, all avenues that lead to

her detection seem to be blocked. (April.)

PISTOL PACKING MAMA—Re\>uh\\c: Ruth Terry,
owner of a Las Vegas gambling casino, treks East
to settle matters with a bunch of Eastern thugs who
try to t^ike over the casino. Robert Livingston is the
lad who loses his heart to Ruth, Wally Vernon is sup-
posed to be comical and Ruth puts over a song with
a zing. (March.)

^i^PURPLE HEART, THE—20th. Century-Fox:
A movie shocking to the senses, and one that rocks
us into the bitter realization of the true character
of our yellow enemy. From the moment our boys,
American fliers captured in Japan, walk into the

Japanese civil court for trial, the story takes on
strength, force and power, due in part to the magnifi-

cent performances of Dana Andrews, Farley Granger,
and the rest of the cast and to the superb direction

and story construction. (May.)

RATIONING—M-G-M: Wally Beery, proprietor of

a smalltown store, goes to Washington to try to get

in the Army, but instead is promised an important post

at home, which turns out to be head of the meat di-

vision of the rationing board in his district. With
Marjorie Main to heckle and torment him. (April.)

RIDERS OF THE DEADLINE—\3nited Artists:

Hupalong Cassidy, played for the fiftieth time by
William Boyd, pretends to grow weary of lawfulness
and forsakes the Rangers to join up with the gang-
sters in order to ferret out the head man and insti-

gator of all the cussedness. With Boyd as usual are
his pals Andy Clyde and Jimmy Rogers. (April.)

S^\/SEE HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE—U-G-
M : The best seller is amusingly translated to the
screen with Robert Walker in the title role and
doing a bang-up job as the rookie who never seems
to be able to get off his garbage-pail-cleaning de-

tail. Keenan Wynn, his chiseling pal, and Donna
Reed, his gjrl, are both so good; as is Robert
Benchley. At last you’ll see the funny side of
camp life. (May.)

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SPIDER WO-
MAN—Universal: Basil Rathbone as Holmes and
Nigel Bruce as Watson are here again, solving the
case of the many suicides by setting a trap for the
woman responsible for the self-destruction urge.
Huge spiders and Hitler’s face lend a creepy, crawl-
ing air to the affair and Gale Sondergaard stalks
around too. (April.)

SHE'S FOR ME—Universal: Young lawyer David
Bruce sends for Grace McDonald, a night-club singer
and dancer, to vamp his pal George Dolenz, flip tax
expert of the firm, away from Lois Collier, the boss’s
niece. Of course, Bruce ends up with Gracie, whose
singing and dancing you’ll enjoy. (March.)

^iVi/SONG OF BERNADETTE, THE—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: This is the moving and spiritual story of
Bernadette, the peasant girl who glimpsed a holy
vision in the village of Lourdes, and the miracles
that resulted from that vision. Jennifer Jones as
Bernadette gives a beautifully sincere and completely

moving performance. Charles Bickford is outstand-
ing. (March.)

\/]/SONG OF RUSSIA—U-G-U: The thrilling

music of Peter Tchaikovsky provides a magnificent
background for the love story of an American musical
conductor, Robert Taylor, caught in the German in-

vasion of Russia, and Susan Peters, the Russian
peasant girl he married. Theirs is a beautiful story,
well told, well acted and well mounted. Robert
Benchley is Taylor’s manager. (April.)

\/\/STANDING ROOM ONLY—Paramount: Sec-
retary Paulette Goddard and her boss Fred Mac-
Murray solve the housing situation in Washington,
where they’ve gone on business, by becoming maid
and butler to Roland Young. From then on it’s

a panic, especially since Fred doesn’t know he’s sup-
posed to be the butler. Edward Arnold, Anne Revere,
and Clarence Kolb are all mixed up in it too.

(April.)

\/\/SULLIVANS THE—20th Century-Fox: The
true story of the five Sullivan boys who went down
on the ill-fated U.S.S. Juneau is told simply, honestly
and with so much heart-warming appeal that it be-
comes a great American classic. Thomas Mitchell
and Selena Royle as their parents are superb and
each of the five boys who play the brothers are ex-
cellent. Their story will live in your hearts. (April.)

SULTAN'S DAUGHTER, THF—Monogram: Char-
lie Butterworth is a Sultan and Ann Corio his daugh-
ter, who owns valuable oil property coveted by the
Nazis. One thing leads to another in this little num-
ber; Tim Ryan does his best; and Irene Ryan acts
funny. (April.)

SWING TIME FOR /OHNNY—Universal : The
Andrews Sisters are turning out shell casings on the
swing shift of a factory, but they really do more
singing than work. Harriet Hilliard sings, too;
Peter Cookson is the young manufacturer and Tim
Ryan the ever-present crooked promoter. (April.)

TARZAN'S DESERT MYSTERY—RKO: Tarzan,
played as usual by Johnny Weissmuller, sets out to

find a badly needed fever remedy that grows in a
certain locale. En route, he meets up with Nancy
Kelly and both fall into the hands of Nazi agent Otto
Kruger. As if that isn’t enough trouble, Tarzan has
to wrestle with a lot of prehistoric monsters. (March.)

^^TENDER COMRADE — RKO: A poignant
story of women who work in a defense plant and await
their soldier-husbands’ return, with Ginger Rogers as
the leader of four war wives who pool their resources
and live together. Ruth Hussey is the hard-boiled
member of the group. (March.)

Give Yourself a (^jCamo/wta-

PERMANENT WAVE at Home
Simple as Putting Your Hair Up In Curlers,

COOL—Comfortable, Long-Lasting Results

Imagine being able to give yourself a lovely Charm Kurl Permanent Wave,
in 3 quick steps at home! Think of the time and money you can save—and
the result is guaranteed to please you as well as any professional $5.00 perma-
nent wave or your money back on request. Your hair will have the sparkling

lustre and smart styling that will be the envy of your friends. Bleached,

dyed or gray hair takes a marvelous wave. Ideal, too, for children’s hair.

DO IT YOURSELF WITH CmMMl&inl
The Charm Kurl way to permanent wave natural-looking curls and waves into your
hair is sheer magic. Each Charm Kurl Kit, which costs only 59c, is complete. Over
6,500,000 Charm Kurl Kits have already been sold. Here’s why . . . Charm Kurl is
safe—easy to use—contains no ammonia or harmful
chemicals—requires no heat, electricity or previous ex-
perience—requires no machine—ideal for women and
children. Get a Charm Kurl Kit today . . . you'll be
thrilled with the natural-looking curls and waves it will
put into your hair.

f'ff your dealer fir ou’f of stock—mall coupoir—j

j
Charm Kurl Co., Dept, 208 I

,
2459 TJnlvcrslty Are., St. Paul 4, Minn.
Please send me one complete Charm Kurl Kit, On arrival

I will pay postman 59c plus postage (Canada 69c) on the
guarantee v{ satjstaction or money back on request.

At Your Dealer

June Lang
Glamorous Movie Star
praises Ch.irm Kurl.

This actual photograph
shows her gorgeous Charm
Kurl Permanent Wave.

Charm Kurl is for sale at drug stores, department stores
and 5c and 10c stores.

Be sure to ask for Charm Kurl by name . . . it’s your
assurance of thrilling results. Accept no substitutes.

Charm Kurl Co., Dept. 208, 2459 University Ave., St. Paul 4. Minn.
Canadian address: 107 Richmond St., E. Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

I H you want more than one Kit, check below

I
D 2 Charm Kurl Kits $1.18 plus postage

J 0 3 Charm Kurl Kits $1.77 plus postage

I City ... State
O 1 want to save postage charges, enclosed is remittance.
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Keep «is HEAD
IN we CIOUDS

Blue [Jiiodi/a

Score a winged victory...

aim straight for his heart!

Tonight, wear saucy, un-

forgettable BLUE WALTZ

PERFUME and your pilot’s

solo doys will be over.

IOC at all 10c stores

A FRAGRANT FACIAL CLEANSER-*
GIVES your face youthful loveliness.

Tingle? retreshingly as it removes dirt,

yrime. An excellent powder base.
Buy ambrosia Liquid Beauty
Aids at Drug:. Dept. & lOc Stores
HINZE AMBROSIA.NEW YORK CITY .

7MB R O S I

A

The Dennison Handy Helper says:

The Hours Lost By Absentees

Mean Fewer Shipments Overseas

NOTE HOW THESE STAY ON THE JOB

SHIPPING TAGS
At Stationery Departtnents Everywtiere

Step Right Out
Of Foot Misery
Now, when your feet cry out for relief, sprinkle

them with Dr. Scholl’s Foot Powder. Also dust it into

your shoes and stockings. Presto ! Your f eet feel grand
—soothed, refreshed, rested. You’ll marvel how the

foot powder formulated by this famous foot authority
relieves your hot, perspiring, tender or odorous feet

... how comfortable it makes new
or tight shoes feel. Helps prevent
Athlete’s Foot by keeping feet

dry. Be foot-happy from now on
by using Dr. Scholl’sFoot Powder I

daily. At your Drug, Shoe, De-
partment Store or Toilet Goods

|

Counter. Costs but a trifle.

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A SOLDIER—
Columbia: The same old story about a heel who’s
transformed by Army experience. This time it’s Tom
Neal who’s just too cocky for his own good and his

rivalry wit’n war-veteran Bruce Bennett for the atten-

tions of Evelyn Keyes keeps the story going. (March.)

THREE RUSSIAN GIRLS—V. A.; Anna Sten
comes back to the screen in a drama showing the
bravery of nurses at the Russian front. Miss Sten
gives a fine performance as the head volunteer nurse.
Kent Smith plays the American flier recuperating
from wounds and Mimi Forsythe and Kathy Frye are
outstanding. (March.)

TIMBER QUEEN—Paramount: When Richard Ar-
len returns from the wars, he finds the widow of his

pal has been gypped out of her timber land. So he
takes to the tall timber and gets himself all mixed
up with villains and fights and log jarns. With
Mary Beth Hughes and June Havoc. (April.)

\/\/'UNINVITED, THE—Paramount : Here’s a

thriller to chill the blood, with Ray Milland and Ruth
Hussey as the brother and sister who buy a spirit-

infested house. Newcomer Gail Russell shows prom-
ise as the object of the evil spirit’s wrath and Donald
Crisp is her grandfather. Suspense and chills.

( March.)

\/\/'UP IN HEMS—Goldwyn-RKO: When dynamo
Danny Kaye goes into action, the screen fairly

sparkles with life, but without him the story is the

old one of the hypochondriac drafted into the Army
who loses his girl, Constance Dowling, to his pal,

Dana Andrews. Dinah Shore, as the girl who loves

him, sings, but it’s Danny’s picture. (April.)

\/VOICE IN THE IP/ND—Ripley and Monter-

U.A. : This film has some interesting, fresh touches,

but the outstanding thing about it is the superb act-

ing of Francis Lederer as the Czech concert pianist

v/ho is separated from his wife, Sigrid Gurie, in

their escape from the Nazis. It s a different, un-

usual picture. (April.)

VOODOO MAN, THE—Monogram: Poor Bela

Lugosi is a mad doctor again, who attempts to bring

hack his young wife, Ellen Hall, a zombie, to real

life by capturing young girls and, by voodoo, trans-

ferring their will and spirits to the zombie wife.

Wanda McKay and Louise Currie are his pretty

victims. (May.)

WEEKEND PASS—Lfniversal: Noah Beery, Jr.,

shipyard worker, is given a weekend pass and dreams
of a soft bed and a hot tub. Instead along comes
Martha O’Driscoll running away from a grand-

father who insists she become a WAVE when she

wants to be a WAC. Poor Beery is dragged into the

fracas time after time, never quite getting back to

his bed and his bath. (May.)

WEST SIDE KID. THE—Republic: Henry Hull is

too unhappy with his willful daughter, Dale Evans,

and his indifferent wife, Nana Bryant, to want to

live. So he hires killer-gangster Donald Barry to

complete the job, but instead Barry tries to bring

harmony in the household. (March.)

WHAT A MAN!—Monogram: Johnny Downs is a

good little hoy, rapidly headed nowhere until he finds

hiding within his home a girl who he thinks is a

gangster’s moll, Wanda McKay. Wanda completely

renovates him, helns him become office manager, a

man on his own, and eventually her husband. ( March.)

\yWHAT A WOMAN!—Columbia; Rosalind Russell

is a super-powered woman agent in search of the

perfect male type to play the lead in the movie ver-

sion of a best-seller. She finally signs up the book’s

author. Willard Parker, and then comes the hilarious

process of making him a good actor. (March.)

\yWOMAN OF THE TOWN. THE—U-E.-Sher-

m.in : Albert Dekker plays the noted newspaperman
“Bat” Masterson. who rose from sheriff of old Dodge
City to an important figure in the newspaper world.

It’s a good story well told. (March.)

YOU CAN’T RATION LOFE—Paramount : Co-

eds .start a system of rationing males by placing

point values on the hard-to-get beaux. Bill Edwards
is way up in points, but singer Johnnie Johnston
is very low until Betty Rhodes develops him into a

wow. Marie Wilson and Johnnie “Scat” Davis try

for a few laughs and get them. (May.)

Loretta Young

tells you how to

‘Put Ruffles On Your Life’

in the

July Photoplay

Can’t Keep
Grandma In

Her Chair
She’s as Lively as a Youngster-
Now her Backache is better

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or

scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s PiUs,

used successfully by millions for over iO years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

Scratchinq
ftMay Cause Infection

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples—other itch-

ingtroubles.Usecooling,medicated
D. D. D.Prescription.Greasele^, stain-
less-CMmsitemng fast .35c trial bottle

proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for 0. D. D. Prescription.

PAIN
^ CAN MAKE YOU
LOOK OLDER!

T^hen you are suffering from Head-
' ' ache. Simple Nenralgia, Muscular Paint

,

or Functional Monthly Pains, you not
only feel uncomfortable—you look
uncomfortable. Why don’t you try
Dr. MILES ANTI-PAIN PILLS
for prompt relief ? Regular package 25c.
Economy package $1.00. Read direc-
tions and use only as directed. Miles
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

^SfiAWAY

GRAY
HAIR
...AND LOOK IO
YEARSYOUNGER

• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money hack. Used for 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it In. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-back guarantee. Get BROWNATONE today.

H a e you heard

Ho

!

lywood’s secret

1 for lips that whisper

L LOVE ME !

Now revealed for the first time, the intimate seaets of filmland’s meet

famous make-up anists. Now you can use the same type "Movie Lpa"

Make Up Brush that bestows glamorous stars with tips that excite and

entice ... with thrilling new Brush n Blend Cream Lpstidc... the nearest

thing to everlasting lip beauty A single application ofteo Us« all day long.

CREAM LIPSTICK
and MAKE-UP BRUSH

At Mott S* and 10* Storoi
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-HJIIRTAINER-
TIMES

CHANGE NURSERY RHYMES
Lazy Mary disliked
getting up;

She hated to fuss

with her hairl

HAIRTAINERS
weren't invented
then

To save her time
and carel

But present-day "Lazy Marys” don’t

dread hair-fussing. Like their more
lively sisters, they get hairtainers* to

quickly fix and hold their hair in place

all day long. Exclusive spring - tooth

action g-r-i-p-s each hairstrand, holds

every hairstyle secure. Buy GRIP-TUTH
HAIRTAINERS (formerly Hair Retainers)

at Beauty Salons, Department and Chain

Stores. Card of two (or one extra

length) 25c.

•Trade Marks Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Dept.

H

-4

DIADEM, LEOMINSTER, MASS

RING
GIVEN'^--- u m new, daln-

. ty. Sterling Silver Ring set with
s. sparkling Birthstone correct for your

I

birth date

—

GIVEN for selling only
5 boxes of Gold Crown Spot Remover

I and Cleaner at 25c each. Send name
1 and address today for order. We trust
you. Many feel it's lucky to wear
their birthstone.

GOLD CROWN PRODUCTS, Dept. E-45, Jefferson, Iowa

Weary Feet

Perk Up With
Ice-Mint Treat
When feet burn, callouses sting and every step

is torture, don’t just groan and do nothing. Rub on
a little Ice-Mint. Frosty white, cream-like, its cool-

ing soothing comfort helps drive the fire and pain

right out tired muscles relax in grateful relief.

A world of difference in a few minutes. See how
Ice-Mint helps soften up corns and callouses too.

Get foot happy today, the Ice-Mint way. Your
druggist has Ice-Mint.

When you want
Doylies, say Roylies!
No laundering—when
soiled, save them and turn in

with your other waste paper!

By makers of ROYLEDGE Paper Shelving

The Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 23)

The Whistler (Darmour-Columbia)

R ichard DIX, believing he has let his

wife die, decides to have himself

rubbed out—as we say in politer gangster
circles. Contact through a friend is then
made with a professional murderer, J.

Carrol Naish, to do the job sight unseen.
And then guess what happens? Dix dis-

covers his wife is still alive and he very
much wants to remain in the same con-
dition, but he can’t get to the murderer
to tell him so, the two being strangers and
the go-between getting himself killed off

in the meantime.
So there he is and there you are on the

edge of your seat, waiting to see what
happens—as if you didn’t know all along.

Gloria Stuart is pretty and cozy as
Dix’s secretary and both Dix and Naish
are very nifty.

Your Reviewer Says: Is this the man who
killed Cock Robin?

The Chinese Cat (Monogram)

C HARLIE CHAN, the Chinese detective,
is back among us, or among the mur-

derers we should say, and doing business
with the same old affability that brooks
no good for baddies.
This time Chan has forty-eight hours

in which to solve a murder which the
police have given up as hopeless. And as
a Chinese Skelton might say, “he dood
it,” through the key to the mystery—

a

Chinese statuette of a black cat.

Joan Woodbury, Benson Fong, Ian
Keith, Mantan Moreland, and Weldon
Heyburn are Chan’s cohorts in the story.

Your Reviewer Says: Why won’t people
stop killing other people?

Hi, Good Lookin' (Universal)

A LITTLE girl back home, see, wants^ to crash the movies, so a guy who pre-
tends to be a Hollywood producer says
come on out, see, and he’ll put her over.
Just like that. So she comes, see, but he’s
only one of those guides through a radio
station and has little or no pull at all.
But, anyway, to cut a long and unneces-
sary story short he does manage to get
her on a late broadcast and she clicks.
But, brother, what a chance she took. You
needn’t take one, however, for we’re tell-
ing you in advance it ain’t worth it.

The people in it are nice people, how-
ever, such as Harriet Hilliard, Eddie
Quillan, Betty Kean, Fuzzy Knight, Ros-
coe Karns, and Vivian Austin.
As usual. Universal throws in a lot of

specialty numbers, among them the bands
of Ozzie Nelson and Jack Teagarden, the
Delta Rhythm Boys and the Tip, Tap
Toe dancers.

Your Reviewer Says: Even if you twisted
our arm, we wouldn’t say it was good.

Writing io your man
overseas today?

THEN MAKE IT V-MAIL

so there'll be room in

the ship for the guns,
food and medicines he
needs too. V-Mail re-

' duces moil space 98%

!

WHY CUT CUTICLE?

WHY RISK INFECTION?

Remove it with TAD —

The New, Speedy, Gentle Way

Manicurists Recommend

TAD is the amazing new prepara-

tion that gently removes cuticle in

a jifiy. Simply apply TAD with a

manicure stick wrapped in cotton.

Instantly—dead loose cuticle softens

—wipes away with a towel. Leaves

your finger tips with that profes-

sionally manicured appearance.

Say goodbye to hangnails and

ugly, rough cuticle. Get TAD— at

any drug, department or 10c store.

THE PROFESSIONAL TYPE
CUTICLE REMOVER

Solve Wartime Shortages
Wash Hair Shades Lighter With

New 11 -Minute Home Shampoo
It’s difficult staying blonde with wartime
shortages. So let Blondex. the new home
shampoo, made specially for blondes, help
keep light hair from darkening. Its rich

cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy
film that makes hair dark, old - looking.

"Takes only 11 minutes at home. Gives hair

lustrous highlights. Safe for children. Get
Blondex at 10c, drug and department stores.

P
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STILL AVAILABLE
THE SAME COOL COMFORT.

THE SAME RUGGED WEAR
Your STEERHIDE Huaraches will be
well worth the ration stamp you must
now send us, because they are carefully
handcrafted of real sole leather and
have the stamina of a shoe. Work,
walk and play in them, they can take it,

and every pair you buy saves American
shoe leather needed elsewhere. Send
your foot outline and shoe size. We
guarantee a fit. Please send ration stamp.

Ihe QLD I^EXBCO 5HOP
P SANTA FE-NEW AAEXICO

Mail us $1.00 and we will send you by prepaid mail 4 boxes
Rosebud Salve ( 2Sc size) and will include with the 4 salve
10 lovely pencils as a premium. Pencils are full length.

nwith coal black lead, with Your Name printed in gold 1

You can sell the 4 salve at 25c a box and have your pencils
without cost. Rosebud is an old reliable family salve.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 69, WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

Keep
Perspiring Feet
Dry and Sweet
Don’t suffer longer with wet, perspiring feet.

Don’t walk around all day with damp socks or
stockings that torture tender feet. Just dust your
feet and shoes with Allen’s Foot-Ease — that won-
derful, soothing, cooling powder that acts instantly
to absorb excessive perspiration and stop offensive
foot odors. Go to the nearest drug store and get
Allen’s Foot-Ease. Get rid of that wet, clammy feel-
ing—enjoy the blissful comfort of dry socks and
stockings—get foot-happy today the Foot-Ease way.

YOU. TOO, CAN HAVE
A BEAUTIFUL NOSE!

Nobody today need go through
life with the handicap oi a
badly shaped nose, disfigured
features or blemishes. Get your
copy oi "YOUR NEW FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE". See how
Plastic Surgery quickly, easily
reshapes ugly noses, sets back
protruding ears. Learn how

SCIENCE "takes years off" the prematurely-
aged face, corrects scrawny necks, double chins,
excessive wrinkles, scars, birthmarks, etc."YOUR
NEW FACE IS YOUR FORTUNE", written by a
famous plastic surgeon, will be sent post-paid
in a private wrapper, for only 25c. Address:
nBmnrnvFRANKLIN HOUSE.FubAsheM
|SjSiijli3m7629 Ornel Bldg., Phils.. Pa. Oept 31

The Cowboy And The Senorita

(Republic)

|—I
ERE’S a case of a Western story with

* * too much plot complication and a
surfeit of material crammed down its

weary throat. Too much of a good thing
is too much, brother.
The plot is one of those buried treasure

things with cryptic messages on a certain
bracelet lost by a girl trying to locate the
treasure at the bottom of an old mine.
Because Roy Rogers and Guinn Williams
find the bracelet, villain John Hubbard
accuses them of kidnapping the missing
girl and almost succeeds in buying the
mine before the boys uncover the plot.

And even after they imcover it we still

couldn’t make head nor tail of it.

In between all this nonsense are end-
less musical numbers by all members of
the cast and to finish us off, a useless, ex-
travaganza number has been added long
after the story is over.
The people—we liked. Roy Rogers sings

delightfully and certainly deserves bet-
ter. Let’s all stand up and holler ’til he
gets a story worthy of his talents. Mary
Lee and Dale Evans are the girls, both
pretty and talented singers. But we do
wish Republic would stick to the “they
went ‘thataway’ ” type of Western and
leave the musicals to others.

Your Reviewer Says: Bury this out on the
lone prairie.

Her Primitive Man (Universal)

THIS makes practically no sense at all, but
I the general air of insanity won’t stop you
from laughing at its nonsensical antics.

Robert Paige is an author who has sold
the idea for a book about jungle head-hunt-
ers to Publisher Robert Benchley. But he
gets his reasearch material from the lurid
and highly imaginary tales of bartender Ed-
ward Everett Horton. When amateur an-
thropologist Louise Allbritton learns about
the book, she exposes it as a fraud, and
gets the idea of bringing a genuine head
hunter back to civilization to get his reac-
tions to society. So of course Paige man-
ages to pose as the primitive man, and a
lot of double talk and comedy results from
the experiment.
Both Miss Allbritton and Paige display a

nice sense of comedy timing, and Bench-
ley of course is so funny in his every
scene. Horton also scores as the bartender
who interprets Paige’s “native” double-
talk, and Nydia Westman is good in her
efforts to intrigue the primitive man.

Your Reviewer Says: A lot of fun and non-
sense.

IT'S SILLY

just to cross your fingers

and hope you'll get your

July Photoplay

RESERVE YOUR COPY NOW!
It will be at your newsdealer's

June 9, or as soon thereafter as

wartime transportation permits

Don't mistake eczema
.

for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skm
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining De r m o 1 1 . y***-^t
Thousands do for scaly

Grateful users, often after '

years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the ^
red patches gradually disappeared and ua UA
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Oermoil
is used by many doctors and Is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in^2 weeks or money Js re-
funded without

rest it yourself. Results may

finite benefit in# 2 weeks or money is re-
question. Send lOc (stanms or coin) for
)€tle to make our famous “One Spot Test”.

Write t^ay for

, .. _ ilgreen Drug
Stores and other le^inq Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES.

“-troit 4, Mich.
: 547. Northwestern Station, Dept. 5604, Detroit

GENTLE RELIEF

FROM PERIODIC SUFFERIN6

You, too, should ease periodic pain and
discomfort the way four generations of
women all over the world have found so
successful. 1 to 4 tablespoons of Dr. Sis-
gert’s Angostura Bitters in a little water,
hot or cold, brings blessed easing of pain.
It’s pleasant to take—not habit-forming.
At all druggists.

ANY PHOTO
Size 8 X 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER

ENLARGED

Same price for fall length or
bast form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any pan of group
pictnre.
Original retamed with yoar 3 for $2.00

enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY
photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and re-
ceive 'yoar enlargement, guaranteed fadel:>ss 9

on beaatifol double-weight portrait quality
paper. Pay postman only 98c plus postage-^r „ .

send $1 with order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this

'‘“'‘"^•’“‘^STAl3nDW»“sT’'uDIOS
100 East Ohio St. Dept. 1554-G Ohicaso (XI). III.

Thrilling

MOVIE STAR
PHOTOS

Your favorite screen stars^ in special,'

individually posed photos, to thrill

f.\ you with ail the glomour of Holly-

LkV , I wood. You name the stars, we'd send
the pictures ? on/y U 5^ each.

SPECIAL 7 for $1.00

FR€W.' Catalog of over
200 shots with each order of

30c or more. (To avoid
delay, indicate sec-

ond choice)

ALPHA PHOTO SERVICE

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappear
Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this

evening—use as directed before going to bed—look
for big improvement in the morning. In a few
days surface blemishes, muddiness, freckles, even
pimples of outward origin should be gone. A
clearer, whiter, smoother looking skin. Sold on
money back guarantee at all drug, department
and 5c-10c stores or send 50c, plus Federal Tax,
to Golden Peacock Co., Inc., Dept. MWG-8
Paris, Tenn., for regular 50c jar,
postpaid.

Golden Peacock
BLEACH CREME
30 Million Jars Already Used

i
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SAY GOODBYE TO THAT

CORN!
• It’s just common sense to realize that
"whittling” a corn gets only the top, usually

leaves the hard core behind. Don’t do it! In-

stead, use medicated Blue-Jay! For Blue-Jay not
only gives instant relieffrom pain by lifting off

pressure, but the Blue-Jay medication gently
softens, loosens the corn, so it can be easily

removed—with the hard, imbedded core!

Don’t go on suffering. Try Blue-Jay! Get it at

any drug or toilet goods counter today.

CORN
PLASTERS

'^Before and

BAUER S BLACK • Division of The Kendall Company

Read this new book about Plastic/
Reconstruction. Tells how easyj

'/>X. it is for noses to be shape(t^
^

protruding ears, thick lips<^
wrinkles, and signs of age <

corrected. Also cleft pal-

'

ate, hare-lip and pendu-(
lous breasts. Plastic Surger^

'explained. Elaborate illustrations.

. _ Only 25c — mail coin or stamps. Glennvillo
Publishers 313 Madison Ave. Deptaa-c.New York 17. N.Y.

ftt Last! Unwanted Hair OUT

hair reniover
Non-Irritating-Applied

Cold

GUARANTEEDTriaiOffer
Look Your Loveliest • . • safeguard ro>
mance ••• don't let superfluous hair
blight your love and cause others to
whisper behind your back! Amazing
hair remover, made of pure vegetable

Ingredients, takes out unsi^tlv, superflu*
ous bair in a jiffy— without chemicals or
beat—and makes your skin clean, smooth,
velvety—soyoucan wearthe filmiest gown,
the scantiest bathing suit, the sheerest
stockings.,.ornosto^ngsatalll Youap-
plyADIEU coldf right from the jar, in few
seconds alltheunsightlyhairis out* not oflh

So Safe, a Baby Can Eat It!
Yes, the haircomes OUT—not merely off I

ADIEU removes the entire hairwith the
bulb commonly fenown as the ^‘root.’*
New hair must grow before it reappears.
Remember ADIEU—not ableacnoran
abrasive. Nopainful pluckingortweezing.
Notarazoror clipper. Nouglyrazorniclm;
DO stubby regrowth ; results more lasting.
ADIEU Hair Remover is made with pure,
safe, vegetable ingredients. No smelly,
dangerous sulphides or chemicals. Noim*
pleasant odor. No messy preparation or
heating. Absolutely SAFE! Positively
Non-Irritating. Recommended by
doctors; used by exclusive Holl;p70od

beauty salons catering to movie stars. You’ll be dehghted
with howADIEU takes out (not off) the unwanted, superflu-
ous hair from face, arms, legs, lips, back of neck, eyebrows.

CITUn iin B/inyCV Rush coupon for generously am-
vUliU nU mllllCf pie supply. Pa^ostman only $2
plus postagejand Federal Cosmetics War Tax, on delivery.
Use ADIEU Hair Remover for 30 days. If not delighted, re-
turnunused portionmid yourmoney will be refund^ at once.

Four Star Products Co . Deirtf
MAIL COUPON TODAY

FOUR STAR PRODUCTS CO., Dept. F-102g I
. 6S13 Hollywood Bivd., Hollywood 28. Calif. Z

5 PleaserosbsreBeroDBjarof ADIEU HAIR REMOVER inPLAIN !
I PACKAGE on 30-Day Money-Back Gaarantee Trial. 1 will pay I

(
Postman ^.00 pIoB poata^re and Federal Coemetics War Tax, on m
delivery. |

I NAME ^

i ADDRESS.

I CITY.

1

I

I
STATE I

Hair Remover Is obtainable only from us

Casts of Current Pictures

CHINESE CAT, THF—Monogram : Charlie Chan,
Sidney Toler; Tommy Chan, Benson Fong; Birming-
ham, Mantan Moreland; Harvey Dennis, Weldon
Heyburn; Leah Manning, Joan Woodbury; Tom
Manning, Sam Flint; Deacon, Cy Kendall; Calien,

Anthony Warde; Salos, Dewey Robinson; Carl and
Kurt, John Davidson.

COWBOY AND THE SENORITA, TH£—Repub-
lic: Roy, Roy Rogers; Chip Williams, Mary Lee;
Ysobel Martinez, Dale Evans; Craig Allen, John
Hubbard; Teddy Bear, Guinn “Big Boy” Williams;
Fuzzy, Fuzzy Knight; Lulubelle, Dorothy Christy;
Judge Loomis, Lucien Littlefield; Ferguson, Hal
Taliaferro; Sheriff, Jack Kirk; Specialty Dancers,
Tito and Corinne Valdez.

DAYS OF GLORY—RKO: Nina, Toumanova; Vla-
dimir, Gregory Peck; Sasha, Alan Reed; Yelena,
Maria Palmer; Semyon, Lowell Gilmore; Fedor,
Hugo Haas; Mitya, Glenn Vernon; Olga, Dena
Penn; Dimitri, Igor Dolgoruki; Petrov, Edward
Durst; Johann Straub, Lou Crosby.

DETECTIVE K/TTf' O'D^F—

M

onogram: Kitty,
Jean Parker; Johnny, Peter Cookson; Miles, Tim
Ryan; Georgia, Veda Ann Borg; Mike, Ed Gargan;
Anton, Douglas Fowley; Jeffers, Herbert Heyes; Cab
Driver, Pat Gleason; Charles, Olaf Hytten.

FALCON OUT WEST,- THE—RKO: Tom Law-
rence, Tom Conway; Vanessa, Carole Gallagher;
Marion Caldwell, Barbara Hale; Mrs. Irwin, Joan
Barclay; Inspector Donovan, Cliff Clark; Bates, Ed
Gargan; Jim Caldtvell, Minor Watson; Dusty Law-
son, Lee Trent; Tex Irwin, Lyle Talbot; Stephen
Haden, Don Douglas; Miss Mayfield, Rosemary La
Planche; Mary, Rita Corday; Cissy, Mary Halsey;
Gloria, Barbara Lynn.

FOLLOW THE BOFS—Universal : Tony West,
George Raft; Gloria Vance, Vera Zorina; Nick West,
Charlie Grapewin; Kitty West, Grace McDonald;
Louie Fairweather, Charles Butterworth; Walter
Bruce, George Macready; Annie, Elizabeth Patter-
son; William Barrett, Theodore Von Eltz; Dr. Hen-
derson, Regis Toomey; Laura, Ramsay Ames; Martha
0’Dri":oll and Maxie Rosenbloom, Themselves;
Junie , Spooks; and Hollywood guest stars.

Ft UR JILLS AND A 7££P—Twentieth Century-
Fox:^ Kay Francis, Carole Landis, Martha Raye,
Mitzi Mayfair and Jimmy Dorsey and His Orchestra,
Themselves; Ted Warren, John Harvey; Eddie, Phil
Silvers; Lieut. Dick Ryan, Dick Haymes; Alice Faye,
Betty Grable, Carmen Miranda and George Jessel,
Themselves; Captain Lloyd, Lester Matthews; Cap-
tain Stewart, Glenn Langan; General, Paul Harvey;
Colonel Hartley, Miles Mander; Lady Carlton-Smith,
Winifred Harris; Nurse Captain, Mary Servoss;
Soldier, B. S. Pully.

HAT CHECK HOVEF—Universal : Susan Brent.
Grace McDonald; Happy Dan Briggs, Leon Errol;
Tim Martel, Walter Catlett; Mona Mallory, Ram-
say Ames; Danny Briggs, Jr., Richard Davis; Jimmy
Cash, Himself; David Courtland, Millburn Stone;
John I.ynn, Emmett Vogan; J. J. Worthington. Rus-
sel Hicks; Alan Dane, Lee Bennett; and Freddy
Slack and His Orchestra; Harry Owens and His
Royal Hawaiians; Ted Weems and His Orchestra.

HER PRIMITIVE MAN—Universal: Peter Mat-
thews, Robert Paige; Sheila Winthrop, Louise All-
britton; Martin Osborne, Robert Benchley; Orrin,
Edward Everett Horton; Mrs. Winthrop, Helen
Broderick; Uncle Hubert, Ernest Truex; Aunt Pen-
lope, Nydia Westman; Gerald, Louis Jean Heydt;
Jonathan, Oscar O’Shea; Marcia, Stephanie Bache-
lor; Aunt Martha, Sylvia Field; Caleb, Ian Wolfe;
Maid, Beatrice Roberts; Butler, Herbert Evans.

HI, GOOD LOOKIN’—Universal: Kelly Clark,
Harriet HS,iard; King Castle, Kirby Grant; Archie,
Roscoe Karns; Eaton, Milhurn Stone; Peggy, Betty
Kean; Dynamo, Eddie Quillan; Dickson, Frank Fen-
ton; Peggy, Mary O’Brien; Tess, Marie Harmon;
Phyllis, Vivian Austin; Joe Smedley, Fuzzy Knight;
Homer, Robert Keane; Mabel, Elizabeth Dow;
Messenger Boy, Sidney Miller; and Ozzie Nelson’s
and Jack Teagarden’s orchestras, the Delta Rhythm
Boys and Tip, Tap and Toe.

LADIES COURAGEOUS—Uni-versaX: Roberta
Harper, Loretta Young; Virgie Alford, Geraldine
Fitzgerald; Col. Brennan, Richard Fraser; Jerry
Vail, Anne Gwynne; Nadine Shannon, Diana Barry-
more; Wilhelmina Van Kronk, Evelyn Ankers;
Frank Garrison, David Bruce; Mary Frances, June
Vincent; Jill Romilly, Lois Collier; Tommy Harper,
Phillip Terry; Brig. Gen. Wade, Samuel S. Hinds;
Lieut. Snapper Walgreen,- Frank Jenks; Lieut. Alex
Anderson, Kane Richmond; Genevieve, Marie Har-
mon; Bee Jay, Janet Shaw; Emily Templeton, Dor-
othy Moore; Ann Templeton, Gwen Crawford;
Nancy Edwards, Eleanor Lawson; Cemnie Foley,
Betty Brodel; Rosemary Keene, Mary O’Brien; Jane
Todd, June Millarde.

LADY AND THE MONSTER, THE—Republic

:

Janice Farrell, Vera Hruba Ralston; Prof. Franz
Mueller, Erich Von Stroheim; Patrick Cory, Richard
Aden; Mrs. Fame, Mary Nash; Eugene Fuller,
Sidney Blackmer; Chloe Donovan, Helen Vinson;
Grimes, Charles Kane; Mary Lou, Juanita Quigley;
Dr. Martin, Harry Hayden; The Husky Man, Jack
Kirk; Antonio Triana and Lola Montes.

MONSTER MAKER, THE—P.R.C.—Markoff, J.

For Sparkling

MORNING
FRESHNESS
—Try This Tonight —

I
F YOU wake~up tired and listless—if your
freshness and“sparkle” are slipping away in

the stress of these strenuous times—you
should know this!

Thousands are drinking a cup of Ovaltine
night and morning—for radiant morning
freshness and vigorous days.

For Ovaltine is a scientific /oozf-concentrate
designed to do two important things.

First, taken warm at bedtime, it fosters sound
sleep, without drugs. Second, it helps to build
you up while you sleep. According to experts,
two glasses daily, made with milk as directed,
supply all the extra vitamins and minerals you
need for utmost vitality—provided you just eat
3 average-good meals a day, including citrus
fruit or tomatoes. In addition Ovaltine also
provides the basic food elements absolutely
necessary to rebuild muscle, nerve and body
cells, and for vitality and endurance.

So why not turn to Ovaltine tonight, for bet-
ter sleep and for morning freshness?

OVALTINE

I HATE
GRAY HAIR
You know telltale gray hair

kills romance, causes a hun-
dred little heartbreaks, yet for
years you have hesitated to do
anything about HI Has fear
held you back—fear of danger-
ous dyes, fear that it is too
difficult, that people will know
your hair has been dyed?
These fears are so needless!
Today at your drug or depart-
ment store, you can buy Mary
T. Goldman Gray Hair Col-
oring Preparation. It trans-
forms gray, bleached, or faded
hair to the desired shade

—

quickly, or as gradually as you
wish. Pronounced harmless by
medical authorities. No skin
test needed.

^ Buy a bottle today on a
" money-back guarantee. Or,

I. wWB if you’d rather try it first, mail
nBlIffBi coupon below for free sample.

Mary T. Goldman Co., 18 GoldmaiTBldg.
St. Paul, Minn. Send free test kit. Color checked.

S ^ Dark Brown Light Brown
Medium Brown Blonde Auburn

Name
Address
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AFTER
Pow»r» Individwolized insiruc-

tion worked a “mifocle.” A
lovely new figure (25 lbs. lost

without starvation diet), cor-

rect hair-do, moke-up ond style

sense have made her poised,

glamorous!

/d FyUt^

BEFORE
Mary McGinty of Brooklyn,

N. Y. started her Powers train-

ing, she was self-conscious

about her weight, lacked grace

and assurance. Hair style,

dress and make-up lacked

^ distinction.

Read what the

JOHN ROBERT POWERS
Home Course did for this

girl—how it can make YOU

lovelier, happier!

e/tv^
Qyt

Mch
Mdt.
tr hp

Today, because of her

Powers Training, Mary
McGinty looks different

—

h different. She’s gained

poise and vitality she
never dreamed of before

Mr. Powers and his expert

instructors showed her a

fascinating, easy-to-follow

way to greater loveliness.

Right at home you can reach

year beauty goal! Powers instruc-

tion planned individually for you

helps you to a model figure, in-

spired styling and make-up, voice

improvement, new grace and

charm. And all at such modest

cost you’ll be amazed!

John Robert Powers,
noted beauty authority.

At his famous school on
Park Ave. “just average

girls” are transformed
into beauties. Now the

exclusive advantages of

his training are available

right in your own home.

Before Mary McGinty
learned how to do her
hair, how to use make-up
to bring out her most at-

tractive features.

Her Photo-Revise (an ex-

clusive Powers feature)

showed her how to real-

ize her own best possi-

bilities. See photo above.

You will enjoy 60 “just for you”

beauty secrets. Here are a few:

YOUR FIGURE—Simple, easy ways to make you
trim, fit, vital. Nofaddish, starvation diets— no
strenuous exercises.YOUR FACE—Photo-Revise
drawn by an expert over your own picture

shows you make-up secrets to bring out your
beauty high-lights, the ideal hair-do to empha-
size your best features. YOUR STYLE—Shows you
how to be “best-dressed” yet save dollars on
your wardrobe. Your color chart. Drama in

accessories (orYOU. YOURGROOMING—Com-
plete and time-saving beauty schedule. Easy
short-cuts to good grooming. YOUR GRACE

—

How to walk and stand for beauty—as a Powers
Girl. How to acquire poise. YOU—The man’s
viewpoint. Mr. Powers gives the formula for

charm and magnetism.

M Write John Robert Powers for

yourfree confidential question-

naire, illustrated booklet,“The
Powers Way,” and full details

120 of the famous Powers training.

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Avenue, Suite 64G, New York City

Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I’m really interested. Please send

me details of your Home Course.

Name
(PLEASE PRINT)

Street

City State

Occupation Age

Carrol Naish; Laurrence, Ralph Morgan; Maxuic.
Tala Birell; Patrick, Wanda McKay; Blake, Terry
Frost; Giant, Glenn Strange; Butler, Alexander
Pollard; By Himself.

MY BEST GAL—Republic: Kitty O'Hara, Jane
Withers; Danny O'Hara, her grandfather, Frank
Craven; Johnny McCloud, Jimmy Lydon; Charlie,
Fortunio Bonanova; Ralph Hodges, George Cleve-
Frost; Giant, Glenn Strange; Butler, Alexander

,

Pollard; Dr. Adams, Sam Flint; Aces, By Himself.

NINE GIRLS—Columbia: Miss Thornton, Ann
Harding;^ Mar3;, Evelyn Keyes; Jane, Jinx Falken-
burg; Alice, Nina Foch; Butch, Jeff Donnell; Bert,
Leslie Brooks; Eve, Lynn Merrick; Paula, Anita
Louise; Shirley, Marsha Mae Jones; Tennessee,
Shirley Mills; Mr. Canfield, Lester Matthews;
Photographer, Grady Sutton; Brooks, Willard Rob-
ertson; Walt, William Demarest.

SHINE ON HARVEST MOON—Warners: Nova
Bayes, Ann Sheridan; Jack Norworth, Dennis Mor-
gan; The Great Georgetti, Jack (iarson; Blanche
Mallory, Irene Mannning; Poppa Karl, S. Z. Sakall;
Margie, Marie Wilson; Dan Costello, Robert Shayne;
Police Sergeant, Bob Murphy; Dance Team, The
Four Step Bros; Dance Team, The Ashburns; Tim
Donovan, William Davidson; A Drunk, Will Stan-
ton; William Fowler, James Bush; Harry Miller,
Joseph Crehan; Soubrette, Betty Bryson; Dancer,
Don Kramer; Dancer, George Rogers; Juggler, Harry
Chas. Johnson; Acrobat, Walter Pietilla.

UP IN MABEL'S ROOM—U.A.: Geraldine Ains-
worth, Marjorie Reynolds; Gary Ainsworth, Dennis
O’Keefe; Mabel Essington, (jail Patrick; Boris,
Mischa Auer; Martha, Charlotte Greenwood; Arthur
Weldon, Lee Bowman; Jimmy Larchmont, John Hub-
bard; Alicia Larchmont, Binnie Barnes; Priscilla.
Janet Lambert; Johnny, Fred Kohler Jr.

WHISTLER, THE—Darmour-Columbia: Earl Con-
rad, Richard Dix; The Killer, J. Carrol Naish; Alife
Walker, Gloria Stuart; Gorman, Alan Dinehart;
Lefty Vigran, Don Costello; Toni Vigran, Joan Wood-
bury; Bartender, Cy Kendall; The Thief, Trevor
Bardette; Charles McNear, Robert E. Keane; Briggs,
Clancy (Ilooper; Bill Tomley, George Lloyd; Flop-
house Clerk, Byron Foulger; Jennings, Charles Cole-
man; Dock Watchman, Robert Homans.

WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER, T/ZE—M-G-M;
Ashwood, Irene Dunne; Sir John Ashwood,

Alan Marshal; John Ashwood II {as a boy), Roddy
McDowall; Hiram Porter Dunn, Frank Morgan;
Sarn Bennett, Van Johnson; Colonel, C. Aubrey \
Smith; Nanny, Dame May Whitty; Lady Jean Ash-
wood, Gladys Cooper; John Ashwood II (as a young
man), Peter Lawford; Reggie, John Warburton;
Rosamund, Jill Edmond; Gwennie, Brenda Forbes.

The Fashions Shown on Page

66 Are Available in the

Following Stores

Wedding Gown and Veil:

Detroit, Mich.—J. L. Hudson Company
Minneapolis, Minn.—Dayton Company
Newark, N. J.—L. Bamberger & Company
New York, N. Y.—Oppenheim, Collins 6c Company
Oakland, Calif—Goldman’s
St. Paul, Minn,—The Golden Rule

San Francisco, Calif.—The Emporium

"Going Away" Dress

Boston, Mass—Jordan, Marsh Company
Chicago, 111—Carson, Pirie Scott & Company
Cincinnati, Ohio—H. & S. Pogue Company
Detroit, Mich—J. L. Hudson Company
New York, N. Y.—B. Altman 85 Company
Philadelphia, Pa,—Bonwit Teller & Company
Rochester, N. Y.—B. Forman Company

"Going Away" Hat

Buffalo, N. Y.—Adum, Meldrun & Anderson Com-
pany

Chicago, 111—Carson, Pirie Scott & Company
Detroit, Mich.—J. L. Hudson Company
Indianapolis, Ind.—H. P. Wasson & Company
Los Angeles, Calif.—Myer Siegel & Company
Minneapolis, Minn,—Dayton Company
New York, N. Y.—Tailored Woman, Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.—John Wanamaker
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Joseph Horne Company
Providence, R, I.—Callendar-McAuslan & Troup
Company

San Francisco, Calif—The Emporium
San Antonio, Tex.—Joske Bros. Company
St. Louis, Mo.—Stix, Baer & Fuller Company
Seattle, Wash.—Best’s Apparel, Inc,

Washington. D. C.—Frank R. Jelleff, Inc.

'
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n'^COBRA WOMAN” A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

the color stays on through every lipstick test

Original color harmony shades to accent the appeal ofyour

lips.. .glamorous reds, lovely reds, dramatic reds, all exclusive

with Tru-Color Lipstick and all based on an original color

principle discovered by /Max Factor Hollyu ood. .

.

one dollar

ORIGINAL COLOR HARMONY SHADES FOR EVERY TYPE

BLONDE REDHEAD

m Jacioi

WoitvwooP
Tsu -cotes

Complete your make-up
IN COLOR HARMONY.. .WITH
MAX Factor Hollywood
FACE POWDER AND ROUGE



T^per a hitter note

Ti... famous flavor found only in Schlitz is as free from bitter-

ness as a songbird’s lighthearted melody. For Schlitz is brewed with just the

kiss of the hops, bringing you all of the delicate hop flavor and none of the

bitterness

JUST THE

. . none of

/Ae li/hemess

THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
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